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Abstract: An adjoint-based algorithm for performing automatic parameter identifi-
cation on differential equation based models of biological systems is presented. The
algorithm solves an optimization problem, in which the cost reflects the deviation
between the observed data and the output of the parameterized mathematical
model, and the constraints reflect the governing parameterized equations them-
selves. Preliminary results of the application of this algorithm to a previously
presented mathematical model of planar cell polarity signaling in the wings of

Drosophila melanogaster are presented. Copyright © 2006 IFAC

1. INTRODUCTION

A key problem in systems biology is the identifi-
cation of parameters in the mathematical models
that describe biological systems. This problem is
generally difficult due to both the number of state
variables and parameters, and the fact that the
governing equations are usually nonlinear func-
tions of these states and parameters. It is also
advantageous to perform the parameter identifi-
cation problem relatively quickly, since this allows
one to efficiently test the feasibility of different
mathematical models.

1 This research was supported by DARPA under the

BioComp program, by NIH under grant R01 GM075311-

01, and by a Stanford Bio-X IIP Award.

In this paper, we present an algorithm for per-
forming automatic parameter identification on
differential equation based models of biological
systems. The algorithm attempts to minimize an
objective function which encodes the deviation
between the observed data of the system and
the output of the parameterized model, with the
governing parameterized equations forming the
constraints of this optimization problem. The al-
gorithm relies on the adjoint method, which cal-
culates the gradient of the objective function with
respect to the unknown parameters, essentially
describing analytically how to minimize the ob-
jective by varying the parameters. We augment
this gradient based method by using additional
information provided by the derivative of the gra-
dient to give well-conditioned optimization even
when the optimal parameter values are several
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Fig. 1. Drosophila adult wing epithelium. Proxi-
mal edge is to the left, distal edge is to the
right.

Fig. 2. Diagram shows that each epithielial cell
constructs a hair that protrudes from its
distal vertex and points distally, creating a
virtually error free parallel array.

orders of magnitude different from each other. We
present preliminary results of this algorithm on a
previously described mathematical model (Amon-
lirdviman et al. (2005)) of the signaling network
regulating the planar cell polarity of Drosophila

wing epithelial cells orthogonal to their apical-
basal axes. This network is termed planar cell
polarity (PCP).

2. PLANAR CELL POLARITY (PCP)

In adult Drosophila, each epithelial cell on the
wing produces a single hair, or trichome. The hairs
grow from the distal edge (edge of the cell closest
to the wing tip) of each cell and all point in the
same direction, towards the wing tip, as shown
in Figures 1 and 2 (note that all images in this
paper follow the convention that the proximal
side of the cell/wing is to the left of the image,
distal is to the right). Genetic analyses have
identified a group of proteins that are required
to correctly polarize these arrays (Adler (2002),
Strutt (2002)), and the regular array of hairs is
caused by spatially asymmetric distributions of
these proteins in the plane of the epithelium.
The process by which the proteins controlling hair
polarization localize to different areas within each
cell during the development of the fly is called
planar cell polarity (PCP) signaling. The wing
epithelial cells aggregate in a hexagonal close-
packed array (Figure 2).

In the presence of cell clones mutant for some
PCP genes, the hair polarity in neighboring wild-
type cells is disrupted, a phenomenon termed
domineering non-autonomy. Domineering non-
autonomy reverses hair orientation on either the
proximal or distal side of the clone in a manner
characteristic to the particular mutant protein.
Based on the available biological data, a feedback
loop mechanism describing the interaction of a
group of PCP molecules was proposed to mediate
PCP signaling (Axelrod (2001), and Tree et al.
(2002)). The signaling diagram is drawn schemat-
ically in Figure 3, in which an arrow indicates a
positive influence, and a line indicates a negative
influence. The diagram describes the following:
Frizzled (Fz), a membrane protein, promotes the
localization of Disheveled (Dsh), a cytoplasmic
protein, to a membrane; Dsh stabilizes Fz loca-
tion; Fz promotes the localization of Van Gogh
(Vang), a membrane protein, and Prickle (Pk), a
cytoplasmic protein, on the membrane of a neigh-
boring cell; Pk and Vang inhibit the recruitment
of Dsh to a membrane. Experimentally, it has
been observed that, in steady state, Dsh and Fz
proteins localize to the distal edge and Pk and
Vang to the proximal edge of all cells in the array,
thus the large font indicates that the wild type
protein localizes at this location. It is believed
that the hair grows at the site of the highest
concentration of Dsh protein.

A mathematical model based on the feedback loop
model (Tree et al. (2002)) and a global directional
cue that biases the direction toward which the
feedback loop orients (Yang et al. (2002), Ma et al.
(2003)) was used to demonstrate, through simula-
tion, the feasibility of the model to reproduce all of
the most characteristic PCP phenotypes (Amon-
lirdviman et al. (2005)). The logic of the feedback
loop is encoded in the mathematical model by rep-
resenting interactions as binding to form protein
complexes. For example, the interaction between
Fz and Dsh is represented as a reaction form-
ing the complex DshFz, which can interact with
other proteins and complexes, and it can undergo
a backward reaction that separates it back into
its components Fz and Dsh. The mathematical
model includes the four original proteins, as well
as six complexes, the last four of which form
across the cell boundary with the adjacent cell:
DshFz, VangPk, FzVang, DshFzVang, FzVangPk,
DshFzVangPk. While positive influences are en-
coded by complex formation, negative influences
are through terms that aid the reverse reaction.
The state variables of the mathematical model
are the local concentrations of these proteins (for
example [Fz] represents the concentration of Fz)
which are assumed to be continuous. The math-
ematical model assumes that protein molecules
move by diffusion: Dsh and Pk diffuse within the
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cell interior, while Vang, Fz, and all the complexes
diffuse only in the membrane (or shared mem-
branes).

The mathematical model is represented by ten
reaction-diffusion partial differential equations
(PDEs). All of the model parameters, includ-
ing reaction rates, diffusion constants and ini-
tial protein concentrations were not directly ob-
servable from the available data, so parameter
values were identified by being constrained to
result in the desired qualitative features of the
hair pattern phenotypes. The Nelder-Mead sim-
plex method (Nelder and Mead (1965)) was used
to attempt to minimize an objective function
composed of quadratic penalty functions corre-
sponding to these feature constraints to produce
a feasible solution set of parameters. The model
includes 37 parameters, and each evaluation of
the objective function required 13 runs of the
model simulation corresponding to each of the
experimental cases that the model was meant
to reproduce. The complete development of the
model and results of this analysis are available in
Amonlirdviman et al. (2005).

3. THE PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION
PROBLEM

In the current work, we strive to replace the sim-
plex method with a more efficient optimization
method. As we have described above, the gov-
erning equations for PCP consist of ten reaction-
diffusion equations describing the time and space
evolution of the concentrations of the four PCP
proteins and six of their complexes. If x(t, s) =
([Dsh], [Pk], [Fz], [Vang], [DshFz], [VangPk],
[FzVang], [DshFzVang], [FzVangPk],
[DshFzVangPk]) ∈ R

10 represents the vector of
all protein concentrations, and if s ∈ Ω = V × ∂V
represents all space variables (covering both the
cytoplasm V and the membrane ∂V), the gov-
erning equations can be written in the following
compact form:

Fig. 3. Four protein PCP signaling network.

∂x(t, s)

∂t
= P (s, x(t, s), θ)+µ(θ)∆x(t, s) , ∀s ∈ Ω

(1)

which means that the rate of change of each
protein concentration is equal to its net rate of
production P (s, x(t, s), θ), plus its rate of diffusion
µ(θ)∆x(t, s).
If protein i reacts with protein j to form complex
k, Pi is a function of the type Rixixj − λixk – it
includes more reaction terms if protein i is present
in more than one reaction. The forward rates of
reaction R and the backward rates of reaction λ

are stored in the parameter θ ∈ R
37, which has

to be estimated. Finally, µ(θ) is the constant of
diffusion of each protein and ∆ represents the
Laplacian operator.
Eight of the ten proteins diffuse in the membrane.
Therefore their reaction-diffusion equations are
specified on a periodic domain and do not require
boundary conditions. However, Dsh and Pk dif-
fuse in the interior of the cell, which is a finite do-
main, and therefore require boundary conditions
noted in compact form

µ(θ)∇sx(t, s) · n = CP (s, x(t, s), θ) , ∀s ∈ ∂Ω
(2)

in which n represents the unit normal vector to
the membrane. The matrix C is a 10× 10 matrix
with all zero entries, except the first two diagonal
elements (corresponding to Dsh and Pk) which are
equal to one. C filters the last eight proteins, for
which the diffusion across the membrane is zero.
For Dsh and Pk, the rate of diffusion across the
membrane is equal to their rate of production.

Experimental data consist of pictures of hair po-
larity which are provided at final time T , taken to
be at the end of the signaling process. In our PCP
model, hair polarity is predicted based on the Dsh
concentration in the cells and is stored in a vector
Y model comprising as many entries as simulated
cells, and calculated by

Y model =

∫
Ω

h(x(s, T ), s) ds , (3)

in which h is a differentiable function, which gives
a score of 1 to a cell with Dsh localization on the
distal side, -1 to a cell with Dsh localization on the
proximal side and 0 with no Dsh localization. Sim-
ilarly the data Y obs is a vector with entries ranging
from -1 to 1; -1 for cells with reverse polarity and 1
for cells with polarity. The problem of identifying
the unknown parameters is the one of finding,
among our parametrized set of PCP models, the
model which best explains the experimental data.
Therefore, it consists of minimizing the prediction
error, i.e., the deviation between the observed
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data and the output of the parametrized model.
Mathematically, it reads

minimize J(θ) = ||Y model − Y obs||

subject to
∂x(t, s)

∂t
= P (s, x(t, s), θ)

+µ(θ)∆x(t, s)

(4)

Usually, the norm ||.|| is chosen as a quadratic
norm. Besides its mathematical convenience, such
a norm is often chosen because it recovers the
maximum likelihood criterion. Indeed, suppose
measurements are stochastic data consisting of
the sum of the true model outcome and normally
distributed noise:
Y obs =

∫
Ω

h(xtrue(s, T ), s)+v, where v is a normal
random variable with mean 0 and covariance Σ.
The likelihood of the observations is equal to

PDF(v = Y obs − Y model) =
1

(2π)NdetΣ

exp
(
−

1

2
(Y obs − Y model)Σ−1(Y obs − Y model)

)
(5)

where PDF refers to probability density function
and is a Gaussian in the present case. The pa-
rameter which maximizes the likelihood of the
observations is then given by

θ∗ = argmax{exp(||(Y obs − Y model)||2Σ−1)}
= argmin{||(Y obs − Y model)||2Σ−1}

(6)

We will assume, in the remainder of the paper,
that Σ is the identity matrix.

4. SOLUTION METHOD VIA OPTIMAL
CONTROL THEORY

The parameter identification problem consists of
an optimization program in which the variables
are constrained by a PDE. In this section, we will
show how to efficiently solve such a problem.

4.1 Gradient computation

Many optimization algorithms rely on descent
methods, which require the computation of the
gradient of the objective function. For the case
of PDE optimization programs, calculating the
gradient can be efficiently done via a version of the
adjoint method, which was developed by Jameson
(1998) largely for use in nonlinear aerodynamic
optimization problems. We will first review the
adjoint method.

4.1.1. Adjoint method Let us consider an objec-
tive function J given by

J(θ) = f(x, θ) (7)

where f is a differentiable function and x is the
solution of a differential equation (DE), noted

D(x, θ) = 0 (8)

Under technical conditions (see Lions (1971) for
more details), the function J is differentiable and

lim
h→0

J(θ + hθ̃) − J(θ)

h
= ∇xf(x, θ)x̃

+ ∇θf(x, θ)θ̃
(9)

in which x̃ is the solution of the linearized form of
the original differential equation (8)

∇xD(x, θ)x̃ + ∇θD(x, θ)θ̃ = 0 (10)

At this stage, computing the derivative in each
direction, θ̃, requires one to solve the DE (10)
for each of these directions and then form the
derivative according to (9).
The adjoint method allows one to obtain the
derivative in all directions – in other words, the
gradient, by computing the solutions to only two
DEs. It proceeds as follows: taking the inner
product with an arbitrary costate q (lying in the
same function space as x), we obtain

q · ∇xD(x, θ)x̃ + q · ∇θD(x, θ)θ̃ = 0 (11)

Adding this term to the derivative, we obtain,

lim
h→0

J(θ + hθ̃) − J(θ)

h
= (∇xf(x, θ)+

q · ∇xD(x, θ))x̃ + (∇θf(x, θ) + q · ∇θD(x, θ))θ̃
(12)

Choosing q so as to cancel the effect of the state
perturbation

∇xf(x, θ) + ∇xD(x, θ) · q = 0 , (13)

the derivative in any direction θ̃ is
(
∇θf(x, θ) +

q.∇θD(x, θ)
)
θ̃ and therefore the gradient is

∇J(θ) = ∇θf(x, θ) + q · ∇θD(x, θ) (14)

With the gradient in hand, it is now possible
to perform a descent algorithm, called the quasi-
Newton method, for which we will see an effective
illustration in section 4.2.
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4.1.2. Adjoint equations for PCP The method
presented in the previous section is systematic
and can be followed step by step for the PCP
model. The regularity of the PCP partial differ-
ential equations (PDEs) provides us with enough
technical conditions to compute the derivative of
J as follows

lim
h→0

J(θ + hθ̃) − J(θ)

h
= 2

( ∫
Ω

h(x(s, T ), s) ds

−Y obs
)T

∫
Ω

∇xh(x(s, T ), s)x̃(s, T ) ds ;

(15)

in which x̃ is the solution of the following linear
PDE

∂x̃

∂t
(t, s) = ∇xP (s, x(t, s), θ)x̃(t, s) + µ(θ)∆x̃(t, s)

+
(
∇θP (s, x(t, s), θ) + ∆x(t, s)∇µ(θ)

)
θ̃

(16)

With linear boundary conditions

∇µ(θ)θ̃∇s x(t, s) · n + µ(θ)∇s x̃(t, s) · n

= C
(
∇xP (s, x(t, s), θ)x̃(t, s) + ∇θP (s, x(t, s), θ)θ̃

)
(17)

Taking the inner product of this linear PDE with
an arbitrary costate q

∫
Ω

∫ T

0

qT ∂x̃

∂t
(t, s) =

∫
Ω

∫ T

0

qT
(
∇xP x̃

+µ(θ)∆x̃(t, s)
)

+

∫
Ω

∫ T

0

qT (∇θP + ∆x∇µ(θ))θ̃

(18)

Integrating by parts,

∫
Ω

qT x̃(T ) =

∫
Ω

∫ T

0

x̃T (
∂q

∂t
+ ∇xPT q + µ(θ)∆q)

+

∫
Ω

∫ T

0

qT (∇θP + ∆x∇µ(θ))θ̃

+

∫
∂Ω

∫ T

0

x̃T (∇xPT CT q − µ(θ)∇s q · n)

+

∫
∂Ω

qT (∇θP −∇s x · n∇µ(θ))θ̃

(19)

We are now in a position to extract the gradient
of J . Provided that q solves the following linear
PDE

−
∂q

∂t
= ∇x PT q + µ(θ)∆q (20)

with boundary conditions

µ(θ)∇sq · n = ∇x PT DT q (21)

and terminal condition

q(s, T ) = 2
( ∫

Ω

h(x(s, T ), s) − Y obs
)T

∇xh(x(s, T ), s)
(22)

the gradient is

∇J =

∫
Ω

∫ T

0

(∇θP + ∆x∇µ(θ))T q

+

∫
∂Ω

(∇θP −∇s x · n∇µ(θ))T qθ̃

(23)

4.2 Second order method

The gradient algorithm is numerically efficient
when the problem is well conditioned, meaning
that the derivatives in all the directions have
the same order of magnitude. In the case of
PCP, the parameters are unknown and may range
over several orders of magnitude. Therefore the
problem is likely to be poorly conditioned, in
which case a second order method is preferable. A
second order method, such as the Newton method,
rescales the variables so that in the new system
of variables the problem is well conditioned and
consequently the descent algorithm is fast, yet no
tractable method currently exists for executing
the Newton method in optimization programs
involving general PDEs. However, it is possible
to implement a quasi-Newton method (Gill et al.
(1999)), in which the second order derivative
of the objective function, called the Hessian, is
computed via finite differences on the gradient.

By doing so, we can form an approximate Hessian
H and the descent direction is taken as the one
which minimizes the quadratic approximation of
the objective function: δθ = −H−1∇J .

4.3 Summary of the algorithm

Algorithm 1. (2nd order adjoint based algo.).
Start with an initial guess for the parameters
θguess and an initial guess for the Hessian Hguess.
Repeat

(1) Solve the governing equation (1) for x, using
the current parameter vector θ.

(2) Solve the adjoint equation (20) for q, using
the current θ and x.

(3) Determine the gradient ∇J according to
equation (23).

(4) Update the Hessian H via finite difference
between the current gradient and the previ-
ous ones.

(5) Form the descent direction ∆θ = −H−1∇J .
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(6) Line search: compute β > 0 so that J(θ +
β∆θ) is minimized.

(7) Update θ := θ + β∆θ.

Terminate when ∇JT H∇J is small
Return θ∗ = θ.

4.4 Computational complexity

The adjoint method drastically reduces the com-
plexity of the gradient computation. It only re-
quires two PDE calculations, whereas calculat-
ing the gradient via finite difference would have
required at least d + 1 PDE computations, in
which d is the number of parameters to estimate
(d = 37 in our PCP model). Each iteration of
the algorithm moreover consists of a coarse one-
dimensional minimization (line search), which is
typically terminated after three to six PDE (1)
computations. In total and from a conservative
view-point, each iteration requires eight to ten
times the computational time of running the gov-
erning PDE (1). Finally, in terms of convergence,
the algorithm generally terminates after 50 iter-
ations; therefore the algorithm requires on the
order of 50 × 10 objection function evaluations.

5. PRELIMINARY SIMULATION RESULTS

An important validation of the algorithm is to
make sure that it efficiently searches the parame-
ter space. For this purpose, we present preliminary
simulation results for the wild type case. For this
simulation, we used a simplified version of the
PDE model presented in Amonlirdviman et al.
(2005), which assumes that the diffusion terms
in the equations can be replaced by their quasi-
steady-state solutions. This assumption permits
elimination of the diffusion terms from the original
PDEs, reducing the model to a system of ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) in which the num-
ber of parameters to identify is reduced from 37
to 27. The complete ODE model development is
presented in Amonlirdviman (2005) and Ma et al.
(2005). The adjoint method and quasi-Newton
algorithm applied is that presented in the previous
section.

In these simulations, we assume some true values
of the parameters, which are believed to gener-
ate a phenotype consistent with the characteristic
PCP phenotypes (termed “true”). Then, we devi-
ate from these parameters and we verify that the
output of the search algorithm recovers the true
phenotype, which we want to match. In practice,
we set θguess = θtrue(1+σN (0, 1)) with σ = 1 and
we first run a simplex algorithm, not taking ad-
vantage of any gradient information, and second,
our quasi-Newton method. The results are shown

in Figure 4. In this Figure, we display concen-
trations of Dsh protein, with “cool” colors repre-
senting relatively low concentrations, and “warm”
colors representing relatively high concentrations.
This result indicates that given the same amount
of computational effort, the adjoint-based quasi-
Newton method has almost recovered the true
phenotype, whereas the simplex method is still
far from converging.

For the quasi-Newton method, the computation
involved for 30 function evaluations is 60 ODE cal-
culations. We note that here, we are only match-
ing the wild type phenotype. To match wild type
and all mutant phenotypes as in Amonlirdviman
et al. (2005), we would parallelize the compu-
tation; and the total computational time would
be equal to the number of ODE computations
multiplied by the time to compute the slowest
phenotype.

This is the subject of our current work.
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Fig. 4. Comparison between the simplex method and the quasi-Newton method described here for the
parameter identification problem. After 30 iterations, the quasi-Newton method has almost recovered
the true phenotype.
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Abstract:
The paper starts with a review of the research of the pathogenesis of HIV and its
interplay with the study of mathematical models. Advances are then highlighted
on model identifiability, identification techniques and the applications to current
biomedical research and up-to-date clinical practise. An identifiability study is an
answer to problems of what quantities and how frequently to measure in blood
plasma. Parameter identification methods are chosen and developed for sparse
and rough samples. Results are reported on two case studies: vaccine readiness
in Southern Africa, drug effectiveness and therapy failures on existing patients in
France. Ongoing research programmes and future opportunities are pointed out.

Keywords: biomedical, HIV/AIDS, identifiability, identification, nonlinear
systems

1. INTRODUCTION AND A REVIEW OF
HIV MODELS

The key markers of the disease progression are
the CD4+ T cell and viral levels in the plasma.
The typical dynamics of the disease progression,
in an untreated individual, for these populations
is shown in Figure 1 (Fauci et al, 1996). Highly ac-
tive antiretroviral therapy (HAART), therapeutic
regimens employing drug combinations has shown
its ability to cause dramatic and sustained sup-
pression of viral replication and immune system
recovery. A typical patient’s response is shown in
Figure 2 (Ho et al, 1995).

A basic 3D model (Nowak and May, 2000) has
been developed to reveal the dynamics in these
figures. (Nowak and May, 2000):





Ṫ = s + rp(T, v)− dT − βTv,

Ṫ ∗ = βTv − µT ∗,
v̇ = kT ∗ − cv,

(1)

where T denotes the healthy CD4 cells, T ∗ denotes
the infected CD4 cells, v denotes the free virus
particles, and p(T, v) denotes the proliferation of
the CD4 cells.

It is estimated that as many as 1010 virions are
produced and destroyed in an infected individual
each day (Perelson et al, 1996). These findings are
consistent with a simple steady-state analysis of
the model (1) (see (Perelson and Nelson, 1999)).
The equilibrium or set point of virus depicted by
the model (1) is

v∗ =
ks

µc
− d

β
. (2)
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It can be seen that a model of such a simple
nature is able to adequately reflect the disease
progression from the initial infection to a stage
where the set-point is reached. This is one of the
reasons why this model was used in the estimation
of set-points in the vaccine programme (Gray et
al, 2005; Filter, Xia and Gray, 2005) (see also
section 3.1).

One of the interpretations of antiviral drugs, re-
verse transcriptase inhibitors (RTI) and protease
inhibitors (PI) in particular, is that they reduce
infection of healthy cells (Nowak and Bonhoef-
fer, 1995). Under an ideal situation, a 100% effec-
tive inhibitor corresponds in the model to setting
β = 0. This understanding has yielded estimates
for µ and c in (Perelson et al, 1996) at roughly
0.45/day and 3/day, respectively.

The pool of virus producing cells has been es-
timated to be very small (3 × 107).If there are
no other sources of hidden virus, the eradication
of all the virus would take only about 25 days
(3× 107 exp(−0.45× 25) < 1).

Even though the basic model is only valid for a
short period of the disease progression, researchers
still use it to explain the hallmark long term
depletion of CD4+ T cells. The prolonged, high
level output of HIV in vivo reflects an active,
ongoing, process in which CD4 lymphocytes are
being infected and killed in large numbers.

Perelson et al observed that, after the rapid first
phase of decay during the initial 1–2 weeks of
antiretroviral treatment, plasma virus levels de-
clined at a considerably slower rate. This second
phase of viral decay was attributed to the turnover
of a longer-lived virus reservoir of infected cell
population, which can be adequately described by
a long-lived cell model.

A latently infected cell model was also proposed,
because additional cellular reservoirs of virus were
found in lymphoid tissues (Haase et al, 1996), par-
ticularly on the surface of follicular dendritic cells
(FDC). The source underlying the second-phase
kinetics might be the release of virions trapped
in the lymphoid tissues. It could be linked to
infected macrophage, and/or due to the activation
of latently infected cells.

The long-lived cells were determined to have a
half-life of 1–4 weeks. This means that on average
it would take between two and a half to three years
of perfectly effective treatment to eradicate the
virus. This estimate generated a lot of enthusiasm
and optimism in 1996 (Perelson et al, 1996). As it
turned out that a third phase of HIV decay was
observed from continued follow-up of persons who
had remained on HAART for extended periods
of time. It suggests that there possibly exists a
reservoir of long-lived CD4+ memory T lympho-
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Fig. 1. Typical HIV/AIDS course (Fauci et al,
1996)
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Fig. 2. Typical post-treatment dynamics (Ho et
al, 1995)

Table 1. Virus reservoir and life span

Infected Cell Size Half-life Eradication

Active CD4 3× 107 1 day 25 days

FDC 3× 108–1011 1–4 wks 0.5–2.8 yrs

Macrophage n.a 1–4 wks n.a

Memory CD4 105–106 6–44 mon 9–72 yrs

cytes. The kinetics of decay are extremely slow,
and the half-life of the memory cell reservoir has
been estimated at between 6 and 44 months. As
a consequence, the predicted time required for
effective antiretroviral therapy to fully eradicate
HIV from the body ranges from 9 to 72 years. It
implies that conventional antiretroviral regimens
are not a true virologic cure.

Table 1 is a summary of these important findings.
Most of information can be found or deduced from
(Dewhurst, da Cruz and Whetter, 2000).

The above theories and models are the results
in only one direction of the research devoted
to address some deficiencies of the basic model
(1). Refer to (Covert and Kirschner, 2000) for
some of the early models, and (Perelson and
Nelson, 1999; Nowak and May, 2000; Callaway and
Perelson, 2002) for other important models. Refer
to (Wu and Tan, 2005) for some of the newest
models.

These developments have brought researchers to
face the challenges. It is clear that the modelling
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approach has paved the way for theoretical re-
search and has changed the perception of people
about the disease. This is achieved by extracting
key features from the model parameters. Math-
ematical modelers are believers of determinism,
and accurate models are able to determine the
evolution of the infection and the disease. This
approach, fundamentally different from the “or-
thodoxical” medical approach based on statistics
over large population, relies on a rapid collection
of individual patient’s data over a short period of
time. Even though there are general observations
that can be made from the model and its struc-
ture, it is only when the model is tailored to each
patient’s individual parameters that clear benefits
in the treatment strategy arise. More complex
models involve more variables, and thus need more
data. The records of patients in current clinical
practise are typically sparse and rough. There is a
need to strike a balance in model complexity and
usability in order to use the HIV/AIDS models
as a tool for treatment decisions. The following
sections show applications of some simple models.
Control engineering techniques are brought into
the model building.

2. HIV/AIDS PARAMETERS

In this section, it will first be shown how an identi-
fiability study of some simple HIV/AIDS models
helps in formulating guidelines for clinical test-
ing and measurement. Some parameter estimation
methods will be described.

2.1 Identifiability

For HIV/AIDS parameter identification, the first
question to ask is what variables can be mea-
sured? Clinically, many variables can be mea-
sured, though some of them with less accuracy
and high cost. The clinical practise recommended
by some medical guidelines (USPHS, 2003) is to
measure the viral load and the CD4+ T cell counts
in plasma. Since CD4+ T cells are predominantly
healthy cells (Janeway and Travers, 1997), also for
technical reasons, it is assumed that viral load and
healthy CD4+ T cells are measured outputs.

The following questions then arise: what is the
minimal number of measurement samples for the
CD4+ T cell and the viral counts? when should
these measurements be taken? and how? and can
one get accurate estimates of the parameters from
these measurements?

Identifiability is a basic system property to ad-
dress these questions. Assume no proliferation is
considered in (1), and taking the outputs as

y1 = T,
y2 = v,

(3)

the system (1) is both observable and identifiable,
as was shown in (Xia and Moog, 2003). The
system (1) has six parameters, denoted by

κ = (s, d, β, c, µ, k)T .

Identifiability or precisely, algebraic identifiability
(Xia and Moog, 2003), means that all param-
eters κ can be determined from the measured
output. To actually find the parameters, higher
order differential equations of the output can be
calculated,

ẏ1 = θ1 + θ2y1 + θ3y1y2, (4)

ÿ2 = θ4ẏ2 + θ5y2 + θ6y1y2, (5)

where Θ = (θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4, θ5, θ6)T = (s,−d,−β,−µ
−c,−µc, kβ)T . Θ defines a one-to-one map for β 6=
0 and c > µ (Nowak and May, 2000). Therefore,
the identification of the original parameters of (1)
is equivalent to that of Θ. Thus, all the original
parameters are identifiable from the measurement
of the viral load and the CD4+ T cell counts in
the blood of an HIV patient.

It is necessary to generate a minimum of six equa-
tions based on (4) and (5), three from each equa-
tion. This can be achieved by differentiating (4)
and (5) two more times, resulting in derivatives
of y1 and y2 up to the order of 3 and 4 respec-
tively. To cope with these order of derivatives, one
concludes that at least four measurements of the
CD4+ T cell count y1 and five measurements of
the viral load are needed for a complete deter-
mination of all the HIV/AIDS parameters in the
three dimensional model (1).

Identifiability of other models, and with different
measured outputs, is studied in (Xia and Moog,
2003; Jeffrey, Xia and Craig, 2003b; Jeffrey and
Xia, 2005).

2.2 Parameter estimation

2.2.1. Least square estimates For simplicity, as-
sume that measurements y0

1 , y1
1 , y2

1 , y3
1 , y0

2 , y1
2 ,

y2
2 , y3

2 , and y4
2 are available, the following three

equations can be generated based on (4), in which
the derivative of y1 is approximated by ∆y1/∆t,
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If the matrix A is nonsingular, then there is
a unique solution for θ1, θ2 and θ3, and hence
estimates for s, d and β. These are essentially least
square (LSQ) estimates.

On the other hand, when either y1 or y2 is con-
stant, A can never be nonsingular for any choice of
measurement interval. In the long asymptomatic
stage, the viral load y2 remains constant, and in
the short period after chemotherapy treatment,
the CD4+ T cell count does not change much
(see the assumptions made in (Ho et al, 1995; Wei
et al, 1995)). Therefore during these two time
periods, a complete determination of s, d and β
is impossible.

Similar conclusions can be drawn from working
with (5) for the estimates of µ, c and k.

This analysis also helps to indicate the most likely
period for a complete estimation of parameters.
An intuitive interpretation of the above analy-
sis is that when the curves of y1 and y2 are
“bent enough” and “the cumulated strength of
virus” (y2) is bounded, all six parameters can
be estimated with confidence of accuracy. Two
typical such phases in HIV/AIDS progression are
the primary infection stage and the period after
chemotherapy treatment when both the viral load
and CD4+ T cell counts are changing.

Coincidentally, one notices that all previous es-
timations of the virus clearance rate (c) and the
death rate of infected cell (µ) were made for a
post-treatment period of very strong chemother-
apy with reverse transcriptor inhibitors and pro-
tease inhibitors in (Ho et al, 1995; Wei et al, 1995;
Perelson et al, 1996). This choice becomes obvious
from the above analysis of parameter convergence.

Of course, this pure LSQ would fail with noisy
measurements. The measurement error of the
Roche Amplicor assay method could be 0.18 log 10
copies/ml (Schuurman et al, 1996). Another prob-
lem with the pure LSQ is that the measurements
of viral load and CD4 cells have to coincide in
time. Ways to overcome these include adaptive
algorithms (Xia, 2003) and improved versions of
the LSQ method.

2.2.2. A penalty function approach The penalty
function method is in essence LSQ based, but
with two important differences: firstly, derivative
estimation is only present when a nominal curve
is generated by a numerical ordinary differential
equation solver and, thus, this estimation is not
influenced by measurement noise. Secondly, the
cost function is not limited to the LSQ distance,
thus, it can be expanded to accommodate a di-
verse base of knowledge in order to increase the
accuracy of parameter estimation.

Table 2. Comparisons of estimates

Patient ĉ tc 1
2

µ̂ tµ 1
2

No. Method (day−1) (days) (day−1) (days)

107 published 3.1 0.2 0.5 1.4

penalty function 2.07 0.33 0.50 1.39

x0 modified 3.07 0.23 0.49 1.41

In addition, since the penalty function method
does not require any product terms, there is no
constraint on the length of CD4+ T cell and virus
data vectors. Together with N measurements of T
and K measurements of v, at time t1, . . . , tN , and
τ1, . . . , τK , respectively, the basic cost function is
defined as

Jw =
N∑

n=1

(T̂ (tn)− Tn)2

Nmean(Tn)
+

K∑

k=1

(v̂(τk)− vk)2

Kmean(vk)
.

It can been seen that the points of the two data
vectors need not coincide in time.

Additional refinements of the cost function can
be made incorporating outside knowledge of the
dataset and the parameters. For example,

Jr = Jw + κ1 max(
dv̂s

dt
, 0) + κ2 max(µ̂− ĉ, 0),

where v̂s is the vector of computed viral load,
truncated after a few days. κ1 and κ2 are two
scaling constants. The first refinement term cor-
responds to the knowledge that the patient is in
steady state before initiation of therapy. The sec-
ond refinement term corresponds to the statement
that the average infected CD4+ T cell lives longer
than free virions.

To validate the method, the parameter estimation
for the three patients in (Perelson and Nelson,
1999) was repeated in (Filter and Xia, 2003). It
was used to extract the same two parameters as
in the experiment. Note that all the assumptions
described in the experiment were included in the
estimate by customizing the penalty function as
described above. The results are listed in Table 2
for patient number 107 whose data was plotted in
Figure 2.

There is a distinct, and consistent difference in ĉ
between the published results and the estimation
by custom penalty function. Since the estimation
of c is dependent on the shoulder region of the
virus count (Nowak and May, 2000), a dependence
on x0 is to be expected. For an optimal adjusted
x0, one can estimate the parameters again with
the same cost function. The small data window for
this experiment does not allow clear information
to be found about the initial conditions. From the
results it is clear that the estimation of c, and
to a lesser extent, of µ, is dependent on outside
information about x0.
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2.2.3. A deterministic optimization method To
speed up the calculation, (Ouattara et al, 2004;
Ouattara, 2005) employed an estimation proce-
dure applied to the discrete-time model of the
system (1). The principle of the estimation pro-
cedure is explained as the following. Suppose an
optimization algorithm (e. g., steepest descent,
simplex) is chosen. Running this algorithm to
minimize an objective function on large number of
initial conditions, one can see that the solutions
are distributed in the neighborhood of the real
optimum. A median and an interquartile range
(IQR) of the calculated solutions offer a desired
estimate and the confidence interval of the esti-
mate.

Since a deterministic approach is taken, the
procedure is called a deterministic optimization
method.

The IQR measures the dispersion of the results. It
depends on the chosen tolerance and the convexity
of the objective function. The IQR gives an im-
portant information on the confidence on the re-
sults. This method is extremely useful with sparse
data samples. In the HIV/AIDS case, for ethical
and financial reasons, it is impossible to collect
large amount of data. With the deterministic op-
timization method, (Ouattara et al, 2004; Ouat-
tara, 2005) were able to compute estimates of all
the parameters of the model (1) with minimum
number of samples.

3. CASE STUDIES

3.1 HIV vaccine readiness

An interesting application of the estimation pro-
cedures, described in section 2.2.2, is the extrac-
tion of parameters for patients who took part
in an HIV/AIDS vaccine readiness study (Gray
et al, 2005). In this study, HIV viral load may
be a critical endpoint in vaccine trails by which
to judge efficacy. It is important to define viral
dynamics in unvaccinated infected individuals, es-
pecially in non-B subtype infections where little
information is available. The main aim was to
determine the set-point for these patients,and find
the time from seroconversion for this set-point to
be reached.

Fifty-one individuals with recent HIV infection
were recruited within 18 months of acquiring HIV
infection from four countries in southern Africa
(10 from Zimbabwe, 6 from Malawi, 16 from Zam-
bia and 19 from South Africa). Participants were
followed at 2, 4, 7 and 9 months after enrolment.
At each visit, blood samples were obtained for
plasma RNA levels, lymphocyte subset analysis
and DNA isolation. Participants were not on an-
tiretroviral treatment. The majority (42/51) were

Table 3. Data points for two sample
patients

days viral load cd4+ days viral load cd4+

P15 (5+4) P42 (4+3)

391 46 699 411 67 813
426 24 463 187 474 11 569

503 62 364 136 586 39 887 186

573 25 079 193 685 178
636 29 821 143 775 19 359 272

female. The median age was 28 and the median
interval from seroconversion to first viral load
measurement was 8.9 months (interquartile range
of 5.5 – 14.1). Comparison of log10 RNA copies/ml
in participants at enrolment between countries
showed no significant difference and, based on
this, were grouped as one cohort.

Quite coincidentally, thirty-four of the fifty-one
participants had four CD4+ T cell and five vi-
ral load counts, thus satisfying the minimum re-
quirement of algebraic identifiability of the basic
model. Ten additional patients from the cohort
had insufficient data points for a complete eval-
uation of parameters on their own. For these pa-
tients, the assumption was made that their param-
eter value for c, the death rate constant for virus,
did not differ significantly from other patients in
the cohort. The rest of the data (seven patients)
were useless. Thus, in total, parameters were esti-
mated for forty-four of the fifty-one participants.

Typical data sets are displayed in Table 3 for two
patients P15 and P42.

Even though the minimum requirements for pa-
rameter estimation were met by most of the pa-
tients in this study, the time difference between
points, lack of initial CD4+ T cell data and impre-
cise measurements, required a set of assumptions
to be made before the model parameters were
estimated: i) Patients were in the early stages
of infection; ii) The midpoint between the last
negative and first positive sample was taken as
an estimate for the time of seroconversion; iii)
Patients did reach a steady state in viral load;
iv) Initial values for the viral load coincided with
the first viral load measurement; v) The order of c
and µ was not dictated in this instance of the cost
function, and vi) others (for details, see (Filter
and Xia, 2003; Filter, Xia and Gray, 2005)).

After the parameters for each patient had been
estimated, the set-point was calculated according
to (2). In order to find the time to reach the set-
point, the fluctuations in viral load were consid-
ered. The time from seroconversion to the point
where the fluctuations fell within log 0.5 of the
set-point was taken as an estimate for the time to
reach set-point.

In Figure 3 a detailed view is given for P42 with
four data points in the viral load. The markers
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Fig. 3. Model and data example (Filter, Xia and
Gray, 2005)

indicate data points and the corresponding model
prediction (solid line), derived from parameter
estimates. The estimation of the set point is
indicated by a dashed line, and the time to set
point is taken at the point where the modelled
viral load falls between the dotted lines.

The sparsity of the data set did not allow a
conclusion about an individual patient, but the
results of 44 patients can provide some statistical
information about subtype C viral dynamics. The
following median estimates of parameters were
found

χ̂ = (7.48, 0.00085, 1.4× 10−6, 1.56, 0.80, 2834)T .

Figure 4 shows the normal probability plot of
log10 set-point estimations for all patients. It is
clear that the estimates follow a log-normal dis-
tribution. The Bera-Jarque parametric hypothesis
test of composite normality confirms this, with
a significance level of 0.298. The calculated me-
dian time to set-point was 16.57 months and the
median of the calculated set-point distribution
was 4.08 log10 (12143 RNA copies/ml). Interest-
ingly, these estimates appear to be no different
from reported studies of subtype B HIV infected
male cohorts ((Mellors et al, 1996; Mellors et
al, 1997; Schacker et al, 1998).

3.2 Therapy effectiveness and therapeutical failures

In another case study, parameter estimates were
obtained using the deterministic optimization
method for two representative patients from the
CHU of Nantes, France (Nantes University Hos-
pital).

The first patient was 43 years of age. He was
treated in two consecutive periods. In the first
period from day zero to day 272, the patient was
treated with two RTIs: zidovudine (AZT) and
lamivudine (3TC) and one PI: saquinavir soft gel
(SQV). During this period, the viral load drops
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Fig. 4. Normal probability plot of set-point esti-
mations (Filter, Xia and Gray, 2005)

from 65000 copies/ml to 5000 copies/ml in 113
days, and then increases to 21000 copies/ml. In
the second period from day 273 to day 2379, the
patient’s therapy consists of two RTIs: 3TC and
stavudine (d4T) and one PI ritonavir (ABT-538).
The viral load drops under the threshold of 50
copies/ml.

The second patient was 42 years old. The first line
of antiretroviral therapy is a bi-associated combi-
nation of RTI (AZT+3TC): from day zero to day
124, then a tritherapy, AZT +3TC+IDV (indi-
navir), for the next 769 days. During the second
period, the patient received several associations:
AZT+3TC+ABT-538+IDV (treatment stopped
by the patient’s decision); AZT+3TC+NFV (nel-
finavir) (treatment stopped due to a virological
failure); AZT+3TC+IDV (treatment stopped for
toxicity). All these therapies have not been shown
to be efficient. In the last period, the patient is
treated with AZT +3TC +EFV (efavirenz). No
PI was involved.

In the parameter estimation, it was assumed that
the proliferation term in (1) takes the following
form p = rTv/(K + v).

Two thousand initial conditions were used, and
they were assumed to be uniformly distributed on
an admissible interval of the underlining parame-
ter. For example, the admissible interval was cho-
sen to be [10−20, 20] assuming that the production
of CD4 cells is always positive and smaller than
20 CD4/mm3

The estimates for patient 2 are tabulated in Table
4, in which estimates outside of brackets are for
the first period, and estimates in brackets (. . .) are
for the period from day 1280 to day 2388.

From these results, it can be observed that for pa-
tient 2 and in the second period of treatment, the
parameter β increases (1450 times higher), and k
decreases by 9 times lower than that in the first
period. This implies that the AZT+3TC+EFV
combination is more efficient than the AZT+3TC
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Table 4. Estimates of patient 2

estimates IQR CI50%
s 0.46 0.57 0.13,0.17]

(0.13) (0.24) ([5.55 · 10−4, 0.24])

d 2.09 · 10−3 3.68 · 10−3 [8.44 · 10−5, 3.77 · 10−3]

(2.79 · 10−3) (6.78 · 10−3) ([4.30 · 10−4, 7.20 · 10−3])
µ 0.06 0.037 [0.044, 0.074]

(0.12) (0.1) ([0.079, 0.18])
c 0.092 0.068 [0.061, 0.13]

(0.64) (0.97) ([0.3, 1.26])

β 1.02 · 10−9 1.79 · 10−8 [5.42 · 10−14, 1.79 · 10−8]

(1.50 · 10−6) (2.13 · 10−6) ([6.19 · 10−7, 2.75 · 10−6])
k 2604 5186.5 [152.04, 5338.5]

(296.24) (604.73) ([102.21, 706.94])

r 1.08 · 10−4 8.04 · 10−3 [2.79 · 10−9, 0.008]

(3.23 · 10−3) (7.75 · 10−3) ([1.04 · 10−5, 7.76 · 10−3])

K 9.53 1009 [3.59 · 10−5, 1009]
(17.36) (146.5) ([0.087, 146.59])

combination in the first period. The lack of PI
results in higher value of the parameter β. The
higher value of r suggests a more active prolifer-
ation in the second period. It could also recom-
mended that the RTIs of the second period (AZT
+3TC+EFV) combined with the PI of the first
period (IDV) could further lower both parameters
β and k.

Virological failure is due to persistent replication
of the viral load under treatment. Thus virological
failure could be interpreted as extreme values of
the parameters k and β. Immunological failure is
defined when the amount of CD4 cells remains be-
low the level of 200/mm3 after 6 months of treat-
ment. Immunological failure could be detected by
the indicator

t200 =
1
d̃
[− loge(1− 200

d̃

s
) + loge(1−

d̃

s
T0)],

where d̃ = d− rv̄
K+v̄ , v̄ is the mean of the viral load,

and T0 is the initial CD4 cell level. If t200 > 6
months, then there is immunological failure.

It could be verified that t200 = 33 months, indicat-
ing an immunological failure of the first period of
treatment on patient 2. Clinical data shows that
approximately 25 months were necessary for him
to reach the 200 CD4/mm3 level.

A superposition of both virological and immuno-
logical failure is referred to as biological failure,
and clinical failure is characterized by the clinical
manifestation of opportunistic diseases.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The research of the pathogenesis of HIV has
reached a point where control system engineering
can play a constructive role.

The parameter estimation schemes are also useful
for immune prognosis. Anti-retroviral therapies
are usually effective in suppressing the viral load
in a short period of time. The response of immune
systems takes a longer time (usually more than a
month) to manifest. It is desirable to predict the

immune system response with less than a month’s
samples. Preliminary results in this regard have
been done for six naive patients at CHU of Nantes,
France, and further experiments are currently
done for more difficult patients.

Given the fact that a large amount of raw data
have been accumulated around the world of HIV
patients under HAART. The drug effectiveness
and therapeutical failure models have to be pop-
ulated with different HIV subtypes and with dif-
ferent geographic data. For this purpose, an auto-
mated computer routine has the advantage, and
is also under current investigation.

The system modelling ideas can certainly be bor-
rowed to HIV and TB co-infections and other
infectious disease.

And perhaps the biggest scientific open problem is
whether a true cure for HIV/AIDS can eventually
be found. If there is a cure, then one thing is
certain that it comes as a treatment strategy
which includes not only combination of drugs
but also the manner in which these drugs are
administered. From a practical point of view,
affordable and effective means to prevent and
stop infection and progression is the key to the
success of the fight against AIDS. Applying these
ideas to create suitable educational platforms for
the high-risk groups of people is also deemed
necessary (Craig, Xia and Venter, 2004; Craig and
Xia, 2005).
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Abstract: Improving the performance of batch processes requires tools that are
tailored to the specificities of batch operations. These include a mathematical
representation that explicitly shows the two independent time variables (the run
time t and the run index k) as well as the two types of outputs (the run-time and
run-end outputs). Furthermore, corrective action can be taken via both on-line
and run-to-run control. This paper investigates the important notions of stability
and controllability for batch processes, where it is shown that a value rather than
a yes-no answer needs to be considered. The tools required for evaluating these
properties are readily adapted from the literature. Finally, the various control
strategies are illustrated via the simulation of a semi-batch reactor, and references
are made to the appropriate tools for evaluating stability and controllability.

Keywords: Batch Processes, Repetitive Processes, On-line Control, Run-to-run
Control, Stability, Controllability.

1. INTRODUCTION

The majority of control studies in the literature
have dealt with continuous processes operating
around around an equilibrium point. In recent
years, however, the class of systems where the
process terminates in finite time has received
increasing attention. An interesting feature is the
fact that most of these processes are repeated over
time. Many industrial operations, especially in the
areas of batch chemical production, mechanical
machining, and semiconductor manufacturing do
fall under this category.

In a batch process, operations proceed from an
initial state to a very different final state. Hence,
there exists no single operating point around
which the control system can be designed (Bonvin
1998). Also, since batch processing is character-

ized by the frequent repetition of batch runs, it is
appealing to use the results from previous runs to
improve the operation of subsequent ones. This
has generated the industrially relevant topic of
run-to-run control and optimization (Campbell et
al. 2002, Francois et al. 2005). Repetition provides
additional degrees of freedom for meeting the con-
trol objectives since the work does not necessarily
have to be completed in a single run but can
be distributed over several runs. This brings into
picture an additional type of outputs that need
to be controlled, the run-end outputs. The main
difficulty is that these outputs are typically only
available at the end of the run.

Though a lot of work has been reported recently
in the literature on batch process control and
optimization (Abel et al. 2000, Srinivasan et al.
2003, Flores-Cerrillo and MacGregor 2003, Chin
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et al. 2004), there is still a lack of understanding
of their system-theoretical properties. Due to the
finite-time nature of batch processes, the standard
definitions of properties such as stability, control-
lability and observability cannot be used.

This paper presents definitions and analysis tools
for the two important properties of stability and
controllability for batch processes. It is important
to emphasize that the contribution of this paper
is in discussing the various notions of stability and
controllability and choosing the right notions for
the analysis of batch processes. The analysis tools
are then readily adapted from those existing in
the literature.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces a brief mathematical description of batch
processes and discusses the implications of two
time scales and two types of output for control.
Stability and controllability are analyzed in Sec-
tions 3 and 4, respectively. An illustrative example
is presented in Section 5, and conclusions are
drawn in Section 6.

2. CONTROL OF BATCH PROCESSES

A batch process can be seen as a repetitive dynam-
ical process that is characterized by the presence
of a finite terminal time and thus the possibility
of having several sequential runs, with each run
being dynamic. Batch processes have the follow-
ing main characteristics: (i) There are two time
scales, i.e. the continuous time t within the run
and the discrete run index k, (ii) the time of a
run is limited (finite), (iii) there is no steady-state
operating point with respect to t, i.e. the analysis
has to be performed around trajectories rather
than an equilibrium point, and (iv) two types of
measurements are available, i.e. during the run
and at the end of the run.

2.1 Terminology and notations

Let R be used for the space of real numbers and L

for that of functions, and let Z+ represent the set
of positive integers excluding zero. The various
elements of a batch process can be defined as
follows:

(1) Run: One realization of a repetitive process.
(2) Run time: The time within a run, t ∈ [0, T ] ⊂

R+, where T is the finite terminal time.
(3) Run index: The number of a run, k ∈ Z+.
(4) Inputs: The inputs, uk(t) ∈ U ⊂ R

m, evolve
with t during run k. The input trajectories
for run k are denoted by uk[0, T ] ∈ Lm.

(5) States: The states, xk(t) ∈ X ⊂ Rn, evolve
with t during run k. xic

k are the initial condi-

tions at time t = 0. The corresponding state
trajectories are denoted by xk[0, T ] ∈ L

n.
(6) Outputs: The outputs are of two types: (i)

The run-time outputs, yk(t) ∈ Rp, corre-
spond to the on-line measurements during
run k; (ii) the run-end outputs, zk ∈ Rq,
include the measurements that become avail-
able at the end of run k. The latter might
also depend on the state evolution during the
entire run, e.g. the average value of a state.

(7) System dynamics: They describe the state
and output evolutions for a single run. For
example, the nonlinear time-invariant model
describing the process behavior during run k
reads:

ẋk(t) = F (xk(t), uk(t)), xk(0) = xic
k (1)

yk(t) =H(xk(t), uk(t)) (2)

zk =H(xk[0, T ], uk[0, T ]) (3)

The dynamics over several runs stem from
the possibility to update the initial condi-
tions and the inputs on a run-to-run basis.

The system properties will be analyzed around se-
lected reference trajectories, for which the accent
(̄·) will be used. For example, the reference state
trajectories will be denoted by x̄[0, T ], with x̄(t)
being the corresponding state values at time t.
Perturbations denoted by ∆(·) will be considered,
e.g. ∆x̄[0, T ] is a perturbation of x̄[0, T ].

2.2 Control strategies

There are two types of control objectives (run-
time outputs yk(t) or yk[0, T ], and run-end out-
puts zk), and also different ways of reaching
them (on-line with uon

k (t) and run-to-run with
urtr

k [0, T ]). Each objective can be met either on-
line or on a run-to-run basis, this choice being
dependent on the type of measurements available.
The control strategies are classified in Figure 1
and discussed next.

Run-end outputs
         zk

Run-time outputs
   yk(t) or yk[0,T]

Control objectives

On-line control1 

u
k
on(t) → y

k
(t) → y

k
[ 0 , T 

PID

Iterative learning
control

3 

u
k
rtr[0, → y k[0,

ILC

Predictive control2 

MPC

Run-to-run control4 

U   (π k ) = [0, → zk

R2R

On-line 

Run-to-run 

    
Implementation 
     aspect 

→ z
pred,k (t)] 

T]T] T]

 

u
k
on (t)

u
k
rtr

Fig. 1. Control strategies resulting from consid-
eration of the control objectives (run-time
or run-end outputs) and the implementation
aspect (on-line or run-to-run).
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Batch 
Process+ 

+ 

u    (t) 
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k 

u   (t) k  y  (t) k  
x  (t) k  

u    [0,T] 
rtr 
k 

u  [0,T] k  

x  [0,T] k  

Run-end 
Measurements 

Run-time 
Measurements 

zk 

Run-to-run
Update
I, R

On-line
Update
K, P

u    (t) 
rtr 
k 

Inter-run Viewpoint
Trajectories 
Run-to-run control

Intra-run Viewpoint
Instantaneous values 
On-line control

Run 
Delay 

u      [0,T] 
rtr 
k+1 

y  [0,T] k  

Model 
Prediction 

zpred,k(t) 

Fig. 2. Batch process with the inputs being updated both on-line (intra-run, use of the run-time
measurements yk(t)) and on a run-to-run basis (inter-run, use of the run-end measurements zk).
The symbol ∇ is used to indicate a change in viewing the time argument, e.g. from a trajectory to
an instantaneous value when going downward and conversely when going upward.

• On-line control of run-time outputs. The ap-
proach is similar to that used in the tradi-
tional control literature. Control is typically
done using PID techniques or more sophis-
ticated alternatives whenever necessary. For-
mally, this controller can be written as

uon
k (t) = K(yk(t), ysp(t)) (4)

where K is the on-line controller for the run-
time outputs yk(t), and ysp(t) the setpoint.

• On-line control of run-end outputs. It is nec-
essary here to predict the run-end outputs
based on measurement of the run-time out-
puts. Model predictive control (MPC) is well
suited to that task (Nagy and Braatz 2003).
The controller can be written as

uon
k (t) = P(zpred,k(t), zsp) (5)

where P is the on-line controller for the run-
end outputs zk, and zpred,k(t) the prediction
of zk available at time instant t.

• Run-to-run control of run-time outputs. In
batch processing, key process characteristics
such as process gain and time constants can
vary considerably. Hence, the need to pro-
vide adaptation in a run-to-run manner to
compensate the effect of these variations.

The run-to-run part of the manipulated
variable profiles can be generated using Itera-
tive Learning Control (ILC) that exploits in-
formation from previous runs (Moore 1993).
The controller has the structure

urtr
k [0, T ] = I(yk−1[0, T ], ysp[0, T ]) (6)

where I is the iterative learning controller
for the run-time outputs yk[0, T ]. It processes

the entire profile of the previous run to gen-
erate the entire manipulated profile for the
current run.

• Run-to-run control of run-end outputs. The
input profiles are parameterized using the
input parameters πk, urtr

k [0, T ] = U(πk).
Control is then implemented using simple
discrete integral control laws, that is πk =
πk−1 +K(zsp − zk−1) (Francois et al. 2005).
Formally, the controller can be written as

urtr
k [0, T ] = U(πk), πk = R(zk−1, zsp)(7)

where R is the run-to-run controller for
the run-end outputs zk, and U the input
parametrization.

Note that, except for predictive control that in-
volves prediction, all the other control schemes use
only measurements and thus do not necessitate a
process model for implementation, i.e. a very nice
feature for batch processes, where detailed accu-
rate models are seldom available (Bonvin 1998).

By combining strategies for the various types of
outputs, the control inputs can have contributions
from both run-to-run and on-line updates:

uk(t) = urtr
k (t) + uon

k (t) (8)

The term urtr
k (t) stems from the trajectories

urtr
k [0, T ] and represent the ‘feedforward’ operat-

ing policies that are not altered within a run. How-
ever, urtr

k [0, T ] may change between runs (via run-
to-run update), leading to inter-run dynamics. On
the other hand, uon

k (t) represents the ‘feedback’
correction during the run (via on-line update).
This combination of strategies is illustrated in
Figure 2.
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Applying only run-to-run control exhibits the lim-
itations of being open-loop in run time, in partic-
ular for run-time disturbances. In general, a com-
bination of these four strategies is used. However,
in such a combined scheme, care should be taken
that the on-line and run-to-run corrective actions
do not oppose each other. Hence, the stability
issue is critical.

In formulating the control strategy, controllability
is important since it informs whether or not open-
loop inputs exist that can provide the desired per-
formance. Once a controller is designed, stability
issues are of uppermost importance. Stabilization
(and more appropriately finite-time stabilization),
which is the issue of designing a controller that
achieves stability and desired performance, will
not be addressed in this paper.

3. INTRA- AND INTER-RUN STABILITY

Due to the presence of the two time scales t and
k, both intra-run (in run time t) and inter-run (in
run index k) stability need to be addressed.

3.1 Intra-run stability

Stability in run time t is important for repeata-
bility and reproducibility reasons. The problem
addressed therein is whether the trajectories of
various runs with initial conditions sufficiently
close will remain close during the rest of the run.

System (1) under on-line closed-loop operation
using the feedback law (4) or (5) can be written
as:

ẋk(t) = F̃ (xk(t), t), xk(0) = xic
k (9)

The standard definition of Lyapunov stability
is typically used around an equilibrium point
(Vidyasagar 1978). To extend this definition to
finite-time systems without an equilibrium point,
it is first necessary to introduce the concept of a
tube around the nominal trajectory in the (n+1)-
dimensional space of states and time.

Definition 1. The trajectories xk[0, T ] are defined
to be inside the (a, b)-tube Ba,b around the ref-
erence trajectories x̄[0, T ], i.e. xk[0, T ] ∈ Ba,b, if
they satisfy ‖xk(t) − x̄(t)‖ < aebt, ∀ t ∈ [0, T ].

The tube consists of a ball of radius a in the
n-dimensional state space at time t = 0, which
shrinks or expands with time at a rate determined
by b.

Definition 2. System (9) is locally intra-run β-
tube stable around the trajectories x̄[0, T ] if

there exists a δ > 0 such that, for all xic
k = x̄(0)+

∆x̄(0) with ‖∆x̄(0)‖ < δ, the state evolution
xk[0, T ] ∈ Bδ,β.

A diverging (converging) system has a positive
(negative) value of β. Note that a system that
initially diverges to eventually converge has a
positive β. In addition to its sign, the value of β
is quite useful since, with finite-time systems, the
dividing line between stability and instability is
not whether the trajectories converge or diverge,
but by how much they come together or grow
apart in the interval of interest. Hence, in the
context of batch processes, stability is not a yes-no
result, but rather a measure quantified by β.

Definition 3. System (9) is locally intra-run α-
terminal-time stable around the trajectories
x̄[0, T ] if there exists a δ > 0 such that, for
all xic

k = x̄(0) + ∆x̄(0) with ‖∆x̄(0)‖ < δ, the
terminal states statisfy ‖xk(T ) − x̄(T )‖ < αδ.

Terminal-time stability is the counterpart of
asymptotic stability for finite-time systems. Again,
stability is not simply determined by whether α is
greater or less than 1, but instead it is quantified
by the value of α.

It is possible to give results similar to the two
theorems of Lyapunov (one based on linearization
and the other on the existence of a non-increasing
Lyapunov function) for tube stability.

Theorem 1. Let ∆ẋk(t) = A(t)∆xk(t) with the
initial conditions ∆xk(0) = ∆x̄(0) be a bounded
linearization of System (9) along x̄[0, T ] for run k.
Let σmax(t) be the maximum of the real parts
of the eigenvalues of the time-dependent ma-
trix 1

t

∫ t

0 A(τ)dτ . Also, let σ̄max = maxt σmax(t).
Then, System (9) is tube stable around x̄[0, T ]
with β = σ̄max. Furthermore, the system is lo-
cally terminal-time stable around x̄[0, T ] with α =
eσmax(T )T .

The proof of the theorem uses Bellman-Gronwall’s
Lemma (Vidyasagar 1978). Note that the eigen-
values of the integral of A are studied rather than
the eigenvalues ofA themselves. In most optimally
operated finite-time systems (e.g. using a finite-
time linear quadratic regulator), though the eigen-
values of the integral are negative, some of the
eigenvalues ofAmight become positive toward the
end of the run. This phenomenon caused by on-
line control of zk is referred to as the ‘batch kick’
in the optimization of batch processes. Intuitively,
this means that little can go wrong toward the end
since the ‘time-to-go’ is small.
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Turning to the second Lyapunov method, the
following result can be stated.

Theorem 2. Let V (x, t) : Rn × R+ → R be
a continuously differentiable function such that
V (x̄, t) = 0 and V (x, t) > 0 for all x(t) �=
x̄(t), ∀t. If V̇ (x, t) ≤ σ(t)V (x, t) along the sys-
tem trajectories for all x(t) = x̄(t) + ∆x̄(t), ∀t,
‖∆x̄(t)‖ < δ, then System (9) is tube stable with
β = maxt

1
t

∫ t

0
σ(τ) dτ .

Note that the definition of stability presented by
(Lohmiller and Slotine 1998) using contraction of
deviations around pre-specified trajectories is a
special case of Definition 2 above and requires
contraction at every time instant, i.e. σ(t) < 0 for
all t. This measure is clearly inadequate for batch
systems that exhibit a batch kick. Information
regarding the overall performance is better related
to the integral of σ as given in Theorems 1 and 2
than to its instantaneous value.

3.2 Inter-run stability

The interest in studying stability in run index k
arises from the necessity to guarantee convergence
of run-to-run adaptation schemes. Here, the stan-
dard notion of stability applies as the independent
variable k goes to infinity. The main conceptual
difference with the stability of continuous pro-
cesses is that ‘equilibrium’ refers to entire trajec-
tories. Hence, the norms have to be defined in the
space of functions L such as the integral squared
error L2.

For studying stability with respect to run index
k, System (1) is considered under closed-loop
operation. At the kth run, the trajectories of the
(k − 1)st run are known, which fixes urtr

k [0, T ]
according to (6) or (7). These input profiles, along
with the on-line feedback law (4) or (5), are
applied to (1) to obtain xk(t) for all t and thus
xk[0, T ]. All these operations can be represented
formally as:

xk[0, T ] = F̃(xk−1[0, T ]), x0[0, T ] = xinit[0, T ](10)

where xinit[0, T ] are the initial state trajecto-
ries. Inter-run stability is considered around the
equilibrium trajectory computed from (10), i.e.
x̄[0, T ] = F̃(x̄[0, T ]).

Definition 4. System (10) is locally inter-run Lya-
punov stable around the equilibrium trajectories
x̄[0, T ] if there exist δ > 0 and ε > 0 such
that, for all x0[0, T ] = x̄[0, T ] + ∆x̄[0, T ] with
‖∆x̄[0, T ]‖ < δ, ‖xk[0, T ]− x̄[0, T ]‖ < ε, ∀ k. If, in
addition, limk→∞ ‖xk[0, T ]−x̄[0, T ]‖ = 0, then the
system is locally inter-run asymptotically stable.

This stability definition is fairly standard but in
a discrete setting. Thus, in principle, either one
of the two Lyapunov methods (via linearization
or Lyapunov function) can be used to analyze
stability. However, the linearization method has
problems since differentiation has to be performed
in the space of functions. The Lyapunov-function
method can be used once a norm is appropriately
defined (Vidyasagar 1978).

Theorem 3. Let V : L
n → R be a continuously

differentiable functional such that V (x̄[0, T ]) = 0
and V (x[0, T ]) > 0 for x[0, T ] �= x̄[0, T ].

System (10) is locally inter-run Lyapunov sta-
ble if, for all x0[0, T ] = x̄[0, T ] + ∆x̄[0, T ] with
‖∆x̄[0, T ]‖ < δ, V (xk+1[0, T ]) ≤ V (xk[0, T ]), ∀ k.

If, in addition, x̄[0, T ] is the largest invariant set
satisfying V (xk+1[0, T ]) = V (xk[0, T ]), then the
system is locally inter-run asymptotically stable.

Again, the choice of a Lyapunov function is a
major difficulty. The norm of the input error
‖u[0, T ] − ū[0, T ]‖L2

has served as a useful Lya-
punov function in some of our studies, although
the output error has been widely used in the
literature.

4. CONTROLLABILITY OF RUN-TIME AND
RUN-END OUTPUTS

One of the definitions of controllability for infinite-
time dynamic systems requires that there exists
an input vector u[t0, τ ] with which the equilibrium
state can be reached from any arbitrary state x(t0)
in the neighborhood of the equilibrium.

There are two difficulties with extending this def-
inition to batch processes. Firstly, the controlla-
bility of finite-time systems needs to be defined
around trajectories. Therein, the relevant question
is whether or not some neighborhood of given
trajectories can be reached. Clearly, not all state
trajectories can be fixed independently because
the state vector x[0, T ] contains a lot of redun-
dant information. For example, since a position
trajectory enforces the velocity, the trajectories of
position and velocity cannot be chosen indepen-
dently of each other 1 . Hence, only controllability
in terms of independent output trajectories can be
investigated (y-controllability).

Secondly, the above definition of controllability
mentions the existence of a time τ , which however
might be larger than the terminal time T . This
aspect becomes important when considering the

1 In contrast, when instantaneous values are considered,

arbitrary position and velocity values can be specified.
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controllability with respect to the run-end outputs
(z-controllability).

Here, controllability addresses the problem of the
existence of inputs that can implement the desired
action and thus is independent of whether the
correction is made on-line or on a run-to-run basis.

4.1 Controllability of run-time outputs

Let yi
k, i = {1, · · · , p}, be the ith run-time output

of System (1)-(2) and let its relative degree 2 be
ri, i.e. ∂

∂uk

djyi
k

dtj = 0, ∀j < ri.

Definition 5. System (1)-(2) is locally y-controllable
around the arbitrary trajectories ȳ[0, T ] if there
exists a δ > 0 such that, for all ‖∆ȳ[0, T ]‖ < δ,
∆ȳi[0, T ] ∈ C(ri−1) for i = {1, · · · , p}, there exists
uk[0, T ] ∈ U that leads to yk[0, T ] = ȳ[0, T ] +
∆ȳ[0, T ].

Note that if the first (ri − 1) derivatives of ∆ȳi

are discontinuous, Dirac impulses are required at
the inputs to meet the outputs. Thus, the per-
turbations ∆ȳi that are considered cannot have
discontinuities in their first (ri − 1) derivatives,
i.e. ∆ȳi ∈ C(ri−1), where Cr denotes the space of
functions that have continuous derivatives up to
order r.

Note also that the trajectories ȳ[0, T ] are assumed
feasible, i.e. they respect the initial conditions
and they can be implemented through ū[0, T ] (the
condition under which ū[0, T ] exist for a given
ȳ[0, T ] is not addressed here). The question asked
in this definition regards only the neighboring
trajectories. This is clearly a local inversion prob-
lem for which standard conditions for inverting
a multi-input multi-output system can be used
(Hirschorn 1979).

Theorem 4. Let uj
k, j = {1, · · · ,m}, be the jth

input of System (1)-(2). Let the relative degrees
ri, i = {1, · · · , p}, remain constant around ȳ[0, T ],

and M(t) be defined as Mi,j(t) = ∂
∂uj

k

dri
yi

k

dtri . If

M(t) is of rank p, ∀ t, then System (1)-(2) is
locally y-controllable around ȳ[0, T ].

4.2 Controllability of run-end outputs

A similar definition can be provided for system
controllability in terms of reaching specified run-
end outputs.

2 The relative degree of an output is the minimal degree

of its time derivative for which at least one input appears.

Definition 6. System (1,3) is locally z-controllable,
from time t0 on, around an arbitrary operating
point z̄ if there exists a δ > 0 such that, for all
‖∆z̄‖ < δ, there exists uk[t0, T ] ∈ U that leads to
zk = z̄ + ∆z̄.

Here, the notion of controllability is linked to a
given time t0. The question asked is the following:
Is it possible to change the outcome of the run if,
at time instant t0 in the run, one wishes so? To
answer this question, consider the linearization of
System (1,3) around a trajectory, resulting in the
linear time-varying system (Friedland 1986):

∆ẋk =A(t)∆xk +B(t)∆uk, ∆x(t0) = 0 (11)

∆zk =C(t)∆xk (12)

Theorem 5. Consider the output controllability
Grammian G(t) for System (11)-(12):

P (τ) =C(τ)e
∫

τ

t0
A(κ) dκ

B(τ)

G(t0) =

T∫

t0

P (τ)P T (τ) dτ (13)

If G(t0) is of rank q, then System (1,3) is locally
z-controllable from time t0 on.

For on-line control of run-end outputs, Theorem 5
can be used to indicate until what time t0 in the
batch the control of run-end outputs is feasible.

For run-to-run control of run-end outputs, it is
important to study the case where the inputs
are parameterized. Consider the parameterization
uk[0, T ] = U(πk), where πk ∈ Rnπ are the input
parameters. This way, the batch process can be
seen as a static map between the input param-
eters πk and the run-end outputs zk. To assess
controllability, the transfer matrix between πk

and zk needs to be computed. The equivalent of
Theorem 5 using input parametrization is given
next.

Theorem 6. Consider the q × nπ transfer matrix
between π and z calculated for System (11)-(12):

T (t0) =

T∫

t0

C(τ)e
∫

τ

t0
A(κ) dκ

B(τ)
∂U
∂π

dτ (14)

If T (t0) is of rank q, then System (1,3) with the
parametrization uk[0, T ] = U(πk) is locally z-
controllable from time t0 on.

Note that run-to-run control requires only the
evaluation of the matrix T (0). The rank condi-
tion (or invertibility) of G or T follows from the
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fact that the inputs that can create the necessary
change in the run-end outputs are obtained by
inversion. However, note that as t0 approaches
T , the Grammian approaches singularity, with
G(T ) = 0. Similarly, if a piecewise parametriza-
tion is used, after a certain time, some of the
parameters will have no influence on the outputs,
thus making a few columns zero. As t0 proceeds
toward T , more and more columns will become
zero. Hence, as t → T , inverting G or T requires
larger and larger inputs for control. Also rank
deficiency may occur, and the system may lose
controllability.

5. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

Consider the scale-up, from the laboratory to pro-
duction, of a semi-batch reactor in which several
reactions take place. The desired and main side
reactions are

A+B → C, 2B → D

with C the desired product and D an undesired
side product. The reactions are fairly exothermic
and the reactor is equipped with a jacket for
heat removal. The control objective is twofold:
(i) Operate isothermally at 50◦C by manipulating
the jacket temperature, and (ii) match the final
concentrations that have been obtained in the
laboratory, cB(T ) = cB,max and cD(T ) = cD,max,
by manipulating the feed rate of reactant B.

The control structure used is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3. It implements on-line feedback temperature
control. In addition, the feedforward profile for
the jacket temperature T ff

j [0, T ] is adjusted on
a run-to-run basis by means of ILC. In this case,
M = dṪr

dTj
is a constant non-zero scalar irrespec-

tive of the trajectory chosen (hence, satisfies y-
controllability - Theorem 4). The controller reads

Tj,k(t) = T ff
j,k (t) +KRek(t) +

KR

τI

t∫

0

ek(τ)dτ,

T ff
j,k+1[0, T − ∆] = T ff

j,k [∆, T ] +KILC ek[∆, T ],

with ek(t) = Tr,ref (t) − Tr,k(t), KR the propor-
tional gain and τI the integral time constant of
the PI master controller. It can be easily verified
that the system is tube stable with a negative
β. KILC is the gain of the ILC controller and
∆ ≥ 0 the value of the input shift. The second
equation allows adapting the feedforward term for
the jacket temperature setpoint on a run-to-run
basis based on ILC with input shift. In Theorem 3,
the integral squared output error

∫ T

0 e2k(τ) dτ is
used as the Lyapunov function in run index k. The
value of the input shift is tuned for convergence

(Welz et al. 2004). Due to the presence of the shift,
the error does not converge asymptotically to zero.

In addition, the feed rate profile u[0, T ] is pa-
rameterized using the two feed-rate levels u1 and
u2, each valid over half the batch time. The final
concentrations cB(T ) and cD(T ) are met, on a
run-to-run basis, by adjusting the two parameters
π = {u1, u2}. The transfer matrix T is evaluated
around the current operating point using (14),
with ∂U

∂π = [1 0]T during the first half of the batch
and ∂U

∂π = [0 1]T in the second half. With the
matrix T being full rank (satisfies z-controllability
- Theorem 6), the discrete integral control law
reads

πk+1 = πk + T +KR2R [zref − zk], (15)

where T + is the pseudo-inverse of T , and KR2R

the gain of the run-to-run controller. The run-to-
run convergence of this scheme can be shown using
Theorem 3 with the squared input error ‖π−π∗‖2

as the Lyapunov function in run index k (Francois
et al. 2005).

The evolution of the manipulated and controlled
variables are illustrated in Figures 4.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The control of batch processes is characterized by
run-time and run-end objectives on the one hand,
and by actions that can be implemented on-line
and on a run-to-run basis on the other. It has been
shown that the concepts of stability and controlla-
bility, which are well understood for infinite-time
systems operating around an equilibrium point,
are not directly applicable to finite-time batch
processes.

With regard to stability, the concept of tube
stability, by which the state trajectories remain
within a given tube, has been introduced. The
special case of terminal-time stability has also
been discussed. Two theorems that help evaluate
tube stability have been proposed.

As for controllability with respect to specified
trajectories, it was observed that the entire state
space cannot be studied due to the fact that there
is considerable redundancy in the state trajecto-
ries. Hence, only controllability with respect to
two types of outputs have been addressed. Con-
trollability was studied from the point-of-view of
inversion, and results were adapted from the ex-
isting literature.
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Abstract: Models of type 1 diabetes with accurate prediction capabilities can
help to achieve improved glycemic control in diabetic patients when used in a
monitoring or model predictive control framework. In this research, empirical
models are identified from a simulated physiological model. ARX and Box–Jenkins
models of various orders are investigated and evaluated for their description of
calibration and validation data that are characteristic of normal operation. In
addition, model accuracy is determined for abnormal situations, or “faults.” The
faults include changes in model parameters (insulin sensitivities), an insulin pump
occlusion, underestimates in the carbohydrate content of meals, and mismatches
between the actual and patient–reported timing of meals. The models describe
normal operating conditions accurately, and can also detect significant faults.
Copyright c©2006 IFAC

Keywords: Autoregressive models, biomedical systems, computer simulation,
dynamic models, identification, stochastic modelling

1. INTRODUCTION

Diabetes mellitus is a disease characterized by
insufficient production of insulin by the pancreatic
β-cells, leading to prolonged elevated concentra-
tions of blood glucose (Ashcroft and Ashcroft,
1992). Type 1 diabetics in particular rely on ex-
ogenous insulin for survival. This exogenous in-
sulin typically enters the body in the subcuta-
neous tissue. A slow, constant or basal infusion
helps the body metabolize glucose in times of
fasting. Rapid or bolus injections complement the
basal and are administered coincidentally with a
meal to help the body metabolize large loads of
carbohydrates (CHO).

Over the past few decades, many dynamic models
have been formulated to describe glucose–insulin
interactions in type 1 diabetes. The development
of such models is relevant to a model predictive
control (MPC) approach to diabetes, in which
past outputs (i.e., glucose measurements), past
inputs (i.e., insulin infusion rates), and model
predictions are used to determine the appropri-
ate insulin infusion rate at the current sampling
instant (Bequette, 2005).

Physiological diabetes models include the widely
used “minimal model” of Bergman et al. (1981),
which was developed to estimate insulin sen-
sitivity from an intravenous glucose tolerance
test. The model describes glucose–insulin dynam-
ics with only three differential equations and
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few parameters. This simplicity, however, begets
many limitations. For instance, the original model
excluded exogenous insulin infusion as an in-
put. Although it has been easily altered to in-
clude this input (Parker and Doyle III, 2001),
the modified minimal model still does not in-
clude the dynamics of subcutaneous insulin in-
fusion. A more recent model by Cobelli et al.
(1998) is significantly more detailed than the
model of Bergman et al. (1981), but its details
are thus far unpublished. A physiologically rig-
orous 19–state model was developed by Sorensen
(1985) to describe glucose–insulin pharmacoki-
netics/pharmacodynamics, and includes compart-
ments representative of various bodily organs.
Shortcomings of this model include its inabil-
ity to capture the realistic hyperglycemic ex-
tremes characteristic of type 1 diabetes (Lynch
and Bequette, 2002). A model developed by Hov-
orka (Hovorka et al., 2002; Hovorka et al., 2004)
presents an attractive tradeoff between simplicity
and accuracy. This model is the focus of the cur-
rent research.

In addition to physiological diabetes models, em-
pirical diabetes models have also been reported,
although to a much lesser extent. Autoregressive
models have been used to predict the next glucose
value (ten minutes ahead) from previous glucose
measurements (Desai et al., 2002). The novelty of
the current paper is that different types of models
are considered (namely ARX and Box–Jenkins)
and only “infinite–step ahead” model predictions
are evaluated. That is, the empirical models pre-
dict future outputs based only upon the process
inputs and the previous empirical model outputs;
thus, the actual outputs (from the Hovorka model)
are not used to update the empirical model pre-
dictions.

2. PHYSIOLOGICAL MODEL

The diabetes model considered in this research is
the model reported by Hovorka et al. (2004) and
extended by Wilinska et al. (2005). The model in-
puts are the rate of subcutaneously infused insulin
lispro (fast acting insulin), and meal amount and
time. The output is the plasma glucose concentra-
tion. The model is comprised of three subsystems
representing plasma glucose, subcutaneous and
plasma insulin, and insulin action. The glucose
subsystem is divided into two compartments, a
plasma compartment and a “non–accessible” com-
partment; subcutaneous insulin absorption is also
partitioned into two compartments. The insulin
action subsystem takes into account the physi-
ological effects of insulin on glucose transport,
removal, and endogenous production. These in-
sulin “actions” manifest themselves in the form of

time–varying rate constants corresponding to each
of these metabolic processes. Model “constants”
were taken to be those quantities which were dif-
ficult to identify, while model “parameters” were
a priori identifiable. Nonlinearity arises in the
model not only from the insulin actions but also
from physiological saturation effects. For example,
renal glucose excretion is zero below a certain
threshold (160 mg/dL) and insulin–independent
peripheral glucose uptake is constant above, and
proportional to glucose concentration below, an-
other threshold (80 mg/dL). The model also in-
cludes gut absorption dynamics which describe
the appearance of glucose in the blood resulting
from a meal. The model’s subcutaneous insulin
absorption subsystem includes parallel fast and
slow channels as well as a degree of insulin degra-
dation at the injection site.

Figure 1 shows the steady–state map of plasma
glucose concentration (G) and insulin infusion
rate (u) predicted by the Hovorka model for
three different patient weights. Three operating
regions are evident in the model. In Region 1
(G ≥ 160 mg/dL), renal glucose excretion is
present and proportional to G; in Regions 2 and 3
(G ≥ 80 mg/dL), non–insulin–dependent glucose
uptake is constant; and in Region 3 (G < 80
mg/dL) non–insulin–dependent glucose uptake is
proportional to G. Figure 1 indicates that the
model produces negative glucose concentrations
for high insulin infusion rates. Although negative
glucose concentrations are unrealistic, the model
is intended to be operated at physiological glucose
levels, e.g., 40 mg/dL < G < 400 mg/dL.
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Fig. 1. Steady–state G–u map for three patient
weights. Regions 1-3 represent different oper-
ating regions for the model.

Transient responses to open–loop changes in the
insulin infusion rate u were simulated in order
to characterize the insulin–to–glucose dynamics of
the Hovorka model. Figure 2 shows the responses
of G to step changes in u (i.e., basal changes)
and an impulse in u (i.e., a bolus). The step
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and impulse magnitudes were chosen so that the
process operated entirely within Region 2 (see
Figure 1), the most physiologically significant
region. Figure 2 indicates that ∼75 h are required
for G to reach steady state in response to the
step decrease in u, but only about half this time
is required to reach steady state after the step
increase in u.
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Fig. 2. Transient glucose responses for a 75 kg
patient to open–loop step (basal) and impulse
(bolus) inputs in u. Note broken scale in the
input plot.

Transient responses to a meal disturbance were
simulated in order to characterize the postprandial
(i.e., post–meal) glucose concentration dynamics.
Figure 3 shows two responses to a 40 g CHO meal:
an open–loop response for which no counteracting
bolus is delivered, and the response when an
appropriate bolus is delivered coincident with
the meal. The rate of appearance of glucose in
the blood from the meal UG is the prediction
of the model’s gut absorption subsystem. Since
using impulse inputs for both boluses and meals
could cause identifiability problems, the input for
a meal is considered to be UG. The insulin–to–
carbohydrate ratio for the bolus was determined
by trial and error such that the bolus significantly
reduced the postprandial peak and returned G to
its steady–state value quickly, without significant
undershoot.

2.1 Normal Operation

In order to simulate days of normal operation, cer-
tain assumptions had to be made regarding what
is “normal.” All runs simulated a 24 h period,
starting at 8 AM and ending the following day at
8 AM. The sampling period was 5 min, a realistic
interval for the current generation of continuous
glucose sensors. Gaussian noise was added to the
glucose measurement, with a standard deviation
of σ = 3.3 mg/dL. Breakfast, lunch, and dinner
were administered at 8 AM, 12 PM, and 6 PM,
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Fig. 3. Transient glucose responses for a 75 kg
patient to meal input UG, with and without
a coincident bolus.

respectively. All normal runs used the nominal
insulin sensitivities reported by Hovorka et al.
(2002) and Hovorka et al. (2004). The patient
weight was 75 kg. Three “normal” datasets were
simulated corresponding to an average meal day
(NA), a light meal day (NL), and a heavy meal day
(NH). In the light meal day, the simulated patient
consumes 50% less CHO in each meal compared
to the average meal day; in the heavy meal day,
the patient consumes 50% more CHO in each meal
compared to the average meal day. The insulin–
to–carbohydrate ratio was constant for each meal,
and was determined as described above.

2.2 Faults

The four realistic “faults” in Table 1 were simu-
lated, representing changes in model parameters
(insulin sensitivities), an insulin pump occlusion,
patient underestimates of the amount of CHO
consumed in meals, and mismatches between the
actual timing of meals and that which the simu-
lated patient reports to a hypothetical monitor-
ing system. The same Gaussian noise level, meal
times, and patient weight were used in the fault
datasets as in the normal datasets.

Table 1. Fault descriptions.

Fault Description

F1 50% reduction in insulin sensitivities

F2 100% occlusion of insulin pump for
one hour (not during a meal)

F3 50% underestimate in CHO content of
lunch and dinner

F4 15 min mismatch between actual and
patient–reported lunch and dinner times

For the F1 fault simulation, an appropriate basal
rate and insulin–to–carbohydrate ratio were recal-
culated to compensate for the decreased insulin
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sensitivities. For F2, the basal insulin infusion
rate was completely stopped for one hour, from
12 AM to 1 AM. The u input data used to gen-
erate the empirical model prediction, however, do
not include this hour–long cessation in the basal.
Here the assumption is that an online monitoring
system would not be aware of the occlusion, and
thus would be challenged to infer it from the
available input–output data. Faults F1 and F2
were generated using the meal magnitudes for
a normal, average meal day. For F3, lunch and
dinner were two times larger than average and
were taken with coincident boluses appropriate
for the average–sized meals (i.e., the patient un-
derbolused for lunch and dinner). Since the pa-
tient underestimated these actual meal amounts
by 50%, both the u and UG input data used to
generate the empirical model prediction for F3
are the same as for a normal average meal day.
For fault F4, the lunch and dinner boluses were
taken at their nominal times, but the meals were
taken 15 min late (i.e., after the boluses). Again,
the assumption here is that an online monitoring
system would not be aware of these mismatches in
meal timing, and thus would be challenged to infer
them. Therefore, the input data used to generate
the empirical model prediction for F4 were the
same as for a normal average meal day.

3. EMPIRICAL MODELS

The two types of linear dynamic models investi-
gated in this research are autoregressive models
with exogenous input (ARX) and Box–Jenkins
(BJ) models. The MATLAB System Identification
Toolbox (Ljung, 2005) was used to identify the
models. The ARX model is a difference equation
in which the current output depends on previous
outputs and inputs,

A(q−1)G(t) = B1(q−1)u(t)

+ B2(q−1)UG(t) + ε(t)
(1)

where q−1 is the backward shift operator (i.e.,
q−1G(t) = G(t − 1)). A is a scalar polynomial in
ascending powers of q−1, starting with q0 = 1 and
B1 and B2 are scalar polynomials in ascending
powers of q−1, starting with q−1. The ε term rep-
resents the Gaussian process noise. Low–order and
high–order ARX models were identified from the
Hovorka model simulation data. The “low–order”
models were second order in the autoregressive
and exogenous inputs; the “high–order” models
were chosen according to the Akaike information
criterion (AIC), which chooses model orders based
on a compromise between model simplicity and
model accuracy.

The BJ model is a transfer function model that
models both deterministic inputs (i.e., u and UG)
and stochastic inputs (i.e., the noise ε) according
to

G(t) =
B1(q−1)
F1(q−1)

u(t)

+
B2(q−1)
F2(q−1)

UG(t) +
C(q−1)
D(q−1)

ε(t)
(2)

where B1, B2, C, D, F1, and F2 are scalar poly-
nomials in ascending powers of q−1, starting with
q−1. Again, low–order and high–order BJ models
were identified from Hovorka model simulation
data. The “low–order” BJ models were first order
in all inputs while the “high–order” models were
fourth order.

For the identification studies, deviation variables
were used. Because the physiological model does
not account for the diurnal variations in insulin
sensitivities, the basal insulin infusion rate was
constant for the entire day. Since this steady–state
infusion rate was subtracted in forming deviation
variables, the input u consisted only of impulses
(i.e., boluses). The steady–state value of G = 80
mg/dL was subtracted from the output to give the
deviation variable ∆G.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

Model accuracy for both calibration and valida-
tion data was quantified by the standard coeffi-
cient of determination,

R2 =

(
1−

∑N
i=1(Gi − Ĝi)2∑N
i=1(Gi − Ḡ)2

)
× 100% (3)

where N is the number of samples, G is the output
simulated by the Hovorka model, Ĝ is the output
predicted by the identified model, and Ḡ is the
average of the output simulated by the Hovorka
model.

Low–order and high–order ARX and BJ models
were identified from each of the three datasets
representative of normal operation (i.e., NA, NL,
and NH). Each of the twelve identified models
was validated on the other two normal datasets.
Figure 4 compares the predictions of the high–
order models identified from NA with all three
normal datasets. The corresponding R2 values are
listed in Table 2 and range from 46-77%.

The R2 values of the high–order ARX and BJ
models for the three normal datasets are shown
in Table 2. Both types of models predict their
calibration data accurately (R2

cal ≥ 66%, R̄2
cal =

74.5%) In general, the BJ models consistently
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(NL) and bottom (NH): validation data. BJ:
thin solid line; ARX: dashed line. Note differ-
ent scales in the y–axes.

explain more variability in the data than the
ARX models. The worst prediction occurs when
the ARX model identified from NL is validated
on NH . Here R2 = 0, implying that the model
prediction is no more accurate than the average
value of the simulation data.

Table 2. R2 values of predictions of
high–order models identified from NA

for all normal datasets. Boldface values
denote results for calibration data.

Day Model NA NL NH

NA ARX 66 46 57

BJ 77 57 63

NL ARX 32 74 0

BJ 52 78 42

NH ARX 62 27 74

BJ 71 68 78

The R2 values of the low–order ARX and BJ
models for the three normal datasets are shown
in Table 3. The low–order model fits are compa-
rable to those of the high–order models (R̄2

high =
56.9; R̄2

low = 59.7).

The models identified from the NA dataset were
evaluated on the fault datasets simulated by the
Hovorka model. The predictions of the identified
high–order models are shown in Figure 5, and the
corresponding R2 values are listed in Table 4. Very
low R2 values imply that the identified model is
not accurate and that an abnormal situation (i.e.,

Table 3. R2 values of predictions of low–
order models identified from NA for all
normal datasets. Boldface values denote

results for calibration data.

Day Model NA NL NH

NA ARX 66 43 58

BJ 71 70 79

NL ARX 38 70 7

BJ 62 78 58

NH ARX 61 27 72

BJ 71 66 80

fault) has occurred. The high–order ARX model
easily detects F3, while the high–order BJ model
detects F1 and F3. Although both identified mod-
els still explain ∼50% of the variance in F2,
these R2 values are significantly lower than the
corresponding calibration values (see Table 2). It
should also be noted that most of the unexplained
variance comes in the last ∼6 h of the F2 run,
i.e., after the pump occlusion occurs at 12 AM. In
an online monitoring situation, recent data would
typically be weighted more heavily, and this fault
would likely be detected soon after it occurs. Fi-
nally, F4 goes undetected, illustrating a degree of
insensitivity of the identified models. A reasonable
amount of insensitivity is advantageous because
the detection of an insignificant fault situation is
undesirable.
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Fig. 5. Validation results for high–order models
identified from NA for F1 (top), F2 (middle
top), F3 (middle bottom), and F4 (bottom).
BJ: thin solid line; ARX: dashed line. Note
different scales in the y–axes.
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Table 4. R2 values of predictions of all
models identified from NA, evaluated

for the fault datasets.

Order Model F1 F2 F3 F4

High ARX 53 48 -20 61

Order BJ -63 51 -2 64

Low ARX 54 47 -21 60

Order BJ 68 52 61 63

The R2 values of the low–order ARX and BJ
models identified from NA evaluated on the four
fault datasets are also shown in Table 4. The R2

values are significantly higher than those of the
high–order models (R̄2

high = 11.2; R̄2
low = 43.5).

5. CONCLUSIONS

Accurate linear dynamic models have been iden-
tified from a simulated physiological diabetes
model. The simulations represented realistic con-
ditions by incorporating measurement noise, rea-
sonable meal times and magnitudes, insulin–to–
carbohydrate ratios, and faults. The high–order
ARX and BJ models identified from the normal
data provide accurate predictions of the normal
datasets. The low–order model predictions of the
normal datasets are comparable to those of the
high–order models.

The models identified from NA were applied to
the four fault datasets to determine whether a dis-
tinction could be made between normal operation
and faults. Two of the four faults (F1 and F3)
were detected readily by the high–order models.
F2 was more difficult to detect by the high–order
models, in part because the fault occurred near
the end of the run. Finally, F4 went undetected
due to the insignificance of this fault. The low–
order models developed from NA largely failed to
distinguish between normal operation and faults.
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Abstract: A mathematical model of the changes in plasma glucose and insulin
concentrations during mild-to-moderate physiological exercise was developed for insulin
dependent diabetic patients. From a metabolic prospective, the significant exercise
induced effects are: increased glucose uptake rate by the working tissues; increased
hepatic glucose production to maintain overall glucose homeostasis; and decreased
plasma insulin concentration. The minimal mathematical model developed by Bergman
et al. (1981) was extended to include the major exercise effects on plasma glucose and
insulin levels. Model predictions of glucose and insulin dynamics were consistent with
the existing literature data. This extended model provides a new disturbance test platform
for the development of closed-loop glucose control algorithms.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Diabetes mellitus is a metabolic disease caused by
either the loss of pancreatic insulin secretion (Type-
I) or resistance developed by the body towards the
glucoregulatory action of insulin (Type-II). In order
to prevent major health complications, it is important
to maintain plasma glucose concentration within the
normoglycemic range (70 - 120 mg

dl ) (DCCT - The
Diabetes Control and Complications Trial Research
Group, 1993; DCCT - The Diabetes Control and
Complications Trial Research Group, 1996). The
major long term effects of diabetes are caused due to
hyperglycemia, where the plasma glucose concentra-
tion exceeds 120 mg

dl due to insufficient endogenous
insulin secretion (DCCT - The Diabetes Control and
Complications Trial Research Group, 1993; DCCT
- The Diabetes Control and Complications Trial
Research Group, 1996). Prolonged hyperglycemia
causes kidney disease, blindness, loss of limbs, etc
(DCCT - The Diabetes Control and Complications
Trial Research Group, 1993; DCCT - The Diabetes
Control and Complications Trial Research Group,
1996). Of more immediate concern is hypoglycemia

1 To whom correspondence should be addressed: rparker@pitt.edu;
+1-412-624-7364; 1249 Benedum Hall, Pittsburgh, PA 15261 USA

when the plasma glucose concentration falls below
70 mg

dl . Such conditions can lead to dizziness, coma
or even death (DCCT - The Diabetes Control and
Complications Trial Research Group, 1993; DCCT
- The Diabetes Control and Complications Trial
Research Group, 1996).

Since the 1960s, mathematical models have been used
to describe glucose-insulin dynamics (Bolie, 1961).
Bergman et al. (1981) proposed a three compartment
minimal model to analyze the glucose disappearance
and insulin sensitivity during an intra-venous glucose
tolerance test (IVGTT). Modifications have been
made to the original minimal model to incorporate
various physiological effects of glucose and insulin.
Cobelli et al. (1986) developed a revised minimal
model in order to separate the effects of glucose
production from utilization. The overestimation of
glucose effectiveness and underestimation of insulin
sensitivity by the minimal model was addressed in
yet another publication by Cobelli et al. (1999),
where a second non-accessible glucose compartment
was added on to the original model. Hovorka et
al. (2002) extended the original minimal model by
adding three glucose and insulin sub-compartments
in order to capture absorption, distribution and
disposal dynamics, respectively. However, none of
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these models captures the changes in glucose and
insulin dynamics due to exercise.

Physiological exercise induces several fundamental
metabolic changes in the body (Wasserman and
Cherrington, 1991). An increase in exercise intensity
amplifies glucose uptake by the working tissues
(Wasserman et al., 1991). In order to maintain plasma
glucose homeostasis, hepatic glucose production also
increases with increasing work intensity (Wahren
et al., 1971). During prolonged exercise, hepatic
glycogen stores begin to deplete, which leads
to a reduction in hepatic glucose production as
the glucose production mechanism shifts from
glycogenolysis to gluconeogenesis (Ahlborg et al.,
1974). Since the energy requirement at a given
exercise intensity is approximately constant, the
overall plasma glucose concentration tends to fall
well below the normoglycemic range for prolonged
exercise durations (Wasserman and Cherrington,
1991). Elevated physical activity also promotes a drop
in plasma insulin concentration from its basal level
(Wolfe et al., 1986; Wasserman et al., 1989). The goal
of the present work is to incorporate the fundamental
effects of physiological exercise into the Bergman
minimal model (Bergman. et al., 1981) in order to
capture the plasma glucose and insulin dynamics
during mild-to-moderate exercise.

2. BERGMAN MINIMAL MODEL

Bergman et al. (1981) successfully quantified the
pancreatic responsiveness and insulin sensitivity of
a diabetic patient using a three compartmental
mathematical model, as shown in Figure 1.

G

I

X

PeripheryLiver

p5 n

k6

k3

p3 p2

u2

p1 (k5 + k6)

p4 (k3 + k4)

k5

k4

u1

Figure 1: Bergman minimal model of insulin and
glucose dynamics, adapted from (Bergman. et al.,
1981)

Compartments I, X, and G, represent the plasma

insulin ( µU
ml ), remote insulin ( µU

ml ), and plasma

glucose (mg
dl ) concentrations, respectively. The model

assumes that all the necessary insulin is infused
exogenously (u1), thereby modeling the insulin-
dependent diabetic patients. A portion of the infused
insulin enters into the remote compartment, X, from

the circulatory system. The remote insulin (X ) actively
takes part in promoting uptake of plasma glucose (G)
into the hepatic and extra-hepatic tissues.

The deviation form of Bergman minimal model is
mathematically given by (Bergman. et al., 1981):

dI
dt

=−n(I(t)− Ib)+ p5u1(t) (1)

dX
dt

=−p2(X(t)−Xb)+ p3(I(t)− Ib) (2)

dG
dt

=−p1G(t)− p4X(t)G(t)+ p1Gb +
u2(t)
VolG

(3)

Here, Ib, Xb and Gb are the basal plasma insulin,
basal remote insulin, and basal plasma glucose
concentrations, respectively. The rate constant n
represents disappearance of plasma insulin above
its basal level. The rates of appearance of insulin
in, and disappearance of remote insulin from, the
remote insulin compartment are governed by the
parameters p3 and p2, respectively. Dietary absorption
or external infusion of glucose is indicated by u2(t),
and the glucose distribution space is indicated by
VolG. Parameter p1 represents the rate at which plasma
glucose above its basal level is removed from the
plasma space independent of the influence of insulin.
Glucose uptake under the influence of insulin is
governed by the parameter p4. Parameter values for
the minimal model are provided in Table 1.

Table 1: Parameters of the Bergman minimal model,
from (Bergman. et al., 1981)

Parameter Value Unit
p1 0.04 1/min
p2 0.037 1/min
p3 0.000012 1/min
p4 1.0 ml/min·µU
p5 0.000568 1/ml
n 0.142 1/min

Gb 80.0 mg/dl
VolG 117.0 dl

3. QUANTITATING EXERCISE INTENSITY

The maximum rate of oxygen consumption for an

individual is VOmax
2 ( ml

kg-min). Oxygen consumption

is approximately linearly proportional to the energy
expenditure (Åstrand, 1960). Hence, it is possible
to indirectly measure an individual’s maximum
capacity to do aerobic work by measuring oxygen
consumption. When physical activity is expressed as a
percentage of VOmax

2 , (PVOmax
2 ), exercise effects may

be compared between individuals of the same sex and
similar body weight at the same PVOmax

2 . The average
PVOmax

2 for a person in the basal state is 8% (Felig and
Wahren, 1975). Ahlborg et al. (1974) demonstrated
that PVOmax

2 increases rapidly at the onset of exercise,
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reaches its ultimate value within 5-6 minutes and
remains constant for the duration of exercise. The
exercise model developed in this study uses PVOmax

2
to quantify exercise level. The ordinary differential
equation (ODE) capturing the exercise intensity is
given by:

dPVOmax
2

dt
=−0.8PVOmax

2 (t)+ 0.8u3(t) (4)

Here, PVOmax
2 (t) is the exercise level as experienced

by the individual, and u3(t) is the ultimate exercise
intensity – an input to the model. The parameter value
of 0.8 ( 1

min) was selected to achieve a PVOmax
2 (t)

settling time of approximately 5 minutes.

4. MINIMAL EXERCISE MODEL

The aim is to capture the effects of exercise on plasma
glucose and insulin concentrations in response to
mild-to-moderate aerobic exercise. A rise in glucose
uptake by the working tissues occurs in response
to exercise, and this is followed by an increase in
hepatic glucose production. However, the rate of liver
glucose production decreases with prolonged exercise
due to the depletion of liver glycogen stores. As
the muscle energy demand remains approximately
constant for a given exercise level, the overall
plasma glucose concentration eventually declines after
an initial rise (Ahlborg et al., 1974; Ahlborg and
Felig, 1982). The initial rise in plasma glucose
concentration with the onset of exercise is due to a
several fold of increase in hepatic glucose production
exceeding the glucose demand by working tissues
(Marliss and Vranic, 2002). There is also an exercise
induced decline in plasma insulin level. Wolfe et
al. (1986) demonstrated that the application of a
pancreatic clamp to maintain basal insulin levels
during exercise (at 40 PVOmax

2 ) significantly increases
the plasma glucose uptake, thereby disrupting glucose
homeostasis. This is consistent with the idea that
an increase in exercise level elevates the stimulating
effect of insulin on glucose uptake (Wolfe et al., 1986;
Wasserman et al., 1989). The ODEs for the exercise
minimal model are as follows:

dI
dt

=−n(I(t)− Ib)+ p5u1(t)− Ie(t) (5)

dX
dt

=−p2(X(t)−Xb)+ p3(I(t)− Ib) (6)

dG
dt

=−p1G(t)− p4X(t)G(t)+ p1Gb

+Gprod(t)−Gup(t)+
u2(t)
VolG

(7)

dGprod

dt
= a1PVOmax

2 (t)−a2Gprod(t) (8)

dGup

dt
= (a3PVOmax

2 (t)−a4)PVOmax
2 (t)

−a5Gup(t) (9)

dIe

dt
= a6PVOmax

2 (t)−a7Ie(t) (10)

The insulin dynamics, (5), have been modified from
the Bergman minimal model, (1), by the addition
of the final term. Here Ie(t) is the rate of insulin
removal from the circulatory system due to exercise.
The plasma glucose dynamics, (7), differ from (3) of
the Bergman minimal model by the terms, (Gprod(t)−
Gup(t)). Variables Gup(t) and Gprod(t) represent rates
of glucose uptake and hepatic glucose production
induced by exercise, respectively. The dynamics
of hepatic glucose production, glucose uptake, and
removal of plasma insulin, induced by exercise are
given by (8), (9), and (10), respectively.

Parameters for the minimal exercise model were es-
timated using the nonlinear ‘Least Square’ technique
as described in (Carson and Cobelli, 2001). The
normalized residual is obtained as:

χ2 ≡
N

∑
i=1

[
yi − y(ti,a1...aM)

σi

]2

(11)

Here yi is the measured data at time ti which has
standard deviation of σi. The model prediction is
given by y(ti,a1...aM), where ai represent model
parameters. Equation (11) can be considered a
weighted minimization using ( 1

σ )2 as the weights. N
is the number of data points and M is the total number
of model parameters. χ2 is often denoted as ‘weighted
sum squared error’. The aim is to estimate ai in order
to minimize χ2.

Table 2: Parameters of the minimal exercise model in
addition to those in Table 1

Parameter Value Unit
a1 0.011 mg/dl·min
a2 0.9 –
a3 0.000001 mg/dl·min
a4 0.00013 mg/dl·min
a5 0.00002 –
a6 0.00025 µU/ml·min
a7 0.009 –

Data from (Ahlborg et al., 1974) and (Ahlborg and
Felig, 1982) were used to estimate the parameters
a6 and a7, thereby quantifying the exercise induced
removal of plasma insulin from the circulatory system.
After fixing a6 and a7, the insulin model was validated
by comparing with the data from (Wolfe et al., 1986).
In fitting plasma glucose parameters, initially a3 was
set to zero. Parameters a1, a2, a4, and a5 were
estimated from (Ahlborg et al., 1974) and (Marliss and
Vranic, 2002). The model was validated by comparing
the predictions of plasma glucose concentration with
the data from (Ahlborg and Felig, 1982). In order to
improve the model fit, the bilinearity was introduced
in the glucose uptake ODE (9) by estimating a3

(where, a3 �= 0) and re-estimating a4, using (Ahlborg
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et al., 1974) and (Ahlborg and Felig, 1982). The
parameter values for the minimal exercise model are
given in Table 2.

5. RESULTS

5.1 Plasma Insulin Dynamics During Exercise

To study the plasma insulin dynamics during
prolonged exercise periods, Ahlborg et al. (1974)
conducted an experiment where healthy subjects were
studied in a continuous bicycle exercise for 4 hours
(PVOmax

2 = 30). Blood samples were taken at regular
intervals to measure the plasma insulin level. With
the onset of exercise, plasma insulin level declined

from its basal level (14 ± 1.9 µU
ml ), and continued

to do so until the end of the experiment, as shown
in Figure 2. It can be observed that the model under
predicts insulin concentration in short terms, followed
by slight over prediction at long times. Quantitatively,
however, the model was consistently within one
standard deviation of the mean. Parameters a6 and a7

had values as given in Table 2.
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Figure 2: Published (mean ± std. dev.) and model fit
to data of plasma insulin concentration in response to
mild exercise (PVOmax

2 = 30)

In another study, Ahlborg et al. (1982) conducted a
similar leg exercise experiment at a higher exercise
level (PVOmax

2 = 60). Plasma insulin concentration
declined consistently with the onset of exercise, as
shown in Figure 3. It can be observed that the
model prediction for plasma insulin concentration was
generally better than that of Figure 2, although under
prediction occurred at longer times. Parameters a6

and a7 had values as given in Table 2. The model
predictions were within one standard deviation of the
mean, thus validating the insulin model.

Data from a separate study by Wolfe et al. (1986)
was used to validate the insulin model. Light exercise
(PVOmax

2 = 40) was performed to observe the removal
of plasma insulin from the circulatory system. With
the onset of exercise the insulin level declined
well below the basal level (13.2 ± 3 µU

ml ), and
this hypoinsulinemic state persisted until end of the
experiment, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3: Published (mean ± std. dev.) and model fit
to data of plasma insulin concentration in response to
moderate exercise (PVOmax

2 = 60)
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Figure 4: Model simulation validation versus pub-
lished data (mean ± std. dev.) of plasma insulin
concentration in response to mild exercise (PVOmax

2
= 40)

5.2 Plasma Glucose Dynamics During Exercise

The plasma glucose dynamics during a short duration
(40 minute) of moderate level exercise (PVOmax

2 = 50),
are shown in Figure 5 (Marliss and Vranic, 2002).
Healthy subjects performed a full-body exercise,
where blood samples were collected at regular
intervals to measure the plasma glucose concentration.
With the onset of exercise, the plasma glucose level
increased slightly from its basal state (89 ± 4.5 mg

dl ) to
95 ± 5 mg

dl and then started to decrease towards the end
of the experiment. The resulting model predictions
of plasma glucose were quantitatively consistent with
the published data. Parameters a1, a2, a4 and a5 had
values as given in Table2.

The experiment conducted by Ahlborg et al. (1974)
was considered to observe the plasma glucose
dynamics during prolonged exercise periods. Blood
samples were taken at regular intervals to measure the
plasma glucose level. With the onset of exercise, the
plasma glucose level increased slightly from 81.8 ±

2.5 mg
dl to 83.5 ± 3 mg

dl at the 40 minute mark. This
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degree of change is consistent with the data of Marliss
et al. (2002) shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Published (mean ± std. dev.) and model fit
to data of plasma glucose concentration in response
to moderate exercise (PVOmax

2 = 50)

Beyond that, plasma glucose level decreased consis-
tently until the end of the experiment, as shown in
Figure 6. It can be observed that, during the short term
response the model under predicted the mean data,
and with eventual over prediction for t ≥ 180 min.
However, quantitatively the model was consistently
within one standard deviation of the mean. Again,
parameters a1, a2, a4 and a5 had values as given in
Table 2. Note that a3 was set to zero, as discussed in
Section 4.
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Figure 6: Published (mean ± std. dev.) and model fit
to data of plasma glucose concentration in response
to mild exercise (PVOmax

2 = 30)

To test the glucose model for moderate exercise
intensity (PVOmax

2 = 60), data from another similar
leg exercise study conducted by Ahlborg et al.
(1982) was considered. Throughout the duration of
the experiment, glucose uptake was higher than
splanchnic glucose production. Hence, from the onset
of exercise, overall plasma glucose concentration
decreased consistently, as shown in Figure 7. With
a3 = 0, the model over predicted plasma glucose
dynamics significantly at all times (Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Published (mean ± std. dev.) and model fit
to data of plasma glucose concentration in response to
moderate exercise (PVOmax

2 = 60), where a3 = 0 and
a4 = 0.00017

In order to capture the plasma glucose dynamics
during moderate intensity exercise (PVOmax

2 = 60),
the parameter a4 was modified to incorporate an
effect linear with exercise intensity, a3PVOmax

2 (t)−
a4. Parameters a3 and a4 in the glucose uptake ODE
(9) were re-estimated with a3 �= 0 using the data from
(Ahlborg and Felig, 1982). Comparison of plasma
glucose concentrations between the revised model and
literature data (Ahlborg and Felig, 1982) are shown
in Figure 8. It can be observed that the short term
response of the model does not capture the data
adequately.
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Figure 8: Published (mean ± std. dev.) and model fit
to data of plasma glucose concentration in response
to moderate exercise (PVOmax

2 = 60), where a3 =
0.000001 mg

dl·min and a4 = 0.00013 mg
dl·min

It is interesting to note that the short term data from
(Ahlborg and Felig, 1982), in Figure 8, is inconsistent
with that of (Marliss and Vranic, 2002) and (Ahlborg
et al., 1974), in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. Hence
the model behaviors are inherently limited by the data
quality, and additional experimental and simulation
studies are required to refine and validate the model.
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6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

A minimal model of exercise effects on plasma
glucose-insulin dynamics was developed. The model
successfully captured the effects of mild-to-moderate
aerobic exercise on plasma glucose and insulin
concentrations. Inclusion of separate dynamics in the
model for glucose uptake (9) and hepatic glucose
production (8) induced by exercise made it possible to
capture the initial rise (due to higher hepatic glucose
production than tissue glucose uptake) and eventual
decline of plasma glucose level with prolonged
exercise (due to shortage of glycogen storage and
a shift in glucose production mechanism). It was
necessary to introduce a bilinear term in the glucose
uptake ODE (9) in order to capture the full set
of observed glucose dynamics induced by mild-to-
moderate exercise. Given the small values for a3 and
a4, changes in model structure may be warranted.
The model also successfully captured the removal
of plasma insulin from the circulatory system during
physical exercise. This model provides the control
community with an alternative benchmark problem in
glucose control for diabetic patients by allowing the
analysis of meal and exercise disturbances alone or in
combination.

Some of the parameters (a6 and a7) were estimated
using data from (Ahlborg et al., 1974) and (Ahlborg
and Felig, 1982), where healthy subjects were used
in the experiments. Ideally, this data would be
from a diabetic population; however the majority of
exercise studies are on healthy subjects. Additional
experimental studies, ideally in a diabetic population,
would improve model fidelity.
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Abstract: Drug synthesis and discovery represents today one of the most rapidly
evolving scientific areas. This is primarily due to the interdisciplinary collaboration
between chemists, pharmacologists, molecular biologists, and biochemists. A direct
implication of the developments in drug discovery is the need for novel drug
delivery systems and devices. Considering the advances in engineering disciplines
and micro/nano technology the potential for producing new drug delivery devices
is substantial. Notably, so is the necessity of these devices in creating solid
commercial value propositions for the medical markets. In this work we present
research results related to embedding optimization-based control on-a-chip for drug
delivery applications.

Keywords: Embedded Control Systems, Real-Time Model Predictive Control,
Drug Delivery Devices

1. INTRODUCTION

Today, drugs can be delivered in many differ-
ent ways including: orally (pills or suspensions),
through the vein (intravenously), through the
artery (arterially), topically through the skin
(transdermally), through the rectum (supposi-
tory), through the eye (ocular), through the lungs
(inhaled), by injection into the skin (subcuta-
neously), by injection into the muscle (intramus-
cularly), and under the tongue (sublingually). By
means of improving the drug delivery devices,
companies and researchers aim to meet particular
goals (Brunner, 2004), most of them related to

1 Partial financial support for this research from the US
National Science Foundation grant CTS-0134102 and the
Pittsburgh Digital Greenhouse is gratefully acknowledged.

the state of the patients. These goals include:
improved efficacy, reduced side effects, continu-
ous dosing, reduced pain from administration,
increased ease of use, increased use compliance,
improved mobility, and decreased involvement of
healthcare workers.

Controlled drug delivery (Langer, 2004) currently
involves control of the time course or the location
of drug delivery. In this work we examine alterna-
tive pathways for the implementation of optimal
drug delivery control (of the time course) on an
embedded target, for glucose regulation by means
of insulin delivery. We provide research results of
this implementation on an Application Specific
Integrated Circuit (ASIC), on a general purpose
processor, and finally on a Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA).
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Optimization-based control schemes can be used
in order to effectively control nonlinear and mul-
tivariable models, and to impose constraints on
both the control action and the states. The con-
straints are usually set on the bounds and the rate
of change, and can be incorporated in the form of
equalities or inequalities. These control algorithms
typically involve the solution of an optimization
problem that explicitly incorporates knowledge of
a dynamic model of a process, with the addition
of design and process objectives. This concept has
seen widespread use, particularly through appli-
cations of predictive control. The advantages of
Model Predictive Control (MPC), such as the abil-
ity to handle constraints, the applicability to non-
linear processes and to multivariable problems,
constitute this control method an ideal choice for
satisfying most of the design objectives of a drug
delivery device.

Currently, companies that want to sell insulin
delivery devices must illustrate to the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) that their devices are
“substantially equivalent” to drug delivery devices
already for sale. MPC controllers (device) and the
drug (insulin) are approved and are on the market
individually. The use of insulin is the standard
method for regulating glucose. Thus the toxicol-
ogy of the pharmaceutical is known. Nevertheless,
implementations of MPC have been on the market
mainly for chemical plants, and on workstation
implementations. In 2004, the FDA announced
that the worlds first implantable Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) microchip for human has
been cleared for medical uses in the United States.
About the size of a grain of rice, “VeriChip” is a
subdermal radio frequency microchip. The device
has no power supply, and it is activated when a
scanning device runs across the skin above it. A
tiny transmitter on the chip then releases patient-
specific information. Although not capable of car-
rying out arithmetic operations such technology
is available, and one of the biggest regulatory
thresholds was surpassed. Thus, it is a matter of
time before new generations of similar devices seek
FDA approval. There are however other issues
to be examined: the performance robustness of
the chip, the biocompatibility of the device, and
that the stability and bioavailability of the drug
have not been compromised by the drug-device
combination.

Although the solution to glucose regulation prob-
lems may appear in the form of an implantable
capsule (Leoni and Desai, 2001) that continuously
produces insulin and releases it to the blood-
stream, there are numerous potential applications
for medical controllers on-a-chip including: control
of physiological processes, muscle control, respira-
tion control, drug infusion control (for instance
during anesthesia), cardiac pacemakers and de-

fibrillators, heart rate control, blood flow and
pressure control, HIV control, and neurological
implants. For example, in the Human Immun-
odeficiency Virus (HIV) control case, where the
drug cocktail provided is currently expensive, the
regulation (with the solution of an optimization
problem) of the dosage to the absolute minimum is
highly desirable. Another example is a device that
detects irregular heart pulses and uses a control
algorithm to regulate doses of a blood thinning
drug (for example aspirin). This device maintains
the risks of thrombosis at low levels while mini-
mizing the chances of internal bleeding.

2. BLOOD GLUCOSE CONTROL IN
DIABETIC PATIENTS

Diabetes mellitus is a chronic health condition
where the human body is unable to produce in-
sulin and properly breakdown sugar (glucose) in
the blood. The insufficient insulin production or
lack of responsiveness to insulin, results to hyper-
glycemia (blood glucose levels over 120mg/dL).
There are two primary types of diabetes melli-
tus, type I (insulin-dependent or juvenile-onset),
which may be caused by an autoimmune re-
sponse, and type II (non-insulin-dependent or
adult-onset). Symptoms include hunger, thirst,
excessive urination, dehydration and weight loss.
Complications can include heart disease, stroke,
neuropathy, poor circulation leading to loss of
limbs, hearing impairment, vision problems and
death.

The treatment of diabetes requires regular insulin
injections, proper nutrition and exercise in or-
der to maintain normoglycemia, defined as blood
glucose 70−100mg/dL. Insulin and glucagon are
the hormones responsible for glucose regulation.
Both insulin and glucagon are secreted from the
pancreas, and thus are referred to as pancreatic
endocrine hormones. Most of the long-term com-
plications associated with diabetes result from
sustained hyperglycemia, but hypoglycemia can
result in very acute symptoms such as coma and
death.

A significant effort has been devoted to the devel-
opment of closed-loop controllers for blood glucose
control. For approaches to applying control to
diabetic subjects the reader is referred to (Parker
et al., 1999; Doyle-III et al., 2000; Rubb and
Parker, 2003; Parker and Doyle-III, 2001).

2.1 Minimal Glucose Model

Minimal models of glucose and insulin plasma
levels have been developed (Bergman et al., 1979;
Pacini and Bergman, 1986) for humans using
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Frequently-Sampled Intravenous Glucose Toler-
ance (FSIGT) tests. During a FSIGT test, a sin-
gle intravenous injection of glucose is given to a
fasting subject and blood samples are collected
at regular timed intervals. The blood samples are
then analyzed for glucose and insulin concentra-
tion. Figure 1 shows a typical response from a
normal subject.
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Fig. 1. Typical glucose and insulin response from
a normal subject.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the glucose level in
plasma is at a peak at the time of the injection,
drops to a minimum which is below the basal
glucose level, and then gradually returns to the
basal level (dashed line). The insulin level in
plasma rapidly rises to a peak immediately after
the injection, drops to a lower level which is still
above the basal insulin level, rises again to a lesser
peak, and then gradually drops to its basal level.
Depending on the state of the subject, there can
be wide variations from this response that can
determine the condition of the patient (G. M. Steil
and Bergman, 1993).

The glucose minimal model involves two physi-
ologic compartments: an interstitial tissue com-
partment and a plasma compartment. The differ-
ential equations corresponding to the two com-
partments are:

dG(t)
dt

= k1(Gb −G(t))−X(t)G(t) (1)

dX(t)
dt

= k2(I(t)− Ib)− k3X(t) (2)

where t is time, G(t) is the plasma glucose con-
centration at time t, I(t) is the plasma insulin
concentration at time t, and X(t) is the interstitial
insulin at time t, with G(t0)=G0 and X(t0)=0.
Gb is the basal plasma glucose concentration
and Ib is the basal plasma insulin concentration.
The insulin sensitivity is defined as SI = k2/k3

and the glucose effectiveness is defined as SG =
k1. Basal plasma concentrations of glucose and
insulin are typically measured either before or
180 minutes after the administration of glucose.

There are four unknown parameters in this model:
k1, k2, k3, and G0 that depend on the particu-
lar subject and can be estimated experimentally.
We use the parameters adopted from (Pacini and
Bergman, 1986; Riel, 2004).

3. MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL

Model Predictive Control originated in the chem-
ical process industries. The main advantages of
MPC are the ability to handle constraints and
its applicability to multivariable nonlinear pro-
cesses. Because of the computational requirements
of the optimizations associated with MPC, it has
primarily been applied to plants in the process
industry, with slow dynamics. Furthermore, ex-
isting implementations of MPC typically perform
numerical calculations using workstations in 64-
bit Floating Point (FP) arithmetic, which is too
expensive, power demanding and large in size.
Therefore the implementation of real-time embed-
ded model predictive control, for systems with fast
dynamics, where the size and the application pre-
cludes the use of a dedicated workstation, presents
new technological challenges.

Controllers belonging to the MPC family are
generally characterized by the following steps:
initially the future outputs are calculated at each
sample interval over a predetermined horizon N ,
the prediction horizon, using a process model.
These outputs y(t + k|t) for k = 1...N depend up
to the time t on the past inputs and on the future
signals u(t+k|t), k = 0...N −1 which are those to
be sent to the system. The next step is to calculate
the set of future control moves by optimizing a
determined criterion, in order to keep the process
as close as possible to a predefined reference
trajectory. This criterion is usually a quadratic
function of the difference between the predicted
output signal and the reference trajectory. In
some cases, in order to minimize the control effort
the control moves u(t + k|t) are included in the
objective function:

JP (k) =
P∑

k=0

{[y(t+k|t)−yref ]2+Ru(t+k|t)2} (3)

|u(t + k|t)| ≤ b , k ≥ 0 (4)
where y(t + k|t) are the predicted outputs, yref

is the desired set reference output, u(t + k|t) the
control sequence and R is a the weighting on the
control moves, a design parameter. This system is
subject to input constraints given by the vector
b. Finally, the first control move u(t|t) is sent to
the system while the rest are rejected. At the next
sampling instant the output y(t+1) of the system
is used in the optimization using feedback and the
procedure is repeated so that we get an updated
control sequence.
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4. EMBEDDED MODEL PREDICTIVE
CONTROL

Some initial results have been reported to the
direction of embedding Model Predictive Con-
trol. Further analysis and references can be found
at (Bleris et al., 2006a). With the following sub-
sections we report our recent research results, and
we focus on the FPGA implementation.

4.1 General purpose processor

We have examined a general purpose processor
implementation (Bleris and Kothare, 2005b; Bleris
and Kothare, 2005a). We used a single board com-
puter phyCORE-MPC555 that packs the power of
Motorola’s embedded 32-bit MPC555 microcon-
troller within a miniature footprint. The MPC555
is a high-speed 32-bit Central Processing Unit
(CPU) that contains a 64-bit floating point unit
designed to accelerate advanced algorithms, run-
ning at 40MHz. To implement the optimization
algorithm of MPC, we used a combination of
software tools: CodeWarrior Integrated Develop-
ment Environment (IDE), MATLAB, Real-Time
Workshop, and SIMULINK.

In order to test the performance of a multi-model
MPC formulation in real time we used Processor
in the Loop (PIL) co-simulations; the MPC chip
in closed loop with the monitored patient (the
minimal model on the host workstation). To ex-
amine the influence of the control horizon on the
computational costs of MPC running on the Mo-
torola processor, we set the number of optimiza-
tions at a fixed number. In Figure 2 we provide
profiling results for different cases of prediction
horizon and optimization steps. Additionally, in
Figure 3 we provide the performance of MPC for
different number of optimizations, keeping fixed
the prediction and control horizons. As expected
the computational time for this case grows lin-
early with the optimizations. Both these profiling
results illustrate that we remain in all examined
cases at under one second for the computation
of the optimal insulin dosage using MPC. From
interpolation of the results of Figure 3 we obtain
the required time for one optimization loop, (a)
53msec for prediction horizon of 21 and control
horizon of 7, (b) 95msec for prediction horizon of
31 and control horizon of 7.

4.2 Application-Specific Instruction Processor

For the Application Specific Integrated Circuit
(ASIC) implementation (Bleris et al., 2006a;
Bleris et al., 2005) we proposed the following de-
sign framework. By emulating the microcontroller
arithmetic operations, we reduce the precision of
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the microprocessor to the minimum, while main-
taining stable control performance for a particu-
lar control application. This reduction is accom-
plished by series of parametric tests using differ-
ent word sizes and utilizing computational tools
to simulate the controlled model. Taking advan-
tage of the low precision, a Logarithmic Number
System (LNS) based micro-processor architecture
was proposed (Garcia et al., 2004) (Figure 4) that
provides energy, computational cost, and price
savings (Figure 5). This reduced-precision ASIC
can achieve sampling speeds as low as 32msec for
relatively large problems. Additionally, to quan-
tify the advantage of reducing the precision, es-
timations for both 64-bit FP and 16-bit LNS cir-
cuits showed that for an arithmetic unit that com-
putes addition, subtraction, multiplication and di-
vision, the size required is about 17 times larger
for 64-bit FP.
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4.3 Mixed software-hardware embedded controller

For the mixed software-hardware embedded con-
troller we examine a codesign (Vouzis et al., 2005;
Bleris et al., 2006b) step before the actual im-
plementation that decomposes the algorithm into
two parts. One that fits into the host processor
and one that fits into the custom made unit that
performs all the (repetitive and computationally
demanding) arithmetic operations. The selected
microprocessor acting as a host for our design is
the 16-bit Extensible Instruction Set Computer
(EISC) from ADCUS, Inc. For prototyping we
use the Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)
Virtex-4 XC4VLS25 device of Xilinx interfacing
with Mablab, running on a PC workstation, in
order to implement Processor-In-the-Loop (PIL)
techniques that help to test and debug the embed-
ded system. Both the ADCUS microprocessor and
the matrix co-processor are described in Verilog
and the whole design is synthesized with the ISE
7.1 design environment of Xilinx.

A field-programmable gate array is a large-scale
integrated circuit that can be programmed after
it is manufactured rather than being limited to a
predetermined, unchangeable hardware function.
FPGAs come in a wide variety of sizes and with
many different combinations of internal and ex-
ternal features. What they have in common is
that they are composed of small blocks of pro-
grammable logic. These basic blocks may be repli-
cated many thousands of times to create a large
programmable hardware fabric. In more complex
FPGAs these general-purpose logic blocks are
combined with higher level arithmetic and control

structures, such as multipliers and counters, in
support of common types of applications such as
signal processing.

Defining the behavior of an FPGA (the hardware
that it contains) has traditionally been done either
using a Hardware Description Language (HDL)
such as VHDL or Verilog or by arranging blocks of
pre-existing functions, whether gate-level logic el-
ements or higher-level macros, using a schematic–
or block diagram–oriented design tool. Hardware
applications implemented in FPGAs are gener-
ally slower and consume more power than the
same applications implemented in custom ASICs.
Nonetheless, the dramatically lowered risk and
cost of development for FPGAs have made them
excellent alternatives to custom Integrated Cir-
cuits (ICs). The reduced development times asso-
ciated with FPGAs often makes them compelling
platforms for ASIC prototyping as well.
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We use Newtons algorithm to solve the optimiza-
tion problem by combining the constraints into
the cost function using barrier functions. This
optimization algorithm consists of five functions
which can be considered as the five basic oper-
ational blocks. These functions are: the initial-
izations prior to each iteration loop of the opti-
mization, the calculation of the Gradient vector
and the Hessian matrix, the Gauss-Jordan matrix
inversion, and finally the optimal move calculation
using Newtons iteration.

In order to partition the algorithm to hardware
and software we examine the behavior of these
operational blocks using a profiler. In Figure 6
we present the profiling results of the five opera-
tional blocks, for a prediction horizon of 10 and
variable control horizons. A direct observation is
that the computation of the Gradient and the
Hessian requires approximately 70 − 80% of the
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total optimization time. The next most expensive
function is the matrix inversion which can take
up to 30% of the total time, for large control
horizons. Furthermore, we observe that for small
control horizons the Gradient function uses almost
half of the total optimization time and double the
time of the Hessian function. Finally, we observe
that by increasing the control horizon size, the
matrix inversion becomes more expensive, and the
computational time required by the Gradient and
Hessian functions converge. This higher level anal-
ysis of the MPC optimization code reveals that
the repetitive matrix operations of the Gradient
and Hessian, comprise the major part of the pro-
cessing. Therefore these specific matrix operations
are the main part that has to be implemented
efficiently, while the rest of the operations can be
performed by a general purpose microprocessor.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A selection of research results on embedding MPC
were presented in this paper. These include profil-
ing results of a general purpose processor, synthe-
sis estimates of an ASIC chip, and codesign con-
siderations for a co-processor FPGA implemen-
tation. During the presentation of the paper we
intend to provide the results of the MPC running
on the FPGA.
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Abstract: People with type 1 diabetes require frequent adjustment of their insulin
dose to maintain as near normal glycemia as possible. This process is not only
burdensome, but for many difficult to achieve. As a result, control algorithms to
facilitate the insulin dosage have been proposed, but have not been completely
successful in normalizing glycemia. Here we present a novel run–to–run control
algorithm to adjust the meal related insulin dose using only postprandial blood
glucose measurements.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Expert Committee on the Diagnosis and
Classification of Diabetes Mellitus (2003) defines
diabetes mellitus as a group of metabolic diseases
which are characterized by hyperglycemia. This
hyperglycemia results from defects in insulin se-
cretion, insulin action, or both. Type 1 diabetes
is caused by an absolute deficiency of insulin
secretion. It includes cases primarily due to β
cell destruction, and who are prone to ketoaci-
dosis. These cases are those attributable to an
autoimmune process, as well as those with β cell
destruction for which no pathogenesis is known
(i.e. idiopathic). People with type 1 diabetes fully
depend on exogenous insulin. It is estimated that
17.1 million people world wide had type 1 diabetes
in 2000 (Wild et al., 2004; Eiselein et al., 2004).

1 Corresponding author (frank.doyle@icb.uscb.edu)

The chronic hyperglycemia in diabetes is associ-
ated with long-term complications due to dam-
age, dysfunction and failure of various organs,
especially the eyes, kidneys, nerves, heart and
blood vessels. The three main complications being
retinopathy, nephropathy and neuropathy. These
can eventually lead to renal failure, blindness, am-
putation and other types of morbidity. Subjects
with diabetes are at higher risk of cardiovascular
disease, and face increased morbidity and mortal-
ity when critically ill.

The efficacy of intensive treatment in prevent-
ing diabetic complications has been established
by the Diabetes Control and Complications Trial
(DCCT) (Diabetes Control and Complications
Trials Research Group, 1993) and the United
Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Study (UKPDS)
(UK Prospective Diabetes Study Group, 1998).
In both trials the treatment regimens that re-
duced average glycosylated hemoglobin (a clinical
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measure of glycemic control, which reflects aver-
age blood glucose levels over the preceding 2-3
months) A1C to approximately 7% (normal range
is 4-6%) were associated with fewer long term mi-
crovascular complications. Recent evidence even
suggests that these target levels might not be low
enough (Khaw et al., 2001).

Intensive treatment requires multiple (3 or more)
daily injections of insulin, or treatment with an
insulin infusion pump. In any case, this tight
control (i.e. as close to normal as possible) should
be maintained for life in order to accrue the full
benefits. Many factors influence the insulin dose
requirements over time, including weight, physical
condition and stress levels. Due to this, frequent
blood glucose monitoring is required. Based on
these measurements the insulin dosage must be
modified, dietary changes implemented (such as
alteration in the timing, frequency and content
of the meals), as well as changes in activity and
exercise patterns.

With the advent of home blood glucose moni-
toring technologies becoming available, physicians
started to seek ways to use this information to
fine–tune the therapeutic regimen. Among the
first heuristic algorithms in the literature, we can
highlight those of Skyler et al. (1981) and Jo-
vanovic and Peterson (1982). Both set heuristic
rules based on practical experience; the main dif-
ference between these two is that Skyler et al.
(1981) relies on pre–prandial blood glucose mea-
surements exclusively, while Jovanovic and Peter-
son (1982) uses prandial measurements as well to
adjust the insulin dosing.

The algorithm proposed by Jovanovic and Peter-
son (1982) is taken as the basis to program a
pocket computer, which was tested in 5 type 1 dia-
betic subjects. They demonstrate that computer–
assisted insulin–delivery decision making is feasi-
ble (Chanoch et al., 1985). This computer pro-
gram was then compared to the standard ap-
proach for new continuous subcutaneous insulin
infusion pump users. Peterson et al. (1986) found
the approach to be feasible, although it did not
fully normalize blood glucose levels. Still, com-
puter users achieved lower average blood glucose
and A1Cvalues over the course of the study.

Schiffrin et al. (1985) programmed a portable
computer to adjust dosing of short and interme-
diate acting insulin in a 2–injection per day strat-
egy, using pre–prandial blood glucose measure-
ments. Even within the limitations of the ther-
apy regimen used, they saw marked improvements
in glycemic control when using the computer.
Chiarelli et al. (1990) compared this computer
method with a manual method; while they found
no differences in glycemic control, they did notice
fewer instances of hypoglycemia in the computer

users. Peters et al. (1991) adapts this algorithm
and compared its effectiveness against manual
adjustments, finding that metabolic control and
safety were comparable in both.

Taking the heuristic algorithm of Skyler et al.
(1981) as their starting point, Beyer et al. (1990)
create their own algorithms; as the original, they
use pre–prandial blood glucose measurements. In
a clinical trial of 50 subjects they clearly show
that the computer group did much better than the
regular intensive treatment group (Schrezenmeir
et al., 2002).

So far, none of these computer algorithms make
use of the newer monomeric insulins. Owens et al.
(2005) propose a run–to–run control algorithm to
adjust the timing and dose of meal related insulin
boluses, taking advantage of these fast acting in-
sulin formulations. The basic assumption is that
there is a sensor available from which frequent
blood glucose measurements can be taken, and
thus the maximum and minimum blood glucose
excursions in the prandial period can be deter-
mined. The feasibility of the algorithm was stud-
ied in a clinical setting, making some changes to
allow for fingerstick blood glucose determinations
at 60 and 90 minutes after the start of the meal,
in lieu of the maximum and minimum. Two-thirds
of the subjects maintained acceptable glycemic
control, but the rest diverged in their responses
due to various factors (Zisser et al., 2005).

In this work we modify the algorithm to overcome
the difficulties encountered in clinical practice.
The run–to–run formulation described here gives
more flexibility to the subject, as blood glucose
measurements are not required to be taken at
specific times. In section 2 we present the basis of
the run–to–run algorithm, followed by the specific
implementation for insulin dosing. We present
simulation results using this method in section 3.

2. RUN–TO–RUN ALGORITHM

The original formulation for the run–to–run con-
trol applied to insulin bolus dosing and timing is
described in (Owens et al., 2005). It is based on
the application of a constraint control scheme in
the run–to–run framework to optimize the oper-
ation of batch processes in the chemical industry
(Srinivasan et al., 2003a; Srinivasan et al., 2003b).

The general run–to–run control algorithm is:

(1) Parameterize the input profile for run k,
uk(t), as U(t, νk). Also consider a sampled
version, ψk, of the output yk(t), such that
it has the same dimension as the controlled
variable vector νk. Thus we have

ψk = F (νk) (1)
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(2) Choose an initial guess for νk (when k = 1).
(3) Complete the run using the input uk(t) cor-

responding to νk. Determine ψk from the
measurements yk(t).

(4) Update the input parameters as

νk+1 = νk +K (ψr − ψk) (2)

where K is an appropriate gain matrix and
ψr represents the reference values to be at-
tained. Increment k for the next run, and
repeat steps 3-4 until convergence.

In the context of diabetes management, we use
the natural day–to–day cycle as a run; within
this run, there are three separate meals (namely
breakfast, lunch and dinner), for which an appro-
priate insulin bolus has to be determined. The
objective is to minimize the prandial glycemic
excursion, without overdosing insulin. Thus, our
manipulated variable, uk(t), corresponds to the
insulin profile, and the measurement profile, yk(t),
corresponds to glucose measurements. Time, t, is
within a given day, k, which is also a run. Owens
et al. (2005) show, using an RGA analysis, that
there is effectively no coupling between the meals;
we also use this assumption in the new algorithm.

There were two drawbacks to the original imple-
mentation when evaluated in a clinical setting.
The first was the changing of the timing of the
insulin bolus with respect to the start of the meal.
Many times this resulted in a bolus being adminis-
tered in the middle of a meal; at other times, the
administration before the start of the meal was
inconvenient to the subject, and was not adhered
to. Besides, when using monomeric insulin, the
timing of the bolus makes a negligible difference
in the postprandial profile when compared with
the effect of the dose. For these reasons it was
decided to fix the timing to always coincide with
the beginning of the meal. The second drawback
was the need for blood glucose determinations at
60 and 90 minutes after the start of the meal; if
the subject for some reason forgot to take either of
them, then the algorithm was not able to correct
for the following day (Zisser et al., 2005).

The main change is in the selection of the per-
formance measure used. To have the flexibility of
taking blood glucose measurements at different
times, we can no longer use a fixed glucose level.
Instead, we use an approximation of the slope
of the glycemic response. The only restrictions
we place on the patient is that the first glucose
measurement must be taken at least 60 minutes
after the start of the meal, and the second one be
at least 30 minutes after the first, but not more
than 180 minutes after the start of the meal. We
denote these times, for each meal, as: TB1 , TB2 ,
TL1 , TL2 , TD1 , TD2 . Then, our sampled output
vector is

ψk =

⎡
⎣G(TB1) −G(TB2)
G(TL1) −G(TL2)
G(TD1) −G(TD2)

⎤
⎦ (3)

As the times can change from one meal to the
next, and from run to run, we need a reference
value that is normalized with respect to time. We
define this reference in terms of units of glucose
per minute for each meal, ψr

0, and then scale by
the actual time between the two measurements.
We can write this as

ψr = ψr
0 ◦

⎡
⎣TB2 − TB1

TL2 − TL1

TD2 − TD1

⎤
⎦ (4)

where ◦ denotes the Hadamard (element–wise)
product.

The manipulated variable νk is simply the dose
of insulin corresponding to each meal of day k,
νk =

[
QB QL QD

]T . The controller gain, K is set
depending on the insulin sensitivity of the patient.

The reasoning for this performance measure is
based on the blood glucose response seen for
different doses. For a bolus that is correctly dosed,
we expect the peak glucose excursion to be around
60 minutes, and to drop from that point on
until it reaches the basal level. If the bolus is
under–dosed, this moves the peak into the future.
Thus, if we have under–bolused, the difference in
blood glucose levels between the first and second
measurements will be negative, or positive but
very small. As the dose approaches the ideal level,
this difference will increase. This is all illustrated
in figure 1(a).

3. SIMULATION RESULTS

There are several published models of glucose and
insulin dynamics in the literature. For this partic-
ular study we have selected the one published by
Hovorka et al. (2004), replacing the subcutaneous
insulin infusion model with the one described in
(Wilinska et al., 2005). The model captures not
only the dynamics of glucose and insulin, but also
the absorption of insulin from a subcutaneous de-
livery (as is the case with insulin infusion pumps),
and the appearance of glucose in plasma from a
mixed meal.

For each day, the simulation has the meals at
8:00, 12:00 and 18:00 hours, with a carbohydrate
content of 20, 40 and 70 grams, respectively.
For each day and meal, the timepoints at which
blood glucose measurements are taken are selected
randomly (using a uniform distribution); the first
one can take place from 60 to 90 minutes after the
start of the meal, the second one follows 30 to 60
minutes later.
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Fig. 1. In (a) it can clearly be seen that the time between sampling times changes for the different meals,
and shows how the run–to–run algorithm is able to bring the dosing within the desired bounds. (b)
shows the full profile over 25 consecutive days.

The reference drop in blood glucose (per minute),
was selected for each meal separately, considering
the typical amount of carbohydrate consumed in
each meal as the main guideline. We have selected

ψr
0 =

[
0.058 0.104 0.30

]T . The controller gain is
set at K = 0.0005, and is scaled by 2, 3 or 4
for subjects with lower insulin sensitivities. The
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Fig. 2. Maximum and minimum glucose excur-
sions after a meal converge to clinically ac-
ceptable bounds.
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Fig. 3. Meal insulin bolus converges to the optimal
amount for the given meal.
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Fig. 4. The algorithm converges to the same
insulin to carbohydrate ratio, regardless of
the carbohydrate content of the meal.

amount of the insulin bolus is rounded to the
nearest 0.1 U of insulin, which is the resolution
of most infusion pumps.

The initial guess for the insulin requirement for
each meal is set at an insulin to carbohydrate
ratio of 1:33 (a more typical value is around

1:10). Thus we start giving much less insulin than
is actually required for the first run (k = 0).
Figure 1(b) shows the simulation for 25 days,
with figure 1(a) highlighting a couple of days
only. The dotted lines show the desired bounds
for the blood glucose excursions; note that we are
more aggressive in keeping blood glucose below
150 mg/dl than preventing it from going below 70
mg/dl.

Even though the algorithm does not directly con-
sider the minimum and maximum excursions after
a meal, these are still relevant clinical markers.
Figure 2 shows the maximum and minimum values
after each meal, where once again the dotted lines
represent the desirable bounds. The amount of
the insulin bolus and the corresponding insulin to
carbohydrate ratios are shown in figures 3 and 4,
respectively. The insulin to carbohydrate ratio is
what the patients and physicians use to calculate
their insulin requirements for a given meal; this
shows clearly that the algorithm converges to the
ideal ratio. It is important to note that although
in this case they converge to approximately the
same value, it is not necessarily the case in real
life, as insulin sensitivity has a circadian variation
which is not captured by the simulation model
used.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The feasibility of using run–to–run control to
determine the optimal insulin bolus dose and
timing was shown by Zisser et al. (2005), but some
hurdles were identified. Changing the timing of
the insulin bolus was one of them, which coupled
with the small difference it makes when using
monomeric insulin, it was decided to keep it fixed
to coincide with the beginning of the meal. The
second was the requirement that blood glucose
measurements be taken at 60 and 90 minutes;
besides imposing additional burden on the patient
to keep close track of time after a meal, it also
meant that when the patient missed these time
points the algorithm could no longer make a
correction for the dosing the following day.

We have proposed a new performance measure,
which gives the patient the freedom of taking
post–prandial glucose measurements at times that
are more flexible and do not require them to be-
come slaves to the clock. We have shown that even
with this variation in the timing, the controller is
able to converge within a couple of days, signifi-
cantly improving the degree of glycemic control.

Further simulation studies must be done to in-
corporate other sources of variability that are ex-
pected, including measurement noise, mismatch
between the estimated carbohydrate content of
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the meal and the actual value, and variation in
the timing and carbohydrate content of the meals.
Initial results (not shown) are quite encouraging.
We are currently undertaking a robustness analy-
sis that takes into account all of these sources of
uncertainty.
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Abstract: This paper exploits a gradient-based model predictive control technique
to solve an optimal switching time problem over periodic orbits. Drug delivery
scheduling applications, where it is desired to maximize the averaged effect of a
drug over time, motivate the study for this type of online optimization problem.
The objective is to find the optimal time-switching policy between full treatment
and no treatment periods. It is shown, by a numerical application to a simple drug
delivery problem, that the resulting predictive algorithm drives the system to the
optimal periodic orbit in the state space.

Keywords: Model Predictive Control, Time-switching Control, Optimal Drug
Delivery, Periodic Orbits.

1. INTRODUCTION

The usual task of nonlinear model predictive con-
trol is to find and track the steady-state optimum
of a cost functional, subject to the system dynam-
ics and state constraints. In some applications,
however, a steady-state optimization may not be
feasible nor optimal with respect to a given mea-
sure. For example, as outlined in (Varigonda et
al., 2004a; Varigonda et al., 2004b), the steady-
state optimization of some drug delivery problems
yield optimum conditions that do not lead to ther-
apeutic drug treatments. From a practical point of
view, optimal drug delivery problems can be seen
as optimal time-switching problems, alternating
full treatment periods and no treatment peri-
ods. For HIV control, optimal scheduling policies
were proposed in (Zurakowski and Teel, 2003; Zu-
rakowski et al., 2004). In (Guay et al., 2005),

1 Corresponding Author guaym@chee.queensu.ca

differential flatness was used to parameterize the
trajectories of the system and to compute, in
real-time, optimal periodic trajectories using an
extremum-seeking method. Since the problem is
periodic by nature, we will study it as an optimal
control problem over periodic orbits.

In this paper, the problem of optimal drug de-
livery by periodic injections is solved as an op-
timal time-switching control problem. Each con-
trol cycle includes periods of treatment, or short
input impulses, and periods with no treatment.
The control is parameterized by a time-switching
parameter that should converge to the optimal
time interval length between full treatment pe-
riods. This problem was treated in the linear
case by (Yastreboff, 1969) and more recently us-
ing heuristics in (Grognard and Sepulchre, 2001).
Asymptotic stabilization for linear output feed-
back systems was studied in (Allwright et al.,
2005). Gradient-based algorithm to solve an anal-
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ogous problem was also presented in (Egerstedt et
al., 2003).

In this paper, we use a nonlinear model predic-
tive approach, recently developed in (DeHaan and
Guay, 2005) that generalize the approach given by
(Magni and Scattolini, 2004). The key idea is to
see the optimal control moves (here parameterized
by switching-time between two control values) as
unknown parameters that can be identified on-line
via the model predictive control algorithm. The
method relies on discrete transitions of the con-
trol action based on real-time evolution of those
parameters. We allow maximization calculations
throughout the entire sampling interval and up-
date the control parameters at a fixed sampling
time. The assumptions needed for this implemen-
tation relax the flatness assumption used in (Guay
et al., 2005) and (Varigonda et al., 2004b).

The paper is divided as follows. In Section 2, we
formulate the optimization problem and parame-
terize the single input to the system using time
at which control switches occur as the control
parameter. In Section 3, we present the nonlinear
model predictive algorithm based on (DeHaan and
Guay, 2005) and discuss stability of the closed
loop scheme. Numerical application of the re-
sulting law to the drug delivery problem from
(Varigonda et al., 2004b) is presented in Section 4.
Conclusions and future investigations are outlined
in Section 5

2. CONTROL PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider a single input nonlinear dynamical
system of the form:

ẋ = f(x, u) (1)

where x ∈ X ⊂ Rn are the states of the system,
u ∈ U = {umin, umax} is the control input and
f : X× U→ Rn is a sufficiently smooth function.
We assume that X is a compact subset of Rn.
We also assume that the user-defined objective
functional is a convex differentiable function on
X. The control design objective is to optimize a
cost functional given by

J =
1
T

∫ t+T

t

L(x(τ))dτ (2)

with respect to u(τ) for τ ∈ [t, t + T ], where T is
the fixed period of the system, approximated here
as the length of the horizon considered later for
the optimization problem. We seek to maximize J
subject to the system dynamics (1) and inequality
constraints

xmin ≤ x(τ) ≤ xmax, τ ∈ [t, t + T ] (3)

We consider the problem of finding an optimal
switching time between two known values of the
control inputs, i.e. umin and umax. To represent
this type of behavior, we parameterize the control
u(τ) as a finite sum of Heaviside functions u(θ):

u(θ) =
m∑

i=1

[H(τ − iθ)−H(τ − iθ − ε)] (4)

where θ is the switching time parameter. This
parameter will be determined on-line by the opti-
mization algorithm. The parameter ε is the known
duration of each full-treatment period. In prac-
tice, m would be chosen such that m · θ < T with
a meaningful prediction horizon, T . Other param-
eterizations could have been considered, however
Heaviside functions clearly represent the phys-
ical application of discontinuous drug infusion.
Another advantage here is that the calculations
will be greatly simplified using some elementary
proprieties of Heaviside functions and Dirac delta
operator. We now state the following assumption:

Assumption 2.1. The unforced dynamics (1) with
u(t) ≡ umin ≡ 0 is stable.

This assumption is needed to ensure stability of
the close loop dynamics as discuss in the next
Section.

3. NONLINEAR MODEL PREDICTIVE
CONTROL

3.1 Interior-Point Method

In order to find the optimal control policy that
steers the system (1) to the periodic orbit maxi-
mizing the cost functional (2), we have to encode
the state constraints (3). We propose log-barrier
functions (Nash and Sofer, 1996). The cost func-
tional (2) becomes the following:

Jc =
1

T

∫ t+T

t

(L (x(τ))) + R1(x(τ)) + R2(x(τ))) dτ (5)

where

R1(x(τ)) =
n∑

j=1

µ1,j log(xj(τ)− xj,max − ε1,j)

R2(x(τ)) =
n∑

j=1

µ2,j log(xj,min − xj(τ) + ε2,j)

and µ·,j > 0, ε·,j > 0, j = 1, . . . , n, are tuning
constants for the barrier functions. Given that the
functional is convex with respect to the unknown
control parameter θ, we can rely on the first order
conditions for optimality, given by
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∇θJc(θ∗) = 0 (6)

where ∇θJc(θ∗) is the gradient of the functional
Jc with respect to θ evaluated at the minimizer
θ∗. From the definition of the cost functional (5),
this gradient is expressed as

∇θJc(θ) =
1
T

∫ t+T

t

Γ1
∂x

∂u

∂u

∂θ
dτ (7)

where Γ1 is the n-row vector defined by

Γ1 =
(

∂L

∂x
+

∂R1

∂x
+

∂R2

∂x

)T

(8)

with each jth-element, j = 1, . . . , n, is given by

Γ1j =
∂L

∂xj
+

µ1,j

xj(τ)− xj,max − ε1,j

− µ2,j

xj,min − x(τ) + ε2,j
(9)

The first derivative of x with respect to u can
be evaluate along the trajectories of the following
tractable dynamics

d

dt

(
∂x

∂u

)
=

∂f

∂x

∂x

∂u
+

∂f

∂u
(10)

By the parametrization (4) of u(θ), we have :

∂u

∂θ
=−

N∑

i=1

i
(
δ(t− iθ)− δ(t− iθ − ε)

)
(11)

where δ(·) is the Dirac delta function. By defini-
tion,

∫

Λ

f(x)δ(x− a)dx = f(a), if a ∈ Λ (12)

Therefore, we can rewrite (7) as

∇θJc(θ) =
1
T

N∑

i=1

i

[
Γ1

∂x

∂u

]iθ+ε

iθ

(13)

where [F (·)]ba = F (b) − F (a). Equations (13)
shows the dependence of the cost functional Jc

on the control parameter θ. We will use this
information in the next section to derive a stable
updating law for θ. The main advantage of the
proposed parametrization is that the cost function
gradient to evaluate is now given by a finite sum
of trackable terms.

3.2 Parameter Update Law

In this section, we apply the nonlinear model
predictive control procedure proposed in (DeHaan
and Guay, 2005). The idea is to assume that

we can compute the model prediction instanta-
neously solving the closed-loop dynamics:

ẋ = f(x, u(θ))

θ̇ = Ψ(t, x) (14)

The continuous update law Ψ(t, x) must be chosen
such that 〈∇θJc, Ψ(t, x)〉 ≤ 0. In (DeHaan and
Guay, 2005), one way to achieve this criterion is
to use a general descent continuous update law:

Ψ(t, x) = Proj{ϑ(t, x)} (15)

ϑ(t, x) = kθΥ∇θJc (16)

In the present paper, Υ is set to I (gradient-based
method). The projection algorithm Proj(·) is de-
signed to ensure that the value of the parameter
remains in the convex set

Ωw = {θ ∈ R : |θ| ≤ wm} (17)

This algorithm is given by

θ̇ = Proj{θ, ϑ} =





ϑ if |θ| < wm

or |θ| = wm

and ∇P(θ)ϑ ≤ 0

ϑ− ϑ
λ∇P(θ)∇P(θ)T

‖∇P(θ)‖2
λ

otherwise

(18)

where P(θ) = θ2 − wm ≤ 0, λ is a positive
constant gain for the projection algorithm. Gen-
eral properties of this projection algorithm are
presented in (Krstic et al., 1995) and (Pomet and
Praly, 1992).

3.3 Convergence to the Optimal Cycle

Following the extremum seeking procedure pro-
posed in (Guay and Zhang, 2003), we use the
following Lyapunov function:

V =
1
2
|Jc(θ)|2 ≥ 0 (19)

The derivative of V with respect to time is

V̇ = |Jc(θ)|
(
∇θJc(θ)θ̇ + Γ1(T + t)− Γ1(t)

)
(20)

It is possible to show by a simple Lyapunov
argument that the convergence of the algorithm
to the optimal cycle is ensured if J̇c → 0 as t → 0.
To achieve stability, the open-loop dynamics must
be such that:

∂Γ1

∂x
f(x, 0) < 0 (21)

Since by assumption the open-loop dynamics are
stable for u ≡ 0, the last condition is met for
∂Γ1
∂x > 0. Therefore, the optimum is reached when

the cost stabilizes to a constant value, that is
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when we reach the optimal closed orbit. Since the
dynamic for θ̇ is stable, the algorithm ensures con-
vergence to the optimal periodic orbit whenever θ
reaches is optimal value.

3.4 Receding Horizon Implementation

To implement the algorithm derived above in
real-time, we need to evaluate on-line sensitivity
information of the state trajectories with respect
to the control. Moreover, to evaluate the gradient,
we need the sensitivity of those equations with
respect to time, as expressed in the equations (10).
Following ideas presented in (DeHaan and Guay,
2005), the proposed method uses the simulation of
the system (1) with u generated by a fix switching
time θ over the receding horizon τ ∈ [t, t +
T ], corresponding to one assumed period of the
system. This enables us to generate the gradient
information and to update θ according to equation
(14). The new value of the parameter θ is changed
at the end of the cycle to generate another free
dynamic of the system.

To summarize the algorithm:

(1) Assume fixed switching time θ and prediction
horizon T .

(2) Simulate the system with discontinuous in-
puts for t to t + T .

(3) Compute the gradient ∇θJc(θ) as the finite
sum 13.

(4) At time t = θ, update θ and the horizon T .

Results from (DeHaan and Guay, 2005) show
a computational advantage of this method over
existing receding horizon techniques. We now turn
our attention to a simple numerical example to
show the potential of the method.

4. APPLICATION TO DRUG DELIVERY

To illustrate, we apply the algorithm developed
in Section 3 to a drug delivery problem studied in
(Guay et al., 2005; Varigonda et al., 2004b). The
objective is to maximize the time average of some
indicator function of the drug concentration, c and
the drug antagonist concentration, a:

J =
1
T

∫ T

0

I(E(c, a))dτ (22)

where the indicator function is defined as

I(E) =
(E/E1)γ

[1 + (E/E1)γ ][1 + (E/E2)2γ ]
(23)

and the drug effect E is

E(c, a) =
c

(1 + c)(1 + a/a∗)
(24)

where a∗ is the relative potency of the antagonist.
The prescribed range of the effect of the drug
during the therapy is enforce by the parameters
E1 and E2 in the indicator function. To be ef-
fective, the therapy must lie within the interval
[E1, E2] during the cycle. The parameter γ is
used to increase the sensitivity of the indicator to
changes in the drug effect. The non-dimensional
linear dynamics of the systems are given by

ċ =−c + u (25)

ȧ = Ka(c− a) (26)

with Ka, the rate constant of the antagonist
elimination. We constrain the states with 0 ≤
a ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ c ≤ 1. In this region, the
unforced dynamics converges to the origin. The
first derivative of x with respect to u is given by:

d

dt

(
dx

du

)
=

(−1 0
Ka −Ka

) (
dx

du

)
+

(
1
0

)
(27)

Simulations and control parameters are given in
Tables 1 and 2 respectively.

Table 1. Drug Delivery Problem Param-
eters

Ka 0.1
a∗ 1
E1 0.3
E2 0.6
γ 10

umin 0
umax 1

ε 1

Table 2. Control Parameters

κ 0.1
wm 10
λ 1
T 10

µ1,2 1
ε1,2 0.01

Simulation results of the state variable trajectories
are given in Figure 1. A phase plane diagram is
shown in Figure 2. From that figure, we see how
the system is driven to a stable periodic orbit and
how this periodic orbit is moved to the optimal
one.

The trajectory of the switching-time parameter
in Figure 3 shows that the control procedure with
the optimal parameter θ.

The cost function value over time is represented
in Figure 4. The effect of the drug over time and
the value of the indicator function are presented
in Figure 5. From this figure, we see that the
therapeutic range [E1, E2] is reached at each
cycle.
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5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we posed and solved a single input
optimal control problem over periodic orbits us-
ing extremum seeking and receding horizon tech-
niques. The method proposed used parametriza-
tion of the control as a sequence of time switching.
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Fig. 5. Drug effect and indicator function over
time

Future investigations will focus on adaptive ex-
tensions of the method with applications to drug
delivery optimal problems with unknown parame-
ters. Other applications with impulse controls can
also be considered (see for example the bipedal
robot application (Morris and Grizzle, 2005) and
the wedge billiard (Sepulchre and Gerard, 2004)).
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Abstract: In this paper the problem of parameter identification for the Monod
model is considered. As known for a long time, noisy batch measurements do
not allow unique and accurate estimation of the kinetic parameters of the Monod
model. Techniques of optimal experiment design are, therefore, addressed to design
informative experiments and improve the parameter estimation accuracy. During
the design process, practical feasibility has to be kept in mind. In this paper it is
demonstrated how a theoretical optimal design can successfully be translated to
a feasible optimal design. Both design and validation of informative fed batch
experiments are illustrated with a case study that models the growth of the
nitrogen fixing bacteria Azospirillum brasilense. Copyright c©2006 IFAC

Keywords: optimal experiment design, parameter identification, Monod kinetics,
Azospirillum brasilense, bioreactor

1. INTRODUCTION

When modeling (bio)chemical processes, some
limitations which will hamper the model identifi-
cation process, have to be kept in mind (Bernaerts
and Van Impe, 2004). To overcome these prob-
lems, an accurate design of the experiments is
needed. Experimental data should contain suf-
ficient information in order to enable correct
model structure characterization, and accurate
and unique parameter estimation. It has been
demonstrated that the use of optimal experiment
design for parameter estimation can contribute to
an improvement of the parameter estimation ac-

curacy (e.g., Walter and Pronzato, 1997; Versyck
and Van Impe, 1999).

Azospirillum brasilense belongs to a group of bac-
teria that exert beneficial effects on plant growth.
One of the factors responsible for the plant growth
promotion is the production of phytohormones,
e.g., the auxin indole-3-acetic acid (Baldani et
al., 1983). This characteristic opens perspectives
to exploit the nitrogen fixing bacteria of the genus
Azospirillum as alternative for, or supplement to
chemical fertilization. Therefore, a quantitative
analysis of growth and phytohormone produc-
tion by Azospirillum brasilense is very interesting
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(Smets et al., 2004). In this paper the modeling
of growth and more specifically the estimation of
the Monod kinetic parameters, is addressed.

In this case study the feed rate profile of a fed
batch is optimized to enable accurate estimation
of the growth model parameters. The designed
optimal experiment requires advanced control to
be realized in practice. The case study illustrates
how, in a second stage, a trade-off can be found
between maximum information content and prac-
tical feasibility of the experiment.

The structure of this paper is as follows. First, the
material and methods and the theoretical back-
ground of optimal experiment design are intro-
duced in Section 2. In Section 3 the implementa-
tion of optimal experiments is discussed. Finally,
Section 4 summarizes the major conclusions.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Bioreactor experiments

Experiments were performed in a computer con-
trolled BioFlo 3000 benchtop fermentor (New
Brunswick Scientific, USA) with an autoclavable
vessel of 1.25 to 5L working volume. 100 mL of
a preculture containing Azospirillum brasilense
was transferred to the vessel containing a mini-
mal malate medium (MMAB) (Vanstockem et al.,
1987). L-malate is provided as sole carbon source.
PID cascade controllers ensure that the fermenta-
tion temperature is kept constant at 30◦C, pH at
6.3 and the dissolved oxygen concentration at 3%
(micro-aerobic range).

Culture media samples were removed at regular
intervals. Cell density was obtained through mea-
surement of optical density (OD) at 600 nm (Gen-
esis 10S, Thermo Spectronic). L-malate was mea-
sured using test kits from Roche (R-biopharm,
Germany).

2.2 Growth model

The evolution of biomass CX [OD] and substrate
concentration CS [g/L] in a fed batch reactor
can be described by following mass balance type
equations:

dCX

dt
= µ · CX − U

V
· CX

dCS

dt
=−σ · CX +

U

V
· (CS,in − CS) (1)

dV

dt
= U

with

µ = µmax · CS

CS + KM
(2)

σ =
µ

YX/S
+ m (3)

with V [L] the volume of the liquid phase and
CS,in [g/L] the substrate concentration in the
volumetric feed rate U [L/h]. µ [h−1] is the specific
growth rate and is specified by the Monod equa-
tion (2) with µmax [h−1] the maximum specific
growth rate and KM [g/L] the half-saturation
constant. The relation between specific growth
rate µ [h−1] and specific consumption rate σ
[(g/(OD·L))·h−1] is given by the linear law (3).
YX/S [(OD·L)/g] is a yield coefficient of biomass
over substrate and m [(g/(OD·L))·h−1] represents
a maintenance factor. In this case study, mainte-
nance is, in a first stage, neglected (m=0).

2.3 Parameter estimation

The identification cost imposed for parameter
estimation is the sum of squared errors SSE:

SSE =
n∑

i=1

(yexp(ti)− ymodel(ti))2 (4)

with ymodel(ti) the model predictions, yexp(ti) the
experimental observations and n the number of
samples.

As m is set equal to zero, the yield coefficient
YX/S can be estimated separately by eliminating
the specific growth rate from the growth model:

dZ

dt
=

U

V
· (YX/S · CS,in − Z) (5)

with
Z = YX/S · CS + CX

This leaves two growth parameters to be esti-
mated, i.e., KM and µmax, together with the
initial conditions CX(0) and CS(0).

The implemented identification routines for model
parameter identification are the E04UCF routine
from the NAG library (Numerical Algorithms
Group) in Fortran and the lsqnonlin routine in
Matlab (The Mathworks Inc., Natick). Numerical
integration is performed with the NAG-routine
D02EJF in Fortran.

2.4 Optimal experiment design

The information content of an experiment, with
respect to parameter identification, can be eval-
uated through the Fisher information matrix F
(e.g., Walter and Pronzato, 1997):
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F ,
∫ tf

0

(
∂y
∂θ

)T

Q
(

∂y
∂θ

)
· dt (6)

The main components of the Fisher information
matrix F are the model output sensitivities ∂y

∂θ ,
and the uncertainty of the measurements. The
latter is represented by the weighting matrix Q,
which is set equal to the inverse of the measure-
ment error covariance matrix. The model output
sensitivities reflect the sensitivity of the model
output y to small variations of the parameters θ.

Depending on the requirements imposed by the
application, a specific scalar function of F is used
as performance index for optimal experiment de-
sign. Different design criteria are available and the
choice of the criterion will influence the resulting
design (Walter and Pronzato, 1997; Vanrolleghem
and Dochain, 1998). In this case study, the mod-
ified E-criterion is selected. This criterion aims
at the minimization of the condition number of
F, i.e., the ratio of the largest to the smallest
eigenvalue of F.

Λ(F) =
λmax(F)
λmin(F)

(7)

The objective is to have eigenvalues as close as
possible to each other. When the condition num-
ber reaches its minimal value, i.e., Λ(F) = 1,
the contour lines of the cost surface for a two
parameter problem will be circular. Such highly
informative experiment allows unique parameter
estimation. Values of Λ(F) greater than 1 induce
ellipsoid contour lines.

Given the nonlinear model structure, the design
also depends on the nominal parameter values,
i.e., the initial guess for the unknown parameters,
used in the optimization. The closer the nominal
values approach the true parameter values, the
better the obtained design. Optimal experiment
design is, therefore, an iterative procedure. After
evaluation, the design is implemented. The result-
ing experimental data and identified parameters
are used as a basis for a next round of optimal
experiment design.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Parameter identification from batch data

Nihtilä and Virkkunen (1977) showed that the
parameters of the Monod kinetics cannot be
uniquely identified from noisy batch measure-
ments. This is illustrated in Figure 1. The up-
per plot depicts the experimental data of a pre-
liminary batch experiment together with one of
the many possible solutions of the parameter es-
timation problem. The identification problem is

illustrated in the lower plot. Joint and individual
uncertainty are very large for the kinetic para-
meters KM and µmax. The contour plot reveals
a valley with different parameter combinations
which result in an equally low cost. This means
that a change in one of the parameters can be
compensated by a change in the other parameter.

To overcome this problem, new experiments need
to be designed which are more informative in
the sense of accurate parameter estimation. Tech-
niques of optimal experiment design for parameter
estimation are addressed to tackle this problem.
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Fig. 1. Model parameter identification from a
batch experiment. Upper plot: experimental
data (∗,◦) and model predictions (−) for
biomass and substrate concentrations. Lower
plot: contours of equal identification cost
(SSE) as function of the model parameters
KM and µmax. The bold line is the 95% joint
confidence region, the dashed lines depict the
95% individual confidence intervals on KM

and µmax.

3.2 Feeding profile

The optimal control problem is to find the best
possible admissible feed rate profile U(t) with
respect to the quality of the estimates for the
Monod parameters KM and µmax. Van Impe et
al. (1995) formulated following conjecture:

A feed rate strategy which is optimal
in the sense of process performance,
is an excellent starting point for feed
rate optimization with respect to esti-
mation of those parameters with large
influence upon process performance.
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A feeding profile optimal for process performance
is one in which substrate concentration is kept
constant from the beginning. For unique parame-
ter estimation an extra perturbation is required,
which can be achieved by preceding the singular
feeding phase by an initial batch phase (Versyck
and Impe, 1999). The structure of this feeding
profile is depicted in Figure 2 (dashed line). In
the feeding phase the feed rate U(t) is given by a
feed forward control law of the form:

Using(t) =
σCXV

CS,in − C∗S
(8)

with CS,in the limiting substrate concentration in
the feeding solution and C∗S the constant substrate
concentration aimed at during the feeding phase.
There are two degrees of freedom in this feed rate
optimization problem, i.e., the initial substrate
concentration CS(0) and the substrate concentra-
tion during the feeding phase C∗S .
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Fig. 2. Singular (- -) and 3-step (−) feed rate
profile for optimal growth parameter identi-
fication.

3.3 optimization of the feeding profile

The parameters obtained from an initial batch
experiment are used as nominal values for the
design of a new and more informative experiment.
Different combinations of CS(0) and C∗S were
found which give a condition number equal to
1. These profiles entail, however, some important
practical problems.

A first problem are the values found for CS(0)
and C∗S . The obtained concentrations are very low
and hard to realize in practice. For fixed values
of CS(0), the optimal C∗S and corresponding con-
dition number were computed. A higher concen-
tration for CS(0) yields a higher C∗S . This way a
range of designs with suboptimal (CS(0),C∗S) com-
binations was defined, which are still informative
enough with regard to parameter identification.

As a second step to increase practical feasibility,
the time-varying feeding profile was simplified by
replacing the singular feeding phase by steps of
constant feed rate. This step approximation is
done in such a way that the volume added per
step of feeding is the same as for the time-varying
feeding profile in that period:

Ucte(t, θ) =

∫ ti+1

ti
using(t, θ)dt

ti+1 − ti
(9)

Profiles with three as well as with one step were
computed. An example of a feed rate profile with
three steps is illustrated in Figure 2 (solid line).
For this example there are two degrees of freedom
to be optimized, i.e., the time points for switching
from one feed rate to the next (t1 and t2). A
profile with one step of constant feeding has only
one degree of freedom, i.e., the time instant tf at
which the feeding stops. The resulting condition
numbers for the different optimal and suboptimal
feeding profiles are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Overview of different designs.

Feeding profile Condition number
Λ(F)

Unconstrained singular profile

CS(0)= 0.4340 g/L 1.00
C∗S= 0.1702 g/L

Constrained singular profile

CS(0)= 3.0167 g/L 50.29
C∗S= 0.9463 g/L

Simplifications of the constrained singular profile

3 steps:
t1= 9.76 h 62.13
t2= 14.07 h

1 step:
tf= 16.35 h 321

with CS,in = 50 g/L and nominal parameter values

µmax=0.421 h−1, KM=0.439 g/L, YXS=0.777 (OD·L)/g

To evaluate the loss of information content through
simplification of the feed rate profile, the different
optimal and simplified designs were extensively
tested through identification of the growth para-
meters on simulated noisy data. All four designs
listed in Table 1 delivered satisfying results con-
cerning accurate parameter identification. There-
fore, the most simple design with regard to practi-
cal feasibility, i.e., the design with only one step of
constant feeding, was selected for implementation.

3.4 Implementation and validation

The results presented in this section were obtained
in a second round of optimal experiment design.
The results of the performed fed batch experiment
are illustrated in the upper plot of Figure 3 and
the identified growth parameters are summarized
in Table 2. A malate solution of 10 g/L was
added to the reactor with a feed rate of 0.07
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L/h starting three hours after the start of the
experiment. The period of feeding is represented
by the vertical dashed lines on the plot. The lower
plot depicts the contour plot together with the
95% individual confidence intervals and 95% joint
confidence region for µmax and KM . The 95%
joint confidence region now forms a closed ellips.
Comparing the confidence intervals with the ones
calculated for the batch experiments (see Figure 1,
lower plot), confirms that the estimation accuracy
of the parameters KM and µmax is significantly
improved.

The predictive quality of the obtained model pa-
rameters was subsequently evaluated by compar-
ing simulations with the identified model parame-
ters and experimental data 1 . Hereto, a new fed
batch experiment with a different feeding profile
was performed. The feed rate for this experiment
was also 0.07 L/h, but the period of feeding was
shifted. Additionally, the data of the initial batch
experiment were used for evaluation. These vali-
dation results are depicted in Figure 4.
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Fig. 3. Model parameter identification from an in-
formative fed batch experiment. Upper plot:
experimental data (∗,◦) and model predic-
tions (−) for biomass and substrate concen-
trations. Lower plot: contours of equal iden-
tification cost (SSE) as function of the model
parameters KM and µmax. The bold line is
the 95% joint confidence region, the dashed
lines depict the 95% individual confidence
intervals on KM and µmax.

1 The initial conditions (CX(0) and CS(0)) have been
reestimated for each simulation.

Table 2. Parameter values for the model
(1,2,3) with and without maintenance.

no maintenance with maintenance

YX/S 0.4905 0.5468

µmax 0.2733 0.2961
KM 1.441·10−2 4.163·10−2

mS - 1.445·10−2

SSE 0.1626 0.1362
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Fig. 4. Experimental data (∗,◦) and simulation
of the growth model (–) on batch (upper
plot) and fed batch experiments (lower plot).
Parameters are taken from Table 2.

3.5 Remarks concerning the growth model

The growth model for Azospirillum brasilense pre-
sented in this paper, started from the assumption
that maintenance can be neglected. The available
experimental data, however, do not allow to de-
termine whether maintenance can be omitted or
not.

This shortcoming is illustrated by identification of
the parameters for the model (1,2,3) taking main-
tenance into account. Expression (5) cannot be
used, in this case, to estimate the yield coefficient
YX/S . Here, the four parameters (µmax, KM , YX/S

and m) have to be identified simultaneously. The
results are presented in Table 2 and in Figure 5.
The model with maintenance seems to provide a
better description of the last hours (10h till 17h)
of the fed batch experiment, while the validation
results (see Figure 6) are less good for that same
period. The model with maintenance predicts a
decrease in biomass concentration after depletion
of the substrate. This phenomenon is, however,
not observed in the data.

Another problem of the model is the overestima-
tion of the initial substrate concentration CS(0).
The estimated values for CS(0) are consistently
higher than the experimental values. The con-
sumption of malate in the first hours of the ex-
periments seems to exhibit a delay or lag which
cannot be described by the model.
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Fig. 5. Identification of parameters for a model in-
cluding maintenance: experimental data (∗,◦)
and model prediction (−) for biomass and
substrate concentrations.
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Fig. 6. Experimental data (∗,◦) and simulation
of the growth model including maintenance
(–) on batch (upper plot) and fed batch
experiments (lower plot).

Although the model does have some shortcomings
as mentioned above, it provides an accurate de-
scription of the transitions of one growth phase to
another. The current model is in its most simple
form, and shall be extended in a further stage to
overcome these problems.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a successful validation of op-
timal experiment design for parameter identifica-
tion for the Monod kinetics. Due to some practical
limitations, a trade-off has to be made between
maximum information content and practical fea-
sibility. Theoretical optimal designs have success-
fully been translated to feasible (sub)optimal de-
signs by imposing constraints on substrate con-
centrations and simplifying the feeding phase.
With only a few additional experiments the ac-
curacy of the kinetic parameters was significantly
increased as illustrated by the individual confi-
dence intervals and joint confidence regions.
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Abstract: This paper reports on the development of a mathematical model of a packed
bed biofilter operating at low influent ammonia concentrations. It is initially filled with
biomass-free media, the adhesion by filtration of the bacteria present in the groundwater
allowing colonization of the filter. The mathematical model is intended for simula-
tion/optimization purposes, and should describe sufficiently well the start-up phase, as
well as nominal operation. Unknown model parameters are estimated using experimental
data collected on pilot plants. Validation and cross-validation results are discussed.

Keywords: Mathematical modelling; Distributed parameter systems; Parameter
estimation; Biotechnology

1. INTRODUCTION

Generally, groundwater contains ammonia and is thus
unsuitable for direct use as drinking water. Packed-
bed biofilters enable a combination of biodegradation
and physical retention, which ensures the capture of
nitrifying bacteria carried by groundwater. Cell at-
tachment and growth at the carrier surface create the
biofilm. However, biofilters used for drinking water
nitrification operate at lower ammonia concentrations
than those usually observed in industrial wastewater
treatment plants, and in most cases, the ammonia con-
centration is so low that it becomes the rate-limiting
factor of biological nitrification. Moreover, a one- or
two- month period is usually necessary to capture a
sufficient amount of nitrifying bacteria, so as to reach
the expected removal efficiency. For safe process op-

1 Author to whom correspondence should be addressed:
e-mail: queinnec@laas.fr

eration, biofilter disinfection is also regularly per-
formed, involving long stand-by phases where it is
again necessary to wait for the biofilter colonization.
Therefore, improving start-up of biofilters operating
at low substrate concentrations is a major challenge
related to the drinking water industry. Nitrites in the
outflow of the biofilter must be avoided in all operating
conditions.

In order to design a biofilter and optimize its op-
eration, appropriate mathematical models would un-
doubtedly be very useful. The model should be com-
plex enough to give a reliable representation of the
physical and biological processes but simple enough
to allow parameter identification from experimental
data (practical parameter identifiability problem). A
review of the published literature shows that only lim-
ited information is available on modelling of drinking
water biofilters. A few papers report works on am-
monia removal through biological filtration in aqua-
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culture industry (Grommen et al., 2002), (Zhu and
Chen, 1999). Numerical models were also developed
to simulate the transient behaviour of biofilters used
for biodegradable organic matter removal (Hozalski
and Bouwer, 2001).

In the present work, experiments have been carried out
under different conditions to explore the behavior of
a packed-bed biofilter in the start-up and steady-state
(nominal operation) phases. Taking into account the
main biological processes, filtration and adsorption, a
dynamic model based on a set of mass-balance partial
differential equations (PDEs) is derived. Unknown
model parameters are inferred from experimental data
by minimizing an output-error criterion. Validation
and cross-validation results are discussed.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Two different filters were used in order to cover a
larger range of operating conditions. The first filter
structure, related in the following to experiments C1,
is 21.5 cm in diameter and 180 cm in length, with a
bed depth of 140 cm. The second filter (experiments
C2) is 15 cm in diameter and 180 cm in length with a
bed depth of 140 cm. Both beds are composed of (1.0-
2.0 mm) manganese dioxide (ρ , 1.75-1.85 g.cm−3 ;
diameter, 0.36-1 mm). The filters are provided in dif-
ferent sites for water sampling (distributed vertically).

Groundwater is used in all experiments, whose av-
erage composition is ammonium: 0.2± 0.02mgN −
NH+

4 .l−1; nitrite: 0.01± 0.005mgN − NO−
2 .l−1; ni-

trate 0.01±0.005mgN−NO−
3 .l−1. In experiments C2,

additional ammonium was added to increase the influ-
ent water composition to 1.1 or 5 mgN −NH+

4 .l−1.
Flow rates were set to 254 l.h−1 and 140 l.h−1 for
filters 1 and 2, respectively, so as to impose the same
liquid superficial velocity of about 8-10 m.h−1. The
water temperature inside the biofilter was 16oC and
24oC for experiments C1 and C2, respectively. The
monitored variables were the dissolved oxygen con-
centration, conductivity and pH. In all cases, the biofil-
ter was initially filled with biomass-free media, before
eventually being uniformly inoculated with nitrifying
bacteria previously grown in an aerated batch reactor.

Ammonia, nitrite and nitrate concentrations in the
bulk phase were measured according to French stan-
dards (Afnor, 1994).

3. MODELLING

3.1 Bacterial growth and inactivation

Nitrification is a reaction chain oxidizing ammonia
into nitrate, which consists of two main biological
reactions (Henze et al., 2002) associated to bacterial
growth. It is commonly assumed that the production
of nitrite and nitrate is associated to the growth of

Nitrosomonas and Nitrobacter, respectively, which are
formed with yields YNS and YNB.

The reaction rates are known to be limited by their
nitrogeneous substrates at low concentrations as well
as by oxygen. The temperature is also known to
have a strong influence on these rates. The specific
growth rates are then formulated according to classical
Monod laws, where the dependency on the tempera-
ture is given by:

µi,max(T ) = µi,max(20 ◦C)1.103T−20 , i = NS or NB

The biomass forms a biofilm around the particles. The
growth of bacteria is counterbalanced by an inactiva-
tion process, i.e., part of the biomass can be consid-
ered as inactive despite its presence in the biofilm.
This leads to a maximum active biomass concentration
XF

max of both bacteria types, which compete for a place
at the interface of the biofilm (Haag et al., 2004). In
agreement with the growth and inactivation kinetics
introduced by Jacob (Jacob, 1994), the balance of
growth/inactivation for each type of bacteria present
in the biofilm is expressed as follows:

ẊF
NS = µNSXF

NS−
XF

NS
XF

max

(
µNSXF

NS +µNBXF
NB

)
(1)

ẊF
NB = µNBXF

NB−
XF

NB
XF

max

(
µNSXF

NS +µNBXF
NB

)
(2)

3.2 Filtration

The adhesion of the bacteria present in the ground-
water to the solid bed is mainly due to filtration. The
basic equation used in filtration theory to represent the
removal of particles (suspended particle concentration
XB

tot) with distance z in a packed filter was first em-
pirically derived by (Iwasaki, 1937). Various attempts
were made to find a simple correlation between the
filter coefficient k f and key variables such as particle
size, filtration velocity, porous media. In the simplest
case, the filter coefficient is assumed to be constant.
Assuming that transport by dispersion and detachment
process can be neglected, the filtration process is de-
scribed by two equations:

∂XF
tot

∂t
= kf

Q
A

XB
tot (3)

∂(εXB
tot)

∂t
= −Q

A
∂XB

tot

∂z
− kf

Q
A

XB
tot (4)

where superscript B and F refer to the bulk and solid
phases, respectively, and k f is the filtration constant.

3.3 Decay

The decay cycle involves a loss of bacteria, part of
which is transformed into ammonia by hydrolysis. The
whole cycle of decay is fully described in (Henze et
al., 2002). It involves the decay with specific rate b,
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to produce particulate biodegradable organic nitrogen
XND, with yield ν = iXB− fpiXP, then its transforma-
tion into soluble biodegradable organic nitrogen and
finally into ammonia nitrogen. The less favorable case
where the hydrolysis and ammonification are assumed
to be instantaneous is considered here:

XNS +XNB
b−→ νXND

∞−→ νNH+
4 (5)

Of course, this assumption does not reflect the reality,
but allows the number of equations to be to reduced,
while considering an approximate decay cycle.

3.4 Adsorption

A common way to describe sorption processes is
based on the boundary layer theory which assumes
an adsorption equilibrium at the interface between
the mobile and stationary phases. A widely used
isotherm for the sorption equilibrium was proposed in
(Freundlich, 1906), involving the Freundlich constant
KFr, the exponent 0 < nFr ≤ 1 and adsorption specific
rate kads, which all depend on the media used.

3.5 The PDE model

The biological and physical transformations described
in the previous subsections are schematically repre-
sented in Figure 1.

NS

B

SNO2
−S

2O

F

SNO

X

−

SO2

tot

3

NB

XND

SNH+
4

ND

X
fk

fk
S ads

NH+
4 FX

S

µ µ

bb

Fig. 1. Scheme of biological and physical phenomena
involved in the biofilter nitrification process

The dynamic model equations are derived from mass
balances. Since the biofilter is a spatially distributed
system, these balances have to consider the state vari-
ables as functions of time and space. Height different
states are considered in the proposed modeling ap-
proach leading to the state vector:

xT = [SNH+
4

SNO−2
SNO−3

SO2 XB
tot Sads

NH+
4

XF
NS XF

NB ]

The model PDEs are derived by expressing the dy-
namic mass balances around a infinitesimal slice along
the column axis (Haag et al., 2004). Under the as-
sumption that the biofilm density is large enough so
that the variation of porosity ε related to biomass
growth can be neglected, i.e. ε is constant, the system
of partial differential equations describing the biofilter
is given by:

ṠNH+
4

=− Q
εA

∂SNH+
4

∂z
+νb

(
XF

NS +XF
NB

)

ε
(6)

− µNS

YNS

XF
NS
ε
− kads

ε


SNH+

4
−




Sads
NH+

4

KFr




1/nFr



ṠNO−2
=− Q

εA

∂SNO−2
∂z

+
YNO−2
YNS

µNS
XF

NS
ε
− 1

YNB
µNB

XF
NB
ε

(7)

ṠNO−3
=− Q

εA

∂SNO−3
∂z

+
YNO−3
YNB

µNB
XF

NB
ε

(8)

ṠO2 =− Q
εA

∂SO2

∂z
(9)

−
(

YO2 ,NS

YNS
µNS

XF
NS
ε

+
YO2,NB

YNB
µNB

XF
NB
ε

)

ẊB
tot =− − Q

εA
∂XB

tot
∂z

− kf
Q
εA

XB
tot (10)

Ṡads
NH+

4
=

ε
1− ε

kads


SNH+

4
−




Sads
NH+

4

KFr




1/nFr

 (11)

ẊF
NS = µNSXF

NS + fNS,inkf
Q
A

XB
tot−bXF

NS (12)

− XF
NS

XF
max

(
µNSXF

NS+µNBXF
NB−b(XF

NS+XF
NB)+kf

Q
A

XB
tot

)

ẊF
NB = µNBXF

NB +(1− fNS,in)kf
Q
A

XB
tot−bXF

NB (13)

− XF
NB

XF
max

(
µNSXF

NS+µNBXF
NB−b(XF

NS+XF
NB)+kf

Q
A

XB
tot

)

The derived PDE system has to be supplemented with
appropriate initial and boundary conditions:

• initial spatial profile: x(t0,z) = x0 (z),
• inflow (z = z0) boundary conditions: x(t,z0) =

xin(t), which have to be consistent at (t0,z = 0).

3.6 Model simulation

The non-linear PDE system described above is solved
numerically using a Method of Lines strategy, which
proceeds in two steps: (a) the spatial domain is di-
cretized and the spatial derivatives are approximated
by finite differences, (b) the resulting system of semi-
discrete ODEs is integrated in time.

4. MODEL IDENTIFICATION

Several model parameters are involved in the PDE
model, whose values have been published in the liter-
ature. The parameters relative to nitrification are gen-
erally considered as well known in the case of fully
stirred bioreactors (Henze et al., 2002). However, it is
considered in the present study that the affinity of the
micro-organisms for their substrates is influenced by
the porous support.

Another key parameter of the model is the maximum
active biomass concentration XF

max, the value of which
is unknown and has to be identified.
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The parameters relative to adsorption can be either
identified, or evaluated through specific experiments.
The second way has been used in this study. The set of
model parameters is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Model parameters

symbol (unit) value
YNS (gDCO/gN−NH+

4 ) 0.142
YNB (gDCO/gN−NO−2 ) 0.084
YNO−2

(gN−NO−2 /gN−NH+
4 ) 0.988

YNO−3
(gN−NO−3 /gN−NO−2 ) 0.993

YO2 ,NS (gDCO/gN−NH+
4 ) 3.42−YNS

YO2 ,NB (gDCO/gN−NO−2 ) 1.14−YNB
µNS,max (d−1) 0.7
µNB,max (d−1) 0.8
KNS (mgN−NH+

4 .l−1) to be estimated
KNB (mgN−NO−

2 .l−1) to be estimated
KO2 (mgO2.l−1) 0.8
b (d−1) 0.05
ν = iXB− fpiXP (gN/gDCO) 0.0812
Xmax (gDCO.m−3) to be estimated
kf (m−1) 0.2
ε (-) 0.12
d p (dm) 0.0094
KFr (-) 0.26
kads (d−1) 162
nFr (-) 1

Besides the model parameters, the initial and input
conditions have to be specified for each experiment.
At the initial time, the concentration of bacteria in the
bulk phase, the free and adsorbed ammonia, nitrite
and nitrate concentrations are set equal to 0. The
oxygen is saturated (10 mg.l−1). In the cases where
additional nitrifying bacteria are inoculated, the initial
concentration of Nitrosomonas and Nitrobacter have
to be estimated. The initial conditions are summarized
in Table 2.

Table 2. Initial concentrations

Initial concentration value
SNH+

4
(t = 0,z) 0 or known

SNO−2
(t = 0,z) 0 or known

SNO−3
(t = 0,z) 0 or known

S02 (t = 0,z) 9
XB

tot(t = 0,z) 0
Sads

NH+
4

(t = 0,z) 0 or known

XF
NS(t = 0,z) to be estimated

XF
NB(t = 0,z) to be estimated

The boundary conditions for the state variables in the
bulk phase are fixed by the column inflow. Influent
concentrations of ammonia, nitrite, nitrate and oxygen
are potentially time-varying, but measured. The influ-
ent concentration of bacteria in the bulk phase XB

tot,in
is unknown, but constant. The influent concentrations
are summarized in Table 3.

For parameter estimation, a classical least-squares cri-
terion is used, which is minimized using the Nelder-
Mead simplex method, implemented in MATLAB
routines.

Table 3. Influent concentrations

Initial concentration value
SNH+

4
(t,z = 0) measured - time-varying

SNO−2
(t,z = 0) measured - time-varying

SNO−3
(t,z = 0) measured - time-varying

S02 (t,z = 0) 10
XB

tot,in = XB
tot(t,z = 0) to be estimated

fNS,in to be estimated

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Few considerations about the estimation procedure

Parameter estimation problem is particularly delicate
in biological water treatment processes, due to the
complexity of the models (and associated number of
parameters) and the difficulty of collecting experimen-
tal data in well-defined and reproducible conditions.
Particularly, real-life experiments involve unmodeled
phenomena, random perturbations, sampling errors,
and limited accuracy of the analysis procedures. For
all these reasons, it is illusory to estimate accurate
parameter values, and in the present study, our objec-
tive is mostly to validate the proposed model structure
and to determine representative parameter estimates.
Of course, in order to alleviate the above mentioned
difficulties, independent experiments corresponding to
various operating conditions have been carefully con-
ducted. More precisely, two different datasets, corre-
sponding to two different packed bed biofilters, are
available. The first dataset involves two experiments:

• C1Exp1: XF
NS(t = 0,z) = 0, XF

NB(t = 0,z) = 0,
XB

tot,in 6= 0 unknown, known low level of ammo-
nia concentration at input (around 0.2 mgN−
NH+

4 .l−1);
• C1Exp2: XF

NS(t = 0,z) 6= 0 unknown, XF
NB(t =

0,z) 6= 0 unknown, XB
tot,in 6= 0 unknown but the

same as in the previous experiment, known low
level of ammonia concentration at input (around
0.2 mgN−NH+

4 .l−1).

For such experiments of about one month, initiated
with very low concentrations of bacteria and rather
slow growth rates, the maximum active biomass con-
centration has a minor effect on the model transients,
i.e., sensitivity with respect to Xmax is very low in a
wide range of values above 100 mgDCO.l−1. On the
other hand, the limiting conditions of these experi-
ments allow the half-saturation constants to be esti-
mated. This can be seen on Figure 2 where the cost
function measuring the deviation between simulated
and measured outputs is plotted for different values
of the half-saturation constants. The minimum of the
function is achieved for KNS = 0.4mgN−NH+

4 .l−1

and KNB = 0.175mgN−NO−
3 .l−1. These values are

not affected for any Xmax belonging to the interval
[100...500].

Moreover, experiment C1Exp1 can be used to es-
timate the concentration of particles in the influent
water, and the fraction fNS,in of Nitromosonas. Ac-
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Fig. 2. C1Exp1 - Cost function evolution with
the half-saturation constants KNS and KNB for
given values Xmax = 200mgDCO.l−1, XB

tot,in =
0.0001mgDCO.l−1 and fNS,in = 0.9

cording to the growth yields YNS and YNB, an initial
guess would be fNS,in = 0.63. However, this fraction
is strongly influenced by the conditions of conserva-
tion of the groundwater. Figure 3 illustrates this fact,
i.e. the output least-square cost function is plotted for
different values of the influent particle concentration
and repartition between Nitrosomonas and Nitrobac-
ter. The minimum of the cost function corresponds to
XB

tot,in = 0.0012mgDCO.l−1 and fNS,in = 0.9.
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Fig. 3. C1Exp1 - Cost function evolution with the
influent concentration of bacteria XB

tot,in and frac-
tion of Nitrosomonas fNS,in for given Xmax =
200mgDCO.l−1, KNS = 0.4mgN−NH+

4 .l−1 and
KNB = 0.2mgN−NO−

3 .l−1

The second dataset contains one experiment:

• C2Exp1: High but unknown initial concentration
XF

NS(t = 0,z) and XF
NB(t = 0,z), XB

tot,in = 0, known
high level of ammonia concentration at input
(over 1 mgN−NH+

4 .l−1).

When studying this second dataset, the half-saturation
constants KNS and KNB are assumed to be known
(values determined from the first series of experiments
at low influent ammonia concentration) and attention
is focused on the estimation of Xmax, XF

NS(t = 0,z)
and XF

NB(t = 0,z). Moreover, since the initial concen-
tration of bacteria is provided by a nitrifying sludge
previously acclimated from an activated sludge reactor
for 40 days, the fraction of Nitrosomonas is set to its
standard value fNS = 0.63. The biofilter is in fact inoc-
ulated with a so high concentration of Nitrosomonas

and Nitrobacter that it can be verified in Figure 4
that this initial concentration corresponds more or less
to the maximum active biomass concentration, i.e.
the optimal cost function is given for XF

tot(t = 0,z) =
Xmax = 200mgDCO.l−1.
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Fig. 4. C2Exp1 - Cost function evolution with the
initial concentration of bacteria XF

tot(t = 0,z)
and maximum active biomass concentration Xmax
(only cases where XF

tot(t = 0,z) ≤ Xmax are con-
sidered), for given fNS = 0.63, KNS = 0.4mgN−
NH+

4 .l−1 and KNB = 0.2mgN−NO−
3 .l−1

5.2 Model fitting

The numerical values of the estimated model parame-
ters and particle concentrations are given in Table 4
and 5, respectively. Bounds on the standard deviations
and correlations between parameters can be computed
using the inverse of the Fisher information matrix.
The main correlations are between XF

NS(t = 0,z) and
KNS on the one hand, and between XF

NB(t = 0,z),
KNB, XB

tot,in and fNS,in on the other hand. XF
max is also

partly correlated with KNS and KNB. This shows that it
is more suitable to estimate the half-saturation con-
stants based on experiments without inoculation of
biomass if the inoculum concentrations are not pre-
cisely known.

Table 4. Estimated model parameters

Model parameter value
KNS (mgN−NH+

4 .l−1) 0.4
KNB (mgN−NO−

3 .l−1) 0.2
XF

max (mgDCO.l−1) 200

Table 5. Estimated influent and initial par-
ticles concentrations

Particle
(mgDCO.l−1)

C1Exp1 C1Exp2 C2Exp1

XF
NS(0,z) 0 0.25 126

XF
NB(0,z) 0 0.25 74

XB
tot,in 0.001 0

fNS,in 0.9 0

Figures 5 to 7 show the spatial profiles of the ni-
trogenous components in the liquid phase and biomass
fixed on the porous bed as snapshots of Experiment
C1Exp1, at time t = 6 days, 9 days and 22 days, respec-
tively. Figure 8 and 9 show the spatial profiles at time
t = 3 days and 18 days relative to Experiment C2Exp1.
The graphical results confirm the good agreement be-
tween the model and the experimental data.
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Fig. 5. C1Exp1 - Spatial profiles at t = 6 days. model
prediction (solid line) and measurements (dash
symbol)

Fig. 6. C1Exp1 - Spatial profiles at t = 9 days. model
prediction (solid line) and measurements (dash
symbol)

Fig. 7. C1Exp1 - Spatial profiles at t = 22 days. model
prediction (solid line) and measurements (dash
symbol)
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Fig. 8. C2Exp1 - Spatial profiles at t = 3 days. model
prediction (solid line) and measurements (dash
symbol)

6. CONCLUSION

A mass-balance PDE model has been set up, based
on main biological reactions, filtration and adsorption
phenomena, and calibrated with experiments carried
out with two packed bed biofilters operating under
different conditions (e.g., influent water composition,
temperature, inoculum, operational events). Parame-
ter estimation was discussed, taking into account the
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Fig. 9. C2Exp1 - Spatial profiles at t = 18 days. model
prediction (solid line) and measurements (dash
symbol)

published results, parameter sensitivity analysis, and
identification of selected parameters. Validation re-
sults show that the model is in good agreement with
experimental data (accepting the idea that experiments
with biological water treatment systems are delicate
to achieve, and are unavoidably corrupted by random
perturbations and measurement errors).
Acknowledgements: This research was partially granted
by the CNRS/CGRI-FNRS exchange program be-
tween Isabelle Queinnec and Alain Vande Wouwer.
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Abstract: Information regarding when and how a fermentation process changes
from one phase to the next is very useful to its modelling and hence control
and optimization. In this study, we demonstrated that such information could
be obtained by applying DPCA to online measurements of the fermentation
process. The process under study is fermentation of Rifamycin B in a multi–
substrate complex medium. We compare our observation to the results obtained
from the simulation developed for the same system (Bapat et al., in press).
The analysis showed that for the first 100 hours or so, the progress of the
fermentation experiment in the DPCA score space matched very well to the
developed simulation, which had been validated with actual off–line data (Bapat
et al., in press). After that (ie. 100 hours onward), there is a significant difference
between DPCA analysis result and the simulation result. The reason seemed to be
that the simulation did not capture the effects of the secondary metabolism which
becomes dominant at later stage of the fermentation.

Keywords: multivariate statistics, dynamic PCA, fermentation, cybernetic model,
substitutable substrates, Rifamycin B
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are a number of reasons which necessitate
phase identification of fermentation. The first rea-
son lies in the improved understanding of the pro-
cess. The knowledge of when and how the process
change from one phase to the next could give in-
sights into which metabolic pathways the fermen-
tation is undertaking. This is especially relevant to
fermentation with multi–substrate complex media
where there are many metabolic pathways (corre-
sponding to multiple substrates) for the microor-
ganism to proceed. In addition, phase recognition
of fermentation process might also be useful in
its optimization and control. A model with high
accuracy and high robustness for a fermentation
process is always desired but more often than not
unavailable. The difficulty in modelling such a
process is blamed on the complex dynamics of
microorganisms, the variable/ill–defined fermen-
tation media (Lopes and Menezes, 2004), and
the multi–phase characteristic of the fermentation
itself (Hanai and Honda, 2004). Accurate state
identification could help to enable phase–wise pro-
cess modelling for improved performance.

Multivariate statistical techniques and particu-
larly Principal Component Analysis (PCA) have
been used in many areas such as monitoring and
supervision of continuous processes (MacGregor
et al., 1991) as well as batch processes (Nomikos
and MacGregor, 1995); improving process un-
derstanding (Kosanovich et al., 1996). In addi-
tion, PCA applications have been reported in
(Gregersen and Jorensen, 1999; Albert and Kin-
ley, 2001; Lopes and Menezes, 2004) for monitor-
ing and supervision of fermentation process. In
this paper, we will use dynamic PCA (DPCA)
approach to analyze online data from the fermen-
tation of Rifamycin B in a multi–substrate com-
plex medium. DPCA, a variant of PCA technique,
was proposed by (Ku et al., 1995) to account
for process dynamic behaviors more effectively.
Results from DPCA analysis are compared to the
corresponding ones from a simulation developed
for the same system and described in (Bapat et
al., in press).

2. PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS
(PCA)

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a lin-
ear dimensionality reduction technique, optimal
in terms of capturing the variability of the data.
It determines a set of orthogonal vectors, called
loading vectors, ordered by the amount of variance
explained in the loading vector directions. The
new variables, often referred to as principal com-
ponents are uncorrelated (with each other) and
are weighted, linear combinations of the original

ones. The total variance of the variables remains
unchanged from before to after the transforma-
tion. Rather, it is redistributed so that the most
variance is explained in the first principal compo-
nent (PC), the next largest amount goes to the
second PC and so on. In such a redistribution of
total variance, the least number of PCs is required
to account for the most variability of the data sets.
The development of PCA model, which can be
found in numerous published literature including
(Ralston et al., 2001; Russell et al., 2000) is sum-
marized as follows. For a given data matrix Xo

(raw data), which has n samples and m process
variables as in (1), each row xT

i is a sample of m
variables associated with a given time.

Xo =




x11 x12 . . . x1m

x21 x22 . . . x2m

...
... . . .

...
xn1 xn2 . . . xnm


 (1)

where: xij is the data value for the jth variable at
the ith sample.

Initially, some scaling is required. The most com-
mon approach is to scale the data using its mean
and standard deviation

X = (Xo − 1nµT )D−1 (2)

where: Xo is a n × m data set of m process
variables and n samples.

µ is the m× 1 mean vector of the dataset.

1n = [1, 1, . . . , 1]T ∈ Rn.

D = diag(sd1, sd2, . . . , sdm) whose ith ele-
ment is standard deviation of the ith variable.

After appropriate scaling, the loading vectors can
be determined by singular value decomposition
(SVD) of the data matrix

1√
n− 1

X = UΣVT (3)

where: U ∈ Rn×n and V ∈ Rm×m are unitary
matrices.

Σ ∈ Rn×m is diagonal matrix.

Solving Equation 3 is equivalent to solving an
eigenvalue decomposition of the sample covariance
matrix S

S =
1

n− 1
XT X = VΣVT (4)

The matrix Σ contains the nonnegative real sin-
gular values of decreasing magnitude along its
main diagonal (σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . ≥ σmin(m,n)),
and zero off–diagonal elements. Column vectors
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in the matrix V are the loading vectors. Upon
retaining the first a singular values, the loading
matrix P ∈ Rm×a is obtained by selecting the
corresponding loading vectors.

The projections of the observations in X into the
lower dimensional space are contained in the score
matrix

T = XP (5)

and the projection X̂ of T back into the m–
dimensional observation space

X̂ = TPT (6)

The residual matrix E is the difference between
X and X̂

E = X− X̂ (7)

The residual matrix E contains that part of the
data not explained by the PCA model with a
principal components and usually associated with
“noise”, the uncontrolled process and/or instru-
ment variation arising from random influences.
The removal of this data from X can produce a
more accurate representation of the process, X̂
(Russell et al., 2000).

Dynamic Principal Component Analysis (DPCA)

Ordinary PCA presented above is essentially a
linear technique, and hence its best applications
are limited to steady state data with linear rela-
tionships between variables (Misra et al., 2002).
To analyze a dynamic system, Dynamic Principal
Component Analysis (DPCA) is required. The
concept of DPCA was based on applying PCA to
time lagged input data (Ku et al., 1995).

Mathematically, DPCA starts with forming a
time–lagged version of the input data X

Xo
d =




x(d + 1)T x(d)T . . . x(1)T

x(d + 2)T x(d + 1)T . . . x(2)T

...
...

...
...

...
...

x(n)T x(n− 1)T . . . x(n− d)T




(8)

where: x(k) = [xk,1xk,2 . . . xk,m]T is the m–
dimensional observation vector at time k. n is the
number of data samples. d is the time lag.

The corresponding covariance matrix S for the
time–lagged data is

S =
(Xd)T (Xd)
n− d− 1

(9)

Solving the eigen–decomposition of the covariance
matrix S (Equation 4) and retaining a principal
components gives the DPCA model for X.

3. RIFAMYCIN B FERMENTATION MODEL

The fermentation model that we used in this study
was developed by P. Wangikar and his colleagues
at Indian Institute of Technology (Chemical En-
gineering Department) and reported in (Bapat et
al., in press). It is a dynamic model for the fer-
mentation of Rifamycin B, an antibiotic which is
produced on industrial scale, in a multi–substrate
complex medium. The model considers the or-
ganism to be an optimal strategist (maximizing
growth and product formation) with a built–in
mechanism that regulates the sequential and si-
multaneous uptake of multiple substrate combi-
nations. The uptake of individual substrate is
assumed to be dependent on the level of a key
enzyme or a set of enzymes. In addition, the frac-
tion of flux through a given metabolic branch is
estimated by solving the constraint multivariate
optimization problem.

4. EXPERIMENT DATA

A detailed description of the Rifamycin B fermen-
tation experiment can be found in (Bapat et al., in
press). In the experiment, a combination of differ-
ent substrates were employed. In this study, we
analyze GLU AMS SFCSL FEDBATCH experi-
ment which had GLU cose, AMmonium Sulphate,
Soya F lour and Corn S teep Liquor. Initial con-
ditions for the experiment are outlined in Table
1.

Table 1. Initial conditions of Rifamycin
B fermentation experiment

Variables (g/L) GLU AMS SFCSL FEDBATCH

Biomass 0.65
Amino acid 4
Glucose 70.43
(NH4)2SO4 3.4
Insoluble 20

From the online data collected from the experi-
ments, we selected the measurements for a number
of variables which correspond to the experimental
conditions (cf. Table 2), to form a data matrix
input to DPCA analysis.

5. DPCA ANALYSIS

5.1 Methodology

Procedure to carry out DPCA analysis is summa-
rized below
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Table 2. Variables in DPCA analysis

No. Variables

1 Age (hour)
2 exhaust CO2 concentration (%)
3 exhaust O2 concentration (%)
4 pH
5 dissolved O2 concentration (%)
6 stirring rate (rpm)

(1) The data set is initially augmented (ie. trans-
form into the lagged form Xd) as shown in
Equation 8. Several time lags were studied
and based on the findings in (Bapat et al., in
press), the time lag is set at t = 8 hour.

(2) Auto–scaling is applied to Xd (Equation 2).
(3) The covariance matrix S of the augmented

data is evaluated (Equation 9)
(4) Eigen–decomposition of S is performed and

a = 2 principal component vectors are re-
tained.

5.2 Results and Discussion

Fig. 1 shows the fermentation progress in DPCA
score space. When there is a change in the
progress’s direction, the point is marked as a red
dot and corresponding time is shown. The simula-
tion developed by P. Wangikar and his colleagues
was run for the same initial condition as that for
the experiment. Its results are presented in Fig. 3.
For better visualization, the result for amino acid
predicted by the simulation is shown in a separate
plot (ie. Fig. 2).

Observing Figs. 1, 2 and 3, we can conclude
that the results from DPCA analysis agree very
well with the simulation results for the first 100
hours. As the simulation results shown in Fig. 3
indicates, among the three substrates, amino acid
has the largest consumption rate at the beginning
of the fermentation. When its consumption rate
slows down, corresponding rates of other sub-
strates start to increase. This is reflected in Fig.
1 as a turning point at t = 20 hr. The next
significant change in the fermentation progress
occurs at t = 27 hr when the amino acid actually
starts being reproduced. Around t = 60 hr, Fig.
3 shows that the fermentation media runs out of
ammonium sulfate and this results in the turning
point at t = 60 hr in the score plot Fig. 1. During
60 to 92 hr, both amino acid and glucose are
consumed but from 92 hr, the prior substrate
is reproduced while the latter continues being
consumed. Again, DPCA detects the change and
reflects in a turning in the fermentation progress
(cf. Fig. 1). At t = 135 hour it seems that DPCA
results could be implying the depletion of amino
acid in the media, which is also predicted by the
developed simulation.

However, from t = 97 hour, DPCA results start to
deviate from what is predicted by the simulation.
For example, DPCA score plot clearly indicates
that phase changes occur at t = 105 hr, t = 125 hr,
t = 146 hr but no such changes could be observed
from the simulation results shown in Fig 3.

The reason for this discrepancy needs further
investigation and especially verification directly
with actual experimental data (which will be
available in the near future), instead of simulation
results. Nevertheless, it should be noted that as
the nitrogen source starts to deplete (i.e., both
ammonia and amino acids) around t = 90 hr,
the fermentation goes into a mode of endoge-
nous metabolism, where some cell lysis occurs
and cells grow on the nitrogen available from
protein released by lysis. Glucose uptake continues
for growth and for maintenance. The secondary
metabolic product formation, which is more sig-
nificant in this phase, was not accounted for by the
developed model. This explains the observation
that the simulation model fit experimental data
very well until the depletion of nitrogen source
from the medium (Bapat et al., in press). Toward
the end of fermentation run, as the secondary
metabolism becomes dominant, the simulation re-
sults appear significantly deviate from the actual
data (Bapat et al., in press). Consequently, com-
parison between DPCA results and the simulation
results for close–to–end fermentation experiment
might not give any valid conclusion.

6. CONCLUSION

We applied DPCA to online measurements of
Rifamycin B fermentation data to study the fer-
mentation progress. We compared our observation
to the results obtained from the simulation devel-
oped for the same system (Bapat et al., in press).
The analysis showed that for the first 100 hours or
so, the progress of the fermentation experiment in
the DPCA score space matched very well to the
developed simulation, which had been validated
with actual off–line data (Bapat et al., in press).
After that (ie. 100 hours onward), there is a sig-
nificant difference between DPCA analysis result
and the simulation result. The reason seemed to
be that the simulation did not capture the effects
of the secondary metabolism which becomes dom-
inant at later stage of the fermentation.

The study demonstrated the capability of DPCA
in identifying phase changes, which could be use-
ful in fermentation process optimization and con-
trol. For further work, we are going to validate
the DPCA results with the actual off–line data,
which as believed will further support the capa-
bility of DPCA. In addition, data from fermenta-
tion of Rifamycin B in other complex media are
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Fig. 2. Simulation results for amino acids in the same experiment with corresponding red dots as in
Figure 1

also available and will be analyzed in the same
way. These works would establish the ground for
further studies such as building inferential PLS

model and integrate it with the developed simu-
lation for better optimization and control.
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Abstract: Phenol biodegradation using acclimated activated sludge was investi-
gated in batch and fedbatch cultures with variable initial concentrations of phenol
and biomass. The batch experimental data show a cell growth after phenol exhaus-
tion, making the use of a conventional Haldane model, for which specific growth
rate µ = 0 when substrate S = 0, inadequate to describe biomass growth profiles.
On the other hand, the fedbatch experiments have shown enhanced inhibitory
effects on phenol degradation when compared to batch cultures. Both phenomena
were attributed to the metabolic intermediates accumulation and to their later con-
sumption during phenol degradation. Consequently, a new Haldane-based model
that explicitly integrates the kinetic evolution of a main intermediate was designed.
The model allowed accurate predictions of both phenol and biomass concentration
courses in both operating modes over a wide range of initial conditions.

Keywords: Batch, Fedbatch, Phenol biodegradation, Substrate inhibition,
Activated sludge, Mathematical modelling

1. INTRODUCTION

Phenol is a pollutant commonly found in indus-
trial wastewaters and the aquatic environment
due mainly to its numerous applications as in-
termediate in chemical processes. This molecule
is toxic to several biochemical functions and to
fish life and causes severe odor and taste prob-
lems in drinking water even at low concentrations.
Since regulatory agencies impose strict limits on
the phenol content in industrial discharges, the
development and application of efficient treatment
technologies are necessary.

Phenol has usually been removed by costly physic-
ochemical methods, as adsorption, ion exchange
or chemical oxidation. However, biological treat-

ments, mostly based on activated sludge systems,
are well-suited decontamination techniques be-
cause they have shown to be economical and lead
to complete mineralization of phenol to innocuous
products (CO2 and H2O). The major drawback of
these processes is their sensitivity to variations in
the pollutant load, as at certain concentrations
phenol is an inhibitory substrate even for the bac-
terial species able of using it as an energy and car-
bon source. In this paper, the attention is focused
on fedbatch reactors, in which substrates are fed
either intermittently or continuously during the
process. This operating mode offers many advan-
tages –at least from an industrial viewpoint– over
batch and continuous cultures. The main advan-
tage is concretely economical, since improved pro-
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ductivity may be obtained by providing controlled
conditions in the supply of inhibitory substrates
(Shioya, 1992).

Mathematical modelling is a powerful tool for
understanding the behavior of biological processes
and optimizing their efficiency through the de-
sign of model-based control strategies. Although a
simple Monod equation has been successfully ap-
plied to describe phenol degradation (Reardon et
al., 2000), the Haldane substrate-inhibition model
has been the most frequently used in the various
operating modes (batch, fedbatch and continuous)
for both mixed and pure cultures (Leonard et
al., 1999; Spigno et al., 2004).

However, as it has been often described in the
literature, the Haldane model predictions may
present large discrepancies between data gener-
ated by batch runs and their application to fed-
batch or continuous cultures (Garcia-Sanchez et
al., 1998). Even in batch cultures, evident dis-
agreements between measured and estimated phe-
nol concentration profiles were observed when us-
ing higher initial concentrations of phenol. Ex-
planations of these discrepancies have often been
attributed to the non-stationary behavior of the
microorganisms, resulting in changing values of
the model’s kinetic parameters, including the
biomass-to-substrate yield coefficient.

Other authors have pointed out the fact that
inhibition parameters can only be estimated at
higher phenol concentrations and that the Hal-
dane model does not take into account the effects
due to the production and consumption of several
metabolic intermediates during phenol degrada-
tion. Among these, the major intermediate, the
2-hydroxymuconic acid semialdehyde, has been
reported to be associated with the quantity of phe-
nol consumed during the culture, likewise its ac-
cumulation has been correlated to the appearance
of a yellow color in the culture medium (Leonard
et al., 1999; Mörsen and Rehm, 1990). However,
the quantification of each of the intermediates
is obviously a highly difficult task to carry on,
especially in the case of mixed populations.

In terms of mathematical modelling, some authors
have proposed modified Haldane models without
explicit integration of the inhibitory intermediate
effects on the model structure (Nuhoglu and Yal-
cin, 2005). A very few studies reported a dynamic
model that explicitly integrates the intermedi-
ate production kinetics, e.g. the work of (Garcia-
Sanchez et al., 1998) for chemostat cultures with
a pure culture of P. putida and none have been
applied in the case of activated sludge in fedbatch
cultures.

The aim of this work is to develop a new model
of phenol biodegradation and biomass growth

suited to design fedbatch flow rates strategies
able to optimize the phenol consumption and
minimize the cell growth. In this study, various
batch and fedbatch experiments regarding the
growth of an acclimatized activated sludge culture
on phenol were carried out, and a new model able
to efficiently fit the corresponding experimental
data and that explicitly takes into account the
inhibitory effects of the metabolic intermediates
on phenol biodegradation was proposed.

2. PROCESS DESCRIPTION

2.1 Reactor system

A laboratory scale reactor system that could op-
erate in batch and fedbatch modes was used for
the study. A diagram of the bioreactor system is
shown in Fig. 1. The plant was linked to a moni-
toring PC through a NI-PCI-6024E data acquisi-
tion board from the National Instrument family.
The Labview 7 Express was used as programming
language and development tool for data acquisi-
tion and storage, graphic display, digital imple-
mentation of the feed flow rate profiles in fedbatch
cultures, control of the steered speed, pH, aeration
and peristaltic pumps.

2.2 Materials and methods

Phenol (99.5% purity) was purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich (Germany); 4-amino antipyrine and other
chemicals were purchased from J. T. Baker
(U.S.A.). Samples of activated sludge were ob-
tained from a plant treating both municipal and
industrial wastewater (San Juan Ixhuatepec, Mex-
ico). Raw activated sludge was acclimated to
increasing phenol concentrations in daily semi-
continuous cycles. Each day, a liter of activated
sludge was mixed with the same volume of settled
domestic wastewater sampled from the University
sewer (340 − 400 mg DBO5/l) and a variable
volume of concentrate phenol solution (20 g/l).
After 23 hours of aeration and 0.75 hours of
sedimentation, the supernatant was drained off
and new sewage added. The phenol concentra-
tions were 5 − 700 mg/l starting and finishing
the acclimation period, respectively. The solids
content in the reactor was maintained at 4–5
gTSS/l. The medium used had the following com-
position (mg/l): K2HPO4 (404), KH2PO4 (220),
(NH4)2SO4 (50), MgSO47H2O (10), CaCl22H2O
(1.85), MnCl24H2O (1.5), FeCl36H2O (0.3). Batch
experiments were conducted at ambient tempera-
ture (210C) in 1 l glass bottles containing 600 ml
of medium and variable volumes of a phenol solu-
tion (20 g/l) and acclimatized activated sludge,
in order to provide different initial contents of
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the laboratory bioreactor system; 1 = bioreactor; 2 = magnetic stirrer; 3 = pH meter;
4 = air sprinkler; 5 = air flux meter; 6 = level controller; 7 = controlled peristaltic pump; 8 =
controlled peristaltic pump; 9 = phenol feed tank (1.036 g/l); 10 = thermostated water jacket; 11 =
data acquisition card (stirred speed, pH, aeration, pumps); 12 = monitoring computer

substrate and biomass. Air was introduced to the
bottles by means of aquarium sprinklers, which
assured also a good mixture of the cultures. Dur-
ing the experiments, samples were obtained at
different times to assess the phenol and biomass
concentrations. For phenol analysis, samples were
first centrifugated at 3500 rpm for 10 minutes.
Phenol was determined colorimetrically by us-
ing the 4-aminoantipyrine method (Woolard and
Irvine, 1995). In short, 0.2 ml of a 0.1 M glycine so-
lution containing 5% (w/v) K3Fe(CN)6 was added
to 2 ml of centrifuged sample in a 10 ml vial.
After mixing, the content was allowed to react for
5 minutes. Then, 2 ml of glycine buffer containing
0.25% (w/v) 4-aminoantipyrine was added. The
glycine buffer was prepared by mixing 5.58 g of
glycine hydrochloride, 3.75 g of glycine and 900
ml of distilled water, and by adjusting the pH to
9.7 with 6 N NaOH and finally diluting to 1 l. The
content of the vial was mixed and allowed to react
for 20 minutes. The absorbance of the mixture at
506 nm was measured in a Perkin Elmer Lambda
40 UV-vis spectrophotometer within the next 30
minutes, in order to avoid a decrease in the assay
response. The calibration curves were made and
found linear up to a concentration of 25 mg/l
(r2 = 0.999). This method had a detection thresh-
old limit of 0.07 mg/l and a variation coefficient
of 1.06% of the measured values (n = 9). For mea-
suring biomass, the total suspended solids (TSS)
concentration was determined gravimetrically by
filtering 10 ml-samples through a 0.2 µm-pore-size
membrane and drying for 24 hours at 105 0C. The
detection threshold limit of the method was 0.284
gTSS/l, with a variation coefficient of 2.68% of
the measured values (n = 9).

3. KINETIC MODELLING CONSIDERING
THE ROLE OF A METABOLIC

INTERMEDIATE

3.1 Model structure

In this work, a mathematical model that explicitly
takes into account the main intermediate effect
on both phenol degradation and cell growth is
proposed. The process is assumed to be described
by the following simplified reaction scheme:

S1
�
→X + S2 (1)

S2
�
→X (2)

where S1 is the phenol concentration, S2 is
the main metabolic intermediate concentration,
X is the total microbial population concentra-
tion growing on either S1 and S2. Since the
main intermediate S2 was not identified, its true
concentrations are unknown, so S2 is actually
expressed in pseudo-concentration. The mass-
balance equations for the various constituents of
phenol biodegradation gives the following first-
order set of differential equations:

dX

dt
= µX −

Qin

V
X (3)

dS1

dt
=−qs1X +

Qin

V

(
Sin

1 − S1

)
(4)

dS2

dt
= νs2X − qs2X −

Qin

V
S2 (5)

dV

dt
= Qin − Qout (6)

where µ is the specific biomass growth rate, qs1

and qs1 are, respectively, the specific consumption
rate of phenol and the intermediate; νs2 is the spe-
cific intermediate production rate. The different
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modes of culture can be directly coupled to this
general set of mathematical equations by setting
(Qin = Qout) in continuous cultures, (Qin =
Qout = 0) in batch cultures and (Qout = 0) in
fedbatch cultures.

3.2 Modelling of the specific reaction rates

In this work, since it was assumed that the ac-
tivated sludge is growing on both phenol and the
metabolic intermediate, the global specific growth
rate µ may be expressed as:

µ = µ1 + µ2 (7)

where µ1 is modelled according to a modified
(in order to integrate the inhibitory effect of in-
termediate accumulation on phenol consumption)
Haldane-type equation whilst a modified Monod-
type one is used for µ2:

µ1 =
µmax1S1

Ks1 + S1 + S2
1/Ki1

·
K2

K2 + S2
(8)

µ2 =
µmax2S2

Ks2 + S2
·

K1

K1 + S1
(9)

One may note from (8) and (9) the dual-substrate
type of structure of the phenol and intermediate
kinetics. Constant values of biomass-to-phenol Y1

and biomass-to-intermediate Y2 yield coefficients
were obtained, so the specific growth and con-
sumption rates where correlated by the following
linear relationships:

qs1 =
µ1

Y1
(10)

qs2 =
µ2

Y2
(11)

The specific production rate of the metabolic
intermediate was linearly correlated to the specific
growth rate of biomass on phenol as follows:

νs2 = αµ1 (12)

Table 1. Parameter values used for
model simulation

Symbol Batch Fedbatch SI Units

µmax1 0.39 0.4 1/h
Y1 0.57 0.67 mg/mg
Ks1 30 2 mg/l
Ki1 170 17 mg/l
K2 160 91 mg/l
µmax2 0.028 0.3 1/h
Y2 0.67 0.75 mg/mg
Ks2 350 75 mg/l
K1 - 66 mg/l
α 1.6 6.7 mg/l

There are several methods of parameter estima-
tion for model tuning. A model may be fitted ei-
ther via a numerical method, such as least squares
or a quadratic estimation method, or via a heuris-
tic method. In this work, the kinetic parame-
ters were estimated using a direct search method
(Hooke and Jeeves, 1961). This common method
is often used for models with large numbers of
variables and parameters, e.g. the proposed phe-
nol degradation model has 10 parameters.

Two sets of experiments, experiments (A1, A2)
and (B1, B2, B3), corresponding to two generation
of acclimatized activated sludge were achieved
(the A-generation of activated sludge was acci-
dently lost). The difference between the acclima-
tion period, i.e. 6 months for the A-generation
and 2 months for the B-generation, explains the
difference between the kinetic parameters values
used for model simulation (see Table 1). The fact
that the kinetic parameters vary according to the
history of the microorganisms has already been
pointed out (Sokol, 1988).

Simulations were obtained by using the general
dynamical model given by (3-6) together with the
kinetic expressions given by (7-12) and a fourth-
order Runge-Kutta algorithm for numerical inte-
gration of the ordinary differential equations.

4. MODEL VALIDATION

4.1 Batch cultures

The experimental and model predicted data of
phenol (S1), the metabolic intermediate (S2) and
biomass (X) concentrations in batch cultures (A1

and A2 experiments) are illustrated in Figs. 2
to 3. From these results, it can be noticed that
the fitting between the model-simulated and the
experimental data is satisfactory. In particular,
the phenomenon of biomass growth after phenol
exhaustion is clearly observed, i.e. after t = 6 h
for the A1 experiment (Fig. 2) and after t = 9
h for the A2 experiment (Fig. 3). When phenol
is totally removed, the main contribution to the
total biomass growth is due to the intermediate
degradation as shown by the simulated profiles of
this variable. This confirms the choice of a model
based on the reaction scheme given by Eqs. (1-
2). Notice that the effect of the K1 inhibitory
constant in (9) was not included in the model for
the A-batch cultures (see Table 1).

4.2 Fedbatch cultures

An exponential feed profile was chosen for the
fedbatch experiments (Ben-Youssef et al., 2004).
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Fig. 2. Batch A1 experimental and model-
simulated phenol, biomass and metabolic in-
termediate (dotted line) concentrations ver-
sus time.
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Fig. 3. Batch A2 experimental and model-
simulated phenol, biomass and metabolic in-
termediate (dotted line) concentrations ver-
sus time.

The general expression of the feed flow rate profile
is given by:

Qin(t) =

⎧⎨
⎩

0 0 ≤ t < t1
Q0e

a(t−t1) t1 ≤ t ≤ t2
0 t2 < t ≤ tf

(13)

Two fedbatch experiments were carried out with
two different feeding profiles. The corresponding
input parameters of (13) are summarized in Table
2.

Table 2. Parameter values of the fed-
batch feed flow rate

Experiment a Q0 t1 t2 tf
Fedbatch F1 0 350 0 3 6.5
Fedbatch F2 0.0617 335 0.38 3 6.5

A preliminary batch experiment was necessary to
adjust the new set of kinetic parameters and to
tune the model (see Fig. 4) for the B-generation
of acclimated activated sludge.

The experimental and model-predicted data of
phenol, the intermediate and biomass concentra-
tions in fedbatch cultures are illustrated in Fig. 5
and Fig. 6.

The first fedbatch experiment (B2) was arbitrarily
designed with a constant feed flow rate Qin = 350
ml/h during 3 hours at a feeding phenol concen-
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Fig. 4. Batch B1 experimental and model-
simulated phenol, biomass and metabolic in-
termediate (dotted line) concentrations ver-
sus time.

tration Sin
1 = 1036 mg/h in order to test the

ability of the activated sludge to consume approxi-
matively 1 g of phenol. As illustrated by the exper-
imental data plotted in Fig. 5, total phenol degra-
dation was observed whatever the time culture,
which is indicative of the substrate-limiting mode
of the experiment. The proposed model was able
to predict adequately both biomass and phenol
concentration evolutions.
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Fig. 5. Fedbatch B2 experimental and model-
simulated evolution: phenol, metabolic inter-
mediate (dotted line) and biomass concentra-
tions; feed flow rate.

The second fedbatch experiment (B3) was then
designed in order to try to switch from phenol
degradation under substrate-limitation, as real-
ized in the B2 experiment, to phenol degradation
under substrate-inhibition. However, the principal
objective was not only to create inhibitory con-
ditions, which may be easily obtained under high
phenol initial and/or high feed flow rate operating
conditions, but at the same time to try to perform
an inhibitory experiment close to the unstable
operating point corresponding to the transition
between the limitation and inhibition branches.
The a priori estimation of the B3 experiment op-
erating conditions that may satisfy our objective
was made by a predictive simulation study using
the available proposed phenol degradation model.
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The chosen strategy consisted in increasing the
initial phenol concentration up to 125 mg/l, then
starting a short culture in batch mode during
23 min. (e.g. until the intermediate accumulates
enough) and finally activating the fedbatch mode
with a slightly different feed flow profile than that
used in the B2 experiment.
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Fig. 6. Fedbatch B3 experimental and model-
simulated evolution: phenol, metabolic inter-
mediate (dotted line) and biomass concentra-
tions; feed flow rate.

The model predictions were accurate as shown
in Fig. 6 for both phenol and biomass concen-
trations. From these figures, it is interesting to
note how, despite the slight difference between the
two fedbatch policy, higher levels of intermediate
concentrations were reached for the B3 fedbatch
experiment. This is in complete accordance with
the proposed model structure, which predicts a
higher inhibition effect on phenol biodegradation
due to the intermediate accumulation.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The main scope of this paper was to derive a
reliable new kinetic model for a phenol biodegra-
dation process using acclimatized activated sludge
in batch and fedbatch cultures. While the conven-
tional Haldane model appeared to be inaccurate,
the explicit integration of the main metabolic in-
termediate production kinetics in the new model
allowed the obtention of adequate fitting results
between the experimental and simulated data.
The complete model has been experimentally val-
idated for the entire set of cultures under different
initial concentrations of biomass and phenol. The
model predictions allowed the design of substrate-
limitation and substrate-inhibition fedbatch ex-
periments that may be useful to design fedbatch
strategies with improved productivity for phenol
biodegradation systems.
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Abstract: This paper proposes a technique for tuning of a discrete adaptive controller that 
is designed based on Lyapunov stability concepts. The tuning is based on the 
minimization of a performance index that can be calculated from a generalized eigenvalue 
problem (GEVP). The resulting controller, tuned with the proposed methodology, 
provides better performance than an adaptive controller based on a Recursive Least 
Squares Estimator (RLS) during sudden changes in model parameters. Copyright © 2005 
IFAC 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Adaptive controllers have been proposed for systems 
that cannot be accurately modelled using available 
off-line data. This lack of model accuracy often 
arises for time-varying systems and for systems for 
which the model structure is not known a priori. For 
example, the growth rate term in the mass balance 
equations of bioreactors is often not accurately 
known (Zhang and Guay, 2002). Therefore, an 
adaptive estimator maybe used to estimate this term 
and then a controller can be designed based on this 
estimated term. 
 
When the model structure of a process is unknown a 
priori, a commonly used empirical model suitable for 
adaptive control design, is given as follows (Sanner 
and Slotine, 1992): 
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where y is the state, u is the input or manipulated 
variable, g and h are pre-specified basis functions 
that can be linear or nonlinear with respect to y and u 
and a’s and b’s are a priori unknown parameters to 
be estimated on-line from input-output data. When 
linear basis functions are chosen, the model in 

equation (1) results in the common ARMA model 
given as follows: 
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The fact that the models in (1) and (2) are linear with 
respect to estimated parameters a’s and b’s facilitates 
the design of estimators with proper convergence and 
performance properties as explained later in the 
manuscript. Different types of estimators have been 
used to estimate parameters using the models given 
by equations (1) and (2). The most common type is 
the recursive least square estimator (RLS) that 
minimizes the sum of square errors between the 
measured and estimated values of y. The recursive 
least squares estimator is defined by the following 
two recursive equations: 
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Where, 
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][ nn bbaa ,...,,,..., 11=θ  is the actual vector of 
parameters assuming that equation (1) is an accurate 
model of the actual process. 

[ ]knkknkk bbaa ,,1,,1
ˆ,...,ˆ,,,...ˆˆ )

=θ  is the vector of estimated 
parameters at time k 

[ ]mkkknkkk uuuyyy −−−−= ,...,,,..., 11X  is referred as to 
the regression vector and is a function of past input-
output data. 
c is the forgetting factor and it is used to assign a 
larger weight to new data versus older data. 
P is the estimation covariance matrix and it is an 
indicator of the uncertainty in the parameter 
estimates. 
 
The estimates obtained with the RLS estimator can 
be used for control using for example a one-step-
ahead controller. When the parameter estimates are 
assumed to be equal to the actual parameters, i.e. the 
certainty equivalence principle is applied, the one 
step-ahead controller is:  
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On the other hand, if a more robust controller is 
desired that accounts for uncertainty in the 
parameters, a controller referred to as cautious 
(Wittenmark, 1995) can be used that takes into 
account the uncertainty given by the elements of Pk :  
 

),ˆ,,( 11 kPθX ++= kkcautiousk yspgu           (6) 
 
Under persistent excitation conditions and for c=0, 
the parameter estimates converge to their actual 
values whereas the matrix P converges to zero. This 
is a desirable outcome for time invariant systems, i.e. 
systems for which θ=constant. However, this is 
highly undesirable for time varying systems since, 
according to equation (3), the parameter’s adaptation 
stops when P=0. This undesirable scenario can be 
partially addressed by selecting a nonzero forgetting 
factor c. However, when c is nonzero, may cause to 
very large or infinite values of P in the absence of 
excitation which may ultimately lead to poor control 
if the controller given by equation (5) is used or 
alternatively to controller turn-off if the cautious 
controller in equation (6) is used. To address this 
issue, resetting of P, based on specific algorithms 
(Huzmezan et al, 2003)) or resetting at ad hoc 
selected time intervals, has been proposed. In 
summary, the tuning of an RLS estimator is 
challenging for chemical systems where parameters 
are expected to change in a gradual or step-like 
fashion, due to for instance occasional changes in 
operating conditions.  
 
An alternative estimator that avoids some of the 
difficulties related to the RLS estimator is the 
gradient estimator (Sanner and Slotine, 1992). This 
type of estimator has been proposed for some 
chemical engineering applications including adaptive 
control of bioreactors (Perrier and Dochain, 1993). 

For this estimator the parameter update equation is as 
follows: 
 
  (7) k
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Where, K is diagonal and is the adaptation gain 
matrix Sk is the tracking error and is calculated, as 
shown later in the manuscript, based on Lyapunov 
stability concepts and, KD is a tuning constant that 
determines the rate of convergence of S. 
 
The adaptation gain matrix may be constant or time 
varying. In this study, K will be allowed to change 
with time and it will be referred to as Kk to indicate 
its value at time interval k. 
 
The obvious advantage of the gradient estimator is 
that it does not depend on an adapting covariance 
matrix P that presents inherent difficulties as 
discussed above. On the other hand, the algorithm 
requires proper tuning of an adaptation gain matrix 
that has great impact on the estimator performance. 
Often, in the literature, researchers have selected the 
gain matrix K ad-hoc or based on numerical 
simulations provided that a suitable model is 
available. However, there are no available techniques 
to systematically select the elements of K.  
Additionally, the tracking error equation also 
introduces an additional tuning parameter KD as 
shown above. Therefore, a methodology is needed to 
tune adaptive controllers that used the gradient 
estimator given by equation (7). 
 
The objective of the current study is to propose a 
tuning methodology for this type of adaptive 
controller with a gradient estimator. 
 
A logical choice to select the tuning parameters K 
and KD is to solve, using the information up to 
interval k-1, the following optimization problem: 
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The expectation of the sum of squares instead of the 
actual sum is used to account for model uncertainty 
in the parameters during adaptation and unmeasured 
disturbances. This problem is closely related to the 
optimal dual adaptive control problem that search for 
the optimal trade-off between sufficient excitation for 
fast model parameter identification versus good 
tracking properties. In the classical dual adaptive 
control formulation the minimization is done with 
respect to the future inputs whereas in equation (9) 
the cost is minimized with respect to the tuning 
parameters. However, the two problems are closely 
related in the sense that the control actions are 
directly dependent on the tuning parameters.  
 
The problem given by (9) is difficult due to the 
mathematical expectation that has to be computed for 
all possible disturbances and in the presence of 
model uncertainty. Thus, only numerical solutions 
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have been reported for relatively simple problems 
and under certain assumptions (Wittenmark, 1995).  
In this paper an approximate solution to the problem 
given by equation (9), based on robust control ideas, 
is proposed. The idea is to represent the closed loop 
system by a nominal model and model uncertainty. 
Using this representation, it will be shown that the 
problem in (9) can be formulated as an optimization 
of a set of linear matrix inequalities (LMI’s). The 
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the 
adaptive control algorithm and the stability and 
convergence proofs. Section 3 presents the 
formulation of the tuning problem as an optimization 
using a set of LMI’s. Results and comparisons 
between the proposed method and an adaptive 
controller based on RLS estimation are presented in 
Section 4. Section 5 provides a brief summary and 
conclusions. 
 
 

2. ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER ALGORITHM 
 
The controller algorithm presented in this section is a 
discrete version of an algorithm proposed by Sanner 
(1992 ) for continuous systems. 
 
2.1 Definitions 
 
Given a DARMA (Discrete Autoregressive Moving 
Average) model of a system that is nth order with 
respect to the state and mth order with respect to the 
input: 
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The vectors of the parameters ai and bj are defined as 
follows: 
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  (11a) [ T

naa 10 −= LA

  (11b) [ T
mbb 10 −= LB

 
The parameter estimate vectors are defined as 
follows: 
 
  (12a) [ T

knkk aa ,1,0 ˆˆˆ
−= LA

  (12b) [ T
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ˆˆˆ
−= LB

 
Let the values of past input and output data be given 
by the following vectors: 
  
  (13a) [ T

nkkk yy 1+−= LY

  (13b) [ T
mkkk uu 1+−= LU

 
Then, using equations (11)-(13), the DARMA model 
given by equation (10), can be reformulated in terms 
of the input and output vectors as follows: 
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Also for the purpose of designing an implementable 
controller, let  
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A filtered feedback error, to be justified by the 
stability proof given in the following section, is given 
as follows: 
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For simplicity, an adaptive algorithm based on a one-
step-ahead controller will be used.  A term 
proportional to the filtered error, sk, is added to tune 
the closed loop response, as follows: 
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In the particular case that  is zero during 
adaptation, the parameters are reset to the values in 
the previous time interval. In the presence of 
persistent excitation, it can be shown that the system 
will eventually converge to the correct values. 

kb ,0
ˆ

 
The errors in the estimated parameters are defined in 
the form of deviation variables as follows:  
 
 AAA += kk

~ˆ  (18a) 

 BBB += kk
~ˆ  (18b) 

The gradient descent method is used to formulate the 
parameter update equations where the error used for 
updating is the sum of the current and past value of 
the filtered errors, ( )1−+ kk ss : 
 
  (19a) ( 111

ˆˆ
−−− ++= kkkkk ssYKAA A )
)  (19b) ( 111

ˆˆ
−−− ++= kkkkk ssUKBB B

 
BA KK , are matrices of adaptation gains, with 

diagonal structure. Thus, the tuning parameters of the 
controller are KD and K= [KA KB]. B

 
2.2  Stability 
 
Assumptions: For simplicity, it is assumed for the 
following proof that the system is time invariant or 
its parameters change in a step-like fashion where the 
time between changes is long enough such as the 
parameters converge to a steady state value. Also, for 
the first proof, the tuning parameters KD and K are 
assumed to be constant with time. Later in this 
section, the proof is expanded to account for tuning 
parameters that change in time within a finite set of 
values. For brevity, only a brief description of the 
proof is presented. 
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2.3 Stability with constant tuning parameters: 
 
A Lyapunov function made by the combination of 
the squares of the estimation errors and the filtered 
error is defined as follows: 
 
 211 ~~~~
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Substituting equation (17) into equation (14) results 
in the following: 
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When the Lyapunov energy converges to 
zero,  and then it can be 

easily shown from equation (21) that: 

.0 and ˆ,ˆ === kkk sBBAA

spk yy =+1 . (25) 

 

For Lyapunov stability it is required: 
 
  (22) 01 ≤−+ kk VV
 
Combining equations (18), (20) and (22) and after 
collecting like terms and completing squares: 
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After evaluating expressions (19a) and (19b) at 
interval k+1 and substituting the result into equation 
(22), the following results: 
 
  (23) ( 2

11 kkDkk ssKVV +−=− ++

 
If KD>0, Equation (23) guarantees that the Lyapunov 
function is decreasing with time.  
 
2.4 Stability with time varying tuning parameters 
 
For the optimization problem given by equation (9) it 
is advantageous to add additional degrees of freedom 
to the problem by allowing the decision variables, 
i.e. the tuning parameters KD and K (KA and KB) to 
change with time whereas the stability proof in the 
previous section assumed that this parameters are 
constant in time. In this section the stability proof 
will be extended to account for the situation that the 
tuning parameters change with time. To the 
knowledge of the authors it is not possible to prove 
stability and to solve the optimization in equation (9) 
for infinite possible values of the tuning parameters. 
Therefore, it will be assumed that these parameters 
can only acquire a finite number of values and then a 
suboptimal solution of (9) will be sought using a 
combination of these values. Accordingly, a set of 
tuning parameter values will be defined as follows: 

B

 

{ } { } { }{ }BnAnB2A2B1A1 KKKKKK DnDD KKK ..., 21=Θ

 (24) 
 
For each element of the set , the system is 
guaranteed to be stable and the parameters converge 
as per the proof given in the previous subsection.  
The key idea to ensure stability when different 
elements of 

Θ

Θ  are considered along time, is to 
calculate simultaneously on-line the evolution the 
parameter estimates kk AB ˆ and ˆ and the error sk for all 

elements of Θ . However, only one specific control 
action based on one of the elements is actually 
implemented at any given time. In figure 1 the curves 
labelled ‘1’ through ‘5’ refer to the Lyapunov 
function given by equation (20) corresponding to 
parameters [ ]1,1,1, ,A K [ ], DB KK  through 5,5,5, ,, DBA KKK  
respectively when, for example, n=5 in definition 
(24). Then when a new element of is considered, 
i.e. for a specific

Θ
{ }iiDiK BA KK , the parameter 

estimates kk AB ˆ and ˆ and the filtered error sk are reset 
to the values corresponding to this element of the set.  
This switch occurring at each time interval may 
cause a local increase in Lyapunov energy.  As an 
example, refer to the jump in Lyapunov energy 
between letters ‘A’ and ‘B’ in Fig 1. Each curve in 
Figure 1 corresponds to the progression of the 
Lyapunov function for a different element of Θ . 
Clearly, the Lyapunov function ultimately converges 
to zero despite that temporary increases in this 
function may occur. 
 

Time A 

B

Fig 1: Lyapunov function as a function of time ( each 
line correspond to  a different element of the set Θ  
defined by equation (24)) 
 
3. AN APPROXIMATE SOLUTION FOR THE 
PROBLEM STATED IN EQUATION (9). 
 
As mentioned above, the optimization problem given 
by equation (9) is very difficult since it has to be 
solved for all possible disturbances and model 
uncertainty. Therefore, in this section, an 
approximated solution to this problem based on a 
robust control approach is proposed. In order to 
apply this approach, a nonlinear state space model is 
formulated, based on definitions (10)-(19) presented 
above, as follows: 
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Where the disturbance di,k is an output bounded 
disturbance and Dτ  in the last equation in (25) is the 
desired closed loop time constant. For example, for a 
first order system, the first equation in (25) is: 
 
 kkkk dubyay +⋅+⋅=+1  (26) 

[ ]DD ,- δδ∈kd         (27) 
The other state equations in (25) are derived from 
equations (10)-(19) and are omitted here for brevity. 
 
The deviations in the model parameters ki,

~
A  and 

ki,
~B , defined by equation (19), are not known 
because the actual values of these parameters are not 
known a priori. On the other hand, bound on these 
parameters can be obtained on-line by calculating 
confidence intervals of these parameters based on 
regression of current and past input output data. 
Then, based on definition (18) the deviations in 
parameters with respect to their nominal values 

and are assumed to be bounded by the 
identified confidence intervals as follows: 

kÂ kB̂

 
 [ ,, ]~],,[

~
kkkk δBδBBδAδAA −∈−∈ kk  (28) 

 
Equations (27) and (28) define an uncertainty set : 
 
 [ ]{ }],[,,],,[ DD δδ−−−=Δ kkkk δBδBδAδA  (29) 
 
Liu (1968) has shown that bounds on the stability 
and performance properties of a nonlinear system 
can be found from the properties of an equivalent 
linear time varying system that is given as follows: 
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Where the matrix  is given by the linear 
combinations of matrices obtained from the 
Jacobian of the nonlinear system given by equations 
(25) calculated at each one of the possible 
combinations of the uncertainty set vertices defined 
by equation (29) as follows: 

kE
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Since the derivatives in (33) can be shown to be 
linear with respect to the uncertainty elements 
described in (29), then: 
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For example, for a first order system, there are 8 
possible combinations of the uncertainty bounds 
according to (34a) and (35) and correspondingly 8 
possible matrices Ei are calculated at each time 
interval k. 
 
Defining the ratio between the feedback errors to the 
input setpoint changes : krefy ,
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Then, a bound on γ for all the models defined by 
equation (32) can be found from a General 
Eigenvalue Problem (GEVP) defined as follows:  
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This GEVP can be solved by using the LMI toolbox 
of Matlab. Then, an approximated solution to the 
problem given by equation (9) can be obtained from: 
 
 Φ

Θ
min  (37) 

 
Where, Φ is calculated from (36) and Θ is a finite 
combination of tuning parameters defined by (24) 
and Δ is the uncertainty set defined by equation (29). 
The minimization in equation (37) is done using the 
function fmin in Matlab.  
After initializing the values  and  and control 

action vector , the tuning procedure includes the 
following steps at each time interval k: 

kÂ kB̂
old
kU

1. Calculate the uncertainty bounds in the uncertainty 
set Δ using available data up to the current time.. 
2. Update the parameter values according to 
equations (25) for each one of the tuning parameters 
combinations in the set Θ defined by equation (24).  
3. Find the best tuning parameter combination in the 
set Θ by solving the optimization problem stated in 
equation (37). 
4. Implement into the process the control action that 
corresponds to the best set of tuning parameters 
found in step 3 (It should be noticed that 
simultaneous calculations for all the combinations in 
the set Θ are carried on at each interval k but only 
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one control action  corresponding to the best 
combination is actually implemented. 
5. Go to step 1. 
 

4. EXAMPLE 
 
To illustrate the tuning method, a first order system 
was investigated as described by equations (38). First 
order filtered white noise disturbance d and square 
wave input are considered and step changes in 
the parameters are assumed to occur at k=100 and 
150 respectively as described in (38). The tuning 
parameters in the set Θ defined by (32) are limited to 
all the combinations of the values [0.4, 1.6, 3]. For 
example:  
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 (38) 
 
Figure 2 shows the evolution of the tuning 
parameters as a function of time following the 
solution of the optimization given by (38) at each 
time interval in the neighbourhood of the parameter 
step change. This figure shows that the tuning 
parameters have to change frequently in time both 
due to the change in parameters and the oscillating 
setpoint. Table 1 shows the normalized sum of 
square errors along the simulation. For comparison, 
the sum of squared errors obtained from a simulation 
for an arbitrarily tuned adaptive controller with fixed 
in time tuning parameters (Ka=1,Kb=1 and Kd=1) is 
shown in Table 1. The sum of errors is significantly 
larger for the arbitrary tuning as compared to the 
LMI method illustrating the need for proper tuning. 
Finally an adaptive controller based on an RLS 
estimator is simulated. The resulting normalized 
error, significantly larger than the error obtained with 
the LMI based method, is tabulated in Table 1. As 
expected the RLS based controller does not perform 
as well as the LMI controller especially after the step 
change in the parameters. The reason is that before 
this step change occurs, at k=100, the covariance 
matrix P converges almost to zero and consequently 
the RLS estimator responds very slowly to the 
sudden change in the model parameters as compared 
to the proposed estimator tuned according to 
equation (38). This is clearly shown in Figure 3 
where the adaptation of parameter a is shown for 
both the proposed tuning method and for the RLS 
based method. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
A method is proposed to tune an adaptive controller 
based on a gradient estimator. The method uses a 
robust control approach to minimize a cost function 
in the presence of model uncertainty and 
disturbances. The controller based on the proposed 
tuning method is shown to be superior to a controller 
based on an RLS estimator during step changes in 
parameters. 
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Table 1: Comparison of the normalized sum of 

squared errors. 
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PARAMETER CONVERGENCE IN ADAPTIVE

EXTREMUM SEEKING CONTROL

V. Adetola and M. Guay 1

Queen’s University, Kingston ON, K7L 3N6 Canada

Abstract: This paper addresses the problem of parameter convergence in adaptive
extremum seeking control design. An alternate version of the popular persistence
of excitation condition is proposed for a class of nonlinear systems with parametric
uncertainties. The condition is translated to an asymptotic sufficient richness
condition on the reference set-point. Since the desired optimal set-point is
not known a priori in this type of problem, the proposed method includes a
technique for generating perturbation signal that satisfies this condition in closed
loop. This demonstrates its superiority in terms of parameter convergence. The
method guarantees parameter convergence with minimal but sufficient level of
perturbation. The effectiveness of the proposed method is illustrated with a
simulation example.

Keywords: Extremum seeking; Persistence of excitation; Sufficient richness.

1. INTRODUCTION

Extremum seeking control (ESC) is a class of
adaptive control that deals with regulation to
unknown set points. This type of control has
been proposed by a number of authors to handle
optimization problems in nonlinear control sys-
tems and a number of applications of this method
have been reported in the literature ((Krstic and
Wang, 2000; Wang et al., 1998; Guay and Zhang,
2003; Guay et al., 2004) for example). The con-
troller finds the operating set-points that optimize
a performance or cost function. The uncertainty
associated with the function makes it necessary to
use some sort of adaptation and perturbation to
search for the optimal operating condition.

One of the main challenges with model based
or adaptive extremum-seeking control and most
deterministic adaptive control approach is the
ability to recover the true unknown values of the
parameters. In most approaches, parameter con-

1 corresponding author. Email: guaym@chee.queensu.ca

vergence to their true values can only be ensured
if the closed-loop trajectories provide sufficient
excitation for the parameter estimation routine.
In standard linear adaptive control approaches,
this problem is tractable (Ioannou and Sun, 1996)
and can be solved satisfactorily. A dither signal
can be introduced momentarily in the control
system to achieve the necessary excitation. For
nonlinear systems, the problem of determining
appropriate excitation conditions remains open.
Although some limited persistence of excitation
(PE) conditions have been derived, they remain
difficult to apply. Such conditions appear natu-
rally in (Guay and Zhang, 2003) for the solutions
of an adaptive extremum-seeking control problem.
In fact, the fulfillment of such conditions dictates
the performance of the optimization routine.

This study is focused on model based extremum
seeking techniques. In particular, we consider the
class of adaptive ESC problems introduced in
(Guay and Zhang, 2003) where the structure of
the objective function is employed in the design.
In contrast to non-model based approaches (see
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(Krstic and Wang, 2000) for example), no direct
measurement of the objective function is available
but must be inferred through the measurements of
the state variables and the estimation of model pa-
rameters. Examples of this type of problem arise
when the economic function involves quantities
such as costs of raw materials, operating costs and
values of products aside from system’s states and
unknown parameters.

In the previous works in this area (for exam-
ple (Guay and Zhang, 2003; Adetola and Guay,
2005; DeHaan and Guay, 2005)), convergence to
the optimum is guaranteed only by assuming the
satisfaction of a PE condition. Apart from the
fact that it is difficult to choose a signal that
satisfies such assumptions, it is necessary to select
one that achieves a good compromise between the
conflicting objectives of identification and control.
This paper complements the previous works by
translating the PE condition, which depends on
the nonlinear closed loop signals, into a suffi-
cient richness condition on the desired set-point
signals. However, since the desired optimal set-
point is uncertain in this type of problem, the
design of a perturbation signal that satisfies this
condition cannot be carried out off-line. The pro-
posed method includes a technique for generating
such signal in closed loop. The design guarantees
parameter convergence with a minimum loss of
regulation performance.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Consider the following optimization problem

min
xp

p(xp, θ) (1)

subject to the system’s dynamics

ẋp = fp(x) + φ(xp)θ + Gp(x)u (2)

ẋq = fq(x)

where x = [xT
p xT

q ]T ∈ R
n are the systems states,

u ∈ R
m is the control input. The vector xp ∈ R

m

represents the system states involved in the ob-
jective function, θ represents unknown parameter
vector assumed to be uniquely identifiable and to
lie in a known, convex set θ ∈ Ωθ ⊆ R

nθ . The map-
pings f(x) : R

n → R
n and Gp(x) : R

n → R
m×m

are smooth. The following assumptions are made
about (1) and (2).

Assumptions

A1. The function p is C2 in its arguments and
∂2p/∂x2

p ≥ c0I > 0,∀(xp, θ) ∈ (Rm × Ωθ).
A2. ∃Gp(x)−1 ∀x ∈ R

n.
A3. The state xq ∈ R

m−n belongs to a positively
invariant set for any bounded xp.

A4. The mapping φ(xp) : R
n → R

m×nθ is a suffi-
ciently smooth - Cβ−1 matrix valued function;

β ≥ max{2, ceil(nθ

m
)}, where ceil(.) rounds its

argument to the nearest integer towards infin-
ity. Moreover, φ(xp) is assumed bounded for
bounded xp.

Assumption A1 state that the cost surface is
strictly convex in xp and the simplifying assump-
tion A2 is only made in order to allow for a direct
design of the adaptive controller.

3. EXTREMUM SEEKING SET-POINT AND
CONTROLLER DESIGN

3.1 Set-point update law

Considering the fact that the cost function con-
tains unknown parameter θ, the desired set-point
measurement cannot be obtained off-line. How-
ever, if the function p(xp, θ) is not complex, the
optimal value can be determined as a function of
θ by solving for xp in ∂p/∂xp = 0. When the
analytical expression of xp is not available, the
desired set-point may be obtained online using
Lyapunov method.

Let xr
p ∈ R

m denote a reference set-point for xp

and θ̂ denote an estimate of the unknown para-
meter θ. An online update law is designed such
that xr

p(t) approaches the optimum value x∗

p(θ̂)
exponentially. Let us consider an optimization
Lyapunov function candidate

Vsp :=
1

2

∥∥∥∥∥
∂p(xr

p, θ̂)

∂xr
p

∥∥∥∥∥
2

,
1

2
‖zr‖

2
(3)

Taking the time derivative of Vsp, we have

V̇sp =
∂p

∂xr
p

[
∂2p

∂xr
p∂xr

p

ẋr
p +

∂2p

∂xr
p ∂θ̂

˙̂
θ

]
. (4)

Choosing the update law as

ẋr
p = −

(
∂2p

(∂xr
p)

2

)
−1 [

kr

∂p

∂xr
p

T

+
∂2p

∂xr
p ∂θ̂

˙̂
θ

]
(5)

with kr > 0, (4) becomes

V̇sp ≤ −kr ‖zr‖
2

(6)

Proposition 1. The optimal set-point xr
p(t) gen-

erated by (5) is feasible and converges to x∗

p(θ̂)
exponentially.

Proof . Assuming (for now, it will be shown later)

that (θ̂,
˙̂
θ) is bounded. This assumption coupled

with assumption A1 ensure that (5) exist and it is
finite. It follows from (6) that the origin zr = 0 is
exponentially stable Applying the inverse function
theorem, it can be seen that the mapping zr is
a diffeomorphism. Hence it concluded that xr

p(t)

converges to θ̂-dependent optimal set-point x∗

p(θ̂)
exponentially fast. ¤
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3.1.1. Sufficiently rich optimal set-point Since
parameter convergence is a vital issue in ESC
design, we have to provide some richness condition
on the set-point xr

p to ensure that θ̂ → θ as t → ∞.
To achieve this, the set-point is appended with a
bounded perturbation signal d(t). The rich set-
point is given by

r(t) := xr
p(t) + d(t) (7)

where d(t) is a sufficiently smooth and uniformly
bounded signal. In particular, the signal is para-
meterized as

d(t) :=

~∑
k=1

ak(t) sin(ωkt) = a(t)ρ(t) (8)

where a(t) = [a1(t) a2(t) . . . a~(t)] is the signal
amplitude vector and
ρ(t) = [sinω1t sinω2t . . . sinω~t], (with ωi 6=
ωj for i 6= j), is the corresponding sinusoidal
function vector. A method for generating the
coefficients a(t) is provided in subsection 4.1. The
design ensures that a(t) → a∗, the optimal value
that satisfies a PE condition.

3.2 Adaptive tracking controller

Let us define the tracking and parameter estima-
tion error vectors

zc = xp − r and θ̃ = θ − θ̂. (9)

and consider the Lyapunov function candidate

Vc :=
1

2
‖zc‖

2
+

1

2
θ̃T Γ−1θ̃ (10)

with Γ = ΓT > 0. Taking the time derivative of
Vc along the trajectory of (2), we have

V̇c =zT
c

(
fp(x) + φ(xp)θ̂ + Gp(x)u − ṙ

)

−
˙̂
θT Γ−1θ̃ + zT

c φ(xp)θ̃

Considering the control law

u = −Gp(x)−1
(
fp(x) + φ(xp)θ̂ − ṙ + kczc

)
,

(11)

with kc > 0 and the parameter update law

˙̂
θ = Γφ(xp)

T zc, (12)

it follows from (2) and (11) that

żc =φ(xp)θ̃ − kczc, (13)

and the time derivative of the Lyapunov function
results in

V̇c ≤− kc ‖zc‖
2
. (14)

Proposition 2. Consider the closed loop system
(13), adaptive control (11) and parameter update
law (12), the design is such that

lim
t→∞

(
zc, z(k)

c , θ̃(k)
)

= 0 (15)

with 1 ≤ k ≤ β and (.)(k) denotes dk

dtk (.).

To prove this result, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 3. Barbalat’s lemma (Krstic et al., 1995):
A signal ζ(k) → 0 as t → ∞ if (a)

∫
∞

0
ζ(k)dt exist

and its finite and (b) the signal ζ(k) is uniformly
continuous.

Condition (a) is evident when ζ ∈ L2 or ζ(k−1) →

0 asymptotically and condition (b) can be inferred
from the boundedness of ζ(k) and ζ(k+1).

Proof of Proposition 2. It is known from (10)
that Vc is a positive definite function (bounded
from below by zero). Since Vc is non-increasing

(14), it is concluded that zc(t) and θ̂(t) are uni-
formly bounded. Moreover, there exist a bounded
ς such that −∞ < −ς ≤ Vc(∞) − Vc(0) < 0.
This implies that −ς ≤

∫
∞

0
V̇c(τ)dτ ⇒ ς ≥

kc

∫
∞

0
‖zc(τ)‖

2
dτ ⇒ ‖zc‖

2
L2

≤ ς/kc < ∞. Since
zc ∈ L2 and φ(xp) is bounded by assumption, it
follows from (13) that żc(t) ∈ L∞. Applying the
above lemma, we conclude that zc → 0 as t → ∞.

Also, we know that
∫
∞

0
żc(σ)dσ = −zc(0) exists

and is finite. From the fact that żc is a function
of bounded signals we deduce that z̈c is bounded,
which implies that żc, is uniformly continuous and
hence żc → 0 as t → ∞. Also, it follows from the

adaptive law (12) that limt→∞

˙̃
θ(t) = 0.

Subsequently, it will be shown that (15) holds for
1 < k ≤ β by induction. Suppose (zc

(k−1), θ̃(k−1)) →
0, then (zc

(k), θ̃(k)) satisfies condition (a). Also,
condition (b) is satisfied because (zc

(k), θ̃(k)) and
(zc

(k+1), θ̃(k+1)) are functions of bounded signals.
Hence, (zc

(k), θ̃(k)) → 0. Since, (zc
(1), θ̃(1)) → 0

is guaranteed, we conclude that (15) holds. ¤

4. PARAMETER CONVERGENCE

Consider the state error dynamic (13) and the pa-

rameter error dynamic
˙̃
θ = −Γφ(xp)

T zc obtained
from (12). By an argument similar to the one used
in traditional adaptive control theory, a sufficient
condition for parameter convergence is that the
regressor φ(xp) be persistently exciting. That is,
there exists positive constants µ0 and T such that

∫ t+T

t

φ(τ)T φ(τ)dτ ≥ µ0I, ∀t ≥ 0

Though the matrix φ(τ)φ(τ)T is singular for all τ
when (nθ > m), the PE condition requires that φ
rotates sufficiently in space that the integral of the
matrix φ(τ)T φ(τ) is uniformly positive definite
over any interval of some length T . However, it is
difficult to check that φ satisfies the PE condition
since the solution of the closed loop trajectories
are not known a priori.
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In the following, an alternative sufficient condition
that addresses the above limitations and guar-
antees parameter convergence is presented. The
condition requires an augmented regressor matrix
to be sufficiently rich.
By differentiating (13) with respect to time, zk

c

can be written explicitly as

zk
c = − kcz

(k−1)
c +

k−1∑
j=0

(k − 1)!

j!(k − j − 1)!
φ(xp)

(j)θ̃(k−j−1),

1 ≤ k ≤ β (16)

Using proposition 2 and the fact that zc → 0 in
the limit as t → ∞, (which implies that xp →

r∗ = x∗

p(θ̄) + a∗ρ(t)), equation (16) results in

lim
t→∞

zk
c (t) = lim

t→∞

φ(r∗)(k−1)(t)θ̃(t) = 0,

1 ≤ k ≤ β (17)

Defining

Zc :=
[
z(1)

c z(2)
c . . . z(Π)

c

]T
and (18)

Φ :=
[
φT φT (1) . . . φT (Π−1)

]
nθ×(m∗Π)

(19)

where max{2, ceil(nθ

m
)} ≤ Π ≤ β. Equation (17)

can then be re-written in a compact form as

lim
t→∞

Zc = lim
t→∞

Φ(r∗)T (t)θ̃(t) = 0. (20)

The next step in the analysis is to decompose the
time varying signal Φ into a constant matrix and
a periodic part. This procedure is similar to the
one presented in (Lin and Kanellakopoulos, 1999).
Firstly, (19) is expressed as

Φ =
[

φ̄1 . . . φ̄m . . . . . . . . . φ̄
(Π−1)
1 . . . φ̄(Π−1)

m

]

,
[
ψ1 ψ2 . . . ψmΠ

]
, mΠ = m ∗ Π (21)

where φ̄
(.)
l is the lth column of matrix φT (.). The

trigonometric (or Fourier) series expansion for
each nonlinearity vector ψi is computed as follows:
Let ωi1, ωi2, · · · , ωiCi (0 ≤ ωi1 < ωi2 < · · · <
ωiCi) and νi1, νi2, · · · , νiSi (0 < νi1 < νi2 < · · · <
νiSi) denote the distinct frequencies appearing in
the cosine terms and the sine terms of the Fourier
series expansion respectively. If we let

ξi(t) =
[
cos ωi1t · · · cos ωiCi

t sin νi1t · · · sin νiSit
]T

,
[
ξi1(t) · · · ξiCi

(t) ξi(Ci+1)(t) · · · ξCi+Si(t)
]T

i = 1, . . . ,mΠ (22)

Then, each nonlinearity vector ψi defined in (21)
can be expressed in the form

ψi =Υi ξi(t) =

Ci+Si∑
j=1

Υij ξij(t), (23)

i = 1, . . . ,mΠ

where Υi are nθ × (Ci + Si) constant matri-
ces whose elements are the real Fourier coeffi-
cients of the corresponding signals, and Υij , j =
1, . . . , (Ci + Si) is the jth column of Υi. This

decomposition method allows one to judge the
richness of the vector based on a constant matrix
only. However, as pointed out in (Lin and Kanel-
lakopoulos, 1999), the Fourier series expansion
employed in the decomposition may contain an in-
finite number of terms, when the elements of (21)
are not polynomial nonlinearities. In this case,
the series expansion may be truncated. Combining
(20) with equations (21) and (23), we obtain

lim
t→∞

ξij(t)ΥT
ij θ̃(t) = 0

i = 1, . . . ,mΠ, j = 1, . . . , Ci + Si

(24)

and since the scalar functions ξij are all of the
form cos ωt or sin νt, equation (24) is equivalent
to

lim
t→∞

ΥT
ij θ̃(t) = 0

i = 1, . . . ,mΠ, j = 1, . . . , Ci + Si.
(25)

Moreover, defining Υ1 = Υ11 · · ·Υ1(C1+S1), Υ2 =

Υ21 · · ·Υ2(C2+S2) etc, and ΥT = [Υ1 · · · Υm]
T
,

equation (25) can be written in a more compact
form

lim
t→∞

ΥT θ̃(t) = 0 (26)

or lim
t→∞

θ̃T (t)W θ̃(t) = 0

Since Υ is a constant matrix containing the set-
point x∗

p and a∗ in its entries (in the limit as t →
∞), if the nθ rows of Υ are linearly independent
or if W = ΥΥT is positive definite, then θ̃ = 0 is
guaranteed. However, it is not possible to verify
this conditions a priori for a given dither signal
because the matrix depends on unknown reference
set-point (the θ-dependent solution of (1)). In the
next section, we show how to generate optimal size
of some pre-selected sinusoids online.

4.1 Dither signal design

It has been shown that the presence of nonlin-
earities in a regressor vector increase the degree
of PE of a given reference signal for nonlinear
systems with special structure (Lin and Kanel-
lakopoulos, 1998; Lin and Kanellakopoulos, 1999).
However, for a general nonlinear system, this may
not be the case, the nonlinearities may detract
or add to the excitation (Dasgupta and Shrivas-
tava, 1991). In this work, we propose that the
dither signal be chosen as a linear combination
of sinusoids with at least nθ distinct frequencies.
However, since such a choice with constant arbi-
trary amplitude may not be optimal for nonlinear
systems, a method for generating optimal coeffi-
cients of the different basis functions (sinusoids) is
provided. A quadratic objective function is mini-
mized subject to a constraint that optimizes the
size of the selected frequency contents in order to
ensure positive definiteness of matrix W = ΥΥT .
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The condition requires all the eigenvalues of W

to be positive. This is true if and only if the
determinant of W (the product of the eigenval-
ues) is positive since W is a symmetric positive
semidefinite matrix.

The optimum amplitude of the dither signal is
proposed as the solution of the following con-
strained optimization problem.

min
a∈R~

aT Qa

such that Wd = det(W) > 0
(27)

with Q Â 0. The optimization problem is tack-
led using an infeasible interior point technique
(Vanderbei and Shanno, 1999). Firstly, a slack
variable ε is added so that (27) becomes

min
a∈R~

aT Qa

such that Wd − ε = 0, ε > 0.
(28)

The constraints are then eliminated by augment-
ing the objective function with high costs for vio-
lating them as follows.

min
a,ε

Pa = aT Qa −
1

M1
log(σ − ε)

+ M2(Wd − ε)2, σ > 0 (29)

with M1, M2 > 0. By the logarithmic barrier
term, the slack variable is required to be greater
than a design variable σ at all times. However, the
equality constraint (Wd − ε = 0) can be violated
at any instant, its satisfaction is only achieved as
the optimum solution is approached. The solution
of (29) can be shown to converge to that of (27) in
the limit as the positive constants M1, M2 → ∞.

Since we assume that system (2) is fundamen-
tally identifiable at the defining parameter values,
feasibility of (27) (and hence (29)) is guaranteed
by including sufficiently large number of regressor
derivatives in (19). The unconstrained optimiza-
tion problem (29) can be solved with gradient
techniques. Let ā∗ = [a∗, ε∗] be the optimizer of
(29), an update law that ensures ā → ā∗ as t → ∞

is chosen as

˙̄a = Proj {−kāDzā, ā} , ā(0) = [a0, ε0] (30)

where Proj{.} is a standard projection algorithm
(Krstic et al., 1995) used to ensure that the
vector ā is bounded or remains in some given
set. The vector zā = ∂Pā/∂ā is the gradient
function, kā > 0 is a design parameter and D is
a positive definite matrix function. Matrix D can
be chosen as in steepest descent method where
D = I (identity matrix) or as in trust region where

D =
(
∂2Pā/∂ā2+(z+κ)I

)
−1

with z=Frobenius

matrix norm of ∂2Pā/∂ā2 and κ > 0 is a small
design constant parameter. The initial conditions
are to be selected such that ε0 > σ and some

elements of a0 equals zero to avoid excessive initial
perturbation of the system.

Theorem 4. Consider the optimization problem
(1) for system (2) satisfying assumptions A1 −

A4. The controller (11), the update laws (5), (12)
and (30) for sufficiently large Π ensure that the
system’s state xp(t) converge to a neighborhood
of x∗

p(θ) - the unique minimizer of (1).

Proof . It can be deduced from proposition
(2) that limt→∞

∥∥xp(t) − xr
p(t)

∥∥ ≤ limt→∞ ‖d(t)‖
and it is known from proposition (1) that

limt→∞

∥∥∥xr
p(t) − x∗

p(θ̂)
∥∥∥ = 0. Moreover, (30) en-

sures limt→∞ a(t) = a∗ for large enough Π. There-
fore, the only solution of (26) is limt→∞ θ̃(t) = 0,

which implies limt→∞

∥∥∥x∗

p(θ̂) − x∗

p(θ)
∥∥∥ = 0. Using

triangle inequality, we conclude that

lim
t→∞

∥∥xp(t) − x∗

p(θ)
∥∥ ≤ ‖a∗

‖ . ¤

5. SIMULATION EXAMPLE

Consider two parallel isothermal stirred-tank re-
actors (DeHaan and Guay, 2005) in which reagent
A forms product B and waste-product C

A
1

−→ B

2A
2

−→ C

The economic steady state cost function to be
optimized is given by

p(xp, θ) =

2∑
i=1

[(pi1 + PA − PB)ki1AiV
0
i

+ (pi2 + 2PA)ki2A
2
i V

0
i ],

where PA, PB denote component prices, pij is the
net operating cost of reaction j in reactor i. The
reaction kinetic constants kij are only nominally
known. Ai is the concentration of reagent A in
reactor i with dynamics

dAi

dt
= Ain F in

i

Vi

− Ai

F out
i

Vi

− ki1Ai − ki2A
2
i

The inlet flows are the control inputs, while the
outlet flows are governed by PI controllers which
regulate reactor volume to V 0

i . Therefore,

ẋp = −




xp1kV 1(xq1 − V 0
1 + xq3)

xq1

xp2kV 2(xq2 − V 0
2 + xq4)

xq2




︸ ︷︷ ︸
fp

−

[
xp1 2x2

p1 0 0
0 0 xp2 2x2

p2

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
φ

θ +




Ain

xq1
0

0
Ain

xq2




︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gp

u,
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where xp = [A1, A2]
T , xq1, xq2 are the two tank

volumes, xq3, xq4 are the PI integrators, and θ =
[k11, k12, k21, k22]

T .

Following the design procedure, the optimizing
controller, parameter estimates and the set-point
signal xr

p are generated via equations (11), (12)
and (5) respectively. For the simulation, the
dither signal is selected as d1(t) = d2(t) =
a1(t) sin(0.3t) + a2(t) sin(0.18t) and Π = 3 so
that the augmented regressor matrix Φ(r∗)T =
[φT φ̇T φ̈T ]. The matrix Υ is obtained via the
decomposition method presented in section 4. For
simulation purpose, x∗

p is replaced with its esti-
mate xr

p at each time t and the optimal value
of the dither amplitude that ensures the positive
definiteness of W = ΥΥT is obtained via (30).
Fig. 1(a) shows that the cost function converges
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Fig. 1. Simulated system trajectories: (a) cost
function, (b) reference set-point and state,
(c, d) unknown parameters and estimates for
reactor 1 and 2 respectively, (e) control in-
puts, (f) dither signal amplitude and deter-
minant of matrix W.

to the unknown optimal p∗(x∗

p, θ). Fig. 1(b) shows
that the set-point signal converges to the optimum
value x∗

p(θ) while the state xp oscillates about the
optimum. The parameter estimates converge to
the true values as shown in fig. 1(c-d) and the
control input, fig. 1(e), is implementable. The tra-
jectories of the dither amplitude and the determi-
nant are shown in fig. 1(f) for completeness. The
figure showed that a(t) converges to the required
optimum (vertical-axis labelling on the left) and
the determinant Wd remains positive (vertical-
axis labelling on the right).

6. CONCLUSION

A persistence of excitation condition is proposed
for the ESC of a class of nonlinear systems. An
optimization based method is then developed for
generating sufficiently rich optimum set-points
that satisfies this condition online. The proposed
design method guarantees parameter convergence
and at the same time ensure small steady-state
error in the cost function.
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Abstract: The problem of estimating effluent compositions from temperature 

measurements in ternary distillation columns is addressed within a geometric estimation 

framework where the estimation structure and the algorithm are jointly designed. The 

employment of passive estimation structures and error propagation measures yields 

criteria to choose the sensor number and locations as well as the set of innovated states. 

The proposed approach is tested with experimental data from a 32-stage pilot column 

(tert-butanol-ethanol-water system). With 64 on-line dynamical equations and a 

straightforward tuning scheme, the proposed estimator yields the same behaviour than the 

one of an Extended Kalman Filter with 2144 equations and an optimization-based tuning 

procedure Copyright © 2006 IFAC
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Distillation is an important separation process, and 

the development of effluent composition estimation 

schemes is motivated by the need to design or 

redesign processes to meet more stringent safety, 

efficiency and quality specifications. In particular, a 

temperature measurement-driven estimation scheme: 

(i) is motivated by the cost, reliability and delay 

drawbacks of composition measurement instruments, 

and (ii) can be applied to improve the supervisory, 

advisory or feedback control tasks. The distillation 

and control problems have been extensively tested 

with a diversity of techniques, the related state of the 

art can be seen elsewhere (Baratti et al., 1995; Baratti 

et al., 1998; Oisiovici and Cruz, 2000; Venkateswarlu 

and Avantika, 2001), and here it suffices to mention 

that the nonlinear extended Kalman filter (EKF): (i) is 

the most widely used estimation technique, (ii) has 

been successfully tested in continuous and batch 

system over a wide range of separations and operating 

conditions, (iii) has an implementation that requires 

the tuning of covariance via trial-and-error (Oisiovici 

and Cruz, 2000;Venkateswarlu and Avantika, 2001) 

or optimization-based (Baratti et al. 1995, Baratti et

al.1998) searches, and the on-line integration of a set 

of auxiliary ordinary differential equations (ODEs) 

whose number grows rapidly with stage number of 

stages and components. Moreover, it is not clear how 

the EKF nonlinearity and complexity features can be 

reconciled with the linearity and simplicity of the 

majority of the industrial linear (MIMO,

decentralized, or one way-decoupled) PI and (MIMO) 

model predictive control schemes. In principle, the 

on-line integration of the EKF Riccati equations can 

be circumvented by employing the nonlinear 

geometric (Luenberger-like) estimation approach 

(Alvarez and Lopez, 1999, Alvarez, 2000), and the 

same approach enables the consideration of the sensor 

locations and the innovated states as design degrees 

of freedom, as it can be seen in previous 

polymerization reactors (Lopez and Alvarez, 2004) 

and (fixed-sensor) binary distillation column (Tronci 

et al., 2005) estimation studies. In a distillation 

column, estimation structure means the sensor 

locations and the set of innovated states, or 

equivalently, of states whose dynamical model has 

(direct) measurement injection. 

The above considerations motive the scope of the 

present work: the development of a joint structure 

(i.e., the sensor location and innovated states-

algorithm (i.e., the dynamic data processor) 

estimation design for ternary distillation columns, 

with a favorable comparison with the EKF technique 

in the light of complexity, reliability and 

implementation-tuning effort considerations. 

Following the geometric estimation approach 

(Alvarez, 2000, Lopez and Alvarez 2004), a single-

sensor passive structure is chosen on the basis of 

suitable error propagation measures in conjunction 

with estimator testing, and the adjustable-algorithm is 

designed according to a geometric technique, without 

auxiliary Riccati equations, and with the estimation 
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structure as design degree of freedom. The proposed 

approach is tested with experimental data drawn from 

a 32-stage pilot column with the ethanol- tertbutanol-

water system, finding that a passivated estimator with 

one sensor, 65 ODEs, and a conventional-like tuning 

scheme yields the same behavior than an EKF with 

two-sensors, 2144 ODEs, and a tuning drawn from 

the adjustment of six parameters using off-line 

optimization.  

2. ESTIMATION PROBLEM 

Consider an N-stage two-measurement (one per 

section) continuous ternary distillation column, with: 

(i) molar feed flow F at light- intermediate component 

composition pair (c1

F
, c2

F
), (ii) bottoms B (or distillate 

D) effluent rate at composition c0 (or cD) of light 

component, (iii) reboiler heat injection at rate Q 

(proportional to the vapor flow rate V), and (iii) two 

measurements, one in the stripping section and one in 

the enriching section, at locations to be determined. 

From standard (liquid-vapor equilibrium at each 

stage, quasi steady-state hydraulics and enthalpy 

balance with equimolar flow) assumptions, the 

column behavior is described by the following 

nonlinear dynamical system (Baratti et al. 1995; 

Skogestad, 1997): 

Stripping section (1 ≤ i ≤ nF, k = 1, 2)

c
.k

i
=[(R+F) ∆+c

k

i
- V∆- νk(c

1

i
,c

2

i
)]/η−1

(R + F)   (1a)

Feed tray (i = nF, k = 1, 2)

c
.k

nF
=[R∆+c

k

nF
-V∆-νk(c

1

nF
,c

2

nF
)       (1b) 

 +F(c
k

F
-ck

nF
)]/η−1

(R+F)

Enriching section (nF + 1 ≤ i ≤ N-1, k = 1, 2)

c
.k

i
= [R∆+c

k

i
- V∆-νk(c

1

i
, c

2

i
)]/η−1

(R)     (1c)

Top Tray (i = N, k = 1, 2) 

c
.k

N
= [R∆+c

k

N
 - V∆-νk(c

1

N
, c

2

N
)]/η−1

(R)    (1d)

Measurements

ys = Ts = (c
1

s
, c

2

s
), s ∈ [1, nF -1]      (1e) 

ye = Te = (c
1

e
, c

2

e
), e ∈ [nF +1, N]     (1f)

where (k = 1, 2)  

c
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i
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+ c
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ν1(c
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-1
, c
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-1
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1

0
,   ν2(c

1

-1
, c

2
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c
1

N+1
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D
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D
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where c
1

i
and c

2

i
 are the component (molar fraction)

compositions in the i-th stage (the third component 

composition is given by c
3

i
= 1 - c

1

i
- c

2

i
), ys (or ye) is 

the measured value of the temperature Ts (or Te) in 

the s(or e)-th stage (to be determined) of the stripping 

(enriching) section, ν1 (or ν2) is the nonlinear (liquid-

vapor equilibrium) function that determines the i-th 

component composition in the vapour phase, β is the 

nonlinear bubble point function that yields the 

temperature, and ηis the tray hydraulics function that 

sets the exit molar flow rate from the i-th stage. 

Knowning that, with at least two sensors, a ternary 

column is completely locally observable about a 

steady-state, (Yu and Luyben, 1987; Quintero-

Marmol et al., 1991) and that this assesement should 

be revised in the light of a nonlinear instantaneous 

observability framework (Alvarez et al., 1999, 2000, 

2004), a comment on the consideration of a single-

sensor is in order: in a way that is analogous to the 

design of robust controllers via backstepping (Krstic 

et al., 1995, Alvarez et al., 2004), in the geometric 

estimation approach one gives up the (possibly 

illconditioned) complete (nominal) observability 

structure, in order to favor robustness, diminish 

observability requirements, at the cost of more 

sluggish reconstruction rate. From this viewpoint, it 

makes sense to consider a (possibly with 

illconditioned complete observability property) 

ternary distillation column with a robustly detectable 

single-sensor structure. In this robust partial 

observability structure case, the estimator has two 

components, one with measurement innovation and 

one noninnovated. 

Our estimation problem consists in jointly designing 

the estimation structure (i.e., the sensor locations and 

innovated state set) and the estimation algorithm (the 

dynamic data processor) for ternary distillation 

columns. In particular, we are interested in: (i) the 

developing an estimator design that compares 

favourably with the EKF, in terms of complexity, 

reliability and implementation-tuning effort 

considerations, and (ii) in testing the approach with 

experimental data. 

Experimental run. The experimental data were 

generated by a pilot distillation column fed by a 

water-ethanol-tertbutanol mixture (located at 

University of Padova, Italy). The column has 30 sieve 

trays, a vertical thermosiphone reboiler, and a total 

shell-tube condenser (the overhead vapour is totally 

condensed and the reflux drum is open to the 

atmosphere). The feed enters the column in the 8-th 

stage (i.e., nF = 8), and there are temperature 

measurements in nine stages (0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 18, 22, 

26 and 30). The top and bottom pressures were 814 

and 760 mmHg, respectively, a linear pressure drop 
was assumed, and the liquid feed temperature TF = 

299 K was lower than the one (T-nF = 366 K ) the 

feed tray. The reflux, feed and vapor rate were (R, F) 

= (3.486, 3.489)10-5m3/s and vapor boilup rate V = 

1.437 gmol/s, the feed compositions were cE

nF
= 0.0979 

and cT

nF
= 0.0630. The initial condition corresponded 

to a steady-state with higher vapor flowrate V = 1.437 

gmol/s. In other words, the column transient was 

induced by a step decrease in V, to a value of 0.963 

gmol/s. For three different times, the resulting 

temperature profiles, drawn form simulations, are 

shown in Figure 1,  and the corresponding effluent 
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concentrations over time can be seen in subsequent 

figures. Henceforth, super index E (or T) in ck

i

denotes the species ethanol (or ter-butanol) in the i-th 

tray. Due to the presence of close-to-azeotropic 

compositions in the enriching section, the related 

temperature profile is rather flat, and some 

components are in small amount, and consequently, 

the estimation task in the enriching section should be 

considerably more difficult than in the stripping 

section.  
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Figure 1: Simulated temperature profiles, at three different 

times. 

3. PASSIVE ESTIMATION 

From the adjustable-structure geometric estimation 

design (Alvarez, 2000; Lopez and Alvarez, 2004) in 

conjunction with the staged nature of the column, and 

the recent results of the method application to the 

binary case (Tronci et al. 2005), let us begin the 

structural assessment by considering single-sensor 

robustness-oriented passive structures with one 

innovated state. Further motivations for the 

employment of a passive estimation structure in a 

combined estimation-control passive design can bee 

seen elsewhere (Krstic et al., 1995; Alvarez et al.,

2004; Gonzalez and Alvarez, 2005; Alvarez et al., 

2005). 

3.1 Ethanol as single innovated state 

Let us assume that a single sensor is located at the i-th 

column stage, and that the ethanol composition is the 

innovated state. The corresponding PI estimator is 

given by (Alvarez and Lopez, 1999):

ĉ
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where 

cE
(cE, cT) = cE

(cE, cT), SE

i
= 1/| cE

(cE

i
, cT

i
)|    (3a,b) 

 (or ) is the adjustable characteristic frequency (or 

damping factor) associated with the underlying nearly 

linear second-order output error dynamics, w is a 

dynamical state that estimates and compensates the 

effect of modelling errors in the predicted output, or 

equivalently, eliminates the output error mismatch. 

Due to the almost linear output error dynamics that 

underlies the preceding estimator construction, the 

tuning of the pair ( , ) can be performed according 

to conventional-like techniques and tuning guidelines 

for second-order linear filters (Alvarez and Lopez, 

1999). Typically,  is from 3-to-15 times larger 

(faster) than the natural frequency of the 
measurement response. SE

i
 is the asymptotic error 

propagation measure (Lopez and Alvarez 2004), and 

will be occasionally referred to as sensitivity measure. 

Figure 2 shows the sensitivity measure dependency 

on the spatial (stage) location, for three different 

times. As it can be seen in Figure 2: the sensitivity 

measure profile worsens with time, especially in the 

enriching section. As expected due to the presence of 

close-to-azeotropic compositions in the enriching 

section, that section exhibits more error propagation 

measure than the stripping section. By far, the column 

bottom stage is the one with the least error 
propagation, and the high values of SE

i
in the 

enriching section question the employment of a 

sensor in that section, especially towards the top. If a 

sensor in this section was to be tried, it should be 

placed in the middle of the section, as a compromise 

between robustness and closeness to the effluent 

compositions. 
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Figure 2: Singularity measure dependency on single-sensor 

location, when the ethanol composition is the innovated 

state, at three different times. 

The straightforward application of conventional-like 

tuning guidelines (Alvarez and Lopez, 1999; Alvarez 

et al., 2004; Gonzalez and Alvarez, 2005) for second 

order linear filters yields the estimator parameters:  = 

1.5 (to avoid oscillatory error response),  = 0.03 

min-1. The resulting single-sensor (column bottom) 

estimator behavior is presented in Figure 3, showing 

that, as predicted by the sensitivity plot of Figure 2, 

the column bottom sensor exhibits a good data 

assimilation capability in the light of the uncertainty 

due to the composition off-line determinations. When 

the sensor is located in the middle of the enriching 

section, the bottom compositions estimates worsen, 

and there is not significant improvement in the 

distillate estimates. This corroborates the sensitivity 

measure-based prediction: a measurement in the 

enriching section hardly provides useful information. 
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Thus, according to Figure 3, the top effluent 

composition estimate task is basically being executed 

by the information content injected in the column 

bottom in conjunction with the column model. 
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Figure 3. Single-sensor (column bottom) passive estimation 

(ethanol composition as innovated state). 

3.2 Terbutanol as innovated state 

When the terbutanol is the innovated state and the 

sensor in located at the (variable) i-th stage, the 

estimator (2) becomes: 
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The corresponding asymptotic error propagation 

measure is presented in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Singularity measure dependency on single-sensor 

location, when the terbutanol composition is the 

innovated state, at three different times. 

According to Figure 4, the terbutanol should 

definitely not be chosen as the innovated state when 

the measurement is located about tray 23, and the 

same structure should not chosen for the stage 

interval 20-30. Comparing with Figure 2, when the 

measurement is located in the stage interval 0-16 

either the ethanol or the terbutanol can be chosen as 

innovated state, and in both cases the location of 

sensors in the interval 20-30 should be avoided, 

especially for the case of terbutanol as innovated 

state. Physically speaking this means that: (i) in the 

stage interval 0-12 there is a sufficiently large 

temperature decrease for estimation purposes, with 

ethanol or terbutanol as innovated state, and (ii) in the 

stage interval 20-30 the estimation task via 

masurement injection is more difficult, could be 

pursued with the ethanol as innovated state but not 

with the terbutanol as innovated state, because the 

presence of ethanol (or terbutanol) is mildly (or 

imperceptible) reflected in the temperature 

measurement. 

The resulting single-sensor (column bottom) 

estimator behavior is presented in Figure 5, with 

results that are similar to the ones of the case (Figure 

3) with the ethanol as innovated state. Again, when 

the sensor is located in the middle of the enriching 

section, the bottom compositions estimates worsen, 

and there is not significant improvement in the 

distillate estimates. 
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Figure 5. Single-sensor (column bottom) passive estimation 

(terbutanol composition as innovated state). 

3.3 Concluding remarks 
Being passivity originally an input-output control 

concept (Krstic et al., 1995), a comment on its 

interpretation in the estimation case is to the point. In 

out ternary distillation case, a passive estimation 

structure (2) [or (4)] signifies: (i) a single-state 

innovated dynamics, (i) a measured output-estimated 

input pair (y, w) with relative degree equal to one, 

and (iii) a stable (restricted) noninnovated dynamics 

(6) [or (7)]: 
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Terbutanol as innovated state 
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where γ E (or γ T) is the solution for cE (or cT) of the 

bubble point measurement equation cE = γ E(cT,y) [or 

cT = γ T(cE,y) ]. 
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4. PASSIVATED ESTIMATOR 

According to the constructive-like adjustable-

estimation geometric estimation approach (Alvarez, 

2000, Lopez and Alvarez 2004), the design of the 

estimation structure amounts to a suitable 

compromise between reconstruction rate and 

robustness, depending on the estimation objectives, 

the model conditioning of the particular system, and 

the measurement uncertainty. Low estimation degrees 

favour robustness and disfavour the reconstruction 

rate. In a general-purpose estimation structure search 

procedure [Lopez and Alvarez, 2004]: (i) the passive 

structure, with maximum robustness, must be seen as 

the point of departure candidate structure and 

configurations with more innovated states must be 

considered to draw the best compromise between 

robustness and performance, and (ii) the (nominal) 

detectability structure, with maximum estimation 

orders equal to the observability indices, constitutes 

the limit on performance in the absence of modelling 

errors. The particular (staged, three component, 

presence of azeotrops, and high separation) features 

of our ternary distillation column example suggest 

that the estimation structure should be more on the 

passive side, and the verification of this conjecture 

constitutes the scope of the present section. 

4.1 Nonpassive structure 

Let us recall that the column bottom stage offers the 

best means of effective data assimilation, the fact that 

ethanol and terbutanol perform equally well as single-

innovated states, consider both the column bottom 

ethanol and terbutanol concentrations as innovated 

states with one sensor in the same stage, and write the 

corresponding PI estimator [Alvarez and Lopez, 

1999]:  

ĉ
.

i = fi(ĉi,ĉi-1,ĉi+1, u)         (8a) 
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SE-T

i
= [1/msvO(ci, ci-1, ci+1, u)]      (9)

where

O(ci, ci-1, ci+1, u) = ci
φ(ci, ci-1, ci+1, u),    π = (0,1)'

φ(ci, ci-1, ci+1, u) = { (ci), [ ci
(ci)]fi(ci,ci-1,ci+1, u)}' 

kp = (2ζ + 1)(ω, ω2)',  kw = ω3, u = (F, R, V, ciF)' 

O is the 2x2 observability matrix, SE-T

i
 is the error 

propagation measure for a sensor located in the i-th 

stage, and msv means “the minimum singular value”, 

and the corresponding plot is presented in Figure 6 

(for three times). 

Comparing with the same plots (Figures 2 and 4) of 

the passive structure cases, the two-innovated state 

error propagation measure is considerably larger, and 

this is due to: (i) the combination of interactions in O, 

(ii) the presence of first and second order partial 

derivatives of the equilibrium (νΕ  and νT) and bubble 

point (β) nonlinear functions in O, (iii) stages with 

close-to-azeotropic compositions, and dependency of 

O on neighbour tray compositions. This results lead 

us to disregard nonpassive estimation structures. 
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Figure. 6. Singularity measure dependency on (single) 

sensor location, when ethanol and tertbutanol are 

innovated state, at three different times. 

4.2 Passivated structure  
In a way that is analogous to the recursive robust 

control design via passivation (Krstic et al., 1995; 

Alvarez et al., 2004), and motivated by the 

decentralized control design for distillation columns 

(Castellanos-Sahagun et al, 2005) as well as by the 

similar behavior of the passive structures with ethanol 

or terbutanol as innovated state, let us consider the 

parallel combination of the two passive estimators, 

(2) and (5), presented is Subsection 3: 
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ωE = ωT = 0.03 min-1, E = T = 1.5  

Note that this estimator has a decentralized error 

propagation structure, with two passive error 

propagation mechanisms, one for each innovated 

state, that have been already displayed (in figures 3 

and 5). Consequently, the (same) sensor location 

assessment of the passive cases is inherited by the 

preceding passivated estimator: (i) the column bottom 

stage is the best sensor location for bottom (and to a 

good extent also for distillate) composition estimation 

purposes, (ii) a sensor in the enriching section (say 

about tray 22) may be added, in the understanding 

that such addition may not bring in sufficiently 

meaningful information. The corresponding single-

sensor (column bottom) behavior is presented in 

Figure 6 (discontinuous plots). Comparing with the 

two passive structures (Figures 3 and 5), the 

passivated structure yields a better behavior, or 

equivalently is a more efficient means to execute the 

data assimilation task. 
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4.4 Comparison with EKF 

Here the proposed single-sensor passivated estimator 

is compared with an EKF with two sensors (in the 

reboiler and stage 27), as it is commonly done in 

distillation column studies. Since the EKF covariance 

matrix pair gain tuning is rather complex for the 

ternary case, the tuning procedure presented in an 

earlier study was followed (Baratti, et. al, 1995; 

Baratti, et. al, 1998): (i) a suitable structure of the 

model error covariance matrix was assumed, on the 

basis of the column sections and the number of 

components, (ii) and six matrix parameters were 

tuned using an optimization scheme. The resulting 

behavior is presented in Figure 7 (continuous plots), 

showing that basically the single-sensor passivated 

estimator (10) and the EKF yield the same behavior. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of the Single-sensor passivated PI-

Estimador against the two-sensor EKF. 

The advantage of the passivated estimator over the 

EKF resides in the fact that the construction, 

implementation and tuning tasks of the passivated are 

considerably simpler: (i) while the single-sensor 

passivated estimator has 65 nonlinear ODEs (64 for 

the model and one for the integral state), the EKF has 

2144 nonlinear ODEs (64 for the model and 2080 

Riccati equations), (ii) while adequate functioning of 

the EKF requires a nontrivial tuning via optimization, 

with parameters devoided of physical meaning, the 

passive estimator tuning can be performed according 

to conventional-like guidelines for linear second order 

filters, with (damping and frequency) parameters that 

have a clear connection with the column dynamics 

and the output prediction error response.  

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The problem of jointly designing the estimation 

structure and algorithm estimation to infer effluent 

compositions in ternary distillation columns with 

temperature measurements has been addressed and 

the results illustrated with a representative 32-stage 

experimental column. The constructive estimation 

approach associated with the adjustable-structure 

geometric estimation design methodology led to a 

single sensor (located in the column bottom) two-

innovated state passivated estimator with 65 ODE’s 

and a straightforward tuning scheme. The proposed 

estimator yielded the same behavior than the one 

obtained by a two-sensor EKF with 2144 nonlinear 

ODE’s, and six tuning parameters chosen with an off-

line optimization approach developed before. 
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Abstract: This paper proposes a nonlinear finite time convergent observer that does
not require to compute any inverse coordinate transformation. The finite time estimate
is recovered from two asymptotically convergent estimates which have linear error
dynamics in transformed coordinates through the transformation Jacobian only. An
extended version of this nonlinear finite time observer is next envisaged. The finite
time estimate is obtained from two pseudo linear dynamic systems and require to
compute only the Jacobian of two functions which are the solutions of two systems of
partial derivative equations.

Keywords: State observers, time delay, nonlinear observers, finite time convergence

1. INTRODUCTION

Monitoring of the component concentrations is a
key question for productivity and safety in the
chemical industry. However it often requires very
specific and expensive sensors that cannot be used
in practice. Therefore the real-time estimation of
component concentrations using a state observer
is a very attractive option.

Since the first observers for linear systems have
been developed by Kalman and Luenberger sev-
eral decades ago, several different techniques have
been proposed to deal with nonlinearities and
model uncertainties. However these techniques
give an estimate that reaches the real state asymp-
totically what may be a limitation for batch and
fed-batch processes.

An observer that converges in finite time has
been recently proposed (Engel and Kreisselmeier,
2002). The key idea is to use the present and
delayed estimates provided by two independent
classical observers to compute an estimate that

1 Corresponding author. E-mail: sauvage@imap.ucl.ac.be

converges exactly to the state after a predefinite
time delay. The estimate formulation arises from
solving a set of four equations linking the state
and each of the two classical estimates at both
present time and delayed time. The finite time
observer performance relies on the linearity of the
estimation error dynamics and its use is therefore
restricted to linear time-invariant systems.

The field of application of this technique has been
extended to linear time-varying systems (Menold
et al., 2003b). The use of the transition matrix of
the system is introduced to compare the delayed
and present estimates. The same authors have also
extended the technique to nonlinear systems that
can be transformed into the observer canonical
form (Menold et al., 2003a). Once the nonlin-
ear system is transformed into its normal form,
two observers with linear error dynamics can be
developed and the finite time estimation can be
carried out in these coordinates. The estimate in
the original coordinates is then retrieved by the
inverse transformation.

In this paper, we propose a finite time observer
for nonlinear systems that does not require to
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compute the inverse coordinates transformation
but only its Jacobian. The estimate is computed
in transformed coordinates associated to a pseudo
linear form of the system (Menold et al., 2003a)
and its expression comes from the set of equations
used to estimate linear time invariant systems
(Engel and Kreisselmeier, 2002). The estimate in
original coordinates is obtained by differentiating
the previous expression introducing the Jacobian
of the coordinates transformation. A more general
approach using two different changes of variables
obtained from two systems of partial derivative
equations is then presented. Also in this case,
the estimation requires to compute the inverse
Jacobian of each of the transformations only.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2
we present a finite time observer for nonlinear
systems that can be transformed into pseudo
linear system with nonlinearities depending on the
input and output only. This section ends by an
example of a numerical simulation. In Section 3
we propose a finite time observer which require to
compute the Jacobian of two functions which are
the solutions of two systems of partial derivative
equations. This section is ended by an example of
a numerical simulation.

2. FINITE TIME OBSERVER

Consider the following observable nonlinear sys-
tem :

ẋ = f(x, u), x(t0) = x0, t ≥ t0 (1)

y = h(x)

with state x ∈ Rn, input u ∈ Rm and output
y ∈ R. Assume that there exists a change of
coordinates

z = Ψ(x) (2)

allowing to transform the system (1) into the
following observable pseudo linear system (Hou
and Pugh, 1999),(Krener and Respondek, 1985) :

ż = Az + β(y, u), z(t0) = z0, t ≥ t0 (3)

y = Cz

where β is a known nonlinear function that only
depends on the input and output. The observabil-
ity involves that two gain matrices H1 and H2 can
be computed so that both following matrices have
desired eigenvalues with negative real parts :

F1 = A−H1C (4)

F2 = A−H2C (5)

implying that both following systems are ob-
servers for system (3):

˙̂z1 = Aẑ1 + β(y, u) + H1 (y − Cẑ1) (6)
˙̂z2 = Aẑ2 + β(y, u) + H2 (y − Cẑ2) (7)

Each of the reconstruction errors associated with
the above observers is governed by a linear dy-
namics as follows:

ε̇1 = F1ε1 (8)

ε̇2 = F2ε2 (9)

This involves that for any time t ≥ D, the
following relations exist between the errors at
different time instances:

ε1(t) = eF1Dε1(t−D) (10)

ε2(t) = eF2Dε2(t−D) (11)

This leads to the following set of four equations :

ẑ1(t) = z(t) + ε1(t) (12)

ẑ2(t) = z(t) + ε2(t) (13)

ẑ1(t−D) = z(t−D) + e−F1Dε1(t) (14)

ẑ2(t−D) = z(t−D) + e−F2Dε2(t) (15)

which, when it is solved for z(t), gives rise to the
following observer that converges within the pre-
definite time D (Engel and Kreisselmeier, 2002),
(Menold et al., 2003a):

ẑ(t) =
(
e−F1D − e−F2D

)−1 (
e−F1D ẑ1(t)

−ẑ1(t−D)− e−F2D ẑ2(t) + ẑ2(t−D)
)

The observer proposed in this paper comes from
the same set of equations. However, as the ulti-
mate goal is to estimate the state in the original
coordinates, the set of equations will be trans-
formed to depend on x explicitly. This is achieved
by differentiating each of the equations, using
Equation (2), it becomes:

˙̂z1(t) =
∂Ψ
∂x

ẋ(t) + ε̇1(t) (16)

˙̂z2(t) =
∂Ψ
∂x

ẋ(t) + ε̇2(t) (17)

˙̂z1(t−D) =
∂Ψ
∂x

ẋ(t−D) + e−F1D ε̇1(t) (18)

˙̂z2(t−D) =
∂Ψ
∂x

ẋ(t−D) + e−F2D ε̇2(t) (19)

The expression for the observer proposed in the
following theorem arises from solving the above
set of equations for ẋ(t).

Theorem 1. Assume that the change of coordi-
nates z = Ψ(x) that transforms the nonlinear
system (1) into the pseudo linear system (3) exists
and that its Jacobian is invertible. Furthermore
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assume that the systems (6) and (7) are observers
for (3) designed so that for any positive constant
D, the following term is invertible :

e−F1D − e−F2D (20)

Then the following dynamical system:

˙̂x =
(

∂Ψ
∂x

)−1

x=x̂

(
e−F1D − e−F2D

)−1

(
e−F1D ˙̂z1(t)− ˙̂z1(t−D)−

e−F2D ˙̂z2(t) + ˙̂z2(t−D)
)

(21)

with
Ψ(x̂(t0)) = ẑ1(t0) = ẑ2(t0)

is a finite time observer for the system (1) in the
sense that the estimation x̂ converges exactly to
the state x after the time delay D.

Proof

Let us choose an arbitrary positive constant D.
As the systems (6) and (7) are observers that
converge to z with linear error dynamics; further-
more, as they have the same intial conditions; the
following system is a finite time observer for (3):

ẑ =
(
e−F1D − e−F2D

)−1 (
e−F1D ẑ1(t)

−ẑ1(t−D)− e−F2D ẑ2(t) + ẑ2(t−D)
)
(22)

and for any time t ≥ t0 + D, we have :

ẑ(t) = z(t) = Ψ(x(t)) (23)

Therefore, integration of the following dynamical
system:

˙̂z =
(
e−F1D − e−F2D

)−1
(
e−F1D ˙̂z1(t)

− ˙̂z1(t−D)− e−F2D ˙̂z2(t)− ˙̂z2(t−D)
)
(24)

with the initial conditions:

ẑ(t0) = ẑ1(t0) = ẑ2(t0) (25)

leads to a finite time observer for z(t). Let us
define the estimate x̂ so that

ẑ = Ψ(x̂) (26)

Then, the following dynamical system

˙̂x(t) =
(

∂Ψ
∂x

)−1

x=x̂

˙̂z(t) (27)

with the following initial conditions:

Ψ(x̂(t0)) = ẑ(t0) (28)

is an observer for system (1) that converges ex-
actly to the state within the predefined time delay
D. 2

This one-step approach is different from the two-
step one adopted in (Menold et al., 2003a). Their
technique consists in transforming the system into
a linear one by an appropriate transformation and
to make a finite time estimation in these coordi-
nates. Then the estimate in the original coordi-
nates is retrieved through the inverse transforma-
tion. The observer proposed in this paper provides
an estimate in one step only. This is achieved
using the transformation Jacobian and therefore
it does not require to compute the inverse trans-
formation. This approach is quite similar to that
adopted by Kazantzis and Kravaris for their non-
linear observer (Kazantzis and Kravaris, 1998).

Example

Consider the following system

ẋ1 =−x2
1 − x2 (29)

ẋ2 = 2x1x2 − x2
1 (30)

y = x1 (31)

The system can be transformed into a pseudo
linear one with the following coordinates change:

z1 = x1 (32)

z2 =−x2
1 − x2 (33)

It can then be written as system (3) where

A =
(

0 1
0 0

)
β =

(
0

2y3 + y2

)
Two arbitrary independent high gain observers
can be synthetised by taking

Hi =
(

αi
1/ωi

αi
2/ω2

i

)
i = 1, 2

with ωi positive and so that both following poly-
nomials are Hurwitz:

s2 + αi
1s + αi

2 i = 1, 2

The performance of the finite time observer are
illustrated by a numerical simulation on Figure 1.
The different parameters values used for the sim-
ulation are listed in Table 1. It can be seen that
the estimate reaches the state exactly after the
pre-defined delay D as expected.

The finite time convergence of the estimate pro-
vided by the above observer is guaranteed by the
linearity of the reconstruction errors dynamics.
However in practice, it is not always possible to
find a suitable change of variable allowing to build
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Table 1. Parameters for the numerical simulation

Variable Value Variable Value

x1(0) 0.5 x2(0) 1

x̂1(0) 0 x̂2(0) 0

Parameter Value Parameter Value

α1
1 3 α2

1 8

α1
2 2 α2

2 3
ω1 0.1 ω2 0.1

Fig. 1. Simulation results for exemple 1

observers with linear error dynamics. In particu-
lar, if the β function of Equation (3) depends on
the state, the error dynamics are not linear. In
this case, the use of high gain observers allows to
converge within a finite time into a neighborhood
of the state (Menold, 2004).

3. GENERALIZED FINITE TIME OBSERVER

In the following, we present a general approach of
the finite time observation for nonlinear systems.

Assume that the matrices A1, A2 are Hurwitz and
that the functions β1, β2 are such that [Ai, βi]
form controllable pairs. Furthermore, let Ψ1 and
Ψ2 be the solutions of the following systems of
partial derivative equations :

∂Ψ1

∂x
f(x) = A1Ψ1 + β1(y) (34)

∂Ψ2

∂x
f(x) = A2Ψ2 + β2(y) (35)

Then the following systems are observers for
Ψ1(x) ans Ψ2(x) respectively:

˙̂z1 = A1ẑ1 + β1(y) (36)
˙̂z2 = A2ẑ2 + β2(y) (37)

and we have the following linear dynamics :

d

dt
(ẑ1 −Ψ1(x)) = A1 (ẑ1 −Ψ1(x)) (38)

d

dt
(ẑ2 −Ψ2(x)) = A2 (ẑ2 −Ψ2(x)) (39)

Using the following notations :

z1 = Ψ1(x) (40)

z2 = Ψ2(x) (41)

and defining the reconstruction errors as:

ε1 = ẑ1 − z1 (42)

ε2 = ẑ2 − z2 (43)

The error dynamics linearity allows to write the
relations between the reconstruction errors at
different times instances as follows:

ε1(t) = eA1Dε1(t−D) (44)

ε2(t) = eA2Dε2(t−D) (45)

This allows to write the same set of four equations
as in Section 2, which becomes, after differentia-
tion :

˙̂z1(t) =∇Ψ1ẋ(t) + ε̇1(t) (46)
˙̂z2(t) =∇Ψ2ẋ(t) + ε̇2(t) (47)

˙̂z1(t−D) =∇DΨ1ẋ(t−D) + e−A1D ε̇1(t)(48)
˙̂z2(t−D) =∇DΨ2ẋ(t−D) + e−A2D ε̇2(t)(49)

where the following notations are used (i = 1, 2):

∇Ψi =
(

∂Ψi

∂x

)
x=x̂(t)

(50)

∇DΨi =
(

∂Ψi

∂x

)
x=x̂(t−D)

(51)

The formulation of the observer proposed in the
following theorem arises from solving this set of
equations for ẋ(t).

Theorem 2. Assume that the matrices A1, A2 are
Hurwitz and that the functions β1, β2 are chosen
so that the following systems are controllable:

˙̂z1 = A1ẑ1 + β1(y) (52)
˙̂z2 = A2ẑ2 + β2(y) (53)

and let Ψ1, Ψ2 be the solutions of the PDE
systems (34) and (35). Furthermore, assume that
the matrices Ai are chosen so that, for any positive
constant D, the following term is invertible:

e−A1D∇Ψ1 −∇DΨ1

(
∇DΨ2

)−1
e−A2D∇Ψ2(54)

Then if the initial conditions are set as follows:

ẑ1(t0) = Ψ1(x̂(t0)) (55)

ẑ2(t0) = Ψ2(x̂(t0)) (56)

and satisfy the following condition:

ẑ1(t0) =∇0Ψ1

(
∇0Ψ2

)−1
ẑ2(t0) (57)

the following dynamical system:
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˙̂x(t) = Ω−1
(
∆( ˙̂z1)−∇∆( ˙̂z2)

)
(58)

where

∆(z) = e−A1Dz(t)− z(t−D) (59)

and

∇=∇DΨ1

(
∇DΨ2

)−1
(60)

Ω = e−A1D∇Ψ1 −∇e−A2D∇Ψ2 (61)

is a finite time observer for (1) in the sense
that the estimate reaches the states after the
predefinite time delay D.

Proof

Let us introduce the reconstruction errors defined
by Equations (42) (43). Equation (58) becomes:

˙̂x(t) = Ω−1 (∆(ż1)−∇∆(ż2)−
∆(ε̇1) +∇∆(ε̇2)) (62)

By definition of z1 and z2 (Equations (40) and
(41)), it can be seen that :

∆(ż1)−∇∆(ż2) = Ωẋ (63)

Therefore, Equation (62) can be rewritten as
follows :

˙̂x(t) = ẋ(t)− Ω−1 (∆(ε̇1)−∇∆(ε̇2)) (64)

As for any time greater than t0 + D, Equa-
tions (44) (45) hold, both ∆(ε̇1), ∆(ε̇2) vanish and
we have

∀t ≥ t0 + D : ˙̂x(t) = ẋ(t) (65)

This implies that the estimate dynamics and the
state dynamics are the same after the convergence
time interval. It remains to show that the estimate
reaches the value of the state variables at time
t = t0 + D

Let us focus on the time interval [t0 t0 + D].
During this time interval, the delayed values for
the different variables remain constant and equal
to their initial values :

ẑ1(t−D) = ẑ1(t0) (66)

ẑ2(t−D) = ẑ2(t0) (67)

∇=∇0 (68)

The observer expression becomes:

˙̂x(t) = Ω−1
(
e−A1D ˙̂z1 −∇0e−A1D ˙̂z2

)
(69)

A simple expression for the integral of the above
expression is difficult to compute since in partic-
ular Ω is not constant. However, it can be written
as follows:

Ω ˙̂x(t) = e−A1D ˙̂z1 −∇0e−A1D ˙̂z2 (70)

and using the definition of Ω leads to the following
equation:

e−A1DΨ̇1(x̂(t))−∇0e−A2DΨ̇2(x̂(t)) = (71)

e−A1D ˙̂z1 −∇0e−A2D ˙̂z2 (72)

As the initial conditions are set as follows :

Ψ1(x̂(t0)) = ẑ1(t0) (73)

Ψ2(x̂(t0)) = ẑ2(t0) (74)

the above equation can be integrated between t0
and t to give :

e−A1DΨ1(x̂(t))−∇0e−A2DΨ2(x̂(t)) =

e−A1D ẑ1(t)−∇0e−A2D ẑ2(t) (75)

This equation can be rewritten as follows using
the reconstruction errors expressions:

e−A1DΨ1(x̂(t))−∇0e−A2DΨ2(x̂(t)) =

e−A1DΨ1(x(t))−∇0e−A2DΨ2(x(t))

−e−A1Dε1(t) +∇0e−A2Dε2(t) (76)

The evaluation of the above expression at time
t = t0 + D leads to the following expression :

e−A1DΨ1(x̂(t0 + D))−∇0e−A2DΨ2(x̂(t0 + D)) =

e−A1DΨ1(x(t0 + D))−∇0e−A2DΨ2(x(t0 + D))

−ε1(t0) +∇0ε2(t0) (77)

The assumption on the initial conditions (Equa-
tion (57)) is such that

x̂(t0 + D) = x(t0 + D) (78)

This shows that the estimate reaches the state at
time t = t0 + D. This completes the proof. 2

The above procedure is more general than the pre-
vious one. It does not require to tune and compute
two observers with linear error dynamics. It only
requires to compute two functions by solving a set
of partial derivative equations. Solving this system
can be done by expanding the different functions
in Taylor series as proposed in (Kazantzis and
Kravaris, 1998). It is worth noting that both func-
tions Ψ1 and Ψ2 may be the same provided the
matrices A1, A2 are such that

(
e−A1D − e−A2D

)
is invertible. In this case the situation is exactly
the same as the one presented in Section 2.

Example

Consider the following Van der Pol oscillator :
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Table 2. Parameters for the numerical simulation

Variable Value Variable Value

x1(0) 1 x2(0) 1

x̂1(0) 0.5 x̂2(0) 0.2

Parameter Value Parameter Value

b1 -7 b3 14

b2 -10 b4 69

Fig. 2. Simulation results for exemple 2

ẋ1 = x2 (79)

ẋ2 =−x1 + x2 − x2
1x2 (80)

y = x1 (81)

and the following matrices and functions:

A1 =
(

b1 1
b2 − 1 1

)
β1 =

(
b1y + y3

3

b2y + y3

3

)

A2 =
(
−1− b3 1
−3− b4 2

)
β2 =

(
b3y − y3

3

b4y − 2y3

3

)

where b1, b2, b3 and b4 are constants to be chosen
so that the matrices A1, A2 are Hurwitz. Solving
the PDE systems (34) and (35) leads to the
following expressions

Ψ1 =

(
x1

x2 + x3
1
3

)
,Ψ2 =

(
x1

x2 + x1 + x3
1
3

)

The implementation of the nonlinear finite time
observer (58) requires to define both following
systems (i = 1, 2)

żi = Aizi + βi(y) (82)

y = [1 0] zi (83)

and to compute the Jacobian of Ψ1 and Ψ2 which
are respectively given by:

∇Ψ1 =
(

1 0
x2

1 1

)
,∇Ψ2 =

(
1 0

1 + x2
1 1

)
Simulation results are shown on Figure 2 where
it can be seen that the estimate reaches exactly
the state after the predefinite time delay D as
expected.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a finite time ob-
server for nonlinear systems that proceeds in one
step and does not require to compute any inverse
coordinates transformation. The estimation only
requires to compute the Jacobian of the change
of coordinates that transforms the system into a
pseudo linear one allowing to build observers with
linear error dynamics.

As the change of coordinates that transforms the
system into a linear one is not always trivial,
a more general approach has been envisaged. It
consists in defining two pseudo linear systems
allowing to compute two functions by solving a
set of partial derivative equations. The estimate
is then computed from the integration of a dy-
namical system using the Jacobian of each of the
computed functions.
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DYNAMIC ESTIMATION AND UNCERTAINTYQUANTIFICATION FOR MODEL-BASEDCONTROL OF DISCRETE SYSTEMSJoão F.M. Gândara ∗, Belmiro P.M. Duarte ∗∗,Nuno M.C. Oliveira ∗∗∗
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∗∗∗Department of Chemial Engineering, University ofCoimbra. Pólo II, Pinhal de Marroos, 3030-290 Coimbra,Portugal. Tel. +351-239-798700.Abstrat: This paper presents an approah to estimate the outputs and theunertainty assoiated to the foreast for disrete dynami systems representedby state-spae models. The omplete strategy inludes three steps: 1. proessidenti�ation based on a data sample; 2. estimation of the urrent proess statebased on the information available during a moving past horizon, whih mayontain lak of observations; 3. foreast of proess states, proess outputs andunertainty along the future horizon. This proedure an be inorporated in ontrolstrategies that expliitly onsider model unertainty.Keywords: Estimation, proess monitoring, optimal sampling, quality ontrol.
1. INTRODUCTIONTraditional disrete proess ontrol appliationsassume that the sampling period used for inter-ation with the proess, either through measure-ments or atuations, is �xed. This parameter isoften hosen during the initial design phase of theontrol system, and before the spei�ation of theontrol law to be used. However, the reent devel-opment of sophistiated ontrol strategies, suhas model-based approahes, and the integrationof proess information aquired from a numberof distint soures, has plaed more emphasis onthe hoie and on-line adjustment of samplingpoliies, mostly for eonomial reasons.

The tasks of proess and quality ontrol om-monly require the use of o�-line analytial equip-ment to measure key produt harateristis, suhas onentrations and properties of partile sys-tems; this an involve sare and expensive humanand equipment resoures. In ertain situations,the e�etive alloation of analytial resoures anbene�t from an eonomi performane analysisthat simultaneously onsiders the relative valueand osts assoiated with new information thatan be introdued in an optimization problem.Previous work on the seletion of appropriatesampling intervals for proess ontrol with ba-sis on eonomi riteria has been onsidered byMaGregor (1976), Abraham (1979), and Kramer(1989). The approah followed by these authors
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assumed the availability of a linear dynami modelof the proess, inorporating a stohasti om-ponent, used to predit the average performaneof the ontrolled system when a larger samplinginterval, equal to integer multiples of the basisampling interval, is seleted. This requires theuse of a ost funtion that onsiders the ost ofbeing o�-spei�ation, in terms of the variane ofthe observed errors, and the osts of taking newsamples and making further proess adjustments.In this paper we propose a strategy for the foreastof the quality variables and their unertainty,whih are used to predit the probabilities of thesevariables being outside their quality spei�ations.Before the foreasts are made, it is neessaryto estimate the urrent proess state. For thisa proedure is developed whih is apable ofe�etively dealing with inomplete data sets. Allthese tasks are aomplished using a state-spaemodel with a stohasti omponent. Finally, theproposed strategy is tested using a simulatedontinuous fermenter for ethanol prodution.2. PROCESS MODELThe approah desribed in this paper is appliedto state-spae models of the family M1

M1(A, B, C, D, K,Cov(e)) =

=

{
x(tk+1) = A x(tk) + B u(tk) + K e(tk)

y(tk) = C x(tk) + D u(tk) + e(tk) (1)where x(tk) ∈ Rns is the vetor of states atdisrete time tk, u(tk) ∈ Rni is the vetor ofinputs, y(tk) ∈ Rno is the vetor of outputs and
e(tk) ∈ Rno is the vetor of stohasti omponentsinluded in the state variables. The matries A, B,
C, D, K and Cov(e) are time invariant parame-ters.Proess identi�ation is performed based on aomplete data sample (inluding all proess dy-nami features) by employing a subspae pro-jetion algorithm (N4SID), an approah devotedto disrete systems identi�ation (Van Overshee,1994). The data represents the open�loop proessbehavior along the time horizon N ×∆t, where Nis the number of reords used for identi�ation and
∆t is the sampling interval. The N4SID algorithmonly requires the knowledge of the system order,thus avoiding the need of a priori parametriza-tion, and is non�iterative, avoiding the need of op-timization shemes with orresponding problems,suh as the onvergene rate and the existene ofloal minima (Ljung, 1999).The order of the system, ns, is determined apply-ing an information�based riterion, the Akaike In-formation Criterion (AIC), to measure the model

�tness to proess data (Akaike, 1972). The AICmetri of the models of the family M1 with order
n ∈ {1, · · · , ns

max}, Mn
1 , is represented as:

AIC(θ̂n) =

log

{
1

N

N∑
i=1

[ǫ(i, θ̂n)]2

}
+
dim(θ̂n)

N
(2)where θ̂n is the vetor of parameter estimatesinluded in the model Mn

1 , θ̂n = {Â, B̂, Ĉ, D̂, K̂,Cov(e)}n, and ǫ(i, θ̂n) is the error of estimates ofoutputs i ∈ {1, · · · , N}. The order of the systemis determined as:
ns = arg min

n∈{1,ns
max

}

AIC(θ̂n) (3)where ns
max is the maximum order iterated. Pro-ess identi�ation is performed o��line and themodel is to be updated whenever proess modi�-ations are deteted.3. STATE ESTIMATIONThe estimate of the urrent state proess, x̂(t0),an be obtained from the information availablein the form of the inputs and the measurementsobtained from sampling the proess in the urrent,

t0, and past sampling times. We onsider the re-eding horizon Hr omprising the last r disretesampling times, Hr = {t−r+1, t−r+2, · · · , t−1, t0}.A possible approah to this problem (Brookner,1998) onsists on obtaining a set of equationsin order to x̂(t0). This is ahieved by reursivesubstitution of all the state variables in the modelequations at every sampling time in Hr. Thisapproah involves the use of negative powers ofthe transition matrix, A, and may lead to ill-onditioned problems, espeially for stable sys-tems and large horizons. The approah used inthis paper onsists on the simultaneous solutionof all the model equations in the horizon Hr. Al-though this leads to larger problems, it is a numer-ially stable proedure, avoiding ill-onditioning.In the proposed approah, the problem of esti-mating the urrent state proess is dealt withby solving the state equations at every samplingtime in the horizon Hr, together with the outputequations referring to the available measurements{
x̂(tk) = A x̂(tk−1) + B u(tk−1), tk ∈ Hr

y(tk) = Ck x̂(tk) + Dk u(tk), tk ∈ Hr, (4)where y(tk) ∈ Rno,k , 0 ≤ no,k ≤ no is thevetor ontaining the variables measured at sam-pling time tk. When no output is measured wehave no,k = 0, and when all outputs are mea-sured no,k = no. Matries Ck ∈ Rno,k×ns and
Dk ∈ Rno,k×ni ontain the rows of C and D
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orresponding to the measured variables at tk. Weassume that all inputs in the horizon are perfetlyknown.De�ning the enlarged vetors of states and inputs
X̂r =

[
x̂(t0)

T x̂(t−1)
T

· · · x̂(t−r+1)
T
]T

,

Ur =
[
u(t0)

T u(t−1)
T

· · · u(t−r+1)
T
]T

,respetively, the system of equations (4) an beformulated as
Jr X̂r = Lr, (5)where Lr = Ir + NrUr. Vetor Ir ontains theoutput information in the onsidered horizon:

Ir =
[
y(t0)

T 0T
ns

y(t−1)
T 0T

ns
· · · y(t−r+1)

]T
,where 0ns

is a vetor ontaining ns zeroes. Matrix
Nr is formed by the model matries B and Dk,and Jr is a sparse and strutured matrix formedby matries Ck, A and Ins

(ns�dimension identitymatrix). For instane, using a generi reedinghorizon with dimension r = 4, we have:
Jr =




C0

Ins
−A
C−1

Ins
−A
C−2

Ins
A

C−3




;

Nr =




−D0

B
−D−1

B
−D−2

B
−D−3




.The proess state estimate along Hr, X̂r, whihinludes the urrent proess state, designated as
x̂(t0), is determined by solving the least-squaresproblem

min
X̂r

‖ Lr − Jr X̂r ‖
2 (6)The optimality of X̂r is ahieved whenever prob-lem (6) is determined or over-determined. Takinginto aount that Jr ∈ Rm×n, with

m = r ns +

r−1∑
i=0

no,−i, n = (r + 1) ns,the neessary ondition that leads to the deter-mination or over-determination of problem (6) is
m ≥ n, thus requiring

r−1∑
i=0

no,−i ≥ ns.Therefore, the problem is determined if at least
ns observations are available in Hr.

Problem (6) is solved by performing a QR deom-position of matrix Jr,
Jr =

[
Q1 Q2

] [
R1

0

] (7)and subsequently applying a bak-substitutionproedure to determine X̂r. In losed form, theproblem solution is represented as
X̂r = R−1

1 QT
1 Lr. (8)The outputs in the horizon Hr are a�eted byerrors, mainly measurement ones. Sine the stateestimates are obtained from the available mea-surements, they also inlude an error omponent,

X̂r = Xr + eX .Assuming that E{e(tk)} = 0, ∀tk ∈ Hr, then X̂ris an unbiased estimator of Xr (Ikonen, 2002),leading to E{eX} = 0. Using (8), the ovarianeof this error an be omputed as
Cov(eX ) = R−1

1 QT
1 Cov(er)Q1(R

−1
1 )T,where er is a vetor ontaining all the errors in thehorizon Hr (Brookner, 1998), whih are due bothto modelling and to measurement omponents.The struture and sparsity of matries Jr and R1is exploited by the use of a tailored algorithm forthe QR deomposition. This algorithm avoids thedeomposition of the full matrix, and performssuessive fatorizations of smaller bloks, redu-ing the number of neessary operations. Fromthis point of view, an important feature of thisproblem is that the the struture of R1 is notdependent of the number of variables measuredin the horizon Hr.The reeding horizon Hr is updated every timethe proedure is used, in order to inorporate thenew information, as it beomes available. If theinformation in Hr is not su�ient to ensure theoptimality of x̂(t0), then its size an be inreased.4. PREDICTIONThe urrent proess estimate, together with theproess model, an be used to foreast the qual-ity variables in a future horizon Hf , omprising

f disrete sampling times ahead of t0, Hf =
{t1, · · · , tf}. This foreast an be split in twoomponents, the expeted values of the qualityvariables, ŷ and the unertainty assoiated withthe foreast, ε:

y(tk) = ŷ(tk) + ε(tk), tk ∈ Hf . (9)Both these omponents are used to foreast theprobability of a given quality variable being outof a set of predetermined spei�ations.The expeted values of the quality variables arepredited using the deterministi part of the
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model (1). Using the the previously obtained stateestimate as the initial ondition:
M2(A, B, C, D, K,Cov(e)) =


x(tk) = A x(tk−1) + B u(tk−1), tk ∈ Hf

ŷ(tk) = C x(tk) + D u(tk), tk ∈ Hf

x(t0) = x̂(t0) (10)Again, we assume that the future pro�le of theinput variables has been determined (using, forexample, a MPC-type strategy) and is known.The unertainty in the obtained foreast of thequality variables an also be predited, using thestohasti part of the proess model (1). Thisunertainty is not only due to the error terms,but also to the unertainty in the value of x̂(t0).Propagating (1) in the predition horizon, andinluding a term due to the error in the initialondition, we obtain:
ε(tk) = y(tk) − ŷ(tk)

= C
k∑

j=0

AjKe(tj) + e(tk) + CAkex0
, tk ∈ Hf .(11)From the above equation we an onlude that

E{ε(tk)} = 0, sine E{e(tk)} = 0, tk ∈ Hf , and
E{ex0

} = 0.The result obtained in (11) is useful, not to preditthe atual value of the error, but beause it allowsus to obtain a measure of the unertainty in thepreditions ŷ(tk). Based on the work of Seppala(1998), the variane of the ith element of ε(tk) isomputed as
σ̂i(tk) = var(εi(tk)) = 〈ΨT

i Ψi, Cov(e)〉+
〈(Ωi)

TΩi,Cov(ex0
)〉, tk ∈ Hf , (12)where 〈•, •〉 is the internal produt operator, and

Ψi and Ωi are the ith rows of matries Ψ and Ω:
Ψ = C


 k∑

j=0

Aj


 K + I (13)

Ω = CAk. (14)Note that, sine E{e(tk)} = 0, the variane of
ŷi(tk) is the same as that of εi(tk).As the predition instant moves further away fromthe urrent sampling time, the seond term in (12)ontinuously inreases, due to the aumulation ofthe model unertainty. The behavior of the seondterm, depends on the proess stability. If theproess is unstable, this term will also inrease.If the proess is stable, the ontribution of theinitial error for the foreast variane ontinuouslydereases as tk mover further away from theurrent sampling time, sine Akex0

goes to zeroas k inreases.

With the obtained information it is possible topredit the probability of a given quality variablebeing outside it spei�ations, LSi and USi, lowerand upper spei�ation limits, respetively. If therandom noise, e(t), is well desribed by a station-ary Gaussian distribution, then this probabilityan be predited by:
pfi(t) =∫ LSi

−∞

1
√

2 π σ̂i(tk)
exp

[
−

(z − ŷi(tk))2

2 (σ̂i(tk))2

] dz +

+

∫ +∞

USi

1
√

2 π σ̂i(tk)
exp

[
−

(z − ŷi(tk))2

2 (σ̂i(tk))2

] dz,

tk ∈ Hf (15)A large value of this probability an be due eitherto a shift in the proess or to the inrease ofthe unertainty in the foreasts. The �rst an besolved by taking appropriate ontrol measures,in order to drive the proess bak to the entralvalue of the spei�ations. If the unertainty in theforeasts is too large, then a a new measurementof the variable for whih pf is too large should bemade, before or at the sampling time where thisours. With this new information, the estimationproedure desribed earlier is repeated, in orderto get a new estimate of the proess state, withredued unertainty.5. APPLICATION EXAMPLEThe proposed strategy was tested using a non-linear dynamial model of a ontinuous fermenterfor ethanol prodution using gluose (Chmúrny,2000). The measured variables onsidered in thismodel are:(1) biomass onentration, x;(2) substrate onentration, s;(3) produt onentration, P ;(4) biomass onentration in the output solution,
xv;(5) arbon dioxide prodution rate, rCO2

;(6) rate of base onsumption, rz .The arbon dioxide prodution and the base on-sumption rates an be easily measured by onlinesensors. The onentrations require more omplexanalyti methods, and thus, are more expensiveto obtain. The input variables are D, the ratiobetween the fermenter feed rate and its volume,and s0, the substrate onentration in the feed.In this partiular model, the temperature and thevolume are assumed to be onstant.5.1 Model identi�ationThe fermenter dynamial model was used to gen-erate a omplete data set, with random errors
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added to the output variables. The N4SID algo-rithm was applied to this data in order to obtaina state-spae model, in the form M1(•). Thesubstrate onentration variable was not used foridenti�ation purposes sine its behavior gave riseto muh worse models, from the point of view ofstability and data �tting. The dimensions of theobtained linear model are ns = 5, ni = 2 and
no = 5 (all of the mentioned above, exept thesubstrate onentration). The sampling intervalused is ∆t = 0.05 h.5.2 State estimationFor the urrent state estimation we have on-sidered an horizon Hr with dimension r = 50.The data for this horizon was generated usingthe original dynamial model with random erroradded to the measured variables. This data isdi�erent from the one used for identi�ation pur-poses, but the error has the same harateristis.Not all of the measurements available in Hr wereused. The deision regarding the availability of themeasurements was modelled by an independentrandom binary signal. For the presented results,the number of measurements onsidered is of 121out of 250 possible.The estimated value of ŷ(t0) obtained is:

ŷ(t0) =
[
1.03 1.03 1.01 1.01 1.03

]T
,normalised, and the deviation from the valueobtained by simulation, in perentage, is

[
−1.39 −1.51 −1.44 −3.23 −0.91

]T
.The pro�les of the estimated and measured valuesof outputs variables x and P , in the horizon

Hr, are presented in Figure 1. The di�erenebetween all the estimated outputs and all themeasurements (both the used and the deleted inthe estimation proedure) is presented in Figure 2.In the estimation step, to obtain Cov(eX ), weassume that the outputs errors are not orrelatedwith eah other and that these errors are mainlydue to errors in the measurement methods. Underthese assumption, the ovariane matrix of theerror in Hr, Cov(er), is diagonal with all itselements equal to
σ2 = 8.33 × 10−4,the variane of the added random error.5.3 PreditionFor the predition phase, we have arbitrarily setthe spei�ation limits at LS = 0.85 and US =

1.15, for all output variables. We have onsidereda predition horizon, Hf , with dimension f = 50.
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Abstract: In this paper we give a critical overview of recent development in MIMO
control performance monitoring. We discuss a number of MIMO control benchmarks
including minimum variance, LQG, and user selected benchmarks. Performance
measures are extended from variance based measures in SISO control to covariance
based measures in MIMO control. Pros and cons of various benchmarks are discussed.
The diagnosis of poor control performance relative to a benchmark is a major focus of
the paper. We argue that in the MIMO setting worst performance directions should be
analyzed from data to yield meaningful diagnosis information. Therefore, multivariate
statistics should be applied for the diagnosis of worst performance directions, much
like its use in multivariate process monitoring.

Keywords:
MIMO control performance monitoring, minimum variance, model predictive
control, covariance based monitoring, worst performance directions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Control performance monitoring and evaluation
can be traced to Åström (Åström, 1970; Åström,
1976) and later Harris (Harris, 1989) who demon-
strated that the minimum variance benchmark
can be estimated from normal closed-loop oper-
ation data. Åström in his CPC-2 paper (Åström,
1976) noted the following:

In the special case of minimum vari-
ance control ... it is known that the
covariance function will vanish for lags
greater than the sum of the sampling
interval and transport delay of the sys-
tem. It is then sufficient to record out-
put only and to compute its covariance
function.

1 Corresponding Author: qin@che.utexas.edu.
Supported by the Texas-Wisconsin Modeling and Control
Consortium.

The interest from both academia and industry
in control performance monitoring has surged
tremendously in the last decade as documented
in several review papers and a monograph (Qin,
1998; Harris et al., 1999; Kozub, 1996; Harris
and Seppala, 2002; Hoo et al., 2003; Huang and
Shah, 1999). The recent survey paper by Jelali
(Jelali, 2006) provides a very good collection of
recent development in the control performance
monitoring area from SISO, MIMO to valve stic-
tion problems. In the application domain, just in
HVAC systems alone, Johnson Control has im-
plemented over half a million control monitors in
the last ten years based on a pattern recognition
technique (Seem, 1998; Seem, 2006). Paulonis and
Cox (Paulonis and Cox, 2003) reported the devel-
opment of a control performance monitoring sys-
tem spanning over 14,000 PID loops at the East-
man Chemical Company. Industrial case studies
(Thornhill et al., 1999; Miller et al., 1998; Har-
ris et al., 1996b; Perrier and Roche, 1992; Wein-
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stein, 1992; Desborough and Miller, 2002) have
been published on the subject and minimum vari-
ance based performance indices are a part of many
commercially available control performance mon-
itoring packages.

More recently, academic research interest has
shifted to the assessment of MIMO control sys-
tems using the minimum variance benchmark
(Harris et al., 1996a; Huang et al., 1997; Huang,
1997). Harris et al. (Harris et al., 1996a) re-
formulated an LQ control solution (Harris and
MacGregor, 1987) and show that the optimally
controlled process follows a finite (d − 1)th-order
moving average process where d is the maximum
delay present in the interactor. They proposed a
statistical test of minimum variance based on a
cross-correlation of the interactor filtered output
vector and past outputs. The minimum variance
calculation involves time series modeling of the
closed loop system, spectral factorization of the
inverse interactor and subsequent solution of a
matrix Diophantine equation.

Huang et al. (Huang et al., 1997) introduced the
unitary interactor as a means of avoiding spec-
tral factorization. The unitary interactor matrix
was used to develop an explicit solution to the
singular LQ regulation problem by Peng and Kin-
naert (Peng and Kinnaert, 1992) and can be used
to derive MVC with arbitrary output weighting
(Huang, 1997). The need for a process transfer
function restricts the practical usefulness of these
algorithms. Harris recently (Harris, 2004) estab-
lished the statistical confidence for the quadratic
type of indices like the MVC benchmark.

The MVC benchmark has drawbacks in practice
and alternative benchmarks are proposed. One of
the limitations is the requirement of the interactor
matrix which is essentially a good part of the
entire process model. Seppala et al. (Seppala et
al., 2002) propose the use of time series analysis
to model the control error dynamics and from it
to analyze interactions in the multivariable sys-
tem. No prior information about the process delay
structure is required. McNabb and Qin (McNabb
and Qin, 2003; McNabb and Qin, 2005) demon-
strate that the variance based monitoring index is
insufficient for assessing the multivariate covari-
ance of the control performance. As an alternative
a covariance based monitoring index is proposed
to measure the variance-covariance inflation in
terms of the ’volume’ of the variability. Another
drawback of the existing literature is that little
has been done regarding diagnosis. In contrast, a
great deal of research has taken place in the area of
multivariate process monitoring (MacGregor and
Kourti, 1995; Qin, 2003). We argue that in the
MIMO setting the worst performance directions
should be analyzed from data to yield meaning-

ful diagnosis information. Therefore, multivariate
statistics should be applied for the diagnosis of the
worst performance directions, much like its use
in multivariate process monitoring. Further, the
need for the integration of control performance
monitoring and process monitoring is pointed out
as both problems co-exist in a plant with the
same data as the ultimate information source for
diagnosis.

In this paper we seek to provide a critical (rather
than complete) overview of the MIMO control
performance area and point to a new direction
of covariance-based monitoring. For a more com-
plete literature review the reader is referred to
(Jelali, 2006). This paper is organized as follows.
A critical overview of the MIMO control perfor-
mance monitoring literature is given with some
effort to unify some well-known methods. MIMO
control performance indices based on the covari-
ance is highlighted. Poor performance diagnosis
is conducted by analyzing the worst performance
directions using generalized eigenvalue analysis of
two covariance matrices. We further propose to
have the benchmark covariance as user-defined,
rather than from a theoretical calculation. The
user-defined benchmark can be a period of op-
eration data that are taken from an exemplary
operation. Since the benchmark is not necessarily
a lower bound, the diagnosis results from the
generalized eigenvector analysis include directions
in which the performance deteriorates and those
in which the performance improves. The worst
performance directions are then analyzed with a
proposed contribution analysis that leads to con-
trolled variables or loops most responsible for the
performance deterioration. The paper ends with a
few concluding remarks.

2. OVERVIEW OF MIMO CONTROL
PERFORMANCE MONITORING

2.1 Minimum Variance Benchmark

A MIMO process can be represented by the fol-
lowing equation:

y(k) = G(q)u(k) + H(q)e(k)

where G(q) is the process transfer function matrix
which contains possible time delays, e(k) is the
white noise innovation and H(q) is the transfer
function matrix of the disturbance. For SISO
processes G(q) can be represented by

G(q) = G̃(q)q−d (1)

where d is the time delay and G̃(q) is time delay
free. If we assume G(q) has no zeros outside the
unit circle, G̃(q) is invertible. For simplicity we
assume G(q) has no zeros outside the unit circle
except for the time delays.
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For MIMO processes the time delays appear in a
more complex form. The conventional approach is
to find a unitary interactor matrix D(q) such that
(Peng and Kinnaert, 1992; Huang and Shah, 1997)

G̃(q) = D(q)G(q) (2)

is full rank when q−1 → 0, where DT (q−1)D(q) =
I, that is, D(q) is a unitary matrix. Several
methods are available to calculate the interactor
matrix from the process model.

By examining the analogy between (1) and (2) we
can express G(q) as a product of two parts:

G(q) = D−1(q)G̃(q) = DT (q−1)G̃(q) (3)

where DT (q−1) is analogous to the time delay
in (1). Since H(q) is a rational transfer function
matrix of the disturbance without time delay,
D(q)H(q) should contain some positive factors of
q. Denoting

D(q)H(q) =
d∑

i=1

Fiq
i + R(q) (4)

where R(q) contains no positive factors of q. We
can now express the process output as

y(k) = DT (q−1)D(q)[G(q)u(k) + H(q)e(k)]

= DT (q−1)[G̃(q)u(k) +
d∑

i=1

Fie(k + i) + R(q)e(k)]

(5)

The innovation sequence e(k) is known up to the
current time k once y(k) is measured, but e(k + i)
for i = 1, . . . , d are not known. Therefore, the
feedback control u(k) cannot do anything about
the e(k + i) terms. u(k) can only be related to
e(k − i) (i ≥ 0) terms.

By defining the filtered output and using the
results in (5),

ỹ(k + d) = D(q)y(k)

=
d∑

i=1

Fie(k + i) + R(q)e(k) + G̃(q)u(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸∑∞
j=0

F−je(k−j)

(6)

For all possible feedback control the second and
third terms of (6) can be expressed as past inno-
vations. Further denoting

ỹmv(k + d) =
d∑

i=1

Fie(k + i)

and using the fact that ỹ(k) is stationary and e(k)
is white noise,

cov {ỹ(k)} = cov {ỹmv(k + d)}+cov{e(k−j) terms}
≥ cov {ỹmv(k)} (7)

and the MIMO minimum variance control is
achieved by

u(k) = −G̃+(q)R(q)e(k) (8)

where G̃(q) is full rank as q−1 → 0. Note that
pseudo-inverse is used here since G̃(q) can be non-
square.

The above derivation gives the MIMO MVC con-
trol law which actually achieves minimum covari-
ance in the filtered output. This result, however,
has not been widely recognized so far. We make a
few remarks about this derivation.

Remark 1. The above MIMO MVC derivation is
straightforward and analogous to the SISO MVC
derivations (Åström, 1970). The MIMO MVC
control law is explicitly expressed in terms of
the innovations which correspond to the process
output data.

Remark 2. The MIMO MVC law actually achieves
minimum covariance in the filtered output, as
depicted in (7), which make the difference of the
two covariances positive semi-definite. As a conse-
quence, MIMO MVC achieves minimum variance
in all possible directions in the filtered output
space.

Remark 3. All MVC based performance moni-
toring methods require the knowledge of D(q) im-
plicitly or explicitly, which is calculated by various
means. Huang and Shah (Huang and Shah, 1997)
start from the transfer function form, while Mc-
Nabb and Qin (McNabb and Qin, 2003) start
with the state space form. Both methods require
only the first d Markov parameter matrices of
the process, instead of the entire process model.
However, these Markov parameters are difficult to
obtain unless some form of identification tests are
performed.

Remark 4. Often the sum of the output vari-
ances is chosen as a benchmark, which is

tr[cov(ymv(k))] = EyT
mv(k)ymv(k)

= E
(
ỹT (k + d)D(q)DT (q−1)ỹ(k + d)

)

= E
(
ỹT (k + d)ỹ(k + d)

)

= tr[cov(ỹmv(k))]

= tr

{
d∑

i=1

FiReF
T
i

}
(9)

where Re = cov(e(k)). We will argue later that
the sum of variances is an incomplete measure of
the overall output covariance.

The minimum variance parameters Fi can be esti-
mated from routine operational data. The FCOR
algorithm (Huang et al., 1997) pre-estimates the
innovations e(k) and then performs correlation
analysis to estimate Fi. The subspace projection
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method of McNabb and Qin (2003) represents the
past innovations e(k − j) in terms of past data
y(k − j) (for j ≥ 0) and uses the projection
error as

∑d
i=1 Fie(k + i). These two algorithms

are essentially equivalent.

Harris (Harris, 2004) discusses the issue of the
variance of the minimum variance estimated from
data, which is an important issue that has not
been discussed before. Although many algorithms
that calculate the minimum variance are numeri-
cally equivalent, the algorithms that estimate the
coefficients Fi from closed loop data can differ in
terms of statistical efficiency or in the variance of
the estimates. The FCOR algorithm, for example,
first estimates the innovations sequence and then
estimates the coefficients Fi. This procedure re-
sembles the two stage least squares algorithm in
(Kashyap and Nashburg, 1974), which is shown
to be simple but not efficient in (Mayne and
Firoozan, 1982), where an improved efficient al-
gorithm is also proposed.

2.2 Alternative Performance Benchmarks

The limitations of the MVC based benchmark are

(1) The benchmark is based solely on time delay
restrictions; other restrictions such as hard
constraints are not considered.

(2) The minimum variance, although achievable
under ideal situations, leads to a non-robust
controller. This is characterized by excessive
input moves that are usually inherent to
MVC.

(3) Only disturbance rejection performance is
considered.

(4) The requirement of the interactor is restric-
tive in practice.

To overcome these limitations, many alternative
benchmarks have been studied. Huang and Shah
(1998) allow the user to specify the noise decay
rate after the interactor order, which has built-
in robustness in the benchmark. This approach,
however, still requires the interactor matrix. In
a similar effect but for the SISO case, Horch
and Isaksson (1999) introduced a finite closed-
loop pole in the benchmark controller to enhance
robustness.

A departure from the use of the interactor matrix
is given in the work of Huang et al. (Huang et
al., 2005) where, instead of using the exact inter-
actor matrix, only the order of the interactor is
used. This method removes the need to estimate
the interactor matrix. The time series analysis
approach of Seppala et al. (Seppala et al., 2002)
does not require any information about the inter-
actor matrix. The control error is analyzed as a
time series to detect whether the control loops are

interacting or not. Recent work of Harris and Yu
(Harris and Yu, 2003) performs degree of freedom
analysis to monitor the status of constraints and
long run behavior of the control performance.

To address the issue of excessive input moves of
MVC, Kadali and Huang (Kadali and Huang,
2002) propose to use LQG as a benchmark. A
drawback of this benchmark is the requirement
of the entire process model.

As the ultimate multivariable controller in indus-
try is model predictive control (MPC), several
attempts have been made to assess the perfor-
mance of MPC. Loquasto and Seborg (Loquasto
and Seborg, 2003) propose the use of similarity
factors and pattern recognition to determine the
MPC performance is normal or abnormal, and if
there is a significant disturbance change. Schaffer
and Cinar (Schaffer and Cinar, 2004) propose a
knowledge based approach for MPC performance
monitoring. Given the complexity of MPC that
involves model errors, disturbance changes, op-
timal target settings, active constraint sets, and
controller tuning, the MPC performance monitor-
ing is largely an unsolved problem.

3. COVARIANCE-BASED PERFORMANCE
INDEX AND DIAGNOSIS

In MIMO control performance monitoring, the
process output variance is an important param-
eter and the associated performance index may
be defined as the ratio of minimum variance to
actual variance

η =
tr {cov(ỹmv(k))}
tr {cov(ỹ(k))} (10)

The value of variance index η is between 0 and 1,
where the upper bound 1 corresponds to the min-
imum variance. In the above equation, however,
only the diagonal elements of covariance matrix
are taken into comparison and the information
from the off-diagonal elements is completely ig-
nored (McNabb and Qin, 2003).

To account for the variability that is accurately
represented by the covariance matrix, a volume-
like performance index is more appropriate, which
is defined by the ratio of the determinants as
follows,

Iv =
det {cov(ỹmv(k))}
det {cov(ỹ(k))} (11)

Since the determinant is the product of all eigen-
values of the covariance matrix, this index defines
exactly the volume ratio.

Denoting the eigenvalues of cov(ỹmv(k)) and
cov(ỹ(k)) as λmv

i and λi, respectively, the variance
based and covariance based performance indices
can be rewritten as
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η =
∑

λmv
i∑
λi

(12)

Iv =
∏

λmv
i∏
λi

(13)

Although both indices use information from the
eigenvalues, the volume-like index takes into ac-
count the covariance information and interactions
among variables.

To find a direction in ỹ(k) along which the worst
suboptimality occurs, we find the direction p with
‖p‖ = 1 and project ỹ(k) and ỹmv(k) to this
direction:

Πpỹ(k) = pT ỹ(k)/pT p = pT ỹ(k)
Πpỹmv(k) = pT ỹmv(k)/pT p = pT ỹmv(k)

The variance of the projections are, respectively,

var(Πpỹ(k) = pT cov(ỹ(k))p
var(Πpỹmv(k) = pT cov(ỹmv(k))p

The direction p along which the largest variance
ratio occurs is

p = arg max
pT cov(ỹ(k))p

pT cov(ỹmv(k))p
(14)

The direction of p after maximization give the
direction with the most potential to improve the
performance. The solution to this problem is a
generalized eigenvector problem,

cov(ỹ(k))pi = µicov(ỹmv(k))pi

where pi is the generalized eigenvector corre-
sponding to the ith largest generalized eigenvalue
µi. The volume of the suboptimality or variance
inflation due to poor control performance is:

l∏

i=1

µi

where l is the number of selected directions. The
volume-based performance can be defined as

Iv(l) =
l∏

i=1

µi
−1

It is straight forward to show from (7) that for all
possible projections Π,

cov (Πỹmv(k)) ≤ cov (Πỹ(k))

Therefore, µi ≥ 1 and Iv is between zero and
one. When ỹ(k) achieves the minimum variance
performance, Iv approaches one. On the other
hand, Iv close to zero indicates poor performance.

4. USER-DEFINED BENCHMARK

The calculation of minimum variance output ymv ,
however, requires a priori knowledge of the plant

and even the model of the system, which is not
attractive to implement in practice. Therefore, a
user-defined reference is chosen as the benchmark,
and the generalized eigenvalue analysis is imple-
mented. The user-defined reference can be a pe-
riod of ”golden” operation data from the process
during which desirable control performance was
achieved. It could be a period of operation data
right after a new controller has been commissioned
successfully. It could also used for rolling period
monitoring, for instance, benchmarking the per-
formance of the current week against that of last
week. Denoting the benchmark data as period I
and the monitored data as period II, the direction
along which the variance inflation occurs the most
is given by

p = arg max
pT cov(yII)p
pT cov(yI)p

(15)

The solution is the generalized eigenvector solu-
tion,

cov(yII)p = µcov(yI)p (16)

where µ is the generalized eigenvalue and p is
the corresponding eigenvector. The direction p
is referred to as the worst performance direction
(WPD). In addition to the first generalized eigen-
vector, other subsequent eigenvectors with large
enough eigenvalues (especially those much larger
than 1) are also of remarkable suboptimality in
control performance and should be examined to
further improve the control performance.

Since the reference benchmark is not necessarily a
minimum variance benchmark, there can be direc-
tions along which the monitored period II outper-
forms the benchmark period I. These directions
correspond to the generalized eigenvalues that are
significantly less than one, and the correspond-
ing eigenvectors represent the directions with the
smallest variance ratio of the monitored period
over the benchmark period. These eigendirections
constitute the subspace of improved performance
over the benchmark. Trying to maintain the loop
operations within this subspace will obviously
benefit the process control performance.

It is also meaningful to assess the overall variabil-
ity of the monitored period against the benchmark
period by defining a volume-like performance in-
dex as follows,

Iv =
det {cov(yII(k))}
det {cov(yI(k))} (17)

This ratio, while greater than zero, can be greater
than or less than one. If it is greater than one, the
performance of the monitored is in general worse
than the benchmark period and the worst perfor-
mance directions of the monitored period should
be examined. If, on the other hand, this index
is significantly less than one, the directions cor-
responding to the smallest eigenvalues should be
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examined to understand where the performance
has improved. Denoting µi, for i = 1, 2, . . . , ny as
the generalized eigenvalues in descending order,
the volume based index in (17) can be rewritten
as

Iv =
ny∏

i=1

µ−1
i (18)

which is easy to calculate once the generalized
eigenvalues are calculated.

5. CASE STUDY

Industrial operating data collected from the DCS
system of a wood waste burning power boiler are
used here as the example to examine and verify
the applicability of the user-defined performance
assessment approach. The data set is composed of
sample points with the sampling time of five sec-
onds and three subsets of process variables (PV),
the corresponding set-point (SP) and controller
outputs (OP), respectively. The data processing is
applied to the controller error terms, i.e., PV-SP.
All these data points are preprocessed by scaling
to zero mean and unit variance in every loop.
The detailed physical description for these loops
is given in Table 1.

The covariance based monitoring is performed on
a data set with 150,000 consecutive data points.
Here the benchmark period I consists of the first
66,000 samples, while the period II containing
84,000 points is monitored with respect to the
benchmark period. It is suspected that the period
II has experiences some changes in the perfor-
mance. The computation results from the pro-
posed monitoring procedure are depicted in Fig.1.
The upper-left subplot shows the maximal and
minimal eigenvalues, while the lower-right one
shows the full spectrum of eigenvalues and their
cumulative percentage. It can be easily seen from
the plot that the largest eigenvalue is far above
one, which implies that the control performance
of period II in this eigenvector direction is much
worse than that of the benchmark. The loading
score plots for the largest and smallest eigenvector
directions are given in Fig.1(b) and (c), respec-
tively. It is clear that the variable 4, i.e. loop
FC0902, contributes most significantly in the first
eigendirection. Thus we may conclude that the
control performance of monitored period along
the largest eigendirection, especially loop FC0902,
deteriorated significantly. In other words, there
exists a great margin to improve the performance
by re-tuning along this direction as well as the
loop FC0902. This can serve as an instructive tool
for control engineers to maintain the control sys-
tem. On the other hand, the smallest eigenvector
stands for the direction of improved performance
over the benchmark. Fig 1(c) shows that loops 5

and 3 have large contributions to the improved
performance.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

MIMO control performance monitoring has en-
joyed great development recently as it is one of the
most important issues in practice after the con-
trol design. The minimum variance benchmark is
usually considered a good starting point although
it requires significant process information. For
MIMO performance monitoring we demonstrate
in this paper that covariance based monitoring is
more appropriate when strong interactions occur
among controlled variables. The covariance-based
monitoring is extended to benchmarking any two
covariance matrices and diagnosis of worse or bet-
ter performance directions is developed.

Due to limited space several related issues could
not be covered in this paper but they are impor-
tant. One is the deterministic performance loss
due to loop oscillations and the need for setpoint
tracking. Another is the dual task of control per-
formance monitoring and statistical process mon-
itoring. The current situation is that both issues
are studied assuming the other part is problem
free. In practice the problems co-exist and only
routine operation data are available to tell one
problem from another. The integration of control
performance monitoring and process monitoring
deserves further study.
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Table 1. The name tag and description of ten
loops from a power boiler unit

Variable No. Loop Identification Description
1 FC0400 PB feed water flow control
2 FC0618 Oil burner air flow control
3 FC0620 Bark-air flow control
4 FC0902 Bark feed rate control
5 FC0922 Bark air firing control
6 LC0403 PB drum level control
7 PC0603 Combustion air pressure
8 PC0609 Furnace pressure control
9 PC0622 Over-fire air pressure
10 PC0904 Steam head pressure control
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Fig. 1. Generalized eigen-analysis results for the
period II against the user-defined benchmark
period I with (a) the maximal and mini-
mal eigenvalues; (b) the eigenvector direction
corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue;
(c) the eigenvector direction corresponding to
the minimum eigenvalue; (d) the eigenvalue
spectrum and the corresponding cumulative
fractions.
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Abstract: The quality control of the wafer is becoming more and more important as the

wafer becomes larger and the feature size shrinks. An advanced IC fabrication process

consists of 300+ steps with scarce and usually difficult quality measurements. Thus

product yield may not be realized until months into production while in-line

measurements are available on the order of a millisecond. The series production nature
and measurement setup lead to a unique process control problem. In this work, typical

disturbances are explained and possibility for inferential control is explored. This leads to

a control architecture with multiple layers in a cascade structure. Next, rapid thermal

processing (RTP) is used to illustrate recipe generation and control structure design at the

tool level. The resultant multivariable controller gives satisfactory setpoint tracking for a

triangular-like temperature program. In order to reduce downtime, process trend

monitoring of a tool is essential. Instead of using entire batch data, a key process variable

is identified and an index is computed to capture the dynamic behavior of the tool. An
RTP example is used to illustrate this approach and results clearly indicate that process

trend is well predicted using the index-based time-series model.

1. INTRODUCTION

The continuing miniaturization of integrated circuit

(IC) components and the increasing numbers of
functions and performance of a single integrated

circuit (IC) chip are the trend in the semiconductor

industry. The quality control of the wafer is becoming

more and more important as the wafer becomes larger

(from 200 mm to 300 mm) and the feature size

shrinks (from 350 nm to 90 nm). On the corporate

level, improved yield is the only solution to remain

competitiveness. Thus advanced equipment control
and advanced process control (AEC/APC) have

become a standard practice in modern semiconductor

manufacturing. Edgar et al. (2000) give a

comprehensive review in the processes and control

issues, Qin et al. (2004) discuss the challenges in the

IC industries, and Lewin et al. (2005) explore PSE

related issues in IC fabrication. Contrary to general

understanding in chemical process industries (CPI),
the AEC is generally concerned with keeping the

equipment (unit operation in CPI terminology) in

working condition and, in so doing, prolonging the

time between maintenance and reducing unscheduled

downtime. So, the AEC is synonymous with fault

detection and classification (FDC) for the individual

equipment. However, unlike chemical processes, an

advanced IC fabrication process may include 300
steps (or process units), and success in a single step

†
to whom all correspondence should be addressed.

E-mail: ccyu@ntu.edu.tw

Fax: +886-2-2362-3040

(equipment) certainly does not guarantee an

acceptable wafer. The APC addresses the control

issue from one step to another. Thus, feedforward (FF)

and feedback (FB) control becomes important. The
run-to-run (R2R) control is the typical element in the

feedback loop, and controllers are integral-only (I-

only) or double integrator (PI
2
). They are generally

termed exponentially weighted moving average

(EWMA) and double EWMA algorithms. In chemical

process control (CPC) terminology, the AEC can be

viewed as the within batch control and fault detection

and the APC is similar to batch-to-batch process
control. The controllers used rarely go beyond PID

types. One may wonder: “Why does such a hi-tech

industry use seemingly low-tech control

methodology?” The answer is quite simple: “We

cannot fix (control) what we cannot detect

(measure).” (Wang, 2004) However, the endeavor for

yield improvement via improved process control can

be seen throughout fabs worldwide. Currently, the
AEC/APC symposium (Wang, 2004; Edgar, 2004;

Wu et al., 2005) is held in the USA, Europe, and Asia

each year with hundreds of attendees to each

conference, and they have become the major events

for APC division personnel from fabs worldwide. In

fact, this is similar to the process control phenomena

we witnessed in CPI 20 years ago. However, the

approaches taken in the IC industries are quite
different from those of the CPI for the following

reasons: (1) scarce and sometimes difficult quality

measurements, (2) multiple and iterative processing

steps, (3) non-straightforward links between

processing steps and product specification (e.g., in

terms of IC design), and (4) frequent tool
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maintenance. In this paper, the process characteristics
in IC fabrication are explained in Section 2 and
opportunities in process control are explored. In
Section 3, a specific tool, rapid thermal processing
(RTP), is used to illustrate the tool level control
problems. RTP is employed for various single-wafer
thermal treatment processes including annealing,
oxidation, cleaning, and chemical vapor deposition
(Campbell and Knutson, 1992; Huang et al.,
2000a,b,c; Chao et al., 2003a,b; Jung et al., 2003;
Gunawan et al., 2004). The preventive maintenance
problem is studied in Section 4 via an industrial
example followed by the conclusion.

2. PROCESS CHARACTERISTIC

2.1 Disturbances

Similar to chemical process control, disturbance
rejection is the major concern in semiconductor
manufacturing. By disturbance rejection, we mean
maintaining the product quality in the face of process
changes. Typical sources of process variations in IC
fabrication include: (1) tool-induced disturbances
which are generally known as process drift and/or
process shift, (2) product-induced disturbance which
typically comes from the IC foundry where high-mix
products are manufactured, and (3) incoming
disturbances which are often referred to as the
variations which are a direct consequence of
proceeding processing steps (Patel et al., 2000; Chen
et al., 2005). Generally, some prior knowledge about
the quality of the incoming wafers is available in
semiconductor manufacturing processes. Thus,
feedforward control or feed sequence arrangement
can be devised to mitigate the incoming disturbance
(Chen et al., 2005). A similar approach can be applied
to the product-induced disturbance. The tool-induced
disturbance is less frequently seen in chemical
process control. Nano-scale-based operation generally
requires an ultra-clean environment. A small
contamination may lead to degraded tool performance.
Thus, we have seen almost weekly-based
maintenance in fabs as opposed to yearly-based
maintenance in chemical plants. It is never the less
essential to maintain product quality under gradual
degradation using feedback control (Chen and Guo,
2001).

2.2 Measurement

The product nature of IC makes the quality
measurement difficult, if not impossible. Unlike the
product purity specification in chemical production,
the product yield cannot be realized until the end of
some 300 processing steps. This implies we may not
realize the yield until a month into production. The
electrical performance of a wafer (die to be specific)
cannot be tested till the end of the iteration for each
metal layer. The electrical performance of a wafer is
generally referred to as the wafer acceptance test
(WAT) and the test results are available in the time-
scale of a week (Fan et al., 2000). The product yield is

usually highly correlated to the WAT data. Generally,
after each processing step, we have a quality
measurement which is often denoted as the
“metrology.” Nano-scale nature makes the
measurement (metrology) difficult and the measuring
station (metrology tool) expensive. The cost of a
typical metrology tool is in the range of millions of
dollars. This leads to a very different measurement
setup as compared to chemical plants. That is: the
metrology tool is shared by similar processing steps
and only few of the wafers (1-4 wafers from each lot)
are measured. The time-scale for a metrology
measurement is in the order of hours to one day. This
may result in delay problem if feedback control is
installed. Typical metrology measurements include:
thickness, resistance, critical dimension (CD), overlay,
particles, etch rate etc. Down to the tool level, we
have the in-line measurements such as temperature,
pressure, flow, current, etc. which are measured in the
order of milli-second to second. Thus, quality/process
variables are available on drastically different time
scales and, obviously, the measurement complexity
increases as one goes from the tool level to the
product level (Figure 1).

2.3 Control Architecture

The ultimate goal of IC production is to improve the
yield and, as pointed out earlier, process control is a
means to achieve this. However, the process
measurement setup in Fig. 1 reveals that effective
control cannot be obtained without some type of
inferential control (soft sensor in chemical
engineering literature). The quality estimation can be
further arranged into two tiers. One is at the tool level
and the estimator is denoted as virtual metrology. The
other is at the product level which is generally called
virtual WAT (Wu et al., 2005) Quality estimation is
not unfamiliar to the chemical engineering
community and it is often used to estimate product
composition in a distillation column, molecular
weight distribution in a polymerization reactor etc.
with certain degree of success. For example, in
distillation, the relationship between product
composition and tray temperature is governed by the
thermodynamic equilibrium. Thus, a strong
correlation between tray temperatures and
composition can be established. However, the
relationship between in-line measurements (e.g.,
temperature) and quality variable (e.g., sheet
resistance) in semiconductor manufacturing is less
obvious, especially when the tool is operated in a
batch mode. A successful virtual metrology model
relies on identifying key tool indices from the entire
batch data. At the product quality level, few attempts
have been made to relate end-of-line electrical
properties to the metrology data over the entire
process (Fan et al., 2000; Wu et al., 2005). Figure 2
shows how the virtual metrology (VM) and virtual
WAT (V-WAT) can be incorporated into the control
architecture for improved yield management. Here,
the estimated quality variable is maintained by
changing the recipe (e.g., temperature set point) while
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the metrology model is updated when metrology data
become available (e.g., via Kalman filtering). The
electrical properties of a wafer can also be estimated
at the completion of several processing steps using
the virtual WAT. The electrical properties of the
product are controlled by adjusting metrology set
points which subsequently affect the recipes in related
tools. Figure 3 gives a detailed description of the
control architecture for product quality control. It is
clear that quality estimation (VM and V-WAT) plays
a vital role in this framework. The series nature of the
process flow leads to a feedforward/feedback (FF/FB)
structure from a tool perspective provided with
multiple layers of cascade control.

3. CONTROL OF RTP

Typically, wafer processing in a tool is described by a
recipe which consists of on the order of ten steps.
These steps include: warm-up, temperature program,
flow manipulation, cool-down etc. Generally, very
simple feedback control is used to ensure successful
execution of the recipe. We will use rapid thermal
processing (RTP) to illustrate the tool level control.

3.1 Process

RTP is an effective tool for various single-wafer
thermal treatment processes. It permits processes to
be accomplished with minimal dopant redistribution
and uniform deposition quality with a smaller thermal
budget. However, poor RTP system design can lead
to significant temperature differences in the wafer.
One of the main shortcoming that RTP must
overcome is that of heating (or cooling) the wafers
non-uniformly which results in material failure due to
an increases in thermal stresses or serious warpage.
The damage due to the presence of thermal stresses
can represent a limit on the applicability of rapid
thermal processing.

The temperature non-uniformity in the wafer is
caused by three factors: edge effect, pattern effect,
and heat source. The higher heat loss from the wafer
edge has been found to result in a radial temperature
gradient in the wafer. To improve the wafer
temperature non-uniformity produced by the edge
effect, several radiative shields can be placed at the
edge of the wafer to reduce the heat loss from the
wafer edge and reflect the radiative energy back into
the wafer during the cooling process. By varying the
angle of the shield, an optimal shield configuration
can be found to minimize the induced thermal stress
(Young and McDonald, 1990). Hebb and Jensen
(1998) show that pattern-induced temperature non-
uniformity can cause plastic deformation during a
RTP cycle and the problem is exacerbated by single-
side heating, increased processing temperature and
ramp rate. Design and control of RTP to improve
temperature uniformity was explored by Huang et al.
(2000a,b,c).

A cross-sectional view of the furnace and wafer is
shown in Fig. 4. A bank of tungsten halogen lamps
provides the thermal radiative energy to the single
silicon wafer through a transparent quartz window.
Since quartz does not absorb light efficiently within
the wavelength band of the lamps, it can be neglected
in the thermal system. Let us assume the wafer is 200
mm in diameter held by three quartz pins and
enclosed in a cylindrical chamber, where the chamber
is axis-symmetric in geometry (Chao et al., 2003a,b).
The chamber geometry is described in Huang et al
(2000a).

3.2 Recipe Generation

The essential step in the RTP recipe, in addition to
preparation steps, is the temperature program. Two
types of temperature programs are often used in RTP:
soak and spike temperature profiles. Consider the
spike annealing of rapid thermal annealing (RTA).
The post-implant annealing uses a lamp-based RTA
with temperature programs shown in Fig. 5. As
pointed out by Jung et al. (2003), the ion-implantation
technology is limited in part by transient enhanced
diffusion (TED) of dopants during RTA, often
leading to significant spreading of the dopant profile.
This may lead to defects in extremely shallow pn
junctions in electronic devices. Considerable efforts
have been put forth to design a temperature program
to produce the desired junction depth while
maintaining low sheet resistance (Gunawan et al.,
2004). A different approach is taken here. We will
use the spike annealing to illustrate thermal-stress-
based temperature program generation with emphasis
on the cooling curve.

Consider the RTP system shown in Fig. 4. The wafer
thickness is assumed to be thin as compared to the
radius of the wafer ro, so we can regard this as a one-
dimensional plane-stress problem, that is, the
temperature T is dependent on r only. The partial
differential equations of the present thermoelastic
problem can be written as (Nowinski, 1978):

2

2
1 rad conv

p
TT Tk q q C
tr r r

ρ
⎛ ⎞ ∂∂ ∂⎜ ⎟+ − − =⎜ ⎟ ∂∂ ∂⎝ ⎠

(1)

with boundary conditions given by

0T
r

∂ =
∂

, at r = 0 (2)

edge
Tk q
r

∂− =
∂

, at r = ro (3)

where ρ, Cp and k are the density, specific heat
capacity and thermal conductivity of silicon,
respectively. qrad and qconv represent the radiative and
convective heat flux leaving a wafer surface per unit
volume, respectively. The quantity qedge is the heat
flux at the wafer edge that includes the heat loss of
convection and radiation.

Once the temperature profile has been obtained, the
components of stresses are obtained as:
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0rθσ = (6)
where σrr and σθθ are the radial and tangential stress
components, respectively. α and E denote the linear
thermal expansion coefficient and Young’s modulus,
respectively. Since the obtained temperature profile is
expressed in a discrete manner, the stresses in Eqs (4)
and (5) are determined by a trapezoidal integration
technique.

In the present study, the maximum shear stress failure
criterion is used which assumes that the wafer fails in
shear when

max 1s

yp

FS τ
τ

⋅= > (7)

where S is the normalized maximum resolved stress,
FS is the safety factor which is usually taken to be 2
and the maximum shear stress is calculated using
Mohr’s circle as:

max
1
2 rr θθτ σ σ= − (8)

At high temperature, silicon behaves like a viscous
material. The yield stress in shear can be expressed in
terms of the temperature and the maximum shear
stress rate (Hebb and Jensen, 1998) as:

( )
0.4

23.17exp 16.1 0.00916yp
dT
dt
ττ ⎛ ⎞= − ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠

(9)

where the stress unit is in Pascal and the temperature
unit is in degree Celsius. The stress rate dτ/dt is taken
to be the larger of 2.5�105 Pa/s or its calculated value.
If the result calculated from Equation (9) exceeds
3.1�108 Pa, it is taken to be 3.1�108 Pa which means
that the wafer is at low temperature. From Equation
(9) we know that the yield shear stress will be about
1.5 MPa when T= 1200°C at the beginning of the
cooling process which is far less than 310 MPa at the
room temperature T= 27°C. This simply indicates that,
according to the failure criterion stated in Equation
(7), a small temperature non-uniformity may induce
material failure at high temperature. Since no
analytical solution is available for the present
problem, the numerical solutions are sought to the
above governing equations. The calculation is carried
out using a fully implicit finite difference method
(Chao et al., 2003a).

Three scenarios are considered using the lamps
radiative cooling condition: (1) fixed temperature-
difference control scheme: The maximum
temperature difference within a wafer is fixed to
0.7°C (by trial and error such that the normalized
maximum resolved stress is less than one during the
cooling process), (2) constant cooling-rate control
scheme: The lamp’s power decreases gradually at a
constant rate of 10KW/m2-s (by trial and error which
ensures that the normalized maximum resolved stress
is less than one during the cooling process), (3)

maximum stress control scheme: The normalized
maximum resolved stress is kept close to one until the
lamp’s power decreases to zero during the cooling
process.

Chao et al. (2003a) show that the edge heat loss leads
to large temperature gradient toward the wafer edge.
Based on the maximum shear stress failure criterion,
the results show that material failure always occurs at
the edge of the wafer at the beginning of cooling
processes. Furthermore, the maximum stress control
scheme is shown to be more efficient because it can
significantly reduce the required cooling time and
thermal budgets. Thus, the conventional constant
cooling-rate control scheme or linear temperature
ramp-down scheme is not appropriate for the rapid
thermal processor.

Fig. 6 shows, for the radiative-only cooling process,
the tangential stress at the wafer edge is positive due
to thermal shrinkage induced by the edge effect. On
the other hand, the compressive tangential stress
prevails at the central region of wafer. Since the
tangential stress at the central region is far less than
the tangential stress at the wafer edge. The wafer
failure is dominated by the edge effect in the wafer
and yield stress in shear. For the maximum stress
control scheme, the lamp’s power decreases
dramatically during the cooling process. After five
seconds have elapsed, the lamp’s power for the fixed
temperature-difference control scheme decreases
gradually with a rate even smaller than the constant
cooling-rate control scheme. The required cooling
time for the maximum stress control scheme is only
18 sec from 1200°C to 600°C, compared to 30 sec for
the constant cooling-rate control scheme, and,
moreover, it is only one fifth of the required time for
the constant temperature-difference scheme as shown
in Fig. 7. This provides an attractive alternative for
temperature program generation.

3.3 Control Structure Design

The state-of-the-art RTP typically consists of 7 lamp-
heating zones with 7 temperature measurements, in
addition to computed emissivity. Here we use a
simple RTP model (Huang et al., 2000a) to illustrate
the essential steps in the control structure design. This
is an RTP system with 3 lamp-heating zones for a
200mm wafer. Once a temperature program becomes
available (Fig. 5A), the design procedure consists of
the following steps: (1) selection of temperature
measurements, (2) controller design, and, possibly, (3)
temperature program modification. Spike annealing is
considered here. The control objective is to maintain
temperature uniformity, especially around the peak
temperature. The focus of the program is the
temperature range of 1000°C-1050°C with the
duration of approximately 2 seconds.

The temperature profile along the radial position
plays an important role for the measurement selection.
The RTP system uses a linear combination of three
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lamp powers to match the desired intensity. Notice
that each lamp ring has an intensity profile similar to
the normal distribution (e.g., Fig. 5). The optimal
temperature uniformity corresponds to a unique lamp
power combination. The desired temperature profile
is a nonlinear function in r and it crosses the
temperature set point several times. The profile is
similar to a high-order polynomial:

( )set
iT T r z− = ∏ − where Tset is the temperature set

point, n is the number of set point crossings and zi
denotes the location of the set point crossing (zero of
the polynomial). Therefore, it becomes clear that the
best temperature uniformity that can be achieved is
the temperature profile minimizing the squares of
temperature differences which is termed the desired
temperature profile. Furthermore, the easiest way to
maintain this profile is to keep the temperatures
already at (or close to) set point (e.g., Fig. 5) under
control. This can be interpreted as retaining the shape
of the temperature profile by holding several key
positions at the set point. If we have more zero-
crossing temperatures than manipulated inputs, The
next step is to check system interaction and inherent
robustness using the structured singular value (SSV).
Therefore, the temperature measurement selection
criterion can be summarized as follows (Huang et al.,
2000c).
1. Identity the set point crossing locations for the
desired temperature profile.
2. Prefer the approximately equal-spaced rule for
placing temperature measurements on these locations.
3. Check for system robustness, and if the SSV is not
acceptable, go back to step 2.
The procedure suggests control of T3, T17 , and T29 out
of 30 zones in the radial position.

Once the control structure is determined, the next step
is to design a multivariable temperature controller.
The conventional PID controller is preferred for its
simplicity and transparency. Because almost half of
the batch cycle involves ramp-type setpoint trajectory,
the IMC design principle of Morari and Zafiriou
(1989) is employed (Huang et al., 2000a) and Type-2
system is considered. For the RTP operated at
1050ºC, the model gives the following process
transfer function matrix: Note that the sampling rate
(0.01 s) is so fast that, a continuous-time model is
used here.

( ) diag(1 ( 1))iG s K sτ= ⋅ + (10)

where K is the steady-state gain matrix and τi is the
time constant. Following the design procedure of
Huang et al. (2000a), it leads to a diagonal PID type
of controller with a static decoupler. Moreover, the
diagonal controller has double integrators.

1( ) diag( )iiC s K K−= (11)
where Kii is the diagonal PID type of controller.

, ,
,

1 1(1 )ii c i D i
I i

K K s
s s

τ
τ

= + + (12)

We term this type of controller as PI2D controller
hereafter. The controller parameters can be expressed
in terms of IMC filter time constant τf.

, ,2

2 2
, 2 ,

2
i f i f

c i I,i i f D i
i ff

K τ
τ τ τ τ

τ τ τ
τ ττ

+
= = + =

+
(13)

Therefore, once the closed-loop time constant τf is
set, the tuning constants for the PI2D controller can be
determined immediately.
Figure 8 clearly indicates the advantage of PI2D
control, derived from type-2 disturbance, over PI
control, derived from type-1 disturbance, in which
significant offsets are observed in ramp-up and ramp-
down periods. Moreover, the two important criteria,
peak temperature and duration time over 1000ºC, are
completely missed, even with PI2D control. Table 1
summarized the spread of the peak temperature and
duration time.

If the peak temperature tracking and duration is the
design criteria, the triangular temperature problem in
Fig. 5A cannot be achieved with a realizable
controller. Thus, a smooth temperature program is
used instead as shown in Fig. 5B. The tabulated
results in Table 1 also confirm this and the peak
temperature spread is reduced to 6.9ºC as compared
to 11.8ºC for triangular temperature program. Figure
9 shows the peak-temperature spread across the radial
positions is reduced to 6.9ºC using the smooth
temperature program for the RTP with 3 heating
zones. The trend remains for wafer with different
peak temperatures. The results presented here clearly
indicate that the advanced control methodology can
certainly be applied to semiconductor manufacturing
at the tool level.

4. PROCESS MONITORING

Process monitoring and analysis is important in
semiconductor manufacturing. Correct trend
monitoring can be used to determine appropriate
timing for preventive maintenance. In this work,
instead of incorporating large number of trajectory
data with variable batch time and possibly “missing”
data for some process variables using multivariable
statistic technique (e.g. MPCA), a key sensitive index
(KSI) based approach is proposed for batch process
trend monitoring. From process insight or the
experience of the process operator, a certain period
time within a batch time where the measurements
have significant effect on product quality, the key
sensitive time-slot (KST), is identified. Next, based
on the KST, possible key sensitive process variables
(KSV) are chosen. The KSV may not be the measured
values themselves in KST, but some quantity, such as
area, slope, maximum, etc., computed from the raw
measurements. Once a KSV is computed for each
batch (wafer-to-wafer) under normal operation, its
autocorrelation function is calculated as the batch
process progresses. If significant autocorrelation is
found, a time-series model is established for the
selected KSV, if not, a different KSV is sought. With
the time-series model, the process trend can thus be
forecasted and then an index for the process operating
status (key sensitive index, KSI) is defined and
computed. By monitoring the KSI, possible
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maintenance action can therefore be called for,
whenever necessary. This provides dynamical
capability for process trend monitoring while
maintaining the simplicity of single-variate analysis.
An IC processing example is used to illustrate the
KSI-based approach.

In the manufacturing of semiconductor, IC is
processed through the recipes which comprise a
sequence of different treatments (steps). In general,
only some steps are critically related to the product
quality so that the processing intervals corresponding
to these critical steps are the aforementioned KST. In
this example, the recipe comprises 11 steps where the
processing time from step 6 to step 10 is identified as
KST. Then, three important process variables are
selected as possible KSV. From correlation analysis,
only the maximum of one variable (say, variable A)
in KST shows significant autocorrelation and, hence,
this maximum value, Amax, is chosen as KSV.
However, as shown in Fig. 10(a), Amax for some
batches are abnormally greater than the average value.
Since different products are usually processed with
the same tool, Amax with particularly high values
may result from different products. Thus, one product
index, as shown in Fig. 10(b), is considered for the
modification of Amax values. The result of modified
Amax, designated as '

maxA , is shown in Fig. 10(c)
where all '

maxA values follow the data trend.
Consequently, an autoregressive moving average
(ARMA) model of the following is built for '

maxA
based on measurements from 500 wafers.

( )
( )

1 2 '
max

1 2

1 1.744 0.776 ( )

1 1.346 0.476 ( )

q q A t

q q e t

− −

− −

− +

= − +
(14)

where q-1 is the backward shift operator and e(t) is
white noise. It is found that one root of the
autoregressive polynomial is close to unity, which
means the time series Amax(t) exhibits nonstationary
behavior. For this reason, an autoregressive integrated
moving average (ARIMA) model is then built to
describe this behavior.

( )
( )

1 '
max

1 2

1 0.942 ( )

1 0.452 0.553 ( )

q A t

q q e t

−

− −

+ ∇

= + −
(15)

where ( )11 q−∇ = − These two time-series models are

then used for forecasting the values of '
maxA as the

batch process progresses. The result is shown in Fig.
11 where two abrupt changes are observed due to
scheduled tool maintenance (PM). Initially, both the
forecasts of ARMA and ARIMA models can follow
the process trend well. However, as the batch process
progresses, the forecast of ARMA model starts to
deviate from the actual '

maxA more and more, while
the forecast of ARIMA model keeps following the
actual process. This phenomenon disappears after PM
and then can be observed again as the batch process
progresses. In order to capture the drifting behavior of
this batch process, the KSI is thus defined as the
absolute value of difference between residuals of
these two models.

ARMA ARIMAKSI= Residual -Residual (16)
The computed KSI is shown in Fig. 12. The results
clearly indicate that the process trend can be realized
using the proposed KSI and tool maintenance is
required once this KSI is greater than a prescribed
limit. Therefore, this KSI-based approach not only
can be used for batch process trend monitoring, but
also it is helpful for the engineers to decide when to
call for tool maintenance.

5. CONCLUSION

An advanced IC fabrication consists of 300+ steps
with scarce and usually difficult quality
measurements. The series production nature and
measurement setup lead to a unique process control
problem. In this work, typical disturbances in
semiconductor manufacturing are explained and the
necessity of quality estimation is outlined. This leads
to a control architecture with multiple layers in
cascade structure. Next, RTP is used to illustrate
recipe generation and control structure design at the
tool level. The resultant multivariable controller gives
satisfactory setpoint tracking for a triangular-like
temperature program. In order to prolong the time
between maintenance and to reduce unscheduled
downtime, process trend monitoring of a tool is
essential. Instead of using entire batch data, key
process variable is identified and an index is
computed to capture dynamic behavior of the tool. An
IC processing example is used to illustrate this
approach and results clearly indicate that process
trend is well predicted using the index-based time-
series model.
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Table 1. Control performance of different types of
temperature programs

triangular Smooth
Mean of peak temp. (oC) 1066.1 1056.9
Range of peak temp. (oC) 11.8 6.9
Std. dev. of peak temp(oC). 3.8 2.2
Mean of duration (s) 2.08 2.08
Range of duration (s) 0.155 0.086
Std. dev. of duration (s) 0.039 0.027

Figure 1. Measurement complexity and frequency

Figure 2. Structure of control action

Figure 3. Fab-wide control schema
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Figure 4. The physical model of RTP
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Figure 5. (A) triangular-like temperature program
(B)smooth temperature program.
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for the room temperature cooling.
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Abstract:
In this paper, measurement based parameter and state estimation in Simulated
Moving Bed plants with nonuniform columns is investigated. The estimation
strategy presented uses the available measurements of the concentrations in the
product flows and in one internal flow which is realistic for industrial applications.
The estimation task is solved in a decentralized fashion. The correction of the
parameters and the state is performed only for the column positioned in front
of the respective measurement. Convergence is achieved by the shift of the
product concentration measurements. The local estimation problems are solved
by Extended Kalman filters. The scheme is validated for a propanolol isomers
system with nonlinear adsorption isotherms.

Keywords: Simulated Moving Bed chromatography, parameter estimation, state
estimation, Extended Kalman filter, decentralized estimation

1. INTRODUCTION

Preparative chromatographic separation processes
are an established separation technology in down-
stream processing in the pharmaceutical and fine
chemicals industries. Most industrial applications
are performed discontinuously, leading to low pro-
ductivity and high solvent consumption. In recent
years, continuous Simulated Moving Bed SMB
processes are increasingly applied due to their
advantages with respect to the utilization of the
adsorbent and reduced solvent consumption. The
SMB process consists of several chromatographic
columns which are interconnected in series to con-

1 Corresponding author: Tel.: +49-231-755-5126; fax:

+49-231-755-5129.

E-mail address: s.engell@bci.uni-dortmund.de

stitute a closed loop. An effective counter current
movement of the liquid phase and the solid phase
is achieved by periodical and simultaneous switch-
ing of the inlet and the outlet ports by one column
in the direction of the liquid flow (Figure 1).

Since SMB processes are characterized by mixed
discrete and continuous dynamics, spatially dis-
tributed state variables with steep slopes, and
slow and strongly nonlinear responses of the con-
centrations profiles to changes of the operating pa-
rameters, they are difficult to control. An overview
of recent achievements in the optimization and
control of chromatographic separations can be
found in (Engell and Toumi, 2005). In (Toumi and
Engell, 2004a) and (Toumi and Engell, 2004b),
a nonlinear optimizing control scheme was pro-
posed and successfully applied to a 3-zone reac-
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tive SMB process for glucose isomerization. In
each switching period, the operating parameters
are optimized to minimize a cost function. The
product purities appear as constraints in the op-
timization problem. In the optimization, a rig-
orous model of the general rate type is used.
Plant/model mismatch is taken into account by
error feedback of the predicted and the measured
purities. In addition, the model parameters are
regularly updated. In (Toumi et al., 2005), the
control concept was extended to the more complex
processes Varicol and Powerfeed that offer a larger
number of degrees of freedom that can be used for
the optimization of the process economics while
satisfying the required product purities. A slightly
different approach to the control of SMB processes
was reported by (Erdem et al., 2004a) and (Erdem
et al., 2004b). Here, the online optimization is
based upon a linearized reduced model which is
corrected by a Kalman filter that uses the con-
centration measurements in the product streams.
In this work, the switching period is considered as
fixed, while in the previously mentioned work it is
a parameter in the optimization. In (Toumi and
Engell, 2004a) and (Toumi and Engell, 2004b), the
prediction is based on the assumption that the
columns are uniform (i.e. they all show the same
behavior) and that the modelling errors are small.
However, the properties of each individual column
differ since they have different effective lengths,
different packings with adsorbent and catalyst (for
the case of reactive chromatography) and the col-
umn temperatures can exhibit some variation. In
this paper, an estimation concept is presented for
the estimation of parameters and states of chro-
matographic columns with individual properties.
We assume that measurements of the concentra-
tions in one internal and in both product streams
are available. The estimation of the column pa-
rameters can be used to detect degradations of a
column during continuous operation of the plant.

The remainder of this paper is structured as fol-
lows: in the next section, the model of the SMB
process is introduced. Section 3 reports the ob-
server design for the SMB plant. Simulation re-
sults are presented in section 4. Finally, a sum-
mary and outlook for future research are given.

2. PROCESS MODEL

The columns of the SMB process can be divided
into four different zones according to their relative
position with respect to the inlet and the outlet
ports as depicted in Figure 1:

(i) Zone I between solvent and extract port:
desorption of the more strongly retained
component

(ii) Zone II between extract and feed port:
desorption of the less retained component

(iii) Zone III between feed and raffinate port:
adsorption of the more strongly retained
component

(iv) Zone IV between raffinate and solvent port:
adsorption of the less retained component.

Q
De ExQ

switching of
columns

liquid flow

zone IIzone I zone III

QFe

Recycle ReQ

zone IV

RaQ

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the SMB process

From mass and concentration balances, the re-
lations at the inlet and the outlet nodes can be
expressed as

Desorbent node : QIV + QDe = QI

cout
i,IV QIV = cin

i,IQI

Extract node : QI − QEx = QII (1)

Feed node : QII + QFe = QIII

cout
i,IIQII + ci,FeQFe = cin

i,IIIQIII

Raffinate node : QRa + QIV = QIII

i = A,B ,

where QI,II,III,IV denote the internal flow rates of
the corresponding zones I, II, III, IV, QDe, QEx,
QFe, and QRa are the external flow rates of the
respective inlet/outlet ports and, cout

i,j and cin
i,j de-

note the concentrations of the component i in the
stream leaving or entering the respective zone j.
In this paper, the separation of a racemic mixture
of propanolol, a β-blocker, (Toumi et al., 2003)
at high purities with a 1/2/2/1 column config-
uration is investigated. Accurate dynamic mod-
els of multi-column continuous chromatographic
processes consist of dynamic process models of
the single chromatographic columns, the node bal-
ances (1) which describe the connection of the
columns, and the port switching. The chromato-
graphic columns are described accurately by the
general rate model (Guichon et al., 1994) which
accounts for all important effects of a radially
homogeneous column, i.e. mass transfer between
the liquid and the solid phase, pore diffusion, and
axial dispersion. The concentration of component
i is given by ci in the liquid phase and qi in the
solid phase. Dax is the axial dispersion coefficient,
u the interstitial velocity, εb the void fraction of
the bulk phase, kl,i the film mass transfer resis-
tance, and Dp the diffusion coefficient within the
particle pores. The concentration within the pores
is denoted by cp,i. The following set of partial
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differential equations can be obtained from a mass
balance around an infinitely small cross-section of
the column:

δci

δt
+

(

1 − εb

εb

)

3kl,i

rp

(ci − cp,i|r=rp
)

= Dax,i

δ2ci

δz2
− u

δci

δz
(2)

(1 − εb)
δqi

δt
+ εp

δcp,i

δt
− εpDp,i

1

r2

δ

δr

(

r2 δcp,i

δr

)

= 0 (3)

with appropriate initial and boundary conditions

ci,t=0 = cin
i ; cp,i,t=0 = cp,i(0, r, x),

δci

δz

∣

∣

∣

∣

z=0

=
u

Dax,i

(

ci − cin
i

)

;
δci

δx

∣

∣

∣

∣

z=L

= 0 (4)

δcp

δr

∣

∣

∣

∣

r=0

= 0;
δcp

δr

∣

∣

∣

∣

r=rp

=
ki

εpDp,i

(

ci − cp,i,r=rp

)

.

The adsorption equilibrium behavior and the sys-
tem parameters for the propanolol isomers inves-
tigated here have been determined experimentally
by (Toumi et al., 2003). The adsorptive behavior
is modelled by a modified competitive Langmuir
adsorption isotherm (the components are referred
to as A and B):

qi = H1
i cp,i +

H2
i cp,i

1 +
∑

j

k2
j cp,j

i = A,B. (5)

For numerical simulation, an efficient discretiza-
tion (Gu, 1995) is used where a finite element
discretization of the bulk phase is combined with
orthogonal collocation of the solid phase.

3. STATE AND PARAMETER ESTIMATION

3.1 Estimation strategy

A concept for parameter and state estimation
of a SMB process has to take into account the
available measurement information as well as the
dynamics of the SMB model. We assume here that
both concentrations of the species are continu-
ously measured in the two product streams and in
the recycle stream. This is the maximum amount
of information that is available in a production
plant. Thus, the positions of the measurements in
the considered six column SMB plant vary within
a cycle of operation as indicated by Figure 2.
The recycle measurement is permanently located
behind the last physical column while the two
product measurements move with the product
ports in the direction of the liquid flow by one
column when a period has passed. Hence, there
permanently is a measurement behind the last
physical column over the whole cycle, while each
of the remaining columns have a product mea-
surement located at their respective outlet for two

periods in each cycle (one cycle has six periods).
Concerning the dynamics of the SMB model, it

1
st

period 1 32 4 5 6

2
nd

period 1 32 4 5 6

3
rd

period 1 32 4 5 6

6
th

period 1 32 4 5 6

4
th

period 1 32 4 5 6

5
th

period 1 32 4 5 6

Fig. 2. Measurement positions at the physical
columns for a cycle of operation (black: prod-
uct streams; grey: recycle stream)

can be shown that local column parameters have
a greater influence on the concentrations at the
outlet of the local column compared to column
parameters at a distance to the considered mea-
surement. The influence of distant parameters is
subject to a considerable time delay because the
liquid flow is the link between the columns and
reaches the considered column outlet only after
several switching periods.

We therefore propose to perform the estimation by
a set of individual, local observers that estimate
the states as well as the parameters for one column
only, as illustrated by Figure 3. A local observer
is activated within the estimation scheme when
there is a measurement located at the outlet of
its respective column. The columns are of course
coupled since a column with an error prone set
of parameters that is in front of a column with an
active local observer causes a disturbed input flow
to the estimated column (indicated by the distur-
bance d in Figure 3). However, the influence of the
disturbed input on the local estimation is reduced
by the movement of the product measurements.
One period before a local estimator is activated
by a product measurement, its corresponding in-
put is corrected by the same measurement sen-
sor that is positioned before the column at that
time. Since SMB processes are operated at a pe-
riodic steady state with high requirements for the
product purities, the dissolved components move
with the liquid flow by about one column within
one period. Hence, the outlet concentrations of
the column are influenced to a large extent by
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the inlet concentrations that were measured one
period earlier. Therefore, the influence of model
errors of the remaining columns on the local es-
timation of one column is not a dominant factor
in the local estimation. However, the estimated
input concentration profile of column 6 for which
the estimation is performed continuously deviates
from the true profile and hence in this column
errors of the parameter estimation are induced
until a sensor is located in front of this column
(see Figure 2).

d

HA HB

Fig. 3. Column-by-column estimation of parame-
ters and states

3.2 Extended Kalman filter

In the local Extended Kalman filters, the para-
meters that are estimated are defined as states.
At each time step k the dynamics f̂ i of the col-
umn model are linearized around the local state
estimate x̂i (each column has 100 states). The
algorithm of the Extended Kalman filters is

(1) Prediction:

x̂i
k+1,k = x̂i

k,k +

∫ tk+1

tk

f̂ i(x̂i, x̂i−1)dt (6)

P i
k+1,k = Ai

kP i
k,kAiT

k + Qi (7)

(2) Correction:

Ki
k = P i

k,k−1C
iT (CiP i

k,k−1C
iT + R)−1

(8)

x̂i
k,k = x̂i

k,k−1 + Ki
k(yi

k − ŷi
k,k−1)s

i
period (9)

P i
k,k = (I − Ki

kCi)P i
k,k−1, (10)

where P i is the error covariance, Ki the Kalman
gain, Ci the output matrix, Qi the state noise co-
variance matrix, R the measurement error covari-
ance matrix, yi are the measurements, and Ai

k the
linearized local dynamics of column i. The EKFs
were tuned by varying the diagonal values of the
matrices P0, R, and Qi. si

period is a binary integer
variable that takes the value of one if the local
observer of the corresponding column is activated
and zero otherwise. The activation trigger si

period

of the local observers is related to Figure 2.

4. RESULTS

For the results presented, the measurements are
assumed to be subject to uniformly distributed
white noise with a maximum deviation of 5% of

the highest concentration value of the SMB pro-
file. Furthermore, it is assumed that the product
measurement devices are placed in front of the
product pumps, otherwise a deformation of the
concentration profiles would be encountered. The
Henry coefficients H1

i are chosen as estimated
parameters since they have the strongest influence
on the process performance. The chosen operating
point achieves high purities but is not optimal
with respect to solvent consumption.

Figure 5 shows the estimation of the parameters
of column 1 in the case of a step in the Henry
coefficient H1

A (more strongly adsorbed compo-
nent) of column 3 (scenario 1). The estimator of
column 3 converges to the true value. The esti-
mators of columns 1, 2, 4, and 5 are not affected
by the error in column 3. However, the input of
column 6 is not corrected during one period and
the Henry coefficient H1

A of column 6 is therefore
increased. When the estimator of column 3 has
converged, the estimator of column 6 converges
as well. Figure 6 depicts the estimation of the
Henry coefficients of all six physical columns in the
presence of considerable model errors (scenario
2). The individual model coefficients are initial-
ized at the nominal values that are given in the
appendix while the true values of the individual
Henry coefficients of the respective columns differ
considerably from the nominal values. The pro-
posed estimation concept manages to estimate all
individual Henry coefficients and to reduce the
state estimation error at the beginning of a period

J0 =

√

√

√

√

nstate
∑

i=1

(x̂(i)smb,0 − x(i)smb,0)2 (11)

substantially (see Figure 4), apart from the error
caused by the measurement noise. In Figure 7 the

40 50 60 70 80 90 100
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

state error

J

period

Fig. 4. State error J forscenario 2

estimation of the parameters of column 6 whose
local estimator is activated over the whole cycle
is compared to the corresponding measurement
information for one cycle. For the investigated
operating point, the concentration fronts (con-
centration increases or decreases drastically) are
in the 2nd, 4th, and 6th period. The measured
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Fig. 5. Parameter pertubation of column 3 (step introduced and estimation started at the 37th period,
scenario 1); lines: model, dotted lines: reference plant, black: H1

A, grey: H1
B
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Fig. 6. Parameter estimation for wrong Henry coefficients of all columns (estimation started from the
37th period on, scenario 2); lines: model, dotted lines: reference plant, black: H1

A, grey: H1
B
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Fig. 7. Column 6 (permanent measurement): pa-
rameter estimation and measured concentra-
tion profile over one cycle for scenario 2

extract and raffinate profiles correspond to period
2 and 5 modified slightly by the individual column
properties. When a concentration front moves
over the extract port, the Henry coefficient H1

B

of the respective column is corrected by the local
estimation. However, at the raffinate port (period
5) only a small part of the front is measured. The
correction of the Henry coefficient H1

A related to
the more strongly adsorbed component A is rather
slow. This is due to the specific operating point.

5. CONCLUSION

A parameter and state estimation scheme for an
SMB process with individual columns applying
local Extended Kalman filters based on only three
measurement positions has been presented. The
observer performs well. The individual column
parameters can be reconstructed. It is expected
that the performance of a model predictive control
scheme can be improved by applying a decen-
tralized state estimation. In future research, the
implementation of Moving Horizon Estimator is
planned.

SYSTEM PARAMETERS

separator length L = 10cm

separator diameter D = 1cm

adsorption coefficients H1

A
= 2.68

H2

A
= 0.9412

k2

A
= 340 cm3

g

k2

B
= 262 cm3

g

H1

B
= 2.2

H2

B
= 0.4153

film transfer resistance kl,A = 0.5610−2 cm
s

kl,B = 0.3310−2 cm
s

void fraction εb = 0.4

particle void fraction εp = 0.5

particle diameter dp = 20µm

particle diffusion coefficient Dp = 10−5 cm2

s

density ρ = 1.0 g

ml

viscosity η = 6.8510−4 g

cms

axial diffusion coefficient Dax = 10−6 cm2

s

feed QFe = 0.31 ml
min

cA,Fe = cB,Fe = 7.5 g

l

period τ = 2.05min

extract QEx = 1.94 ml
min

raffinate QEx = 1.12 ml
min

eluent QDe = 2.75 ml
min

recycle QRe = 4.80 ml
min

measurement error covariance R = 0.01I (I: unity matrix)

initial error covariance P0 = 300I, P0,6 = 30

state noise covariance Qx = 100I,Qx,6 = 0.01I

qp = 0.05, 0.01
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Abstract: This paper describes the application of Parametric Model Predictive Control to 
small processing units, in particular small Air Separation plants. Multiparametric 
optimization techniques are used to rigorously solve the MPC problem in two steps: an 
offline solution which generates a parametric mapping of the optimal control adjustments, 
and an online solution which reduces to a simple lookup operation. Because of the speed 
and simplicity of this lookup operation we are able to implement MPC in low-end 
computing devices such as PLCs, reaping the benefits of model-based control by 
implementing it at low cost in small plants where otherwise it would not be justified by 
the cost/benefit ratio.  Copyright © 2006 IFAC 
 
Keywords: parametric programming, parametric optimization, on-line optimization, 
predictive control, process control. 
 
 

1. BACKGROUND 
 

While  Model  Predictive Control  (MPC) is the clear 
Advanced Control technology of choice in the 
Process Industries, it has found limited use to date for 
small processing units, despite its unquestionable 
superiority in terms of robustness, plant optimization 
and general control performance. One bottleneck is 
the complexity and relatively high cost of the 
controller compared to the unit cost in smaller size 
plants. This is partially due to the computing 
hardware and software required for executing on-line, 
real time optimization in order to determine the 
appropriate control action for the next time interval. 
 
For the smaller Air Separation plants (single product 
plants, Nitrogen or Oxygen generators, cryogenic or 
non-cryogenic) Advanced Control of any kind was in 
the past an expensive proposition. As a result, the 
small plants would most often be operated in a 
conservative manner and suffer from the following 
operational drawbacks:  
 

• They would consume more energy than 
required. 

• They would be unable to load follow a 
varying customer demand. 

• Venting of product or product backup would 
be required whenever the customer demand 
did not match the set production and single 
point of operation. 

 
In the last few years, academic research on 
parametric programming has lead to a radically new 
approach to MPC (Pistikopoulos, et al., 2002a; 
Pistikopoulos, et al., 2002b; Dua, et al., 2002; 
Bemporad, et al., 2002). In this approach, the on-line 
control problem has been recast as a multi-parametric 
optimization problem where the system state 
variables act as �parameters�. The original MPC 
problem can now be solved explicitly in an efficient 
manner, still generating the full control law in a 
mathematically rigorous fashion. In essence, most of 
the possible MPC scenarios that are encountered 
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during the operation of a unit are solved a priori and 
off-line. 
 
The implementation of the control law is transformed 
into a simple look-up function operation, where the 
current values of the state variables determine the 
control action. The control action taken by such a 
�parametric� controller is identical to traditional 
MPC for a given system state representation. The 
only difference and main advantage of the parametric 
approach lies in the manner the control action is 
decided: whereas traditional MPC requires on-line 
solution of dynamic optimization problems, the new 
approach just reads the current solution from a 
complete solution map drawn in advance. This is the 
concept of on-line control via off-line parametric 
optimization. Hence, a number of major advantages 
can be obtained: 
 

1) Lower hardware costs - Simpler hardware, 
including PLCs and microchips, is 
completely adequate given the minimal on-
line computational requirements;   

2) Software costs are nearly eliminated;  
3) Simple implementation is possible;  
4) Increased control power is obtained, in part 

due to the very fast sampling now possible 
given the almost instantaneous solution.  

 
The new parametric control concept has allowed us 
to extend the applicability of MPC to small Air 
Separation plants, for example small Nitrogen 
generators. We call our approach Parametric MPC 
(pMPC) of Air Separation. We have also called it 
�MPC on a chip�, since the pMPC controller, 
because of the ease of on-line implementation, can be 
readily commissioned on a microchip. We should 
stress at this point that the approach is not limited to 
small Air Separation plants. It can be equally applied 
in situations where, even though the Air Separation 
plant might be very large in terms of its production 
capacity, because of relative process simplicity there 
is still a small number of manipulated (MVs), 
controlled (CVs) and disturbance variables (DVs) in 
the process. This includes for example very large 
oxygen generators for GTL (gas-to-liquid) 
applications. 
 
Parametric MPC is in fact a generic technology, with 
the only thing specific to a given application being 
the underlying process model and MPC problem 
formulation. ParOS Ltd has applied this technology 
in entirely different sectors, such as in the automotive 
industry where very fast and accurate control is 
required (e.g. sampling times of 0.1 millisecond). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. PROCESS DESCRIPTION, BENEFITS 
SOUGHT AND CONTROL OBJECTIVES 

 
Fig. 1 is a simplified diagram of a typical Nitrogen 
generator. Air is compressed, impurities such as CO2 
and water are eliminated in a Pressure Swing 
Adsorption unit (PSA, not shown), the clean air is 
then cooled to near its liquefaction temperature in the 
main heat exchanger and fed to a distillation column. 
In this distillation column the air is separated into a 
pure nitrogen fraction in the overhead, and an oxygen 
rich liquid fraction at the bottom. Part of the pure 
nitrogen is taken as GAN (gaseous nitrogen) product, 
and the rest is condensed and returned as reflux to the 
column. This is done in a reboiler/condenser by heat 
exchange against the enriched air from the bottom of 
the column, which boils at a lower pressure on the 
other side. A small amount of liquid nitrogen (LIN) 
is fed to the column to provide extra refrigeration. 
After heat exchange against the incoming feed, the 
GAN product is compressed and sent to the 
customer. The customer takes the product through a 
short pipeline and there may or may not be a buffer 
tank present. 
 
In typical operation without advanced control, the 
plant produces GAN at a fixed production rate 
irrespective of the customer demand. Therefore if the 
customer demand increases, extra nitrogen may need 
to be provided by vaporizing LIN from a backup 
tank. If the customer demand drops, GAN product 
may need to be vented. While many customers have 
a constant take pattern that justifies this mode of 
operation, for other customers the product demand 
may vary quite frequently. For the latter cases, it is 
certainly a waste (mainly in terms of power usage) to 
produce pure gaseous nitrogen and then throw it to 
vent, and/or to vaporize significantly more expensive 
LIN when the demand exceeds what the plant is 
producing. This calls for an advanced control 
solution allowing the plant to quickly ramp up or 
down its production to match the customer demand, 
while maintaining the product purity within 
specifications. In our work this defined the first 
control and online optimization objective: To load 
follow the customer demand. 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig 1. Simplified diagram of a Nitrogen generator.

HEX
Column 
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To run trouble-free and always meet the purity 
specifications in the face of disturbances, operations 
personnel may tend to run the plants �fat�, namely 
with extra air fed to the system and with the level of 
impurities (oxygen and argon in the case of a 
nitrogen generator) buried down. For example one 
particular plant had a specification of not more than 5 
ppm impurities in the GAN product, but it was 
observed to be running as low as 0.1 ppm. Of course, 
this is another source of wasted power. An MPC 
controller, on the other hand, can be easily set up to 
run the plant against its true constraints in the face of 
disturbances. Our second control and optimization 
objective was thus defined: To operate against the 
upper impurity limit for the GAN product. This 
would lead to lower power use for the same 
production, or equivalently increased production at a 
given air rate. Although running against the upper 
impurity limit can be done with standard PID loops, 
the experience for this particular type of plants was 
that these loops were hard to tune and too much of an 
effort was required for the expected benefits. 
 
All the standard benefits of MPC (the multivariable 
and optimal nature of the solution and the ability to 
handle constraints) were sought and were achieved, 
thanks to the parametric control formulation, without 
a need for expensive online computations. 
 

 
3. CONTROLLER IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 

 
The feasibility of pMPC of small ASUs was first 
demonstrated on a detailed dynamic simulation of a 
Nitrogen generator.  We next proceeded to design 
and implement a pMPC controller for an actual 
Nitrogen generator serving a customer. This plant 
was selected because the customer take pattern was 
such that it would help us demonstrate load following 
capabilities. The plant was also conveniently located 
and it had site personnel resources available as 
needed for our first prototype. Initially the controller 
was designed and implemented with only the load 
following objective, while still maintaining the 
product purity within constraints. Later a second 
optimization objective was added as an additional 
term in the objective function. The second objective 
led the pMPC controller to reduce air feed whenever 
possible to drive GAN purity against its upper limit 
(while not crossing it). Formally, the control and 
optimization objectives were implemented as 
follows: 1) Match GAN production to GAN demand 
(minimizing its difference); 2) Control GAN purity at 
a setpoint equal to the upper impurity limit. Note that 
in this plant the GAN demand (product taken by the 
customer) could not be directly measured but instead 
it was estimated using the customer valve position 
and pressure differences. 
 
In order to attain the above control and optimization 
objectives we designed the following control 
structure. The pMPC controller was set up to operate 
as a supervisory controller, with inherently safe 
fallback mode to the underlying regulatory control  
 
 

Fig. 2. Model Prediction for Each CV. 
 
loops in case of difficulties. As Manipulated 
Variables (MVs) we included the air flow setpoint, 
and the setpoint for the GAN/AIR ratio. There were 
two disturbance variables (DVs), the first one the 
deviation in air flow with respect to its setpoint (to 
account for each switch of the PSA unit), and the 
second one a measure of the LIN injection to the 
column.  The controlled variables (CVs) were also 
two: the actual GAN product flow and the ppm O2 in 
the GAN product. In summary, the controller had 
four inputs (2 MVs and 2 DVs) and two outputs. 
 
Data for system identification was obtained via step-
change experiments. First and second order ARX 
models were identified both giving a good fit. Fig. 2 
shows a validation set and the prediction by the first 
and second order models. 
 
As indicated, the first control objective was to follow 
the customer demand without violating the purity 
constraints, and further subject to bounds on the MV 
values and on the maximum allowable rate of change 
for the MVs. The online MPC controller was 
obtained off-line via multi-parametric optimization. 
The techniques and the code employed to conduct 
this optimization are described elsewhere 
(Pistikopoulos, et al., 2002a; Pistikopoulos, et al., 
2002b; Dua, et al., 2002; Bemporad, et al., 2002). 
The solution for this first pMPC controller involved 7 
parameters, 2 control targets, and 209 piecewise 
affine control laws (regions of the parametric space). 
Just as an example, Fig. 3 shows the solution for one 
of the regions. Notice that the online solution (the 
value of each MV for the next control move) is 
obtained explicitly via a linear combination of the 
parameters. The values of the coefficients ac and bc 
are different for each solution region. 
 
Because of the ease of online computation, we were 
able to implement the pMPC controller on the 
existing plant PLC. This PLC (programmable logic 
controller) was an older type model with very limited 
computing resources. The pMPC controller was 
implemented as a C function block and it worked 
together with the existing ladder logic. Timers 
ensured that the controller was called every 30 
seconds precisely. Since the computation was very 
fast, the model-based control action could have been

GAN Product O2 purity 

Actual 

2nd order 

1st order 
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Fig . 3. Parametric control solution for Region 117. 
 
 
done more frequently if this was needed for 
improved performance. The ability to implement 
model predictive control on a PLC became in itself a 
major accomplishment of our work. 
 
Fig. 4 gives a schematic diagram of the function 
lookup operation constituting the online 
implementation of pMPC for the small ASU. At 

every sample the C code read the current plant state 
and formed a parameter vector consisting of 7 values 
based on the current and last sample conditions. A 
search was done to find the corresponding region in 
parametric space, and the coefficients of the explicit 
control law for that region were then applied to 
calculate the next control move for the MVs. 
 

 

 
Fig. 4. Implementation of lookup operation of pMPC for a small Nitrogen generator. GAN: Gaseous Nitrogen; 

MAC PV: Measurement of air flowrate. 
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+0.0955·MAC(t)+24.7965 ·(1/Ratio)+6.1678·GANset 
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Fig. 5. Load following the customer demand, first controller implementation (left axis, MAC SP and customer 
demand; right axis: Ratio SP) 
 
 

4. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS AND 
ADDITIONAL STEPS 

 
As mentioned earlier, the first pMPC controller was 
based on a single objective, i.e. load following. This 
controller was implemented at the selected Nitrogen 
plant serving a customer site. Significant benefits 
resulted from the ability to match the customer 
demand. The pMPC controller minimized liquid 
nitrogen (LIN) usage by ramping the plant up to 
maximum production when the customer demand 
was high, and it reduced power usage by ramping the 
plant down during low demand periods. While the 
speed of the ramp up was observed to be slightly 
slower than desired, overall the MPC controller was 
judged to be beneficial, and it was recommended that 
the operators turn it on every Monday morning after 
starting the plant up at the beginning of each week 
(this particular plant was shut down over weekends). 
The initial load following closed-loop behavior 
(single objective) is shown in Fig. 5. 
 
The controller was next revised to include a purity 
control objective. As already mentioned,  this second 
objective was to minimize power by operating 
against the upper impurity limit. The slow ramp up 
issue was also corrected. The new controller involved 
8 parameters, and its solution 578 piecewise affine 
control laws. The new controller ramped the plant up 
or down at 3% of the design flow per minute. This is 
a significant ramp rate for this type of plants. Fig. 6 
shows the load-following performance for this 
second controller. The plant layout included a buffer 
tank between the product compressor and the 
customer. By design, the controller was set up to load 
the buffer tank whenever possible, and the ramp 
down was not initiated unless the buffer tank 
pressure (which is shown in blue � buffer � in Fig. 6) 
exceeded 12 bar. 
 
Before pMPC, the plant used to run at 0.01 ppm O2 
in the GAN product. By implementing the second 

optimization objective, the controller instead ran the 
plant at about 1 ppm, still being able to maintain the 
purity within specification in the face of 
disturbances. This led to a 1.5% reduction in air 
flow, with its consequent power savings. Fig. 7 
shows the operation against the upper impurity limit, 
set at 1 ppm. At around sample 55 in the Figure, the 
controller started increasing the GAN/AIR ratio from 
0.47 to its maximum limit of 0.499. This was 
effective while the plant was at maximum rates. At 
around sample 217 the customer suddenly started 
taking less product, and at that time both MVs, Air 
flow (not shown) and GAN/AIR ratio dropped to 
match the new customer demand. 
 
The combined savings, namely from producing more 
product more efficiently when product was needed, 
and from ramping down the plant and saving power 
when less product was needed, were estimated to be 
in the order of £10000 per year. Without getting into 
the exact cost details for the controller, we are able to 
state that based on these results the controller would 
pay for itself in about half a year or less.  
 
The same controller was duplicated, with almost no 
change, to a similar nitrogen generator in a different 
country. This served as an excellent test of the 
portability and robustness of the pMPC controller. 
The same model and same controller solution as in  

Fig. 6. Load following and operation with buffer 
tank, second controller implementation. 
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Fig. 7. Operation against upper impurity limit (Left 

axis, O2 in GAN, ppm; left axis, GAN/AIR ratio; 
right axis, column sump level, %). 

 
 
the previous site were used in spite of some 
differences in operating limits, customer 
requirements and customer take pattern. This 
controller was set up and loaded in just about a day, 
and ran well from the very beginning. Benefits were 
quickly obtained because of the increased production 
rates achievable at the plant with the help of the 
advanced controller. A third pMPC controller was 
later commissioned on a larger plant in the USA. 
Here a side-by-side comparison was done of pMPC 
operation versus standard operation at site, and the 
benefits of pMPC were thus demonstrated. Power 
savings from the use of pMPC were measured to be 
in the order of 3%. This corresponded well with the 
original savings estimated in our preliminary, 
simulation-based evaluation. 
 
Our work also included initial research in the 
development of a robust parametric controller 
(Sakizlis, et al., 2004). The idea is to do pMPC plant 
testing and controller development only once for a 
generic plant, in much the same way as demonstrated 
when we copied one controller from one site to 
another. Then, the robust controller can be simply 
duplicated to other similar plants, whether of the 
same size, larger or smaller, and have at most one or 
two tuning parameters for quick adjustment during 
commissioning.  
 

CONCLUSION 
 

By implementing MPC via multiparametric 
optimization (offline solution for online 
optimization) we can extend the realm and the 
benefits of model-based, optimizing control to small 
plants, devices and systems. Parametric MPC of 
small Nitrogen generators was implemented on 
existing PLCs and it has been running in several of 
our plants since 2003. Implementation on new plants 
is extremely rapid (can be as fast as 1 day). The 
controller has delivered: 
 

1) Energy savings, 
2) Product quality constraint satisfaction, 
3) Accurate load following, and  
4) Reduced venting of nitrogen. 

 

At the present time, work proceeds for other types of 
Air Separation plants and in new areas beyond Air 
Separation. 
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STABILIZING CONTROL OF AN
INTEGRATED 4-PRODUCT KAIBEL COLUMN

Jens Strandberg and Sigurd Skogestad 1
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Norway

Abstract: This paper considers the Kaibel column, a fully thermally coupled
distillation column for the separation of four products in a single column with
a single reboiler. The authors of this paper have built a laboratory pilot plant
of a Kaibel column with the purpose of investigating its operational performance
and control properties. In this paper the requirements for stable operation are
discussed, and the location of temperature measurements for optimal operation is
investigated.

Keywords: Process control, Distillation, Control structure design, Thermally
coupled columns

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper considers the separation of four com-
ponents in one fully thermally coupled column.
The Kaibel column, introduced in 1987 (Kaibel,
1987) separates 4 products in a single column
shell with a single reboiler. The main reason for
considering the Kaibel column is probably the po-
tential capital savings compared to conventional
arrangements with 3 columns in series. The Kaibel
column is an extension of the Petlyuk column
(Petlyuk et al., 1965). The Petlyuk column and
the dividing wall column (DWC) (Wright, 1949)
have been extensively investigated in the litera-
ture. Even though this research has shown po-
tentially large savings in capital and operational
costs, it has taken a long time for the industry to
implement the ideas. However, the last 20 years
have seen the technology come into use and there
are now more than 40 divided wall columns in
operation around the world (Adrian et al., 2003).
The Petlyuk arrangement can be extended to any
number of products with the addition of vertical
partitions or column shells. However, a practical

1 skoge@chemeng.ntnu.no

realization of a 4-product Petlyuk column would
be complex both in construction and operation.
The Kaibel arrangement (Figure 1) is easier to
implement because one would need only one verti-
cal partition in a one-shell configuration. Both the
Petlyuk and the Kaibel columns could be realized
in a multi-shell arrangement, still retaining the
energy-benefits, but one would of course lose the
bonus of reduced capital cost as compared to
the conventional three-column sequence. Instead
of separating A/D in the prefractionator as in
the Petlyuk arrangement, we here have a AB/CD
split. This gives a somewhat higher energy re-
quirement, but it is still has the potential to save
energy as compared to a three-column sequence
(Halvorsen, 2005). Especially, if the B/C separa-
tion is easy, the Kaibel configuration ought to be
very competitive. BASF, who are the leading in-
dustrial company on the dividing wall technology,
have at the moment the first Kaibel columns in
operation (Kaibel et al., 2004). However, to these
author’s knowledge there are not reported any
lab-scale realizations of the column with thorough
investigations of the operational and control prop-
erties of the column.
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Fig. 1. a) Kaibel column with prefractionator ar-
rangement. b) Equivalent one-shell arrange-
ment

2. PILOT PLANT AND COLUMN DATA

A pilot plant of the Kaibel column has been built
with the purpose of investigating the controllabil-
ity of the column arrangement. The column is put
together by sections of internal diameter 50 mm.
This leads, in effect, to a two-shell implementation
(see Figure 2), but it is equivalent to a divided wall
column with no heat transfer across the partition
wall. The sections are of vacuum-jacketed glass,
requiring no further insulation. A kettle reboiler
of 3 kW capacity is attached. The product streams
(except bottoms) are controlled via solenoid oper-
ated swinging funnels built into the glass sections.
Another funnel sets the liquid split, Rl, between
the prefractionator and the main column. The
column will be operated with a constant vapour
split, Rv, however a device has been installed that
allows for manual adjustment of the split. A total
of 24 temperature sensors are distributed inside
the column sections and make up the majority of
measurements.

The temperature measurements will be used in
estimating the composition profile of the column
and the purity of the products. Product samples
will be analyzed with gas chromatography off-
line to facilitate tuning and validation of the
estimates.

The initial experiments will be run with a mix-
ture of alcohols (methanol, ethanol, propanol and
butanol), however, there are also plans to run the
column with an alkane-mixture.

2.1 Modelling

The Kaibel column is modelled using a stage-
by-stage model with the following simplifying as-
sumptions: Constant pressure, equilibrium stages
and constant molar flows. The vapour-liquid equi-
librium is modelled using the Wilson equation of
state. To model the column we have used 7 column

Table 1. Nominal operating point.
(Flows are scaled with regards to the

feed. Rl and Rv are ratios)

Variable Nominal value

L 2.7864
V 2.5107

S1 0.2437
S2 0.2530
Rl 0.3013
Rv 0.3233
D 0.2473
B 0.2560

sections with stages (see Figure 2). Section 1 and
2 make up the prefractionator, while the main col-
umn consists of sections 3-7. The prefractionator
sections have 12 equilibrium stages, while sections
3-7 each have 8 equilibrium stages (our design
necessitates the prefractionator having the same
height as sections 4-7-5).

In this study, we separate the same four-component
mixture that will initially be used in the pilot
plant experiments (methanol, ethanol, propanol
and butanol). We use an equimolar feed with
partial preheating (q=0.48).

We have specified 4 product purities:




xD

xS1

xS2

xB


 ≥




0.975
0.94
0.94
0.975




The nominal operating point for the column have
been found by optimization. The optimization
criterion was to minimize the vapour boil-up, V
(minimum energy input), with the model equa-
tions as equality constraints and the product pu-
rities as inequality constraints.

min
x,u

J = V

s.t. (1)

f(ẋ, u̇) = 0

h(x) ≤ 0

Data for the nominal optimum can be seen in
Table 1. For the time being we decide to keep the
vapour split Rv constant, at its optimal value.

3. CONTROL OF KAIBEL COLUMN

The column has 7 dynamic degrees of freedom
(valves): L, V , S1, S2, Rl, D and B. In addition,
it may be possible to adjust the vapour split,
Rv, but this is not studied here. Column pressure
is self-controlled at atmospheric pressure by the
condenser design which has an open vent.
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Fig. 2. Stabilizing control scheme (c3) with four
temperature loops (Valves are shown on in-
dividual streams for L/D and Rl, but in
reality these are implemented as ratios using
magnetically operated swinging funnels).

3.1 Stabilizing control of levels

The condenser and reboiler holdups need to
be controlled. We choose to use the “L/D V -
configuration” where the condenser level is con-
trolled such that L/D remains as a degree of free-
dom in the top of the column and the reboiler level
is controlled (using B) such that V remains as a
degree of freedom in the bottom of the column.

We are now left with 5 degrees of freedom (L/D,
V , S1, S2, Rl), and we need to use at least 4 of
these to stabilize the column profile.

3.2 Stabilizing control of column profile

In order to avoid “drift” in the column with unde-
sirable breakthrough of impurities in the product
we need to stabilize the column profile. First,
in the prefractionator we need to maintain the
split between components B and C. This may
be done using Rl to control some temperature in
the prefractionator, probably located in the top
for good dynamic response. In the main column,
we need to maintain the split between A and
B in the top, B and C in the middle, and C
and D in the bottom. This requires closing three
additional temperature loops, for example using
L/D to control a temperature in the top, S1 to
control a temperature in the middle section, and

S2 to control a temperature in the bottom (See
Figure 2). V and Rv remain unused. These loops
need to be relatively fast and since composition
measurements are usually slow or not available,
we propose to use temperature loops, if possible
with composition control in the outer cascade.

3.3 Location of temperature sensors

The objective of the inner loops is mainly to
stabilize the column. But, in addition, we would
like to keep the column reasonably close to its op-
timal operation, which is to minimize the energy
usage (V ), while satisfying the four product purity
constraints. One way of achieving this is the “self-
optimizing control” approach (Skogestad, 2000).
We will use parts of this approach to select the op-
timal location of the temperature measurements.

We here apply the minimum singular value
method (Halvorsen et al., 2003) for selecting the
controlled variables. The procedure consists of the
following steps.

(1) Obtain a linear model G from the inputs u
to the candidate controlled variables y.

(2) Scale the inputs u such that the effect of each
input is the same on the objective function.

(3) Obtain the scaled gain Gs of the model by
scaling the outputs using sum of their op-
timal range and their implementation error
(“span”).

(4) Select controlled variables that maximize the
minimum singular value σ of the scaled gain
matrix Gs from u to y.

In the following we will assume that we have
an on-line measurement of the bottoms product
composition but that the other product streams
do not have this feature. The available measure-
ments (candidate controlled variables) are then
the temperature at each stage and the bottoms
composition, xB. We also include our 5 inputs as
possible outputs in the analysis. We then have a
total of 71 candidate variables from which we want
to find the best set c of 5 variables to keep at
constant set-points.

y = {L/D, V, S1, S2, Rl, T1...T65, xB} (2)

The implementation errors used to obtain the
scaled matrix were: 10% for flow measurments, 0.5
K for temperatures and 0.001 for the mole fraction

Using the exact branch and bound method (Cao
et al., 1997) we find that we should pick the
following five variables:

c1 = [T24 T41 T56 T68 xB ] (3)

These five give a minimum singular value σ =
113.53. We see that the method chooses xB, which
one would expect to be a good variable.
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Fig. 4. Disturbance response. 10% increase in feed rate. Top: response for controlled set c2. Bottom:
response for controlled set c3.
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Fig. 3. Control scheme c2

Now, we will investigate the strategy where we
have constant vapour boil-up (we pick V as both
input and output) and look for the the best 4
remaining outputs. We then get the following
controlled variables:.

c2 = [V T23 T41 T60 T66] (4)

The location of the measurements are visualized in
Figure 3. We see that the method does not choose
the same outputs as before, even though some
of them are retained. Here the minimum singular
value σ is reduced to 1.5265, indicating that this
it is not an optimal strategy to keep V constant.

If we now go back to our preliminary control
structure seen in Figure 2, we can evaluate the
minimum singular value for choosing these out-
puts:

c3 = [V T11 T34 T50 T66] (5)

This gives σ = 1.200 which is somewhat lower
than for c2

3.4 Loss calculations

In Table 2 we show the percentage loss in the cost
function when disturbances are introduced. We
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Fig. 5. Disturbance responses. zA=0.20, zD=0.30. Top response for controlled set c2. Bottom: response
for controlled set c3.

Table 2. Loss in cost function due to
disturbances when temperature loops

are applied.

Disturbance c2 c3

F : 1.0 → 1.1 0.39% 0.39%
zA: 0.25 → 0.20 12.0% 26.2%
zB : 0.25 → 0.20 3.32% 10.5%
zC : 0.25 → 0.20 0.12% 1.04%
zD: 0.25 → 0.20 0.03% 2.10%

keep the sets (c2 and c3) of temperatures at their
optimal values and increase V to reach feasibility
with respect to the purity constraints. We see that
c2 does indeed produce smaller losses than c3 as
indicated by the singular value.

4. DYNAMIC SIMULATIONS

The two control schemes, c2 and c3 were simulated
to check the dynamic responses. In each case
the four temperature loops were implemented
using PI-controllers tuned with Skogestad’s IMC
tuning rules (Skogestad, 2003). Figure 4 shows
the responses from a 10% increase in the feed
rate. We note that scheme c2 does better with
regards to the bottoms composition, while c3

has a somewhat better response in terms of the
sidestream compositions.

In Figure 5 the feed composition of component
A,(zA), has been decreased from 0.25 to 0.20,
while zD is increased from 0.25 to 0.30. Again
we see that c3 keeps the sidestream compositions
better than c2, but the bottom composition drifts
relatively far away with the set c3 as compared to
the set c2 found by the singular value method.

To get back to the specified purities we can adjust
the boil-up V .

5. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The experimental work is in progress and will be
reported in the conference presentation.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have discussed the Kaibel distil-
lation column for the separation 4 products. The
Kaibel column is interesting because it has the
potential for large capital investment savings as
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well as reduced energy consumption when com-
pared to conventional distillation sequences. To
stabilize the column operation one has to close a
total of 4 control loops. The remaining degrees of
freedom (in our case V and potentially RV ) can
be used to ensure optimal operation according to
some economic objective.

The minimum singular value method has been
applied to the problem of finding the optimal
location of temperature measurements for stabi-
lizing control. The resulting control scheme has
been compared with a predefined scheme using
both steady-state and dynamic simulations, show-
ing that the method can be useful in selecting
measurements.
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Abstract: This paper describes the application of a widely-used commercial multivariable
predictive controller to a rigorously simulated crude distillation process. After describing
the main process and controller features, it is shown how the two simulation and control
environments can be interfaced together. A number of simulation results of typical product
quality changes and crude switches are presented. The final goal of this paper is to
demonstrate how rigorous dynamic simulators can be effectively used to reduce the
costs of Advanced Process Control projects by shortening model identification, controller
design and commissioning phases.Copyright 2006 IFACc©

Keywords: Dynamic simulators, model predictive control, model identification, complex
distillation processes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Process industries, such as the petroleum and chemical
industries, face very dynamic and unpredictable mar-
ket conditions, due to world-wide competition, limi-
tation in natural resources, strict national and interna-
tional regulations. In order to improve the production
safety, quality and flexibility, plant automation has
become increasingly important and is now recognized
as a very effective way to achieve the production goals
with satisfaction of safety and quality constraints.

Modern automation control systems for processing
plants usually consist of a multi-level hierarchy of
control layers. The first layer (starting from the bot-
tom) is usually a distributed control system (DCS)
which gathers process measurements, performs simple
monitoring and PID-based control of some process
variables (such as flow rates, levels, temperatures) to
guarantee automatic operation of the plant. The sec-

1 Corresponding author. Email: g.pannocchia@ing.unipi.it, Fax:
+39 050 511266.

ond layer, usually referred to as Advanced Process
Control (APC), performs multivariable model-based
constrained control to achieve stable unit operation
and push the process towards its operational limits
for maximum economic benefits. APC regulators typi-
cally fall within the class of Model Predictive Control
(MPC) algorithms (Morari and Lee, 1999; Mayneet
al., 2000; Qin and Badgwell, 2003). On top of APC
other layers can be present, such as a Real-Time Opti-
mization (RTO) layer and a Planning and Scheduling
layer.

Reduction of costs for application of the second layer
is a relevant issue since it would enlarge considerably
the range of applicability of APC systems, which at
present are mostly limited to capital intensive sectors,
such as refinery and petrochemical industries. Qin and
Badgwell (2003) reported nearly five thousand MPC
applications all over the world, as a snap-shot of the
situation in 1999, with a rough increase of about 80%
in the subsequent three years. An MPC/APC project
typically consists of a number of phases, such as:
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Table 1. TBP of the Zarzaitine crude oil.

Volume % 3.4 12.4 27.5 44.1 56.6 67.5
BP (oC) 20 80 145 225 290 350

(1) A preliminary study comprising selection of ma-
nipulated (MV), controlled (CV) and disturbance
(DV) variables, check of all instrumentation, and
possible re-tuning of regulatory PID controllers.

(2) Plant testing and model identification in which
MVs are varied and data of CVs (and DVs) are
collected to build a process model, by means of
identification techniques.

(3) Controller tuning, simulation and commission-
ing including selection of MVs and CVs limits
and weights, open and closed-loop simulation on
the identified plant model and final closed-loop
implementation on the plant.

Phase 2 is particularly time-consuming and during
plant testing (which may last several weeks) the prod-
ucts may violate some quality specifications. Phase 3
is also time-consuming although most of controller
tuning and simulation needs not to be done “on-site”.

Rigorous (steady-state and dynamic) simulators, i.e.
those based on first-principles/fundamental equations,
have become widely-used tools in process analysis,
design and control (Yiuet al., 1994; Berber and
Coskun, 1996; Luyben and Tyreus, 1998; Huang and
Riggs, 2002). In particular dynamic simulators can be
useful to simplify Phase 2 and Phase 3 since they “sur-
rogate” the true plant, thus allowing data collection for
model identification, controller tuning and simulation.
Moreover, it is important to remark that nowadays it is
possible to carry out closed-loop model identification
using an MPC regulator based on some preliminary
model (e.g. one obtained from the data collected using
the simulator). This approach can reduce dramatically
the required plant testing duration and finally improve
the controller performance by means of a more accu-
rate model and more effective tuning.

In the present work, an industrially relevant example
of a Crude Distillation Unit is simulated by means
of HYSYSTM and controlled by using the commercial
MPC algorithm DMCplusTM . More details on this
study can by found in (Gallinelli, 2005).

2. PROCESS AND CONTROLLER DESCRIPTION

2.1 Crude distillation unit

Crude oil is a mixture of a large number of com-
ponents (whose exact determination is impossible),
ranging from alkanes and iso-alkanes to cycloalkanes
and aromatic compounds. Different oils are usually
characterized in terms of density, often expressed in
API degrees, and in terms of distillation curves, such
as True Boiling Point (TBP), Equilibrium Flash Va-
porization (EFV) or ASTM curves. In this study a
Zarzaitine (Algerian) crude oil is considered, whose
TBP data are reported in Table 1.

Crude distillation units (CDU) represent the core plant
of any refinery site since most of its products are the

Fig. 1. CDU layout

starting point for a number of subsequent operations
and final products. A typical CDU consists, mainly, of
four operations:

(1) Desalting and pre-heating: before and after de-
salting, crude oil is pre-heated at expense of other
hot streams available in the plant.

(2) Pre-flash: light components are vaporized in a
flash drum to reduce the load at the furnace.

(3) Heating: crude oil is heated at high temperature
(350÷390oC) in a furnace.

(4) atmospheric distillation: crude oil is separated
into a number of products (such as naphtha,
kerosene, light diesel, heavy diesel and a residue)
in a complex rectification column featuring side
strippers and external coolers (pumparounds).

The CDU layout is depicted in Figure 1, in which only
the furnace and the complex distillation column (with
strippers and pumparounds) are shown for simplicity
of representation. The main column top and bottom
pressures are 1.9 atm and 2.8 atm, respectively; the
reflux ratio is 1.5. All specifications can be found in
(Gallinelli, 2005). Products are themselves mixtures
of components and are characterized by given boiling
temperature ranges. The boiling temperature ranges of
products considered in the present study are reported
in Table 2 along with the corresponding expected yield
for the chosen crude.

2.2 DMCplusTM algorithm

In order to provide a brief description of the controller
algorithm used in this work, it is assumed that a
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Table 2. Boiling ranges for CDU products
and expected yield.

Product Boil. Range (oC) Yield %
Naphtha 35÷150 24.5
Kerosene 150÷240 18.1

Light Diesel 240÷350 21.2
Heavy Diesel 350÷390 7.5

Residue 390÷548 28.7

(stable and proper) convolution model of the process
is known. According to this model, the predicted value
of the outputs (CVs) at timek given past values of the
inputs (MVs) is:

ŷk =
k∑

i=1

Si∆uk−i (1)

in which ŷk ∈ Rp is the predicted output vector at
time k, ∆uk−i ∈ Rm is the input variation vector
at timek − i andSi ∈ Rp×m is the i−th matrix of
step response coefficients from each input/output pair.
Given the output measurementyk, a correction term is
then computed as:

dk = yk − ŷk (2)

This term, which is meant to lump different sources of
plant/model mismatch (such as disturbances, nonlin-
earities, noise), is used to guarantee offset-free con-
trol (Pannocchia and Rawlings, 2003). Other more
general and effective correction terms can be con-
sidered (Muske and Badgwell, 2002; Pannocchia and
Rawlings, 2003; Pannocchia and Brambilla, 2005).

The DMCplusTM controller, as well as most MPC
algorithms, is based on two optimization modules
(executed at each sampling time):

• A steady-state target optimizer, which computes
optimal targets for inputs and outputs.

• A dynamic optimizer, which computes optimal
trajectories for inputs and outputs from their
current value towards the computed targets in a
fixed-length time window (horizon).

The steady-state optimizer solves a linear program
(LP) in the form:

min
∆ūk

cT ∆ūk (3a)

subject to

umin ≤ ūk−1 + ∆ūk ≤ umax (3b)
−∆ūmax ≤ ∆ūk ≤ ∆ūmax (3c)

ymin ≤ G(ūk−1 + ∆ūk) + dk ≤ ymax (3d)

in which umin (umax) and ymin (ymax) are vectors
which contain the minimum (maximum) value for
inputs and outputs,̄uk−1 is the previous input target
vector,∆ūk is the input target variation vector,∆ūmax

is maximum target variation vector,G ∈ Rp×m is the
model gain matrix andc is a vector of steady-state
“costs”. Solution of (3) yields the following input and
output optimal targets:

ūk = ūk−1+∆ūk, ȳk = G(ūk−1+∆ūk)+dk (4)

It is clear that when it is desirable to maximize
(minimize) an input, the corresponding cost should
be chosen negative (positive). Possible infeasibility
outcomes of (3), due to the output constraints (3d),
are handled by iteratively softening output constraints
(starting from low priority variables) and penalizing
the corresponding variation in the objective function.

Given the optimal targets, the dynamic optimizer com-
putes an optimal sequence of future input variations by
solving the following quadratic program (QP):

min
∆uk,...,∆uk+N−1

k+N−1∑
j=k

∆uT
j R∆uj+

k+P∑
j=k+1

{
eT
j Qej + ηu

j
T Quηu

j + ηl
j

T
Qlηl

j

}
(5a)

subject to

ej = ȳk − ŷj|k = ȳk −

(
j∑

i=1

Si∆uj−i + dk

)
(5b)

umin ≤ uk−1 +
j∑

i=k

∆ui ≤ umax (5c)

−∆ūmax ≤ ∆uj ≤ ∆ūmax (5d)

ymin − ηi
j ≤ ŷj|k ≤ ymax + ηs

j (5e)

ηi
j ≥ 0, ηs

j ≥ 0 (5f)

where:N and P are positive integers referred to as
control and prediction horizon, respectively;R, Q, Qu

and Ql are diagonal matrices with positive entries;
uk−1 is the previous input vector;ej is the vector of
errors between target and future predicted outputs at
timej; ∆umax is the maximum input variation vector;
ηu

j and ηl
j are non-negative vectors which represent

(possible) violations of upper and lower output con-
straints, respectively. It is important to remark that due
to the output soft-constraint approach adopted, prob-
lem (5) is always feasible. Moreover, due to patent
restrictions, DMCplusTM solves (5) in a suboptimal
fashion. Given the “optimal” input sequence only the
first “move” is implemented, i.e.

uk = uk−1 + ∆uk (6)

and both modules are re-executed at the next sampling
time.

3. SIMULATION AND CONTROL
ENVIRONMENT

In this section a description of the process simulation
model built using HYSYSTM (version 3.2) and of the
commercial controller DMCplusTM (version 6.0) used
in this work is given.

3.1 Process simulation model

As remarked, crude oil exact composition is unknown;
however this piece of information is necessary to sim-
ulate a crude distillation process. It is, therefore, com-
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mon practice to represent the crude oil as a mixture of
true components (light ends) and a number of pseudo-
components. In the present work, seven light compo-
nents (ranging from methane to n-pentane) and fifty
pseudo-components are used.

After defined the crude composition and flow rate,
the next step is to build a steady-state flow-sheet.
Since the main interest of this work is to focus on the
column dynamics and control, a number of “sensible”
simplifications are made. First of all, the pre-heat train
is simulated as a single heat exchanger; then, each
pumparound is considered as a simple heat exchanger
in which the hot fluid (column draw) flow rate and
the exchanger duty are specified; finally, the cooling
system is simulated as a single air cooler with a plant
equivalent holdup.

Once a steady-state flow-sheet is defined, a number
of steps are necessary to obtain a dynamic simulation
model in HYSYSTM .

(1) Design and sizing (holdup definition) of each
equipment. In particular sieve trays are used
throughout the column except for the draw stages
where partial chimney trays are chosen.

(2) Specification of pressure and/or flow rate for a
number of streams.

(3) Specification of the pressure profiles in each
equipment.

(4) Addition of regulatory control loops (flow-rate,
level, pressure and temperature controllers) to
guarantee automatic operation of the column.

In the present work a further degree of simulation
rigor is achieved by considering the static height of
each equipment. With regards of the regulatory control
loops, shown in Figure 1, PI controllers are used
and tuned using IMC-like rules (Skogestad, 2003).
It should be remarked that, although not shown, all
level, temperature and pressure controllers are actually
implemented in cascade on the corresponding flow-
rate controllers.

3.2 DMCplusTM controller

In order to implement a predictive controller using
the DMCplusTM software a list of manipulated and
controlled variables is defined. In particular:

• 17 manipulated variables are considered: these
variables are the setpoints of temperature, pres-
sure and (non-cascaded) flow-rate controllers.

• 23 controlled variables are selected: these vari-
ables are the ASTM-D86 95% of the four
main products (Naphtha, Kerosene, Light Diesel,
Heavy Diesel) and the opening percent of all
control valves.

Once the controller structure is defined, it is necessary
to generate simulation data that can be used for the
identification of the dynamic model matrix. This is
done by imposing a series of setpoint changes to all
the manipulated variables and observing their effect
on the controlled variables. The size, direction and
duration of the setpoint changes must be chosen so
that significant changes are induced in the controlled

variables and that all the typical operating conditions
of the unit are explored. The sequence of moves can
be pre-programmed and then the simulation can run
unattended and the results are continuously collected
and archived inside the HYSYSTM environment.

The data can then be exported from HYSYSTM and
imported in DMCplusTM Model, the identification tool
for DMCplusTM controllers. The next step is of course
the analysis of the simulation data and the identifica-
tion of the dynamic model: this can be done exactly as
if the data were coming from a non-simulated step-test
on a real process unit.

The identified model is then loaded in DMCplusTM

Build to prepare the controller configuration file which
will then be used by the on-line control engine. The
tuning of a DMCplusTM controller is usually per-
formed with the aid of its associated closed-loop sim-
ulation tool, Simulate. These simulations are based
on the linear model that has been obtained during
the model identification, and even if it is possible to
introduce some extent of plant/model mismatch, it will
always be difficult to closely reproduce the behavior of
the controller once it will be applied to a real plant or,
as in this case, to a rigorous dynamic simulation.

3.3 Simulator and controller interfacing

The interfacing of the dynamic simulation with the
controller is performed with the use of the DMCplusTM

block which is available in the HYSYSTM control li-
braries, together with PID or ratio controllers. This
block is connected to the PID controllers which are
manipulated variables in a simple master/slave cas-
cade arrangement and is capable of reading the values
of the controlled variables even if they are calculated
values such as the ASTM qualities of selected streams.

When the HYSYSTM simulation is started with this
block in place, the integrator runs until the time spec-
ified as the controller execution cycle (1 minute for
the current application) has elapsed and pauses the
simulation; it then passes the current values of ma-
nipulated, controlled and feed-forward variables (if
present) to the DMCplusTM online control engine and
waits for it to execute and return the new values for
the manipulated variables. These values are applied
in the HYSYSTM environment and the simulation is
then started again for the time corresponding to one
controller execution cycle.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

A number of different closed-loop simulation stud-
ies were conducted to test the controller effectiveness
in different situations, and to verify the flexibility
of the proposed simulation and controller environ-
ment (Gallinelli, 2005). In this section some signifi-
cant examples are presented.

Figure 2 shows the closed-loop results obtained for
variations of the products’ ASTM-D86 95% limits. In
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Fig. 2. Closed-loop results for variations of the prod-
ucts’ ASTM-D86 95% limits: time behavior of
products’ ASTM-D86 95%.

each plot the time behavior of the “measured” con-
trolled variables (ASTM-D86 95%) and of the corre-
sponding steady-state targets calculated by the con-
troller are reported. In Figure 3, instead, the corre-
sponding time behavior of the flow rate of each prod-
uct is reported.

A typical disturbance that occurs in refinery plants is
associated to the crude switching. Starting from the
original Zarzaitine crude oil, a new crude obtained
by mixing the Zarzaitine oil with an Arabian Heavy
one is fed to the CDU. For this case, closed-loop
results of the products’ ASTM-D86 95% are reported
in Figure 4, while the corresponding product flow rates
are reported in Figure 5.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the design and study of a rigorous sim-
ulation model of crude distillation unit controlled by
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Fig. 3. Closed-loop results for variations of the prod-
ucts’ ASTM-D86 95% limits: time behavior of
products’ flow rates.

a commercial multivariable predictive controller has
been presented. A crude distillation unit has been
simulated using HYSYSTM with a very high degree
of accuracy (equipment design and sizing, pressure
profiles, static heads, etc.). This rigorous dynamic
model has been interfaced with a commercial con-
troller, DMCplusTM , whose (linear) process model was
derived from data collected on the simulated plant.
Closed-loop results of common setpoint changes and
disturbance rejections showed the effectiveness of the
implemented control algorithm.

The main contribution of this work is to emphasize
the potential advantages of using rigorous simula-
tors on complex processes of industrial relevance. In
particular rigorous simulators can be effectively used
to generate data for preliminary model identification
and controller tuning. This “initial” controller can be
implemented on the actual plant to carry out closed-
loop identification tests from which the final process
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Fig. 4. Closed-loop results for crude switch: time
behavior of products’ ASTM-D86 95%.

model can be identified and the predictive controller
implemented. Simulators can also be used to carry
out closed-loop simulations, useful to refine the con-
troller tuning (selection of costs, equal concern errors,
limits, etc.) and effectively compare different predic-
tive control algorithms. Therefore, the methodology
illustrated in the present paper can potentially lead to
reduction of costs for MPC applications, with con-
sequent enlargement of the range of applicability of
APC systems.
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Abstract: Crystallization is one of the oldest separation technologies due to its ability to 
produce a range of bulk products to high purity chemicals. Aspect of controlling the size 
distribution is important for downstream operations and characteristics of products. Two 
cases of population balance problems are considered in this paper to show limitations of 
some utilized methods. Those cases present the sharp transition phenomena in the particle 
size distribution. A wavelet-based method by Liu and Cameron (2001) is applied and 
compared with other conventional methods based on Finite Difference, Orthogonal 
Collocation and Orthogonal Collocation with Finite Elements. The result show that the 
wavelet method is faster, more accurate and more efficient in solving the population 
balance problems. Copyright © 2005 IFAC 

Keywords: Crystallization, Modelling, Population Balance, Wavelet method 
 
 

 
1. BACKGROUND 

 
Crystallization is one of the oldest separation 
technologies and plays a key role regarding the 
quality of the products and the economy of a whole 
plant. This process is used to manufacture large 
quantities of bulk materials as well as high purity 
chemicals. 
 
Although crystallization technology has been 
established for a long time it is difficult to operate 
and control. Controlling particle size distribution 
(PSD), shape distribution and crystal purity are 
challenging due to the complexity and non-linearity 
of the process and because of lack of reliable on-line 
instrumentation to measure the key parameters 
(Rohani, et al. 1999; Braatz 2002). These properties 
affect downstream operation such as filtration, 
washing, drying, mixing and formulation (Braatz 
2002; Fujiwara, et al. 2005). They also affect the 
end-usage properties such as entrainment liquid after 
dewatering, dissolution rate for pharmaceutical 
products, caking 
�
 
1Corresponding author : Tel: +61-8-9266-4998; Fax: +61-
8-9266-2681; M.Tade@exchange.curtin.edu.au 

properties, fluidization properties, pneumatic 
handling properties, bulk density, and esthetic 
appearance (Randolph and Larson 1988). 
 
According to Braatz (2002), inadequate control of 
particle size and shape can result in unacceptably 
long filtration or drying time, or in extra processing 
steps, such as re-crystallization or milling process. 
Shekunov et al. (2000) claim that in the 
pharmaceutical industry, there were advance control 
systems over drug identity and purity, however 
control over the physical properties such as form and 
crystallinity remains inferior. It is indicated that there 
are many attractive challenges arising from the 
pharmaceutical processes which can be used for 
further research directions especially in modelling 
and building advanced control systems. 
 
Hulburt and Katz (1964) introduced a modelling 
approach for particulate processes more than 41 
years ago. This approach is well known as the 
concept of population balances. The population 
balance equation (PBE) can be defined as a 
mathematical description characterizing particles 
undergoing the mechanisms of birth, growth, death 
and leaving a certain particle phase space. In 
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crystallization, those mechanisms can be categorized 
as nucleation, growth, agglomeration and breakage. 
 
A very sharp transition profiles problem commonly 
occurs in many chemical engineering cases. For 
example, concentration profiles in chromatography 
processes, temperature and activity profiles in solid 
catalyst, the profiles of reaction in fixed bed reactors 
as well as the particle size distribution for a well-
mixed batch crystallizer in which crystal breakage 
and agglomeration may be neglected. These 
processes are represented by parabolic partial 
differential equations. Effective solutions for these 
models require certain type of numerical methods to 
be implemented. 
 

2. NUMERICAL METHODS 
 
2.1 Previous Methods 
 
Most papers addressing population balance problems 
discussed techniques to solve systems from the 
unidimensional to multidimensional population 
balance models. Many numerical methods have been 
proposed such as method of moment, method of self-
preserving distributions, method of weighted 
residuals, sectional method, and the discretization 
methods. Other methods, which have been used to 
solve PB problems, are also based on Monte Carlo 
method and finite element method. To sum up, the 
above methods can be categorized into four types i.e. 
finite difference approach, spectral methods (e.g. 
orthogonal collocation), finite element and other 
approach. There are major drawbacks from those 
methods such as high computationally cost, lack of 
stability and accuracy of the solution and the in 
applicability of the solved models for 
implementation in control based models. Extensive 
discussion of those methods can be found in the 
literature (Kostoglou and Karabelas 1994; 
Ramkrishna 2000; Vanni 2000). In this paper, 
simulation studies will be conducted to compare the 
computational efficiency, the accuracy as well as the 
stability between the finite difference method (FD), 
the orthogonal collocation (OC), the orthogonal 
collocation with finite element (OCFE) and the 
wavelet-based method. 
  
2.2  Finite Difference Methods 
 
Finite difference methods have been commonly used 
for the solution of all types of partial differential 
equations (ODEs) systems. FD method approximates 
the continuous function )(xf  with Taylor expansion 

series (Hangos and Cameron, 2001). They can be a 
first order or second order approximations. In our 
case, FD method is used to approximate the first 
partial derivative of population density over its size 
( xn ∂∂ ) and converts the PDE into a set of ODEs. 

 
2.3 Orthogonal Collocation 
 
This technique was developed more than 70 years 
ago and applied in various cases of boundary value 

problems. The trial functions are chosen as sets of 
orthogonal polynomials and the collocation points 
are the roots of these polynomials. The solution can 
be calculated from the collocation points. The use of 
orthogonal polynomials is to reduce the error as the 
polynomial order increases (Gupta 1995; Hangos and 
Cameron 2001). 
 
2.4 Orthogonal Collocation with Finite Elements 
 
The combination of dividing the regions into a 
number of elements and by applying orthogonal 
collocation techniques for each element can improve 
the solution where the profile is very steep. In the 
region where there is a sharp transition, numbers of 
small elements can be applied while the remainder 
utilizes larger size of elements. Selection of the 
elements size is therefore essential. 
 
2.5 Wavelet-based method 
 
In 2001, Liu and Cameron proposed wavelet based 
method to solve population balance problems. They 
developed Wavelet Orthogonal Collocation (WOC) 
and Adaptive Wavelet Orthogonal Collocation 
(AWOC) to solve agglomeration in batch vessel. 
Further information about wavelet method can be 
found in Liu’s papers (Liu and Cameron 2001; Liu 
and Cameron 2003; Liu and Tade 2004). To our 
knowledge, wavelet method combined with Galerkin 
method was first applied in chemical engineering 
area by Chen et al. (1996) to solve the breakage 
mechanism in a batch crystallizer.  
 
Significant advantages of using wavelet method are 
the accuracy in producing solutions in the sharp 
transition regions, computationally efficient 
solutions, stable and easily implemented solution that 
is applicable to another system. These advantages are 
related to the characteristic of wavelet method such 
as, localization properties in space and scale, 
hierarchical organization, sparse coefficients and 
easy handling of the derivatives as well as non-linear 
and integral terms. However in Liu and Cameron 
(2001), there was no comparative study between 
wavelet method and any other methods. 
 
2.6 Daubechies orthonormal wavelets 
 
Wavelet can be used as a basis function to represent a 
certain function. In the wavelet function, two-basis 
functions can be found, the scaling function and the 
wavelet function. The scaling function coefficient 
illustrates a local average of the function (coarse 
illustration) and the wavelet function coefficient 
describes detailed information of the function 
(refinements) that cannot be found from the average 
coefficient. Compared to Fourier expansion, wavelet 
approximation give smaller error and is highly 
localized at discontinuity regions (Nielsen 1998). 
Compared to the traditional trigonometric basis 
functions which have infinite support, wavelets have 
compact support, therefore wavelets are able to 
approximate a function by the placement of the right 
wavelets at appropriate locations. From Daubechies’s 
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work (1988), scaling function (φ ) and wavelet 

function (ψ ) can be described by a set of L (an even 

integer) coefficients (pk : k = 0,1,…, L-1) through the 
two-scale relationship: 

( ) ( )∑
−

=

−=
1

0

2
L

k
k kxpx φφ            (1) 

and the wavelet function 

( ) ( ) ( )∑
−=

− −−=
1

2
1 21

Lk
k

k kxpx φψ                 (2)  

The support for the scaling function is in the interval 
0 to (L-1), whilst for the wavelet function is in the 
interval (1-L/2) to (L/2). The coefficients pk are 
called the wavelet filter coefficients.   
 
Denote L2(R) as the space of square integrable 
functions on the real line. Let Vj be the subspace as 
the L2-closure of the linear combination of: 
 

( ) ( )kxx jj
jk −= 22 2φφ                      (3) 

 
for k { }...1,0,1...,−=∈ Z . A function ( )xf jV∈  

can be represented by the wavelet series: 
 

( ) ( )∑
∈

=
Zk

jkjk xfxf φ             (4) 

 
The multi-resolution properties of wavelets give 
another advantage to represent functions in 
differential equations which can be solved 
numerically (Motard and Joseph 1994). Detailed 
information about Daubechies orthonormal wavelets 
can be found in Daubechies  (1988). 
 
2.7 Wavelet Orthogonal Collocation(WOC) 
 
This method was proposed by Betoluzza and Naldi 
(1996) for solving partial differential equations. In 
2001 it was developed and applied for solving 
population balance problems by Liu and Cameron 
(2001). The interpolation functions are generated by 
autocorrelation of the usual compactly supported 
Daubechies scaling functions )(xφ . Then the 

function θ  called autocorrelation function verifies 
the interpolation property due to the orthonormality. 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) 10 == ∫ dxxx φφθ                          (5) 

and 

( )∫ ≠=−= 0,0)()( ndxnxxn φφθ                     (6) 

The approximate solution of our problem will be a 
function uj in the term of its dyadic points to obtain 
the wavelet expression: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )∑ −= − nxnuxu jj
jj 22 θ            (7) 

Detailed information can be found in Liu and 
Cameron (2001, 2003) and Bertoluza and Naldi 
(1996). 
 

3. CASE STUDIES 
 
We consider two case studies of population balance 
which have sharp and dramatic transition phenomena 
in their particle size distribution in the batch 
crystallizer. Even though the case studies considered 
here are simple, since the analytical solutions are 
available for comparison purposes, the more complex 
models can be solved using the methods described 
above. 
 
3.1 Case I: Nucleation and size-independent growth 
 
The population balance for nucleation mechanism 
and size independent growth is described by the 
partial differential equation: 
  

( )
0

,),(
B

L

tLn
G

t

tLn =
∂

∂+
∂

∂
            (8) 

 
where n  is number of particle (population density), 
L  is dimensionless particle size, ]2,0[∈L , G is the 

growth rate ( 1=G ) and Bo is the nucleation rate, 
)exp(0 LB −= . The initial condition is 0)0,( =Ln  

and the boundary condition when 0=L , 0),0( =tn . 

The analytical solution for this case is: 
 

[ ] 0;1)exp()exp(),(

0;)exp(1),(

>−−−−=
<−−−=

tLtLtLn

tLLtLn
         (9) 

 
 
3.2 Case II: Size-independent growth only  
 
One dimensional population balance for size 
dependent growth mechanism only is described by 
the partial differential equation: 
 

( )
0

,),( =
∂

∂+
∂

∂
L

tLn
G

t

tLn         (10) 

 
with: 
 

( ) ( ) ))1(100exp(0,;0,0 2−−== LLntn         (11) 

 
The independent growth rate ( 1=G ) is constant. The 
range of dimensionless particle size, ]4,0[∈L . The 

analytical solution for the second case is : 
 

))10)1.((exp(),( 2×−−−= tGLtLn          (12) 

 
 

4. DISCUSSION 
 
All the simulation results presented have been 
executed on a 3.00 GHz Pentium IV – 1.00 
Gigabytes of RAM running under Windows 2000. A 
MATLAB® version 7.0.1 was used as the 
computation software to simulate the models. 
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4.1 Case I: Nucleation and size-independent growth 
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Fig.1. Dynamic distribution of 8 segments of 

particles in case I 
 
Firstly we divide the size interval range into 8 
segments and simulate the dynamic distribution of 
particles. It is seen from Figure 1 that using 0=L the 
smallest segment of particles remains zero, while the 
other increase by following the underdamped 
mechanism until the overdamped mechanism for the 
largest segment of particles ( 2=L ). We found that 
the dynamic particle distribution gives the stable 
responses. 
 
Finite difference method is employed to solve this 
problem numerically. The results are shown below in 
Figure 2 by using 101 discretization points (FD 101). 
At early time ( 6.0=t ) particles are distributed 
heavily over the left region (maximum at 6.0=L ) 
up to the final time of simulation, particles are 
mostly distributed on the right segment (maximum at 

8.1=L ). The numerical FD 101 solution is accurate 
for any segment except the sharp transition region. If 
we increase the number of discretization point it will 
increase the accuracy of the solution of the whole 
region (including the peak region). However, it 
requires more of computational effort due to the 
increase of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) 
needed to be solved. 
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Fig. 2. PSD at various times using FD method 
 
Other methods that can be used to solve this problem 
are, as previously mentioned Orthogonal Collocation 
(OC) and Orthogonal Collocation with Finite 
Element (OCFE). Detailed description of these 

method can be found in many literature such as 
Davis (1984), and Finlayson (1980). 
 
Comparisons between the numerical solutions using 
OC, OCFE and FD are presented in Table 1 and 
Figure 3. Table 1 shows the comparative error results 
for the utilized methods, which are SE (Sum of 
Errors), AE (Average of Errors) and ME (Maximum 
of Errors), respectively.  
 
In terms of computation time, even though the FD 
101 consists of more ODEs than others, it gives 
reasonable computation time, only 1.37 s. On the 
other hand, the OCFE 16, which has only 16 ODEs 
contributes 2.21 s in computation. We can conclude 
that all methods described have reasonable 
computation time. The only problem is in the 
accuracy of the solution in the sharp transition 
region.  
 
OCFE 31 gives the overpredicted result at the 
maximum point, whilst the other methods give 
underpredicted result at that point. OC method 
cannot be used because it only represents 8 points of 
solution and it does not cover the entire region 
proportionally. On the other hand, all OCFE methods 
perform better than the 101 points of FD method in 
the sharp transition region. It is indicated by the 
maximum of errors (ME) results of the OCFE 16 and 
the OCFE 31 which are less than the FD 101. Even 
though both methods use less number of collocation 
points, they successfully present accurate solution 
and especially in the peak region. It is revealed that 
the OCFE methods are superior compared to others. 
 

Table 1 Comparative simulation results for case I 
 

Method Time
(s) 

SE AE ME 

     
FD 101 1.37 8.21e-005 0.0091 0.00200 
OC 8 0.90 0.0151 0.1230 0.07060 

OCFE 7 0.19 3.3965e-004 0.0184 0.00210 
OCFE 16 2.21 1.3513e-004 0.0116 0.00064 
OCFE 31 3.34 1.0248e-004 0.0101 0.00110 
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Fig. 3. PSD case I using various methods 
 
At this point we can conclude that for the sharp 
transition region, the OCFE methods can be used 
instead of ordinary FD methods with reasonable 
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computational time and accurate solution. Another 
question that arose from this study is whether those 
methods are able to track a very dramatic changing 
profile as shown in the next case. 
 
4.2 Case II: Size-independent growth only 
 
Figure 4 shows that there is a very steep gradient 
profile in the particle size distribution. The particles 
are distributed mostly in region of 3.27.1 −=L . 
According to Liu et.al (2000) OCFE method can 
avoid spurious (unstable) responses under steady 
state conditions, however, it may fail for the transient 
model. In our case-II’ s simulation, unfortunately the 
OCFE method cannot be applied, since it gives 
unstable solution. On the other hand, the FD methods 
even with a very large point of discretization (401 
and 801 points) represent inaccurate solutions in 
terms of the maximum value and also the particle 
distribution itself. As we can see from the Figure 5, 
there is a shift phenomena in particle distribution, 
and it shifts 0.5 unit of dimensionless size compared 
to analytical solution.  
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Table 2 Comparative simulation results for case II 

 
Method Time 

(s) 
SE AE Max(n) 

     
FD 401 1.42 0.05334 0.2309 0.70717 
FD 801 4.62 0.06844 0.2384 0.81654 
FD 1201 11.07 0.05842 0.2417 0.86605 
Wave 8 0.92 9.91e-6 0.0032 1.00 
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Fig.5. PSD case II using FD and Wavelet method 
Other method must be considered here. Wavelet 
orthogonal collocation method is employed since it 
can represent a sharp transition region due to its good 
localization properties both on time and frequency. 
By using 8-level of wavelet approximation series 
(resolution), the solution can represent the accurate 
value at the peak point. Regarding the error 
parameters, wavelet solution appeared to be superior 
compared to previous methods. By using 8-level of 
resolution, we utilize 257 (256+1) wavelet 
collocation points for the solution and 255 numbers 
of differential equations. Given that the properties of 
wavelet which is capable of representing high 
localization both in space and frequency, allow the 
preview of the behaviour of the solution at certain 
time, from localization properties of the solution at 
previous time-step. Moreover, the computation time 
needed for FD methods is greater than the wavelet 
method.  
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Fig. 6. Comparison of FD solution in case II 
 
In our computational study, we used Runge-Kutta 
method in MATLAB® to utilize numerical 
integration of set of ODEs and all the parameters are 
set to their default value.  
 
The exponential term in the initial condition 
contributes to the nature of the solution. The 
numerical solutions become highly non linear. At the 
early time ( 0=t ), the numerical solution agrees 
with the analytical solution. As the time increase the 
shifted solution becomes larger. We can conclude 
that the use of the FD technique for this case will 
generate highly inaccurate results. Furthermore we 
can see that the solution of the FD method still 
cannot track the dramatic change in particle size 
distribution even if there was no shift phenomena. As 
we can observe from Figure 6, the maximum value of 

7.0),( =tLn  for FD 401 and 8.0),( =tLn  for FD 

801. By increasing the number of discretization 
points from 801 to 1201 points, the solution still fails 
to move from 0.5 unit delay however it increased the 
maximum value of n  from 0.816 to 0.866. As can be 
seen from the Figure 6, there was a small increase in 
reaching the maximum value by adding 400 points 
from 801 to 1201 points compared with 401 to 810 
points. Comparison between Wavelet method and FD 
methods; and FD methods with OC and OCFE 
methods employed in this paper provide us some 
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insight into the superiority of wavelet in terms of 
accuracy and computation time. 
 
Further research on wavelet application in chemical 
engineering field is essentially required. From the 
computational efficiency result shown, with the 
wavelet algorithms, the model is suitable to be 
employed in online control system. Model of 
population balance with multidimensional properties 
is necessary for certain cases. Even though from 
control engineers’  perspective, low-order models are 
needed. The challenges for modelling a population 
balance with wavelet-based method is to define the 
suitable complexity for various cases and reduce the 
appropriate models for design the control strategies. 
Efforts will be made in future work to validate the 
results of this study using experimental data from the 
literature.�
 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
In this work, accurate, fast and general approach by 
wavelet method is the most efficient way to simulate 
the case of a very sharp transition phenomenon in 
population balance system. For case-I, the nucleation 
and size-independent growth only, the sharp change 
region can be described effectively by OCFE 
methods. It, however fail to simulate case-II where 
there was a very steep gradient in PSD profiles. The 
FD methods in both cases fail to provide accurate 
solutions. In case-II where there was a shift of 0.5-
unit size they give incorrect prediction of the PSD 
profiles due to the presence of the highly non-linear 
term. Wavelet solution gives the fast, stable and 
accurate solution. The selection of the level of 
resolution being used depends on the characteristic 
of the solution itself. If the solution is highly non-
linear, the level of resolution must be increased. 
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Abstract: In the present study a comprehensive multi-compartment model is developed 
for the prediction of particle size distribution and particle segregation in a catalytic olefin 
polymerization FBR. To calculate the particle growth and the spatial monomer and 
temperature profiles in a particle, the random pore polymeric flow model (RPPFM) is 
utilized. The RPPFM is solved together with a dynamic discretized particle population 
balance model, to predict the particle size distribution (PSD) in each compartment. In 
addition, the polymer molecular properties are calculated, in each reactor compartment, 
by employing a generalized multi-site, Ziegler-Natta, kinetic scheme. The effects of 
various fluidized bed operating conditions on the morphological and molecular 
distributed polymer properties are thoroughly analyzed. Copyright © 2006 IFAC 
 
Keywords: Polymerization, particle size measurement, modeling  

 
 
 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
High and low density polymers are commercially 
manufactured in gas phase fluidized bed olefin 
polymerization reactors using high activity transition 
metal catalysts such as Ziegler-Natta catalysts, 
Phillips-Chromium oxide catalysts and supported 
metallocene catalysts. Although polymer particles 
are assumed to be very well-mixed, particle 
segregation may occur in large industrial fluidized 
bed reactors. This means that the polymer particle 
size distribution at the reactor exit may differ from 
the PSDs at different locations along the reactor 
height. In a fluidized bed reactor strong segregation 
can occur if the bed contains particles of different 
densities. Density differences are a common reason 
for particle segregation but particle size differences 
can also cause it. 
 
Despite its inherent importance, a limited number of 
papers have been published on the modeling of the 
particle-size distribution in gas-phase catalytic olefin 
polymerization processes. Zacca, et al. (1994), 
developed a population balance model using the 
catalyst residence time as the main coordinate, to 
model particle-size developments in multistage 
olefin polymerization reactors, including vertical and 

horizontal stirred beds and fluidized-bed reactors. 
Choi, et al. (1994), incorporated an isothermal 
simplified multigrain particle model, by neglecting 
the external particle mass and heat transfer 
resistances, into a steady-state PBE to investigate the 
effect of catalyst deactivation on the PSD and 
average molecular properties for both uniform and 
size distributed catalyst feeds. Yiannoulakis, et al. 
(2001), extended the model of Choi, et al. (1994), to 
account for the combined effects of internal mass and 
heat transfer resistances on the PSD for highly active 
catalysts. In a recent publication Dompazis, et al. 
(2005), developed a comprehensive integrated 
model, accounting for the multi-scale phenomena 
taking place in a continuous gas-phase ethylene 
copolymerization FBR to describe the molecular and 
morphological properties of the particulate polymer. 
Kim and Choi, (2001) presented a steady state multi-
compartment population balance model using the 
concept of size-dependent absorption/spillage model 
to investigate the effects of fluidization and reaction 
conditions on the reactor performance. 
 
In what follows, a dynamic multi-compartment 
model is developed for the prediction of 
morphological and molecular distributed polymer 
properties in an FBR.  
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2. POLYMERIZATION KINETIC MODEL 
 
To describe the molecular weight developments over 
a heterogeneous Ziegler-Natta catalyst, a generalized 
two-site kinetic model is employed (Table 1) 
(Hatzantonis et al., 2000). The kinetic mechanism 
comprises of a series of elementary reactions, 
including site activation, propagation, site 
deactivation and site transfer reactions. The symbol 

k
inP ,  denotes the concentration of “live” copolymer 

chains of total length ‘ n ’ ending in an ‘ i ’ monomer 
unit, formed at the ‘ k ’ catalyst active site. kP0  and 

k
nD  denote the concentrations of the activated vacant 

catalyst sites of type ‘ k ’ and “dead” copolymer 
chains of length ‘ n ’ produced at the ‘ k ’ catalyst 
active site, respectively. 
 
Table 1 Kinetic mechanism of ethylene-propylene 
copolymerization over a Ziegler-Natta catalyt. 
Activation by aluminum 
alkyl: 

kkk
p  P A S

k
aA

0→+  

Chain initiation: k
,i

k
i

k  P M P
k
,i

10
0→+  

Propagation: k
n

k
j

k
n,i  P M P

k
p,ij

1+→+  
Spontaneous 
deactivation: 

k
n

k
d

kk
*  D  C P

k
dsp +→  

Chain transfer by 
hydrogen (H2): 

k
n

kkk
n,i  D  P  H P

k
tH , i + →+ 02  

 
Based on the postulated kinetic mechanism one can 
define the “live” ( νλ ) and “bulk” ( νξ ) moments 
with respect to the corresponding total number chain 
length distributions (TNCLDs). The average polymer 
properties of interest (i.e., number and weight 
average molecular weights)  can be calculated. 
 
Number-average molecular weight: 
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Weight-average molecular weight: 
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where kMW  is the average molecular weight of the 
repeating unit in the copolymer chains. 
 

∑
=

Φ=
mN

i
i

k
i

k MWMW
1

    (3) 

 
In the particle level the number- and weight- average 
molecular weights are diameter-dependent and are 
obtained by integrating over the particle volume. 
 
 
 

Mean-average molecular weights of a polymer 
particle of size D : 
 

( ) ( )∫=
2

0

1
D

nn drrM
r

DM , ( ) ( )∫=
2

0

1
D

ww drrM
r

DM  (4) 

 
3. SINGLE PARTICLE GROWTH MODELING 

 
To simulate the growth of a single polymer particle, 
the random pore polymeric flow model (RPPFM) of 
Kanellopoulos, et al. (2004), was employed. In the 
RPPFM, the polymer particle is assumed to be 
spherical, while the heterogeneous polymer and 
catalyst phases are treated as a pseudo-homogeneous 
medium of constant density. Monomer diffusion and 
heat conduction are assumed to occur only in the 
radial direction, and diffusion of all the other species 
(e.g., polymer chains) is considered to be negligible. 
As a result, the overall monomer transport rate will 
largely depend on the catalyst/particle morphology, 
which continuously changes with polymerization 
time. The equations to be solved for the calculation 
of spatial ethylene and propylene concentrations and 
temperature profile in a growing polymer particle, as 
well as the overall particle polymerization rate are 
presented elsewhere (Kanellopoulos, et al., 2004). 
 
 

4. MULTI-COMPARTMENT MODEL 
 
To calculate the dynamic evolution of PSD and 
particle segregation in a gas-phase fluidized bed 
reactor a dynamic population balance model needs to 
be solved together with the system of differential 
equations describing the radial monomer(s) 
concentration and temperature profiles in a single 
particle (Kanellopoulos, et al., 2004). The bed is 
divided into N  equally sized virtual compartments, 
as illustrated in Figure 1 and each reactor zone 
consists of a bulk emulsion phase compartment and a 
wake compartment. Let us assume that the operation 
of each compartment can be approximated by a 
perfectly back-mixed, continuous flow reactor. 
Polymer particles are fed into each compartment 
from other compartments, while the mass of solids in 
the compartment is kept constant by controlling the 
product withdrawal rate. 
 
The dynamic population balance equation and the 
overall mass balance in each reactor compartment 
can take the following forms: 
 
Top compartment (n=1) 
 
Bulk Phase: 
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Wake Phase: 
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ith compartment (n=i) 
 
Bulk Phase: 
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Wake Phase: 
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Bottom compartment (n=i) 
 
Bulk Phase: 
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Wake Phase: 
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the multi-

compartment model. 
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where ( )tDni , , ( )tDn iw ,, , ( )tDnre , ,  expressed in 
(#/g/cm), denote the number diameter density 
functions of particles in the bulk phase, in wake 
phase of compartment i  and in the recycle stream 
respectively. The term ( )dDtDni ,  denotes the 
number of particles in the size range ( )dDDD + ,  per 
mass of polymer in the bulk phase of compartment i  
at time t . bu  is the rising bubble velocity and wA  is 
the effective cross section area of the wake phase 
 
In order to calculate the individual particle growth 
rate and temperature profile, one has to solve the 
monomer and energy balances for each discrete class 
of particles. According to Hatzantonis, et al. (1998), 
the particle growth rate, ( )DG  can be expressed in 
terms of the overall polymerization rate for each 
class of particles, ( )DRp , as follows: 
 

( ) ( ) 22 DDRDG pp πρ=  (17) 
 
The population balance equation has to be solved 
numerically using an accurate and efficient 
discretization method. In the present study, the 
orthogonal collocation on finite elements method 
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(OCFE) was employed for solving the dynamic PBE 
(Alexopoulos et al., 2004). 
 
In an FBR solid mixing is induced by fast moving 
gas bubbles. A rising bubble drags solid particles 
from the bulk emulsion phase, while solids are 
moving from wake to the bulk phase at the same 
time, indicating that there is a continuous interchange 
of particles between the two phases. It is obvious that 
the development of a correlation is required to 
describe correctly the type of particles that are 
entrained by the bubbles. According to Choi et al. 
(2001), the following empirical exponential 
correlation can be applied in order to calculate the 
particle transfer constant from bulk to wake phase. 
 

( ) ( )0exp uuADk tg
bw
tr −= ρ  (18) 

 
where gρ  is the density of fluidizing gas, 0u  is the 

superficial gas velocity, tu  is the terminal velocity 
and A  is an adjustable parameter ( A  = 0.0658). 
Notice that the particle transfer rate constant from 
bulk phase to wake becomes size dependent because 
the terminal velocity is size dependent. 
 
Finally, the number- and weight- average molecular 
weights for all particles in the reactor will be given 
by the weighted sum of mean-average molecular 
weights calculated in the particle level (i.e., ( )DM n , 

( )DM w ) with respect to the particle size 
distribution. 
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( ) ( ) ( )dDtDpDMtM p
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D
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min

, ∫=  (20) 

 
where ( )dDtDp p ,  denotes the mass fraction of 
particles in the size range ( D  to dDD + ) at time t  
per mass of polymer in the bed. 
 
Table 2 Nominal operating conditions and numerical 
values of the physical and transport properties of the 
reaction mixture 

Reactor Operating 
Conditions 

Physical Properties 

W  (kg) = 64177 rH∆ (J/g) = -3832 

cF (g/s) = 0.1 1,gρ (kg/m3) = 28 

cD  (µm) = 50 2,gρ (kg/m3) = 42 

bT (K) = 353.15 1,gµ (Pa·s) = 1.2×10-4 
[ ]bM1 (mol/L) = 0.65 2,gµ (Pa·s) = 10-4 
[ ]bM 2 (mol/L) = 0.15 1,bD (cm2/s) = 0.006 
[ ]2H  (mol/L) = 0.03 2,bD (cm2/s) = 0.004 
[ ]Coc  (mol/L) = 0.01  

 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Extensive numerical simulations were carried out by 
using the proposed model (see to Figure 1) to 
investigate the effects of various reactor operating 
conditions on the distributed molecular and 
morphological polymer properties  in a catalyzed, gas 
phase, ethylene propylene copolymerization FBR. 
The reactor operating conditions and the numerical 
values of the physical and transport properties of the 
reaction mixture are reported in Table 2. 
 
In Figure 2, the effect of fluidization gas velocity on 
the particle size distribution in the reactor 
compartments is shown. In the present multi-
compartment model the number of compartments 
was set equal to five through all model simulations. 
For illustration purposes the PSDs in the top, bottom 
and in an intermediate compartment are shown. As 
can be seen, at low gas velocities, the PSD is shifted 
to larger sizes from the top to bottom compartment, 
according to the general segregation pattern. As the 
gas velocity increases, the individual PSDs in each 
compartment collapse into the same distribution, 
implying that the FBR can be approximated by a 
single CSTR. 
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Fig. 2. Effect of fluidization gas velocity 
 
The particle size distributions in the wake phase are 
shown in Figure 3. As expected, the amount of small 
particles in the wake phase is substantially larger 
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than in the bulk phase, which is correct because as a 
bubble rises in the reactor carries particles small in 
size. 
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Fig. 3. Effect of fluidization gas velocity. 
 
In Figure 4, the dynamic evolution of ethylene 
concentration in the reactor is depicted for different 
fluidization gas velocities. According to this Figure, 
as the gas velocity increases less monomer is 
consumed because its conversion is relatively low.   
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Fig. 4. Effect of fluidization gas velocity on ethylene 
consumption in the reactor. 

 
In Figure 5, the effect of catalyst feed rate is shown. 
It is apparent that as the catalyst feed rate increases, 

the polymer particle size distribution becomes 
narrower and is shifted to smaller sizes. It is 
important to point out that as the catalyst feed rate 
increases, more particles grow in the bed and because 
the bed weight is kept constant, the residence time of 
particles in the reactor decreases. As a result the 
amount of large polymer particles in the reactor 
decreases. 
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Fig. 5. Effect of catalyst feed rate 
 
In Figure 6, the dynamic evolution of the average 
particle size of the distribution in the reactor for the 
two catalyst feed rates studied brfore, is depicted. It 
is obvious that as the catalyst feed rate decreases the 
time required for the PSD to reach its final steady-
state value increases. 
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Fig. 6. Effect of catalyst feed rate on the average 

particle size of the PSD in the reactor. 
 
 In Figure 7, the effect of catalyst feed rate on the 
dynamic evolution of the polymer weight average 
molecular weight in the reactor compartments is 
illustrated. According to the results of this Figure, an 
increase of catalyst feed rate significant affects the 
WAMW of polymer produced during the dynamic 
operation of the reactor. Particles in the upper 
compartment due to their smaller size require less 
time for their PSD to reach its steady-state value. As 
a result the time required for their molecular weight 
to reach its steady state value, is also smaller in 
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comparison with the corresponding time of particles 
existed in lower compartments. That is the reason 
why for a certain time instant more WAMW is 
produced in the top compartment. Also can be seen, 
that a steady state WAMW value is achieved after 
approximately 4 hours, when the catalyst feed rate is 
equal to 0.5g/s, and 10 hours, when the catalyst feed 
rate is equal to 0.5g/s, respectively.  
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Fig. 7. Effect of catalyst feed rate on the dynamic 

evolution of the polymer weight average 
molecular weight in the reactor compartments. 

 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In the present study, a comprehensive multi- scale, 
multi-compartment dynamic model is developed to 
analyze the dynamic behavior of fluidized bed 
reactors for ethylene-propylene copolymerization 
through mathematical modeling and simulation. The 
model can also be used for the prediction of 
morphological (i.e., particle size distribution (PSD) 
and particle segregation) as well as molecular (i.e., 
molecular weight distribution (MWD)) distributed 
polymer properties in a catalytic olefin 
polymerization FBR. It is illustrated that at low 
fluidization gas velocities particle segregation 
phenomena become significant and may influence 
the morphological and molecular properties of 
polymer particles in the bed. Although no actual 
experimental data are reported in the open literature 
regarding segregation phenomena in industrial 
fluidized bed reactors, our model results are in 
qualitative agreement with industrial observations. 
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Abstract: Computationally efficient approaches are presented that quantify the influence 
of parameter uncertainties upon the states and outputs of finite-time control trajectories 
for nonlinear systems. In the first approach, the worst-case values of the states and 
outputs due to model parameter uncertainties are computed as a function of time along the 
control trajectories. The approach uses an efficient contour mapping technique to provide 
an estimate of the distribution of the states and outputs as a function of time. To increase 
the estimation accuracy of the shape of the distribution, an approach that uses second 
order power series expansion in combination with Monte Carlo simulations is proposed. 
Another approach presented here is based on the approximate representation of the model 
via polynomial chaos expansion. A quantitative and qualitative assessment of the 
approaches is performed in comparison to the Monte Carlo simulation technique that uses 
the nonlinear model. It is shown that the power series and polynomial chaos  expansion 
based approaches require a significantly lower computational burden compared to Monte 
Carlo approaches, while give good approximation of the shape of the distribution.  The 
techniques are applied to the crystallization of an inorganic chemical with uncertainties in 
the nucleation and growth parameters. Copyright © 2003 IFAC 
 
Keywords: probabilistic analysis, distributional robustness analysis, worst-case analysis, 
crystallization, optimal control. 

 
 
 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Comprehensive uncertainty analysis of mechanistic 
models is crucial especially when these models are 
used in the optimal control of processes, which 
normally occurs close to safety and performance 
constraints. The model-based computation of optimal 
control policies for batch and semibatch processes is 
of increasing interest due to industrial interest in 
improving productivity (Barrera and Evans, 1989; 
Rippin 1983). However, uncertainty almost always 
exist in chemical systems in the observed data, in the 
model parameters, and implemented inputs, and its 
disregard may easily lead the loss of the benefits of 

using optimal control (Ma et al., 1999). This 
motivates the development of techniques to quantify 
the influence of parameter uncertainties on the 
process states and outputs. Quantitative estimates 
obtained from robustness analysis can be used to 
decide whether more laboratory experiments are 
needed to provide better parameter estimates (Ma 
and Braatz, 1999; Miller and Rawlings, 1994). The 
traditional uncertainty analysis consists of the 
characterization of uncertainty in model parameters 
or inputs based on their probability density functions 
(pdf) and then propagating these pdfs through the 
model equations to obtain the pdfs of selected model 
outputs. The propagation of uncertainties via 
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traditional Monte Carlo methods, based on standard 
or Latin Hypercube sampling may require 
performing a large number of simulations, which can 
be prohibitive in most cases, especially if the 
propagation has to be performed in real-time. 
Therefore there is a need to study computationally 
efficient alternative techniques for uncertainty 
propagation. 
 
The paper focuses on computationally efficient 
methods for propagating uncertainty in parameters to 
the states and outputs of generic batch processes. 
Two categories of approaches are corroborated. The 
first is based on first and second order power series 
approaches (Nagy and Braatz, 2003). The first order 
approach is based on the analytical computation of 
the worst-case values of the states and outputs due to 
the effects of model parameter uncertainties, and 
then using a contour mapping approach to compute 
the distribution. The second approach uses 
polynomial chaos expansion as a functional 
approximation of the mathematical model 
(Isukapalli, 1999; Isukapalli et al., 1998; Pan et al., 
1997, 1998). Both approaches are suitable for 
studying the uncertainty propagation in open-loop or 
closed-loop systems. The techniques are compared 
with Monte Carlo simulations and applied to 
compute the distributions for the states and outputs 
for the batch crystallization of an inorganic chemical 
subject to uncertainties in the nucleation and growth 
kinetics. 
 

2. DISTRIBUTIONAL UNCERTAINITY 
ANALYSIS 

 
2.1 Uncertainty description 
 
In the following we consider the class of finite time 
(batch) processes. Assume the model is described by 
the generic ODE vector equation: 
 

( ) ( ( ), ( ); )x t f x t u t θ=   (1) 
 
with xnx ∈ R the state vector, xnx ∈ R , unu ∈ R  
vector of control inputs, and nθθ ∈ R uncertain 
parameter vector, and f a vector function  that is 
continuous wit respect to its elements. Characterizing 
the uncertainties enhances the value of the model by 
allowing the quantification of the accuracy of its 
predictions. This information can be used to assess 
whether the model is adequate for its intended 
purpose (e.g., for optimal control design) or whether 
more experimental data are needed to further refine 
the model.  
 
Define θ̂  as the nominal model parameter vector of 
dimension (n × 1), and δθ as the perturbation about 
θ̂ . Then, the model parameter vector for the real 
system is: 

      ˆθ θ δθ= + .   (2) 
 
We assume that the uncertainty in the parameter θ is 
characterized by the generalized ball 

 
ˆ{ || || 1}nθθ θ θ∈ − ≤P R   (3) 

 
defined by using appropriate norm || ||⋅  in nθR . One 
generic approach is to use a scaled Hölder p-norm 
(1 p≤ ≤∞ ), given by 1|| || || ||pθθ θ−= W , with  the 
invertible weighting matrix n nθ θ

θ
×∈W R . This 

generalized description of the uncertainty set 
includes the case of a confidence hyper-ellipsoid 

1 2ˆ ˆ{ : ( ) ( ) ( )}T rθ θε θ θ θ θ θ α−= − − ≤V , (Beck and Arnold, 
1985), for Gaussian random variable vector θ  with 
expected value ˆ( )θ θ=E , the ( )n nθ θ×  positive 
definite variance-covariance matrix θV , and the 
scalar r which is the chi-square distribution function 
with  nθ degrees of freedom ( 2 ( )nθ

χ α ), for a chosen 
confidence level α: 
 

1/ 2

ellipsoid 2
ˆ( ) { || (1/ ( )) ) || 1}(n rθ

θα θ α θ θ−∈ − ≤VP R   (4) 
 
The generalized ball described by (2) also includes 
the case of known lower and upper bounds lθ , uθ  of 
the uncertain parameters, leading to a general 
uncertainty hyper-box: 
 

box { | }

{ ||diag( )( )|| 1}
2 2

n
l u

n u l u l

θ

θ

θ θ θ θ

θ θ θ θθ θ ∞

∈ ≤ ≤

− += ∈ − ≤

R

R

P
       (5) 

 

2.2. Series expansion approaches for Worst-case and 
Distributional Robustness Analysis 
 
Define ψ̂  as the performance (describing an end 
point property) for the nominal model parameters θ̂ , 
ψ as its value for the perturbed model parameter 
vector p, and the difference ˆδψ ψ ψ= − . The worst-
case robustness approach (Ma et al., 1999; Nagy and 
Braatz, 2003) writes δψ as a power series in δθ : 
 

1
2

TLδψ δθ δθ δθ= + +M … ,  (6) 
 

where the jacobian nL θ∈R , and hessian 
n nθ θ×∈M R  are: 

ˆ

( )( ) tL t
θ

ψ
θ

∂⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠
,  (7) 

2

2
ˆ

( )( ) tt
θ

ψ
θ

⎛ ⎞∂
= ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠

M .  (8) 

 
The elements of the time-varying sensitivity vector 
L(t) and matrix M(t) can be computed using finite 
differences or by integrating the model’s differential-
algebraic equations augmented with an additional set 
of differential equations known as sensitivity 
equations (Caracotsios and Stewart, 1985): 
 

xL L θ= +J J    (9) 
 

with the matrixes / x xn n
x df dx ×= ∈J R  and 

/ xn ndf d θθ θ ×= ∈J R .  
 

When a first-order series expansion is used, 
analytical expressions of the worst-case deviation in 
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the performance index (δψw.c) can be computed and 
the analysis can be performed with low 
computational cost (Matthews, 1997). In the case of 
an ellipsoidal uncertainty description the worst-case 
deviation is defined by 

 

2
. . 1

( ) max ( )w c t L t
θδθ

δψ δθ
≤

=
W

.  (10) 

 

The analytical solution of this optimization problem 
is given by: 

    
1/ 2

. . ( ) ( ( ) ( ) ( ))T
w c t r L t L tθδψ α= V , (11) 

1/ 2

. . 1/ 2
( ( ))( ) ( )

( ( ) ( ))
T

w c T
rt L t

L t L t θ
θ

αδθ = V
V

. (12) 

 

A probability density function (PDF) for the model 
parameters is needed to compute the PDF of the 
performance index. More than 90% of the available 
algorithms to estimate parameters from experimental 
data (Beck and Arnold, 1977) produce a multivariate 
normal distribution: 
 

( )
1

. . /2 1/2

1 1 ˆ ˆ( ) exp [( ) ( )]
22 det( )

T
p d n

f
θ

θ

θ

θ θ θ θ θ
π

−= − − −⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

V
V

.   (13) 

 
When a first-order series expansion is used to relate 
δψ and δθ, then the estimated PDF of ψ  is 

 

( ) ( )( )2
. . 1/ 2

1 ˆ( ) exp 2
2p df V

V ψ
ψ

ψ ψ ψ
π

= − −     (14) 

 
where the variance of ψ is 
 

TV L Lψ θ= V .     (15) 
 
The distribution is a function of time since the 
nominal value for ψ and the vector of sensitivities L 
is a function of time.  
 
2.3 Propagation of probability distribution 
 
When the first order power series expansion is used 
the probability density function (p.d.f.) can be 
estimated very efficiently using a contour mapping 
approach, which instead of mapping the whole 
parameter space to the output space by performing 
exhaustive Monte Carlo simulations, maps only the 
contours of the uncertainty hyperellipsoid obtained 
for different α levels as shown on Figure 1. The 
mapping is performed via the worst-case analysis 
techniques by obtaining the worst-case δψw.c for 
different α-levels. Note that with this approach the 
mapping of the α levels is performed from the nθ  
dimensional space characterized by a chi-square 
distribution of nθ  degrees of freedom ( 2 ( )nθ

χ α ) to an 
nψ dimensional space in which the same α-levels are 
characterized by a chi-square distribution but with nψ 
degrees of freedom ( 2 ( )nψ

χ α ), with usually 1nψ= . 
Hence the probability mapping between the two 
spaces characterized by different degrees of freedom 
can be captured by multiplying the obtained worst-
case deviations (δψw.c.) with the ratio 

2 2 1/ 2( ( ) / ( ))n nψ θ
χ α χ α .  

 

 
Fig.1. Distributional robustness approach based on a 

contour mapping technique. 
 
Remark: Since in this approach the sampling is 
always performed over one parameter (the 
confidence level α) a significantly smaller number of 
Monte Carlo simulations are required than using 
classical sampling of the usually larger dimensional 
parameter space. Additionally, while the classical 
sampling procedure requires large number of samples 
to capture accurately the distribution for values with 
low probability, in the contour mapping approach 
samples span over all confidence levels and generate 
enough data to give insight into the tails of the pdf in 
a similar way as in the Latin Hypercube sampling 
method.  
 
For increased accuracy of the estimated shape of the 
pdf, the second order series expansion can be used in 
a classical or Latin Hypercub type Monte Carlo 
simulation. This Monte Carlo approach is 
computationally much more efficient than applying 
the Monte Carlo method to the original nonlinear 
model. The computational burden of the second order 
approximate Monte Carlo approach is higher than in 
the case of the contour mapping approach but 
provides better estimate of the shape of the output 
distribution. 
 
2.4 Uncertainty Analysis Using Polynomial Chaos 
Expansions 

 
An alternative to power series is to use polynomial 
chaos expansions (PCEs). The PCE (Wiener, 1938) 
describes the model output ψ as an expansion of 
multidimensional Hermite polynomial functions of 
the uncertain parameters θ  in the form: 

1

1 1 1 2 1 2

1 1 2

1 2

1 2 3 1 2 3

1 2 3

0 0 1 2
1 1 1

constant

first order terms second order terms

3
1 1 1

third order terms

( ) ( , )

( , , )

n n i

i i i i i i
i i i

i in

i i i i i i
i i i

a a a

a

θ θ

θ

ψ θ θ θ

θ θ θ

= = =

= = =

= Γ + Γ + Γ

+ Γ +

∑ ∑∑

∑∑∑ …

     (16) 

 
where the 

1 2

( , , , )
i i i

θ
θ

θ θ θΓ …  are polynomials, nθ  is 
the number of parameters, and the 

0 1 2 11 12, , , , , ,a a a a a… …  are constants in R. 
Polynomial chaos terms of different order are 
orthogonal to each other as are polynomial chaos 
terms of the same order but with a different argument 
list. The orthogonal polynomials are derived from the 
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probability distribution of the parameters. In PCE 
any form of polynomial could be used but the 
properties of orthogonal polynomials make the 
uncertainty analysis more efficient. The number of 
coefficients in the PCE depends on the number of 
uncertain parameters and the order of expansion. In 
principle there are two main methods for computing 
the coefficients of the PCE, (i) the probabilistic 
collocation method (PCM) (Pan et al., 1997, 1998), 
and (ii) the regression method with improved 
sampling (RMIS) (Isukapalli et al., 1998). In both 
methods the coefficients are calculated from the 
model at a set of sample points using regression 
based technique.  
 

3. APLICATION TO A BATCH 
CRYSTALLIZATION PROCESS 

 
Crystallization from solution is an industrially 
important unit operation due to its ability to provide 
high purity separation. The control of the crystal size 
distribution (CSD) can be critically important for 
efficient downstream operations (such as filtration or 
drying) and product quality (e.g., bioavailability, 
tablet stability, dissolution rate). Most studies on the 
optimal control of batch crystallizers focus on 
computing the temperature profile that optimizes 
some property of the CSD. The problem of 
computing the optimal temperature profile can be 
formulated as a nonlinear optimization problem, 
which is then solved using general-purpose 
optimization algorithms. A convenient way to 
describe the temperature trajectory is to discretize the 
batch time and consider the temperatures at every 
discrete time k as the optimization variables. In this 
case the optimal control problem can be written in 
the following form: 

 

( )
optimize

T k
J  (17) 

subject to: 
0

0 01
2

1 02
3

3 2 0
4

4 3 0
3

2 0

,1 ,0

,2 ,1

,3 ,2

2
3
4

(3 )

2
3

c v

seed seed

seed seed

seed seed

B
G Br
G Br
G Br
G Br

C k G Br
G
G
G

µ
µµ
µµ

µ µ
µ µ

ρ µ
µ µ
µ µ
µ µ

⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥+⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ +⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ +⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ += ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ − +⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

       (18) 

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

min max

min max

,max

,

,

,final final

T k T k T k

dT k
R k R k

dt
C C

≤ ≤

≤ ≤

≤

       (19) 

 
where the objective function J is a function of the 
states, and usually it is a representative property of 
the final CSD. The equality constraints (18) represent 
the model equations, with initial conditions given in 
(Chung et al., 1999), where iµ  is the ith moment 
(i = 0, …, 4) of the total crystal phase (resulted from 

growth from seed and nucleation) and ,seed jµ is the jth 
moment (j = 0, …, 3) corresponding to the crystals 
grown from seed, C is the solute concentration, T is 
the temperature, r0 is the crystal size at nucleation, kv 
is the volumetric shape factor, and ρc is the density of 
the crystal. The rate of crystal growth (G) and the 
nucleation rate (B), respectively, are given by (Nyvlt, 
et al., 1985): 

g
gG k S= ,  (20) 

3
b

bB k S µ= ,  (21) 
 
where S = (C-Csat)/Csat is the relative supersaturation, 
and Csat = Csat(T) is the saturation concentration. The 
model parameter vector consists of the kinetic 
parameters of growth and nucleation: 

 

[ , , , ]T
g bg k b kθ = ,   (22) 

 
with nominal values (Rawlings et al., 1993): 
 

ˆ [1.31, 8.79,1.84,17.38]Tθ = ,  (23) 
 

with the uncertainty description of the form (4) 
characterized by the covariance matrix (Miller and 
Rawlings, 1994): 
 

1

102873  -21960 -7509  1445
-21960 4714 1809  -354

-7509 1809 24225  -5198
1445 -354 -5198 1116

Vθ
−

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥=
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

. (24) 

 
In the inequality constraints (19) Tmin, Tmax, Rmin, and 
Rmax are the minimum and maximum temperatures 
and temperature ramp rates, respectively, during the 
batch. The first two inequality constraints ensure that 
the temperature profile stays within the operating 
range of the crystallizer. The last inequality 
constraint ensures that the solute concentration at the 
end of the batch Cfinal is smaller than a certain 
maximum value Cfinal,max set by the minimum yield 
required by economic considerations. 
 
The crystal size distribution (CSD) parameters of 
interest are: nucleation to seed mass ratio (Jn.s.r.), 
coefficient of variations (Jc.v.), and weight mean size 
of the crystals (Jw.m.s.), given by the following 
expressions: 

. . . 3 ,3 ,3( ) /n s r seed seedJ µ µ µ= −     (23) 
2 1/ 2

. . 2 0 1( /( ) 1)c vJ µ µ µ= −   (24) 
. . . 4 3/w m sJ µ µ=       (25) 

 
The optimal temperature trajectory that minimizes 
the nucleation mass to seed mass ratio at the end of 
the batch was computed setting . . .n s rJ J= , and solving 
the optimal control problem (17)-(19) for the 
nominal parameter θ̂ . 
 
The aforementioned uncertainty analysis approaches 
are used to assess the effect of parameter uncertainty 
on the nominal control performance. The 
distributional uncertainty analysis approaches based 
on power series approximation and polynomial chaos 
expansion, respectively, were evaluated in 
comparison to Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. A 
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number of 80,000 random parameter sets with mean 
îθ  and covariance Vθ were generated from the 

multivariate distribution using the Cholesky 
decomposition of the covariance matrix. With the 
random parameter vectors, Monte Carlo simulation 
was performed using the dynamic model of the 
process. Then, the frequency that the simulation 
output from the Monte Carlo simulation falls in the 
confidence interval obtained for a certain α level 
with the power series approach was computed for all 
states and outputs. The results obtained with the first 
order analysis approach for the output variables are 
presented in Figure 2. The accuracy of the first-order 
approach is very good with a slightly decreasing 
tendency for large α values. This can be explained 
by the cumulative effect of the truncation error due 
to the first-order approach (which increases when α 
increases) and the tail effect of the Monte Carlo 
simulation. Although there is a slight decrease in the 
accuracy of the first order approach for large α in the 
case of certain process outputs the first-order 
technique gives good result for practical purposes. 
 

The first-order power series approach approximates 
the output distributions with a normal distribution. 
To obtain a more accurate representation of the 
output PDF, the uncertainties can be propagated 
through the nonlinear dynamic model via Monte 
Carlo simulations. To avoid the prohibitively high 
computational time required in this case, an 
alternative approach that performs Monte Carlo 
simulation using a higher order power series 
expansion or polynomial chaos expansion in place of 
the dynamic simulation model can be used. Using a 
second-order power series expansion in the Monte 
Carlo simulations gives an accurate approximation of 
the nonlinear distribution with a low computational 
cost (Table 1). PCE can be used instead of the power 
series expansion, resulting in similarly good 
computational efficiency. The advantages of the  
aforementioned uncertainty analysis approaches 
compared to classical sensitivity analysis consist in  
that they provide the variation of the whole 
distribution for all states and outputs along the entire 
batch.. Figure 3 shows the results obtained with the 
two computationally efficient approaches in 

comparison with the Monte Carlo simulation. In the 
simulation results presented here a second order PCE 
was used. Since there are four uncertain parameters 
the second order PCE requires the determination of 
15 coefficients. The probabilistic collocation method 
was used as described in (Tatang et al. 1997, 
Webster et al., 1996). The obtained PCE provide 
accurate estimation of the effects of parameter 
uncertainties at a computational burden similar to the 
first order power series approach. The power series 
and PCE based robustness analysis approaches can 
be used for the assessment and efficient synthesis of 
robust control approaches. Since the robustness 
analysis is a convex problem, it is significantly easier 
to solve it than the direct robust controller synthesis, 
which usually leads to nonconvex problem 
formulations. The robust controller synthesis is 
formulated as a classical minmax optimization or as a 
multiobjective optimization problem where one of 
the objective accounts for the nominal term and the 
other (usually a measure of the variance of the 
distribution) accounts for robustness. Both 
uncertainty analysis approaches can be used as an 
efficient tool of calculating the robustness term. 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 

An overview of several computationally efficient 
distributional robustness analysis approaches are 
presented. The approaches are based on the 
approximate representation of the process model 
using first or second order power series or 
polynomial chaos expansions, and provide a 
qualitative and quantitative estimation of the effect of 
parameter uncertainties on the states and output 
variable along the batch time. The computational 
burden of the robustness analysis approaches is 
significantly reduced compared to the classical 
Monte Carlo approach based on the nonlinear model. 
The algorithms are assessed via a simulated batch 
cooling crystallization process. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison between the first-order power 

series analysis and Monte Carlo simulations. 
The dashed line corresponds to the ideal fit. 

Table 1. Computational burden of the different 
approaches to compute the distribution for all 

process outputs during the entire batch (on a P4-
1.4 GHz computer) 

 

Method Computational 
time 

Monte Carlo with dynamic 
model (80,000 data) 8 hours 

First order approach              
(50 α levels, every 10 min) 1 second 

Monte Carlo with 2nd order 
series expansion model  
(80,000 data) 

4 minutes 

Polynomial chaos expansion 2 seconds  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The dynamic evolution of the particle size 
distribution (PSD) in particulate processes is 
commonly obtained via the solution of the 
population balance equation (PBE) (Ramkrishna, 
2000). In previous publications (Alexopoulos et al., 
2004; Alexopoulos and Kiparissides, 2005; Roussos 
et al., 2005), a comprehensive study on the numerical 
solution of the dynamic PBE for batch and 
continuous particulate processes was presented. In 
general, Galerkin and orthogonal collocation on 
finite element methods exhibit good numerical 
performance when applied to processes undergoing 
simultaneous particle aggregation, growth and 
nucleation. However, increased computational times 
and special programming skills are often required for 
their implementation. Sectional PBE methods are 
faster and easier to implement but are not sufficiently 
accurate, especially with strongly size-dependent 
particle aggregation rate kernels (Kumar and 
Ramkrishna, 1996a,b; Roussos, 2004). 
 
An attractive alternative approach to sectional and 
finite element (FE) methods is to calculate the 
leading moments of the distribution instead of the 
distribution itself. The essential condition for the 
application of the method of moments (MOM) is that 
the resulting moment differential equations are in a 
closed form. Contrary to sectional and FE methods, 
the computational requirements of the MOM are 
substantially lower due to the limited number of 
moment differential equations needed to be solved. 
However, this results in a less detailed description of 
the distribution. The reconstruction of a distribution 
by a finite number of moments (e.g., zero, first, 
second…), is known in the literature as the inversion 
or Stieltjes problem.  
 
The dynamic evolution of the PSD in a particulate 
process can also be obtained via stochastic Monte 
Carlo (MC) simulations. Spielman and Levenspiel 
(1965) were the first to employ a MC approach to 

study the effect of particle coalescence on the 
reaction progress in two-phase particulate reactive 
systems in backmix reactors. Later, Shah et al. 
(1977) developed a general MC algorithm for time 
varying particulate processes. In 1981, Ramkrishna 
established the precise mathematical connection 
between population balances and the MC approach. 
In MC simulations, the dynamic evolution of the 
PSD is inferred by the properties of a finite number 
of particles sampled at appropriate time steps. In 
order to preserve the statistical accuracy and, at the 
same time, to keep the computational requirements 
of a typical MC simulation within reasonable time 
limits, the number of sampled particles at each time 
step must be maintained within a specified range 
(e.g., between 103 and 106 particles).  
 
In the present study, the general PBE is solved for 
batch particulate processes using the generalized 
method of moments (GMOM) and a stochastic MC 
approach. The performance of the two methods is 
directly compared with that of the Galerkin on finite 
elements method (GFEM), for a number of test-
problems including processes undergoing 
simultaneous particle aggregation, growth and 
nucleation. 
 
 

2. THE POPULATION BALANCE EQUATION 
 

The general population balance equation for a batch 
particulate system can be written as follows (Hulburt 
and Katz, 1964; Ramkrishna, 1985): 
 

[ ]G(V)n(V, t)n(V, t) B(V)
t V

D(V) S(V, t)

∂∂
+ =

∂ ∂
− +

 (1)

 
where n(V,t)dV denotes the number of particles per 
unit volume in the size range [V, V+dV], G(V) is the 
particle volume growth rate function and S(V,t) is the 
particle nucleation rate. The terms B(V) and D(V) 
represent the respective “birth” and “death” rates due 
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to particle aggregation and are defined by the 
following expressions:  
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
V / 2

0

B V β V U, U n V U, t n U, t dU= − −∫  (2)

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
0

D V n V, t β V, U n U, t dU
∞

= ∫  (3)

 
β (V,U) is the aggregation rate kernel between 
particles of volumes V and U. In general, Eq. (1) will 
satisfy the following initial condition:  
 

( ) ( )0n V,0 n V=  (4) 
 
where n0(V) is the initial number density function. If 
the value of the number density function at the 
minimum particle volume, n(Vmin,t), is known, the 
corresponding boundary condition for Eq. (1) takes 
the following form: 
 

( ) ( )min 1n V , t n t=  (5)
 
 

2.1 The Galerkin on Finite Elements Method. 
 
In the finite elements method, the particle size 
domain is divided into a number of discrete 
elements, “ne”, each containing “np” equally spaced 
nodal points. The number density function, n(V, t), is 
then approximated over each element “e” in terms of 
its respective values at the nodal points, e

jn :  
 

( ) ( ) ( )
np

e e e
j j

j 1
n V, t φ V n t

=
= ∑  (6) 

 
where ( )e

jφ V  are the well-known Lagrange basis 
functions. Following the weighted residual 
formulation of Finlayson (1980), eq. (1) is forced to 
hold true, in an approximate sense, at each point “i” 
of element “e” by satisfying the following 
orthogonality condition: 
 

e
np

e
1

V
e e
i i

V

in

n(V, t) G(V)n(V, t)R w (V)(
t V

n (V, t) n(V, t)
S(V, t) B(V) D(V))dV 0

τ

∂ ∂
= + −

∂ ∂

−
− − + =

∫
(7)

 
where the indexes “e” ( = 1, 2,…, ne ) and “i” ( = 1, 
2,…, np ) denote the various discrete elements and 
nodal points, respectively. In the Galerkin approach, 
the weighting functions ( )e

iw V  are identical to the 
basis functions ( )e

jφ V . By substituting eq. (6) into 
eq.(7), the following system of ordinary differential 
equations is obtained for each element: 
 

[ ] [ ] [ ]( )
[ ] [ ] [ ]

e
e e e e

e e e

dnA E C n
dt

S B D 0

+ +

− − + =

 (8) 

A detailed description on the implementation of the 
GFEM is given in Roussos et al. (2005). 
 
 
2.2 The Generalized Method of Moments. 
 
According to the method of moments, the general 
PBE, Eq. (1), is transformed into a system of non-
linear integro-differential equations describing the 
dynamic evolution of the moments of the 
distribution. In terms of n(V, t), one can easily define 
the kth dimensionless moment of the distribution, mk. 
 

( ) ( )k k
k 0 0

0

m V n V, t dV N V ; k 0,1,2...
∞

= ⋅ =∫  (9) 

 
where N0 and V0 are some characteristic values of 
the distribution. To derive the moment equations, all 
the terms of Eq. (1) are first multiplied by the 
quantity ( )k 1

0 0V / V N −  and the resulting equation is 

then integrated over the volume domain [ ]0,∞ . It 
can be easily shown that the dynamic evolution of 
the kth moment of the distribution will be given by 
the following integro-differential equation (McGraw, 
1997; Wiliams and Loyalka, 1991; Alexiadis et. al., 
2004): 
 

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )

k 1

0

k k k

0 0

1k k
0 0

0

km t k V G V n V, t dV

V U V U β V, U1
2 n V, t n U, t dU dV

V S V, t dV N V

[

]

∞•
−

∞ ∞

∞
−

=

 + − − +

+

∫

∫ ∫

∫

 (10) 

 
The main difficulty with the numerical solution of 
Eq. (10) results from the integral terms that must be 
expressed in terms of a closed set of moments, so 
that it can be integrated in time. The closure of 
moment equations can be achieved either by 
assuming a specific form for the distribution or using 
special interpolation techniques.  
 
In the present study, a general formulation, based on 
an arbitrary choice of the moments, is presented. Let 
[ ] [ ]1 2M M M=  be a ( )2Nq  2Nq×  matrix with 
elements defined by the following equations: 
 

[ ] ( )( ) ( )

[ ] ( ) ( )

k i
1 qjij

k i 1
2 qjij

M 2 k i 1 V ; i 1, 2,..., 2N

M k i V ; j 1,2,..., N−

= − − =

= =
 (11) 

 
where Vi denotes the quadrature rule abscissas and 
k(i) can take any desired, even negative, values. 
 

The vector [ ] ( ) ( ) ( )q

T

k 1 k 2 k 2NF , F ,..., FF  =   
 contains 

the 2Nq contributions of particle growth, aggregation 
and nucleation mechanisms and its elements will be 
given by the following equation: 
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[ ] ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( )

( ) ( ) ( )

q

q q

N
k i 1

i iik i
i 1

k i k i k iN N
i j i j

i 1 j 1
i j i j

1k
0 0k i

F k i V G V w

V V V V1
2 β V , V w w

S t N V

[

]

−

=

= =

−

=

 + − −  +

+

∑

∑∑  (12) 

 
Accordingly, the 2Nq elements of the vector 

[ ]
q

T
1 2 2NP , P ,..., PP  =    can be calculated from the 

solution of the following system of linear algebraic 
equations: 
 

[ ][ ] [ ]M P F=  (13) 
 
where the quadrature weights and abscissas are 
directly determined from the solution of the following 
system of differential equations (Marchisio and Fox 
(2005)): 
 

[ ] [ ]
q

j j
j N j

dw d
P ; P

dt dt +
= =

V
 (14) 

 
where Vj =Vj wj ; j = 1, 2,…,Nq. 
 
Reconstruction of the distribution. The 
reconstruction of the distribution from a finite set of 
moments is in general a very difficult problem. A 
common approach to this problem is to assume a 
series approximation of the distribution with 
coefficients expressed in terms of the calculated 
moments. Different function series have been 
proposed by various researchers in the past, however, 
it must be noted that the best results are obtained 
when some a-priori insight on the form of the 
distribution is available either from theory or 
experimentation. 
 
In the present work, it was assumed that the 
unknown number density function could be 
approximated by a series of exponential functions: 
 

( ) ( )
cN

i i
i 1

n V, t a exp b V
=

−∑  (15) 

 
The value of Nc was selected to be equal to 1or 2. 
Accordingly, the unknown coefficients ai and bi were 
determined via the minimization of the following 
objective function: 
 

( ) ( )( ) ( )( )mN 2
mod el num. mod el
k i k i k i

i 1
J m m m

=

= −∑  (16) 

 
using an appropriate non-linear parameter estimator 
(e.g., NPSOL). The terms ( )

num.
k im  and ( )

mod el
k im  in the 

above equation denote the numerical (i.e., calculated 
by the GMOM) and the model values of the k(i) 
moment, respectively. From Eq. (15), one can easily 
show that the values of ( )

mod el
k im  moments will be 

given by the following analytical equation: 
 

( )

( )
( )

c

k i

N
mod el

i k i 1
i 1 i

Γ k i 1
m a

b +
=

+  = ∑  (17) 

 
where Γ(x) is the gamma function. To estimate the 
unknown parameters (i.e., a1, a2, b1 and b2) in Eq. 
(15), a set of four target moments were selected (i.e., 
Nm = 4 and k(i)=0, 0.5, 1 and 2 ). For particle growth 
systems, Eq. (15) was multiplied by a Heaviside step 
function, ( )( )minV V t= −H , to account for the 
time-varying minimum particle volume, where 
Vmin(t) is the minimum particle volume at time, t. 
Furthermore, for processes undergoing particle 
nucleation, the number density function was assumed 
to exhibit a bimodal form. The first mode of the 
distribution represented the new nucleated particles 
while the second mode accounted for the dynamic 
evolution of the distribution due to particle growth 
and aggregation. As a result, an additional 
exponential function, aV exp( bV)− , was added into 
Eq. (15) to account for the first mode of the 
distribution. Thus, the total number of estimated 
parameters was increased by two. 
 
 
2.3 Monte-Carlo Simulations. 
 
The stochastic Monte Carlo (MC) method is based 
on the principle that the dynamic evolution of an 
extremely large population of particles (e.g., 108) can 
be followed by tracking down the corresponding 
changes or events (i.e., growth, aggregation, 
nucleation) occurring in a smaller number of sample 
particles, (e.g., 104). Initially, the particle volume 
domain is divided into a number of discrete volume 
intervals using a logarithmic discretization rule. 
Subsequently, each particle in the sample population 
is assigned to an appropriately selected volume, Vi, 
so that the particle array at time zero, Ns(0), closely 
represents the initial distribution, according to the 
inverse transform method (Rubinstein, 1981). Once 
all the particles in the sample population have been 
assigned to randomly selected volumes, the MC 
algorithm is initiated and the effects of particle 
aggregation, growth and nucleation mechanisms on 
the dynamic evolution of the particle population are 
stochastically simulated in a consecutive series of 
variable-duration time steps.  
 
In problems involving particle aggregation, the time 
step can be determined in terms of the number of 
aggregation events, Nagg, that take place (Gooch et 
al., 1996). According to the above procedure, the 
time required for the occurrence of the duration of 
Nagg events, ∆t, will be given by the following 
equation: 
 

( ) ( )
0 0

0

1m m

0
m 0

t B V D V dV dm
−−∆ ∞ 

∆ = −   
 

∫ ∫  (18) 

 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )

0 0 0

p p

s s p s

m t m t m t t

N t N t t

N t N t t N t / N t

∆ = − + ∆

= − + ∆

= − + ∆

 (19) 
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where m0(t) and ∆m0(t) denote the total number and 
the change in the total number of particles due to 
aggregation. Similarly, Ns(t) and ∆NS(t)=|NS(t)-
NS(t+∆t)| denote the number and the change in the 
number of particles in the sample population due to 
the occurrence of Nagg aggregation events in the time 
interval, ∆t. In the absence of particle aggregation, 
the time step does not need to be explicitly calculated 
via Eq. (18) and, therefore, it can be arbitrarily 
selected in the MC algorithm.  
 
To simulate the occurrence of a particle aggregation 
event, two particles of volumes V and U are 
randomly selected from the sample population. 
Following the developments of Garcia et al. (1987), 
an aggregation event is assumed to be successful if 
the following condition is satisfied: 
 

( ) max iβ V, U /β κ≥  (20)
 
where βmax is the maximum value of the particle 
aggregation kernel and κj is a randomly generated 
number in the range [0,1]. If the above probability 
criterion is met, the two randomly selected particles 
are removed from the sample population and a new 
particle with volume equal to (V+U) appears while 
the number of particles in the sample, Ns(t), is 
reduced by one. In the opposite case, two new 
particles are randomly selected and the whole 
procedure is repeated till all the specified 
aggregation events, Nagg, have been completed. 
 
In the presence of a particle growth mechanism, the 
volume of each particle in the sample population is 
subsequently increased from iV  to iV′  by taking into 
account the integral of the particle growth rate 
function, G(V), over the time interval, ∆t.  
 

( )
t t

i i
t

V V G V dt
+∆

′ = + ∫  (21) 

 
Finally, in the presence of particle nucleation 
mechanism, a procedure similar to that employed for 
the reconstruction of the initial distribution is 
applied. Thus, at each time step, known numbers of 
new particles, having a specified distribution, are 
added to both total and sample populations. 
 
In processes involving particle aggregation, as the 
MC simulation advances in time, the number of 
particles in the sample is constantly reduced. As a 
consequence, the statistical accuracy of the 
simulation is gradually lost. In order to deal with this 
problem the number of particles in the sample needs 
to be restored to its initial number, Ns(0). Thus, when 
the particle number reaches a predetermined lower 
bound (e.g., s A sN (t) f N (0)= ), new particles of 
appropriate sizes are introduced into the various 
discrete volume intervals in such a way so that the 
sample distribution is preserved. This is achieved by 
the following procedure. 
 
Let Vj,tot be the total particle volume in the sample 

bin [Vj, Vj+1] at time t. That is, 
jN

j,tot j,i j,i
i 1

V V N
=

=∑  

where Vj,i and Nj,i are the volume and the number of 

the “i” particles in the interval [Vj, Vj+1], 
respectively. Let Nj,tot be the total number of particles 
in the sample bin [Vj, Vj+1] at time t (i.e., 

jN

j,tot j,i
i 1

N N
=

= ∑ ) and fA  a number fraction parameter 

varying from 1 to 0. To ensure that the form of the 
distribution does not change during the particle 
refreshing procedure, the volumes assigned to the 
new particles, added to the interval [Vj, Vj+1], must 
satisfy the following condition: 
 

( ) ( )j,ref j,tot A A j,refV V 1 f / f N= −  (22) 
 

where ( ){ }j,ref j,tot A AN INT N 1 f / f = −   is the 

number of particles added to the volume interval 
(where the symbol INT denotes the integer part of 
the result). The above refreshing procedure does not 
alter the information gathered from the precedent 
particle events and allows the simulation to carry on, 
theoretically, for an infinite period of time while the 
statistical error is maintained within acceptable 
limits. 
 
In processes involving particle nucleation, the 
number of particles in the sample population is 
constantly increased. This increase in the number of 
particles raises the computational demands of the 
MC simulation and, therefore, the number of 
particles in the sample needs to be kept below a 
predetermined upper limit (i.e., fN % of the initial 
number Ns(0)). Thus, when the number of particles 
in the sample reaches the specified upper limit, 
particles are randomly removed from the sample, so 
that the total number of particles, Ns(t), is restored 
down to its initial value, Ns(0), while the current 
form of the sample distribution is preserved. 
 
 

3. RESULTS 
 
Detailed numerical simulations were carried out for 
several particulate processes undergoing particle 
aggregation, growth and nucleation. Several particle 
aggregation rate functions (i.e., constant, sum and 
Brownian aggregation kernels) and particle growth 
rate functions (i.e., size independent and size 
dependent) were considered. The particle nucleation 
rate function was assumed to follow an exponential, 
size-dependent model (i.e., S(V, t) = (N0,s/V0,s) exp(-
V/V0,s), where N0s and V0s are some characteristic 
values of the distribution). Finally, in most cases 
studied, the initial number density function, n(V, 0), 
was assumed to have an exponential dependence with 
respect to particle volume, 
 

( ) ( ) ( )0 0 0n V,0 N / V exp V / V= −  (23) 
 
In one case, it was assumed that n(V, 0) followed a 
Gaussian-distribution of the form: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )1 2 2
0n V,0 σ 2π exp (V V ) / 2σ

−
= − −  (24) 

 
As in previous publications (i.e., Roussos et al. 
2005), the following dimensionless aggregation, τa, 
and growth, τg, time constants were defined: 
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0

γ
a 0 0 g v 0 0τ β V N t ; τ G (V )t / V= =  (25) 

 
where β0, N0 and V0, are some characteristic values 
of the aggregation rate constant, particle number and 
particle volume, respectively. 
 
It should be noted that in a previous publication 
(Roussos et al. 2005), it was shown that the GFEM 
results (i.e., the calculated distributions and their 
respective moments) were in excellent agreement 
with the analytical solutions. 
 
 
3.1 Pure Aggregation Processes 
 
In Fig. 1, the distributions calculated by MC and 
GFEM, for the case of constant particle aggregation 
(i.e., β(V,U) = β0), are depicted for two different 
values of the dimensionless aggregation time (i.e., 
τa=1 and τa=10), and an initial Gaussian density 
function: ( ) ( )2n V,0 2exp (V 1) / 0.08≈ − −  
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Figure 1. Comparison of dynamic PSDs for constant 

particle aggregation. 

It is interesting to note that both methods are capable 
of predicting very accurately the multiple picks 
appearing in the small-volume part of the 
distribution. 
 
In Fig. 2, the calculated distributions by the MC 
method and the GFEM, for the case of a Brownian 
particle aggregation kernel (i.e., β(V,U)=β0/4 
{(V/U)1/3+(U/V)1/3+2}), are plotted for three 
different values of the dimensionless aggregation 
time (i.e., τa=1, τa= 10and τa=102).  
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Figure 2. Comparison of dynamic PSDs for 

brownian particle aggregation 
 

 
3.2 Combined Aggregation and Growth Processes 
 
The calculated distributions by the two methods, for 
the case of a sum particle aggregation kernel and a 
linear particle growth rate function, for two different 
sets of dimensionless times (i.e., τa=3, τg=1 and τa=3, 
τg=2), are shown in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of dynamic PSDs for sum 

particle aggregation and linear particle 
growth 

The calculated distributions by the two methods are 
in very good agreement despite the large oscillations 
displayed by the MC method at the low and high 
volume range. 
 
 
3.3 Combined Aggregation, Growth and Nucleation 
Processes 
 
In this case, all three mechanisms (i.e., constant 
particle aggregation and growth, exponential 
nucleation function) were assumed to take place 
simultaneously. The distributions calculated by the 
two methods are compared in Fig. 4 for two sets of 
the dimensionless parameters (i.e., τa=1, τg=1 and 
τa=1, τg=10).  
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Figure 4. Comparison of dynamic PSDs for constant 

particle aggregation, constant particle growth 
and exponential particle nucleation 

There is a very good agreement between the 
distributions calculated by the GFEM and the MC 
method. 
 
3.4 Reconstruction of the distribution from its 
moments 
 

In Fig. 5, the GMOM reconstructed distributions 
for various cases (i.e., constant particle aggregation, 
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combined constant particle aggregation and constant 
particle growth, combined constant particle 
aggregation and linear particle growth and combined 
constant particle aggregation, constant particle 
growth and exponential particle nucleation) are 
plotted. In all cases, the distributions were 
reconstructed using a set of four moments (i.e., m0, 
m0.5, m1 and m2) following the procedure described 
in detail in section 2.2. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of dynamic PSDs calculated 

with the use of the GMOM 
 
The reconstructed distributions are compared with 
the ones calculated by the GFEM. Apparently there 
is a good agreement for the cases in which no 
particle nucleation takes place). In the last case, the 
reconstructed distribution displays a satisfactory 
agreement with the distribution calculated by the 
GFEM. However, there is a notable deviation in the 
first part of the distribution, representing the 
contribution of the newly generated particles. This 
discrepancy is due to the fact that the first part of the 
distribution cannot be represented accurately by the 
selected form of the density function (see Eq.(15)). 
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Abstract: This paper deals with the problem of estimating CSD (Crystal Size
Distributions) during polymorphic crystallization processes. The proposed ap-
proach is based on the high gain observer using the discretization of the PBE’s
(Population Balance Equations). First, in the growth phase, the monitoring of the
nuclei production permits the estimation of the CSD using an adequate observer.
In the dissolution of the metastable phase, the lack of on line sensors doesn’t allow
to synthesize a classical observer. However, the stability of the PDE allows to
design an open loop observer. In fact, this stability is necessary to guarantee the
convergence of the proposed observer. The performance of the given observer is
discussed in the presence of noise measurements.

Keywords: Chemical industry, Observers, Partial differential equations, Finite
difference method, Nonlinear systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

In biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries,
polymorphism may occur for many products,
which means that a given compound may ex-
hibit several crystal structures. Such industrial
products are obtained generally in a solid state
through a batch crystallization process. Poly-
morphic structures exhibit different physical and
chemical properties such as crystal morphology,
solubility, and color, which affect the performance
of the ingredients. Concerning drugs, and from a
safety point of view, the polymorphic structure
has to be controlled to keep the proper prod-
uct performance. To do so, on line measurements
have to be realized. The monitoring of crystal-
lization processes has been object of number of

1 bakir@lagep.univ-lyon1.fr

publications. In (Ono et al., 2004), Raman spec-
troscopy was used in order to measure polymor-
phic composition, a simulation of the process was
also developed. In (Starbuck et al., 2002) and
(Caillet et al., 2006), the aim was also the moni-
toring of different transitions using in-situ Raman
spectroscopy. In the current work, is designed an
asymptotic observer to estimate the CSD yield by
polymorphism in crystallization process. The per-
formances of this technique are discussed through
simulation results. The stability of the PDE (par-
tial differential equation) describing the PBE of
the CSD is basically used, it justifies the possibil-
ity of the estimation of distribution without spe-
cific measurements (dissolution phase), this part
will be developed below.

The paper is organized as follows, the polymor-
phism in batch crystallization is briefly described
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(section 2). The principle of discretization of the
PBEs (Population Balance Equations) is then ex-
posed in section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the
observer synthesis. In section 5, the estimation
technique is validated through simulation.

2. MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Polymorphism in crystallization process can be
defined as a set of N crystalline forms produced
in the same stirred reactor. The dynamical model
of such process is described by a set of population
balances, a material balance relating the solute
concentration and the different solid concentra-
tion of the crystalline forms, and an energy bal-
ance for all the components of the reactor. In the
case of two crystalline forms, the following popu-
lation balance approach is applied for both CSDs
(crystal size distributions), it yields the following
partial differential equations (PDEs):

∂n1(x1, t)
∂t

+ G1 (t)
∂n1 (x1 , t)

∂x1
= 0 (1)

∂n2(x2, t)
∂t

+ G2 (t)
∂n2 (x2 , t)

∂x2
= 0 (2)

n1 (x1 , t) and n2 (x2 , t) are the number population
density function for the two crystal forms respec-
tively (stable and metastable forms). each func-
tion represents the number of crystals of size x1

or x2 per unit volume of suspension and per unit
of size. In equations (1) and (2), only nucleation
and growth are be considered, agglomeration and
breakage are not taken into account. The growth
kinetics G1 (t) and G2 (t) are assumed to be size
independent.
The solute concentration balance describing the
mass transfer from the liquid to the solid phase
is:

dVt(t)C (t)
dt

+
dVTCS1 (t)

dt
+

dVTCS2 (t)
dt

= 0 (3)

C (t) represents the solute concentration, VT is
the suspension volume, variations of this volume,
due to solute mass transfer can be neglected.
CS1 (t) and CS2 (t) being the solid concentration
of the two phases, they can be deduced from the
crystal size distributions (CSDs) :

CS1 (t) =
KV1ρs

Ms

∫ ∞

0

x3
1 n1 (x1 , t)dx1 (4)

CS2 (t) =
KV2ρs

Ms

∫ ∞

0

x3
2 n2 (x2 , t)dx2 (5)

where KV1 and KV2 are the shape factors for
the two forms (for sphere KV = π

6 ), Ms is the
molecular weight of solid of density ρs, and Vt(t)

is the solution volume (i.e. the continuous phase),
which is calculated as :

Vt(t) = VT (1− Ms

ρs
CST (t)) (6)

with :
CST (t) = CS1(t) + CS2(t) (7)

The crystallizer temperature is described by the
energy balance :
3∑

ı=1

Cpini
∂Tcr

∂t
= −4HcVT

dCST

dt
−UA(Tcr − Tj )

(8)

where Cpi and ni represent respectively the mo-
lar heat capacities and the number of moles of
the different components in the crystallizer. Tcr

and Tj are respectively the crystallizer and jacket
temperatures.4Hc is the crystallization enthalpy.
U and Ac are respectively the overall heat transfer
coefficient and contact surface through the jacket
wall. The solubility, which refers to the solute con-
centration under saturated conditions, is assumed
to obey Van’t Hoff equation and is given by :

Csat1(T ) = A1 exp (
−∆Hc

RT
) (9)

Csat2(T ) = A2 exp (
−∆Hc

RT
) (10)

Csat1(T ) and Csat2(T ) represent respectively the
solubility for stable and metastable form (A1 <
A2), the absolute supersaturation (C − Csat) is
the driving force of the crystallization process.
When this value is positive, the overall growth
rate, including possible diffusive limitations, is
assumed to be represented by the following model.

G1(t) = Kc1
Ms

2ρs
η1(C(t)− Csat1(t))g (11)

G2(t) = Kc2
Ms

2ρs
η2(C(t)− Csat2(t))g (12)

where Kc1 and Kc2 represent the kinetic growth
rate coefficients, η1 and η2 represent the effective-
ness factors. For example, for the first population,
η1 is the solution of the following equation :

Kc1

Kd1
(C(t)− Csat1(t))g−1η1 + η

1
g

1 − 1 = 0 (13)

Kd1 represents the mass transfer coefficient through
diffusion which will be assumed to be the same for
all crystal sizes. In the literature, values of expo-
nent g were generally assumed to lie between 1 and
2, Analytical solution of equation (13) is available
if g is equal to 1 or 2, a numerical solution can be
considered in the other cases.

In the case of a negative supersaturation, the
growth kinetic is replaced by a dissolution kinetic,
it takes the following form :

D1(t) = −Kdis1
Ms

2ρs
(C(t)− Csat1(t))g (14)
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D2(t) = −Kdis2
Ms

2ρs
(C(t)− Csat2(t))g (15)

In this case, g is assumed to be equal to 2.
Kdis1 and Kdis1 are the dissolution coefficients
for stable and metastable population. Concerning
the two populations, the nucleation rate B is the
result of two competitive nucleation mechanisms.
Primary nucleation takes place in the absence of
any crystal in the solution :

B11 = A11 exp (
B11

ln2( C(t)
Csat1(t)

)
) (16)

B21 = A21 exp (
B21

ln2( C(t)
Csat2(t)

)
) (17)

and secondary nucleation, which may occur at
lower supersaturation level, is favored by the pres-
ence of solid in suspension (i.e. added in the
crystallizer through seeding or generated through
primary nucleation) :

B12 = A12M
i
T1(C(t)− Csat1(t))j (18)

B22 = A22M
i
T2(C(t)− Csat2(t))j (19)

A11, A21, B11 and B21 are the primary nucleation
parameters, A12 and A22 are the secondary nucle-
ation parameters, MT1 and MT2 are respectively
the crystal mass of the stable and metastable
crystal form in the solution. In the case of pos-
itive supersaturation, the boundary condition for
equations (1) and (2) are usually set as follows :

n1(x∗1, t) =
B1(x∗1)
G1(x∗1)

' B1

G1
(20)

n2(x∗2, t) =
B2(x∗2)
G2(x∗2)

' B2

G2
(21)

Where only small crystal nuclei of critical size x∗1
and x∗2 are assumed to grow.

At first, clear solution is prepared, the two forms
being undersaturated. The solution is cooled until
nuclei of the metastable form are produced. The
production of metastable nuclei yields a decrease
of the solute concentration. The decrease of the
temperature generates more supersaturation, and
thus, a growth of the two forms. The process
behavior for the metastable form changes when
metastable concentration crosses the metastable
solubility curve. Dissolution of this form begins,
and the polymorphic fraction of the metastable
form decreases. At the same time, the growth of
stable form continues until the consumption of the
solute concentration.

This description is done in order to analyze the
observability of both forms. Concerning the stable
form, the nuclei production guarantees the observ-
ability during all of the process. It is the case for
the metastable form until the behavior changes

t

a       (  )t   0

0 1

a       (  )t   <0>

x

Fig. 1. a(t) conditions for the PDE stability

(dissolution phase). The stability of the equa-
tion system during the dissolution phase permits
the estimation of the remaining part. The PDE
describing the metastable CSD is an hyperbolic
equation, it has the following form :

∂F (x, t)
∂t

+ a(t)
∂F (x , t)

∂x
= 0 (22)

Figure (1) gives the condition for the stability of
the equation (22), the variable x is normalized
(0 ≤ x ≤ 1). The stability is guaranteed if the
condition concerning a(x ) is respected. In our
case, when the metastable form is in dissolution
phase, G2(t) is replaced by D2(t), this dissolution
kinetic gives negative values, thus, the system is
stable, which allows the boundedness of the error
between the model and the estimated values.

3. DISCRETIZATION OF THE PBE
”POPULATION BALANCE EQUATION”

Finite difference method is applied in the current
study for the discretization of the PBEs. This
choice is motivated by the structure obtained by
this method which corresponds exactly to the
observer one. Indeed, the state matrix involved
exhibits tri-diagonal form. Moreover, the method
concurs with the physical behavior of the system.
The principle of the discretization for (1) and (2)
is exactly the same. The system resulting for one
of the two PDEs from the discretization turns out
to be :

{
ṅx = α(t)Anx

y = Cnx
(23)

With:

α(t) =
G(t)
∆x

(24)

In the case of dissolution :

α(t) =
D(t)
∆x

(25)
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nx =




nx1

nx2

nx3

...
nxN−1

nxN




,A =




1 −1 0 . . . 0
1
2

0 −1
2

. . .
...

0
. . . . . . . . . 0

...
. . . 1

2
0 −1

2
0 . . . 0 0 0




,C =

(
1 0 . . . . . . 0

)
,

Where nx ∈ RN , A ∈ RN × RN and C ∈ RN

4. HIGH GAIN OBSERVER SYNTHESIS

As far as the crystal forms are supersaturated, sys-
tem (23) associated to the output Rn(t)

G(t) is observ-
able. The production of nuclei allows to synthesize
a high gain observer. In the undersaturation case,
measurements are not available. However, an open
loop observer may be applied to both forms to es-
timate the CSDs. The convergence of the proposed
observer is dependent on the stability of the PBEs.
In the following, the observer is applied for both
PBEs. In the case of single output systems, the
high gain observer is dedicated to the uniformly
observable systems class of the following form :





ż = f(z) +
N∑

i=1

uigi(z)

y = h(z)

(26)

where z(t) ∈ RN , y ∈ R, u ∈ Rp System (26)
is said to be uniformly observable if for any two
initial states z 6= z̄ and every admissible inputs de-
fined on any [0, T ], there exists t ∈ [0, T ] such that
y(z, u, t) 6= ȳ(z̄, u, t), where y(z,u,t) is the output
associated to the initial state z and the input u. In
our case, system(26) takes the particular form of
system (23) which is clearly observable due to its
triangular form. The canonical form may be used
to construct an exponential observer for system
(23) under the following assumption :
0 < γ ≤ α(t) ≤ ξ ∀t ≥ 0
for some constants γ and ξ.
With continuous measurements, a candidate ex-
ponential observer for this system is given by
(Farza et al., 1997) and (Gauthier et al., 1992):

˙̂z(t) = α(t)Aẑ(t)− α(t)S−1
θ CT (Cẑ(t)− Y (t)),

(27)
where S is symmetric positive definite matrix
given by the following equation :

Ṡθ(t) = −θSθ(t)−AT Sθ(t)−Sθ(t)A+CT C (28)

If α(t) is negative for any time t > 0, the sign of
the correction term should be changed :

{
˙̂z(t) =α(t)A(t)ẑ(t)+

α(t)S−1
θ CT (Cẑ(t)− Y (t))

(29)

An other alternative is to use the following diffeo-
morphism φ : RN → RN

z → φ(z) = [h,Lf (h), . . . , Ln−1
f (h)]

Such diffeomorphism transforms the system (23)
into the observable canonical form with :

A1 =




0 1 . . . 0

0 0
. . .

...
...

...
. . . 1

0 0 · · · 0




,C2 =
(
1 0 . . . 0

)
,

The resulting observer has the following form :

˙̂z(t) = α(t)Aẑ−α(t)(
∂φ

∂z
(ẑ, t))−1S−1

θ CT
2 (C2x̂(t)−Y (t))

(30)
Where Sθ is given by the following Lyapunov
equation :

θSθ(t) + AT Sθ(t) + Sθ(t)A = CT C (31)

The terms of this matrix Sθ = [Sθ(l, k)]1≤l,k≤N

have the following form :

Sθ(l, k) =
(−1)l+kDk−l

l+k−2

θl+k−1
(32)

With :
Dk

n =
n!

(n− k)!k!
(33)

5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

5.1 Simulation conditions

The parameters used in this simulation are taken
from the crystallization of adipic acid in water
by (Marchal, 1989). Predictive models of homoge-
nous primary nucleation A1 were also taken from
(Mersmann et al., 2000). Concerning the jacket,
the cooling fluid is assumed to be brine at 0◦C.
Figure 2 summarizes the parameters values which
were used during the simulation.

5.2 Simulation discussion

Figure (3) represents the solute concentration pro-
file and the saturation concentration for both
crystal forms. It can be seen that between the
two temperatures (322K and 312K), the nuclei
production of both forms is very small. For lower
temperature, nucleation and crystal growth be-
gin and stay until a temperature of about 300K.
Below 300K, the metastable form is undersatu-
rated while the stable form is supersatured. The
metastable form therefore begins to dissolve. Nu-
cleation and growth of the stable form still go on.

Figures (4) and (5)represent some examples of
simulated classes of crystal sizes and the corre-
sponding estimated ones. The choice of these crys-
tal sizes is arbitrary. The same performances can
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parameter definition unit value
A11 homogeneous primary nucleation parameter for CSD 1 nb.m−3.s−1 1 1010

B11 homogeneous primary nucleation parameter for CSD 1 nb.m−3.s−1 0.63
A21 homogeneous primary nucleation parameter for CSD 2 nb.m−3.s−1 1 1012

B21 homogeneous primary nucleation parameter for CSD 2 nb.m−3.s−1 0.63
A12 secondary nucleation parameter for CSD 1 nb.m3(i+j−1)mol−i−j .s−1 1440
Kc1 growth constant for CSD 1 mol(1−g).m(3g−2).s−1 0.0157
A22 secondary nucleation parameter for CSD 2 nb.m3(i+j−1)mol−i−j .s−1 1440
Kc2 growth constant for CSD 2 mol(1−g).m(3g−2).s−1 0.0170
Kdis1 growth constant for CSD 1 mol(1−g).m(3g−2).s−1 2 10−8

Kdis2 growth constant for CSD 2 mol(1−g).m(3g−2).s−1 2.5 10−8

i exponent no dimension 1.968
j exponent no dimension 1
g exponent no dimension 2
Ms molar mass Kg.mol−1 146.14 10−3

ρs volume mass Kg.m−3 1360
KV 1 shape factor for CSD 1 no dimension π

6
KV 2 shape factor for CSD 2 no dimension π

10
Cp1 solute molar heat capacity J.K−1.mol−1 3.72
Cp2 solid molar heat capacity J.K−1.mol−1 7.44
Cp1 water molar heat capacity J.K−1.mol−1 75.33
∆Hc crystallization enthalpy J.mol−1 -48000
U overall heat transfer coefficient J.m−2.K−1.s−1 1000
Ac contact surface through jacket wall m2 0.022

Fig. 2. simulation parameters values
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Fig. 3. solubility for stable and metastable forms

be shown for the other sizes. Figure (4) represents
the time variation of the number of stable crystals
in the 10th size class (i.e. size around 80 µ m) and
its estimation. Figure (5) represents the crystal
size of the metastable form and its estimation. Be-
fore 500 s, the metastable form is supersaturated.
Then, the metastable form becomes undersatu-
rated (this time corresponds to the temperature
of 300K), the open loop observer is then used. As
mentioned above, the stability of the system yield
by the PBE discretization implies the assymptotic
convergence of the observer. The crystal size and
its estimate tend to the same final value with an
acceptable error, as shown on the figure.

Figures (6) and (7) represent the CSD of the
stable form and its estimation. Figures (8) and (9)
represent the CSD of metastable form and its es-
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distribution

timation. These figures summarize the comments
made after the preceding results. The estimation
of both CSD’s is acceptable.

6. CONCLUSION

In this work, a methodology to estimate CSDs
in polymorphic crystallization process has been
presented. This methodology is based on a model

for each crystal form. This model in obtained
by the solute concentration balance, the energy
balance in the crystallizer in addition to popu-
lation balance equations for both crystal forms.
A high gain observer is applied to estimate the
CSDs of stable and metastable forms in nucleation
phase. In the dissolution phase, the metastable
form can be estimated using open loop estimation.
This estimation gives good results because of the
stability of the PBEs. Additional simulations have
shown that modelling errors in primary nucleation
parameters don’t affect considerably the observer
robustness.The observer can be used for process
supervision to prevent any variation of crystals
population which may affect the product quality.
In the case of control applications, the estimated
crystal size distribution could be used to ensure
advanced quality control objectives such as repro-
ducible crystal number mean sizes and variances.
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Abstract: In the present study a population balance approach is described to follow the 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The molecular properties (e.g., molecular weight 
distribution, MWD, copolymer composition 
distribution, CCD, long chain branching distribution, 
LCBD, etc.) of polymers are directly related to their 
end-use properties (e.g., mechanical, rheological, 
etc.). Hence, the ability to control accurately the 
molecular architecture of polymer chains in a 
polymerization reactor is of profound interest to the 
polymer industry. This presupposes a thorough 
knowledge of the polymerization kinetics and the 
availability of advanced mathematical models to 
quantify the effects of process operating conditions 
on the molecular polymer properties. 
 
Branched polymers are characterized by the presence 
of long or/and short branches attached to the main 
backbone of a polymer chain. Thus, the end-use 
properties of branched polymers will also depend on 
the number, the type and the distribution of the 
branches. Long chain branching has a strong impact 
on the rheological behavior of the polymer. In fact, it 
affects the flow properties of the polymer melt (e.g., 
extensional viscosity, shear viscosity and elasticity) 
as well as the polymer solid state properties (e.g., 
orientation effects and stress induced crystallization). 
Thus, the elucidation of the LCB formation and its 
correlation with the various rheological and physical 
polymer properties are two subjects of significant 
research interest. 
 
The free-radical polymerization of vinyl acetate 
(VAc) is a typical system that leads to the formation 
of long chain branching that largely affect the MWD 

and thus, the polymer rheological properties. In this 
system, transfer to monomer and to polymer 
reactions as well as terminal double bond 
polymerization largely control the molecular weight 
developments via the formation of highly branched 
polymer chains.  
 
In the past twenty years, several mathematical 
models dealing with the calculation of the MWD of 
branched polymers have been published (Lorenzini 
et. al., 1992; Tobita and Hatanaka, 1996; Nordhus et. 
al., 1997; Thomas, 1998; Pladis and Kiparissides, 
1998, Iedema et. al., 2000). A variety of numerical 
methods have been employed to calculate the MWD 
of branched polymers, including ‘numerical 
fractionation’ (Teymour and Campbell, 1992, 1994), 
Monte-Carlo simulations (Tobita, 1996; Tobita and 
Hatanaka, 1996), global orthogonal collocation 
(Canu and Ray, 1991; Nele et. al., 1999) and discrete 
weighted Galerkin (Wulkow, 1995). In general, the 
above numerical attempts suffer from two key 
kinetic limitations, (e.g., the use of the quasi steady 
state approximation (QSSA) for ‘live’ radical chains 
and the absence of gel and glass effect). 
 
The ‘numerical fractionation’ method can provide 
information on the full MWD of branched polymers 
by dividing the total polymer chain population into a 
finite number of classes of polymer chains having 
narrow MWDs. The method assumes that the 
transition from one class of polymer chains to a 
higher one occurs exclusively by a geometric growth 
mechanism (e.g., termination by combination 
polymer and terminal double bond reactions are 
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reactions). However, in systems in which transfer to 
important, this assumption will not be sufficient. The 
use of global orthogonal collocation methods for the 
prediction of the MWD in free-radical 
polymerization systems is partially successful 
because a single interpolation polynomial is only 
employed for the entire collocation domain. As a 
result, prior knowledge on the type of the 
approximated distribution is required. Furthermore, 
global collocation schemes have been proved 
inadequate in accommodating complex MWDs (e.g., 
bimodal distributions, MWDs for branched 
polymers, etc.). Pladis and Kiparissides (1998) 
employed a polymer chain fractionation approach to 
calculate the molecular weight – long chain 
branching bivariate distribution for branched 
polymers. The total population of the polymer chains 
was divided into a number of classes with respect to 
the number of long chain branches. However, in 
addition to the well-known problem of closure of the 
‘higher order’ moments, the reconstruction of the 
overall MWD at high monomer conversions and high 
LCB content, requires a very large number of classes 
to reduce the approximation errors associated with 
the high molecular weight fractions of the 
distribution. Monte Carlo simulations are 
straightforward techniques that can generally handle 
complex kinetic mechanisms but usually require 
significant computational effort for the determination 
of the MWD. Finally, the discrete weighted Galerkin 
formulation, even though is computationally 
demanding, provides a powerful tool for the 
prediction of the MWD in complex polymerization 
systems. However, the approximation of the infinite 
summation terms (e.g., resulting from termination by 
combination reactions) requires special treatment. 
 
The present study deals with the numerical solution 
of the dynamic bivariate population balance 
equations (PBEs) for ‘live’ and ‘dead’ polymer 
chains, arising in highly branched polymer systems. 
The fixed pivot technique (Kumar and Ramkrishna, 
1996) is employed to solve the resulting system of 
bivariate population balance equations. The validity 
of the proposed numerical method is tested by a 
direct comparison of model predictions with 
experimental data on the number average degree of 
branching, the number and weight average molecular 
weights for the free-radical polymerization of VAc 
(Thomas, 1998). The calculated bivariate MW-LCB 
distribution is also compared with simulations 
obtained by an improved method of classes (Pladis 
and Kiparissides, 1998) as well as with predictions of 
MWD obtained by Monte Carlo Simulations (Tobita 
and Hatanaka, 1996). 
 
 

2. KINETIC MECHANISM AND RATE 
FUNCTIONS 

 
In the present study, the following kinetic 
mechanism was employed to describe the formation 
of highly branched polymers:  
 
Initiator decomposition: 

2dkI PR•→  

Chain initiation: 

0,1
IkPR M P• + →  

Propagation: 

, , 1
pk

b n b nP M P ++ →  
Chain transfer to monomer: 

, , 0,1
fmk

b n b nP M D P+ → +  
Chain transfer to solvent: 

, , 0,1
fsk

b n b nP S D P+ → +  
Reaction with terminal double bond: 

, , 1,
dbk

b n r m b r n mP D P + + ++ →  
Chain transfer to polymer: 

, , , 1,
fpk

b n r m b n r mP D D P ++ → +  
Termination by combination: 

, , ,
tck

b n r m b r n mP P D + ++ →  
Termination by disproportionation: 

, , , ,
tdk

b n r m b n r mP P D D+ → +  
 
The symbols ,b nP  and ,b nD  denote the respective 
‘live’ and ‘dead’ polymer chains with ‘b’ long chain 
branches and a chain length equal to ‘n’. The above 
kinetic mechanism includes initiation and 
propagation reactions, termination by combination 
and disproportionation, molecular weight control 
reactions via transfer to monomer and chain transfer 
agent (solvent) and long chain branching formation 
via transfer to polymer and terminal double bond 
reactions. Polymer chains with terminal double 
bonds, formed via termination by disproportionation 
and transfer to monomer reactions, can react with 
‘live’ polymer chains to produce long chain 
branches. Transfer to polymer reactions involve the 
transfer of reactivity from a growing polymer chain 
to a ‘dead’ polymer chain. More specifically, a 
hydrogen atom abstracted from the backbone of a 
‘dead’ polymer chain leads to the formation of a new 
‘live’ polymer chain with an internal radical center 
and a ‘dead’ polymer chain. 
 
In the present study, to reduce the number of 
bivariate population balances to be numerically 
solved, it was assumed that the concentration of the 
‘dead’ polymer chains having a terminal double 
bond, was some known fraction of the ‘dead’ 
polymer chains (Baltsas et. al., 1996). Based on the 
above kinetic mechanism and assumptions, the 
following dynamic population balance equations for 
the ‘live’, ( ), ,P b n t , and ‘dead’, ( ), ,D b n t , polymer 
chains can be derived: 
 

( )
( ), ,

, ,1
P b n t

P b n t
r

V t
∂

=
∂

   (1) 

( )
( ), ,

, ,1
D b n t

D b n t
r

V t
∂

=
∂

   (2) 

 
The net formation rates for the ‘live’ and ‘dead’ 
polymer chains are given by the following equations: 
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Net formation rate of ‘live’ polymer chains of length 
‘n’ with ‘b’ branches : 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

, ,
0 1

0 1

0 1
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b n

b n

b n
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N N
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z x

N N

fs p
z x

N N

fm fs fp
z x

N

fp
z x

r k PR M n b k M P z x t n b

k S P z x t n b k M P b n t P b n t

k M k S P b n t k nD b n t P z x t
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δ δ δ δ

δ δ
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=
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b b n
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tc
z x

N N N N

td db
z x z x

b n

db
z x

k P b n t P z x t

k P b n t P z x t k P b n t D z x t

k P z n x t D b z x t

= = =

= = = =
− −

= =

− −

− +

− − −

∑ ∑∑

∑∑ ∑∑

∑∑ (3) 

 
Net formation rate of ‘dead’ polymer chains of 
length ‘n’ with ‘b’ branches: 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

, ,
0 2

0 1 0 1
1

0 1 0 1

, , , , , ,

, , , , , , , ,

1, , , , , , , ,
2

b n

b n b n

b n

N N

fm fs fpD b n t
z x

N N N N

fp db
z x z x

N N b n

td tc
z x z x

r k M k S P b n t k P b n t xD z x t

k nD b n t P z x t k D b n t P z x t

k P b n t P z x t k P z x t P b z n x t

= =

= = = =

−

= = = =

= + +      

− −

+ + − −

∑∑

∑∑ ∑∑

∑∑ ∑∑ (4) 

 
where ( )nδ  is the Kronecker’s delta function [e.g., 

( ) 1nδ =  if 0n =  and ( ) 0nδ =  if  0n ≠ ]. Nb and Nn 
denote the maximum number of branches and the 
maximum chain length, respectively. It should be 
pointed out that the actual number of rate equations 
for the ‘live’ and ‘dead’ polymer chains will depend 
on the total degree of polymerization, that may be of 
the order of hundreds or/and thousands monomer 
units. Consequently, the computational effort 
associated with the solution of the complete set of 
differential equations becomes prohibitively high for 
the most cases of interest and makes the on-line 
application of such a model unrealistic. To deal with 
the above high-dimensionality problem, several 
methods have been proposed to reduce the infinite 
system of differential equations into a low-order 
system of DAEs.  
 
In the present work the fixed pivot technique was 
applied for the solution of the bivariate PBEs [see 
eqs. (3) and (4)] to predict the joint MW-LCB 
distribution of branched polymers. 
 
 

3. FIXED PIVOT TECHNIQUE 
 
The fixed pivot technique was properly adapted for 
solving the bivariate population balance equations  
for the ‘live’ and ‘dead’ polymer chains [see eqs (3) 
and (4)]. The method assumes that the overall 
polymer chain population can be assigned to selected 
discrete points, also called ‘grid’ points. The 
bivariate PBEs which are derived from the 
application of the proposed method are then solved 
at the discrete points. Thus, the initial infinite system 

of PBEs, is reduced to a system of discrete-
continuous differential equations. Since the chain 
populations in various chain lengths and number of 
branches are assumed to exist only at the 
representative discrete points, specific reaction steps 
(i.e., termination by combination, propagation, chain 
transfer to polymer and terminal double bond), 
involving such chain populations, can result in the 
formation of new polymer chains whose chain 
lengths and/or number of branches do not correspond 
to the representative grid points. According to the 2-
D FPT, the polymer chains that do not correspond to 
specific grid points are incorporated in the set of 
discrete-continuous dynamic PBEs in such a way 
that any four moments (two in each dimension), of 
the joint MW-LCB distribution, are exactly 
preserved. 
 
In the bivariate PBEs, the distribution of polymer 
chains with a specific number of branches is 
considered to be continuous over the chain length 
domain and the number of long chain branches 
domain. Based on the original developments of 
Kumar and Ramkrishna (1996), the total branch and 
chain length domains, are divided into a number of 
finite elements Ne,b and Ne,n respectively. Let P(j,i,t) 
and D(j,i,t), be the concentrations of the ‘live’ and 
‘dead’ polymer domain, which correspond to the 
discrete point u(j,i) of the 2-D domain (see Fig. 1).  
 

Fig. 1: The two-dimensional grid which can be used 
with the FPT. 

 
Let n(i) and b(j) be the corresponding middle points 
in the ith element (un(i), un(i+1)) and jth element (ub(j), 
ub(j+1), respectively. When a new polymer chain is 
formed within the 2-D discrete element (e.g., due to 
termination by combination or transfer to polymer 
reactions), its concentration is assigned to the four 
neighboring grid points in such a way so that 
selected moments of the MWD are exactly 
preserved. On the other hand, polymer chains formed 
via initiation, transfer to monomer, transfer to 
solvent or termination by disproportionation 
reactions, are always assigned to the existing grid 
points. From the application of the FPT to the 
bivariate PBEs of the ‘live’ and ‘dead’ polymer 
chains [see eqs (3) and (4)] we obtain the following 
system of continuous-discrete differential equations:  
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Continuous-discrete differential equations for linear 
‘live’ polymer chains: 
 

( )
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Continuous-discrete differential equations for 
branched ‘live’ polymer chains: 
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Continuous-discrete differential equations for linear 
‘dead’ polymer chains: 
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Continuous-discrete differential equations for 
branched ‘dead’ polymer chains: 
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for j = 1, 2,…, Ne,b and i = 1, 2,…, Ne,n 

Assuming that the zero and first moment of the 
MWD are preserved, the matrices ( ),A i k , ( ), ,B i k m , 

( ),C j l , ( ), ,T j l q  and ( ), ,O j l q , can be calculated by 
the following expressions: 
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where δ is the Kronecker’s delta function. 
 
The resulting differential-discrete equations were 
integrated in time to calculate the dynamic behavior 
of the ‘live’ and ‘dead’ bivariate number chain 
length distributions. The concentrations of the ‘dead’ 
polymer chains at the grid points were then used to 
reconstruct the weight chain length distribution 
(WCLD) that corresponds to a specific grid point of 
the branch domain: 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ), , , , 1n nW j i t n i D j i t u i u i= + −     (14) 
 
The overall WCLD was then calculated by the 
weighted sum of all polymer branch distributions: 
 

( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )

( ) ( )

,

, ,

0

0 1

, , 1

,

, ,

e b

e b e n

N

n n
l

total N N

l k

n i D l i t u i u i

W i t

n k D l k t

=

= =

 + − 
=
∑

∑∑
   (15) 

 
For the discretization of the chain length and branch 
domains a logarithmic discretization rule was 
employed. Typically, the chain length and branch 
domains were partitioned into 50 and 8 finite 
elements, respectively, leading to a total number of 
800 discrete-continuous differential equations. 
 
To ensure that the selected number of elements was 
sufficient for the accurate reconstruction of the 
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MWD, the following convergence criterion was 
established: 
 

( ) ( )
, ,

1 1
0 1

, ,
e b e nN N

l k

n k D l k tµ µ ε
= =

 
 − ≤  
 

∑∑  (16) 

 
ε is a convergence parameter with typical values in 
the range of (0, 0.03). 
 
Finally, the number and weight average molecular 
weights and the number and weight average degrees 
of branching are calculated using the following 
equations: 
 
Number average molecular weight: 

( ) ( ) ( )
, , , ,
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, , , ,
e b e n e b e nN N N N
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Weight average molecular weight: 
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, , , ,
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Number average degree of branching: 

( ) ( ) ( )
, , , ,

0 1 0 1

, , , ,
e b e n e b e nN N N N

n
l k l k

B b l D l k t D l k t
= = = =
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Weight average degree of branching: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
, , , ,

0 1 0 1

, , , ,
e b e n e b e nN N N N

w
l k l k

B n k b l D l k t n k D l k t
= = = =

=∑∑ ∑∑  (20) 

 
where, ( ), ,D j i t , denotes the concentration of 
polymer chains with chain length ( )n i  and number 
of branches ( )b j . 
 
 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The free-radical polymerization of VAc was selected 
as a representative example for the production of 
branched polymers. In this system, transfer to 
monomer and polymer largely control the MWD of 
the poly(vinyl acetate) produced. Furthermore, the 
monomer radicals that are produced from the transfer 
to monomer reaction, propagate giving ‘live’ and 
‘dead’ polymer chains with a terminal double bond. 
Thus, terminal double bond polymerization is an 
important reaction for this system, producing highly 
branched polymer chains. 
 
It is well known that for the VAc polymerization 
system, the termination kinetic rate constant becomes 
gradually controlled by the diffusion phenomena as 
the monomer conversion and hence the viscosity of 
the mixture increases (Hamer and Ray, 1986). In 
order to account for this variation the termination 
rate constant was expressed as the sum of two terms, 
one taking into account the effect of the diffusion of 
polymer chains, dif

tk , and the other describing the 

so-called ‘residual termination’, res
tk : 

dif res
t t tk k k= +  (21) 

 
The analytical calculation of the diffusion controlled 
termination rate constant is provided in the work of 
Keramopoulos and Kiparissides (2002). 
 
The numerical performance of the FPT was first 
tested by a direct comparison of numerical results 
with experimental measurements on number average 
degree of branching Bn, for the free-radical 
polymerization of VAc (Thomas, 1998). Two 
temperatures (i.e., 600C and 800C) and different 
initiator concentrations (i.e., 2,2’-azobis(2-
methylpropionitrile, AIBN) were used in the 
comparison analysis (see Fig.2). 
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Fig. 2: Predicted and experimental number average 
degree of branching with respect to monomer 
conversion (T=600C and [I0] = 5 ×10-5 mol/L; 
T=80 0C and [I0] = 1×10-4 mol/L). 

 
Figure 3 shows a comparison between the MWDs 
calculated by the FPT and the method of classes, at 
different monomer conversions. In both cases, the 
AIBN initial concentration was equal to 1.6 × 10-3 
mol/L while the polymerization temperature was 
600C. Notice that both methods are capable of 
predicting the MWDs up to very high monomer 
conversions. It was found that a number of 160 
classes, leading to a total number of 960 differential 
equations, was sufficient for the convergence of the 
method of classes. 
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Fig. 3: Predicted MWDs via the application of the 
FPT and the method of classes, at different 
monomer conversions 

 
In Figure 4 the MWD calculated by the FPT is 
compared with the distribution obtained by Monte 
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Carlo simulation (Tobita and Hatanaka, 1996). The 
reactor temperature was 600C, and the kinetic rate 
constants for the free-radical polymerization of VAc 
were taken from the original work of Tobita and 
Hatanaka (1996). The comparison was made for a 
specific value of monomer conversion equal to 85%. 
It can be seen that the MWD calculated by the FPT is 
in good agreement with the one obtained by the 
Monte Carlo simulation. The observed discrepancy 
in the tail of the distribution can be attributed to the 
use of the QSSA in the Monte Carlo simulation and 
to the inherent statistical difficulties of Monte Carlo 
simulations associated with the sampling of chains 
placed at the tail of the distribution 
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Fig. 4: Comparison of the calculated total weight 

fraction distribution at monomer conversion 
equal to 85%. The discrete points are the 
calculated results by Tobita and Hatanaka (1996). 
The continue line represents the simulated results 
using the FPT. 

 
The FPT is capable of predicting the entire joint 
molecular weight - long chain branching distribution. 
The calculated combined MW-LCB distributions are 
depicted at 600C at a specific value of monomer 
conversion (i.e., 90%) as it can be seen in Figure 5. 
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Fig. 5: Predicted combined MW-LCB distribution at 

90% monomer conversion (simulation 
conditions same as in Figure 3). 
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Abstract: This article focusses on the control loop performance diagnosis of a multivariate
system with emphasis on the presence of interactions and poor performance of control loops.
The paper provides a data-driven technique to determine if a decentralized PI(D)+ controller
will suffice or if an advanced controller (e.g., MPC) is necessary to handle the control
interactions and improve the loop performance. Two different techniques are proposed: the
first one, based on the Power Spectrum of the error, analyzes interactions in the frequency
domain, while the second one, based on the evaluation of a modified IAE (Integral of
Absolute Error), analyzes interactions in the time domain. A performance index for the
controller is also proposed for the case of set-point tracking. Simulation and experimental
case studies are presented to highlight the applicability of the proposed techniques.

Keywords: Interactions, MIMO systems, frequency domain, time domain

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the last two decades, monitoring control loop
performance has been addressed in several ways and
several performance indices have been proposed (see
Hoo et al. (2003) for a good survey). Different causes
for low loop performance such as improper controller
tuning, sensor faults, valve non-linearities have been
identified (Bialkowski, 1993; Kozub, 1997). An im-
portant cause that demands attention in addition to
these causes is the presence of interactions among
loops. A key impact of the interaction on the loop
performance is the propagation of the effects of other
causes that deteriorate the loop performance, thereby
corrupting other loops.

The schematic of a multivariate (MIMO) system under
discussion in this sequel is shown in figure 1: the
processP, not necessarily square; the controllerC
initially considered as a decentralizedPI(D)+ type.
A disturbance throughPd and white noise passing

1 sirish.shah@ualberta.ca

through a first order filterF are included for com-
pleteness. In a routine operation, the set point arrayr,
the control action arrayu and the controlled variables
arrayy are measured quantities.

Diagonal elements of the matrixP represent the pro-
cess transfer functions, while the off-diagonal ele-
ments (Pij , i 6= j) represent the interaction transfer
functions. When an excitation affects a loopi, some
effect is also present on another loopj depending on
the interaction transfer functionPij .

The Relative Gain Array (RGA) is often used to de-
scribe the level of interaction among loops, for in-
stance in (Persechiniet al., 2004). However, it has
two key limitations: (i) a model of the process must be
known and consequentially the RGA measure depends
on the model uncertainty (Chen and Seborg, 2002) and
(ii) RGA gives only a measure of stability once loops
are closed and no indication on the real interaction
among them.

Therefore, a novel approach is proposed, which does
not use an explicit process model, but instead di-
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Fig. 1.The reference setup of a MIMO system

rectly uses routine operating data. Once the loops that
are suspected to interact are selected, the proposed
method can be used to assess the level of interaction.

Among all types of excitations, the set-point excitation
is most preferred since it allows us to obtainy as a
function only ofP andC. The effect of the disturbance
transfer functionPd, which may cloud the interaction
measure, is thus avoided.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Two interaction
measures are described in section 2, followed by an
analysis of the controller performance in section 3.
Application of the techniques to simulated, industrial
and experimental setups are presented in Sections
4 and 5 respectively. The paper ends with a few
concluding remarks in Section 6.

2. INTERACTION MEASURES

Depending on the nature of process excitation, inter-
action can be analyzed in either time- or a frequency-
domain as may be deemed appropriate. For instance,
in rotary machines, it is necessary to evaluate the in-
teraction in a defined range of frequencies by exciting
loops with oscillatory set-points. A frequency domain
analysis, named in the sequelPower Spectrum Anal-
ysis, is more suited to such situations. On the other
hand, oscillatory set-point changes (steps, ramps, etc.)
are not a commonplace in chemical industries and
therefore, a time domain technique, named in the se-
quel asIAE technique, may be chosen.

For both cases a comparison between controlled vari-
ables belonging to different loops has to be performed.
For this reason a normalization factor is chosen so as
to make the task independent of the measuring scale.
Denoting asCRUP,i andCRLW,i the upper and lower
limit of the control range for the loopi respectively,
the normalization factorNFi can be evaluated as de-
scribed in equation 1:

NFi = min{CRUP,i − ri; ri − CRLW,i} (1)

whereri is the mean value of the set-point of loopi.
All controlled variables are divided by their respective
normalization factors for subsequent analysis.

2.1 Power Spectrum Analysis

Detection of interacting loop is performed by the use
of Power Spectral Correlation Index (PSCI) (Tangirala
et al., 2005). Its application allows one to exclude
loops characterized by different frequencies due to
other oscillating sources. The PSCI between loopi and
j is calculated as:

PSCIi,j =

∑
ω

PSyi(ω) · PSyj (ω)√∑
ω

PSyi(ω)2 ·
∑
ω

PSyj (ω)2
(2)

wherePSyi
(ω) is the raw power spectrum of the con-

trolled variable of the loopi evaluated at the frequency
ω. This index (Tangiralaet al., 2005), lies in the range
[0 1]: with similar shapes of power spectra its value is
near one, indicating the presence of interaction.

Once an interacting loop is detected, the amount of the
interaction is calculated as:

IFDi,j = 1−
√

max(PSSP )√
max(PSSP ) +

√
max(PSI)

(3)

whereSP andI indicate respectively the loop affected
by the set point change and the interacting loop.IFD
lies in the range[0 1], the larger the interaction, the
higher is the index.

Equations 2 and 3 can be used in combination to assess
the interaction in the frequency domain.

2.2 IAE technique

Fig. 2.Example of IAE trend for a set-point change

For the time domain analysis, the error signale=r-y is
considered: if the error does not change its sign from
the samplek − 1 to the samplek a modifiedIAE
(Integral of Absolute Error) is evaluated as given in
equation 4:

IAE(k) = IAE(k − 1) + |e(k)| · h (4)

whereh is the sampling interval. If a change in the
error sign occurs,IAE(k) is reset to zero (Ḧagglund,
1995). The trend ofIAE is composed of peaks that
coincide with the zero crossing of the error signal as
shown in figure 2.
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Fig. 3.Example of Excitation Peak and Cluster of Noise peaks

The use of this index allows one to magnify the dif-
ference between excitations (bigger peaks) and noise
(smaller peaks) taking into account both the amplitude
of the error and the duration between two consecutive
zero crossings. Furthermore, the comparison ofIAE
peaks for different variables can be directly used to
evaluate the amount of interaction between loops. To
analyze only peaks due to excitations, a technique for
the detection of outliers is applied (Daszykowskiet
al., 2001). This technique analyzes maxima of each
peak: maxima of noise peaks generate a cluster from
which maxima of excitation peaks are excluded (figure
3).

In the presence of interactions, a set-point change will
generate a peak inIAE trends in the two examined
loops almost at the same time. Considering the time
delay of the interaction as unknown, it is impossible
to establish the exact gap which occurs between the
two peaks. To overcome this problem a time window
is chosen according to the duration of the source peak:
defining t0 the time in which the set point change
starts andt1 the time in which the time trend reaches
its maximum, the time horizonth for the time window
can then be evaluated as:

th = t0 + a · (t1 − t0) (5)

where the parametera is adjustable and set to 4 in this
work. This setting ofa provides an over-estimate of
the interaction delayθI ). A few remarks follow:

• t1 − t0, the time gap in which the controlled
variable reaches the set-point value for the first
time, is an overestimation ofθP .

• Under the hypothesis of similar values ofθI and
θP , the choicea = 4 allows to obtain for most
cases a time horizon bigger thanθI .

However the value ofa can be changed easily by
the operator to analyze the effect of the time window
horizon on the interaction measure.

An interaction index Interaction in Time Domain
(ITD) is thus proposed based on theIAE of the win-
dowed trend:

ITDi,j = 1 −
∑th

t0
IAESP∑th

t0
IAESP +

∑th

t0
IAEI

(6)

with the same formalism used in equation 3. Similar
to IFD, ITD lies in [0 1] and a strong interaction is
associated with a high value.

A heuristic interpretation of the proposed interaction
indices is given in table 1. Of particular importance is
the limit of 0.5, over which the value implies that the
set-point change in a loopi affect more other loops
than loopi itself.

Table 1.Interpretation of the index values

ITD (/IFD) Interpretation
[0 0.125] No Interaction

[0.125 0.25] Low Interaction

[0.25 0.375] Medium Interaction

[0.375 0.5] High Interaction

[0.5 1] Very High Interaction

It is remarked that a limitation of this method is that
it can not correctly estimate the interaction when set-
point activity in a loop and a disturbance in another
loop coincide. However, the presence of other set-
point changes in the data set can help overcome this
limitation to a large extent.

3. CONTROLLER PERFORMANCE INDEX

Information from the interaction measure can be used
to establish if a retuning is sufficient to improve the
performance or if an advanced controller is required.
For this purpose, a new Controller Performance Index
(CPI) is defined.

The CPI is proposed on the basis of the response to
a set-point change. Given a set-point change, under
minimum variance control, afterθP + t0, the error
immediately reaches zero. Suppose a minimum error
emin is associated with this case. Otherwise a resid-
ual error is still present until the controlled variable
reaches the settling time. Denote the error in such a
case byetot. The CPI is then defined as,

CPI =
etot − emin

etot + emin
(7)

If etot is near to the minimum achievable, the con-
troller has a good performance and CPI is near zero.
If etot � emin, the controller has a poor performance
and CPI is near to one. Given the fact that the mini-
mum variance controller is an idealistic case and of lit-
tle practical use (Huang and Shah, 1999) and consid-
ering the presence of interaction, a threshold value of
CPI = 0.5 is chosen. Below this value of CPI, retun-
ing would be practically of little benefit. Furthermore,
a high value of the CPI with a high value of ITD/IFD
implies that the present controller configuration yields
good performance but unable to handle interactions.
Therefore, a structural change may be necessary.

To evaluate the CPI, the time delay of the processθP

must be estimated. The recorded responsey to the
set-point change in closed loop can be approximated
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by a open loop response to a step-testỹ. Choosing a
second order model̃P and varying its parameters, it
is possible to find the best approximation in the least
square sense. The obtained model will not have any
physical meaning: it is used only to generate a good
estimate of the time-delay (for the same reason the
order of the model is not critical). Assuming a fixed
value for the time delayq = θP /h with h sampling
time and definingn the length of the data set, it is
possible to generate the best approximation ofy in the
least square sense:

y(z−1) =
b1z

−1−q + b2z
−2−q

a1z−1 + a2z−2 + 1
· r(z−1) (8)

yk = b1rk−1−q + b2rk−2−q − a1yk−1 − a2yk−2 (9)


yq+3

yq+4

...
yn


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=

y


−yq+2 −yq+1 r2 r1

−yq+3 −yq+2 r3 r2

...
...

...
...

−yn−1 −yn−2 rn−1−q rn−2−q


︸ ︷︷ ︸

M


a1

a2

b1

b2


︸ ︷︷ ︸

p
(10)

p = (MT M)−1MT · y (11)

Among all modelsP̃ = f(q, p), the one that generates
the lowest error in the least square sense is associated
with the best estimation ofθP .

4. CASE STUDIES

This section presents two of the several MIMO sys-
tems that were successfully analyzed with the pro-
posed techniques. The first system is theMarlin Col-
umn, known to contain a high level of interaction. The
process transfer functions are reported below:

y=

 0.0747e−3s

12s + 1
−0.0667e−2s

15s + 1
0.1173e−3.3s

11.7s + 1
−0.1253e−2s

10.2s + 1

 · u (12)

It can be observed that the gains, time constant and
time delay for diagonal and off-diagonal elements
are similar, indicating a strongly interacting system.
A more detailed description of the process together
with the definition of a decentralized PI controlled
are reported in Marlin (2000). Pre-specified set-point
changes were performed to analyze the presence of
interaction as depicted in figure 4a); the corresponding
IAE trends are reported in 4b). The presence of
interaction is indicated by the high values of ITD1,2 =
0.47 and ITD2,1 = 0.43, which confirms with the
earlier discussion. The CPI is over 0.9 for both the
controllers indicating that a retuning will improve the
performance but, considering the high values ofITD
in this case, a different structure is suggested for the
controller (e.g. MPC).

Fig. 4.Marlin Column: a) set-point (r) and controlled variable (y)
values; b) IAE trends

Fig. 5. Marlin Column: controlled variables for the loop affected
by the oscillatory set-point (black) and the interacting loop
(gray)

A frequency-domain analysis was also performed us-
ing oscillatory set-points. In figure 5 the controlled
variable for the loop affected by the set-point change
(black) and the controlled variable for the interacting
loop (gray) are shown. The value of PSCI is over 0.98
for both the set of data indicating that the interaction
is present: for this case the interaction from loop 1 to
loop 2 is higher (IFD = 0.57) than the one from loop 2
to loop 1 (IFD = 0.26). It is important to recall that this
analysis is suited to set-point changes that are well-
localized in frequency while the time domain analysis,
on the contrary, is well-suited to set-points that contain
a range of frequencies.

The second system under study is theShell problem;
the process transfer functions are reported below:

y=


4.5e−27s

50s + 1
1.77e−28s

60s + 1
5.88e−27s

50s + 1
5.39e−18s

50s + 1
5.62e−14s

60s + 1
6.9e−15s

50s + 1
4.38e−20s

33s + 1
4.42e−22s

44s + 1
7.2

19s + 1

 · u (13)

For this problem two solutions have been analyzed:
firstly a decentralized PI controller has been imple-
mented and secondly it has been compared with the
MPC proposed in (Patwardhan and Shah, 2004). It
is noted that, as explained in (Patwardhan and Shah,
2004), y3 can be considered as a “slack” variable.
The response for the two cases to the same set-point
changes are shown in figure 6 and figure 7 respec-
tively. The two different situations are well explained
by the values of ITD measure:
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Fig. 6.Shell Problem with decentralized PI controllers; set-points
(black) and controlled variables (gray)

Fig. 7.Shell Problem with MPC; set-points (black) and controlled
variables (gray)

ITD=

 1 .47 .01
.46 1 .01
.98 .97 1

 ;

︸ ︷︷ ︸
dec.PI

ITD=

 1 .05 .6
.16 1 .92
.0 .0 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸

MPC

(14)

It is clear that the decentralized PI controllers do not
yield a satisfactory performance; the first two loops
are strongly interacting (ITD = 0.46 and 0.47); and
loop 3 is affecting them (ITD = 0.97 and 0.98) without
being affected (ITD< 0.1). The CPI values for the
three PI controllers are respectively 0.39, 0.59 and
0.53 indicating that a new tuning cannot be expected
to improve the performance. Therefore, an advanced
control scheme such as MPC is required. With such
a scheme, the first two loops are no more interacting
because the third loop is absorbing all excitations;
the only residual interaction from loop 2 to loop 1
(ITD2,1 = 0.16) has low importance. In both cases,
the ITD measure is able to rightly explain the interact-
ing behaviour.

5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The IAE technique was applied to an experimental
setup consisting of the four-tank system depicted in
figure 8. Two combinations were considered - the first
comprising tank #1 and tank #2 (this is a minimum
phase system) and the second one comprising tank #3
and tank #4 (this is a non-minimum phase system)
(for more details see Johansson (2000)). In the first

Fig. 8.Simple schematic for the four tank problem

Fig. 9.Minimum Phase System: a) Set point (black) and controller
variables (gray); b) IAE trends and interaction measures

case, pump #1 is feeding the left tank and pump #2 is
feeding the right tank, while in the second case it is
the converse. For each case, the target is the control of
the levels in the two tanks by manipulating the inlet
flowrates to the tanks. The set-point was changed for
each of the levels and the interaction measure was
evaluated for the two cases.

Set-point changes and controller variables are shown
in figure 9a while IAE trends and interaction measures
are shown in figure 9b for the minimum phase system.
Analyzing the trend of the controlled variables, it is
very difficult to establish properly the level of inter-
action: an excitation with small amplitude is shown in
tank #2 for a set-point change in tank #1, but it appears
as a weak interaction. Compare this with the IAE of
the trends which exhibits a significant peak similar to
peaks showed in tank #1. On the other hand, a set point
change in tank #2 does not generate excitations in
tank #1. Both of these phenomena are captured by the
corresponding interaction measures, ITD1,2 = 0.32
reveals the presence of a moderate interaction from
tank #1 to tank #2; while ITD2,1 = 0.01 implies that
tank #2 is not affecting tank #1.

For the second combination, the set-point changes and
controller variables are shown in figure 10a) while
the IAE trends and interaction measure are shown
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Fig. 10. Non-Minimum Phase System: a) Set point (black) and
controller variables (gray); b) IAE trends and interaction
measures

in figure 10b) for the non-minimum phase system.
Again the analysis of IAE peaks reveals the presence
of interaction which is stronger from tank #4 to tank
#3: the higher ITD is now on the right tank while in the
previous case it was on the left tank. These results are
in agreement with the switch in the position of the feed
for the two cases, once again indicating that the IAE
technique is successful in highlighting the interaction
among the loops. The level of interaction for this pair
is larger than the earlier one due to the time delay.

The CPI values for the two cases are[0.58 0.71],
indicating that the used controllers have a sufficiently
good performance; the benefit obtained with a new
tuning would be marginal. In retrospection, the IAE
technique is able to capture the interaction, which
otherwise appeared insignificant by visual inspection.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Two different techniques have been proposed to de-
tect and quantify control loop interactions in MIMO
processes. The IFD and PSCI measures used in the
frequency domain are well-suited to analyze process
excitations that are well-localized in the frequency
domain; and the ITD, which analyzes data in the time-
domain, is suited to process excitations that are spread
over a range of frequencies. An important feature of
these indices is that they can be computed from mea-
sured data, without any need for an explicit knowledge
of the process model.

To avoid the effect of the disturbance transfer func-
tions, which may cloud the interaction measures, set-
point changes have been analyzed. In the presence of
disturbance effects in the given data set, the reliability
depends on the time coincidence of the process exci-
tations caused by these two different sources.

The interaction measure in the time domain is com-
pleted by an analysis of the performance of the con-
troller and an index CPI has been defined: it serves as
an indicator to determine whether retuning of the con-
troller is beneficial or if it is better to use an advanced
MIMO (e.g. an MPC) controller.

The application of the proposed techniques have been
demonstrated on two industrial simulation case studies
and on an experimental setup comprising the four
(interacting) tanks. In all cases, the proposed methods
successfully revealed and quantified the interaction.
which in one case appeared insignificant from a direct
observation of the time-domain trends.
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Abstract: The paper illustrates main features and implementation issues of a performance 
monitoring system which, on the basis of data recorded during normal operation, is able 
to detect the presence of anomalies, to investigate causes and to propose strategies of 
action. The off-line architecture of the system, successfully applied to industrial plant 
data, is briefly recalled. Continuous monitoring of a multi-loop refinery section finds hard 
constraints in heavy computation load and excessive traffic on the communication bus. A 
mixed structure, featuring on-line detection of anomalies, followed by research of their 
causes performed on an external computer, is studied. Effects of key factors as: sampling 
time, number of data, supervision time, loss of initial data, are analyzed and a supervision 
strategy, compatible with plant DCS characteristics,  is proposed. © IFAC’06 
 
Keywords: Performance monitoring, Control loops, Automatic recognition, Valves, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The importance of closed-loop performance 
monitoring (CLPM), as a means of improving 
product quality and hence the overall economy of 
industrial plants, has recently led to a large interest in 
academic research and industrial applications (Huang 
and  Shah, 1999). 
The possibility of detecting the onset of anomalies 
and determining causes of performance deterioration 
in base control loops is certainly of vital importance, 
as the success of advanced control layers 
(Multivariable, Optimization) depends on the correct 
operation of  them. 
 
In industrial-scale processes, typically involving 
thousands of variables and hundreds of control loops, 
a monitoring system needs to operate automatically, 
leaving only key decisions to the operators.  
Furthermore, for a wider acceptability, it is desirable 
that the monitoring system operate on the basis of 
data made available from the data-acquisition 
system, without need of introducing additional 
perturbations in the plant. It is also highly desirable 
that  process monitoring is able to account for 
various causes of performance deterioration, such as 

incorrect design or tuning of controllers, anomalies 
and failures of sensors, presence of friction in 
actuators, external perturbations, and deteriorations 
in the process itself.  Whatever the causes, the 
monitoring system should be able to detect them and 
to indicate actions to perform, ranging from retuning 
of controllers, to substitution of faulty sensors, 
compensation or maintenance of valves, or 
operations on upstream equipment. 
 
A number of issues and problems still remain 
unresolved in the theory (e.g., significance and 
reliability of proposed performance indexes, their 
applicability in the case of multivariable control, 
simple and reliable technique for automatic detection 
of causes) and this explains efforts and research 
activity in the academy (Qin, 1998).  Issues coming 
from applications seem less severe (e.g., the 
recommended degree of automation and interaction 
with the operator, off-line versus on-line 
architectures), but the success of a performance 
monitoring system depends strongly on them. In 
addition, there is a feedback from the field, in the 
sense that, depending on the characteristics of plant 
and control system, the most suitable architecture can 
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be chosen and customized according to operators’ 
needs.  
 
This  paper focuses on implementation issues for on-
line monitoring. In the first part the system 
architecture and the adopted techniques are briefly 
illustrated; in the second part constraints coming 
from available computation power and allowed data 
transfer traffic are faced and necessary changes in the 
system architecture to design a flexible supervision 
strategy, compatible with plant DCS, are analyzed. 
 
 

2. FEATURES OF THE CLPM SYSTEM 
 
Referring to Figure 1, available data from the 
acquisition system are: controlled variable (PV), set 
point (SP), controller output (OP); in addition also 
controller parameters and control ranges are known; 
in general the manipulated variable (MV) is not 
recorded.  
 
Figure 2 provides a schematic illustration of the 
structure of the Closed Loop Performance 
Monitoring system.  
 
The first module detects the onset of anomalies, i.e. 
is able to separate good performing loops from poor 
ones (oscillating, slow); tests are based on techniques 
firstly proposed by Hägglund (1995, 1999) and  
modified, during previous activity, in order to 
improve their efficiency (Ulivari et al., 2005). These 
modifications are briefly illustrated in the sequel. 
 
To detect oscillations (Hägglund, 1995), the integral 
of absolute error (IAE) is computed for every half-
cycle and compared with a limit value IAElim: 
 

                           ∫
+

⋅=
1

)(
i

i

t

t

dtteIAE                            (1) 

 
                            IAElim= f(a,τI )                             (2) 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 1. The reference scheme. 
 

 
 
Fig. 2. Architecture of the CLPM system. 

Where: ti and ti+1  are two consecutive zero crossing 
of error e = SP – PV, a is a parameter that must be 
chosen (suggested value: 1%) and τI is the controller 
integral time constant. An oscillation is considered 
significant when the value of IAE exceeds IAElim. If 
the number N of detected oscillations exceeds a fixed 
value Nlim (for instance Nlim=10), during a supervision 
time Tsup, the oscillation is considered persistent. The 
suggested value of Tsup (Hägglund, 1995), depends on 
the loop ultimate period and can be correlated to the 
controller integral time constant τI (Tsup= ≈ 50 τI). 
This is certainly reasonable when the main objective 
of the analysis is to detect tuning problems. In 
presence of stiction the frequency of oscillations can 
change largely, according to stiction characteristics 
while keeping a constant tuning.  
 
This is shown in Figure 3 where simulation results, 
obtained by adopting the data driven model proposed 
by Choudury et al. (2005), are reported. Similar 
results are given by the analytical model proposed by 
Karnhopp (1985). 
Therefore, for stiction detection purposes, it is more 
convenient to use a mobile supervision window Tsup, 
constantly updated on the basis of duration of last 
anomalous half-cycle. 
For every anomalous half-cycle, the two zero-
crossing times T1 and T0 are defined (Figure 4) and 
the supervision time is updated as: 
 
                         Tsup = T1 +β (T1 - T0)                      (3) 
 
The parameter β is generally taken equal to 1.1. In 
the case of  half-cycles not complete before Tsup, the 
analysis is extended to the end of the cycle.  
 

 
Fig. 3. Different trends of OP, MV and PV with 

stiction parameters (constant tuning). 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Zero-crossing time for a half-cycle. 
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To detect slow responses, an Idle Index is proposed 
(Hägglund, 1999); this parameter is a function of 
time periods when the correlation between OP and 
PV signal increments is positive or negative. In the 
package, to avoid sensitivity to plant noise, also slow 
responses are identified on the basis of  IAE, 
calculating when the error of a single deviation 
become too large, that is greater then an assigned 
limit value Lmin (for instance Lmin=10):  
                                 

min
lim

L
IAE

IAE
>                          (4) 

 
The second module investigates  the frequency 
behaviour of oscillating loops; if a damping response 
is detected, then the controller is indicated as cause 
of poor performance (as well as for the case of slow 
response). In this case a procedure for identification 
of process and disturbance dynamics and controller 
retuning (Rossi et al., 2003) is started; the  
performance improvement with the new tuning is 
shown to the operator who takes the final decision of 
changing controller settings.  
The dominant frequency of the oscillation is also 
evaluated and not regular disturbances are isolated.  
 
Oscillating signals are sent to the third module which 
allows to detect the presence of stiction in actuators, 
distinguishing this phenomenon from the presence of 
disturbances or from marginal stability conditions. 
The presence of stiction can be hidden by variations 
of process parameters and by stiction characteristics 
and a region of uncertainty may remain, where no 
decision can be taken (Rossi and Scali, 2004).  
For this reason, different techniques recently 
proposed in literature, are applied in sequence, in 
order to reduce the number  of uncertain cases. 
Among them: the Cross-Correlation (Horch, 1999), 
the Bicoherence (Choudury et al., 2004), the Relay 
technique (Rossi and Scali, 2005).  
A stiction index is also evaluated in order to quantify 
its extent and to permit scheduling of valve 
maintenance from few analysis repeated in time.  
A direct comparison of MV(OP) plots is also shown 
to the operator, for cases when MV is available (for 
instance in flow control), thus confirming/excluding 
the presence of stiction. 
 
The efficiency of the CLPM system, firstly analyzed 
by intensive simulations, has been validated in 
several applications to industrial data, obtained from 
refineries and petrochemical plants. In particular, in 
Rossi et al. (2003), problems of frequent retuning of 
temperature controllers for a polymerization reactor 
undergoing surface fouling are reported. In Rossi et 
al. (2005), monitoring  of refinery loops, mainly 
affected by valve stiction, is successfully carried out. 
 
To conclude, off-line applications to industrial data 
have confirmed several positive features of the 
system: (a) complete automation of the procedure 
(after calibration of few parameters on the plant), (b) 
no perturbations need to be introduced in the plant, 
(c) open architecture (with easy adoption of new or 
updated techniques), and (d) flexibility to incorporate 
operator’s knowledge.  

About point (c), techniques for automatic recognition 
of the presence of stiction when MV is available, as 
proposed by Yamashita (2006), are currently under  
experimentation.  
 
 

3. ON-LINE IMPLEMENTATION 
 
Off-line applications are limited to “una tantum” 
analysis of closed loop performance (for instance 
before deciding the adoption of advanced control) or 
to periodic check (for instance to evaluate the current 
status of  friction in valves and to schedule 
maintenance operation). Evident advantages would 
be given by a continuous on-line monitoring of plant 
loops. Taking into account  the heavy computation 
load required for assessment of causes of anomalies, 
this operation must be done in an external computer.  
Therefore a mixed structure, partly on-line and partly 
off-line is proposed. 
The detection of onset of anomalies can be 
performed on-line, in order to discriminate good 
performing loops directly on DCS and limiting data 
acquisition to bad ones. In fact, the proposed indexes 
require few parameters  and bring a  limited increase 
of the computation load, as they consist only in few 
program lines (summation and comparison with 
constant values).  
This is in agreement with Hägglund (2002), who 
proposes a DCS implementation of detection 
indexes, describing an application oriented only to 
detection of anomalies, with indications to operators 
(flashing alarms), without automatic detection of 
causes.  
 
In more details, the original technique for oscillation 
detection required 11 parameters, while the modified 
technique needs 5 more parameters: T0, T1, β (already 
defined), plus Tsup-old (observation time at previous 
step) and ∆Told, duration of previous half-cycle. No 
additional parameters are required for detection of 
slow responses.   
 
Some further considerations are worth for a complete 
picture of problems and possible solutions, as 
illustrated in the sequel. 
 
1. Data acquisition with small sampling time and 
their transfer to the external computer where the 
CLPM systems  performs a check of loops conditions 
would generate a too intense traffic, with consequent 
overload on the communication bus. A  drastic 
reduction of amount of acquired data can be obtained 
by increasing the sampling time from the  present 
applications value (Ts=10 seconds), to the value of 
the DCS archive (typically, Ts=60 seconds); in this 
case, the CLPM system would analyze the same 
amount of data already acquired for the DCS archive, 
without any additional traffic.  Not surprisingly, that 
will bring a deterioration in information on loops 
status: a quantitative evaluation of this phenomenon 
and its effect on the quality of results in the plant 
under current analysis can be interesting. 
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2. A consistent saving  of traffic can be obtained by 
acquiring only data belonging to anomalous loops to 
detect causes, without transferring data of good 
performing loops (in general, in previous off-line 
applications,  they represent about 50% of total). A 
possible problem may arise from the fact that, as data 
acquisition starts once the anomaly is detected, there 
is a loss of data corresponding to the first time 
interval (where anomaly is detected): it can be of 
interest to evaluate its effect on the efficiency of the 
monitoring system. 
 
3. In addition, a continuous supervision of all plant 
loops could be not necessary and could be limited to 
some of them, with time windows and strategies to 
be decided, according to tasks and priorities assigned 
to the CLPM system. Possible solutions  to be 
investigated are illustrated below.  
 
The first two points will be investigated in the sequel 
and then considerations about the third point 
(supervision strategy) will follow.   
 
 
3.1 Effect of sampling time on results. 
 
A total of 38 loops, referring to data coming from 
refinery plants and already used in off-line analysis, 
have been investigated and results are reported in 
Table 1. 
The first row contains original verdicts obtained with 
a sampling time Ts=10 seconds (considered the right 
one); in rows 2 and 3 contain indications with Ts=30 
and 60 seconds: the first number indicates loops 
maintaining the original verdict, while the second 
number indicates loops having different verdicts in 
the original classification.  
It can be noted that increasing the sampling time the 
number of good performing loops remains almost 
constant: for Ts=60 seconds, 1 missed alarm appears. 
The number of loops tagged as affected by stiction 
decreases from 18 to 14 to 12. The number of 
Uncertain verdicts and Irregular Disturbance 
increases.  
As expected, data sampled at the same rate as the 
DCS archive cannot be used, because the 
deterioration of information with the increase of the 
sampling time affects the quality of the analysis. 
Smaller sampling times (less than 10 seconds) would 
increase the accuracy in signal reconstruction, but the 
consequent improvement in the quality of analysis 
results does not seem to justify the more intense 
traffic generated, as shown by a specific 
experimentation (with Ts=1 second) on a fewer 
number of loops.  
 

Table 1 Influence of Sampling Time 
(total of 38 loops) 

Ts [s] Good 
Perf. Stic. Unc. Slow 

Resp. 
Irr. 

Dist. 
10 13 18 4 1 2 
30 11 14 4+5 1 2+1 
60 10+1 12 3+8 1 2+1 

 
 

Table 2 Influence of loss of initial data 
(total of 24 loops) 

Data Stiction Uncertain Irregular 
Disturbance 

All 18 4 2 
No Initial 17+3 3 0+1 
 
 
3.2 Effect of  loss of initial data  on results. 
 
For this evaluation, 24 oscillating loops in the 
previous set of 38 (18 tagged as Stiction, 4 as 
Uncertain and 2 as Irregular Disturbance), have been 
analyzed. From the global set, initial data, 
corresponding to the first appearance of the anomaly, 
have been eliminated.  
From Table 2, it can be seen that the number of 
Stiction loops increases, passing from 18 to 20 
(including 3 False Alarm), Uncertain loops change 
from 4 to 3, Irregular Disturbances from 2 to 1. Thus, 
the loss of initial data seems to cause less severe 
errors in stiction detection; this can be explained by 
considering that the stiction phenomenon, once 
started, continues to show up for long times, with 
persistent oscillations (the extent will increase after 
days or weeks).  
 
 
3.3 A possible supervision strategy. 
 
In theory, detection indexes could be able to perform 
a continuous supervision of all plant loops; Hagglund  
(2002), reports an application including over 90% of 
total loops; however, depending on the number of 
loops and on capacity of the DCS, it is quite 
reasonable to expect some limitations.   
 
In the case under study,  the system is a Honeywell 
TDC3000 with HPM’s and Basic Controllers and is 
in charge of about 600 control loops over a total of 
13 thousands of  configured variables.  
Actual constraints on the computation load and on 
traffic of the communication bus between DCS and 
external computer do not allow a supervision of a 
number of loops (Nloop) larger than 10÷15 at the 
same time.  
 
The following supervision strategy can be proposed:  
- A fixed number of loops (Nloop < Ntot, total) is 

maintained under observation for a fixed time 
(Tobs), considered sufficient to detect the 
anomaly onset, 

- The generic Ni loop not showing anomaly in Tobs 
is tagged as Good Performing loop; for this loop 
monitoring lasts up to Tend= Tobs,  

- The generic Nj loop showing anomaly in Tobs is 
tagged as Bad Performing loop; for this loop, at 
time Tdet (when anomaly appears) data 
acquisition starts for a total number of Nsam data 
(Tacq= Nsam*Ts) and ends at time Tend= Tdet + Tacq,  

- At the end of the cycle, lasting Tend=Tobs  (for GP 
loops) and Tend =Tdet + Tacq (for BP loops), 
monitoring of loops belonging to a new set 
starts.  
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Adopting this strategy, all plant loops (Ntot) are 
monitored in a time equal to Tplant. A quantitative 
evaluation of these factors have been performed 
referring to a subset of data of the same plant, 
already available from previous analysis.   
 
By analyzing Table 3, it is evident that the number of 
verdicts changing with a decrease of the number of 
data (Nsam) increases: a value of Nsam=700, 
corresponding to an acquisition time of Tacq= 
Nsam*Ts= 7000 seconds (≈ 2 hours), can be 
considered sufficient to obtain reliable results about 
causes detection. 
 

Table 3 Influence of number of analyzed data  
(total of 24 loops) 

Nsam
Modified 
verdict 

800 2 
700 3 
600 3 
500 4 
400 5 
300 5 
200 14 
100 18 

     

 
 

Table 4 Time of occurrence of  anomalies  
(total of 24 loops)

N° Loop Tdet N° Loop Tdet
1 44’ 13 5h 1’ 
2 35’ 14 24’ 
3 34’ 15 2h 59’ 
4 36’ 16 11’ 
5 2h 58’ 17 20’ 
6 1h 31’ 18 36’ 
7 15’ 19 57’ 
8 12’ 20 32’ 
9 10’ 21 25’ 

10 10’ 22 4h 1’ 
11 18’ 23 5h 53’ 
12 7h 11’ 24 1h 4’ 

 
 
From Table 4, the time of occurrence of anomalies 
(Tdet), is always less than 8 hours for all loops and 
then a value of Tobs=8h can be safely proposed. In 
more details: Tdet shows to be less than 30 minutes 
for 9 loops, 60 minutes for 16 loops,  120 minutes for 
18 loops and 240 minutes for  21 loops; therefore the 
choice of Tobs=8h is largely conservative and could 
be reduced to 4h. 
 
At this point, an estimation of  the total time required 
to supervise the complete plant (Tplant) can be done. 
Assuming a  total number of plant loops Ntot=50, and 
a number of loops under supervision at the same time  
Nloop=10, the total time depends on the total 
monitoring time Tend  and is easily computed as:  
Tplant= (Ntot/Nloop) * Tend= 5* Tend
 
The duration of a supervision cycle for each loop is 
estimated under different hypotheses regarding the 

occurrence of anomalies (more significant 
parameters are illustrated in Figure 5).  
 
For instance: 
Hypothesis #1. All loops are tagged as Bad 
Performing and show the first occurrence of 
anomalies at the end of the observation period: Tdet= 
Tobs= 8h;  Tend= Tdet + Tacq = 10h  
  Tplant = 5* Tend = 50h.  
Hypothesis #2. All loops are tagged as Good 
Performing; in this case: Tend= Tobs= 8h;  
  Tplant = 5* Tend = 40h. 
Hypothesis #3. All BP loops, with average value of 
Tdet=4h;  Tend= Tdet + Tacq = 6h  
  Tplant = 5* Tend = 30h.  
 
Clearly the first and second hypothesis are very  
conservative; the third one seems more appropriate.   
 
 PV and SP 

 

TendTdet

 IAE and IAElim

 
 N and Nlim

 
 
Fig. 5. Main parameters in the analysis of an 

anomalous loop. 
 
A more realistic scenario should take into account the 
fact that the situation of each individual loop will be 
different: therefore the supervision of loops where 
anomalies shows up at short time (Table 4) will end 
in much shorter times, thus allowing  a faster 
supervision of the whole plant.  
 
Some conclusive remarks can be drawn: 
- Supervision times are considered quite 

acceptable in the plant under analysis; 
- The proposed strategy has large flexibility in 

order to take into account results from first 
analysis and to incorporate operator experience 
or specific needs; for instance: 
- Loop priority and frequency in the 

monitoring procedure can be changed 
according to causes indicated from off-line 
analysis; 

- GP loops maintain high priority in order to 
detect as soon as possible the onset of an 
anomaly; 

- Loops affected by stiction can be monitored 
with larger period (and lower priority), by 
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considering the slow evolution of this 
phenomenon; in the case of valve without 
bypass, the monitoring can be also 
suspended up to time of the first plant shut 
down.  

 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The Closed Loop Performance Monitoring system 
presented in this paper has the global objective of 
detecting anomalies and tracing back also causes, in 
order to indicate more appropriate actions to 
perform. For these reasons, constraints on the 
computation load and excessive traffic on the 
communication bus, force to split the two tasks.  
Indexes to detect the onset of  anomalous responses 
can be implemented on the DCS, while the more 
demanding  analysis of causes must be hosted on an 
external computer.  
The analysis of  loops data of the refinery plant under 
study has allowed an evaluation of  the effect of key 
factors as: sampling time, loss of initial data, time of 
occurrence of anomalies, number of data and 
duration of acquisition period.  
The proposed supervision strategy, which allows a 
monitoring of a subset of total control loops of the 
plant at the same time, is fully compatible with the 
present DCS characteristics.  
Under different hypotheses about the occurrence of 
anomalies in the plant, the time required for a 
complete supervision of all plant loops is considered 
quite acceptable.  
Finally, the proposed strategy has large flexibility in 
order to incorporate operator experience and to 
modify priorities and supervision time of each loop, 
taking into account results from off-line analysis. 
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Abstract: Steady-state detection has been an important tool in data processing, for 
nonlinear model identification, real time optimization, variability analysis, and so on. In 
this article, it is proposed a new methodology applied to multivariate systems for steady-
state detection based on PCA and wavelets. The proposed approach is applied to an 
industrial distillation column. The combination of PCA and wavelets allows quantifying 
the steady-state considering a single variable generated by a PCA projection.  
Copyright © 2006 IFAC 
 
Keywords: waves, signal analysis, multivariate systems, Principal Component Analysis, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
An efficient method for steady-state detection is of 
great importance for process analysis, optimization, 
model identification, and data reconciliation. These 
applications require data under steady-state or very 
close to it. 
 
With this aim, several methods have been developed. 
Most methods are based on statistical tests. 
Narasimhan et al. (1986) presented a Composite 
Statistical Test - CST (1986) and a Mathematical Test 
of Evidence - MTE (1987). In CST method, 
successive time periods are defined and evaluated 
according to covariance matrices and sample mean. In 
MTE method, differences in averages are compared 
to the variability within the periods.  More recently, 
Cao and Rhinehart (1995) proposed a method based 
on moving average or conventional first-order filter 
which is used to replace the sample mean. 
 
But these approaches evaluate the process status over 
a period of time, instead of a point in time. This is an 
important detail for on-line applications. Besides 
these techniques consider only the presence of 
random errors, and it is known that nonrandom errors 
are present in form of spikes for example (Jiang et al., 
2003). 

The wavelet transform (WT) has been widely applied, 
in signal and image processing, singularity detection, 
fractals, trend extraction, denoising, data suppression 
and compression, due to its simple mathematical 
application and because it provides time-frequency 
localization simultaneously.  
 
The WT is a tool that cuts up data or functions into 
different frequency components, and then studies 
each component with a resolution matched to its scale 
(Daubechies, 1992). In other words, WT consists of 
scaled and shifted versions of a mother-wavelet (the 
original wavelet). The process of multiplying the 
signal by scaled and shifted wavelets over all time 
produces wavelet coefficients that are function of 
scale and position. It is like a resemblance or 
correlation index between the section of the analyzed 
signal and the wavelet. One advantage of wavelets is 
to work with global or local analysis. Other 
advantages are to denoise a signal without 
degradation of the original signal (without losing 
information), to choose the resolution level, to obtain 
signal derivatives and to process unsteady signals.  
 
Hence, in this work wavelets are used as a tool for 
steady-state detection of process signals. The 
methodology is based on a fast algorithm of two 
channel subband coder using conjugate quadrature 
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filters or quadrature mirror filters. Process trends are 
extracted from raw measurements via wavelet-based 
multi-scale processing by eliminating random noise 
and nonrandom errors. This "clean" signal still 
preserves the nuances of the original signal. Then the 
process status is measured using an index with value 
ranging from 0 to 1 according to the wavelet 
transform modulus of the extracted process signal and 
historical data. This index has a great application 
since it can be used for data compression and 
determination of optimal operating points for 
example. 
 
Since most chemical processes are multivariable, it is 
necessary to have a procedure which makes possible 
to quantify how close it is to the steady-state.  
Therefore, it is necessary a way to deal with 
multivariable systems. Usually, a unique index for the 
whole process would be recommended, since it is 
easier to analyze. Jiang et al. (2003) suggest selecting 
key variables and combining them through the 
Dempster’s balance rule. Thus, it is necessary to 
calculate a status index for each key variable and, by 
the balance rule, it is necessary to attribute a weight 
for each variable. Instead, in this work it is proposed 
to use the PCA (Principal Component Analysis) 
approach to combine all variables of a multivariable 
process into a single steady state measurement index, 
which would be representative of the whole process.  
 
 

2. WAVELET TRANSFORM APPLIED TO  
STEADY-STATE DETECTION 

 
2.1. Background of Wavelet Transform Concepts 

 
Wavelet Transform (WT) is a tool for non-stationary 
signal analysis, and it is applied to steady-state 
detection in this work.  
 
The Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) represents a 
signal as successive approximations of the original 
signal and it can be considered as the convolution of 
the input signal f with a wavelet function ψ, as seen in 
Eq. (1), according to the decomposition level. 
 
 )()( 22 xfxfW jj ψ∗=  (1) 

 
The wavelet function )(2 xjψ  is related to the high 
frequency components and so there is a scaling 
function φ2 

j related to the low frequency components 
at each scale j. Therefore, the signals could be 
considered as a composition of approximations 
(identity or low-frequency content) and details 
(nuances or high-frequency components). Thus, if an 
abnormal sudden change occurs in the signal, the 
detail coefficients will be affected (Jiang et al., 2000). 
Then, for any j = 0, 
 

 )(),(][ 2 nxxfna jj −= φ  (2) 
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where aj are the approximation coefficients and dj (or 
W2 

jf) are the detail coefficients or WT modulus.  
 
It is specially attractive if the ψ is the first-order 
wavelet, i.e., the first-order derivative of the scaling 
function dxxdx )()( φψ = , so thus Eq. (1) can be 
written as:  
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where ( )jj xxj 221)(2 φφ = . 
 
However, there is a fast algorithm to compute the 
DWT, computed as presented in Eq. (5). 
 
 ][][,][][ 11 ngandnhana jjjjjj ∗=∗= ++   (5) 

 
The output aj+1 of a FIR filter to any given input may 
be calculated by convolving the input signal aj with 
the impulse response expressed by the coefficients of 
the filter hj. For a given filter x with coefficients x[n], 
xj[n] denotes the filter obtained by inserting 2j-1 zeros 
between every x coefficient. 
 
The process of synthesizing or reconstructing the 
signal is mathematically computed by the Inverse 
Discrete Wavelet Transform. Hence, the process of 
reconstruction can be expressed as the sum of the 
details, or modulus maxima, and the coarser 
approximations. 

 
 

2.2. Procedure for steady-state detection 
 
The proposed technique consists of a process trends 
extraction of raw data using wavelet-based multi-
scale analysis and after detection of the process status 
with extracted process trends at various scales. The 
process status is measured using a status index with 
value ranging from 0 to 1 according to the WT 
modulus of the extracted process signal. This 
methodology is based on Jiang et al. (2000, 2003).  
 
The process begins with a decomposition of the 
original signal (WT on process data) generating aj and 
dj at each scale j. The algorithm is based on two 
quadrature mirror filters h and g proposed by Mallat 
and Zhong (1992), where hj and gj are filters with  
2j-1 zeros interpolated between two successive 
coefficients of h and g respectively. The wavelet 
function used is a quadratic spline. 
 
In the next step, soft-thresholding is applied on dj for 
scales 1 < j < J, obtaining dj’. The threshold for the 
first scale is assigned as the average of the modulus 
maxima of historical data, because at scale j = 1 the 
WT modulus is completely dominated by noise. 
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Afterwards, abnormal peaks, such as spikes, are 
detected and treated with symmetric extension 
technique for scales 2 < j < J, resulting in new dj’ and 
aj’. Spikes are identified if a couple of maximum WT 
modulus with opposite sign occurs, which duration is 
less than a time interval tp considered from historical 
data. This corresponds to a sudden change in the 
process data. The threshold for identification of a 
spike p is computed by the variance of WT modulus 
of historical data at a defined scale. The duration  
p2 - p1 of the spike is determined from the average of 
WT modulus of historical data attributed a weight. 

 
Later the signal is reconstructed using the threshold 
coefficients aj’ and dj’, from scale j = J to 2. Jiang et 
al. (2003) suggest reconstructing up to j = 1, but as 
level 1 is dominated by noise it was removed from the 
reconstruction step.  
 
Another WT is applied on the reconstructed signal, 
and the extracted trend fs is obtained at the 
characteristic scale j = s, determined by the response 
time constant and the sample time. The detail 
coefficients of this last decomposition will indicate 
the process status. 
 
The status index B is basically determined by the 
derivatives of the extracted trend fs, expressed as WT1 
and WT2.  
 
Equation (6) expresses the estimation of the status 
index, where Ts, Tw and Tu are thresholds estimated 
from historical data.  
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For more details, refer to Jiang et al. (2003). 
 
 
 

3. APPLICATION OF PCA 
 
3.1. Steady-state detection based on key variables 
 
As mentioned before, the original methodology for 
steady-state detection (Jiang et al., 2003) is 
essentially developed for one process variable. For 
multivariate systems, the author suggests selecting 
key variables, calculating the status index for each 
one and then combining them using the Dempster’s 
combination rule (Shafer, 1976). But this is an off-
line methodology and it has some drawbacks 
considering its implementation. 
 
The first drawback is related to the selection of the 
key variables (i), which requires good process 
knowledge. The key variables must be uncorrelated 
and should cover the whole system. Another 
drawback is that in the Dempster’s combination rule 

some weights wi must be established, as shown in Eq. 
(7).  
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In this work, we are proposing to eliminate these 
drawbacks through the Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA) discussed as follows.  
 
 
3.2 Steady-state detection based on principal 
components 
 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a linear 
dimensionality reduction technique, optimal in terms 
of capturing the variability of the data. It determines a 
set of orthogonal vectors (loading vectors) ordered by 
the amount of variance explained in the loading 
vector directions (Chiang et al., 2001). The loading 
vectors are calculated by solving the stationary points 
of the optimization problem shown in Eq. (8). 
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vv
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TT XX
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where v are the loading vectors and X is the data 
matrix. The stationary points are computed via 
singular value decomposition. 
 
The proposed methodology based on PCA has some 
advantages. It can be easily applied to multivariate 
systems. The process variables are combined in a new 
orthogonal variable so that there is no need of 
choosing key variables and weighting them. So the 
combination rule is different and it is simpler to be 
applied.  
 
The steady-state detection based on principal 
components begins with a dimensional reduction by 
using PCA. Once the variables are chosen, they are 
transformed into new variables which are linear 
combinations of the original variables. 
 
These new variables are then individually computed 
with WT for steady-state identification, as described 
in section 2.  
 
 

4. INDUSTRIAL APLICATION 
 

The industrial plant consists of a toluene column 
which is fed by the bottom stream of a benzene 
column. The toluene column has 60 valve plates and 
the feed plates are 30 and 36. The temperature of 
stage 20 is controlled through the reboiler steam flow 
rate. There are 5 flow measurements, 9 temperature 
measurements throughout the column and a top 
pressure measurement, as shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1 – Measurements of the toluene column. 

 
A time period was selected and its temperature profile 
is shown in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Fig. 2 – Temperature profile. 
 
 

5. RESULTS 

In this section, the PCA and Dempster’s approaches 
are compared using the temperature profile of the 
industrial toluene distillation column. In this study, all 
selected variables are considered with same 
importance, what is translated into the following 
Dempster’s combination rule: 
 

 ∏
=

=
N

i
im tBtB

1

)()(  (8) 

 
Equation (8) implies that the column will be 
considered in steady-state if all variables are in 
steady-state at the same instant of time. 

5.1. Setting the algorithm parameters 
 
To initialize the algorithm, it is necessary to inform 
the typical process time constant τ.  The time constant 
used in the case study is τ = 30 min. This value was 
estimated through the approximation of the step 
response of a 10-order ARX identified model 
obtained with the Matlab® System Identification 
Toolbox. The corresponding step responses were 
approximated through the SK method (Sundaresan 
and Hrishnaswamy, 1977), which delivered the time 
constant. 
 
As a consequence, the parameter that represents the 
time interval over which a change usually persists, tp, 
is estimated as 1/3-1/5 of τ. This parameter is used for 
identification of abnormal peaks, as cited in section 2. 
 
 
5.2. Status index by key variables 
 
In Dempster’s approach, the decision variables should 
be non-correlated. For the case study, these variables 
were chosen through a correlation analysis, which 
selected the following variables: the temperatures 
TI02 and TI21, the top pressure PI18 and the bottom 
level LIC09. The plant data of these variables are 
shown in Fig. 3. 
 

 
Fig. 3 – Selected key variables for the steady-state 
determination of the distillation column.  
 
The results obtained for each key variable are 
presented in Figs. 4 to 7. 

 
Fig. 4 – Representation of the steady-state detection 

using the WT for the temperature TI02. 
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Fig. 5 – Representation of the steady-state detection 

using the WT for the temperature TI21. 
 

 
Fig. 6 – Representation of the steady-state detection 

using the WT for top pressure PI18. 
 

 
Fig. 7 – Representation of the steady-state detection 

using the WT for bottom level LIC09. 
 
The status is computed for each variable and the 
overall status is computed by a combination as the 
one expressed in Eq. (8). 
 

 
Fig. 8 – Combination of the status indexes of the key 

variables results in a unique status index Bm for 
the whole distillation column. 

 
 
5.3. Status index by principal component analysis 
 
The temperature profile (Fig. 2) is composed by the 
9 temperature measurements indicated in Fig. 1. The 
analysis of the temperature profile by PCA results in 
two new variables, expressed here as t1 and t2, as 
shown in Fig. 9. 
 

 
Fig. 9 – Resulting variables by PCA: t2 and t1. 
 
For each variable t1 and t2, it was made a steady-state 
analysis and a status index was computed for each 
one. The input parameters were the response time 
constant and the historical data period. This period 
was considered as the first 600 points of t1 and t2. It is 
important here to emphasize the adequate historical 
period selection. This is an important point for the 
correct status index estimation. Historical data must 
bring representative features of the process variable, 
but without periods of unsteady conditions. 
 
Figures 10 and 11 show the steady-state analysis, 
where f is the original signal (for t1 or t2), fs is the 
extracted trend, WT1 is the first-order wavelet 
transform, WT2 is the second-order wavelet transform, 
and B is the status index. 
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Fig. 10 – Representation of the steady-state detection 

using the WT for the first orthogonal variable t1.  
 

 
Fig. 11 – Representation of the steady-state detection 

using the WT for the variable t2.  
 
The combination of the two indexes B according  
Eq. (8) results in a unique index Bm, shown in  
Fig. 12, which represents the column status. 
 
As seen in Fig. 12, the variables t1 and t2 have the 
same results, i.e., the same steady and non-steady 
time periods. This is a general observation that 
indicates it is not necessary to analyze the status of all 
orthogonal variables. Analyzing only the first 
variable, t1 in this example, already brings enough 
information for the column status determination. 
 

 
Fig. 12 – Combination of the status indexes B1 and B2 

results in a unique status index Bm for the whole 
distillation column. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The results shown in Fig. 8 and 12 are very similar 
for the discussed industrial case study. Both 
approaches practically lead the same conclusion.  
However, the PCA approach is much easier and 
simpler for dealing with variables and does not 
require weighting attribution. The variables are 
selected and linearly combined by PCA without need 
of knowing what are the principal variables and what 
are exactly their influences in the process. This is an 
important point for practical applications. Another 
advantage is the status estimation of only one variable 
instead of all key variables, what considerably 
reduces computational effort. 
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Abstract: Two fault detection approaches are compared using a Projection Pursuit 
Regression (PPR) algorithm: i- a classification approach where the fault detection PPR 
model is trained based on the class numbers and ii- an estimation approach where the PPR 
model is trained to predict the value of the process variable that define the class 
boundaries and then the corresponding class is identified by comparing the estimated 
value versus the limits of the fault classes.  The comparison is carried on for simple 
illustration examples, to elucidate the main issues, and for a copolymerization process. 
The classification approach is found superior provided that the training data closest to the 
boundaries are located at equidistant locations from these boundaries. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
One of the goals in fault detection or classification 
problems is to establish, from measurements, that a 
specific variable value lies within a certain class 
defined by a range of values of that variable. Thus, 
for fault detection problems, the outcomes are a set 
of discrete values for the variable in question. On the 
other hand the values of the variables that define the 
boundary of a class can be continuously predicted 
from measurements using for example a state 
estimator. The prediction surface for the variable to 
be estimated is usually continuous.  However, such 
an estimation model could be easily used for fault 
detection by comparing the predicted value of a 
variable to the boundaries defining the different 
classes or faults and then assessing the class or fault. 
The additional benefit of having continuous 
estimates of certain variables is that they could be 
used for feedback or feed-forward control. This 
paper is addressing the differences and relative 
advantages and disadvantages between these two 
approaches, i.e. the classical fault detection approach 
where a model is trained to predict directly a class 
versus the estimation based approach where the 
model is trained to predict the value of a variable and 
then the corresponding class is identified from that 

value. For clarity, the former will be referred to as 
the classification model whereas the later will be 
referred to as the estimation-based detection model. 
Intuitively, it is possible to expect that as the range 
of values, defining a class for the purpose of fault 
detection, becomes smaller and smaller, a fault 
detection model will eventually converge to an 
estimation model. Does this imply that fault 
detection is a “rough” version of estimation? 
Furthermore, will it be always true that a fault 
detection model will require less experiments for 
training as compared to the estimation based 
approach?  It will be shown in this manuscript that 
the answers to these questions is not always 
affirmative and they are directly related to the level 
of noise, the linearity of the problem and the specific 
modelling methodology utilized to obtain the 
detection or estimation models. Many different 
modelling techniques have been proposed for 
estimation or fault detection problems. For example, 
Kalman filters have been often used for estimation or 
detection when a mechanistic model is available. 
Also, a number of empirical techniques have been 
investigated ranging from Neural Networks (Bakshi, 
1999) to multivariate statistical modelling methods 
such as Partial Least Squares (Yoon and MacGregor, 
2004). Projection Pursuit Regression (PPR) is an 
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additional multivariate modelling technique 
(Friedman, 1981) based on basis functions that are 
tailored specifically to the particular set of data to be 
modelled resulting generally in less parsimonious 
models with lower sensitivity to noise. The authors 
of this work have conducted extensive research on 
the use of PPR for class detection and have 
compared this modelling fault detection 
methodology with other techniques such as back 
propagation neural networks and Radial Basis 
Functions Neural networks. They have found in these 
studies that PPR provides a good tradeoff between 
sensitivity to noise and generalization accuracy as 
compared to other neural network based 
methodologies. (Lou, 2003). For instance, for a 2-
dimensional problem, Lou found that PPR results in 
approximately 50% of the classification error 
obtained with a Haar Wavenet-based model and 35% 
of the classification error obtained with a 
Backpropagation Neural Network model. Therefore, 
this study will conduct the comparison between 
direct detection and estimation-based detection using 
specifically PPR based models. 
 
This paper will be organized as follows. Section 2 
will briefly summarize the PPR algorithm and its 
application to detection and estimation problems. 
Section 3 will discuss simple examples that were 
specifically tailored to elucidate some of the issues 
discussed in the introduction regarding the 
comparison between detection and estimation 
problems using PPR. Section 4 will discuss a more 
involved chemical engineering problem, the 
estimation of impurities in a copolymerization 
process from conversion and temperature 
measurements.  Finally, conclusions are presented in 
Section 5. 
 
2. PROJECTION PURSUIT REGRESSION (PPR): 

BRIEF SUMMARY 
 
PPR is a multivariate statistical technique originally 
proposed by Friedman and Stuetzle (1981). The 
technique can be viewed as a 3 layer-neural network 
composed of an input layer, one hidden layer and an 
output layer. The input layer operates on inputs or 
independent variables x whereas the output layer 
produces the outputs or dependent variables y. 
 
Three sets of parameters: projection directions given 
by weights between the input and the hidden layers 

], projection ‘strengths’ given by 
weights between the hidden and the output layers) 

, and the a priori unknown 
activation functions in the hidden layer 

[ kpk
T
k ααα ,...,1=

][ qkkk βββ ,...,1=

{ }kf , are 
estimated via the least squares criteria by minimizing 
the squared error cost function: (Utojo and Bakshi 
(1999)) 
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Each response variable, , is modeled 
as a weighted linear combination of the activation 

function 

),...2,1( qiyi =

{ }kf .  Each of these functions is a nonlinear 
function or ‘look-up’ table, of a weighted linear 
combination of the weighted independent variables.  
The output of a hidden function fk is decided 
according to the nearest neighbor or neighbors in the 
‘look-up’ table. Projection Pursuit Regression learns 
function by function and layer-by-layer cyclically 
after all the training patterns are presented. 
Specifically, it applies linear Least Squares to 
estimate the output-layer weights and the Gauss-
Newton nonlinear Least Squares method to estimate 
the input-layer weights. The optimization algorithm 
grows the model step-wise as in the Nonlinear 
Iterative Partial Least Squares (NIPALS) algorithm 
used for the Partial Least Squares (PLS) method.  
The main difference between PPR and PLS is that 
the later uses fixed-shape basis functions either 
linear or polynomial, while PPR uses adaptive basis 
functions, which are decided by the training data. 
The PPR basis functions are computed by smoothing 
the projected data versus the output by using a 
variable-span smoother such as the supersmoother 
(Friedman (1984)).  The adaptability of the basis 
functions in PPR allows it to determine more 
parsimonious models, i.e., using less basis functions 
than those modeling tools using fixed basis 
functions, for the same approximation error. A 
detailed mathematical description is given by Utojo 
and Bakshi (1999). 
 
Finally, in the introduction, two different forms of 
constructing a fault detection algorithm have been 
discussed, i.e. direct detection of the class or fault 
versus estimation of the variable value and then 
testing this value versus the ranges of values that 
define the classes or faults. The difference between 
the two methodologies is that for the first case, the 
output data y is discrete and it is typically given in 
terms of integer numbers whereas for the second 
method continuous values of y are used for training. 
In section 3 and 4 examples are given to compare 
these two methodologies based on the PPR 
regression algorithm. 
 

3. SIMPLE ILLUSTRATION EXAMPLES 
 
In this section two simple examples are presented to 
address the comparison between the direct-
classification approach versus the estimation-based 
detection approach. The examples have been 
specifically tailored to elucidate the issues especially 
with regards to sensitivity to measurement noise and 
nonlinearity of the underlying process for which 
faults are to be detected. 
 
3.1 Linear example 
 
In this example, a linear process model is 
represented by the following equation: 
 
 x=p (2) 
 
Where, x is the process measurement; p is the 
process variable.  The objective of a classification 
model is to find a specific class or fault based on a 
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measurement x. The classes are defined by the value 
of p as follows: 
 
 Class 1:  0<p 0.5     Class 2:  0.5<p<1 (3) ≤

 
Unlike the classification model, the goal of the 
estimation-based model is to establish a direct 
mapping from x to p, i.e., to predict the true value of 
p, according to the measurements, x.  The estimate of 
p is then used to decide which class x belongs to.  
Thus the inputs to the PPR model, referred to as the 
network input,  are the measured values of x and the 
output from the PPR model y, referred to as the 
network output, are equal to the class number for the 
classification model or to the estimated values of p 
for the estimation-based model. 
 
For this example it is assumed that 3 measurements 
of x are available x=[0.2 0.6 0.95].  Correspondingly, 
for the training of a classification model, the PPR 
model is trained on a data pattern given by y= [1 2 
2]. Based on this training data the PPR model is 
tested for different values of x providing the results 
shown in Figure 1.  Clearly, the PPR model locates 
the class boundary at x=0.4 instead of x=0.5 that is 
the actual location of the boundary according to (3) 
resulting in misclassification of all the point in the 
range 0.4<x<0.5. The explanation for this 
misclassification is that the two training data on the 
two sides of class boundary (x=0.2 and x=0.6) are 
not symmetric with respect to the actual class 
boundary x=0.5.  Since the PPR output calculation is 
based on the nearest neighborhood concept, the PPR 
model locates the class boundary at the midpoint 
between the rightmost point of class 1 (x=0.2) and 
the leftmost point from class 2 (x=0.6) locating the 
boundary at x=0.4 with resulting misclassification of 
testing data. 
 
On the other hand the training data for a PPR 
estimation-based model are the actual measured 
values as follows y=[0.2 0.6 0.9] instead of y=[1 2 2] 
used for the classification model.  The estimation-
based model finds correctly the straight line relation 
described by (2) passing through all three training 
data.  Consequently for this case, the estimation 
model can make accurate prediction, even though the 
training data on two side of the class boundary are 
not symmetric with respect to it.  In this experiment, 
the estimation model predicts the testing data 
accurately, and the classification based on the 
estimation-based model does not produce any 
misclassification.  This example show that in a noise-
free linear problem, a PPR estimation-based model 
trained with the absolute values of the measurements 
works better than a PPR classification model trained 
with the class number values, especially when the 
training data in the two classes are not symmetric 
with respect to the actual class boundary.   
 
3.2 Linear Example using Training Data Corrupted 

by Noise 
 
The system in this example is the same as described 
by (2) above. In this example, there are also three 
training data, as in the previous example, with one 

training data in Class 1 and two in Class 2.  The 
training data pattern for the estimation model is 
plotted in Figure 2.  In this case the training data is 
corrupted by noise, and consequently is biased from 
the actual process model represented by the solid 
straight line in figure 2. 
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Figure 1. Testing results by a PPR classification 

model, for a 1-dimensional linear example with 
noise-free training data.  

 
In the training of a PPR classification model, the 
inputs are x=[0.2 0.8 0.9] and the outputs for training 
are the corresponding class numbers as follows y=[1 
2 2].  In this case the PPR classification model 
correctly locates the class boundary at x=0.5 because 
the rightmost data point from class 1 (x=0.2) and the 
leftmost data point from class 2 (x=0.8) are now 
symmetric with respect to the class boundary at 
x=0.5.  Then, the PPR classification model correctly 
predicts all faults by assigning class one to all 
measured x<0.5 and class 2 to all measured x>0.5.  
 
For the estimation based model the training data is 
given by x=[0.2 0.8 0.9] whereas the output data is 
y=[0.3 0.88 0.9]. In this case, due to noise and the 
sparseness of the training data a poor PPR 
estimation-based model is obtained. The prediction 
of the testing data for different values of x is quite 
different from their true value as shown in figure 3, 
resulting in misclassification of 10% of the tested 
points as illustrated in that figure. 
 
Thus, in a classification problem, the noise in the 
training data will not affect the classification 
accuracy, unless the noise level is so significant that 
it causes data to be assigned to the wrong class. 
Thus, the noise has no harmful effect on a 
classification model, if it is small enough such as the 
training data are still located in the correct classes.  
This is exactly the situation in this example. 
Therefore, the classification model makes no 
misclassification in the testing.  This example shows 
that, due to the discretization of the network outputs, 
a classification model may be less sensitive to the 
noise in the training data, as compared to an 
estimation-based model.   
 
3.3 Nonlinear Example using Noise-free Training 

Data 
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This example assumes a nonlinear model, and there 
is no noise in the training data.  The process model 
can be described by the following model. 
 
 x = log10(p) (4) 
 
The classification is decided as follows. 
 

Class 1:  p≤ 3.16  Class 2:  p>3.16 
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Figure 2. Training data with noise for a PPR 

estimation model, 1-dimensional linear example 
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Figure 3. Testing result by a PPR estimation model, 

1-dimensional linear example with noisy 
training data 

 
The training data for the estimation model is 
presented in Figure 4.  The training data in Class 1 
and Class 2 are represented by star and triangle 
symbols, respectively.  The class boundary is located 
at x=0.5 and p= 3.16.  For these data, the star and 
the triangle closest to the class boundary are 
symmetric with respect to it, in terms of the network 
input, x.  Consequently the PPR classification model 
accurately predicts the testing data without any 
misclassification. On the other hand, due to the 
nonlinearity of the problem and the sparseness of the 
training data, the estimation-based PPR model 
misclassifies testing data as shown in Figure 5.  The 
sudden change in the output around the input x=0.6  
is a consequence of the particular basis functions that 
the PPR algorithm found for this problem and for the 
given training data. The training of the estimation 
model has been done to obtain a training error of 
zero for the 3 data points in Figure 4.  The difference 
between the estimation and the actual value results in 
10% misclassification out of the total data tested. 

Thus, although PPR is a suitable algorithm to 
describe nonlinear systems, the resulting estimation 
model is not accurate due to the sparseness of the 
training data.   
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Figure 4. Noise-free training data for a PPR 

estimation model, 1-dimensional nonlinear 
example 
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Figure 5. Testing result by a PPR estimation model, 

1-dimensional nonlinear example with noise-
free training data 

 
This example shows that, in a nonlinear problem, a 
classification model may need less training data to 
reach desirable classification accuracy, as compared 
to an estimation-based model.   
 
3.4 Nonlinear two-dimensional example 
 
The process model investigated here can be 
mathematically expressed as follows: 
 
 (5 ⋅ x1)0.5 ⋅ (1.5 ⋅ x2)5 = p + v (5) 
 
First all the data are noise free, i.e. v is set to zero.  
The classification is decided by the value of the 
process variable, p. 
 
Class 1:  4.0≤p  
Class 2:   4.0>p
 
The function is geometrically illustrated in Figure 6.  
A complete grid is sampled and plotted in the 
measurement domain in Figure 7.  A data point is 
either represented by a star or a plus, according to its 
corresponding class. The boundary between the 
classes shown in Figure 7 is not straight as in the 
previous one-dimensional examples. For training, the 
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following four process measurements are sampled:  
[0.025   0.025], [0.025   0.975], [0.975   0.025], and 
[0.975   0.975]. The corresponding output to train the 
classification model are y= [1 2 1 2] and their 
corresponding output values for training of the 
estimation-based model are y=[2.622×10-S, 2.366, 
1.637×10-7, 14.773] respectively. All, the points in 
Figure 7 are used for testing of the resulting PPR 
regression model. 
 
It is possible to show from figure 7 that the selected 
training data is located approximately symmetrically 
with respect to the class boundary corresponding to 
p=0.4, i.e. the training data in class 1 and class 2 are 
located at similar distances to the class boundary in 
terms of their x coordinates. The missclassification 
on the testing data are 16.8% for the estimation 
model, and 3.2% for the classification model, as 
summarized in Table 1. 
 

 
Figure 6. Function surface, 2-dimensional nonlinear 

example with noise-free data 
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Figure 7.  Testing data set for the 2-dimensional 

nonlinear example with noise-free data.  
 
Subsequently, the training data is corrupted by 
random noise.  The noise is assumed to be of a 
magnitude, so that the difference between each 
measurement (x1 or x2) and its true value is smaller 
than 0.5 times its sampling rate.  The training data 
for the estimation model are: [0.0320   0.0117], 
[0.0300   0.9579], [0.9301   -0.0556], and [0.9883   
0.9791] with the corresponding desired outputs for 
training the estimation-model y=[0.1489, 2.0961, - 
0.89646, and 15.499]. The classification model is 
trained with y=[0 1 0 1].  
 

The misclassification for the testing data is 
summarized in Table 1.  The results in Table 1 verify 
for the 2 dimensional case the following conclusion:  
for nonlinear systems and in the presence of 
measurement noise, a PPR classification model can 
outperform a PPR estimation-based model, when 
training data is located on the two sides of class 
boundary and in symmetrical locations with respect 
to it. This conclusion is consistent with the results 
obtained in the one-dimensional case. 
 
Table 1. Comparison of classification and estimation 

technique in two-dimensional examples 
 

 
 estimation classification 
Misclassification 
percentage in 
noise-free data 
 

0.1675 0.0325 

Misclassification 
percentage in 
noisy data 
 

0.215 0.04 

 estimation classification 
Misclassification 
percentage in 
noise-free data 
 

0.1675 0.0325 

Misclassification 
percentage in 
noisy data 

0.215 0.04 

 
4. EXAMPLE OF A COPOLYMERIZATION 

PROCESS 
 
Finally, the comparison between a pure classification 
model to an estimation-based PPR models is carried 
out for a fault detection task in a polymerization 
process. The process is a batch copolymerization of 
STY/MMA. A detailed mathematical model 
proposed by Landry (1996) has been used. The 
model is given by six 1st order ODE’s derived from 
energy, mass and component balances. Reactive 
impurities are commonly encountered in industrial 
polymerization processes. Consequently, the 
objective of the fault detection algorithm is to 
identify the impurity in ranges of values defining 
classes as follows: 
 
Class 1:  ppmy 1000 <≤   
Class 2:  ppmyppm 300100 <≤  
Class 3:  ppmyppm 500300 <≤  
Class 4:  ppmyppm 700500 <≤  
 
The impurities are detected based on two 
measurements: the temperature and the mole 
conversion after 30 minutes of operation. The 
authors of this work have theoretically shown that 
the impurity concentration is observable from these 
two measurements (Lou, 2005). The training data for 
the case without noise is shown in Figure 8. Based 
on the observations made for the examples shown in 
Section 3, the training data points were selected at 
equidistant locations from the two sides of the class 
boundaries defined above. The simulation results are 
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summarized in Table 2. The results show that the 
classification model gives better performance than 
the estimation model for both the noise free data and 
data corrupted by Gaussian noise. However, the 
difference is not as large as expected. To clarify 
further, the simulated data have been investigated in 
graphic form.  Figure 9 presents the noise-free 
testing data.  In this diagram, the impurity is plotted 
with respect to the temperature and the mole 
conversion.  Although the overall data pattern is 
obviously nonlinear, the nonlinearity is not very 
large.  
 
In general the observations from this more complex 
example confirms that the PPR classification model 
tends to outperform a PPR estimation model, when 
the problem is nonlinear and in the presence of 
measurement noise. It is expected based on the 
simple examples shown above, that the improvement 
of the classification model versus the estimation-
based model could be especially significant when the 
nonlinearity is more pronounced. 
 
Table 2. Comparison of classification and estimation 

technique in polymerization examples 
 

 Noise-free 
data 

Data with 
noise 

Estimation 
 0.32 0.49 

Classification 
 0.27 0.46 

 

 
 Class 1;  Class 2;  Class 3; + Class 4  

Figure 8: Original training data in the process 
measurement space, isothermal 
copolymerization example 

 

 
testing data (not symbolized according to classification)  

Figure 9. Noise-free Testing data, 2-dimensional 
polymerization example 

 
5. CONCLUSIONS 

 
In this work two modelling approaches for fault 
detection are compared using a PPR algorithm: a 
classification approach where the model is trained 
based on the class number versus an estimation 
based approach where the value of the process 
variable defining the fault is identified and then the 
class is identified based on that value. It was found 
that the classification approach generally 
outperforms the estimation based approach for 
nonlinear systems, when the data is sparse and in the 
presence of measurement noise. This result holds 
provided that the training data is distributed 
approximately symmetrically with respect to the 
class boundaries. Then, the PPR algorithm based on 
such data correctly locates the class boundary since it 
uses the nearest neighbourhood concept to calculate 
the output.  
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in the data matrix X. Decomposition of the information represented in the metric is shown to 

yield superior performance from the viewpoints of data compression, discrimination and 

classification as well as early detection of faults. We demonstrate these performance 

improvements over PCA and DPCA on the Tennessee Eastman problem, which is a 

representative benchmark problem used in the literature. CA is shown to yield vastly superior 

performance for the monitoring of the TE problem, when compared with PCA and DPCA. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Early detection of the occurrence of an abnormal 

event in an operating plant is very important for plant 

safety and maintaining product quality. Tremendous 

advancements in the area of advanced 

instrumentation have made it possible to measure 

hundreds of variables every few seconds. These 

measurements bring in useful signatures about the 

status of the plant operation. A wide variety of 

techniques, for detecting faults, have been proposed 

in the literature. These techniques can be broadly 

classified into model based methods and historical 

data based methods. While model based methods can 

be used to detect and isolate signals indicating 

abnormal operation, such quantitative (or qualitative) 

cause-effect models may be difficult to develop from 

the first principles.  

Historical data based methods for fault detection 

attempt to extract maximum information out of the 

archived data and require minimum physical 

knowledge of the plant. Due to the high 

dimensionality and correlation amongst the variables 

of the plant data, multivariate statistical tools, which 

take correlation amongst variables into account, are 

better suited for this task. Dimensionality reduction is 

also a very important aspect of historical data based 

methods. 

Generally, the information content in a data matrix 

X  can be quantified in terms of a number of criteria 

or metrics. The most commonly used metric, the 

variance or the multivariate analysis of the variance 

(MANOVA), usually yields a wealth of knowledge 

from the information embedded in the matrix X .

Multivariate statistical tools, such as PCA, are based 

on decomposition of the variances and address issues 

related to correlation along the column or the row 

spaces. PCA determines the lower dimensional 

representation of the data, in terms of capturing the 

data directions that have the most variance. This is 

done via singular value decomposition (SVD) of a 

suitably scaled (mean centered and variance scaled) 

data matrix ( X ) and retaining those principal 

components that have significant singular values. 

PCA achieves dimensionality reduction in the 

column space by considering the correlation amongst 

the variables. The statistical model thus built, 

characterizes the normal plant operation. PCA has 

been used for fault detection using statistical control 

limits Q (Squared Prediction Error) and/ or T² 

statistics (Nomikos and MacGregor, 1995). Once a 

fault is detected using either Q or T² statistics, 
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contribution plots (Miller et al., 1998) have been 

used to help fault isolation. One of the drawbacks of 

PCA, however, is that it is representation-oriented 

and not discrimination-oriented. As shown in Chiang 

et al. (2000), there are other algorithms such as 

multiple discriminant analysis that can better 

discriminate between the normal and abnormal 

operating regions in the data and hence yield smaller 

misclassification rates during on-line monitoring. 

An important aspect that also needs to be considered 

is that the variance need not be the best metric for 

capturing cause and effect relationships. Usually, 

such cause and effect relationships are dynamic and 

can be more effectively analyzed by assessing the 

row (sample) versus column (variable) associations. 

In PCA or in the multiple discriminant analysis 

(MDA) approach, such dynamic relationships require 

expanding of the column space to generate a static 

map of the dynamic relationships. This latter strategy 

has drawbacks in terms of larger matrix and data 

sizes and increasing computational intensity.  

This paper proposes to address the above problems 

using an approach that is based on CA for the task of 

FDD. Correspondence Analysis (CA) (Greenacre, 

1984; Greenacre, 1993; Hardle and Simar, 2003) is a 

powerful multivariate statistical tool, which is based 

on generalized SVD (GSVD). CA is a dual analysis, 

as it simultaneously analyzes dependencies in 

column, row and the joint row-column space in a 

dual lower dimensional space. Thus, dynamic 

correlation can be represented relatively easily 

without having to expand and deal with larger data 

sizes. CA primarily uses a measure of the row-

column association and decomposes it to obtain 

directions in the lower dimension space which 

discriminate as well as compress information. Unlike 

its earlier counterparts such as PCA and MDA, it 

represents the cause-effect relationships in terms of a 

chi-square (
2 ) value, that measures row-column 

associations. Since, decomposition of the 2  value 

takes joint row-column association into account; it 

can be expected to perform better than conventionally 

used variance decomposition based methods, such as 

Principal Components Analysis (PCA).  

In this paper, we show how Correspondence Analysis 

(CA) is superior to PCA and MDA and can be used 

for the purpose of fault detection and have also 

defined statistics based on CA that can be used for 

online process monitoring. It has also been found that 

the performance of statistics based on CA is better as 

compared to conventional PCA. The dimensionality 

reduction achieved using CA is more effective as it 

takes joint row-column association into account. 

Also, due the special kind of scaling it employs, CA 

is also shown to be able to cluster and aggregate the 

data more effectively (Ding et al., 2002). 

The objective of this paper is (i) to demonstrate the 

usefulness of CA for fault detection, (ii) to define 

new statistics which are equivalent to Q and T2

statistics for PCA and (iii) to evaluate and compare 

performance of PCA, DPCA and CA for detecting 

faults in a realistic chemical process simulation. We 

show here that the proposed statistic performs better 

than the existing PCA and DPCA statistics when 

applied to the Tennessee Eastman process. The paper 

is organized as follows. First, PCA and DPCA are 

briefly presented. Then, CA is described followed by 

the proposed approach to fault detection using CA 

based statistics. Finally, PCA, DPCA and CA are 

applied to the data collected from the Tennessee 

Eastman process simulator. We conclude with 

comparative study of results. 

2. Principal Components Analysis (PCA) 

Any matrix m nX  consisting of m-observations and 

n-variables, collected from an operating plant has a 

wealth of information regarding the health of the 

plant. PCA decomposes the variance in the data, 

based on dependencies along the columns, to achieve 

dimensionality reduction. PCA computes a set of new 

orthogonal principal directions, called loading 

vectors. Loading vectors are obtained by solving an 

optimization problem involving maximization of 

variance explained in the data matrix by each 

direction. For example, the first direction is obtained 

as a solution of the optimization problem in the space 

of the first linear combination 1 1t Xp  as, 

1

1 1 1 1max T T T

p
t t p X Xp  (1) 

Such that 1 1 1T
p p .

It has been shown that the singular vector 

corresponding to the largest singular value provided 

by the SVD of X , is the solution to the above 

optimization problem. Because of correlation 

amongst variables, only first k (substantially smaller 

than n) loading vectors may explain most of the 

variance in the data. Thus, PCA decomposes the 

matrix X  as, 

T
X TP E  (2) 

where, P  contains only first k ( k n ) loading 

vectors. The matrix T  is called the scores matrix. 

The matrix E  contains the component of variance of 

matrix X , such as noise, which can not be explained 

by T
TP , and is also known as residual matrix.  

2.1. Fault detection using PCA 

The statistical model developed using PCA, from 

the normal operating data, can be used for the 

purpose of online monitoring and fault detection. 

When employed online, new scores are obtained by 

projecting the new measurements onto the loading 

vectors. Normal operation of the plant can be 

characterized by Hotelling’s T2 statistic (Equation 

(3)), based on the first k loading vectors (principal 

components) retained. The status of the plant is 

considered normal if the value of T2 static stays 

within its control limit. 
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2 1T T T
x P P x  (3) 

where, x  is the new measurement vector and  is 

a diagonal matrix containing first k eigen values of 

the covariance matrix of X .

The control limit (threshold) for the T2 statistic 2T

can be calculated from Equation (4) (Ku et al., 

1995). A value of T2 statistic greater than the 

control limit ( 2T ) indicates occurrence of a fault. 

2
1

T ,
m k

F k m k
m k

 (4) 

where, ,F k m k  is the upper 100 %  critical 

point of F-distribution with k and m k  degrees of 

freedom. 

However, monitoring only T2 statistic is not 

sufficient, as it only detects variation in the 

direction of the first k PCs. Variation in the space 

corresponding to n k  PCs (having smallest 

associated singular values) can also be monitored 

using Q statistic (Jackson and Mudholkar, 1979). 

The value of Q statistic and its control limit can be 

calculated as follows: 

T
T TQ I PP x I PP x  (5) 

01/

2 0 00 2

1 2

1 1

12
1

h

h hh c
Q  (6) 

where, 
2

1

n i

i j

j k

, 1 3
0 2

2

2
1

3
h , c  is the 

normal deviate corresponding to 1  percentile 

and j  is jth singular value. When a fault occurs 

that results in change in covariance structure of the 

normal operating data, it gets reflected by a high Q 

value. 

2.2. Dynamic PCA 

Monitoring using PCA statistics implicitly assumes 

that the measurements at one time instant are 

statistically independent to the measurements at the 

past time instances. The assumption is generally 

not valid for most processes due to dynamics of the 

plant. The PCA method can be extended to take 

into account the serial correlations, by augmenting 

each observation vector with a few past 

observations and stacking the data in a bigger 

matrix. 

1A t t t lX X X X  (7) 

By performing PCA on the augmented data matrix 

( AX ), a multivariate auto regressive (AR) model is 

extracted directly from the data (Ku et al., 1995). 

This however, requires working with considerably 

larger data matrices than the conventional PCA. 

The T2 and Q statistics and their control limits can 

be generalized directly to DPCA. 

3. CORRESPONDENCE ANALYSIS 

The aim of correspondence analysis is to develop 

simple indices to highlight associations between the 

rows and the columns. Unlike PCA, which 

canonically decomposes the total variance in the 

matrix X , CA decomposes a measure of row-column 

association, typically formulated as the total 2

value, to capture the dependencies. CA can be 

presented in terms of weighted Euclidean space as 

follows. In general, through an optimization 

procedure, we seek a lower dimension (say k)

approximation of the matrix X  in an appropriate 

space S . In terms of the row and column points, 

each row of X  can be represented as a point ix

1, 2..i m  in an n-dimensional space. When one 

seeks to estimate the lower dimensional space 

(approximation)  S  that is closest to this cloud of 

row points, one could solve optimization problems 

that are formulated in several possible ways. One 

such optimization problem to determine the space S

could then be minimize a weighted Euclidean 

distance defined as,  

2 T
d x x D x x  (8) 

It can be shown (Greenacre, 1984) that the solution to 

the problem of minimizing the weighted distances in 

Equation (8) can be given by decomposition of 
inertia of row (or column) cloud, i.e. generalized 

SVD of the matrix 1/ Tg X rc . The vectors r

and c  are the vectors of row sums and column sums 

of 1/ g X , respectively (Equation (9) & (10)).  

1/ gr X 1  (9) 

1/
T

gc X 1  (10) 

where, 1  is a vector of all 1’s of appropriate 

dimension. The matrix rD  is then defined as 

( )r diagD r  and similarly, ( )c diagD c .

The inertia of the row cloud and the column cloud 

can be shown to be the same (Greenacre, 1984) and is 

given by the 2  value divided by g . The weight 

matrix D  is chosen as diagonal matrix of the row 

sums ( rD ) or the column sums ( cD ). The 

generalized SVD of this matrix is defined as  

1/ T Tg X rc AD B  (11) 
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such that, 1T
r m mA D A I  and 1T

c n nB D B I .

The generalized SVD results of Equation (11) can 

also be realized via the SVD of an appropriately 

scaled matrix X , as explained below. We define the 

matrix P  as,  

1/ 2 1/ 21/ T
r cgP D X rc D  (12) 

Then, the regular SVD of the matrix P  gives the 

required singular vectors.  The problem of finding 

principal axis for the row cloud and the column cloud 

are dual to each other and A  and B  define the 

principal axes for the column cloud and the row 

cloud respectively. In general, major part of the 2

value can be explained by retaining only first k

( ,k m n ) principal axes corresponding to the 

largest singular values. The co-ordinates (scores) of 

the row profile points and column profile points for 

the new principal axis can be computed by projection 
on A  and B  (only first k columns are retained), 

respectively. 

1
rF D AD  (13) 

1
cG D BD  (14) 

3.1. Singular values and inertia 

The sum of the squared singular values gives the 

total inertia of the cloud. The inertia explained by 

each principal axis can then be computed by 

2

2

1

th i

n

j

j

IN i axis  (15) 

where, i  is ith singular value.  

Similarly, cumulative inertia explained up to the ith

principal axis is the sum of inertias explained up to 

that principal axis. This gives a measure of 

accuracy (or quality of representation) of the lower 

dimensional approximation. Although several 

mathematical criteria do exist for selecting the 

number of principal axis, there is no generally 

fixed criterion proposed to determine how many 

principal axes should be retained.  

4. PROCESS MONITORING USING CA 

Correspondence analysis has been used to build 

statistical models for ecological problems, study of 

vegetation habit of species, social networks, etc. Here 

we propose to build the statistical model for the plant 

data pertaining to normal operation using CA. As 

discussed earlier, CA takes joint row-column 

association into account while decomposing the 2

value. CA has also been shown to give better 

aggregation and clustering (Detroja et al., 2005). CA 

also scores over PCA, which assumes statistical 

independence of samples (rows), as well as DPCA, 

which requires augmentation of the data matrix. 

Once the statistical model is built from the normal 

operation data, the next task is to define control limits 

which can be used for the purpose of online statistical 

process monitoring of the plant. Motivated by Q and 

T2 statistics used in PCA and DPCA, we defined here 

similar statistics for CA. 

For online process monitoring, when a new 

measurement arrives, it is projected onto the PCs to 

obtain the new row scores (co-ordinates). The new 

measurement vector x  is given by 

1 2

T

mx x xx  (16) 

The row sum of this measurement vector, r is given 

by

1

m

i

i

r x  (17) 

and the new row scores can be obtained as  

11
T

T

r
f x GD  (18) 

4.1. T2 statistic for CA 

Hotelling’s T2 statistic effectively captures normal 

operating region for the multivariate data in PCA. 

For the statistical models that are built using CA, a 

similar statistic can be used to characterize the 

normal plant behavior. The T2 value for CA model 

is defined as in Equation (19). 

2 2T T
f D f  (19) 

where, D  contains first k-largest singular values, 

which were retained. 

Control limit for the T2 statistic based on CA, 

follows from the Equation (4). 

4.2. Q statistic for CA 

As explained earlier, monitoring the plant using 

only T2 statistics is not adequate for fault detection, 

as it only monitors the variation along the principal 

axes which were retained in the statistical CA 

model. Any significant deviation in the direction of 

n k  PCs (corresponding to smallest singular 

values), is also indicative of a fault. 

The value of Q statistic for CA is defined as in 

Equation (20). 
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1 1
T

Q
r r

Bf x c Bf x c  (20) 

The control limit for the Q statistic is chosen as 

95% confidence limit from the normal operating 

residual values. 

Correspondence analysis, along with the statistics 

defined here, can be very useful in fault detection. In 

the next section, we demonstrate the usefulness of 

CA for fault detection and compare the performance 

of statistics based on CA, PCA and DPCA. 

5. APPLICATION TO TENNESSEE 

EASTMAN CHALLENGE PROBLEM 

Figure 1: A diagram of the Tennessee Eastman 

process 

The Tennessee Eastman process proposed by Downs 

and Vogel (1993) has been a benchmark problem for 

plant-wide control strategy and fault detection 

(Russell et al., 2000). The test problem is based on an 

actual chemical process where only the components, 

kinetics and operating conditions were modified for 

proprietary reasons. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the 

process. The simulation code allows 21 pre-

programmed major process disturbances as shown in 

Table 1. The plant-wide control structure 

recommended in Lyman and Georgakis (1995) and 

was used by Russell et al. (2000) for their study of 

fault detection using PCA and DPCA was used to 

generate the closed loop simulated process data for 

each fault. 

The statistical models were built from the normal 

operation data consisting of 500 samples. All 

manipulated and measurement variables except the 

agitation speed of the reactor’s stirrer for a total of 52 

variables were used. The data was sampled every 3 

minutes. Twenty-one testing sets were generated 

using the pre-programmed faults (IDV 1-21). 

The normal operation data was used to build 

statistical model from PCA, DPCA and CA. Data 

compression is an important aspect of multivariate 

statistical tools. The number of PCs to be retained in 

PCA can be determined via several criteria such as 

cross validation or scree test. Earlier work (Russell et 

al., 2000) retained 11 PCs which explained 

approximately 55% of the variance in the data. When 

the analysis was done using CA, it was found that 

when 12 PCs were retained 96.65% of the total 

inertia was effectively captured. It should be noted 

here that these values of variance explained by PCA 

and inertia explained by CA can not be directly 

compared. Nevertheless, the representation given by 

CA would appear to be better as through modeling of 

the row-column associations it is better able to 

capture inter-relationships between variables and 

samples. 

The objective of the fault detection technique is that 

it should be independent of the training set, sensitive 

to all the possible faults of the process, and prompt 

towards the detection of the fault. Since the fault 

alarms are inevitable, an out-of-control value of a 

statistic can be the result of a fault or of a false alarm. 

In order to decrease the rate of false alarms, a fault 

can be indicated only when several consecutive 

values of a statistic have exceeded the threshold. In 

this study, the fault is indicated only when six 

consecutive statistic values have exceeded the control 

limit, and the detection delay is recorded as the first 

time instance in which the threshold was exceeded. 

This was done exactly in accordance with what has 

been reported by Russell et al. (2000) so that results 

can be compared. The missed detection rates for 

faults 3, 9, and 15 were found to be fairly high, 

because no observable change in the mean or the 

variance could be detected by visually comparing the 

plots of each associated observation variable (Russell 

et al., 2000). Therefore, these faults are not 

considered when comparing the methods. 

Table 1: Process faults for the Tennessee Eastman 

process simulator

Fault Description Type 

IDV(1) A/C Feed ratio Step 

IDV(2) B component Step 

IDV(3) D feed temperature Step 

IDV(4) Reactor cooling water 

(RCW) inlet temperature 

Step 

IDV(5) Condenser cooling water 

(CCW) inlet temperature 

Step 

IDV(6) A feed loss Step 

IDV(7) C header pressure loss Step 

IDV(8) A, B, C feed component Random 

IDV(9) D feed temperature Random 

IDV(10) C feed temperature Random 

IDV(11) RCW inlet temperature Random 

IDV(12) CCW inlet temperature Random 

IDV(13) Reactor kinetics Slow drift 

IDV(14) RCW valve Sticking 

IDV(15) CCW valve Sticking 

IDV(16) Unknown  

IDV(17) Unknown  

IDV(18) Unknown  

IDV(19) Unknown  

IDV(20) Unknown  

IDV(21) The valve for Stream 4 was 

fixed (steady state position) 

Constant 

position 

The detection delays (in minutes) for all 18 faults 

(excluding fault 3, 9 and 15), are tabulated in Table 2. 

Statistic having minimum detection delay is shown 
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bold faced. All faults could be detected by the 

statistics defined based on CA. It can also be seen 

that the Q and T2 statistics based on CA performed 

better as compared to statistics based on PCA. In can 

also be seen that the CA statistics has also performed 

better than DPCA statistics, which is expected to 

perform (and have performed) better than PCA 

statistics. CA based Q statistic is relatively faster in 

detecting faults when compared with statistics 

generated via PCA and DPCA. An important 

observation needs to be made in relation to Fault 19. 

As seen in Table 2, this fault was not detected by any 

other statistic except the Q-DPCA and Q-CA. 

however, even here, CA is seen to detect the fault 

much more rapidly than the DPCA (30 v/s 246 

minutes respectively). Detection delays are also seen 

to be reduced considerably for other fault cases as 

well. The false alarms were also fewer in CA when 

compared to PCA (results are not included due to 

brevity). 

Table 2: Detection delays (in minutes)

Fault PCA 

Q

PCA 

T2
DPCA 

Q

DPCA 

T2
CA 

Q

CA 

T2

IDV(1) 9 21 15 18 6 21

IDV(2) 36 51 39 48 24 36
IDV(4) 9 -- 3 453 3 -- 

IDV(5) 3 48 6 6 21 45 

IDV(6) 3 30 3 33 3 3 

IDV(7) 3 3 3 3 3 3 

IDV(8) 60 69 63 69 24 63

IDV(10) 147 288 150 303 75 171 

IDV(11) 33 912 21 585 15 567 

IDV(12) 24 66 24 9 6 69

IDV(13) 111 147 120 135 108 135 

IDV(14) 3 12 3 18 3 -- 

IDV(16) 591 936 588 597 27 84

IDV(17) 75 87 72 84 87 711 

IDV(18) 252 279 252 279 261 303 

IDV(19) -- -- 246 -- 30 -- 

IDV(20) 261 261 252 267 210 252 

IDV(21) 855 1689 858 1566 717 1548 

6. CONCLUSION

A new approach to fault detection based on 

Correspondence Analysis was proposed in this paper. 

New statistics based on CA, which are similar to Q 

and T2 statistics of PCA, were also defined. The 

Tennessee Eastman process simulation was used to 

compare the proposed approach to fault detection 

using CA against conventional PCA and Dynamic 

PCA.

The process model representation in CA is better as it 

takes joint row-column association into account 

without increasing the number of columns in the data. 

The simulation study also revealed that all the faults 

in Tennessee Eastman process could be detected. 

Detection delays for fault detection are significantly 

reduced for most of the faults when compared with 

PCA and DPCA statistics. 
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Abstract: The optimal approach for dynamic data reconciliation consists in using a 

complete and exact process model. Unfortunately, such a model is difficult to obtain in 

industrial practice. Through an example, several observers based on static, stationary and 

dynamic sub-models are designed and compared to the optimal approach. The 

comparisons illustrate that, for the given conditions, static observers generally lead to 

estimates that are less precise than the measurements. Stationary observers are slightly 

more precise than static observers but they obviously lack the power of temporal 

redundancy offered by dynamic models. Deterministic dynamic sub-models, that do not 

include all physical parameters (thus relatively easy to obtain), which stochastic models 

are added to, are shown to give good performances.  Copyright © 2006 IFAC 

 

Keywords: Observers, Singular systems, Measurement noise, Kalman filters, Stochastic 

modelling.  
 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 

All actions taken to optimize or control a process 

should be based on the best estimates available for 

present and past states of the process. Sensors 

provide measurements of only some of the states and 

measurement errors are inevitably present.  

Measurement errors can be gross errors or random 

measurement noises. Only the later will be addressed 

in this paper. The objective of data reconciliation is 

to provide estimates of unmeasured states and to 

reduce the effects of measurement noise on the 

measured states. The estimates calculated by data 

reconciliation must at least satisfy reliable physical 

constraints such as the equations of mass or energy 

conservation.  

 

In industry, by far the most popular technique is 

static data reconciliation which is usually based on 

static mass conservation as first proposed by Kuehn 

and Davidson (1961). The main reason for its 

popularity is certainly that the process modeling is 

simplified by using only static mass balancing. 

Several papers have been written on this topic and 

many references can be found in review papers and 

books (Crowe, 1996; Romagnoli and Sanchez, 1999; 

Narasimhan and Jordache, 2000). The fact that 

applying static data reconciliation on a real-time 

basis to a dynamic process could be worse than using 

directly the measurements, as illustrated by Almasy 

(1990), does not seem to limit the extensive use of 

this technique in industry. Good results may indeed 

be expected with static reconciliation for time-

averaged data applications such as real-time 

optimization or metallurgical accounting. However, 

control applications require dynamic data 

reconciliation.  
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On the other hand, although the modeling part is the 

most difficult task in practice for dynamic data 

reconciliation, the assumption made by most of the 

authors is that the exact process model is known. 

Indeed, the papers are often focused on introducing 

(Liebman, et al., 1992) or comparing dynamic 

reconciliation methods (Ramamurthi, et al., 1993). 

However model mismatch could lead to severely 

biased estimates (Dochain, 2003). Because of this 

lack of observer robustness, it is probably better in 

many practical cases to use a reliable sub-model 

instead of a complete model with uncertain 

parameters. The static mass balance is the most 

popular sub-model but not appropriate for true 

dynamic applications. Fortunately, other sub-models 

such as stationary and dynamic sub-models remain 

very simple while being frequently adequate for 

dynamic reconciliation.  
 

In their paper, Darouach and Zasadzinski (1991) 

proposed the use of a generalized Kalman filter for 

performing dynamic mass balancing. This 

generalized state space representation and the 

associated filter and smoother algorithms allow using 

sub-models for dynamic data reconciliation. They 

will be extensively used in this paper.  

 

The above process observer is based on the basic 

lumped dynamic mass conservation equation, 

without any attempt to model either mixing or 

material transportation mechanisms or chemical 

reactions kinetics. Unfortunately, dynamic data 

reconciliation relying only on this equation usually 

result in poor filtering ability, and requires the 

measurement of the process inventories for 

warranting process observability. Almasy (1990) 

proposed to use the same dynamic mass conservation 

equation, while adding the dynamic empirical 

constraint that species flows behave as random 

walks. As in the paper by Darouach and Zasadzinski 

(1991), the mixing and kinetic mechanisms were not 

addressed in this paper, and the inventory was 

supposed measured. Furthermore, the problem of 

tuning the random walk variances is not discussed in 

the paper. To our knowledge, Stanley and Mah 

(1977) were the first to introduce the idea of random 

walks in data reconciliation by coupling them to 

steady-state conservation equations. A qualitative 

discussion on how to tune the random walks can be 

found in their paper.   

 

In this paper, the simulated plant is a continuously 

stirred tank reactor (CSTR) where only mass balance 

phenomena are considered. In contrast to most 

papers, the feed concentration is not supposed to be a 

deterministic manipulated variable but is defined as a 

disturbance modeled by a stationary stochastic 

process. Using the simulated plant, the study 

objective is to compare thirteen observers based on 

unbiased sub-models. The benchmark observer is 

designed from a model identical to the simulator.  

Four steady-state, four stationary and four dynamic 

observers are compared to the benchmark. The plant 

models are of varying complexity including or not 

including mixing or kinetics information; and adding 

or not adding empirical stochastic models for stream 

flow rates modelling.

 

 

2. A CONTINUOUSLY STIRRED TANK 

REACTOR (CSTR) 

 

 

A CSTR process is simulated to compare the various 

observers. Heat balance phenomena are not 

considered, however this would not impair the 

validity of the presented qualitative discussions and 

conclusions. From this simple CSTR model, several 

sub-models are extracted, leading to a variety of 

observers. 

 

The chemical reaction taking place in the CSTR is a 

first order irreversible reaction BA → . The Euler 

discretization of the differential mass balance 

equations leads to: 
 

( ))1()1()1(

)1()()(

0
−−−+−−=

−−=

kckc
V

Q
kcK

kckckD

AoAfAi

AiAiA

 (1) 

  

)1()1(

)1()()(

0
−−−=

−−=

kc
V

Q
kcK

kckckD

BoAi

BiBiB

 (2) 

 

where Q is assumed to be constant and perfectly 

known input and output flowrate; V is the known 

volume of the tank; cAf, cAi and cAo are the variations 

of concentration of species A around their nominal 

value respectively in the feed flow, the tank 

inventory and the output flow; the same notation is 

used for species B which is not present in the feed 

(cBi and cBo); DA and DB are the accumulation rates 

for species A and B; K0 is the rate constant of the 

reaction. Table 1 gives the numerical values of this 

CSTR simulator. 

 

In addition to mass conservation Equations (1) and 

(2), perfect mixing is assumed:  
 

)()( kckc
AoAi

=  (3) 

  

)()( kckc
BoBi

=  (4) 

 

It is straightforward to verify that inserting (3) and 

(4) into (1) and (2) leads to usual equations for a 

CSTR. The feed concentration is defined by the 

following stationary stochastic process: 

 

Table 1. CSTR numerical values 

V 10 L  α  0.9 

Q 2 L/s  2
ξσ  0.1 

0
K  1 s

-1
  

Af
σ  13.06% 

Af
C  5 mol/L  

Ao
σ  13.32% 

Ao
C  0.833 mol/L  

Bo
σ  10.81% 

N
o
m

in
al

 

v
al

u
e 

Bo
C  4.167 mol/L    
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1
( ) ( )

1
Afc k k

Z

α
ξ

α −
=

−
 (5) 

 

where ξ(k) is a zero mean Gaussian white noise of 

variance 2
ξσ  that generates variations on the five 

concentrations. Table 1 lists the standard deviations 

of these variations (
Af

σ , 
Ao

σ  and 
Bo

σ ) expressed in 

percentage of the corresponding nominal values. 

 

The five measurements are obtained by adding a 

Gaussian white noise to each concentration. The 

relative standard deviation of each independent 

measurement noise is 5% of the corresponding 

nominal value (thus defining the matrix Σ  

introduced in Section 3). 

 

Having 
Af

σ , 
Ao

σ and 
Bo

σ  larger than the 

measurement noise standard deviation contributes to 

obtaining static reconciliation estimates less precise 

than measurements, as discussed by Almasy (1990). 

This is a strong incentive for using dynamic data 

reconciliation.  

 

The objective of the paper is to compare the 

performances of thirteen observers, using always the 

same measurement information (the measured values 

of the five concentrations), while varying the 

information content in the observer model. The 

minimum information used is either the steady-state 

or the dynamic mass conservation constraints. It can 

be enriched by the information on the reaction 

kinetics and/or by the information on the mixing 

properties, and/or by empirical information on the 

stochastic behaviour of the species flows on the two 

streams. The observer performances are always 

compared to the optimal filter based on the complete 

exact model used for simulation. All the observers 

are derived using the generalized Kalman filter 

which is first succinctly described in the next section. 
 

 

3. THE GENERALIZED KALMAN FILTER 

 

 

Since all the state variables are measured in this 

work, the following generalized state space 

representation is used to design the observers:  

 

)()1()( kwkxAkxE +−=  (6) 

  

)()()( kvkxky +=  (7) 

 

where E is usually a singular matrix and  

 

[ ] T 
)()()()()()( kckckckckckx BoAoBiAiAf=  (8) 

 

The covariance matrices W and Σ  respectively 

define the properties of the process noise w and the 

measurement noise v. The corresponding filtering 

and smoothing algorithms (Darouach and 

Zasadzinski, 1991) are: 

 

( ) )1()(
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ΣΩΣ−Σ=++ EkEkkP T )()1/1(  (11) 

 

ΣΩ=+ EkAkjPkjP T )()/()1/(  (12) 

 

where ˆ( / 1)x j k + is the estimate of the vector x at 

time j based on the knowledge of measurements up 

to time k+1 (j<k+1).  

 

The matrix Ω(k) is not defined as in Darouach and 

Zasadzinski (1991) since a process noise is added to 

the state Equation (6). It is defined by : 

 

( ) 1

)/()(
−

+Σ+=Ω TT
AkkAPEEWk  (13) 

 

 

4. THE VARIOUS OBSERVERS 

 

 

Thirteen different observers are designed. Only the 

observer described in Section 4.1 uses the complete 

and exact information about the process. In this 

sense, it defines a benchmark for all other observers 

that rely on sub-models providing incomplete 

information about the process. The upper part of 

Table 2 summarizes the model equations used for 

each observer. 

 

The mass conservation constraint, which is the 

minimal information used in the observers is : 
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kDkD
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 (14) 

 

It is obtained by adding (1) and (2) and states that the 

total number of moles must be conserved. An 

important practical advantage of this equation is that 

it does not assume any mechanism for mixing and 

reaction kinetics.

 

4.1 Observer based on the complete exact process  

model  

 

The smoothing obtained by this observer (observer 1 

in Table 2) corresponds to the best possible results 

since it uses the same model as the one being used 

for process simulation, i.e. (1) to (5). The parameter 

K0 is supposed to be exactly known (which is the 

case for all observers requiring Equations (1) and 

(2)).Measurement redundancy is provided by the fact 

that the process is perfectly mixed and that the 

inventory and output concentrations are 

independently measured.  
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The generalized state space representation (6) and (7) 

for the observer model (1) to (5) is obtained with: 
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[ ]( )081.00000diagW =  (17) 

 

One can observe that, in this particular case, the 

matrix E is non singular. Defining matrices E, A and 

W to put the model equations in a form 

corresponding to the generalized state space 

representation will be omitted for other observers 

since the procedure is very similar.  

 

4.2   Steady-state observers 

 
The model equations used by the four static 

observers are detailed in Table 2 (observers 2.1 to 

2.4). The fundamental characteristic of all static 

observers is that accumulation rates DA and DB are 

set to zero in (1), (2) or (14). The resulting model for 

each observer can be described by:  

 

0)( =kxE  (18) 

 

i.e. A = 0 and W = 0 in (6). Since A = 0, the 

generalised Kalman filter Equations (9) to (13) does 

not provide smoothing but only filtering, due to the 

absence of temporal redundancy.  

 

Instantaneous static observers have been considered 

in this paper and thus horizon-based static observers 

are not studied.  

 

4.3 Stationary observers based on the dynamic     
conservation equation 

 

For these four observers (observers 3.1 to 3.4 in 

Table 2), the accumulation rates in Equations (1), (2) 

or (14) are considered as strongly stationary 

stochastic process instead of being set to zero as for 

static observers. The resulting models all have the 

following structure 

 

)()( kwkxE =  (19) 

 

where the covariance matrix W appears as a tuning 

parameter. The best choice for W is  

 

TEXEW =  (20) 

 

where X is the covariance matrix of the generalized 

state vector x. In practice, calculating (20) is 

impossible since only the measurements are available 

(not x). Work is underway to propose practical 

solutions to this issue. Nevertheless, for fair 

comparison purposes, W will be calculated using 

(20). As with static observers, smoothing is not 

possible, when using only instantaneous 

observations. 

 

4.4 Observers based only on the dynamic 

conservation constraint 

For setting comparisons to dynamic observers 

defined in 4.5, a dynamic data reconciliation similar 

to the one proposed by Darouach and Zasadzinski 

(1991), i.e. based only on the dynamic conservation 

Equation (14) (thus W = 0), is tested (observer 4 in 

table 2).  

  

4.5 Dynamic conservation equation with stochastic 

models for molar flows   

 

These observers are build using the deterministic 

Equation (14) combined with the following empirical 

stochastic descriptions of the molar flows:  

 

)()1()(
2

kwkCkC
AfAf

+−= β  (21) 
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3
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+−+−=+ γ  
(22) 

 

The resulting model again corresponds to (6) with: 

  

[ ]( )
32

0 WWdiagW =  (23) 

 

The parameters β, γ, W2 and W3 have to be 

determined. Three different cases have been 

considered (observers 5.1 to 5.3 in Table 2). The first 

case, inspired by the work of Almasy (1990), 

assumes random walk behaviours, i.e. β = γ =1. The 

second case assumes white noise behaviours, i.e β = γ 

= 0. For theses two cases, since the parameters β and 

γ are set, Equations (21) and (22) allow to compute 

w2 and w3 from a set of simulated data, without 

measurement noise, and therefore to tune W2 and W3. 

The third case uses an identification procedure to 

estimate β (0.90) and γ (0.94) from the true state 

signals. The identification residuals provide W2 

(0.081) and W3 (0.0076). Again, the procedure to 

obtain the parameter values is based on unavailable 

true states, but this is an appropriate procedure for 

the objective to obtain the best possible tuning for 

each observer.  

 

 

5. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

 

 

Since the observers are not biased, they can be 

compared by evaluating the standard deviation of the 
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relative estimation error (second part of Table 2). For 

each observer, 2500 samples were simulated. 

  

As already mentioned, it is not surprising that, for 

this combination of process and instrumentation, 

steady-state observers are in general worse than 

measurements. The exception is observer 2.2 which 

provides good estimates for four variables. This 

performance is explained by the redundancy 

provided by the inventory measurements and the 

perfect mixing constraints. When comparing 

observers 2.3 and 2.4 to observer 2.2, it can be 

concluded that in this case no gain is made by adding 

steady-state kinetic modeling even with the exact 

knowledge of parameter K0. Furthermore, all the 

static observers are unable to increase the precision 

of the feed concentration probably because its 

dynamics are too fast to be reconciled in real time 

with steady state modeling. 

 

Stationary observers produce estimates with better 

accuracy than measurements, but some variables are 

significantly less filtered than others. Stationary 

observer 3.4 which uses the most complete 

information among the stationary observers gives the 

best results. This is different from the steady-state 

observer 2.4 behaviour, because of the adequate 

tuning of the stationary accumulation rate variances. 

Nevertheless, the best performance of any stationary 

observer still remains far from the benchmark, 

mainly because only instantaneous filtering is 

possible with stationary observers. To benefit from 

temporal redundancy and to make smoothing 

possible, dynamic observers need to be introduced.  

 

The dynamic observer 4 exhibits performances 

equivalent to those of stationary observers 3.1 and 

3.3, because the information contained in the 

dynamic mass conservation constraint is equivalent 

to the statistical information on the accumulation 

rates in the stationary observers. However the 

dynamic observer 4 is worse than the best stationary 

observer 3.4 and also worse than 3.2, even if the later 

ones do not use temporal redundancy. The reason is 

related to the redundancy created by the perfect 

mixing constraints.  

 

This gives motivation for using the additional 

modeling Equations (21) and (22) which are 

empirical equations that remain to be tuned. 

Observer 5.1 is indeed doing significantly better than 

observer 4 because the random walk assumption is a 

reasonable approximation of the autocorrelated 

behaviours of the output and input signals.  Observer 

5.2 is not significantly better than observer 4, 

because the white noise assumption ignores the 

temporal correlation of the flowrates variations. 

Observer 5.3 is a little more precise than observer 

5.1. This small improvement is explained by a better 

selection of β and γ, which are slightly smaller than 

one, the value used for random walks.  

 

 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

    
    
Several sub-models of the same process were 

proposed to design steady-state, stationary and 

dynamic data reconciliation algorithms.  

 

Steady-state observers may produce estimation errors 

which are larger than measurement errors. This is the 

consequence of neglecting process dynamics, when 

the process variable variance due to dynamics is 

larger than the variance induced by measurement 

errors, a case that was simulated in the present study. 

Unfortunately, this is the usual industrial situation, 

thus precluding the use of such algorithms for real 

time data reconciliation, although it seems to be an 

increasingly popular approach in industry. 

 

Stationary observers, which allow mass accumulation 

rates to statistically deviate from zero, are an 

efficient alternative to steady-state observers for real 

time data reconciliation. They produce estimates that 

are more reliable than measured values, while 

requiring only a rough estimate of the accumulation 

rate variances. Although they are noticeably less 

efficient than filters based on full process models, 

they are simple to build and tune. 

 

Dynamic observers, based on the minimal dynamic 

information consisting of the mass conservation 

constraints (observer 4), are not significantly better 

than stationary observers, because of the low level of 

information redundancy. However they are better 

than steady-state observers forcing static mass 

conservation (observer 2.1).  

 

The dynamic filter can be improved by adding 

empirical information to the dynamic mass balance 

constraint, such as stochastic models of time 

evolution of flow characteristics evolution. The 

empirical models can be identified from the 

experimental data, or simply assumed to be random 

walks. 

 

The stationary or dynamic proposed observers are all 

significantly less precise than the optimal observer 

using the full phenomenological model of the process 

(observer 1). However, great care must be taken if 

considering the design of an observer based on a 

complete dynamic model, since biases may result 

from badly identified model parameters. The main 

advantage of the proposed observers is a modeling 

effort that is considerably less important. This 

advantage becomes even more important in real 

applications where several units, such as the one 

presented in this paper, are present in the plants. 

Indeed, the observers are mainly based on 

conservation equations defined by few or no 

parameters, combined with stochastic modeling that 

may be tuned from experiments.  

 

The present work was limited to linear systems in the 

Kalman filtering framework. Similar conclusions 

could probably be drawn for nonlinear dynamic data 

reconciliation based on nonlinear programming. 
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Table 2. The observers and their performances 

Benchmark Steady-state Stationary Dynamic  

1 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 4 5.1 5.2 5.3 

A, B species 

balance - 

Equations (1) 

and (2) 

X   X* X*   X** X**     

Mixing – 

Equations (3) 

and (4) 

X  X  X  X  X     

Mole 

conservation - 

Equation (14) 

 X* X*   X** X**   X X X X 

Feed 

generator – 

Equation (5) 

X          X X X 

O
b

se
rv

a
ti

o
n

 m
o

d
e
l 

Stochastic 

flows – 

Equations 

(21) and (22) 

          X X X 

A feed 2.23 5.82 6.60 5.15 5.66 4.46 4.31 3.97 4.07 4.72 3.30 4.53 3.30 

A inventory 2.63 4.99 3.54 5.19 4.56 4.96 3.52 4.17 3.14 4.91 4.90 4.85 4.90 

B inventory 0.89 5.03 3.95 5.01 5.53 5.06 3.35 4.91 3.25 2.12 1.96 2.10 1.95 

A output 2.63 5.18 3.54 4.92 4.57 4.99 3.52 5.08 3.14 5.05 4.92 4.95 4.92 

B output 0.88 5.52 3.95 6.10 5.53 4.53 3.35 4.33 3.25 4.87 2.38 4.50 2.35 

R
el

a
ti

v
e 

e
st

im
a

ti
o

n
 e

r
ro

r
 

Sum of 

relative 

variances***  

20.37 141.38 99.83 139.98 134.88 115.52 65.80 101.81 57.41 100.10 68.61 93.21 68.43 

*    Accumulation rates DA and/or DB are set to zero. 

**  Accumulation rates DA and/or DB are described by a zero mean stochastic processes. 

***The measurement relative estimation error is 5.00 % for each variable, and leads to a sum of relative variances of 125. 
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MODELLING OF A DYNAMIC MWD SYSTEM
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Abstract: A detailed dynamic model has been developed for the molecular weight
distribution (MWD) of styrene bulk polymerization in a continuous stirred tank
reactor (CSTR). The moment techniques are applied to formulate the MWD
parameters based on the Schultz-Zimm distribution. In order to provide a general
model for MWD control, the B-spline approximation has been introduced into
the dynamic MWD modelling and the scanning least-square algorithm has been
used for parameter estimation of the B-spline weights model. Under simulation
environment, this model has been proved to be efficient for feedback MWD control.

Keywords: Molecular weight distribution (MWD), Dynamic model, B-spline
approximation, Probability density function (PDF) control

1. INTRODUCTION

The B-spline neural network has been considered
as an efficient tool for modelling the output prob-
ability density function (PDF) because it provides
a general form in describing arbitrary continuous
functions. Using the B-spline approximation, the
output PDF will be described by the weights of
the pre-specified basis functions. Dynamic char-
acteristics of the weights vector can be developed
from the data pairs of control input and output
PDF so as to formulate the B-spline model for
PDF control. In most of the previous works on
output PDF modelling and control, it is normally
assumed that the weights dynamics are known or
the weights vector is available for the PDF ap-
proximation. This is partly because some of those
works are concentrated on PDF controller design
rather than B-spline modelling. It is also because

1 Partially supported by the Outstanding Overseas Chi-

nese Scholars Fund of Chinese Academy of Sciences (2004-
1-4)

that the B-spline modelling process itself is quite
challenging considering the complexity of a dy-
namic PDF system. Many technical details have
to be addressed carefully in order to guarantee the
modelling efficiency. A scanning identification al-
gorithm has been developed for the B-spline PDF
modelling (Wang, 2000), however, it has been used
mainly for static PDF systems or linear dynamic
weights systems (Wang and Wang, 1998; Zhang
and Yue, 2004). No work has been reported on B-
spline modelling using the input and output PDF
data from a nonlinear dynamic process so far. This
motivates the endeavor of the work in this paper.

A molecular weight distribution (MWD) system
has been taken as the case for study. The PDF
data used for B-spline modelling are produced
from the first-principle MWD model. Although
the theory of B-splines is well-developed in ap-
proximation theory and linear control (Zhang et
al., 1997; Sun et al., 2000; Kano et al., 2003), to
our knowledge, no applications to MWD systems
have been reported except for a few works by
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the authors (Yue et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2005).
The MWD calculation in the previous works
is not based on real dynamic models, only the
static solution at different situations are con-
sidered. In this paper, the MWD model is de-
veloped from the polymerization reaction mech-
anisms with dynamic behaviors. Although the
first-principle MWD model can be described by
the well-known Schultz-Zimm distribution for this
example, the model is further developed by B-
splines. This is simply because a general-form
MWD model is expected for the purpose of MWD
control using PDF control strategies.

Notations

I initiator or its concentration (mol · L−1)
I00 initial initiator concentration (mol · L−1)
I0 controlled initial initiator concentration (mol ·
L−1)
Kd initiator decomposition rate constant (min−1)
Ki initiation rate constant (L ·mol−1 ·min−1)
Kp propagation rate constant (L ·mol−1 ·min−1)
Ktrm chain transfer rate constant (L · mol−1 ·
min−1)
Kt termination rate constant (L ·mol−1 ·min−1)
M monomer or its concentration (mol · L−1)
M00 initial monomer concentration (mol · L−1)
M0 controlled initial monomer concentration (mol·
L−1)
Rj live polymer of chain length j or its concentra-
tion (mol · L−1)
R total concentration of live polymer radicals
(mol · L−1)
Pj dead polymer of chain length j or its concen-
tration (mol · L−1)
P total concentration of dead polymer (mol ·L−1)
T reaction temperature (K)
F total feed flow rate (L ·min−1)
V volume of reaction mixture (L)
θ average residential time (min)

2. POLYMERIZATION PROCESS

The process of interest is a styrene bulk poly-
merization reaction in a continuous stirred tank
reactor (CSTR), in which styrene is the monomer
for polymerization and azobisisobutyronitrile is
used as the initiator. These two flows are injected
into the CSTR with the input ratio defined as

c =
FM

FI + FM
(1)

where FM is the flow of monomer and FI is
the flow of initiator. By changing c, the initial
concentrations of the two main reaction species
will be changed, which will change the output
molecular weight distribution. To simplify the
process, the reaction temperature is assumed to
be kept constant during the control process.

The following free radical polymerization mecha-
nisms are considered for the system.

• Initiation
I

Kd−→ 2R∗

R∗ + M
Ki−→ R1

• Chain propagation

Rj + M
Kp−→ Rj+1

• Chain transfer to monomer
Rj + M

Ktrm−→ Pj + R1

• Termination by combination

Rj + Ri
Kt−→ Pj+i

Accordingly, the mass balance equations are de-
rived to be

dI

dt
= (I0 − I)/θ −KdI (2)

dM

dt
= (M0 −M)/θ − 2KiI − (Kp

+Ktrm)MR (3)
dR1

dt
=−R1/θ + 2KiI −KpMR1

+KtrmM(R−R1)−KtR1R (4)
dRj

dt
=−Rj/θ −KpM(Rj −Rj−1)

−KtrmMRj −KtRjR (j ≥ 2) (5)
dP2

dt
= KtrmR2M + KtR

2
1 − P2/θ (6)

dPj

dt
= KtrmRjM +

Kt

2

j−1∑

l=1

RlRj−l − Pj/θ

(j ≥ 3) (7)

where θ = V/F is the average residential time of
the reactants in the CSTR. Denote

R =
∞∑

j=1

Rj (8)

P =
∞∑

j=2

Pj (9)

as the total concentrations of radicals and poly-
mers, respectively, the following formulations can
be established from (4) to (7)

dR

dt
=−R/θ + 2KiI −KtR

2 (10)

dP

dt
=−P/θ + KtrmM(R−R1) +

Kt

2
R2 (11)

R1 in (11) can be ignored compared with R due
to its low concentration, i.e.,

dP

dt
= −P/θ + KtrmMR +

Kt

2
R2 (12)
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3. FIRST-PRINCIPLE MWD MODEL

3.1 Static MWD Model

The static solution to the concentrations of the
reaction species can be derived from their dynamic
equations. Denote

α = 1 +
Ktrm

Kp
+

KtR

KpM
+

1
KpMθ

(13)

By taking the differential equations(2),(3), (10)
and (12) to be zero, there are

I =
I0

1 + Kdθ
(14)

R =
−1/θ +

√
1/θ2 + 8KtKiI

2Kt
(15)

M =
M0

1 + (Kp + Ktrm)Rθ
(16)

P = θ(KtrmMR +
Kt

2
R2) (17)

Similarly, from equations (4)-(7), the static con-
centrations of radicals and polymers are

R1 =
2KiI + KtrmMR

KpMα
(18)

Rj = α−1Rj−1 = α−(j−1)R1, (j ≥ 2) (19)

P2 = θ
(
KtrmMR2 + KtR

2
1

)
(20)

Pj = θ

(
KtrmMRj +

Kt

2

j−1∑

l=1

RlRj−l

)
,

(j ≥ 3) (21)

Substituting (19) into (20) - (21), and dividing
(20) and (21) by the total concentration P , the
normalized MWD at static state can be obtained
to be

P2 =
θ

P
(α−1KtrmMR1 + KtR

2
1) (22)

Pj =
θ

P

(
α−(j−1)KtrmMR1

+
j − 1

2
α−(j−2)KtR

2
1

)
, (j ≥ 3) (23)

It can be seen that
∑∞

j=2 Pj = 1. Therefore, the
static MWD can be taken as a discrete probability
density function of the chain length.

3.2 Dynamic MWD Model

For the dynamic MWD model, the distribution of
Pj is not only a function of the chain length, but
also a function of time. In this work, the moment
method is introduced to setup the dynamic MWD
description.

The moments of the number chain-length distri-
butions of radicals and polymers are defined as

Uk =
+∞∑

j=1

jkRj , k = 0, 1, 2, · · · (24)

Zk =
+∞∑

j=2

jkPj , k = 0, 1, 2, · · · (25)

It can be seen from (8) and (9) that U0 = R and
Z0 = P . Using the generation function technique,
the differential equations of the leading moments
for radicals are derived to be

dU0

dt
=−U0/θ + 2KiI −KtU

2
0 (26)

dU1

dt
=−U1/θ + 2KiI + KpU0M −KtU0U1

+KtrmM(U0 − U1) (27)
dU2

dt
=−U2/θ + 2KiI + KpM(2U1 + U0)

−KtU0U2 + KtrmM(U0 − U2) (28)

Similarly, the three leading moments of polymers
are derived to be

dZ0

dt
=−Z0/θ + KtrmMU0 +

Kt

2
U2

0 (29)

dZ1

dt
=−Z1/θ + KtrmMU1 + KtU0U1 (30)

dZ2

dt
=−Z2/θ + KtrmMU2 + KtU0U2

+KtU
2
1 (31)

The mean and variance of the MWD are linked to
the moments by

µ =

∑+∞
j=2 jPj∑+∞
j=2 Pj

=
Z1

Z0
(32)

σ2 =

∑+∞
j=2(j − µ)2Pj∑+∞

j=2 Pj

=
Z2

Z0
− Z2

1

Z2
0

(33)

Theoretically, an exact formulation of a molec-
ular weight distribution requires countless num-
ber of moments, which is infeasible because of
the computational load. An alternative method is
to choose an appropriate distribution function to
approximate the real MWD. For the polymer dis-
cussed in this work, the well-known Schultz-Zimm
distribution is selected to describe the molecular
weight distribution. It makes a simple analytical
expression available for the scattering from the
distribution. The normalized Schultz-Zimm distri-
bution is defined by (Angerman, 1998)

f(n) =
hhnh−1exp(−hn/Mn)

Mh
nΓ(h)

, (n ≥ 0) (34)

where n is the chain length, h is the parameter in-
dicating the distribution breadth, Γ is the gamma
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function, Mn is the number average chain length
which is defined as Mn = Z1/Z0. When h =
1, the Schultz-Zimm distribution reduces to the
exponential Flory distribution, which is another
commonly used distribution for MWD. The mean
and variance of the Schultz-Zimm distribution are

µ =

∞∫

0

nf(n)dn = Mn (35)

σ2 =

∞∫

0

(n− µ)2f(n)dn =
h + 1

h
M2

n − µ2 (36)

By comparing (32), (33) with (35) and (36), the
two parameters of the Schultz-Zimm distribution
can be obtained to be

h =
Z2

1

Z0Z2 − Z2
1

(37)

Mn = Z1/Z0 (38)

The calculation of the dynamic MWD can be
divided into three steps:
(1) Get Z0, Z1, Z2 from (2), (3), (26)-(31);
(2) Get h and Mn from (37) and (38);
(3) Formulate the MWD by (34).

4. DYNAMIC B-SPLINE APPROXIMATION

Although the dynamic MWD in this case can be
described by the analytical Schultz-Zimm distri-
bution function, it is not of a general form for the
feedback PDF control scheme. Therefore, the B-
spline approximation is introduced for the further
model development. Consider a continuous PDF
γ(y, uk) defined on [a, b] interval, the linear B-
spline neural networks can be used to approximate
γ(y, uk) as:

γ(y, uk) =
n∑

i=1

ωi(uk)Bi(y) + e0 (39)

where uk is the control input at sample time k;
Bi(y)(i = 1, · · · , n) are the pre-specified basis
functions defined on the interval y ∈ [a, b]; n is
the number of the basis functions; ωi(uk)(i =
1, · · · , n) are the expansion weighs; e0 represents
the approximation error which satisfies |e| < δ1

(δ1 is a known small positive number). To simplify
the expression, e0 is neglected in the following.
Denote

L(y) =
Bn(y)∫ b

a
Bn(y)dy

(40)

ci(y) = Bi(y)− L(y)

b∫

a

Bi(y)dy,

i = 1, · · · , n− 1 (41)

C(y) = [ c1(y), c2(y), · · · , cn−1(y) ] (42)

Vk = [ ω1(uk), ω2(uk), · · · , ωn−1(uk) ]T (43)

the static B-spline PDF model (39) can be repre-
sented in a compact form as

γ(y, uk) = C(y)Vk + L(y) (44)

Equation (44) is the static PDF model approxi-
mated by the B-spline neural networks, in which
C(y) and L(y) are known when the basis functions
are chosen. Denote

fk(y) = γ(y, uk)− L(y) (45)

and consider the linear dynamics of the weights
vector, the output PDF can be described by the
following state-space B-spline model:

fk(y) = C(y)Vk (46)

Vk+1 = EVk + Fuk (47)

Here E and F are model parameter matrices.
fk(y) can be further represented as

fk(y) = C(y)(I − z−1E)−1(Fuk−1) (48)

and expanded to the following form according to
matrix theory (Wang, 2000)

fk(y) =
n−1∑

i=1

aifk−i(y) +
n−2∑

j=0

C(y)Djuk−1−j (49)

where

Dj = (dj,1, · · · , dj,n−1) (50)

By writing

θ = (a1, · · · , an−1, D0, · · · , Dn−2) (51)

φ = (fk−1(y), · · · , fk−n+1(y), C(y)uk−1,

· · · , C(y)uk−n+1) (52)

Equation (49) can be written in the parameterized
form of

fk(y) = θφT (53)

Assume that the definition interval [a,b] can be
discretized by a set of sampling points, the pa-
rameters ai and dj,i can be estimated by the
so-called scanning identification algorithm with
the standard least-square update towards (53)
(Wang, 2000). Figure 1 is provided to clarify the
scanning process, in which y stands for the chain
length varying from 2 to N, m is the total number
of sampling points in terms of time.
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Sample time k = 1

y=y+1

Sample point y = 2

y < N

y = N

k=k+1

collect f, u and update

k < m

k= m

end

Scanning

operation

LS update of θ

Start  with  pre-specified

C(y) and initial φ

φ

Fig. 1. scanning LS identification algorithm

5. MODEL VALIDATION

For the polymerization system in Section 2, firstly,
the dynamic MWD data was produced from the
first-principle model (fig. 2). The control input
c was created randomly for the training purpose
of the B-spline neural networks. Reaction system
parameters are given in Table 1. In order to verify
the formulation of the dynamic MWD, the steady-
state solution of the dynamic model is compared
with the results from the static MWD model.
When c = 0.5, the MWD from the static model
is given in fig. 3 and the steady-state MWD from
the dynamic model is shown in fig. 4. The two
curves are highly closed to each other, although
the MWD in static model is an exact solution
while the dynamic MWD is produced from the
moments method, the generation function tech-
nique and finally represented by the Schultz-Zimm
distribution. It shows that the moments method
and the Schultz-Zimm distribution are appropri-
ate for formulating this dynamic MWD model.

Secondly, the B-spline model was developed with
the MWD data produced from the first-principle
model. The scanning LS identification algorithm
is used to obtain the parameter vector θ in (51). In
this simulation, 10 fixed, 3rd-order B-splines are
chosen for the MWD approximation. The training
data length is 1500. The approximated MWDs
with the trained B-spline weights are shown in
fig. 5. It can be seen from fig. 5 and fig. 2 that the
dynamic approximation is satisfactory.
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Fig. 2. Original MWDs from first-principle model
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Table 1. Model parameters

Kd 9.48× 1016exp(−30798.5/rT )

Ki 0.6Kd

Kp 6.306× 108exp(−7067.8/rT )

Ktrm 1.386× 108exp(−12671.1/rT )

Kt 3.765× 1010exp(−1680/rT )

V 3.927

F 0.0286

T 353

I00 0.0106

M00 4.81

r 1.987

c [0.2,0.8]

Finally, the B-spline model was used for dynamic
MWD control to see if the proper feedback control
can be achieved with this model. The standard
output PDF control is adopted with the following
quadratic performance function (Wang, 2000).

J =

b∫

a

(γ(y, uk)− g(y))2dy +
1
2
λu2

k (54)

where g(y) is the target distribution and λ > 0
is a weighting factor for control energy. Fig. 6
shows the initial, final and target MWDs. Fig.
7 shows the development of output MWDs dur-
ing the control process. Although there exists
a small steady-state MWD tracking error, the
controller successfully moves the output MWD
from its initial shape towards the target shape.
This means that the B-spline model can provide
reliable MWD estimation for the feedback MWD
control.
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Fig. 6. Initial, final and target MWDs

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a dynamic first-principle MWD
model has been developed and then approximated
by the general B-spline functions. It makes the
feedback MWD control feasible with the recently
developed output PDF control strategies. Based
on this model, further progresses on MWD con-
trol with different control strategies have been
achieved and results will be distributed in the
future.
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Abstract:  A novel neural network-based model was developed to predict N-linked 
glycosylation site-occupancy characteristics.  The model classified potential 
glycosylation sites as displaying variable site-occupancy or robust glycosylation when 
produced by CHO cell cultures under normal growth conditions.   The term variable site-
occupancy describes heterogeneous glycan attachment to a specified protein site.  This 
phenomenon results in a heterogeneous mixture of glycosylated and unglycosylated 
proteins when produced in mammalian cell culture.  The model input consists of amino 
acid residues around the site of glycosylation.  Simulation of the model strongly 
correlated with previously published experimental results by Kasturi et al. (1997) and 
Mellquist et al. (1998).  Copyright© 2006 IFAC 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Glycosylated Pharmaceutical Proteins.  Protein 
glycosylation is a vital post-translational modification 
of many proteins with therapeutic properties.  The 
glycosylation pathway begins in the endoplasmic 
reticulum of a cell with the attachment of an 
oligosaccharide to a N-X-S/T (where X is not praline) 
polypeptide sequence.  The attachment of a glycan 
structure is then followed by enzymatic trimming and 
processing of the attached oligosaccharide (glycan) 
structure (Kornfeld and Kornfeld, 1985; Roth, 1987; 
Silberstein and Gilmore, 1996).  Glycan attachment 
and remodeling processes occur in the endoplasmic 
reticulum (ER) and Golgi apparatus of many cell 
types; however, only a select number of cell types 
produce glycosylation variants compatible in 
humans.  Glycosylation is of great importance in 

bioprocessing because of its large influence on in 
vivo properties of therapeutic proteins, including 
specific activity. In addition, intramolecular 
influences of glycosylation on protein structure 
include: proper folding, intracellular location, 
biological activity, solubility, antigenicity, biological 
half-life and protease sensitivity.  Similarly, 
intermolecular characteristics affected by protein 
glycosylation include: targeting to lysosomes, tissue 
targeting, cell-cell adhesion and binding of pathogens 
(Stanley, 1992).  Cell types commonly selected by 
the pharmaceutical industry, for expression of 
glycosylated proteins, include human melanoma 
cells, baby hamster kidney (BHK) cells, and Chinese 
hamster ovary (CHO) cells. 
 
Optimization with Respect to Glycosylation.  The  
heterogeneity observed with glycosylation during 
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bioprocessing and its relevance on the biological 
activity of therapeutic proteins has led to a new area 
of optimization in the bioprocessing industry.  This 
new area of glycosylation optimization is currently 
divided into two parts: (1) the initial attachment of 
the oligosaccharide to the protein and (2) the 
processing of glycan branches.  For some proteins, 
the initial glycan attachment process has been found 
to be robust, resulting in a homogenously 
glycosylated or unglycosylated polypeptide sequence.  
However, for others, such as the recombinant tissue-
type plasminogen activator (r-tPA) protein, this 
process is variable, resulting in a mixture of 
heterogeneous isoforms (or glycoforms) of fully, 
partially and unglycosylated species (Kornfeld and 
Kornfeld, 1985; Grossbard, 1987; Wittwer and 
Howard, 1990; Andersen et al., 2000; Senger and 
Karim, 2003a).  Manipulations of process variables 
and culture medium conditions have been found to 
largely impact the degree to which r-tPA is 
glycosylated at site N184.  However, culture 
conditions resulting in homogenously glycosylated r-
tPA have not been found (Andersen et al., 2000; 
Senger and Karim, 2003a,b).  Given that other 
glycosylation sites of r-tPA experience homogenous 
glycosylation (Grossbard, 1987; Wittwer and 
Howard, 1990), a better understanding of the 
mechanisms that cause a particular glycosylation site 
to display variable site-occupancy is desired.  
Glycosylation optimization is of great benefit to 
pharmaceutical manufacturing in terms of production 
costs and would result in tighter control of product 
specific activity.   

 
Neural Networks in Structural Bioinformatics.  
Neural network-based models have been developed 
for the prediction of many structural characteristics of 
proteins, based on the protein amino acid sequence. 
In particular, this area of structural bioinformatics has 
expanded to predict secondary and some three-
dimensional structures (Rost and Sander, 1993; 
Jones, 1999; Kelley et al., 2000; Pollastri et al., 
2002a,b; Baldi and Pollastri, 2003).  In general, 
neural networks have been an intricate part of these 
model-developments in that their capability for 
structure prediction has far exceeded that of first-
principle (deterministic) models.  This is due in large 
part to the expanding data bank of protein structure 
and genomic research (Rost, 2001).   
 
Using Neural Networks to Predict Glycosylation Site-
Occupancy Characteristics.  A novel neural-network 
model has been developed in this research for 

predictions of glycosylation site-occupancy as 
homogeneous (robust) or heterogeneous (variable).  
The development of this model has allowed insight 
into many questions concerning protein 
glycosylation.  The phenomena of variable site-
occupancy, in the absence of substrate limitation, was 
found related to primary sequence characteristics.  
The number of amino acid residues around the site of 
glycosylation with influence on glycosylation 
characteristics was found much larger than what has 
been cited by previous research.  Thus, the goal of 
this research is to develop a model of glycosylation 
site-occupancy so the optimization problem of 
glycosylation site-occupancy may be addressed 
through site-directed mutations of the protein 
sequence rather than manipulation of cell culture 
variables. 
 
 

2. SYSTEMS AND METHODS 
 

Acquired Data and Amino Acid Residue 
Quantification.  Data for the construction of a 
glycosylation site-occupancy prediction model 
consisted of glycosylation sites, the amino acid 
sequence around this site and whether a particular 
site promoted homogeneous (robust) or 
heterogeneous (variable) glycosylation site-
occupancy when produced by mammalian cell 
cultures.  All data was acquired from a literature 
search interfaced with protein sequence databases.  
The entire data set consisted of 48 glycosylation sites.  
Five sequences (~10%) were reserved as a neural 
network testing data set.  Greater than 40% of 
sequences of the data set were classified as 
displaying variable site-occupancy in the literature.  
For the input of particular amino acid residues into a 
neural network model, the identities of all amino 
acids were first converted to numerical values.   
Individual amino acid residues were grouped into 
eleven classes based on similar characteristics, such 
as charge, size, and hydrophobicity and assigned 
numerical values based on research by Kasturi et al. 
(1997) and Mellquist et al. (1998).  Quantification of 
the target (site-occupancy classification) was also 
required.  Glycosylation sites displaying variable 
site-occupancy were assigned the value 1, and robust 
sites were assigned 0.  It is noted that a robust site 
may be homogeneously glycosylated or 
homogenously unglycosylated.  Statistical models 
have been developed to discern between these two 
types of robust site-occupancy (Petrescu et al., 2004).   
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Table 1 Primary Sequence Quantification 
 

Amino Acid 
Classes 

Amino 
Acids 

Assigned 
Value 

Hydroxy T 1 
Hydroxy S 2 

Basic K R H 3 
Thioether M 4 

Alkyl A V L I 5 
Carboxamide N Q 6 
Unsubstituted G 7 

Acidic D E 8 
Mercapto C 9 
Aromatic F Y W 10 

Cyclic P 11 
 
Neural Network Architecture.  Elman recurrent 
neural networks were used for the construction of the 
neural network-based model.  Recurrent neural 
networks are renowned for their ability to learn non-
causal data sets.  The neural network inputs consisted 
of quantified amino acid residues around the site of 
glycosylation.  Targets consisted of glycosylation 
site-occupancy assigned values.  All neural networks 
consisted of a single hidden layer with hyperbolic 
sigmoid transfer functions.  A single output neuron 
was used with a log sigmoid transfer function.  A 
single perceptron neuron was used following the 
output neuron for two-dimensional classification.  
Thus, this neuron acted as a rounding function of the 
recurrent neural network output value.  The number 
of hidden layer neurons was adjusted so that the 
number of adjustable network parameters (weight 
and bias values) always remained less than the 
number of data points used in the training procedure.  
Initial (prior to training) weight and bias values were 
assigned random values.  Network training was 
performed using gradient decent with momentum and 
adaptive learning rate back-propagation.  All neural 
networks were trained for 2000 epochs.  Each neural 
network was independently initiated and trained 100 
times.  Results were averaged.  The entire data set 
was cross-correlated using a testing set size of 
approximately 10% of the training set size. 
 
Optimization of the Amino Acid Input Sequence.  The 
number of amino acids on the N-terminus and C-
terminus sites of the glycosylation site was varied, 
and neural network training and testing set analysis 
was performed in each case.  This goal of this study 
was to identify relevant amino acids in prediction of 
glycosylation site-occupancy classification.  In this 
study, the objective function of optimization problem 
was the mean-square error between the target values 

of glycosylation site-occupancy and the neural 
network-predicted values. 
 
Comprehensive Model Construction.  Once 
successful neural networks were identified, with an 
optimum input sequence length, a comprehensive 
model was constructed and further tested on 
published experimental data.  The comprehensive 
model consisted of 20 neural networks that were 
found to correctly classify all elements of the neural 
network testing data sets.  Networks from all cross-
correlation iterations were used to construct the 
model.  This composition of the comprehensive 
predictive model enabled the model to return an 
overall prediction value as well as a confidence 
interval.  In particular, all neural networks were 
simulated, and results were averaged before 
perceptron classification.  This method returned an 
overall model prediction.  The confidence interval 
represents the fraction of neural networks returning 
the dominant classification.  Thus, the overall model 
prediction consisted of a value of either 1 or 0, and 
the confidence level of prediction was a value 
between 0.5 (low confidence) and 1 (high 
confidence).   
 
Further Simulations.  Published experimental data by 
Kasturi et al., (1997) and Mellquist et al., (1998) was 
used to further test the comprehensive neural 
network-based model.  The published data focused 
on the effects of site-directed mutations around 
variable site-occupancy glycosylation site N39 of the 
rabies virus glycoprotein (rgp).  Results of this work 
found that specific site-directed mutations resulted in 
the transformation of this glycosylation site from 
variable to robust site-occupancy.  All of these 
sequences were simulated using the predictive model.  
In addition, further simulations were performed on 
simple theoretical sequences to examine the effects of 
charged amino acid residues around the site of 
glycosylation.  Alanine (uncharged), lysine 
(negatively-charged) and aspartate (positively-
charged) residues were used in this study. 
 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Optimization of the Glycosylation Window Length.  
The number of amino acids surrounding the site of 
glycosylation was termed the glycosylation window.  
Optimization of the glycosylation window length was 
performed by full neural network analysis with 
various input sequence lengths.  Previous research 
has identified amino acid residues of the N-X-S/T-Y 
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glycosylation sequence as having significant 
influence over glycosylation site-occupancy 
characteristics (Shakin-Eshleman, 1996; Kasturi et 
al., 1997; Mellquist et al., 1998; Petrescu et al., 
2004).  The data-based method of analysis of this 
research allowed for the impact of 20 amino acid 
residue sites to be analyzed for influences on 
glycosylation characteristics.  For each input 
sequence, the mean-square error was calculated 
between averaged neural network predictions and 
target values (glycosylation classification).  Results 
are displayed as Figure 1.  The starting residue of the 
input sequence is displayed on the abscissa as (n-x).  
The ending residue of a glycosylation window is 
displayed on the ordinate axis as (n+y), where n is the 
site of glycosylation.  For example, a glycosylation 
window originating at (n-5) and extending to (n+4) 
contains a total of 10 amino acids: 5 residues on the 
N-terminus side of the glycosylation site, the 
glycosylation site itself (n) and 4 residues on the C-
terminus side of the glycosylation site.  The average 
standard deviation of all data points of Figure 1 was 
calculated as approximately 5% of the given data 
point value.  Results showed a minimum mean-
square error value of 0.0767 for the glycosylation 
window originating at (n-5) and extending to (n+4).  
The size of this glycosylation window is larger than 
others determined by experimental methods, and 
these are the first results of our knowledge to suggest 
influence of residues on the N-terminus side of a 
glycosylation site on glycosylation site-occupancy. 
For comparison, the data set was predicted by 
random values (in the absence of neural network 
training).  These results were classified by the 
perceptron to yield and average mean-square error 
value of 0.7.  
 
 

 
 
Fig. 1.  Glycosylation window length optimization.  

Starting residue (abscissa).  Ending (ordinate). 

 Simulations of rgp Wild-Type and Mutants Using 
Comprehensive Predictive Model.  The 
comprehensive neural network-based predictive 
model was constructed using the optimized 
glycosylation window input length.  The model 
consisted of 20 independent neural networks, and 
represented all iterations of the cross-correlation 
analysis.  All neural networks of the comprehensive 
model classified corresponding testing data sets with 
100% accuracy following perceptron classification of 
recurrent network output values.  To further verify 
the predictive model, wild-type and site-directed 
mutations of the rgp protein glycosylation site N37 
were simulated and compared to published 
experimental observations by Kasturi et al. (1997) 
and Mellquist et al. (1998).   These experimental 
studies examined the influence of amino acid 
residues at positions X and Y of the N-X-S/T-Y 
glycosylation sequence.  These sites correspond to 
(n+1) and (n+4) using the terminology developed for 
the glycosylation window length optimization.  
Results reported by Kasturi et al. and Mellquist et al. 
(1998) reported glycosylation efficiency.  In short, the 
glycosylation efficiency is defined as the fraction of 
fully glycosylated rgp (N37).  Thus, reported 
glycosylation efficiency between 0 and 1 corresponds 
to variable site-occupancy glycosylation.  A 
glycosylation efficiency value of 1 corresponds to 
homogeneous (robust) glycosylation, and a 
glycosylation efficiency of 0 corresponds to a 
glycosylation site that is homogeneously (robust) 
unglycosylated.  Values of glycosylation efficiency 
were interpolated from the published experimental 
studies, taking into account experimental error, and 
these are listed in Table 2.  A total of 19 rgp mutants, 
in addition to the wild-type protein, were evaluated 
by the comprehensive predictive model.  The 
sequence identity (details of site-directed mutations), 
the overall predictive model classification and the 
confidence level are also reported in Table 3.   
 
Discussion of Prediction Results.  Overall, the 
predictive model showed 95% accuracy in predicting 
glycosylation site-occupancy characteristics for this 
set of published experimental data.  One rgp mutant 
(simulation 15a; S39T G40W) was incorrectly 
classified by the predictive model.  However, in this 
case, the confidence level of the prediction was low 
(0.65).  Although, the unsuccessful model prediction 
contained an aromatic residue (tryptophan), other 
predictions involving aromatic residues were 
classified correctly (simulation 8a).  Sequences 
displaying variable site-occupancy, to a 
glycosylation efficiency of 0.9 (simulations 2a-4a, 8a, 
10a-13a, 14a-15a) were correctly classified by the 
model as promoting variable site-occupancy.  For 
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sequences that were constructed that resulted in 
glycosylation efficiency of or exceeding 0.95, most 
model predictions (simulations 6a, 7a, 20a) classified 
these sequences as having robust glycosylation.  The 
exception in this case was for the L38N S39T mutant 
(simulation 6a), which displayed a glycosylation 
efficiency of approximately 0.95.  Variable site-
occupancy was predicted in this case, but a lower 
confidence level in this case (0.7) suggested that 
many neural networks of the predictive model 
recognized this sequence as promoting robust 
glycosylation.  In addition, given the experimental 
error in the case of simulation 6a of roughly 5%, 
variable site-occupancy may accurately describe this 
system.  The other sequences of simulations 7a and 
20a displayed glycosylation efficiencies that 
exceeded 0.95.  Of further importance is that the 
sensitivity of the predictive model was evaluated by 
this set of simulations.  In short, this set of model 
predictions correctly classified a polypeptide 
sequence as having variable site-occupancy 
glycosylation characteristics for glycosylation 
efficiencies ranging between 0.1 to >0.95.   
 
Simulations of Theoretical Sequences.  Due to the 
success of the comprehensive predictive model in 
classification of rgp wild-type and variant sequences, 
the same simulation technique was applied to 
theoretical sequences.  Glycosylation site-occupancy  
 

Table 2 rgp variant and wild-type predictions with 
confidence level and published experimental results 

 

Sim. Sequence 
Overall Model 

Classification and 
Confidence Level 

Published 
Glycosylation 

Efficiency 
1a Wild-type 1 (1.00) 0.35  
2a S39T 1 (0.95) 0.80  
3a L38N 1 (1.00) 0.70  
4a L38S 1 (1.00) 0.90  
5a L38W 0 (0.60) 0.10  
6a L38N S39T 1 (0.70) 0.95  
7a L38G S39T 0 (0.60) >0.95  
8a G40F 1 (0.75) 0.40  
9a G40P 0 (0.75) 0.05  
10a G40H 1 (1.00) 0.55  
11a G40M 1 (1.00) 0.70  
12a G40N 1 (1.00) 0.80  
13a G40S 1 (1.00) 0.80  
14a G40C 1 (0.90) 0.80  
15a S39T G40W 0 (0.65) 0.80  
16a S39T G40H 1 (1.00) 0.85  
17a S39T G40M 1 (1.00) 0.90  
18a S39T G40N 1 (1.00) 0.90  
19a S39T G40T 1 (1.00) 0.90  
20a S39T G40C 0 (0.55) >0.95  
 
Sim. is an abbreviation for “Corresponding Simulation.” 
The Confidence Level is listed in parentheses.  
Published glycosylation efficiency values were interpolated 
from Kasturi et al. (1997) and Mellquist et al. (1998). 

classification in the presence of charged amino acid 
residues was studied in the following simulations.  
For consistency, only alanine (A) was used as the 
uncharged residue outside of the required N-X-S/T 
glycosylation sequence.  In addition, aspartate (D) 
and lysine (K) were used as the negatively and 
positively-charged residues, respectively.  
Simulations suggested that a sequence consisting of 
alanine or aspartate residues throughout the 
glycosylation window (except for the glycosylation 
sequence at (n) and (n+2) would result in robust 
glycosylation with a high confidence level.  With 
positively-charged lysine residues occupying the 
glycosylation window and serine or threonine at 
position (n+2), variable site-occupancy glycosylation 
was predicted with a confidence level of 0.95.  
Further simulations examined the influence of 
particular locations within the glycosylation window.  
For example, a glycosylation window consisting of 
lysine residues was substituted with aspartate and 
alanine residues until a robust glycosylation site-
occupancy prediction was achieved.  A summary of 
these simulation results is presented in Table 3, and 
the actual simulation results are given in Table 4.  
These types of simulation experiments were 
performed for both serine and threonine in the (n+2) 
position.   It was found through simulation that 
replacement of serine in the glycosylation sequence 
with threonine increases the robustness of glycan 
attachment.  This evidence further supports this idea, 
as it was suggested by previous research (Kasturi et 
al., 1997; Mellquist et al., 1998; Petrescu et al., 
2004). 

 
Table 4 Generalizations from simulations 

 

Residues: 
Type of influence on 

glycosylation site-
occupancy: 

Lysine (positive charge) Promotes variable 
Aspartate  

(negative charge) 
Promotes robust 

Alanine (no charge) 
Promotes robust with less 
influence than aspartate 

Location in glycosylation 
window: 

Level of influence on 
glycosylation site-

occupancy: 
(n+1) Highest influence 

(n+3), (n+4), (n-1) Moderate influence 

(n-5)…(n-2) 
Lowest influence, but 

significance was observed 

(n+2) 
Threonine results in more 

robust glycosylation 
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Table 5 Amino acid residues and simulation results 
of theoretical sequences 

 
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 n +1 +2 +3 +4 

O.C. 
(C.L.) 

A A A A A N A S A A 0 (0.75) 
A A A A A N A T A A 0 (1.00) 
A A A A A N P S A A 0 (1.00) 
A A A A A N P T A A 0 (1.00) 
K K K K K N K S K K 1 (1.00) 
K K K K K N K T K K 1 (0.95) 
D D D D D N D S D D 0 (1.00) 
D D D D D N D T D D 0 (1.00) 
A A A A A N K S A A 1 (0.95) 
A A A A A N A S K A 1 (0.70) 
A A A A K N A S A A 0 (0.60) 
A A A A A N K S K A 1 (1.00) 
A A A A A N D S D A 0 (1.00) 
A A A K K N A S A A 0 (0.60) 
A A K K K N A S A A 1 (0.65) 
K K K K K N A S A A 1 (0.80) 
A A K K K N A T A A 0 (0.60) 
A K K K K N A T A A 1 (0.70) 
D D K K K N A S A A 0 (0.80) 
D D D D D N K S D D 1 (0.90) 
D D D D D N A S D D 0 (0.90) 
D D D D D N K T D D 1 (0.50) 
K K K K K N D S K K 0 (0.85) 
O.C. is an abbreviation for “Overall Model Classification.” 
C.L. is an abbreviation for “Confidence Level.” 
The Confidence Level is listed in parentheses.  

 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 

A novel neural network-based predictive model has 
been developed for the classification of N-linked 
glycosylation as heterogeneous (variable) or 
homogeneous (robust) for proteins produced by 
mammalian cell culture.  Amino acid residues around 
the site of glycosylation were found to impact site-
occupancy characteristics.  In particular, an 
optimization study found that 5 residues on the N-
terminus side and 4 residues on the C-terminus side 
of the glycosylation site directly influence these 
characteristics.  The neural network-based predictive 
model classified published experimental findings 
regarding the impact of amino acid residues on site-
occupancy characteristics with 95% accuracy.  
Further simulations with theoretical amino acid 
sequences revealed negatively-charged promote 
robust glycosylation and that the (n+1) position of 
the glycosylation window had the most influence 
over glycosylation site-occupancy characteristics.  
Elimination of variable site-occupancy will have 
significant impact in the pharmaceutical industry.  
Robust glycosylation results in homogenous product 
production.  This is of utmost importance to quality 
control and optimization of biological activity of 
glycosylated recombinant proteins with therapeutic 
properties.      
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Abstract 

 
This work presents a new analytical approach for solving unsteady diffusion problems. 
In the proposed method, a formal solution is converted in closed form ones, which are 
obtaining by performing a straightforward procedure that starts with a classical split. 
The low time processing required to obtain the exact solutions allows performing online 
control of ladle furnaces. Numerical results are reported.   

 
1 - Introduction 
 
It is widely felt that the significant reduction of time 
processing due to the recent advances in numerical 
and analytical methods can make possible to proceed 
the online control based on direct simulation for some 
important applications in Engineering, such as in 
environmental problems (Zabadal, 2005), neutron 
scattering in nuclear reactors (Bogado, 2004) and 
casting of steel alloys (Zabadal, 2004). Specifically, 
for steel casting processes, the simulation of ladle 
furnaces is particularly advantageous from the 
operational point of view, because the calculated steel 
temperature agrees with experimental data even when 
nonlinear effects are ignored. The major aim of the 
online control in casting of steel alloys is to ensure 
that the temperature of the liquid steel which flows 
from the furnace does not fall out of an interval of 
roughly 10oC around a mean value about 1600oC 
(which varies from one specific steel alloy to another) 
. This control prevents failures in the lattice, which 
occurs when the temperature is low, and unsuitable 
flow conditions, when the temperature is higher than a 
certain value. 
The main limitation of the use of numerical schemes 
to proceed the simulation of casting processes occurs 
for some scenarios where the ladle remains out of 
operation for long time intervals (about 24h after the 
last batch). In these cases the ladle must suffers a slow 
heating process (during about 10h), and the simulation 
becomes a very difficult task. The online control based 
on numerical simulation results unfeasible, due to the 
large time processing required. 
In this work a new analytical method for simulating 
the heating process is presented. This method, based 
on the formal solutions of partial differential 
equations, is employed to overcome the limitations of 
the methods which were originally conceived to carry 

out the online control of ladle furnaces. The most 
important features of the proposed method are the 
high processing speed and the analytical character of 
the solutions obtained.  
 
2 – General formulation  
 
The partial differential equation given by: 
 

0 ,Lf =                              (1) 
 
where L is a linear operator can be decomposed as 
 

,Af Bf=                       (2) 
 
in which A and B are also linear operators. Applying  
A-1 on both sides of (2) we obtain: 
 

1 .Af A Bf h−= +                  (3) 
 
In this expression hA stands for the null space of A. 
Rearranging terms it yields 
 

1[ ] AI A B f h−− =   .                   (4) 
 
Solving equation (4) for f it results: 
 

1 1[ ] Af I A B h− −= −    .                (5) 
 
The inverse operator appearing in equation (5) can be 
written as a geometrical series: 
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I A B A B
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− − −

=

− =    ∑               (6) 

Disregarding the restrictions about the norm of the 
operator A-1B, the solution is then readily obtained in 
the form: 
 

( )1

0

k k

A
k

f A B h
=∞

−

=

=     .∑                                           (7) 

 
In order to obtain a particular solution for equation 
(1), it becomes necessary to choose a function 
 f0 ∈ N(A). In practice, f0 can be chosen as a function 
belonging to the intersection of the null spaces of 
(A-1B)n and A, in order to convert the series solution 
into a finite sum. In what follows it will be showed 
that the closed-form solutions achieved by means of 
the described method generate high performance 
algorithms for online control.  
 
 
3 – Application in online control of ladle furnaces 
 
The online control of ladle furnaces can be carried out 
by solving the heat equation in the form   
 

2

2

1 . ,f f f
t r r r

α
 ∂ ∂ ∂

= +        ∂ ∂ ∂ 
                           (8)  

 
in a hollow cylinder, subjected to the following 
boundary conditions: 
 

0
r o

f
r =

∂
=

∂
                (9) 

 
and 
 

( , ) t .lf l t f= ( )                          (10) 
 
In these equations f represents the temperature, r is the 
radial coordinate, α is the thermal diffusivity, fl is the 
temperature at r=l, and t stands for the time. This 
model describes a process in which the ladle is heated 
inside by a flame before receiving liquid steel from the 
main furnace. The first boundary condition, given by 
equation (9), states that the external wall does not 
exchanges energy with the air at room temperature 
during the process. Although the external wall being 
not really insulated, equation (9) is a reasonable 
approximation for thick walls composed of materials 
whose thermal diffusivity is low, and hence possesses 
a high thermal inertia. The second boundary condition 
informs that inner wall is at the flame temperature, 
which is time dependent. 
After the heating process, the ladle receives liquid 
steel, whose temperature is also time depending.  The 
evolution of the inner wall temperature along the time 
is fitted using a standard least square procedure 

available in MapleV. Finally, the initial condition 
imposes the final profile of the former batch to the 
next one at t=0. 
In equation (8), the operators A, B and A-1 are 
promptly identified as 
 

,A
t

∂
=        

∂
                 (11) 

 

 
2

2

1 .B
r r r

α
 ∂ ∂

= + ∂ ∂ 
              (12) 

 
and 
 
 1 (.) ,A dt− =        ∫                           (13) 

 
whereas in the boundary condition (10) the subscript l 
refers to the coordinate r = l, where l denotes the 
thickness of the ladle wall (a typical value for l is 
about 0,35m). Once Tl is time dependent, the desired 
solution shall follow the time evolution of the 
boundary condition given by (10). 
The simpler choice of f0∈ N(A-1B)k ∩ N(A) is given 
by: 
 

2
0f r=               (14) 

 
Applying operator A-1B it came out 
 

1 4f tα=               (15) 
 
Applying the same operator over f1 it yields: 
 

1
1 0A Bf− =               (16) 

 
Therefore f0 = r2, which belongs simultaneously to the 
nullspaces of A and (A-1B)2, produces a closed form 
solution which contains only two terms: 
 

2
0 1( , ) 4 .f r t f f r tα= + = +                  (17) 

 
Analogously, another particular solution can be easily 
obtained by setting f0 = r4. In this case, the closed form 
solution is expressed as 
 

4 2 2 2
0 1 2( , ) 16 32 ,f r t f f f r r t tα α= + + = + +    

               (18) 
 
and f0 = r4 belongs to the nullspaces of A and (A-1B)3. 
Each even power of r, namely r2n, generates a 
closed form solution belonging to the nullspace of 
(A-1B)n+1. Other examples of solutions obtained from 
even powers of r are given below: 
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8 8 6 2 4 2
0

3 2 3 4 4

( , ) 64 1152

6144 6144 ,

f r f r t r r t r t

r t t

α α

α α

= → = + + +

+ +       
                                                                                 (20) 
   
and 
 

10 10 8 2 6 2
0

3 4 3 4 2 4 5 5

( , ) 100 3200

38400 153600 122880

f r f r t r r t r t

r t r t t

α α

α α α

= → = + + +

+ + +   .
               (21) 
     
Reminding that the desired solution shall contain some 
arbitrary parameters in order to fulfill the boundary 
condition at r = 0, as well as to follow the time 
evolution of the boundary condition at r = l, a linear 
combination of the above solutions must be employed 
in order to simulate the physical scenario. The 
boundary condition at r = 0 is automatically satisfied 
because the solution is an even function of r. Hence, 
all the numerical coefficients in the linear combination 
are specified in order to fit the boundary condition at 
r=l. This task is accomplished by means of a 
conventional curve fitting procedure.  
At this point, one may ask why use such a scheme to 
obtain closed-form solutions, once the analytical one 
is yet available in literature. The foremost reason is 
the need to expand the analytical solution in a basis set 
containing the Bessel functions Jν and Yν . The 
oscillations associated with the Jν functions requires a 
large number of terms in the expansion in order to 
smooth out the “wigglyness” appearing due to the 
contributions of the eigenfunctions related to the 
lowest eigenvalues. Since the definition of both Bessel 
functions involves the evaluation of the gamma 
function, which is expressed as a product, a 
summation or a high degree polynomial, a large 
number of floating point operations is demanded in 
order to produce numerical results. 
 
4 – Results and conclusion 
 
The exact solution employed to simulate the heating 
process is a linear combination given by 
 

5

2
0

( , )k k
k

f c p r t
=

= ∑                 (22) 

 
where p2k(r,t) are the polynomials defined by 
equations (17) to (21), and the coefficients c0 to c5 are 
given in table 1. These coefficients were obtained by 
fitting the data corresponding to the boundary 
condition at r=l, as mentioned earlier. The fitting 
generates a time evolution which reproduces the 

experimental data at r=l with a mean square deviation 
about 1oC (notice that c0 was included in the linear 
combination, because a constant function is also an 
exact solution of the heat equation). 
 

Table 1 - Numerical values of the coefficients 
 

Coefficients Values 
∝ 1e-7 
C0 102,5 
C1 198,6 
C2 2830 
C3 8116 
C4 235,4 
C5 28,74 

 
Figure 1 shows the corresponding time evolution of 
the temperature profile along the heating process. 
 
f(oC) 

 
 

−−−−− 360.000 s  

−−−−− 288.000 s 

−−−−− 216.000 s 

−−−−− 144.000 s 

−−−−− 72.000 s 

−−−−− 0 s 
 
Figure 1 – Time evolution of the temperature profile 

(°C) during the heating process. 
 
The mean square deviation between the predictions 
and the experimental data available at the “Aços Finos 
Piratini” steel casting facilities is about 0,16%, and 
satisfies the requirement that the temperature of the  
steel flowing from the furnace does not fall out of an 
interval of 10oC around the mean value in 79% of the 
cases (237 batches).   
It is important to emphasize that the time required to 
obtain the temperature profiles are virtually negligible 
(less than 1s - Sempron 2.4 GHz, 512 Mb RAM, using 
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Maple V). Nevertheless, the curve fitting procedure 
must be carried out in advance. It means that, in 
practice, it becomes necessary to include a fitting 
routine in the computational code in order to proceed 
the online control. 
Another important question about the method must be 
answered. Once the proposed method was developed 
to simulate the thermal behavior of the  wall, how to 
predict the time evolution of the temperature profile at 
the bottom of the ladle? In this case there exists an 
exact solution for the corresponding Cartesian 
problem in the z coordinate, given by 
 

2
2 2b z+b t

0 1b +b ef =               (23) 
 
Notwithstanding the solution in cartesian coordinates 
were obtained directly by inspection, it is also suitable 
for real time thermal tracking.  
It is also important to remark that the solutions can be 
employed separately, which means that the thermal 
coupling between the wall and the bottom of the ladle 
furnace can be neglected without appreciable loss in 
accuracy. 
Finally, it is convenient to emphasize that all the 
functions obtained through the iterative scheme, 
namely, equations (17) to (21), are exact solutions. 
Hence, equation (22) is not a truncated series which 
constitutes an approximation to the exact solution, but  
it is itself an exact solution to the heat equation. Once 
the functions obtained are conceived to belong to the 
nullspace of a finite power n of the operator A-1B, the 
“truncated” series defined by 
 

( )1

0

k n k

A
k

f A B h
=

−

=

=     .∑              (24) 

 
is always an exact solution, provided that all the terms 
beyond n are automatically dropped out. Therefore, no 
questions about convergence arises along the 
development of the proposed formulation.  
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Abstract 
 

In this work an analytical formulation for solving partial differential equations is 
proposed. The method dispenses the use of Lie groups to produce maps between exact 
solutions, and generates nonlocal symmetries admitted by differential equations. The 
method is applied in water pollution problems, furnishing exact solutions for the 
advection-diffusion equation which describes the propagation of bacteria and chemicals 
in water bodies with arbitrary contours.  

 
 
1 - Introduction 
 
Solving water pollution problems are the first step to 
prevent environmental damages caused by industrial 
activity and domestic sewers along rivers and lakes. 
The simulation of water pollution scenarios provides 
crucial informations for lowering the costs demanded 
to treat the emissions and to improve the projects 
related to the implantation of new sewer systems. 
The most usual methods employed to simulate 
dispersion scenarios are finite differences (often 
implicit and time-marching schemes), and finite 
elements (usually based on Galerkin and least 
squares formulations). These numerical methods 
present some inconvenient features when applied to 
multidimensional problems in complex-shaped 
domains. The first is related to the time processing 
required to obtain the numerical solutions, which 
seldom can be accomplished using coarse meshes. 
The second is due to the difficulties associated with 
changes in the source terms. For many practical 
problems in Environmental Engineering one must 
simulate repositioning of the sewer loads or 
treatments for reducing the corresponding 
concentration, in order to evaluate the effect of the 
resulting concentration profile along the water body, 
an then decide whether a given change in the 
configuration of the sewer system can reduce the 
pollutant emissions in certain regions of interest. 
Since this application requires the simulation of 
several combinations of loading positions and 
concentrations, and each change in the source terms 
requires a new numerical simulation, the resulting 
time processing becomes prohibitive for planning 
sewer system configurations.  
In order to surmount this difficulty, a new analytical 
formulation based on auto-Bäcklund transformations 
(Zwillinger, 1992) is proposed. These 
transformations are nonlocal Lie symmetries 
admitted by a given differential equation (Bluman 

and Kummei, 1989), i.e., changes of variables that 
converts exact solutions of the equation into new 
exact ones through a discontinuous map, while the 
local Lie symmetries are continuous transformations. 
In this work these nonlocal symmetries are obtained 
by means of a generalized split formulation, which 
will be described in what follows, instead of 
employing Lie group analysis (Ibragimov, 1995), 
which is the procedure often adopted for solving 
partial differential equations. The main advantages of 
the proposed formulation relies on the resulting time 
processing, which is about 0.1% of the one required 
by solving two-dimensional advection-diffusion 
equations via finite differences (time marching 
schemes, for instance), the use of streamfunction and 
velocity potential as curvilinear coordinates in the 
solution obtained, which extends the application of 
the proposed method for arbitrary geometries, and 
the simplicity of the auxiliary equations to be solved, 
when compared with the so-called determining 
equations (Olver, 2000) for the coefficients of the 
generators which constitute the Lie group. Besides, 
there are many cases when some of the determining 
equations are more difficult to solve than the original 
one. Moreover, the Lie group approach requires the 
solution of an additional set of auxiliary equations 
which comes from the application of exponentials 
whose argument contains a linear combination of the 
generators, obtained after solving the determining 
equations. These advantages will become clear after 
presenting the proposed formulation. 
 
2. The auto-Bäckund transformation 
 
In this section a new analytical method to construct 
auto-Bäcklund transformations is described. The 
method is based on a sequence of non-homogeneuos 
splits for which the source terms appearing in the 
corresponding systems of differential equations can 
be readily obtained from any particular solution of 
the original equation (even the trivial one). The 
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novelty of the proposed method relies in the presence 
of the source term. The methods based on split 
generates only homogeneous systems of auxiliary 
equations (Polyanin, 2004). These methods produces 
solutions which satisfy a very particular set of 
boundary conditions. In the proposed formulation, an 
iterative scheme is obtained, in such a way that each 
iteration produces a new exact solution satisfying a 
wider set of boundary conditions. In order to start the 
iterative scheme, let us consider the equation  
 

0 ,Lf =                                      (1) 
 
where L is a linear differential operator, which can be 
written in the following form: 

 
L A B= −      ,               (2) 
 
in which the inverse of A is known. Hence, equation 
(1) can be expressed as   
 

,Af Bf=                                 (3) 
 
or, equivalently, as a non-homogeneous system of 
differential equations: 
 
Af Q=                        (4)   

 
and 
 

,Bf Q=                     (5) 
 
where the source term must be determined. It will be 
showed that when the comutator [A,B] is null the 
source term can be replaced by any exact solution of 
equation (1). Indeed, applying operator B over 
equation (4), it yields: 
 

.BAf BQ=                  (6) 
 
Applying operator A over equation (6) it results 
 

.ABf AQ=                 (7) 
 
Subtracting equation (7) by (6) and taking into 
account the linearity of both operators, the following 
result is obtained: 
 
[ ], .A B f AQ BQ= −                (8) 
 
Therefore, when [A,B] = 0 , the source term Q obeys 
the same differential equation satisfyied by the 
unknown function f. The former result allows to 
carry out and iterative scheme which can be recasted 
in the following fashion: 
 

1k kAf f+ =                (9) 

 
and 
 

1 .k kBf f+ =               (10) 
 
The system can be solved in a straightforward way. 
Starting with any particular solution f0 of the original 
equation, which can be even the trivial one, equation 
(9) is solved, furnishing:  
 

1
1 ,k k Af A f h−

+ = +                 (11) 
 
where hA denotes a function belonging to the 
nullspace of A. Substituing the solution obtained into 
equation (10) it results 
 

1
1 .k k ABf BA f Bh−

+ = +             (12) 
 
Equation (12) is often readily solved for the arbitrary 
elements contained in hA . Eventually, this equation 
must be splitted, producing another system of non-
homogeneous differential equations, whose solution 
is obtained by applying the same procedure already 
described. 
The new solution obtained is then replaced on the 
right hand side of equations (9) and (10) and the 
process is repeated. Notice that at each iteration a 
new exact solution arises. In other words, the 
procedure above described does not constitute a 
iterative scheme which converges to a given exact 
solution. It is important to bear in mind that the 
iterations stops when the solution obtained becomes 
flexible enough to satisfy the initial and boundary 
conditions imposed in a given subdomain. It means 
that the number and nature of the arbitrary elements 
(constants or functions) contained in the solution will 
define the extension of the subdomain in which this 
solution remains valid. Roughly speaking, the 
number of iterations determine whether the solution 
can be used in a “chunk” or in the whole domain.  
In the case when A and B do not commute, the 
proposed method must suffers a slight modification, 
by defining the g-commutator, denoted by: 
 
[ , ] ,gA B AgB BgA= −                (13) 
  
where g is an unknown function.  As in the former 
case, it is easy to show that when the g-commutator 
is null and analogous iterative scheme can be 
performed: 
 

1
k

k
fAf
g+ =                                         (14)

      
and                 
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1
k

k
fBf
g+ =   .             (15) 

 
In fact, multiplying equations (14) and (15) by g, 
applying operator B over equation (14) and operator 
A over equation (15), and finally subtracting the 
resulting equations, it yields 
  

1[ , ] ,g k k kA B f Af Bf+ = −                     (16) 
 
In order to ensure the “g-commutativity” between A 
and B, the function g must satisfy some auxiliary 
differential equations which are often simpler than 
the original equation to be solved. Moreover, for 
most practical purposes, it becomes possible to map 
the original equation in such a way that [A,B] = 0 , 
and even when the operators do not commute there 
are infinite solutions for the auxiliary equations 
which comes from the condition [A,B]g = 0 .  
 
 
3. Application in water pollution problems 
 
The propagation of conservative pollutants in rivers 
and lakes for complex-shaped domains is given by 
 

2 2

2 2

1
D

C C C∂ ∂ ∂
= +

∂Φ ∂Φ ∂Ψ
    (17) 

 
Where D is the mass diffusivity, Ψ is the stream 
function and Φ is the potential function. In this 
equation the hydrodinamic boundary layer effects 
over the concentration profile are not considered, 
because the boundary layer thickness are negligible 
when compared to the geographic scale of the water 
body. In this case the operators A and B are given by 
 

2

2A ∂
=

∂Ψ
              (18) 

  
and 
 

2

2

1 .
D

B ∂ ∂
= +   

∂Φ ∂Φ
           (19)     

 
The corresponding system generated by split is 
written as  
 

2

2

C Q∂
=

∂Ψ
                          (20) 

 
and 
 

2

2

1 .
D

C C Q∂ ∂
+ =    

∂Φ ∂Φ
           (21) 

 
Starting with Q=0 and solving equation (20) it results  
 

1 2( , ) ( ). ( ) .C f fΦ Ψ = Φ Ψ + Φ             (22) 
 
Replacing the former result in the equation (22), an 
auxiliary equation arises: 
 

2 2
1 2 1 2

2 2

1 1. . 0 .
D D

df df d f d f
d d d d

Ψ + + Ψ + =   
Φ Φ Φ Φ

            

(23) 
 
The equation above produces two new auxiliary 
equations: 
 

2
1 1

2

1 0df d f
D d d

+ =
Φ Φ

           (24) 

 
and 
 

2
2 2

2

1 0 ,df d f
D d d

+ =         
Φ Φ

          (25) 

 
whose solutions are obtained by direct integration: 
 

1 1 2( ) . Df c c e− ΦΦ = +                          (26) 
 
and 
 

2 3 4( ) . .Df c c e− ΦΦ = +                           (27) 
 
Substituing (26) and (27) in (22) the first exact 
solution is obtained 
 

1 2 3 4( , ) ( . ). . .D DC c c e c c e− Φ − ΦΦ Ψ = + Ψ + +                                       
                                                                               (28) 
 
Since [A,B] = 0 , the process can be restarted with  
 

1 2 3 4( . ). . ,D DQ c c e c c e− Φ − Φ= + Ψ + +             (29) 
 
which is replaced on the right hand side of equations 
(20)  and (21) . Following the same steps above 
mentioned, a new exact solution arises:  
 

3
1 2 3

2
4 1 2

5 6 3 4

7 8

1 1( , ) ( . ). (
6 2

. ). ( . ( . )

. ). . ( .

) . .

D

D D D

D D

D D

C c c e c

c e c c e e

c e c c c e

e c e c

− Φ

− Φ − Φ − Φ

− Φ − Φ

− Φ − Φ

Φ Ψ = + Ψ + +

+ Ψ + Φ + − Φ − −

− + Ψ + Φ + − Φ −

− − +    

 

                                                                  (30) 
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Although the process can be easily continued, the 
former solution is suitable to simulate a wide class of 
water pollution problems since the shape of the 
domain is depends only upon the expressions for Ψ 
and Φ. In order to write the solution in the original 
variables, it becomes necessary to define the 
streamfunction and the velocity potential. The stream 
function near an arbitrary contour is given by 
 

( ) ( )( ), arctan ,x y U y a b y m x∞  Ψ = ⋅ + −      
                 (31) 
 
where a and b are numerical parameters which 
accounts for the mean declivity of the margins, and 
m(x) is the function describing (locally) the countors. 
The velocity potential, which is obtained by means of 
the Cauchy-Riemann conditions (Churchill, 1975), 
 

x y
∂Φ ∂Ψ

=
∂ ∂

             (32) 

 
 and      
     

,
y x

∂Φ ∂Ψ
= −      

∂ ∂
           (33)

  
 
 results 
 

( ) ( ),
, .

f x y
x y U x dy k

x∞

∂
Φ = ⋅ − +    

∂∫        (34) 

 
 
 
 
4. Results and conclusions 
 
 The proposed method was applied to obtain two-
dimensional concentration distributions along the 
Guaiba lake (Figure 1), by solving equation (17), 
with boundary conditions of second kind imposed 
along the margins (Ψ = Ψ0)  and a boundary 
condition of first kind upstream, which specifies the 
concentration profile at Φ = Φ0. In this water body, 
a~800 and b~0,01 in equation (31). 
The concentration distribution for coliforms, showed 
in Figure 1, presents reasonably agreement with the 
experimental data. The mean square deviation 
between numerical and experimental values is about 
20%, the same magnitude of the dispersion between 
the own measurements. 
 

 
 

===== less than 200  
===== 200 to 1.000 
===== 1.000 to 4.000 

 4.000 to 10.000 
===== 10.000 to 50.000 

 greater than 50.000 
 
Figure 1 – Concentration distribution for coliforms 

(org/100ml) 
 
Figure 2 shows the concentration distribution for 
phosphorus (PO3 and PO4 forms). In this case, the 
mean square deviation are roughly about 10%, which 
is also the same uncertainty verified between the 
experimental data.  
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===== less than 0,08  
===== 0,08 to 1,0 
===== 1,0 to 2,0 

 2,0 to 5,0 
===== 5,0 to10,0 

 greater than 10,0 
 
Figure 2 – Concentration distribution for phosphorus 

(mg/L) 
 
In both cases, the time processing required to 
perform the simulations is about 5 minutes (Sempron 
2.8 GHz, 512 Mb RAM, using Visual Basic 6.0).  
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Abstract: A significant research work has been carried out on modeling, identifica-
tion and control of processes represented by Wiener models. These models include
a cascade connection of a linear time invariant system and a static nonlinearity.
Several approaches can be found in the literature to perform the identification
process. In this article, we describe a parametric description for the system, that
allows to describe the uncertainty as a set of parameters. The proposed algorithm
is illustrated through a pH neutralization process.

Keywords: Wiener Models, Process Control, Uncertainty

1. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear model-based control has been widely
diffused among the chemical engineering commu-
nity. The use of models based entirely on fun-
damental process understanding has the advan-
tage of possessing a clear physical interpretation.
However, these models tend to be highly com-
plex making impossible their application in popu-
lar model-based control strategies (Pottmann and
Pearson, 1998).

On the other hand, purely empirical models
(black-box), based entirely on input/output data,
lack of physical interpretation. However, they are
known to be “successful” and to have good flexi-
bility.

A third approach is used when some physical
insight is available, but several parameters remain
to be determined from observed data. In this cate-

1 Corresponding author. Email: figueroa@uns.edu.ar.
Phone: +54 291 4595101 ext. 3325. FAX: +54 291 4595154.
This work was financially supported by the CONICET,
CIC and the Universidad Nacional del Sur.

gory, Pearson and Pottmann (2000), include three
model structures: the Wiener model, the Ham-
merstein model and the feedback block-oriented
model. These models are built from the combi-
nation of two components: a static (memoryless)
nonlinearityN(.) and a linear time invariant (LTI)
system H(z).

In this paper we are interested in Wiener models:
a cascade connection of H(z) followed by the
static nonlinearity N(.). The use of these models
has been treated in literature in different con-
texts (Pearson and Pottmann, 2000; Lussón et
al., 2003; Biagiola et al., 2004). Some represen-
tation and identification algorithms for uncertain
Wiener Models will be presented. The goal is to
obtain a nominal model of the process plus a
parametric description of the uncertainty, which
is the main contribution of this work. For this
purpose, Laguerre polynomials are used to model
the linear dynamic block, and a piecewise lin-
ear (PWL) representation of the nonlinear static
block is provided. This modeling approach shows
to be advantageous due to its simplicity, easy use
and good application results. Moreover, the model
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uk

f N(., )� f uk N( , )�

f uk( , ),� � ��

Fig. 1. Model under uncertainties

uncertainty can be easily mapped on to the model
parameters.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
general concepts about models and uncertain-
ties are introduced. In Section 3 some usual de-
scriptions and identification techniques of Wiener
systems are reviewed. The proposed uncertainty
model is presented in Section 4 and an algorithm
for parameter uncertainty characterization is in-
troduced. In Section 5, the results are evaluated
on the basis of a simulation of a pH neutralization
process. Final remarks are addressed in Section 6.

2. PROCESS INFORMATION, MODELS AND
UNCERTAINTIES

Let us consider that process data are avail-
able in the form of two sets of process in-
puts (u = {u0, u1, · · · , uN}) and outputs (y =
{y0, y1, · · · , yN}). Then, we aim at finding a math-
ematical model which approximates these data.
This is performed in a two steps procedure.

In the first step, a “type model” is selected. We
use the previous knowledge about the process:
ŷk+1 = F (ŷk, · · · , ŷk−Ny , uk, · · · , uk−Nu , θ) (1)

where the predicted output at time k+1 depends
of the previous inputs and predicted outputs and
of the set of parameters (θ) to be determined.

In the second step, the parameters (θ) are com-
puted to minimize the difference between the pro-
cess and model outputs (yk − ŷk) to any time.
This is usually performed by minimizing the least
squared error. In what follows we denote this set
of parameters as nominal parameters θN .

When the interest aims at obtaining an uncer-
tainty related with this nominal model, a typical
approach is to define a set of possible models
to represent all the process behaviours. This is
performed by considering a set of model parame-
ters Θ such that when these parameters θ ∈ Θ
are used, the whole set of exciting inputs u is
“mapped” onto an output set which contains the
set of the output data (see Fig. 1). In this way,
we assume the same format for all the possible
models in the uncertain set. This models family is
defined in terms of a set of parameters.

H z( ) N (.)
u k( ) v k( ) y k( )

Fig. 2. The Wiener model structure.

3. WIENER MODEL IDENTIFICATION

3.1 Model Description

Figure 2 depicts a Wiener model. It consists of
a LTI system H(z) followed by a static nonlin-
earity N(.). That is, the linear model H(z) maps
the input sequence {u(k)} into the intermediate
sequence {v(k)}, and the overall model output is
y(k) = N(v(k)). In the following, there is no loss
of generality in assuming H(1) = 1, since that
any other value of this gain can be included in the
nonlinear block (Pearson and Pottmann, 2000).

One of the most common choices for the rep-
resentation of the linear block are the Ratio-
nal Transfer Functions (Pearson and Pottmann,
2000; Figueroa et al., 2004). Another usual op-
tion are the Linear State Space Models (Lussón et
al., 2003). A drawback of these models is that we
need a large number of parameters to describe a
system with a slow impulse response or a damped
system. Alternative representations, where prior
knowledge about the dominant poles can be used,
are the Laguerre and Kautz Models. For example,
the Laguerre model describes the transfer function
H(z) with the following basis function expansion,

H(z) =
NL∑
i=0

hiLi(z, a) (2)

Li(z, a) =
√

1 − a2

z − a

(
1 − az

z − a

)i−1

(3)

where the parameters of the model are the coeffi-
cients hi and a ∈ � is a filter coefficient chosen a
priori. The nonlinear block N(.) is, in general, a
real-value function of one variable, i.e. y = N(v).
We describe the nonlinear function as

y =
Nn∑
i=0

f̃iB̃i(v) (4)

where the basis functions B̃i(v) have been prede-
termined, the values f̃i are the parameters that
should be computed and Nn will be referred to as
“order” of the nonlinearity. Once the basis func-
tions B̃i are fixed, the output is a linear function
of the parameters. This allows us to use a linear
regression to estimate the parameters. The two
basic advantages of this approach are the low com-
plexity and the uniqueness of the solution. Some
possible choices for the basis functions are Power
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Series, Chebyshev Polynomials, Sigmoid Neural
Networks or Piecewise Linear Function (PWL). In
particular, the PWL functions have proved to be
a very powerful tool in the modeling and analysis
of nonlinear systems. The general formulation of
PWL functions allows us to represent a non-linear
system through a set of linear expressions, each of
them valid in a certain operation region. To make
this approximation, the domain of variables ℵ is
partitioned into a set of σ non-empty regions ℵi,
such that ℵ =

⋃σ
i=1 ℵi. In each of these regions the

non-linear function is approximated using a linear
(affine) representation. These functions allow a
systematic and accurate treatment of the approx-
imating functions. It can be proved (Julián et
al., 1999) that any nonlinear continuous function
N(v) : �m → �1 can be uniquely represented
using PWL functions in the form of Eq. (4) as:

B̃i(v) = Λ (v, βi) (5)

where βi are given parameters that define the
partition of the domain of v, and Λ are functions
that involve nested absolute values. In this paper
we use an orthonormal description of the basis due
to its local properties.

3.2 Nominal Model Identification

Different methods for Wiener models identifica-
tion have been reported, and they can be grouped
in three main approaches. The first one is an itera-
tive algorithm for Hammerstein models identifica-
tion (Narendra and Gallman, 1966). If the system
is adequately parameterized, then the prediction
error can be linearly separated into each set of
parameters (the those of the linear and the non-
linear blocks). The estimation is then performed
by minimizing alternatively, with respect to each
set of parameters.

A second approach, based on correlation tech-
niques (Billings and Fakhouri, 1978), relies on a
separation principle, but with the rather restric-
tive requirement on the input to be white noise.

A recent approach for the identification of block-
oriented models is based on least squares estima-
tion and singular value decomposition (Bai, 1998).
Due to the particular parameterization used, this
method applies only for single input/single output
systems. Gómez and Baeyens (2004) performed a
more general parameterization to deal with mul-
tiple input/ multiple output (MIMO) systems.
This approach will be herein followed for nominal
model identification.

Let us assume that an input-output data set is
available, noted as uk and yk, respectively. To
obtain these data sets, several aspects should
be taken into account. For example, the process

should be persistently excited in the whole domain
of the nonlinear block, such that all the relevant
dynamics is captured.

From Fig. 2, the signal vk can be written as

vk = H(z) • uk, as well as vk = N−1(yk) (6)

Equating both sides of these equations (with the
inclusion of an error function ε(k) to allow for
modeling error) the following equation is obtained

Nn∑
i=0

fiBi(yk) = h0l0(uk) +
Nl∑
i=1

hili(uk) + ε(k) (7)

or, equivalently,

ε(k) =
Nn∑
i=0

fiBi(yk) − h0l0(uk) −
Nl∑
i=1

hili(uk) (8)

which is a linear regression. Defining

θ= [f0, f1, · · · , fNn , h1, h2, · · · , hNl
]T (9)

φ= [B0(yk), B1(yk), · · · , BNn(yk),

−l1(uk),−l2(uk), · · · ,−lNl
(uk)]T , (10)

Then, Eq. (8) can be written as

ε(k) = θTφ− l0(uk) (11)

Now, an estimate θ̂ of θ can be computed by
minimizing a quadratic criterion on the prediction
errors ε(k) (i.e. the least squares estimate). It is
well known that this estimate is given by:

θ̂ =
(
ΦNΦT

N

)−1
ΦNΓ (12)

where Γ = [−l0(u1), · · · ,−l0(uN)]T and Φ =
[φ(1), · · · , φ(N)] are formed using the set of the
N data available from the process.

Now, estimates of the parameters f̂i (i = 0, · · · , Nn),
ĥ0 = 1 and ĥi (i = 1, · · · , Nl) can be computed
by partitioning the estimate θ̂, according to the
definition of θ in (9). It is important to remark
that we are identifying the inverse of the nonlin-
earity, which is frequently used in many control
applications.

4. UNCERTAINTY CHARACTERIZATION

In this section we develop an algorithm, based
on the ideas of Section 2, to characterize the
uncertainties of the model obtained in Section 3.
We introduce a set of parameters H for the linear
dynamic block and a set F for the parameters of
the inverse of the nonlinear block:
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�
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0
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Fig. 3. Uncertainty sets in Wiener Model

H =
{

h : h = ĥ + δh, hl
i ≤ δh

i ≤ hu
i 1 ≤ i ≤ Nl

}
(13)

F =
{

f : f = f̂ + δf , f l
i ≤ δf

i ≤ fu
i 1 ≤ i ≤ Nn

}
(14)

To define these bounds, let us define some sets.
Given the input data uk, the linear uncertain
system defined by H maps at some specific time
k over a set

Vu =

{
v : v =

Nl∑
i=0

hili(uk), h ∈ H
}

(15)

Given an input uk, the Laguerre term of order i,
li(uk) is a real number and the set Vu takes the
form of Vu = {v : vl ≤ v ≤ vu}.
On the other hand, if we consider the uncertain
description of the parameters in F , a given output
yk maps at some specific time k over a set

Vy =

{
v : v =

Nn∑
i=0

fiBi(yk), f ∈ F
}

(16)

This situation is showed in Fig. 3. From this
picture it is clear that the parameters set will
describe the uncertainties description of Section
2 if Vy ∩ Vu �= ∅. In this way, the point uk is
mapped onto Vu through H. Then, since Vy ∩
Vu �= ∅, this point will be mapped in yk through
the inverse of F . Then, it is only necessary to
compute the parameters bounds to satisfy this
condition. The nominal linear model parameters
ĥi can be written as a vector, by considering that
the Laguerre basis li(uk) are a set of real numbers
for each input uk. Let l(uk) be the vector which
ith entry is the Laguerre basis li(uk). Then, the
expression of the linear model is

v̂(k) = ĥT l(uk). (17)

In a similar way, the PWL basis Bi(yk) are a set
of positive real numbers for each output yk. B(yk)
is the vector whose ith entry is the PWL basis
Bi(yk). Then, the linear model expression is:

v(k) = f̂TB(yk). (18)

In the following, let us analyze the bounds on the
parameters.

4.1 Uncertainty concentrated in the linear block

In this case, let us assume that the uncertainty
is concentrate in the linear block. Then, we are
looking for the uncertain model that maps the
set of data u to the set v = f̂TB(y). To define
an uncertain model that allows to describe the
complete set of data, we should compute the set{
h : h = ĥ+ δh, hl

i ≤ δh
i ≤ hu

i

}
. Now, since that

the entries of l(uk) could be positive or nega-
tive, it is possible to split the vector l(uk) by
defining l+(uk) = max(l(uk), 0) and l−(uk) =
min(l(uk), 0). Then, forming the vector γ =[
−(l−(uk))T , (l+(uk))T

]T , we can compute the
uncertainties bounds as

min
hl,hu

Nl∑
i=1

(
hl

i + hu
i

)
(19)

s.t.[
(hl)T , (hu)T

]
γ ≥ e(k), if e(k) ≥ 0; k = 1, · · · , N

−
[
(hl)T , (hu)T

]
γ ≤ e(k), if e(k) ≤ 0; k = 1, · · · , N

hl
i, h

u
i ≥ 0

where e(k) = ĉTB(yk) − ĥT l(uk) (20)

4.2 Uncertainty concentrated in the nonlinear
block

In this case, let us assume that the uncertainty
is concentrated in the nonlinear stationary block.
Then, we are looking for the uncertain model that
maps the set of data y to the set v = ĥT l(u).
Then, to define an uncertain model that allows
to describe the complete set of data, we should
compute the set

{
f : f = f̂ + δf , f l

i ≤ δf
i ≤ fu

i

}
.

Now, since that the entries of B(yk) are positive,
we can compute the upper bound uncertainties as

min
fu

Nn∑
i=1

fu
i (21)

s.t. (fu)TB(yk) ≥ e(k), k = 1, · · · , N
fu

i ≥ 0

and the lower bound as

min
f l

∑
i

f l
i (22)

s.t. −(f l)TB(yk) ≤ e(k), k = 1, · · · , N
f l

i ≥ 0

4.3 Uncertainty in both the linear and nonlinear
blocks

In this case, we consider the most general case,
where uncertainty is present in both models. Note
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that the intersection of the uncertainties in the
linear and nonlinear models should be non empty.
This can be solved as:

min
hl,hu,f l,fu

∑
i

(
hl

i + hu
i + f l

i + fu
i

)

s.t.
[
−(hl)T ,−(hu)T , (fu)T

] [
γ

B(yk)

]
≥ e(k),

if e(k) ≥ 0; k = 1, · · · , N
[
−(hl)T ,−(hu)T , (f l)T

] [
γ

B(yk)

]
≤ e(k),

if e(k) ≤ 0; k = 1, · · · , N

5. PROCESS DESCRIPTION

To illustrate the identification procedure, simula-
tion results were obtained. The example consists
of the neutralization reaction between a strong
acid (HA) and a strong base (BOH) in the
presence of a buffer agent (BX) (Galán, 2000).
The neutralization takes place in a CSTR with
a constant volume V . An acidic solution with a
time-varying flow qA(t) of composition x1i(t) is
neutralized using an alkaline solution with flow
qB(t) of known composition made up of base x2i

and buffer agent x3i. For this specific case, under
some assumptions, the dynamic behavior of the
process can be described considering the state
variables: x1 = [A−], x2 = [B+] and x3 = [X−].
Then, the mathematical model of the process is:

ẋ1 = qA/V x1i − (qA + qB)/V x1 (23)

ẋ2 = qB/V x2i − (qA + qB)/V x2 (24)

ẋ3 = qB/V x3i − (qA + qB)/V x3 (25)

F (x, ξ)≡ ξ + x2 + x3 − x1 −Kw/ξ

−x3/[1 + (Kx ξ/Kw)] = 0 (26)

where ξ = 10−pH . The parameters of the system
are addressed in Table 1. Using this model a set

Table 1. Neutralization Parameters

Parameter Value

x1i 0.0012 mol HCL/l
x2i 0.0020 mol NaOH/l
x3i 0.0025 mol NaHCO3/l
Kx 10−7 mol/l
Kw 10−14 mol2/l2

qA 1 l/m
V 2.5 l

of data is generated by simulating 2000 samples
with a sample time Ts = 0.5. A random signal
uniformly distributed in [0, 1] is applied to the
manipulated variable qB, this input changes each
five samples. A random gaussian noise with zero
media and variance 0.5 is added to the measured
pH. Before proceeding with the identification, the
steady values are removed from input (qB = 0.5)
and output (pH = 7.7182), respectively.
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k)

 v=H(u)
 v=N−1(y)

Fig. 4. Simulation for the nominal Wiener model

In a first step, we compute a nominal Wiener
Model as described in Section 3. We consider three
Laguerre polynomials (i.e. Nl = 3) with a = 0.7
to represent the linear model and a PWL with 8
sections partition to describe the nonlinear static
gain. The identification is performed using a set
of 1000 data, and the remaining data are used for
validation. Figure 4 shows a set of these results,
restricted to 400 samples (half for identification
and half for validation). Two curves are shown:
the signal v(k) as the output of the linear block
and as the output of the inverse of the nonlinear
block N−1(y(k)). The parameters are:

hT =
[
1 −0.2022 0.1386

]
fT = [−0.660 − 0.445 − 0.416 − 0.389 − 0.374

−0.303 − 0.042 0.132 0.204 0.219 0.557]

for the linear and the nonlinear blocks, respec-
tively.

In a second step, we assume the uncertainty is
concentrated in the linear block. By solving the
problem described in Section 4.1, the uncertainty
(see Fig. 5) in the parameters is described by:

hu =
[
0.5320 0.120 0.315

]
hl =

[
0.427 0.174 0.319

]
The case with uncertain nonlinear parameters is
now considered. Solving the problem of Section
4.2, the parameter bounds (see Fig. 6) are:

fu = [0.000 0.083 0.060 0.074 0.056 0.135

0.293 0.355 0.216 0.478 0.053 ]T

f l = [0.000 0.137 0.260 0.000 0.273 0.304

0.404 0.054 0.295 0.206 0.079]T

Finally, let us consider the case with uncertainty
in both blocks. Solving the problem of Section 4.3,
the parameter bounds (see Fig. 7) are:

fu = [0.029 0.156 0.082 0.131 0.124 0.147
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Fig. 5. Uncertainty in linear parameters
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Fig. 6. Uncertainty in nonlinear parameters
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Fig. 7. Uncertainty in linear and nonlinear param-
eters

0.312 0.341 0.215 0.479 0.053]T

f l = [0.000 0.000 0.174 0.000 0.133 0.231

0.342 0.055 0.267 0.163 0.106]T

hu =
[
0.000 0.000 0.046

]
hl =

[
0.0833 0.000 0.000

]

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, identification and robustness anal-
ysis of Wiener systems are considered. Different
representations had been compared in terms of

robust modeling capabilities. PWL functions were
used to represent the nonlinear gain, with benefits
due to its good approximation level. The simulta-
neous identification approach herein used showed
a slight advantage in terms of approximation er-
rors. These errors exhibit a linear dependence on
the model parameters, which reduces the com-
plexity of the identification formulation.
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Abstract: This paper presents empirical modelling approach in predicting elemental 
composition of coal. The model is developed to estimate carbon, hydrogen and oxygen 
content of coal. In the present work, several methods are applied to formulate the model 
including multiple regression (MR), principal component regression (PCR), partial least 
squares (PLS) and back propagation neural networks (BP-ANN). The use of BP-ANN 
shows the best result among the tested methods and appears to be a promising tool for 
predicting elemental composition of coal because it gave the least root mean square of 
error (RMSE) and the highest correlation coefficient (R2). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Coal properties have many significant impacts on 
boiler operation and performance during coal 
combustion. Burning an unfamiliar fuel can reduce 
the efficiency of a power plant, increase pollutant 
emissions and, in some cases, actually damage the 
boiler or other system components. This can seriously 
affect the profitability and safety of a power plant. 
Power plant operators need to be confident that they 
can adequately know the coal properties and predict 
the consequences of using off-design or unfamiliar 
coals before they are fed into the boiler. 
Consequently, it is very important to provide coal 
properties data for power plant operators.* 
 
Unfortunately, there are some limitations of existing 
assessment of coal properties especially by using both 
conventional laboratory procedures and current on-
line analysers. In laboratory procedure, chemical 
analysis was done on samples taken to the laboratory. 
Proximate analysis is relatively easy and quick to 
perform because it can be obtained using common 
laboratory equipment and is useful in practical 
application, however, it does not present detail 
information about the actual composition of coal. On 
the other hand, elemental analysis of coal requires 
highly trained analyst compared with proximate 
analysis, which only requires standard laboratory 

                                                
*  Corresponding author. Tel.: +61 8 92667581; fax: +61 8 

92662681. 
Email address: M.Tade@exchange.curtin.edu.au (M.O. Tadé) 

 

equipment and can be run by any competent scientist 
or even a skilled operator. Additionally, elemental 
analysis can take a day to obtain the results and in 
process control point of view, this traditional 
laboratory analysis of coal samples does not allow 
real time control if some adjustments need to be made 
to the system, for example controlling air to fuel ratio. 
Meanwhile, current on-line analysers of coal such as 
prompt gamma neutron activation analysis (PGNAA) 
are expensive. On-line analyser can cost from about £ 
30,000 to £ 150,000 for a single parameter unit, with 
prices rising to as much as £ 400,000 for a prompt 
gamma neutron activation analysis (PGNAA) unit 
(Carpenter, 2002). Moreover, PGNAA still cannot be 
placed anywhere at the interface between the mine 
and the power plant (Yao et al., 2005). For these 
reasons, efforts must be directed to develop fast, 
reliable and inexpensive coal analyser which has 
capability for real time measurement / prediction. 

 
 One of the approaches is to establish suitable 

correlations to enable prediction of coal properties as 
a function of other available and easily obtainable 
coal properties. The mathematical models are 
developed using lab- and full-scale plant data as 
inputs to assess and predict other variables as on-line 
system outputs.  Several variables exist in full scale 
and experimental data documented in power plant 
database and these data are used in the present work 
to develop process models. For determining elemental 
composition, proximate analysis can be used mainly 
due to its availability in power plant data base. 
However, due to great variability of coal properties, it 
is difficult to propose a suitable model, which can 
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represent the correlation between properties of coal. 
Coals are complex materials and can vary in qualities 
even from one mine to another or from one seam to 
another one. Therefore, extreme care must be taken in 
formulating a suitable model for representing the 
relationship between elemental composition and 
proximate analysis data. 

 
 To date, there is very limited work in the literature 

relevant to the elemental prediction of coal using 
proximate analysis data. To the best of our 
knowledge, only Yao et al. (2005) has developed a 
model for predicting hydrogen content and 
demonstrated the potential use of BP-ANN to tackle 
the difficulties in predicting elemental composition. 
This paper will present a comparative study of 
empirical modelling to predict carbon (C), hydrogen 
(H) and oxygen (O) content in coal using proximate 
analysis. Several methods are applied to formulate the 
model including multiple regression (MR), principal 
component regression (PCR), partial least square 
(PLS) and back propagation neural networks (BP-
ANN).  

 
 

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
 

Several mathematical tools are considered to arrive at 
an empirical model which can predict elemental 
composition from proximate analysis. The description 
of several mathematical techniques and associated 
algorithms is presented below. 

 
 

2.1 Multiple Regression (MR) 
 

In simple linear regression, a dependent variable (y) 
is predicted from a single independent variable (x). In 
multiple regressions, a dependent variable is 
predicted from several independent variables. For 
predicting C, H and O content using proximate 
analysis (ash content (ash), volatile matter (VM), 
moisture content (MC) and fixed carbon (FC)), the 
models are formulated as follows: 

C= ++++ MCVMash CCCC 3210 αααα  

                               εα +FCC4                            (1) 

H= ++++ MCVMash CCCC 3210 αααα  

                               εα +FCC4                            (2) 

O= ++++ MCVMash OOOO 3210 αααα  

                               εα +FCO4                            (3) 

where 4321 ,,, ααααα ando are the model 

parameters and ε  is the error term.  As a note, 
sometimes, multiple regression models are developed 
involving interaction terms among independent 
variables to improve its prediction performance. 
Based on linear regression, one can 

estimate 0α , 1α , 2α , 3α  and 4α  with reasonable 

accuracy. The estimates of 0α , 1α , 2α , 3α  and 4α , 

will be denoted as 4321 ,,,, aandaaaao . The 

predicted values of C, H and O using these estimates, 
will be further denoted as Ĉ, Ĥ and Ŏ so that 
 

Ĉ= ++++ MCaVMaashaa CCC 3210  

                                    FCa C4                                (4) 

Ĥ= ++++ MCaVMaashaa HHHH 3210  

                                    FCa H4                                (5) 

Ô= ++++ MCaVMaashaa OOOO 3210  

                                    FCa O4                                (6) 

 

To get estimates for 4321 ,,,, aandaaaao , use the 

values of 4321 ,,, ααααα ando  that result in 

minimum values of the sum of squared errors (SSE). 
In other words, if Ci, Hi and Oi is an observed value 
of C, H, and O, the values of 

4321 ,,,, aandaaaao  are obtained so that the 

following parameters are as small as possible (Berk 
and Carey, 2004; Draper and Smith, 1998; Brereton, 
2003) 
 

                       SSEC= ∑
=

N

i 1

(Ci – Ĉi)
2                    (7) 

                         SSEH= ∑
=

N

i 1

( Hi – Ĥi)
2                   (8) 

                      SSEO= ∑
=

N

i 1

(Oi – Ô)2                    (9) 

 
 

2.2 Principal Component Regression (PCR)  
 

If X is the matrix of predictor / independent variables 
(proximate analysis: ash, VM, MC and FC) and Y is 
the matrix of response / dependent variables 
(elemental composition: C, H or O), principal 
components of X are constructed through principal 
component analysis (PCA) which can be expressed as 
follow 

                      X =   UVT + E                       (10) 
where U is X-scores ,V is X-loadings and E is X-
residuals. Principal component regression (PCR) takes 
the scores from the decomposed X matrix and 
regresses them on the dependent data set, Y (Beebe et 
al., 1998;  Martin et al, 1995; Brereton, 2003). 

 
 

2.3 Partial Least Square (PLS) 
 

If X is the matrix of predictor / independent variables 
(proximate analysis: ash, VM, MC and FC) and Y is 
the matrix of response / dependent variables 
(elemental composition: C, H or O), the correlation 
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between Y as function of X usually can be described 
as follows 

                      Y =    X b                          (11) 
where vector b contains the model coefficient. The 
PLS model has the form 

X =   UVT + E                       (12) 
                      Y =   WZT+F                         (13) 

The matrices on the right-hand side of these models 
are defined by U=X-scores, W=Y-scores, V=X-
loadings Z=Y-loadings, E=X-residuals, and F=Y-
residuals. The final PLS prediction model can be re-
expressed as 

                                  Ŷ = XβT                             (14) 
                        ΒT = P(PTP)-1QT                     (15) 

where Ŷ are the predictions of Y and β are the 
regression coefficient vectors (Ramadhan, 2005; 
Martin et al., 1995; Brereton, 2003). 

 
 

2.4 Back Propagation Artificial Neural Networks 
(BP-ANN) 

 
Let X be a set of n input neurons, Y a set of m output 
neurons, ξ i real input potential and yi real output of 
neuron i. The neuron’s output for this type of network 
is defined by the equation: 

                                yi = ( )iξσ                         (16) 

 where the activation function,σ , maybe linear, 
threshold, sigmoid, hyperbolic tangent or radial basis 
function. 
The network error E(w) related to a training set is 
defined as a sum of square errors Ek(w) of network 
concerning each training example and depends on the 
configuration of network w. 

                          ( ) ( )∑
=

=
p

k
k wEwE

1

                  (17) 

        where ( ) ( )( )∑
∈

−=
Yj

kjkjk dxwywE 2,5.0   (18) 

Partial network error Ek(w) related to the k-th 
Training example is directly proportional to a sum of 
square of difference between the real network value 

and the desired output where ( ) kjkj dxwy −, is the j-

th output error for the k-th training sample. An error 
of zero would indicate that all the outputs pattern 
computed by the neural network perfectly match the 
expected values and the network is well trained 
(Haykin, 1999, Bulnová and Kostúr, 2003, Pham, 
1995). 

 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Four methods are used to develop elemental 
composition predictor of C, H and O content in coal 
using proximate analysis. The total data set sizes are 
167 x 4 for X and 167 x 1 for Y. The data from 
different countries and mines (Pisupati et a.l, 1992; 
Furimsky et al., 1990; Artos and Scaroni, 1993; 

Peralta et al., 2001; Coimbra et al., 1993; Fan et al., 
1999; Visona and Stanmore, 1997; Armesto et al., 
2003; Bailey et al., 1990; Peralta et al, 2002; 
Lockwood et al., 1998; Brewster et al., 1995; Su, 
1999, Carlson, 1996; McLennan et al., 2000; Guo et 
al., 1997; Charland et al., 2003) were considered for 
developing and testing the models. 75 % of the data is 
used to develop the models and a quarter of the total 
data is used as independent data for testing the 
models. The range of data used for training and 
testing is presented in Table 1. 

 
Table 1 Proximate analysis and elemental 

composition of coals (%) 
  

  Average Range 
Proximate analysis  

Ash 11.33 0.5 - 40.4 
VM 30.34 2.6 - 54.9 
MC 6.76 0.1 - 36.8 
FC 52.72 23.6 - 87.6 

Elemental Composition  
C 74.07 40.6 - 94.6 
H 4.45 0.4 - 6.7 
O 10.61 0.2 - 38 

 
 

3.1 Multiple Regression (MR) 
 

The multiple regression model predicts C, H and O as 
a linear function of ash, VM, MC and FC. All the 
results, root mean square of error (RMSE) and 
coefficient correlation of the linear fit of measured 
and predicted (R2) data are summarized in Tables 2, 3 
and 4.  

   
 

3.2 Principal Component Regression (PCR) 
 

PCR is done for each possibility where we generate 
matrices U and V into one, two, three and four 
components. The result for each number of 
components (RMSE and R2) is listed in Tables 2, 3 
and 4. 

    
 

3.3 Partial Least Square (PLS) 
 

PLS is done for each possibility where we generate 
matrices U, V, W and Z into one, two, three and four 
components. The result for each number of 
components (RMSE and R2) is shown in Tables 2, 3 
and  4.      
  

 
3.4 Back Propagation Artificial Neural Networks (BP 

– ANN) 
 

Training process is done to develop suitable models 
for predicting C, H and O content. In this case,  
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Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is used for the 
learning process and constructing the topology of BP-
ANN containing input layer with four nodes (ash, 
VM, MC, and FC), one hidden layer and one output 
layer with one node (C, H, or O). To find the 
optimum number of neurons in the hidden layer, the 
number of neurons was changed from 2 up to 50 and 
arrived at optimum results which give minimum 
value of RMSE and maximum value of R2. The 4-22-
1 network for predicting C, 4-10-1 network for 
predicting H and 4-9-1 for predicting O give the most 
accurate prediction for this present study. The 
prediction performances   are summarized in Tables 
2, 3 and 4.  

 
Table 2 Summary of Prediction Performance of C 
   

Training Test 
Model 

RMSE R2 R2 

MR 6.259187 0.6915 0.6762 
1 comp 6.71869 0.6568 0.7866 
2 comp 6.56509 0.6672 0.776 
3 comp 6.51491 0.6741 0.7678 

PCR 

4 comp 6.40771 0.6874 0.6737 
1 comp 6.69081 0.6546 0.7853 
2 comp 6.48453 0.6757 0.7494 
3 comp 6.3821 0.6875 0.6776 

PLS 

4 comp 6.40771 0.6874 0.6737 
BP-ANN 4.99097 0.879 0.91 

 
 
Table 3 Summary of Prediction Performance of H 
 

Training Test Model 
RMSE R2 R2 

MR 0.56654 0.705 0.3969 
1 comp 1.24138 0.0063 0.0055 
2 comp 0.6664 0.6628 0.4262 
3 comp 0.61319 0.6628 0.4563 

PCR 

4 comp 0.58019 0.7006 0.3942 
1 comp 1.18171 5E-05 0.0142 
2 comp 0.63392 0.6436 0.4288 
3 comp 0.57805 0.7005 0.3998 

PLS 

4 comp 0.58019 0.7005 0.3942 
BP-ANN 0.44272 0.899 0.888 

 
 

3.5 Discussion 
 

From the results of each methods used in the present 
work, it is obvious that BP – ANN based predictor of 
C, H, and O content of coal show the best result 
compared with other methods (the prediction 
performance of BP-ANN is the best). Overall, it 
appears that BP-ANN based model is a valuable tool 
to assess the coal properties for any coal-fired power 
plant. The residual plots for prediction of C for each 
method are as shown in Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4. It can 

be seen that the Figure 4 for BP-ANN show the most 
random residual plot indicating the good fit of this 
model compared with the other three methods. 
 

Table 4 Summary of Prediction Performance of O 
 

Training Test Model 
RMSE R2 R2 

MR 4.273568 0.5902 0.5118 
1 comp 7.59932 0.3684 0.5101 
2 comp 4.69999 0.5137 0.4032 
3 comp 4.47801 0.5608 0.5516 

PCR 

4 comp 4.34347 0.5902 0.5115 
1 comp 7.28019 0.5902 0.4428 
2 comp 4.55755 0.542 0.4474 
3 comp 4.32669 0.59 0.5186 

PLS 

4 comp 4.34347 0.5902 0.5115 
BP-ANN 2.33773 0.939 0.894 
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Fig. 1. Residual Plot for Prediction of C using MR 
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Fig. 2. Residual Plot for Prediction of C using PCR 
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Fig. 3. Residual Plot for Prediction of C using PLS 
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Fig. 4. Residual Plot for Prediction of C using BP-
ANN 

 
 
The linear fit of measured values of C, H, and O and 
their predicted values using BP-ANN based model 
are shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7. Predicted values are 
within ± 10 % from the measured elemental 
compositions.  
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Fig.5. Measured and Predicted Values of Carbon  
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Fig.6. Measured and Predicted Values of Hydrogen 
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Fig. 7. Measured and Predicted Values of Oxygen 
 

5.  PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS 
 

Most of the coal-fired power stations receive coal 
from different mining operations. The coal, generally 
vary in quality even from the same coal mine. 
Moreover, due to the changing nature of the coal, off-
line ultimate analysis may not be so accurate when the 
coal reaches the mill inlet. The challenge is to monitor 
the coal through the process and the quality of coal at 
the mill inlet is known so that the combustion can be 
appropriately controlled. Empirical model such as BP-
ANN model would be a useful tool in this regard to 
provide the on-line information of elemental 
composition of coal, which can be used to determine 
the stoichiometric air requirement for various coal 
samples. Thus, the empirical model can provide fast 
and reliable prediction of elemental composition of 
coal to enhance performance of the combustion 
control system for power utilities. 
 
 

6.  CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, four empirical modelling approaches 
were applied to predict C, H, and O content in coal 
based on the proximate analysis data. The methods 
included multiple regression (MR), principal 
component regression (PCR), partial least square 
(PLS) and back propagation neural networks (BP-
ANN). The use of BP-ANN gave the best result 
among the tested methods and appears to be a 
promising tool as elemental composition predictor. 
However, further improvements are needed for BP-
ANN by utilizing additional data for training the 
model and using other learning algorithms. Also it is 
important to find the optimum value of number of 
epoch and learning rate of the networks. Furthermore, 
development of a good estimator for predicting 
complete elemental compositions of coal (C, H, N, S, 
and O) is also challenging which could potentially 
provide useful and valuable data for power plant 
operators. 
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Abstract: A new method for the spatial discretization of complex multi-scale
systems described by partial differential equations is presented. This method allows
to preserve the global power balance equation and the geometric structure of the
system. The modelling of the adsorption column is based on a network approach.
The key notions are the energy function and the description of the power transfers
within the system and through its boundaries with the help of a power-conserving
geometric structure. The proposed discretization method preserves this geometric
structure and is thermodynamically consistent.

Keywords: Energy based Modelling, Distributed parameter systems,
Discretization

1. INTRODUCTION

An adsorption column is a complex system which
may be mathematically described by multi-scale
partial differential balance equations. It may also
be modelled using a network approach. This ap-
proach, which is an extension of the infinite di-
mensional port based modelling approach, con-
sists in splitting each phenomena into atomic ele-
ments with particular energetic behaviors. Then,
these atomic elements are connected via an in-
terconnection structure which characterizes en-
ergy exchanges within the system and through
its boundaries. This kind of modelling presents
many advantages compared to the classical PDEs
approach. First of all, each atomic element is well
characterized from an energetic point of view. The
interconnection between these atomic elements is
done using power conjugated variables, named the
port variables. The use of these port variables
makes the interconnection between elements from

different physical domains consistent. As a conse-
quence, the second advantage of such modelling
is the modularity that it offers. Submodels and
laws can be changed without taking into account
problems linked to the interconnection : causality,
consistency of the port variables etc ... Finally
the third advantage that particularly interests us
and that is the center of interest of this paper
is the discretization method that derives directly
from this formalism. This spatial discretization
method preserves the energetic behavior of each
subsystems, the geometry of the energy flows and
the global power balance.

The main phenomena that occurs within the
column (diffusion, mixing and convection) can
be represented using a conservative part, a dis-
sipative part and an interconnection structure
named ”Dirac structure” which is also used in
the Port Hamiltonian Systems definition (Golo
et al., 2004; Maschke and Schaft, 2001; Schaft
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and Maschke, 2002). This representation is related
respectively to energy conservation, passivity and
instantaneous power conservation. These underly-
ing properties are fundamental in control theory
since they may be used for stability analysis or
control purposes.

Finite dimensional approximation is a fundamen-
tal concern for the control of distributed param-
eters complex systems. One of the difficulties is
to develop a reduction method which preserves
some interesting qualitative features of the origi-
nal model (such as stability, passivity, etc.). In this
paper, we present a method of spatial discretiza-
tion for an adsorption column model. One of the
interests of this method is that the Dirac structure
is preserved as well as the associated global power
balance equation.

In section 2, we briefly recall some basic features
of port-based modelling. In section 3 we intro-
duce the adsorption model and give its associ-
ated multi-scale geometric model. The section 4 is
devoted to the presentation of the discretization
method. The section 5 presents some simulation
results issued from this discretization scheme.

2. PORT BASED MODELLING FOR
DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS

In this section we recall the main differences be-
tween the classical and the port based modelling
approaches. The port based modelling is using
a network type language. This kind of approach
takes place within an unified approach for the
energetic modelling of complex multidomain sys-
tems. Let us restrict the presentation to matter
conservation. In this case, the general mass bal-
ance equations for species i in a 3-dimensional
spatial domain V issued from the conservation
laws take the familiar form:

∫

V

∂qi

∂t
= −

∫

V

div(Ni) ,∀i ∈ {1, · · ·nc} (1)

where nc denotes the number of components, qi

the molar density or concentration, Ni the molar
flux of the specie i going through the boundary
∂V of the domain V . A distributed source term fi

may appear in the balance equation but is omitted
here as it is not useful to outline the instantaneous
power preserving interconnection structure. Let
denote d the exterior derivative of a differential
form and note that the previous mass balance
equation can be written in the local form :

∂qi

∂t
= −dNi , ∀i ∈ {1, · · ·nc} (2)

The port based modelling defines the network
variables according to the Gibbs equation. Let g

denotes the Gibbs free energy density. We assume
that this specific energy depends on the molar
concentration vector,i.e g = g(q). The time varia-
tion of the total Gibbs free energy can be written
(δcg denotes the variational derivative of g) :

∂

∂t

∫

V

g =
∫

V

(δcg)T ∧ q̇ (3)

Using the mass balance equation (2) the global
Gibbs equation becomes :

∂

∂t

∫

V

g = −
∫

V

(δcg)T ∧ dN (4)

and after integration by parts of the right hand
term :

∫

V

(δcg)T∧dN+
∫

V

d
(
(δcg)T

)∧N =
∫

∂V

(δcg)T∧N

(5)

The network variables are then defined as the
pairs (δcg, dN) and (d(δcg), N). The variables
δcg = µi = e1 and d(δcg) = dµ = e2 are called
the effort variables and the variables dN = Φ1

and N = Φ2 are called the flow variables. The
pair of effort and flow variables is called power
conjugated variables as their product has the unit
of a power. Consequently, the equation (5) links
the power within the spatial domain and the
power flux at the boundary. With these notations
the interconnection structure can be written(

Φ1

e2

)
=

(
d 0
0 d

) (
Φ2

e1

)
(6)

In addition to the equation (6) we define the
boundary variables by :

Φ∂ = −Φ2|∂V , e∂ = e1|∂V (7)

Using these notations, we can state that ((e1, e2),
(Φ1, Φ2), e∂ ,Φ∂) defines a Dirac structure (See
(Schaft and Maschke, 2002), (Maschke and Schaft,
2001) for details).

3. THE PORT BASED MODEL OF AN
ADSORPTION COLUMN

Adsorption processes are multi-scale processes. If
a zeolite is used as adsorbent medium, the mass
transfer phenomena description may be decom-
posed at three different scales namely the extra-
granular, macroporous and microporous scales
(see Fig. 1).

In this section we present the port-based model of
the microporous scale and the coupling with the
macroporous scale. The two other scales models
are similar and not detailed in this paper. Fur-
thermore all the considered models are isothermal
and we assume that only one of the components
is diffusing at the microporous scale.
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Fig. 1. Adsorption column

In the context of a three-dimensional spatial do-
main, we distinguish between zero-forms (func-
tions), one-forms, two-forms and three-forms. Ba-
sically functions such as µi can be evaluated at
any point of the spatial domain, one-forms can be
integrated over every 1-dimensional curve, two-
forms such as molar flux Ni (of species i) can be
integrated over every 2-dimensional surface and
three-forms such as concentrations qi can be inte-
grated on every sub-volume of the spatial domain.

In the following we consider a spherical symmetry
in spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ). Consequently :

• the molar flux may be reduced to the 0-form
(on a 1D domain) φmic

i2 such that φmic
i2 =

4πr2Nmic
i ,

• the chemical potential of species i, the 0-form
µmic

i becomes the 0-form denoted by emic
i1 ,

• the concentration of species i, the 3-form qi

becomes the 1-form denoted by qL
i = 4πr2qi.

Let now consider the figure Fig. 2 and first the
left hand part of the picture relative to the con-
servation phenomenon.

Stokes 

theorem 
Conservation 

phenomena 

Dissipation 

phenomena 

Related 

boundary 

conditions 

Conjugated

variables 

Conjugated

variables 

Conjugated

variables 

e1=

f1=dN

e2= d

f2=N

fB=- f2eB=e1

Fig. 2. Energy based model of the microporous
scale

The conserved variable is the linear concentration
of species i, the 1-form qL

i , which obeys the
conservation equation:

∂qL
i

∂t
= −divφmic

i2 = −φmic
i1 (8)

The closure equation representing the thermo-
dynamical equilibrium in the adsorbed scale is
derived from a Langmuir‘s model such as (∗ de-
notes the Hodge star product which, in the one-

dimensional case, transforms 0-forms into 1-forms
and conversely) :

emic
i1 = µ0

i (T, P0) + RT ln
(

1
P0k

∗qL
i

(∗qL
s − ∗qL

i )

)

(9)

Let now consider the right hand part of the pic-
ture of Fig. 2 that represents the diffusive phe-
nomenon. Maxwell-Stefan law is used for repre-
senting the diffusion in the microporous scale. The
only considered friction is the one exerted by the
solid on species i. In this case, the Maxwell-Stefan
law becomes:

φmic
i2 = −Dmic ∗ qL

i

RT

∂emic
i1

∂r
= −Dmic ∗ qL

i

RT
∗ emic

i2

(10)

Equations (10) and (8) make appear the inter-
connection structure depicted in the center of the
figure Fig. 2 and defined by :





φmic
i1 =

∂φmic
i2

∂r

emic
i2 =

∂emic
i1

∂r
,

(11)

We also define some port variables as :

φB = −φmic
i2|∂ , eB = emic

i1|∂ (12)

The flow variables (φmic
i1 , φmic

i2 ) and the effort
variables (emic

i1 , emic
i2 ) are respectively the ex-

tensive and intensive variables. (φmic
i1 , emic

i1 ) and
(φmic

i2 , emic
i2 ) are two couple of power conjugated

variables. This interconnection structure is power
preserving and makes the link between the en-
ergy within the spatial domain and the boundary
power flows. In the case of crystal, the power flux
at the boundaries is composed with power flux in
the center of the crystal and power exchanges with
the macroporous medium.

The coupling between microporous and macrop-
orous scales is done using two kinds of variables,
the intensive and extensive variables. The cou-
pling relation between the intensive variables is
derived from the assumption of local equilibrium
at the interphase between the two scales. This
leads to:

µmic
i (x, z)|z∈∂V mic = µmac

i (x)1∂V mic(x)(z) (13)

where 1∂V mic(x)(z) denotes the function taking
the value 1 if z ∈ ∂V mic(x), 0 else. Another cou-
pling relation is defined on the conjugated exten-
sive variables, the volumetric density flux variable
at the macroporous scale fmac

i (x) and the flux
variable of microporous scale Nmic

i (x, z)|z∈∂V mic

restricted to the boundary of its domain. This
coupling relation between the extensive variables
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is the volumetric mass balance equation which ex-
presses the continuity of molar flux at the bound-
ary of the two scales at the point x ∈ V mac :

fmac
i (x)+

(∫

∂V mic(x)

Nmic
i (x, z)dS(z)

)
.ρp(x) = 0

(14)
with ρp(x) the volumetric density of crystals in
the pellet.

4. DISCRETIZATION

We shall follow the discretization procedure based
on a mixed finite element method and adapted to
Port Hamiltonian systems in (Golo et al., 2004).
The purpose is to preserve the energetic behavior
of each basic element of the figure Fig. 2. For that
purpose, we propose appropriated interpolation
functions for both effort and flow variables.

4.1 Approximation of flows and efforts

In the sequel we shall derive a discretized power
conserving structure for a finite element defined
on some radial interval R = [a, b] ⊂ Z = [0, Rmic].
Hence the port variables of such a finite element
are:

ea
∂(t) = e1(t, a) eb

∂(t) = e1(t, b)
φa

∂(t) = −φ2(t, a) φb
∂(t) = −φ2(t, b)

(15)

The exchange of power between the element and
its environment takes place in the port at the
spatial boundary of the element.

The variables defined around the power conserv-
ing structure are the 1-forms φ1 and e2, and the
0-forms φ2 and e1. Let us define the following
approximation of the one-forms φ1 and e2 :

{
φ1(t, r) = φab

1 (t)ωab
1 (r)

e2(t, r) = eab
2 (t)ωab

2 (r)
(16)

where ωab
1 (r) and ωab

2 (r) are one-forms satisfying:

∫ b

a

ωab
i = 1 for i = 1, 2 (17)

The 0-forms φ2 and e1 are approximated by:

{
e1(t, r) = ea

1(t)ωa
1 (r) + eb

1(t)ω
b
1(r)

φ2(t, r) = φa
2(t)ωa

2 (r) + φb
2(t)ω

b
2(r)

(18)

where the 0-forms satisfy :

ωa
i (a) = 1, ωa

i (b) = 0,

ωb
i (a) = 0, ωb

i (b) = 1, for i = 1, 2
(19)

in order to satisfy to the boundary conditions (15).

4.2 The discretization of the power conserving
structure

In the following, we propose to discretize the
power conserving structure depicted at the cen-
ter of the figure Fig.2. Let us first recall the
constitutive relation of the conservative structure
defined in (11) and associated with the exterior
derivative :

{
φ1 = dφ2

e2 = de1

{
e|∂ = e1|∂R
φ|∂ = −φ2|∂R (20)

The approximations of equalities in (20) gives:

φ1 = dφ2 e2 = de1 (21)

e|∂ = e1|∂R φ|∂ = −φ2|∂R (22)
Now let us introduce the approximation formulas
(16) and (18) in (21) and integrate along the
interval [a, b] the resulting equations. Thank to
(17) and (19) the following equations summarizing
the discretized interconnection are obtained:



ea
∂

eb
∂

φa
∂

φb
∂

φab
1

eab
2




=




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 −1 1
−1 1 0 0







ea
1

eb
1

φa
2

φb
2


 (23)

Moreover it implies some choice for the forms of
the approximations:

dωa
2 (r) = −ωab

1 (r) dωb
2(r) = ωab

1 (r)

dωa
1 (r) = −ωab

2 (r) dωb
1(r) = ωab

2 (r)
(24)

In order to insure the power conservation of the
structure we have to define the internal approxi-
mation variables φab

2 (t) and eab
1 (t) such that the

approximated power relation be expressed in the
following way:

Pab(t) =
∫

ab

φab
1 (t)eab

1 (t)+
∫

ab

φab
2 (t)eab

2 (t) + [e∂(b)φ∂(b)− e∂(a)φ∂(a)]

(25)

After computation, the approximated power is
given by:

P ab(t) =
(
e1(b)φ2(b)− e1(a)φ2(a)

)
+[

e∂(b)φ∂(b)− e∂(a)φ∂(a)
] (26)

With relations given in (25) and (26), it appears
that a general choice for the internal variables can
be proposed :

eab
1 = αabe

a
1 + βabe

b
1 φab

2 = γabφ
a
2 + δabφ

b
2 (27)

Taking into account the two last relations of (23),
it appears that αab +βab = 1, γab = βab and δab =
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αab . In order to obtain a balanced discretization,
we will choose for simulation results αab = 1

2 .

The elimination of ea
1 , eb

1, φa
2 and φb

2 thank to
(23) and (27), the use of (22) and the fact that
βab = 1− αab permits to write :



e
a
1

e
b
1

φ
a
2

φ
b
2


 =

[
0 αab − 1 1 0
0 αab 1 0

−αab 0 0 1
1− αab 0 0 1

]


φ
ab
1

e
ab
2

e
ab
1

φ
ab
2


 ,




e
a
∂

e
b
∂

−φ
a
∂

−φ
b
∂


 =




e
a
1

e
b
1

φ
a
2

φ
b
2




(28)

One can show that the previous approximation
of the initial power conserving structure remains
power conserving. This discretized power conserv-
ing structure gives the expression of the boundary
variables in function of the discretized internal
port variables.

4.3 The discretization of thermodynamical properties

We focus our attention on the right hand side
of the figure Fig. 2 relative to the dissipation.
Since the linear concentration qL belongs to the
same space as the flow φ1 (a 1-form on the spatial
domain), its approximation has to be chosen as :

qL(t, r) = −Ψab
1 (t)ωab

1 (r) = nab(t)ωab
1 (r) (29)

with
dΨab

1 (t)
dt

= φab
1 (t) = −ṅab(t) (30)

The energy on the element [a,b] is defined as :
HC =

∫ t

0

(∫
ab

q̇L(t, r)µ(t, r)
)
dt. Equation (9)

gives the thermodynamical law in the adsorbed
scale.

Using the approximation and integrating along
the interval [a, b], the approximated energy on the
considered volume of micropore is given by :

HC =

∫ t

0

ṅ
ab

(t)

(
µ
0
(T, P0) + RT ln

(
nab(t)

P0 k (nab
s − nab(t))

))
dt

Taking into account the expression of the ap-
proximated effort eC(t, r), which is a 0-form, one
obtains the following constitutive relation for the
chemical potential internal variable :

eab
1 = µ0(T, P0) + RT ln

(
nab(t)

P0 k (nab
s − nab(t))

)

Finally we obtain a relation for HC which is
consistent with the fundamental relations of the
thermodynamics :

eab
1 =

∂HC

∂nab
. (31)

4.4 The discretization of the diffusion equations

The discretized constitutive relation defining the
flux due to diffusion may be obtained in an analo-
gous way. Consider the power associated with the
diffusion in the microporous medium :

PR =
∫

ab

eRφR

and compute its expression in the discretized
variables :

PR =
∫

ab

eRφR = −KabD

RT
nab(t)

(
eab
2 (t)

)2

with Kab =
∫

ab
∗ωab

1 (r) ∗ ωab
2 (r)ωab

2 (r). qL(t, r)
having been approximated by qL(t, r) = nab(t)ωab

1 (r)
one can deduce, by identification of the power
variables, the discretized flux φab

2 :

φab
2 =

∂PR

∂eab
2

= −Rabe
ab
2 (t) (32)

with Rab(nab) = 2KabD
RT nab .

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to satisfy the condition (17), the one-
forms ωab

i are defined by ωab
i = dz

b−a . The zero-
forms ωa

i and ωb
i are defined such that Eq. (15) is

satisfied. So we have ωa
i = b−r

b−a , ωb
i = r−a

b−a . The
spatial domains (all the scales are considered for
simulation) are discretized in equal meshes in each
scale (10 meshes for each scale). The discretized
model is simulated with the physical parameters
presented in (Jolimaitre, 1999).

This simulation is performed for a separation of
mixture of two constituents, O2 and N2. The sim-
ulated experiment is the response of an adsorption
column, initially saturated in N2 to a steam of
air. The process is initially at equilibrium which
corresponds to µ = 0 all along the profile (in each
point in the simulated column).

In Fig. 3-a, the output of the column is initially
saturated with N2 is shown. In Fig. 3-b, the
concentration of the first constituent at the first,
sixth and last mesh of the extragranular phase
is represented. In Fig.3-c, the concentrations in
the macroporous medium attached to the last
discretized mesh of the column is given. The
curves correspond to the first, the sixth and the
last mesh. In Fig.3-d, the concentration in the
microporous medium attached at boundaries of
the pellet (the last mesh) which is itself attached
in the last mesh of the column.
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Fig. 3. Simulation results

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we discussed the port-based mod-
elling and spatial discretization of distributed pa-
rameter systems. In order to illustrate this ap-
proach, a model of adsorption column has been
derived directly from its thermodynamical de-
scription. The modelling methodology presented
exhibits some interesting features :

• The modelling is coordinate free.
• The model is a network model where each ele-

ment represents a specific phenomenon which
may be identified from a thermodynamics
point of view.

• The instantaneous power conservation and
the description of the power transfers within
the system and through its boundaries are
explicitely represented.

These properties of the model have several impor-
tant consequences :

• The derived model requires parameters that
have a clear physical meaning. This consid-
erably simplifies the parameters estimation
task.

• The model is acausal, hence postpones the
choice of boundary conditions (for instance
depending here on the model of the gaseous
phase in the adsorption column) and is thus
clearly reusable.

• The central geometric Dirac structure is a
direct generalization of Poisson structure in
Hamiltonian systems. It suggests and allows
the use of passivity-based or energy-shaping
techniques for control purposes.

These considerations strongly encourage the de-
velopment of a discretization method which pre-

serves both the nature of the interconnection
structures and the physical properties of the con-
nected elements. Such a method has been pre-
sented in this paper. Its numerical effectiveness
has been established. But the key point is that
we now possess a reduced model which allows a
direct use of the geometric and thermodynamics
properties of the PDEs model to develop estima-
tion or control algorithms. Both the model and
the discretization method apply for a large class of
distributed parameters thermodynamics systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Oil content in petroleum waxes is presently 
measured by standard experiments recommended by 
ASTM: ASTM D 721 (to oil content lower than 15% 
m/m) and D 3235 (to oil content bigger than 15% 
m/m). The experiments are done with complex glass 
apparatus and demand a lot of time. It is possible to 
develop correlations between physic properties and 
oil content to help works that need the result of this 
property in a short time. To do this, one of the 
methods is the use of artificial neural networks. 
 
Artificial neural networks are computational technics 
that present a mathematic model inspired in neuron 
structures of intelligent organisms and that acquire 
knowledge from experience (Haykin, 1999). The use 
of neural networks depends on the ability to adapt it 
to the problem under consideration, by changing the 
synaptic weights (in the ‘learning’ phase) to increase 
efficiency. 
 
Neural networks have been extensively used to 
represent non linear input-output dependencies, as it 
has been proved that they can approximate arbitrary 
well any continuous function (Funahashi; Hecht-
Nielsen, 1989; Hornik, 1989). 
 
This work comprises two kinds of investigation: 
experimental and modeling. In the first approach, 
values of needle penetration, viscosity, density and 
refractive index from samples of one kind of wax 
with different oil contents were acquired. These 
properties depend on composition and crystallization 
of wax. In the second one, those data were processed 

to develop linear models and neural networks in 
order to predict this characteristic. This technique 
allows the development of a calculation program to 
be used works in a refinery environment, so that, 
based on it, the operator can decide about variables 
of the process. It is also possible to design a control 
procedure that acts on the process based on inference 
of the model 
 
 

2. SCIENTIFIC METHODOLOGY 
 
 
2.1 Production and analysis of petroleum waxes 
 
One of the processes of production of waxes is 
deoiling, that is, extraction of oil in waxes. The 
process consists in cooling slack wax until a 
temperature in which only waxes get solid, allowing 
their separation by filtration. The kind of 
crystallization determines if the wax will get more oil 
content during this process, determining the solvent 
consumption. Hydrocarbon waxes constituted mostly 
by n-alkanes (macrocrystallines), with crystals like 
‘dishes’, have a structure easier to remove oil. 
Branches Waxes (microcrystallines), with crystals 
like ‘needles’, present more difficulty to remove oil 
in deoiling (Speight, 2001). 
 
The excess of oil in a wax reduces hardness, and this 
is inconvenient to store the final product. Oil is also 
responsible for the appearance of spots, which is a 
bad characteristic when the end use product is 
candle. Hardness is measured by needle penetration 
(ASTM D1321, 2004). 
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Oil in a wax means that the product has some 
structures that have more affinity with oil than wax. 
These can be identified by the following 
experiments: viscosity (ASTM D445, 2004), density  
(ASTM D4052, 1996) and refractive index (ASTM, 
D1218, 2002) in waxes and that is why these 
parameters and needle penetration are important to 
predict oil content (Lima et. al, 2005). 
 
 
2.2 Experimental methodology 
 
Oil Content (ASTM D 721, 1985) 

 
The sample is dissolved in methyl ethyl ketone, 
afterwards the solution is cooled to –32°C (–25°F) to 
precipitate the wax, and filtered. Evaporating the 
methyl ethyl ketone and weighing the residue 
determine the oil content of the filtrate. 
 
Viscosity (ASTM D445) 
 
This method specifies a procedure for the 
determination of the kinematic viscosity by 
measuring the time for a volume of liquid to flow 
under gravity through a calibrated glass capillary 
viscometer. The dynamic viscosity can be obtained 
by multiplying the kinematic viscosity by the density 
of the liquid. 
 
Density (ASTM D4052) 
 
This experiment covers the determination of the 
density or relative density of petroleum distillates 
and viscous oils. A small volume (approximately 0.7 
mL) of liquid sample is introduced into an oscillating 
sample tube and the change in oscillating frequency 
caused by the change in the mass of the tube is used 
in conjunction with calibration data to determine the 
density of the sample. 
 
Needle Penetration (ASTM  D1321) 
 
The depth penetrated (0.1 mm) in a cylinder of wax 
by a standard needle, with a load of 100g, in a 
specific temperature, during 5 seconds, corresponds 
to the ‘needle penetration’ measurement. 
 
Refractive Index (ASTM D1218) 
 
The refractive index is measured using a high-
resolution refractometer of an optical-mechanical or 
automatic digital type with the prism temperature 
accurately controlled. The instrument principle is 
based on the critical angle concept. 
 
 
2.3 Basic concepts about neural networks 
 
A common network has multilayer configuration 
with parallel processing. The most used is MLP 
(multilayer perceptron), with an input layer, a hidden 
layer and an output layer (Fig. 3.).  
 

 
 
Fig. 3.  Example of  MLP network (De Souza        

Jr.,1993). 
 
Data are fed in the input layer, which has a neuron 
per each input variable. Each one of the neurons in 
input layer is connected to each neuron of the hidden 
layer. Seemingly, each hidden neuron is connected to 
each unit of the output layer. The number of neurons 
in the output layer is the same number of output 
variables. Signals arriving on a neuron go to cell 
body, where they are added to others that come from 
other neurons of the previous layer. The ‘j’ neuron 
(Fig. 4.) from the layer (k+1) receives a set of inputs 
spi,k (i = 1, ..., nk) corresponding to the outputs of  nk 
neurons from previous layer. These outputs were 
influenced by wjik weights that correspond to each 
connection. The neuron sums inputs and the resultant 
value is added to a bias (an inner limit of activation) 
represented by θj,k+1. The response spj,k+1  is produced 
by ‘j’ neuron to this signal, according to an activation 
function f(   ) called transfer function (De Souza Jr., 
1993). 
 

 

 
Fig. 4. The jth Neuron (De Souza Jr., 1993). 
 
Common transfer functions are: 

• Linear function:  

( )f pj k pj kλ λ, ,+ =1 +1      (1) 
• Sigmoidal function:   

( ) ( )[ ]f pj k pj kλ λ, ,exp+ +
−

= + −1 1
1

1         (2) 
• Hyperbolic function: 

( ) (f pj k pj kλ λ, ,tanh+ +=1 1)    (3) 
 

The training phase of a neural network consists in 
giving a set of data, with inputs and outputs known, 
so weights and biases for each neuron of network are 
adjusted with training algorithms using prediction 
errors, until network results in correct predictions of 
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outputs. The procedure is iterative and continues 
until minimization of the global error function is 
reached. A second subset of data is randomly chosen 
for selection section or validation. These data are not 
used in the adjustment of weights and biases during 
training section, but performance of network is 
checked during the training with them. If error of 
selection data is not decreasing or begins to increase 
for a specified number of iterations, training is 
stopped. If training does not have restrictions, neural 
networks can describe training data very well, but 
usually describe new data poorly. Because of this, a 
third subset of data is randomly chosen as an 
additional check of the capacity of generalization of 
the neural network (De Souza Jr., 1993). 
 
 
2.4 Experimental Procedure 
 
In this section a sample of macrocrystalline wax 
150/155 produced from heavy oil was utilized. The 
experiment of oil content was performed according 
to ASTM D 721 and resulted 0.69% m/m. Different 
fractions of heavy base oil were added to 15 portions 
of original sample to obtain new samples with oil 
content ranging from 1 to 15% m/m. The 
experiments of needle penetration 25ºC, refractive 
index 70ºC, viscosity 80ºC and density 70ºC were 
performed three times for each sample. 
In addiction to the laboratory data, results of 
experiments performed on final products of a 
refinery like 120/125, 130/135, 140/145 and 150/155 
waxes, produced by the same petroleum, shown in 
Table 1 were considered in the study. The complete 
set of results (industrial plus laboratory) is presented 
on Figures 5,6,7 and 8. 
 
Table 1. Results from experiments with different 
kinds of  final waxes from the same petroleum.

     

Oil 
Content 
(%m/m) 

Needle 
Penetration 
 (1/10 mm) 

Viscosity 
 80ºC 
(cSt) 

Density 
a 70ºC 

Refractive
Index 

0.97 21.0 9.228 0.7895 1.4410 
0.98 21.2 9.285 0.7892 1.4410 
0.99 21.8 9.069 0.789 1.4405 
1.47 22.5 8.149 0.7871 1.4401 
1.06 25.2 8.417 0.7877 1.4402 
1.06 22.0 8.369 0.7876 1.4402 
1.01 22.0 8.671 0.7885 1.4404 
1.07 24.0 8.348 0.7876 1.4402 
0.99 20.0 9.018 0.7889 1.4408 
1.09 16.0 5.254 0.7757 1.4355 
0.99 16.0 5.183 0.8097 1.4352 
0.91 25.0 5.322 0.7752 1.4353 
0.44 15.2 5.19 0.7748 1.4339 
0.54 25.0 5.449 0.7752 1.4369 
0.94 43.0 5.343 0.7759 1.4344 
0.54 15.0 5.141 0.7747 1.4352 
0.82 20.0 5.235 0.7751 1.4341 
3.01 31.6 4.655 0.7733 1.4335 
2.96 43.6 4.217 0.7712 1.4320 
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Fig. 5. Results of Index Refraction vs Oil Content 
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Fig. 6. Results of Density vs Oil Content 
 
 

Viscosity X Oil Content
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Fig. 7. Results of Viscosity vs Oil Content 

 
 

Needle Penetration X Oil Content
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Fig. 8. Results of Needle Penetration vs Oil Content 
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2.5 Simple Linear Regression 
 
Prior to linear regression, the data were analysed for 
autlier detection (value outside the range between + 
or – 2,5σ/n1/2 ) and no outliers where found. The 
observation of Figures 5 to 8 shows that the viscosity 
measurement has a large variability. Additionally, it 
is noticed that for medium and high oil content 
values an approximate linear dependence is observed 
between this characteristic and the other ones 
studied. So, simple linear regression models were 
tested first.  
The simple linear regression between each variable 
and the oil content is presented in Figures 9 to 12. 
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Fig. 9. Linear Regression – Refractive Index X Oil 

Content 

     

 
 

Observed Values vs. Predicted
Dependent variable: Oil Content
Independent variable: Density

(Analys is sample)
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Fig. 10. Linear Regression – Density vs Oil Content 
 
 

Observed Values vs. Predicted
Dependent variable: Oil Content
Independent variable: Viscosity

(Analys is sample)
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Fig. 11. Linear Regression – Viscosity vs Oil 

Content 

 
Observed Values vs. Predicted
Dependent variable: Oil Content

Independent variable : Needle Penetration
(Analys is sample)
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Fig. 12. Linear Regression – Needle Penetration vs 

Oil Content 
 
The R-square (also known as determination 
coefficient) values of the linear regressions are in 
Table 2. This parameter indicates the percentage of 
the data variation that is explained by the linear 
model. 
 
Table 2. R-square of linear regressions 

Variables X Oil Content 
 R-square 

Penetration 0.9564 
Viscosity 0.6908 
Density 0.9823 

Refractive Index 0.9725 
 
Viscosity has the worst result for linear analysis, due 
to its higher variation. For values between 0 and 6% 
m/m of oil content, linear predictions show the 
higher deviations. However, this range is the most 
interesting one, taking into consideration the final 
products. This motivated the use of non-linear 
models in this work. Neural networks were assumed, 
as they do not demand that the specific non-linear 
dependence is explicitly described. 

 
 

2.6 Building neural network 
 
The complete set of data was randomly separated in 
three subsets (in proportion 2:1:1) for training, 
selection (validation) and test (a second independent 
validation). 
 
The software S TATISTICA© 6.0 was used to select 
the best network, based on data training and 
validation, through statistical analysis of the residuals 
of the predictions.  
 
 

3. DISCUSSIONS AND RESULTS 
 
A descriptive statistic analysis can be observed on 
Table 3. SD ratio is the ratio between standard 
deviation of difference between predict values and 
outputs, and Standard deviation between outputs and 
its average, that is, ratio between prediction deviation 
and deviation of real data from its average. 
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The best regression model is the one with lower SD 
ratio and networks with the best performances has 
this value closer to 0. An MLP with performance 
ranked as ‘Excellent’ was obtained, that uses 
backpropagation method of calculation, with an input 
layer operating with 4 neurons and linear functions, 9 
neurons in hidden layer with hyperbolic functions 
and 1 linear neuron in output layer. The performance 
of non-linear network was compared with the best 
results obtained from the best linear network, with 4 
input neurons and one output, as shown in Table 3. 
 
An observation of SD ratio indicates that the 
networks can be used to predict the property 
proposed and MLP network is better than linear, as 
the MLP network has a SD ration five times lower 
than the linear model. 
 
Table 3. Results from Statistica© of statistics 
analysis  of networks  

Descriptive Statistics Linear MLP 
Average Error 0.2472 -0.04306 

SD Error 1.465 0.3129 
Absolute Average Error 0.9363 0.2544 

SD Ratio 0.3053 0.06517 
Correlation 0.9525 0.9979 

     

 
In Table 4, it is possible to see the performance 
parameters for training, selection, and test that 
represent SD ratios for those sections. The MLP 
network has lower values to SD ratios and errors, 
proving itself as more adequate to be used for 
prediction. 
 
Table 4. Results from Statistica© for training , 
selection and test of networks. 

Training Summary- Performances 
Parameter Train Selection Test Error 

Train 
Error 

Selection 
Error  
Test 

MLP 0.06162 0.05458 0.09213 0.02151 0.02449 0.02541 
Linear 0.1840 0.4667 0.2866 0.06054 0.1610 0.09181 

  
 

In Figure 12 it is possible to see the results of 
predicted versus observed values for MLP and 
Linear networks. The straight line to MLP shows that 
predictions are satisfactory. The linear model 
presents very high deviations at low oil content 
values, which makes it unadvisable to use in that 
range. 
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Fig.12. Predict oil contents X observed oil contents 

The sensitivity analysis of inputs shows the relative 
contribution of each variable. Each variable is treated 
as if it were unavailable for analysis, being 
substituted by its average value. Global error of 
network when the variable is not available is divided 
by global error when it is available, resulting a ratio 
that should be bigger than 1.0, if variable contributes 
to the solution of the problem. The results are in 
Table 5. All variables have influence on oil content, 
receiving rank 1st the most influent variable.  
 
Table 5. Results of sensitivity analysis from 
Statistica©  for networks 

Sensibility Analysis 
 Needle 

Penetration 
Viscosity Density Refractive 

Index 
MLP 
Ratio 4.287 11.51 7.855 9.258 

MLP 
Rank 4 th 1st 3rd 2nd 

Linear 
Ratio 1.779 3.070 1.034 4.895 

Linear 
Rank 3rd 2nd 4th 1st 

 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
It is possible to see that the trained neural network 
makes good predictions to the set of data obtained 
from the proposed experiments and to the set of 
results obtained from final products of a refinery. 
The model proposed of a multilayer network as a 
MLP (4-9-1), with hyperbolic functions in the hided 
layer, presented correlation 0.9979 against 0.9525 of 
the linear model, beyond of best train, selection and 
test performances. 
 
Additionally, as neural networks may outfit the data, 
special care was taken here on order to avoid this risk 
by using two validation (selection and test) data sets  
 
The linear models can be considered as satisfactory if 
the range of oil content is above 6 % m/m. However 
for values between 0 to 6 %, linear models produce 
very large errors (even negative values may be 
obtained).  
As this low range is important for the final product, 
the ANNs reveal itself as the best option to infer oil 
content from characteristics that may be obtained 
through more rapid experiments. 
 
The neural network can be converted in a program 
written in C++, and interfaced, using a man machine 
interface, to the operator, so that he or she can use to 
get the result of oil content from the inputs 
considered. Additionally, a controller can be 
implemented to act on process by changing variables 
based on that inference. 
 
The characteristics of petroleum processed to 
production of waxes have influence on the physical 
properties used to the prediction context proposed in 
this paper.  This study was performed with a product 
of one kind of petroleum. To another kind of 
petroleum, it would be necessary to retrain the neural 
network including the new data. 
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SHORT AND LONG TIMESCALES IN RECYCLES

Heinz A Preisig∗

Department of Chemical Engineering
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N-7491 Trondheim, Norway

Abstract
A new awareness on modelling is growing in the control-oriented community recognising the fact
that control is dominantly model based. Since control is about manipulating certain characteris-
tics of the plant, it is no surprise that modelling for control focuses on extracting exactly those
characteristics of the plant that are to be controlled. This invariably induces the use of time scale
assumptions and consequently model reduction methods. These assumptions lead to a time-scale
separation, which results in a layered control structure, with the control loops getting slower as one
moves upwards in the hierarchy of time-scales.
Recycle structures are very common. The components may be fast, but the overall structure includ-
ing the loop is usually much slower because of the recycle. These structures thus lend themselves
to the application of time-scale assumptions. We demonstrate that any of these structures can be
analysed. Starting with a first-principle based representation that makes no particular assumption
on the nature of the process except that of a large recycle and fast internal dynamics, we derive
a first-order approximation of a system. The result is generic and not dependent on the particular
nature of the individual processes other structural properties of the process.

Keywords: Computer-aided, modelling, model reduction, process systems engineering, control

Background
One observes that currently larger and larger

systems are being controlled and since the control
methods are increasingly model based, the dimen-
sionality of the model becomes a serious issue [2].
In many cases, whilst the control algorithms are
available, computing is not up to solve the thus-
formulated problems in real-time. It is also observed
that one often gets quite satisfactory results from
low-order models, which brings about the thought
that one should be able to extract the control-relevant
dynamics from the complex models and use the
reduced-order model instead for control [1]. Feed-
back makes control rather robust to a certain class
of modelling errors. Order of the approximation
is one of them, if one does not insist on very fast
control. The consequence of this thinking leads in
recent years to a revitalisation of model reduction
based on time-scale assumptions.

∗E-mail: Heinz.Preisig@chemeng.ntnu.no
web: http://www.chemeng.ntnu.no/ ˜preisig/

Time-scale assumptions are done all the time
when modelling processes. Mostly assumptions
seem to just "occur" – they are mostly done intrinsi-
cally, for example one makes the assumption of an
ideally-stirred tank reactor, which in terms of time
scales implies that the internal flows are much faster
than the flows in and out of the tank. For the il-
lustrative example, we shall use an abstraction in-
troduced by this group over the past years as part
of the Modeller project [4, 5, 7] to demonstrate that
any recycle process can be captured in this frame-
work. Thus models, such as they are published in
for example [3], which also motivated this deriva-
tion, fold into the discussion below and in terms of
assuming event dynamics for reactions into [4] thus
covering the two important domains of time scale
assumptions made in process engineering.
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Proposition
Processes with (multiple) internal recycles ex-

hibit in the large time scale uniform intensities in
the recycle and in the fast time scale, a change in the
input will result in an internal profile of the inten-
sities. The time scales introduced are related to the
dynamics of the capacitive elements in the recycles1.

More precisely, in the large time scale, slow
changes in the continuous (positive) input will re-
sult in a uniform profile of the intensive quantities if
the internal time constants are relatively small. Also,
pulses of extensive quantity spread instantaneously
in the recycle’s capacitive elements. On the short
time scale the effects invert: the slow variations in
the positive input streams have no visible effect on
the intensities of the elements in the recycles and fast
injections cause a distribution in the intensities.

Process Definition
For the analysis we choose a general recycle

process, which consists of a number of capacitive
elements2 in the recycles and in general any number
of inflows and outflows. For the purpose of simplic-
ity but without any limitation to the applicability of
the result, though, we limit the process to one in-
flow and one outflow. Furthermore, we firstly limit
the discussion to a single recycle process, which
readily extends to a multiple, interlocking recycle
process later. The choice of the model is motivated
by such models as they were used in [6] but also
models that are constructed in computational fluid
mechanic packages. We assume that no transforma-
tion of extensive quantity (i.e. mass transformation
in the form of reaction) or a very fast transformation
is taking place in the plant. In the figures, the cir-
cles represent capacitive elements, here modelled as
single lumped systems. The arrows mark mass flow,
here for simplicity unidirectional, that is, the flow
does not change direction during the viewed time
period. The plant has two special elements, namely
the one where the input stream enters the recycles,
here labelled with 1 and the one where the outflow
is attached, here shown as e. The generic element in

1It will be necessary to make assumptions about the distri-
bution of the relative dynamics of the elements in the recycles
asking for relative uniform distribution.

2What is here called capacitive element is in other parts of
the literature often called compartment

Q̂F |1

Q̂e|P

Q̂i|i+1

recycle 1

F

P

1

n 2

ei

Figure 1: A one recycle, one-input, one-output
process. The recycle represents the plant being mod-
elled. The plants environment has two elements both
reservoirs, that is infinitely large capacities. The F
indicates the feed reservoir, the P the product reser-
voir. The lump i is an arbitrary system in the recycle
without an inflow or an outflow to the environment.
The system 1 is where the inflow is connected and
the outflow is connected at the element e.

the cycle is labelled with an i.

The basic dynamic equations are then the con-
servation of fundamental extensive quantities, Q for
each lump, which balance the change in the system
with the in and outflows of fundamental extensive
quantity, Q̂ :

dQ1

dt
= Q̂n|1 − Q̂1|2 + Q̂F |1 ,

dQe

dt
= Q̂e−1|e − Q̂e|e+1 − Q̂e|P ,

dQi

dt
= Q̂i−1|i − Q̂i|i+1 .

With the appropriate definitions these equations are
cast into a matrix equation:

dQ
I

dt
= A

1
Q̂

I
+B

E
Q̂

E
. (1)

In what follows, we shall refer to the matrix A
1

as
the recycle matrix, here the one stands for recycle
one. The two matrices A

1
and B

E
are direction co-

efficient matrixes for the internal flows and the ex-
ternal flows, respectively and represent the graph of
vertices (capacities) and arcs (flows):

A
1

:=
(
−s1 + s2,−s2 + s3, . . . ,−sn + s1

)
,

B
E

:=
(

s1,se

)
.
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si :: vector with zeros with a 1 at the ith position.

The basic model balances an arbitrary funda-
mental extensive quantity, which we denoted with
Q. The Q is thus placed into the role of the state.
The proposition suggests that we expect the inten-
sities in the recycle to converge to the same level.
This makes it necessary to introduce a state variable
transformation changing the representation from the
fundamental extensive quantity, being the state, to
an arbitrary intensive variable being the state. For
this purpose, we have to introduce a second exten-
sive quantity q, which is used to norm the fundamen-
tal extensive quantity Q, thereby defining the arbi-
trary intensive quanitity:ξ := Q

q . The second exten-
sive quantity is usually chosen such that it changes
only insignificantly as a consequence of the process.
Often it is a quantity such as volume, which im-
plies assumptions on the changes of the volume with
flow conditions and concentration changes. These
are order-of-magnitude assumption. If indeed a sec-
ond fundamental extensive quantity is chosen, we
need to label the fundamental extensive quantities:
ξ := Qa

Qb . Both will satisfy the balance equations (1).
Rewriting the balance equations for the fundamental
extensive quantity Qa one finds:

dQb ξ
I

dt
= A

1
Q̂

b

I
ξ

I
+B

P
Q̂b

e|P ξ
I
+bF Qb

F |1 ξF ,

with the matrices Qb and Q̂
b

I
being diagonal matri-

ces. The index I is used to mark internal quantities,
such as internal flows. The recycle matrix A

1
is not

changed, whilst the factor with the direction matrix
B

E
is split into two. The second part describes the

inflow part (term with bF ) and the first part describes
the outflow part (term with B

P
). This bi-sectioning

is a reflection of the fact that the streams inherit the
property of the source system. Since we assumed
unidirectional flow, the inflow inherits the proper-
ties of the feed system and the outflow the one of the
system where it is connected to the recycle, namely
the system labelled e. The outflow part, is the vector
se padded with the appropriately sized zero matrix
to form the B

P
matrix such that this matrix operates

on the full internal intensive property vector ξ
I
.

This representation is readily extended to
multiple-recycle systems. For each recycle a term
with a recycle matrix is added. Because the dimen-
sion of the model changes, the other matrices are

padded with zero blocks accordingly.

dQb ξ
I

dt
=

(
∑
∀r

A
r
Q̂

b

I
+B

P
Q̂b

e|P

)
ξ

I
+

+bF Qb
F |1 ξF (2)

The vector ξ
I

is a collection of the intensities of all
plant-internal subsystems. The running index r in-
dicates the recycle loops. The further extension to
the case of multiple inflows and outflows are also
readily accommodated by modifying the B

P
-matrix

and b f -vector as well as the inflow intensity vector
accordingly.

Time Scale Analysis
In the large time scale two extreme cases are of

interest. Firstly, it is of interest to analyse the be-
haviour of the fast part of the plant, here the internal
recycles, as the external flows are changing on the
large time scale, namely slowly. Secondly it is the
response to very fast changes, approximated by im-
pulses, of the fast part of the plant, though on the
large time scale.

Slowly Changing Inputs (Approx. Const.)

For the first case, the internal system will ap-
proach the equilibrium when making the order-of-
magnitude dynamics assumption of a constant input.
Thus for the fundamental extensive quantity Qa we
can write using the intensities:

0 = A
1

Q̂
b

I
ξ

I
+B

P
Q̂b

e|P ξ
I
+bF Q̂b

F |1 ξF , (3)

which has the solution: ξ
I
= e .ξF

Proof. The latter is proven easily by noticing the
fact that both fundamental extensive quantities sat-
isfy the balance equation. Thus

0 = A
1

Q̂
b

I
+ se Q̂b

e|P +bF Q̂b
F |1 ,

and by rewriting the vector of extensive quantities
as the product of a diagonal matrix, the said vector
as diagonal, with a vector of ones e := [1,1, . . . ,1]T ,
and noticing that se := B

P
e , the desired form is ob-

tained:

0 = A
1

Q̂
b

I
e+B

P
Q̂b

e|P e+bF Q̂b
F |1 .
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It is now apparent that

bF Q̂b
F |1 := −

(
A

1
Q̂

b

I
+B

P
Q̂b

e|P

)
e ,

which when substituted into equation (3) yields

0 =
(

A
1

Q̂
b

I
+B

P
Q̂b

e|P

) (
ξ

I
− eξF

)

proving the fact of the solution to equation (3).

Keys

Assumption The dynamics of the input is assumed
slow, so slow that it does not change significantly in
the time scale of the fast process.

Assumption Internal process dynamics are fast
compared to external dynamics.

Result Intensities approaches equilibrium quickly.

Result Internal intensities are uniform and identical
to the input, in the single input case, otherwise the
weighted average.

Result At steady state, all extensive quantities do not
change, thus norming may be done with any exten-
sive quantity.

The last statement is worth elaborating: Often the
volume is chosen as the norming extensive quantity.
As the above analysis shows, the requirement of be-
ing conserved is implied. If the result is applied to
slowly changing inputs, the volume, the density and
the internal volumes are not to change significantly.

A Slightly More Restricted Model

For the further development, we first generalize our
model and use the above-given definition for the in-
tensity. The norming of the fundamental extensive
quantity thus forming an intensive quantity is of-
ten based on the norming extensive quantity to not
change significantly in the attainable region in which
the process operates. Probably the most common
example is the volume. Constant volumes and con-
stant densities are frequently applicable assumptions
as the neglected nonlinearity is often very mild.

Let qb be the vector of norming extensive quan-
tities with each element referring to the respective
loop. The assumption is then constant norming
quantities in each loop. Thus:

dqb

dt
= 0 . (4)

and use it to slightly generalise the model (2):

dqb ξ
I

dt
=

(
∑
∀r

A
r
q̂b

I
+ se q̂b

e|P

)
ξ

I
+bF qb

F |1 ξF .

Here the norming, constant extensive quantities have
been wrapped into a diagonal matrices qb and qb

I
.

With the assumption (4) this yields:

qb
dξ

I

dt
=

(
∑
∀r

A
r
q̂b

I
+ se q̂b

e|P

)
ξ

I
+bF qb

F |1 ξF ,

The assumption (4) has further the consequence that
the flows of the extensive quantity q̂b in the indi-
vidual recycle loops are the same and that the in-
flow is identical to the outflow: q̂b

i−1|i = q̂b
i|i+1 =:

q̂b
r for all i in loop r and , q̂b

F |1 = q̂b
e|P =: q̂b

E . For
simplicity reasons, we further assume that all capac-
itive elements in the plant are of equal size when
the capacity is measured in the quantity q. Thus
qb

m := qb
i for all i . These assumptions and the sub-

stitution of the consequently defined quantities sim-
plifies the model to

dξ
I

dt
=

(
∑
∀r

q̂b
r

qb
m

A
r
+

q̂b
E

qb
m

se

)
ξ

I
+

q̂b
E

qb
m

bF ξF ,

The fractions of flows of extensive quantity and ca-
pacity of elements measured in the same extensive
quantity are the inverse of the time constants as-
sociated with mixing in each element and the ef-
fect of the in- and outflow of to and from the
plant. The inverse of these time constants can be
interpreted as frequencies, in simple cases corner

frequencies:νr := q̂b
r

qb
m
, νE := q̂b

E
qb

m
. The model is

now cast in its final form:

dξ
I

dt
=

(
∑
∀r

νr A
r
+νEse

)
ξ

I
+νE bF ξF , (5)

= Aξ
I
+bξF . (6)

Lumping : a First-Order Model

The idea of reducing the order is to lump all recy-
cles into one big lump. The result of this lumping
is a first-order differential equation, which under the
same mild conditions as assumed before, is linear
an can be readily integrated for simple inflow pro-
files, which change only the intensive properties of
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the inflow. Similarly the detailed model can be in-
tegrated. The difference is the approximation error
made when using the single-lump model instead of
the model with the recycles for a given inflow profile
in the intensive property of the feed stream.

Simply summing up all the small elements does
the lumping, which mathematically is achieved by
multiplying the extended version of equation (1)
with the left null matrix of the matrix A, which is
the transposed of a vector of ones e of correspond-
ing length :

eT dQ
I

dt
= eT

(
∑
∀r

A
r
Q̂

I
+B

E
Q̂

E

)
.

This operation eliminates all internal flows. This
result can also be derived by recognising that col-
umn sum of the recycle matrices A

r
is null. Defin-

ing the lumped quantity: Q̄a
I := eT Q

I
. Thus dQ̄a

I
dt =

eT B
E

Q̂
E
. Again, the intensive quantity is of in-

terest. Thus we define the intensity for the lumped

system in the same way as before:ξ̄I := Q̄a
I

qb
I
. Again

assuming that the extensive quantity qb
I does not

change appreciably, and splitting the term with the
matrix B

E
as before, the model is cast into a new

form:

dξ̄I

dt
=

q̂b
E

qb
I

(
eT B

P
ξ

I
+ eT bFξF

)
.

In the case of the single inflow, single outflow

process, and defining the corner frequency ν̄ := q̂b
E

qb
I
,

which reduces to

dξ̄I

dt
= ν̄ (−ξe +ξF) . (7)

This model describes the process still based on the
recycle model because it uses the intensive state ξe,
which can be obtained by integrating the recycle
model (6). The observation, though, that at steady
state all the internal intensities approach the same
value, stimulates the idea of simply replacing inten-
sity of the exit element with the averaged intensity
ξ̄I . Introducing a new intensive variable, indicating
with a ˜ the approximation of ξI , results the final ap-
proximate first-order model:

dξ̃I

dt
= ν̄

(
−ξ̃I +ξF

)
. (8)

Impulse Responses-A Comparison
A comparison of the impulse response of models

provides, when plotted, an excellent visual measure
for the fidelity of the models. Both, the impulse re-
sponse of the recycle model and the lumped model
are readily computed. Starting with the definition of
the inflow change: ξF(t) := ξ o

F δ (t−0) . The recycle
model is to be integrated for the solution, assuming
zero initial conditions:

ξ
I
(t) := νE

∫ t

0
eA(t−τ) bF ξF(τ)dτ ,

:= νE eA t bF ξ o
F .

The intensity of the element where the outflow is

F P1 2 3 4

5678

Figure 2: A sample plant with 8 lumps and three
streams

connect is the eth element in the solution vector. It is
selected by multiplying the solution with the trans-
posed of the e-selection vector, being zero except the
eth element, which is one. The such found intensity
ξe(t) is substituted into model (7):

dξ̄I

dt
= ν̄

(
−νE sT

e eA t bF ξ o
F +ξF(t)

)
,

which needs to be integrated again:

ξ̄I(t) = ν̄
(
−νE cT

e

∫ t

o
eAτ dτ bF ξ o

F +
∫ t

0
ξF(t)dτ

)
,

= ν̄
(
−νE cT

e A−1
(

eA t − I
)

bF +1
)

ξ o
F .

The solution for the approximate model (8) is sim-
ple: ξ̃I(t) = ν̄ e−νI t .ξ o

F Finally we can compute vari-

ous errors for ex.: e(t) := ξ̄I− ξ̃I . The attached plots,
show the solutions for the two recycle process shown
in Figure 2. The volumetric flows in the two recy-
cles are 1, and the inflow, respective the outflow, is
0.1. The total volume of the plant is set to 1 and the
internal volumes are all the same, thus the individ-
ual volume is 1/8 in this case, as there are 8 lumps
all together.
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Figure 3: Simulated impulse response of 8 equally
sized tanks and a single-lumped approx.

Plot 3 shows the impulse response of the 8
lumps, model 6, and the smooth middle one is the
impulse response of the single lump approximation
of model 7. Figure 4 finally shows the difference
between the model (7) and the model and (8).
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Figure 4: Error between model 7 and 8

Conclusions
The concise representation, as it was developed

as part of our Modeller project ( [7]) of process sys-
tems enables a generic analysis of such processes.
The here-discussed recycle process is generic and
not dependent of the nature of the sub-processes.
The analysis also makes the different steps and as-
sumptions nicely visible: 1) Split plant into fast and
slow section. 2) Assume slow interaction between
the fast and the slow section, thus limiting the spec-
trum of interaction and implicitly defining fast and
slow. 3) In the long time scale one assumes fast in-
ternal dynamics, which results in uniform intensive

quantities inside the system. 4) Using the above re-
sult, all the internal dynamics can be lumped into
one. 5) Notice: Time constants of the plant become
explicitly visible once one transforms from the space
of the conserved extensive quantities into the space
of the conjugate intensive quantities.

Results published in the literature, such as [3]
on special processes can be nicely generalised us-
ing the generic, physics-based representation as it is
presented here and in [4] if event dynamic reactions
are involved.
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FINITE AUTOMATA FROM FIRST-PRINCIPLE
MODELS: COMPUTATION OF MIN AND MAX

TRANSITION TIMES

Heinz A. Preisig ∗

∗ Dept of Chemical Engineering, NTNU, 7491 Trondheim,
Norway

Abstract: Supervisory control schemes of (complex) plants utilize different forms
of automata or related structures such as Petri-nets. Empirical, knowledge-based
mapping of the plant’s operation into such a structure cannot be complete or correct.
These automata can be computed by a model-based approach, which guarantees
completeness and correctness within the limits of the given model. The result is a
non-deterministic automaton (Philips 2001), which however contains no information
about the range of transition time that may be expected. This information would
be extremely useful for the design of the derived operational procedures such as
supervisory controllers on all levels and fault detection and fault isolation schemes.
The problem has been formulated several times in the past, for example (Kowalewsky
1999, Engell 1997). Here a solution to the problem is described, which applies to
plants generating a monotone flow field for constant inputs.

Keywords: Discrete-event dynamic systems, timed automaton, fault detection,
supervisory control, modelling, hybrid systems

1. CURRENT STATE OF AFFAIRS

The increasing complexity of plants and the re-
quest for closer interaction between plants asks
for more and increasingly sophisticated automa-
tion. Traditionally, process units were controlled
separately, but increased interaction and required
co-ordination make it necessary that the process
is viewed and analysed in its full entity, giving
rise to the subject of plant-wide control. On the
supervisory level, which also links to the manage-
ment levels such as planning and sequencing of
operations and capacity allocation, the plant is
event-driven. Currently used empirical modelling
techniques cannot guarantee the completeness or
correctness of the description, thus one branch of
research focused on the computation of one-step
automaton representations for continuous plants
that are observed by an event detection mecha-
nism. These problems can now be seen as solved.
Algorithms exist for linear plants Preisig 1993,
(monotone: Preisig 1996, general: Philips et al

1997, Pijpers 1996) and nonlinear plants (Preisig
et al 1997, Bruinsma 1997), which can also handle
all important exceptions. Also the state explosion
problem, which was seen as one of the major
drawbacks of these automaton computations, has
been completely removed (Philips 2001, Foerstner
2001).
The computation of the automata models is based
on the representation depicted in Figure 1, the
first box representing the continuous (or fast sam-
pled time-discrete) plant, the second the event
detection mechanism, which assumes knowledge
of the state and noise-free data. We term this
mechanism domain observer 1 , thereby indicating
that the extended event detection mechanism re-
constructs the continuous state from the output,
if it is not directly accessible, and generates a

1 –in deviation to Lunze, who uses the term quantizer.
By choosing the term domain observer, we want to place
emphasis on the required knowledge of the state, as it is
the state that is discretised and not the output.
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signal as the continuous state changes from one
subdomain into another defined through bound-
aries placed into the state space of the continuous
system. The resulting non-deterministic automa-
ton models have been used in a first study of
DEDS control synthesis methods (Philips 1998b,
Philips 1999) and fault detection (Philips 1998a,
Ramkumar 1998, Ramkumar 1999b, Ramkumar
1999a, Lunze 2000, Lunze 1999).

ũ(k) x(t) x̃(k)

domain observer

� � �{Bc | ∀c}ẋ = f(x(t), ũ(k))

continuous plant

Fig. 1. Discrete modelling of a discretely observed
plant. The tilde quantities represent discrete-
event signals

In both applications it is apparent that knowledge
of minimum and maximum transition times would
be a very useful piece of information. Thus the
problem is formulated, if such information can be
obtained from the equations. Here we shall focus
on linear plants, though it should be noted that
linearity is not limiting, rather limitations on the
flow field are imposed, as we shall see below.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Given a linear system with a continuous state,
x, and an input, ũ that, whilst continuous, is
changing only at event times and stays constant in
between. The derivation may start from a model
that is as general as a linear-in-state, time-varying
model of the form:

dx(t)
dt

= M(t)x(t) + h(t; ũ) , (1)

with x ∈ R
n, ũ ∈ R

m, which for simplicity of
algebra we shall reduce to the standard linear,
time-constant plant:

dx(t)
dt

= Ax(t) + Bũ(k) . (2)

We shall also assume direct knowledge of the
state. If the state is not directly accessible, an
observer must be added to the plant with the dy-
namics being fast enough so as to be negligible on
the time scale the discrete-event dynamic system
operates.
For the automaton representation, we split the
continuous state domain into a set of hypercubes
by defining a set of ordered boundary values βc

dc

with c identifying the state co-ordinate and dc

the membership of the value in the ordered set
of boundary values, βc

1 < βc
2 < · · · < βc

nc
and

[βc
1, β

c
nc

] the validity range of xc, defined on the

co-ordinate c. For the arbitrary co-ordinate c the
boundary set is then:

Bc := {βc
dc
|dc := 1, ..., nc} ,

with. In practice, these sets are part of the defini-
tion of the domain observer. The domain observer
assigns membership of the state to an interval
dynamically, that is, the boundary point belongs
to the interval from where the trajectory enters
the boundary (Philips 2001). The hypercubes are
conveniently defined in the form of a matrix

H :=
[[
βc

s , β
c
s+1

]]
:=

[
bc
−1,b

c
+1

]
,

with the b vectors being introduced for the el-
egance of notation later (Equation (3) ff). Each
hypercube has n! faces, each of which is a hy-
perplane. An event ES is defined as a crossing
of the boundary between two hypercubes, thus
a crossing of the actual continuous trajectory
through a face S of a hypercube. At this time,
the domain observer will emit a signal indicating
this event. This definition of an event excludes
simultaneous crossing of boundaries; thus, passing
through corner points of the hypercubes, defined
by the intervals, is not possible. The latter is jus-
tified assuming a sequential output line from the
domain observer. The computation of the discrete
behaviour of the plant as shown in Figure 1 has
been reported elsewhere (Preisig 1993, Philips et
al 1997, Preisig 1996). Here we wish to compute
the minimum and maximum time it takes for the
system to move from one transition to the next.

3. WHAT’S THE NEXT POSSIBLE
TRANSITION

Having defined the task of computing the minimal
and maximal time it takes for event EB to occur
after event EA, we need first to find what event
EB is possible after EA has occurred. For this
purpose a number of objects are required. Hav-
ing defined the hypercube representing a discrete
state in the continuous state space, and having
defined an event as a crossing of the surface of the
hypercube, we define a trajectory as

X (xi) := {x(t) | ∀t,x(ti) = xi} ,

and a bundle of trajectories being

T A := {X (xi) | X (xi)∩ ∈ A �= 0} ,

whereby A is a bounded piece of a hyperplane.
With these definitions we can define the surface
elements of the hypercube connected by a bundle
of trajectories, and thus the connected events, by
identifying the connecting bundle:
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T A B := T A ∩ T B ;

yielding the respective surface pieces:

ΩA|B := T A B ∩A ,
ΩB|A := T A B ∩B .

The task is thus to find the connecting trajectory
bundle. For this purpose, we split the surface of
the hypercube into two sets, namely one set where
the flow enters F in and a set where the flow exits
Fout.
At this point, the main assumption is introduced,
namely that the flow field is monotone within
the extent of the hypercube. At first, this as-
sumption appears rather restrictive. However, one
must keep in mind that the flow field is here
for a process for which all the inputs are being
kept constant. Most natural processes show under
these conditions a monotone behaviour. We also
exclude the trivial case in which the flow is parallel
with a hypercube’s surface.
With these conditions, the direction of the flow is:

s := sign (ẋ(t)) , t <∞ , (3)

and the centre point of the entry surface and the
exit surface of the hypercube can be determined:

xin :=
[
bji

]
∀j
, i := −sj ,

xout :=
[
bji

]
∀j
, i := sj .

These points are the intersection of a set of
hyperplanes:

Pin :=
{
P(xin

i ),∀i
}
.

Pout :=
{
P(xout

i ),∀i
}
.

with the individual hyperplanes:

P(xj) := {x | xj := bji , i ∈ {−sj}} .

Now the different connected pieces of the surfaces
can be computed:

RA,B := T A ∩ P(xout
j ) ,

and the exit surface piece

ΩB|A :=RA,B ∩B . (4)

where A ∈ F in and B ∈ Fout. If the forward
intersection ΩB|A exists, thus the intersection is
non-empty, the corresponding next event does
exist and the opposite piece of surface on the entry
face is the intersection of the trajectory bundle
defined by the exit piece ΩA|B 2 :

2 We use here a more detailed notation by indicating the
sequence with which the elements of the respective faces

ΩA|B := T ΩB|A ∩A .

4. TRANSITION TIME

For either of the two models (1, 2) and knowing
what next transitions may occur, the transition
times can be calculated for any entry point by
solving 3 the transcendental equation for T :

xb
k := eT

k xb(T ) ,

:= eT
k (e

∫ T

0

M(t) dt (xa(0)+ ,

+
∫ T

0

e−
∫ t

0

M(τ) dτ h(t; ũ) dt)) ,

xb
k := eT

k

(
eA T

(
xa(0) +

∫ T

0

e−A t Bũ dt

))
,

:= eT
k

(
eA T xa(0) + A−1

(
eA T − I

)
Bũ

)
,

:= eT
k

(
g(T,xa)

)
,

where xa(T ) ∈ Ωa and xb(T ) ∈ Ωb and eT
k the

unity vector [0, 0, ..., xk, 0, ..., 0], xk := 1 selecting
the co-ordinate that defines the exit face.

5. THE 3-D SAMPLE SYSTEM

The sample system, being linear and time con-
stant, Σ := {A,B} being used as an illustration
in the continuation is given by the matrices

A :=

⎛
⎝ 0.8642 −0.6340 −0.0672

15.4736 −5.3626 −0.6678
10.2891 −2.4301 −1.5016

⎞
⎠ , (5)

B :=

⎛
⎝−1

0
1

⎞
⎠ , (6)

with the input being kept constant at a given
value. With the eigenvalues λ := [−1,−2,−3] the
system is asymptotically stable.
The Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 show the different pairs
of surface elements for the sample system with a
zero input. The left-lower front corner being the
centre of the entering surface and the right-upper
back corner being the centre of the exit surface of
the cube.

5.1 An Alternative View

An interesting insight is obtained by looking at
the problem from a slightly different angle: One

are obtained. One may read B|A as (face element B given
face element A)
3 For a reference of solving linear, time-variant ODE’s see
for example Walter 1960, 1993
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Fig. 2. Front (dark) to attached top (light).
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Fig. 3. Bottom (dark) to opposite back (light).
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Fig. 4. Bottom (dark) to attached back (light).
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Fig. 5. Front (dark) to attached back (light).
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Fig. 6. Front side (dark) to attached back (light).

can view the sectioning of the exit (entry) faces
as a projection of the entry (exit) edges onto
the opposite side with the dynamic system being
the mechanism of projection. Figure 8 shows the
projection of the entry edges on the exit surface,
which is done forward in time, and Figure 9 the
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Fig. 7. Front side (dark) to attached top (light).

projection of the exit edges on the entry surface,
done backward in time. In the Figure 8 the entry
edge is shown in thick lines and the projections
in medium lines. In the Figure 9, it is the exit
edges in thick lines and the backward projections
in medium lines.
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Fig. 8. The view of projecting the entry edges onto
the flow-opposite faces.
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Fig. 9. The backwards projection of the exit edges
onto the flow-opposite faces. The arrows in-
dicate the progress of the direction of the
begin points as related to the locus of the
projected points. The numbers to the left
of the marked points indicate the respective
transition times.

6. FINDING THE LONGEST AND THE
SHORTEST TRAJECTORY IN A

MONOTONE FIELD

In a monotone flow field, the computation of the
longest and the shortest time is an optimisation
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problem where the starting point, being element
of the entry hypercube surface, is changed such
that one finds the minimum and the maximum
transition time: In more colloquial terms to find
the longest and the shortest trajectory starting on
the entry surface of the hypercube.
The optimisation is rather simple if the objec-
tive function, namely the transition time changes
monotonicly with the adjustable variables, here
the position on the entry surface, because in a
monotone field the two extremes are associated
with opposite corner points of the boundary Gill
1980. It is sufficient to prove monotonic proper-
ties of the transition time as a function of the
starting point, which is identical of analysing the
gradient of the transition time changing with the
co-ordinate on the boundary is not changing sign.
Let

f(T,xa) := s (xb(T ) − (eA T xa+ ,

+A−1 (eA T − I)Bũ)) ,

then, since the transition time T cannot be com-
puted analytically, the implicit function theorem
is to be used to compute the desired gradient:

dT

dxa
:=−

fxa(T,xa)
fT (T,xa)

:=
− s eA T

s
(
AeA T xa + eA T Bũ

) .

Monotonic behaviour breaks down as the above
gradient passes through a zero in one of its com-
ponents. At a first glance, the change of sign
could be caused by either of the numerator or the
denominator. A brief analysis though reveals that
it is the denominator that determines the location
of the change.
Proof : Consider the boundary Ωb to initially be close to
the starting boundary Ωa. The transition time can thus be
brought arbitrarily close to zero. As the target boundary
is moved away, the starting boundary can be moved as
well. Again, the difference can be kept arbitrarily small.
As long as the gradient does not change, direction, the
derivative remains in the same half plain. The sum, or the
integral does thus also change in the same direction, which
proves the fact that the transition time changes monotonic
with the initial location on the starting surface, until the
denominator changes sign. The latter is the locus of a
derivative in one co-ordinate being zero, which is on a flat
plane cutting the space into two monotonic sub-domains.
These local equilibrium plains intersect, if we constrain
the discussion to asymptotically stable (non-oscillatory)
systems, at the global equilibrium point.

Alternatively one can prove that the function
T (xa) is monotone as long as the the right-hand-
side of the dynamic model equations does not
change sign:
Proof : Given that Ax + Bũ does not change sign
(asymptotic behaviour), the inverse does not change sign

either and the integral with time is monotone and so is the
integral of the inverse. The monotone behaviour changes
as the sign of the integrand changes.

With the accumulated information, it is trivial
now to provide the minimal and maximal transi-
tion times for each transition. In the cases where
the entry face is attached to the exit face, the
minimal transition is always zero. The maximal
transition is given by the longest trajectory form-
ing the tube running across the hypercube, which
is attached to the respective piece of the entry
face. Thus only four different maximal transition
times occur in the whole, independent of the di-
mension of the problem. The transition times for
the example are shown in Figure 8.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The surface of the hypercube splits into two
sections, the entry section and the exit section.
If the flow is not running in parallel with the co-
ordinates, there is only one central entry corner
and only one central exit corner. Each of the
faces of the hypercube belongs to one of the two
surfaces, namely the entry or the exit section.
Each face is split into sections whereby each of the
entry sections is connected with an exit section,
thus defining the reachable pieces of the surface
as a function of the entry location.
The computation of the different surface sections
is done by finding the forward projection of the
centre entry corner onto the exit surface and the
backward image of the centre exit point onto
the entry surface. The edges of the entry faces
project onto the exit surfaces using the dynamics
of the process for the projection. The result is
the lines subdividing the exit faces. The inverse
computation, namely the backward projection of
the centre exit point and the exit edges onto
the entry surface results the other set of face-
sectioning lines.
The minimal and the maximal times for a transi-
tion are associated with the centre corner points
and the additional two trajectories cutting across
the hypercube. Because the objective function,
namely the transition time is a monotone function
of the location on the entry surface, the maximum
and the minimum are associated with transitions
from the corner and edge points or to the corner
and edge points. Only four trajectories must be
computed.
The principle of the computation is not limited
to linear systems. Monotonicity is the only con-
dition being used. Note that monotonicity is only
requested for the region of the continuous state
space being covered by the discrete state space at
constant inputs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

 
The impulse from the domestic market and the

abundance of quality raw materials have favored the 

development of the Brazilian steel industry, which is 

viewed as playing a fundamental part in the process 

of industrialization and development. CSN is one of 

the largest steelmaking groups in Latin America, 

with a production capacity of 5.8 million tons of raw 

steel per year.

The Iron Blast Furnace reduces iron ore, producing

liquid iron (hot metal) which is converted to steel by 

exothermic oxidation of metaloids dissolved in the 

iron in the basic oxygen steelmaking process. 

The Blast Furnace is a very complex processes in 

terms of chemistry, fluidodynamics and heat

exchange. The composition of the burden material to 

be loaded and the blast to be blown determines 

productivity, quality and costs. Designing burden and 

blast requires a fairly accurate process model to 

define an appropriate operation standard from an 

almost infinite set. Particular characteristics,

associated to both materials and equipment, are to be 

considered in the model requiring actual data to be 

analysed before applying first principle models. 

Many simple models exist to analyse the blast 

furnace process based on heat, mass and chemistry 

balance and some are even ingenuous.  However, 

chemical equilibrium mismatches and kinetics

parameters need to be estimated based on materials 

and equipment characteristics in order to quantify

performance indexes. Usually, to close that gap it is 

necessary to apply a comprehensive statistic model. 

Chemical composition analysis of every furnace

stream need to be taken (raw material, blow,

overhead gas and liquid metal), which introduces a 

dead time to the performance calculations.

One of the alternative and efficient tools, which 

enable one to obtain a numerical description of this 

kind of complex process, is the artificial neural 
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network (ANN). Interactions and the dynamics

among variables are readily captured from operating 

data base presentation to the network. From past 

operating conditions and calculated mismatch

parameters, a network model allows performance 

indexes computation.

Neural networks are becoming an effective

component of the steel manufacture automation

system. There are various applications of neural

networks in the steel industry. Schlang et al. (1997) 

describes the use of neural networks in the control of 

flat steel rolling mills and electric furnaces (Siemens 

AG). Cox et al. (2002) explore the use of neural 

networks to predict oxygen and coolant requirements 

during the end-blow period of the Port Talbot basic 

oxygen steelmaking - BOS - plant (Corus Group). 

However, the authors report that the application of 

the neural model ‘in situ’ was to be carried out just in 

future work. Ping et al. (2003) describe the

implementation of an intelligent model for

controlling BOS end-points at WISCO’s No 2 steel 

shop. This static control model combines neural 

networks and first principles. Indeed for the iron 

Blast Furnace process there are few papers on neural 

networks. Radhakrishnan and Mohamed (2000)

describe a successful application of a neural network 

for the identification and control of blast furnace hot 

metal quality. 

A growing literature within the field of chemical 

processes describing the use of artificial neural

networks has evolved for a diverse range of

engineering applications such as fault detection,

signal processing, process modelling and control

(Himmelblau, 2000). According to the author,

because neural networks are nets of basis functions, 

they can provide good empirical models of complex 

nonlinear process useful for a wide variety of

purposes.

Considering the difficulties outlined above, obtaining 

accurate mismatch parameters for first principles

models in iron and steelmaking has proved to be a 

very hard task. Usually two kinds of models are 

employed to blast furnace operation: those very 

simple using estimated mismatch parameters that are 

corrected as operation goes on and complex models 

with to many parameters to be of practical use. 

The present work is concerned with developing a 

hybrid model - neural network and mass and heat 

balances – and its application to the ironmaking blast 

furnace at CSN (Brazil). The main goal is to obtain a 

tool to design burden and blast conditions in order to 

match the targets of productivity, chemical quality 

and costs of the liquid metal.

1. METHODS

2.1 Process Description

Companhia Siderúrgica Nacional’s steelworks

entails three blast furnaces, two of them in operation 

and one out of service. Blast Furnace 2 produces 

nearly 4,000 tons of hot metal per day whereas Blast 

Furnace 3 produces between 9,500 and 11,000 tons 

per day. Iron ore sinter, pellets and lumpy hematite 

constitute the ferrous burden. As reducing agents, 

metallurgical coke and pulverised coal are used,

being the latter injected through the tuyeres.

Sometimes dolomite or quartzite are used as fluxes to 

control slag composition. The blast composition (air, 

oxygen and steam) and the rate of coal injection are 

the main and most sensitive parameters of control. 

Operation aims at production rate, hot metal

chemical composition and temperature and

ultimately, low cost. Because the plant is self-

sufficient in coke, a small proportion of it is imported 

bringing significant characteristic variations to the 

mixture.

The core of the process is a counter-flow reactor 

where a series of chemical and thermal exchanges are 

performed in several ent internal zones (Figure 1).

As the ferrous burden descends it is first dried, then 

reduced by the up -coming process gas containing CO 

and H2 . This zone, called upper granulated zone, or 

preparation zone or even indirect reduction zone, 

ideally produces wustite (FeyO) to be reduced to 

metallic Fe in the inferior zones . The index y, in this 

case, approaches 0.95. In real terms, however, the 

wustite will have an excess of oxygen which is 

quantified in terms of kg-mol of O / kg-mol of Fe. 

This parameter is necessary to establish a proper 

mass and thermal balance of the process and will be 

designated by ω (Rist and Maysson, 1967). The 

thermal balance also needs a parameter to represent 

real conditions. This is the heatloss that will be 

represented by λ.  
 

 
Fig. 1. The Iron Blast Furnace internal zones. 

The main heat source is the combustion of coal and 

coke that produces mixture of CO, CO2, H2, H2O and 

N2. CO is regenerated in the direct reduction zone 

and below by the Boudouard reaction (Eq. 2) . H2

also plays an important role and the C-H-O will be in 

equilibrium in most sub-processes.

The basic chemical reactions involved are:
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CO + 1/2 O 2 → CO2 (1)

CO2 + C →  2CO (2)

H2O+ CO → H2 + CO2 (3)

3Fe2O3 + CO →   2Fe3O4 + CO2 (4)

yFe3O4 + CO →  3FeyO + (4y –3)/2 CO2 (5)

FeyO + CO →  yFe + CO 2 (6)

SiO 2 + C → SiO (gas) + CO (7)

SiO (gas) + C → Si + CO (8)

Silicon is partially reduced from silica into gaseous 

silica monoxide and incorporated to the liquid by 

further reduction. This process is rather complex and 

the metal silicon content is very hard to estimate.

The other impurities in the metal, manganese and 

phosphorous, do not represent a difficult estimation 

task depending more on the raw materials

composition than on the process conditions. 
 
2.2 Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

Theory. ANN are mathematical models constituted

by several neurons, arranged in different layers

(input, hidden and output), interconnected though a 

complex network. The multi-layer feedforward, that 

is the most popular of the much architectures

currently available, was used. According to

Equation (9), a neuron is responsible for the

summation of all signals from previous layer’s

neurons, yi,j (amplified or weakened by weight 

values, wi,j,k) and a value called bias, bi,j. i represents

the order of the layer whereas j and k indicate the 

order of the neuron in the layer. An activation

function, f - such as hyperbolic tangent, sigmoid or 

linear function – is used for the activation of the 

neuron output, yi,k.

yi,k  = f(Σ  (wi,j,k yi-1,j) + bi,k)   (9)

The data processing within the ANN structure is 

executed collectively and simultaneously through the 

dense network of neurons and their connections.

Those characteristics were crucial for the this

technique to be chose and not other multivariate 

regression ones which tend to give too much weigh 

to extreme values of the input variables.

Training the ANN. Once the network weights and 

biases have been initialized, the network is ready for 

training. The training process requires a set of

examples of proper process behavior -network inputs 

and target outputs. During training the weights and 

biases of the network are iteratively adjusted to 

minimize the network objective function. The basic 

training algorithm is the backpropagation algorithm, 

in which the weights are moved in the direction of 

the negative gradient (Demuth and Baele, 2002).

The first method for improving generalization is

called regularization. This involves modifying the 

objective function, which is normally chosen to be 

the sum of squares of the network errors on the 

training set. It is possible to improve generalization if 

we modify the objective function by adding a term 

that consists of the mean of the sum of squares of the 

network weights and biases:

F = β. SSE + αSSW (10)

where SSE is the sum of squared errors, SSW is the 

sum of squares of the network weights, and β and α
are objective function parameters (Demuth and

Baele, 2002).

According to Foresse and Hagan (1997), using this 

objective function will cause the network to have 

smaller weights and biases, and this will force the 

network response to be smoother and less likely to 

overfit. One feature of this algorithm is that it 

provides a measure of how many network

parameters, (weights and biases) are being

effectively used by the network. This effective

number of parameters will be called p. P is the total 

number of parameters in the network. 

Neural network training can be made more

efficiently if certain preprocessing steps are

performed on the network inputs and targets. Then, 

before training the network the training data was 

normalized in the range [0.1, 0.9], as follows:

y0,j = 0.8 ((xj- xminj) / (xmaxj – xminj)) + 0.1  (11)

where y0,i is the normalized value for the variable xj,

and xminj and xmaxj are the minimum and maximum 

of each variable xj.

Modeling and data set . A neural model was

developed in the present work to predict: the

equilibrium mismatch parameter for the oxygen mass 

balance (ω), the thermal loss parameter for the heat 

balance (λ), the gas flow resistance parameter (ρ),

the hot metal Silicon content ([Si] ) and the sulfur 

partition coefficient between slag and metal (Ks).

Feeding those parameters to a simple mass and heat 

balance, a precise operation pattern is defined to 

guide operators and technical staff for immediate and 

strategic decision making.

Table 1 shows the final variables selection and their 

meaning. Coke drum (x15) and reactivity (x16)

indexes quantify physical strength and chemical

activity, respectively, and are important both to gas 

flow and chemistry in the process. 

Three years of Blast Furnace 3 operation were

observed. Records were condensed into 23 input 

variables. Sets corresponding to days with missing or

inconsistent data were filtered out . Records include 

those acquired by the furnace digital automation 

system, works and mines laboratories. Finally a 28 x 

820 data bank was gathered, randomized and fed into 

a MATLAB®  program. The final data-base was then

split into two sets, one for training and the other for 

generalization tests (15% of the data). It was
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carefully checked the range of each variable since it 

should be similar to both sets.

In the search for the architecture that could yield the 

best possible prediction model accuracy, a study was 

performed to establish the number of nodes in the 

network hidden layer.

Table 1. Input ( x) and output (y) variables 

used for the neural modeling.

Blast variables

x1 kg-mol of N2 in blast  / ton of metal

x2 kg-mol de H2O in blast / ton of metal

Burden variables

x3 kg of slag / ton of metal 

x4 Primary slag B4

x5 Hearth slag B4

x6 blast temperature (oC)

x7 kg of small-coke / ton of metal

x8 kg of injected coal / ton of metal

x9 kg of lumpy hematite / ton of metal

x10 kg of pellets / ton of metal

x11 kg of quartzite / ton of metal

x12 external coke / total coke

x13 pulverized coal ash content

x14 pulverized coal oxygen content

x15 average coke Drum Index

x16 average coke Reactivity Index 

x17 coke mean size (mm)

x18 hematite < 6,35 mm fraction

x19 hematite > 38 mm fraction

x20 hematite Decrepitation Index

x21 kg of stock sinter / ton of metal

Equipment and environmental variables

x22 rain fall index (mm)

x23 tapping hole campaign index (1 or 0)

Output variables

y1 wustite stoichiometric index (ω )

y2 gas flow resistance (ρ)

y3 metal silicon content ([Si] )

y4 heat losses in MJ / ton of metal (λ)

y5 sulfur in slag / sulfur in metal (Ks)

The predicted parameters are combined with other

variables in a deterministic model to estimate the 

overall process pattern. The parameter θ  represents 

the ratio between metal and gas produced. φ
represents the unity gas flow calculated from the 

predicted gas resistance, ρ , and the pressure

imposed by the equipment, blower and reactor. The 

overall performance index, π, is the final product of 

the model, meaning the amount of metal produced in 

a unity time for each cross section area unit and 

results form the product φ  x θ. Figure 2 shows a 

cause and effect diagram for the hybrid model. The 

four final variables: [Si] , [S], µ and π are efficient 

process performance indexes. The first two indicate 

metal silicon and sulfur content, respectively. The

parameter µ, as defined by Rist (Rist and Misson,

1967) quantifies the specific consumption of

reducing agents (C + H2) and ultimate the metal cost. 

The index π quantifies the amount of metal per unity 

area, therefore, the overall process productivity.

2.3 Experimental Industrial Application

The operation process using the model as supporting 

toll at Blast Furnace 3 is shown on Figure 3. The 

application will be extended to Blast Furnace 2 after 

the experimental application to Blast Furnace 3.

Fig 2.  Data flow diagram for the hybrid model.

Fig 3. Industrial application procedure flow diagram.

3. RESULTS

Fig 4. Relationship between effective parameter ratio 

(p/P) and the number of neurons in the hidden 

layer (n1).

Figure 4 shows how the ratio between initial number 

(P) of network parameters - weights and bias – and 

the number of effective parameters after training (p)
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behaves with the increase in the number of neurons 

in the hidden layer (n1).

According to Foresse and Hagan (1997 ) the

decreasing effective parameters ratio (p/P) indicate 

that the number of neurons is excessive. Another 

criterion leads to the same conclusion, as illustrated 

by Figure 5. It is clear that the larger number of 

hidden layer neurons does not contribute to a smaller 

mean quadratic error for the generalization set

although the mean error for the training set

decreased. In conclusion, the best network

architecture was found to be 23x23x5.

Fig 5. Relationship between mean quadratic errors 

(mean e
2
) and the number of neurons in the 

hidden layer (n1).

In this study and for the chosen architecture, the 

neuron activation function used in the hidden layer 

was a sigmoid one while a linear function was

chosen for the output layer neurons. 

Table 2 shows the mean square error for each of the 

5 output variables expressed in terms of respective 

standard deviations. As expected, smaller mean

quadratic errors are obtained for training sets. Mean 

errors for generalization sets were considered

acceptable.

Table 2 – Square mean errors for the output variables in 

terms of respective standard deviations

training generalization

ω 0.503 0.722

ρ 0.400 0.651

[Si] 0.560 0.822

λ 0.354 0.496

Ks 0.531 0.729

Figure 6 shows how estimated standardized values 

(horizontal axis) match actual ones. It could be also 

noted from Figure 6 the tendency of experimental 

seen and unseen points to follow the diagonal line, 

indicating the accuracy of the network approach. The 

estimation of low values of ω and high vales of Ks

was deficient for a few cases. 

It should be pointed out that φ, θ and, consequently, 

π will depend not only on the values estimated by the 

network but also on other process variables.

Therefore there is no point in estimating them at this 

moment.

Fig 6. Dispersion plots of the network output

variables (predicted values x actual values) for 

both training (Ο) and generalizat ion (♦) sets. 

Axes cross at the mean value.

3.2 Experimental Industrial Application

Following the steps previously described (Figure 3), 

the experimental industrial application was carried 

out during a twenty-day period. During the first 

twenty days of September 2005, the Blast Furnace 

number 3 operation was guided by the model.

According to Figure 2, four variables were taken to 

access the prediction capacity of the model: coke-rate

(CR), metal silicon content [Si] , sulfur metal content 

[S] and Ergun fuidodynmic resistance index (K).

Figures 7 shows the results of the industrial

observations while in Table 3 results can be

numerically compared. 

Table 3 – Statistical analysis of indexes observed

during the test period without and with model

error

mean

error
sd

set
sd

population
sd

CR (kg/t)? 2.8 2.7 4,6 36.9

[Si] x104 0.8 2.9 4,4 13.5

[S] x 105 1.5 3.8 4,4 7.9

K 19.0 11.42 8,9 24.0

It can be observed from table 3 that the error standard 

deviation was smaller than the relative standard for 

the experimental set and much smaller than the 

standard deviation observed in actual operation. For 

the fluidodynamic resistance it can be pointed out 

that the test period did not present sufficient variation 
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for the adequate assessment of the model on this 

aspect.

.

Fig 7 – Results of experimental industrial tests.

Because operational corrective actions were still too 

timid, fuel-rate corrections were allowed some hot 

metal temperature variations which contaminated

sulfur control. This can be observed in Figure 8. In 

future, better heat control, with more confident use of 

the model, will also improve chemical quality,

because chemical equilibrium is strongly connected 

to temperature.

Figure 8 – Influence of  hot metal temperature on the

prediction error for hot metal sulfur

4. CONCLUSIONS

The main contribution of the present work is the 

development of a neural model which can increase 

prediction accuracy and operation performance while 

reducing costs for the blast furnace process at 

Companhia Siderúrgica Nacional (CSN -Volta

Redonda/ RJ/ Brazil). Obtaining liquid iron in stable 

conditions is a very hard task, because the Blast 

Furnace is a complex process, conjugating several 

sub-processes. Some of them are continuous, some 

transient, occurring in the same reactor and still 

subject to oscillations in raw material composition.

The developed hybrid model, based on mass and heat 

balance associated to an artificial neural network, 

aims at supporting both operational and strategic 

decision making.

A 23x23x5 feedforward network proved to be an 

efficient architecture, using sigmoid and linear

activation functions for the hidden and output

neurons, respectively. 

Except for fluidodynamic resistance, in other words, 

permeability, the period in which the model was used 

to guide industrial furnace operation proved to be 

predictable and  consistent. For assessment of the 

permeability prediction a longer period will be

necessary to allow for significant variation of that 

parameter.

The analysis of alternative raw materials or practice 

standards can be held also with the support of the 

model as long as the variables are kept inside the 

operating range studied.

It could be concluded that the neural model is a 

relevant tool to support an iron Blast Furnace

operation since some corrections and retraining are 

carefully carried out by expert human operators in a 

systematic way. These procedures are crucial for 

adopting the neural model as a standard operating 

practice.
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Abstract: Isomerization of the glucose content of high fructose corn syrup (HFCS) 

into fructose needs to be strictly controlled in order to obtain a balanced product for 

sweetness and solubility, creating a non-trival problem. This work presents an 

approach to modelling of a real industrial isomerization reactor by artificial neural 

networks (ANN) pre-processed with principal component analysis (PCA). The 

initial model considered the exit fructose concentration as the output variable while 

the substrate flow rate to the reactor as the principal input (manipulated) variable. 

Then the neural network model was restructured and inversely trained by assuming 

the exit fructose concentration as the input variable and the feed flow rate as the 

output variable. Results indicate good performance by application of the developed 

strategy to an extensive industrial data set.  

Copyright © 2006 IFAC 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Glucose syrups and blends are used as an alternative 

to sugar or sucrose in many applications such as 

food, chiefly confectionery but also bakery and soft 

drinks. High Fructose Corn Syrup (HFCS) is a 

nutritive sweetener with high commercial potential. 

Most of HFCS is produced by the hydrolysis of 

starch into glucose. Glucose has only about 70 % of 

the sweetness of sucrose and is less soluble. At high 

concentrations, glucose syrup must be kept warm to 

avoid crystallization. On the other hand, fructose is 

30 % sweeter than sucrose and twice as soluble as 

glucose at low temperatures (Asif and Abaseed, 

1998). Using enzyme technology, the conversion of 

glucose to fructose by at least 50 % overcomes both 

problems giving a stable high-fructose corn syrup 

(HFCS) that is as sweet as a sucrose solution.  

Therefore, large percentage of the glucose derived 

from starch hydrolysis is converted into its sweeter-

tasting isomer fructose, by the use of enzymes. The 

crystal clear syrup performs many of the same 

functions as sugar, but sold at a price considerably 

below sugar. Thus, HFCS is finding an increased use 

in soft drinks manufactured in the advanced 

countries. Presently, two normal grades i.e. 42 wt % 

HFCS and 55 wt % HFCS and an enriched grade 90 

wt. % HFCS are commercially available.  

 

In HFCS production it is important that the 

concentration of the product from isomerisation 

reactor maintains a constant value for consumer 

satisfaction. The process is complicated because of 

the interrelated influences arising from the enzyme  

 

 

 

 

 

activity, inflow concentrations, temperature and dry 

substrate. In practice, this control problem is 

generally solved by relying on the past experience of 

the operators with help from current daily process 

measurements. Therefore the industry is eager for 

sophisticated techniques that will allow them to 

control the process strictly and with ease. This in turn 

requires that a representative model of the 

isomerisation reactor be identified. 

 

On the other hand, in cases where abundant data (i.e. 

process measurements) is available, one of the major 

developments in model building and control has been 

in the field of artificial neural networks (ANNs). 

During the last decade ANNs evolved from only a 

research tool into a tool that is applied to many real 

world engineering problems, statistics, even medical 

and biological fields. The number of European 

patents obtained in the last decade corroborates the 

trend of increased applications of ANNs (Kappen, 

1996).  

 

The fact that glucose content of HFCS is sweeter but 

less soluble than its fructose content dictates that the 

conversion of glucose to fructose is required, but at a 

certain level. Thus, this izomerization process needs 

to be strictly controlled in order to obtain a balanced 

product, creating a non-trival problem due to the 

complexities in the enzyme technology and 

interrelation of variables involved. The industry 
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tends to rely on data based techniques that would be 

representative of their past experience. 

 
In this paper, we have investigated the modeling and 

control of the production of high-fructose corn syrup 

in an industrial isomerisation process by artificial 

neural networks with pre-processing with principal 

component analysis. An inverted control-oriented 

model was developed to regulate the fructose 

concentration in the reactor by manipulating the 

substrate flow rate. The back-propagation algorithm 

was applied to training and testing the network. The 

compliance of the prediction of the regular model to 

the real industrial data, and the possible use of the 

inverted control model is presented and discussed 

here. 

 

 

2. PROCESS DESCRIPTION 
 
The first step in the manufacture of HFCS is the 

production of aqueous starch slurry. For HFCS 

processing,  corn is cleaned, and soaked in hot water 

containing a preservative such as dissolved SO2. 

Determination and consequent removal of oil bearing 

germs is achieved through partial grading of corn. 

The oil-bearing germs are separated, dried and 

expelled to extract the oil, which is a by-product with 

high market value. Oil bearing genus free corn grains 

are ground and processed to remove fibrous 

materials, and proteins. The refined starch slurry is 

sent to a jet-cooking unit wherein an appropriate 

dose of enzyme alfa-amylase catalyses its conversion 

into meltodextrins which is a low dextrose 

equivalents  (DE) oligosaccharide. The next step is 

saccharification, where the low DE syrup is further 

converted to dextrose by the action of glucoamylase 

enzyme. Most modern plants use continuous 

saccharifications process. It takes 65-75 hrs to obtain 

a 94-96% dextrose hydrolysate, which is then sent 

for isomerisation after proper refining. This dextrose 

syrup (94-96 % DS, dry substrate) is passed over 

columns (reactors) packed with immobilized 

isomerase enzyme to obtain 42 weight % HFCS. The 

degree of isomerisation can be controlled by the flow 

of the substrate. This part of the process, which is the 

subject of this study, is crucial in the sense that the 

concentration of the fructose in the reactor exit 

determines the final product specification, and thus 

needs to be strictly regulated. The enriched grade i.e. 

90 % HFCS is obtained form the 42 % HFCS by 

chromatographic separation technique. 55 % HFCS 

is produced by blending 42 % HFCS with the 

enriched HFCS. Figure 1 depicts the input and output 

variables on a block representation of the 

isomerisation reactor.  

 

 

3. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK 

MODELLING WITH PCA PREPROCESSING 
 
An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is an 

information processing system that roughly 

replicates the behaviour of a human brain by 

emulating the operations and connectivity of 

biological neurons. It performs a human-like 

reasoning, learns the attitude and stores the 

relationship of the processes on the basis of a 

representative data set that already exists. In general, 

the neural networks do not need much of a detailed 

description or formulation of the underlying process, 

and thus appeal to practicing engineers who tend to 

mostly rely on their own data.   

 

Depending on the structure of the network, usually a 

series of connecting neuron weights are adjusted in 

order to fit a series of inputs to another series of 

known outputs. When the weight of a particular 

neuron is updated it is said that the neuron is 

learning. The training is the process that neural 

network learns. Once the training is performed the 

verification is very fast. Since the connecting weights 

are not related to some physical identities, the 

approach is considered as a black-box model. The 

adaptability, reliability and robustness of an ANN 

depend upon the source, range, quantity and quality 

of the data set.  

 

The feedforward neural networks consist of three or 

more layers of nodes: one input layer, one output 

layer and one or more hidden layers. The input vector 

passed to the network is directly passed to the node 

activation output of input layer without any 

computation. One or more hidden layers of nodes 

between input and output layers provide additional 

computations. Then the output layer generates the 

mapping output vector. Each of the hidden and 

output layers has a set of connections, with a 

corresponding strength-weight, between itself and 

each node of preceding layer. Such structure of a 

network is called a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). 

 

Neural network training can be made more efficient 

if certain preprocessing steps are performed on the 

network inputs and targets. Particularly in some 

situations where the dimension of the input vector is 

large and the components of the vectors are highly 

correlated, it is useful to reduce the dimension of the 

input vectors. An effective procedure for performing 

this operation is principal component analysis (PCA). 

This technique has three effects: it orthogonalizes the 

components of the input vectors (so that they are 

uncorrelated with each other); it orders the resulting 

orthogonal components (principal components) so 

that those with the largest variation come first; and it 

eliminates those components that contribute the least 

to the variation in the data set. The input vectors are 

multiplied by a matrix whose rows consist of the 

eigenvectors of the input covariance matrix. This 

produces transformed input vectors whose 

components are uncorrelated and ordered according 

to the magnitude of their variance.  

 

A feed-forward back-propagation artificial neural 

network (BPNN) is chosen in the present study since 

it is the most prevalent and generalized neural 

network currently in use, and straightforward to 

implement. Figure 2 illustrates the basic 
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configuration of the network, particularly for the case 

of control-oriented inverted model. Each 

interconnection in the model has a scalar weight 

associated with it, which modifies the strength of the 

signal. The function of the neuron is to sum the 

weighted inputs to the neuron and pass the 

summation through a non-linear transfer function. In 

addition, a bias can also be used, which is another 

neuron parameter that is summed with the neuron’s 

weighted inputs. Back-propagation refers to the way 

the training is implemented and involves using a 

generalized delta rule. A ‘learning’ rate parameter 

influences the rate of weight and bias adjustment, 

and is the basis of the back-propagation algorithm. 

The set of input data is propagated through the 

network to give a prediction of the output. The error 

in the prediction is used to systematically update the 

weights based upon gradient information. The 

network is trained by altering the weights until the 

error between the training data outputs and the 

network predicted outputs is small enough. There are 

many back-propagation training algorithms 

available. The choice of algorithm depends on the 

type of problem and may require experimentation of 

different algorithms. The algorithms have different 

computation and storage requirements, and train data 

at different speeds. The goal of selection is to 

efficiently and accurately train the network while 

keeping the speed of training relatively fast. In this 

work the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm was used.  

 

After generating sets of training patterns, appropriate 

NN architecture and associated parameters must be 

chosen for the particular application. The main 

design parameters are the number of hidden layers, 

number of neurons in each layer, and the neuron 

processing functions. The choice of these parameters 

will depend on the complexity of the system being 

modelled and they will affect the accuracy of the 

model. There is no exact guide for the choice of the 

numbers. The architecture of most ANN model is 

designed by trial and error. 

 

In this work, a three-layer feed-forward network was 

created. The first layer has six hyperbolic tangent 

sigmoid neurons, the second layer has twenty 

logarithmic sigmoid neurons and last layer has one 

linear neuron. The performance function was 

calculated by using mean squared error. The network 

was trained for 2000 epochs. 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
In this study the HFCS isomerisation process is 

modelled with ANN, and ANN with preprocessing 

PCA. The first regular model was created by 

considering the fructose concentration in the 

isomerization reactor as the output variable, such as 

illustrated in the process input-output diagram in 

Figure 1. Then the model was inverted such that the 

substrate flow rate was regarded as the output, so that 

a simple control strategy can be created to regulate 

the fructose concentration at a certain level by 

changing the input flow rate.  The inverted model is 

depicted in Figure 2 where the network structure is 

also identified. Comparison of Figures 1 and 2 

reveals the interchange of the substrate flow rate and 

the fructose concentration between the regular model 

and inverted model.   

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Process block diagram represented by the 

regular model 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Selected neural network structure 

depicting the form of inverted model 
 
For development of neural network models the 

Neural Network Toolbox 4 and MATLAB 6.5 (The 

Mathworks Inc.) were used. A MATLAB script was 

written, which loaded the data file, trained and 

validated the network and saved the model 

architecture. The input and output data were 

normalised and de-normalised before and after the 

actual application in the network. A personal 

computer  with Pentium-4 1.2 GHz processor and 

512 Mb internal memory was used for processing 

neural network models. 

 

The training and testing data was provided by Cargill 

Inc. from their Orhangazi–Turkey plant. Each data 

represents the measurements of one day, and the 

whole set is a mixture of data recorded from different 

reactors. Prior to conducting the network training 

operation using the back propagation algorithm, the 

industrial data set (1200 data altogether) was divided 

into two sections; a training set, which consisted of 

1000 data, and a testing set that was formed by 

remaining 200 data. Dividing of training and testing 

sections was made by random selection.  

 

The ANN model used first for regular representation 

of the reactor consists of six input nodes 

corresponding to (a) flow rate (manipulated variable 

for control) (m3/h), (b) temperature (oC), (c) dry 

substrate DS (w/w %), (d) cumulative flow rate as 
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enzyme activity, (e) dextrose concentration in the 

input stream to the reactor (w/wDS %), (f) fructose 

concentration in the input stream to the reactor 

(w/wDS %). The single output was the fructose 

concentration in the reactor (w/wDS %). Thus a three 

layer feed-forward neural network was chosen for 

modeling purposes. In the hidden layer, twenty 

hidden neurons were used. For training, the classical 

back-propagation algorithm was used. Activation 

functions used were logarithmic sigmoid and tangent 

sigmoid. The selected ‘control-oriented’ network 

structure is shown in Figure 2 where the substrate 

flow rate and the fructose concentrations are 

interchanged to form the inverted model. MLP 

network structure and ANN parameters are shown in 

Table 1. 

 

Table 1. ANN parameters 

 

Parameter ANN ANN+PCA Invers 

ANN+PCA 

Learning rate 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Epochs 2000 2000 2000 

No. MLP 

layers 

3 3 3 

Input nodes 6 6 6 

Hidden nodes 20 20 20 

Output nodes 1 1 1 

Training 

accuracy 

86.6 99.47 92.8 

Test accuracy 85 98.1 91.4 

 

The model was first trained for the regular input-

output behavior of the isomerisation reactor, whose 

results are shown in Figure 3 in parity plot form. The 

behaviour of the network for the test data is reflected 

in the following Figure 4. As can be detected from 

Figure 4, the network model captures the general 

trend in the output but obviously does not give very 

close prediction. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. ANN model for learning data (% 

fructose in reactor) 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4. ANN model for test data (% fructose in 

reactor) 
 
Therefore, preprocesssing with PCA technique was 

applied, whose results are depicted only for the test 

data in Figure 5 for predicting the fructose 

concentration.  We have conservatively retained 

those principal components which account for 99.8 

% of the variation in the data set. There was 

apparently redundancy in the data set, since the 

principal component analysis has reduced the size of 

the input vectors from 6 to 5. 

 

When figures 4 and 5 are compared, it becomes 

evident that the pre-processing improves the 

prediction capability of the model tremendously.   
 

 
 

Figure 5. ANN model with PCA 

preprocessing for test data (% fructose in 

reactor) 
 
Satisfied with the results obtained from pre-

processed ANN model, the structure of model was 

then inverted to form the ANN model shown in 

Figure 2 with interchanged substrate input flow rate 

and fructose concentration in the reactor. Figure 6 

shows the learning results of the network for 

predicting the flow rate of the substrate to the reactor. 

The inverted model was then validated with the test 

data revealing the results shown in Figure 7, which 

demonstrates close agreement of the model 

predictions with the industrial data. 
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Figure 6. Inverted ANN model with PCA 

preprocessing for learning data  

(substrate input flow rate to the reactor, m3/h) 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7. Inverted ANN model with PCA 

preprocessing for test data 

(substrate input flow rate to the reactor, m3/h) 

 

Overall evaluation of these results demonstrate that 

the ANN model preprocessed with PCA accurately 

predicts the behaviour of HFCS isomerisation 

reactor, and therefore holds promise for application 

in real industrial world. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

An artificial neural network model with pre-

processing with PCA was developed in this work to 

predict the substrate feeding rate to the isomerisation 

reactor in HFCS processing for control purposes. 

Since the sampling rate is inherently slow in the 

process, the results allow the interpretation that by 

implementation of the suggested model it will be 

possible to regulate the fructose concentration of the 

exit stream at the desired level.  

 

With the promising results obtained from this work, 

our current efforts are directed towards two 

directions: 

 

(a) Developing a graphical user interface (GUI) to 

implement the suggested strategy for controlling 

the fructose concentration in the HFCS 

isomerisation reactor. The suggested method, 

with the help of this GUI, will allow operators to 

decide what flow rate of input substrate is to be 

used for maintaining the fructose level at the 

output, based on daily measurements of other 

process variables. 

 

(b) We are also considering a model-based control 

strategy with the ANN model. Although the 

sampling rate in practice is very slow to merit 

such a technique, it would be interesting to see 

the performance of a model predictive neural 

network controller for such real industrial data. 
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Abstract: An algorithm for automatic selection and estimation of model parameters is 
presented. The algorithm uses a sensitivity matrix based calculation of the parameters 
effects on the measured outputs and of a linear-independence metric. A predictability 
degradation index and a parameter correlation degradation index are used as stop criteria 
and the method is extended to dynamic models and multiple operating points. The 
applicability of the developed algorithm is illustrated through a hypothetical nonlinear 
input-output model and through the analysis of data from an experimental isothermal 
batch bioreactor. The obtained results show the effectiveness of the algorithm. Copyright 
© 2006 IFAC.   
 
Keywords: Parameter Estimation, Sensitivity Matrix, Parameter Selection, Principal 
Component Analysis. 

 
 
 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Parameter estimation constitutes a key step in the 
identification and calibration of models. However, 
often only a subset of the parameters of the model   
can be estimated, due to limitations in the 
experimental window and the amount of data. In 
such a situation, the quality of the estimation is 
strongly dependent on the selection of the subset of 
parameters to be estimated. Consequently, a 
reasonable amount of effort has been made to 
automating the selection of parameters through the 
development of adequate criteria and procedures to 
the execution of this task (Weijers and 
Vanrolleghem, 1997; Brun et al., 2002; Calvello and 
Finno, 2004; Ioslovich et al., 2004; Li et al., 2004).  
 
Analysis of sensitivity has proven to be a valuable 
tool for identifying relevant and uncorrelated 
parameters. Different strategies based on the use of 
the sensitivity matrix have been proposed (Weijers 
and Vanrolleghem, 1997; Li et al., 2004). A 
particularly systematic and effective identifiability 
measure method has been proposed by Li et al. 

(2004). In this method the magnitude of each 
parameter effect on the measured variables is 
quantified by applying principal-component analysis 
to a steady-state parameter-output local sensitivity 
matrix and the determination of the least uncorrelated 
parameters is accomplished recursively by 
computing the minimum distance between the 
sensitivity vector of a candidate parameter and the 
vector spaces spanned by sensitivity vectors of the 
parameters already selected for estimation. 
 
Although the method proposed by Li et al. (2004) 
provides an effective ranking of the parameters of a 
given model, it does not provide criteria to the 
determination of the optimum number of parameters 
to be selected for the parameter estimation. 
 
In this work, an algorithm for automatic selection of 
model parameters based on an extension of the 
identifiability measure of Li et al. (2004) is 
presented. In this algorithm a predictability 
degradation index and a parameter correlation 
degradation index are proposed to be used as stop 
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criteria. Additionally, the method is extended to 
dynamic models and multiple operating points.  
 
 

2. FUNDAMENTALS 
 

The proposed algorithm generates a ranking of the 
parameters according to their identifiability, 
measured through the magnitude of their effects on 
the output variables and a linear-independence 
metric. The magnitude of the effects of the 
parameters and the linear-independence metric are 
calculated from the sensitivity matrix, as proposed by 
Li et al. (2004).  
 
Additionally, a predictability degradation index and a 
parameter correlation degradation index are defined 
to be used as stop criteria for the parameter selection 
algorithm, addressing the question of the number of 
parameters that should be estimated. The use of the 
predictability degradation index accounts for the fact 
the variability of the prediction is expected to 
increase when the optimum number of selected 
parameters is overcome. The use of the parameter 
correlation degradation index is intended to avoid the 
selection of an unnecessarily high number of 
parameters, which would increase the correlation 
between the parameters. 
 
Another important feature in the proposed algorithm 
is the usage of global sensitivity matrix, which is 
composed by the information at each experimental 
point. In this way, the local calculations proposed by 
Li et al. (2004) for the magnitude of the effects of the 
parameters and the linear-independence metric was 
easily extended to deal with multiple operating 
points and dynamic data.  
 
Li et al. (2004) have proposed a different dynamic 
extension procedure, based on a sensitivity matrix to 
be obtained as the weighted average of the local 
sensitivity matrices. Although the authors have not 
implemented this procedure and, consequently, there 
are not results to be used as basis of comparison, the 
usage of the global sensitivity matrix is expected to 
be a more reliable approach. The reason for this 
statement is that an average sensitivity matrix could 
lead to loss of information, mainly in problems 
where the sign of the gains are expected to change. 
 
The definition of the degradation indexes for 
predictability and parameter correlation as well as 
the procedure to the calculation of the sensitivity 
matrix are presented in the next section. 
 
 
3. AUTOMATIC PARAMETER SELECTION AND 

ESTIMATION ALGORITHM 
 
The proposed algorithm for automatic selection of 
model parameters with simultaneous parameter 
estimation is based on an extension of the 
identifiability measure of Li et al. (2004) and on the 
proposed predictability degradation index.  
 

For a given set {y ∈ ℜny, u ∈ ℜnu} of N experiments 
(or available process data in N steady-state operating 
conditions or N dynamic time-points) with r 
repetitions and a given nonlinear model of the 
process, the following algorithm is applied to 
estimate the best possible parameters within a set of 
θ ∈ ℜnp. 
 
Algorithm SELEST: 
1) Evaluate the mean values of y and u for each 
experiment: 
 

 ∑
=

=
r

k
ky

r
y

1

1  ∈ ℜny·N   and  ∑
=

=
r

k
ku

r
u

1

1 ∈ ℜnu·N  (1) 

 
and, if not given, compute the normalized 
measurement covariance matrix (Vy ∈ ℜny·N × ny·N): 
 

 T
T

rr
y yy

r
yyyy

V 1,1,1

1
)1)(1( −⊗

−

⋅−⋅−
=  (2) 

 
where ⊗-1 denotes element-by-element division, r,11  
denotes a row vector of ones, and y ∈ ℜny·N × r. 
 
2) Compute the normalized parameter-output 
sensitivity matrix, S ∈ ℜny·N × np, using an initial 
estimate of the model parameters, θo: 
 
 TT

N
TT SSSS ][ 21 L=  (3) 

 
where ojjj SyS θ◊◊= − ˆ)ˆ( 1  ∈ ℜny × np, ◊(⋅) denotes the 

diagonal matrix of a vector, jŷ ∈ ℜny is the model 
prediction for the j-th experimental point, using the 
input mean value ju : 
 

 
);,(ˆ

)0(,0);,,,(

ojj

oojj

uxHy

xxuxxtF

θ=

==θ&
 (4) 

 
and jŜ  is the parameter-output sensitivity matrix 
evaluated at the j-th point: 
 
 

θ∂
∂

+
∂
∂

=
HW

x
HS xj

ˆ . (5) 

 

The parameter-state sensitivity matrix, 
θ∂

∂
=

xWx , is 

obtained by solving the following initial-value 
problem for dynamic processes: 
 
 

θ∂
∂

==
θ∂

∂
+

∂
∂

+
∂
∂ o

xxx
x

WFW
x
FW

x
F )0(,0&
&

 (6) 

 
or the linear system: 
 

 
θ∂

∂
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

∂
∂

−=
− F

x
FWx

1
 (7) 

 
for steady-state processes. 
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3) Set m = min {np, ny ⋅ N} and carry out the 
singular values decomposition of S left-weighted by 
the inverse of the normalized standard deviation of 
the measurements, iiyi V ,)(=σ : 

 
 (◊σ)-1 S = U Σ VT (8) 

 
or, similarly, carry out the descending-ordered 
characteristic values decomposition of the Fisher 
information matrix: 
 
 F = ST (◊Vy)-1 S = V Λ VT ,   Λ = ΣT Σ (9) 
 
where ◊Vy denotes the diagonal matrix composed by 
the elements of the diagonal of Vy. Then, determine 
the overall effect of each parameter on the outputs by 
using the first m principal components (first m 
column vectors of matrix V, denoted by Vm ∈ ℜnp × m) 
and the magnitude measure E (Li et al., 2004): 
 
 

∑
=

λ

λ
= m

j
j

mV
E

1

  ∈ ℜnp (10) 

 
where |Vm| denotes the matrix with absolute value of 
the elements of Vm, and λ are the first largest m 
characteristic values in Λ. 
 
4) Select the highest ranked parameter p1 = {θk | Ek = 
maxj Ej} and set the number of selected parameters 
to n = 1 and the parameter index set to Ωn = {k}, 
representing the index set of the best possible 
parameters to be estimated with the given data set (in 
descending order). 
 
5) Compute the reduced Fisher information matrix, 
Fn, regarding to the selected parameters p and the 
corresponding covariance matrices estimates of the 
parameters, Vp, and output predictions, yV ˆ : 
 
 Ω

−
Ω ◊= SVSF y
T

n
1)(   ∈  ℜny·N × n (11) 

 
 1−= np FV  (12) 
 
 T

py SVSV ΩΩ=ˆ  (13) 
 

where SΩ denotes the sub-matrix of S containing only 
the Ωn columns. Also, compute the correlation 
coefficients of these covariance matrices, ρp and ŷρ , 

and the condition number, κ, of Fp: 
 
 T

pppp VVV ◊◊⊗=ρ −1    ,  ∞−ρ=ρ |||| npp I  (14) 

 
 T

yyyy VVV ˆˆ
1

ˆˆ ◊◊⊗=ρ −    ,  ∞−ρ=ρ |||| ˆˆ nyyy I  (15) 

 
 κ = ||Fn||·||Vp||  (16) 

 
where In denotes the identity matrix of size n, and 

∞⋅ ||||  denotes the highest element of a matrix in 

absolute value.  With this norm definition, pρ  gives 
the highest correlation among the parameters. 
 
6) Keeping the remaining parameters at the initial 
estimate θo, obtain a new estimate vector np̂  for the 
parameters p by least square (or maximum 
likelihood) parameter estimation for the selected 
parameters. Also compute the normalized residuals ξ, 
the predictability degradation index ψn, and the 
parameter correlation degradation index ηn 
 

 k

r

k
nkk ypyy

r
1

1

)]ˆ(ˆ[1 −

=

⊗−=ξ ∑    ∈ ℜny·N  (17) 

 
 ∞ξ+ρ=ψ ||||ŷn  (18) 
 
 npn ,1δ+ρ=η  (19) 

 
where δi,j is the Kronecker delta. The addition of δ1,n 
in Eqn. (19) is necessary to avoid an early stop in 
step 7 when n = 2. 
 
7) Apply the following stop criteria, using a 
maximum allowed parameter correlation, ρmax: 
 
7.a) If n > 1 and (((ψn-1 < 1 or (η n-1 < ρmax and η n > 
ρmax)) and ψn-1 < ψn) or κ-1 < ε), then Ωn-1 is the 
solution index set and 1ˆ −np is the corresponding 
estimated parameter vector, and terminate the 
algorithm. ε is the floating-point relative accuracy of 
the machine. 
 
7.b) If n = np, then Ωn is the solution index set and 

np̂ is the corresponding estimated parameter vector, 
and terminate the algorithm. 
 
8) If n < m, then compute the linear-independence 
metric dj (Li et al., 2004) for each remaining 
parameter with respect to previously selected 
parameters: 
 

 
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡

⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛

⋅
=

Ω

Ω−

||||||||
cossin 1

jj

j
T
j

j sVs
sVs

d  ,  ∀j ∉ Ωn (20) 

 

where ( ) TT SSSSV Ω
−

ΩΩΩΩ =
1

. Otherwise, i.e. n ≥ m, 
compute the linear-independence metric dq,j for each 
remaining parameter with respect to all possible 
(m−1)-tuples Ωq of the previously selected 
parameters, for 
 

 
)!1()!1(

!1
+−−

≤≤
mnm

nq , (21) 

 
where Ωq ⊂ Ωn and |Ωq| = m−1, using Eqn. (22). 
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where ( ) T
qq

T
qqq SSSSV Ω

−
ΩΩΩΩ =

1
. And determine the 

worst-case metric: dj = minq dq,j. 
 
9) Calculate the identifiability index Ij (Li et al., 
2004) for each remaining parameter θj: 
 
 Ij = Ej dj  ,  ∀ j ∉ Ωn. (23) 
 
Select the next highest ranked parameter pn+1 = {θk | 
Ik = maxj Ij}, set the number of selected parameters to 
n = n + 1 and the index set to Ωn = {Ωn-1, k}, and 
return to step 5. 
 
It is also possible to add the following diagnostic 
information in the exit conditions of step 7, evaluated 
at the stage n-1 (7.a) or n (7.b): 
 
If maxˆ ρ≥ρy and maxρ<ρp  then the outputs are too 
much correlated due to possibly high inputs 
correlation; 
 
If maxˆ ρ≥ρy and maxρ≥ρp  then the outputs are too 
much correlated due to high parameter correlation; 
 
If maxρ≥ρp  then the parameters are too much 
correlated. 
 
The design constant ρmax of the algorithm is an upper 
bound for the degree of parameter correlations. This 
limit is much easier to set than a threshold for the 
identifiability index Ij, whose value depends much 
more on experiments than statistic meanings. 
 
 

4. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 
 
In order to illustrate the application of the algorithm 
SELEST, consider the following hypothetical 
nonlinear input-output model: 
 

4233211
1412 uueuuey /u-/u- θθ θ+θ=  

 353212
16121 ueuuey /u-/u- θθ θ+θ−=  (24) 

)( 353218173
1612 ueuueuy /u-/u- θθ θ+θθ+θ=  

 
with y ∈ ℜ3, u ∈ ℜ4, and θ ∈ ℜ8+. The limited 
experimental data is composed by N = 3 operating 
points (OP) and r = 3 repetitions, shown in Table 1 
for three cases. The initial estimate of the model 
parameters and their exact solution are given in 
Table 2. The repetitions were generated considering 
no errors in the inputs, using the exact parameters 
and adding to the outputs a noise with normal 
distribution, zero mean, and variance of 5% within 
98% of significance level. 
 
In the case 1, the most important input variable, u1, is 
kept constant, reducing the estimation capability of 
the measurements. In the case 3, the last two OPs are 
correlated. The case 2 is the most favourable data set 
among the three cases. 
 

Table 1. Experimental data sets for example 1. 

var. OP1 OP2 OP3 
u1 0.98 0.98 0.98 
u2 0.73 0.13 0.43 
u3 0.23 0.45 0.72 
u4 0.67 0.47 0.13 
y1 0.676/0.700/0.710 0.178/0.174/1.175 0.758/0.765/0.762

y2 0.623/0.621/0.614 0.933/0.919/0.911 0.332/0.338/0.341

ca
se

 1
 

y3 7.810/7.508/7.383 6.959/6.903/6.871 9.093/8.889/9.348

u1 0.98 0.52 0.75 
u2 0.73 0.13 0.43 
u3 0.23 0.45 0.72 
u4 0.67 0.47 0.13 
y1 0.676/0.700/0.710 0.058/0.058/0.059 0.537/0.517/0.536

y2 0.623/0.621/0.614 0.954/0.969/0.975 0.527/0.545/0.539

ca
se

 2
 

y3 7.810/7.508/7.383 3.417/3.655/3.532 6.573/6.800/6.761

u1 0.98 0.52 0.52 
u2 0.73 0.13 0.13 
u3 0.23 0.45 0.45 
u4 0.67 0.47 0.57 
y1 0.676/0.700/0.710 0.058/0.058/0.059 0.059/0.059/0.058

y2 0.623/0.621/0.614 0.954/0.969/0.975 0.988/0.984/1.002

ca
se

 3
 

y3 7.810/7.508/7.383 3.417/3.655/3.532 3.489/3.507/3.494

 
Observing the maximum normalized residuals in 
Table 2, the reduced-space parameter estimation had 
similar performance than the full space, showing that 
the additional parameters would have insignificant 
improvement in the model predictions. In fact, the 
index ψ shows the degradation of the predictability 
for the case 1 when adding the next parameter given 
by the identifiability index, and a very small 
improvement in the case 3. In both cases, according 
to η, the next parameter is highly correlated with the 
previous selected parameters (ρmax was set to 0.99). 
Moreover, the full-space estimations were more 
sensitive to the initial estimates. The high residuals 
for the exact parameters are due to the random nature 
of the noise added to the outputs. 
 
Table 2. Model parameters estimates for example 1. 

Bold results mean the estimates of the selected 
parameters in the order shown between parentheses. 

par. exact θo case 1 case 2 case 3 
θ1 7.65 6.50 6.50 7.429(5) 7.551(5) 
θ2 1.15 2.40 0.988(1) 1.130(2) 1.133(3) 
θ3 3.89 2.70 2.70 3.161(3) 3.558(4) 
θ4 1.75 1.50 1.465(2) 1.603(1) 1.739(2) 
θ5 0.23 0.01 0.116(5) 0.136(7) 0.086(7) 
θ6 0.79 0.15 0.15 0.586(8) 0.15 
θ7 6.32 4.25 6.434(3) 6.400(4) 6.461(1) 
θ8 3.42 5.50 3.651(4) 3.608(6) 3.084(6) 

|| ξ ||∞

final estimate 
exact 

initial estimate
full estimate* 

0.0259 
0.0447 
1.4702 
0.0261 

0.0172 
0.0330 
0.8066 
0.0170 

0.0136 
0.0306 
0.7774 
0.0130 

ψ 
n 

n+1 
1.0206 
1.0225 

0.6435 
------- 

1.0136 
1.0130 

η 
n 

n+1 
0.7027 
1.0000 

0.9983 
------- 

0.9697 
1.0000 

*estimating all np parameters using the exact solution as 
initial guess. 
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Applying the diagnostic conditions at exit of step 7 
of the algorithm SELEST, the results for the cases 1 
and 3 say the outputs are too much correlated due to 
possibly high inputs correlation, and the parameters 
are too much correlated in the case 2. Indeed, case 3 
was designed with high input correlation in OP1 and 
OP2 and in case 1 all operating points are correlated 
by the input variable u1. In case 2, the correlation 
between θ1 and θ2 was the responsible for the high 
degradation index ηn. 
 
The model parameters were estimated by the least 
square technique using the Levenberg-Marquardt 
method with the BFGS (Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb, 
and Shanno) updating scheme for the Hessian matrix 
(Edgar and Himmelblau, 1988) and relative error 
tolerance of 10-6 for variables and objective function. 
 
Consider now a real example of a multi-route, non-
structured kinetic model for microbial growth and 
substrate consumption of an experimental isothermal 
batch bioreactor to produce β-galactosidase by 
Kluyveromyces marxianus growing on cheese whey 
(Longhi et al., 2004). The model is described by a set 
of five ordinary differential equations: 
 

 
);,(

)0(,0);,,();,,,(
θ=

==θ−=θ
uxHy

xxuxtfxuxxtF o&&
 (25) 

 
where the states x ∈ ℜ5 are biomass, lactose, ethanol, 
liquid-phase and gas-phase oxygen concentrations, 
u ∈ ℜ is the reactor temperature, and y ∈ ℜ4 are x1, 
x2, x3, and oxygen saturation percentage (pO2), which 
is a function of x4 and u (Longhi et al., 2004). Only 
one operating condition was used to test the 
algorithm, at u = 38ºC. The experimental data set is 
shown in Table 3, and the initial conditions for the 
state variables are {0.16, 48.90, 0, 0.0075, 1.152}. The 
model has 12 parameters and their initial estimates 
are given in Table 4. 
 

Table 3. Experimental data for example 2. 

time (h) y1 (g/L) y2 (g/L) y3 (g/L) y4 (%) 
0 0.16 48.90 0.000 102.5 
2 0.19 51.14 0.263 95.5 
4 0.30 47.35 0.149 81.9 
6 1.68 46.43 0.215 25.5 
8 6.59 33.00 2.126 0.8 

10 13.09 9.86 11.057 0.2 
15 20.42 0.30 6.750 0.1 
24 22.74 0.00 0.000 91.2 
27 23.11 0.00 0.000 100.6 
30 22.65 0.00 0.000 102.9 

 
As shown in Table 4, the tuning of the first ten 
parameters ranked by the identifiability index got the 
best predictive capacity from the limited available 
experimental data. This is also proved in Figure 1, 
when comparing the prediction of the models 
adjusted by reduced-space and full-space parameter 
estimations with the experimental data. The most 
pronounced difference between the models appears 
in the dissolved oxygen and ethanol concentrations. 
In this example ρmax was set to 0.98 and the system 
of ordinary differential equations was integrated by 

an implicit BDF method of variable order (Brenan et 
al., 1989) with relative error tolerance of 10-6 and 
absolute error tolerance of 10-8. 
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Fig. 1. Experimental data (symbols) for batch culture 

at 38oC: (×) biomass concentration (y1), (◊) 
substrate concentration (y2), ( ) ethanol 
concentration (y3), and (o) dissolved oxygen 
concentration (y4); and model predictions with 
reduced-space (solid line) and full-space (dotted 
line) parameter estimations. 

 
 
Table 4. Model parameters estimates for example 2. 

Bold results mean the estimates of the selected 
parameters in the order shown between parentheses. 

parameters* θo p̂  p̂ full 
θ1 = μ1max     0.60 0.600(2) 0.600 
θ2 = μ2max     0.06 0.06 0.054 
θ3 = μ3max     0.16 0.190(10) 0.206 
θ4 = k1    20.00 20.00(4) 19.953 
θ5 = kox1     1.00 1.001(1) 1.032 
θ6 = k2     4.26 4.419(3) 4.183 

θ7 = oxid
SX

oxid
SX Y // /φ      0.63 0.63 0.676 

θ8 = oxid
EX

oxid
EX Y // /φ      6.20 6.257(7) 6.206 

θ9 = ferm
SXY //1      2.44 2.411(5) 2.466 

θ10 = oxid
SXY //1      2.63 2.480(9) 2.664 

θ11 = ferm
SX

ferm
SX Y // /φ     0.85 0.935(6) 0.914 

θ12 = oxid
EXY //1      6.67 6.257(8) 6.669 

|| ξ ||∞ 0.1199 0.0787 0.0880 

ψ n 
n+1 

1.0787 
1.0880 

1.0880 
------- 

η n 
n+1 

0.9209 
0.9867 

0.9860 
------- 

* See (Longhi et al., 2004) for parameters definitions. 
 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
An algorithm for automatic selection and estimation 
of model parameters, based on the identifiability 
index of Li et al. (2004), has been proposed. The 
predictability and parameter correlation degradation 
indexes presented good performance as criteria for 
the determination of the number of parameters that 
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should be estimated. The usage of the global 
sensitivity matrix showed to be an adequate strategy 
to analyze the parameters effects on the outputs when 
dealing with multiple operating points or dynamic 
data. The employed examples showed that the 
algorithm was effective for estimating the best 
possible subset of parameters within a full set of 
model parameters, both for steady-state and dynamic 
models. 
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Abstract: Rigorous and reduced heterogeneous dynamic models for fixed bed catalytic reactor were developed in this work. 
The models consist on mass and heat balance equations for the catalyst particles as well as for the bulk phase of gas. They 
also consider the variations in the physical properties and in the heat and mass transfer coefficients, the continuity equation 
for the fluid phase as well as the heat exchange through the jacket of the reactors. The models were used to describe the 
dynamic behaviour of the ethanol oxidation to acetaldehyde over Fe-Mo catalyst. The proposed models were able to predict 
the main characteristics of the dynamic behaviour of the reactors, and it was possible to compare the results obtained in 
simulations of models with different degrees of formulation complexity, thus indicating which model is more suitable for a 
specific application. This information is important for the real time integration implementation procedure. Copyright © 2006 
IFAC 
 
Keywords: fixed bed, catalytic reactors, dynamic models, reduced models, dynamic behaviour. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The design of cooled tubular reactors, involves 
complex tradeoffs between tube geometry, pressure 
drop, and heat-transfer area. Thus the behaviour of 
chemical reactors depends on variations in the inlet 
conditions, as well as in other physical and 
chemical parameters of the system. If the solid 
phase takes part in the process, e.g. heterogeneous 
catalysis, the task becomes very complex. The 
models commonly applied in simulation of 
heterogeneous fixed bed reactors usually gives 
results with quite good accuracy, but solving the 
model equation set is rather than difficult, when 
compared with pseudo-homogeneous models, 
because of the complex dynamic behaviour 
resulting from the non-linear distributed features 
which, among other things, give rise to inverse 
response resulting in catastrophic instabilities such 
as temperature runaway. This non-linearity is a 
consequence of heat generation by chemical 
reaction, and the inverse response arises from the 
presence of different heat capacities of the fluid and 
solid as well as the bulk flow of fluid causing 
interactions between heat and mass transfer phases. 
This causes differential rates of propagation of heat 
and mass transfer, which influence the heat 
generation through reaction on the solid catalyst.  
Therefore such models can be used only in a 
limited range, i.e. for preliminary calculation of 
reactor operation conditions. Solving pseudo-
homogenous models is simple, but often their 
accuracy is low. 
Without a detailed model it is not possible to make 
reliable predictions because the location of the 
regions with unstable behaviour, change in space 
and time are dependent on the input disturbances 
and control action. Obviously, it is essential to 

predict this behaviour for application in control. 
Reliable models depend on the insight of how the 
dominant physic-chemical mechanisms and 
external factors affect the overall performance. 
However, when on-line applications are required, 
reduced models have to be used, which can keep 
the essential characteristics of the system 
(McGreavy and Maciel Filho, 1989). 
In this work, rigorous and reduced heterogeneous 
models for fixed bed catalytic reactors were 
developed. The proposed heterogeneous dynamic 
models for fixed bed catalytic reactors consist on 
mass and heat balance equations for the catalyst 
particles as well as for the gas phase, include the 
resistances to mass and heat transfer at the gas-solid 
interface and consider (or may not consider) the 
resistances inside the catalyst particle. The rigorous 
heterogeneous dynamic models are used in 
applications where computational accuracy may be 
more emphasized than computational speed, for 
instance, reactor design, planning of start-ups, 
shutdowns and emergency procedures (Martinez et 
al., 1985; Pellegrini et al., 1989; Elnashie and 
Elshishine, 1993). For real time implementation, as 
control and on-line optimisation, it is required to 
overcome the computational burden with a faster 
and easy numerical solution when compared to 
rigorous heterogeneous models. Bearing this in 
mind, reduced heterogeneous models were 
developed (McGreavy and Maciel, 1989). 
The reduced models were obtained through 
mathematical order reduction, which eliminates the 
spatial co-ordinate of the catalyst particle and 
promote radially lumped-differential formulations 
(Maciel Filho, 1989; Vasco de Toledo, 1999). 
Therefore, one or more independent variable can be 
integrated leading to approximated formulations 
that retain detailed local information in the 
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remaining variables as well as medium information 
in the directions eliminated by the integration. 
Considering the fixed bed catalytic reactor, the 
spatial dimension can be eliminated of the catalyst 
particle model (radial variable) thus generating 
bidimensional reduced models.  
As a case study, the catalytic oxidation of the 
ethanol to acetaldehyde over Fe-Mo catalyst was 
considered, (Vasco de Toledo, 1999). It is a 
strongly exothermic reaction, representative of an 
important class of industrial processes. 

2. REDUCTION TECHNIQUES 

The solution of diffusion/reaction multidimensional 
problems present difficulties associated with a large 
analytic involvement and also request considerable 
computational effort. Consideration of such facts, 
becomes of interest for practical application in 
engineering, so that it is convenient to propose 
simpler formulations for the original system of 
partial differential equations, through the reduction 
of the number of its independent variables.       
Therefore, one or more independent variables can 
be integrated, leading to approximate formulations 
that retain detailed local information in the 
remaining variable as well as medium information 
in the directions eliminated by the integration. This 
information comes from the boundary conditions 
related to the eliminated directions. In this work, 
different reduction approaches(Classic, Hermite, 
Finlayson,Dixion,Generic) generating differentiates 
lumped formulations were investigated. 
These techniques generate models that describe the 
reactor axial and radial profiles as a function of the 
time for the convenient explicit elimination of the 
dependence in the radial variable of the catalyst 
particle (bidimensional reduced model).Others 
approaches based on the use of wave propagation 
principle to describe the hot sport motion may be 
used since the could lead to have a smaller number 
of state what could be advantageous (Gilles and 
Epple, 1982; Marquardt, 1989). However, such 
approaches are not suitable to represent the system 
on all possible operating range without further 
identification. On the other hand models reduction 
based on mechanistic models are supposed to be 
valid in the whole domain. 
Another possible way to generate a reduced model, 
which does not eliminate any dimension of the 
reactor, is to apply the method of the orthogonal 
collocation to the rigorous model of the reactors 
with only one internal collocation point in the radial 
direction. This technique does not simplify the 
mathematics/numeric solution of the reactor. 
The proposed approaches for model reduction lead 
to different results since the model parameters are 
dependent upon the reduction techniques, Table 1. 

2.1 Classic Reduction 

This technique makes uses of the theorem of the 
mean value, given by equation (1) to produce the 

reduced models. In Table 1 is shown the parameters 
obtained for the Classic Reduction approach, as 
developed by Maciel Filho, 1989 and Vasco de 
Toledo, 1999. 
For spherical co-ordinates: 
[ ] [ ]drr   3m

1 

0 

2∫=  (01) 

where [ ]m defines a mean radial value of the 
amount inside of the left bracket. 

2.2 Hermite Reduction 

The technique makes use of the approach H0,0 or 
H1,1 and simultaneously of the theorem of the mean 
value for spherical co-ordinates, leading to the 
generation of the radial medium variables (Vasco 
de Toledo, 1999). 
[ ] [ ]drr   3m

1 

0 

2∫=  (02) 

[ ])1(y)0(y
2
1y(x)dx H

1  

0  0,0 +≅= ∫  (03) 

[ ]

[ ])1(y)0(y
12
1

)1(y)0(y
2
1y(x)dx H

''

1 

0  1,1

−

++≅= ∫  
 

(04) 

where [ ]m defines a mean radial value of the 
amount inside of the left bracket. 

2.3 Finlayson Reduction 

Through the discretization of the radial term of the 
model for orthogonal collocation, and only using 
one collocation point, Finlayson manipulated the 
obtained equations analytically and generated a 
reduced model similar to apply the Hermite 
technique (Finlayson, 1971). 

2.4 Generic Reduction 

This technique is the generic mathematical 
representation of the reduction techniques 
mentioned previously. It leads to the generation of 
other parameters besides of the generated by other 
techniques (Hermite and Finlayson). 

2.5 Dixion Reduction 

Following the same methodology of Finlayson, 
Dixion discretizated the radial term of the model 
through orthogonal collocation. He manipulated the 
obtained equations analytically and generated a 
reduced model similar to apply other reduction 
techniques (Dixion, 1996). 

2.6 Reduction Technique Using One Point Internal 
Radial Collocation 

Another technique used to derive a reduced model 
(which does not eliminate a dimension of the 
reactor as the other techniques above described) 
refers to the application of the orthogonal 
collocation method to the model with only one 
internal collocation point in radial direction, for the 
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solid phase. In this work, in the rigorous models, 5 
internal orthogonal collocation points were 
employed in the catalyst particle model. 
In conclusion, the use of these techniques aims to 
evaluate the following points: the reduced models 
ability to predict the dynamic behaviour of the 
reactor; the computational time demanded to obtain 
dynamic profiles; the easiness/difficulties of the 
implementation and numerical convergence of 
these techniques. 
One important feature when considering the 
reduced models is the less quantity of heat and 
mass transfer parameters necessary for their 
formulation, which does not imply in loss of 
prediction capability when compared to rigorous 
models. It may be important in case that is not 
possible to obtain trustful correlations to estimate 
some heat and mass parameters. This may be a 
restriction to the development of rigorous 
heterogeneous models.  
 

3. DYNAMIC MODELS 

The models developed here are based on the 
models proposed by Jutan et al., 1977; Martinez et 
al.,1985; Maciel Filho, 1989; Pellegrini et al., 1989; 
Elnashie and Elshishine, 1993; and Vasco de 
Toledo, 1999.  
The models of the reactor were generated under the 
following considerations: variation of physical 
properties, mass and heat transfer coefficients, 
along the reactor length; intraparticle gradient 
negligible (reduced heterogeneous models); axial 
dispersion was neglected. Axial dispersion is found 
to be no significant for reactors with relatively high 
length /diameters, which is typical situation of 
industrial fixed bed catalytic reactors. 
A possible way to have further model reduction is 
to neglect the time derivatives in respect to 
concentrations, since it leads to a significant 
reduction in the number of states. (Maciel Filho, 
1989 and Vasco de Toledo, 1999). This was not 
considered in this paper because for chemical 
reactions with several by products. 
Therefore, the heterogeneous models of the fixed 
bed catalytic reactor developed are: 

3.1 Heterogeneous Model I - Rigorous Model 
(Tridimensional) 

Reactant Fluid Mass Balance: 
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Reactant Fluid Energy Balance: 
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Catalyst Particle Mass Balance: 
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Catalyst Particle Energy Balance: 
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Continuity Equation: 
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Coolant Fluid Balance: 
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Momentun Balance: 
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The Equations 09, 10 and 11 are valid also for the 
remaining models. 
The following notations are used, av is the external 
particle surface area per unit of catalyst volume, m-

1; Bih, Biot number; Cp, calorific capacity, 
kcal/kg.K; Def, radial effective diffusivity, m/h; Dp, 
particle diameter, m; f, friction factor; G, mass flow 
velocity, kg/m2.h; gc, conversion factor; hgs, 
particle to fluid convective heat transfer coefficient, 
kcal/m2.h.K; hW, convective heat transfer 
coefficient in the vicinity of the wall, kcal/m2.h.K; 
kgs, particle to fluid mass transfer coefficient, m/s; 
L, length of the reactor, m; p, pressure of the 
reactor, atm; PM, the mean molecular weight, 
kg/kmol; r, dimensionless radial distance of the 
reactor; rp, dimensionless radial distance of the 
particle; R, air/ethanol ratio; Rt, reactor radius, m; 
Rp, particle radius, m; RW, rate of the oxidation, 
kmol of reactant mixture/h.kgcat; T, reactor 
temperature, K; Tfo, feed temperature, K; Tgo, feed 
temperature, K; Tso, catalyst feed temperature, K; 
T(1,z,t), wall temperature of the reagent fluid, K; 
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TR, coolant temperature, K; TRo, coolant feed 
temperature, K; t, time, h; u, velocity, m/h; U, 
global heat transfer coefficient, kcal/m2.h.K; X, 
conversion; z, dimensionless axial distance. Greek 
letter: λ, conductivity, kcal/m.h.K; ∆HR, enthalpy 
of reaction molar, kcal/kmol; ρ, density, kg/m3; ρB, 
catalyst density, kgcat/m3; ρs, catalyst density, 
kgcat/m3; ε, porosity. Subscripts: ef, effective; f, 
fluid; g, gas; i, interstitial; o, feed; R, refrigerant; s, 
solid. Superscripts: s, condition at external surface.  

3.2 - Heterogeneous Model II - Reduced Models 
(Bidimensional) 

The use of the reduction techniques leads to the 
generation of the radial mean variables. The 
generate model describes the axial and radial 
profiles as a function of the time for the convenient 
explicit elimination of the dependence in the radial 
variable of the catalyst particle. The reduced 
models were generated applying the reduction 
techniques (Classic, Hermite, Finlayson, Generic 
and Dixion) to the Heterogeneous Model I 
(Rigorous Model). 
Reactant Fluid Mass Balance: 
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Reactant Fluid Energy Balance: 
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Catalyst Particle Mass Balance: 
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Catalyst Particle Energy Balance: 
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with the following boundary conditions: 
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Xsm and Tsm are mean radial conversion and 
temperature of the reactor solid phase. 
In equations 13 to 16 the parameters αi and λ vary 
according to the reduced model, as described below 
in Table 1. 
 
 
 

Table 1. Bidimensional Reduced Models 
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As a case study, the catalytic oxidation of the 
ethanol to acetaldehyde over Fe-Mo catalyst was 
considered. It is a strongly exothermic reaction, 
representative of an important class of industrial 
processes (Vasco de Toledo, 1999). 
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PO2, PET, PH2O, PAC are partial pressure of oxygen, 
ethanol, water and acetaldehyde, respectively; Ki 
are the kinetic constants in the Arrhenius form 
(Vasco de Toledo, 1999). 
The numeric solution of the models was obtained 
using the method of the lines in conjunction with 
the orthogonal collocation, which showed to be an 
effective procedure for the space discretization 
(radial and axial directions), employing the 
LSODAR algorithm for the integration in time 
(Villadsen and Michelsen, 1978; Vasco de Toledo, 
1999). 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Initially, Figures 1 and 2 show at the axial distance 
the dynamic profiles (surfaces) of temperature 
using the Heterogeneous Model I (Rigorous), which 
is a more realistic representation of the dynamic 
behaviour since it is considered a more detailed 
representation of the physic-chemical phenomena 
taking place in the system. 
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Heterogeneous Model I - Rigorous
Step Perturbation of the 5% in Tfo

Figure 1. Temperature of the reactant fluid in the reactor: 
step perturbation in Tfo. 

After a step perturbation in the reactant feed 
temperature, Tfo, the inverse response phenomenon 
is observed in the temperature profile at the 
beginning of the reactor (Figure 1). This is a typical 
characteristic of fixed bed catalytic reactors. It is 
also clear the great influence of the variation of Tfo 
in the dynamic behaviour. The identification of this 
phenomenon is very important in the elaboration of 
safe and efficient control strategies, since it 
determines the choice of manipulated and 
controlled variables as well the axial positions 
where the control of the system must be done. 
Another important feature of this reactor is the 
presence of a hot spot located in the region where 
the inverse response phenomenon takes place. 
In Figure 2 is represented the temperature dynamic 
behaviour of the reactor after a step perturbation in 
the coolant fluid feeding temperature, Tro, where is 
observed an asymptotic dynamic behaviour. 

 

Heterogeneous Model I - Rigorous
Step Perturbation of the 5% in Tro

 
Figure 2. Temperature of the reactant fluid in the reactor: 
step perturbation in Tro. 

Comparing the results obtained in Figure 1 and 2, 
Tro had a greater influence in the thermal profile at 
the axial position and this perturbation did not 
caused the inverse response phenomenon. 
Therefore, Tro is more adequate to be chosen as a 
manipulated variable. Nevertheless, this conclusion 
must not be generalized for all operational and 
design conditions, since the determination of the 
manipulated variables depends on this conditions. 
For this reason, care should be taken in the choice 
of the manipulated and controlled variables in the 
elaboration of an efficient and safe control strategy. 
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Figure 3. Temperature of the reactant fluid in the reactor 
(z = 0.03 m): step perturbation in Tfo 

The following figures present the dynamic 
behaviour of the reactor predicted by the 
bidimensional reduced models and the rigorous 
tridimensional model. Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the 
thermal and conversion dynamic profile after a step 
perturbation in Tfo. At this condition, near the 
entrance of the reactor (z = 0.03 m) and at z = 0.13 
m, there is an inverse response of the temperature 
(Figures 3 and 4, respectively). The profiles 
generated by the reduced models are in good 
agreement to those obtained with the rigorous 
model. This is also observed in the reactor 
conversion (Figure 5). It is important to mention 
that the computational time during simulations of 
the reduced models was up to 10 times less than 
that of the rigorous model. This time gain, without 
loss of prediction quality, justifies the use of the 
reduced models for applications in control and 
optimization cases represented in Figures 6 and 7 
(step perturbation of Tro and G, respectively). 
Despite of the better reproduction of the rigorous 
model by the generic reduction technique, it is 
important to bear in mind that this result may differ 
according to new design and operation conditions. 
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Figure 4. Temperature of the reactant fluid in the reactor 
(z = 0.13 m): step perturbation in Tfo 
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Figure 5. Conversion of the reactant fluid in the reactor (z 
= 0.03 m): step perturbation in Tro. 

In a nutshell, the results obtained with the models 
proposed to represent the fixed bed catalytic reactor 
show that the bidimensional reduced models had a 
good capacity to predict the dynamic behaviour 
described by the tridimensional model. Since all 
bidimensional models demanded similar 
computational time, the choice of a specific model 
will depend on the ability of the model to describe 
the real reactor behaviour. 
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Figure 6. Temperature of the reactant fluid in the 
reactor (z = 0.03 m): step perturbation in Tfo. 
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Figure 7. Temperature of the reactant fluid in the 
reactor (z = 0.03 m): step perturbation in G. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The proposed heterogeneous models were able to 
predict the main characteristics of the dynamic 
behaviour of the fixed bed catalytic reactor, 
including the inverse response phenomena and the 
hot spot present in the former. This knowledge is 
essential to design and control these reactors. The 
computational time demanded for the solution of 
the Heterogeneous Model I (rigorous) is high in 
comparison to the Reduced Models, which restricts 

the use of the rigorous models in cases where time 
is not a limiting factor. Otherwise, when on-line 
applications are required, the reduced models 
showed to be more adequate. The models based on 
reduction techniques overcame computational 
burden with a faster and easier numerical solution, 
as well as other difficulties found in rigorous 
heterogeneous models, especially related to the 
large number of parameters and sophisticated 
numerical procedures required to the solution. It is 
important to mention that for different design and 
operational conditions used in this work, the 
performance of the reduced models must be re-
evaluated. 
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Abstract: Both real-time and off-line optimizations are commonly performed in 
order to enhance productivity. The optimization problem is often posed as a non-
linear programming (NLP) problem solved by a SQP algorithm. When processes 
need to be described by differential equations, difficulties will arise in using SQP 
algorithms, since Jacobians of constraints described by differential equations will 
have to be evaluated. In this paper, we show how to derive analytical expressions for 
both Jacobian and Hessian matrices for the constraints described by ordinary 
differential equations, without increasing the dimension of the resultant NLP 
problem to be solved. Copyright © 2006 IFAC 
 
Keywords: differential equations, nonlinear programming, process models, 
optimization problems. 

 
 
 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Globalization has lead to the necessity of optimally 
operating the chemical plants. Thus, not only is it 
necessary to adequately control the chemical 
processes, but, moreover, optimal operating 
conditions must be continuously forecast and 
implemented, which may be achieved by solving a 
real-time optimization (RTO) problem. As far as 
continuous processes described by concentrated 
parameters models are under regard, optimal 
operating policies can be obtained by solving 
nonlinear programming (NLP) problems, possessing 
constraints described solely by algebraic equations. 
SQP algorithms may effectively solve NLP problems 
and successful implementations of real time 
optimization strategies are well known (Zanin et al., 
2002, Jakhete et al., 1999, Ellis et al., 1998, Agrawal 
et al., 1996). When it comes to optimize continuous 
processes described by distributed models or semi-
batch and batch processes, one difficulty arises when 
the corresponding optimization problem is to be 
solved by a SQP algorithm. The latter will require 
that Jacobians or even a Hessian matrix be evaluated 
for the constraints represented by differential 

equations. One common approach to override the 
difficulties arisen from the mathematical description 
of the process by differential equations is to 
discretize the latter (Cuthrell and Biegler, 1989), i.e., 
the continuous state variables are transformed into 
several discrete variables. This approach leads to an 
increase in the dimension of the NLP problem to be 
solved and to the loss of information due to the 
discretization performed. In this paper, we aim to 
present a general procedure to analytically model 
Jacobians and Hessian matrices of the constraints 
described by ordinary differential equations (ODEs). 
The resulting model for evaluation of the Jacobians 
and Hessians is composed by ordinary differential 
equations that are coupled to the differential 
equations describing the process model. Thus, 
evaluation of the Jacobians and Hessians may be 
obtained with the same numerical precision as the 
solution of the process model and without any loss of 
information.  
 
In section 2, we briefly review the available different 
SQP algorithms emphasizing the need for the 
evaluation of Jacobians and even Hessians. In section 
3 we present guidelines on how to write the 
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optimization problem. In sections 4 and 5, the models 
for calculating Jacobians and Hessians are presented. 
In section 6, we apply the proposed procedure to the 
optimization problem of a batch reactor. The paper is 
finally concluded in section 7. 
 
 

2. GENERAL STEPS OF SQP ALGORITHMS 
 
Given a NLP problem as in (1), the SQP algorithms 
produce a sequence of values as in (2), where the 
search direction dk is the solution of the QP problem 
(3) and αk is so as to guarantee 1( ) ( )k kf x f x+ < . 
Hence, the general idea of the SQP algorithms can be 
summarized in algorithm Ao.  
 

*( )
( *) min ( )

gx S B x
f x f x

∈ ∩
=  (1) 

where, 
{ }: ( ) 0; ( ) 0nS x R h x g x= ∈ = ≤ ,

: ; : ; :n n m n pf R R h R R g R R→ → → , *( )B xδ  is an 
open–ball of radius δ with center in x*. 
 
{ } *

1:k k k k kx x x x dα+→ = +  (2) 

1min ( )
2k l

T T
k k k k kd S

d H d f x d
∈

+ ∇  (3) 

where, Hk is either equal to 2 ( , , )k k kL x λ µ∇ or an 
approximation to it and 2 ( , , )k k kL x λ µ∇  is the 
Hessian evaluated at the point xk, λk, µk of the 
Lagrangian function associated with the NLP defined 
as in (4), SI is the set of constraints, which is either 
chosen as in (5) or (6).  
 

( , , ) ( ) ( ) ( )T TL x f x h x g xλ µ λ µ= + +  (4) 
where,  and λ µ  are the Lagrange multipliers of the 
equality and inequality constraints of the NLP. 
 

: ( ) ( );

( ) ( )

n T
k k k k

I T
k k k

d R h x d h x
S

g x d g x

 ∈ ∇ = − =  
∇ ≤ −  

 (5) 

: ( ) ( );

( ) ( )

T
k k k k k

I T
k k k

d h x d h x
S

g x d g x

 ∈ ∆ ∇ = − =  
∇ ≤ −  

 (6) 

where, k∆ is the trust region where the linear 
approximation SI of S is expected to hold well. 
 

Algorithm Ao 
1. k = 0;  xk = xo 
2. Solve the QP problem to obtain dk 
3. Obtain αk so that ( ) ( )k k k kf x d f xα+ <  
4. xk+1 = xk + αk dk and check the optimality 

condition on xk+1. If it is satisfied stop otherwise 
k = k + 1  and return to 2. 

 
Differences in the SQP algorithms are related to 
whether analytical expressions are provided for the 
Hessian matrix Hk or if it is estimated from the 
Jacobian matrix of the constraints and enforced to be 
positive definite, to whether (5) or (6) are chosen as 
the constraints of the QP problem and in what 
manner αk is calculated (Tvrzská de Gouvêa and 
Odloak, 1998, Ternet and Biegler, 1998, Lucia et al., 

1996, Bartholomew-Biggs and Hernandez, 1995, 
Schmid and Biegler, 1994). Different 
implementations affect convergence properties and 
robustness of the SQP algorithm. Analytical 
expressions for both the Jacobians and the Hessian 
matrix may make the SQP algorithms achieve a 
quadratic convergence rate and by properly managing 
the nonconvex QP problems obtained with analytical 
expressions of Hk, robustness of the SQP algorithms 
may be increased (Tvrzská de Gouvêa and Odloak, 
1998). So it may be desired to have available not only 
analytical expressions for ( )T

kh x∇  and ( )T
kg x∇ , 

but also for Hk. As far as the constraints in (1) are 
solely described by algebraic equations, difficulties in 
establishing analytical expressions for the Jacobians 
and Hessian matrix are restricted to the difficulties in 
obtaining derivatives. When there are constraints 
described by ODEs, analytical expressions are not 
readily available and so the common practice 
(Cuthrell and Biegler, 1989) is to simply discretize 
the differential equations. By doing so, important 
process information may be lost and the SQP 
algorithm will have its convergence rate deteriorated. 
If discretization is not adequately performed, 
numerical instabilities may also occur. So it may be 
advantageous to have analytical expressions for the 
Jacobian and Hessian matrices of the constraints 
described by ODEs. In sections 4 and 5 we show how 
to derive differential equations that analytically 
describe the Jacobians and Hessian matrix for 
processes described by ODEs, which enables one to 
use SQP algorithms that explicitly deal with 
nonconvex QP subproblems.  
 
 
3. THE GENERAL OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM 

OF PROCESSES DESCRIBED BY ODEs 
 
Equation (7) generally describes optimization 
problems of processes described by ODEs. The 
economical objective function (f) is modeled by an 
algebraic equation. It may correspond to the batch 
time or to the heat consumption or to operational 
costs or any other desired economical specification. 
So it will typically depend on the initial conditions of 
the process (xo), on the operational time or on the 
length of the equipment, both of these latter variables 
denoted by t, on state variables xe, on the degrees of 
freedom of the process given by the manipulated 
variables (u) and on any other process variables z. In 
the formulation presented in equation (7), xe 
corresponds to state values calculated by the SQP 
algorithm, i.e., these values must be equal to the 
solutions x of the differential equations that describe 
the process model given in equation (8). The general 
analytical solution x(xo,u,t) of (8) is not known, just 
its numerical one that must equal to xe. In the 
formulation of the NLP problem presented in (7), the 
equality constraints h were written in an algebraic 
form and were divided into two groups. By means of 
the first group of equality constraints h1, the state 
variables are to be evaluated. Though h1 is written as 
an algebraic equation, x is actually the numerical 
solution of a system of ODEs. Therefore, for the 
evaluation of the Jacobian matrix of the constraints 
h1, derivatives in terms of xo, u and t must be 
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evaluated. In constraints h2, just algebraic equations 
are considered. Note that these constraints are written 
in terms of the state variables evaluated by the SQP 
algorithm (xe) and not in terms of the state variables 
evaluated by the solution of the ODEs (x). This is a 
subtle way to eliminate the dependence on the 
independent variable t of all variables not explicitly 
appearing in the differential term of the ODEs. Also 
note that xe may contain values for a same physical 
variable evaluated at different values of t. For 
example, if bound constraints are to be made on the 
temperature along a tubular reactor, different values 
for the state variable temperature must be available 
for different positions. Inequality constraints are 
presented in g. The remaining constraints correspond 
to bound constraints on the decision variables of the 
NLP problem described in (1). As to the dimension 
of the NLP problem (1), it is assumed that: znz R∈ ; 

, xne
ox x R∈ ,  unu R∈ , t R∈ , 2 1: z x un n nf R R+ + + → ; 

2 1
1 : x u xn n nh R R+ + → ; 2 1

2 : z x u xn n n m nh R R+ + + −→ ; 
2 1: z x un n n pg R R+ + + → . 

 

, , , ,
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min max

min max

min max

min max

max

min ( , , , , )

. . ( , , , ) ( , , ) 0

( , , , , ) 0

( , , , , ) 0

0

e
o

e
o

z x x u t

e e
o o

e
o

e
o

e e e

o o o

f z x x u t

s t h x x u t x x x u t

h z x x u t

g z x x u t

z z z

x x x

x x x

u u u

t t

= − + =

=

≤

≤ ≤

≤ ≤

≤ ≤

≤ ≤

≤ ≤

 (7) 

( , , )ox h x u t=!  (8) 
 
Since f, h2 and g are algebraic equations, the 
evaluation of their derivatives with respect to the 
decision variables is straightforward and well known. 
So, no further comments will be made. Equation (7) 
can be discretized by either finite differences or 
orthogonal collocation methods and put in an 
algebraic form as in (9), where now xe are estimates 
for the state variables taken at nd discretization 
points. Thus, instead of nx state variables, one will 
now have xn nd×  state variables and the dimension 
of the NLP problem (7) will be significantly 
increased, which will affect the performance of the 
SQP algorithms. Not only there will be the need to 
discretize the state variables, but if the manipulated 
variables are dependent on t, they will also have to be 
discretized, leading to another increase in the 
dimension of the SQP. At the same time, loss of 
information is inevitable. So it is expected that the 
number of iterations for convergence to an optimal 
solution will augment as well as the computational 
cost of each SQP iteration. 
 

1( , , , ) 0e
oh x x u t =  (9) 

 
So there is the interest in not performing any 
discretization and derive analytical expressions for 

both Jacobain and Hessian matrices of the constraints 
in the partition h1. In order to facilitate the derivation 
of analytical expressions for the Jacobians and 
Hessians of h1, it is convenient that some further 
assumptions be taken on the way the equations are 
written in (7), which are: 
 
• All manipulated variables are assumed to be 

independent.  
• The initial conditions are independent from the 

manipulated variables u.  
 
With those assumptions, simple ordinary differential 
equations may be derived by means of which, the 
Jacobians and Hessians of the constraints h1 may be 
evaluated, as will be shown in the next two sections. 
The procedure will not increase the size of the NLP, 
will not result in any loss of process information and 
allows the manipulated variables to have a 
continuous or discrete dependence on t. Since 
analytical expressions are made available by the 
described procedure, SQP algorithms may be chosen 
in order to deal with nonconvex QPs and thus better 
convergence properties may be expected. There are 
some drawbacks, though. The analytical derivation of 
the expressions shown in sections 4 and 5 may be 
complex and the number of differential equations 
needed to be solved in order to evaluate both the 
Jacobians and Hessians may be large if either nx or nu 
are too large. Fortunately, chemical processes 
typically have small number of degrees of freedom 
and so nu will be restricted to a small number.  
 
 
4. EVALUATION OF THE JACOBIAN MATRIX  
 
Since the constraints h1 as defined in equation (7) do 
not depend on z and depend linearly on xe, and taking 
(8) into account, the Jacobian matrix 1

Th∇  of the 
constraints h1 will have the general structure given in 
equation (10). 
 

( )

( )

1 1 1 1
1

,1 , 1

,1 , 1

, ,

0

, ,

x u

x x x x

x

x u

o
o o n n

n n n n
n o

o o n n

x x x x h x u t
x x u u

I
x x x x

h x u t
x x u u

 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 
 −
 

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 
 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂  

" "

# $ #

" "

 (10) 

Let 1, ,
,

; 1 ; 1i
i j x x

o j

x
y j n i n

x
∂

= = =
∂

% %  and 2, ,
i

i j
j

x
y

u
∂

=
∂

; 

1 ; 1u xj n i n= =% % . So, for evaluating (10) at any 
point (xo, u, t), one has to obtain y1,i,j and y2,i,j. Since, 
nx differential equations in t will be solved in (8), the 
idea is to augment the number of differential 
equations in time and by means of the added ODEs, 
each y1,i,j and y2,i,j are to be evaluated. This may be 
done by adequately applying the chain rule as is 
shown in equation (11) for the evaluation of y1,i,j. 
 

1, ,

, ,

i j i i

o j o j

y x x
t t x x t

 ∂ ∂ ∂∂ ∂  = =    ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂  
 (11) 
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Since, from (8) ( , , )i
i o

dx h x u t
dt

= , equation (11) 

becomes equation (12). 
 

1, , ,

1 1, , , ,

1 , ,

x x

u

n n
i j o ki i i k

k ko j o k o j k o j
k j

n
i k i

k k o j o j

y xh h h x
t x x x x x

h u h t
u x t x

= =
≠

=
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= + + +

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂+ +
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∑ ∑

∑
 (12) 

 
Since t is an independent variable, u and xo were 
assumed independent one from another as well as the 
initial conditions are also taken independently, 
equation (12) can be reduced to (13). 
 

1, ,
1, ,

1,

xn
i j i i

k j
ko j k

y h h
y

t x x=

∂ ∂ ∂
= +

∂ ∂ ∂∑  (13) 

 
A similar procedure is now applied to y2,i,j, as is 
shown in equations (14) and (15). 
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i i
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x x
y

t t u u t
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∑
 (15) 

 
Since uj and uk were also assumed to be independent 
one from another, equation (15) can be reduced to 
(16). 
 

2, ,
2, ,

1

xn
i j i i

k j
kj k

y h h
y

t u x=

∂ ∂ ∂
= +

∂ ∂ ∂∑  (16) 

 
By adding equations (15) and (16) to the set of 
differential equations (8), one can simultaneously 
obtain the state variables x and the Jacobian matrix. It 
is noteworthy to note that 2 x un n  differential 
equations are needed to evaluate the Jacobian matrix. 
Since the number of degrees of freedom is usually 
not very large, the number of differential equations 
will not be too large.  
 
 
5. EVALUATION OF THE HESSIAN MATRIX 

OF THE CONSTRAINTS  
 
Equations (17) to (22) show the general block 
structure of the Hessian matrix associated with the ith 
constraint of h1. Recall that the Hessian matrix 2

1,ih∇  
is symmetric and so only the non-symmetrical 
elements are shown in (18) to (22). The first x zn n+  
rows and columns of 2

1,ih∇  will be composed of null 
vectors since h1 does not depend on z and depends 
linearly on xe. 
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As performed in section 4, the idea is again to 
evaluate several elements of the Hessian matrix, by 
differentiating them in time and appropriately apply 
the chain rule. The last column of the Hessian matrix 
(17) may be easily obtained and we will start with its 
characterization, which is done in equations (23) to 
(25). 
 

2

1, , 1, ,
1, ,

xn
i i i

i j k j
ko j o j k

x h h
y y

t x t x x=

∂ ∂ ∂∂= = +
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂∑  (23) 

 
2

2, , 2, ,
1

xn
i i i

i j k j
kj j k

x h h
y y

t u t u x=

∂ ∂ ∂∂= = +
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂∑  (24) 

 
2

,
2

1 1 1 ,

x u xn n n
o ki i i k i k i

k k ik k o k

xx h h x h u h
t x t u t x tt = = =

∂∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= + + +

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂∂ ∑ ∑ ∑
 (25) 
 
Since, the initial conditions are constants and by 
taking (8) into account, equation (25) is reduced to 
(26). 
 

2

2
1 1

( , , )
x un n

i i i i k
k o

k kk k

x h h h u
h x u t

t x u tt = =

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= + +

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂∂ ∑ ∑  (26) 

 
Now, we will show how to evaluate each term in 
blocks B1 to B3. For that purpose, let for each 
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1, , xi n= % : 
1

2

, , ,
, ,

i
B i k j

o k o j

x
y

x x
∂

=
∂ ∂

, 1, , xk n= % , 

1, , xj n= % , 
2

2

, , ,
,

i
B i k j

k o j

x
y

u x
∂

=
∂ ∂

, 1, , uk n= % , 

1, , xj n= %  and 
3

2

, , ,
i

B i k j
k j

x
y

u u
∂

=
∂ ∂

, 1, , uk n= % , 

1, , uj n= % . Each term of matrix B1 can be evaluated 
by integrating 

1 , , ,B i k jy  in time accordingly to equation 
(29). Similarly, each term of matrices B2 and B3 are 
obtained by integrating 

2 , , ,B i k jy  and 
3 , , ,B i k jy  in time 

accordingly to equations (32) and (35).  
 
Equation (29) is obtained by applying the chain rule 
to the derivative in time of 

1 , , ,B i k jy  as shown in (27) 
and by performing further simplifications as 
described next. Similar procedures are applied to 

2 , , ,B i k jy  and 
3 , , ,B i k jy , which is shown in the 

development that follows. 
 

1 , , ,
, ,

1, ,
, , ,

i
B i k j

o k o j

i
i j

o k o j o k

xy
t t x x

x y
x t x x t

  ∂∂ ∂ ∂= =    ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂  
  ∂∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ = =      ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   

 (27) 

 
Thus, differentiating equation (13) in respect to xo,k, 
one obtains: 
 

1

2 2
, , , 1, ,

1, ,
1, , , ,

xn
B i k j p ji i i

p j
po k o j o k p p o k

y yh h h
y

t x x x x x x=

 ∂ ∂∂ ∂ ∂
= + +  ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 

∑
 (28) 
 
Hence, 

1 , , ,B i k jy  is obtained by solving (29). 
 

1

1

2 2
, , ,

1, , , , ,
1, , ,

xn
B i k j i i i

p j B p k j
po k o j o k p p

y h h h
y y

t x x x x x=

 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= + +  ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 

∑
 (29) 
 
In a similar way we perform with 

2 , , ,B i k jy , as shown 
in the equations that follow. 
 

2 , , ,
,

1, ,
,

i
B i k j

k o j

i
i j

k o j k

xy
t t u x

x y
u t x u t

  ∂∂ ∂ ∂= =    ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂  
  ∂∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ = =      ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   

 (30) 

 

2

2 2
1, ,

, , , 1, ,
1,

xn
p ji i i

B i k j p j
pk o j k p p k

yh h h
y y

t u x u x x u=

 ∂∂ ∂ ∂∂ = + +  ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 
∑

 (31) 
 

2

2 2

, , , 1, , 4, , ,
1,

xn
i i i

B i k j p j p k j
pk o j k p p

h h h
y y y

t u x u x x=

 ∂ ∂ ∂∂ = + +  ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 
∑

 (32) 
 

Similarly we perform with 
3 , , ,B i k jy , as presented next. 

 

3 , , ,

2, ,

B i k j i

k j

i
i j

k j k

y x
t t u u

x y
u t u u t

  ∂ ∂∂ ∂= =    ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂  
  ∂∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ = =      ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   

 (33) 

 

3

2 2
, , ,

2, , 3, , ,
1

xn
B i k j i i i

i j p k j
p pk j k p

y h h h
y y

t xu u u x=

 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= + +  ∂ ∂∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 

∑
 (34) 
 
By adding equations (29), (32) and (34) to the set of 
differential equations formed by (8), (15) and (16), 
one can simultaneously obtain the state variables x, 
the Jacobian and Hessian matrices of the constraints. 
In order to calculate the Hessian matrices for each 
one of the nx constraints, one will need to solve 

( ) ( )3 3
1

2
x x u u

u x

n n n n
n n

+ + +
+ +  differential 

equations, which indeed may become a large number 
if the number of state variables is large. It is also 
noteworthy to say that Hessian matrices related to 
real processes typically have a sparse structure and so 
several terms will be actually zero, which will also 
reduce the number of differential equations that will 
be solved. 
 
 

6. APPLICATION TO A BATCH REACTOR 
 
Because of the lack of space, in this section just a 
brief outline of the application of the proposed 
formulation to an academic simple problem will be 
presented. A thorough description of the application 
of the procedure to a problem of industrial interest 
will be presented elsewhere (Souza et al., 2006). 
Equation (35) corresponds to the optimization 
problem of minimizing the batch time of a reactor 
(tf), where a first order reaction is taking place and 
the concentration of specimen A must be kept below 
a limit value. The optimal temperature profile (T(t)) 
and the initial concentration (cA,o) are to be evaluated.  
 

, , , ( ),

max

max

min

. . ( ) 0

0

0 ( )
0

E
A o A f

f
c c T t t

E
A A f

E
A

f

t

s t c c t

c c

T t T
t

− + =

≤ ≤

≤ ≤
≥

 (35) 

where, cA(tf) is the concentration of A at the end of 
the batch and is obtained by solving (36). 
 

( );
RE

T tA
A o

dc
kc k k e

dt

−
= − =  (36) 

 
For any instant of time t, the Jacobian and the 
Hessian matrices of the equality constraint are given 
in equations (37) and (38) and the values for y1 to y5 
are obtained for any instant t from the integration of 
equations (39) to (43). As for the initial conditions, 
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from the definitions presented in sections 4 and 5, it 
follows that y1=1 and y2 to y5 equal to 0. So one will 
have to integrate equations (36) together with 
equations (39) to (43) to obtain the Jacobian and 
Hessian matrices as in (37) and (38).  
 

[ ]1 21T
Ah y y kc∇ = − −  (37) 

5 4 1

2
4 3 22

2
1 22

0 0

0 R
A

R
A A

y y ky
Eh y y kc ky
T

Eky kc ky k c
T

 
 − 
 ∇ = − − 
 
 − − −   

 (38) 
1

1
dy

ky
dt

= −  (39) 

2
22

R
A

dy Ekc ky
dt T

= − −  (40) 

2
3

2 32 3 22 2R R R
A

dy E E Ekc k y ky
dt T T T

  = − − − −     
 (41) 

4
1 42

Rdy Ey k ky
dt T

= − −  (42) 

5
5

dy
ky

dt
= −  (43) 

 
The above model describes an isothermal operation 
of the reactor, for which equation (36) has a trivial 
solution given by ,

kt
A A oc c e−=  and hence equations 

(37) and (38) must equal to equations (44) and (45). 
Table 1 gives the comparison of the Jacobian and 
Hessian matrices evaluated by equations (37) and 
(38) and by equations (44) and (45) with cA,o=1000 
mol/m3, T=523 K, ko=3370 s-1, ER=7000 K-1 and 
tf=360 s.  
 

21T kt
A A

Eh e c tk kc
T

− ∇ = − − −  
 (44) 

( )

2

2

2 2 2

2
2

0 0

0

. .20
(2,3) (4,3)

.
1

(2,4)

kt kt

A

A A

Ekt e ke
T

el elE E Eh c kt kt
T T T T

el Ec k kt k c
T

− −

 
 
 − −
 
 = = ∇ =  − +   
 = −   

(45) 

 
Table 1: Comparison of the elements of the Jacobian 

and Hessian matrices 
element matrix evaluated by 

(37) or (38) 
evaluated by 
(44) or (45) 

error 
(%) 

(1,2) Th∇  0.15470 0.15474 0.03 
(1,3) Th∇  -7.390 -7.389 0.01 
(2,2) 2h∇  0 0 0 
(2,3) 2h∇  -0.0073896 -0.0073895 0.001 
(2,4) 2h∇  -8.0209e-4 -8.0208e-4 0.001 
(3,3) 2h∇  0.19208 0.19203 0.03 
(3,4) 2h∇  0.01779 0.01778 0.06 

 
 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
A general procedure was shown on how to develop 
analytical expressions for the evaluation of Jacobian 
and Hessian matrices for constraints described by 
ODEs. The developed expressions are also composed 
of ODEs and are obtained simultaneously with the 
integration of the process model. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Continuous growth in complexity, competitivity, and 
uncertainty of the marketing environment of high 
added value chemicals and foodstuffs with a short 
life cycle has renewed the interest in batch 
operations and the development of optimization 
models. The main attraction of batch plants in this 
context is their inherent flexibility in utilizing the 
various resources available for the manufacture of 
relatively small amounts of several different products 
within the same facilities. Several excellent papers 
on designing and production planning of 
multiproduct batch plants have already been 
published (Grossmann, and Sargent, 1979; 
Ravermark, 1995). The goal is to determine the size 
and the number of batch units so they can meet 
production requirements in the provided time 
horizon.  
 

Since such products usually have demand patterns 
that vary over time due to market or seasonal 
changes, multiperiod optimization models have been 
the object of a great deal of research effort in this 
area (Birewar and Grossmann, 1990; Voudouris and 
Grossmann, 1993; Varvarezos et al. 1992; Van den 
Heever and Grossmann, 1999).  Multiperiod models 
for the design and operation planning in chemical 

plants involve designing plants that operate under 
variations in the model parameters along the time 
horizon. In general, this kind of problems is 
represented by mixed integer nonlinear programming 
(MINLP) models.  
 

Multiproduct batch plants manufacture a set of 
products using the same equipment operating in the 
same sequence. Since products differ from one 
another, each unit is shared by all products but they 
do not use their total capacity for all of them. The 
unit with the minimum capacity limits the batch size 
while the limiting cycle time is fixed by stage with 
the longest processing time. 
 

In order to reduce the investment cost, several 
alternatives are possible (Ravermark, 1995). The first 
one is the introduction of parallel units out of phase 
to reduce the cycle time if the unit has the longest 
operating time. Another option is to add a parallel 
unit in phase to increase the operating capacity of the 
stage.  
 

The above referenced approaches for solving the 
multiperiod MINLP problem were restricted to equal 
periods in the design horizon (Voudouris, and 
Grossmann, 1993) or they did not include the design 
into the formulation (Birewar, and Grossmann, 
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1990). Also, no previous design work has considered 
the addition of parallel units in and out of phase, 
which can take different sizes, and has not addressed 
the issue of raw materials inventory.  
 

This work is an attempt to expand the scope of 
multiperiod models for the design and production 
planning problems in multiproduct batch plants. In 
this paper, an optimization mixed integer linear 
programming (MILP) model which can handle 
seasonal changes of prices, costs and demands, 
discrete sizes of units, and inventories of both final 
products and raw materials will be proposed. 
Moreover, this multiperiod approach considers 
different period lengths and the possible alternatives 
to add parallel units that can have different sizes in 
every stage by using the concept of group introduced 
by Yoo, et. al. (1999) and extended by Montagna 
(2003). Also, this model takes into account flexible 
plant configurations where available units can be 
arranged in different structures for each product. In 
contrast to previous models that consider continuous 
sizes for the units, this model determines the optimal 
design selecting from available discrete sizes which 
corresponds to the real procurement of equipments.  
The major significance of the MILP model presented 
in this work is that it corresponds to a realistic design 
case that can be solved to global optimality with 
reasonable computation effort. 
 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. 
The next section presents the problem description. In 
the subsequent section, a multiperiod model which 
incorporates all the elements of the design and 
planning problem is formulated. The non linear 
terms in the formulation are transformed into linear 
ones in order to obtain a MILP model by using a 
reformulation strategy. The application of this 
formulation to a specific example is illustrated for a 
plant that produces Oleoresins. Finally, the 
conclusions are presented in the last section. 
 
 

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 

In a multiperiod scenario a multiproduct batch plant 
processes I products (i = 1, 2, …, I). Every product 
follows the same production sequence through all the 
J batch processing stages (j = 1, 2, …, J) of the plant. 
Each stage j may consist of one or more units k, 
which can have different sizes, operating either in 
phase to increase capacity, or out of phase to 
decrease the cycle time. The size of unit k at stage j 
is Vjk (k = 1, 2, …, Kj), where Kj is the maximum 
number of units that can be added at stage j. Also, 
the volume of each unit k at stage j is available in 
discrete sizes.  
 

The configuration of the batch units must be 
determined at each stage for every product. Kj units 
of stage j can be grouped in different ways for each 
product i (Yoo, et al., 1999). It is possible to have 
groups in which all units operate in parallel and in 
phase. The different groups at the stage operate in 
parallel and out of phase. 
 

Since this is a multiperiod problem, the time horizon 
H is discretized into T (t = 1, 2, …, T) specified time 

periods Ht not necessarily of the same length. 
Bounds on products demands, costs and availability 
of raw materials vary from period to period. It will 
be assumed that the plant operates in single product 
campaign (SPC) mode under zero wait (ZW) policy 
in each time period. 
 

The objective is to maximize the benefit of the plant 
considering incomes from inventory and product 
sales, and capital costs. In the design of this plant, 
the problem lies in deciding the convenience of 
adding units at any time period, and selects the size 

of batch units Vjk among available discrete sizes νjs. 
At each time period t the model determines the 
number of groups and which of the existing units in a 
period are assigned to each of them. Moreover, it 
decides the amount of product to be produced qit, the 
number of batches nit and the total time Tit to produce 
product i. 
 

Inventory considerations are an important aspect of 
plant operation. Actually, in practice, a plant may be 
faced with product demands and raw materials 
supplies that vary seasonally. So, products and raw 
materials can be maintained in stock until needed. 
 

At the end of every period t, the levels of both final 
product IPit and raw material inventories IMit are 
obtained. Moreover, the total sales QSit, the amount 
of purchased raw material Cit, and the raw material to 
be used for the production RMit of product i in each 
period t are determined with this formulation. 
Semicontinuous and intermediate storage are not 
considered.  
 
 

3. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 
 
 

3.1 Assignment Constraints 
 

Several variables are introduced to determine the 
plant structure. Since the units can be added at any 
time period, a binary variable wjkt is used. The value 
of this variable is 1 if unit k is included in the plant 
structure at stage j in the period t; otherwise the 
value is zero. Each unit k at stage j can be added only 
in one period: 
 

j i       w
T

t

jkt ,1 ∀≤∑              (1) 

 

The units are included in a sequential manner in 
order to avoid alternative optimal solutions with the 
same value for the objective function: 
 

t Kk i       ww j

t

tkj

t

tkj ,1,...,1,
1

,1,

1

,, −=∀≥∑∑
=

+

= ττ

     (2) 

 

Since the units can be grouped in different ways at 
each stage in every period, the binary variable yijgt is 
introduced. The value of this variable is equal to 1 if 
group g is generated for product i at stage j in time 
period t; otherwise, the value is zero. Group g is 
generated if at least one unit is assigned to it. Binary 
variable yijkgt is 1 if unit k of stage j is assigned to 
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group g for product i at period t; otherwise the 
variable is equal to zero (Montagna, 2003). 
 

tkj i       y
jG

g

ijkgt ,,,1
1

∀≤∑
=

             (3) 

 

Gj is the maximum number of groups allowed at 
stage j. Group g exists at stage j in period t only if at 
least one unit is assigned to the group in that period: 
 

tgj i       yy
jK

k

ijkgtijgt ,,,
1

∀≤∑
=

            (4) 

 

If unit k is assigned to the group in period t, the 
group must exist: 
 

   ,,,, tgkj i       yy ijgtijkgt ∀≤             (5) 

 

If the unit is assigned to group g at stage j for 
product i in period t, the unit must exist in that 
period: 
 

 ,,,,
1

tgkj i       wy
t

jktijkgt ∀≤∑
=τ

            (6) 

 

If the unit exists at stage j in the period t, it must be 
included in a group: 
 

tkj i       yw
jG

g

ijkgt

t

jkt ,,,
11

∀=∑∑
==τ

            (7) 

 

Redundant assignation to a group with the same 
value for the objective function is avoided by the 
following constraint (Yoo, et al., 1999): 
 

tGgj i     

  yy

j

K

k

tgijk

kK

K

k

ijkgt

kK
j

j

j

j

,1,...,1,, 

2 2 
1

,1,

1

−=∀

≥∑∑
=

+

−

=

−

           (8) 

 

This constraint order the different groups through a 

weight 
kK j −

2  assigned to each unit k. The order of 
the group is obtained by adding the weights of all 
units in the group.  
 
 

3.2 Design and Planning and Constraints 
 

Unit k at each stage j can be configured in a different 
way for every product i manufactured in the plant. Bit 
is the batch size of product i in time period t. When 
Bit gets into a group of units, that is, units operating 
in phase, Bit is divided between the units that belong 
to the group. Thus, the sum of the units sizes 
included in the group g in every period t must be 
large enough to produce a batch of product i.  
 

tgj i       BSV itijt

gk

jkt ,,,∀⋅≥∑
∈

            (9) 

 

where Sijt is the size factor at stage j for product i, 
that can vary in each period taking into account 
seasonal effects. 
 

In this work, the unit sizes Vjk are considered 
available in discrete sizes νjs which correspond to the 

real commercial procurement of equipments. To 
rigorously tackle this situation, the binary variable 
zjks is introduced. It is one if unit k at stage j has size 
s; otherwise, it is zero. The variable Vjk is restricted 

to take values from the set { }
jjnjjjSV ννν ,,, 21 K= , 

where nj is the number of discrete sizes available for 
each stage. Using the previous definition, Vjk can be 
expressed in terms of discrete variables as:  
 

k j       zV
s

jksjsjk ,∀⋅=∑ν           (10) 

 

If the unit k at stage j is added in some period t, it 
must take a size s for the volume from the available 
sizes at that stage:   
 

k j       wz
T

t

jkt

s

jks ,
1

∀=∑∑
=

          (11) 

 

Only one of the available sizes at stage j must be 
selected if unit k at stage j exists: 
 

k j       z
s

jks , 1 ∀≤∑            (12) 

 

The amount of product i produced in time period t is  
 

t i       nBq ititit ,∀⋅=            (13) 

 

where nit is the batch number of product i in period t.  
 

By combining Eq. (9) and Eq. (13) the constraints 
take the following form: 
 

tgj i     yM
S

n
Vq ijgtij

ijt

it

gk

jktit ,,, )1( ∀−⋅+⋅≤∑
∈

  (14) 

 

Eq. (14) is a Big-M constraint that guarantees that 
batches can be processed if group g exists; otherwise 
the constraint is redundant because of the large value 
of Mij. The value of Mij can be calculated by: 
 

j i    SntsKM ijt

U

itjsjij , ),max(),max( ∀⋅⋅= ν  (15) 

 

In order to obtain the volumes that belong to each 
group, it is necessary to multiply the volume Vjk by 
the binary variable yijkgt which produces the equation: 
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n
yVq ijgtij

ijt
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K
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j

,,,
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1
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By substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (16) new 
constraints can be formulated that restrict the 
volumes to discrete sizes:  
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Constraint (17) is nonlinear because of the product of 
binary variables. In order to reformulate these 
constraints as linear ones, the cross product nit zjks 

yijkgt can be eliminated by introducing the continuous 
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variable hijkgst that is equal to nit if zjks and yijkgt are 
one; otherwise the variable is equal to zero.   
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tkj i       nh
g s

itijkgst ,,, ∀=∑∑           (21) 

 

where nit
U is the upper bound for nit. The summation 

over the groups in Eq. (21) is performed in order to 
reduce the number of generated constraints because 
only one of the values is equal to nit.  
 

The inventory of final product i at the end of a period 
t, IPit, depends on the inventory that is left from the 
previous interval, IPi,t-1, the quantity produced and 
the total sales, QSit. 
 

t i       QSqIPIP itititit , 1 ∀−+= −           (22) 

 

In the same way, the inventory of raw material is:  
 

t i       RMCIMDEIM ititittiit ,  11, ∀−+⋅= −−      (23) 

 

The amount of raw material in the inventory IMi0 for 
each product at the beginning of the time horizon is 
assumed to be given. Idem for the initial product 
inventory, IPi0. 
 

The amount assigned to sales must be less than the 
amount of product in inventory plus the quantity 
produced during a period:  
 

t i       qIPQS ititit , 1 ∀+≤ −           (24) 

 

The raw material necessary for the production of the 
product i is obtained from a mass balance: 
 

t i       qFRM ititit , ∀⋅=            (25) 

 

where Fit is a parameter that accounts for the process 
conversion, e.g. ratio of solvent to solids, time of 
contact etc. In this presentation only one raw 
material is considered. However this condition can 
be easily extended in order to accounting for several 
raw materials. 
 

The limiting cycle time is the maximum time 
between two successive batches of product i. It can 
be calculated by the division between processing 
time tijt and the number of groups out of phase for 
product i at stage j in every period: 
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The total time for producing product i in time period 
t is defined as: 
 

t i       nTLT ititit ,   ∀⋅=            (27) 

 

By multiplying Eq.(28) by the number of batches, 
the expression takes the form: 
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Equation (28), however, is nonlinear. In order to 
obtain a linear expression, the following constraints 
are introduced: 
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where the variable binary uijgt is 1 if at stage j there 
are g groups operating out of phase. Substituting yijgt 
for uijgt in Eq. (28), the expression gets the following 
form 
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This constraint is also nonlinear. To eliminate 
bilinear terms nit uijgt, a new nonnegative continuous 
variable eijgt is defined to represent this cross product 
(Voudouris and Grossmann, 1992). Then the 
following linear constraints are obtained: 
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where nit
U is the upper bound for nit. 

 

Considering the case of SPC-ZW policy in the period 
t, all productions must be completed within the 
corresponding production horizon Ht: 
 

 t       HTLn t

I

i

itit ∀≤⋅∑             (35) 

 

Taking into account Eq. (27) the following 
expression is obtained: 
 

 t       HT t

I

i

it ∀≤∑             (36) 

 
 

3.3 Objective Function 
 

The strategic objective in this formulation is to 
maximize the operating profit of the plant, 
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The first term of the objective function is the income 
corresponding to the product sales where the 
parameter pit is the price of product i in each period. 

The second term is the cost of purchases with κit the 
price of raw material. The last two terms correspond 
to raw material and final product inventory costs, 

where εit and σit are inventory cost coefficients 
(Birewar, and Grossmann, 1990). Finally, the third 
term is the investment cost of the batch units and is 
obtained through the following equations: 
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where αjt and βjt are specific cost coefficients for 
each stage j in every period t. Eq.(10) is introduced 
into this expression to get: 
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where the terms jt

jsjtjstc
β

να ⋅=  represent the cost of 

standard batch vessels, and new variables rjkst are 
introduced to eliminate the product of binary 
variables zjks wjkt through the constraints: 
 

tsk j       wzr jktjksjkst ,,,  1 ∀−+≥           (41) 

10 ≤≤ jkstr             (42) 

 
 

4. MODEL RESOLUTION 
 

To sum up, the multiperiod model of a multiproduct 
batch plant is defined by maximizing the objective 
function represented by Eq. (37) using Eq. (40) as 
the term of investment cost and subject to constraints 
Eqs. (1) – (8), (11), (12), (15), (18) – (25), (29), (30), 
(32) – (34), (36), (41), (42) plus the upper bounds 
that may apply. Bilinear terms have been eliminated 
through an efficient method in order to generate a 
MILP model which can be solved to global 
optimality.  
 
 

5. EXAMPLES 
 

5.1 Example 1 
 

To illustrate the use of the MILP formulation 
presented in the previous section, let us consider 
optimizing the production of five oleoresins, sweet 
bay (A), oregano (B), pepper (C), rosemary (D), and 
thyme (E) oleoresins, manufactured in a 
multiproduct batch plant.  
 

This plant consists of the following stages: 1) 
extraction in a four-stage countercurrent arrangement 
(2) expression, (3) evaporation, and (4) blending. All 
of these stages can be duplicated up to four units, so, 
the maximum number of groups that can exist at a 
stage is four, too. 
 

In order to obtain parameter Fit necessary for Eq. 
(25), the following equations are used: 
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where Ei is the extraction factor, ηi is the extent of 
the extraction, and xi is the product concentration in 
the vegetable solid feed. Index n is the number of 
each stage for the n-staged countercurrent extraction.  
 

A global horizon time of one year (6000 h working) 
has been considered, and it was divided into a set of 
equal time periods, namely from 1 to 6. Demands, 
costs, and prices differ from period to period. Table 1 
contains some data for this example.  
 

Table 1 Data for Example 1 
 

 Size Factors (L/kg) Processing Time (h) 

i j1 j2 j3 j4 j1 j2 j3 j4 

A 20 15 12 1.5 1.5 1 2.5 0.5 
B 80 55 49 1.5 1.5 1 2 0.5 
C 20 15 12 1.5 2.5 2 3 2 
D 40 25 24 1.5 1.5 1 1.5 1 
E 30 20 17 1.5 1.5 1 3 1 
Sizes (liter, L) SVj = {250, 500, 750, 1000, 1500} 

 

Table 2 shows the optimal unit assignment for this 
plant. To show the optimal solution, product B, the 
least convenient to produce, was chosen. The first 
diagram of Figure 1 shows that raw material for B is 
purchased during the two initial periods. In the 
second diagram, it can be noted that B is produced 
only during the first two periods, because the costs 
are lower mainly due the lower raw material price 
and the amount produced in these periods is stored as 
inventory for satisfying minimum demands in the 
subsequent intervals. 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Results for Product B of Example 1 
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Table 2 Optimal unit assignment for Example 1 
 

 Stage (L) 

Unit j1 j2 j3 j4 

k1 1500 1000 750 250 
k2 - - 750 - 

 
 

5.2 Example 2 
 

Consider now the production of 3 oleoresins (A, B, 
C) in 3 time periods where demands take higher 
values in subsequent periods to consider a possible 
market expansion. Table 3 shows the optimal unit 
assignment. Table 4 shows the different 
configuration for the units for each product in every 
period, respectively. In this table, units between 
parentheses are included in the same group. Also, it 
can be seen that all units are introduced in period 1 
except units 2 and 3 that are added in stage 1 in 
period 2.  
 

Table 3 Optimal unit assignment for Example 2 
 

 Stage (L) 

Unit j1 j2 j3 j4 

k1 5000 1500 5000 1500 
k2 5000 5000 5000 - 
k3 5000 5000 - - 

 

These problems were solved by using CPLEX 
through the modeling system GAMS on a Pentium 
IV Processor (3GHz). The total profit for example 1 
and example 2 were $1982822.84 and $7766239.71 
respectively. The information about the resolution of 
these examples is as follows. Example 1 has 12091 
constraints, 8293 single variables, 1932 binary 
variables and the optimal solution was obtained after 
a CPU time of 111.70s. Example 2 has 3736 
constraints, 2617 single variables, 636 binary 
variables and the optimal solution was obtained after 
a CPU time of 390.95s.  
Due to the large amount of data for these examples, 
they are not presented in this paper. Readers 
interested in the data can contact the authors. 
 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
 

A new model for the optimal design and operation 
planning of multiproduct batch plants has been 
formulated as an MILP problem, which guarantees 
the global optimum solution.  
 

This multiperiod MILP model involves discrete 
decisions for the structure selection and continuous 
decisions for the operation plan of the plant at each 

time period. Furthermore, this model allows 
considering all possible alternatives for the addition 
of equipments in parallel, which are available in 
discrete sizes. 
 

Seasonal variations of products demands and raw 
materials availability are readily accounted for, and 
both raw materials and final product inventories are 
included in the formulation. The proposed model 
was applied to a plant that produces oleoresins.  
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Table 4 Arrangement of units for each product in every period 
 

 Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 

 A B C A B C A B C 

qit  2500 500 2000 17000 23000 18000 175000 0 104166 
j1 (k1) (k1) (k1) (k1 ,k3)-(k2) (k1,k2,k3) (k1,k2,k3) (k1,k2,k3)  (k1,k2,k3) 
j2 (k1,k2,k3) (k1,k2,k3) (k1 ,k3)-(k2) (k1,k2,k3) (k1,k2,k3) (k1,k2,k3) (k1,k2,k3)  (k1,k2,k3) 
j3 (k1,k2) (k1)-(k2) (k1,k2) (k1,k2) (k1,k2) (k1,k2) (k1,k2)  (k1,k2) 
j4 (k1) (k1) (k1) (k1) (k1) (k1) (k1)  (k1) 
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Abstract: This work presents a set of improved MILP mathematical formulations for the 
scheduling of single-stage batch plants with parallel production lines.  Minimization of 
the average weighted earliness and the makespan, i.e. the time needed to complete all 
processing tasks, are considered as alternative problem goals.  For each objective function 
an enhanced model that incorporates specific tightening constraints is presented.  These 
constraints improve each model’s efficiency by increasing the corresponding objective 
function lower bound, thus accelerating the branch and bound node pruning process.  
Several problem instances with different number of batches demonstrate that the 
proposed approach reduces the computational effort by orders of magnitude.  Sequence 
dependent setup times can also be effectively accommodated.  Copyright © 2006 IFAC  
 
Keywords: Scheduling algorithms, Optimization, Manufacturing processes, Computer-
aided engineering, Integer programming   

 
 
 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The problem of finding an efficient short-term 
schedule for a multiproduct batch plant is of major 
interest for most manufacturing companies.  Several 
solution methodologies have been proposed  
for different kinds of scheduling problems.  An 
extensive review of the state of the art can be found 
in Floudas and Lin (2004).  Overall, exact solution 
methods have received most of the researchers 
attention.  Among the different MILP models 
proposed in the literature, continuous-time models 
have shown a better computational performance for 
the scheduling of batch processes with sequence-
dependent changeovers.  In particular, the continuous 
time batch scheduling problem model of Méndez et. 
al. (2001) shows a good computational behaviour 
compared with other continuous approaches, like the 
time-slot formulation of Pinto and Grossmann (1995) 
or the unit-specific time event model of Ierapetritou 
and Floudas (1998). However, its performance is 
somewhat deteriorated by the big-M batch 
sequencing constraints, especially when the 

makespan objective function is considered.  Big-M 
constraints produce an increase in the integrality gap 
(the difference between optimal values for the 
relaxed and MILP problems), which in turn makes 
the optimal solution harder to find by the MILP 
solver through a branch-and-bound algorithm.   
 
This work presents a pair of improved formulations 
for single-stage batch plant scheduling problems that 
incorporate tightening constraints in order to reduce 
the integrality gap and enhance the branch-and-
bound node pruning process.  Based on the MILP 
approach by Méndez et. al. (2001), the proposed 
models account for release times, ready times, due 
dates, and sequence dependent setup times between 
batches.  Minimization of the average weighted 
earliness and the makespan, i.e. the time needed to 
execute all processing tasks, are both considered as 
problem objectives.  Specific tightening constraints 
are presented in order to improve the lower bound on 
each objective function, leading to different 
formulations for each problem. 
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This work is organized as follows.  In section 2 the 
scheduling problem under consideration is properly 
defined.  In section 3 the different mathematical 
models are presented.  At first, the single-stage 
version of the MILP model by Méndez et. al. (2001) 
is reviewed.  Common constraints related to 
assignment and sequencing decisions are included.  
Afterwards, specific constraints and binary variables 
that improve the model’s efficiency for each 
objective function are introduced.  These additional 
constraints are incorporated or just replace previous 
ones, and their main purpose is to increase the 
objective function lower bound.  Section 4 shows the 
effectiveness of the proposed approach by tackling 
several problem instances with an increasing number 
of batches and different sequencing conditions for 
both objective functions.  Conclusions are discussed 
in section 5.  
 
 

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
The problem of short-term scheduling of single-stage 
multiproduct batch plants with parallel production 
lines can be stated as follows.  Given: (a) a single-
stage multiproduct batch plant with multiple parallel 
units j∈J, (b) a set of single-batch orders i∈I to be 
completed within the scheduling horizon, (c) the 
order release times rti and due dates ddi for each i∈I, 
(d) the set of available processing units Ji⊂J for each 
batch i, and the constant processing times ptij 
required at each unit j∈Ji, (e) the sequence-
dependent setup times τii'j, (f) the equipment unit 
ready times ruj, and (g) the specified time horizon H.  
The problem goal is to find a production schedule 
that completes all batch orders within their time 
limits, meeting assignment and sequencing 
constraints and optimizing a given schedule criterion, 
like the overage weighted earliness or the makespan. 
 
 

3. IMPROVED MATHEMATICAL 
FORMULATIONS 

 
3.1  The MILP approach of Méndez et. al. (2001) 
 
PROBLEM CONSTRAINTS: 
 
Assignment of batches to processing units.  A single 
equipment item should be allocated to every batch.  
The binary variable Yij stands for the decision of 
allocating batch i to unit j.  
 
 ∑

∈
=

iJj
ijY 1  Ii ∈∀  (1) 

 
Batch sequencing.  If two batches i, i'∈I can be 
assigned to the same processing unit j∈Ji∩Ji', then 
sequencing constraints dealing with setup or 
changeover times that prevent from task overlapping 
should be included.  These sequencing decisions are 
handled through fewer binary variables by using the 
general precedence concept.  Let the binary variable 
Xii' stand for the relative ordering of batches i,i'∈I, 
where i<i', if both batches are assigned to the same 

unit j (Yij = Yi'j = 1).  Specifically, Xii' = 1 if batch i is 
processed before batch i' in the common equipment 
unit j, or Xii' = 0 if batch i takes place afterwards.  
Notice that this binary variable becomes meaningless 
if i and i' are assigned to different equipment units.  
 

( ) ( )jiijiiijijiii YYHXHSsuC ''''' −−+−+≤++ 21τ
 'iiJjIii ∈∈∀ ,', : 'ii <  (2) 
 

( )jiijiiiijijii YYHXHSsuC '''' −−++≤++ 2τ
 'iiJjIii ∈∈∀ ,', : 'ii <  (3) 
 

 where:  '' iiii JJJ ∩=  
 
Timing of batches. The starting time of batch i can be 
computed from its completion time by subtracting its 
processing time in the assigned unit.  
 
 ∑

∈
−=

iJj
ijijii YptCS  Ii ∈∀  (4) 

 
In addition, the starting time of a batch must be 
higher than either its release time or the sum of both 
the unit ready time and the batch setup time in the 
assigned equipment unit.  
 
 [ ] ij

Jj
ijjii YsururtMaxS

i

∑
∈

+≥ ,  Ii ∈∀  (5) 

 

OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS: 
 
Makespan. The makespan represents how much time 
is required to complete all processing tasks. The 
definition of the makespan variable MK is 
incorporated in the model by the following inequality 
constraint: 
 
 MKCi ≤  Ii ∈∀  (6) 
 
Thus, the problem goal will be: 
 
 Minimize  MK (7) 
 
Average weighted earliness. An alternative problem 
goal is to minimize the average weighted earliness: 
 

 Minimize  ( )∑
∈

−
Ii

iii Cdd
I

α1  (8) 

 
where the parameter αi stands for the weight of the 
earliness of batch i.  Notice that minimizing the 
average or the overall weighted earliness are 
equivalent problems as long as In =  is a constant 
parameter. Since due dates are also constant, this 
objective function involves maximizing the average 
completion time of the batches.  
 
The previous objective function will be useful only if 
the completion time of each batch never exceeds its 
specified due date. 
 
 ii ddC ≤  Ii ∈∀  (9) 
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3.2 Tightening the Makespan lower bound 
 
A simple analysis of the above equations (2)-(6) 
leads to the following conclusions:  The makespan 
lower bound is defined as the maximum completion 
time of any batch by constraint (6).  At the same 
time, constraint (4) defines the completion time of 
each batch based on its processing time and start 
time.  Therefore, it can be expected that the optimal 
solution will minimize processing times and start 
times simultaneously, at least for the last batch 
completed, since both (4) and (5) depend on the 
unique processing unit allocated by (1).  If the 
equipment availability is much higher than the batch 
requirements (i.e. more equipment units than batches 
to schedule are available), the above constraints will 
lower bound the objective function and the MILP 
solver will easily choose the best possible 
assignment solution.   
 
Unfortunately, this is not the ordinary situation.  In 
general, several batches will be allocated to each 
processing unit and the sequencing equations (2) and 
(3) will need to be taken into account.  Since these 
constraints are of big-M type, they do not provide a 
good lower bound estimation on the objective 
function.  Even if the assignment variables Yij and Yi'j 
were set to 1 for a given equipment j, the sequencing 
variable Xii' can take a fractional value during the 
branch-and-bound search causing that neither 
equation (2) nor (3) have any effect on the starting or 
completion times of the batches.   
 
However, assignment variables partially or 
completely allocating units to batches, i.e. equal to 1 
or a positive fractional value, constitute a valuable 
information to estimate a tight lower bound for the 
makespan.  Usually, the processing time of a task is 
frequently larger than its setup time (either sequence 
dependent or independent).  Based on this 
assumption, the overall workload assigned to each 
equipment unit can be estimated using the 
summation of processing times of all the tasks 
allocated to it.  When sequence independent setup 
times are considered, they can be included in the 
summation, which happens to be a good estimation 
for the schedule makespan:  
 
 ( ) MKYptsuru

jIi
ijijijj ≤++∑

∈
 Jj ∈∀  (10) 

 
Notice that constraint (10) determines a lower bound 
for the makespan based on the total processing time 
at each unit, whatever is the sequence of tasks 
selected.  Consequently, the summation term is a 
valid estimation for the makespan, based only on 
assignment variables.  Sequencing decisions neither 
appear in this equation nor influence its tightening 
effect.  
 
If, instead, sequence dependent setup times are 
significant, they can still be included in the previous 
equation very easily.  The summation in constraint 
(11) now includes the lowest possible sequence 
dependent setup for each batch, as defined by 

equation (12).  Since Min
ijτ  is included for every batch 

allocated on the processing unit, and the first batch to 
be processed does not need any prior setup, the 
highest possible sequence dependent setup is 
subtracted in order to ensure optimality: 
 

 [ ] ( ) MKYptsuMaxru
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ijijij

Min
ij

Min
ij

Ii
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ττ  
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 where: 
 [ ]iji

iiIi

Min
ij

j

Min '
':'

ττ
≠∈

=  iJjIi ∈∈∀ ,  (12) 

 
Constraint (11) provides a good lower bound on the 
value of MK because the model will try to optimise 
the batch sequencing at each unit in order to 
minimize the setup times.  However, only if setup 
times between batches at the same unit are of similar 
order of magnitude this inclusion will be useful as a 
tight estimation. If 0=Min

ijτ  for a given batch, no 
improvement on the lower bound is possible.   
 
Although the above estimations are rather 
straightforward, they are quite useful to get a good 
lower bound estimation on the makespan using a 
formulation that allows sequence dependent setup 
times.  It is desirable to also get simple estimations 
for other objective functions.   
 
 
3.3 Tightening the lower bound on the Average 

Earliness  
 
As mentioned before, the objective function defined 
by (8) maximizes the summation of batch completion 
times.  In turn, constraint (9) gives an upper bound 
on the completion time of each batch, also defining a 
preliminary lower bound on the value of this 
objective function.  Neither (4) nor (5) have any 
influence on it.  Since start times are not primarily 
affected by the objective function, there is no direct 
model trend to choose any particular equipment unit 
for a given batch. In the makespan case it was likely 
to choose an equipment with minimum processing 
time.  Thus, for a given batch i∈I allocated to unit 
j∈Ji, it is clear that its completion time will not be 
deteriorated unless another batch i' is assigned to the 
same processing unit.  But, as mentioned before, 
sequencing decisions must be made in order to 
change start or completion times, and these decisions 
are defined by constraints (2) and (3), which are of 
big-M type.  Since changes on the objective function 
value during the branch-and-bound process depend 
on the relative ordering of the batches allocated to 
the same processing unit, and because batches are not 
assumed to be previously assigned to any equipment 
unit, estimating a lower bound on the average 
earliness will be a more complex task than before. 
 
Nonetheless, valid estimations of batch earliness can 
still be inferred.  Let us suppose that two processing 
tasks i and i' are both allocated to the same unit j with 
batch i preceding i' (i.e., Yij = Yi'j = 1 and Xii' = 1 if 
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i<i').  Therefore, let us define the parameter βii'j to 
estimate the earliness deterioration caused by batch i' 
over batch i if both are allocated to the same unit j, 
and batch i is executed before i'.  Notice that the 
latest start time (LST) of batch i' will be an upper 
bound on the completion time of batch i.  Figure 1 
shows three possible scenarios for the temporal 
relation between due dates and processing times of 
both batches.  In Figure 1(a), batch i' is due before 
batch i.  Since it was assumed that i precedes i', the 
completion time of batch i must be deteriorated by at 
least the sum of the processing time and the setup 
time of i'.  Alternatively, if batch i' is due after batch 
i, the completion time of batch i will be bounded by 
the difference shown in Figure 1(b), only if such a 
difference is positive. Otherwise, the estimation will 
be null as in Figure 1(c).  Therefore, the earliness of 
batch i is deteriorated for each batch i' executed on 
unit j after i by the amount βii'j.  Summing up these 
individual deteriorations, it is possible to estimate a 
lower bound on the earliness of each batch i, as will 
be next shown. 
 
To derive the proposed estimation, a different set of 
sequencing binary variables must be defined:  
 

1  if batch i is processed before 
batch i' on unit j 

 

  
=Θ jii'  

0  otherwise 
 'iiJjIii ∈∈∀ ,', : 'ii ≠  
 
Since these binary variables are defined for every 
possible permutation of two distinct batches, and for 
each eligible equipment unit for both batches, an 
immediate conclusion is that this new approach will 
significantly increase the number of decision 
variables.  With the model of Méndez et. al. (2001), 
a smaller set of sequencing variables is required 
because sequencing and assignment decisions were 
independent.  Variable Xii' do not includes index j 
and is defined for every ordered pair of batches 
i, i'∈I, such that i<i'.  As the number of variables Θii'j 
is larger, it can be expected that the computational 
performance will not improve.  However, as it will 
be shown, this is not true since a better lower bound 
for the objective function and, consequently, a lower 
CPU requirement is achieved. 
 
Constraints (13) and (14) replace constraints (2) and 
(3) for the proposed relationships among sequencing 
decisions:  
 
 ijijiijiij YY ''' Θ+Θ+≤+ 1  
  'iiJjIii ∈∈∀ ,', : 'ii <  (13) 
 

( ) 









Θ−+≤++ ∑∑

∈∈ ''

'''''
iiii Jj

jiii
Jj

jijijiii HSYsuC 1τ

 Iii ∈∀ ', : 'ii ≠  (14) 
 
Constraint (13) produces that either Θii'j or Θi'ij are 
set to 1 if batches i and i' are both allocated to unit j. 
 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 
Fig. 1. Earliness deterioration caused by batch i' over 

batch i if both are allocated to the same unit j. 
 
This constraint relates model's assignment decisions 
and model's sequencing decisions, which is the main 
difference with the previous approach.  In turn, 
constraint (14) has the same effect that constraints (2) 
and (3), but here a summation over the available 
equipment units reduces the number of constraints by 
one order of magnitude. 
 
Finally, the proposed constraint to tighten the lower 
bound on the overall earliness objective function is: 
 
 i

iiIi Jj
jiijiii ddC

ii

≤Θ+ ∑ ∑
≠∈ ∈':'

''
'

β  Ii ∈∀  (15) 

 
Here constraint (15) replaces previous constraint (6), 
where βii'j is the earliness estimation parameter 
defined as: 
 

jiji
Min

ji ptsu ''' ++τ  , if   ddi' ≤ ddi  

'''' ijiji
Min

jii ddptsudd −+++τ  
 , if   (ddi < ddi')  and   

(ddi' - τi'j
Min - sui'j - pti'j < ddi)

 
=jii'β

0  , otherwise (16)

 
Constraint (15) causes that the upper bounds on the 
completion times are affected by the assignment 
decisions while batch-unit allocations are made.  To 
reach this conclusion it is necessary to understand 
how constraints (13) and (15) work together.  
Constraint (13) assures that, once a batch i is 
assigned to equipment j (Yij = 1), any other batch i' 
assigned or partially assigned to the same unit (0 < 
Yi'j ≤ 1) will automatically increase binaries variables 
Θii'j or Θi'ij.  Since these sequencing variables appear 
on the summation of constraint (15), it is expected 
that a variable Θi'ij related to the ordered pair (i, i') on 
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unit j and featuring a lower βii'j will take a nonzero 
value.  Therefore, the lowest possible deterioration of 
both completion times will be chosen.  
 
Tightening constraint (15) will have no effect until 
assignment decisions are at least partially made.  If 
two batches have the same or almost the same due 
date, it is expected that both βii'j and βi'ij will be 
nonzero.  In this case, if i is already allocated to unit j 
(Yij = 1), the optimal relaxed solution will avoid the 
assignment of i' to the same unit j, if a deterioration 
of the earliness of one of the batches will happen.  In 
this way, the model will avoid the assignment of new 
tasks to a unit if it is overloaded.  In general, the 
lower bound proposed on the value of the objective 
function is useful during the node pruning process 
whenever 1 < Yij+Yi'j ≤ 2, and consequently, i and/or 
i' are assigned or partially assigned to the same 
processing unit j.   
 
 

4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
 
The effectiveness of the above tightening constraints 
will be illustrated by finding the minimum-makespan 
(Example 1) and the minimum-earliness (Example 2) 
schedules for a single-stage multiproduct batch plant.  
Both sequence dependent and independent 
changeovers are considered, since sequence 
dependent setups have a significant influence on the 
model performance and they cannot be efficiently 
considered with other formulations.  
 
The problem to be tackled involves a plastic 
compounding plant with a single stage and four 
extruders running in parallel.  This problem was first 
studied by Pinto and Grossmann (1995) and 
Ierapetritou, Hené, and Floudas (1999) with up to 29 
batch orders.  Méndez and Cerdá (2003) expanded  
 

Table 1. Product families 
 

Family Batches 
F1 O1, O2, O3, O5, O10, O16, O20, O22 
F2 O4, O8, O9, O14, O18, O26, O31 
F3 O7, O23, O24, O30, O33, O34, O36, O37, O38, O40 
F4 O6, O11, O15, O17, O19, O32, O35 
F5 O12, O13, O21, O25, O27, O28, O29, O39 

 
Table 2. Sequence dependent setup times  

between families  
 

 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 
F1 0.104 0.127 0.178 0.192 0.217 
F2 0.122 0.115 0.266 0.229 0.291 
F3 0.191 0.214 0.175 0.304 0.424 
F4 0.350 0.205 0.328 0.184 0.400 
F5 0.357 0.423 0.348 0.284 0.205 

 

the number of batches to 40, in order to undertake an 
appropriate dynamic scheduling scenario.  Order due 
dates and unit-dependent processing and setup times 
used on this section can be found in Méndez and 
Cerdá (2003).  
 
In order to address sequence dependent changeovers, 
batch orders are grouped into five product families 
F1-F5 as shown in Table 1, and sequence-dependent 
setup times between families are listed in Table 2.  
Hence, two versions of Examples 1 and 2 have  
been studied, one assuming sequence-independent 
changeovers and the other considering changeovers 
as sequence dependent.  Both versions were solved 
using the approach of Méndez et. al. (2001) and the 
corresponding improved formulation, for an 
increasing number of batches ranging form 12 to 
25/40, in order to reach the computational limit of 
each model. 
 

 
Table 3. Makespan minimization results with the model of Méndez et. al. (2001)  

 

 Sequence independent setup times Sequence dependent setup times 
n 

Binary vars, 
Continuous vars, 

Constraints 
 Objective 

Function 
Relative 
Gap (%) 

CPU time 
(sec.) Nodes Objective 

Function 
Relative 
Gap (%) 

CPU time 
(sec.) Nodes 

12 82, 25, 214  8.428 - 19.03 94365 8.645 - 8.36 39350 
16 140, 33, 382  12.353 2.43 >3600 8893218 12.854 - 1188.50 3421982 
18 161, 37, 444  13.985 - 2872.81 7166701 14.633 27.07 >3600 8708577 
20 201, 41, 558  15.268 22.62 >3600 6282059 15.998 21.95 >3600 6570231 

 
Table 4. Makespan minimization results with the proposed model 

 

 Sequence independent setup times Sequence dependent setup times 
n 

Binary vars, 
Continuous vars, 

Constraints 
 Objective 

Function 
Relative 
Gap (%) 

CPU time 
(sec.) Nodes Objective 

Function 
Relative 
Gap (%) 

CPU time 
(sec.) Nodes 

12 82, 25, 218  8.428 - 0.05 12 8.645 - 0.05 15 
16 140, 33, 386  12.353 - 0.03 1 12.854 - 0.09 44 
18 161, 37, 448  13.985 - 0.11 27 14.611 - 40.36 116413 
20 201, 41, 562  15.268 - 0.14 21 15.998 - 183.56 417067 
22 228, 45, 622  15.794 - 0.20 49 16.396 - 167.09 359804 
25 286, 51, 792  18.218 - 0.42 110 19.064 * - 79.25 109259 
29 382, 59, 1064  23.302 - 0.61 82 24.723 * - 5.92 5385 
35 532, 71, 1430  26.683 - 0.97 90     
40 625, 81, 1656  28.250 - 0.91 34     

 * For a Relative Gap Tolerance of 0.01 
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Table 5. Overall earliness minimization results with the model of Méndez et. al. (2001)  
 

 Sequence independent setup times Sequence dependent setup times 
n 

Binary vars, 
Continuous vars, 

Constraints 
 Objective 

Function 
Relative 
Gap (%) 

CPU time 
(sec.) Nodes Objective 

Function 
Relative 
Gap (%) 

CPU time 
(sec.) Nodes 

12 82, 24, 214  1.026 - 0.03 22 1.376 - 0.01 12 
16 140, 32, 382  9.204 - 1.30 3668 11.647 - 2.70 8301 
18 161, 36, 444  16.496 - 38.48 84843 18.773 - 55.77 123666 
20 201, 40, 558  17.073 - 77.78 148101 19.131 - 81.38 159388 
22 228, 44, 618  22.815 1.68 >3600 4385294 27.754 8.33 >3600 3616973 
25 286, 50, 788  29.430 49.63 >3600 2720801 40.541 57.68 >3600 3435213 

 
Table 6. Overall earliness minimization results with the proposed model 

 

 Sequence independent setup times Sequence dependent setup times 
n 

Binary vars, 
Continuous vars, 

Constraints 
 Objective 

Function 
Relative 
Gap (%) 

CPU time 
(sec.) Nodes Objective 

Function 
Relative 
Gap (%) 

CPU time 
(sec.) Nodes 

12 191, 24, 245  1.026 - 0.02 1 1.376 - 0.03 1 
16 351, 32, 437  9.204 - 0.30 78 11.647 - 0.56 404 
18 408, 36, 508  16.496 - 1.19 785 18.773 - 1.20 853 
20 519, 40, 639  17.073 - 1.63 807 19.131 - 3.27 2178 
22 574, 44, 721  22.815 - 9.11 6598 27.754 - 90.75 75569 
25 738, 50, 916  29.430 - 91.14 57741 37.216 15.25 >3600 2006319 

 
All results were found on a Pentium IV PC (2.8 
GHz) with ILOG OPL Studio 3.7, using the 
embedded CPLEX v. 9.0 mixed-integer optimizer.  
CPU time limit was defined on 1 hr.  Except for the 
two cases indicated in Table 4, the solver default 
relative gap tolerance equal to 0.0001 was used.  The 
time horizon limit H = 30 was used as the big-M 
parameter.  
 
The results for the makespan minimization problem 
(Example 1) are shown in Table 3 for the model of 
Mendez et. al. (2001), and in Table 4 for the 
improved formulation.  The proposed model is 
always faster for each problem instance being 
tackled.  For sequence independent problems, 40 
batches are scheduled in less than a second.  For 
sequence-dependent problems almost optimal 
solutions are found in few CPU seconds, since the 
relative gap decreases significantly faster because of 
the tightening constraints.   
 
For Example 2 the corresponding results are shown 
in Tables 5 and 6.  Direct comparison for the 20 
batches problem shows an improvement on the 
computational time of 47:1 for the sequence 
dependent and of 24:1 for the sequence independent 
cases.  Since tightening constraints for this example 
do not have a notorious effect until assignments are 
made, the lower bound for the proposed formulation 
increases slower than before.   
 
For both examples, the model of Méndez et. al. 
(2001) reaches good (most optimal) solutions in few 
seconds, but needs larger computational effort to 
prove their optimality, since the lower bound on the 
value of the objective function increases very slowly. 
 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS  
 
A pair of improved MILP formulations for single-
stage batch scheduling problems that efficiently 
handle sequence dependent setup times has been 
proposed.  Better computational results are achieved 
by incorporating tightening constraints that increase 
the lower bound on the objective function value.  
Problems of up to 40 batches have been solved in a 
very low CPU time.   
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Abstract: This paper presents an algorithm to solve non-convex NLP and MINLP problems 

using CLP.  In the proposed technique, the continuous variables are relaxed to take only 

integer values contained in the real domain of the variable. The merits of the CLP algorithm, 

viz powerful CP strategies are proposed to be exploited to get integer solutions to the 

relaxations. A lower bound to the objective function is obtained if the relaxed problem is 

feasible. This information is used in the successive stages wherein the continuous variables 

are corrected from their integer variable representation to obtain real solutions with desired 

accuracy. The proposed technique has been successfully demonstrated on two MILP, two non 

convex NLP and two non convex MINLP problems. The problems were also solved by 

traditional techniques and the superiority of the proposed method has been demonstrated. 

Keywords: Constraint Logic Programming (CLP), Constraint Propagation (CP), Integer 

Programming (IP) Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP), Mixed Integer Non-Linear 

Programming (MINLP)  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Many of the problems arising in synthesis and 

design, and in planning and scheduling problems are 

MINLP models. This is due to the fact that MINLP 

provides much greater modeling flexibility for 

tackling a large variety of problems. While MILP 

methods have been largely developed outside process 

systems engineering, chemical engineers have played 

a prominent role in the development of MINLP 

methods. Some of the methods used to solve MINLP 

include Branch and Bound, Generalized Benders 

Decomposition (GBD), Outer Approximation (OA) 

and Extended Cutting Plane methods (ECP). In the 

above methods, the objective function and the 

constraints are assumed to be convex and 

differentiable. But, often times, some problems lead 

to formulations that do not satisfy these requirements 

of convexities. The trim loss problem in paper 

industry and the 10P3S problem (Munawar & Gudi, 

2005) are some such problems. Ryoo and Sahinidis 

(1995) have reported a collection of twenty one non 

convex problems that arise in process synthesis.  

There have been a number of attempts to handle non 

convex MINLPs. Tawarmalani and Sahinidis (2000) 

have developed a branch and bound method that 

branches on the continuous and discrete variables. 

This method, which relies on bounds reduction using 

underestimators, has been implemented in BARON. 

The SMIN- BB and GMIN- BB algorithms have 

been developed for twice-differentiable nonconvex 

MINLPs. The BB method, which is a branch and 

bound procedure that branches on both the 

continuous and discrete variables according to 

specific options, was developed by using a valid 

convex underestimation of general functions as well 

as special functions. The branch-and-contract method 

for global optimization of process models which 

have bilinear, linear fractional and concave separable 

functions in the continuous variables and linear 0–1 

variables, uses bound contraction and applies the 

outer-approximation algorithm at each node of the 

tree for the spatial search. Lee and Grossmann (2001) 

developed a two level-branch and bound method for 

solving nonconvex disjunctive programming 

problems. Munawar & Gudi (2005) have proposed a 

hybrid technique to solve MINLP that makes use of 

Differential Evolution (DE) and Non Linear 

Programming (NLP). 

Finding its roots in computer science and artificial 

intelligence communities, Constraint Programming 

(Puget, 1994; Van Hentenryck, 1989) is an 

alternative approach to discrete and continuous 

problem solving. For decades, it has proved 
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successful in several applications, particularly in 

scheduling and logistics. Unlike mathematical 

programming, it does not use relaxations but it relies 

on methods of logical inference (primarily domain 

reduction and constraint-propagation) to reduce the 

domain of possible values for a discrete or 

continuous variable. The rich modeling language of 

CLP has contributed in a large way towards its 

success.

The methods described above for the solution of non 

convex MINLP essentially involve the Branch and 

Bound and Extended Cutting Plane methods. The 

successes of these methods are crucially dependent 

on the successful solution of the NLP sub-problems 

at each node. On the other hand, CLP methods are 

good at domain propagation but are restricted to the 

finite domain and do not handle continuous 

variables. In recent years, there has been substantial 

progress in the development of powerful constraint 

propagation engines, which could be exploited 

towards solution of problems represented in the finite 

domain. An alternative approach to solving MINLPs 

that relies on the use of CLP towards domain 

reduction could therefore be examined towards 

solution of such non-convex MINLP problems.  

In this paper, a method has been proposed that uses 

CLP to solve non-convex MINLP problems. 

Contrary to the regular approach of relaxing on the 

integrality requirements as in the branch and bound 

algorithm, the proposed approach relaxes the 

continuous variables to discrete values. Since 

constraint propagation approaches are usually more 

suitable in the finite domain over other integer 

programming methods (Smith, et al., 1997), we 

propose to use the powerful features of constraint 

propagation engine to reduce the finite domain space.  

The method involves solving a master problem 

obtained by relaxing the space of continuous 

variables to integer domain. If the relaxed problem is 

feasible, it ensures that a lower bound (for the 

maximization problem) is obtained for the problem. 

Also, the domain reduction inherently present in CP 

helps to specify tighter bounds on the continuous 

variables. These steps are followed by the solution of 

another sub problem in which the continuous 

variables are corrected from their integer variable 

representation to obtain real solutions with desired 

accuracy. In this sub problem, the bounds on the 

continuous variables are also tightened by inferring 

from the solution of the master problem. If the 

master problem is infeasible, the original problem 

itself is discretized and solved.  

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 

The following section gives a review of CLP 

technique. Section 3 focuses on some theoretical 

aspects of CP relevant to the real domain. Section 4 

discusses the results obtained by applying the 

proposed methodology on two MILP and two non 

convex NLP and MINLP problems. The second 

MILP problem is a planning and scheduling problem 

on a set of dissimilar parallel machines (Jain and 

Grossman, 2001). We solve this problem using CLP 

even when the start times, due dates, release dates 

and processing times are not integer parameters. This 

is particularly noteworthy considering the fact that 

ILOG Scheduler does not support continuous 

variables.  

2. CONSTRAINT LOGIC PROGRAMMING  

Constraint Programming (Hentenryck, 1989; Hooker, 

2000) was originally developed to solve feasibility 

problems, but it has been extended to solve 

optimization problems as well. In finite domain CLP, 

each integer variable xi has an associated domain Di

which is the set of possible values that this variable 

can take on in the optimal solution. The cartesian 

product of the domains D1 x…..x Dn forms the 

solution space of the problem. This space is finite 

and can be searched exhaustively for a feasible or 

optimal solution, but to intelligently enumerate this 

search, CP is used to infer infeasible solutions and 

prune the corresponding domains. From this 

viewpoint, CP operates on, and narrows down, the 

set of possible solutions. 

Constraint Programming is based on performing a 

tree enumeration. At each node the domains of the 

variables, which can be continuous, general integer, 

boolean and binary are reduced.  If an empty domain 

is found the domain is pruned. Branching is 

performed whenever a domain of an integer, binary 

or boolean variable has more than one element, or 

when the bounds of the domain of a continuous 

variable do not lie within a tolerance. Whenever a 

solution is found, or a domain of a variable is 

reduced, new constraints are added to ensure that the 

node is not revisited. The search terminates when no 

further nodes need to be examined. 

Traditional IP methods are very efficient for 

problems with good relaxations but suffer when the 

relaxation is weak or when its restricted modeling 

(linear inequalities) framework results in large 

models. CLP with its more expressive language  

results in smaller models that are closer to the 

problem description, and performs better for highly 

constrained problems; however, it lacks the global 

perspective of relaxations. 

There have been a few attempts to integrate CLP and 

MILP so that their complementary strengths can be 

exploited. Some examples include the modified 

generalized assignment problem (Darby et al., 1997), 

the template design problem, the progressive party 

problem (Smith et al., 1997), and the change problem 

(Heipcke, 1999). These papers showed that MILP is 

very efficient when the relaxation is tight and the 

models have a structure that can be effectively 

exploited. CP works better for highly constrained 

discrete optimization problems where expressiveness 

of MILP is a major limitation. Hooker (2000) deals 

with the subject of MILP and CP integration in 

detail. Jain and Grossman (2001) have shown a 

decomposition method wherein a master MILP and a 

CLP subproblem work in cooperation and are able to 

address problems, that were otherwise intractable by 

both the methods.  
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3. DECOMPOSITION METHODOLOGY

The algorithms proposed in this section have been 

motivated by the high efficiency of CLP in reducing 

the domain of variables. A motivating example has 

also been presented at the end of the section. 

Although shown for an MINLP, this theory is also 

valid for solution of an MILP.  

Consider a problem, which when modeled as an 

MINLP has the following structure, 

(M1) ,max ,x y f x y    (1) 

( , )s.t G x y    (2) 

x     (3) 

0,1y    (4) 

where G(x,y) could represent both equality and 

inequality constraints. The above optimization 

problem has both continuous and binary variables. It 

is to be noted no restrictions are placed on (1) and (2) 

to be convex and linear in the discrete variables.  

The master problem of (M1) is given by 

 (M2) ,max ,x y f x y    (5) 

( , )s.t G x y    (6) 

x     (7) 

0,1y    (8) 

Any solution obtained for M2 will provide a lower 

bound for the problem M1. In other words, M1 will 

never have a value that is lower than M2. Let f , the 

solution to M2, define this lower bound.

The sub problem (M3) is defined as 

(M3) ,max ,x y f x y    (9) 

( , )s.t G x y    (10) 

                 f f                                           (11) 

0

10 ( _ )
n

i

i

i

x a x   (12) 

              0,1y                                           (13) 

              0 _a x                                          (14) 

          _ 0,1, 2,3....9 0ia x i             (15) 

The domain  can be inferred from the solution of 

M2. For a maximization (minimization) problem, the 

lower (upper) bound of x will start from (end at) the 

solution of x in M2. The upper (lower) bound will 

essentially remain the same as in M2.  

The sub-problem (M4) is defined as 

(M4) ,max ,x y f x y    (16) 

( , )s.t G x y    (17)

0

10 ( _ )
n

i

i

i

x a x   (18) 

              0,1y                                           (19) 

              0 _a x                                          (20) 

          _ 0,1, 2,3....9 0ia x i             (21) 

This problem is solved if and only if M1 gives an 

infeasible solution. The domain in equation (20) is 

larger than (14) because no inference can be made 

from the solution of M1 and M4 is a larger problem 

than M3. It should be noted that M4 can be solved 

for an optimal solution even without solving M2. 

Table 1: Proposed Algorithm to solve MILP/MINLP 

problems

Algorithm 

Step 1: Formulate M2 by relaxing the continuous 

variable space of M1 to Integer space 

Step 2: Solve M2 using CLP.  

If M2 is feasible, 

 go to Step 5  

Step 3: Formulate M4 by discretizing M1 using (17) 

subject to (19) and (20) 

Step 4: Solve M4.  

If feasible,  

Solution is Optimal for M1 

 else  

M1 is Infeasible 

Step 5: Formulate M3 by discretizing M2 using (11) 

subject to (13) and (14) 

Step 6: Solve M3 to obtain optimal of M1  

4. CASE STUDIES 

This section discusses the application of the proposed 

methodology on some MILP, NLP and non-convex 

MINLP problems.  

4.1 Case Study 1 

The example discussed is an MILP with 3 

continuous and 3 binary variables and will be 

hereon referred as Case Study 1. 

(M1)    

, 1 2 3 1 2 3

1 2 3

3 1

2 1

1 2 3

1

3

. 151.2

2

70

2

5.9

5,0,0 (100,100,100); 0,1

x yMin f x x x y y y

s t x x x

x x

x x

y y y

x

X Y

The formulation of model (M2) is done by relaxing 

the continuous spaces of x to integer space. 

(M2)  

, 1 2 3 1 2 3

1 2 3

3 1

2 1

1 2 3

1 2 3

3

1

. 151.2

2

70

2

5.9 , 0,1,2...,100 ;

5,6...,100 ; 0,1

x yMin f x x x y y y

st x x x

x x

x x

y y y

x x x

x Y

The optimal solution for (M2) is 
* * * * * * *

1 2 3 1 2 3, , , , , ;x x x y y y f = 6,76,69,0,1,1 ;13 . 

This solution gives us a bound on the objective 

function i.e., the objective function of (M1) can 

never be greater than 13.

The model (M3) is formulated by inferring tighter 

bounds from the solution of (M2) 
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(M3)

, 1 2 3 1 2 3

1 2 3

3 1

2 1

1 2 3

3

1

0 1 0 2

0 3

1 1 2 1 1 2

2 2 1 3 2 3

1 1 1 2 1 3 1

. 151.2

2

70

2

5.9; 0,1

_ 5,6 ; _ 0,1,...76 ;

_ 0,1,..69

_ , _ , _ ,
0,1, 2...9

_ , _ , _

_ 0.1 _ 0.01 _

x yMin f x x x y y y

s t x x x

x x

x x

y y y

x Y

a x a x

a x

a x a x a x

a x a x a x

where x a x a x a x

2 1 2 2 2 3 2

3 1 3 2 3 3 3

_ 0.1 _ 0.01 _

_ 0.1 _ 0.01 _

x a x a x a x

x a x a x a x

The optimal solution for (M3) is * * * * *

1 2 3 1 2( , , , , ,x x x y y
* *

3 ; ) 5.95,75.95,69.3,0,1,1 ;12.6 is y f

The formulation for model M4 is given by 

(M4)

, 1 2 3 1 2 3

1 2 3

3 1

2 1

1 2 3

3

1

0 1

0 2

0 3

. 151.2

2

70

2

5.9; 0,1

_ 5,6,..,100

_ 0,1,...100

_ 0,1,..100

x yMin f x x x y y y

s t x x x

x x

x x

y y y

x Y

a x

a x

a x

   

Though the master problem was feasible, 

nevertheless, M4 can be formulated and solved for 

this case study. But as said earlier, it is more 

computationally expensive. This fact is 

substantiated by the Table 2.  

Table 2: CLP Parameters for Case Study 1

Model No. of 

Choice 

Points 

No. of 

Failures 

M2 3 64 Method 1  

M3 13 53 

Method 2   M4 27 128 

4.2 Case Study 2 

The following planning and scheduling MILP 

model has been taken from Jain and Grossman 

(2001). The scheduling problem involves finding a 

least-cost schedule to process a set of orders I
using a set of dissimilar parallel machines M .

Processing of an order i I  can only begin after 

the release date ir  and must be completed at the 

latest by the due date id . Order i  can be processed 

on any of the machines. The processing cost and 

the processing time of order i I  on machine 

m M  are imC  and imp , respectively.

min

s.t ; 1

max min

1 , , ,

1 , ,

1 , ,

im im

i I m M

i i im

m M

i i im im

m M

im im i i i i

i I

ii i i im i m

i i im im ii

m M

ii i i

ii i i im

C x

ts r i I x i I

ts d p x i I

p x d r

y y x x i i I i i m M

ts ts p x U y i i I i i

y y i i I i i

y y x 2 , ,

, ,

0 ; 0,1 ,

0,1 , , ; max

i m

i im

ii im
m M

i I

x i i I i i

m m M m m

ts x i I m M

y i i I i i U p

The main decisions involved in this scheduling 

problem are assignment of orders on machines, 

sequence of orders on each machine, and start time 

for all the orders. The binary variable imx  is an 

assignment variable, and it is equal to one when 

order i  is assigned to machine m . Binary variable 

iiy  is the sequencing variable, and it is equal to 

one when both i  and i  are assigned to the same 

machine and order i  is processed after order i .

The continuous variable its  denotes the start time 

of order i .

Table 3: Data for Case Study – 2

Cost
Processing 

time
Order

Mch 

1

Mch

 2 

Mch 

1

Mch 

 2 

Release 

date

Due

date

1 10.6 6.25 10.2 14.5 2.1 16.9 

2 8.26 5.45 6.25 8.10 3.5 14.2 

3 12.47 7.06 11.98 16.14 4.8 25.5 

Table 4: Results for Case Study – 2

Order Machine
Start  

Time

Processing 

Time
Finish

1 2 2.1 14.5 16.6 

2 1 3.5 6.25 9.75 

3 1 9.75 11.98 21.73 

Jain and Grossman (2001) have discussed 10 

instances of this problem. They have formulated 

the same problem as a CLP model to be 

compatible with ILOG Scheduler. The processing 

times are assumed to be integers in their 

formulation. In our work, we allow these 

parameters to be real and test the ILOG Solver’s 
capability to accommodate this change using our 
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formulation. Table 3 shows the scheduling data of 

3 orders on 2 machines. 

For this problem, the master problem M2 was 

infeasible and hence M4 was solved using CLP. 

Table 4 shows the results of this case study. The 

results were equivalent to those obtained when M1 

was solved using a MILP solver such as CPLEX.  

4.3 Case Study 3 

The following is a pooling NLP problem that has 

been studied extensively in the literature (Ryoo and 

Sahinidis, 1995). 

, 5 9 1 2 6

1 2 3 4 3 7 5

4 8 9 7 8 6

10 3 7 5 10 4 8 9

1 2 10 3 4

min 9 15 6 16 10

. ;

;

2 2.5 ; 2 1.5

3 ;

0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1 (300,300,100,

200,100,300,100, 200, 200,3)

x y x x x x x

s t x x x x x x x

x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x

x x x x x

X

The proposed CLP based strategy reaches the 

global optimum without getting stuck at any of the 

infinite local solutions (Ryoo and Sahinidis, 1995). 

The global optimum is given by 
* * * * * * * * * *

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10, , , , , , , , ,x x x x x x x x x x (0,100,0,100,

0,100,0,100, 200,1) .

The above problem when solved using the NLP 

solver CONOPT was dependent on initial guesses 
and has the possibility of converging at local 

optima. 

4.4 Case Study 4 

The following non convex NLP has been taken 

again from Ryoo and Sahinidis (1995) 

, 1 2

2 2 2 2

1 2 1 2

1 2 2 1

min

. 4; 1;

1; 1

2 2

x y x x

s t x x x x

x x x x

X

The solution of this problem with GAMS modeler 

and CONOPT as solver did not give satisfactory 

results and it was found that the global optima 

reported was dependent on the initial guess 

provided. The global optima for this problem using 

the proposed CLP approach agreed with the 

reported value 1.414214, 1.414214X

and 2.828427f .

4.5 Case Study 5 
The following problem is a MINLP with one 

binary and one continuous variable. This problem 

was proposed by Kocis and Grossmann (1988), and 

was also solved by Floudas et al. (1989), Ryoo and 

Sahinidis (1995) and Cardoso et al. (1997). 

,

2

min 2

. 1.25 0

1.6

0 1.6

0,1

x y f x y

s t x y

x y

x

y

The first nonlinear inequality constraint contains a 

non-convex term for the continuous variable x. The 

global optimum is (x, y; f) = (0.5, 1; 2).The master 

(M2) problem of this case study is infeasible and 

hence this problem was successfully solved to 

global optimality using the M4 transformation. 

Munawar and Gudi (2005) have solved this 

problem using GAMS Solvers viz. CONOPT2 and 

SNOPT. It has been shown that the optimum is 

strongly dependent on initial guesses. Such 

problems are not encountered when the above non-

convex MINLP is solved using the proposed 

approach M4. 

4.6 Case Study 6 

The following problem is a non convex MINLP 

problem with three continuous and two discrete 

variables.  
2 2 2 2 2

, 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 3

1 2 1 1 1

2 2 1 2

1 2 3 3

1 2

1 2 3

3

max

. 10 ; 1

1 ; 1

1 ; 1 0

3.5 ; 15.5

0 4; 0 16; 0 1;

0,1

x y x y x y x x y y y x y x

s t x x y x y

x y y y

y y x x

x x

x x x

Y

Unlike in case study 3, this problem has a feasible 

solution for the master problem and is found to be  
* * * * * *

1 2 3 1 2, , , , ; 3,15,1,1,0 ;69x x x y y f .

This implies that the objective function cannot be 

less than 69. The sub-problem (M3) is solved and 

the global optima is determined to be 
* * * * * *

1 2 3 1 2, , , , ; 3.5,15.5,1,1,0; 85.25,x x x y y f .

This problem was also solved using M4. Though 

the global optimum was obtained, it was at a higher 
computational effort, as we report in Table 5.  

Table 5: CLP Parameters for Case Study 6 

Model No. of 

Choice 

Points

No. of  

Failures 

M2 0 26 Method 1  

M3 31 537 

Method 2    M4 271 3735 

This problem was also solved using the GAMS 
modeler with the DICOPT Solver. As can be seen 

in Table 6, solution using DICOPT is dependent on 

the initial guess to reach the global optimum. But 
in the proposed algorithm, there is no need for any 

initial guesses and yet the solutions are guaranteed 

to be globally optimal. 
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   Table 6: Results for Case Study 6 using (DICOPT)

Initial Guesses 
0 0 0 0 0 0

1 2 3 1 2, , , , ;x x x y y f

Optima 
* * * * * *

1 2 3 1 2, , , , ;x x x y y f

No initial Guess 3.5,15.5,0,1,0; 84.25

3.5,15.5,0,0,1; 80, 3.5,15.5,0,1,0; 84.25

0,10,0.5,1,1; 80 0,10,0.5,1,1; 80

3.5,10,1,1,1; 80 3.5,15.5,1,1,0; 85.25,

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, CLP has been used to solve non convex 

MINLP problems by transforming them into master 

problem that are of pure IP by nature. The 

enumeration strength of CP can be suitably exploited 

to generate solution to IP problem which can 
subsequently corrected in sub-problems. The solution 

of the master problem is used to tighten bounds and 

add additional constraints so as to reduce the 

computational burden. This method has been 

successfully tested on two MILP and two non convex 

NLP and two non convex MINLP problems. The 

superiority of the proposed method lies in the fact 

that it does not require any initial guess as required in 

the traditional techniques. It has also been 

demonstrated that the traditional techniques are not 

very robust and yield different optima, depending on 

the initial values. 
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Abstract: A heuristic approach is proposed to solve material balance control problems for
chemical plants. The heuristics are derived from structural and controllability analysis and
validated through simulation cases. First, the plant analysis is decomposed into two parts:
a reaction section and a separation section. Second, these two sections are combined to
evaluate the heuristic procedure implementation to solve a plant-wide control problem.
Some control structure designs based on the proposed heuristic procedure are tested in the
Tennessee Eastman Case Study. Copyright © 2006 IFAC

Keywords: plant-wide control, control structure design, decentralised control, snowball
effect, heuristics.

1. INTRODUCTION

For the case where the control structure is well
selected, decentralised control is a useful strategy to
perform control targets. The advantages to apply
decentralised control instead of centralized ones are:
easy implementation, low cost, reliability and
comprehensive operation.

The problems of decentralised control application are
derived from interactions of coupled process. Mass
and energy integration usually increase the coupling
among the process variables, what makes more
difficult to apply decentralised controllers. Therefore
it is crucial for the success of a decentralized control
strategy to select the right manipulated and
controlled variables.

In this paper, four guidelines are proposed to develop
good control structures for process control using
decentralised controllers. The main idea is to identify
which variables and variable ratios should be kept
constant to eliminate the effect of the process
disturbances in the process quality automatically.

The paper is structured as follows: First, an
isothermal reactor is analysed to show how the
residence time and inlet flowrates can affect the
component material balance. Similar analysis is
made for separation process and for a small process
with a reactor, separation unit and a recycle stream.
These examples are used to developed the guidelines,
which are finally applied to propose new control
structures for the Tennessee Eastman Case Study
(Downs and Vogel, 1993).

2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE GUIDELINES

In this section are shown the model applied to
develop the IO-controllability analysis of a reactor
and a separator. The heuristics proposed in this paper
are derived from these simple cases.

2.1 Reactor

The reactor considered is an isothermal CSTR, with
the first order kinetic A � B. The corresponding
mathematical model is given by:
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21 uu
dt

dV R −= (1)

( )
ARAA

AR CkVCuCu
dt

CVd
−−= 201 (2)

The variables used in the model (1) and (2) are
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Variables description for the reactor model.

Variable Symbol Unit

Reactor volume VR m3

Reactant A inlet
composition

CA0 kgmol/m3

Reactant A outlet
composition

CA kgmol/m3

Flowrates u1 and u2 m3/h
Kinetic constant k h-1

The RGA matrix is an effective tool to evaluate
variables coupling. The system is decoupling when
the main diagonal of the RGA matrix is close to 1
(Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 1996). If the
controlled variables of the reactor are VR and CA, we
have a 2X2 system and RGA matrix can be expressed

by its 1,1-element, λ11. If we choice the control pairs
u1-CA and u2-VR (control structure CS1) or u1-VR and
u2-CA (control structure CS2), we will have distinct

values for the λ11. These values can be analytically
attained from linearization of (1) and (2), resulting
the expressions (3) and (4).

sR
CS

11
11

τ
λ −= (3)

sR
CS

11
2

τ
λ = (4)

In (3) and (4), λCS1 and λCS2, are λ11 calculated for

CS1 and CS2, respectively. The τR is the reactor
residence time and s is the Laplace domain variable.
From (3) and (4), we can conclude two remarks:

� Remark 1: The λ11 depends on the reactor

residence time. If τR is not constant, it can

change λ11, keeping away from 1.

� Remark 2: The control structure CS1 is more
appropriated than CS2 for high frequency, since

λCS1 → 1.

From remarks 1 and 2 we see that it is interesting to
propose a control structure, which can keep the
reactor residence time constant as possible and to
select the inlet flow rates to control the reactor
composition.

2.2 Separation Unit

A simple model of one stage separation unit can be
used to show how it is possible to control material
balance without composition controllers.

For an ideal binary mixture this model permits to
write the equation (5).

( )( ) ( )( )[ ] 01111 2 =−−−++−− zxzx ψαψα (5)

From (5), α is the relative volatility, ψ is the
vaporisation fraction, x is the liquid phase
composition of the light component and z is the light
component composition into the feed flowrate.
Considering that there are no feed composition
changes and knowing that the relative volatility is

almost constant, x can be inferred by ψ. In the other
words, the component material balance can be
controlled by a fix ratio V/F (inlet vapour
flowrate/feed flowrates).

A dynamic model proposed in the literature for one
stage unit separation (Luyben, 1990) was
implemented to show the composition response
under feed flowrate changes. Considering
hypothetical conditions, it is possible to show this
behaviour when: a) the liquid phase composition has
a feedback controller and b) a feedforward control
strategy is implemented to fix the ratio V/F. These
results are shown in the Figures 1 and 2. It is easy to
see that composition variability is lower when the
ratio V/F is direct controlled.

This idea can be extended to separation columns
where the ratios inlet vapour flow rate/feed flow rate
and reflux flow rate/feed flow rate are fixed by a
feedforward strategy. This application and its effect
on the plant economics are explored by self-
optimising techniques for controlled variables
selection procedures (Skogestad, 2000).

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
0.038

0.04

0.042

0.044

0.046

0.048

0.05

0.052

0.054

0.056

0.058

t (h)

x

Fig. 1. Typical profile of the liquid phase
composition change under flow rate disturbance
when a feedback composition controller is used.
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0.052

0.054

0.056

0.058

t (h)

x

Fig. 2. Typical profile of the liquid phase
composition change under flowrate disturbance
when a feedforward strategy to fix the ratio V/F is
applied.

A kind of the problem takes place when this control
structure is implemented: under composition
variations, it does not work. Solving this problem we
can introduce a feedback composition controller
through cascade configuration with feedforward
strategy.

Base on these results two additional remarks can be
written:

� Remark 3: We can implement feedforward
control structures through constant flow rate
ratios to control material balance under inlet
flow rate changes.

� Remark 4: The feedback composition
controllers can be introduced through cascade
configuration with basic feedforward control
structure.

2.3 Plant-Wide Control

In this section a hypothetical plant will be
considered. The process flowsheet of this plant is
shown in Figure 3.

The process is composed by liquid phase CSTR
reactor, distillation column, and a recycle stream.
The reactor is isothermal and the kinetic system is a
single first order reaction, A � B. The process
variables are described in the Figure 3.

LC

PC

Fi

B

xB

DxD

V

Q

L

F

zF

z

Fig. 3. Process flowsheet of the hypothetical plant.

In steady state we can write the material balance of
this plant by equation (6).

( )
( )BFDR

RBD

i
xzFxkV

kVxxF
F

−−

−
= (6)

The VR in (6) is the reactor hold-up, expressed in
molar base.

If the feed is the pure reactant A and considering an
ideal separation, we have zF = 1, xB = 0 and xD = 1.
Thus, we can simplify (6), resulting (7).

F
k

k

FkV

FkV
F

R

R

R

R

i ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛

−
=

−
=

1τ

τ (7)

The expression (7) has been used to describe the
snowball effect (Russel et al., 2002). The snowball
effect is a usual behaviour of systems with recycle
streams with constant reactor inventory (Luyben et

al., 1998). Figure 4 shows two typical curves from
expression (7) when the process inlet flowrate is
increased. This trends shows the behaviour of the

recycle stream, Fi, when VR or τR are fixed.

The high increasing of the recycle stream is verified
when the reactor hold-up is controlled at its set-point.
This means that high changes of the recycle streams
are expected to keep controlled compositions under
inlet flowrate variations.

The control of the reactor residence time is a way to
minimize the snowball effect. Figure 4 shows a linear
behaviour of the recycle stream when the feed
flowrate is increased, when the residence time is
constant, whereas increases exponentially when the
inventory is maintained constant. Therefore, there are
two advantages to maintain the residence time
constant. First the outlet flow increase linearly and
second the outlet composition suffer small variation.
Base on equation (7) it can be easily concluded that
to maintain residence time constant, we need just to
keep the F/Fi ratio constant. In other words, if it is
controlled the F/Fi ratio, it is possible to operate the
plant without snowball effect and with automatic
composition control. These conclusions agree with
the remarks 1 and 3. Now we can apply the
guidelines summarized in the remarks 1 to 4, to build
a control structure for the hypothetical plant.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

F

Fi

Constant Reactor Inventory

Constant Reactor
Residence Time

Fig. 4. Recycle stream behaviour.
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FT
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Fig. 5. CS1 flowsheet.

First, we introduce a feedforward ratio control to
maintain reactor residence time constant. Second,
flowrate ratios are implemented in the plant. The
vapour flowrate to column/column feed flowrate and
plant feed flowrate/recycle stream ratios are fixed
through feedforward control. The recycle stream is
chosen to set production rate. This control structure
is called CS1 and it is shown in the Figure 5.

In Figures 7 and 8 the impurity composition of the
column product shows a dynamic behavior when two
kind of disturbances are applied: 10% production
rate increasing and 10% feed composition increasing.
We can see that CS1 has a good performance when
the production rate is increased, but it does not work
under composition disturbances. This problem is
solved by introducing feedback composition
controllers through a cascade configuration. This
complete control structure, CS2, is shown in the
Figure 6.

Based on all discussions made until here, we can
write three relevant heuristics for plant wide control
structure design:

� Use a control configuration (feedforward or
feedback) to fix the reactor residence time. For
this, the reactor hold-up (inventory) can change.

� Use a feedforward control configuration to fix
flowrate ratios.

� The two heuristics above compose the basic
design to control the inventory structure. The
composition control is made through a cascade
configuration

3. TENNESSEE EASTMAN PROBLEM

The Tennessee Eastman case study is described in
(Downs and Vogel, 1993) and the process flowsheet
is shown in Figures 9 and 11.
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Fig. 6. CS2 flowsheet.
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Fig. 7. Dynamic performances of control structures
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increased.
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Fig. 8. Dynamic performances of control structures
CS1 and CS2 when 10% of the feed composition
is increased.

The kinetic system of the process is comprised by
exothermic reactions given by the chemical reactions
(8) to (11).

)()()()( liqGgDgCgA ⎯→⎯++ (8)

)()()()( liqHgEgCgA ⎯→⎯++ (9)

)()()( liqFgEgA ⎯→⎯+ (10)

)(2)(3 liqFgD ⎯→⎯ (11)
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The main reactions are shown by (8) and (9). These
reactions yield the main product constituted by G and
H components, therefore the G/H ratio defines
product quality. The reaction is gas-phase on the
catalytic surface and the liquid-phase products are
vaporized and partially condensed in a separator
vessel. The gas-phase is compressed and recycled to
reactor and the liquid-phase feeds the top of the
separation column. A portion of the gas-recycle is
purged to control inert inventory. This purge
performs a meaningful loss of the plant.

The Tennessee Eastman Plant is an unstable system
showing a RHP pole related to reactor temperature.
The reactor is jacketed and cooling water cools the
reactor content. Thus the low level of the reactor can
be harmful to the system stability. When reactor
level decreases below 40%, it takes place a high heat
increasing (Farina et al., 2000) and below 10% the
system exhibits a temperature runaway (Wu and Yu,
1997).

Next, we show two control structures applying the
heuristics concepts above. Control performance is
evaluated by variability of the product and reactor
compositions ( ± 5% is specified), constraints control
and purge flow rate. The simulation examples apply
15% production rate increasing and model
implementation is derived from Ricker’s Tennessee
Eastman Challenge Archive
(http://depts.washington.edu/control/LARRY/TE/do
wnload.html).

3.1 Control Structure TE-CS1.

The control of the reactor residence time of the
Tennessee Eastman plant is a not obvious task. Thus,
it was implemented an indirect control applying an
inventory-recycle ratio. The reactions take place in
gas phase on catalytic surface, then the inventory
considered to control must be the reactor vapor
holdup. The ratio applied to perform this feedforward
control is shown by Figure 9.

The flowrate ratios were applied as feed flow rates to
recycle stream ratio. A similar structure with ratio
control structure was proposed by Ricker (Ricker,
1996) where it was implemented for all flowrates a
ratio control. The difference between the Ricker’s
control structure and the proposed here is the
variable reactor inventory, which is used to keep the
residence time constant.

The production rate is changed through recycle
flowrate and other inventories are controlled by
outlet flows. These alternatives have good io-
controllability as shown by Farina et al., (2000).
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Fig. 9. Flowsheet of the control structure TE-CS1.

The feedback composition controllers are
implemented through cascade configuration. The
simulation results are shown in Figure 10.
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Fig. 10. Simulation results of TE-CS1 for: (a)
regulatory control and (b) composition control.

3.1 Control Structure TE-CS2.

In this CS, the reactor inventory is not directly
controlled, since no reactor level control loop is used.
The production rate is changed by separation drum
effluent stream. Thus, the reactor inventory decreases
when the plant production rate is increased. The
control structure is sketched in Figure 11 and the
simulation results are shown in the Figure 12. From
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these results, there is a higher reactor level variation
when we compare it with the first alternative (i.e.,
TE-CS1), but we can see a fast production rate
change showing smooth variations.

From these control structures we can see that it is
possible to attain the targets of the Tennessee
Eastman Plant through energy stabilisation and
material balance control, with an almost constant
reactor residence time. These control structures also
are reliable and comprehensive for the operation
staff.
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Fig. 12. Simulation results of TE-CS2 for: (a)
regulatory control and (b) composition control.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper showed how it is possible to derive
guidelines for control structure design based upon a
model analysis of simple and general hypothetical
plants. These heuristics, when they are applied in a
real plant, produce very good control performance
and are easy to apply. Finally, the proposed heuristic
approach is used to develop two new control
structures for the Tennessee Eastman Challenge
Control Problem.
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Real-time process integration is an important task to 
feasible operation at high levels of operational 
performance. Conventional operational procedures, 
which require to have platforms specified by heuristic 
procedures and the controllers, which are tuned in a 
non-hierarchical way in relation to the operational 
specification, tend to fail for non-linear and complex 
systems. In this situation, the solution of the 
optimization problem coupled with the design and the 
controller tuning (Process Integration) can be carried 
out dynamically and at periods of time constrained by 
the process time constant (in real-time), becoming a 
necessary solution to reach the desired performance 
level. 
 
The integration of chemical process in real-time is an 
interesting operation mechanism, because of the 
benefits that such approach may bring to the process 
in terms of profit and safety. Besides, it requires the 
development and application of several tools which 

may lead to a better understanding the steps and 
mechanisms taking place in the process. 
One of the elements of real-time process integration is 
the advanced control, whose main function is to 
maintain the process in the desired set point, defined 
by an optimization strategy in the context of the real 
time process integration, and at the same time to 
avoid that the process variables violate their 
constraints. The controller, normally, is a linear 
multivariable predictive controller. Other element is 
the optimization algorithm used to solve 
simultaneously a large amount of equations and to 
send the optimal values (the set points) to the 
advanced controller.  
 
The real-time optimization is mainly concerned with 
steady-state economics and uses nonlinear models 
while, at the advanced process control level, the 
objective functions used are not directly related to 
economics and the models employed are linear 
(Kookos, 2005). 
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An important point in real-time optimization is the 
necessity of a robust algorithm to converge to the 
optimal conditions, taking into account the need to 
obtain the response at relatively short time and with a 
lower computer burden. 
 
Diehl et al. (2002) describe a new real-time and 
Nonlinear Model Predictive Control (NMPC) 
schemes based on the direct multiple shooting 
method. This approach shows CPU times in the range 
of a few seconds per optimization problem. 
 
The real time optimization can be carried out through 
an optimization in one or two layers (Rezende et al., 
2004). In the two layers approach, the low layer is 
responsible for the dynamic control. The high layer 
determines the optimum steady state for the process 
variables, which are used in the low layer as set 
points of controlled and manipulated variables 
(Zanin, 2001). In the one layer optimization approach, 
the problems of the control and economic 
optimization are solved simultaneously in a single 
algorithm (Tvrzská de Gouvêa, 1997). 
 
In this work, it is addressed the problem of real-time 
integration for the multiphase reactor that produces 2-
methyl-cyclohexanol, considering the most relevant 
aspects necessary to postulate and to solve the 
problem in a one layer fashion. A simple to use and 
easy to implement control structure, using SISO 
approach, for the desired product concentration is 
proposed and analyzed. For the optimization problem, 
responsible to generate the set points for the 
controllers, an algorithm is used coupled with the 
reactor rigorous model. 
 
 

2. CASE STUDY 
 
In this paper the o-cresol hydrogenation to obtain 2-
methyl-cyclohexanol, which is carried out in a three 
phase catalyst slurry reactor, is considered as the 
representative of many important industrial processes. 
The hydrogenation of o-cresol is represented by: 

)l(OHCHHC)l(OHCHHC)g(H 3 31063462 →+  
A scheme of a slurry reactor can be seen in Figure 1, 
for a co-current operating mode, in which the gas and 
liquid phase flow in the same direction of the solid 
catalyst slurry. 
 

Reagents 
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Liquid 
Catalyst 

Catalyst 
Liquid 

Thermic Fluid 
(Coolant) 

Gas 

Products 

Reagents 

Tube side 

 
 
Fig. 1. A scheme of a three phase catalyst slurry 

reactor. 
 

2.1 Mathematical Modeling. 
 
The slurry type three phase system is represented by a 
non linear deterministic mathematical model 
developed by Vasco de Toledo and Maciel Filho 
(2004). This is a heterogeneous model constituted by 
material and energy balances for the three phases of 
the tube side, and the energy balance to the coolant 
fluid, with the following equations: 
 

• Mass Balance for reactant A (hydrogen) in 
gas phase: 
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• Mass Balance for reactant A (hydrogen) in 

liquid phase: 
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• Mass Balance for reactant B (o-cresol) in 

liquid phase: 
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• Energy Balance in the fluid phase: 
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• Energy Balance for the coolant: 
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• Mass Balance for reactant A (hydrogen) in 
solid phase:  
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• Mass Balance for reactant B (o-cresol) in 
solid phase: 
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• Energy Balance in solid phase: 
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where 
a  surface area, m-1 

A concentration of hydrogen, kmol/m3  

A* solubility of the component A, kmol/m3 
B concentration of o-cresol, kmol/m3 

De effective diffusivity, m2/s 
Dt reactor diameter, m 
h heat transfer coefficient, kJ/m2 s  
K mass transfer coefficient between the phases, 

cm/s 
L reactor length, m 
Rp radius particle, m 
Rw reaction rate, kmol/kg catalysts.s 
T            absolute temperature  
u linear velocity, m/s 
U global heat transfer coefficient, kJ/m2 s  
ΔHR heat of reaction, kJ/kmol 
ε porosity 
λ heat conductivity, kJ/m s K 
ρ density, kg/m3 
ν            stoichiometric coefficient  
Subscripts: 

A component A (hydrogen) 
B component B (o-cresol) 
f feed 
g gas phase 
gl gas-liquid 
l liquid phase 
ls liquid-solid 
p particle 
r             coolant fluid 
ref reference value used to turn the equations 

dimensionless 
s solid 
Superscripts: 

s catalyst surface 
 
The model equations lead to a system of partial 
differential equations that are converted into a system 

of ordinary differential equations through 
discretization by orthogonal collocation. The resulting 
equations were integrated using DASSL software 
which is suitable for stiff systems. 
 
 

3. ALGORITHMS FOR REAL-TIME 
INTEGRATED OPTIMIZATION  

AND CONTROL 
 
 
3.1 Optimization procedure. 
 
The real time optimization causes a lower profit when 
a local optimizer is used. This problem can be averted 
by using a global optimizer in the real time 
optimization procedure (Lacks, 2003). In this work, a 
global optimizer, based on the Genetic Algorithms, is 
chosen and proposed to be used in a posterior Real 
Time Integration. 
 
The aim of the optimization is to find out an optimal 
steady state of the three phase reactor that produces 2-
methyl-cyclohexanol using a rigorous model of this 
process. The optimal condition is the new set point in 
which, the reactor should be operated to have higher 
performance. 
 
The objective function considered was the 
productivity of 2-methyl-cyclohexanol subjected to 
the conversion of o-cresol in the liquid phase, which 
is usually required for practical implementations: 
 

L
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As constraint, it was considered the operation of the 
unit under limits of o-cresol conversion larger than 
90%, since the environment constraints require such 
levels of conversion. 
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In order to proceed with the reactor optimization, the 
mathematical model (Eqs. (1-17)) is incorporated to 
the Genetic Algorithm code and the objective 
function is defined. The optimization is carried out in 
steady state so that the reactor is represented by 
equations 1 to 17 setting the derivatives in respect to 
time to zero. 
The optimization problem can be written as: 
  
Maximize: Productivity 
Subject to: Model equations (Eqs. (1-17)) 
              Conversion > 90% 
    0.004195 ≤ ul ≤ 0.011805 
    0.000608 ≤ Agf ≤ 0.002392 
    0.009732 ≤ Blf ≤ 0.038268 
    459.0 ≤ Tf ≤ 621 
    425.0 ≤ Trf ≤ 575.0 
    1.08 ≤ ug ≤ 252.0 
    0.003 ≤ ur ≤ 0.007 
    0.00075 ≤ Agf ≤ 0.00225 
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In this work, the GA code used is the Fortran Genetic 
Algorithm Driver by David Carroll, version 1.7a 
(Carroll, 2004), with some modifications. This is a 
binary code that starts with a random population of 
chromosomes that are a set of solutions to the 
optimization problem. Each solution is evaluated by 
the fitness function that associates a value to the 
solution, determining the best ones. In this point, the 
genetic operators, that are the kernels of Genetic 
Algorithms, responsible to promote the evolution of 
the solutions are applied (Wang, 2005). This 
procedure is repeated along the iterations, also called 
generations, until a termination criterion is satisfied. 
 
In this work the termination criterion is given by the 
number of generations, since the solutions are better 
along the generations. During the optimization, it was 
set the population size, the crossover and mutation 
probabilities, the maximum number of generations 
and number of children per pair of parents. In this 
code is possible to set elitism, niching and micro-GA 
techniques. The details of the tools can be found in 
Deb (1999). As genetic operators are used tournament 
selection, single-point crossover and jump and creep 
mutation. It was set elitism, two children per pair of 
parents and niching. In order to handle the constraint 
present at the reactor optimization problem, the 
constraint handling method proposed by Deb (2000) 
is incorporated to the Carroll’s code. This method 
exploits the feature of the GAs algorithm of pairwise 
comparison in tournament selection (Deb, 2000; 
Costa and Maciel Filho, 2005). 
 
Extensive simulations lead to the convergence to the 
optimal conditions. The results obtained with the 
optimization by GA are the productivity of 2-methyl-
cyclohexanol of 1.64x10-4 Kmol/m3s and the 
conversion of o-cresol of 90.18%. It shows an 
improvement of three times the productivity of 2-
methyl-cyclohexanol and twice the conversion, 
compared to the steady state at previous work using 
the same model (Rezende et al., 2004). 
Bearing in mind the high dimensionality and non 
linearity of the model, the genetic algorithm showed 
to be robust to converge to the optimal conditions. 
before a main or secondary heading. 
 
 
3.2 Control Procedure 
 
For the layer of the control, a predictive controller 
based on the Dynamic Matrix Control (DMC), is 
implemented. The DMC algorithm development for 
monovariables systems (SISO) can be found at 
Rezende et al. (2004). 
DMC makes use of a linear model, the convolution 
model, which is obtained through step disturbances in 
the input variables. In this work is presented the DMC 
algorithm developed to monovariable systems SISO, 
since a reliable control strategy was defined.  
The DMC algorithm is based on the calculation of 
NC (Control Horizon) future values of the 
manipulated variables from a minimization of NP 
(Prediction Horizon) future values of the square of the 

difference between set point and output predicted by a 
convolution model with NM (Model Horizon) output 
values obtained from the step response to the 
manipulated variable. 
The model horizon (NM), the prediction horizon 
(NP), the control horizon (NC) and the suppression 
factor (f) are parameters to be tunned in order to 
obtain a good performance of the controller.  
In order to verify the controller performance, several 
sets of controller parameters were tested for load 
disturbances. The objective of the controller is to 
reach a suitable control for the o-cresol concentration 
at the reactor exit, able to work in a relatively wide 
range of operation conditions specified by the 
optimization algorithm. 
 
Control of the o-cresol concentration at the reactor 
exit.   The simulations to study the o-cresol 
concentration control at the reactor exit considered 
disturbances of ± 5% in the manipulated variable, 
step disturbance of  ± 5% and alteration of the ± 5% 
in the set point. The set of operating variables is: ul = 
0.0096 m/s, Agf = 0.001875 Kmol/m3, Blf = 0.0300 
Kmol/m3, Tf = 648 K e Trf = 600 K. The required set 
point of the output reactor o-cresol concentration in 
the liquid phase is 0.00258 Kmol/m3. A different set 
of parameters was tested in order to find out a set of 
parameters that allows for a good performance of the 
controller. This set of parameters is: NM = 4, NP = 3, 
NC = 1, and f = 0.0001. On-line concentration 
measurement can be obtained by near-infrared 
measurement with a good and robust performance in 
industrial environment. A sampling time of 100 s is 
used in this work, as this is the value normally found 
in industrial practice. 
The controlled and manipulated variables profiles, 
observed in the Figures 2 and 3, show that the 
performance of the controller is satisfactory to this set 
of operating variables.  
Figure 2 shows that the controlled variable reaches 
the set point around 1500s and remains on it along the 
period; the overshoot is small and oscillations were 
not observed. 
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Fig. 2. Open and closed loop concentration response 

for disturbances of ± 5% in Blf.  
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Figure 3 shows that the manipulated variable reaches 
a steady state in approximately 2000s and does not 
present oscillations along the period. These results 
show the very good performance and robustness of 
the proposed control structure, for a relative large 
range of operational conditions. 
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Fig. 3. Profile of manipulated variable (Feed 

temperature).  
 
 

4. REAL TIME INTEGRATED OPTIMIZATION 
AND CONTROL 

 
In order to proceed with the real-time integration, a 
robust and efficient algorithm to find out the optimal 
conditions in a relatively short time is required. This 
is essential especially for the one layer approach since 
the controller action depends on the convergence of 
the whole optimization/control problem. Figure 4 
shows a scheme of the one layer approach.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Schematic diagram for the one layer approach. 
 
The mathematical formulation of the 
control/optimization problem is described bellow 
(Zanin, 2001): 
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Subject to the following constraints: 
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 j=1,...,NP  

(28) 
 
where: 
admc  matrix of the coefficients of the process 

linear model  
ds  vector of the perturbations at the steady-state 
f  weighting factor in the DMC algorithm 
feco  economic objective function 
he  economic model constraints 
hp  nonlinear model constraints  
NC, NP  control horizon and prediction horizon 
NM  model horizon 
Ta  sampling period 
u  vector of the manipulated variables  
uat  vector of the manipulated variables at the 

current time 
us  vector of the manipulated variables at 

steady-state 
xs  vector of the nonlinear model variables in 

the steady-state 
W1  diagonal matrix of the weight of the 

dinamically controlled variables 
W2  diagonal matrix of the supression factor of 

the manipulated variables 
W3  weight of the economic parcel in the 

objective function 
yp  vector of the linear prediction of the 

dynamically controlled variables 
ypf  vector of the linear predicition of the 

dynamically controlled variables, based on 
passed control actions 

ysp  vector of the set points  of the dynamically 
controlled variables 

Δu  vector of the amplitude of the control actions 
 
The challenge in the implementation of the optimizer 
is to be able to work with an integrated optimization 
and control procedure in a real time basis. 
 
The process considered in this work is characterized 
by high dimensionality and non linearity of the 
model. Because of this, the solution of the 
optimization problem may bring difficulties related to 
the convergence. Optimization algorithms based on 

Optimizer/Controller 
- Rigorous Steady-

State Model 
- Economic Model 
- Linear Dynamic 

Model 
- NLP Algorithm 

Setpoint 
   u(k) 

Control 
System 

Variables 
y(k) 
u(k) 
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the GA principles are robust and care has to be taken 
in the required computer time (Costa and Maciel 
Filho, 2005). For this particular problem the GA 
presented quite good performance with a reasonable 
computer time, around ten minutes in a Pentium 4, 
2.8GHz, 512 MB RAM. It is an important aspect in 
real time applications of the GA optimization 
technique coupled with the high nonlinear and 
multivariable model, making this approach to be a 
good candidate to real time process integration. 
 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
This work presents the steps necessary to carry out 
the real-time process integration for the multiphase 
reactor that produces 2-methyl-cyclohexanol, through 
a one layer approach. The objective function of the 
control/optimization problem is composed of parcels 
from the dynamic control and the economic 
optimization. As controller of the process, it was used 
the DMC that showed to be efficient to control the 
reactor. The optimization problem was solved by 
Genetic Algorithm that revealed to be robust enough 
to lead to the convergence to the optimal conditions 
with a short computational effort. The results showed 
that the both techniques can be used simultaneously 
to deal with one layer real time integration. 
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Abstract: The rational use of utilities (electric energy, steam, and water) represents 
nowadays the great challenge to assure the competitiveness and sustainability of 
industries. The proposed work presents the minimization of the cost of steam and power 
generation in a petrochemical company, which has production of electric energy and 
steam by co-generation system. In this case, there is a balance to achieve between work 
and heat supply and this cannot be readily defined by heuristics or localized control loops. 
The application of an optimization model is proposed based on needs of energy demands, 
and readily exposing the scenery that minimizes the power and high pressure steam level 
production. It was observed a potential of economy of 46 t/h in the generation of steam in 
boilers and could be achieved a reduction of 6 MW of electric power consumption. 
Copyright © 2006 IFAC 
 
Keywords: Steam, Power, Optimization, Turbines, Mixed Integer Programming, Utilities. 

 
 
 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION  

 
The optimization of utility system has been explored 
regarding conceptual graphic tools that allows an 
steam network analysis and offer a better 
understanding of the interactions and could 
accelerate the application of an algorithm method 
(Strouvalis et al., 1998); aiding the decision of when 
is convenient to a factory to generate energy with an 
existent co-generation system or buy outer energy 
and heat, using MILP routine (Bojic & Stojanovic, 
1998); helping the management of energy in a multi-
period basis regarding a three/four level steam 
network; handling annual budging planning, 
investment decisions, electricity contract 
optimization, shutdown maintenance scheduling and 
fuel/water balance problems in a petrochemical plant 
with a site-model (Hirata et al., 2004); achieving 
benefits from an complex refinery co-generation 
system avoiding loss of energy in letdown valves and 
helping energy management problems basically 
using a solver tool from a common commercial 
spreadsheet (Milosevic & Ponhöfer, 1997). 
 
The proposed work presents the minimization of the 
steam and power generation in a petrochemical 
company, which has a production of electric energy 
and steam by co-generation system. In the case 

study, the steam network is composed by four levels 
of pressure that supply either thermal (heat 
exchangers), process (strippers) or power (pumps, 
compressors and electric energy) demands. The 
application of an optimization model is proposed in a 
way that based on the definition of needs of electric 
energy generation, process loads and steam heat or 
separation demands, it can readily expose the scenery 
that minimizes the power and high pressure steam 
level production. 
 

2. MOTIVATION AND VIABILITY 
 

A petrochemical industry and its associated second 
generation industries in a petrochemical site consume 
steam in various areas of their productive processes. 
These applications can be related to machine drives, 
stream heating, or separation processes (strippers, 
etc). These applications also demands different 
temperature and pressure conditions, needing to 
operate with four steam pressure levels, such as 
Super High Pressure Steam (VS - 113 kgf/cm2g and 
525°C); High Pressure Steam (VA - 42 kgf/cm2g and 
400°C); Medium Pressure Steam (VM - 18 kgf/cm2g 
and 315°C) Low Pressure Steam (VB - 4.5 kgf/cm2g 
and 225°C). In the case study of this work, the 
petrochemical industry generates VS in the Process 
Unities furnaces (70% in mass) and in the Utility 
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Unity Boilers (30% in mass). Power is produced by 
two steam turbo generators and a heavy duty gas 
turbine – power can also be purchased from the off-
site supplier. The normal production of VS is about 
1150 t/h and the other levels of steam are produced 
by the extraction of turbines that generate work with 
the feed of VS and also by pressure letdown valves 
with desuperheater systems to complement the needs 
of steam in the headers. The pressures in the VA and 
VM headers are controlled by acting in the relation 
of extracted and exhausted of the machines or by 
letdown valves, and this control does not necessarily 
generate optimized scenery. 
 
The optimization means the minimization of cost of 
energy, which is defined here as the sum of cost of 
VS produced in the auxiliary boilers, cost of power 
produced or imported and cost of using letdown 
valves. Nevertheless, the optimization of a steam and 
power system in Rankine cycle with such dimension 
and complexity is not an easy problem, because of 
the several and different applications involved and 
the connections of the pressure levels (Milosevic & 
Ponhöfer, 1997; Eastwood & Bealing, 2003). The 
potentiality in optimization is apparently huge, due to 
dimension of the scale of production in a 
petrochemical company (industry of intensive 
capital) and due to the continuous regime of 
production. Depending on the model, an annual 
economy of 2 to 5% of the energy bill could be 
achieved, besides the environmental advantages of 
reduction of emissions and withdrawn of superficial 
water (river).  
 
For steam, the most basic procedure used to 
administer the commitment between the demands of 
several steam levels and the generation of VS is the 
relationship of extraction and condensation in the 
turbo-machines (huge process compressors and 
turbo-generators). This is done to increase the 
readiness of VA or VM (in agreement with each 
machine) by extraction or to use all the useful energy 
accomplishing work (by expanding VS to exhaust 
steam), without extracting smaller pressure steam 
whose low demand would cause need of steam relief. 
This extraction and condensation relationship is not 
free – there is a balance among these steam rates for 
a given load (electrical or mechanical) demanded by 
each machine. Within this relationship and regarding 
the operational and mechanical limits of the system 
and their equipments, however, it could be achieved 
an optimized distribution for each scenery of steam 
demands for production of energy (electric, thermal 
or work). Other optimization form is to alternate the 
operation among different drives from same 
equipments (for example, pumps with electric motor 
and steam turbines drives). The total optimization of 
the system, however, is not the target of the current 
control loop of the steam system and neither is 
possible of being achieved by the operation people in 
a practical and fast way. However, the application of 
a computational tool that can show the best scenery 
(smaller cost of generation of VS and power, 
avoiding use of pressure letdown valves and the use 
of relieves) is very useful and can be implemented 

from definitions of each scenery inputs. The 
implementation of this tool is proposed in this paper, 
with optimization of a real scenery as an example. 
 
 

3. METHODOLOGY 
 
The method involves two main tools: a Steam Model 
and an Optimization Model. The first is necessary to 
collect the non-freedom degrees, process dependant 
variables and operational definitions – this is made 
importing data from the DCS system and by some 
manual inputs. This tool was constructed in a 
commercial available spreadsheet, in the most 
rigorous form possible, in order to minimize balance 
errors. Even if some steam measurement is not 
available in DCS, it was tried to evaluate this value 
indirectly, with mass and/or thermal balances, 
suppliers’ performance curves, project data, and so 
on. High precision balance is the key to minimize 
errors in the data to be exported to the optimization 
model. This data has to be in a form in which is 
included eventual errors, to guarantee that the steam 
balance is closed. 
 
The second tool imports data from the Steam Model 
and performs the optimization from a constructed 
model of the steam and power system, equipments 
and network constraints. The results can be applied 
as a guideline for engineers and operators in day-to-
day routines or as a project tool, showing best 
configurations for alternative selections.  
 
The "real scenery" refers to a specific state of the 
steam network of the petrochemical industry, 
selected in a random way. In the case study, it refers 
to the situation of June 6 (2005), 06:00 PM, when it 
was being generated about 1205 t/h of VS and it was 
observed openings in VS/VA pressure letdown 
valves (42.5 t/h), VA/VM (50 t/h) and VM/VB (62.4 
t/h). This situation can be observed in Figure 1.  
Some steam consumers do not possess flow 
measurement, and this is the case of most of the 
steam flows of VB level; nevertheless, there are in 
the company evaluations of these normal daily 
demands, and the application of these values leads to 
a balance that reflects reasonably the situation. So, 
using the available data, the steam material balance 
was defined. So, the modelling of the steam network 
is made respecting the thermal demands and the 
requested power of the machines in this day and 
time. The data exported from the model then will be 
submitted to an appropriate optimization routine and 
the result will be compared with the steam balance 
observed in real conditions, as a way of verifying the 
potential earnings. 
 
 

4. DEFINITIONS 
 
Generating equipments: these are the steam sources 
of the several existent steam levels and they can be 
variable or fixed. Some of these sources are also 
consumers of steam of higher level, generating by 
extraction a lower class steam. Fixed steam sources 
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are related to equipment, in which the steam 
consumption is fixed and dependent on the process 
loads, but also produce steam of smaller pressure in 
the outlet. Then, according to Figure 1: 

• VS is generated by the process furnaces 
(fixed generation) and auxiliary boilers 
(variable generation);  

• VA can be generated by the turbines 12-
TBC-01/21, 47-TG-01/02, 112-TBC-01 and 
by the letdown valves 10-PV-51 and 46-PV-
12 - variable generation;  

• VM can be generated by the turbines 14-
TBC-01/21, 112-TBC-01 and for the 
letdown valves 10-PV-52 and 46-PV-13 
(variable generation), as well as by other 
fixed generations (as example: 14-TBC-
02/22, 48-B-01 B/C/D); 

• VB can be generated by the letdown valves 
10-PV-13, 110-PV-04 and 46-PV-14 
(variable generation), as well as by other 
fixed generations (as example: 12-TBB-11, 
114-TBC-01); 

 
Consumers: these represent the several steam levels 
demands. These demands can be: 

• Thermal: Heating of another fluid with 
steam. As the steam leaves the system 
definitively (as condensate or exhaust 
steam), these are not considered steam 
generator equipments; 

• Process:  Steam injection directly in other 
equipments (as strippers, ejectors). As the 
steam leaves the system definitively, these 
consumers are not steam generators 
equipments; 

• Power: the power consumers can also be 
steam generator equipments, when 
extracted steam is produced. 

 
Letdown Pressure Valves: these are control valves 
that, allied with desuperheater systems, have the 
function of adjust the pressure and temperature of 
some steam level, sending excesses to the lower 
level or supplying the next lower level in order to 
increase its pressure. The use of letdowns reduces 
the efficiency of the system and should be avoided. 
 
Relief Valves: these are existent control valves in 
the levels of VS and VB that are used to limit the 
maximum pressure of these headers, discharging 
steam to atmosphere. 
 
External Clients: these are all the others industries 
that surround the petrochemical company and 
consume utilities (in this case, steam) produced in 
the company. External clients are considered fixed 
consumers – the steam is process dependant and the 
steam leaves the company system definitively. 

 
Table 1 presents the syntax of the abovementioned 
groups. 
 
 
 

Variable 
Class Description 

VS Super High Pressure Steam Flow (t/h) 

VA High Pressure Steam Flow (t/h) 

VM Medium Pressure Steam Flow (t/h) 

VB Low Pressure Steam Flow (t/h) 

V  Steam Flow (t/h) 

CV Vacuum Steam Flow (t/h) 

CM Medium Pressure Steam Condensate Flow (t/h) 

CB Low Pressure Steam Condensate Flow (t/h) 

PO Power (MW) 

AD Desuperheating Water (steam temperature control) 

CO Cost (R$) 

z Binary variable for switchable drivers 
 

Indices Equipments Groups Description 

h VS generators 

i VA generators 

j VM generators 

k VB generators 

l CV generators 

o VS power consumers 

p VA power consumers 

q VM power consumers 

r VB process & heat consumers and exports 

t VS relieves 

u VB relieves 

oc VS process & heat consumers and exports 

pc VA process & heat consumers and exports 

qc VM process & heat consumers and exports 

ps Power Sources (internal and external) 

ms Motor of Switchable drivers equipment 

ts Turbine of Switchable drivers equipment 

ld Letdown valves (VS/VA, VA/VM, VM/VB) 
Table 1: Syntax definitions for the variables applied 
in the model optimization. 
 

4. OPTIMIZATION MODEL FORMULATION 
 
As mentioned before, the objective function to be 
minimized is cost of energy. This is defined in the 
form: 
 

Min
⎟⎟
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h
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111

 

 
The equalities constrains are defined by the steam 
header balances, turbines model equations and power 
balances. 
 
- Material Balance in the Control Envelope 
(Company Steam Network): 

∑∑
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11

111111  

[VS Generations] = [Steam Condensations] + [steam exportation] 
+ [steam injections in processes] + [losses] + [relieves] 
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- Material Balance in each Steam Header: 
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- Material Balance and Performance Curve for Two-
Stage Turbines. For a generic extraction-
condensation turbine: 
 
Material Balance:  
VSturbine = VAturbine + CVturbine 
 
Performance Equation, for given rotation and power: 
VAturbine = a.VSturbine + b 
 
Each degree of freedom turbine was modeled from 
real data, defining the parameters ‘a’ and ‘b’. 
 
- Power Balance: 
PO  =  ∑

=

Nps

ps
psPO

1

= 

= [Process Dependant POWER] + [Switchable drivers motor POWER]   
 
Two of the power sources (ps) available are turbine 
generators, which are also modeled to be optimized 
and the power variable is a second degree of 
freedom. 
 
- Additional Material Balances: The optimization 
model also consider material balances in steam 
letdown valves and condensate flash drums. 
 
- Inequality Constrains: Establish physical conditions 
and project or operation limits. This applies to 
turbines, valves and headers. For example, in generic 
turbine and VS/VA letdown valve: 
 
0 < VSturbine< 195 
5 < VS/VA-valve< 310 
 
- Binary Variables: With only 1 or 0 value, this 
variable is used to permit selection between available 
drives for same equipment. Thus, it is possible to 
optimize the steam and power situation. The balances 
involved are: 
 
a. Power consumed by motors of switchable drives 
equipment: 

[Switchable drivers motor POWER] =  ∑
=

Nms

ms
msms POz

1

 

b. Steam consumed by turbines of switchable drivers 
(SD) equipment: 
 

[VA/VB SD turbine] =  ∑
=

kp

kp

kpkp

Nts

ts
tsts VAz

,

,

,,

1

 

 

[VA/VM SD turbine] =  ∑
=
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jp

jpjp

Nts
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tsts VAz

,

,

,,

1

 

 

[VM/VB SD turbine] =  ∑
=

kq

kq

kqkq

Nts

ts
tsts VMz

,

,

,,

1

 

 
c. Demand of equipment that has switchable drivers: 
The number of these equipments that is operating is 
obtained from the Steam Model. Thus, the following 
condition must be attended: 
 

[Number of SD operating equip.] =  ∑∑
==

+
tsms N

ts
equip

N

ms
equip zz

11

 

 
Analyzing the objective function, the following form 
can be observed: 

 ∑
=

=
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i
ii xcxf
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with }1,0{=∈Yyk ; j=1,2,…,m ; k = 1,2,…,s 
and, 

j

r

i
iji bxa ≥∑

=1

 with j = m + 1,…,p 

 
This is a Mixed Integer Linear Programming 
problem (MILP). Today there are a large amount of 
commercially available solvers for MILP methods. In 
this work, the software GAMS was applied for the 
Optimization Model. GAMS is an optimization 
platform that allows, through specific language, to 
formulate the problem and to solve it through the 
application of an optimization routine. In this 
problem, the solver OSL was used by applying the 
branch and bound method. 
 
The solution for the studied scenery can be found 
summarized in Figure 2 and Table 2. As can be 
observed, savings of 46 t/h of VS can be achieved if 
the extraction / condensation ratio of the turbines 
(mainly the utilities turbogenerators) were better 
explored. In this case, the turbines consumption 
decreased, but the VA extraction increased, with 
decreasing in the condensate generation, leading to a 
more efficient condition regarding to the cycle. It 
was also achieved a decrease in the electric power 
consumption, due to the possibility of changing 
electric motors for steam turbines, in some pumps, 
compressors and fans.  
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The time is a relevant point if we should consider 
shift-to shift adjustments. In the actual stage of 
development of these tools, the models aren’t 
completely automatic, since some information still 
should be manually inserted by people. It takes about 
twenty minutes to gather the additional information 
for the plant, input in the steam model, check the 
consistency by analyzing the steam headers balance, 
and convert the final set of date from spreadsheet 
format to GAMS input format. Finally, the execution 
time the optimization model registered was 0,015 
seconds. Even without full automatic sequence, the 
process can be done in a work shift, with enough 
time to adjust the system.  
 
It must be remembered that the formulation consider 
the same load for process compressors, but allow the 
model to select the best way to generate energy, 
given the price per MW in each power generator or 
offsite purchasing – in this case, the power load of 
the turbogenerators was decreased from 27 to 18 
MW, due to the power consumption reduction and 
also due to an increase of purchasing offsite power. It 
also must be underlined that the optimized scenery 
leads to a condition where the use of letdowns was 
reduced to its minimum, except the VM/VB, which 
was reduced to 70% to its actual value.  
 
It also must be stressed that this tool should only be 
applied to a steady state conditions. In practice, if 
there’s any transient, the operators should wait for 
the control loops set the system to a stationary 
condition again. When there are no more oscillations 
in the system, so operators and engineers are 
encouraged to explore the system for a more 
optimized condition. There’s no need to worry with 
transient conditions, since the steam network runs 
constant most part of the time. Nevertheless, to force 
optimization changes in a transient condition is a 
risky condition, reducing the steam supply reliability. 
 
 

 
Table 2: Summary of main comparison parameters of 
actual and optimized cases for studied scenery (June 
6th, 2005) 
 
 
 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
The approach for solving the optimization problem 
of a specific scenery shows that it’s possible to 
improve earnings from a better adjust of the steam 
system, without any further investments. The steam 
model, which was one of the most challenging 
development tools in this work, was well succeeded 
in supplying the optimization model with rigorous 
precision collected data and it can be made with any 
chosen scenery. With simple sequence of steps, an 
engineer or operator can collect the data, and export 
these figures to the optimization model, which will 
immediately give the best way to operate the system. 
This can be implemented in day-to day or shift-to-
shift conditions, as a tool to orient the personnel in a 
readily form. 
 
Next step will be the development of a better 
interface between the steam model and the 
optimization model, in order to make the process of 
data collection and optimization run in a more 
automatic form. 
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Fig. 1: Real scenery of 6/6/5. The red, blue, orange and cyan coloured levels indicate respectively the VS, VA, 
VM and VB headers and distribution lines. The consumers and generator are grouped with definition. It can be 
observed the increase of steam after each letdown valve because of the desuperheater water injection 
(temperature control). The oval VB “supplier” represents the steam generated from VM condensate flash 
vessels. The red figures refers to the corrected values in order to close the balance (distribution of errors), a 
necessary condition to implement optimization. It was observed and total electric power demand of 58 MW. 
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Fig. 2: Optimized scenario for 6/6/5 date conditions. The blue font represents the steam generation or 
consumption reduction and green are the steam increases. Along with these results, it was observed a reduction 
in the demanded power to 52 MW. This was possible exchanging electric motors for steam turbines. 
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Abstract: In this paper, a general multiperiod nonlinear optimization model is presented, 
which incorporates synthesis, design, and operation, and takes into account the 
corresponding benefits and costs in each time period. The model is formulated as a non 
linear programming (NLP) model in which plant structure decisions are modeled in terms 
of a superstructure embedded in the overall model. This approach is novel since it 
involves new decision variables, integrates algebraic and differential equations, and 
solves a NLP problem even when discrete decisions are involved. The proposed model is 
applied to a Brandy production plant with high detail level in the operations description. 
The optimal solution is found and different tradeoffs between process and design 
variables are assessed. Copyright © 2005 IFAC 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Multiperiod plants are process plants where costs, 
demands and resources typically vary from period to 
period due to market or seasonal changes. Models for 
multiperiod optimization have an objective, e.g. 
maximize total profit or minimize cost, which is 
subjected to constraints that represent mass balances, 
process performance equations or design equations. 
Some constraints can be valid for all periods or for an 
individual period. These models typically involve 
both continuous and discrete variables, and 
consequently most mathematical formulations for 
this problem result in a mixed integer nonlinear 
programming (MINLP) model (Voudouris and 
Grossmann, 1992; Paules, and Floudas, 1992; 
Varvarezos et. al. 1992; Van den Heever and 
Grossmann, 1999).  
 
MINLP problems are usually solved through 
methodologies that successively solve Mixed Integer 
Linear (MILP) approximations to the model and NLP 
problems for fixed configurations, i.e. certain 
decisions as regards the value of binary variables 
(Viswanathan and Grossmann, 1990). For the case of 
a non-convex problem, the drawback of this 
mechanism is the fact that successive linearizations 
usually cut part of the feasible region. In this way, 

some solutions to the problem are lost (Grossmann, 
2002). In addition, many solutions of plant 
configurations, which are found through MILP, 
correspond to non-feasible structures, which are not 
suitable for meeting production requirements. 
 
In order to overcome the aforementioned difficulties, 
a general nonlinear programming (NLP) model is 
proposed in this paper, where plant structure 
decisions are simultaneously considered with the 
process and design variables. In this way, both 
discrete variables and the complexity of solving a 
MINLP are avoided. The structured plant is obtained 
for all periods, and therefore different tradeoffs 
between process and design variables are analyzed in 
each time period. 
 
A study case that considers the seasonal production 
of Brandy is presented in this work. The proposed 
model presents a high detail level that is rarely found 
in the literature. The mass balances for some units in 
each period are given in terms of dynamic equations 
written as algebraic equations and included in the 
overall model. Design equations require process 
performance variables, operative conditions, and 
several raw materials and energy resources  to be 
taken into account in order to obtain a real scenario 
for this process production.  
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The paper is organized as follows. The next section 
presents the problem description. In Section 3, the 
general formulation proposed for the optimal 
synthesis, design and operation of a multiperiod plant 
is formulated. The Brandy process production is 
described in Section 4; and the results of its model 
optimization is presented in Section 5. Some 
comments and results analysis are also presented in 
this last section. Finally, conclusions are presented in 
Section 6. 
 
 

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
A non-continuous plant involves two types of units: 
batch (j = 1, …, Nj) and semicontinuous (k = 1, …, 
Nk). In addition, the process considered in this paper 
is monoproduct, i.e., only one product is produced. 
For each time period t (t = 1, …, T), the product is 
manufactured in each unit. In this model, the plant 
structure is the same for all periods. The number of 
periods, the total time horizon HT and the time 
horizon for each period Ht is a data problem. For 
some batch stages, the number of units in series is 
unknown beforehand and the stage configuration is 
decided including the superstructure model presented 
by Corsano et al. (2004) in the overall model. In this 
way, the use of binary variables is avoided. 
 
The plant receives raw materials and energy 
resources r (r = 1, …, Nr) of another plant (mother 
plant) that seasonally produces them within the same 
industrial complex.  Therefore, in some time periods, 
the non-continuous plant must buy material and 
energy resources from another industrial complex. 
Resources obtained from the mother plant have no 
cost.    
 
Batch blending, batch splitting and recycles are 
allowed as novel components for this type of models, 
decisions taken in this work as optimization 
variables. The transfer policy adopted between batch 
stages is Zero-Wait (ZW). 
 
The objective is to maximize the total benefit 
considering incomes from product sales and 
operative and investment costs.  
 
 

3. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 
 
Given T periods of time over the horizon time HT, 
the model considers: 
 
Objective Function: Maximization of annualized net 
profits given by the total expecting selling price 
minus the investment and operative cost is 
considered 
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where pt is the expected net profit in period t, Nbt the 
number of batches produced in period t, Bt the 
product batch size in period t, V are the batch (j) and 
semicontinuous (k) unit size, trans

rtF  is the amount of 
resource r transported from a plant other than mother 
plant in period t and crt is its cost that considers 
supply and transportation costs. α and β are the cost 
coefficients and Res the disposal cost that varies 
according to the effluent.  
 
Mass balances at each unit of the plant: some 
material balances are given by differential equations 
like  
 

),,( txg
d

dC xjt τ
τ

=    (2) 

 
which are discretized and included in the global 
model as algebraic equations. We adopt the 
trapezoidal method to discretize the differential 
equations. The performance of this method for this 
kind of models was analyzed in Corsano et al. 
(2004). The difference finite equations according to 
the trapezoidal method are  
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where Cxjt is the concentration of component x 
(biomass, substrate, product, etc.), at stage j in period 
t. τ  represents the time variable and h ≥ 0 defines 
the discretization grid points by nhn += 0ττ  and 

0≥n .  
 
Mass balances between units of the same plant:  
blending of batches is considered in this model, so a 
batch unit size depends on the previous unit batch 
size and the batch size of the feeding to this unit. The 
model considers global material balances: 
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and component material balances: 
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where superscripts ini and fin represent the initial and 
final concentration respectively and VSjt represent the 
batch volume at stage j in period t. fjrjt is the amount 
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of r consumed at stage j in period t; and r
xC  represent 

the concentration of x in r. 
 
Interconnection constraints between mother plant 
and multiperiod plant: 
 

∑ ∑
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where Frt is the amount of resource r produced by the 
mother plant in period t and CT indicates the plant 
cycle time. trans

rtF  represents the amount of resource r 
that must  be transported from another plant in period 
t. Resources obtained from the mother plant have no 
cost, and as a consequence, only transported 
resources costs are considered in the objective 
function.   
 
Design equations: for each batch units 
 

tjj BSV ≥  for each period t  (7) 
 
and semicontinuous units 
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t
kk

B
SV

θ
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where B is the product batch size (kg); S represents 
size or duty factor of batch and semicontinuous units 
which depends on process variables; and ktθ  is the 
processing time of unit k in period t. Note that these 
constraints are in “ ≥ ” form because some units can 
be sub-occupied in some period. 
 
Constraints of production rate of the plant: 
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where Qt is the production rate in period t which is 
bounded by min

tQ  and max
tQ ; and CTt is the cycle 

time of the plant on period t. 
 
Timing constraints: as the plant produces only one 
product, the ZW transfer policy indicates that 
 

jtt TCT ≥     for all j batch units  (11) 
 

kttCT θ≥     for all k semicontinuous unit (12) 
 
where 
 

tkjttkjt tT ''' θθ ++=    (13) 
 

Tjt represents the time for which batch unit j will be 
occupied, which contemplates the material loading 
( tk 'θ ) and unloading ( tk ''θ ) time if this unit is located 
between semicontinuous units. tjt is the processing 
time of unit j. It is worth noting that in this approach, 
variables ttj and 'tkθ  are assumed to be involved in 
detailed submodels, some of them written as 
differential equations and included in the actual 
model. 
 
The product in each period must be produced within 
the period horizon time, so 
 
Nbt CTt ≤ Ht for each t = 1, …, T (14) 
 
and 
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4. STUDY CASE: A BRANDY PRODUCTION 
PLANT 

 
A Brandy production plant that receives material and 
energy resources from a neighboring Sugar plant is 
considered. Besides producing this alcohol, the 
Brandy plant   generates a non-distilled remainder 
called vinasses or distillery broth that represents 
another contribution of sugaring substrate for 
fermentations stages. Four stages for Brandy 
production are considered: biomass fermentation, 
alcohol fermentation, centrifugation and distillation. 
The main objective of the first stage is biomass 
production. This stage operates in batch form and it 
is fed with molasses and filter juices from the sugar 
plant, vinasses, and water. The first biomass 
fermentor is fed with a broth containing biomass 
prepared in laboratory: the inoculums. At this stage, 
large amounts of air are supplied. The alcohol 
fermentor is also a batch item and it is fed with the 
product of biomass fermentors, molasses, filter 
juices, vinasses, and water. Brandy production occurs  
at this stage without air supply. The fermented broth 
is centrifuged in a disk stack centrifuge that operates 
in a semicontinuous mode. The objective of this stage 
is to separate the biomass from the liquid that 
contains the brandy. The solids can be recycled to a 
Yeast production plant. In this work, yeast 
production is not considered. The last stage of the 
process is the batch distillation. The batch distiller 
model is a combination of two batch items, namely 
the distiller feed vessel and the distillate tank, and 
three semicontinuous items: the heating surface to 
evaporate, the cooling area to condense the steam and 
the column itself. An analytical model presented by 
Zamar et al. (1998) for batch distillation is adopted. 
This model relates both the minimum and operational 
reflux values as well as the minimum and operational 
number of stages. 
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For biomass and alcohol fermentations, the 
superstructure model presented by Corsano et al. 
(2004) is included in the overall model in order to 
find the optimal synthesis and design of these stages. 
In this paper, only duplication of units in series is 
considered. 
 
The sugar plant produces molasses, filter juices, 
electricity and vapor that are used for Brandy 
production. Molasses and filter juices serve as 
sugaring substrates for biomass and alcohol 
fermentations. In addition, water and vinasses are 
added to the fermentation feed. The electricity 
generated in the sugar plant is used in the centrifuge 
of the plant, whereas fermentors and the distillation 
column consume the steams.  
 
For the Sugar plant, two seasons are distinguished: 
harvest and no-harvest date. During the harvest date, 
the Sugar plant provides molasses, filter juices, 
electricity, and vapor to the Brandy plant. In addition, 
if necessary, molasses, vapor, and electricity can be 
imported from other plants, allocating operative costs  
to the total annual cost due to the purchase and 
transportation of these products.  
 
During the no-harvest date, vapor and electricity are 
imported from other power stations. The molasses 
that are not consumed during the harvest date can be 
stored, while filter juices cannot, since they are 
degraded in a short time. The model considers an 
additional cost for molasses inventory and for 
importations and transportation of electricity and 
vapor. Again, if needed, molasses can be imported 
from another complex. Figure 1 shows the flowsheet 
for Brandy production plant.  
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Molasses Filter juices Vapor 
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Feeding 
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(Corsano et al., 2004) 
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Recycled or disponed 
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Fig. 1. Flowsheet for Brandy Production Plant 
integrated to a Sugar plant 
 
The produced vinasses have a substrate concentration 
variable that depends on the processing time of the 
last alcohol fermentor in the series, that is, there is a 

tradeoff between processing time of this unit and the 
substrate concentration of the vinasses. A longer 
processing time implies a smaller substrate 
concentration because the substrate is consumed in 
fermentation stages. Unused vinasses are discarded 
and a disposal cost is added in the objective function 
(Res in equation (1)). 
 
For this model, we consider a total time horizon of 
7500 hours divided in two periods: harvest with 3000 
hours and no-harvest with 4500 hours. Table 1 shows 
the adopted cost for material and energy resources 
imported in each period and the amount produced for 
the Sugar plant in harvest period. Production rates for 
both periods are lower and upper bounded by 0.5 t h-1 
and 2 t h-1 respectively. 
 
 

5. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 
The model was implemented and solved in GAMS 
(Brooke et al., 1998) in a Pentium IV, 1.60 Ghz. The 
code CONOPT2 was employed for solving the NLP 
problems. The number of equations and variables is 
about 3000 and 3200 and the CPU time needed for 
resolution is 340 sec. 
 
Table 1. Material and energy imported resources cost 
 
 Harvest 

Date 
No-

Harvest 
Date 

Sugar 
plant 

production 
Molasses 10 $ t-1 35 $ t-1 36 t h-1 

Stored 
molasses 

 
- 

 
5 $ t-1 

 
- 

Vapor 3.53 $ t-1 8.5 $ t-1 4.6 t h-1 
Electricity 0.02 $ kwh-1 0.04 $ kwh-1 260 kwh 
Inoculums 1 $ kg-1 1 $ kg-1 - 
Water 0.05 $ t-1 0.05 $ t-1 - 

 
The optimal solution obtained for the Brandy 
production plant considering two different periods of 
time consists of a plant with one biomass fermentor 
and three alcohol fermentors in series. Table 2 shows 
the optimal design variables and the processing time 
of each unit in each period.  
 
The cycle time of the plant is equal to 11.2 h for the 
harvest date and 13.7 h for no-harvest date, and the 
number of batches at each period is 268 and 328 
respectively. Production rate in each period is equal 
to 2 t h-1 (upper bound). Total profit is 3575.8 $ h-1. 
Table 3 shows the resources used in each period and 
the resources bought in the no-harvest period. In 
harvest period, all resources used the in Brandy plant 
come from the Sugar plant. The table also shows the 
cost for the purchased resources. 
 
As shown in Table 3, molasses used in the no-harvest 
period are the totally stored molasses, so that no 
molasses are imported from other sugar complexes. 
Water included in the table corresponds to the 
consumed water in fermentation stages, but its 
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reported costs are the sum of the cost for water in 
fermentation and the cost for cooling water in 
distillation column. 
 
Table 2. Optimal design variables and processing 
times in each period 
 
  Processing times 
 Unit 

Size 
Harvest 
Date (h) 

No-
Harvest 
Date (h) 

Biomass 
Fermentor 

81.9 m3 11.2 13.7 

Alcohol Ferm. 1 294 m3 11.2 13.7 
Alcohol Ferm. 2 329 m3 8.8 12.1 
Alcohol Ferm. 3 372.2 m3 8.8 4.11 
Centrifuge 70.6 Kwh 2.3 9.4 
Distillation 
Stages Number 
Reflux Ratio 
Distillate Tank 
Still Vessel 
Condenser Area 
Evaporator Area 
Column 

 
9 

5.2 
34.8 m3 

277.1 m3 
117.6 m2 
69.6 m2 
2.9 m2 

8.8 4.3 

 
Table 3. Resources used in each period and costs 
 
 Harvest 

Date 
No-

Harvest 
Date 

Cost  
($ h-1) 

Molasses 26.4 t h-1 9.6 t h-1  48.15 
Vapor 2.12 t h-1 1.27 t h-1 10.8 
Electricity 70.6 Kwh 11.1 Kwh 0.41 
Inoculums 3.9 kg h-1 0.7 kg h-1 4.64 
Water 0.1 t h-1 0.02 t h-1 17.31 

Vinasses 6.3 m3 h-1 6.4 m3 h-1 3.622 

 
The optimal substrate concentration in vinasses is 2.1 
g l-1 for harvest date (o period?) and 49 g l-1 in no-
harvest date. Having this substrate concentration 
variable allows a better performance in molasses 
utilization. Since molasses are more expensive in the 
no-harvest period, vinasses substrate concentration is 
increased in order to attain more concentrated 
blending to fermentation stages. In order to obtain a 
higher vinasses substrate concentration, fermentation 
stages have idle time due to the existing tradeoff 
between these two processing variables (as 
previously mentioned). Figure 2 shows the substrate 
concentration in each fermentor for both periods; and 
as it can be noted, the substrate in the last fermentor 
for no-harvest date is not totally consumed in order to 
attain higher substrate concentration in vinasses.  
 
 
 
___________________________________________ 
1 Water cost includes distillation column cooling water and 
fermentation fresh water cost. 
2 Vinasses cost represents the disposal vinasses cost. 
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Fig. 2. Substrate concentration in fermentation stages 
of each period  
 
Total produced vinasses in no-harvest period are 
recycled to fermentation stages, while about 30% of 
the produced vinasses in harvest time are discarded. 
 
If more vinasses were used in fermentation stages, 
the unit sizes would be increased and therefore the 
investment cost of fermentation stages would be also 
increased. So, there is another trade-off between 
vinasses use and fermentation investment cost. 
 
In no-harvest period, some units are sub-occupied. 
This means that the batch size is smaller than the unit 
size. This occurs with the three alcohol fermentors, 
where only about 65% of the units are used.  
 
 Simultaneously optimizing synthesis, design, and 
operation allows obtaining solutions that differ from 
those obtained in the usual industrial practice, and 
thus research in this direction is worth being 
explored. In general, these problems are dealt with  
by separate: first the plant configuration problem, 
then the sizing problem and last the operation and 
scheduling optimization. This leads to sub-optimal 
solutions. Therefore, simultaneous optimization 
enables obtaining more accurate solutions and 
analyzing the tradeoff between different process and 
design variables. 
 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
 
A general formulation for the simultaneous synthesis, 
design and operation for a non-continuous 
multiperiod plant was proposed and modeled as a 
NLP problem. Integration between units as well as 
variable feed blends, unit sizes and operation times 
were taken into account.  
 
There are no previously published works dealing 
with simultaneous optimization of the plant structure, 
design and process variables for a multiperiod plant 
formulated as a NLP problem. The NLP formulation 
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avoids difficulties that arise with resolution 
methodologies of MINLP problems applied to non 
convex programs. 
The model was applied to a Brandy production plant 
with two time periods: harvest and no-harvest. The 
optimal number of units in series of the fermentation 
stages was determined simultaneously with the 
optimal values of the process variables and the 
optimal sizing of the downstream stages.  
 
A model with a high level of detail was presented. 
Operations have been represented through discretized 
differential equations that describe mass balances (in 
this case, mass balances of batch fermentors). 
Furthermore, constraints on feeds to each processing 
unit, recycles, and equations of interconnections 
between stages are considered. It is a level of detail 
that has been posed by few authors. 
 
The model solution allowed analyzing different 
tradeoffs between process and design variables: the 
presence of idle times in the fermentation stages and 
vinasses substrate concentration, the vinasses 
disposal and the unit size of fermentation stages, 
molasses use and vinasses substrate concentration.    

 
Duplication in series of biomass fermentors is an 
industrial practice, while duplication in series of 
alcohol production fermentors is not. And for the 
particular case of Brandy production from sugar plant 
residuals, vinasses recycles are rarely used. In our 
opinion, a strong point of this research report is that 
constructing a model for simultaneously optimizing 
the plant structure and process variables allowed 
envisaging that plant structures and process variables 
figures different from those of the current industrial 
practice may be worth exploring.  
 
Furthermore, with the specific results presented in 
this work, this approach shows the capabilities of 
integrated formulations that simultaneously consider 
synthesis, design and operation decisions applied to a 
multiperiod context. This is a powerful tool for 
managers to analyze different scenarios, assessing the 
joint effect of all the involved elements. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Mathematical programming techniques have been 
widely applied to solve process systems engineering 
problems. A variety of practical problems such as 
optimization for integrated process design and 
control, dynamic allocation and location-allocation 
problems, design of multi-product batch plants, etc, 
have been modeled. These problems often involve 
hybrid discrete-continuous systems and are therefore 
formulated as mixed-integer optimization problems. 
Continuous variables usually describe process states, 
while discrete ones are related to the structure of the 
process. Discrete variables may be restricted to 
binary values, when defining the assignments of 
equipments and sequencing of tasks. 
 
The basic formulation of mixed-integer optimization 
problems, when represented in algebraic form is: 

Min Z = f (x, y)    s.t. Jj
Ii

xg
yxh

j

i
∈
∈









∈∈
≤
=

Yy X,x
0)y,(
0),(

 

 
where f (x, y) is the objective function, h(x, y) are the 
equality relationships that describe the performance 
of the system (material balances, production rates) 
and  g (x, y) are inequalities that define specifications 
or constraints for feasible scheduling. I and J are the 
index sets of equalities and inequalities, and x and y 
are continuous and discrete variables. Optimization 
problems are classified according to the type of 
variables and important properties of the functions, 
like linearity, convexity and differentiability. Mixed-
integer programming problems are commonly 
regarded as steady-state models. Dynamic models 
give rise to multi-period optimization problems, in 
case of discrete time models and optimal control 
problems, in case of continuous time. Powerful 
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methods for solving large-scale mixed-integer linear 
programming (MILP) are well established and have 
been applied to practical problems for the last few 
decades. Methods for mixed-integer nonlinear 
programming (MINLP) problems, on the other hand, 
have become available recently. Some reviews on 
optimization methods have been published (Biegler 
and Grossmann, 2004, Grossmann, 2002). Most 
common optimization algorithms are based on 
branch and bound and on decomposition methods. 
Such algorithms, however, are not guaranteed to 
locate the global optimum in case of nonconvexity of 
objective functions or constraints, as it may give rise 
to multiple local optima (Stein et al., 2004). 
Relaxation of integer variables as continuous ones 
and subsequent rounding of the solutions may lead to 
inaccuracy and infeasible solutions. Decomposition 
of the original problem to a set of sub-problems may 
require the objective functions and constraints to be 
differentiable, which restricts its applicability for a 
large number of real-life problems (Cheung et al., 
1997). Moreover, algorithms based on classical 
nonlinear optimization theory may not be capable of 
solving large-scale applications, due to their high 
computational effort requirement (Stein et al., 2004).  
 
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have received 
considerable attention over the last decade, as they 
have shown to be robust for solving highly nonlinear, 
nondifferentiable and multimodal optimization 
problems. Some studies have confirmed the 
capability of EA-based methods to solve MINLP 
problems involving local optima and nonconvexities 
(Ryoo and Sahinidis, 1995, Ostermark, 1999, 
Cheung et al., 1997, Lin et al., 2004). Ostermark 
(1999) has successfully tested EA on a set of 
complex problems that could not be solved by the 
GAMS/MINOS package. Hybrid stochastic 
algorithms have been also employed to solve MINLP 
problems. Cheung et al. (1997) employed a modified 
grid search method with a genetic algorithm. Lin et 
al. (2004) proposed a migration operation and a 
population diversity measure to avoid clustering. Ko 
and Evans (2005) applied a genetic algorithm-based 
heuristic to solve a set of NP-hard problems. 
Stochastic methodologies have been also used to 
treat multi-objective optimization problems. Guillén 
et al. (2005) solve a supply chain design problem as 
a multi-objective stochastic MILP model. Chan et al. 
(2005) develop a hybrid genetic algorithm based on 
analytic hierarchy process to solve multi-factory 
supply chain models. Zhou and Hua (2000) use goal 
programming and analytic hierarchy process to 
address sustainable supply chain optimization and 
scheduling of continuous process industries. 
Azapagic and Clift (1999) use life cycle assessment 
in environmental management to solve a multi-
objective optimization system. 
 
Besides the inherent complexity of MINLP, the 
problem of finding any feasible solution may be 
itself NP-hard. Different approaches are employed to 
deal with constrained optimization problems. Some 
methods reject the infeasible solutions while others 
adopt repair operations. Modifying nearly-feasible 

solutions, however, may disrupt the schema 
excessively or incur undue computational overhead. 
The most promising methods make use of penalty 
functions (Ostermark, 1999). By penalizing 
infeasible individuals, these methods turn such 
individuals into mediocre ones. This procedure 
prevents the propagation of the infeasible solutions to 
future generations, since mediocre individuals have 
little chance to survive. Such strategy transforms 
constrained problems into unconstrained ones. 
 
In this contribution, a new penalty function method 
based on fuzzy logic theory has been specially 
developed to treat problems in which feasible regions 
are very difficult to reach.  The approach was first 
developed for multi-objective optimization, but it can 
be extended to any stochastic optimization algorithm. 
It comprises a dynamic penalty function based on the 
constraint classification and the intensity and 
frequency of violation. The optimization is 
encouraged to solve the constraints according to pre-
established priority, until the feasible region is 
reached. The proposed formulation is illustrated on a 
numerical example of a multi-enterprise supply chain 
network. A multi-product, multistage and multi-
period production and distribution-planning model is 
addressed. A multi-objective optimization algorithm 
based on evolutionary strategies is applied to 
determine the best configuration of the supply chain 
network. The proposed method has successfully 
attained a compromise solution among all participant 
enterprises, providing a balanced satisfaction for all 
objectives. The results of a hypothetical case study 
confirmed the ability of the proposed method in 
solving complex MINLP problems. 
 

 
2. EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS 

 
Evolutionary algorithms are robust stochastic 
methods for global and parallel optimization. These 
methods are founded on the principles of natural 
genetics, in which the fittest species survive and 
propagate while the less successful tend to disappear. 
The evolution process consists of performing a 
population of individuals with operators to generate 
the next generation. The basic operators simulate the 
processes of selection, crossover and mutation, which 
happen according to pre-established probabilities. 
Selection is based on the survival potential, 
expressed by the fitness function. Crossover involves 
random exchange of characters between pairs of 
individuals, in order to produce new ones. Mutation 
is an occasional change in individual’s characters 
randomly chosen. It introduces diversity to a model 
population. Evolutionary methods are able to deal 
with ill-behaved problem domains, such as the ones 
presenting multimodality, discontinuity, time-
variance, randomness and noise. 
 
Evolutionary algorithms are regarded to be suitable 
to solve multi-objective optimization problems as 
they work on a population of individuals. Multi-
objective optimization is a special extension of the 
optimization theory in which multiple opposing 
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targets must be accomplished simultaneously. The 
search process aims to find solutions that are the best 
on all objectives. The optimal solution constitutes a 
family of points, called Pareto optimal front, that 
equally satisfy the set of objective functions. An 
important characteristic of the Pareto set is that no 
improvement can be obtained in any objective 
without deteriorating at least one of the other 
objectives. As all objective functions are optimized 
at the same time, the solution constitutes a 
compromise between the conflicting aims.  
 
 

3. THE PROPOSED STRATEGY 
 
This work focuses on the solution of nonconvex 
MINLP optimization problems that involve 
discontinuous domains and a large number of 
constraints. Such problems are difficult to solve as 
they present multiple local optima dispersed in a 
discontinuous search space. Even stochastic 
algorithms can be easily trapped in a local optimum 
surrounded by an infeasible region. Additional 
difficulty emerges in case of discrete problems with 
binary variables. Any change in these variables may 
interrupt the search progress. Also, constraints 
involving these variables are easily violated, which 
makes feasible regions hard to be found. 
 
In order to face these drawbacks, a heuristic strategy 
is proposed to provide multi-objective stochastic 
algorithms with an efficient tool to handle these 
difficulties. The strategy consists of a penalization 
procedure that incorporates the constraints into the 
objective function by means of a penalty function. 
This function associates a certain value with the 
extent each constraint is violated by each individual. 
The procedure is formulated as follows: 
 
Minimize  F (x, y) = f (x, y) + P (α, x, y) 
 
where     P (α, x, y) = α k SVC (x, y) 
 
x ∈ Rn,  y ∈ Zm, α  is a predefined constant related to 
the k-th rank and P (α, x, y) is the dynamic penalty 
function. SVC (x, y) is the sum of violated 
constraints, which incorporates the distance from the 
feasible set and the frequency of constraint violation:  

SVC (x, y) = ∑
=

p

i 1
Di (x, y) + ∑

=

q

j 1
Dj (x, y)  

Inequality constraints: 

Di (x, y) = 
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Equality constraints: 
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A procedure based on the fuzzy logic theory is 
adopted to generate a hierarchical sequencing on the 
optimization process. The constraints are first 
arranged into classes, according to the level of 
difficulty offered to search evolution. Three classes 

are suggested: rank 1 - binary variables; rank 2 - 
discrete or integer variables; rank 3 - continuous 
variables. A finite value is associated with each rank, 
differing by at least one order of magnitude. The aim 
is to encourage the hardest constraints to be satisfied 
first. Constraints involving binary variables are 
usually the most demanding and must be strongly 
penalized. This strategy is essential to the process to 
succeed. As the degree of freedom continuously 
reduces during optimization, it will probably fail if 
the hardest constraints are left to the end. 
 
The proposed strategy also introduces a modified 
mutation operator, which is applied when the search 
is trapped in an infeasible region. This operator 
consists of a Monte Carlo-based mutation, which 
simulates different procedures for early and final 
iterations, due to the distinct degrees of freedom. A 
wide mutation, called extensive Monte Carlo-based 
mutation, is first performed, alternating discrete and 
continuous variables. In final stages, a local Monte 
Carlo-based mutation is applied. In this case only 
variables directly associated to the violated 
constraints are mutated within a certain range. An 
EA-based algorithm developed in a previous work 
(Silva and Biscaia, 2003) is employed to solve 
MINLP problems. Some adaptations are required to 
introduce the proposed strategy into a general genetic 
algorithm, as suggested as follows:  
 
1) create a random initial population;  
2) evaluate the individuals and apply the penalty 

function method; 
3) rank the individuals and calculate their fitness;  
4) apply selection, crossover, mutation operators;  
5) if progress fails for N iterations, apply extensive 

Monte Carlo-based mutation in a best individual; 
6) repeat steps (2)-(5);  
7) if iterative process stagnates for M attempts of 

step (5), apply a local Monte Carlo-based 
mutation in a best individual; 

8) repeat steps (2)-(7) until no constraint is violated 
or a limit number of attempts is reached;  

9) if all constraints are satisfied, register non-
dominated individuals in the Pareto set filter; 

10) if a limit number of attempts is reached repeat 
(1)-(9). 

 
Other modifications of the original algorithm include 
a rounding procedure to operate in discrete variable 
space, reformulation of the mutation operator to 
perform changes in a random number of the 
characters and grouping of decision variables 
associated to each constraint. High mutation 
probabilities are also used to increase the algorithm’s 
exploitation ability and improve the convergence.  
 
 

4. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 

An example problem dealing with a multi-enterprise 
supply chain is considered in this work. It consists of 
a centralized three-echelon structure including 
manufacturing, storage and market. The structure 
comprises two retailers, two warehouses and one 
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plant. The distribution channels consist of a smaller-
scale distributor with fast delivery service and a 
larger-scale distributor with a slower delivery 
service. The larger-scale service implies lower 
operating costs, but has a transportation lead-time of 
one week. Delayed shipment problem is considered 
in the distribution system. The plant batch 
manufactures two different products. The production 
has a fixed cost associated and can be conducted in 
regular time or overtime, to satisfy customer 
demand. If the production line is idle, a fixed idle 
cost is added to the total manufacturing cost. The raw 
material purchasing cost is included in the 
manufacturing cost.  
 
The overall problem aims to determine: a) 
production schedule, including production rates for 
all time intervals; b) transportation of products; c) 
sale quantity; d) costs and revenue of each enterprise 
and e) inventory level of each enterprise. Given: a) 
product sale prices; b) costs of unit manufacturing, 
transport, handling and inventory; c) manufacturing 
data in regular time and overtime; d) transportation 
data - capacity level and lead time; e) inventory 
capacity and safe inventory quantity and f) 
forecasted customer demand over a time horizon. 
 
The objective is to determine the configuration of the 
supply chain that maximizes the profit of each 
enterprise, the customer service level and safe 
inventory level, taking into account a fair distribution 
of these targets among all the participants. 
 
4.1 Model Formulation 
The optimization problem is formulated as a multi-
objective mixed-integer nonlinear programming 
(MOMINLP) problem. The mathematical 
formulation for the supply chain model was 
originally proposed by Chen et al. (2003). All 
parameters and system information are presented in 
the above-mentioned reference.  
 
Objective functions: 
Overall profit: 
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Constraints:  
Inventory balance - Retailer: 

irt
d

TLTdrtidrtirtirt SSII −−− ∑+= ,1,   

irirT SIQI ≥    
Backlog level - Retailer: 

irtirttirtirt SFCDBB −− += 1,   
0=irTB 0≥irtI 0≥irtB 0≥irtS   

Maximum inventory capacity - Retailer: 
r

i
irt MICI ≤∑   

Safe inventory - Retailer: 
irirtirtir SIQDISIQ ≤≤−   

0=irTD 0≥irtD   
Inventory balance - Distribution center: 
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Maximum inventories- Distribution center: 
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Shortage in safe inventory constraints - Plant: 
ipiptiptip SIQDISIQ ≤≤−               

0=ipTD 0≥iptD               
Manufacturing - Plant:  
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ipt  iptipt β≤α               
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
According to the problem description, three-levels of 
enterprises are integrated in a multi-objective 
optimization problem. Planning horizons varying 
from 3 to 8 weeks are tested. The multi-objective 
optimization problem consists of 12 objective 
functions. A population size of 25 individuals, 
crossover probability of 90% and mutation 
probability of 30% are used to solve the problem. 
Some of the results obtained for a three-week 
planning horizon are shown in Figure I. Each line on 
the graphics represents an optimal result.  Table 1 
presents the best results obtained for each objective 
function in some of the optimization cases. For the 
sake of space, the complete Pareto set is omitted. 
 
 

Table 1.  Best results  
     

i t = 3 t = 5 t = 6 t = 8 
1 5.84x105 1.22 x106 9.69x105 9.25x105 

2 1.0 0.83 0.91 0.86 
3 0.97 0.61 0.74 0.78 
4 5.68x105 1.09x106 1.06x106 1.45x106 
5 0.97 0.84 0.97 0.68 
6 0.94 0.73 0.71 0.76 
7 1.68x105 4.61 x105 3.05x105 6.26x103 
8 1.0 0.99 0.67 0.73 
9 7.63x105 2.14 x106 1.99x106 1.61x106 

10 1.0 0.96 0. 94 0.69 
11 1.05x106 1.52 x106 1.09x106 2.54x106 
12 1.0 0.76 0.77 0.72 

 
High values for all objective functions are obtained, 
which indicates that the proposed strategy leads to an 
unbiased search process. A balanced exploration 
process is mandatory to obtain a good compromise 
solution for all objectives and satisfy a fair 
distribution. The results obtained for the most 
relevant objective functions, which represent each 
enterprise profit, do not differ in order of magnitude 
for each case study. Hence, any of the solutions in 
the Pareto set would be satisfactory to all participant 
enterprises.  
 
Table 2 presents the number of variables and 
constraints of each optimization case, as well as the 
number of generations required. The three-week 
period problem was solved in 112 seconds on a 
Pentium IV 2.4 GHz. The eight-week problem, on 

the hand, took around 12 hours to perform 8,790 
iterations. It should be highlighted that this 
computational effort is required to find the feasible 
region. In a previous work, the original version of the 
algorithm was used to solve the same problem (Silva 
and Biscaia Jr., 2005). The maximum planning 
horizon the algorithm was able to solve was three 
weeks. 
 

 

 
Fig. I. Optimal solutions 

 
 

Table 2.  Number of variables, constraints and 
iterations 

 
 t = 3 t = 5 t = 6 t = 8 

# var 122 254 320 452 
# constr 172 344 430 602 
# iter 1,066 3,190 4,090 8,790 

 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this contribution, a dynamic penalty formulation 
based on the fuzzy logic theory is proposed to solve 
highly constrained MINLP problems in which 
feasible regions are very difficult to be achieved. The 
strategy includes a constraint classification, which 
induces a hierarchy search progress; a penalty 
function, which incorporates different levels of 
penalization into the fitness function according to the 
constraint classification, the intensity and frequency 
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of constraint violation; and a mutation operator, to 
prevent the search to stagnate. A problem involving a 
large number of difficult-to-satisfy constraints is 
presented to evaluate the performance of the 
algorithm. A multi-product, multistage and multi-
period production and distribution-planning model, 
formulated as a multi-objective mixed-integer 
nonlinear programming (MOMINLP) problem, was 
selected. A compromise solution among all 
participant enterprises of the supply chain is 
achieved, ensuring a fair distribution profit. The 
results confirm the efficiency of the proposed 
approach to solve nonconvex MINLP problems 
involving large search spaces, number of constraints 
and objective functions.  
 

NOTATION 
 
Indices     
i products   r retailers 
d distribution centers   p plants 
t periods 
k  transportation capacity level from d to r 
k’  transportation capacity level from p to d 
Parameters 
USR{i, pd, dr, r} unit sale revenue of i 
UICi{i, p, d, r} unit inventory cost of i 
UHC{i, p, d, r} unit handling cost of i for p, d, r  
UTC{k, dr} kth-level unit transportation cost  
FTC{k, dr} kth-level fixed transportation cost 
FTC{k’, pd} k’th-level fixed transportation cost 
UMC{i, p} unit manufacturing cost of i 
OMC{i, p} overtime unit manufacturing cost 
FMC{i, p} fixed manufacturing cost for  

changing plant to make i 
FIC{i, p} fixed idle cost to keep plant idle 
FCD{i, r, t} forecasted customer demand for i 
TLT{pd, dr} transportation lead time 
SIQ{i, p, d, r} safe inventory quantity 
MIC{i, p, d, r} maximum inventory capacity  
TCL{k, dr} kth transportation capacity level 
MITC{d} max. input transportation capacity 
MOTC{d} max. output transportation capacity 
FMQ{i, p} fixed manufacturing quantity of i 
OMQ{i, p} overtime fixed production quantity 
MTO{p} maximum total overtime in  
 manufacturing period 
Binary Variables 
Y{k, dr, t} kth transportation capacity 
α{i, p, t} manufacture in regular-time  
β{i, p, t} set up plant to manufacture i 
γ{i, p, t} change plant over to manufacture i 
ο{i, p, t} manufacture with overtime 

workforce 
Integer variables 
S{pd, dr, r, t} sales quantity of i 
Q{k, dr, t} kth-level transportation quantity 
Q{pd, dr, t} total transportation quantity  
I{i, p, d, r, t} inventory level of i in p, d, r 
B{i, r, t} backlog level of i in r at end of t 
D{i, p, d, r, t}  shortage in safe inventory level 
TMC{p, t} total manufacturing cost of p 
TPC{d, r, t} total purchase cost of d, r 
TIC{p, d, r, t} total inventory cost of p, d, r 
THC{p, d, r, t} total handling cost of p, d, r 

TTC{d, t} total transportation cost of d 
PSR{p, d, r, t}  product sales revenue of p, d, r 
Z{p, d, r, t} net profit of p, d, r 
Continuous variables 
SIL{ p, d, r,, t} safe inventory level of p, d, r 
CSL{r, t} customer service level of r 
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Abstract: Genetic Algorithms (GAs) have shown great potential and ability to solve 
complex problems of optimization in diverse industrial fields, including chemical 
engineering process. In this paper, the main objective is to develop and implement a GA 
code in an industrial reactor of Cyclic Alcohol (CA) production for the optimization of 
operational parameters. The intention is to show that this technique is suitable for the 
maximization of Cyclic Alcohol production, obtaining good results with operational 
improvements (reduction of catalyst, reduction of the temperature of the process). The 
results show that the best performance of the process was achieved with the application of 
GAs. The developed procedure works very well in all the considered conditions which 
cover the most usual operating range for the considered process. Copyright © 2006 IFAC 
 
Keywords: Global optimization, Genetic algorithms, Chemical process. 

 

 
 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Several works have been carried out having as 
objective to optimize, through Genetic Algorithms 
(GAs), the diverse parameters involved in kinetic 
models of chemical processes (Moros, et al.,1996; 
Simant and Deb, 1997; Hongqing et al., 1999). In 
this work the objective is to find the best operating 
conditions of a Cyclic Alcohol (CA) reactor, which 
involves the hydrogenation of a specific Benzylic 
Alcohol (Main Reactant – MR or BA). The 
optimization of this unit was chosen for several 
factors among which: the reactor of Cyclic Alcohol 
presents a complex behaviour and existence of a 
great energy expense associated to the pressures and 
temperatures variations in the operation of the 
process. As the reactor is a non linear multivariable 
distributed parameter system leading to a system of 
differential equations, the optimization problem is a 
hard task and conventional optimization methods 
have show severe limitations, especially in terms of 
convergence. Bearing this in mind in this work is 
proposed an optimization procedure based on 
Genetic Algorithms method. 
 
 

2. GENETIC ALGORITHMS (GAS) 
 
These algorithms are a procedure of optimization 
developed based on the principles of natural 
selection (Holland, 1992; Goldberg, 1989). The GA 
initiates with a population of represented random 
solutions in some series of structures. After this first 
stage, a series of operators, are applied repeatedly, up 

to convergence is achieve. In fact the optimization 
procedure based in such  approach can be considered 
as an global optimization method with the advantage 
to do no be dependent upon the initial value to 
achieve the convergence. Most probably the more 
significant disadvantage is the computer time and 
burden required. These operators are: coding, 
reproduction, crossover and mutation. These two last 
operators are used to create new and better 
populations. This procedure continues until a 
termination criterion defined in accord to the need to 
achieve the goal in the optimization problem. The 
determination of the parameters is made through the 
development of an objective function that represent 
the problem in a suitable way. The application of the 
GA follows some steps as: coding, determination of 
the population size, selection (reproduction), 
crossover and mutation. 
 
 
2.1 Coding 
 
The coding stage is very important for the success of 
the genetic code application in the solution of the 
optimization problem (Goldberg, 1989). The target is 
to create a parameter representation which allows to 
its modification through the division in some 
position. The formed parts are separated sequences in 
conditions to be matched with others. A codified 
parameter should be seen as a chromosome in 
genetics, in other words a modifiable carrier of 
information. In some GA algorithm, the coding 
method is based on the representations of binary 
series number; other forms of coding can be used as 
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representations in real numbers and whole numbers. 
In this paper the binary approach is adopted. 
 
2.2 Population Size 
 
Wehrens and Buyders, 1998 mentioned that for each 
case, population sizes range can vary, but for most of 
the cases is used between 20-500. In general, when 
many parameters are optimized larger populations 
are used. For the CA optimization problem the 
population size is considered to be about 20 and 500 
generations. 
 
2.3 Selection – Reproduction 
 
The reproduction is normally the first procedure 
applied in the population, and it is a choice of good 
individuals (series) in order to form one mating pool. 
Some types of reproduction are found in literature 
(Goldberg and Deb, 1991). The main idea is to select 
individuals that possess values above of the average 
of a current population. The more traditional 
methods of selection are the proportional selection, 
roulette wheel and based in rank. The main feature in 
the stage of selection is the prevention of individuals 
(series) that promote values of the undesirable 
evaluation function (fitness) considering the 
objective of the problem. In this work was 
considered tournament selection form. This method 
is the most popular forms of selection in evolutionary 
algorithms (EAs). In its simplest form, a group of n 
individuals is chosen randomly from the current 
population, and the individual with the best fitness is 
selected (Bäck et al., 2000). This selection performs 
tournaments by first sampling individuals uniformly 
and randomly from the population and then selecting 
the best of the sample for some genetic operation. 
This sampling process needs to be repeated many 
times, creating a new generation. 
 
2.4 Crossover 
 
Crossover is applied in the series originated from 
mating pool (after the stage of reproduction). In the 
same way that the reproduction operator, the idea is 
to find some operators of crossover applied in GA 
(Syswerda, 1989). In the majority of the operators 
two series (individuals) are chosen randomly from 
the mating pool. After this stage it is made a 
recombination of the construction tablets (parts of 
the series of the relatives) that correspond to the 
favorable sub-solution. The uniform crossover was 
used with crossover probability 0.8. 
 
2.5 Mutation 
 
The main target of this genetic operator is to promote 
new solutions (individuals) that cannot be generated 
for another form. The mutation introduces an 
element of the random research (sometimes called 
exploration). The intention of such procedure is to 
focus in promising regions of the search space 
(exploitation). The occurrence of this operator is 
determined by the researcher through a mutation 
probability. This value is around 0.01 and it is inside 
a recommended range by a tray and error procedure 

(Goldberg, 1989). Usually, this value is smaller than 
the adopted one for the crossover and the criterion 
for a good value is to prevent too much random 
search. 
 
 

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESS 
 
The process is a multiphase catalytic reactor, where 
hydrogenation reactions take place. A typical process 
of industrial interest is the hydrogenation of ortho-
cresol (Vasco de Toledo et al., 2001). A series of 
parallel and consecutive reactions may happen, so 
that the reactor has to be operated in a suitable way 
to achieve high conversion as well as high 
selectivity. 
 
The reactor is constituted of a series of tubes, cooled 
by pressured water which flows in a jacked around 
the tubes. The reactants flow inside the tubes, while 
the thermal fluid flows through the annular regions. 
The deterministic mathematical model used to 
describe the reactor is based on the work by Santana, 
1995 and Vasco de Toledo et al., 2001. The reactor 
model is a set of differential equations, considering 
two regions of each reactional module: tubular and 
annular.  In the sequence the mass and energy 
balances for the BA and CA respectively are 
presented.  For the other components of the 
reactional system, the equations are similar and can 
be found in the studies of Santana, 1995. 
 
3.1 Model Equations 
 
The equations are customized to the situation of the 
reactor-CA from the general expressions for the 
modelling of described mass and energy by Froment 
and Bischoff, 1990. 
 
Mass Balance for Benzylic Alcohol - Tubular 
Region: 
 

eBA
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Mass Balance for Benzylic Alcohol – Annular 
Region: 
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Mass Balance for Cyclic Alcohol - Tubular Region: 
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Mass Balance for Cyclic Alcohol – Annular Region: 
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Energy Balance – Reactants and Products - Tubular 
Region: 
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Energy Balance – Reactants and Products – Annular 
Region: 
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Energy balance for the coolant: 
 
Annular Region – I 
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Annular Region – II 
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In the previous equations there appear three global 
coefficients of heat transference, correspondent to 
the diverse circuits of the reaction medium mixture, 
U1, U2 and U3 (coefficients tube-coolant, annular-
coolant and annular-heating system respectively). 
 
The considered main reaction is the hydrogenation of 
Benzylic Alcohol to CA. The kinetic model 
considered by Coussemant and Jungers, 1950 was 
applied in this work and all the data and calculations 
related to the global coefficient of heat exchange, 
pressures, physical properties prediction of the 
components are described with details by Santana, 
1995. 
 
These equations are written to each part of the 
reactor (tubular and annular region) as well as for 
each phase of the system, since the reactor is a 
multiphase one. Moreover, equations for predicting 
the heat coefficients must be present as well as a way 
to describe evaporation that may occur, depending 
upon the operating conditions. Each of these 
equations must be applied to each tube for both 
regions, namely, the tubular and annular. Since the 
reactor is essentially a tubular one usually operating 
at high flow rates, axial dispersion is neglected. Thus 
steady-state process model presents a set of ordinary 
differential equations if radial dispersions is 
neglected, which is, together with the hypothesis that 
the solid-liquid phase is a single pseudo-
homogenized fluid, a reasonable simplification that 
can be made in order to reduce the complexity of the 
process model. 
 
3.2 Kinetic equations 
 

The work developed by Coussemant and 
Jungers, 1950 does not consider some stages and is 

represented in accord to with the main equations that 
occur in the process, described below: 
 

OHCHCAH2BA 2
Ni/Rb

2
Ni/Ra

2 +⎯⎯ →⎯+⎯⎯ →⎯+  
 
The intermediate stages with CEX (cycloalkene) 
formation are not considered in the model. The 
formation of alcohols is explained by admitting a 
mechanism of adsorption in individual small sites of 
the catalyst. 
 
3.3 Kinetics of the Main Reaction 
 
The considered main reaction is the hydrogenation of 
Benzylic Alcohol to CA. The kinetic model 
considered by Coussemant and Jungers, 1950 is used 
they studied this nickel process using a catalytic 
reactor of the type autoclave. It was found evidence 
of formation in intermediate stages of 
Cyclohexanone, and that to a pressure raised enough 
the reaction possesses order zero in relation to 
hydrogen. The global Benzylic Alcohol conversion 
(RBA) to CA is described by the following relation: 
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The rate of reaction RBA is express in mol-
BA/mim.g-catalyst, and the temperature T, in the 
expressions of the kinetic constants must be in K. 
 
3.4 Kinetic of Secondary Reaction 
 
The considered secondary reaction is the dehydration 
of the CA with water formation and Cycloalkene, 
which is immediately hydrogenated, with consequent 
formation of C (Cycloalkane - undesirable product). 
The rate of formation of C (RCA) from dehydration of 
CA is described in relation (10), as follows: 
 

32

2
3CA bCC

C
kR

+
=                           (10) 

 
The parameters b, b1, b2, b3, k1, K, C1, C2 and C3 are 
described in Coussemat and Jungers, 1950. 
 
3.5 Effective Rates of Reaction 
 
The rate of reaction of a catalytic process is directly 
associated with the catalyst concentration, being 
expressed by the equation (11): 
 

icati RCr =                                 (11) 
 
where ri must be expressed in mol-i/min.m3, whereas 
the catalyst used in the hydrogenation processes is 
considered as highly active. It has a certain level of 
activity related to presence of the metal on the 
catalyst. 
 
Thus, in the formularization of the expressions for 
the rates of the considered reactions, a Fi factor that 
attempts to quantify the effectiveness of the catalyst 
for the two reactions (hydrogenation of BA and 
dehydration of the Cycloalkene), was introduced so 
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that each one of the reaction effective rates is 
expressed in the form of equation (12): 
 

iiei rFR =                                   (12) 
 
the factor Fi can be seen as a numerical constant 
whose value can vary in a range of (0 and 1), where 
the null value represents activity absence (absence of 
the reaction) and unitary value meaning the 
maximum of the catalytic activity (full activity). 
Intermediate values can characterize different states 
of the activity of the catalyst wheels is function of 
the reactor severity (operation temperature). 
 
Other details of components physical properties and 
other considerations are described in Santana, 1995. 
 
 

4. OPTIMIZATION STRATEGIES 
 
The optimization using the mathematical model takes 
into account the real operational conditions of the 
reactor. The chosen parameters to implement the 
optimization are those with more sensitivity in the 
production process. The objective is to maximize the 
production of CA (QCA), using as main variables the 
outflows of coolant fluid (Qri’s), the feed reactants 
temperature (T0) and the outflow of catalyst (Qcat), in 
a total of eight variables.  Table 1 shows the valid 
parameter limits to be optimized. The genetic code 
developed by Carroll, 1996 was coupled with the 
reactor model. The genetic code possesses the 
following characteristics:  binary code; uses the 
elitism; search in niches and selection by tournament. 
The presented values in the tables are in the 
normalized form. In the industrial reactor all the 
flows are measured in kg/h (QCA, QMR, QC, Qcat and 
Qri’s respectively) and the temperature is in Celsius 
degrees. 
 
 

Table 1 Limits of validity of the parameters to be 
optimized (normalized values) 

 
Parameters Lower limits of variable Upper limits of variable

Qr1 0.01 1.00
Qr2 0.01 1.00
Qr3 0.01 1.00
Qr4 0.01 1.00
Qr5 0.01 1.00
Qr6 0.01 1.00
T0 y* 0.84
Qcat 0.0000 x*  
 
The value of * is related to the inferior limit of the 
initial temperature of the reactants mixture and 
products in the entrance of the reactor (normalized 
values), being 0.60 for the Level 1 of production and 
0.68 for the two other production Levels (2 and 3 
respectively). In the Levels 2 and 3, smaller values 
than 0.68 supply discontinuous values for solution of 
the reactor model. This is not appropriate to be used 
in the optimization. 

y

 

The value of  refers to   the maximum catalyst flow 
(  normalized) (upper limits) that also depends of 
the operational level of production that is analyzed. 
For the Level 1 the maximum value is 0.6000, the 
Level 2 the value is 0.8000 and last (Level 3) 
assumes the value of 1.0000. Values above the upper 
limits of each level also lead to discontinuity in the 
model solution, and hence were  not used. 

*x
catQ

 
4.1 Objective Function 
 
The optimization is performed through the 
development of an objective function. In this work 
the objective function is related to the productivity of 
the main product (Cyclic Alcohol) and considers the 
the following restrictions presented in Table 2. The 
restrictions are related to the product of interest 
(CA), the main reactant (MR) and secondary product 
(C) without interest, as can be observed in Table 2. 
 
 

Table 2 Production Levels to be optimized 
considering the respective restrictions (normalized 

values) 
 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
0.0100 ≤ Qri ≤ 1.0000 0.0100 ≤ Qri ≤ 1.0000 0.0100 ≤ Qri ≤ 1.0000

0.60 ≤ T0 ≤ 0.84 0.68 ≤ T0 ≤ 0.84 0.68 ≤ T0 ≤ 0.84
0.0000 ≤ Qcat ≤ 0.6000 0.0000 ≤ Qcat ≤ 0.8000 0.0000 ≤ Qcat ≤ 1.0000

QCA - 0.6554 ≥ 0 QCA - 1.0000 ≥ 0 QCA - 0.9621 ≥ 0
0.1833 - QMR ≥ 0 1.0000 - QMR ≥ 0 0.2111 - QMR ≥ 0
0.4851 - QC ≥ 0 0.7551 - QC ≥ 0 1.0000 - QC ≥ 0

i = 1, 2, 3....6  
 
The three levels of CA production are considered, as 
shown in the Table 3 (industrial operational values). 
 
 

Table 3 Operating conditions for three industrial 
production levels (Levels 1, 2 and 3) (normalized 

values) 
 

Parameters Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Qr1 0.2520 0.0360 0.0390

Qr2 0.2590 0.0380 0.0000

Qr3 0.2760 0.2740 0.0850

Qr4 0.0360 0.0660 0.3490

Qr5 0.0520 0.1190 0.1190

Qr6 0.0290 0.1400 0.0500

T0 0.6320 0.6920 0.6920

Qcat 0.4340 0.7520 0.8280

0.9622QCA 0.6554 1.0000  
 
 
4.2 Parameters of Control of the Genetic Algorithms 
 
In accordance to Table 4 were selected the control 
parameters of the genetic algorithms in the process 
optimization. The parameters to be optimized were 
codified in the binary form, as great part of published 
works. 
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Table 4 Control parameters of genetic algorithms 
utilized in the optimization 

 
Size Population Parameters Crossover (UC) Mutation Rate (JM) Generations 

20 8 80% 1% 500
UC is Uniform Crossover JM is Jump Mutation  
 
The parameters to be optimized were codified with 
the binary form, based and adapted of many 
published literature works (Carroll, 1996; Deb, 1998; 
Goldberg, 1989). 
 
The control parameters of the genetic algorithms can 
be varied and tested in the same way. In this work it 
was decided to use these values only to verify the 
application of the optimization method. In future 
works these parameters will be modified, besides the 
coding form. 
 
 

5. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
In the sequence it is presented in the Table 5 (results 
optimized) and Figures 1 to 3 (evolution of 
optimization in 500 generations) the results obtained 
by optimization. 
 
Table 5 shows the results of the parameters before 
and after the optimization. It may be verified that in 
the production Levels 1, 2 and 3 there were increase 
of the CA production and reduction of mass flows of 
catalyst with an increase of the amount of coolant 
fluid used in the process.  Figures 1 (Level 1), 2 
(Level 2) and 3 (Level 3) indicate improvements in 
the productivity. The results had been presented of 
normalized form. Taking into consideration the 
operation Levels 1, 2 and 3 there were increase of the 
CA production (increase of 0.0078 – Level 1, 0.0140 
– Level 2 and 0.0179 – Level 3 – all values are 
normalized) with an reduction in the value for the 
catalyst flow (reduction of 0.1252 – Level 1, 0.1884 
– Level 2 and 0.2585 – Level 3). 
 
 

Table 5 Analysis of the performance of the CA 
production before and after the optimization for the 
production Levels 1, 2 and 3 (normalized values) 

 
Before After Before After Before After

Qr1 0.2520 0.1158 0.0360 0.7895 0.0390 0.8430
Qr2 0.2590 0.2524 0.0380 0.4920 0.0000 0.2744
Qr3 0.2760 0.0124 0.2740 0.2434 0.0850 0.9258
Qr4 0.0360 0.7095 0.0660 0.0516 0.3490 0.1193
Qr5 0.0520 0.7036 0.1190 0.1550 0.1190 0.4813
Qr6 0.0290 0.3337 0.1400 0.0700 0.0500 0.6179
T0 0.0158 0.0176 0.0173 0.0171 0.0173 0.0184
Qcat 0.0217 0.0154 0.0376 0.0282 0.0414 0.0285
Total QCA 0.6554 0.6632 10,000 10,140 0.9622 0.9801
Total Qri's (Coolant) 0.9040 2.1273 0.6730 1.8016 0.6420 3.2617

Parameters
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
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Fig. 1. Profile CA productivity (mass rate normalized) for 

production Level 1 with the optimization evolution. 
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Fig. 2. Profile CA productivity (mass rate normalized) for 

production Level 2 with the optimization evolution. 
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Fig. 3. Profile CA productivity (mass rate normalized) for 

production Level 3 with the optimization evolution. 
 
 
The GA procedure revealed to be very efficient and 
robust for all the considered situations. Several testes 
with different population sizes, crossover and 
mutation values allow to conclude that the 
optimization by GA works well without be so 
dependent of its design values as well as the initial 
value. Optimization of the same problem by 
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conventional methods (as SQP) was not possible to 
be obtained in all the cases considered in this work. 
 
In relation to the GA used in this study an attention 
has to be verified in some parameters this code. The 
population size used was of 20 and not of 50 or 100 
as recommended (Carroll, 1996) because the 
computational time is very high. The crossover rate 
of 80% is satisfactory to supply good results. There 
are not significant changes when the number of 
generations is increased, therefore a number around 
500 generations is enough to achieve the 
optimization. The mutation rates didn't follow the 
determined rules for the code. The values used for 
jump and creep mutation were: 0.01 and 0.02 
respectively. These values allowed good efficiency, 
unlike what was usually recommended (Carroll, 
1996). The GA code coupled to the reactor model 
showed to be a very efficient technique for reactor 
optimization. Similar problems or other systems can 
be studied for verification of his efficiency. 
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Abstract: A novel modular network is proposed in this work for supervised pattern 
classification.  The parameters of the hidden layer are determined using polygonal line 
algorithm. No further training of the network is required. Firstly, an abnormality is 
detected and responsible sensors identified using polygonal line based radial basis 
function network algorithm. Furthermore, the proposed strategy is applied for fault 
diagnosis. A continuous pilot plant is selected as the case study to show the efficiency of 
the proposed strategy. The result shows that, the proposed framework is a promising 
direction towards fault detection and diagnosis in real time, non-linear systems. 
 
Keywords: Fault detection, Fault identification, Fault diagnosis, Nonlinear PCA, 
Polygonal lines, Modular network 
 
 
 
  

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The advent of faster and more reliable computer 
systems has revolutionized the manner in which 
industrial processes are monitored and controlled. 
Once thought of as just data logging and storage 
units, these computer systems now perform 
sophisticated computer-based control strategies, and 
real-time simulation and optimization. These 
advances have resulted in the generation of a large 
amount of process data, yet the task of interpreting 
and analysing these data is daunting. 
 
Fault detection and diagnosis is the primary module 
for any process monitoring framework.  Principal 
component analysis (PCA) and projection to latent 
structure (PLS) are one of the most used multivariate 
statistical process control (MSPC) techniques. The 
major drawback of this method is that, it assumes 
linear correlation between data which is not always 
true in case of process data that are generally 
nonlinearly correlated. However, the philosophy 

behind these approaches is to reduce the 
dimensionality of the problem by forming a new set 
of latent variable to obtain an enhanced 
understanding of the process behaviour.  
 
Many methodologies have been proposed for 
nonlinear principal component analysis (NLPCA). 
Kramer (1991) proposed a NLPCA based on five 
layer auto associative neural networks. Dong and 
McAvoy (1996) proposed NLPCA based on principal 
curves and neural networks. The principal curve 
method was used to calculate the associated score 
and corrected data point for each original data point. 
But, since principal curve method does not produce a 
nonlinear principal component in the sense of 
principal loading, Dong and McAvoy (1996) 
developed an alternative approach based on multi 
layer perceptron to model the calculated data. Two 
three layer neural networks were trained separately to 
map the data to lower dimensional feature space and 
remapping the data back to the sample space.  The 
number of hidden layer nodes was decided using 
cross validation scheme. A methodology based on 
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“well – defined” architecture of radial basis function 
(RBF) network and polygonal line (PL) has been 
suggested by Bhushan and Romagnoli (2005) for 
dimensionality reduction and fault detection. The 
data of the normal operating region is used to fit the 
polygonal lines and the output generated has been 
used for determining the architecture of the network 
and to train the model. Online data are projected to 
the RBF-PL model and an abnormality is indicated 
whenever the prediction is significantly different 
from the projected measurements. Furthermore, the 
measured variables that makes significant 
contribution towards the deviation in the model 
prediction is identified. However, this information is 
insufficient for the operator to find the root cause, 
since the operator needs to infer the root cause which 
is difficult in case of process with large number of 
variables.  
 
Vedam and Venkatasubramanian (1999) proposed an 
integrated approach based on PCA and signed 
digraphs (SDG) for fault detection and diagnosis.  
Fault detection is performed using PCA. Whenever 
an abnormality is detected, the contribution of 
measured variables is presented as an input to the 
SDG to perform fault diagnosis.  
 
Leonard and Kramer (1992) suggested a 
decomposition strategy based on modular neural 
network approach for solving large scale fault 
diagnosis problems. Though, RBF networks are 
many time faster than similar back propagation 
networks (BPN); it still required large computational 
resources. Two decompositions are proposed for this 
work: decomposition in time, reducing the 
dimensionality of the input space; and decomposition 
among the fault classes, reducing the size of the 
training set for each subnet. 
 
In this work, a novel modular network is suggested to 
accomplish the diagnosis task. The advantage of this 
methodology over others is that it uses the same PL 
algorithm of fault detection to decide the architecture 
and related parameters of each module of the 
network. Furthermore, there is no additional training 
required of the network and hence it is 
computationally very less expansive. The output of 
the proposed network can be the partial 
belongingness of the input pattern to more than one 
fault classes and the strength of the fault.     
 
The remaining part of the paper is organized as 
follows. In section 2, a brief introduction of  RBF-PL  
methodology for fault detection and identification is 
given. The proposed network for classification is 
explained in section 3. Section 4 contains the results 
and discussion on the application of the entire 
strategy to a real time pilot plant environment. 
Finally, section 5 contains the conclusion and future 
direction of the work.  
 
 

2. FAULT DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION 
 
Polygonal line algorithm proposed by Verbeek, et al., 
2002 is used for fitting the data. Each data point is 
projected orthogonally onto the PL. Thus for each 
data points there are corresponding lengths t1, t2, …, 
tn along the curve where n is the number of data 
points in d-dimensional space.  
 
In analogy to PCA, this length represents the non-
linear scores of the data points. Thus the sample 
vector can be represented as 
  

X = f1 (t(X)) + E1    (1) 
 
where t is the non-linear principal component score 
and E1 is the residual vector. 
 
The next non-linear component score can be found 
by projecting the data points of E1 on the PL 
constructed using E1. These steps are repeated until 
all the information is extracted. It is found that the 
first few nonlinear principal components explain 
most of the variance of the dataset. Though, this 
method is quite effective in reducing the data 
dimensionality, it is to be noted that  f  has no 
parametric form, and it is quite cumbersome and 
memory expensive to use it for online application. A 
RBF network is trained to model the relationship.  
This network is further used for fault detection and 
identification. A non-parametric approach based on 
kernel density estimation (KDE) is used to determine 
the confidence limit. The detail of this methodology 
can be found in Bhushan et. al. (2005). 
 
 
3. SUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION AND FAULT 

DIAGNOSIS 
 
It should be noted here that each segment of the PL 
in the sample space represents a localised region 
around which the data is concentrated.  We propose 
that each of these regions in the input space can be 
represented by a multidimensional Gaussian function 
(Figure 1).  
 

 
 
Fig. 1: Schematic representation of the region 

covered by each segment of PL. 
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The Gaussian function with equal spread in all the 
directions is defined as: 
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not uniform, a multidimensional Gaussian function 
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where  is the centre of the region and is defined as 
the mean of the data contained in the region i  and 

 represents the standard deviation of the dataset in 
the region.  

ic
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Since it is the supervised classification, the class of 
each training data set is known in advance. The 
training data set is grouped according to its class. 
Each group is presented to the PL algorithm. The 
number of segments required to fit the polygonal line 
is found out. However, segments which have just 
been used to construct the PL and do not contain any 
data points are neglected. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2: Proposed modular fault diagnosis network. 
 
Figure 2 shows the proposed modular fault diagnostic 
system. The system contains five layers. Nodes at 
layer one are input nodes representing the input 
variables and the last layer is the output nodes. The 
number of nodes in the output layer is same as the 
number of fault classes. A node at layer two 
represents a region in the domain of a specific fault, 
in other words, it is one of the segment of the PL 
which fitted that fault class. The nodes of a fault class 

constitute one module in layer two and there will be 
as many modules as the number the fault classes. The 
number of nodes at layer three is the same as the fault 
classes and each node of this layer is linked to the 
nodes of only one module of layer two. The nodes in 
this layer calculate the maximum strength of the 
input data in that particular class. Each node in layer 
four is linked with only one node of layer three and 
decides whether the strength of the belongingness is 
strong enough to be considered as a fault or not. 
Finally, the nodes in layer five decide the 
contribution of each fault class to the abnormality.   
 
The function of a node in each layer of the proposed 
network is described in detail next. 
 
Layer 1: The input vector is presented to the nodes of 
this layer. The number of nodes is same as the 
dimension of the input vector and each element is 
linked to one of the node of this layer. The nodes in 
this layer transmit the input data to the next layer 
without any change.  
 
The output from this layer  is defined as  1

jy
 

,11
jj xy =   j = 1, …, d   (4) 

 
Where denotes the output of node j in layer one 

and  denotes the input to node j at layer one.  

1
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Layer 2: The output of each node of layer one is 
presented to each node of this layer.  This is one of 
the most important layers of this network. As 
mentioned earlier, the parameters of each node are 
determined using the data of that region.  
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where is the centre of the region k in class c, Ik 
represents the data points in region k and C is the 
number of classes or modules.  The spread of kth node 
in class c is defined as  
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where is the standard deviation of the input 
vectors contained in region k of class c in jth 
dimension and 

k
cj ,σ

δ is a user defined parameter which 
ensures the optimum receptive field covered by each 
region. 
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A Gaussian membership function is constructed with 
 and  as the centre and the width 

respectively. Each node in this layer is represented by 
one such function and all the nodes generated by 
using segments of the PL of a group constitute a 
module. Therefore, we have as many modules as the 
number of classes. The output from this module 
defines the belongingness of a input vector to a 
particular region.  
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where is the output from node representing 
region k of class c in layer two.  

k2,
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Layer 3: The output from each module is fed to not 
more than one node of this layer. Hence the number 
of nodes is same as the number of fault classes. The 
output of the node from this layer represents the 
strength of the belongingness of the input data in a 
particular class. An input vector may belong to more 
than one region of the same class; however, the 
belongingness of the vector in a class is dictated by 
the maximum membership value. Therefore, the 
output of each node from this layer is defined as: 
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where k represents the number of regions in class c. 
 
Layer 4: The nodes in this layer decide whether the 
output from previous layer is strong enough to assign 
the data in to a particular class or not. This task is 
accomplished by a function defined as follows: 
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where λ is a user defined parameter. 
 
Layer 5: This layer is the decision making layer. It 
gives an idea to the operator which fault is more 
severe if there are multiple faults. The output from 
this layer is defined as: 
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It should be noted that once the network is build 
there is no further requirement of the training since 
there is no weight adjustment required.  

4. APPLICATION TO PILOT PLANT 
ENVIORNMENT 

 
To test the overall strategy in real time, a general-
purpose pilot plant facility is used. The process 
contains two CSTRs, a mixer, a feed tank and a 
number of heat exchangers.  
 
Each CSTR consists of a reaction vessel, a steam 
jacket, a cooling coil and a stirrer. Material from the 
feed tank is heated before being fed to the first 
reactor and the mixer. The effluent from the first 
reactor is then mixed with the material in the mixer 
before being fed to the second reactor. The effluent 
from the second reactor is, fed back to the feed tank 
and the cycle continues. The pilot plant is well 
instrumented to provide many possible control 
scenarios and configurations.  
 
Nine variables [Fin (feed flow rate in), Tin 
(temperature of feed in), Tc,in (temperature of 
cooling water in), Ts,in (temperature of steam in), 
Lvl (level of the reactor), Fout (feed flow rate out), 
Tout (temperature of feed out), Tc,out (temperature 
of cooling water out), Ts,out (temperature of 
condensate)] related to the first CSTR are considered 
for this study. Once the plant reached its normal 
operating condition, 100 training data points at 5 
second interval were collected. All variables in the 
training data set were normalized in order to give 
equal weights to each.  The training data set were 
exposed to PL algorithm (kmax = 24) and the 
nonlinear scores were found by projecting the data 
point onto the polygonal line. The residual was 
calculated and was exposed again to PL algorithm 
and so on. The PL algorithm fitted the training 
dataset into nine segments yielding a RBF mapping 
network with nine input nodes, nine hidden layer 
nodes and two output nodes. The centre and spread 
of the hidden layer nodes were calculated using the 
centre and standard deviation of the segments and 
hence only weights of the output layer were to be 
calculated. GA with 100 generations was used to first 
get near an optimum solution followed by BFGS 
Quasi-Newton algorithm for faster convergence. The 
total time taken for training was 12.80 seconds. The 
demapping layer with two input nodes, nine hidden 
layer nodes and nine output layer nodes was trained 
using the similar strategy, however all the parameters 
were trained and hence the training time was 35.46 
seconds.  

HX3 

 
KDE is used for finding the two warning limits at 
95% and 99%. 95% and 99% warning limit was 
found to be 9.19592 and 10.8476 respectively. SPE 
along with these warning limits were constructed to 
facilitate fault detection. Any violation to the 95% 
warning limit, fault identification algorithm is 
triggered to identify the measurements responsible 
for out of control signal followed by the fault 
diagnosis model to decide the root cause.   
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For this paper, two different fault scenario were 
planned. Firstly, process condition under normal 
operation was achieved that was similar to when data 
were collected to train the network. Secondly, to 
simulate a process upset scenario, the feed flow rate 
was increased from 0.6 l/min to 1.0 l/min. This 
change affected many other variables including the 
reactor level and the effluent flow rate. For 
simulating the single sensor failure condition, a 
random bias of mean 6 (30% of the actual) and 
standard deviation 2 was added to the feed 
temperature. 100 values at 5 second interval for all 
these conditions were captured.  
 
The data of these three conditions (normal, process 
upset and sensor failure) were fed to the PL 
algorithm which fitted it into 9, 22 and 12 regions 
respectively. Therefore, the structure of the fault 
diagnosis network was 9-43-3-3-3. The value of δ  
and λ  used are 1.5 and 0.05 respectively. The result 
of the fault detection and diagnosis are as follows: 
 
 
1) Process Change (Flow rate increased from 0.6 

l/min to 1.0 l/min) 
  

Figure 3(a) and 3(b) shows the SPE and contribution 
plot for process upset respectively. It should be noted 
that as soon as feed flow rate was increased, SPE 
crossed both the warning limits and was well above 
this condition throughout the period this condition 
prevailed. 
 
However, the contribution plot shows that though the 
contribution by feed flow rate was high in the 
beginning, in the later part, prime contribution was 
due to the level measurement which is readily 
expected for this process. Also, this change in the 
process condition affected the effluent flow rate. 
From the process point of view, these three variables 
are related to each other and they are also being 
reflected in the result. 
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Figure 3: (a) Square predicted error plot (b) 
contribution plot in case of process upset. 
 

Table 1:  Results of the fault diagnosis in case of 
process upset 

 
Normal Process Upset Sensor Failure 
 
0.00 1.00 0.00 
0.00 1.00 0.00 
0.00 1.00 0.00 
0.00 1.00 0.00 
0.00 1.00 0.00 
0.00 1.00 0.00 
0.00 1.00 0.00 
0.00 1.00 0.00 
0.00 1.00 0.00 
0.00 1.00 0.00 

 
 
Table 1 shows the result of the proposed fault 
diagnostic system. The result for first ten points is 
only shown however it detected correctly for all the 
testing data. In the result, 0 indicates that this 
condition is not prevailing in the process whereas 1 
indicates that according to the knowledge of the 
network this condition is 100% present. 
 
 
2) Sensor failure (a random noise of 30% of the 

actual with std. dev of 2 was added to feed 
temperature) 

 
 In case of sensor failure, SPE is above the warning 
limits in most cases (Fig. 4(a)), though in some cases 
the magnitude of SPE is not very high because of the 
presence of noise in the measurements the normal 
feed temperature is quite close to the value in case of 
the faulty sensor (maximum normal feed 
temperature: 28.83 0C, minimum feed temperature in 
case of sensor fault: 31.13 0C). The contribution plot 
(Fig. 4(b)) clearly identify feed temperature sensor as 
the sensor which has the highest contribution in fault. 
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Figure 4: (a) Square predicted error plot (b) 
contribution plot in case of single fault. 
 
The result of the fault diagnostic module is shown in 
table 2. It should be noted that a module for this fault 
was already included in the network; hence it did 
diagnose all the conditions correctly.  
 
 

Table 2: Results of the fault diagnosis in case of 
Sensor failure 

 
Normal Process Upset Sensor Failure 
 
0.00 0.00 1.00 
0.00 0.00 1.00 
0.00 0.00 1.00 
0.00 0.00 1.00 
0.00 0.00 1.00 
0.00 0.00 1.00 
0.00 0.00 1.00 
0.00 0.00 1.00 
0.00 0.00 1.00 
0.00 0.00 1.00 

 
 
 
 
 
 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
In this work, a novel modular network is proposed 
for supervised classification. The key feature of this 
network is its simplicity and less computational 
complexity. First, the training data were separated 
into different classes, and each set was fed to the PL 
algorithm for finding the optimum number of regions 
in that class. Each region was used to find out the 
parameters of the network. There was no further 
training required. This work is integrated with non 
linear PCA based on RBF and PL for simultaneous 
fault detection and diagnosis. The proposed 
methodology is used for monitoring the condition of 
a continuous pilot plant. Two different types if 
abnormalities were simulated to test the capability of 
the framework. The results show that the fault was 
detected and diagnosed in both of the cases correctly.  
 However, the model needs to be validated for 
controller faults and multiple faults which will be a 
part of future work. 
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Abstract: This text presents a block diagram proposal of protection system for a PWR 
nuclear power plant. It describes the plant operation, as well as it defines what a 
protection system is. Some of the main inherent definitions to protection systems are 
shown and the system operation is explained in a global form. The block diagram 
proposed for the protection system can be used as a project foundation for the protection 
automation. Copyright © 2006 IFAC      
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
There are approximately 440 nuclear power plants 
(NPP) in the world, according to figure 1. However, 
this kind of energy generation is still considered as a 
threat to human life and with a great potential to 
cause grave accidents, although modern NPP comply 
to strict project, building and operation criteria, 
which make them very safety.  
 
The two greatest accidents that contributed to this 
insecurity representation of the nuclear power plants 
occurred at the TMI – Three Mile Island, 
Pennsylvania, in the United States on March, 28th , 
1979 (Chairman at all, 1979) and at Chernobyl in the 
former Union of Soviet Socialist Republics - where 
today lies Ukraine - on April, 26th, 1986 (Edwards, 
1987). In the first accident (TMI), despite having 
happened heating and deterioration of the reactor 
core, there was little emission of radioactive material 
into the environment. In the second accident 
(Chernobyl) occurred an explosion of the reactor and 
a great quantity of radioactive matter was spread into 
the atmosphere.  
 
Besides other safety devices existing in a nuclear 
power plant such as the containment building, where 
the reactor is located which - if ever existed at the 
Chernobyl NPP - could have slowed down the 
amount of  radioactive matter disseminated into 
environment, there is the protection system for a 
nuclear power plant that is the scope of this study. 
At present, The Brazilian Navy is working on the 
LABGENE (Electrical Core Generation Lab) project 
at the Navy Technological Center in São Paulo 
(CTMSP), which consists of the development and 
construction of a nuclear power plant to generate 

electrical energy that will act as a basis and 
developing laboratory to another projects of nuclear 
reactors in Brazil (INFOREL, 2004).     

As far as we know, articles presenting the block 
diagram of the protection system, as proposed here, 
have not been published yet. Thus, this is one of the 
reasons that led us to write it. 
 
 

2. PWR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 
 
The acronym PWR stands for the English term 
“Pressurized Water Reactor”. This name is derived 
from the fact that in this kind of plant its cooling 
system is obtained from a pressurized water circuit.  
 
The operating principle of the power plant illustrated 
in figure 2 is the following:  the fission heat in the 
reactor core is used to increase the water’s 
temperature (coolant) of the primary circuit, the 
steam generator absorbs the heat from this water, 
transferring it into the secondary circuit in the form 

 

 
  Nuclear Power Plant 

 
Fig. 1.  Maps of Nuclear Power Reactors: WORLD 

MAP (Nuclear Plants, 2005). 
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Fig. 2.  Pressurized Water Reactor (Nuclear Reactors, 
2005). 

of steam; the produced steam runs a turbine that 
transmits mechanical energy to an electrical 
generator, which, then, converts the mechanical 
energy to electricity. 

 
 

3. PROTECTION SYSTEM  
 
Below are presented some definitions and is 
proposed block diagram of the protection system for 
a PWR nuclear power plant. 
 
 
3.1 Definitions 
 
3.1.1 The Plant Protection System 
 
The protection system of a nuclear power plant has 
the function to take the necessary measures to avoid 
accidents which may lead to overheating and 
degeneration of the reactor core as well as 
contamination of the environment caused by 
radioactive matter. Moreover, it makes sure the plant 
will operate within the safety limits stated in the 
project. These actions consist on turning off the 
reactor, bringing to an end the fission of the fuel 
element and/or activating the protection system such 
as emergency diesel-generators, valves, emergency 
cooling-system, etc. 
 
3.1.2 Reliability 
 
A very important requirement to the protection 
systems is their reliability, which can be defined as 
the probability of a system to work accurately 
(according to its project specifications) within a time 
interval [t0  ; t], in which it was working properly at 
the starting point t0. 
 
3.1.3 Redundancy 
 
Consists in the use of more than one equipment to 
execute the same function, that is, in case of failure 
of the first device, the next can be able to warrant the 
continuity of that function in the system, increasing 
the system reliability. This procedure is applied to 
protection systems, e.g. when three sensors are used 
to measure a certain temperature variable. If two of 
these measures are above a pre-established value 
(“set point”), the system acts by disconnecting, 
alarming and/or activating the security system. When 

that happens, it is said that occurred a voting of 2 out 
of 3. 
 
 
3.1.4 Fault Tree 
 
Fault Tree is a tool used for the analysis of the 
reliability in protection systems. A fault tree 
represents a system or a subsystem through a 
diagram that has a top event which occurs from a 
combination of other events. This combination is 
represented by symbols that interconnect those 
events by means of logical operations such as 
“AND”, “OR”, etc (McCormick, 1981). A qualitative 
analysis can be performed by checking in the fault 
tree which basic events and paths lead to the 
occurence of the top event. On the other hand, the 
quantitative analysis is applied when it is possible to 
determine the probability of the top event to occur 
because of the probabilities of the basic events. The 
diagram permits us to visualize the fault sequences 
which must happen in order to the top event to occur. 
After the building of the fault tree, it is possible to 
insert the probabilities of each represented event to 
occur. In this way, it is possible to calculate the 
probability of the top event to occur.  
 
3.2 Block Diagram Proposal 
 
Figure 3 presents the suggested block diagram for a 
protection system in a nuclear plant. The blocks to 
the left of the dotted line are directly linked to the 
security function, while the ones to the right are used 
for audits and interface with the operator in the form 
of alarms and indications. Each block that comprises 
the diagram presented in figure 3 will be described 
below. 

 
3.2.1 Electrical Power Supply 
 
It is the common component to all other system 
blocks, responsible for the supply of electrical 
energy. This block is normally comprised of more 
than one source of electrical energy, such as energy 
produced by the plant itself, batteries, diesel-
generators and, whenever available, the electrical 
wiring of the energy supplier company, originated 
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Fig. 3. Block Diagram Proposal of the Protection 
System. 
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from other type of generating source (hydroelectric, 
or thermal powers, for instance). 
 
3.2.2 Sensors 
 
The sensor is an equipment that responds to a certain 
physical phenomenon and conveys this response to 
another component of the system that will apply it to 
control a process. In the case of the protection 
system, the main used sensors are to measure 
temperature, pressure, level, voltage, neutron flow 
(or neutron detectors) and radioactivity. According to 
the values given by the sensors and operator manual 
controls, the system protection processes the 
protection logics. This fact reveals the fundamental 
relevance of those components without which it is 
not possible to operate or manage the power plant in 
a safe way.  
 
3.2.3 Operator’s Manual Controls 
 
These are the controls originated by the nuclear 
power plant operator. The manual command of 
turning off the reactor due to any abnormal condition 
recognized by the plant operator has the highest 
priority over any automatic action of the protection 
system, because it cuts off the power supply to the 
CRDM’actuator (Actuator of the Control Rod Drive 
Mechanism) which, as a result, shuts the reactor 
down through the fall of the control rods into the 
reactor core (Glasstone, 1994). In case of operator 
omission, the protection system starts to operate 
when an abnormal condition is detected.  
 
The increase of the reactor power occurs gradually 
since its initial cold condition until the nominal 
power of operation, usually called the start-up 
procedure. During this procedure, the operator 
generates the range change controls for the detection 
of the neutron flow according to the plant operation 
conditions (neutron flow, temperature and pressure); 
such ideal conditions are guaranteed to be within the 
safaty limits by the protection system. If any limit 
condition is exceeded, the protection system shuts 
the reactor down and, at the same time, starts the 
safety systems necessary to remove the residual heat 
and sustain the reactor integrity.  
 
3.2.4 Protection Logics 
 
At this block, system decisions are made in 
conformity with the inputs originated from the 
sensors and the operator manual controls. The 
protection logics are intended to guarantee that the 
plant operation safety boundaries are not exceeded. 
Below are listed the protection logics which lead to 
the scram of water-cooled reactors (Glasstone, 1994) 
and/or the activation of safety systems:  
• Quick increment of the neutron flow during the 

start of the reactor; 
• High flow of neutrons at the range power, 

indicating over power;  
• Abnormal pressure and temperature; 
• Loss of coolant water;  

• Damage of the steam line; 
• High level of water in the pressurizer in PWR; 
• Low level of water in the BWR reactor vessels 

(“BWR – Boiling Water Reactor”); 
• Low level of water in the steam generator in  PWR; 
• High level of radiation in the steam; and 
• Low voltage or power loss (safety buses). 
 
3.2.5 Actuator of the Control Rod Drive Mechanism 
 
The actuator of the Control Rod Drive Mechanism is 
the main component for reactor control and scram. 
This component enables to remove or to insert the 
control and safety rods (rods that absorb radiation) in 
the interior of the nucleus, increasing or decreasing, 
respectively the nuclear power (McCormick, 1981). 
This device has a solenoid that, when it is turned off, 
makes possible the abrupt fall of the rods inside the 
nucleus by action of the gravity and springs, what 
provokes the reactor shutdown.   This shutdown form 
is fail-safe because the electric power failure the 
turns off the reactor. 
 
For effect of plant control, the actuator position 
indicator is important because by manipulating the 
rods position, the nuclear power can be controlled. 
However, for the protection system, it will only be 
important the information of turned on or off 
actuator.   
 
3.2.6 Safety System Actuators 
 
When the protection system identifies an abnormal 
situation, besides shutting the reactor down, it takes 
actions to assure the safety of the plant.  The action 
of the protection system, when an abnormal situation 
is detected, consists of one or more of the following 
actions:    
• Turns on diesel-generator to assure the power 

supply;   
• Activates the Emergency Cooling System to assure 

the nucleus cooling and integrity. This system 
consists in injection of boron water through 
circulation pumps or nitrogen pressure;   

• Isolates damaged steam line;   
• Turns off circulation coolant pumps to minimize 

coolant loss, in the case of LOCA - Loss-of-coolant 
accident; and   

• Isolates the containment (the place where the 
reactor is installed), avoiding the radioactive 
material release to the atmosphere.   

 
3.2.7 Event Recorder 
 
All of the blocks of the protection system are 
interconnected with the event recorder, where the 
information is stored during the operation of the 
plant. The recording of those information will make 
it possible to trace subsequently the reactor scram or 
the activation of safety system cause, since an 
appropriate physical media is employed (hard disk, 
magnetic storage, optical tape recorder, memory, 
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etc), chosen in function of the hardware specification 
in the project. 
 
3.2.8 Man-Machine Interface (MMI)  
 
This block reads the data recorded by the event 
recorder and it introduces them to the operator in 
alarm or report form. The alarms will be used on-line 
during the operation of the plant and they are 
displayed in visual form and/or audible in the panel 
of the protection system, while the reports will be 
used later for evaluation and supervision of the 
system, as well as for finding out the causes of 
reactor scram or activation of safety systems, and 
they are displayed in printed form in agreement with 
the information requested by the user. 
 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
 
Starting from the reliability level required to the 
protection system that the project is aimed at, having 
the tools such as the fault tree or Markov model, and 
also after the detailing of the block diagram, the 
study will seek to establish the necessary redundancy 
for the components of the protection system. 
 
The components of the protection system connected 
to the safety function are of the 1E class (IEEE Std 
603, 1998). This classification is given to equipments 
or safety systems that are essential for the scram of 
the nuclear reactor, insulation of the containment and 
the cooling of the reactor, in order to avoid 
radioactive matter emission to the environment. 
 
Although digital electronics has evolved over the 
years, there is still prudence in using different kinds 
of software in safety systems. As an illustration, 
digital protection was not considered to be used in 
China before the year 1990. The first digital system 
of the kind only appeared in 2002 for a 10 MW 
reactor (Li, F.; Yang, Z.; An, Z.; Zhang, L, 2002).  
 
The great challenge for the safety system project 
designer will be to detail each component of the 
block diagram proposal, organize ways to test the 
integrated system and guarantee the reliability. The 
expectation is to employ this work in the 
development of the safety system at LABGENE in 
the future. 
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Abstract: This paper aims at to propose a benchmark MPC controller to be used in the
performance assessment of existing industrial MPC systems. The basic questions are
how the performance could be evaluated in a realistic basis and how to judge the
performance of a controller that is already in operation by comparing it with another
controller that could be really implemented in the same system. Here, it is assumed that
the ideal controller will inherit the structure, input constraints and tuning parameters of
the controller whose performance is to be evaluated. This means that the design of the
ideal controller is standard and there is no need to tune the performance assessment
algorithm. It is proposed a controller that preserves closed loop stability for any adopted
tuning parameters. This is requisite for any performance evaluation procedure that is
expected to operate in an on-line scheme. The proposed controller is compared by
simulation with other benchmark controllers proposed in the control literature.
Copyright © 2006 IFAC.

Keywords: Performance assessment, Model predictive control, Controller performance
monitoring, Constrained control systems, Industrial process control.

1. INTRODUCTION
Model predictive control (MPC) strategies, such as
the ones based on dynamic matrix control (DMC),
have become the standard control alternative for
advanced control applications in the process
industries (Qin and Badgwell, 2003). It is a market,
which is growing at a compound annual rate of
approximately 18% (Automation Research
Corporation, 2000), and substantial benefits are
generated directly from the ability of MPC to ensure
that the plant operates at its most profitable
constraints. But, as most control algorithms, after
some operation time, MPC is seldom performing as
when it was commissioned. It is common to find
MPC applications delivering only 50% of the
expected benefit when the assessment is made 2-3
years after commissioning (Treiber et al., 2003).

MPC controller design and tuning involve many
uncertainties related to approximate process models,
estimation of disturbances and assumptions about
operation conditions. A surprising high percentage of
the implemented MPC controllers suffers degradation
in terms of the achieved performance as a result of
changes in process dynamics, sensor/actuator failure,
estimator bias, equipment fouling, feedstock
variability, changes in product specifications, etc.
Therefore, to sustain the benefits of MPC systems
over a considerable period of time, the performance
needs to be monitored and assessed on a constant
basis. This task has proven to be a much greater
challenge (Hugo, 2000; Shah et al., 2001) than
initially expected and it requires the presence of
effective tools to establish the root causes of the poor
control quality and to define the need to retune if
necessary.
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Practical applications of controller performance
assessment (CPA) have triggered an increasing
interest of academia and industry in the development
of a benchmark MPC controller. Several CPA
techniques have been proposed in the literature
during the last years, some of them being
incorporated into commercial software packages.
But, in general, all the CPA techniques explicitly or
implicitly involve comparison of the current
controller quality with a theoretical benchmark, i.e.
an ideal controller that could never be implemented.
CPA techniques can be divided into two major
categories (Qin, 1998): stochastic and deterministic
methods. Stochastic CPA methods evaluate the
closed-loop performance for zero-mean changes,
such as random disturbances, measurement noise, etc.
These techniques utilize stochastic measures such as
variance to evaluate the performance of the
controller. In this area, the most notable work is by
Harris (1989) that proposed the use of the minimum
variance controller (MVC) as a benchmark to assess
the performance of SISO feedback controllers. On the
other hand, deterministic CPA methods are
concerned with non-zero mean changes in the set-
point or load disturbances and utilize deterministic
measures such as settling time, integral square error
(ISE), rise time, etc. Aström (1991) discussed some
alternatives to evaluate the performance of PID
controllers. Although MVC benchmarks bring up
important aspects of the controller performance,
deterministic methods are more informative and
present a more practical way of assessing controller
performance. Results from statistic and deterministic
CPA methods usually cannot be best achieved
simultaneously (Qin, 1998).
In this paper it is proposed a systematic CPA
framework for MPC systems with focus on set-point
tracking. The methodology utilizes the available
process model to determine the ideal control system
performance under constraints. The work is
motivated by the fact that the major disturbances in
chemical engineering processes are not stochastic but
deterministic such as set-point moves and sudden
load changes on the system (MacGregor et al., 1984)
and for the demand for new methodologies to
evaluate MPC performance (Patwardhan et al., 2002).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
review the most relevant CPA techniques for MPC.
Section 3, presents our proposed CPA method.
Section 4 shows a case study based on the Shell
standard control problem. Finally, conclusions and
future directions are pointed in Section 5.

2. REVIEW OF CPA TECHNIQUES FOR MPC

In the literature on CPA of feedback control systems,
the MVC benchmark has been used as a measure of
performance in the first level of the control structure
where SISO controllers are to be evaluated. This
benchmark is reasonable because the objective of

most SISO controllers is to keep the process output at
their set-point. However, MPC controllers have much
more sophisticated objectives than merely keeping
outputs at their set-points. They are usually
implemented as part of a hierarchical control
structure, where in an upper layer an optimization
algorithm continuously updates a set of optimal
economic reference values and passes this set to the
MPC (Qin and Badgwell, 2003). The MPC must
move the plant from one reference point to another
subject to operational constraints. Of course, MPC
turns to be essentially a nonlinear controller,
especially when operating at the constraints. In this
case, the use of MVC or a linear controller
benchmark is not well suitable as some inherent
limitations imposed by constraints are neglected and
minimum variance performance will be unachievable
by the MPC (Zhang and Henson, 1999). Examples
highlighting the limitations of the MVC benchmark to
assess the DMC controller are shown by Hugo
(1999).
Patwardhan et al. (1998) discussed the use of the best
historical values of objective function as a practical
benchmarking technique. This approach requires a
priori knowledge of an example case where the
performance was good during a certain time period of
time according to some expert assessment. Huang and
Shah (1999) proposed the linear quadratic Gaussian
(LQG) benchmark as an alternative to the MVC. The
LQG is more general than the MVC and it can be
designed, using the available process model, in a
similar form as the MPC. This benchmark is
translated in a tradeoff curve that displays the
minimal achievable performance in terms of the input
and output variances. However, the LQG cannot
handle constraints and it still represents an
unattainable standard for commercial MPC
algorithms. Zhang and Henson (1999) suggested the
use of the on-line comparison between expected and
actual process performance. The expected
performance is obtained when the MPC controller is
applied to the process model instead of the actual
plant and it is neglected the effects of unmeasured
disturbances. Ko and Edgar (2001) presented a
benchmark based on the constrained finite-horizon
MVC controller, which is obtained using the
knowledge of the process and noise models. The
main utility of this approach lies in quantifying the
effects of constraints on the MPC performance. When
the constraints become inactive, the proposed method
naturally becomes the unconstrained MVC.
Patwardhan et al. (2002) suggested the design case as
a benchmark to evaluate the statistical performance of
MPC. The methodology is very straightforward to be
implemented on-line. The cost function used in the
design of the CPA can be obtained from the MPC
controller. The achieved cost function can be
computed with little effort through appropriate
weighting of the measured input and output data. The
technique can explicitly handle constraints and it is a
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true index that represents whether the controller is
performing as it was designed or not. However its
application is limited, as most of the commercial
MPC algorithms do not return the design value of the
cost function. Grimble (2003) presented a multistep
linear quadratic Gaussian predictive control
(LQGPC) cost function as benchmark to evaluate
MPC. The cost function involves the unconditional
expected value of the tracking error and weighted
control signal components at present and future time
steps, whose values are obtained from the solution of
appropriate Riccati and Lyapunov equations. The
results highlight the relationship between MPC and
LQG and the way that the performance of MPC
should be assessed. Julien et al. (2004) proposed a
MPC benchmark for assessing univariate MPC
controllers. By using routine operating data and
knowledge of the process time-delay, two
performance curves are constructed. One represents
the operation of the installed MPC, while the other
corresponds to the operation of a hypothetical MPC.
If the gap between these operating curves is
significant, it may indicate that a re-design of the
MPC is necessary.
Schäfer and Cinar (2004) presented an integrated
methodology for CPA and diagnosis of MPC
systems. They use a LQG benchmark to evaluate
performance and a ratio between design and achieved
costs for diagnosis of causes of poor performance.
Finally, Huang and Georgakis (2005) proposed the
minimum (settling) time optimal control (MTOC)
benchmark. MTCO-FB is an ideal benchmark for
unmeasurable disturbance regulation, while MTCO-
FF is an ideal benchmark for set-point tracking. This
last, serves also as a reference to determine whether
extra sensors and feedforward will yield significant
control improvement.

3. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE FOR CPA OF MPC
SYSTEMS

Following Zhang and Henson (1999), we propose a
CPA technique that involves an on-line performance
comparison between expected and actual MPC. But,
in this case, the expected performance is obtained
with a particular MPC, called here “ideal MPC”, that
is used to control the nominal process model. The
Proposed benchmark is represented schematically in
figure 1.
From figure 1, we observe that the optimal set-point
( spy ) provided by the upper optimization layer is
applied to both MPC systems, actual and benchmark.
Estimated disturbances ( d̂ ) are used to correct model
prediction to asymptotically remove offset. The
performance of these systems is measured using
adequate indeces, which are compared to determine
the performance status of the actual MPC.

Fig. 1. Scheme of the proposed CPA for MPC.

In the sequel, our ideal MPC controller and
performance index will be discussed.

3.1 “Ideal MPC” Controller
For a more realistic comparison, an “ideal MPC”
should preserve some characteristics of the
implemented MPC, i.e. full utilization of the
available process model, incorporation of constraints
and computation based on the receding horizon
control philosophy. Also, as the ideal controller may
utilize tuning parameters that are different of the
tuning parameters of the implemented controller, we
require that the ideal controller be at least nominally
stable. A MPC controller with nominal stability and
that tolerates input saturation was proposed by
Rodrigues and Odloak (2005). It is assumed that
input saturation can occur in the transition from one
set-point to another and that the system remains
stabilizable during the time the input remains
saturated. Consideration of input saturation is usually
necessary in a process that operates near the optimal
economic conditions.
It can be shown that an unconstrained MPC law can
be formulated as:

)()( )1x()1x( kEKku o
nypMPCnum ⋅⋅ =∆ (1)

where )1()()( −−=∆ kukuku  is the vector of future

increment control actions, ( ) ( )nypnum
MPCK ⋅⋅ℜ∈ x  is

the time-invariant feedback control gain matrix,
)(kE o  is the vector of predicted unforced errors, k

is the sampling instant, m  is the control horizon, p
is the prediction horizon, and nu  and ny  ( nynu > )
are the number of manipulated and controlled
variables, respectively. The development of our
“ideal MPC” is to follow a two-step procedure
(Rodrigues and Odloak, 2005):

1) Off-line step. Compute a bank of stable
unconstrained MPC controllers ( MPCK ),
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corresponding to all possible configurations of
manipulated inputs and stabilizable outputs. Let
nc be the number of configurations and let us
designate as jMPCK ,  the gain of the controller
corresponding to configuration j (j=1,…,nc).

2) On-line step. At each sampling period, compute
the predicted unforced error ( oE ) and find the
solution of the following optimization problem:
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where Q  is the output error weighting matrix and R
is the input increment weighting matrix. Note that the
input increment constraints are not included in the
above problem. Only the first component of the
computed u∆  is used. The successive application of
this control law produces an asymptotically stable
closed-loop system.

3.2 Measure Performance Index
Various dimensionless performance indices have
been proposed in the literature. In this work, the
controller performance is represented by:
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where )(kysp  is the set-point, )(ky  is the value of
the controlled variable and N  is the length of the
past data operation window. The performance
measure index )(kη , which is selected, to bear some
similarity with the one proposed by Harris (1989), is
the ratio of the performance provided by the “ideal
MPC” to the actual performance provided by the
present MPC system:
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1)(
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kJ
kJ

k −=η (8)

The index defined in Eq. (8) gives numerical bounds
for controller performance 10 ≤≤ η , where 0=η

indicates excellent performance and 1=η  indicates
poor performance. In the subsequent section, the
proposed approach is applied to evaluate the MPC
performance for a simulated industrial process.

4. CASE-STUDY

4.1 The Shell Standard Control Problem
The Shell standard control problem (SSCP) is a well-
known process control problem developed with the
intention of providing a standardized simulation
protocol for the evaluation of control systems. This
system is an industrial heavy oil fractionator process,
as shown in figure 2 (Prett and Morari, 1987).

Fig. 2. Layout of the heavy oil fractionator process

The SSCP embodies a number of scenarios that can
occur in controlling the process unit. It is represented
by a 5x7 MIMO system, which is highly constrained,
with very strong interactions, unmeasured
disturbances, mixed fast and slow responses, severe
uncertainties, large time-delays and simultaneous and
conflicting control and economic objectives. The
process input/output relations are modeled by transfer
functions of first-order plus time-delay. The full
process model and its associated uncertainty can be
found in Prett and Morari (1987) and Maciejowski
(2002).

4.2 MPC Control Design
Let us consider only a part of the SSCP and study the
servo problem of the subsystem in which the
controlled variables are the top draw composition
( 1y ) and side draw composition ( 2y ), and the
manipulated variables are the top draw ( 1u ), side
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draw ( 2u ) and bottom reflux duty ( 3u ). The transfer
function of this subsystem is:
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  (9)

where 1δ , 2δ  and 3δ  represent uncertainties in the
gain parameters and they can vary between –1 and
+1. Here, they are assumed to be 5.031 == δδ ,

5.02 −=δ .
The control objective is set-point tracking and, for
this purpose, a conventional QDMC (quadratic
dynamic matrix control) is proposed. This controller
is designed based on the nominal process model (i.e.,

0321 === δδδ ) and on the minimization of the
following cost function:
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The tuning parameters used in the QDMC and in the
“ideal MPC” are: 75=p , 10=m , )1,1(diag=Q ,

diag(1.5, 0.15, 1.5)R =  and sampling time
4minT = . The controllers are implemented in the

hierarchical control structure as shown in figure 1.
However, in this study, it is considered that the
optimization layer can be ignored in the simulations,
i.e. the set-points are assumed to be known.

4.3 MPC Performance Assessment
The hierarchical control structure of the MPC system
is not included in the problem considered by the
performance assessment method, since it does not
really matter if the set-point for the MPC controllers
comes from an operator or a computer program.
Thus, in our example performance assessment is
carried out for the set-point changes shown in figure
3. It is also shown the responses of the system outputs
for the QDMC based on the nominal model when
controlling the true system that contains uncertainties
as described before. In figure 3 are also shown the
output responses for three different benchmark

controllers. QDMC2 is the benchmark corresponding
to the same QDMC controller of the previous case
but controlling the nominal model. This scenario
corresponds to the design case. The second
benchmark controller corresponds to the LQG
(Dorato et al., 1995) optimally tuned to control the
nominal process. Finally, the third benchmark
controller is the proposed controller with the same
tuning parameters as the QDMC except the constraint
in the control moves that is not included in the
control problem. Figure 4 illustrates the responses for
the inputs of the system.
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Fig. 3. Output responses of the Shell system
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Fig. 4 Input u2 responses of the Shell system

Table 1 shows the numerical values of the controller
performance defined by Eq. (7) and also shows the
performance indices defined by Eq. (8) for the
QDMC controller applied to the uncertain system in
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terms of each of the benchmark controllers described
before. From figure 3, it is clear that the LQG
produces the best nominal performance but it is not
realistic as it does not satisfy the input constraints as
shown in figure 4, where the minimum bound of input
u2 is not satisfied during part of the simulation time.
Table 1 shows that QDMC2 produces a more
conservative index that the proposed benchmark
which gives a better indication of the performance of
the implemented controller.

Table 1. Control performances and indices

System J η
QDMC 3.4273 ---------
QDMC2 2.6710 0.2207

“Ideal MPC” 2.4845 0.2751
LQG 2.0597 0.3990

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, it is proposed a new MPC benchmark
controller whose purpose is the realistic evaluation of
the performance of MPC controllers implemented in
industry. The proposed benchmarks has as main
characteristics to consider input constraints and
guaranteed nominal stability, which is usually not
attended by other proposed benchmark controllers.
The approach was tested by simulation in a typical
system of the process industry with satisfactory
results.
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Abstract: This paper deals with the design of an integrated co-operative supervision system to optimise activated 
sludge wastewater treatment. For this purpose a biological wastewater treatment pilot plant, suitable for industrial up 
scaling and composed of a biological reactor, a settler, sludge recirculation and aeration systems, has been carried 
out. The reactor configuration is adjustable to treat both urban and industrial wastewater. The pilot plant scale allows 
to reproduce industrial hydrodynamics and is illustrated by RTD (Residence Time Distribution) measurements. The 
supervisory system includes instrumentation and industrial supervisor. The integrated co-operative supervision 
approach emphases the importance of process behavior anticipation. Information for the human operator will be 
extracted from a suitable model and a state estimator, which results are presented. Copyright © 2006 ADCHEM 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Activated Sludge Process is a biological treatment 
commonly used for urban and industrial wastewater. 
Nevertheless performances improvement requires an 
efficient supervisory system which is still a research 
subject. On one hand, numerous laboratory-scale pilot 
plants have been developed for many years but their 
small size weakens hydrodynamics influence on the 
treatment efficiency. Therefore results can be hardly 
implemented on real processes. On the other hand, 
some experiments (such as toxicity, foaming …) 
cannot be carried out on industrial plant because 
working conditions must be maintained. 
Consequently, a medium pilot plant scale seems to be 
judicious. In addition the pilot plant configuration has 
to be adjustable so as to reproduce most of full scale 
encountered configurations: urban/industrial effluent, 
adjustable reactor configuration, etc. 
 

A modular pilot plant has been realized and is shown 
on figure 1. It may be used for a wide range of 
experiments as for example: toxicity tests, fungi 
treatment tests instead of bacteria use, hydrodynamics 
influence studies, biological modelling and control 
strategies validations. 

 
At the same time on real processes, human operator 
tasks are various and complex: monitoring, data 
interpretation, local control loops tuning, process 

behavior prediction, dysfunction detection, fault 
diagnosis. To perform his duty, the operator faces 
many difficulties due to imprecise and incomplete 
information and, for some processes, to numerous 
alarms. In this context, having at his disposal an 
efficient on-line tool for decision aid becomes 
essential (Rosen, et al., 2003). 
 

 
Fig. 1. The activated sludge pilot plant. 
 
The purpose of the work described in this paper is to 
develop a co-operative supervision system for 
operator decision support. This system, which makes 
use of automatic control methodologies and recent 
research results such as modelling or estimation of 
unmeasured variables, will be tested on the pilot 
plant. One reference plant is an urban reference 
simulator (Copp et al., 2002). The activated sludge 
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process of an industrial paper mill, partner of the 
project, is the other reference plant. 
 
In the following part 2, design and realisation of the 
pilot plant is described and first experimental results 
are shown. Part 3 details the integrated supervisory 
approach, including model and observer design and 
validation. 
 

 

2. PILOT PLANT REALISATION AND RTD 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

2.1 Pilot plant design and sizing 
 

All the components of an industrial biological 
treatment process are included in the pilot plant: 

- a bioreactor in which the biomass assimilates 
pollution. A movable aeration system creates aerobic 
compartments to treat both urban (aerobic and anoxic 
phases) and industrial paper mill (aerobic only) 
effluents. Movable baffles allow to adapt 
hydrodynamic behavior to different process 
configurations (channel aerator, carrousel etc.) 

- a settler, in which the biomass agglomerates in 
falling flocks (sludge) that lets the superficial water 
purified. Real settling conditions are obtained thanks 
to its industrial shape (a slight slope cone with a 
scraper surmounted by a cylinder) 

- a sludge recirculation system which allows to 
maintain a constant biomass concentration in the 
process. 

 

The pilot plant has been sized according to the urban 
and industrial reference plants, which characteristic 
data are shown on Table 1. The three first parameters 
characterize the working conditions, which have to be 
realizable by the pilot plant. Thus the input flow 
range and the reactor volume have been dimensioned 
as a compromise between a realistic size and the 
previous constraints. 
 

Table 1. Characteristic data of reference  
 and pilot plants 

Data Urban 
plant 

Industrial 
plant 

Pilot plant

Volumic load to be treated 
Cv (kgBOD.m-3.d-1) 

1 0.97 0.8 – 1.3 

Residence time (h) based on 
the total input flow  

3.6 8.72 2 – 12 

Recirculation flow to input 
flow ratio 

1 1.2 1 – 2 

Input flow (m3.d-1) 20000 5000 0.25 – 1.5

Reactor Volume (m3) 6000 4000 0.250 

 

 

1CV (Volumic load) is the ratio of input biodegradable 
substrate mass per day to reactor volume. 
2COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand) is the measurement of 
the oxygen quantity needed to treat all organic matter. 
3BOD5 (Biological Oxygen Demand) is the measurement of 
the dissolved oxygen needed to treat biodegradable organic 
matter in 5 days. 

2.2 Realization 
 

Additional elements complete the pilot plant (Figure 
2). A steered and cooled storage tank allows an 
effluent supply autonomy of five days whereas a 
buffer tank allows pH and nutrient adjustments of the 
effluent. The whole process is secured by an 
independent electrical device for human and material 
safety. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the pilot plant. 
 

The pilot plant is provided with many measurements:  
- on-line sensors: pH, temperature, oxygen 

concentration, redox potential and 
conductimetry; 

- off-line measurements with an automatic 
sampling device: Chemical Oxygen Demand2, 
Biological Oxygen Demand3, nitrogen 
compounds concentrations for effluent and 
treated water. 

Control loops on the liquid level and on the dissolved 
oxygen concentration in the bioreactor are 
implemented through the supervisor. 
 

The industrial tool PC3000 by Eurotherm™ has been 
chosen for the plant supervision. All the sensors and 
actuators are linked to the input/output modules of the 
supervisor rack. The process control files (discret 
events control, continuous control loops, dysfunctions 
detection) are implemented on the motherboard. The 
displayed data on the operator synoptic screen are 
updated each second. The operating modes proposed 
to the operator are detailed in the sequel. 
 

 

2.3 Operating modes 
 

On figure 3, the synoptic screen (which is under 
construction) presents the global scheme of the pilot 
plant (reactor, settler, pipes system). Besides each 
continuous actuator (pumps and valves), both 
measured value and manual setpoint are displayed. 
Measurements, set points and on-off actuators are 
given on the table under the scheme. 
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Fig. 3. Pilot plant synoptic 
 
The different operating modes are available at the 
right bottom of the screen and can be activated at any 
moment by the operator.  

- The auto mode assigns the set points to their 
nominal values and switch-on the required 
control loops. A dysfunction routine scans 
continuously in case of dysfunction (sensors 
measurements going through security 
thresholds, actuators faults). The auto mode is 
then interrupted, a color code advises the 
operator on the screen, and the dysfunction 
mode automatically runs.  

- The test mode is proposed to test manually the 
PID tuning, to disconnect the control loops and 
to handle manually dysfunction problems.  

- The halt mode allows the pilot plant emptying 
for cleaning or effluent change. 

 

 

2.4 RTD experiments  
 

Residence time distribution (RTD) experiments on 
the bioreactor have been compared with similar 
experiments on an industrial process to verify the 
hydrodynamic scaling-up. The pilot bioreactor 
configuration is a carrousel and the flows are adjusted 
to fit industrial configuration.  
 

Tracing experiments have been carried out by 
injecting pulses of a KCL solution. The concentration 
is collected by a conductimetry sensor at the reactor 
output. The resulting RTD function corresponds to 
the ratio of instantaneous tracer concentration to the 
integral concentration recovered at the output. 
 
Because of the normalisation of RTD data, the very 
long residence time and the unity area of the curve, 
RTD scale (figure 4) is very small. The duration of 
the experiment is more than five hours, which is 
considerable and consequently the expected final zero 
value of concentration is not reached and may take a 
rather longer time. On the first points of the 
experimental graph, the rough disturbance 
corresponds to a weak short-circuit due to 
experimental protocol, which is of course not visible 
on the model.  
 
The hydrodynamic model (figure 4) is identified by 
using the software DTSPRO  4.2. After many tests 
and though the curve shape is not exactly reproduced, 
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Fig. 4. RTD evolution (adimensionnal form). 
 
the more accurate model is proposed. It is composed 
of a plug flow reactor (very small size thus it can be 
considered as neglected) followed by a well-mixed 
reactor. The industrial data lead also to a well-mixed 
reactor, which validates our methodology 
(experimental results are confidential and cannot be 
published). 
 

These results are first experiments and need therefore 
to be improved and extended with many other ones. 
However, they are sufficiently good to consider that 
the bioreactor design and technological choices are 
the right ones to create similar hydrodynamic 
behaviors between pilot and industrial plants. 
 

In a further work, the effect of hydrodynamics on the 
treatment efficiency will be studied. Simply by 
baffles placements, the experimental RTD may be 
adjusted. The correlation between the RTD and the 
number of perfectly-mixed reactors, proposed by 
Potier (Potier, et al., 1998), will be easily verified on 
the pilot plant, thanks to its modular conception. 
 

 

3. INTEGRATED SUPERVISION 
 

In part 2.3, the common supervisory tasks have been 
described. The information that is available for the 
operator is strictly limited to direct on-line 
measurements or off-line backward measurements. 
Finally all the data interpretation, which consists in 
deducing the biological treatment quality in the 
reactor and in predicting the treatment efficiency, is 
entirely in charge of the human operator. Moreover, 
the simulation of possible different actions in case of 
dysfunction or disturbances is not possible. The 
interest of a real co-operative supervisory tool to help 
the operator in his every day decisions is developed in 
the following part. 
 

 

3.1 Interest of a co-operative supervision system 
 

Here is a scenario example of a process dysfunction. 
The chosen event is the decrease of biomass 
concentration in the bioreactor, due to a dysfunction 
on the recirculation system (pump fault and flow 
sensor fault) or to biomass disease. The process 
events are described in figure 5 (mid-column): due to 
the dysfunction, the first consequence is the decrease 
of biomass concentration in the bioreactor. The 
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Fig. 5. Dysfunction scenario and comparison of 
common and co-operative systems 
 
treatment efficiency is then also decreasing, and at the 
same time the reactor pollution increases. At last, the 
treated water that is rejected in the river is more and 
more polluted and if nothing is done, exceeds the 
limits authorized by the law. 
 

With typical supervision tools (left column), the 
supervisor gives only basic measurements. To detect 
the previous described dysfunction the operator may: 

- go to the plant (which may be far away from the 
supervision station), notice sludge appearance 
(colour, form) and conclude thanks to its 
experience ; 

- wait results of off-line measurements which are 
usually done every day for COD or even every 
week for BOD5 measurement. 

In addition, if the biomass decrease is fast and strong 
the operator may realize the seriousness of the 
situation far too late to act efficiently and the biomass 
may be totally washed out. 
 

In comparison, the co-operative supervision system 
(figure 5, right column), gives not only the basic 
measurements but also estimates useful unmeasured 
data and proposes some interpretations on the reactor 
operating conditions. In addition, to previous 
informations, the operator can know: 

- the on-line estimation of unmeasured data as the 
biomass concentration and the COD of treated 
effluent, 

- the anticipation of the process behavior and the 
data tendency, 

- the treatment efficiency evaluation, 
- the proposal of control actions and their 

efficiency. 
The operator may also introduce his own remarks as 
sludge appearance, which ideally may be used by the 
supervisor. In addition, some elements as the cost of 
the proposed actions may be also included (low cost 
or efficiency choice). The simulation of new plant 
configurations and new equipments may also propose 
information on the associated treatment cost saving, 
which may facilitate sensor investments. 

 

Through this example, the lack of available 
information on the process is obvious for common 
supervisory systems. In these conditions, it is difficult 

for the human operator to detect a dysfunction and 
above all to anticipate the phenomenon. 
 
Consequently, the development of an on-line aid in 
decision task is decisive for a good process operating. 
Such a tool allows the operator to better understand 
the process behavior and to detect dysfunctions from 
the initial stages. 
 

 

3.2 Co-operative integrated supervision design 
 

For usual industrial processes, the aim of supervision 
tools is to detect and to localize faults. Different 
methods are available to solve this problem such as 
causal graph (Leyval, et al., 1994) or fuzzy set theory 
and multi-criteria decision (Gentil, et al., 1994; 
Montmain and Gentil, 1996). Nevertheless, the main 
difficulty of supervision for wastewater treatment 
process is to detect dysfunctions on biological and 
hydrodynamic behaviors and to react as rapidly as 
possible. Thus, other tools have to be fitted. 
 
The structure of the proposed tool for decision aid 
will be based on a succession of steps. Each one is 
sufficiently interesting to be used alone. Proposed 
steps are the followings:  

1) A model is developed, and validated with data. 
The model may be use for simulation purposes and is 
the basis of all the information treated in the next 
points. 

2) Unmeasured data estimation: a model-based 
nonlinear observer is designed to compensate the lack 
of sensors. At this step, all the information needed for 
a complete understanding of the process is available. 

3) Reliability data indicator: sensor precision, 
estimation quality. 

4) Tendency extraction: to anticipate data 
variations and then to predict the process behavior. 
Based on the results proposed by Charbonnier, et al., 
(2004), the method uses a data segmentation 
algorithm and a classification tool. 

5) Action proposal: depending on present and 
future behavior, some actions will be proposed to 
operator to improve the treatment process by 
respecting a trade-off between depollution, operating 
cost and biomass activity. 
 

Different tools mentioned above have been developed 
and tested in simulation. The next two sections will 
focus on process modelling and estimation of 
unmeasured data. 
 

 

3.3 Model design 
 

For activated sludge processes, a reference model has 
been proposed by the European group COST Action 
624 (Copp et al., 2002) where the biological model 
corresponds to the Activated Sludge Model (ASM) 
n°1 developed by the task group of the International 
Association on Water Quality (IAWQ) (Henze, et al., 
1986). Due to the number of state variables and 
parameters, this model is difficult to handle for 
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estimation purpose, whereas a simplified model is 
more suitable, always respecting a trade-off between 
complexity and precision. Thanks to previous works 
((Cadet, et al., 2003), (Cadet, et al., 2004)), the 
design of a new reduced model, for which 
simplifications are mainly based on biological 
considerations, is presented. It has been design for 
industrial effluents (treatment of carbonaceous 
matter). 
 

1) Simplification hypothesis.  
- Hydrodynamics. The bioreactor corresponds to 

one well-mixed reactor (instead of five) which 
provides a large reduction of the number of states; 

- State variables considerations. Only the 
components necessary for the main reactions are kept 
and leads to 5 state variables (instead of 13):  

� 1 fraction of nitrogen (SNH) 
� 1 fraction of organic matter (XSS) 
� 2 types of micro-organisms (heterotrophic 

biomass XBH, autotrophic biomass XBA) 
� 1 fraction of dissolved oxygen (SO) 

- Biological processes. Only four processes are 
considered: the biomasses decays, the carbon 
oxidation and nitrification. Thus, reduced process 
rates expressions are: 

 

where γH, γA and YH are reaction rate factors that have 
to be tuned. These parameters have been selected 
according to sensitivity functions. Other rate factors 
keep their reference value (Copp et al., 2002). The 
obtained reduced model is composed of 5 state 
variables and 3 parameters to estimate. 
Validation. Three urban wastewater databases are 
available, corresponding to dry, rain and storm 
weather, which allow simulating realistic operating 
conditions. The parameters have been adjusted with a 
quasi-Newton algorithm for dry weather conditions 
and the model is then validated with different data 
(rain and storm weathers). Some results in storm 
conditions at the output of the reactor (aerobic state 
variables) are shown on figure 6. The reduced model 
presents an excellent accuracy. During the first day, 
the steady state point of the reduced model is 
remarkably close to the reference steady state point. 
The following 7 days, with dry weather, the model 
accuracy is excellent. From the day 9, the storm event 
induces rough disturbances on model inputs which 
influence hardly output state variables. 
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Fig. 6.  Reduced model validation on storm weather. 
 
More precisely, the difference on dynamic behavior 
of the carbon fraction is due to the influence of 
nitrogen concentration on carbon oxidation processes 
which is not take into account in the reference model. 
The biomasses and the dynamic variations of oxygen 
and nitrogen state variables are very close to the 
reference model.  
 

Consequently, this model is suitable for our purpose: 
on one hand, its accuracy is excellent so as to expect 
good performances for the observer based on that 
model and, on the other hand, it is sufficiently simple 
to be validated on a real treatment plant. 
 

 

3.4 Observer design 
 

A comparative study of the two observers that are 
most commonly used on actual activated sludge 
processes, asymptotic observer (Bastin and Dochain, 
1990) and extended Kalman filter, has been presented 
in a previous work (Cadet and Plouzennec, 2003). 
Several drawbacks (such as convergence rate 
determined by experimental conditions, model 
linearization) lead to study an other approach: the 
Moving Horizon State Observer. Only the principle is 
presented here, more details may be found in (Alamir, 
1999). 
 

1) Moving horizon state observer principle 
Considering the nonlinear model: 

( )( )
( )( )




=
=

txh)t(y
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where nx ℜ∈ is the state vector, and py ℜ∈ is the 
measured output. The functions f and h are supposed 
to be continuously differentiable. We denote z the 
estimate of x. 
 

The method transforms the state estimation of a 
dynamical system into static optimization problem 
updated with respect to time. The new problem is to 
estimate the initial conditions z(t-T) which have lead 
the process to its present state x(t) since the beginning 
of the moving horizon (t-T) while producing the 
measured output. The criterion to be minimized is the 
integration of the squared difference between the 
outputs given by the model from the initial conditions 
at (t-T) and the corresponding measured outputs.  
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The state vector z(t-T) is adjusted by resolving the 
model equations (2) modified by adding a correction 
term. This term decreases with the criterion J(t). Thus 
an asymptotic observer with a fixed gain γ can be 
established: 

( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )
( )( )
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where ( ) ( )
z
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∂
∂= . 

In order to lighten the computations while keeping a 
good final precision, the estimation is updated with a 
period (tn+1- tn). 
 

2) Simulation results with respect to reduced 
model. Realistic measured state variables have been 
chosen: SNH and SO for which on-line sensors exist. 
For testing purpose, we used the reduced model to 
generate measurements to be used by the observers. 
The input flow is decreased of 10% (simulation of an 
upstream machine dysfunction) between day 0,05 and 
day 1. This perturbation is unmeasured and therefore 
not applied to observer inputs. As shown in figure 7,  
the observer presents a good convergence time even if 
it is slower for the heterotrophic biomass. There is no 
bias for steady state conditions. Therefore, the 
moving horizon observer gives an accurate estimation 
of the process states.  
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Fig. 7. Observer convergence with dry weather data.  
 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, the conception and realization of an 
activated sludge pilot plant has been described. The 
pilot plant behavior satisfies the fixed purposes, like 
modular configuration, and allows scaling-up results. 
The design of an on-line aid decision tool, dedicated 
to activated sludge processes, has been developed. 
First results show the very good accuracy of the 
reduced model which is sufficiently simple to allow 
validation on a real effluent. Simulation observer 
results confirms that the Moving Horizon State 
Observer approach is relevant for this application. 
Results are now sufficient to plan further 
developments: validation on real effluent and other 
supervisory steps realization to contribute to a better 
control of activated sludge processes. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Process control increases the plant performance by 
the reduction of the variability of the key variables. 
After the variability reduction, the process can 
achieve a new operating point nearer the restrictions, 
where the profit is higher (Marlin, 1995). 
 
Even if the actual controller performance is good, 
some factors can deteriorate the performance during 
the operation: 
 

• Equipment fouling 
• Sensor/actuator problems 
• Seasonal influence 

• Feed changes 
• Operating point changes 

 
Assess on-line the performance of each controller is 
essential to keep the plant in a profitable operating 
point. However, quantify the performance of each 
controller in a typical refinery of petrochemical plant 
is a difficult task, due to the large amount of loops 
(usually about 1000 to 2000 loops).  
 
The aim of this work is build an inferential model 
(IM) to the closed loop performance and robustness 
indexes. The inputs of this IM are the indexes 
commonly present in commercial tools, described in 
section 2. 
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This paper is organized as follows: section 2 provides 
an overview about the main performance indexes. 
Section 3 shows the main limitations of these 
techniques. In section 4 an inferential model to 
determine the closed loop performance based on on-
line indexes is introduced. In section 6, different 
techniques to build the inferential model to predict 
closed loop performance is shown, which is tested 
through a case study in section 7. 
 
 

2 ON-LINE INDEXES 
 
This section shows the most used indexes to assess 
closed loop performance available in the commercial 
software. These indexes will be used as the input of 
the inferential model proposed in this work. 
 
2.1 Performance Index based on Minimum 
Variance Controllers 
Harris (1989) proposed an index that assesses the 
performance of controllers using the minimal 
variance controller as benchmark. The performance 
index, proposed by Harris ( )(dη ) is calculated by the 
following relation:  
 

 
2

2
)(

y

MVd
σ

σ
η =  (1) 

where 2
MVσ  is the variance produced by the 

minimum variance controller and σy
2 is the actual 

loop variance. 
 
The values of η  always are between 0 and 1. 
Increasing values of η indicates the performance 
becomes better. The actual variance is easy to 
determine with a window of closed loop data. 
However, the minimal variance for a given control 
loop is more difficult. It depends both on the plant 
and the kind of disturbance. Several methodologies 
to estimate the minimum variance are described in 
Huang and Shah, (2001).  
 
The main advantage of minimal variance based index 
is only closed loop data must be provided to assess 
the performance.  
 
2.2 Performance Index based Controlled Variables 
(CV) monitoring 
Another quite simple possibility is to use indexes 
based on the error of the controlled variable. The 
most used are: 

• Standard deviation of CV (StdCV) 
• ISE of CV (ISECV) 
• Percentile error of CV (E%CV), i.e. the 

mean absolute error of controlled variable 
divided by the mean value of CV. 

 

All these indexes are calculated using only closed-
loop data. No invasive tests are needed.  
 
2.3 Index related to Manipulated Variables (MV) 
Indexes that quantify the work of the manipulated 
variable are also used to estimate the performance. 
The most used are: 

• Minimal variance calculated over the 
manipulated variable (ηMV) 

• Travel of manipulated variable (MV) 
(TMV) 

• Number of inversions of MV (IMV) 
 

2.4 Commercial Software 
The indexes discussed in the last sections together 
with other ones are available in almost all 
commercial software for performance assessment 
(e.g., ProcessDoctor of Matrikon, PlantTriage of 
ExperTune, TriPerfeX of TriSolutions, among 
others). These modern tools give to engineer a large 
amount of indexes, which are not so conclusive and 
easy to interpret. To overcome this problem, in 
section 4 it is proposed a novel approach, but before 
it is interesting to analyze the main limitations the 
current methodologies. 
 
 

3 LIMITATIONS CONCERNING THE 
PREVIOUS METHODOLOGIES 

 
This section shows the limitation of performance 
index based on Minimum Variance Controllers 
available in commercial software. Here the Harris 
Index are calculated using the FCOR algorithm 
(Huang and Shah, 2001) to estimate the minimum 
variance. Despite the fact that this index aims to 
generate a unique and absolute grade to quantify the 
performance of the controllers, the estimation of 
minimal variance is not error free.  
 
The main limitations of conventional on-line index 
are: 
 

• Only performance is assessed, no 
information about robustness is provided. 

• The scale is not absolute (i.e. there is no 
guaranty that a loop with )(dη = 0.6 have a 
better performance than other loop for other 
process variable with )(dη = 0.4) 

• The spam of the scale is deficient. In some 
cases, the difference between a poor and a 
good tuning is very small. 

 
To illustrate these limitations, consider two different 
systems with the following transfer functions:  
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Three different PI controllers were designed for each 
plant, using Frequency Domain Methodology 
(Trierweiler et al. 2000): 
 

• with the closed loop performance 6 times 
faster than open loop (6X),  

• equal closed and open loop performance 
(1X), and  

• closed loop 4 times slower than open loop 
(0.25X). 

 
Table 1 shows the Harris’s Index estimated 
calculated by the FCOR algorithm for the two plants 
with the three controllers. This simple example 
clearly shows the scale and resolution problems of 
FCOR.  
 
To overcome these limitations, commercial software 
try to assess the performance based on heuristics that 
consider the performance indexes and the 
characteristics of the loop (flow, temperature, 
pressure, etc.), (Thornhill et al., 1999). 
 

Table 1: FCOR for two different plants  
with three different controllers 

Controller Plant 1 Plant 2 
6X 0.8823 0.7338 
1X 0.7638 0.3306 

0.25X 0.5724 0.0729 
 
 

4 DEVELOPING AN INFERENTIAL 
MODEL 

 
The main reason of failure of conventional 
performance indexes is the absence of a common and 
absolute target to quantify the performance and 
robustness. These absolute index are common in the 
literature, however they are infeasible to determine in 
a real plant, because invasive tests are necessary.  
 
In this work, a set of representative indexes are 
determined using a set of plants with different 
characteristics and several control loop performance 
measurements calculated for several controller and 
plant pairs. In these plants, invasive tests are made 
and the absolute indexes are calculated. After that, 
using on-line measured indexes, a curve that gives 
the absolute indexes is fitted, using different 
techniques. Figure 1 shows a schematic 
representation of the inferential model proposed in 
this work. 
 
The main contribution of this work is build an 
inferential model for performance and robustness 
indexes that need intrusive tests to be calculated, 
using only indexes that can be quantified on-line. 
 

The performance and robustness indexes to be 
inferred are: 

• Ratio between closed loop and open loop 
rise time (Rt R); 

• Integral square error (ISE) for a unitary 
setpoint change and unitary load disturbance 
normalized by the ISE of a controller with 
the same performance of open loop; 

• Gain margin (GM).  

 
Figure 1: Schematic representation of the inferential 

model proposed 
 
To develop the inferential model the following four 
different techniques will be will be tested: 
 

• Neural Networks 
• Neuro-Fuzzy (ANFIS) 
• PLS  
• QPLS 

 
 

5 THE PLANTS AND CONTROLLERS 
 
5.1 The Plants 
Initially a set of plants to be analyzed are determined, 
emphasizing different effects: dynamics, model 
order, RHP zeros, pure time delay, RHP-poles, and 
integrating processes. These plants are very similar to 
used by Åström, and Hägglund (1995) to develop the 
Kappa-Tau PID tuning method. 
 
5.2 The Controllers 
The controllers are tuned using the Frequency 
Domain Methodology (Engell and Müller, 1993, 
Trierweiler et al., 2000). For each plant, the desired 
performance is determined and the methodology 
gives the parameters for each plant, when the desired 
performance is achievable. In all cases, the controller 
used is Proportional-Integral (PI). Table 2 shows the 
desired performance for the controller, when it is 
achievable.  
 
The system is affected by white noise and a periodic 
load disturbance with variable frequency and 
constant magnitude (unitary). The indexes are 
calculated in each scenario (each plant with each 
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controller performance) with four different periods 
for the periodic disturbances (10, 20, 30 and 50 time 
units). 
About 80% of points are used to train each fit method 
and 20% of points are used to test the curves and 
quantify the correlation among the points. The points 
of the test set were selected randomly from the total 
set. 
 

Table 2: Set of desired performances  
for the controllers  

N Closed loop/open loop 
performance ratio 

Overshoot (%) 

1 10 10 
2 8 10 
3 6 20, 10, 5  
4 5 10 
5 4 20, 10, 5  
6 2 10 
7 1.5 10 
8 1 5 
9 0.75 5 
10 0.5 5 
11 0.25 5 

 
5.3 Variable selection 
A subset of original variables is selected, using a 
Genetic Algorithms (GA). The implemented 
algorithm has the traditional operators (cross-over, 
reproduction, and mutation), with binary codification 
(Han and Yang, 2004). A maximum set of 5 variables 
could be selected. The objective function, to be 
minimized, is the predictive sum of squares (PRESS) 
(Qi and Zhang, 2001). The five variables selected by 
the GA are the same for three developed inferential 
models (i.e., RtR, GM, and ISE): 
 

• Estimated the CV minimal variance  
• Process dead time (estimated)  
• Process time constant (estimated)  
• Standard deviation of CV 
• Travel of manipulated variable (MV) 

 

6 RESULTS 
 
This section shows the results of the developed 
inferential models obtained by different techniques 
for the set of plants. 
 
The results will be presented with more details for 
the ratio between closed loop and open loop rise 
time.  
 
The target to be achieved is normalized using 
logarithm, because the most controllers are faster 
than closed loop, and some are slower. This 
normalization gives more importance to the faster 
controllers, and makes the interpolation more 
representative. 

 
To quantify the quality of each method, the 
correlation coefficient (R2) between yp (predicted 
value) and y (target) is calculated.  
 
6.1 Neural Network Inferential Model 
The first approach to build the inferential model was 
based on neural networks (Hagan, 1995). The neural 
network used has 2 layers, the first using hyperbolic 
tangent sigmoid neurons with variable number and 
the second with one linear neuron. The train method 
used is Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation 
(Hagan, 1995). The first test aims to estimate the 
ratio between closed loop and open loop rise time. 
Table 3 shows the performance of several neural 
networks with different number of neurons in the 
hidden layer. The results are calculated considering 
the validation data.  

 
Table 3: Relationship between neural networks 

performance and number of neurons  
Neurons R2 for the validation data 

10 0.91 
20 0.96 
30 0.96 
40 0.96 
50 0.97 
60 0.97 

 
The best relationship between prediction quality 
versus number of neurons is 20. Figure 2 shows the 
relationship between the predicted and real values for 
the closed/open loop ratio for each controller.  
 

 
Figure 2: Estimation of RtR rise time using neural 

networks for the validation data 
 

Table 4: Relationship between neural networks 
performance for gain-margin (GM) and Integral of 
Square Error (ISE) with different neural-networks 

Neurons R2 for GM R2 for ISE 
10 0.95 0.96 
20 0.96 0.98 
30 0.97 0.99 
40 0.97 0.99 
50 0.98 0.99 
60 0.98 0.99 
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As shown in Figure 2 and Table 3, the prediction of 
the neural networks is very good. Similar results are 
also obtained for the gain margin and the integral of 
square error (ISE) as it is shown in Table 4. 
 
6.2 Neuro-Fuzzy (ANFIS) Inferential Model 
The second class of inferential model, which has 
been tested, is Neuro-Fuzzy. The architecture used is 
ANFIS proposed by Jang (1993). The system has the 
same five inputs used by the neural networks. The 
output to be fitted is closed loop and open loop rise 
time ratio (RtR). The ANFIS has 2 membership 
functions, for each input. The architecture of each 
membership function is S-Functions (Kasabov, 
1998). Figure 3 shows the result using neuro-fuzzy 
approach. 

 
Figure 3: Interpolation of the RtR time using neuro-

fuzzy 
 
Figure 4 shows that the predictive capacity of the 
Neuro-Fuzzy models is less effective than by neural 
networks. The R2 obtained is also lower (0.91). 
Similar results are obtained for gain-margin and 
integral square error (ISE). The correlation factors 
obtained are 0.89 and 0.96, respectively.  
 
6.3 Partial Least Squares (PLS) Inferential Model 
PLS is a very robust technique to interpolate 
correlated and noise data BAFFI et al. (1999). In this 
section, the latent variables are defined as linear 
functions of input variables. All inputs are provided 
to the algorithm, and different number of latent 
variables is used, as shown in Table 5:  
 
Table 5: Correlation factor for the inferential models 

for RtR using linear PLS models 
Latent variables R2 for the validation data 

1 0.76 
2 0.81 
3 0.81 
4 0.82 
5 0.82 
6 0.82 

 
Figure 4 shows the best result obtained with linear 
PLS. The correlation index (R2) (cf. Table 5) and 
Figure 4 show that the inferential quality is very 

poor. Similar results are obtained for GM and ISE, as 
shown in Table 6. 
 

 
Figure 4: Interpolation of RtR using linear PLS 
 
Table 6: Results obtained by inferential linear PLS 

models developed for gain-margin (GM)  
and Integral of Square Error (ISE) with  

different number of latent variables 
Latent variable R2 for GM R2 for ISE 

1 0.74 0.73 
2 0.87 0.82 
3 0.89 0.83 
4 0.90 0.84 
5 0.90 0.84 
6 0.90 0.84 

 
6.4 Quadratic Partial Least Squares (QPLS) 
Inferential Model 
QPLS is an alternative to improve the results of PLS 
models (BAFFI et al., 1999). Table 7 shows the 
obtained results with QPLS approach.  
 
Table 7: Correlation factor for the inferential models 

for closed loop and open loop rise time ratio 
using QPLS models 

Latent variable R2 
1 0.83 
2 0.84 
3 0.86 
4 0.87 
5 0.88 
6 0.88 

 
Table 8: Results obtained by inferential QPLS 

models developed for gain-margin (GM)  
and Integral of Square Error (ISE) with different 

number of latent variables 
Latent variable GM ISE 

1 0.90 0.86 
2 0.90 0.88 
3 0.90 0.89 
4 0.91 0.90 
5 0.91 0.91 
6 0.92 0.91 

 
The QPLS models gave a good result, however 
inferior than neural networks. Similar results are 
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obtained for the inferential models developed for GM 
and ISE (cf. Table 8). 
 
 

7 APPLYING TO THE CASE STUDY 
 
The example shown in section 3 is used to verify the 
prediction quality of the neural network inferential 
model to predict RtR. Table 9 compares the results for 
each case. The true values are in the first column 
while the corresponding predictions are in the other 
columns for each plant.  
 

Table 9: Prediction of the best  
inferential model (IM) for two plants 

True Values Plant 1 Plant 2 
6X 5.3 5.7 
1X 0.87 1.3 

0.25X 0.37 0.24 
 
Table 9 shows that the IM gives representative 
results for RtR. These results are much superior and 
conclusive than of the obtained by the performance 
index based on minimum variance controllers. With 
these results, a control engineer can easily quantify 
the performance for each controller for the plant. 
 
 

8 CONCLUSIONS 
 
The work presented in this paper built an “inference 
model” that can really and conclusively quantify 
closed-loop performance. This novel approach is 
based on measurements that can be easily assessed 
on-line, without intrusive tests. The indexes 
determined are closed loop and open loop rise time 
ratio, gain margin (GM) and integral square error 
(ISE). 
 
A set of plants are generated, considering different 
processes and a set of controllers with different 
performances are tuned for each plant. The input 
indexes are calculated and invasive tests are made to 
determine the output indexes. The set of input – 
output indexes are fitted using different techniques. 
The best results are obtained using neural networks, 
for the three output indexes. Neuro-Fuzzy and QPLS 
have also given good results. Linear PLS gave the 
worst results. 
 
Based on the results obtained, we can affirm that the 
IM proposed can not only assess the performance of 
industrial controllers, but quantify the real closed-
loop performance and robustness, with absolute 
indexes, with no need of intrusive tests.  
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Abstract: This work introduces a novel methodology to quantify the profit gain due to reduction in 
the product variability. The base of the proposed approach is the variability matrix (VM), which 
relates how the loop variance of main loops is changed when the variance of the other loops are 
changed. Based on the potential reduction on the main loop variance, it is possible to quantify the 
economic impact produced by improving the tuning of given control loop. Based on the VM, it is 
possible to select the control loops responsible for the major impact in the variability of the 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Reduce process variability allows the process arrives 
near the restriction, increasing its performance. In the 
most of processes the operating point with the high 
efficiency is normally in a corner of the operating 
window. Achieve this point means reduce energy and 
increase production (Seborg et al., 1989). 
 
To keep the process near the maximum efficiency 
operating point, the performance of control system 
should be ensured.  
 

Usual refinery or petrochemical plants has hundreds 
or thousand loops and guarantee the performance of 
all loops is impossible without a systematic 
procedure, which would determine and sort the loops 
following their economic impact to the process 
profitability. Usually, several control loops can be 
improved reducing the loop variability. But the main 
question is which loop should be attack firstly. Many 
times, some loops can have a great potential to 
reduce its variance, but they have a very small impact 
in the plant profitability. On the other hand, some 
other loops can have a little potential to reduce its 
variance, since they are already well tuned. But if 
these loops could be a little better, they would 
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contribute more significantly to the final economical 
result. Therefore, to select and order, which loops 
should be firstly improved, it is necessary to quantify 
the corresponding economic impact.  
 
In this paper the novel concept of variability matrix is 
introduced as a tool to quantify the economic impact 
of improving the control loop performance.  
 
The base of the proposed approach is the variability 
matrix, which relates how the loop variance of main 
loops is changed when the variance of the other loops 
are changed. Based on the potential reduction on the 
main loop variance, it is possible to quantify the 
economic impact produced by improving the tuning 
of given control loop.  
 
The article is structured as follows: in the section 2 
some definition is introduced using a distillation 
process. In section 3, a new methodology to relate the 
decrease of the variability of a given product in profit 
will be defined. In section 4, the concept of 
variability matrix is formally presented. In section 5 
the new methodology is applied to the distillation 
introductory exempla. Finally, the conclusions 
concerning to this work are shown in section 6. 

 

2 DEFINITIONS 
To quantify the economic impact, it is interesting to 
classify the control loops into two following 
categories 
 

1. Main or Primary Loops  are the loops that 
directly control the products specification. 
Its performance improvement causes the 
reduction in product variability, which can 
be directly translated into profitability.  

 
2. Auxiliary or Secondary Loops : Loops that 

do not directly control the product quality, 
but can indirectly affect the product 
variability. 

 
To exemplify these definitions, Figure 1 shows a 
typical distillation process with a vessel to smooth 
the feed of the second column (V1). The objective is 
obtaining all products with high purity.  
The primary loops are the three cascades that control 
the composition of both products (AC1, AC-3, and 
AC-4). The other loops are called secondary loops. 

 
 

 

 
Figure 1: Schematic representation for a typical distillation process 
 
 
The impact of each loop and its magnitude in the 
variability of the products will be shown in the 
section 4, where the concept of the matrix of 
variability is introduced. 

Some of control loops should have a good 
performance to ensure the products specification (e.g. 
AC-2) and others should only smooth de 
disturbances, to stabilize the feed of the columns (e.g. 
the level of V1).  
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3 ASSESSING THE PROFIT OF THE 
PRIMARY LOOPS  

 
In the literature there are some methodologies to 
estimate the profit as function of the operating point. 
The most famous is called Taguchi (Taguchi, et al., 
1989) and relates the profit as a quadratic function of 
product purity where the vertex is in the specification 
and the profit decreases with a quadratic constant. 
The form of the curve that relates the profit as 
function of process performance is purely heuristics. 
Besides, the parameters obtaining is also a difficult 
task, and does not use explicitly the energy reduction 
or production increase.  
 
In this article a simple methodology based on first 
principles (mass balance) is introduced to quantify 
the profit of the reduction of the primary loops. In the 
next section, this methodology is applied to translate 
the how can a reduction of variability of the 
secondary loops into final product variability. 
 
When the process arrives closer to the specification, 
there are three ways of increasing the profitability: 
 

1. Reduction of energy consume: when the 
specification of the products is lower, the 
energy spent is also lower, in the most of 
process. 

2. Sell impurity as product: with the product 
near the specification a part of impurities 
can be sold with the same price of expensive 
product.  

3. Increasing of the unity production: If the 
equipment restricts the increase of the plant 
production, the variability reduction allows 
the production to increase. This analysis is 
relevant but complex, and will not be 
considered in this article.  

 
 
3.1 Process Performance 
 

The key factor to quantify the profit due to variability 
reduction is measure the process performance. The 
performance is specific for each process (e.g. product 
composition, conversion, profit). 
 
When the performance curve has a high slope, 
increase controller performance will improve the 
plant performance. On the other hand, if the curve is 
flat, a low variability controller will achieve almost 
the same process performance of a controller with 
poor performance.  
 
With a process histogram, the mean process 
performance can be easily calculated. The process 
performance is multiplied by the frequency that the 
process assumes that process variable interval 

(Marlin, 1991). Figure 2 shows two different 
performance curves.  
 
Depending on the performance curve, the process 
variable can have a narrow or broad distribution: 
when the performance is the same in all operating 
point (curve 2) the simple reduction of variability of 
the loop does not represent increase profit. On the 
other hand, when the performance has abrupt slope, 
small changes in variability will cause significant 
increase in the performance (values near 100 of curve 
1). 

 
Figure 2: Schematic representation of performance 

curves 

3.2 Reduction of Energy Consume 
 
When the process achieves an operating point of 
higher efficiency, the energy consumed usually 
decreases, because the higher profit operating point is 
in a corner of the operating window (Marlin, 1995). 
To quantify the profit given by energy reduction 
(PER), the difference in the utilities streams (∆U) are 
calculated: 
 
 ( ) YGU ∆=∆ −10  (1) 

 
Where G(0) is the static gain matrix for the system 
and ∆Y is the difference in the operating points 
specification for the controlled variables variability 
reduction.  
 
The profit given by energy reduction (PER) can be 
estimated multiplying the difference in the utility 
streams (∆U) by the energy cost (EC).  
 

 ( ) CER EYGP
'1∆= −  (2) 

Suppose a system with two manipulated variables, 
with the following static gain matrix: 
 

 ( ) 







−

−
=

01.0005.0
005.001.0

0G  (3) 
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After the process variability reduction, the difference 
in the specification of products is 0.005 and 0.01. 
The energy cost are (US$) 300 and 200 per energy 
unity. The profit due to energy reduction can be 
calculated as follows: 

733
200
300

01.0
005.0

01.0005.0
005.001.0

'1

=




































−

−
=

−

ERP  

  (4) 

3.3 Sell a product more impure 
 
When the variability of a given product becomes 
smaller, the mean composition can be reduced to a 
new value closer the specification, allowing mix in 
the final product a greater part of impurities, less 
valuable than the product.  
 
To estimate the profit (PIP), we need to determine the 
amount of impurities (∆F) can be mixed in the 
product. A simple mass balance can be done, based 
on the actual flow (F), the final and initial 
contamination of a given stream (yF and yI) and the 
increased flow (∆F), considering that the amount of 
product is constant (FyI).  
 

 
( )







−=∆

∆+=

1
F

I

FI

y
yFF

yFFFy
 (5) 

Multiplying the increased flow (∆F) by the price 
difference between the main product of the stream 
and the contaminant (PE - PC), the increased profit 
can be estimated. 
 

 ( )CE
F

I
IP PP

y
y

FP −





−= 1  (6) 

 

4 ASSESSING THE PROFIT OF THE 
SECONDARY LOOPS – THE 

VARIABILITY MATRIX 

4.1 Definition 

To determine the influence of each loop in the final 
product we need to translate the variance reduction of 
all control loops into the primary loops. The 
variability matrix is a matrix where the elements (i,j) 
quantify how the change in the variance of the 
control loop (j) produces a change in the variance of 
the main loop (i), i.e.,  
 

 
( )
( )j

i

cv
cv

jiVM
variance
variance

),(
∆
∆

=  (7) 

The structure of the variability matrix is the 
following: 

• Rows: The rows show the influence of each 
loop in the same final product. The number 
of rows is the same as the products or main 
loops. 

• Columns: Shows the influence of a given 
loop in each final product. The number of 
columns is the same as the number of 
control loops implemented in the plant. The 
first columns correspond to the main loops.  

Figure 3 shows a schematic representation of 
variability matrix. 
 

 
Figure 3: Schematic representation of variability 

matrix 
 
4.2 Similarities to a gain matrix 
 
The variability matrix has similar properties to static 
gain matrix. Its values can be positive or negative. A 
positive value of the element VM(i,j) means that 
increasing the variance of the auxiliary loop j will 
increase the variance of the main loop i. For the 
control loop j “faster is better”.  
 
On the otherwise, if VM(i,j) is negative, it will 
decrease the variance of the main loop i by increasing 
the variance of the loop j. This situation is typical for 
buffer tanks, which typically should reduce the 
propagation of the disturbance by a variation on the 
tank level. Here, for the control loop j, “slower is 
better” is true. These loops should have a poor 
performance, being responsible for smooth variations 
in the process. The limit in this case is the safety of 
the unity. In this case, usual PID tuning 
methodologies are not adequate. We suggest in this 
case a methodology to tuning level controllers for 
tanks shown in Smith (2002). 
 
The procedure to construct the variability matrix is 
analogous to build the static gain matrix. Any 
identification technique can be applied to identify it. 
For that, it should be used as inputs the variance of 
the primary and secondary loops and as outputs the 
variance of the main loops. As by standard 
identification procedure, it is necessary to make a 
perturbation in the inputs. In this case the 
perturbation can be produced by a change in 
controller parameters or through the addition of 
known perturbation in the control loop, which will 
change the control loop variance.  
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5 EXAMPLE 
This section will show the use of these new concepts 
to reduce the variability of a given plant, showing the 
profit before and after the tests.  
5.1 The plant 
 
Consider the example shown in the Figure 1. This 
hypothetical plant is feed by three different products 
(A, B, and C).  
 
The plant has two distillation columns with internal 
trays. Before the columns, the system has a vessel to 
smooth the variations in the unity feed, which are the 
main disturbance. Both columns have total 
condenser.  
 
The total feed of the unity is 6000 ton/day. In the top 
of the first column (C1) the less valuable component 
(A) is removed from the unity. In the bottom of the 
column, the products B and C are removed. This 
stream feeds the second column (C2). The products B 
and C are removed in the top and bottom of C2, 
respectively.  
 
The main disturbance of the unity is the feed flow of 
V1 that has a periodical oscillation. The columns 
have on-line analyzers that can provide their 
composition to the control system. 
 
We assume that the inventory control is properly 
tuned. The control structure is build as shown in 
Table 1: 
 
Table 1: Control structure for the distillation process  

Loop CV MV 
AC-1 xB in top stream of C1 FC-1 

AC-2 xA in bottom stream of 
C1 FC-2 

LC-1 Level of V1 FC-3 

AC-3 (xA + xC) in top stream of 
C2 FC-4 

AC-4 xB in bottom stream of 
C2 FC-5 

 
Where xi is the mass fraction of the component i. All 
these variables are controlled using a proportional-
integral controller (PI). 
 
The objective of this unity is split all the three 
components. Table 2 shows the value of each product 
(US$/ton), their specification and price.  
 
Table 2 shows that the product A is the less valuable 
while the product C is the more valuable. The 
specification is the same for all the three products.  
To ensure the products specification, the mean of 
each controlled specification must be 3 standard 
deviation from the restriction. 
 

Table 2: Values and feed of each product  

Prd Feed 
(ton/day) 

Specification Price 
(US$/ton) 

A 1000 xB < 0,05 400 
B 2000 xA+C < 0,05 900 
C 3000 xB < 0,05 1200 

 
Table 3 shows the utility consumed in the unity and 
their costs US$/ton: 

 
Table 3: Utility consumed and price 

Utility Consume 
(ton/day) 

Cost 
(US$/ton) 

C1 - Condenser 2500 20 
C1-Reboiler 2000 80 

C2 - Condenser 1300 200 
C2-Reboiler 1000 150 

 
The transfer matrix G1 for the column C1 is given by 
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Whereas G2 is the transfer matrix of the column C2 
and is given by 
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The transfer function G3 is the vessel V1 
 

 
s

G
40

5.0
3 = . (10) 

All the five controllers are tuned using the 
methodology based in frequency domain (Engell and 
Müller, 1993) using a desired performance 2 times 
faster than open loop.  
 
Table 4 shows the mean and the standard deviation 
for each product, with the mentioned tuning.  
 

Table 4: Mean and standard deviation  
for each stream 

Product  Mean Standard 
deviation 

A (C1 – Top) 0.957 0.0022 
B (C2 – Top) 0.974 0.0081 

C (C2 – Bottom) 0.963 0.0042 

We consider that the mean composition of A in 
bottom of C1 is maintained constant during all tests. 
The variability matrix (VM) for the system is given 
by 
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The variability matrix shows that the increase of the 
variability of the product A will decrease the 
variability of the others products (B and C). The 
same can be said of the product B and C, if the 
variability of one product decrease, the variability of 
the other will increase. But nothing will occur with 
the variability of A. The control of the  V1 level could 
reduce the variability of all products, if a robust 
tuning is applied. 
 
Based on VM, we can see that the V1 level causes 
increase of variability in all products. A new set of 
parameters is used, based on the methodology shown 
in Smith (2002) to retune the level control. The 
impact of new tuning is shown in Table 5. 
 

Table 5: Mean and standard deviation for each 
stream with the level of V1 more robust 

Product loop Mean Standard 
deviation 

C1 – Top 0.955 0.0018 
C2 – Top 0.965 0.0048 

C2 – Bottom 0.959 0.0029 
 
Table 5 shows that the variability of all products are 
reduced, allowing the system arrive nearer the 
restriction. 
 
The loop that control the composition of the product 
A also cause impact in all other loops, as shown by 
(11). A new adjust more robust is made (3 times 
slower than open loop). Table 6 shows the new 
operating point, with the new parameters: 
 

Table 6: Mean and standard deviation for each 
stream with the C1-Top more robust 

Product loop Mean Standard 
deviation 

C1 – Top 0.966 0.0053 
C2 – Top 0.956 0.0019 

C2 – Bottom 0.956 0.0019 
 
Table 6 shows that the variability of product A 
becomes higher, however the B and C standard 
deviation becomes lower, allowing the system arrives 
closer to the restrictions. 
 
Now, the indexes to quantify the profit (eqs. 2 and 6) 
of the new tuning will be applied. Table 7 shows the 
profit for each controller that is retuned for the 
reduction in the utilities and sell products more 
impure (US$/day). 
 

Table 7 shows a visible increase in the profit, with 
energy reduction and product more impure. This 
example shows that key loops are responsible for 
high variations in the unity and the VM is a powerful 
tool to detect these loops, guiding the control 
engineer to achieve a more profitable operating point 
for his plant.  

Table 7: Profit increase for energy reduction and 
product more impure 

Increase profit Energy 
reduction 

Product 
more 

impure 

Total 
(US$/day) 

Level Retuning 33800 12200 46000 
xA loop retuning 7560 16800 24360 

Total 41300 29000 70360 
 

6 CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this article a new tool called Variability Matrix 
(VM) is introduced. The VM show the influence of a 
given loop in the variability of all products of the 
plant. This information allows identifying the loops 
that cause the variability in each product, 
determining what would be the best performance of 
each controller (fast or robust).  
 
Besides, this article shows also a methodology to 
quantify the gain caused by the variability reduction, 
due to the utility reduction and sell a product more 
impure (closer to the specification).  
 
This new methodology is applied to a hypothetical 
distillation process, showing the potentialities of the 
VM. Based on VM, two loops are retuned, showing a 
visible increase in the plant profitability.  
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Abstract: Multivariate controller performance assessment (MVPA) has been
developed over the last several years, but its application in advanced model
predictive control (MPC) has been very limited mainly due to issues associated
with comparability of variance control objective and that of MPC. MPC has been
proven as one of the most effective advanced process control (APC) strategies to
deal with multivariable constrained control problems with an ultimate objective
towards economic optimization. Any attempt to evaluate MPC performance
should therefore consider constraints and economic performance. This work is
to establish a link between variance control and MPC in terms of economic
performance. We show that the variance based performance assessment may be
transfered to economic assessment of MPC. Algorithms for economic performance
assessment and tuning are developed through linear matrix inequalities using
routine operating process data. The proposed algorithms are illustrated via an
industrial MPC application example.

Keywords: performance assessment, model predictive control, economic
performance assessment

1. INTRODUCTION

Model predictive control (MPC) has been proven
as one of the most effective advanced process con-
trol (APC) strategies to deal with multivariable
constraint control problems However, less efforts
have been made on the performance evaluation of
existing MPC applications, especially on economic
performance.

Although MVPA has been developed over last sev-
eral years, its application on MPC evaluation has
been very limited mainly due to issues associated
with comparability of MVC objective and that of
MPC strategy. One of the most important incen-

tives of MPC applications is to deal with mul-
tivariable constrained control problems with an
ultimate objective on economic optimization. Any
attempt to evaluate MPC performance should
therefore consider constraints and economic ben-
efits.

In traditional economic benefit analysis, the back
off approach has been applied in the benefit analy-
sis of improved process control. The benefit po-
tential is achieved against the base case opera-
tion by reducing the variance of quality variables
and pushing the average values closer to the op-
timum point or constraint limit (Muske, 2003).
The base case operation should be a period of
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typical closed-loop operation with the existing
control system. Benefit analysis for different base
case conditions should be done separately since
they may lead to different economic benefit values
(Muske, 2003). An appropriate back off away from
the constraint limit should be introduced and
the optimal operation is too conservative if the
constraint limit is never violated. Many different
rules have been discussed for allowable constraint
violation. A reasonable rule should be adopted in
terms of base case condition and desired specifi-
cations, e.g., 5 percentage of violation. Once the
base case operation and the optimal operation
condition are both identified, the economic benefit
potential is readily obtained when the economic
objective function is explicitly established.

In the latest generation MPC algorithms, a sep-
arate steady state optimization is performed at
each control cycle in order to drive steady state
inputs and outputs to their optimal economic
targets For example, industrial model predictive
control integrates a linear program (LP) and/or
a quadratic program (QP) for economic optimiza-
tion. Since this LP or QP reflects economic ob-
jective explicitly, it can be utilized to evaluate
the economic performance of MPC applications.
This work is to establish a link between variance
control and MPC in terms of economic perfor-
mance. We show that the variance based perfor-
mance assessment may be transfered to economic
assessment of MPC. Algorithms for economic per-
formance assessment and tuning are developed
through linear matrix inequalities using routine
operating process data. The proposed algorithms
are illustrated via an industrial MPC application
example.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section 2 several different scenarios are
described in the form of constrained quadratic
optimization problems. Section 3 presents and ex-
plains a systematic approach for the purpose of
economic performance assessment. The QP prob-
lem is reformulated as LMI in Section 4. An indus-
trial MPC application is evaluated for economic
performance in Section 5, followed by concluding
remarks in Section 6.

NOTATION

aki quadratic coefficient of ith output variable
akj quadratic coefficient of jth input variable
bki linear coefficient of ith output variable
bkj linear coefficient of jth input variable
udkj target value of jth input variable
ukj0 sampled value of jth input variable
ydki target value of ith output variable
yki0 sampled value of ith output variable
Kij the steady state gain value

Nu the number of input variable
Ny the number of output variable
Ruj changing ratio of jth input variable
Ryi changing ratio of ith output variable
Uholkj half of constraint range of jth input variable
Uqorj0 quarter of range of jth input variable
UHkj high limit of jth input variable
ULkj low limit of jth input variable
Yholki half of constraint range of ith output variable
Ystdi0 standard deviation of ith output variable
YHki high limit of ith output variable
YLki low limit of ith output variable

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

For illustration, assume a multivariable process
consists of only two controlled variables with in-
teraction, where y1 is a quality variable that has
direct impact on profit and y2 is a constrained
variable (Figure 1). Because of disturbances, there
is variability on both y1 and y2. Assuming the
optimal operating condition of y1 is located on its
upper limit, it is clear from the figure that the ac-
tual average operating condition (dash line) is not
at its optimal operating condition, leading to lost
profit. The base case operation is defined by its
current mean values and variances. A reasonable
percentage of constraint violation, 5%, is adopted
such that 95% of operation falls within the range
of ±2 times standard deviation. Since the benefit
potential is calculated against that of base case
operation in all scenarios, in the following we list
the problem formulations of optimal operations
for different scenarios with quadratic economic ob-
jective function in the steady state optimization.

1y

2y

Upper limit

Lower limit

Upper limit

Lower limit

Quality variable

Constrained variable

Optimal operating bound

Actual average 
operating condition

Lost profit or
increased emission

Figure 1. Base case operation

2.1 Assessment of ideal yield

In the ideal scenario strict steady state operation
is considered and there is no variability on both y1

and y2 shown in Figure 1. Under this scenario the
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operation of y1 can be pushed closest to its opti-
mal operating point, upper limit in this example.
In this case the operating points of y1 and y2 are
the decision variables, and the corresponding op-
timization problem can be formulated as follows.

min
ȳi,ūj

J =
1

NL

NL∑

k=1

Jk (1)

subject to

YLki ≤ ȳi ≤ YHki, i = 1, · · · , Ny

ULkj ≤ ūj ≤ UHkj , j = 1, · · · , Nu
(2)

Nu∑

j=1

[Kij ×∆ūj ] = ∆ȳi, i = 1, · · · , Ny

ȳi = ȳi0 + ∆ȳi, ȳi0 =
∑NL

k=1 yki0

NL
, i = 1, · · · , Ny

ūj = ūj0 + ∆ūj , ūi0 =
∑NL

k=1 uki0

NL
, j = 1, · · · , Nu

(3)
where NL is the sampled data length, and

Jk =
Ny∑

i=1

[
bki × ȳi + a2

ki(ȳi − ydki)2
]
+

Nu∑

j=1

[
bkj × ūj + a2

kj(ūj − udkj)2
]
, k = 1, 2, · · · , NL

2.2 Assessment of optimal yield without tuning
control

Consider there is no change in the control tuning,
i.e., all variability and constraints remain the same
as the base case operation. Compared with base
case operation, this scenario considers to move
the actual average operating point of y1 to its
optimal operating condition as close as possible
without tuning control. This is achieved simply
by mean shift, and the distance between average
operating point and the optimal operating point
could be reduced significantly, meaning increased
profit. The inequalities in (2) now become

YLki + 2× Ystdi0 ≤ ȳi ≤ YHki − 2× Ystdi0

ULkj + 2× Uqorj0 ≤ ūj ≤ UHkj − 2× Uqorj0

i = 1, · · · , Ny, j = 1, · · · , Nu

2.3 Assessment of improved yield by reducing
variability - relation between economic assessment
and MVPA

Under this scenario, we consider the tuning of the
control such that the variability of y1 and/or y2

can be reduced. Reduction of variability can ob-
viously yield opportunity to push operating point
closer to the optimum. The potential of variability
reduction can be estimated through performance

assessment. In general, however, the reduced vari-
ability of one variable can transfer to the increased
variability of other variables such as constrained
variable y2. Since y2 has no direct impact on
profit, its variability is not of concern as far as it
falls within its constraint. Therefore, the variabil-
ity of quality variable y1 may be reduced by trans-
ferring the variability to the constrained variable
y2. This type of interacting variance reduction is
assessed by MVPA (Huang and Shah, 1999). Here,
we introduce two variables, the ratios Ry and Ru,
which are defined as the ratio of the targeted
variance reduction of input/output variables and
the existing variance of input/output variables.
Likewise, the inequalities in (2) can now be mod-
ified as

YLki + 2× Ystdi0(1 + Ryi) ≤ ȳi ≤ YHki−
2× Ystdi0(1 + Ryi), i = 1, · · · , Ny

ULkj + 2× Uqorj0(1 + Ruj) ≤ ūj ≤ UHkj−
2× Uqorj0(1 + Ruj), j = 1, · · · , Nu

Ry and Ru are specified by users but their magni-
tudes should not be below -1. We call this proce-
dure as benefit potential assessment based on vari-
ance reduction. Using MVPA, the potential vari-
ability reduction can be readily calculated. How-
ever, for MVPA with minimum variance control
(MVC) as the benchmark, only variance reduction
of output variables can be estimated, and thus it
will be limited to the benefit assessment of output
variables. For MVPA with LQG as the benchmark
(Huang and Shah, 1999), both input and output
variables can be considered. As a consequence, we
can get an theoretical absolute optimal benefit
potential with MVC or LQG as the benchmark.

2.4 Assessment of improved yield by relaxing
constraints

If the constraints can be relaxed for all or some
variables, the operating condition may be moved
further in the direction of increased profit. This
move is mainly due to changes of constraints in
constraint variables. As a consequence, this will
create a new opportunity to transfer more vari-
ability from y1 to y2 and thus the variability of y1

could be reduced to increase profit. In this case,
we introduce two ratios, Sy and Su, which are
defined as the ratio of targeted (often increased)
constraint and the existing constraint. They can
be specified by the user, and we call this pro-
cedure as benefit potential assessment based on
relaxation of constraints. The inequalities in (2)
can be modified to accommodate this assessment
as

YLki − Syi × Yholki + 2× Ystdi0 ≤ ȳi ≤ YHki+
Syi × Yholki − 2× Ystdi0, i = 1, · · · , Ny
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ULkj − Suj × Uholkj + 2× Uqorj0 ≤ ūj ≤ UHkj+
Suj × Uholkj − 2× Uqorj0, j = 1, · · · , Nu

2.5 Assessment of improved yield by reducing
variability and relaxing constraint simultaneously

Since benefit potential could be achieved by either
reducing variability or relaxing constraint, they
can also be considered simultaneously, hoping to
achieve higher yield. In this case, the inequalities
in (2.3) and (2.4) can be combined as

YLki − Syi × Yholki + 2× Ystdi0(1 + Ryi) ≤ ȳi ≤
YHki + Syi × Yholki − 2× Ystdi0(1 + Ryi),

ULkj − Suj × Uholkj + 2× Uqorj0(1 + Ruj) ≤ ūj ≤
UHkj + Suj × Uholkj − 2× Uqorj0(1 + Ruj),

i = 1, · · · , Ny, j = 1, · · · , Nu

2.6 Variability tuning for desired yield

In the benefit potential assessment, the ratios Ry

and Ru are specified a priori by users. If, instead,
we use them as decision variables, the optimal Ry

and Ru can be found from optimization accord-
ingly. For notation purpose, we use ry and ru in
place of Ry and Ru , respectively. A targeted ratio,
RV , is defined as the ratio between the targeted
benefit and ideal benefit, where RV should be
within 0 and 1. Given RV , the ratios ry and
ru may be calculated but the solutions are not
unique. However, to minimize tuning effort, we
would want ry and ru as smaller as possible. The
minimum ry and ru may be found through the
optimization of the following problem:

min
ȳi,ūj ,ryi,ruj ,r

−r (4)

subject to

YLki + 2× Ystdi0(1 + ryi) ≤ ȳi ≤ YHki−
2× Ystdi0(1 + ryi), i = 1, · · · , Ny

ULkj + 2× Uqorj0(1 + ruj) ≤ ūj ≤ UHkj−
2× Uqorj0(1 + ruj), j = 1, · · · , Nu

− 1 < ryi,−1 < ruj , ryi > r, ruj > r

Jk = RV × Jk0, Equalities in (3)

2.7 Constraint tuning for desired yield

If the variability could not be reduced further, we
may achieve desired benefit potential by tuning
the constraints. Similarly, a desired ratio, RC , is
defined as the targeted benefit against that of
ideal yield. We would also want the change of the
constraints, sy and su (a counterpart of Sy and

Su defined before), to be as small as possible. The
minimum sy and su can be solved through

min
ȳi,ūj ,syi,suj ,s

s (5)

subject to

YLki − syi × Yholki + 2× Ystdi0 ≤ ȳi ≤ YHki+
syi × Yholki − 2× Ystdi0, i = 1, · · · , Ny

ULkj − suj × Uholkj + 2× Uqorj0 ≤ ūj ≤ UHkj+
suj × Uholkj − 2× Uqorj0, j = 1, · · · , Nu

syi < s, suj < s

Jk = RC × Jk0, Equalities in (3)

3. SYNTHESIS APPROACH

Economic evaluation of MPC applications in-
cludes economic performance assessment, sensi-
tivity analysis and tuning guidelines, which are
considered in this section.

3.1 Economic performance assessment

In the assessment of ideal yield, the optimal op-
erating condition is expected to be pushed closest
to the constraint for the quality variable without
back off. However, in the assessment of optimal
yield without tuning control, the benefit potential
is obtained by only shifting the mean values of
quality variables in the direction of increasing
benefit potential without reducing variability and
hence the back off depends on the present level of
disturbances. By comparing these two scenarios,
an economic performance index without tuning
can be defined as

ηE =
∆JE

∆JI

where ∆JE is the optimal yield without tuning
control and ∆JI is the ideal yield. ηE is the
benefit potential ratio that can be realized by just
pushing the mean values without reducing the
variability, while 1 − ηE is the benefit potential
ratio that is due to no variability. It is noted
that 0 ≤ ηE ≤ 1. If ηE = 0, no benefit could
be obtained without reducing the variability. If
ηE = 1, there is no disturbance and hence no back
off is required under the current control strategy.
By introducing MVC or LQG benchmark, MVPA
gives a theoretical absolute variance lower bound;
thus a theoretical economic performance index
can be calculated as

ηT =
∆JT

∆JI

where ∆JT is the theoretical benefit potential
upper bound that could be achieved by MVC or
LQG plus steady state optimization. ∆JT is in
part due to the mean value shift and in part due
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to the variability reduction. It can be seen that
0 ≤ ηT ≤ 1. By comparing with ηE , the following
inequality holds,

0 ≤ ηE ≤ ηT ≤ 1

Therefore, if no variability can be reduced, ηE

(or ∆JE) can be adopted in the economic per-
formance assessment. ηE = 0 (or ∆JE = 0) shows
that no benefit potential can be further obtained
without tuning the controller. On the other hand,
if the benchmark of MVPA is available, ηT (or
∆JT ) can be utilized instead, which gives an
absolute upper bound on the economic benefit
potential that could be realized theoretically. The
positive value of ηT (or ∆JT ) does not mean
that this benefit potential is practically achievable
since MVC itself is usually not applied in practice,
but the benefit potential with positive value of ηE

(or ∆JE) is really achievable.

3.2 Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity analysis is applied to investigate the
impact of variability change or constraint change
on the benefit potential. The result shows the
importance of different variables based on their
contributions to the benefit potential. The size
and direction of the change of variability or con-
straint can be specified by the user. Some con-
strained variables may have no impact on the
benefit potential, and some variables may have
great impact on the benefit potential that should
be paid special attention on during the operation.
It is thus worthwhile to reduce the variability or
relax the constraint of these variables such that
more benefit potential can be achieved.

3.3 Tuning guideline

As analyzed in the economic performance, ∆JI

or ∆JT can be regarded as an upper bound on
the benefit potential against which other scenarios
can be compared. The desired potential benefit
can never be greater than this upper bound by
tuning variability only. Once the desired variabil-
ity ratio RV or the desired constraint ratio RC is
specified, the corresponding optimization problem
will result in the tuning guideline for variability
reduction or constraint relaxation. The tuning
guideline tells directly which variables should be
tuned and by how much in order to achieve the
desired benefit potential.

4. LMI FORMULATION

The quadratic objective function in (1) alone can
be transformed into

min
ȳi,ūj

γ (6)

subject to

NL∑

k=1





Ny∑

i=1

[
bki × ȳi + a2

ki(ȳi − ydki)2
]
+

Nu∑

j=1

[
bkj × ūj + a2

kj(ūj − udkj)2
]


 < γ

(7)

According to Schur complement, it can be readily
formulated as follows and then solved via LMI
technique,

(
γ − Ylin − Ulin XT

lin

Xlin I

)
Â 0 (8)

where

Xlin =







√√√√
NL∑

k=1

a2
k1


 ȳ1 · · ·




√√√√
NL∑

k=1

a2
kNy


 ȳNy




√√√√
NL∑

k=1

a2
k1


 ū1 · · ·




√√√√
NL∑

k=1

a2
kNu


 ūNu




T

Ylin =
Ny∑

i=1

{
NL∑

k=1

(
bki − 2a2

kiydki

)
ȳi

}
+

Ny∑

i=1

{
NL∑

k=1

(
a2

kiy
2
dki

)
}

Ulin =
Nu∑

j=1

{
NL∑

k=1

(
bkj − 2a2

kjydkj

)
ūj

}
+

Nu∑

j=1

{
NL∑

k=1

(
a2

kjy
2
dkj

)
}

5. CASE STUDY

5.1 Process and controller description

An MPC is applied in the reactor section of the
gas oil hydrotreating unit (GOHTU) to maintain
gas oil nitrogen/sulphur specifications, maximize
catalyst run length, minimize hydrogen/fuel gas
consumption and improve operation safety. It has
total 41 output variables (y), 15 input variables
(u) and 5 disturbance variables (d). The real-time
data collected for this analysis include all y, u, d
and associated parameters, such as high/low lim-
its, linear coefficients, quadratic coefficients and
targeted steady state values. The data collection
lasted for approximately 26.5 hours with sampling
time 15 second and total 6350 data points were
collected.

5.2 Economic performance assessment

The result shows that ∆JI = 196.7428 and
∆JE = 13.0889. The performance indices from
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MVPA with MVC as the benchmark are given
in Figure 2 and accordingly ∆JT = 186.4489.
The economic performance index is calculated as
ηE = 6.7%, one can thus conclude that the steady-
state operation of this MPC has achieved good
economic performance given the existing variabil-
ity within the set of data studied, and the poten-
tial for improved benefit is rather small.
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Figure 2. MVPA performance assessment result

5.3 Sensitivity analysis

In the variability sensitivity analysis, the variabil-
ity of chosen variable was reduced 1% to observe
its impact on the benefit potential. The result
shows that output variables (y1, y10, y11, y22, y32,
y33, y41) and input variables (u9, u10, y15) have
effects on the benefit potential and other vari-
ables have no effect at all. The impacts of
output variable y1 and input variable u15 are
much greater than other sensitive variables, which
means output variable y1 and input variable u15

should be the first choice to reduce their vari-
ability if it is possible. Similarly, the constraint
sensitivity analysis shows that output variables
(y1, y10, y11, y18, y19, y22, y32, y33, y38, y39, y41) and
input variables (u1, u9, u10, u15) have effects on
the benefit potential while the other variables not
at all. The sensitivity analysis shows the impor-
tance of different variables in the sense of eco-
nomic performance. For example, the variability
sensitivity analysis for output variables is shown
in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Output variability sensitivity analysis

5.4 Optimal tuning guidelines

The desired variability ratio and constraint ratio
are both specified as RV = RC = 80% and
the desired benefit potential is equal to 157.3942.
This target benefit potential may be achieved by
either reducing the variability of output variables
(y1, y10, y11, y22, y32, y33, y38, y39, y41) and input vari-
ables (u1, u2, u9, u10, u15) as suggested by variabil-
ity tuning guideline, or, relaxing the constraint
ranges of output variables (y1, y10, y11, y18, y19, y22,
y32, y33, y38, y39, y41) and input variables (u1, u9,
u10, u15) as suggested by constraint tuning guide-
line. The tuning guideline is shown as percent-
ages. The variability tuning guideline for output
variables is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Output variability tuning guideline

6. CONCLUSION

A synthesized approach is proposed for MPC eco-
nomic performance assessment based on its steady
state optimization and variance/constraint tun-
ing. It shows that further benefit potential could
be achieved by optimizing its steady state, re-
ducing variability or increasing constraint ranges.
The case study demonstrates that it is a powerful
tool for the control engineers in the economic
performance assessment for existing MPC appli-
cations. This tool has been integrated together
with MVPA which gives the variability potential
improvement. This variability potential could be
converted to its economic benefit potential. Syn-
thesis of these two tools will give not only the
MPC performance on variance reduction but also
its economic benefit potential. They have been
integrated into a plant oriented solution for APC
performance monitoring.
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Abstract: In this paper, a new approach for fault detection and isolation that is based on the 

possibilistic clustering algorithm is proposed. Fault detection and isolation (FDI) is shown here to 

be a pattern classification problem, which can be solved using clustering and classification 

techniques. The possibilistic clustering approach was proposed to address some of the short 

comings of the fuzzy c-means (FCM) algorithm. The probabilistic constraint imposed on the 

membership value in the FCM algorithm is relaxed in the possibilistic clustering algorithm. 

Because of this relaxation, the possibilistic approach is shown in this paper to give more consistent 

results in the context of the FDI tasks. The proposed approach addresses the issue of correctly 

isolating a fault that may occur with varying intensities. The concept of fault lines is introduced, 

which in conjunction with possibilistic clustering has been effectively used for FDI. Fault 

signatures that change as a function of the fault intensities are represented as fault lines, which are 

shown to be useful to classify faults that can manifest with different intensities. The proposed 

approach has been validated here through simulations involving a co-polymerization reactor 

simulation. Copyright © 2006 IFAC

Keywords: Possibilistic clustering, Fuzzy c-means clustering, Gustafson-Kessel algorithm, Fault 

Detection (FDD) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Online process monitoring for fault detection and 

diagnosis (FDD) is very important for ensuring plant 

safety and product quality. The area of FDD has been 

very active in recent years. Both, model based and 

process history based methods have been proposed 

with a fair amount of success. 

In a typical process plant, hundreds of variables are 

measured every few seconds. These measurements 

bring in useful signatures about the status of the 

plant. While model-based methods can be used to 

detect and isolate signals that indicate abnormal 

operation, such quantitative cause-effect models may 

be difficult to develop from the first principles. 

Methods based on historical data attempt to extract 

maximum information from the archived data and 

require minimum physical information of the plant. 

Multivariate statistical monitoring tools such as PCA 

(Kresta et al., 1991) are developed to extract 

information from historical process data so as to 

carry out the task of FDD easily and more efficiently. 

1
A fuller version of this paper has been communicated for journal 

review

For online process monitoring, it is important to not 

only be able to say whether the plant operation is 

aberrant but also to be able to isolate the fault. This is 

typically done through the use of contribution plots, 

which assesses the relative contribution of each 

variable to a suitably formulated error criterion. 

While multivariate statistical tools can compress data 

and perform monitoring in the lower dimension 

space, they are inherently representation-oriented 

rather than discrimination oriented. They seek to 

explain or represent the variance in a data set rather 

than discriminate between dissimilar subsets in the 

data (Chiang et al., 2000).  Thus, there could be 

overlaps between the clusters representing fault 

regions and normal operating regions, leading to 

higher misclassification rates. Overlaps could also 

still exist, although to a smaller extent, when tools 

such as multiple discriminant analysis are used. The 

latter are discrimination oriented and are generally 

known to yield directions that enhance 

discrimination between regions. Thus, it is necessary 

to look at methods that accommodate such overlaps 

and analyze these regions so as to provide useful 

indicators to detect and diagnose faults. 
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An alternate approach to the task of fault detection 

and diagnosis is to mine the archived data and 

examine patterns in the process variables that 

indicate the occurrence of a fault. Johannesmayer et 

al. (2002) and Singhal and Seborg (2002) proposed 

pattern matching methods based on similarity factors 

which attempted to match patterns in the archived 

plant database.  Typically, parametric faults, sensor 

and actuator biases and disturbances generate 

different patterns in the process variables.  These 

patterns or signatures can be classified into different 

clusters that represent normal or aberrant operation. 

Subsequently, when deployed online, the plant 

operation can be classified in terms of the belonging 

or membership of the new data to the known clusters, 

based on the similarity of the patterns that the data 

brings. Thus, the problem is often related towards 

being able to classify plant operation as normal or 

belonging to one or more of the faults from the 

available (measurements and manipulated inputs) 

plant signatures. This can be effectively done by 

various pattern recognition and clustering techniques. 

Clustering techniques, such as fuzzy c-means 

clustering (FCM) (Duda et al., 2003) and its variants 

(Fuzzy Gustafson-Kessel (FGK) algorithm for 

clustering (Gustafson and Kessel, 1979)) have been 

very popular in image analysis and pattern 

classification. Since, fault detection and isolation 

(FDI) is also a pattern classification problem, these 

clustering techniques can be effectively used for this 

task. Attempts have also been made to use different 

clustering algorithms for the task of FDI. The k-

means clustering, which is a hard clustering 

technique, has been used along with principal 

components analysis (PCA) and Fisher discriminant 

analysis (FDA) for the task of FDD in a three step 

procedure proposed by Peter He et al. (2005). 

Teppola and Minkkinen (1999) have used adaptive 

FCM for process monitoring of a waste water plant. 

They also used possibilistic clustering algorithm for 

fault detection. Choi et al. (2003) used credibilistic 

clustering algorithm, proposed by Chintalpudi and 

Kam (1998), based approach for process monitoring. 

One of the limitations of the proposed clustering 

based algorithms is that signatures resulting from the 

same fault but with differing intensities would 

confound them and may lead to spurious fault 

isolation. Another important aspect, relevant for the 

task of FDD, is related to the issue of identifying and 

classifying novel faults. It is important to recognize 

that archived data does not necessarily encompass all 

possible fault scenarios. Therefore, the FDD 

algorithm also needs to have learning ability, i.e. 

when deployed online it should be able to identify 

the occurrence of new faults and establish relevant 

signatures or patterns that are representative of the 

novel fault. 

In this paper, we propose to overcome the above 

difficulties, by using the possibilistic clustering 

algorithm (Krishnapuram and Keller1, 1993) in 

conjunction with ‘fault lines’. Possibilistic clustering 

algorithm is a powerful technique that is similar to 

probabilistic clustering methods but differs in the 

nature of the constraint(s) that bind the objective 

function. Possibilistic clustering algorithm has a 

number of advantages when compared with 

conventional FCM algorithm (Krishnapuram and 

Keller, 1993). In possibilistic clustering, the number 

of clusters need not be specified accurately and they 

can be derived during the classification step. In 

FCM, however, approximate number of clusters/ 

classes in the data is determined by various cluster 

validity measures proposed in the literature (Bezdek, 

1981). The formulation of the possibilistic clustering 

algorithm relaxes some constraints on the nature of 

the membership functions; here we also show that 

this relaxation gives (i) more consistency in the 

classification task and (ii) enables the detection of 

novel (or not-seen) classes. It is also shown here that 

that the possibilistic clustering algorithm is relatively 

insensitive to noise and outliers. These features make 

the possibilistic clustering algorithm more suited for 

the FDD task. Here, we also introduce the concept of 

fault lines for handling faults with varying intensities 

and detecting novel faults. Fault lines are 

characterized by cluster centre of the normal 

operation and cluster centre one of the fault clusters. 

We demonstrate the suitability of the proposed 

approach for the FDD task, through simulation case 

study involving CSTR simulation for solution co-

polymerization of methyl-methacrylate (MMA) and 

vinyl acetate (VA) (Congalidis et al., 1986).  

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section 

we present a brief review of clustering algorithms, 

namely the FCM/ FGK and PGK algorithm. In the 

next section the proposed FDI scheme is described in 

detail. Finally we present a case study to validate the 

proposed approach.  

2. REVIEW OF CLUSTERING 

ALGORITHMS 

The aim of any clustering analysis is to derive a 

partition of a set of N data points or objects based on 

some similarity metric, so that the data points/ 

objects that get clustered into the same group are 

similar to one another. Clustering algorithms can be 

broadly classified into hierarchical and non-

hierarchical clustering techniques. Here, due to 

brevity, we briefly review fuzzy c-means clustering 

and possibilistic clustering algorithms. In fuzzy c-

Means (FCM) algorithms, each data point can be a 

member of more than one cluster, i.e. the 

membership of a point can take any value between 0 

and 1. The following section briefly describes the 

FCM clustering algorithm. 

2.1. Fuzzy c-means algorithm 
In FCM clustering techniques, a data/ feature point 

can be a member of more than one cluster with 

different degrees of membership. If the membership 

value of j
th data point to ith cluster is ij , we have the 

condition that 0,1ij . For the data set 

1 2| , , , NX x x x X , consisting of c clusters, the 

constraints imposed on the membership value ij  are 

given below. 
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1

1
c

ij

i

 (1) 

where, c is the number of clusters and N is total 

number of data points in the data set. This is also 

known as the probabilistic constraint. This constraint 

requires that total membership of a data/ feature 

point to all the clusters must be unity. Another 

important constraint on the clusters is that none of 

the clusters can be empty, and this constraint can be 

mathematically represented as shown in Equation (2) 

1

0
N

ij

j

N  (2) 

The FCM algorithm then minimizes the following 

objective function subjected to constraints in 

Equation (1) & (2). 

2

1 1

c N
m

ij ij

i j

J d  (3) 

where, m is the fuzziness exponent, ijd  is the 

distance between a data point 
jx and cluster centre 

iv .

The algorithm for FCM starts with some initial guess 

for either the fuzzy partitioning matrix or the cluster 

centers and iterates till convergence. The 

convergence of the FCM algorithm is guaranteed 

(Bezdek, 1981), but it may converge to a local 

minima. 

The FCM membership of a data point to a cluster 

depends not only on the distance of that point to the 

cluster centroid, but also on the distance of that point 

to other cluster centroids. As will be discussed in 

detail later, this can cause the algorithm to assign 

very different memberships to points which are 

similar as measured by their distances from a cluster 

center, because their distances from other cluster 

centers can be different. This problem primarily 

arises due to the probabilistic constraint described by 

Equation (1). 

The FCM algorithm can be modified in several ways 

depending on the distance measure chosen. The most 

commonly used distance measures are Euclidean and 

Mahalanobis distance. Using these distance measures 

is equivalent to assuming that the data is oriented in 

each cluster identically. This may not necessarily be 

true, for example, the orientation of the data could be 

spherical in the first cluster and elliptical in the 

second. From an FDD viewpoint, this could mean 

higher miss-classification rates and hence poorer 

diagnosis. To overcome this difficulty, FGK 

algorithm uses an adaptive distance norm which 

adapts the similarity measure (norm) according to the 

shape of the cluster. The algorithm is also quite 

sensitive to the user specified choice of c, the number 

of clusters in the data set. The results obtained from 

FCM/ FGK algorithm largely depends on this 

number of clusters. If c is not specified correctly, the 

FCM/ FGK algorithm can arbitrarily split or merge 

the classes in the data to give exactly c clusters. 

Different cluster validity measures have therefore 

been proposed to overcome this difficulty. However, 

Bezdek (1981) pointed out that the concept of cluster 

validity is open to interpretation and can be 

formulated in different ways. 

2.2. Possibilistic clustering algorithm 
As described earlier, the probabilistic constraint 

(Equation (1)) imposed on the membership assigned 

by the FCM/ FGK algorithm brings in problems of 

classification. These can be broadly enumerated as 

(i) the points equidistant from the centroid may get 

very different memberships depending upon the 

placement of the other clusters, although they are 

similar as measured by the distance metric, and (ii) 

the points which are equidistant from all the 

centroids get the same membership irrespective of 

their relative positions. To overcome these 

drawbacks, Krishnapuram and Keller (1993) 

proposed a new clustering technique called 

possibilistic clustering, in which the probabilistic 

constraint on the membership is relaxed.  We discuss 

the possibilistic clustering algorithm in the next 

section. 

In possibilistic clustering, the probabilistic constraint 

on the objective function in equation (3) is relaxed in 

possibilistic clustering so as to get membership 

values, which represent the ‘degree of typicality’ to a 

cluster. Simply relaxing the probabilistic constraint 

produces a trivial solution, i.e. the objective function 

is minimized by assigning all membership values to 

0. Therefore the objective function of Equation (3)(3) 

is modified as 

2

1 1 1 1

1
c N c N

m m

ij ij i ij

i j i j

J d  (4) 

The first term in the equation minimizes the 

distances of data points from the cluster centers, 

where as the second term forces the membership 

values to be as large as possible. In this equation as 

well, the value of m determines the fuzziness of the 

final possibilistic partition.  

The value of parameter i  determines the distance at 

which the membership value of a point in a cluster 

becomes 0.5. Thus, it needs to be chosen depending 

on the desired bandwidth of the possibility 

distribution for each cluster. In practice however, the 

following definition works well (Krishnapuram and 

Keller, 1993): 

2

1

1

N
m

ij ij

j

i N
m

ij

j

d

 (5) 

Updating of the membership values depends on the 

distance measure chosen. Different distance 

measures lead to different algorithms. If the distance 

measure chosen is either Euclidean or Mahalanobis 

distance, the algorithm gives possibilistic c-means 

(PCM) membership values. However, if the distance 

measure is chosen based on scaled Mahalanobis 

distance and fuzzy covariance matrix, the algorithm 

gives possibilistic Gustafsson-Kessel (PGK) 

membership values. 

The solution to the objective function in equation (4) 

leads to the values of memberships as, 
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1/ 1
2

1

1

ij m

ij

i

d

 (6) 

The iterative part of the algorithm for possibilistic 

clustering is very much similar to that of the FCM 

algorithm, except for the additional parameter i

which should be estimated from the initial 

partitioning matrix. However, i  need not be 

calculated at every iteration. 

Since the parameter i  is independent of the relative 

location of the clusters, the membership value ij

depends only on the distance of a point from the 

cluster centre (centroid). Hence, unlike in the 

probabilistic case, the membership of a point in a 

cluster is determined solely by how far a point is 

from the centroid and is not coupled with its location 

with respect to other clusters. 

The advantages of PCM/ PGK lie in finding 

meaningful clusters as defined by dense regions. This 

happens because each cluster is independent of the 

other cluster in PCM/ PGK algorithm. Hence, the 

objective function corresponding to cluster i can be 

formulated as in Equation (7) and the overall 

objective function is collection of c such objective 

functions. 

2

1 1

1
N N

m m

i ij ij i ij

j j

J d  (7) 

It has been shown (Krishnapuram and Keller, 1993) 

that for a given value of i , each of the c sub-

objective functions is minimized by choosing the 

centroid location such that the sum of the 

memberships is maximized. This makes each cluster 

centroid to converge to a dense region. Thus, even if 

the true value of the number of clusters is unknown, 

the outcome of the algorithm will give c ‘good’ 

clusters, i.e. dense regions. Thus, PCM/ PGK have 

self validating capability which can be very useful 

when c is not known apriori. When the number of 

clusters is more than the actual number of clusters in 

the data set, PCM/ PGK give approximately 

coinciding clusters, indicating that the actual number 

of clusters is lesser than specified. This could be 

interpreted accordingly and the clusters could be 

collapsed into a single cluster for further analysis. 

3. PROPOSED SCHEME FOR FDI 

Clustering based approaches are aimed at 

partitioning the historical data into a number of 

clusters, e.g. normal operation and different fault 

operations. Depending on the membership value of 

the data point to different clusters, the plant operation 

is declared either normal or otherwise. The shift from 

normal operating cluster to any fault mode cluster is 

not instantaneous and the transient response depends 

on the dynamics of the system. The FCM algorithm 

would assign different membership values as 

governed by the probabilistic nature (Equation (1)) to 

the points even during these transients. This may be 

useful for example, when the dynamics are to be 

represented (as shown in Venkat and Gudi, 2002) in 

a composite modeling methodology, where the 

memberships essentially weigh the model predictions 

in each cluster. However, for the FDD task, this may 

yield erroneous results and misleading 

interpretations. Possibilistic clustering algorithms 

(PCM/ PGK) appear to be more suited because these 

points corresponding to the transition region are not 

governed by the probabilistic constraint and are 

assigned low memberships to all the clusters. In the 

following section, we describe the proposed 

approach for fault detection and isolation. 

3.1. Data collection and clustering 

The ability of a statistical approach to detect and 

isolate a fault depends on the availability of rich 

historical data, containing data corresponding to 

normal and fault modes of operation. Ideally, the 

data set used for training the clustering based 

technique should contain data that represents all 

possible fault scenarios. In practice however, it may 

not be possible to have such a data set and the 

algorithm should have some self-learning abilities. 

In general, the historical data consists of 

measurements of various controlled and manipulated 

variables at each sampling instant. The clustering 

approach could either first construct a feature vector 

from this data or directly work with the 

measurements. In the former case, the classification 

is carried out in the space defined by these feature 

vectors. For example, for incipient fault detection, it 

may be mandatory to look at the dynamic patterns 

represented by the feature vector that is constructed 

from the measurements from the current and past 

instants. Meel et al. (2004) used such an approach to 

rapidly reject unmeasured disturbances using these 

pattern recognition techniques, by classifying an 

appropriately constructed feature vector that was 

based on apriori knowledge of the dynamics. This 

approach necessarily requires apriori information of 

the classification space which is usually difficult to 

obtain. Alternately, one could directly classify in the 

space spanned by the measurements (i.e. without 

constructing feature vectors). This latter approach is 

taken in this paper.  

The clustering algorithm can then be applied on the 

data. Specifying the exact number of clusters present 

in the data set is not mandatory for possibilistic 

clustering approach, as the possibilistic clustering 

algorithm attempts to search for c good clusters, i.e. 

dense regions. In the case when the number of 

clusters specified is more than the actual number of 

clusters present in the data set, the algorithm will 

give overlapping clusters indicating that the value of 

c is over specified. This greatly simplifies the task of 

clustering of historical data in which the number of 

clusters present is not known apriori. The outcome of 

the clustering algorithms would thus yield cluster 

centroids and fuzzy covariance matrices for each 

cluster (in case when the GK algorithm is used). 

3.2. Generating Fault lines 

We next discuss the effect of different fault 

magnitudes and intensities.  As mentioned earlier, 

different fault intensities of the same fault (for 

example, sensor bias) can manifest in different data 

vector signatures / paths and would end up into new 

cluster. In such cases, a methodology, which is still 

able to classify the fault as a sensor bias (rather than 
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as a novel fault), independent of its magnitude is 

desirable.  Towards this end, we propose the concept 

of fault lines that characterize the movement of the 

cluster as a function of the intensity of the fault. 

When the fault intensity increases, the dynamics and 

the controller effects result in parallel paths that shift 

to the fault cluster and eventually end up into new 

clusters. A fault line could therefore be constructed 

through the centers of the clusters, beginning from 

the normal cluster to the fault clusters, and would 

characterize the behavior of the clusters as a function 

of increasing intensities of that fault. Assuming that 

during the training step, data corresponding to a 

particular fault is available; fault lines can then be 

constructed to characterize the particular fault.  

3.3. Online monitoring and fault detection 

For online process monitoring and fault detection, 

the membership value of the data vector, constructed 

from the measurements at each instant, to each 

cluster is calculated from Equation (6) in case of 

possibilistic clustering approach. High membership 

values to the normal operating cluster imply that the 

plant is operating normally. When an abnormal event 

occurs, these reflect in the signatures of the measured 

variables, which result in changing memberships of 

the data vector to the known clusters. An analysis of 

these memberships would help in the interpretation 

and classification of the fault scenario. The PCM/ 

PGK membership value for the normal cluster will 

assume smaller values close to zero, indicating that a 

fault may have occurred.  

3.4. Fault confirmation and isolation 
It is important to recognize that the changing 

memberships due to the occurrence of a fault are 

influenced by the inherent system dynamics. The 

membership profiles can also change due to the 

occurrence of short-term transients (introduced for 

example by a control loop), measurement noise or 

outliers. Thus, it is important to confirm the 

occurrence of a fault after it is detected. For fault 

confirmation and isolation, we therefore propose to 

use a window of M sampling instants over which the 

membership profiles are analyzed. If the 

memberships to the normal cluster consistently stay 

below the user specified threshold for a period 

exceeding M sampling instants, the occurrence of a 

fault is confirmed. Similarly, if the memberships to a 

particular fault cluster assume significant values 

(above a specified threshold) the fault may be 

isolated as well.  

It should be noted that this will happen only if the 

fault that has occurred is of the same intensity as in 

the historical data. In case, if the fault has occurred 

with a different intensity, the membership value to all 

known fault clusters will remain close to zero, 

indicating that a new cluster is formed. As pointed 

out earlier, the objective function for possibilistic 

clustering can be seen as a set of c objective 

functions and the membership value in possibilistic 

clustering is not influenced by how other clusters are 

placed. Therefore, it is sufficient to find only the new 

cluster centre from this newly collected data. Once 

the new cluster centre is computed, its proximity 

with the fault lines can be examined. If the new 

cluster centre is close to one of the fault lines, which 

are generated from the historical data, the fault may 

be isolated as the fault associated with that fault line. 

The specification of the parameter M has to be 

carefully done to achieve a compromise between 

false alarms and sensitivity to the fault occurrence. In 

general, the choice of M can be made from the closed 

loop process dynamics or plant operator’s 

experience. 

3.5. Novel fault detection 

This proposed approach also therefore provides a 

method to flag novel faults. Low membership value 

to normal operation cluster for M sampling instants 

confirms the occurrence of a fault. However, if 

membership to all known fault clusters and proximity 

to all known fault lines suggest that the fault that has 

occurred is indeed novel. Thus, proposed approach 

enables the classification of the plant operation either 

as (i) normal operation, (ii) belonging to the known 

fault scenarios, or (iii) novel faults. The approaches 

based on other clustering approaches can not provide 

such crisp division of the plant operation. The new 

cluster information can be merged with the existing 

knowledge base and used for future fault diagnosis. 

Thus an added advantage of the proposed scheme is 

that it reduces the emphasis on exhaustive historical 

data. In principle, one can start with just the normal 

operating data and continue building the monitoring 

scheme as the new fault events occur. 

The role of the fuzziness exponent m in the FDD task 

also merits some important comments. As mentioned 

earlier, a higher value of m blurs the distinction 

between the clusters and makes the cluster 

boundaries to fade. While monitoring a transition 

from a normal operating region to a fault mode, with 

higher values of m, the algorithm would confirm the 

fault early. However, this high value of m would also 

increase the incidence of false alarms, which would 

be indicated when the memberships to the normal 

cluster decrease. Thus, as in the case of window 

length M, the value of the fuzziness exponent m 

should also be chosen as a careful compromise 

between the requirements of early fault detection and 

confirmation. 

Remark: The above monitoring strategy is restricted 
to steady state behavior wherein the points belonging 

to different operating regions cluster together. For 
the time varying case, for example in a batch 
process, the method needs further modifications 

using manifolds that characterize time varying 
operation. This aspect is currently under 

investigation. 

4. CASE STUDY 

To validate the proposed approach a simulation case 

study that is based on co-polymerization reactor is 

presented here. A 4×5 transfer function matrix model 

(Congalidis et al., 1986) for a CSTR solution co-

polymerization of methyl-methacrylate (MMA) and 

vinyl acetate (VA) was simulated under closed loop 

conditions. Based on the RGA analysis, the pairings 

of controllers were chosen and U1 was kept constant, 

effectively resulting in a 4×4 system. 
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To begin with, the historical data set containing data 

for (i) normal operation and (ii) for the fault case 

when sensor Y1 has developed a bias, was collected. 

This resulted in two clusters F0 and F1 and a fault line 

corresponding to fault F1 in the knowledge base. 

When implemented online, the proposed possibilistic 

clustering algorithm could easily detect and isolate 

fault F1.

In the next step, a positive sensor bias in sensor Y4

was introduced. As this fault is not part of the 

archived data that was used for training, it was 

detected as a novel fault after M (20) samples. The 

new cluster centre for the newly obtained data was 

computed and it was found that the new cluster 

centre (say F2) was not on the fault line 

corresponding to fault F1. Distance of F2 from F1

fault line was found to be 2.74 units. Hence, the fault 

was isolated as novel fault and knowledge base was 

updated with the new cluster centre. The monitoring 

scheme now had three fault clusters F0, F1 and F2

along with fault lines for F1 and F2. The monitoring 

scheme could now easily detect and isolate fault F2

(Figure 1). 

As discussed earlier, the same fault can occur with 

varying intensities during the plant operation. It is 

therefore important to ascertain that they are not 

isolated as different faults. To demonstrate the same, 

a negative bias in sensor Y4 was introduced. With the 

proposed approach, it was promptly detected. 

However, since the intensity of the fault was 

different than the training set, all the clusters’ 

membership value remained close to zero (Figure 2). 

Here, fault isolation was performed using the fault 

lines. The distance of fault lines for F1 and F2 were 

found to be 2.70 and 0.05, indicating that the fault 

detected is indeed the same fault as F2 with different 

intensity. 

5. CONCLUSION 

A fuzzy clustering and classification based fault 

detection and diagnosis algorithm was proposed and 

validated through a simulation case study. The 

proposed approach is based on the possibilistic 

clustering methodology of Krishnapuram and Keller 

(1993) and was found to be vastly superior to other 

classification methodologies such as the fuzzy c-

means and fuzzy credibilistic algorithm. The concept 

of fault lines was shown to address the difficulty of 

isolating the same fault with varying intensities. The 

fault lines were shown to distinguish between 

scenarios of a novel fault and known fault with 

different intensities. Thus, the proposed scheme 

reduced the emphasis on exhaustive historical data 

and can update the monitoring scheme as the new 

fault events occur.  
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Figure 1: Fault detection and isolation for bias in 

sensor Y4
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Figure 2: Fault with different intensity than the training 

set is not be classified as one of the known faults via 

membership values 
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Abstract: We will advocate the need to change the role of dynamics and control com-
munity from fixing problems related to the detrimental dynamics using active control
to the design for beneficial dynamics early in the design cycle. We will summarize
lessons learned in industrial research on mitigation of flow and structure oscillations in jet
engines. We will show how the decisions on the control system architecture (sensor and
actuator location) impact the achievable level of suppression of oscillations (fundamental
limitations of performance). Attempts to introduce control late in the design process
and without proper attention to control architecture often fail because of high cost to
modify the design to add on active control. We will also show how certain aspects of
design (symmetry) contribute to the origin of detrimental oscillations and point out how
the dynamical systems and control theory methods can guide the design to prevent the
oscillations.

Keywords: Fundamental limits, nonlinear control, describing functions, combustion

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we will review the typical role of dy-
namics and control communities in the design cycle
of new products and advocate the need to change this
role from mainlyreactiveto stronglyproactive. Case
studies in active and passive control of oscillations
in jet engines will be used to illustrate both the cur-
rent and the proposed use of dynamics and control
methods as well as the role of dynamics and control
experts in developing technologies applicable to jet
engines. While author’s experience was restricted to
jet engines, we hypothesize that the assessment of the
current role of the control and dynamics communities
and merits of the proposed new role apply broadly
across multiple industries.

Dynamical phenomena such as transients and oscilla-
tions strongly affects operation of most devices. Ac-
tive control is often used to modify the dynamics
late in the design cycle. However, the dynamics and
control communities play relatively insignificant role
in the early design cycle for new products. Since not
enough attention is paid in early design to the dynamic
characteristics of the product, it is often discovered
late in the design cycle, when the first prototypes
are built and tested, that the dynamic properties of
the product are not acceptable. To fix the dynamics
problem a costly recovery process is launched. Often
only at this point the dynamics and control experts are
invited to participate. However, at this stage the design
modifications required to modify the dynamics with
control are extremely constrained by the hardware al-
ready built, cost, and schedule. As a result an active
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control solution is rarely accepted and a more practical
passive control solution is sought for. Independently
of whether an active or passive control solution is
selected, its implementation cost at this late stage is
much higher than a cost of a similar solution if it
were implemented early in the cycle. In this paper we
advocate the need for aDesign of Dynamics, which
amounts to an early introduction of dynamics and con-
trol methods in the design process to properly address
the dynamic characteristics of products.

The paper is organized as follows. We begin with an
overview of the current role of dynamics and control
communities in the design. We argue that the dy-
namics and control communities are typicallyreac-
tive, excludedfrom the process of selection of con-
trol architecture and a model, biased towards active
control solution that isexternalto the product (extra
hardware), and withnarrow focus on the design of
control algorithm. We provide case studies in control
of flutter and thermoacoustic instabilities that point
out the consequences of such behavior. We will show
how lack of participation of the control experts in the
process of selection of control architecture can lead
to an intractable control design problem because of
fundamental limitation of performance. We will also
show howengagingin the process of selecting a con-
trol architecture and a model leads to an improved
control system with clear understanding of the physi-
cal factors that fundamentally limit the control perfor-
mance. Next, we will show on an example of analysis
of wave phenomena in jet engines how manipulation
of the natural physical feedback loops in the product
can lead to a solution with minimal modifications to
the product. We will argues that the dynamics and
control experts need to be moreproactive, engaged
in the design process, and consideringbroad range
of solutions with a preference toward theseinternal
to the product. We will conclude by indicating some
technicalandsocialbarriers that need to be overcome
before the Design of Dynamics is introduced into in-
dustrial practice.

2. CURRENT ROLE OF DYNAMICS AND
CONTROL IN DESIGN: FIXING PROBLEMS

LATE IN DESIGN CYCLE

Despite decades of extensive research detrimental os-
cillatory wave phenomena still drive jet engines de-
velopment and maintenance costs and limit their oper-
ability. Jet engines are designed for high performance,
survivability, operability, and affordability. However,
design for increased performance and low observ-
ability often leads to excitation of detrimental wave
phenomena such as flutter, rotating stall, and thermo-
acoustic instabilities that reduce engine parts life and
limit its operability. In particular, compressor and fan
blade failure is still a common problem for all major
engine manufacturers in spite of decades of extensive
research in the area of design for flutter and High

flutter
rotating stall

thermoacoustics

Fig. 1. Detrimental wave phenomena affecting opera-
tions of jet engines

Cycle Fatigue mitigation. While first discovered in
1950-ties, augmentor screech and rumble as of today
are still common problems for military engines.

Mitigation of detrimental wave phenomena in jet en-
gines is difficult since it involves controlling sensitive
and complex dynamics in presence of model uncer-
tainty and severe design constraints. Lightly damped
structural, acoustic, and fluid dynamic modes easily
become under-damped or unstable because of posi-
tive feedback coupling with other flow phenomena
and excitation by broad band, and tonal flow distur-
bances. Physics that causes detrimental oscillations
involves complex high Mach and Reynolds number
flows, which cannot be reliably and accurately com-
puted with current methods. State of the art computa-
tional methods based on CFD are too computationally
expensive to be applied. Hence, model analysis is not
utilized to exploit the design space and find innovative
damping solutions in early design stage. The accuracy
of reduced order models utilized is doubtful especially
when chemical reaction, flow separation, or shocks
are involved. Because of high uncertainty, models are
not utilized for a design of robust oscillation mitiga-
tion solutions and robustness of chosen solutions to
unexpected off-design conditions is not guaranteed.
Avoiding oscillations by operating engines at regimes
with large stability margins results in unacceptable
performance loss.

Passive dampers can be used to control oscillations,
but they undesirable additions, since they increase en-
gine weight and complexity. Moreover, the positive ef-
fects of the passive damping devices are only utilized
at a small portion of flight envelope when instabilities
occur, but the negative aspects (like weight) impact en-
gine performance at all operating conditions. Hence,
active control is often considered as an alternative
to passive dampers. Both passive and active control
solutions are typically introduced late in the design
cycle as a reaction to dynamics problem discovered
when first prototypes are build and tested. The active
control community typically becomes engaged late in
the design process when the design process owners
recognize possibility that active control can solve the
dynamics problems. Very often the control experts do
not participate in creating the model used for control
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Current: attempts to eliminate detrimental 
dynamics late in design cycle

Desired: design beneficial dynamics 
=> exploit flexibility at low cost
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System DesignSystem Design
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Fig. 2. Impact of dynamics and control methods on the
design cycle

design and in the design of the control architecture,
limiting its role to designing the control algorithms. In
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Fig. 3. Decisions that impact control performance

this paper we will show in examples how a selection
of a control architecture that ignores the principles
of control theory can lead to an intractable control
problem in which the desired control performance
cannot be achieved because the achievable control
performance isfundamentally limitedby the control
architecture and physics of the problem.

The dynamical systems academic community has cre-
ated tools toanalyzethe dynamics if low dimensional
models are available, but not todesignthe beneficial
dynamics. This community is typically not engaged
with industrial processes missing a significant oppor-
tunity for impact. In this paper we will show an ex-
ample how, by using ideas from the theory of the
dynamical systems with symmetry, one can identify the
root causes of detrimental dynamics and how one can
createbeneficial dynamic interactionsthat eliminate
the detrimental dynamic behavior.

Let us summarize here some attributes of thecur-
rent role that the dynamics and control communities
play in the jet engine design process. First, they act
reactively. They will only act when called upon by
the design process owners. This usually means a late
entrance into the process, when the acceptable solu-
tions are extremely constrained. Secondly, the control
experts will rarely attempt to analyze the natural dy-
namics of the problem and solve the problem by ma-
nipulation of the natural dynamics. Instead, they will
typically look for an active control solution which is

externalto the product, i.e., requires adding extra sen-
sors and actuators. The solutions obtained in this way
attempt tooverride the natural dynamics and require
a nontrivial modifications of the design. In particular,
it requires extra hardware, which means extra cost and
complexity. This is always the least desirable solution.
Third, they will oftenaccept assumptionsabout the
control problem definition, proper control architec-
ture, and model of the process made by the process
owners without questions. Given the model, the sen-
sors, and the actuators defined by the design process
owners, the control engineers will quickly proceed to
the design of a control algorithm and its experimental
verification. At best such behavior can result in expen-
sive active control solution if the assumptions made
by process owners are correct and the extra hardware
addition is acceptable. However, since the assump-
tions that led to the definition of an active control
concept were made without involving control experts,
they often are incorrect and the active control solution
does not satisfy the performance requirements. Even
when these assumptions are corrected and the active
control performance is acceptable, the active control
approach often cannot meet the acceptable criteria in
term of cost or complexity and is abandoned in favor
of a cheaper and easier to implement passive control
solution if the latter is found.

3. THE IMPORTANCE OF PROPER CHOICE OF
CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

In this section we will describe an active control
project in which initial lack of team play between
the design process owners and the control engineers
resulted in a failure of the project to achieve an ac-
ceptable control performance. After this initial failure,
a close collaboration of the design process owners
with control engineers was established, which resulted
in a discovery of a superior control architecture and
demonstration of an excellent control performance.

Despite advances in aeromechanical engineering, fan
stall flutter (Forsching, 1984) remains a substantial
constraint in jet engine designs. The motivation for the
work described in this section was to investigate the
extent to which active control of this aeromechanical
instability can extend the operability of a given fan
design. The control objective was damping augmen-
tation of the flutter modes.

The details of modeling, control design, and experi-
mental demonstration of active flutter control are sum-
marized in the papers (Banaszuket al., 2002a; Ba-
naszuket al., 2002b; Reyet al., 2003).

The experimental setup shown in Figure 4 contains a
17 inch scale fan with flow characteristics and flutter
margin comparable to of those found in high by-pass
ratio commercial jet engines. The first attempts to
provide flutter damping augmentation involved using
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Fig. 4. 17” fan experimental rig

pressure sensors and five circumferentially located
valves as actuators. This architecture was chosen by
the turbomachinery experts responsible for the the
experimental demonstration of a high performance
flutter control system.

An active control algorithm was supposed to be de-
signed using a model extracted from a frequency re-
sponse of the pressure sensors. A typical frequency re-
sponse with the pressure sensors is shown in Figure 5.
Note that the lightly damped flutter pole represented
by a spike in the magnitude response around 273Hz is
accompanied by a zero only 1Hz apart. Such proxim-
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Fig. 5. Flutter frequency response using pressure sen-
sors

ity of zero to the flutter pole resulted in a very difficult
control problem. Four control engineers made four
separate attempts using different control algorithm
design techniques to provide damping augmentation
for the 273Hz flutter pole. Since the close proximity
of pole and zero indicates severe fundamental limita-
tions of achievable control performance, the damping
augmentation achieved was insignificant. Even though
several pressure sensor configurations were tested, all
sensor configurations resulted in a near pole/zero can-
celation.

The failure of the attempts to control flutter using
pressure sensors could be explained by an inade-
quate design of the control architecture (namely se-

lection of sensors and actuators), which resulted in
a pole/zero configuration that fundamentally limited
achievable control performance. The turbomachinery
experts who designed the architecture used their phys-
ical intuition, controllability and observability of flut-
ter being the only control aspects that were analyzed
properly. They were unaware of an importance of a
proper design methodology leading to an architecture
that avoids a near pole/zero cancelation. While the
control experts understood the detrimental influence
of a near pole/zero cancelation on the control perfor-
mance, they were not involved in the design of the
control architecture, simply because they did not insist
on a participation in the control architecture design
process.

The root cause of a near pole/zero cancelation was
discovered during a discussion involving both turbo-
machinery and control experts that lasted only one and
half hour. It was postulated that a strong direct feed-
through from the actuators to the pressure sensors
dominating the pressure response is the root cause of a
near poles/zero cancelation. When a large direct feed-
through term is added to a smaller transfer function
representing flutter, it is easy to show (by combin-
ing the terms into one simple fraction) that a near
pole/zero cancelation will occur. Linking the origin
of a near pole/zero cancelation to the physics of the
problem was the key development. The turbomachin-
ery experts started to appreciate the value the control
theory methods and became strong promoters of the
active control methods.

Another discussion led to an identification of an easily
implementable sensing approach that eliminated the
direct feed-through. With the new eddy current sen-
sors to measure the blade time arrival the direct feed-
though was completely eliminated and zeros close to
poles were removed (Reyet al., 2003). Figure 6 shows
the comparison of the frequency responses of flutter
dynamics using the pressure and eddy current sensors.
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Fig. 6. Flutter magnitude response using pressure and
eddy current sensors

The final active control hardware consisted of ten zero
mean mass flow actuators equally spaced around the
fan case between the blade row and the exit guide
vanes. The actuators consisted of regular audio speak-
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ers enclosed in a pressure vessel. Flutter was sensed
by means of eddy current sensors mounted on the fan
casing. As blades speed past these sensors, the sensed
signal is used to record the blade arrival time. Early
and late arrivals are associated with combinations of
forward and backward bending and twisting of the
blades from which the flutter modes amplitudes can
be derived in real-time.

Figure 7 shows a schematic of the control system.
The “Inverse DFT” block in the diagram performs
an inverse spatial Fourier Transform which converts
each flutter control signal into an actuator command
according to the position of the actuator along the
circumference. The amplitude of the mass-flow cor-
responds to that of a sine-wave of the nodal diameter
and phase speed of the traveling wave.
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Fig. 7. Flutter control system schematics

The control system was able to add damping to the
three critical flutter modes. The damping augmenta-
tion achieved was an order of magnitude larger than
the intrinsic aeromechanical damping of the flutter
modes at the design point. More details on the flutter
control algorithms used in this work can be found in
(Banaszuket al., 2002b).

Figure 8 shows a summary of the damping augmenta-
tion achieved for 0, 1 and 2 nodal diameter flutter of
the blade first bending mode. Notice that the range of
damping values for the open loop system between the
design point (label “A”) and the flutter boundary (label
“B”) is much smaller than the amount of damping
added through active control.
Unfortunately, even though feasibility of active con-
trol of flutter with off-blade sensors and actuators was
demonstrated in a rig, the technology did not make it
to the product it was supposed to impact. A fan blade
redesign resulted in an elimination of the dynamics
problem on the product, and hence active control so-
lutions was no longer needed.

In this section we described an active control project in
which an initial lack of team play between the design
process owners and the control engineers resulted in a
failure of the project to achieve an acceptable control
performance. After this initial failure, a close collab-
oration of the design process owners with control en-
gineers was established, which resulted in a definition
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of a superior control architecture and an experimental
demonstration of an excellent control performance.
The key factor of the success was an assumption of
a proactive role by the control experts. Despite this
technical success, the active control technology was
abandoned in favor of a passive control solutions that
wasinternal to the product.

4. THE IMPORTANCE OF CORRECT
MODELING ASSUMPTION

In this section we will describe an active control
project in which awrong modeling assumptionthat
the dynamics being controlled could be represented
as a linearly unstable limit cycling system led to in-
adequate definition of control objective as a stabiliza-
tion problem. These wrong assumptions resulted in a
failure of the project to explain the poor performance
achieved in some of the active control experiments.
Eventually, a rigorous analysis revealed the faulty as-
sumptions. A new assumption was stated that the dy-
namics should be modeled as a noise-driven system
with a large control delay. The controlled system can
be either stable or unstable depending on the particu-
lar values of the parameters. The presence of a large
broad-band disturbance driving the system implies
that a proper control objective is a disturbance attenua-
tion, rather than stabilization. In addition, the presence
of a large delay in the control path causes the achiev-
able control performance to be fundamentally limited.
This in turn explains a poor control performance ob-
served in some control experiments. For more details
we refer to papers (Banaszuket al., 1999a; Banaszuk
et al., 1999b; Cohen and Banaszuk, 2003; Mezic and
Banaszuk, 2004).

Emphasis on reducing the level of pollutants created
by gas turbine combustors has led to the develop-
ment of premixed combustor designs, especially for
industrial applications. Premixing large amounts of air
with the fuel prior to its injection into the combustor
greatly reduces peak temperatures within the com-
bustor and leads to lower NOx emissions. However,
premixed combustors are susceptible to the so-called
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thermoacoustic combustion instabilities. These insta-
bilities arises due to a destabilizing feedback coupling
between acoustics and combustion (unsteady heat re-
lease). It causes large pressure oscillation in the com-
bustor that detrimentally affects the combustor dura-
bility and raises environmental noise pollution (Seume
et al., 1997).

Active Combustion Instability Control (ACIC) with
fuel modulation has appeared an effective approach
for reducing pressure oscillations in combustors. Promis-
ing experimental results have been reported by re-
searchers at United Technologies Research Center
(UTRC) (Cohenet al., 1998; Hibshmanet al., 1999),
Seimens kWU (Seumeet al., 1997; Hoffmannet al.,
1998), ABB/Alstom (Paschereitet al., 1999), Honey-
well Inc. (Ansonet al., 2002), Westinghouse/Georgia
Institute of Technology (Sattingeret al., 1998), and
the U.S. Department of Energy (Richardset al., 1995).
However, the achieved reduction of pressure oscilla-
tion varies between these experiments from 6dB to
20dB. In many cases, the attenuation of the oscilla-
tion at primary frequency is accompanied by excita-
tion of the oscillation in some other frequency band
(Langhorneet al., 1988; Fleifilet al., 1997; Saunders
et al., 1999). This phenomenon is commonly referred
to assecondary peakingor peak splitting.

A satisfactory explanation of the different attenuation
levels and peak-splitting phenomena has not been pre-
sented in the literature. Much of the theoretical at-
tention in the area of ACIC has focused on control
design (Bloxsidgeet al., 1987; Bloxsidgeet al., 1988;
Langhorneet al., 1988; Chuet al., 1998; Hathoutet
al., 2000; Evesqueet al., 2000) – that is inherently
dependent on the dynamics considered in the model or
present in the experiment – and not so much on factors
that actually limit the achievable performance. One of
the reasons for this is that the thermoacoustic oscil-
lations frequently arise as a limit cycle that requires
nonlinear models of combustion dynamics. This lim-
its the mathematical tools available for both control
design as well as the analysis of resulting dynamics.

We investigated the factors that determined achievable
reduction of the level of pressure oscillation in com-
bustors using fuel control. Our studies have been mo-
tivated by experience with ACIC in the experiments
conducted at UTRC (Cohenet al., 1998; Hibshmanet
al., 1999). These experiments were done in sub-scale
single nozzle combustors.

An industrial engine is equipped with an annular com-
bustor comprising of several premixing fuel nozzles
arranged along the circumference. The ACIC experi-
ments used sector embodiments of the annular com-
bustor. Figure 9 depicts a four megawatt single-nozzle
combustor and a three-nozzle sector combustor. In
either setup, experiments were carried out at realistic
operating conditions and between 10-17% of the net
fuel was modulated for control using linear propor-
tional or nonlinear on-off fuel valves. Pressure sensors

inside the combustor were used for feedback. Addi-
tional details on the experiments appear in (Cohenet
al., 1998; Hibshmanet al., 1999).

Premixing
Fuel Nozzle

Heated Air
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Venturi

Combustor

 Orifice
Plate
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Pilot Fuel

Main Fuel
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Airflow
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Back Pressure
Valve

Fig. 9. UTRC single-nozzle 4MW combustor.

Fig. 10. UTRC three-nozzle sector combustor.

Combustion dynamics arise due to a feedback cou-
pling between the acoustic modes of the combustor
cavity and the unsteady heat released due to com-
bustion of fuel-air mixture. The resulting feedback
interconnection is typically referred to as athermoa-
coustic loop. In the simplest setting considered here,
the acoustics is modeled by the bulk Hemholtz mode
of the combustor cavity. The precise physical mecha-
nisms underlying the unsteady heat release are com-
plex and reduced order models for the same are not
well-understood. Here, the unsteady heat release was
modeled as a fluctuation in the equivalence ratio (nor-
malized fuel/air ratio) expressed as a nonlinear func-
tion of acoustic velocity input. Only the simplest two
effects are considered to model the functional relation-
ship. One is the bulk fluid convection effect that is
modeled by a time delay and the other is the effect
due to time-delay and nonlinearities in the burning
rate where the latter that is modeled by a static satura-
tion nonlinearity. The resulting thermoacoustic model
equations arise as
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(1)

wherep is the combustor chamber (modeled as a ca-
pacitance) pressure,ρcui is the upstream nozzle mass
velocity, ρcue is the downstream exit mass velocity,
w(t) is the fuel mass flow input, andut(t) is used
to model the stochastic turbulent flow velocity in the
nozzle – assumed to be a broad-band white noise. The
heat release functionH (ui(t− τ) + ut(t), w(t− τ))
in (1) captures in a reduced order fashion the nonlinear
effects due to combustion. The parameterτ represents
the cumulative time delay – primary delay due to con-
vection plus delay because of chemical reaction and
fuel-air mixing. For additional details on the model
and explicit characteristics of the forcing term, see
(Peracchio and Proscia, 1998).

In the existing thermoacoustic literature a commonly
accepted assumption was that a presence of peaks in
the pressure spectra is an indication of a limit cycle.
This assumption was adopted by the UTRC team that
included combustion engineers, dynamical system ex-
perts, and control engineers. As a consequence of this
modeling assumption the adopted control objective
was astabilization of a linearly unstable limit-cycling
plant. A simple phase-shifting algorithm using pres-
sure sensors was designed to control the fuel valves.

The amount of the pressure amplitude attenuation
with control varied between the rigs and between
various operating conditions. Figure 11 shows spectra
of pressure without and with active fuel control. Note
that 5.5x attenuation was achieved in the single-nozzle
rig, while in the sector rig the attenuation was only
2x. The attenuation in the sector rig was limited by
the peak-splitting phenomenon mentioned above. This
result was puzzling, since the peak-splitting could
not be easily explained using the limit-cycling plant
assumptions.

Eventually a breaktrough was achieved when the
limit-cycling model assumption was questioned. Meth-
ods presented in the paper (Mezic and Banaszuk,
2004) led to identification of regions of validity of
linear and nonlinear models for thermoacoustic os-
cillations. An alternative hypothesis was formulated
that the low amplitude pressure oscillations should be
modeled using alinearly stable, noise-driven model.
To verify this hypothesis, a control-oriented thermoa-
coustic models were identified by fitting the experi-
mentally obtained frequency response from fuel valve
input to the pressure sensor output. The frequency
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Fig. 11. Open and closed-loop pressure spectra for the
single nozzle and sector combustors.

response experiments were carried out a in a range
of operating conditions with both the single-nozzle
and sector (three-nozzle) combustors. For the single
nozzle combustor operating at the high equivalence
ratio condition, a linear model consisting of a lightly
damped second order system together with a (large)
delay was found to fit the data well. In the following,
we describe the identification and validation of the
linearity hypothesis with this model.

At the high equivalence ratio condition, the pressure
oscillations observed in the single nozzle combustor
are relatively small and the proportional actuator used
for control operates in its linear range. Therefore, it
was hypothesized that a linear plant and controller
model may be used to analyze the behavior of the
controlled system. Figure 12 depicts the structure of
the feedback control system. Figure 13 compares the
experimentally obtained frequency response to it’s
model fit. The identified model arises as a second
order lightly damped oscillator with a delay ofτ =
4.4 ms chosen to match the phase roll-off in the300−
400 Hz frequency range. As the identified model is
linear and stable, a model of external noise is needed
to account for the pressure oscillations observed in the
experiments. We use the model structure for the noise
in Eq. (1) together with the identified model to esti-
mate a noise model. In particular, a white noise model
is built at the plant input (see Figure 12) to match
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Fig. 12. Feedback control of thermoacoustic plant in
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used to obtain the fuel valve control input.
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the experimentally obtained PSD of the uncontrolled
pressure. Figure 14 shows that the identified noise
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Fig. 14. Square root of the PSD of pressure from
experiment and from model simulation.

model allows us to match the experimentally obtained
pressure PSD with the results of the model simulations
using SIMULINK. In the combustion experiment, a
wide band turbulent air velocity fluctuation in the noz-
zle is one of the sources for the presence of noise. The
identified plant model includes the fuel valve actua-
tor dynamics together with the thermoacoustic model
dynamics of Eq. (1). The frequency response of the
actuator is effectively flat over a wide frequency band

about the resonant thermoacoustic frequencyωr. As a
result, additional states are not needed and a second
order model with delay consistent with Eq. (1) is suf-
ficient.

Finally, feedback control experiments were used to
validate the implicit linearity hypothesis and the noise
model. An observer-based phase-shifting controller
was used both in the experiment and in the model
simulations. Figure 15 compares the experimentally
obtained pressure PSD with the PSD obtained from
simulations with various phase-shifting controllers.
The fact that the two PSDs are nearly identical implies
that out plant and noise models are valid and suitable
for the control design at the high equivalence ratio
condition in the single-nozzle combustor.
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Fig. 15. Results of validation using feedback control:
effect of a phase-shifting controller on pressure
PSD in experiment and simulation.

The correction of the model assumptions led to an
explanation of the peak splitting phenomenon and
eventually to understanding of the fundamental lim-
itations of the achievable control performance. This
key technical contribution showed the value of the
control theory methods to the design process owners
(in this case the combustion engineers) and increased
credibility of the control engineers among the com-
bustion engineers. The process owners became open
to learning the basic principles of the feedback control
theory. Translation of the control theory principles to
the language of physics was most important in break-
ing the language barrierbetween the dynamics and
control group and the process owners.

5. FUNDAMENTAL LIMITATIONS OF
PERFORMANCE

In this section we will discuss a relationship between
the physics of a problem, the control architecture se-
lection, and the achievablecontrol performanceusing
the thermoacoustic problem introduced in the previous
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section as an example. The performance limitations
of the achievable suppression of oscillations will be
described in terms of controller-independent lower
bounds on the sensitivity function gain. The lower
bounds will depend on the physics of the problem
and the selection of control architecture. Since these
factors cannot be analyzed independently, it will be-
come mandatory that a high performance control ar-
chitecture can only be designed by a team including
the experts in control and in the physics of the prob-
lem. For more details we refer to papers (Banaszuk
et al., 1999a; Banaszuket al., 1999b; Cohen and Ba-
naszuk, 2003; Mehtaet al., 2004).

In this section, the fundamental limitations associated
with the feedback control of combustion instabilities
are discussed. The theory is applied to obtain bounds
on achievable performance in the high equivalence ra-
tio experiments where linear plant and control models
are adequate. In particular, the analysis helps explain
the peak splitting phenomenon observed in UTRC and
other ACIC experiments. In frequency domain, the
closed-loop transfer function from the noise model to
the pressure measurement is given by

p(jω)
n(jω)

= G0(jω)S(jω), (2)

where

S(jω) =
1

(1 + G0(jω)Gc(jω))
(3)

denotes the sensitivity function. The control objec-
tive is to stabilize the closed loop system and shape
the sensitivity function with the objective of reducing
the noise driven pressure oscillation. In particular, the
controller attenuates the noise at frequencies where
|S(jω)| < 1 and amplifies the noise otherwise. Fig-
ure 16 depicts the experimentally obtained Nyquist
diagram for the controlled single nozzle combustor.
The attenuation and excitation frequency bands are
also shown. The effect of the phase-shifting controller
is to rotate the diagram so that the attenuation is max-
imized at the resonant frequencyωr. The presence of
a large delay in the loop makes it difficult to achieve
broadband attenuation of pressure oscillations – the
sidelobes in the diagram are the regions of secondary
peaks. This observation in our closed-loop combustion
experiments (Cohenet al., 1998; Hibshmanet al.,
1999) together with a wide range of performance re-
sults in the ACIC literature (Seumeet al., 1997; Hoff-
mannet al., 1998; Paschereitet al., 1999; Ansonet
al., 2002; Sattingeret al., 1998; Richardset al., 1995)
motivated us to study the fundamental limitations of
ACIC. Our objective was to better understand – in a
controller independent fashion – the effect of delay,
limited actuator bandwidth and authority and plant
dynamics (unstable poles) on the achievable perfor-
mance and study the resulting trade-offs.

Fundamental limitations in obtainable performance
(and robustness) are determined by certain conserva-
tion laws that govern the balance of negative and pos-
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Fig. 16. Nyquist diagram for the phase-shifting con-
troller with optimal phase shift.

itive areas under the sensitivity (and complementary
sensitivity) frequency response (Seronet al., 1997;
Freudenberg and Iooze, 1987). These laws are used to
obtain controller-independent bounds on performance
and robustness withanyLTI controller. For the sensi-
tivity function, obtainable performance bounds can be
derived from the celebrated Bode integral formula

∫ ∞

0

log | S(ω) | dω = 2πσr, (4)

where σr is the real part of the resonant unstable
pole-pair; right-hand-side is zero for open-loop stable
plant. The integral formula shows that noise attenu-
ation (which requires| S(ω) |< 1) over a certain
frequency band is always accompanied by noise am-
plification | S(ω) |> 1 over some other frequency
band. (This is sometimes referred to as the waterbed
effect.) In the presence of unstable poles, a larger
penalty is paid in terms of sensitivity amplification.
Figure17 provides a graphical representation of the
area formula: sensitivity reduction (negative area in
the integral) is always accompanied by sensitivity am-
plification (positive area).
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Fig. 17. A typical sensitivity function for control of
oscillations
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The performance objective for ACIC is to shape the
sensitivity function so that it is small at and near the
resonant frequencyωr, i.e.,

|S(jω)| < ε (5)

for ω ∈ ∆ω1 where∆ω1 is the performance bandwith
centered atωr. Meeting this performance objective
creates negative area in the integral and this leads to
noise amplification at some other frequencies. If the
control bandwidth were infinite, the positive area may
be distributed over a wide frequency band so ampli-
fication at any given frequency may be designed to
be arbitrarily small. However, if the control bandwidth
is finite (so the loop rolls off beyond certain low and
high frequencies), the positive area would have to be
accommodated in a smaller frequency band (where
loop gain is high) and this would necessarily result in
peaking of the sensitivity function.

In the industrial ACIC settings at UTRC, the linearity
hypothesis and subsequent control-oriented analysis
of the preceding section applies only to a limited set
of operating conditions. For most operating conditions
of practical interest, the linearity hypothesis is not
applicable because of in the industrial settings, the
high power requirements of fuel modulation due to
control means that the actuator essentially operates in
its saturated nonlinear range. Next, On-Off actuator
is a popular and cheap fuel actuator that is widely
used for ACIC. ACIC experiments in sector combus-
tor (Hibshmanet al., 1999) used On-Off actuators.
The resulting closed-loop feedback system was thus
nonlinear. Experimental results obtained with a lin-
ear controller showed peak splitting for a range of
operating conditions. Figure 19 depicts the PSD of
the pressure oscillations with one, two, and three fuel
nozzles operating.

In order to understand the nonlinear effects because
of On-Off actuators, the operating conditions for the
uncontrolled case are specifically chosen to verify the
linearity hypothesis for the thermoacoustic model. A
linear thermoacoustic and noise model are identified
from experiments using the procedure described in
the previous section The thermoacoustic model now
includes a larger time delay ofτ = 7 ms and a
second order linear system with resonant frequency
fr = 208.9 Hz.
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Fig. 19. PSD of pressure signal with on-off control of
one, two, or three liquid fuel nozzles showing the
peak splitting phenomenon observed in experi-
ment and simulation.

In the models of the ACIC experiments with On-Off
actuators, Gaussian balance using Random-Input De-
scribing Functions (Gelb and Velde, 1968) yields an
approximation of the feedback loop with respect to
the Gaussian noise balance. The analysis in (Banaszuk
et al., 1999b; Cohen and Banaszuk, 2003) shows that
the loop G1(jω)NR(A(σ), σ) (where NR(A(σ), σ)
denotes the Gaussian input describing function) yields
a well-posed closed-loop system for allσ 6= σ0. Note
that this is the case independently of the dynamics of
the open loopG1(jω), the amplitude of the limit cycle
A, and the values of Gaussian process standard devia-
tion σ. The resulting sensitivity function is stable and
one can formally write down an area formula which
gives peak splitting for the approximation. Under the
assumption that the approximation yields a good rep-
resentation of the nonlinear model, this explains the
peak splitting seen in the PSD of the ACIC experi-
ments with On-Off actuators.

The above considerations give a formal framework
for extending the fundamental limitations analysis for
control of thermoacoustic loops. One considers the
modified sensitivity functionwith respect to the noise
balance. Peak splitting is a consequence of the area
formula as applied to the modified sensitivity function.
For the case of On-Off nonlinearity withG1 stable, we
showed that themodified sensitivity functionis stable
and well-posed independent of the dynamics ofG1

and the noise (variance). We expect this to be true for
a larger class of nonlinearities.

Analysis provided indicates that the peaking phe-
nomenon observed in ACIC experiments is to a large
extent inevitable for combustion systems with large
delay controlled with actuators of limited bandwidth.
This is reflected in the fact that the sensitivity with
the linear actuator case or the modified sensitivity
function with the nonlinear On-Off actuator achieves
values exceeding1.

We also used the analysis to explain the difference
between the experimental results obtained in single-
nozzle and sector combustors (see Fig. 11). Compared
to the sector combustor, the single nozzle combustor
shows higher open-loop oscillations but in a narrower
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band of frequencies. Such is the case because of lower
damping of the thermoacoustics in the single nozzle
combustor. Next, the plant delay identified from the
frequency responses is higher in the sector combustor
than in the single-nozzle combustor. As a result, limi-
tations and peaking in the sector combustor – with its
broadband performance objective for a thermoacous-
tic plant with large delay – is more severe than in the
single nozzle combustor.

In this section we discussed a relationship between the
physics of a problem, the control architecture selec-
tion, and the achievablecontrol performance. Since
these factors cannot be analyzed independently, a high
performance control architecture can only be designed
by a team including the experts in control and the
physics of the problem. Such teamwork helps artic-
ulate the value of analytic methods of control theory
and greatly facilitates breaking thelanguagebarrier
between the control theory expert and the design pro-
cess owners. The best possible outcome of this process
is convincing the design process owners that the anal-
ysis methods of dynamical systems and control theory
are an efficient way of exploiting the physics of the
problem.

6. DESIGN OF BENEFICIAL DYNAMIC
INTERACTIONS

In this section we will discuss how using methods of
dynamics and control to analyze the natural dynamics
of the product can lead to a solution of a dynamics
problem that isinternal to the product, and hence eas-
ily implementable without necessity of adding extra
hardware and complexity. Such solution can only be
found if the experts in the physics of the problem and
the dynamics and control experts work together as a
team. Since such team work is not a natural act, it re-
quires prior establishment of credibility and breaking
of the language barrier. Working on the active control
projects such as flutter and thermoacoustics described
in the previous sections can greatly facilitate creation
of such a team, even if the active control technology is
not implemented on a product.

In (Hagen and Banaszuk, 2004) we examined how
spatial variations of the system parameters can affect
the system stability properties. Recent work has fo-
cussed on analysis of heterogeneous distributed sys-
tems (Dullerud and D’Andrea, 1999; Hagen, 2004; Jo-
vanovic et al., 2003). Symmetry-breaking is com-
monly referred to as mistuning in the literature re-
garding the dynamics of arrays of turbine blades on
a disk. Studies of stability properties of turbine blade
flutter through the introduction of spatial nonuniformi-
ties has appeared in (Bendiksen, 2000; Rivas-Guerra
and Mignolet, 2003). Optimal mistuning in arrays of
bladed disks has appeared in (Petrovet al., 2000;
Shapiro, 1998). A study of the effects of asymmetry

on compressor stall inception has appeared in (Grafet
al., 1998).

As in the case of mistuning in arrays of bladed disks
in turbines, this form of passive control is often more
feasible than implementing an active control scheme.
This may also be true for the case in combustion
chambers, where high temperatures prohibit adequate
sensing and may damage the actuators required for ac-
tive control. Furthermore, symmetry-breaking can be
a more cost-effective means of stability enhancement.

Within recent years at UTRC the analysis of the role
of jet engine design symmetry in the dynamics of
detrimental rotating waves led to explanation of the
origin of the waves and practical means of their pas-
sive control demonstrated in an engine test. It is worth
pointing out that these developments were inspired by
Igor Mezic analysis of the impact of the symmetry
structure of DNA molecules on DNA dynamic behav-
ior (Mezic, 2005) that provided an inspiration to the
authors of the current paper that led to a discovery
of the beneficial and detrimental symmetry patterns
in jet engines. This key inspiration ultimately led to
the concept of the Design of Dynamics for the wave
phenomena in jet engines described in this paper.

Oscillatory phenomena such as thermoacoustic insta-
bilities and turbomachinery fan blade flutter could
be modeled using wave equation with a nonlinear
dynamic feedback representing coupling of lightly
damped acoustic or structural waves with flow or com-
bustion. An elegant explanation of the role of jet en-
gine design symmetry in the inception and suppres-
sion of instabilities such as thermoacoustics and flutter
was provided. The explanation does not require any
particular physics-based model for combustion and
flow phenomena, because it only utilizes its symmetry
properties. In particular, it was shown that the so-
called skew-symmetric feedback is always detrimen-
tal, while breaking the symmetry of the circumfer-
ential wave speed pattern is always beneficial. The
research led to a methodology for designing engines
with greater dynamic stability margins that was tran-
sitioned to an engine company. The effectiveness of
symmetry breaking in quenching detrimental rotating
wave oscillations was demonstrated in a full-scale en-
gine test.

To derive results on stability, it was shown that under
the assumption of identical feedback elements (iden-
tical combustion flameholders, identical fan blades,
etc.), any feedback model can be decomposed as a sum
of symmetric and a skew-symmetric feedback. Con-
ceptually, the symmetric feedback corresponds to dy-
namics that have reflection (about centerline) symme-
try while the skew-symmetry is a result of local asym-
metry in feedback. The symmetric feedback causes
the two eigenvalues to move as a pair in the same di-
rections. It can either stabilize or de-stabilize depend-
ing upon the feedback model. The skew-symmetric
feedback, on the other hand, is always detrimental
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regardless of the feedback model. It splits the eigen-
values, causing one rotating mode to gain damping
while causing the other rotating mode to lose the same
amount of damping. Using only the time-series data
from experiments, the instability such as flutter and
screech seen in experiments was explained as a con-
sequence of the skew-symmetric feedback. The pres-
ence of a skew-symmetric feedback also explains why
rotating wave instabilities in jet engines have prefer-
ential direction of rotation.

The second idea was to modify the structural aspects
of the model in order to control the instability. This
was accomplished by introducing precise spatial vari-
ations (mistuning) in the “mean properties” such as
wave speed of the wave equation. While the skew-
symmetric feedback causes the two eigenvalues to
move apart, mistuning causes the eigenvalues to move
closer. In either case, the net amount of damping in the
system remains the same. This net damping depends
upon the net symmetric feedback due to the presence
of liner etc. and is not affected by spatial variation in
mean. In effect, the mistuning utilizes the more heav-
ily damped system modes to augment the damping of
the lightly damped modes.

For a given skew-symmetric feedback (split of eigen-
values), there is an optimal amount of mean vari-
ations that reverses the detrimental effect of skew-
symmetric feedback. This optimal amount corre-
sponds to the eigenvalue diagram where the nomi-
nally double eigenvalues are the closest. Decreasing
the amount of mistuning from the optimal amount
causes one of the modes to become more damped at
the expense of the other mode, which becomes less
damped. On the other hand, increasing the mistuning
beyond the optimal amount causes the frequencies of
the two counter-rotating modes to shift without any
additional damping augmentation. Figures 20 and 21
illustrate the concepts described above.
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Fig. 20. Harmful and beneficial energy exchange be-
tween the rotating waves in engines: the effect of
skew-symmetric feedback and symmetry break-
ing (wave-speed mistuning)

Finally, we comment on the robustness of the method
that makes the symmetry breaking feasible for prac-
tical applications. The method exploits the dynamics
of the problem for the purpose of creating beneficial
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Fig. 21. Harmful and beneficial energy exchange be-
tween the rotating waves in engines: the effect of
skew-symmetric feedback and symmetry break-
ing (wave-speed mistuning) on the model eigen-
values and the amplitudes of the rotating waves

energy exchange between traveling waves and thus
enjoys several advantages. In particular, the method
works by using the heavily damped rotating wave to
provide damping augmentation for the lightly damped
(or unstable) one, resulting in an overall decrease in
the oscillation amplitude. In case of thermoacoustic
waves, the method is applicable to general combus-
tion schemes including swirl and bluff-body stabi-
lized combustors. The approach does not require very
accurate physics-based dynamic models for unsteady
combustion or aero coupling and is robust to many
un-modeled physical effects, such as changes in fre-
quency, as long as the modal structure of the problem
is approximately preserved.

Let us summarize what the Design of Dynamics
means. If natural dynamics of a product needs mod-
ification, active or passive control usingexternalde-
vices is just one possible solution and often the least
desirable one. However, the principles of dynamics
and control can be utilized to find a solution that is
internal to the product. The idea is to find a decom-
position of a model of the dynamics into asystem
of interacting componentsand use the dynamics and
control methods to createbeneficial dynamic interac-
tionsbetween the component. For instance, the control
of oscillations using external devices can be realized
by interconnection of the lightly damped or unstable
mode of the system with a heavily damped external
device by choosing appropriate gain and phase of the
closed-loop system. The same principle can be used
to interconnect a lightly damped or unstable mode of
the system with a heavily damped natural mode of the
system. For instance, the wave speed mistuning inter-
connects underdamped traveling waves with heavily
damped waves traveling in the opposite direction us-
ing the wave-speed perturbation as an interconnecting
feedback. Figure 22 illustrates this idea.

7. BARRIERS IN DESIGN OF DYNAMICS

Several barriers are present in a way of introduction
of Design of Dynamics into the industrial practice.
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Fig. 22. The idea behind the Design of Dynamics

For the purpose of this paper we will group them into
two areas: the first one technical related to an intrinsic
difficulty of analysis of the dynamic phenomena and
the other mostly social related to the perception of the
role of the dynamics and control community.

The technical barriers in mitigation of dynamic prob-
lems in products affected by unsteady flow phenom-
ena (such as aerospace and chemical industry) become
clearly visible when one realizes that the technical
problem amounts to controlling sensitive and complex
dynamics in presence of model uncertainty and severe
design constraints. Lightly damped structural, acous-
tic, and fluid dynamic modes easily become under-
damped or unstable because of positive feedback cou-
pling with other flow phenomena and excitation by
broad band, and tonal flow disturbances. Physics that
causes detrimental oscillations involves complex high
Mach and Reynolds number flows, which cannot be
reliably and accurately computed with current meth-
ods. State of the art computational methods based on
CFD are too expensive to be applied. Hence model
analysis is not utilized to exploit the design space
and find innovative dynamics mitigation solutions in
early design stage. Accuracy of reduced order models
utilized is doubtful especially when chemical reaction,
flow separation, and shocks are involved. Because of
high uncertainty, models are not utilized for design of
robust oscillation mitigation solutions and robustness
of chosen solutions to unexpected off-design condi-
tions is not guaranteed. In this paper we partially
addressed mitigation of the technical difficulties in
modeling and analysis of dynamics by utilizing the
symmetry properties of the product.

The social barriers that prevent the Design of Dynam-
ics from becoming industrial practice are related to an
underestimation of the full potential of the dynamics
and control methods by the design process owners
and the dynamics and control experts alike. In this
paper we presented three case studies of dynamics and
control analysis applied to jet engines technologies
and discussed how the social barriers influenced the
impact of the technologies on the product.

Let’s reverse the negative aspects of the current role of
the dynamics and control community outlined in Sec-
tion 2 in the design process and postulate a new role
for these communities. First, they should actproac-

tively and play a critical role in early design process
when a design flexibility is high and a cost of intro-
duction of solutions to mitigate dynamics problems
is the lowest. Second, they should focus on finding a
solution that isinternal to the product, i.e., does not
involve extra hardware. This can be accomplished by
analysis of the natural dynamics of the problem. The
solution of the problem shouldexploit the natural dy-
namics by creation of beneficial dynamic interactions
within the products with minimum external interven-
tion. Third, rather than accepting assumptions from
the design process owners, the dynamics and control
community shouldaccept responsibilityfor defining
the best control architecture in terms of performance
and cost. This direction will involve control and dy-
namics experts learning more of the physics of the
problem than they typically accept as necessary. In
particular, they will have to drive the modeling and
experimental activities rather than be just the users of
the results.

We hope that the three case studies presented in this
paper will serve its intended purpose of convincing
the control and dynamics experts about the benefits
of the Design of Dynamics and the attributes they
need to have to succeed. However, a much harder
problem is how to articulate the benefits of the Design
of Dynamics to the current design process owners so
they will embrace the expanded role of the dynamics
control methods and experts in the early design stages.
The social barriers that need to be overcome here
should not be underestimated. In fact, in author’s
experience, these are the most difficult barriers to
overcome.

First, the design process owners have aperception of
limited applicability of dynamics and control meth-
ods. Active control solutions are perceived as external
to the product, involving extra cost and complexity,
and are rarely implementable. As such they are treated
as last resources. Moreover, because of the perception
that active control methods are only useful for design
of an active control system, the idea to use the dynam-
ics and control methods in passive control design does
not naturally occur to the design process owners.

Second, alanguage barrierbetween the dynamics
and control community and the design process owners
limits ability of the process owners to fully appreciate
the potential of the dynamics and control methods
to be used in a non-standard way postulated in this
paper. The design process owners use the language of
the most relevant discipline to the process (physics,
chemistry, biology, etc.) and they require that all po-
tential dynamics mitigation technologies be explained
in this language. On the other hand, the dynamics and
control experts use the language of dynamical systems
or control theory often biased towards mathematical
rigor and formalism. Inability to adequately articulate
the control concepts in the native tongue of the design
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process owners will often result in the control concept
being rejected.

Third, consider alack of credibilityof dynamics and
control experts among the early design process owners
combined withterritorial behaviorof the latter group.
This combination will likely result in a control solu-
tion proposed by the dynamics and control experts to
be treated with suspicion and possibly rejected. After
all, the dynamics and control experts typically are not
experts in any of the disciplines considered the most
relevant to the product design. To contrary, the design
process owners typically are experts in the disciplines
most relevant to the product being designed. Why
would they even consider solutions proposed by non-
experts, when the experts struggle to exploit as much
of the domain expertise to solve their problems? Use
of a different type of models by the process owners
and dynamics and control experts exacerbates the sit-
uation further. Low order models typically required by
the dynamics and control experts are considered sim-
plistic and inadequate by the design process owners.
Using a suspect model as a basis of proposed design
modification is a likely reason for a rejection of the
proposed modification.

The last issue is a danger of acompetitionbetween
the established design process owners and the dynam-
ics and control experts. When the established process
owners insist on solving the problem themselves with-
out external help, they are likely to treat any attempt to
bring outside expertise as an unnecessary distraction
and a competition for limited resources available to
solve the problem. This type of competition or percep-
tion of such is never healthy and should be avoided at
all cost.

The social barriers mentioned above can be overcome,
but the process of doing so is lengthy, difficult, frus-
trating, and fragile. In fact, it often fails. Here are
some necessary conditions for increasing the role of
dynamics and design communities in the early design
process.

First, it is necessary to reach the state when aper-
ception of inadequacyof the current design process is
widely accepted among the process owners and their
management. Such a perception is typically a result of
a majorcrisis in a product design process. When the
current design process is widely acknowledged to be
faulty, the technical design process owners and even
more so their managers become more open to a control
solution. This is a best point of entry for the dynamics
and control experts to get involved.

At this point it is important that the control and dy-
namics experts learn as much as possible about the
scientific disciplines most relevant to the problem and
their relationship with the internal dynamics of the
product. They also have to showcommitment to work
towards solving the problemusing the simplest possi-
ble means, including passive methods and exploitation

of the natural dynamics, and avoid the trap of pushing
for an active control solution at all cost. In this way
they will present themselves asteam players.

Along the way the dynamics and control experts need
to show some partialsuccesses. This can be accom-
plished utilizing traditional strengths that the dynam-
ics and control communities exhibit, such as an ability
to extract a low order model of a process directly form
experimental data or assess the validity of a given
physics-based model. Utilizing the rigor of mathemat-
ics is a great value, but it has to be balanced with trans-
lation to the language of physics tom be convincing.

Last but not least, just demonstrating the technical
progress is not sufficient. It is extremely important that
the dynamics and control experts use every opportu-
nity to educatethe process owners on all levels about
the basic principles of dynamics and control theories
and show why these principles are relevant to solving
the problem at hand. Ability to translate the physics
of the problem the the language of dynamics, find-
ing solution in the dynamics domain, and translating
the dynamic solution back to the language of physics
will go particularly long ways towards eliminating the
language barrier. The best possible outcome of this
educational process is convincing the design process
owners that the analysis methods of dynamical sys-
tems and control theory are just alternative efficient
ways of exploiting the physics of the problem. This
behavior will help establish thecredibility with the
design process owners and their management.

8. CONCLUSION

We advocated the need to change the role of dynamics
and control community from fixing problems related
to the detrimental dynamics using active control to
the design for beneficial dynamics early in the design
cycle. The paper summarized lessons learned in in-
dustrial research on mitigation of flow and structure
oscillations in jet engines (thermoacoustic instabili-
ties and turbomachinery flutter). We showed how the
decisions on the control system architecture (sensor
and actuator location) impacted the achievable level
of suppression of oscillations (fundamental limitations
of performance). Attempts to introduce control late
in the design process and without proper attention to
control architecture often fail because of high cost
to modify the design to add on active control. We
also showed how certain aspects of design (symme-
try) contribute to the origin of detrimental oscillations
and point out how the dynamical systems and control
theory methods can guide the design to prevent the
oscillations. The control and dynamics methods used
early in design allow one to manipulate the physical
feedback loops in the system to create beneficial dy-
namics and exploit design flexibility at low cost. To
increase impact of experts in control and dynamics
on the design process, the experts need to establish
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credibility in the technical community that owns the
design process. In industrial environment this can be
accomplished by playing a key role in a response to a
crisis, and following up with teaching of basic princi-
ples of dynamics and control to the design community
and their management.
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Abstract: The supply chain system is modeled as a “Value Added Network” (VAN)
which performs the following tasks: assembly, storage, routing, processing and
transportation. Many activities interact and complexity increases as the number of
business activities and links in the VAN increase. In order to develop a model which
can deal with changing market conditions and evolving technology it is necessary
to adapt as the supplier and demand structures change. Recent developments focus
on decentralized business structures and software solutions to reduce complexity
and maintain scalability. It has been claimed that decentralized decisions lead to
sub-optimal solutions. We show that this is not necessarily so. We present novel
abstraction of an integrated system of decision makers, software and physical
devices which allows for optimal decentralized decision making. The objective
function captures the idea that investment and resource use decisions in a VAN
(capacity expansion expansion, how much inventory to carry, which markets to
address and which technology to use) carries value. The decentralized decision
making processes we cover may be quite complex and may include local feedback
corrections as well as decentralized, optimal (model predictive) strategies.

Keywords: Distributed control, supply chain management, self-optimization,
optimal control, inventory control, flow control.

1. INTRODUCTION

Information Technology (IT) tools can be used to
improve the resource allocation, flow of materials
and diffusion of knowledge within companies and
entire enterprises. Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) systems supplied by companies like SAP,
i2, Oracle, J.D. Edwards and others integrate
business processes, streamline production systems
and provide company wide access to information
related to critical work processes [13]. Such sys-
tems can also be used to track inventory levels,
identify bottle necks, smooth flows and evaluate
performance. Impressive gains have been reported

in a great variety of industries, including the
computer industry (hardware and software), dis-
crete parts manufacture and commodity chemicals
[1,4,12,14,11].

The application of ERP tools has made it ap-
parent that it does not suffice to focus on the
internal processes alone. Upsets are often created
by factors beyond the control of a single company.
This led to the development of Advanced Planning
Systems (APS) that link the database capabilities
of the ERP system to market forecasts and process
models. Such tools enable a company to evaluate
scenarios and respond to changes in the market
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place by applying feedforward and planning. How-
ever, it is clear that improved agility and better
performance can be achieved by application of
active feedback and tools from process systems
theory, like distributed control and real time op-
timization [8].

In our context a supply chain is thought of as
a “network of organizations that are involved,
through upstream and downstream linkages, in
different processes and products [3].” The objec-
tive of the supply chain is to create value through
a sequence of operations which we refer to as
activities. Such activities include assembly, stor-
age, routing, processing and transportation. In
this context Stadtler and Kilger [13] define Supply
Chain Management (SCM) as “the task of inte-
grating organizational units along a supply chain
and coordinating materials, information, and fi-
nancial flows in order to fulfill (ultimate) customer
demands with the aim of improving competitive-
ness of a supply chain as a whole.” The SCM
perspective therefore includes the idea of two or
more legally separate partners working together
towards a common goal within a business sector.

A number of models of supply chain systems have
been developed. Recently, control theory methods
have been introduced to manage and adapt flows
within the supply chain so that it remains compet-
itive in the market place. For example, a central-
ized Model Predictive Control (MPC) framework
for optimization of supply chains was developed in
[9,8]. These models are suitable in static systems
where the models and boundary conditions do not
change.

In the current paper we are interested in mod-
els that are flexible, adaptive and self-optimizing.
This approach leads to the study of structural
properties, stability and optimality using dis-
tributed feedback in lieu of centralized planning.
The study of industrial dynamics and feedback
control was advanced further by Forrester [5] who
elucidated an instability in supply chains referred
to as demand amplification. His ideas on feedback
loops and systems theory formed the basis for
very fruitful developments that continue to have
a significant impact to this day [10].

2. SUPPLY CHAIN NETWORKS

A supply chain system (SCS) is an integrated net-
work of activities which transports and transforms
assets so that their intrinsic values [2] are maxi-
mized. An asset may be a tangible product like a
gallon of oil, a piece needed in an assembly line
or an intangible item like an order, information
or intellectual property. An increase in value may

be the result of an asset been transported to a
location closer to the customer, a transformation
(e.g. chemical reaction or assembly) or because
time progresses and market parameters change.
The objective of this section is to describe the
conservation laws that constrain the dynamic be-
havior of assets in the supply chain. In the next
section we introduce the value function.

Consider an SCS with n distinct assets ai. The in-
dex i identifies an asset by its name, SKU-number,
chemical composition or some other index which
should be unique. The asset space A = {ai}
defines the nature of the business. The amount
(inventory) of each asset is given by a non-negative
real number vi(x, t), where x denotes the location
and t denotes the time. The vector of inventories
is represented by the vector vT = (v1, ...., vn).

The topology of the SCS is represented by the
graph G = {H,A}. H represents the set of edges,
along which we allow assets to flow, while A
represents vertices where assets are stored, trans-
formed, shipped or routed. A non-empty collection
of edges and vertices is called an activity.

We find it sometimes useful to introduce a little
more structure and distinguish among four dif-
ferent classes of activities. These include trans-
portation, manufacture, storage, terminals (ship-
ping/receiving) and routing. This additional struc-
ture allows us to define the Supply Chain Graph
1 :

G = {H,M,S, T ,R︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

}

Elements, hi ∈ H, i = 1, ..., nh denote the trans-
portation of assets. Elements mi ∈ M, i =
1, ..., np represent the manufacturing with assem-
bly or disassembly of chemical constituents or
parts into pre-cursors and products. Elements
si ∈ S, i = 1, ..., ns denote the storage facilities.
Elements ti ∈ T , i = 1, ..., nt denote terminals
for receiving and shipping. Elements ri ∈ R, i =
1, ..., nr represent points where material, energy,
money and data can be routed in different direc-
tions.
Example 1. Consider the production facility
shown in Figure 1. There is a terminal where
materials are received from the supplier. There are
storage locations for raw materials and products
next to the terminal, an assembly plant, storage
for finished products and a shipping terminal. All
nodes are connected by edges representing flow
of assets. More vertices and edges can be added
to represent flow of services, orders, information,
capital and energy. There are two routing points in
this figure. At routing point 1 decisions are made

1 The notation and order has been chosen in memory of
our beloved hamster TicTac
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T1 T2

Fig. 1. Graph of an activity in a supply chain
system consisting of two terminals, two stor-
age locations, one production facility and six
transportation links.

about sending raw materials to storage (Storage
1) or production. At routing point 2 decisions are
made about sending finished products to the plant
warehouse (Storage 2) or shipping.

We now develop the conservation laws that govern
the transformation and flow of assets.

(1) Transportation: Asset flow is represented us-
ing the hyperbolic, partial differential equa-
tion

∂ρ

∂t
+

∂f

∂x
= 0

This equation model describes a pipeline
where ρ(x, t) is the local “density of an asset”
at the point x and time t while f(x, t) is the
local flow rate.

(2) Manufacture: Manufacture is represented as
a source or sink so that

fi = p

where p is rate of production/consumption
of an asset. This notation allows us to model
transformation of assets via assembly or dis-
assembly.

(3) Storage: The rate of change in storage is given
by the differential equation

fi =
dv

dt
, v(0) = v0

where v0 is the amount stored initially. Neg-
ative fi denotes flow out of storage whereas
positive fi denotes flow into storage. This
type of storage, referred to as “tanque pul-
mon”, represents a capacitor in an electrical
network.

(4) Terminals: Applying the conservation law to
the terminal gives

0 = fi + fT (1)

where fT is the shipping/receiving rate. Re-
ceiving is positive and shipping is negative.

(5) Routing points: Asset flow through routing
points, like terminals, is conserved. We there-
fore have

0 =
∑

Connections

fi (2)

The summation is carried out so that the
index i ranges over all edges connected to the
corresponding routing point in the network.

Order flow

0 1 2 3

Product flow

Fig. 2. Three echelon supply chain network, rep-
resenting retailer, distribution center, ware-
house, and production center.

An activity is an arbitrary collection of the basic
building blocks. By combining building blocks
and eliminating the internal flows we see that
the dynamics of activities are represented by the
inventory balance

dv

dt
=

∑
Terminals

fT,i + p (3)

where
p =

∑
Production sites

pi

It is often convenient to use projected and trans-
formed variables so that v̄ = Tv where T is a
linear operator. T is often non-square and projects
the high dimensional asset space into a lower di-
mensional space. It is possible to let T be a dif-
ferential operator (to allow prediction) and/or an
integral operator (the Fourier-Laplace transforms
for example).
Example 2. In the last decade the world changed
from a marketplace with several large independent
markets to a highly integrated global market that
demands a large variety of products and services
complying with high quality, reliability and en-
vironmental standards. Furthermore, the fast de-
velopment of new products as well as customer
focus and increasing competitiveness pose new
challenges in the area of modeling and control of
global supply chain systems. Here we will develop
a model control technique carried out in coopera-
tion with Unilever.

The problem we consider is illustrated in Figure
2. This system has three echelons corresponding
to the retailer, distribution center and plant ware-
house. There are two classes of flows, one corre-
sponding to the flow of orders and the other the
flow of goods in response to the demand. There is
only one product is this example.

For the flow and storage of goods we have
dIi

dt
= fi−1,i − fi,i+1, i = 1, 2, 3

where I1 is the inventory in the plant warehouse,
I2 is the inventory in the distribution center and
I3 is the inventory at the retailer. We develop a
similar equation for the order flow so that

dOi

dt
= fo

i−1,i − fo
i,i+1, i = 1, 2, 3, 4
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Where O0 is the backlog of orders in the plant,
O1 the backlog for the plant warehouse, O2 is the
backlog in the distribution center and O3 is the
back at the retail level.

The objective is to ensure a high level of service
at the retail level. In this example we will work
on the basis that we should have f3,4 = fo

3,4

indicating that the demand is satisfied exactly.
We furthermore want to achieve this objective
without carrying too high inventory anywhere in
the supply chain system.

There are 4 inventory flows and 3 inventories, 4
order flows and 4 order levels in this problem.
So there are 15 variables. It follows that we have
15−7 = 8 degrees of freedom. These correspond to
the flows that must be managed. According to the
objectives we would like to manage these flows so
that inventories and back-orders follow setpoints
so that

Oi = O∗
i , i = 1, 2, 3

Ii = I∗i , i = 1, 2, 3

Ideally we would like to use O∗
i = I∗i = 0

indicating the the inventory and order levels are
equal to zero 2 .

Starting at the retailer level we see that we should
use the following inventory controller for the order
buffer,

f3,4 = fo
3,4 + KO(O3 −O∗

3)
This means that the we deliver product at the rate
of incoming orders plus a proportionality constant
times the size of the back-orders. This distributed
control policy quickly converges so that f3,4 = fo

3,4

indicating that we deliver at the same rate as the
orders come. If we want to track a specific order
then the average delay in fulfilling the order is
given by the number

d = O/f

The policy can only be implemented if there is
sufficient material in storage to fulfill the orders at
the rate given by the inventory controller. In order
to ensure that the inventory is also controlled we
need to use another inventory controller for the
retail storage. Ideally we would like to set

f2,3 = f3,4 −KI(I3 − I∗3 )

This means that we use a combination of feedfor-
ward and feedback control to manage the inven-
tory.

However, this method cannot be used exactly as
indicated since the retailer does not control the

2 Walmart is a company that has been able to move in

this direction by elimination of distribution centers.

rate of arrivals directly. The retailer has to send
an order to the distribution center and wait until
the order is fulfilled. The controller for inventory
therefore becomes

fo
2,3 = f3,4 −KI(I3 − I∗3 )

Indicating that orders are sent to the distribution
center at the same rate that material is shipped
plus a term which is proportional to current
inventory level.

The distribution centers and plant warehouse use
a similar policy. We will assume for now that the
production plant is very responsive so that we can
set

fo
0,1 = f0,1

Indicating that the plant warehouse is re-stocked
as soon as an order is sent.

Applying these idea to the entire supply chain
gives

fi,i+1 = f0
i+1,i + KO(Oi −O∗

i ), i = 0, 1, 2

fi−1,i = f0
i−1,i −KI(Ii − I∗i ), i = 0, 1, 2

There are seven of these controllers so there is
now one degree of freedom, corresponding to the
demand rate at the retail level, which acts as a
disturbance. This effect can be seen by developing
the closed loop expression for the supply chain.
The inventories are seen to satisfy the expression

dIi

dt
= −KI(Ii − I∗i ) + ∆i(t)

where
∆i(t) = f0

i−1,i − fi−1,i

represents the discrepancy between the order rate
and supply rate to node i. If this is equal to zero
then the supply chain system is stable. If this
number is not equal to zero then the supply chain
dynamics may exhibit instabilities, and distur-
bances may even be amplified causing bullwhip.

The problem we consider is how to manage the
flow through, routing points, terminals, storage
and production sites so that assets flow through
the system and are distributed in the best manner.
In order to solve this problem we must assign
values to the assets as functions of time and
location in the SCS.

3. VALUE ADDED NETWORKS

The instantaneous profit is the difference between
the revenues from sales and the activity costs:

P = R− C (4)

This measure is also called the rate of accounting
earnings. Integrated and discounted over time into
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Fig. 3. The generation of value through the pro-
duction process.

the future the expected accounting earnings gives
an indication of the performance of the SCS.

Approaching the supply chain management prob-
lem from the point of view of maximizing the
discounted income in a distributed network of
activities in this way results in a type of analysis,
called activity based analysis [6].

We now need to make some basic assumptions
about the supply chain system.
Assumption 1. Consider a supply chain system.

(1) The inventory of assets represents the state
of the system.

(2) There a exists a positively homogeneous de-
gree one function A(v) which defines the
value of the assets.

(3) Any activity cost is positive.

The first assumption provides the concept of state.
The basic idea here is that the state of a company
can be defined by determining the magnitude of
its assets. The second assumption implies that the
value of the company (for example the discounted
cash value) can be expressed in terms of its current
state and that it is a homogeneous function. The
third assumption states that all activities cost
something. The cornerstone for our developments
is then given by the Legendre-Fenchel dual

A∗(c) = max
v

(A(v)− cT v) (5)

The vector c represents the value of adding one
unit of the corresponding asset to the inventory at
location x. We see that c represents the Lagrange
multiplier corresponding to the inventory vector.

Euler’s theorem for homogeneous functions gives

A = vT c =
∑

Assets

vT
i ci (6)

We connect this equation with the inventory bal-
ances (3) which define the dynamics of the SCS
process. First we note the following orthogonality
relationship

vT dc = 0 (7)
which is referred to as the Gibbs-Duhem equation.
By differentiating A(v) we have

dA

dt
= cT dv

dt

We now use equation (3) with equation (7) to give

dA

dt
= cT

r r − cT
p s + pA (8)

where cr and cp represent the per unit value of the
resource and the product and the variable

pA = (c− cr)T r − (c− cp)T s︸ ︷︷ ︸
Transportation

+ cT p︸︷︷︸
Production

(9)

represents the activity cost. The activity cost is
positive (in accordance with Assumption A3. This
leads to the following important result.
Lemma 1. The value A(v) is concave.

Proof. Follows from the homogeneous degree one
property and positivity of pA.

The result is important since it shows that value
based analysis in supply chain systems can be
approached using convex optimization.

The cost is the sum of the cost of resources and
activities so that

C = pA + cT
r r

Combining this expression with equations (4) and
(8) gives

dP

dt
= R−

(
dA

dt
+ cT

p s

)
(10)

By using the definition for the income from sales
we get

dP

dt
=

∑
Sales

(cs,i − cp,i)si −
dA

dt
(11)

In this expression we let cs,i denote the ith com-
ponent of the vector cs and cp,i denote the ith
component of the vector ps. We note that cs,i

denotes the sales price whereas as cp,i denotes the
price “at cost” for item i. We therefore have

cs,i − cp,i =

 > 0, sell @ profit
= 0, sell @ cost
< 0, sell @ loss

In the case cs−cp = 0 there is no mark-up. This is
often the case for internal customers and the cost
cp is then referred to as a “transfer price”.

Expressions (9) and (11) highlight the main issues
in supply-chain management 3 :

(1) The profit increases at a faster rate when the
markup cs− cp > 0 is large and sales volume
high. Larger markup can be achieved by
raising the per unit price of the item sold. But

3 There can be a considerable phase shift between the
movement of goods and the associated financial transac-
tion. Ignoring this phase shift is referred to as accrual.
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higher prices also tend to give reduced sales.
This expression emphasize the importance of
marketing and sales.

(2) The profit can be increased by reducing cur-
rent inventory and fixed assets since we have
dA/dt < 0. This expression emphasizes the
importance of being “lean” [14].

(3) The transportation and production costs as
defined in (9) should be minimized. This ex-
pression emphasizes the importance of plan-
ning, scheduling and process control and new
process technology.

The added value of a path consisting of several
activities is given by the formula

w =
∑

Segments

wi (12)

where wi represents the added value of each sub-
activity. This number may be positive, zero or
negative and it does not depend on the path taken
since the function A(v) is unique. It follows that
for a cyclical activity we have

0 =
∑
Loop

wi (13)

This expression conveys the idea that there is
no value in a cyclical activity. However there is
cost associated with every activity, and cyclical
activities therefore add cost but no value.

Just like for the conservation laws (3), it is con-
venient to project or transform the activity costs
w̄ = Lw, and c̄ = Lc. Equation (13) still holds if
these transformations are linear.

We now have the following extremely important
result for transportation, storage and production
in an SCS.
Theorem 1. Consider an supply chain network
with with linear network operators T and L. We
have

∑
storage

dv̄

dt

T

c̄ =
∑

transportation

f̄T w̄ +

∑
production

p̄T c̄ +
∑

terminals

c̄T f̄

Proof. See [7]

This result expresses the interesting fact that the
spaces of inventories and are cost variables are
orthogonal.

4. OPTIMALITY OF DECENTRALIZED
DECISION MAKING

The problem we want to solve is how to stabilize
the dynamics and balance the load in the supply

chain while maximizing the intrinsic value. The
discussion given above shows that we can formu-
late this problem so that

min
fi,pi

M∑
i=1

A(vi)

subject to equations (3) and (5). In centralized
decision making all information is collected and
the problem is solved using all available informa-
tion. In decentralized decision making the prob-
lem is solved by distributing computational effort
amongst the node points. In either case we want
to implement the strategies using feedback laws of
the type

f = f̂(w), p = p̂(c)

where f̂ , p̂ determine the transportation and pro-
duction rates as functions of the cost.

In order to develop production schedules that
balance system load, we need to evaluate the
activity costs and their sensitivity with respect to
changes in the activity rate. In the simplest case
this may be a linear function with a downward
trend to reflect discounts for larger volumes. Let ∆
be the difference operator so that for any variable
z we have ∆z = z2 − z1.
Definition 1. An activity is said to be positive if
for any f1 and f2

∆f∆w ≥ 0

and for any p1 and p2

∆p∆c ≥ 0

Positive rate ensures that the cost of a given activ-
ity does not increase with increasing traffic. Exam-
ples include the barrier function, which describes
capacity constraints, gradient directions that re-
sult from optimization of convex cost functions
and more generally any cost which is monotonic in
the sense that higher added value gives incentive
to larger shipments. We may for example have

f = 0, if w < wmin and f = fmax otherwise

and

p = 0, if c < cmin and p = pmax otherwise

In this case there is no activity if the value added
is below a certain threshold and we operate at
maximum capacity otherwise.

The activity costs are used to solve load balancing
and resource allocation problems since they show
how the cost varies with respect to production
volume. Without such costs load balancing is not
a well posed problem.

We now show that the decentralized policy solves
the optimal control problem. We proceed in two
steps. We first show that the decentralized control
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system is stable and converges to a unique solution
provided the boundary conditions are fixed. We
then show that the obtained stationary point is
optimal.
Theorem 2. Consider an enterprise network
with fixed boundary costs and positive feedback
controls. The inventories are then stable and con-
verge to stationary values.

Proof. Details given in full length paper available
from the authors.

Theorem 3. Consider an enterprise network
with fixed boundary costs and positive feedback
controls. The total activity cost is then minimized.

Proof. Details given in full length paper available
from the authors.

These two theorems show that there exists a
unique, stationary solution to the enterprise net-
work. This solution, furthermore is stable and
optimized under decentralized control policies.
The concavity result given in the previous section
shows that optimum is global due to the concavity
of A.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Distributed decision making in supply chain sys-
tems arises naturally in several ways: The systems
we want to model are distributed since process
segments, business units and enterprizes are in-
tegrated into a complex, diverse and highly dy-
namic global market. Information, physical infra-
structure and human resources are distributed
across the globe and the computer networks we
use for information exchange are also distributed.
It is often thought that decentralized decision
making is sub-optimal. In this paper we show that
this not necessarily the case. Optimal and sta-
ble decision making processes can be constructed
when we modeled the SCN as a VAN with assem-
bly, storage, routing, processing and transporta-
tion. The decentralized decision making processes
may be quite complex and may include local feed-
back corrections as well as decentralized, optimal
(MPC) strategies. The use of distributed decision
making allows the topology of the network to
change and adapt as new needs arise. Old sub-
systems can be exchanged with newer ones, new
products and processes can be brought on line
and new businesses can be added or old ones
closed without changing the overall management
strategy.
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Abstract: In this study, attention is focused on the design of a scheduled-
optimization strategy for a batch MMA polymerization process. The objective
of this strategy is to track an optimal temperature, despite uncertainties in the
heat transfer and the gel e�ect. This strategy makes use of an (uncertain) physical
model and on-line temperature measurements. The uncertain parameters are re-
estimated on line, so as the optimal temperature trajectory. The good decoupling
(in time) between the two major disturbances allows good performance to be
achieved.

Keywords: Polymerization, batch control, process control, optimization.

1. INTRODUCTION

From an industrial viewpoint, the methyl methacry-
late (or MMA, in the abbreviated form) poly-
mer compounds hold an important place in the
production of plastics. In this area as in other
sectors of the chemical industry, batch processes
have gained much interest essentially thanks to
better production exibility, easier scale-up from
laboratory setup and increased safety (reduced
dimensions).
From a scienti�c viewpoint, polymerization pro-
cesses are relevant, essentially because complex
temperature-dependent chain reactions and heat

1 Author to whom correspondence should be addressed:

e-mail: Renato.Lepore@fpms.ac.be

phone: +32 (0)65374140 fax: +32 (0)65374136

transfers lead to highly nonlinear algebraic and
di�erential equations. In addition, control design
for batch processes is a challenging task since 1) in
pure batch, no inuential input (e.g., feed) allows
to alter the reactor contents, only the reaction
rates can be modi�ed by adjustment of the re-
actor temperature 2) only a few variables (tem-
peratures) can be measured on line, the polymer
properties being usually measured at the end of
the batch only. Batch processes are often run in
open loop using a prede�ned (often heuristic) tra-
jectory. Several variants of this strategy are pro-
posed in the literature, such as classical feedback
allowing an optimal trajectory to be tracked, re-
peated estimation-optimization during the batch,
batchwise enhancement of the trajectories (run-
to-run optimization). Whatever the technique, the
calculation of a trajectory satisfying well-de�ned
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end-of-batch properties requires that a physical,
�rst-principles model of the process be developed.
However, due to time and cost constraints, the
model is often of limited accuracy, so that the
control strategy has to take the model-plant mis-
match into account and to enhance robustness,
eventually in detriment of nominal performance.
These industrial and scienti�c aspects are abun-
dantly covered in previous works, such as (Kiparis-
sides, 1996) and (Terwiesch et al., 1994; Bon-
vin, 1998) and the references therein.

An MMA batch polymerization process is under
study, which is a laboratory scale plant at the
Aristotle University (Thessaloniki, Greece), and
a nonlinear state space model is used, which de-
scribes the gel e�ect using a deterministic law
(Kiparissides et al., 2002; Mourikas, 1998). In
contrast with G. Mourikas’ approach, attention
is focused on the more common situation where
only temperature measurements are available on
line and the model is subject to two sources of un-
certainty: one a�ects a gel e�ect parameter (e.g.,
due to an inaccurate identi�cation), the other
inuences the heat exchange coe�cient between
the reactor wall and the solution (e.g., due to
fouling). When a robust worst-case approach is
used, improved performance is achieved in the
pure open-loop variant (Lepore et al., 2004; Nagy
and Braatz, 2004), i.e., the best input pro�le is
calculated so as to minimize the worst criterion
value obtained when the gel parameter ranges
within speci�ed limits (min-max problem). How-
ever, in the less conservative variant, which uses
a feedback controller for immediate disturbance
rejection, the feedback required for the gel ef-
fect must be positive and cannot deal with the
heat exchange disturbance. For these reasons, we
have selected a scheduled- optimization approach,
which uses on-line measurements in order to esti-
mate both the time-varying parameters (gel e�ect
and heat exchange) and to update the model, so
that a new optimal trajectory is calculated. If the
heat exchange disturbance occurs batchwise, de-
coupled e�ects of the disturbances on the solution
temperature are used to obtain accurate, reliable
estimates of the coe�cients.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the
process is described and a nonlinear state space
model is derived from mass and energy balances.
Section 3 is devoted to the de�nition of the control
objectives. Section 4 describes and assesses the
worst-case strategy used to incorporate the model
uncertainties. In section 5, the principle of the
scheduled-optimization strategy is presented and
some results are discussed. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in section 6.

2. PROCESS DESCRIPTION AND
MODELLING

The reactor depicted in �gure 1 contains the reac-
tant (monomer) and the product (polymer) just
mixed with water. The solution is continuously
stirred, and its temperature is adjusted by feeding
the jacket with hot and cold water. Two indepen-
dent valves are regulated by a split range con-
troller (low-level control of the jacket temperature
TJ). The main process characteristics are:

• the process is of the bulk type, i.e., the
solution consists of pure monomer and water,
no other agent or solvent is added,

• a homogeneous mixture is considered, i.e.,
the monomer is miscible with its polymer,

• the reaction kinetics is based on a free-radical
mechanism, i.e., intermediate, active radi-
cals, generated from a monomer unit and
a catalyst (initiator), grow or propagate by
addition of monomer units, then terminate
into polymer chains.

In this process, the viscosity of the mix causes
poor heat transfer characteristics within the solu-
tion and with the jacket (due to polymer deposits
on the reactor wall).
A particular phenomenon, well known as the gel

e�ect may cause, if ignored, poor properties of the
�nal product or very low conversion. In fact, when
the monomer conversion is su�cient, the termi-
nation reactions become di�usion-controlled, i.e.,
large free-radical chains terminate hardly, whereas
the propagation phenomenon accelerates. A natu-
ral counteraction consists in heating the solution.

P I
gain 1

SPLIT

FUNCTION

TJ

sp

TJ

v

+

-

Fig. 1. Polymerization reactor: equipment and
low-level control.

The process objectives are mainly concerned with
�nal-product quality (speci�c physical proper-
ties), process performance (conversion percentage
and/or batch time), safety (temperature limita-
tions). The disturbances (model uncertainties) af-
fecting the process behaviour are of several types:
wrong initial conditions (e.g., initiator), varying
coe�cients due to impurities or polymer deposits
(heat exchange between the metal wall and the
solution, initiator e�ciency), poor accuracy when
identifying the gel e�ect. Only temperature mea-
surements are available at su�cient rate and re-
liable, whereas the polymer properties are accu-
rately measured at the end of the batch only.
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De�ning Ri and Pi the molar concentration of the
free-radical and the polymer species, respectively,
the general kth noncentered moments are:

�k =

∞
∑

i=1

ikRi (1a)

�k =

∞
∑

i=1

ikPi. (1b)

With λ = [�0 �1 �2]
T and µ = [�0 �1 �2]

T ,
mass balances expressed in terms of the �rst three
noncentered moments lead to the following set of
di�erential-algebraic equations (DAEs):

dξ1

dt
= f1(ξ1; θ1) (2a)

g1(λ, ξ1; θ1) = 0 (2b)

ξ1(0) = ξ1;0, (2c)

where:

• ξ1 =
[

cM I (µT V )
]T

, cM is the monomer
conversion factor, I is the initiator molar
concentration, V is the sum of the monomer
and polymer volumes,

• ξ1;0 = [0 I0 0 0 0]T , I0 is the initial molar
concentration of the initiator,

• θ1 is the parameter vector, related to the
reaction rates.

Due to the faster dynamics of the free-radical
species, the quasi-steady state assumption (QSSA)
holds for the free-radical chains, leading to the
purely algebraic equations (2b).

Another set of equations derives from thermody-
namic balances between the physical components
of the reactor. According to (Mourikas, 1998) and
the references therein, one can assume that 1)
the temperatures of the metal wall and of the
solution are uniform (e�cient stirring); the sensor
for the solution temperature is modelled by a �rst-
order system 2) as the heat exchange coe�cient
between the jacket and the metal wall highly de-
pends on the jacket temperature distribution, the
jacket is discretized into four zones where the heat
exchange parameters are lumped. Expressing the
variations of the internal energy as the net amount
of heat transfer leads to ordinary di�erential equa-
tions (ODEs) for variables TR (reacting solution),
TM (metal wall), TJ;k, k = 1..4 (jacket zones) and
TS (sensor).

dξ2

dt
= f2(ξ2, F w; θ2) (3a)

ξ2(0) = ξ2;0, (3b)

where:

• ξ2 = [TR TJ;1 TJ;2 TJ;3 TJ;4 TS TM ]
T
,

• ξ2;0;i = 300 K, i = 1..7,
• F w is the two-component vector of hot and

cold water ow rates,
• θ2, the parameter vector, contains the heat

exchange and speci�c heat coe�cients, which
are complex functions of the temperature.

One element of θ2, the heat exchange coe�cient
between the metal wall and the solution, noted
hms, can vary during the batch or batchwise due
to accumulation of impurities (fouling).

A deterministic law, which describes the ter-
mination rate coe�cient, is de�ned as follows
(Mourikas, 1998):

kt = kt0 gt, (4a)

gt = fgel (TR, �0, cM ; A) , (4b)

where kt and kt0 are the real and low-conversion
termination rate coe�cients, respectively, �0, ac-
cording to (1a), is the total concentration in the
free-radical species, A is a scalar parameter which
accounts here for the inaccuracy when identifying
the gel e�ect. A can vary between two bounds
(lower and upper).

Assembling equations (2) and (3), and augment-
ing them with one variable, named η, and one
equation accounting for the low-level control al-
lows to rede�ne a new, complete system:

dx

dt
= f (x, u; p), (5a)

x(0) = x0, (5b)

where:

• xT =
[

ξT
1 ξT

2 η
]

, xT
0 =

[

ξT
1 ξT

2 0
]

,

• u is the jacket temperature setpoint T
sp
J ,

• p = [ph pg]
T accounts for the two aforemen-

tioned model uncertainties, i.e., ph is such
that the heat exchange coe�cient between
the metal wall and the solution hreal

ms =
hnom

ms (1 + ph), pg a�ects the model of the gel
e�ect through parameter A in relation (4b)
as Areal = Anom(1 + pg).

3. CONTROL OBJECTIVES

The control objective consists of a trade-o� be-
tween several end-of-batch properties related to
product quality and quantity. As in (Thomas and
Kiparissides, 1984) and (Mourikas, 1998; Kiparis-
sides et al., 2002), a terminal cost Φ(x(tf )) is
de�ned as follows:
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Φ (x(tf )) = ε2cM
+ ε2Mn + ε2Mw (6a)

εcM
=

(

1 �
cM (tf )

cMd

)

(6b)

εMn =

(

1 �
Mn(tf )

Mnd

)

(6c)

εMw =

(

1 �
Mw(tf )

Mwd

)

. (6d)

In expressions (6), cM (t) is the conversion fac-
tor, Mn(t) and Mw(t) are the number average

molecular weight and the weight average molecular

weight, respectively:

Mn(t) = MW
�1(t)

�0(t)
(7a)

Mw(t) = MW
�2(t)

�1(t)
, (7b)

where MW is the molar weight of the monomer.
Mn(t) is exactly the mean length of the polymer
chains, whereas Mw(t) encompasses the length
and the dispersion of the polymer chains. In ex-
pressions (6), cMd, Mnd and Mwd are the target
(or desired) values.
Generally, a dynamic optimization problem is
stated as follows: given the desired values cMd,
Mnd and Mwd, �nd the input pro�le u(t) which
minimizes Φ(x(tf )), while satisfying the system
constraints (5), input constraints, path and termi-
nal constraints. In the following, the dynamic op-
timization problem is solved using a direct single-
shooting method, i.e., the input u(t) is parameter-
ized with N linear segments and box constraints
apply on the input only. On the other hand, it
is considered that the constant input of 337 K is
optimal in the nominal case (p = 0) for a batch
of 120 min.

4. ROBUST WORST-CASE STRATEGIES

In a standard worst-case strategy, one solves an
optimization problem, which accounts for the
model uncertainty. In our case, it is assumed that
the gel e�ect is unknown (with no loss of gen-
erality, pg is between 0.0 and 0.05). Due to the
structure of the cost function (a sum of square
deviations from target values), the optimization
problem is of type min-max:

min
u(t)

max
pg

Φ(x(tf )), (8)

subject to the system constraints (5) and subject
to input and disturbance bounds, umin ≤ u ≤
umax and 0.0 ≤ pg ≤ 0.05 respectively.

In the pure open-loop variant, the minimization
is performed using the input pro�le only. Figure

2 shows the evolution of the terminal cost, as
a function of the gel e�ect parameter pg, either
in the nominal design (i.e., no uncertainty is ac-
counted for, which leads to a classical open-loop
optimization) or in the worst-case design. It is
noted that 1) the decrease in the terminal cost is
signi�cant when applying the worst-case input for
higher values of pg 2) the worst-case input yields
some degradation for lower values of pg, however
not very signi�cant. Robustness of the strategy
is also exhibited with respect to perturbations in
the heat transfer. In regards of this conservative
variant, another variant is of major interest, which
uses an internal feedback controller for immedi-
ate disturbance rejection (whose parameters may
also be optimized). However, the rejection of the
(residual) gel e�ect requires a positive reaction,
which is not compatible when dealing with the
heat exchange disturbance.
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Fig. 2. Terminal cost corresponding to opti-
mal open-loop input. No heat exchange
disturbance: nominal (dotted) and worst-
case (solid) design ; heat exchange distur-
bance: nominal (dash-dotted) and worst-case
(dashed) design.

5. SCHEDULED-OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY

This strategy lies on the principle of estimation-
optimization, i.e., the uncertain parameters are es-
timated on line and a new trajectory is calculated
using the adapted model. In our investigation, we
consider that the batch preparation is ideal, i.e.,
the initial conditions are known. The algorithm is
designed to deal e�ciently with two disturbances
in the same batch, which are in the heat exchange
and in the gel e�ect and both vary batchwise
only. In fact, the gel e�ect exhibits only when
the monomer conversion is su�cient whereas the
heat exchange has an impact during the whole
batch, especially at the beginning where the in-
put contains su�cient excitation (strong heating).
Therefore, decoupled, reliable estimation can be
achieved, according to the following output least-
square error problem (9).

min
p∈P

∫ tEOT

t0

(y(τ) � ym(τ))2 dτ, (9)
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subject to system constraints:

ẋ = f (x, u; p), (10a)

x(t0) = x0, (10b)

y = h(x, u), (10c)

where:

• t0 is the initial time of the measurement se-
quence and tEOT is the estimation-optimization
time (last time in the measurement se-
quence),

• y(t) and ym(t) are the model and measured
solution temperatures at time t, respectively.

Additionally, a lower bound on the parameter
variance �2

p is given by the inverse of the (scalar)
Fisher information matrix and is approximated as
follows (Walter and Pronzato, 1997):

�2
p =

�2
y

∫ tEOT

t0

((

∂h
∂p

)

(τ)
)2

dτ

(11)

where:

• �2
y is the variance of the temperature mea-

surements,
• ∂h

∂p
is the �rst-order sensitivity function of

the temperature variable with respect to the
parameter.

The heat exchange coe�cient is estimated once
at time noted the (t0 = 0 and tEOT = the). The
gel e�ect is estimated at any time tgel where the
solution temperature deviates su�ciently from
the most recently-calculated optimal trajectory
(t0 = the and tEOT = tgel). After each estimation
(at time tEOT ), a new trajectory is calculated by
solving problem (12).

min
u(t)

Φ(x(tf )), (12)

subject to system and input constraints :

ẋ = f (x, u; pest), (13a)

x(0) = x0, (13b)

u(t) ∈ [umin, umax]. (13c)

An illustrative experiment is performed, under the
following operating conditions:

• model uncertainties: ph = �0.5, pg = 0.05,
• measurements of the solution temperature

are available every 0.1 min and are a�ected
by white Gaussian noise, with zero mean and
0.033 K standard deviation (maximum error:
0.1 K),

• the estimation-optimization task is performed
at time the = 10 min, accounting for the
variation of the heat exchange,
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tween optimal (dashed) and real (dotted) tra-

jectories (t ≤ 10)
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Fig. 3. Scheduled-optimization strategy: illustra-
tion

• the estimation-optimization task is performed
at time tgel where a deviation of 2 times the
maximum error is detected, i.e., 0.2 K.

Figure 3 illustrates the experiment and calls for
the following comments:

• in 10 min, su�cient information is available
from the real temperature which deviates
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sensitively from the optimal temperature tra-
jectory calculated o� line (3(a)),

• at time t = 10 min, the heat exchange co-
e�cient is estimated and the state vector is
obtained by simulation from the known ini-
tial conditions, then new optimal trajectories
are calculated based on the adapted model
(3(b)),

• at time t = 66.6 min, the solution temper-
ature deviates sensitively from the optimal
trajectory (3(c)), which is attributed to the
gel e�ect mismatch,

• the gel e�ect coe�cient is estimated and,
again, the state vector is obtained by sim-
ulation, then the new optimal trajectories
are calculated based on the adapted model
(3(d)),

• from time t = 66.6 min on, no more devia-
tions above the threshold are detected.

In this simple experiment, satisfactory end-of-
batch performance is achieved (the terminal cost
is 0.33 � 10�3), as well as accurate estimation
results, such as:

• estimation of ph = 0.5, with a standard
deviation of 7 � 10�4,

• estimation of pg = 0.049, with a standard
deviation of 9 � 10�4.

If the accuracy of the temperature sensor is lower
(higher measurement error) whereas the threshold
factor is kept unchanged (for example, equal to 2),
a degradation (increase) of the terminal cost can
be expected due to the lag in the detection/re-
optimization. Figure 4 illustrates the evolution of
the detection time and of the terminal cost for
various values of the maximum absolute measure-
ment error (from 0.1 to 2.0 K). Clearly, the ter-
minal cost is kept at reasonable values even when
the detection is very late (time 85 corresponds to
the gel e�ect phenomenon).
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Fig. 4. Scheduled optimization-based strategy:
e�ect of noise on temperature measurements.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper reports work on the design of con-
trollers for an MMA polymerization reactor,

based on temperature measurements only. The
approach, based on a worst-case analysis (min-
max problem), gives acceptable results in open
loop. However, it is very conservative unless com-
bined with a feedback controller, which cannot
be achieved here since only a positive feedback is
suitable for rejection of the gel e�ect disturbance.
Better results are obtained with a scheduled-
optimization strategy, i.e., the model parameters
are adapted on line, and optimal trajectories are
re-evaluated. Provided the reasonable assumption
that the parameters vary batchwise only, a decou-
pled, reliable estimation of these is achieved and
this latter approach gives very satisfactory results.
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al., 2004).The present work is part of a vast researhprojet on simulation, ontrol and optimizationof newsprint mills. The �nal objetive is to de-sign new ontrol and optimization strategies on aplant-wide sale.In the present paper, a Real-time optimization(RTO) strategy (Forbes and Marlin, 1996) istested onsidering a key area of the plant: thestok approah system, the broke system and thefour paper mahines. Very few RTO appliationsexist in the pulp and paper industry (Flisberg andRönnqvist, 2002).First, the proess is presented in detail and theatual ontrol strategy for broke reirulation isshown. Then, the metri used for omparing op-erating strategies performane with regards tothe headbox variability is presented. Using milldatabases, an informal validation of this met-ri is established, showing a lear link betweensheet break ourrene and headbox variability.In setion 4, the proposed RTO ontrol strategyis presented. Setion 5 �nally presents the resultsomparing the RTO ontrol strategy to the usualplant operation. Through the use of simulation,the ontrol approahes are ompared onsideringthe headbox variability and the behavior of thebroke tank level. This is illustrated for a typialsenario of one day of operation.2. PROCESS DESCRIPTION AND ACTUALPRACTICESThis study has been performed in ollaborationwith an existing newsprint mill in Canada. How-ever, the proposed approah is not spei� to thatmill and an be applied to other newsprint mills.2.1 Mill desriptionThe mill onsidered in this study produes news-print at a rate of approximately 1000 t/d. It hasfour di�erent paper mahines that are fed withthermomehanial pulp (TMP) and deinked pulp(DIP). In addition, broke pulp, is also reyled tothe headbox, at a rate appropriate to maintainreasonable inventory level in the broke storagetank. The broke and white water system is sharedby the four mahines. Figure 1 shows a simpli-�ed view of the proess with the three prini-pal storage tanks and the four paper mahines.For the sake of simpliity, the white water sys-tem, as well as many intermediate storage tanksonsidered in the study are not illustrated. Themixed pulp omposition is adjusted several timesa day depending on pulp inventory, type of paperprodued, presene of breaks on a paper sheet,et. Sine the three di�erent soures of pulp areharaterized by di�erent properties, a hange inthe reipe introdues variability in the propertiesof the mixed pulp feeding the headbox. Table 1shows how �ve pulp properties onsidered in thisstudy vary depending on the type of pulp (Dabros

DIP tank

Headbox

TMP tank

Broke tank

Paper Machine 1

Wet end Dry end

Mixing chest Pit Repulper

Headbox

Paper Machine 2

Wet end Dry end

Mixing chest Pit Repulper

Headbox

Paper Machine 3

Wet end Dry end

Mixing chest Pit Repulper

Headbox

Paper Machine 4

Wet end Dry end

Mixing chest Pit RepulperFig. 1. Simpli�ed �owsheet of the mill stok ap-proah system and paper mahines.et al., 2004). The problem onsists of adjusting thedi�erent pulp ratio of the mixed pulp, taking intoonsideration the inventory levels for the di�erentbreak senarios. When a break ours, broke pulpis feeding the broke tank at a higher rate reatinga disturbane in the ontrol of its level. In thepresent study, only the management of the brokepulp is onsidered, having a onstant DIP feed.The remainder of the pulp is TMP.Table 1. Typial harateristi values ofTMP, DIP and broke pulp at the mill.Property TMP DIP BrokeConsisteny (%) 3.4 4.0 3.2Temperature (◦C) 65 52 58Fibre ontent (%) 79 79 49Fine ontent (%) 21 21 51Dissolved solids (%) 0.4 0.4 0.082.2 Mill operating strategyThe urrent method for adjusting the broke ratioin the mill is manual. Operators supervise theinventory level of the broke tank and when itreahes too high a level or when a break ours,they inrease the broke ratio usually by inre-ments of 5 %. This method for adjusting the brokeratio auses sudden hanges in the mixed pulpproperties, highly a�eting the headbox stability.2.3 Proess simulationA dynami simulation of the papermaking setionof the mill was developed using the WinGEMS5.3 sequential simulation software, whih is om-monly used for simulation of pulp and paperproesses (PaSim, 2005). The model inludes thefour di�erent paper mahines, the white water andthe broke systems. An informal validation of thesimulation was performed using mill data (Dabroset al., 2004). The dynami input variables inlude,for eah paper mahine, the mixed pulp �owrate,
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the proportion of TMP, DIP and broke pulp aswell as the break status (if there is urrently abreak on the paper mahines). The simulator thenprovides the tank levels, the �owrates and all theproperties listed in Table 1.3. HEADBOX VARIABILITYIn this study, the headbox variability, referring tothe variability of several physial properties of thepulp at the headbox is used for two objetives.First, it is inluded in the optimization objetivefuntion and then, it is used in order to ompareoperating strategies.3.1 De�nition of headbox variabilityIn previous work (Bonissone et al., 2002), �vepulp properties were seleted for haraterizingthe headbox pulp variability (HV ): onsisteny(%), temperature (◦C), �owrate (l/min), �nesontent (%) and dissolved solids (%). The metrithat will be used to ompare the performane ofdi�erent operating poliies is a summation of thesquared normalized inremental hanges of those�ve properties:
HV (t) =

5∑
k=1

(ck(Pk(t) − Pk(t − 1))2 (1)where Pk denotes a spei� property. Normalizingoe�ients (ck) are inluded as weighting fatorsfor the �ve properties. The ck oe�ient are ho-sen to be the inverse of the average inrementalhange over a standard day of operation. In thatway, eah property should ontribute equally tothe headbox variability metri (HV ). The simu-lation sampling time is one minute, making a newmetri evaluation available every minute.3.2 Informal validation of the objetive funtionReently, extensive statistial studies of mill datahave been arried out that proved that there is alear orrelation between the headbox variabilityand sheet break ourrene (Akrour et al., 2006).Figure 2 o�ers a qualitative relation between theprobability of break and the properties involved inthe HV as de�ned in Equation 1. Note that theatual values of HV annot be determined sinethere is no available information due to lak ofsensors in the plant to measure all the propertiesin Equation 1. In Figure 2 a surrogate of HV isomposed with two of the measurements of Equa-tion 1 (onsisteny, �owrate) and with a surrogateof the other variables (white water temperature,broke ratio). The broke ratio has been inluded asits hange is strongly orrelated with hanges indissolved solids and �nes ontent. Figure 2 is madefrom data over a 10 months period. For the righthalf of the histogram, very few observations wereavailable making the orresponding probabilities
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Fig. 2. Observed sheet break probability in themill with respet to a surrogate of HV .inaurate. For some lasses, there was even noobservation (for instane, between 90 and 115 inthe y axis). The atual value of HV (x axis)has no physial meaning but it is lear that theprobability of break ourrene is enhaned whenits value is higher. By keeping the HV funtionbelow a value of around 10, the break ourreneshould be signi�antly minimized. Even if it isnot exatly the same metri, the lear tendenyobserved in the break probability validates thehypothesis that high headbox variability inreasesbreak ourrene and is therefore a suitable metrito evaluate the performane of di�erent operatingstrategies.4. PROPOSED APPROACH FOR BROKEMANAGEMENTThe proposed strategy for broke managementis basially inspired by mill operator's methods,but in an automated and smoother way. In themill, the operators adjust the broke ratio so thatthe broke inventory remains within an aeptablerange. The proposed strategy is simultaneouslyadjusting the four broke ratios, taking into on-sideration the broke tank level.The time to perform RTO ould be set periodi-ally or when the proess is faing a signi�antdisturbane. In the present study, RTO oursevery time the break status hanges. It meansthat every time a break ours or eases, a newoptimization is performed. In addition, when thebreak status is not hanging for a long time, a newoptimization is performed for safety.4.1 Proess modelsThe RTO strategy uses a WinGEMS dynamimodel whih is similar to the simulation modelthat is to be used as a test mill. The WinGEMSmodel used for RTO purposes is simpler in orderto enable the fast simulation whih is ritial forpratial implementation. The main simpli�ationis that no onvergene of the steady state simula-tion is obtained, signifying that the starting point
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of the optimization model does not agree stritlyto material onservation.4.2 Optimization windowEah time RTO is performed, a snapshot of theurrent states of the plant (in this study the plantsimulator) is taken. This snapshot inludes allvariables neessary to initiate a new simulation. Italso inludes the urrent break status, i.e. whihmahine is a�eted by breaks. From that point,the broke ratio pro�les must be optimized fora ertain time window in the future. This timewindow was set to 30 minutes, thus 30 samplingperiod. For this hosen time window, the breakstatus is assumed to be onstant.4.3 Optimization parametersIdeally, the optimization parameters would be thefour broke ratios at eah sampling periods. How-ever, it would make the optimization problem toobig and pratially impossible to implement.Choosing a �xed value for the broke ratios in theoptimization window would bring the number ofparameters to only four. In that way, the brokeratio pro�les would be a suession of steps ofdi�erent amplitude. These sudden hanges wouldsigni�antly inrease the probability of breaks.In a reent study, Dabros et al. (2004) showthat the best way to minimize headbox variabilitywhen performing a modi�ation of the pulp pro-portions was to implement gradual hanges spreadover time. The same idea is used here by settingeah broke ratio pro�le to be gradually inreasingor dereasing. In that way, the headbox variabil-ity is minimized and the optimization problemremains simple, having only four optimization pa-rameters. Those parameters are the inrementalrates of hange, onstant at eah sampling period.4.4 Objetive funtionIn order to satisfy the dual objetive of minimizing
HV over the optimization window and keepingthe broke tank level within an aeptable range,the broke tank level (L(t)) is inluded in theobjetive funtion. Also, the atual break statusis inluded as it has a diret impat on the broketank level. When a break ours, the pulp isreyled and thus requires more of the storagespae in the broke tank. For a given optimizationwindow, the objetive funtion orresponds to thesum over time of the headbox variability funtion(HV (t)) for the four paper mahines added to asquared sum of the broke tank level deviation fromits setpoint:
J =

∑
4

∑
t

HV (t) +
∑

t

(κ(1 + nb)(L(t) − Lsp))2

+ λ
∑
4

(poslin(BRmax − BRlim))2 (2)

The inlusion of the number of breaks (nb) inthe objetive funtion allows automatially moreemphasis on the tank level ontrol when there isbreak(s). The broke tank level setpoint (Lsp) wasset to 30%. The objetive funtion also inludes aterm limiting the range of the broke ratio. Thethird term of Equation 2 is the squared di�er-ene of the broke ratio's maximum value overthe optimization window (BRmax) and its softlimit (BRlim). The term poslin denotes a transferfuntion equal to one when the inner term ispositive and 0 when it is negative. The oe�ients
κ and λ are normalizing parameters in order toput a similar weight on the three terms of J inEquation 2. The broke ratio limit (BRlim) anbe di�erent on eah mahine depending on thetype of paper produed. In the present study, itwas set to 35% for the four mahines. Althoughnone were used, the atual arhiteture also allowsimplemention of hard onstraints whih might beneessary for some operating onditions.The RTO strategy is depited in Figure 3. Foreah blok of the �owhart, the box format in-diates if the operation is made in Exel, Mat-lab (Mathworks, 2005) or WinGEMS. The threesoftwares are neessary as no ommuniation pro-tool is available between Matlab and WinGEMS.A �rst guess is made for the inremental hangesand is sent along with simulation parameters tothe simpli�ed 30 minutes dynami simulation. Af-ter it is ompleted, the objetive funtion J isevaluated. The Optimization toolbox fromMatlabis used to solve the optimization problem. Onethe algorithm has onverged, the reommendedinremental hanges are sent to the WinGEMSmill simulation. This dynami model simulates themill from the present time until the next hange inthe break status, at tnewD (for new disturbane).From that point, a snapshot of the mill is takenand sent bak for a new optimization. For the
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purpose of the study, this routine is repeated untilthe one day senario is ompleted.5. CASE STUDY AND RESULTSThe proposed strategy for broke management isompared with the atual mill operation in thesimulated newsprint mill for a typial one day se-nario. Breaks ourrene and length orrespondto a real day of operation in May 2003. For thatday, a total of 24 breaks ourred among the fourmahines. Figure 4 illustrates the ourrene andthe length of the breaks. The senario hosen isnot a partiularly good day for the mill as theuptime of the four mahines was low (88 %). Thisis therefore a good andidate to test if the pro-posed proedure an handle di�ult situations.For that day, the broke ratio set by the operatorwas also reorded and applied to the newsprintmill simulation to be ompared to the proposedRTO strategy.
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time (h)

M-1Fig. 4. Ourrene and length of breaks during theone-day senario of study for the four papermahines (M-1 to M-4).5.1 Impat on the headbox variabilityAs de�ned earlier, the headbox variability (HV )is used as a omparison metri to evaluate theoperating strategies. Figure 5 shows the brokeratio pro�les for the whole day of operation asperformed by mill operators (left axes). On theright axes, the headbox variability funtion isshown on the bottom part of the graphs. Whenthe operators hange the broke ratio in the plant,it inreases dramatially the variability of theheadbox pulp properties, resulting in very highvalues of HV .The peaks are observed for two main reasons:hange in broke ratio and sheet break. Referring toFigure 2, the high peaks after a broke ratio hangean highly inrease the probability of breaks. Thisan be seen in Figure 5 where for mahine 1,breaks ourred just after the �rst and seondhanges of the broke ratio. This observation agreeswith the results observed over a 10 months periodshown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 5. Broke ratio and headbox variability pro�lesof the four paper mahines.By implementing the broke ratio hanges moregradually while onsidering the safety aspets ofbroke tank level and broke ratio limitations, theRTO strategy (illustrated in Figure 6) gives betterresults than the operator's strategy. From the re-sults of Figure 6, the improvement on the variabil-ity is obvious, the peaks for HV being dereasedby about an order of magnitude ompared to Fig-ure 5. The broke ratio is adjusted more smoothlyin the proposed approah, resulting in a higherstability of the headbox pulp properties.For the mill operating strategy, peaks in HVare the results of both breaks (disturbane) andradial hanges in the broke ratio. For RTO, theremaining peaks, while being attenuated, are al-most only due to breaks (see Figure 4 for the breakourrene). The operator disturbane, whih isindeed the most important one, is eliminated. Theproposed approah shows the advantage of mini-mizing one type of disturbanes while not reatingothers.Referring to historial databases, this improve-ment an be translated into a derease of more
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than 40% of breaks potentially aused by headboxinstability. Aording to data available in Akrouret al. (2005), this improvement ould result in aderease of around 20% of the total mill loss dueto breaks.5.2 Impat on the broke tank levelA major onern of the plant personnel whena smoother broke ratio management approah isproposed is that during breaks, the e�et on thebroke tank level is too important to be able toslow down the broke ratio hanges. This is aninorret belief as the tank is able to absorb a largenumber of breaks. Figure 7 shows the broke tanklevel behavior for the two operating strategies.The total number of breaks is also shown in orderto identify the most demanding periods for brokeinventory.Although RTO ould seem very di�erent than reg-ular mill operation, the broke tank levels remainin a similar range. Therefore, the RTO strategybrings the headbox variability down without hav-ing any negative e�et on inventory. Furthermore,RTO even brings the broke tank level lower by20% at the end of the day, whih represents animprovement.
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Fig. 7. Broke tank pro�le for manual and RTOstrategies along with the number of breaks.6. CONCLUSIONThe proposed RTO strategy shows promising re-sults for the ontrol of stok approah systems innewsprint mills. The approah, based on the on-line optimization of a WinGEMS mill simulation,an bring tangible improvement in the mill perfor-mane. By keeping the headbox variability down,the probability of break ourrene of the milloperation an be lowered signi�antly, having adiret impat on its pro�tability. In future work, itis planned to re�ne and develop the RTO strategyto take into aount the whole mill inluding theDIP and TMP plants.
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Abstract: A product design and analysis method is given in this paper to step out of the 
historical data space to search for operating conditions meeting new quality specifications. 
Iterative piecewise PLS modelling is adopted as the implementation framework for this 
purpose. The historical linear PLS model is extended systemically and iteratively to track 
the likely nonlinear property in the newly discovered operating space. Application to an 
injection molding process shows the good feasibility of the proposed method. Copyright 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
 
Modern industrial processes can be operated over a 
range of operating conditions to produce a wide 
variety of products to meet the rapidly changing 
market. To respond to such frequent product 
changeover, it is necessary to develop methods that 
can quickly and economically find new operating 
conditions to achieve the desired product qualities. 
Existing solutions to this subject can be grouped into 
three categories: theoretical model based, design of 
experiment (DoE) based, and experience based. 
Although theoretical model can cover complete 
operating space, such a model is rarely available due 
to complicated process physical and chemical 
behaviours. Factorial design of experiment can 
provide balanced and representative data covering 
the design space. The number of experiment can be 
still large for a process with large number of 
variables. Experience based methods are highly 
dependent on the knowledge of the experts, and they 
are applicable only to specific processes. 
 

For a modern industrial process, there exists many 
historical data that can be explored to reveal the 
relationship between the existing product and its 
corresponding operating condition. For a new quality 
specification, it may be useful to start with the 
analysis of the historical data using multivariate 
statistical methods to extract information guiding 
experiments for searching for operating conditions to 
meet the new product requirement. This procedure is 
referred as product design via multivariate analysis. 
The first work was reported by Moteki & Arai (1986), 
where Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is 
combined with a theoretical method for operation 
planning and quality design. More recently, Jaeckle 
& MacGregor (1998) developed a methodology 
based on latent variable techniques using historical 
data to determine a window of process operating 
conditions for new quality specifications. This 
method has been successfully applied to a semi-batch 
emulsion polymerization process and a batch solution 
polymerization process (Jaeckle and MacGregor, 
2000). Industrial case study has been reported by 
Chen & Wang (2000) and Sebzalli & Wang (2001), 
using PCA and clustering method to identify 
operating spaces and operating strategies for desired 
products. A product design method combining PCA 
with genetic programming has also been reported by 
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Lakshminarayanan et al. (2000) to determine new 
operating conditions.  
 
The above methods are all data-based with a 
common implicit assumption that new product 
quality specifications and operating conditions are 
within the range and structure of historical data. This 
assumption, stated in the work of Jaeckle & 
MacGregor (1998), will limit the applications to a 
certain degree. For many industrial processes, it may 
be common that the process has been only operated 
in the past under certain specific operating conditions, 
which span only a narrow subspace of the entire 
feasible operating space. The operating condition for 
a new quality specification may be highly likely to be 
outside, rather than within, the range of historical 
data. It is thus necessary to develop methods to 
search for operating conditions outside the historical 
envelope. This paper attempts to do so. Section 2 
analyzes possible conditions when stepping out of 
the historical data into new operating space. An 
iterative piecewise PLS modelling method is 
proposed in section 3 as a possible solution to the 
problem. The results are illustrated on an injection 
molding process in section 4. Finally, conclusions are 
drawn in section 5. 
 
 

2. PROBLEM ANALYSIS 
 
 
Let’s first have a brief review on the key ideas of the 
existing methods. Based on the available historical 
data, the existing methods attempt to build an 
empirical model ( methodM ) between operating 
conditions ( X ) and product quality ( Y ). Under the 
assumption that the relationship between new 
product quality desy  and new operating condition 

newx  still obey the model ( methodM ), the new 
operating condition is obtained by 

T T T
new des methodM= ⋅x y  (Jaeckle & MacGregor, 1998).  

 
For industrial processes, if the historical database 
indeed covers the entire operating space, the existing 
methods can be directly and successfully applied. 
This, however, is a quite ideal case. It is more likely 
that the historical data is only a small sub-set of the 
full scope of products. For this case, we should 
consider the following two scenarios: Scenario A, 
where the historical model ( methodM ) can be 
applicable to new operating space, and Scenario B, 
where the historical model can no longer be 
accurately applied in the new operating space. As the 
behaviour over the entire product range is typically 
nonlinear for many industrial processes, Scenario B 
can widely exist, which is the focus of this paper.  
 
One-dimensional examples are given in Fig. 1 to 
illustrate the two scenarios, where Fig.1(a) is for 
Scenario A and Fig.1(b) is for Scenario B. The 
rectangle represents the historical operating region; 
solid line is the true model ( *f ) over the entire 

operating space; the dashed line is the model ( 0f ) 
derived from the limited historical data. Generally, 
the true model, i.e., the global model, is nonlinear; 
while the historical model, i.e., the local model, may 
be linear for most industrial processes over a narrow 
operating space, as shown in Fig. 1(b).  

y

desy

*x

* 0f f=

x

 
 

(a) 
 

y

desy
(1)y

*x(1)
newx

0f

x

*f

 
(b) 

 
Fig. 1. Illustration of two scenarios in discovering 

new operating space 
(a) Scenario A; (b) Scenario B. 

 
For Scenario A, the local model can be directly 
applied to new operating space. But for Scenario B, 
the operating condition ( (1)

newx ) obtained from the 
historical model ( 0f ) result in the actual quality 
( (1)y ), rather than the desired quality ( desy ). To find 
the desired operating condition ( *x ), relationship 
between product qualities and operating conditions in 
the new operating space is necessary. Product design 
in this case can be viewed as a coupled procedure of 
model updating. The challenge in such model 
updating lies in that, there is no data available in the 
unknown operating space. New experiments need to 
be designed in searching for the desired operating 
condition quickly and economically. New model in 
the desired local operating space can be typically 
represented by a linear model; a procedure needs to 
be developed for obtaining such a model to track the 
globally nonlinear process behaviour.  
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Based on the above analysis, a strategy is proposed in 
the next section to migrate the historical model to 
new operating space in the frame of PLS modelling 
for the aforementioned product design issue. 
 
 

3. METHODOLOGY 
 
 

In the following, we assume that, (1) a set of 
historical data is available, consisting of existing 
product quality (Y) and the corresponding settings on 
all manipulated process variables (X); (2) X and Y 
have been mean-centred and scaled; (3) a PLS model, 
introduced in section 3.1, has been built on X and Y, 
which can represent the relationship between X and 
Y in the historical data space; (4) new quality 
specification is feasible for the process, satisfying all 
physical constraints; (5) In the entire operating space 
of the process, the relationship between operating 
conditions and qualities changes mildly and 
continuously. 
 
3.1 PLS 
 
Partial Least Squares (PLS) is a popular regression 
method that can project high dimensional correlated 
process data down to a few number of latent 
variables and then model the latent variables by one-
dimensional linear regression. It had many successful 
applications in process monitoring, fault detection 
and diagnosis, quality prediction, product design, etc. 
Mathematically, PLS is formulated by an outer 
relationship in X and Y (Eq.1) and an inner 
relationship between X and Y (Eq.2), 

T T
a a

a

T T
a a

a

X T P E E

Y U Q F F

= ⋅ + = +

= ⋅ + = +

∑

∑

t p

u q
                        (1) 

/
a a a

T T
a a a a a

b r
b

= ⋅ +

=

u t
u t t t

                                         (2) 

( 1, , )a A=  

where { , }a at u  is a pair of latent variables in X and Y 
spaces; { , }a ap q  are the corresponding loading 
matrices; T , U , P  and Q  are in the matrix form; E , 
F  and r  are model residuals; a is the index of latent 
variable; and A is the number of latent variables 
retained. The detailed PLS algorithm can be found in 
literature (Geladi and Kowalski, 1986; Höskuldsson, 
1988). 
 
3.2 Piecewise regression 
 
Piecewise regression is a popular nonlinear 
regression method, where linear regression models 
over different regions are lumped together to 
approximate a globally nonlinear model. The 
simplest piecewise-regression model that joins two 
straight lines sharply at the changepoint is formulated 
as, 

1 1

2 2

( , )
( , )

f x x
y

f x x
θ α
θ α

≤⎧
= ⎨ >⎩

                        (3) 

where the model parameters θ  and the changepoint 
α  are typically unknown and must be estimated. For 

details on piecewise regression, one can refer to the 
literature (Seber and Wild, 1989). 
 
3.3 Iterative piecewise PLS method 
 
For easy understanding, we shall first illustrate the 
iterative piecewise regression method using the one-
dimensional example of Fig. 1(b). The first thing is 
to check the validity of the old model in a new 
operating space, where new experiment is 
unavoidably needed. With the assumptions, the 
operating condition of the first new experimental trial 
can be calculated by the historical model ( 0f ), e.g., 

(1) 1
0 ( )new desx f y−= , as illustrated in Fig. 2, where the 

desired quality data and all new experimental data in 
future are mean-centred and scaled by the same 
normalization parameters obtained from historical 
data. The actual quality value will be (1) (1)

* ( )newy f x= , 
rather than desy . If the difference (1)

desy y−  is 
beyond the tolerance limit, that is, the old model is 
no longer valid for new data (1) (1)( , )newx y , piecewise 
regression can be performed here for modelling the 
relationship between operating conditions and 
qualities in the expanded operating space.  
 
To do so, the changepoint and parameters of the new 
linear model have to be determined. With the 
assumption that the historical local model has 
reasonable performance for the historical data, and 
the newly obtained data that does not obey the 
historical model, the “boundary” point 

1
0( ( ), )b b bx f y y−

+ + +=  can be chosen as the 
changepoint between the historical model 0 ( )f x  and 
a new linear model 1( )f x , where by +  stands for the 
closest quality data in the historical envelope to the 
desired quality. The piecewise model that joins the 
above two models is formulated as, 

0
0

1
1

( )
( )

f x x R
y

f x x R

⎧ ∈⎪= ⎨
∈⎪⎩

                         (4) 

where 0R  is the historical data space; and 1R  is the 
new data space, e.g. 0 [ , ]b bR x x− +=  and 1 [ , ]bR x += ∞  
for the example of Fig. 2. The linear model 1( )f x  
can be roughly determined by the changepoint 
( , )b bx y+ +  and new experimental data (1) (1)( , )newx y . 
Although it is impossible to ensure the confidence of 
the new model derived only from the two data points 
from the statistical point of view, it can still be used 
to provide the right direction in searching for the 
desired operating condition from the application 
point of view, supposed that the new experimental 
data is clean and informative.  
 
After the first experimental trial, there are two 
possible results in terms of the newly obtained 
quality data (1)y . For case I, as illustrated in Fig. 2, 

(1)y  is still smaller than the desired value, indicating 
that the optimal operating condition is still outside 
the newly explored space. Further experimental trial 

(2) (2)( , )new newx y  is needed in the unknown space based on 
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the local model 1f , and a three-piece regression 
model will be derived with the new changepoint 

(1) (1)( , )newx y  as,  
0

0

1
1

2
2

( )
( )
( )

f x x R
y f x x R

f x x R

⎧ ∈
⎪

= ∈⎨
⎪ ∈⎩

,                        (5)  

where 0R = [ , ]b bx x− + , 1R = (1)[ , ]b newx x+  and 2R =  
(1)[ , ]newx ∞  for the example of Fig. 2.  

 
For case II, as illustrated in Fig. 3, (1)y  is larger than 
the desired value. In this case, we should search for 
the desired operating condition within the newly 
explored operating space. Similarly, a new 
experimental data (2) (2)( , )new newx y is obtained based on 
the model 1f . Then, the local model 1( )f x  will be 
replaced by two sub local models as,  

0
0

02
02

21
21

( )
( )
( )

f x x R
y f x x R

f x x R

⎧ ∈
⎪

= ∈⎨
⎪ ∈⎩

,                        (6) 

where 0 [ , ]b bR x x− += , 02 (2)[ , ]b newR x x+=  and 
21 (2) (1)[ , ]new newR x x=  for the example of Fig. 3. The new 

linear models 02f  and 21f  are determined by the data 
{ ( , )b bx y+ +

(2) (2), ( , )new newx y } and { (1) (1)( , )new newx y  
(2) (2), ( , )new newx y }, respectively.  

 
The above piecewise regression modelling can be 
repeated further until the updated process model can 
approach the true relationship around the desired 
operating condition ( *x ). 
 

x

y

desy
(2)y
(1)y

*x(2)
newx(1)

newx

0f 1f
2f

*f

bx +bx −

by +

 

Changepoint (1)

Changepoint (2)

0f
1f

2f

*f

x

y

unknown

 
 

Fig. 2. Illustration of iterative piecewise regression 
modelling (Case I). 

 

The above iterative piecewise modelling is simple 
and easy to be implemented in the one-dimensional 
case. For high dimensional and highly correlated 
industrial data, the above procedures can also be 
implemented with the aid of PLS modelling. In the 
implementation, the outer relationships of the 
historical PLS model will be kept unchanged, only 
the inner relationship is updated to track the 
nonlinearity in the expanded operating space, where 
piecewise regression is performed in each pair of 
latent variables { , } ( 1, , )a a a A=t u . This is feasible 
as discussed by Qin & McAvoy (1992) in their 
nonlinear PLS method, where neural network is used 
to approximate the nonlinear inner relationship and 
the outer relationships are kept in linear structure to 
attain the robust generalization property. 

x

y
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(2)y

*x(2)
newx (1)

newx

0f

1f

02f

*f

by +

bx +

(1)y
21f

bx −

by −

 
  

x

y

0f
21f

02f

*f

Changepoints (1) & (02)

Changepoint (21)

 
 
Fig.3. Illustration of iterative piecewise regression 

modelling (Case II). 
 
The proposed iterative piecewise PLS modelling can 
be summarized as below.  
 
Step I: Use the historical PLS model to get a new 

operating condition ( (1)
newx ), the corresponding 

quality data ( (1)y ), and the latent variable scores 
(1)
newt  and (1)

newu , as shown in Table 1. 
Step II: Keep the outer relationship unchanged, 

piecewise updating the inner relationship to 
track the nonlinearity in the expanded operating 
space similar to Eq.(5) or Eq.(6). 

Step III: Repeat step I & II using the historical PLS 
outer model and the updated inner model until 
achieving the desired operating conditions and 
quality. 

 
Based on the updated nonlinear PLS model over the 
expanded operating space, the existing product 
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design methods can be applied to find the feasible 
operating conditions for new quality specifications, 
as illustrated in the next section. 
  
Table 1. Procedures in the first step of iterative 

piecewise PLS modelling method 
 

Historical PLS model parameters:  
Outer model:  P0 and W0 for X;  

 Q0 and C0 for Y  
Inner model:  B0 between T and U 

Step I of recursive piecewise PLS method: 
 

(1) 0des desC=u y ; 
(2) (1) 1

0( )des B −=t u ; 
(3) (1) (1)

0
T

new P=x t ; 
(4) Modify (1)

newx  to satisfy physical constraints; 
(5) Do experiment under (1)

newx  to get quality data 
(1)y ; 

(6) (1) (1)
0new newW=t x  and (1) (1)

0new C=u y  , { (1)
newt , (1)

newu } 
for step II.  

 
 

4. ILLUSTRATION 
 
 
The proposed iterative piecewise PLS modelling 
method for product design is applied to an injection 
molding process to demonstrate its feasibility and 
effectiveness.  
 
Injection molding process can be operated over a 
wide range of operating conditions. For the machine 
in our lab, when processing high-density 
polyethylene (HDPE), the normal settings of Packing 
Pressure (P.P.), Barrel Temperature (B.T.) and Mold 
Temperatures (M.T.) can be within the ranges of 
150bar ~ 450bar, 180 ºC ~ 220 ºC, and 15 ºC ~ 55 ºC, 
respectively. The relationship between these settings 
and dimensional qualities such as part weight and 
length can be accurately described by the first pair of 
PLS latent variables, as detailed in the authors’ 
previous work (Lu & Gao, 2005). It is clearly 
nonlinear over the entire operating space, as shown 
in Fig. 4.  
 
To illustrate the proposed method, data from 9 
different operating conditions are collected to form 
the “historical data”, as shown in Table 2, where the 
ranges of product weight and length are 23.36g ~ 
27.41g and 116.67cm ~ 117.27cm, respectively. The 
linear PLS model derived from these historical data 
have good performance in quality prediction, as 
shown in Fig. 5. A new product quality specification, 
weight= 27.86g  and length= 117.52cm , is required 
now, which is beyond the range of historical products, 
but achievable on the machine. The results of the 
proposed iterative piecewise PLS method are shown 
in Fig. 6 and Table 2, where the method of Jaeckle & 
MacGregor (1998) is adopted to invert the PLS 
model to find the corresponding operating conditions. 

From Fig. 6, the final PLS model has three-piece 
inner relationships ( 0B , 1B , and 2B ),  and the 
desired operating conditions for the new quality 
setting can be achieved by the third inner model (B2). 
Only two trials are conducted by the proposed 
method in searching for the right operating condition 
to achieve the desired product qualities. This 
obviously reduces the effort and time in designing 
new products. 
 

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

u1
t1  

Fig.4. Nonlinear relationship illustration by the first 
pair of PLS latent variables over the entire 
operating space. 
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Fig. 5. Illustration of goodness of the historical linear 

PLS model in the historical operating space. 
(a) Linear inner relationship;  
(b) Linear outer relationship in Y. 
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Fig. 6. Iterative piecewise PLS modelling of the inner 

relationship on the first pair of latent variables. 
 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
Analysis on the product design into unknown 
operating space has been given in the paper. An 
iterative piecewise PLS modelling method has been 
adopted for the above purpose. The application on an 
injection molding process has demonstrated good 
feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method.   
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Table 2. Operating conditions, scores of latent variables and quality measurements for historical and new 

experimental data.

Operating conditions 
(P.P., B.T., M.T.) 

PLS scores 
(t1, u1) 

quality measurements 
(Weight, Length) 

Historical Data 
   150   180    15 
   150   180    35 
   150   180    55 
   300   200    35 
   300   200    55 
   120   220    15 
   450   220    15 
   150   220    35 
   450   220    35 

   -0.59   -0.46 
   -1.32   -0.68 
   -2.30   -1.40 
    0.66    0.06 
   -0.23   -0.90 
   -1.49   -1.16 
    1.53    0.75 
   -1.99   -1.57 
    0.80   -0.06 

   26.86  116.96 
   26.71  116.93 
   26.48  116.69 
   27.00  117.15 
   26.65  116.85 
   26.54  116.78 
   27.41  117.27 
   26.36  116.67 
   27.03  117.07 

New Experimental Data 
(1)   450   189    15 
(2)   450   193    25   
(3)   440   196    32 

  2.58   3.44 
  1.96   2.42 
  1.91   1.91 

  28.17  117.70 
  27.94  117.56 
  27.86  117.52  
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Abstract: In this work, bromelain is recovered from triturated pineapple stem and rind 
(usually kitchen waste) through the precipitation process with alcohol at low temperature. 
The temperature control is crucial to avoid the irreversible protein denaturation and 
consequently improving the precipitation yield. The process is carried out in a fed-batch 
system, so that its dynamic nature poses challenging control system design. Conventional 
and adaptive controllers are properly designed and on-line implemented through a 
fieldbus digital control system. Closed loop performance was improved under adaptive 
PID controller. Overshoot and response time decreased and no control action saturation 
occurred. Copyright © 2002 IFAC. 
 
Keywords: Adaptive control, bromelain, enzyme precipitation, PID Controller, fieldbus. 
 

 
 
 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
In many biotechnological industries, including food 
and pharmaceutical ones, the selective separation of a 
protein out of fermentation broths or vegetable 
sources has been a primary research interest for 
downstream processing operations. It is difficult and 
expensive to selectively recover a targeted protein 
from a broth due to the low protein concentration and 
the similarity of the physical properties between 
proteins present in the same solution.  
 
Among the practical methods being applied to the 
large-scale recovery and purification of proteins from 
dilute solution, protein precipitation is regarded as a 
key operational process, which is used during the 
early stages of the downstream processing. Protein 
precipitation is frequently featured by the 
spontaneous fractionation and concentration as well 
as a low additive consumption and protein non-
denaturation (Kim et al., 2002; Chen and Berg, 1993; 
Clark and Clatz, 1987). Protein precipitation usually 
produces insoluble protein by contacting precipitants, 
such as neutral salts, acids, organics solvents, or 
metallic ions, with the desired protein in a stirred 
tank.  
 
The need for rapid monitoring in biotechnology has 
been highlighted by several authors (Paliwal et al., 
1993; Ransohoff et al., 1990). The high proportion of 
the process cost attributed to the downstream 
processing steps for many products, means that 
ensuring that the purification sequence is performed 
within specified limits at high yield, and knowing 
rapidly when such limits are crossed is an extremely 
important consideration (Foster et al., 1986). 

Particularly, for enzyme precipitate products, quality 
control is mandatory to ensure structural 
authenticity. If, in addition, prior process knowledge 
allows feedback control using on-line information, 
then costly run-stoppage times or disposal of non-
specification material may be avoided (Holwill et 
al., 1996). 
 
While fermentation control problem is well 
addressed, the practical application of control in 
downstream processing has not been properly 
studied. Most of bioprocesses are carried out in 
batch or semi-batch systems, so that their dynamic 
nature poses challenging control system design. 
Non-linearity is usually found as well, therefore 
conventional feedback controllers are not supposed 
to be able to follow set point specifications. 
 
The present work is concerned about the 
experimental control system development for fruit 
bromelain precipitation. Bromelain is the name of a 
group of powerful protein-digesting, or proteolytic, 
enzymes that are found in the pineapple plant 
(Ananas comosus). Discovered in 1957, and widely 
studied since then, bromelain is particularly useful 
for reducing muscle and tissue inflammation and as 
a digestive aid. Besides the pharmacological effects, 
bromelain is also employed in food industries, such 
as breweries and meat processing. 
 
It is a fact that the majority of processes in the 
chemical industries can be satisfactorily controlled 
using conventional controllers. However, the 
conventional PID control method is inadequate for 
bioprocesses control in which processes dynamics 
will change in known ways during operation (time 
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delays, process non–linearities and interactions). For 
these difficult problems, it is important to generate 
the initial settings with a model-based tuning 
strategy. Controller tuning involves the selection of 
the best values of Kc, Ti and Td. This is often a 
subjective procedure and is certainly process 
dependent. A number of methods have been 
proposed in the literature over the last 50 years. 
However, the most well-known tuning technique is 
the method of Ziegler and Nichols. 
 
In this work, bromelain is recovered from triturated 
pineapple stem and rind (usually kitchen waste) 
through the precipitation process with alcohol at low 
temperature. The process temperature control is 
crucial to avoid the irreversible protein denaturation 
and consequently improving the precipitation yield. 
Conventional and adaptive controllers are properly 
designed and on-line implemented through a fieldbus 
digital control system. 
 
 
2. THE PRECIPITATION PROCESS 
 
The precipitation process aims to achieve separation 
by conversion of solutes to solids. Precipitation can 
result in both concentration and purification methods. 
The advantages of using precipitation for 
concentration and purification are: easy scale-up, 
involves simple equipments and can be based on a 
large number of alternative precipitants, some of 
them inexpensive or used in very low concentration. 
Precipitants can be chosen which do not denature 
biological products, and the precipitate form is often 
more stable than the solute material. 
 
 
Solubility of Proteins 
 
A larger number of water-miscible organic solvents 
like ethanol or methanol can be used to precipitate 
proteins. A typical globular protein presents to the 
solvent a surface consisting of regions of positive and 
negative charge, along with polar, but uncharged, 
hydrophilic regions and nonpolar, hydrophobic 
regions. The complex interactions between the 
protein surface and surrounding solvent determine 
the solubility. A protein is made insoluble by 
changing either the surface characteristics of the 
protein itself or by changing the solvent. The change 
in solubility that results is sufficiently great to be 
viewed as step change between soluble and insoluble. 
The resulting high level of supersaturation leads to 
rapid formation of an amorphous solid. 
 
As in the case of salting-out, this phenomenon has 
been described in terms of removal of water from the 
hydration spheres of the protein allowing 
electrostatic forces to bring oppositely charged 
regions of the protein together. Water is removed 
both by bulk replacement by the organic solvent and 
by structuring of the water around the organic 
molecules. The solvent property affected is the 
dielectric constant. The hydrophobic area of the 
protein would tend to become more soluble, but the 
net result is decrease in solubility. 
 

Fed-Batch Precipitation Tank 
 
The bromelain precipitation process is carried out in 
a fed-batch stirred tank (500mL), according to 
Figure 1. Inside the jacked tank, the protein will be 
exposed to a range of operating conditions during 
the period in which the precipitant agent (ethanol 
99.5%) is added. The first material precipitated will 
form at other than the final conditions. 
Overprecipitation is less likely to occur by adding 
precipitant slowly and well dispersing it. A 
micropump (pump 1) is employed to continuously 
feed the alcohol, at environmental temperature 
(about 25ºC), to the tank. 
 

Pump 1

Stirring

Ethanol  99.5%

Pump 2

Filter

FT
001

TT
002

FT
002

TT
003

TT
001

TT
004

Propylene Glycol
-10ºC

Pineapple Juice
5ºC

 
Fig 1. Fed-batch stirred precipitation tank. 
 
Since the upper bound for bulk temperature is 10ºC, 
in order to avoid protein denaturation process, the 
cooling flow rate is manipulated through a variable 
speed pump (pump 2). Calibrated J-type 
thermocouples, located at precipitation mixture bulk 
and at the inlet and outlet of cooling fluid (propylene 
glycol), provide temperature measurements. The set 
point of bulk temperature is 5ºC. 
 
 

3. THE DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEM 
 
The management of the digital control system is 
performed through a Foundation Fieldbus 
communication system, according to Figure 2. Four 
field devices compose the fieldbus network used to 
monitor and control the precipitation tank: 
 
• Distributed Fieldbus Interface (DFI302): bridge to 
link different speed networks. It manages the 
communication between the Local Area Network 
(High Speed Ethernet) and the Fieldbus network 
(H1); 
 
• Temperature Transmitters (TT302-1 and TT302-
2): perform temperature data acquisitions and 
transmit them to the interface (DFI302); 
 
• Fieldbus/Electric Current Converter (FI302): 
receives digital signal from DFI302 and converts to 
4-20mA to operate the variable speed pump. 
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Fig. 2. Fieldbus network for bromelain precipitation 

tank monitoring and control. 
 
The digital signal sent to the pump is computed by 
controllers (conventional or adaptive ones), which 
were implemented through the software Syscon 
(function blocks) and supervisory software Aimax 
(adaptive tuning equations). 
 
 

4. MATERIAL AND METHODS 
 
 
Pineapple juice preparation 
 
Stem and rind of the pineapple fruit (species 
“Perola”) are triturated and filtered. Distilled water is 
employed at dilution rate 1:1. The filtrate, called 
pineapple juice, contains the enzyme bromelain. 
Samples containing 100mL of pineapple juice are 
frozen at -18ºC (Cesar et al., 1999). 
 
Controller tuning 
 
Tuning PID systems is both a science and an art 
form. Proper parameters depend entirely on the 
system being tuned. Scaling conventions will differ 
depending on a particular PID implementation. When 
tuning a PID algorithm, generally the aim is to match 
some preconceived ideal response profile for the 
closed loop system. 
It has long been recognized that first-order-plus-dead 
(FOPDT) approximations can adequately explain the 
behavior of a range of processes: 

1
)(

+
=

−

s
eK

sG
p

tds
p

τ
             (1) 

Where Kp is the process gain, tp the process time 
constant and the td is the process time delay. 
The Zeigler Nichols Open-Loop Tuning Method is a 
way of relating the process parameters to the 
controller parameters. 
The process reaction procedure was carried out at 
five different tank levels. Pseudo-steady state was 
reached before step disturbances were implemented 
in cooling flow rate. Process parameters (gain, time 
constant and time delay) are then graphically 
obtained from the monitored tank temperature 
response (TT-004 – Figure 1). Due to the transient 
nature and process non-linearity, these parameters are 
not constant. In order to improve the design of the 
PID linear controller, Ziegler-Nichols tuning 
equations (Ogata, 1997) are applied for every 
pseudo-steady state studied.  

Accurate tuning is hardly possible using trial and 
error method. The classical methods for controller 
settings can not be precise enough and it is expected 
the controller function can be improved considerably 
if they are better tuned. 
From this methodology, an adaptive PID controller 
is obtained, implemented and compared to a well-
tuned conventional PID. 
A comprehensive summary of adaptive control was 
recently published by Sastry and Bodson (1994). 
 
 

5. RESULTS 
 
From the process reaction curve procedure, 
implemented at five different mixture volumes (100, 
200, 300, 400 and 500 mL), and Ziegler-Nichols 
tuning equations, the scheduling relationships for 
PID controller parameters - Kc, Ti and Td - were 
determined (Figure 3).  
 
The tuned and well tuned parameters obtained from 
Ziegler and Nichols method and fine tuned method 
(trial and error), respectively, are shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Tuned and well-tuned parameters (Kc, Ti 
and Td) obtained at different tank volume levels 
using Zigler and Nichols method and fine tuning 
method (trial and error). 
 

Tuned Well-tuned Volume 
(mL) Kc Ti Td Kc Ti Td 
100.0 433.1 26.0 6.5 101.6 156.0 3.3 
200.0 223.1 44.0 11.0 52.8 264.0 5.5 
300.0 159.9 74.0 18.5 37.4 444.0 9.3 
400.0 144.8 78.0 19.5 34.2 468.0 9.8 
500.0 110.9 112.0 28.0 26.7 672.0 14.0 

 
From Figure 3, it is observed that the controller gain 
decreases as soon as tank volume increases.  Indeed 
the process becomes more sensitive since the heat 
transfer area increases and consequently a small 
control action is required to regulate bulk 
temperature. Still according to PID Ziegler-Nichols 
tuning, the integral action must decrease and the 
effect of derivative term must increase as volume 
increases. 
 
Experimental runs were carried out by loading the 
stirred tank with 100mL of pineapple juice at 5ºC 
and continuously adding ethanol 99.5%, at 
environmental temperature, until the tank volume 
reaches 500mL. 
 
Since ethanol pump operates at fixed flow rate 
(0.18mL/s) and the batch time is known, the tank 
volume is computed and the obtained tuning 
relationships (Figure 3) are on-line applied in the 
adaptive PID controller. 
 
Although similar behaviour is obtained from 
conventional PID controller application (Figure 5), 
undesirable control action saturation occurred. Fixed 
tuning parameters obtained at the early stage of the 
batch (volume: 100mL) were employed. 
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Fig. 3. Experimental values of controller gain (Kc), 

integral time (Ti) and derivative time (Td) 
obtained at different tank volume levels. 

 
 
Figure 4 presents the results from the adaptive 
controller implementation. The behaviour of the 
controlled variable (bulk temperature deviation) and 
the manipulated variable (pump speed) is shown. An 
open-loop run was also carried out (pump speed 
equals to 50%). In the early moments of ethanol 
addition, there is a heat generation that immediately 
cause an increase on pump speed in the closed-loop 
system. Soon afterwards, the temperature decreases 
and pump speed leads to a minimum cooling flow 
rate. Besides precipitation heat generation, the 
ethanol inlet at environmental temperature adds heat 
continuously to the tank bulk mixture.   
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Fig. 4. Bulk temperature deviation (T-Tsp) and 

manipulated variable behavior obtained from 
experimental runs: open-loop and adaptive PID 
implementation. 
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Fig. 5. Bulk temperature deviation (T-Tsp) and 

manipulated variable behavior obtained from 
experimental runs: open-loop and conventional 
PID implementation (Kc= 101.6 %/ºC, 
Ti= 156.0s, Td= 3.2s). 

 
In order to compare conventional and adaptive PID 
controllers, performance criteria are computed from 
the experimental runs of Figures 4 and 5 and 
summarized on Table 2. 
 
Table 2. PID and PID adaptive performance criteria 
from experimental runs. 
 

Controller Performance 
criteria Adaptive 

PID  
Conventional 

PID  
ITAE 4,736,074 5,346,902 

Overshoot (ºC) 1.3 1.9 
Rise time (s) 220 320 

 
From the results, it could be concluded that both 
controllers are suitable for the precipitation tank 
control. However, from Table 1, the adaptive 
controller showed better global performance 
criterion (ITAE) and reduced overshoot and rise 
time. 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
 

In the present work, the pineapple juice (raw 
material) is obtained from the stem and rind of the 
fruit, both considered as kitchen waste in most 
brazilian restaurants and industries. The precipitation 
process is usually the first step of the downstream 
processing, and this was the practical method 
adopted here in order to recover bromelain enzyme 
from the pineapple juice. 
 
Looking forward to avoiding bromelain denaturation 
during the precipitation process, the temperature 
must be monitored and controlled. Due to the 
transient nature and non-linear features of bromelain 
precipitation fed-batch process, designing a 
temperature controller for the experimental 
apparatus is not a trivial task. 
 
Conventional and adaptive controllers were properly 
designed and on-line implemented through a 
fieldbus digital control system. From the results, 
both controllers were considered suitable to control 
the temperature of the fed-batch tank. However, the 
performance was improved when adaptive controller 
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was employed, since no saturation on control action 
occurred and the overshoot and rise time decreased. 
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DISTRIBUTED MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL OF A FOUR-TANK SYSTEM

Mehmet Mercangöz 

Francis J. Doyle III 

Department of Chemical Engineering, 

University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106, USA

Abstract: A distributed model predictive control (DMPC) framework is proposed. The 

physical plant structure and the plant mathematical model are used to partition the control 

duties over self-sufficient estimation and control nodes. Linear models and local 

measurements at the nodes are used to estimate the relevant plant states. This information 

is then used in the model predictive control calculations. Communication among relevant 

nodes during estimation and control calculations provides improvement over the 

performance of completely decentralized controllers. The DMPC framework is 

demonstrated for the level control of an interacting four-tank system. The performance of 

the DMPC system for disturbance rejection is compared with other control 

configurations. The results indicate that the performance of the proposed framework 

provides significant improvement over completely decentralized MPC controllers, and 

approaches the performance of a fully centralized design. Copyright © 2006 IFAC

Keywords: Distributed decentralized estimation and control, model based control, 

network control, plantwide control. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Efficient plantwide control of chemical processing 

plants provides a significant economic advantage by 

enabling closer operation to optimization constraints, 

decreasing the number of shut-downs and by 

reducing the amount of off-specification products. 

Efficient control systems can also provide 

environmental and operational safety for these 

chemical plants. 

Control systems in typical modern chemical plants 

are built in a hierarchical structure, where a large 

number of digital PI, PID and other simple 

controllers enable stable operation of most unit 

operations. These controllers are then connected to 

multivariate systems spanning several unit operations 

to control the important quality variables or to 

achieve more sophisticated tasks such as waste 

minimization, economic optimization or production 

scheduling as shown in figure 1 (Skogestad, 2004). 

The information flow in these hierarchical structures 

is in a vertical direction and the systems at the same 

level are not aware of the existence of their 

neighbors even though they may be interacting.   

The objective of this paper is to develop a framework 

for a horizontal connection among the different 

control systems in a chemical plant at the 

multivariate control level. The industry standard for 

multivariate control is model predictive control 

(MPC) and the proposed framework provides a 

communication structure for estimation and control 

among different distributed MPC applications.       

Decentralized estimation and control problems have 

attracted attention from several different fields. The 

Control of vehicle formations or a group of robots in 

mechanical or aerospace engineering, control of 

power grids in electrical engineering and 

coordination of wireless systems in computer science 

are examples of these problems. Achievements, 

especially in the field of multivariate estimation and 

control, include the development of parallel partially 

decentralized controllers (Siljak, 1991). Multi-level 

hierarchical control systems have been designed 

based on decomposition and coordination strategies 

(Findeisen et al., 1980). A fully distributed 

decentralized estimation and control structure 

(DDEC) to achieve the same performance of a 

centralized algorithm under certain conditions have 

also been developed (Mutambara, 1998). This 

method has been successfully applied to a chemical 

engineering plantwide control problem for a state-

feedback control law (Vadigepalli and Doyle III, 

2003). Distributed approaches to MPC applications 

have also been investigated (Jia and Krogh, 2001). 

However, these approaches involved assumptions on 

the worst-case interactions to design a stabilizing 

hierarchical control strategy.  

In the present study, a nodal estimation network is 

designed as an extension on the scalable DDEC 

methodology of Mutambara (1998), however the 

simple state feedback based control structure of the 

DDEC is replaced with an MPC algorithm. The 

nodal communication of state information in the 

original DDEC methodology is preserved and 

extended to include the communication and renewal 

of MPC results among relevant controllers before the 

implementation of control action. Additional 

requirements regarding model decomposition are 

also considered for the design of a DMPC network. 
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical organization of process control 

systems in chemical plants. 

In the following sections the DDEC methodology is 

revisited and the DMPC framework is outlined. The 

application of the proposed framework to an 

interacting four-tank system is provided. The 

simulation results to compare the efficiency of the 

DMPC algorithm to conventional centralized and 

completely decentralized MPC formulations precede 

a discussion of these results and a conclusion section. 

2. DDEC METHODOLOGY 

The DDEC methodology is based on a linear 

discrete-time plant with nu inputs and ny outputs of 

the following state–space form: 

x(k)= x(k 1)+Bu(k 1)+w(k 1) (1)

y(k)=Hx(k)+v(k) (2)

where ( ) nx k  is the n-dimensional state of 

interest at time k; : n n  is the state transition 

matrix from time (k 1) to k; ( ) un
u k  and 

: unnB  are the input vector and matrix, 

respectively; ( ) yn
y k  is the measurements 

vector at time k; : ynnH is the observation 

matrix; and, w(k)~N(0,Q) and v(k)~N(0,R) are the 

associated process and measurement noise vectors, 

respectively, and are modelled as uncorrelated, zero 

mean sequences with covariance matrices Q and R,

respectively.  

2.1 Model Decomposition 

The plant model given in (1) and (2) is partitioned 

according to either physical structure or based on an 

analysis of the mathematical model. At this stage the 

number of DDEC nodes is determined along with the 

allocation of measurements and control inputs among 

different nodes. Even though two nodes can share 

measurements, a control input cannot be assigned to 

more than a single node. The number of nodes should 

also be chosen carefully to evenly distribute the 

computational requirements and the communication 

load due to overlapping states. Linear 

transformations Ti for each node i are then designed 

to obtain the local state transition and observations 

given by: 

xi(k)= ixi(k 1)+Biui(k 1)+wi(k 1) (3)

yi(k)=Cixi(k)+vi(k) (4)

where ui(k) are the inputs affecting the local states. i

is related to the global state transition matrix (k) as 

i=Ti (k)Ti
†, where Ti

† is the generalized inverse of 

Ti. The local state vector at node i, xi(k), is related to 

the global state vector x(k) by xi(k)=Tix(k). 

2.2 Distributed Prediction and Estimation 

The prediction and estimation calculations at every 

time step are done according to the distributed and 

decentralized Kalman filter (DDKF). The state xi(k)

at node i, is predicted according to: 

( 1) ( 1 1) ( 1)i i i i ix k k x k k B u k (5)

Pi(k |k 1)= iPi(k 1|k 1) i
T+Qi (6)

where Qi and Ri represent the local covariance 

matrices of process and measurement noise, 

respectively. The estimation step follows in three 

stages: (i) local estimation, (ii) internodal 

communication and (iii) assimilation to produce a 

global estimate. The Local covariance and state 

estimates are computed from local measurements as 

follows: 

† †( ( )) [ ]T

i i i i iP k y k C R C (7)

†( ( )) ( ( ))[ ] ( )T
i i i i i i ix k y k P k y k C R y k (8)

The relevant subset of local estimates of the state and 

prediction error covariances are communicated to 

relevant nodes and the information at each node is 

transformed into the local state subspace. The 

transformed state and covariance estimates are given 

by

† † †( ( )) [ ( ( )) ]T T

i j i j j j j iP k y k T T P k y k T T (9)

†( ( )) ( ( ))i jj i j jx k y k TT x k y k (10)
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The transformed states are assimilated locally to 

produce state and covariance estimates according to: 

1( ) ( )[ ( 1) ( 1)i ii ix k k P k k P k k x k k

                      †

1

( ( )) ( ( ))]
N

ii j j

j

P k y k x k y k
(11)

1 † †

1

( ) [ ( 1) ( ( ))]
N

i i i j

j

P k k P k k P k y k (12)

This combined process of local prediction, inter-

nodal communication and assimilation among N 

nodes produces estimates identical to those obtained 

from an equivalent centralized Kalman filter 

algorithm.  

2.3 Distributed Control 

A nodal control law obtained as a cost minimizing 

control function is given by  

( ) [ ( ) ( )]i ci ri iu k K x k x k k (13)

where ( )rix k is the local state reference, ( )ix k k  is 

the local optimal state estimate, and Kci is the optimal 

control gain computed from the solution to a 

distributed and decentralized backward Riccati 

recursion. The prediction, estimation and control 

stages of the DDEC algorithm are shown in figure 2. 

Fig. 2. Organization of the distributed estimation and 

state-feedback based control in the DDEC 

algorithm. 

3. DMPC FRAMEWORK 

 The DMPC framework relies on a similar model 

decomposition structure as given in (1) to (4). 

However, local models are developed by explicitly 

indicating interactions due to control moves from n
neighboring nodes given as 

1

( ) ( -1) ( -1) ( -1) ( -1)
n

i i i i i j j i

j

x k x k Bu k B u k w k (14)

yi(k)=Cixi(k)+vi(k) (15)

 The DMPC framework also requires “self-

sufficiency” of local subsystems, meaning that every 

subsystem will be able to estimate the local states 

and achieve the local control objectives with the 

measurements and control inputs allocated to that 

node. This translates into the requirement that every 

subsystem will be observable with the allocated 

measurements and controllable with the assigned 

control inputs. “Self-sufficiency” will enable 

successful operation of a node in the case of a failure 

in other nodes or during an intermission in the 

communication structure. In the present study, it is 

assumed that an off-line Kalman filter with 

innovation gain Mi is available at every node prior to 

the start of the algorithm based on the local nodal 

models (14) and (15), and also on the expected 

disturbances. There are no requirements on the 

connectivity of the nodal DMPC network. The states 

of the local models 
ix  are separated into two sets, 

o

ix and no

ix , denoting the overlapping and non-

overlapping components respectively. Moreover, 

every node i has reliability factors 
( )

j

i lr  for any 

overlapping state l of o

ix coming from a relevant 

node j as determined during the design of the local 

Kalman filters. 

3.1 DMPC estimation 

The DMPC algorithm is initiated when a node i

obtains its corresponding measurements yi(k). These 

local measurements are used with the predictions 

from the previous time step ( 1)ix k k  to produce 

local state estimates according to 

( ( )) ( 1) [ ( ) ( 1)]i i ii i i ix k y k x k k M y k C x k k (16)

Subsets of these local state estimates among o

ix  are 

broadcasted to relevant nodes and, in return, external 

state information is received back. The estimate for 

state l sent by a node j to another node i is denoted 

by ( ) ( ( ))
j

i l ix k y k , where l denotes a certain state in o

ix .

A given node i can interact with multiple other nodes 

and the shared states can be completely different or 

have common elements between different 

interconnections. 

After the communication step, the received state 

estimates are weighted and fused together with the 

local estimates at node i, according to the pre-

assigned reliability factors as: 

( ) ( ) ( )

1

( ) ( ( ))
q

j
j

i l i l j i l

j

x k k x k y k r (17)

where q is the number of overlapping nodes for the 

state ( )i lx , including node i itself and the 

corresponding reliability factors for the different 

estimates are related by  
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( )

1

1
q

j

i l

j

r (18)

This step ensures that the information about the 

shared states o

ix is distributed throughout the network. 

In the DDEC scheme, the assimilation step uses the 

inverses of the estimation error covariances to weight 

the information coming from all other nodes. Since 

the DMPC framework is based on an off-line 

suboptimal Kalman filter, inverses of the steady-state 

error covariances can be used as reliability factors for 

the corresponding local estimators. However, 

because of the generality of the DMPC framework in 

terms of the interconnection structure and the 

number of overlapping states, there is no restriction 

on the choice of 
( )

j

i lr besides (18). One potential 

negative aspect of the DMPC estimation scheme is 

the loss of equivalence to an optimal centralized 

estimator, as is the case with the DDEC 

methodology.  

3.2 DMPC prediction and control 

State estimates obtained in the previous section are 

used to initialize the local models (14) and (15). At 

each time step the nodes also receive information 

about the control moves of the neighboring nodes in 

the previous time step. This information is then used 

in the state transition equations (14) to include the 

effects of input interactions by assuming constant 

values throughout the prediction horizon. The 

prediction and control stages are conducted locally at 

each node i, according to the MPC algorithm by 

solving a numerical optimization problem given as 

1

1,

0 1

min
( [ ( ( 1 )

( ) ,..., ( 1 )

iynp
y

t s it

t si i

w y k t k
u k k u m k k

2 2

,

1

( 1))] [ ( )] )
iu

i

n
uref

is t s is

s

y k t w u k t k

              . .s t       low high

i i iu u u

                     low high

i i iu u u
          ( ) 0iu k h k      , 1,..., 1for h m m p

(19)

where s denotes the sth component of a vector, 

( )k t k denotes the t steps ahead prediction using 

the local models, based on information available at 

time k and finally, ref

iy denotes the output reference 

for sample time k.

When a node obtains the solution of the local MPC 

problem, it sends the control moves for the next time 

step to its interacting neighbors before implementing 

it in the actual system. The nodes then use this 

information to update the input interactions in the 

prediction models and repeat the MPC calculations 

with the same initial states. The MPC calculations 

can be repeated for a certain number of iterations or 

based on a convergence criterion. The convergence 

properties of the DMPC algorithm will be reported in 

a subsequent publication. After a satisfactory 

solution is obtained from the MPC calculations, local 

nodes implement the control moves for the current 

time step and the predictions for state information is 

send to the next estimation stage which starts again 

as new measurements are received. 

The prediction and control structure of the DMPC 

framework introduces cooperation for control 

calculations in the nodal network, whereas in the 

DDEC scheme the network only cooperates for state 

estimation and the control calculations are performed 

locally. Even though repeated MPC calculations are 

computationally more cumbersome compared to 

LQG based local controllers, the ability to include 

constraints, and the flexibility in the design of 

controllers considerably improve the performance of 

a DMPC network over a DDEC counterpart. The 

prediction estimation and control stages of the 

DMPC algorithm are depicted in figure 3. 

Fig. 3. Organization of the distributed estimation, 

MPC based control and the inter-nodal 

communication stages in the DMPC framework. 

4. CASE STUDY 

The DMPC framework is applied in a case study 

involving level controls in an interacting four-tank 

system. This problem provides a simple, illustrative 

example for system decomposition and yet has 

challenging dynamic behaviour that can distinguish 

the performance of different control strategies. 

4.1 System Description

The simulated four-tank problem considered here is a 

variant of the experimental system described by 

Gatzke et al. (2000). A schematic of this process is 

shown in figure 4. The system has two inputs (pump 

speeds) which can be manipulated to control the two 

outputs (levels in tanks 3 and 4). The multivariate 

dynamics is created by the cross-recycle streams 

feeding the two different overhead tanks 1 and 2. In 

this case study the dynamics are enriched by adding 

first order lags between the control signals and the 

pump throughput, and the system is simulated based 

on a full nonlinear mass balance model given in 20. 

Bernoulli’s law is used for the flows out of the tanks, 

Ai stands for the cross sectional area, hi for the liquid 

level and ki for the flow factors from tank i. Fin stands 

for the input flows to the overhead tanks, di for the 

flow disturbances, i for the recycle flow ratios, vi for 

actual pump throughput and finally ui for the 

controller output. 
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Fig. 4. Schematic description of the four-tank system. 
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(20)

By omitting all information about the flow 

disturbances, the nonlinear model equations with 

specified parameter values can be linearized and 

rearranged to give the following discrete-time system 

with a sampling frequency of 1 s-1. This system will 

serve as the starting centralized model in the DMPC 

framework, corresponding to equations (1) and (2).  

                  
0.89 0.26 0.2 0.03 0 0 0.1 0.01

0 0.34 0 0.08 0 0 0 0.06

0 0 0.37 0 0 0 0.63 0
( 1) ( ) ( )

0 0 0 0.45 0 0 0 0.69

0 0 0.03 0.1 0.82 0.27 0.01 0.1

0 0 0.09 0 0 0.25 0.07 0

x k x k u k

1 0 0 0 0 0
( ) ( )

0 0 0 0 1 0
y k x k

(21)

4.2 Nodal Decomposition

The control objective in the four-tank system is to 

keep the levels at tanks 3 and 4 at the specified 

reference values in the face of flow disturbances. 

This objective and an examination of the rest of the 

process lead to a clear division of the system into two 

physical subsystems with each subsystem containing 

a controlled tank 3 or 4 and their matching overhead 

tanks 1 or 2. The physical separation of the process 

into two subsystems also allocates the measurements 

(tank levels 3 or 4) and the manipulated variables 

corresponding to each controlled tank as well (pump 

speeds 1 or 2).  

The states of the system described in (21) are pre-

arranged for the demonstration of mathematical 

decomposition. The measured states 1 and 5 are the 

focal points for the distribution of states among the 

two subsystems and they are positioned diagonally 

on the two sides of the state transition matrix. This 

arrangement forms a disconnected system, except for 

states 3 and 4, which are shared between the two 

subsystems leading to nodal models given below. 

These models correspond to equations (14) and (15) 

of the DMPC framework. In this distribution node 1 

contains states 1 to 4, output 1 and input 1, whereas 

node 2 contains states 3 to 6, output 2 and input 2. 

This decomposition also satisfies the “self-

sufficiency” requirement for the nodes in a DMPC 

network.   

                  

1 1 1 2

0.89 0.26 0.2 0.03 0.1 0.01

0 0.34 0 0.08 0 0.06
( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )

0 0 0.37 0 0.63 0

0 0 0 0.45 0 0.69

x k x k u k u k

1 1( ) 1 0 0 0 ( )y k x k

(22)

                  

2 2 2 1

0.37 0 0 0 0 0.63

0 0.45 0 0 0.69 0
( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )

0.03 0.1 0.82 0.27 0.1 0.01

0.09 0 0 0.25 0 0.07

x k x k u k u k

2 2( ) 0 0 1 0 ( )y k x k

(23)

4.3 DMPC design

The next stage in the construction of a DMPC 

network is to add the anticipated disturbance and 

noise models on the different subsystems. In this 

case, a single unmeasured disturbance and output 

noise channels are added to both nodes. Kalman 

filters, based on these models are then designed with 

expected covariance values for the process and 

measurement noises.  

The overlapping states between the subsystems were 

determined during the nodal decomposition step, 

however for the DMPC design, the reliability factors 

for these states at each node has to be specified. For 

simplicity, in this case study the reliability of state 

estimation at both nodes are assumed to be the same 

and factors 2

1(3)r , 2

1(4)r , 1

2(3)r , 1

2(4)r  are all taken as 0.5 in 

accordance with (18).  

For the MPC design, upper and lower limits for 

pump speeds are taken as 5 and 0, and only output 

weights of 100 are used in both subsystems. The 

prediction horizons are specified as 8 and the move 

horizons are specified as 3. The DMPC framework 

does not require symmetry for the design of the nodal 

MPC controllers, however similar computational 

loads will create a balanced network and nodal 

communication will proceed without long delays. In 

this case study, the performance of the DMPC 

network is compared to two other control strategies. 

The first one employs a centralized MPC controller 

for the whole system and the second one has two 
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completely decentralized MPC controllers. Both of 

these strategies have the same input constraints, 

output weights, prediction and control horizons as in 

the DMPC design. As a final design parameter, the 

MPC solutions are repeated only once by the DMPC 

nodes. 

4.4 Performance Comparison 

The performance of the DMPC network is compared 

with the centralized and completely decentralized 

MPC controllers in a simulation study using the 

nonlinear four-tank system. Concurrent feed flow 

disturbances were considered in the simulation 

scenarios in the form of 1 and 1.5 m3/s steps for 

disturbances 1 and 2 respectively. Different control 

strategies were compared based on the maximum 

deviations from the set-points, the integral absolute 

errors and the settling times for the two outputs. 

The simulation results are shown in figure 5 and the 

performance measures are listed in table 1. The 

results show that in the present configuration the 

concurrent disturbances effect output 1 more 

profoundly and in return the controllers have more 

difficulty managing this output. According to the 

results, the DMPC formulation outperforms the fully 

decentralized MPC controllers by a large margin. For 

both outputs all three performance measures are in 

favour of the DMPC but for output 1 the difference is 

more pronounced. Comparison of the DMPC 

formulation with the centralized MPC controller 

reveals that the DMPC comes fairly close to the 

performance of the centralized MPC. Moreover, even 

though the overall performance of the centralized 

MPC is better than the DMPC scheme, the DMPC 

has better results for the settling time and IAE for 

output 2. 

The short oscillations in output 1 after the 

disturbance are caused by the distributed state 

estimation due to the initial differences in the state 

estimates for the shared states. The oscillations 

disappear as both estimators converge to the correct 

state estimates. This behaviour is not observed in 

output 2.  

Fig. 5. Dynamic response of the four-tank system to 

concurrent feed flow disturbances. 

Table 1 Performance measures for different control 

formulations

Settling 

time (s) 

Maximum 

Deviation (m) 

IAE 

(m·s) 

Centralized MPC (y1) 90 0.24 6.1 
Centralized MPC (y2) 90 0.37 5.7 
DMPC (y1) 90 0.28 7.5 
DMPC (y2) 70 0.42 5.2 
Decentralized MPC (y1) 110 0.61 16.3 
Decentralized MPC (y2) 90 0.52 9.2 

5. CONCLUSION 

In the present study, a distributed model predictive 

control framework is presented. The methodology is 

demonstrated on a four-tank level control problem. 

The results show that the new methodology performs 

significantly better than a completely decentralized 

set of controllers. In terms of computational 

parallelization, the size of the individual problems is 

reduced by more than 33 % compared to a 

completely centralized formulation. Iterative 

solutions of the DMPC provide feed-forward 

anticipation of the interactions due to control inputs, 

bringing the performance of the DMPC closer to that 

of a completely centralized MPC. In addition, the 

“self-sufficiency” criterion required for the DMPC 

enables the subsystems to stay functional in case of 

failures in other subsystems. With these properties, 

the DMPC framework can be a viable candidate to 

provide a connecting link between existing MPC 

applications in chemical engineering systems. 
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Abstract: Optimizing the operation of processes with hybrid dynamics is challeng-
ing since the discrete dynamics (i.e. abrupt changes of states or inputs) introduces
discontinuities with which gradient-based solvers often cannot cope very well. This
contribution suggests a scheme that combines model predictive control (MPC)
with genetic algorithms and embedded simulation of the hybrid dynamics. As
demonstrated for the example of a chemical reactor, the genetic algorithm provides
good results even if the prediction horizon includes points of discontinuities of the
continuous dynamics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Automated industrial processes are suitably mod-
eled by hybrid dynamic systems if the evolution of
continuous quantities (like levels, temperatures, or
concentrations) is superposed by switching behav-
ior. The latter arises e.g. from discretely operated
actuators or autonomous abrupt changes between
qualitatively different dynamics. The considera-
tion of hybrid dynamics is particularly important
if the process performs transitions between signif-
icantly different operating points as they occur for
shutdown, start-up, or product changeover. This
contribution proposes a technique to algorithmi-
cally compute (near-) optimal control strategies
to realize such transition procedures. The starting
point is a hybrid model of the plant given as a
hybrid automaton with nonlinear continuous dy-
namics and discrete as well as continuous inputs.
An optimization problem is formulated to deter-
mine the optimal input trajectories to drive the

1 Corresponding author: olaf.stursberg@uni-dortmund.de

hybrid automaton from an initial state into a state
within a target region such that an appropriate
cost criterion is minimized, the hybrid dynamics
is considered as a constraint, and unsafe state
sets are not reached during the transition. The
cost criterion represents the combination of the
transition time and costs formulated over the state
and the input trajectories.

Our previous work on this task revealed the fol-
lowing problems: If the optimization constraints
are approximated by algebraic discrete-time lin-
ear models and if the optimization problem is
solved iteratively using a model predictive control
(MPC) scheme and mixed-integer linear program-
ming (Stursberg and Engell, 2002), the solution
performance suffers from large numbers of auxil-
iary variables required to encode the switching dy-
namics (Till et al., 2004). If alternatively a graph
search algorithm with embedded nonlinear pro-
gramming (NLP) is used (Stursberg, 2004a; Sturs-
berg, 2004b), the non-smoothness arising from the
switching can lead to a lack of convergence in
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the NLP step. This paper introduces a method
that combines the advantages of the two previ-
ous approaches in the following sense: The search
for (near-) optimal state and input trajectories
is carried out using a moving horizon scheme to
benefit from the advantage of linearly increasing
complexity with the overall time period required
for the transition (if a fixed prediction horizon is
used). The optimization in any iteration of the
MPC scheme is carried out using a genetic al-
gorithm (GA) with embedded hybrid simulation.
Since this approach does not employ the gradients
of the cost function and of the constraints, the
convergence problems mentioned above for NLP
do not occur here.

Apart from the work referenced above, a num-
ber of alternative approaches to optimal con-
trol of hybrid systems were published in recent
years: While e.g. (Branicky et al., 1998; Suss-
mann, 1999; Shaikh and Caines, 2003) aim at
extending the maximum principle and calculus
of variations to discontinuities, the approaches in
(among others) (Shah and Pantelides, 1996; Buss
et al., 2000; Zhang and Cassandras, 2001; Bem-
porad et al., 2002; Lee and Barton, 2003; Stein
et al., 2004) address different issues for efficiently
computing optimal controllers for certain sub-
classes of hybrid systems (mostly piecewise affine
systems). To the knowledge of the authors of this
paper, only the publications (Wegele et al., 2002)
and (Olaru et al., 2004) consider the use of GA
for hybrid system optimization. While the first
does not propose a specific solution algorithm, the
second describes a method that solves the opti-
mization problem by GA within an MPC scheme.
In contrast to the approach proposed in this paper
(which considers continuous-time and nonlinear
continuous dynamics), the method in (Olaru et
al., 2004) is restricted, however, to MLD-systems,
i.e. discrete-time piecewise affine systems.

2. PREDICTIVE CONTROL OF HYBRID
AUTOMATA

The model considered in this contribution is
formulated as a hybrid automaton according to
(Stursberg, 2004a). Such a model is suitable
to represent the transition procedure mentioned
above, as it includes continuous and discrete
inputs, and it can express the state-dependent
switching between different (possibly unstable)
continuous dynamics:

Definition 1. Hybrid Automaton
A hybrid automaton with mixed inputs HA =
(X,U, V, Z, inv,Θ, g, r, f) consists of the following
elements:

• the state vector x defined on the continuous
state space X ⊆ R

nx ;

• the continuous inputs u defined on the continu-
ous input space U = [u−

1 , u+
1 ]× . . .× [u−

nu
, u+

nu
],

u−

j , u+
j ∈ R;

• a finite number nd of discrete inputs vj ∈

R
nv defined on the discrete input space V =

{v1, . . . , vnd
};

• a finite set of locations Z = {z1, . . . , znz
};

• an invariant mapping inv : Z → 2X which
assigns a polyhedral set inv(zj) = {x | ∃ npj

∈

N, Cj ∈ R
npj

×nx , dj ∈ R
npj , x ∈ X : Cj ·

x ≤ dj} to each location zj ∈ Z;
• the set Θ ⊆ Z × Z of transitions, denoted

by (z1, z2) for a transition from z1 ∈ Z into
z2 ∈ Z;

• a guard mapping g : Θ → 2X that associates
a polyhedral set g((z1, z2)) ⊆ X with each
(z1, z2) ∈ Θ. For each location z ∈ Z, it is
required for all pairs of transitions originating
from z that the corresponding guard sets are
disjoint;

• a reset function r : Θ × X → X assigning an
updated state x′ ∈ X to each (z1, z2) ∈ Θ and
x ∈ g((z1, z2));

• a flow function f : Z × X × U × V →

R
nx defining a continuous vector field ẋ =

f(z, x, u, v) for each pair z ∈ Z, v ∈ V .

Let T = {t0, t1, t2, . . .} be an ordered set of time
points, such that T contains the initial time t0
and all points of time at which an input change
or a transition occurs. The continuous states xk,
the locations zk, and the inputs uk and vk are
defined for the points tk ∈ T . The values of uk

and vk are piecewise constant on each interval
[tk, tk+1[, k ∈ N ∪ {0}. Σ denotes the set of all
valid hybrid states σk := (zk, xk) with zk ∈ Z and
xk ∈ inv(zk). For given sequences of values uk

and vk, a feasible run φσ of HA is then given as
a sequence φσ = (σ0, σ1, σ2, . . .) with σk ∈ Σ such
that:

• σ0 is initialized to a given z0 ∈ Z and x0 ∈

inv(z0) (but x0 not contained in any guard set).
• σk+1 results from σk by: (1) continuous evo-

lution: χ : [0, τ ] → X with τ = tk+1 − tk
and χ(0) = xk, χ(τ) =

∫ τ

0
f(zk, χ(t), uk, vk)dt

with χ(t) ∈ inv(zk) and for all t ∈ [0, τ [:
χ(t) /∈ g((zk, •)) for any guard set associated
with transitions leaving zk; and (2) a transition
(zk, zk+1) ∈ Θ if χ(τ) ∈ g(zk, zk+1), such that
xk+1 = r((zk, zk+1), χ(τ)) ∈ inv(zk+1), else
zk+1 = zk, xk+1 = χ(τ). ♦

The optimal control problem considered in this
paper is posed as follows: Assume that an initial
state σ0 ∈ Σ, a target set Σt ⊂ Σ with Σt =
{(zt, x)|∃1zt ∈ Z : x ∈ Xt ⊂ inv(zt)}, as well
as a forbidden state set F =

⋃nf

j=1 Fj ⊂ Σ with
Fj = {(zf,j , x)|∃1zf,j ∈ Z : x ∈ Xf,j ⊂ inv(zf,j)}
are given. (Xf,j is polyhedral, and Xf,j ∩ Xt =
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∅). Assume furthermore that the ordered set of
time points T = {t0, t1, t2, . . . , tf} is finite, and
that the inputs can only be changed at tk ∈

Ts ⊂ T . Let Φu,s contain all possible continuous
input trajectories φu = (u0, u1, u2, . . . ) defined on
Ts, and Φv,s correspondingly all discrete input
trajectories φv = (v0, v1, v2, . . . ). Note that φσ

remains defined on T , and that a run of HA
according to Def. 1 is deterministic for any choice
of φu and φv.

The control task is to determine input trajectories
φ∗

u and φ∗

v that lead to a run φ∗

σ of HA from
σ0 into Σt such that no hybrid state in F is
encountered and a cost function Ω is minimized:

min
φu∈Φu,s,φv∈Φv,s

Ω(tf , φσ) (1)

s.t. φσ = (σ0, . . . , σf ) with σ0 = (z0, x0),

σf := (z(tf ), x(tf )) ∈ Σt, and for φσ applies

in each phase of continuous evolution acc. to

Def. 1: (zk, χ(t)) /∈ Fj ∀ Fj ∈ F, ∀ t ∈ [0, τ ].

σf denotes the first hybrid state along φσ which is
contained in Σt. Since computing the solution of
the problem in Eq. 1 requires that |Ts| choices are
made for the values of v and u, the solution space
of the optimization problem grows exponentially
with |Ts|. In order to allow for a computationally
tractable solution also for larger sets Ts, the ap-
proach presented here approximates the problem
in Eq. 1 by employing a moving horizon scheme.
The optimization problem is divided into |Ts| − 1
subproblems which are solved iteratively and yield
a solution φ̂u ∈ Φu,s, φ̂v ∈ Φv,s of the control task,

which leads to a run φ̂σ of HA. Starting from
t0, a subproblem is solved for every tk ∈ Ts as
follows: for a given h ∈ N

>0, an ordered time set
Tk = {tk, . . . , tk+h−1} denotes the time horizon
for which the problem:

min
φu∈Φu,h,φv∈Φv,h

Ω
(
tk, . . . , tk+h, φσ

)
, (2)

is solved. The input trajectories are defined as
φu = {uk, . . . , uk+h−1}, φv = {vk, . . . , vk+h−1}

and are taken from the sets Φu,h and Φv,h of all
input trajectories of length h. The value of h is
either equal to a user-specified parameter, or, if
Σt is reached within the horizon, equal to the
number of time steps required to reach Σt. φσ =
(σk, . . . , σk+h) denotes the corresponding feasible
run of HA, and in each iteration k, σk is set
equal to the hybrid state σk+1 of the run obtained
from the optimization in the preceding iteration.
The optimization according to Eq. 2 is subject to
the same constraint for the forbidden sets as the
optimization according to Eq. 1. The cost function
Ω depends on the time points tk ∈ Tk, since
the fraction of each time interval [tk, tk+1], for
which the evolution of HA is outside of Σt, leads
to a cost contribution. A second contribution is
determined as the distance between each σk ∈ φσ

and Σt. (All state variables are normalized to the
interval [0, 1] for the distance computation.)

When all subproblems are solved, the complete
continuous input trajectory φ̂u is obtained from
concatenating the first elements uk of every tra-
jectory φu. φ̂v is constructed accordingly.

3. A GA-BASED OPTIMIZATION
ALGORITHM

The subproblems in Eq. 2 are solved employ-
ing genetic algorithms (GAs), which were first
introduced in (Holland, 1975). GAs provide an
efficient means to solve optimization problems,
even if discontinuities in the cost function or the
constraints are present. Fig. 1 shows the scheme
of the algorithm consisting of three modules: the
genetic algorithm, an evaluation module, and a
module that performs the simulation of the hy-
brid dynamics of HA. In an iteration k of the
MPC scheme, the GA is initialized with the initial
hybrid state σk and the horizon Tk (see Sec. 2). It
performs nmax iterations to update the population
Pn = {s1,n, . . . , sµ,n}, which is the set of individ-
uals considered in iteration n, and µ ∈ N

>0 is an
even number which represents the population size.
nmax is determined as the number of generations
after which no increase in the best fitness value
(see below) is observed. Each individual s repre-
sents a combination of continuous and discrete
input trajectories. While continuous inputs are
represented using real-valued numbers, the dis-
crete inputs are encoded as bit sequences. These
elements, the genes, lead to individuals defined by:

si,n := (si,n,1, si,n,2, . . . , si,n,h−1), (3)

with si,n,j := (a1, . . . , anu
, b1, . . . , bn,v). (4)

The parameter al ∈ R with l ∈ {1, . . . , nu} rep-
resents the value of the continuous input ul, and
a bit sequence bp ∈ B

1×⌈log(cp)⌉, p ∈ {1, . . . , nv}

encodes the value of the discrete input vp (where
cp is the number of possible discrete values of vp).
The individuals of the initial population P1 are
generated randomly.

Fig. 1. Scheme of the algorithm.
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In every iteration n, the algorithm carries out the
following steps: For the input trajectories φu,i, φv,i

encoded by an individual si,n in Pn, the corre-
sponding state trajectory φσ,i,n is computed. This
is accomplished by numerical simulation which
approximates the run of HA for the time horizon
Tk according to the semantics in Def. 1. The
fitness of φσ,i,n is then determined by evaluating
the function:

fs(si,n) =
1

Ω′(tk, . . . , tk+h, φσ,i,n)
, i ∈ {1, . . . µ},

in which Ω′ is the cost function from Eq. 2, but
with two extensions: (a) an additional term is
added which penalizes state trajectories that enter
the forbidden hybrid state sets F ; (b) the hybrid
states in φσ,i,n are weighted over the time horizon
Tk. The weighting factors w for the hybrid states
are determined according to

w(tk+o) =

{
1 , o = h
fw · w(tk+o+1) , o = 1, . . . , h − 1

,

with fw ∈ R
>0.

After the fitness evaluation, the population Pn+1

for the next iteration of the GA is determined.
Fig. 2 shows the algorithm used for generating
Pn+1 from Pn.

Pn+1 := ∅;
WHILE (|Pn+1| < |Pn|) DO {

p1 := select(Pn);
p2 := select(Pn);
(c1, c2) := crossover(p1, p2, wc);
c1 := mutate(c1);
c2 := mutate(c2);
Pn+1 := Pn+1 ∪ {c1, c2};

}

Pn+1 := elitist(Pn, Pn+1)

Fig. 2. Algorithm for generating Pn+1 from Pn.

First, two individuals p1 and p2 (the parents)
are selected from Pn by the function select. This
function stochastically chooses an individual us-
ing a rank-based selection mechanism. In a large
number of experiments in which several selection
mechanisms were tested, it was found that this
mechanism allows for good optimization results
for the application example described in the fol-
lowing section. Assuming that Pn is sorted in as-
cending order with respect to the fitness of its in-
dividuals, the probability that an individual si,n,
i ∈ {1, . . . , µ}, is selected from Pn is computed as:

ws(si,n) =
pos(si,n)∑
i pos(si,n)

,

parent 1 parent 2

child 1 child 2

Fig. 3. Two-point crossover.

where the operator pos returns the position of si,n

within Pn.

The function crossover either performs a two-
point crossover of p1 and p2 (with probability
wc ∈ [0, 1]) or leaves p1 and p2 unchanged (with
probability 1 − wc). The main idea of the two-
point crossover is to generate individuals, the
children, which combine the advantages of both
parents. Two cut-off points of the parents are
determined randomly, and the children c1 and
c2 are constructed by exchanging the segment
between the cut-off points (Fig. 3), which may
involve continuous and discrete variables. If no
crossover is performed, p1 and p2 are just copied
to c1 and c2.

The function mutate is used to randomly change
genes of the two children. Each gene of a child ci

is changed with probability wm = 1/|ci|, with the
number |ci| of genes of ci. Modified real-valued
genes a′

j are created from the original gene aj

according to a′

j = aj + mn; mn is a realization
of a normally distributed random variable with
expected value 0 and decreasing variance over
the iterations n. Binary-valued genes are changed
according to b′j = 1 − bj .

The procedure of selection, crossover, and muta-
tion is repeated until the number of individuals in
Pn+1 and Pn is equal. Finally, the function elitist
replaces an arbitrary individual in Pn+1 with the
individual from Pn with the highest fitness value.
This function is used to avoid that a good solution
for the optimization according to Eq. 2 is lost by
applying crossover and mutation.

After nmax iterations of the GA, the input trajec-
tories encoded by the individual of Pnmax

with the
highest fitness value determine the solution of the
optimization in iteration k of the MPC scheme.

The set of time points Tk+1 for the next iter-
ation of the scheme is computed according to
Tk+1 = (tk+1, . . . , tk+h−1, tnew). The last time
tnew is obtained from tnew = tk+h−1 + ∆t with

∆t =
f∆t

(‖f(zk+h, xk+h, uk+h−1, vk−h−1)‖2)
, (5)

where f∆t is a tuning factor, (zk+h, xk+h) = σk+h

is the last hybrid state of φσ, and uk+h−1 and
vk+h−1 are the last entries of φu and φv. This
procedure adjusts the time interval ∆t to the
dynamics of HA for the current value of the state
variables and the inputs.
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4. APPLICATION EXAMPLE

The approach is illustrated for the start-up pro-
cedure of a chemical reactor as described in
(Stursberg, 2004a). It consists of a tank equipped
with two inlets, a heater, a cooling device, and one
outlet.

The state variables considered for optimization
are the volume of liquid VR, the temperature
TR, and the concentrations cA and cB of two
substances A and B, which react exothermically
to form a product. The system has five input
variables: the inlet flows F1, F2 as well as a
variable sH (representing the status of the heater:
on or off ) can be switched between two values.
In this example, however, the discrete input set
V is restricted to four combinations of values by
assuming that the inlet flows F1 and F2 are always
equal. Hence, the discrete input vector is given
by v := (F1, F2, sH)T, F1 = F2. The continuous
inputs of the system comprise the outlet flow
F3 and a cooling flow FC , thus u := (F3, FC)T.
According to Def. 1, the state vector is defined
as x := (VR, TR, cA, cB)T ∈ X. The vector of
locations is given by Z = {z1, z2}, with inv(z1) =
{x | x ∈ X : VR ∈ [0.1, 0.8[} and inv(z2) =
{x | x ∈ X : VR ≥ 0.8} to account for the fact that
the heating is only effective for a certain range
of VR (i.e. in z2). The set of transitions is Θ =
{(z1, z2), (z2, z1)} with g((z1, z2)) = g((z2, z1)) =
{x | x ∈ X : VR = 0.8}. The flow functions for the
two locations are specified as:

f I := f(z1, x, u, v) =


F1 + F2 − F3

(F1(T1 − TR) + F2(T2 − TR))/VR

+ FCk1(TC − TR)(k2/VR + k3) − k4q

(F1cA,1 − cA(F1 + F2))/VR + k9q

(F2cB,2 − cB(F1 + F2))/VR + k10q




,

(6)

f II := f(z2, x, u, v) =(
f I
1 , f I

2 + sHk6(TH − TR)(k7 −
k8

VR

), f I
3 , f I

4

)T

,

(7)

with q = cAc2
B exp(−k5/TR) and appropriate

constants T1, T2, TC , cA,1, cB,2, TH and k1 to k10.
State resets do not occur, and the model comprises
three forbidden regions F1 = (z1, {x | x ∈ X :
TR ≥ 360}), F2 = (z2, {x | x ∈ X : TR ≥ 360}),
and F3 = (z2, {x | x ∈ X : VR ≥ 1.8}).

The optimization task is to drive the system
from an initial state σ0 = (z1, x0) with x0 =
(0.1, 300, 0, 0)T, which corresponds to an almost
empty reactor, into an operating region in which
the reactor is filled, the temperature has a desired
level, and the production rate is sufficiently high,
i.e. the concentrations of A and B have low values.

F1

Substance
A

M

Product
D

Substance
B

Heating

Cooling

F3

F
C

F2

V

T

c

c

R

R

A

B

s
H

Fig. 4. Scheme of the CSTR.

The target location is z2, and Xt ⊂ inv(z2) is a
hyper-box given by Xt = [1.49, 1.51]× [343, 347]×
[0.46, 0.5] × [0.18, 0.22].

Several parameters of the algorithm presented in
Sec. 3 can be adjusted to tune the performance
for the given example. These parameters include
the optimization horizon h, the factor determin-
ing the weighting of the hybrid states in the fit-
ness computation fw, the population size µ, the
crossover probability wc, and the tuning factor for
the computation of the time steps f∆t.

In a large number of simulation studies with sys-
tematic variation of the values of these parame-
ters, the following effects were observed: The cost
function value obtained for the complete transi-
tion has a minimum for an optimization horizon
of length h = 4. The fact that the costs increase
for higher values of h may be attributed to the
exponential growth of the search space with an
increasing value of h, and thus a relatively sparse
sampling of the search space for fixed numbers
of generations and individuals in the population.
Increasing µ or decreasing f∆t increases, not sur-
prisingly, the optimization performance (i.e. leads
to lower transition costs) but also the computa-
tion time. However, since the gain in optimiza-
tion performance is negligible for higher values of
these parameters, it is reasonable to limit them
to relatively low values (see Tab. 1) for the sake
of a small computation time. Maybe surprisingly,
it was found that the crossover probability has
only a very small influence on the optimization

Fig. 5. Optimized state trajectories.
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Table 1. An efficient parameterization.

h fw µ wc f∆t

4 0.2 60 0.4 0.5

Fig. 6. Optimized input trajectories. F1 and F2

are switched between the values 0.03 l
s

and

1.125 l
s
.

performance. The numbers shown in Tab. 1 rep-
resent the parameterization that was identified as
a suitable compromise between the optimization
performance and the computation effort. The fig-
ures 5 and 6 depict the trajectories of the state and
input variables determined as the optimization
result for the parameterization in Tab. 1.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper describes an approach for using GA
embedded into an MPC scheme for the opti-
mization of hybrid dynamic models. The solu-
tion is qualitatively and quantitatively compa-
rable to the one obtained with the approach in
(Stursberg, 2004a). In contrast to the latter, the
method proposed here has no difficulties to cope
with the discrete dynamics of HA. For an ex-
tended version of the example, this result has been
obtained also for the case that reset functions
introduce discontinuities into the state trajectory
of the hybrid model (rather than only in the flow
functions). By defining an absolute upper limit
for the number of generations nmax and choosing
suitable parameters of the algorithm, the required
optimization time per MPC iteration can be held
sufficiently small for online application. In this
case, the outputs uk and vk are applied to the
plant in order to obtain the real state (zk+1, xk+1)
for the next iteration.
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Abstract: Block structured models have been used in nonlinear model predictive
control to reduce computational cost. The solution of the nonlinear dynamic
optimization problem has been evaded by inverting the nonlinear element and
solving the resulting linear problem in the past. However, by exploiting the
block structure for sensitivity calculation, the original nonlinear problem can
also be solved at low computational cost, and at the same time this o�ers much
greater modeling exibility. This paper deals with dynamic optimization and, in
particular, the e�cient calculation of �rst order sensitivity information for the
case of multivariable Hammerstein and Uryson systems. In a simulation example
the method is shown to combine low computational cost with the possibility to
signi�cantly reduce the losses of optimality compared to the previous methods.
Copyright c©2006 IFAC

Keywords: Hammerstein model, sensitivity system, nonlinear model predictive
control, dynamic optimization, multivariable block structured model

1. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) poses
challenging problems both in modeling and com-
putation. Obtaining nonlinear, dynamic process
models either requires large amounts of identi�-
cation data or deep physical insight for rigorous
modeling. Afterwards, the optimization problem
has to be solved within short sampling times re-
quired in closed loop NMPC. Numerous model
reduction techniques have been explored to reduce
the original process model (Marquardt, 2002), or
to totally avoid online optimization (Kadam et

al., 2005).

Block structured models consisting of nonlinear
static and linear dynamic elements have been used
to reduce both the modeling and computation
e�orts. Structuring the model in this way leads
to an approximate model, which is inferior in

1 Corresponding author: marquardt@lpt.rwth-aachen.de

prediction quality to a rigorous nonlinear model,
but provides a viable compromise between the
low predictive capabilities of a linear model and
the costly development of a non-structured non-
linear dynamic model. Applications range from
such di�erent �elds as neuroprothesis, where a
rigorous nonlinear model could not be obtained
(Hunt et al., 1998), to the control of an industrial
C2-splitter (Norquay et al., 1999). For Wiener
(Norquay et al., 1999) and Hammerstein (Zhu and
Seborg, 1994) models tailored solution algorithms
have been developed. They are based on the inver-
sion of the nonlinear element to reduce the origi-
nal nonlinear dynamic optimization problem to a
linear one. We will refer to this method as the ”in-
version based method” in the sequel. To obtain a
unique solution with the inversion based method,
the nonlinearity of the model needs to be bijec-
tive, which is generally not the case. Especially
for the multi-input multi-output (MIMO) case,
this poses restrictions on the model structures. In
particular, the MIMO model structure suggested
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the HM model.

by Kortmann and Unbehauen (Kortmann and
Unbehauen, 1987) has been used previously and
we will refer to it as the KU model in the sequel.

In contrast to the inversion based method, we
are directly solving the nonlinear dynamic op-
timization problem constrained by block struc-
tured models. Therefore, �rst order derivatives of
the objective and constraints with respect to the
degrees of freedom of the dynamic optimization
problem are required. For rigorous dynamic mod-
els the calculation of this sensitivity information
oftentimes dominates the computational cost of
the solution process. We aim at reducing the com-
putational cost by exploiting the block structure
for e�cient calculation of sensitivity information.
Our method covers all MIMO Hammerstein as
well as Uryson (Gallman, 1975) models. It allows
the solution of the offline optimal control problem.
State estimation for such models, required for
closed loop control implementation, is the focus
of current research.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The constrained, discrete time optimal control
problem

min
{uk}

Φ({xk}, {uk}) (1a)

s.t. xk = f(x(k�1),u(k�1)) (1b)

0 ≥ g(xk,uk, tk) (1c)

x0,u0 (1d)

k = 1 . . . K (1e)

is given with the objective function Φ(�), the
manipulated variables {uk}, partly measurable
state variables {xk}, inequality constraints g(�),
process model f(�), and initial conditions x0, u0.
By {�} we denote discrete time sequences of vari-
ables, while bold symbols denote vector variables.
A function h({xk}) denotes h(x1,x2, ...,xK).
Given the limited computation time available for
NMPC, some form of model reduction is re-
quired for large process models f(�). In this paper
we assume, that f(�) can be approximated by
a discrete time Hammerstein or Uryson model
(Pearson, 1999). Gradient based solution methods
require at least �rst order derivatives of the objec-
tive and constraints with respect to the degrees

tm

kt ( 1)kttk

u 1u

2u
3u

( 2)kt

Fig. 2. Oversampling example.

of freedom, for which sensitivity equations are
developed in this paper.

To derive the sensitivity equations we �rst treat
the single-input single-output (SISO) case for the
sake of simplicity. For this case, we approximate
problem (1) by

min
{uk}

Φ({zk}, {uk}) (2a)

s.t.

dim(a)∑
i=0

ai � z(k�i) =

dim(b)∑
i=0

bi � y(k�i) (2b)

yk = N(uk) (2c)

0 ≥ g(zk, uk, tk) (2d)

{z0} = z0, {u0} = u0 (2e)

k = 1 . . . K . (2f)

In problem (2) the reduced process model is de-
�ned by the nonlinear static map N(�) : R

1→R
1,

and a linear dynamic process model with gain
normalized to one, which is de�ned by a and
b. {uk} and {zk} are the measurable input and
output variables and {yk} is the nonmeasurable
intermediate variable. Φ(�) is the objective func-
tion, g(�) are inequality constraints, and {u0} and
{z0} are sequences of delayed inputs and outputs
at t0 de�ning the initial condition of the system.
Note that the di�erence between problems (1) and
(2) is a replacement of the original process model
by a reduced model. The objective and inequality
constraints in (2) only contain the measurable
variable {zk} instead of the full state vector {xk}.

We extend the method to the more relevant
MIMO case in Section 3.2. For the MIMO case
several Hammerstein structures have been devel-
oped. In this paper we will use the Hammerstein
model based on deviation dynamics, which is dis-
cussed in detail and compared to the other struc-
tures by Harnischmacher and Marquardt (2005).
This model is the only one to consistently extend
the concept of the Hammerstein model comprising
a nonlinear static map followed by an independent
linear process model to the multi-input single-
output (MISO) case. We will term it HM model in
the sequel. The model consists of a static channel
and n = dim(u) dynamic channels j as depicted
in Figure 1. As this model is similar to Uryson
models (Gallman, 1975), the results for the MISO
case straightforwardly extend to this model class
as well. For the MIMO case, problem (1) is ap-
proximated using the HM model by
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min
{uk}

Φ({zk}, {uk}) (3a)

s.t. zl,k =Nl(uk)+

dim(u)∑
j=1

zl,j,k (3b)

dim(al,j)∑
i=0

al,j,i � zl,j,(k�i) =

dim(bl,j)∑
i=0

bl,j,i � yl,j,(k�i) (3c)

yl,j,k = Nl(uk
+�uj,k �ej) (3d)

0 ≥ g(zk,uk, tk) (3e)

{zl,0} = Zl,0, {u0} = U0 (3f)

k=1...K, l=1...dim(z), j =1...dim(u). (3g)

In this case, each element of the input and output
sequences {uk} and {zk} is of dimension dim(u)
and dim(z) respectively. N(�) : R

dim(u)→R
dim(z)

is a nonlinear static map of the process and
Nl(�) : R

dim(u) → R
1 denotes the lth component

of N(�). u
k

is a reference value for u, which is
updated at every tk, and �uj,k = uj,k � u

j,k
is

the deviation thereof in the direction of the unit
vector ej . In this structure the nonlinear element
in each channel j represents the local gain of the
nonlinear map Nl(�) in the direction of ej at uk.
To derive the linear elements, linear SISO systems
Gl,j : R

1 →R
1 are identi�ed for all l = 1...dim(u)

and j = 1...dim(z). The parameters al,j and bl,j

are then derived analytically after normalizing the
gain to one just as in the SISO case. g(�) are
inequality constraints, Φ(�) the objective, and U0,
Zl,0 the initial conditions as before.

Model (3b-d) decouples the static response of the
system with respect to its inputs to maintain
the independence of the nonlinear and linear el-
ements. This decoupling is based on the decom-
position of the Taylor expansion of Nl(�). It is
exact, i� the second and higher order terms of the

Taylor expansion, e.g. �uj1,k�uj2,k
∂2Nl(·)

∂uj1
∂uj2

∣∣∣
u=u

k

are equal to zero, which is generally not the case.
To meet this condition, we ensure that the in-
put �uj,k is di�erent from zero for at most one
j� for dim(bj∗)�1 intervals by oversampling the
model. The model is sampled at an internal sam-
pling interval of �tm, such that �tk = �tm �∑dim(u)

j=1 (dim(bj) � 1). The response of the sys-
tem to the input uk is then calculated by sequen-
tially processing the inputs uj . We de�ne

ukn
=[u1,k, ..., un,k, u(n+1),(k�1), ..., udim(u),(k�1)]

T (4)

for n = 1...dim(u). The sequential processing is
depicted in Fig. 2 for an example with dim(u)=3,
dim(z) = 1, and dim(bj) = 3 ∀ j. At time tk
the input u1,k is processed and the input is held
constant for the following interval �tm. Hence,
for the oversampled model, the input is uk1

for
dim(b1)�1 intervals. u2,k is processed at tk+2�tm
and again the input unchanged in the following
interval �tm ensuring a constant input uk2

for
dim(b2)�1 intervals and so on. By oversampling,
the input uk is turned into a sequence of inputs

um for the oversampled model, which will be of
importance for the sensitivity calculation. The
input um to the oversampled model is given by

uj,m=




uj,k�1 ∀ tk≤ tm<tk+

j∑
i=1

(dim(bi)�1) �tm

uj,k ∀ tk+

j∑
i=1

(dim(bi)�1) �tm≤ tm<tk+1.

(5)

3. SENSITIVITY EQUATIONS FOR
HAMMERSTEIN SYSTEMS

3.1 SISO Case

For the SISO case the sensitivity of zk with respect
to an input uk∗ is straightforwardly calculated
using the chain rule of di�erentiation from

∂zk

∂uk∗

=
∂zk

∂yk∗

�
∂yk∗

∂uk∗

. (6)

As Eq. (2b) is linear in yk, solving the recursion
for zk yields

zk = ξk,k∗(a,b)�yk∗ +�(a,b, {yk 6=k∗},u0, z0), (7)

where �(�) is a polynomial containing all elements
of {yk} but yk∗ and ξk,k∗ is a constant polynomial
of a and b. The �rst term of Eq. (6) is therefore

∂zk

∂yk∗

= ξk,k∗(a, b) := const. (8)

The second term of Eq. (6)

∂yk∗

∂uk∗

=
∂N(u)

∂u

∣∣∣∣
u=uk∗

(9)

is just the �rst order derivative of the nonlinear
static element N(u) at u = uk∗ .

Due to the structure of the Hammerstein model,
the sensitivity calculation can thus be reduced to
the calculation of one �rst order derivative of N(�)
and one vector multiplication

∂{zk}

∂uk∗

= ξk∗ �
∂N(u)

∂u

∣∣∣∣
u=uk∗

(10)

with ξk∗ = [ξ1,k∗ , . . . , ξK,k∗ ].

3.2 MIMO Case

MIMO Hammerstein and Uryson structures gen-
erally consist of parallel branches of MISO or
SISO Hammerstein models. Hence, the sensitiv-
ity calculation is a straight forward extension of
the SISO case. The computational e�ort varies
with the respective Hammerstein structure. For
the KU model (Kortmann and Unbehauen, 1987)
only the derivatives of dim(u) scalar functions are
required, while the model based on combined non-
linearities (Eskinat et al., 1991) requires dim(u)
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gradients of the respective nonlinear models. How-
ever, to our knowledge no control application
based on the solution of the nonlinear dynamic
optimization problem has been reported.

Because of the oversampling the sensitivity calcu-
lation for the HM model is a little more complex,
but since it also consists of parallel Hammerstein
channels, the structure of the solution remains the
same. As Eq. (3) contains dim(z) parallel MISO
models, we will only treat the MISO case in this
section and therefore drop the index l of Eq. (3)
for the remainder of this section to ease the no-
tation. Since Eq. (3) consists of parallel branches
of Hammerstein systems, the sensitivity equations
developed in this section are structurally equiva-
lent to the SISO case. In particular Eq. (8) holds
for each of the dynamic channels of Eq. (3c).
We therefore use the following notation for the
remainder of this section:

ξj,k,k∗ :=
∂zj,k

∂yj,k∗

. (11)

The sensitivity of zk with respect to uk∗ is given
by

∂zk

∂uk∗

=
∂zS,k

∂uk∗

+

dim(u)∑
j=1

∂zj,k

∂uk∗

. (12)

The �rst term in Eq. (12) contains the sensitivity
of the static channel S of the model, which is
simply

∂zS,k

∂uk∗

=
∂N(u)

∂u

∣∣∣∣
u=uk∗

(13)

and zero for all k 6= k�

The sensitivity calculation for the dynamic chan-
nels follows the same concept and the same sim-
pli�cation as in the SISO case. However as de-
picted in Fig. 2 the input uk∗ is in fact an input

sequence to the oversampled model. ∂N(u)

∂uk∗

∣∣∣
u=ukn

is nonzero for the sequence {uk∗

n
, ...,u(k∗+1)n�1

}.

∂zj,k

∂uj,k∗

for the dynamic channels is then given by

∂zn,k

∂uj,k∗
=ξn,k,k∗

∂N(u)

∂uj

∣∣∣∣
uk∗n

� ξn,k,(k∗+1)

∂N(u)

∂uj

∣∣∣∣
u(k∗+1)n

(14)
for channel n = j, by

∂zn,k

∂uj,k∗
=ξn,k,(k∗+1)


∂N(u)

∂uj

∣∣∣∣
u(k∗+1)n

�
∂N(u)

∂uj

∣∣∣∣
u(k∗+1)(n�1)




(15)
for all channels n = 1 . . . j � 1, and analogously

∂zn,k

∂uj,k∗
=ξn,k,k∗ �


∂N(u)

∂uj

∣∣∣∣
uk∗n

�
∂N(u)

∂uj

∣∣∣∣
uk∗

(n�1)



(16)

for all channels n = j + 1 . . . dim(u).

As in the SISO case, the integration of the sensi-
tivity system for the MISO case can therefore be
reduced to calculation of the 2�dim(u) gradients
of N(u) at uk∗

1
. . . u(k∗+1)dim(u)

and a set of matrix
multiplications

∂{zk}

∂uk∗

=

dim(u)∑
j=1

∂N(u)

∂u

∣∣∣∣
uk∗

j

� Ξk∗,j +

dim(u)∑
j=1

∂N(u)

∂u

∣∣∣∣
u(k∗+1)j

� Ξ(k∗+1),j ,

(17)

where Ξk∗,j and Ξ(k∗+1),j contain the respective
vectors ξj,k∗ and ξj,(k∗+1) analogously to Eq. (10).

4. COMPARISON WITH COMPETING
METHODS

Directly competing are the inversion based meth-
ods using Wiener or Hammerstein models (Zhu
and Seborg (1994), Norquay et al. (1999)). They
o�er slight advantages in computational cost, but
are known to possibly su�er from non-uniqueness,
when the nonlinear map is not bijective over the
input space. This severely limits the nonlinear
maps as well as the multivariable structures that
can be used. Further, the objective function of the
linear optimization problem contains the interme-
diate variable of the model as a proxy variable
for either the output or the input to the system.
As these are nonlinearly linked, the solution of
the linear problem generally does not minimize
the original objective. Finally, the inversion based
solution of nonlinear dynamic optimization prob-
lems constrained by Uryson models is not possi-
ble, because intermediate variables yκ of the dif-
ferent channels κ of the Uryson model, which are
independent variables in the linear optimization
problem, are in fact nonlinearly coupled.

The e�ciency of the sensitivity calculation for
Hammerstein systems is greatly increased by mak-
ing use of Eq. (10), which does not hold for Wiener
systems. The sensitivity of zk with respect to uk∗

for a SISO Wiener system can be calculated from

∂zk

∂uk∗

=
∂zk

∂yk

�
∂yk

∂uk∗

. (18)

In this case ∂zk

∂yk
= ∂N(·)

∂y

∣∣∣
y=yk

needs to be evalu-

ated at every tk. Thus, for Wiener systems the
solution of the nonlinear dynamic optimization
problem is computationally much more demand-
ing, because the derivative of the nonlinear map
has to be evaluated on the discretization of the
output instead of the discretization of the input.
When nonlinear maps other than polynomials are
used, the evaluation of the nonlinear map domi-
nates the computational cost (Harnischmacher et

al., 2006).
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5. SIMULATION EXAMPLE

As a simulation example we choose the industri-
ally relevant uid catalytic cracking (FCC) unit,
for which several models exist in the open lit-
erature. We use the model originally developed
by Kurihara and comprehensively discussed by
Denn (1986). This model has been validated and
used for control by Ansari and Tadé (2000). We
will not restate the equations here due to space
limitations. The nomenclature and units used in
the sequel are the same as those of Denn (1986),
where the complete model may be found. Ansari
and Tadé (2000) also state the complete model,
but with some typographical error and a slightly
di�erent notation. Detailed process descriptions
can be found in both references. The example
shows, that the solution of the nonlinear dynamic
optimization problem can be performed in very
short time and the increased modeling exibility
leads to signi�cant improvements in performance.

5.1 Simulated FCC Unit

The main manipulated variables of the process are
the air owrate Rai and the catalyst circulation
rate Rrc, while the feed rate Rtf and feed temper-
ature Tfp are treated as disturbances. To control
the main quality variable, the cracking severity,
several controlled variables have been explored
due to the complex dynamics of the system. How-
ever the riser outlet temperature Tra is directly
related to the cracking severity and has recently
been used for control (Jia et al., 2003). The control
problem is therefore non-square with manipulated
variables Rai and Rrc and controlled variable Tra.

5.2 Identi�cation

The simulated FCC unit is identi�ed using two
di�erent Hammerstein model structures. For the
inversion based method we use the KU model
(Kortmann and Unbehauen, 1987). Quadratic
functions are used in each of the two channels
of the model. For the proposed method, the HM
model (Harnischmacher and Marquardt, 2005) is
used. Here, the nonlinear map is an arti�cial neu-
ral network (ANN) identi�ed from steady state
data. For both models fourth order linear elements
are identi�ed from step response data.

The FCC process is known to exhibit a two
timescale behavior (Christo�des and Daoutidis,
1997). The models identi�ed above give a poor
description of the short time scale behavior of
the process and a Uryson model, containing two
dynamic channels for each input, is much more
suitable (Gallman, 1975). As the response on the
fast time scale is close to linear, constant gains
are used in these two channels, while the same
ANN as in the HM model is used in the two long

time scale channels. The long time scale dynamic
behavior of the system is described by �rst order
models, while models of third order are identi�ed
for the fast time scale channels.

5.3 Open-Loop Optimal Control

The control objective

Φ = (T ra�T set)
T (T ra�T set)+��

∑
Rrc,i (19)

is to be minimized. The time horizon is 1000
intervals �tk corresponding to two hours simu-
lation time. The inputs Rai ∈ [390; 420]Mlb

hr
and

Rrc ∈ [40; 42] ton
min

are piecewise constant for 100
intervals �tk. T ra = [z50, z100, ..., z1000]

T contains
the model output sampled every 50 intervals. The
set point T set changes from 950◦F to 960◦F at
k = 201. Rrc contains the absolute values of
Rrc as a proxy for process cost. � = 10�4 is a
weighting parameter.

For the inversion based method {uk} is given by
the roots of two independent quadratic functions,
i.e. the nonlinear maps of the model. This leads
to four possible solutions. In our case, however,
the nonlinear functions are monotonous on the
respective input spaces. While this leads to a
poor description of the process nonlinearity in
a certain section of the input space with steady
state errors of up to 13◦F, it follows that only
one of the four solutions lies in the input space
and the solution of the optimization problem is
therefore unique. Such behavior of the nonlinear
map cannot be expected in general and would
pose severe restrictions on the nonlinear map.

5.4 Discussion

The nonlinear optimization problems with both
the Hammerstein and Uryson models are solved in
less than 1 second using MATLAB on a 1.5 GHz
PC. Such computation times are well acceptable
for NMPC applications in the process industry.

Simulation results for the manipulated variable
trajectories obtained by using the di�erent models
are depicted in Fig. 3, which as a reference also
contains the result obtained by solving the original
dynamic optimization problem with the original
model. This solution clearly outperforms all ap-
proximate solutions. It should be noted though,
that for this simulation example, there is abso-
lutely no plant model mismatch when the original
model is used. The inversion based method, in
contrast, performs worst. We compare the perfor-
mance by the objective values obtained by sim-
ulating the original model with the inputs {uk}
calculated with the four di�erent models. Using
the HM model leads to a slight improvement of
15% in the original objective compared to the
inversion based method. The weak performance of
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Fig. 3. Trajectory optimization results.

both methods is mainly due to insu�cient model-
ing of the process dynamics.

Solving the nonlinear dynamic optimization prob-
lem constrained by a Uryson model leads to a
reduction of over 80% in the original objective
compared to the inversion based method. Further
performance increases can be achieved by using a
rigorous steady state model instead of the ANN.
This leads to a reduction of 85% in the original
objective. However this slight additional improve-
ment comes at a cost of 160 seconds of compu-
tation time making this model computationally
unattractive. For comparison the improvement in
objective for the original model is 94% after 270
seconds of computation time.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Block structured models are well suited for non-
linear model predictive control because of the
simple identi�cation and low computational cost.
Previous approaches aimed at reducing the com-
putational cost by the inversion of the nonlinear
element. This requires the nonlinear map to be
bijective, excludes the use of Uryson models, and
leads to a loss in optimality because of the non-
linear coupling between the proxy variable used
in the objective of the linear optimization prob-
lem and its counterpart in the original objective.
Sensitivity equations have been derived for multi-
variable Hammerstein and Uryson models to allow
the solution of nonlinear optimization problems
constrained by these models at low computational
cost. An example problem with a non-square con-
troller with two inputs parameterized on 10 inter-
vals each was solved in less than 1 second and at
the same time reduced the optimality loss by over
80% compared to previous methods, because of
the increased modeling exibility. Future research
will be directed at developing a tailored state
estimation method for multivariable Hammerstein
models to solve the closed loop NMPC problem.
Further, online updating methods for the linear
elements will be investigated to increase model
accuracy.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this section, the problem definition is described 

and a brief introduction to prior work, concerning 

non-square systems and operability issues, is 

presented. 

1.1 Problem Definition 

In recent years, in the face of increasing complexity 

of chemical processes due to the integration of units, 

process optimization and strict environmental 

regulations the use of tools to evaluate the 

performance of a control structure has become very 

important. This has to be done in a more systematic 

manner than by trial and error closed-loop 

simulations and before the final controller step. 

Georgakis et al (2003) mentioned that it has been 

since the last decade that the integration of process 

and control design has received considerable 

attention. Skogestad (2004) emphasized that the field 

of control structure design in plant-wide control 

problems, which includes the selection of 

manipulated and control variables, is 

underdeveloped. Moreover the majority of the 

controllability methods developed address the design 

of multiple input – multiple output (MIMO) systems 

with respect to interactions and loop pairings, and 

often apply only to unconstrained systems. Few 

methods take into account the limited range available 

for the control inputs during the design phase. The 

Operability framework developed by Vinson and 

Georgakis (2000) was a contribution in this 

direction. The Operability methodology is an effort 

to integrate the process design and control 

objectives, helping to cope with the complexity of 

chemical processes. Essentially, the Operability 
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measure can quantify the ability of a process to 

change from one steady-state to another and reject 

expected disturbances utilizing a limited control 

action available. This measure is important because 

once the design is fixed, no control methodology can 

overcome limitations on operability. It is only with a 

tool to evaluate the operability of a chemical process 

that one could analyze appropriately the economic 

aspects of the process. A review of the literature on 

integration of process and control design related to 

square systems can be found in Vinson (2000). A 

survey concerning mathematical and process-

oriented approaches in plant-wide control was 

presented by Larsson and Skogestad (2000).  

Based on the linear and steady-state Operability 

framework initially developed by Vinson and 

Georgakis (2000), the objective of this paper is the 

development of a multivariable non-square
Operability methodology for linear systems. This 

would help in the design of non-square Model 

Predictive Controllers (MPC), with more outputs 

than inputs, commonly encountered in industrial 

chemical processes. Basically, MPC controllers are 

model-based controllers which account for process 

constraints. Based on the input constraints, generally 

specified a priori due to physical limitations of the 

process, an important task is to define the output 

ranges or constraints within which we want to 

control the process. The problem is that very tight 

constraints make the control design difficult, with the 

possibility of not being able to find the appropriate 

input variables to achieve the control objective. On 

the other hand, if the constraints are not tight enough, 

output specifications, such as desired product quality 

or environmental regulations, cannot be achieved. 

Therefore the Operability methodology can serve an 

important role in solving this problem. Through this 

framework it is possible to verify achievability of 

control objectives before implementing the MPC 

controller. In addition, according to Vinson (2000) 

some of the main features of the MPC strategy, such 

as being predominantly linear and using constraints 

for each manipulated and controlled variable, are 

directly associated with the developed operability 

framework. This problem functions as motivation for 

the current effort. The outline of this paper is the 

following: first a summary of the prior work 

concerning non-square systems and operability 

issues is given. Then, the basic theory used in the 

development of this paper is explained. The results 

from the analysis of some simple systems are 

presented next, closing with conclusions.  

1.2 Summary of prior work

Non-square systems with more outputs than inputs 

are quite common in chemical processes. Apart from 

the common non-square nature of some chemical 

processes, a system with more outputs than inputs 

may occur if one of the actuators of an original 

square system is operating at constantly saturated 

levels. Several studies that analyze aspects of non-

square systems can be found in the literature. Reeves 

and Arkun (1989) developed a block relative gain 

array (RGA) measure for non-square linear systems 

as a tool to analyze and evaluate control structures in 

steady-state before the controller design in order to 

specify the appropriate control structure. Similarly, 

Chang and Yu (1990) extended RGA for non-square 

multivariable systems, defining the non-square 

relative gain array (NRG). Both studies suggested 

that for non-square systems with more outputs than 

inputs, the outputs have to be controlled in the least 

square sense, minimizing offsets. One very important 

contribution that examines the design of non-square 

systems is the concept of Partial Control introduced 

by Shinnar (1981), and mathematically analyzed by 

Kothare et al. (2000).  This methodology helps the 

control engineer to choose the appropriate set of 

measured variables to be controlled at the set-point, 

in a system having limited degrees of freedom. This 

choice must be made so that the other outputs can 

still be controlled at specified ranges while satisfying 

all the input and performance variable constraints 

and rejecting all the expected disturbances. This 

methodology would be useful in selecting the 

variables in the control design stage after the process 

operability quantification proposed here has been 

evaluated.  

The Operability Index (OI) was introduced by 

Vinson and Georgakis (2000) and Vinson (2000) as a 

measure to access the input-output open-loop 

controllability of a multivariable square chemical 

process. The concept of operability given by Vinson 
(2000) is the following: A process is operable if the 

available set of inputs is capable of satisfying the 

desired steady-state and dynamic performance 

requirements defined at the design stage, in the 

presence of the set of anticipated disturbances, 

without violating any process constraints. Vinson 

and Georgakis (2002) have demonstrated that the 

Operability Index is independent of the inventory 

control structure. This property allows one to 

compare the operability of competing designs before 

the process control structure is selected or 

implemented, i.e., during the process synthesis stage. 

Vinson and Georgakis (2000) have also shown that 

this measure can be applied to SISO and MIMO 
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systems and is more appropriate than other design 

tools such as RGA or minimum singular values. 

Concerning non-square systems, Vinson (2000) 

analyzed the ability of the OI to enhance the 

performance of a non-square MPC controller, 

specifically DMCplusTM (AspenTech). Finally, an 

overview of all Operability definitions and concepts 

has been done by Georgakis et al (2003). In the next 

section, a brief explanation of the concepts and 

definitions of the Operability framework is given.  

2. PROPOSED APPROACH FOR PROBLEM 

SOLUTION 

The Operability Index (OI) was introduced by 

Vinson and Georgakis (2000) for analyzing square 

systems. It provides a quantitative result for 

multivariable systems and a graphical representation 

for systems less than 3-D, permitting the design to be 

modified in order to improve process operability 

before the control structure selection.   

2.1 Operability of Square Systems: Servo  
      Operability Measure 

To make the idea of the Operability measure clear, it 

is necessary to define some useful spaces. The 

Available Input Space (AIS) is the set of values that 

the process input variables can take based on the 

design of process, limited by process constraints. 

Mathematically for an n x n square system: 
min max

, , ,| ;1A i A i A iAIS u u u u i n .

Moreover, the Desired Output Space (DOS) is given 

by the desired values of the outputs of the process 

and is represented by:                                                

min max
, , ,| ;1D i D i D iDOS y y y y i n .

Based on the steady-state model of the process, 

expressed by the process gain matrix (G), the 

Achievable Output Space (AOS) is defined by the 

output values that can be achieved using the inputs 

inside the AIS. We will use the notation AOSu(d
N) for 

the AOS calculated considering all points inside AIS

(subscript u) when the disturbances lie in their 

nominal values (dN), i.e., for the servo problem. For 

this problem, the outputs in the AOSu(d
N) are 

calculated by: y=G(u), where AISu . Based on 

those definitions, the Servo Operability Index with 

respect to the outputs is the following: 

                ( ( ) )

( )

N
u

y

AOS d DOS
s OI

DOS
                  (1) 

Where µ represents a function that calculates the size 

of the space, for example for 3-D it is the volume 

and in 2-D the area. This index quantifies how much 

of the region of desired outputs can be achieved 

using the available inputs in the absence of 

disturbances and is useful in analyzing changes in 

the existing plant design to enlarge AOS. This Index 

has a value between 0 and 1. A process is considered 

completely operable if the index is equal to 1. If the 

OI is less than one, some regions in the DOS are not 

achievable. It is worth emphasizing that to calculate 

the OI, mathematical operations involving 

intersections of polytopes have to be performed. In 

this work, the MATLAB (MathworksTM, Inc) 

Geometric Boundary Toolbox (GBT) has been used. 

It was developed by Veres et al (1996) to evaluate 

those intersections. Details concerning the servo 

Operability Index with respect to the inputs and the 

Desired Input Space (DIS) can be found in Georgakis 

et al (2003), as well as in Vinson and Georgakis 

(2000). 

2.2 Operability of Non-Square Systems

In order to quantify the operability of non-square 

linear systems, some modifications to the definitions 

initially proposed by Vinson and Georgakis (2000) 

are required. First, it is worth classifying the process 

outputs according to the way that they have to be 

controlled into two categories: set-point controlled:

variables that are controlled in their exact set-point 

(for instance, production rates and product qualities); 

set-interval controlled: variables that are controlled 

at specified ranges (pressure, temperature and level); 

the operability in the latter case is defined as interval 

operability. The set-point and range variables can be 

chosen according to an economic objective and given 

by a supervisory strategy. The idea of the new 

definition of operability is to fix critical outputs at 

their set-points, allowing the others to vary within 

their maximum and minimum limits defined a priori. 

This definition should also recognize the necessity to 

control some outputs at ranges rather than require 

that all points of the DOS be reached. In interval 

operability, process outputs must have at least one 

feasible operating point within the desired interval 

for the process to be considered operable. Using the 

same AOS definition as in the square case will lead 

us to a poor definition of operability. Therefore, it is 

necessary to redefine the Achievable Output Space in 
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order to analyze the non-square operability issue 

properly. At this point, it is necessary to define the 

Expected Disturbance Space (EDS). This space 

represents all the steady-state disturbances that affect 

the process which can also be used to reflect 

uncertainties in model parameters employed in the 

design. Finally, the goal is to formulate a 

multivariable steady-state methodology to obtain the 

AOS, given EDS and AIS, to quantify the operability 

of any non-square linear system. As a starting point 

in this development, we will examine 2 simple cases 

in the next section which involve sub-systems of the 

Steam Methane Reformer (SMR) process that has 4 

manipulated, 1 disturbance and 9 controlled 

variables. 

3.  RESULTS 

A 2 x 1 sub-system of the SMR model cited in the 

previous section will be used as a starting point to 

demonstrate the importance of the proposed problem. 

It is worth mentioning that the SMR model has only 

non-integrating outputs, and the process dynamics 

are neglected here since we are studying steady-state 

Operability. Using the same notation as above and 

considering the effect a disturbance has on the 

process, we write:

     1 11 1

1 1 1 1

2 21 2

   d

y a d
y G u G w u w

y a d
     (2) 

Where w1 represents the Expected Disturbance Space 

( 1 1| 1 1EDS w w ) and Gd is the disturbance gain 

matrix. 1 1| 1 1AIS u u and 2 | 1DOS y y .

Rearranging equation (2); we have: 

       
1 1 1

1 11 1 1 1 1

11

1 1 1
2 21 1 2 1 2 21 2 1

11

                           (3)

         (4)

y d w
y a u d w u

a

y d w
y a u d w y a d w

a

Based on the system of equations above, two cases 

result. 

Case 1: Consider the following scaled steady-state 

gain matrices: 1.41, 0.66 ; 1,  0 ; 
T T

dG G In this 

particular case, since d2=0, equation (4) can be 

rewritten as: 

               1 1 1
2 21 1 2 21

11

                          (5)
y d w

y a u y a
a

Thus, the base case servo AOS (AOS when w1 = 0) is 

given by a straight line. In this particular case, the 

disturbance gains shift the servo AOS horizontally. 

This can be observed in Figure 1, where we have 

also sketched the DOS.

Figure 1: servo AOS, shifted AOS and DOS 

The movement of the AOS with different disturbance 

values depends on the values of Gd. If Gd = [0, 1]T,

the servo AOS would be moving vertically rather 

than horizontally as in the previous case. For every 

value of the disturbance, a different straight line is 

obtained. The union of all the Achievable Output 

Spaces that correspond to all the expected 

disturbance values will be called AOS(d). This space 

and the DOS are plotted in Figure 2, along with the 

Achievable Output Interval Space (AOIS). This new 

space, AOIS represents the rectangle that touches, but 

does not cross, the lines associated with the 

minimum and maximum disturbance values of 

AOS(d). This means that if we control the two 

outputs within some constraints that are not larger 

than the AOIS, the process will not be interval 

operable with the available input ranges and in the 

presence of the expected disturbances. In other 

words, the system will be interval operable if DOS
covers AOIS completely. Therefore, the Interval 

Operability Index with respect to the outputs (IOIy)

can be now defined as: 

                      ( )

( )
y

DOS AOIS
IOI

AOIS
                        (6) 

Where µ is the area of the corresponding polygon in 

this example, and the volume for the 3-D case. It is 

worth mentioning that we are assuming a rectangular 
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DOS. If the DOS is not rectangular, the solution has 

to be modified appropriately.  

Figure 2: AOS(d), DOS and AOIS for case 1 

Case 2: Disturbance inserted in both output 

variables: Assume the same AIS, DOS and EDS from 

the previous case and the following gain 

matrices:  1.41, 0.66 ; 0.6,  0.4 ;   
T T

dG G

In this case, the system of equations (3) and (4) 

holds. The servo AOS is now shifted along a 

diagonal, as shown in Figure 3. In this figure we 

have also plotted an example of a DOS and AOIS

calculated for this case.   

Figure 3: AOS(d), DOS and AOIS for case 2 

For both 2x1 cases above, the system is fully interval 

operable, since DOS is large enough to cover AOIS.

We can actually see that if we make the DOS smaller 

than the AOIS, the process will not be interval 

operable. 

An inoperable case would happen if the disturbances 

affecting the process were increased in absolute 

value: 1 1| 3 3EDS w w . Thus, the AOIS would 

also be enlarged. Figure 4 shows AOS(d), DOS and 

AOIS for this scenario. In this case, we notice that 

the IOIy would be smaller than 1. This means that the 

system is only interval operable for some disturbance 

values considered. In order to make it fully operable, 

the process constraints should be relaxed, which 

means the DOS should be enlarged to cover the AOIS
entirely.

Figure 4: AOS(d), DOS and AOIS for inoperable case 

Now, the problem of controlling 3 outputs at ranges, 

when having only 2 inputs, will be presented here. 

The system of equations considered is: 

1 11 12 1
1

2 21 22 2 1
2

3 31 32 3

                          (7) 

y a a d
u

y a a d w
u

y a a d

The gain matrices from the SMR process are the 

following: 
 1.41    0.27 0.2

-0.39   -0.20 ;   0.4 ;   

 0.66    0.49 0.4

dG G

Also: 3 2| 1 ,  | 1  DOS y y AIS u u and EDS is                             

assumed the same as before.  

The AOS(d) is now the union of all planes, instead of 

straight lines, corresponding to different values of 

disturbances affecting the process. Thus, AOS(d) will 

be an oblique parallelepiped, and DOS and AOIS are, 

in general, orthogonal parallelepipeds and, in this 

case, cubes. AOS(d) and DOS are displayed on 

Figure 5. Figure 6 shows AOS(d) and AOIS, and 

Figure 7 shows DOS and AOIS.

Observing Figure 6, one notices that AOIS touches 

both extreme planes of AOS(d). As drawn in Figure 

7, the DOS is quite larger than the calculated AOIS.

This implies that the DOS can be reduced in size and 

the process will continue to be output operable as 

long as AOIS continues to be a subset of DOS.
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Figure 5: AOS(d) and DOS - 3x2 problem 

Figure 6: AOS(d) and AOIS - 3x2 problem 

Figure 7: DOS and AOIS - 3x2 problem 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we presented an extension of the 

previously defined concept of operability to the case 

of non-square systems, where some of the output 

variables need to be controlled within intervals rather 

than a set-point. Through the detailed examination of 

2 case studies we have demonstrated the motivation 

for calculation of the Achievable Output Interval 

Space (AOIS) as the smallest possible interval 

constraints for the outputs that can be achieved with 

the available range of the manipulated variables and 

when the disturbances remain within their expected 

values.  
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Abstract: This work presents the results from dynamic modeling and control of an 

azeotropic distillation system. The model was validated with experimental data from a 

packed distillation unit. The physically-based process dynamic model, developed in 

HYSYS, was linked online with the control software used in the process. Model 

parameters were modified online using a feedback configuration to eliminate the 

difference between the process and model outputs. The fundamental model was used in the 

implementation of different control strategies, including a multivariable control strategy 

using model predictive control (MPC) software Predict Pro, via an inferential control 

strategy to treat missing process measurements. Copyright © 2006 IFAC
 
Keywords: Dynamic modeling, distillation, model-based control, multivariable control. 

 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Distillation is clearly the largest energy-consuming 

separation process used in chemical industries to 

recover products, by-products and unreacted raw 

materials. Improving its process efficiency is an 

on-going goal of the chemical processing and 

refining industries, given recent increase in energy 

prices. The use of dynamic modeling software in 

chemical and refining applications has been 

intensified with the adoption of commercial 

process modeling software and increased computer 

processing capabilities. The modeling software is 

used in a broad range of applications like parameter 

estimation, process optimization, and control. Most 

modern control methods require some kind of 

process model to predict future process outputs but 

industrial applications typically do not link 

fundamental dynamic models in commercial 

software with the control software. Some model-

based control and optimization techniques are 

based on steady state physical models that account 

for the physical drifting of the process itself (such 

as fouling of a heat exchanger, temperature 

fluctuation of the feed, etc.) or changes in market 

demands and economic conditions, information 

that can be used to modify product specifications 

and plant schedules.   

Azeotropic distillation is a process widely used to 

separate non-ideal binary mixtures. This separation 

technique uses another component, known as an 

entrainer. Depending on the mixture, the entrainer 

forms an azeotrope with one of the components in 

the binary mixture or breaks an existing azeotrope 

in the binary mixture. There are three azeotropic 

distillation configurations: homogeneous 

azeotropic distillation, heterogeneous azeotropic 

distillation and extractive distillation.  

Azeotropic distillation presents multiple challenges 

in design and operation due to the presence of non-

idealities, phase splitting, possible multiple steady 

states, and distillation boundaries. When designing 

these systems, it is important to keep in mind that 

distillation boundaries cannot be crossed. For these 

reason, in order to isolate two pure components 

which lie in two different distillation regions, it is 

necessary to have two different feed compositions 

(one from each of the two regions) and two 

distillation columns (Doherty and Caldarola 1985). 

Published experimental work on azeotropic 

distillation has often analyzed the behavior of the 

azeotropic distillation systems in laboratory scale 

sieve columns (Baur, et al., 1999; Müller and 

Marquardt, 1997; Springer and Krishna, 2001; 

Wang, et al., 1998); in addition, some experimental 

studies (Chien, et al., 2000) have also implemented 
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different control strategies using temperature as the 

controlled variable. 

This work presents the results from experimental 

validation of dynamic models of an azeotropic 

distillation system of methanol, normal pentane and 

cyclohexane. All the experiments were performed 

in the homogeneous region without liquid phase 

splitting. The model was validated with 

experimental data from a pilot-scale size packed 

distillation unit configured at finite reflux. The 

approach presented in this work links the process 

fundamental dynamic model (HYSYS) with the 

control software used in the process. The model is 

modified online using a feedback configuration to 

eliminate the difference between the process and 

model outputs. The model is used in the 

implementation of different control strategies to 

infer process variables that cannot be determined 

with field instrumentation. Two different variable 

pairings are studied and the results from individual 

control loop configurations are compared with a 

multivariable control strategy using model 

predictive control (MPC). 

The dynamic model was developed using HYSYS 

from Aspen Technologies. The model was linked 

to Emerson Process Management's DeltaV digital 

automation system. The experiments were 

developed in the pilot plant of The Separation 

Research Program (SRP) at The University of 

Texas at Austin.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM 
 
The chemical system selected for the experiments 

performed in this research was a ternary mixture of 

methanol, pentane and cyclohexane. The ternary 

mixture diagram is presented in Figure 1 where the 

two azeotropes in the system are apparent. The two 

azeotropes divide the diagram into two distillation 

regions. Figure 1 also identifies the feasible 

product region for a particular feed point using the 

intersections between the distillation and material 

balances lines.  

The highest pentane purity achievable in the 

distillate product was the azeotropic composition, 

which was a viable objective in both regions; 

however, the bottom composition objective 

changed from pure cyclohexane in the first region 

to pure methanol in the second. 

The plant where the experiments were carried out 

is located at the Separation Research Program, at 

the University of Texas at Austin. The column used 

in the experiments is a 6 in stainless steel column 

with 30 ft of contacting height packed with 0.7 

Nutter rings metal random packing. 

The system is well-instrumented with state of the 

art sensors and actuators from Fisher-Rosemount. 

The experimental plant is operated with Emerson 

Process Management's DeltaV digital automation 

system. The simulation was implemented in 

HYSYS from Aspen Technologies at the 

application station in the DeltaV system and 

connected to the controllers through an interface 

with the digital control system. Additional details 

on the equipment configuration can be found at the 

SRP website http://uts.cc.utexas.edu/~utsrp/. 
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Fig. 1. Ternary map (mass basis) for cyclohexane, 

normal pentane and methanol. P = 6 psig.   

Property Package: Split from Aspen Tech. 

An analytical procedure for the analysis of the 

samples collected from the system was developed 

and implemented in two HP 5890 gas 

chromatographs. The error in the measurement was 

calculated to be less than 3%. 

3. AZEOTROPIC DISTILLATION DYNAMIC 

MODEL 

The fundamental model was developed following a 

methodology that included five steps: (1) the 

system physical and thermodynamic behavior was 

identified and appropriate physical property 

relationships were determined; (2) different 

modeling approaches were studied and compared 

with process data to determine the most suitable 

method to model the system; (3) the model was 

developed and validated with process data; (4) the 

model parameters to be updated on-line were 

selected; and (5) the model updating method was 

implemented. 

Steady state simulation and ternary and binary 

diagrams were used to study the system’s 

thermodynamic behavior. After analyzing the 

ternary diagram and validating the simulated data 

with experimental data, it was concluded that the 

process did not display multiple steady states. The 

existence of multiple steady states could be 

determined based on the geometry of the 

distillation region boundaries and product paths in 

the ternary diagrams (Bekiaris et al., 1993; Bekiaris 

and Morari, 1996).   

Some studies have concluded that rate-based or 

non-equilibrium models are necessary to obtain a 

good description of the azeotropic system (Repke 

et al., 2004; Springer and Krishna, 2001), while 

others have validated azeotropic distillation 

equilibrium models experimentally (Müller and 

Marquardt, 1997; Kumar et al., 1984). These 

studies suggest that the equilibrium approach can 

perform very well in modeling of azeotropic 

distillation systems. In order to determine whether 

or not equilibrium models could be used to 

accurately predict the azeotropic system behavior, 

non-equilibrium and equilibrium steady state 

models were developed, and their model 

predictions were compared with a wide range of 

experimental data. Both models used the same 
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equipment configuration, operating conditions, and 

thermodynamic properties. Conditions from the 

two distillation regions were simulated, and their 

results were validated experimentally. It was 

concluded that the equilibrium model did 

accurately predict the azeotropic behavior and 

therefore a dynamic equilibrium model was 

developed. 

Table 1.  Column Configuration for 

Steady State Simulation.

Number of Theoretical Stages  
24 (Without condenser 

and reboiler) 

Feed Stage 18 
Condenser Type Total (Stage 1) 

Reboiler Type KETTLE (Stage 26) 

Valid Phases Vapor-Liquid-Liquid 

Internal Type 
Packed (Nutter Ring 

Metal Random No. 0.7) 

Stage Packing Height [in] 13.84615 

Stage Vol [ft3] 0.226557121 

Diameter [in] 6 

Void Fraction 0.977 
Specific Surface Area [sqft/cuft] 68.8848 

Robbins Factor 11.8872 

The column configuration is summarized in Table 

1.  The activity coefficient model NRTL was used 

as the main property method for the liquid phase 

while the Redlich-Kwong equation-of-state was 

used for the calculations in the gas phase. 

Analysis of the process dynamic responses 

indicated that in this particular system temperature 

was not a good choice as a controlled variable. The 

temperature response to feed disturbances and 

changes in the steam and reflux flow rates 

displayed a highly nonlinear behavior. In addition, 

in some regions the gain was very small and the 

changes in temperature due to changes in the 

manipulated variables were within the noise level.  
 

4. ONLINE MODEL RECONCILIATION 

The dynamic model was intended to be used as a 

tool to determine process parameters that could not 

be measured directly in the field, such as 

composition, a variable needed to implement the 

control strategies. For this reason, the model 

predictions had to be accurate and track the process 

behavior throughout the entire operating region.  

Traditionally, model reconciliation is performed 

using a steady-state model and the parameter 

estimates are obtained off-line using an 

optimization algorithm, such as the weighted least 

square (WLS) formulation, where the objective is 

to find estimates that minimize the squared error 

between the model predictions and the 

measurements, normalized by the measurement 

covariance. Usually before the parameters are 

estimated, the measurement data are first validated 

with some conservation equations, and then 

reconciled such that the model parameters and the 

adjusted data satisfy the process model equations 

(Seborg, et al., 2004).  

In this work we used a reconciliation module to 

calculate the model parameters that minimize the 

error between plant measurement and model 

variables. The algorithm used in the reconciliation 

module is based on the gradient approach for 

model-reference adaptive control (Åström and 

Wittenmark, 1995). The objective is to modify the 

parameters in the model so that the error between 

the outputs of process and reference model is 

driven to zero. In the gradient approach the 

parameter is obtained as the output of an integrator. 

A quicker adaptation could also be achieved by 

adding a proportional adjustment to the integral 

action. The control law then takes the form of (1), 

which can be implemented in the plant using PI 

controller software where the constants γ1 and γ2

represent the proportional and integral gains 

respectively (Åström and Wittenmark, 1995). 

+=
t

detetu
0

21 )()()( ττγγ            (1) 

Initially, the model parameters selected to be 

updated online were overall column heat transfer 

coefficient and HYSYS dynamic efficiency 

(Abouelhassan and Simard, 2003). Given that the 

packing HETP value was obtained from 

experimental data, the efficiency value should not 

change considerably from the value of one. 

However, it was expected to have some variations 

given different flooding conditions mainly due to 

the system’s non-ideal behavior. The model 

efficiency value was modified to match the process 

distillate C5 composition. Because the error in the 

measurement was about 3%, the parameter was 

modified if the model output was off by more than 

3% from the process output. After data from the 

experiments was analyzed, it was concluded that 

the efficiency value was fairly constant at a value 

of 0.7 in the distillation region rich in cyclohexane 

and pentane and 0.5 in the distillation region rich in 

methanol and normal pentane. Although the 

reconciliation module was used to determine these 

values, the efficiency parameter was not longer 

modified on-line to reconcile the model on-line.  

The column’s external surface heat transfer 

coefficient directly influences the heat loss 

experienced by the column. The model developed 

in this work used a simple heat loss equation, 

where the heat loss is calculated from the 

parameters specified by the user: overall heat 

transfer coefficient U and ambient temperature 

Tamb.  The heat transfer area A and the fluid 

temperature Tf are calculated for each stage by the 

model. The heat loss is calculated using (2). 

( )ambf TTUAQ −=                     (2) 

During the model validation phase, U was modified 

until the mass balance in the model matched the 

experimental mass balance, that is distillate and 

bottoms flow rates were the same in the model and 

the experiment when all the other conditions in the 

model where set to match the conditions in the 

experiment. Tamb was introduced given the 

conditions of the experiment, but was not 

continuously upgraded. The heat transfer 

coefficient was updated online using the 

reconciliation module during the control 

experiments described in the next section. Its value 
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increased up to 5% as the liquid flow in column 

decreased and vice versa.  The heat transfer 

coefficient is dependent upon the physical 

properties of the fluid and the physical conditions 

of the experiment, since both fluid composition and 

process conditions changed with the operation 

region the heat transfer coefficient also changed. In 

addition, the heat transfer coefficient was reflecting 

the variations in the ambient temperature given that 

this value was not measured continuously nor 

automatically upgraded during the experiments. 

Although this variation was found to be small, it 

shifted the model from the process outputs.   

5. CONTROL STRATEGIES 

Stabilizing the basic operation of the column was 

achieved by inventory (level), flow and pressure 

controls. The control loops in this level were 

configured with independent PID controllers (See 

Table 2). 

Table 2. Basic Configuration

Manipulated Variable Controlled Variable 

Feed Flow Valve Position Feed Flow Rate 

Preheater Steam Flow Valve Position Feed Temperature 

Reflux Flow Valve Position Reflux Flow Rate 

Distillate Flow Valve Position Distillate Flow Rate 

Bottom Flow Valve Position Bottom Flow Rate 

Reboiler Steam Flow Valve Position Steam /Duty Flow Rate  

Nitrogen Flow Splitter Valve Position Column Pressure 

To control the product composition in the column, 

two different configurations were considered based 

on the relative gain array analysis (RGA). RGA 

was used to get an initial understanding on how to 

pair variables in the inventory and separation 

control. The gain matrix was calculated using the 

step responses from the dynamic model developed 

in HYSYS. Different step changes were performed 

in the manipulated variables, using different 

magnitudes and directions, and then the results 

were averaged. The analysis indicated that two 

configurations were viable (see Table 3).  

Table 3. Composition Manipulated and Controlled 

Variable Configurations.

Manipulated 

Variable 

Controlled 

Variables 
Λ

(RGA) 
Reflux Flow 

Rate (R) 
DC – R 0.972 0.028 

1
Steam Flow 

Rate (Q) 
BC – Q 0.028 0.972 

Distillate Flow 

Rate (D) 
DC – Q -0.004 1.004 

2
Steam Flow 

Rate (Q) 
BC – D 1.004 -0.004 

DC = Distillate Composition; BC = Bottom Composition

The results from the RGA analysis were consistent 

with the traditional control configuration used in 

ordinary distillation (pairing 1) and the results from 

studies in azeotropic distillation where the opposite 

pairing (pairing 2) gave less loop interaction than 

the traditional variable pairing used in distillation 

(Chien, et al., 2000; Tonelli, et al., 1997).  

As mentioned previously, the process had two 

feasible distillation regions. The data presented in 

this paper includes experimental data only from 

region one (feed composition with high 

concentration of cyclohexane and normal pentane). 

The control objective was to maintain the 

pentane/methanol azeotrope in the distillate and 

maximum recovery of cyclohexane in the bottom 

stream. For this reason the key components 

selected for control were normal pentane for the 

distillate stream and cyclohexane for the bottom 

stream. The manipulated variables were selected 

between the same options as for inventory control: 

distillate, reflux, steam, and bottom flow rate. 

The level in the reflux drum was paired with the 

distillate flow rate in the first configuration (pairing 

1) and with the reflux flow rate in the second 

configuration (pairing 2). The column level was 

paired with the bottom flow in the two control 

configurations.  

The dynamic model was connected online to the 

DCS and provided estimates for variables where 

instrumentation was not available. Since the plant 

did not have an online measurement of 

composition, this configuration provided the 

controlled variable estimates. During 

experimentation, samples of distillate and bottom 

products were collected after mass balance was 

achieved in the process and compared with the 

values provided by the simulation. The difference 

between measured and estimated values was within 

± 3%. Samples of the feed were collected every 

half hour and the values introduced in the model. 

PID controllers were configured in the 

experimental plant to control the composition in the 

distillate and bottom streams using the pairings 

described in Table 3. The tuning of the PID 

controller was performed using the advanced 

control module DeltaV Tune, which implements a 

relay oscillation test based on the Aström-

Hägglund algorithm for calculating the tuning 

parameters of a process control loop (Seborg, et al.,

2004). The results are given in Table 4. 

Table 4. Composition Controller Tuning.

Pairing 1 Pairing 2 

DC – R  BC – Q DC – Q BC – D 

Ultimate κ 10.90 10.55 6.42 4.98 

Ultimate T 207.00 699.50 663.50 277.50 

Process θ 28.45 85.91 99.46 42.98 

Process κ 0.72 0.82 1.14 1.43 

Process τ 257.42 957.85 766.61 311.92 

Suggested Tuning Parameters: 

PID 

P: 2.31 

I: 191.1 

D: 30.58 

P: 1.66 

I: 654.16 

D: 104.67 

P: 0.86 

I: 369.39 

D: 59.1 

P: 1.15 

I: 227.13 

D: 36.34 

θ Dominant 
P: 2.72 

I: 52.78 

P: 2.64 

I: 178.37 

P: 0.79 

I: 165.24 

P: 1.25 

I: 70.76 

Implemented Tuning Parameters: 

P: 2 

I: 191 

D: 30 

P: 2 

I: 654 

D: 104 

P: 0.5 

I: 369 

D: 59 

P: 1 

I: 227 

D: 36 

κ = Gain. θ = Dead Time. τ = Time constant. T = Period. 

Although the steam loop exhibited a considerable 

dead time that could limit the effectiveness of the 

controllers, based on experimentation it was 
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determined that the best PID tuning parameters 

were close to values suggested in the literature. The 

response with the dead time dominant 

configuration was more aggressive and exhibited 

oscillatory behavior.  

5.1 PID Controller Performance 

Figure 2 illustrates the PID controller performance 

after a series of step changes in the distillate and 

bottoms composition set points.  

Both controllers drove the controlled variables to 

the desired set point. Pairing 2 gave fast responses 

but presented poor rejection to interaction. Figure 3 

illustrates the closed-loop responses to disturbances 

in the feed temperature. 
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5.2 Model-based control 

Linear MPC was implemented using the 

commercial advanced control module Predict Pro 

from DeltaV. The process model used by the 

controller was identified online using the process 

model identification tool included in the module. 

Although with DeltaV PredictPro it is possible to 

run an automated test on the process, a manual test 

was performed for each input variable to generate 

the data for model identification. DeltaV PredictPro 

uses step response modeling for the generation of 

the MPCPro controller. 

The step responses are generated using two types 

of models: Finite Impulse Response (FIR) and 

Auto-Regressive (ARX). The FIR model is used to 

identify the process delay used in the ARX model. 

The identified step responses are presented in Table 

5. The MPC variables were selected based on best 

result from the PID study.  

The gain (κ) is dimensionless because it is 

normalized by the transmitter range. The controller 

in the MPC algorithm is designed as an online-

horizon optimization problem that is solved subject 

to the given constraints. 

Table 5. MPC Step response models.

Distillate C5 

Composition 

Bottom C6 

Composition 

Reflux Flow rate  

κ = 3.8 

θ = 16 s 

τ = 689.23 s 

κ = -1.4 

θ = 8 s 

τ = 172.31 s 

Steam Flow rate 

κ = -3.2 

θ = 48 s 

τ = 1828.95 s 

κ = 3.5 

θ = 40 s 

τ = 1899.86 s 

Feed Temperature 

κ = -0.2 

θ = 16 s 

τ = 344.62 s 

κ = 0.2 

θ = 88 s 

τ = 190.67 s 

Feed Flow rate 

κ = 0.4 

θ = 24 s 

τ = 689.23 s 

κ = -0.2 

θ = 16 s 

τ = 221.54 s 

κ = Gain. θ = Dead Time. τ = First order time 

constant. Time to reach steady state= 960 s. 

For MPC based on linear process models, both 

linear and quadratic objective functions can be used 

(Qin and Badgwell 2003). Equation (3) represents 

the control law that minimizes a quadratic objective 

function. 

( ) )1(ˆ)( 01 ++=∆ −
kEQSRQSSkU TT

    (3) 

The vector Ê
0
(k+1) corresponds to the predicted 

deviations from the reference trajectory when no 

further control action is taken; this vector is known 

as the predicted unforced error vector. The matrices 

Q and R are weighting matrices used to weight the 

most important components of the predicted error 

and control move, vectors respectively (Seborg, et

al., 2004). In DeltaV Predict Pro the elements of Q 

are known as penalty on error while the entries of 

R are the “penalty on move”. The MPC controller 

is tuned by modifying the values of the matrices Q 

and R. R offers convenient tuning parameters 

because increasing the values of its elements 

reduces the magnitude of the input moves, 

providing a more conservative controller.  

Figure 4 illustrates the linear MPC performance in 

the experiment after a series of step changes in the 

distillate and bottoms composition set points. Both 

output errors were assigned a penalty of one. The 

penalty on move was set to 25 for the steam flow 

rate and 20 for the reflux flow rate. In the 

experiment the optimizer was also configured to 

maximize the concentration of C5 in the distillate. 

The SP was allowed to change 0.5% for both 

controlled variables. 

Given that the system is nonlinear, the tuning 

parameters in the multivariable controller were set 

up to provide robustness and eliminate oscillation 

in the response. The main difficulty occurred due to 

changing gains in the process. The gains related to 

the distillate composition were smaller when the 

azeotropic composition was reached in the distillate 

composition than in other regions with lower 

pentane recovery in the overhead product. 
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Figure 6 illustrates MPC responses inside and 

outside the azeotropic region with different tuning 

parameters.  
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Fig. 4. Experimental composition control using 

linear MPC. Feed Flow Rate configured as 

manipulated variable. 

Controller tuning 1 has a higher penalty on move 

(PM) for both manipulated variables than controller 

tuning 2. The parameters used in controller tuning 

2 were the values suggested by DeltaV Predict Pro. 

These values are calculated based on the 

assumption that the system is linear. A higher 

penalty on move improved system stability in the 

region with higher gains. The penalty on error was 

set to 1 for both controlled variables. From Figure 

5 it is observed that controller tuning 2 produces an 

unstable closed loop response. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

Analysis of the process steady and dynamic models 

indicated that equilibrium models accurately 

predict the distillation column behavior. In 

multicomponent azeotropic distillation, 

temperature measurements do not offer accurate 

indications of composition, hence commercial 

dynamic simulation software were used to obtain 

an inferential control solution. Linear MPC gives 

excellent performance when the composition is 

used directly as a controlled variable and the 

appropriate tuning is used. 
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Abstract: Membrane �ltration processes are often operated cyclically, where
one cycle comprises a �ltration and a backwashing phase. Due to the complex
mechanisms involved, these �ltration processes are mostly operated with �xed
values of the manipulated variables. In this paper, a model-based process control
approach is introduced, which is based upon run-to-run control theory. To evaluate
the controller, a suitable model of submerged membrane �ltration in wastewater
applications is developed, which describes the main process phenomena while
being computationally inexpensive. The model-based controller is then tested in a
simulation environment employing a validated reference model. Excellent results
with respect to prediction quality and optimality are obtained. Copyright c©2006
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Keywords: run-to-run control, self-adaptive control, online control, online
optimization, �ltration, membrane �ltration

1. INTRODUCTION

Filtration, and more recently, membrane �ltra-
tion, are well-known and established technologies
for the separation of particles, macromolecules or
even dissolved molecules from uids. Depending
on the size of the separable substances, di�er-
ent technologies are known as �ltration, micro�l-
tration (MF), ultra�ltration (UF), nano�ltration
(NF), and reverse osmosis (RO). This paper ad-
dresses �ltration technologies where the separa-
tion principle is based on the di�erence in size
of macromolecules/particles and of the diameter
of the pores of the �ltration medium. This in-
cludes regular �ltration applications as well as
MF and UF. For simplicity, all �lters belonging
to this broad class will subsequently be termed

1 The financial support by the DFG (German Research

Foundation) in the project “Optimization-based process

control of chemical processes” is gratefully acknowledged.
2 Corresponding author: marquardt@lpt.rwth-aachen.de

membranes. For these applications, the driving
force facilitating �ltration is usually a pressure
di�erence across the membrane, that drives those
particles through the membrane pores which are
small enough to pass. Together with the solvent
uid, they leave the system as permeate, while
particles larger than the pores are held back as
retentate.

In most applications, the repelled particles con-
centrate on the feed side of the membrane and
build a �lter cake, which increases the �ltration re-
sistance (organic fouling). Furthermore, pores can
be blocked by intruding particles (pore blocking).
Finally, microorganisms can grow on the mem-
brane and pore surfaces, leading to bio�lms, which
decrease the performance and can also damage
the membrane (biofouling). When repelled by the
membrane, soluble substances concentrate on the
feed side of the membrane, and after reaching
maximum solubility, they crystallize and add to
cake layer formation (scaling, anorganic fouling).
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All of these phenomena, which are known to con-
tribute to membrane fouling, can be counteracted
by membrane and module design as well as by ap-
propriate process control strategies. In this paper,
the focus will be on the process control aspect.

There are three main concepts for limiting mem-
brane fouling. Firstly, high cross-ow velocities
along the membrane surface (perpendicular to the
pores) decrease the deposition of substances. Sec-
ondly, the ow direction through the membrane
is periodically reversed, such that the membrane
pores are ushed with uid (usually permeate).
The third measure is to chemically or mechani-
cally clean the membranes, which is usually per-
formed at a much lower frequency.

1.1 Filtration process control: State-of-the-art

State-of-the-art process control for �ltration pro-
cesses usually employs �xed values for the manip-
ulated variables, which are only adjusted to meet
the required net ux

Jnet =
Jf�tf � Jb�tb

�tf + �tb
. (1)

The manipulated variables are the permeate and
the backwashing uxes Jf and Jb and the �l-
tration and backwashing durations �tf and �tb,
respectively. A further manipulated variable is the
cross-ow velocity uc.

The reason for the rather simple control strate-
gies lies in the high complexity of the �ltration
process. It is characterized by the periodic change
between �ltration and backwashing, the drift of
the membrane permeability due to irreversible
membrane fouling, and the typically non-steady-
state operation. Furthermore, only very limited
measurement information is available in industrial
installations.

1.2 Membrane �ltration modeling

The rigorous modeling of �ltration processes is
a highly complex task due to the many physical
and possibly chemical and biological phenomena,
which take place on very di�erent time scales.
There are numerous works in literature, which
deal with the detailed modeling of various aspects
of �ltration processes. At the same time, there are
several approaches to describe �ltration processes
only from a phenomenological point of view using
simple, empirical correlations.

From a model-based process control point of
view, both the mechanistic and the empirical
models have advantages and drawbacks. If the
uncertainty can be su�ciently reduced by mea-
surements, mechanistic models can yield a much

higher prediction quality. Simpler, possibly empir-
ical models have a lower computational demand
and can often be identi�ed from less data.

1.3 Outline of the paper

Our aim is to operate the �ltration process at its
economical optimum at every point in time while
regarding safety constraints. In the framework
of nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC),
this objective is achieved by repeatedly solving
a nonlinear, dynamic, and constrained optimiza-
tion problem on a moving horizon. Its objective
function resembles the operational cost, and its
constraints reect operational limitations. In the
general case of measurement and process uncer-
tainty, the optimization model needs to be regu-
larly updated with current state information. Fur-
thermore, the model has to be adapted to current
process behavior, which is usually achieved by
�tting the parameters to past measurements on a
suitably chosen estimation horizon. The success of
the approach strongly depends on the ful�llment
of the following objectives:

• Satisfactory prediction and optimization,
• online applicability,
• robustness against disturbances, and
• adaptation to process drift and changes.

The key idea pursued throughout this paper is
the following: A simple model is required to ful�ll
the online requirements of low computational cost
and su�cient identi�ability. The lack of prediction
precision is overcome by a frequent adaptation to
plant measurements. This allows decent predic-
tions at least in the vicinity of the current oper-
ating point. The �ltration process is divided into
�ltration and backwashing phases. One �ltration
phase followed by one backwashing phase makes
up one �ltration cycle. The sequence of cycles can
be exploited to update the process model after
each cycle based on the available measurement
data from the last cycle. In order to make the ap-
proach widely applicable in the process industry,
only the transmembrane pressure (TMP) across
the entire membrane module is assumed to be
measured. The manipulated variables are then op-
timized for each upcoming cycle based on a model
identi�ed on the previous cycle. This concept is
known as run-to-run control. It is introduced and
adapted to �ltration processes in Section 2. The
resulting controller is evaluated in Section 3.

2. RUN-TO-RUN CONTROL FOR
FILTRATION PROCESSES

Run-to-run process control is the strategy of ap-
plying one control action between two batches (cy-
cles) in a process, while continuous control actions
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during the cycle are taken by base controllers. The
task of the run-to-run controller is to issue set-
points for the base controllers. Fig. 1 illustrates
the embedding of the run-to-run controller into
the control system. The run-to-run controller is
activated only once between two cycles. The pa-
rameter update of the model is performed employ-
ing the measurement information of the previous
cycle. The updated model is used to determine
optimal set-points for the next cycle.

base control process

setpoint
optimization

parameter
update

u
u*

p

model

run-to-run controller

Fig. 1. Run-to-run control

An extensive review of theory and applications of
run-to-run theory is provided by del Castillo and
Hurwitz (1997). For the �ltration systems treated
in this paper, a very general problem formulation
is required, which also has to account for the fact
that each cycle is divided into a �ltration (index f)
and a backwashing phase (index b). First, the op-
timal control problem is formulated. To correctly
represent the repeated solution of the problem on
a moving horizon, the cycle index k should be
introduced for every variable. The parameters p

should be stated as pk|k�1, indicating that the
parameters used in cycle k were estimated on the
measurements of cycle k�1. However, to simplify
the notation, this correct indexing is omitted:

min
uj ,tj,e

φ (P1)

s.t. fj (ẋj ,xj ,yj ,uj ,pj ,dj , t) = 0, (2)

gj (xj ,yj ,uj ,pj ,dj , t) ≤ 0, (3)

hj,eq (xj ,yj ,uj ,pj ,dj , tj,e) = 0, (4)

hj (xj ,yj ,uj ,pj ,dj , tj,e) ≤ 0, (5)

Γ (xf (tf,e) ,xb (tb,0)) = 0, x (t0) = x0, (6)

t0 = tf,0 ≤ tf,e = tb,0 ≤ tb,e = te, (7)

t ∈ [t0, te], j =

{
f for t ∈ [tf,0, tf,e],

b for t ∈ [tb,0, tb,e].
(8)

x are di�erential and y are algebraic variables, d

are disturbances, and t is the time. φ is the ob-
jective function representing the operational cost.
fj is the set of di�erential-algebraic equations of
index 1 describing the respective process, and gj ,
hj , and hj,eq represent equality (endpoint) and
inequality (path and endpoint) constraints. Eq.
(6) states initial conditions and linking conditions
between the di�erential states at the end of the
�ltration phase and the beginning of the back-

washing phase. Eqs. (7)-(8) de�ne the optimiza-
tion horizon and the phase durations.

In a similar fashion the parameter estimation
problem is formulated. With the additional as-
sumption of white process and measurement
noise, the parameter estimation problem reduces
to a least squares optimization problem, whose
formulation is omitted here for brevity.

The run-to-run control framework up to this point
is generic for a wide range of �ltration appli-
cations. In the following, its application to sub-
merged MF/UF membrane �ltration in wastewa-
ter applications is demonstrated.

2.1 Process model

The model proposed in the following is based
on simple descriptions of the main phenomena of
MF/UF membrane �ltration processes. The trans-
membrane pressure �p is commonly described
using Darcy’s law,

�p = JηR, (9)

where J is the ux, η is the uid’s viscosity, and
R is the membrane resistance (e.g. Broeckmann
et al., 2005). While J is a manipulated variable,
η depends on the feed suspension properties. As
the TMP is assumed to be measurable, Eq. (9)
represents the system’s output equation. In the
model proposed in the following, the resistance
is described by di�erent state equations for the
�ltration and the backwashing phase.

Filtration phase During �ltration, the mem-
brane resistance Rf can be described by

dRf

dt
= mJf

αuc
β , Rf (tf,0) = R0

f . (10)

R0
f is the initial membrane resistance. Assuming

that the �ltration ux Jf and the cross-ow ve-
locity uc are constant, a linear increase of mem-
brane resistance results. It describes the cake layer
formation, which is the dominating e�ect on this
timescale and which strongly depends on the ux
and on the cross-ow. m, α, and � are parameters
to adapt the model to a particular process.

Backwashing phase While often a linear increase
of membrane resistance can be observed during
�ltration, its decrease during backwashing takes
rather an exponential form, which converges to
an irreversible resistance R∞

b :

dRb

dt
= �

nJb
γ

τbJb
δ
�Re

�

t�tf,e

τbJb
δ (11)

Rb (tb,0) = nJb
γ�R + R∞

b ,

�R = Rf (tf,e) � R∞

b . (12)
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Eqs. (11) and (12) are formulated such that a
simple analytical expression for Rb can be ob-
tained (Section 3). �R describes the reversible re-
sistance. The initial resistance Rb (tb,0) is the sum
of the irreversible and the reversible resistance,
but just like the resistance Rb it depends on the
ux Jb due to unmodeled e�ects. n, τb, γ, and �

are parameters.

Cost function Finally, those operating cost are
described that can be inuenced by the process
control system. They consist of the cost for elec-
trical energy to provide the TMP and the cross-
ow and the cost for membrane replacement. The
�rst two are given by

dEE

dt
=

|�pjJjA|

ηP

+ ec, EE (t0) = 0, (13)

where A is the membrane area, ηP is an e�ciency
factor of the permeate pump, and ec is the neces-
sary power to provide the cross-ow. The cost for
membrane replacement ER cannot be described as
straightforwardly as the energy cost. In fact, there
is no quantitative insight to describe the inuence
of the manipulated variables on the membrane
lifetime. Depending on the �ltration system under
consideration, di�erent models for ER have to be
developed. For MF/UF membranes in wastewa-
ter applications, it has been observed in practice
that a strong increase of the resistance within a
�ltration cycle indicates an overstraining of the
membrane. Therefore, its gradient is penalized:

ER = ξ
dRf

dt
= ξmJf

αuc,f
β , (14)

where ξ is a parameter that needs to be speci�ed
for each application based on process experience.
The overall objective function φ comprising the
power consumption and the penalty term ER is

φ (te) =
EE (te)

te � t0
+ ER. (15)

2.2 Run-to-run controller

In this section, the run-to-run controller is de-
signed. First the estimation problem is considered,
then the optimal control problem, and �nally the
control algorithm itself.

Estimation In industrial practice, only the TMP
across the membrane is measured. In order to
make the proposed approach widely applicable,
it is therefore assumed that only this TMP is
available as measurement. Since the uxes Jf

and Jb and the cross-ow uc are set to constant
values for each phase, α, �, γ, and � cannot
be estimated on a horizon of one cycle due to
the missing excitation. This is referred to as the

dual control problem (Wittenmark, 1995). The
concerned parameters are estimated offline using
historical data from several cycles and then set
constant in the run-to-run control scheme.

The estimation problems for the �ltration and the
backwashing phase are coupled through Eq. (12).
In order to simplify the problem and decrease the
computational demand, they are, however, solved
sequentially. Since the model structure is simple
enough, the di�erential equations are solved an-
alytically. The discretized estimation problem for
cycle k using the measurement data from cycle
k � 1 for the �ltration phase is then

min
m,R0

f

nf,l∑
l=1

1

2
(�p̃f,l � �pf,l)

2
(P2)

s.t. �pf,l = JfηRf,l, (16)

Rf,l = R0
f + mJα

f uβ
c tl, (17)

where �p̃f,l are discrete measurements at the
sampling points tl, l ∈ {1, ..., nf,l}, in cycle k� 1,
and �pf,l are the corresponding simulated TMP
samples.

The parameters of the backwashing model are
estimated from

min
n,τb,R∞

b

nb,l∑
l=1

1

2
(�p̃b,l � �pb,l)

2
(P3)

s.t. �pb,l = JbηRb,l, (18)

Rb,l = R∞

b + �RnJ
γ
b e

�

tl�tnf,l

τbJδ
b , (19)

�R = Rf

�
tnf,l

)
� R∞

b . (20)

Optimal Control The control problem, which is
solved based upon the updated parameters, is

min
Jf ,Jb,uc,tf,e,tb,e

φ (P4)

s.t. �pj = JjηRj , (21)

Rf = R0
f + mJα

f uβ
c t, (22)

Rb = R∞

b + �RnJ
γ
b e

�

t�tf,e

τbJδ
b , (23)

�R = Rf (tf,e) � R∞

b , (24)

Jnet =
Jf (tf,e � t0) � Jb � (te � tb,0)

te � t0
, (25)

Rb (tb,e) ≤ νR∞

b , ν ≥ 1, (26)

Jf ≤ Jb, (27)

�pmin ≤ �p ≤ �pmax, (28)

umin ≤ u ≤ umax, (29)

t0 = tf,0 ≤ tf,e = tb,0 ≤ tb,e = te, (30)

t ∈ [t0, te], j =

{
f for t ∈ [tf,0, tf,e],

b for t ∈ [tb,0, tb,e].
(31)

The net ux Jnet is considered a set-point speci�ed
by the operator or an upper level controller. Eq.
(26) forces the �nal resistance Rb (tb,e) to be close
to the irreversible resistance R∞

b at the end of
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the cycle. The backwashing ux Jb is forced to be
at least equal to the �ltration ux Jf (Eq. (27)),
which is a safety measure to limit pore blocking.
Eqs. (28) and (29) give bounds on the TMP and
on the manipulated variables Jf , Jb, tf,e, tb,e, and
uc. φ is de�ned as in Section 2.1.

Algorithm Ideally, the model identi�cation and
optimization takes place between two cycles k� 1
and k, and the optimized values for the manipu-
lated variables are applied at the beginning of the
new cycle k. This would require zero calculation
time. Hence, a delay in the implementation of the
new set-points is inevitable. The reader is referred
to Findeisen and Allgöwer (2003) for a rigorous
discussion of possible stability problems due to
computational delay in NMPC applications.

3. CASE STUDY - SUBMERGED MF/UF IN
WASTEWATER TREATMENT

In order to evaluate the proposed model and
control algorithm, it is tested against simulated
data from a rigorous membrane �ltration model,
which describes MF/UF with submerged mem-
branes in a wastewater treatment plant. The uid
feed consists of water, in which a variety of or-
ganic and inorganic particles and dissolved sub-
stances are present. Organic fouling, biofouling,
and pore blocking are therefore the dominating
fouling e�ects. Usually hollow �bre membranes
or plate modules with nominal pore sizes around
1�m are employed. The cross-ow is realized with
air bubbles that are periodically injected at the
bottom of the modules.

In order to study the highly complex process,
a rigorous model has been developed, which is
discussed in detail by Broeckmann et al. (2005)
and Cruse (2006). It has been shown to adequately
represent real plant behavior, and is used as a
reference model in the following.

The model proposed in Section 2.1 is adapted
to reect the speci�c characteristics of the given
process. The cross-ow velocity uc is usually not
explicitely available as manipulated variable, since
air is injected with a constant, yet intermitted vol-
ume ow Q. The periodically changing intervals
with and without aeration have the lengths ton
and toff. uc is then heuristically described as

uc = Q
ton

ton + toff
, (32)

and toff is chosen as manipulated variable. The
power for the aeration ec is expressed as

ec =
QTRgγa

[
(1 + pa)

γa
γa�1 � 1

]
ton

va (γa � 1) (ton + toff) ηA

, (33)

assuming that the compression is a polytropic
process. T is the ambient air temperature, va is
the molar volume of air, Rg is the gas constant,
γa = 1.4 is the polytropic coe�cient, pa is the
pressure di�erence across the compressor (in bar),
and ηA is an e�ciency factor.

3.1 Results

Three aspects are analyzed in the following: the
quality of the TMP prediction, the adaptation
to process changes, and the predicted optimal
solutions. The simulation results based on the ref-
erence model will be referred to as measurements.

TMP prediction Fig. 2 depicts a snap-shot of
the simulated controlled process. It shows the
measured and the predicted TMP for cycles k

and k + 1, between which the ux is increased.
Each cycle comprises a �ltration (positive TMP)
and a backwashing phase (negative TMP). The
parameters α, �, γ, and �, which are not estimated
online, have been �tted a priori. During �ltration
the predicted and the measured TMP are almost
identical, and only small errors are observed dur-
ing backwashing. The relative deviation is below
1%. The same results are achieved with respect to
changing backwashing uxes, �ltration and back-
washing durations, and cross-ow intensities. This
shows the excellent prediction capability of the
model.
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Fig. 2. TMP measurement and prediction

Model adaptation Next, the performance in the
presence of unforeseen process changes is eval-
uated. In Fig. 3, the �ltration ux after cycle
k is reduced by 20%. This could be caused by
an unexpected problem with a pump. The TMP
prediction is false in cycle k+1, but the controller
adapts by solving the estimation problems (P2)
and (P3) with data from cycle k + 1. Reliable
predictions are provided from cycle k + 2 on.

Control In the following an updated model is
assumed to be available, and the optimization
for the next cycle is carried out for di�erent
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required net uxes. Fig. 4 presents the results
for the �ltration ux and the aeration pause.
The �ltration ux increases almost linearly with
higher net uxes. The �ltration time is at its
upper bound of 600s. The backwashing ux always
equals the �ltration ux, and together with the
minimum backwashing time of 15s, the constraint
on the minimum resistance removal (Eq. (26)) is
always met. The aeration pause becomes smaller
with increasing ux.
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Finally, the performance of the proposed con-
troller is compared against manual operation with
�xed set-points. A typical choice in an industrial
installation is e.g. Jf = 40 l

m2h
, Jb = 50 l

m2h
,

tf = 240s, tb = 20s, and toff = 6s, which gives a
net ux of Jnet = 33.1 l

m2h
. For the same net ux,

the optimized solution depicted in Fig. 4 requires
20% less energy despite employing a 14% higher
aeration.

3.2 Discussion

Assuming a decent choice and adaptation of the
parameters α, �, γ, and � in the �ltration models,
an excellent prediction of the TMP is achieved.
Furthermore, the controller quickly adapts to un-
expected changes in the process.

The interpretation of the optimization results is
straightforward. Low uxes with long �ltration
times are preferred over small �ltration periods
with high uxes. This is in line with current ob-
servations in MBR installations. Instead of placing
an upper bound on the �ltration time, a more

sophisticated approach could be designed, which
e.g. establishes a link between the upper bound
and the ux, if according process knowledge is
available. The shortening of the aeration pauses
with increasing uxes is clearly due to the penalty
term, which prevents long-term damage to the
membranes. In the case study, the backwashing
intensity is at its lower bounds, yet this depends
on the cleaning e�ciency of the process, which is
detected in the parameter estimation step. The re-
maining tuning parameter ξ (Eq. (14)) reects the
balance between short-term (energy) and long-
term (replacement) cost.

Finally, employment of the approach does not only
promise substantial economical bene�t, but also
implies continuous adaptation of the membrane’s
operation to process drifts and changes. This
enables not only optimal, but also safe process
operation.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A methodology for the model-based control of
membrane �ltration processes is proposed. It is
based on run-to-run control concepts and em-
ploys a newly developed process model. The pro-
posed controller is tested in a simulation sce-
nario describing submerged membrane �ltration
in wastewater applications. It is shown to achieve
excellent results concerning the prediction quality,
the adaptation to process changes, and the process
optimization with respect to power consumption
and membrane replacement cost. Its performance
is currently experimentally veri�ed in an indus-
trial pilot plant.
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Abstract:
This paper presents the formulation of a controller for a Catalytic Flow Reversal
Reactor (CFRR) with heat extraction. The controller is based on the Model
Predictive Control (MPC) concept. The MPC scheme uses a model that assumes
plug flow and neglects radial gradients in the reactor but accounts for the two
phases within the reactor. The prediction of the future output behavior from
the model is obtained by using the Method of Characteristics as proposed by
Shang et al. (2004) for convection dominated distributed parameter systems. The
formulated controller is applied to a CFRR unit for the catalytic oxidation of
fugitive lean methane mixtures. The objective of the control algorithm is to
maintain stable reactor operation, while extracting the maximum amount of useful
energy by hot gas removal from the mid-section of the reactor. Simulations are used
to show the performance of the designed controller.

Keywords: Reverse Flow Reactor, Model Predictive Control, Method of
Characteristics.

1. INTRODUCTION

Catalytic Flow Reversal Reactor (CFRR) tech-
nology has received much attention in recent
years (Matros and Bumimovich, 1996) and has
been proposed for many applications including:
methane combustion, oxidation of volatile organic
compounds (VOC), oxidation of sulphur dioxide
(SO2) and the synthesis of methanol.

CFRR has recently been suggested for the com-
bustion of lean methane streams (Hayes, 2004).
Fugitive lean methane streams are common in the
oil and gas industry and are a great source of
pollutant emission. Sources of methane emissions
include leaks in natural gas transmission facilities

1 Email: fraser.forbes@ualberta.ca, phone: (780) 4492-

0873, fax: (780) 492-2881

such as pipelines and compression stations and
upstream oil and gas production facilities, espe-
cially from solution gas. These methane emissions
are typically available at ambient temperatures,
where catalytic reaction rate is very slow, but the
use of reverse flow technology has been shown to
be feasible technology to achieve sufficiently high
reactor temperatures (Hayes, 2004).

The primary advantage of the technology is that
the thermal capacity of the solid material within
the reactor acts as a regenerative heat exchanger,
allowing authothermal operation without the use
of heat exchangers. For exothermic reactions,
switching the flow direction periodically creates a
heat trap effect. This effect can be used to achieve
and maintain an enhanced reactor temperature
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the heat trap effect for
reverse flow operation.

compared to a single flow direction mode of oper-
ation.

The principle of the heat trap effect is illus-
trated in Figure 1. Figure 1(a) illustrates a reactor
temperature profile that might be observed in
a standard uni-directional flow operation for a
combustion. If a temperature pattern, shown in
Figure 1(a) and (b) is established, the reverse flow
operation can then be used to take advantage of
the high temperatures near the reactor exit to
pre-heat the reactor feed. A quasi-steady state
operation may be achieved in which the reactor
temperature profile has a maximum value near
the centre of the reactor, which slowly oscillates
as the feed is switched between the two ends of
the reactor, as shown in Figure 1(c-e).

The control of the CFRR is a particularly chal-
lenging problem. In addition to the complexi-
ties of any distributed parameter tubular reac-
tor (i.e. nonlinear distributed dynamics and lim-
ited on-line measurement information), the CFRR
presents periodic change of feed flow direction.

When controlling the CFRR, the main objec-
tive is to maintain the reactor operating in a
region where the temperature in the active sec-
tions (catalyst sections) is below a critical value
to avoid overheating or deactivation of catalyst
and is above the extinction temperature of the
reaction. The CFRR system is open-loop is stable.
However, disturbances (i.e. inlet concentration),
if sufficiently large, can extinguish the reaction
or burn the catalyst. Different designs and con-
trol measures have been proposed to control the
CFRR (Nieken et al., 1994) including: bypassing
the flow in the mid-section of the reactor, with-

drawing of gas to a external cooler and cooling of
the entire mid-section by using a heat exchanger.

The first work on feedback control for the CFRR
was done by Budman et al. (1996). Two control
strategies for a CO oxidation unit were discussed
in their work: a PID feedback loop used to con-
trol the outlet concentration by manipulation of
the cooling rate in the mid-section of the re-
actor and a feed-forward scheme that measures
inlet concentration and select optimal cycle pe-
riod and cooling rate from a parametric map.
Barresi and Vanni (2002) discuss the use of a
feedback logic controller, with cycle period as
manipulated variable, to avoid extinction of the
reaction in a volatile organic compounds (VOC)
CFRR unit. More recently, a Model Predictive
Control (MPC) was proposed to control a VOC
combustor with flow reversal operation (Dufour
and Couenne, 2003; Dufour and Toure, 2004) by
using a power supply at the core of the reactor
and inlet dilution. In the MPC formulation, a
linear model obtained from the linearization of
a nonlinear distributed parameter system model
about a fixed operating point was used.

The aim of this paper is to present a control
scheme that can be used to maintain the CFRR at
a stable operational conditions, while extracting
the maximum amount of hot gas from the reactor.

We investigate the use of heat removal by mass ex-
traction from the middle section of the reactor as a
manipulated variable. Extraction of a hot stream
has an additional benefit of providing energy that
can be used for many purposes such as heating and
power generation (Kushwaha et al., 2005). Hot gas
withdrawal has been proposed in the literature to
avoid overheating of the CFRR unit, but none of
the control strategies published in the literature
for the CFRR use the gas withdrawal from the
mid-section as a control variable.

With this work, we contribute with the applica-
tion of a Model predictive Control to a distributed
parameter flow system with periodic oscillation
of the flow direction. The controller is designed
using the MPC scheme proposed by Shang et

al. (2004) for convection-dominated distributed
parameter systems where the Method of Charac-
teristics (Arnold, 1988) is used to predict future
output behaviour of the controlled plant. By ap-
plying this scheme to a CFRR unit we are ex-
tending its application to a distributed parameter
system with output constraints. The method of
characteristics for convection dominated systems
(hyperbolic partial differential equation models)
is simple and systematic and provides a geometric
way of viewing the solution structure and can help
in providing insight into the future evolution of
the process output.
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The work presented here is focused on the de-
velopment of a candidate MPC scheme that will
produce a high level of performance for the CFRR
and to investigate the computational challenges
inherent in this problem.

2. CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN

In this work, a model of the CFRR unit to be
controlled is used to predict the future behavior
of the plant. The performance of the plant is
optimized over a future finite horizon according
to the current state of the plant. A sequence of
manipulated variable adjustments is determined
by optimizing an open-loop performance objective
on a time interval extending from the current
time through a specified prediction horizon. The
computed settings for the manipulated variables
are implemented and kept constant until the next
control interval. Feedback is incorporated by using
the measurements to correct modeling errors and
update the disturbance estimate in the optimiza-
tion problem for the next time step.

2.1 Modelling

The reactor consists of two parallel sections with
an internal diameter of 0.2 metres mounted side
by side and connected by a U-bend at the bottom
(total length = 2.73 m). The reactor internals
consist of a combination of open spaces, inert
(monolith) sections and active catalyst (packed-
bed) sections, as shown in Figure 2. A hetero-
geneous one-dimensional model is used to pre-
dict the future output behavior of the CFRR.
The model is a simplified version of the two-
dimensional heterogeneous model developed by
Salomons et al. (2004). The basic equations for
the mass and energy balance in the CFRR reactor,
assuming plug flow, are:

∂(Yf )

∂t
+ αvs

∂(Yf )

∂x
= kmav(Ys − Yf ) (1)

∂(Tf )

∂t
+ αvs

∂(Tf )

∂x
=

hav

ρfCpf

(Ts − Tf) (2)

kmavCf (Yf − Ys) = (1 − ε)ηkRCs (3)

∂(Ts)

∂t
=

ηkRCsYs(−∆HR)

ρsCps

+ h(Tf − Ts) (4)

with boundary conditions Yf (t, 0) = Yf0 and
Tf (t, 0) = Tf0 , where Yf and Tf are the mole
fraction of methane and temperature of the fluid
phase, Ys and Tf are their counterpart in the solid
phase, (1 − α) is the fraction of mass extracted
and vs is the superficial velocity of the gas stream.
Values for the various parameters in the model are
given in Salomons et al. (2004).

� � � � � � 	 � �  � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � � � �

� � �  " � # % & '  
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Fig. 2. Schematic picture of the CFRR reactor.

The dynamic behaviour of the CFRR is domi-
nated by the energy balance in the solid phase,
equation 4, while the dynamics of the mole and
energy balance in the fluid phase are fast owing to
the short residence time of the fluid in the reactor
and the low thermal mass of the fluid. The result-
ing system of equations (1)-(4) can be solved us-
ing the method of characteristics (Acrivos, 1956).
Equations (1) and (2) can be described by a sys-
tem of ODEs along the characteristic curve ξ1:

ξ1 =
dx

dt
= αvs (5)

Along ξ1, the state variables Yf and Tf are de-
scribed by:

dYf

dt
= kmav(Ys − Yf ) (6)

dTf

dt
=

hav

ρfCpf

(Ts − Tf ) (7)

On the other hand, the energy balance equation in
the solid phase varies along the time axis only, and
its solution is described along a constant second
characteristic line, ξ2, by:

dTs

dt
=

ηkRCsYs(−∆HR)

ρsCps

+ h(Tf − Ts) (8)

The future output is predicted by numerically
integrating the system of equations:

dx

dt
= αvs (9)

dt

dt
= 1 (10)

dYf

dt
= kmav(Ys − Yf ) (11)

dTf

dt
=

hav

ρfCpf

(Ts − Tf ) (12)

dTs

dt
=

ηkRCsYs(−∆HR)

ρsCps

+ h(Tf − Ts) (13)

kmavCf (Yf − Ys) = (1 − ε)ηkRCs (14)
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Fig. 3. Schematic picture of the CFRR reactor.

Predictions of future output values are obtained
by discretizing the initial state at a finite num-
ber of spatial points, projecting the character-
istic curves from each of these points and then
computing the values of the state variables at
the intersection points. Figure 3 illustrates the
calculation of the state variables at point C from
the values at points A and B. The segment AB is
the domain of dependence of point C, given that
the values of state variables at point C are com-
pletely defined by the state-variable values on the
segment AB. By varying point C and repeating
the procedure, the values of the state variables at
different grid points and different future times can
be calculated. The value of the state variables at
the intersection points is obtained by integrating
the differential equations using, for example, the
Euler or mplicit Euler method and solving the
resulting system of nonlinear equations. Using the
output prediction method described above, the
value of the output for a prediction horizon time
is obtained for specific control actions. To use
the predictions in the MPC scheme, the predicted
output is expressed in a locally linear form (Shang
et al., 2004):

ŷ = ŷ0 + S∆u (15)

ŷ0 = y0 + S[u−1, u−1, · · · , u−1]
T (16)

∆u = [u0 − u−1, · · · , uHc−1 − u−1]
T (17)

where ŷ0 is the vector of predicted outputs due
to past control actions in the prediction horizon
time, y0 is the vector of initial values of the
state variable, ∆u is the vector of future control
increments (u � α; ∆ui = αi − α−1 for i =
0 · · ·HC − 1), ŷ is the vector of the predicted
outputs and S is the rate of output variation about
past control actions (u−1). The elements of S are
updated at each sampling time and are computed
via perturbation:

S =

(
∂ŷ

∂u

)
0

=
ŷ|u

−1+δ
− ŷ|u

−1

δ
(18)

where δ is a numerical perturbation on past input
u−1, ŷ|u

−1+δ
and ŷ|u

−1 are the predicted future
output under the control actions u−1+δ and u−1.

The future output is predicted up to an appropri-
ate prediction horizon (HP ).

2.2 Optimization: Control Objective and Constraints

The control objective is to maintain the reactor
temperatures within an appropriate range so that
overheating and/or reaction extinction are not
possible. In this work we focus the attention on the
extinction phenomena. This control objective is
met by manipulating the flow of hot gas from the
mid-section of the reactor. An additional control
objective involves the extraction of the maximum
amount of energy from the reactor. To achieve
the control objective, the following finite horizon
problem is solved at each sampling time (k):

min
u(k+i|k)

J(u(k + i|k))

=

HC−1∑
i

[
∆u(k + i|k) − (u−1 + umin)

(umax − umin)

]2

(19)

such that

umin ≤ u ≤ umax

∆umin ≤ ∆u ≤ ∆umax

Tmin ≤ Ts ≤ Tmax

The constraints are arranged in a linear vector
inequality form and are softened by penalizing the
∞-norm of the constraint violations. Feedback is
incorporated by comparing the actual measure-
ment of the plant and the predicted output from
the model. The resulting constrained quadratic
optimization is solved using the active set method.

3. SIMULATIONS

To evaluate the performance of the designed con-
troller, simulations of the CFRR unit and con-
troller were implemented in the Matlab r© envi-
ronment. For all the simulation cases, an initial
temperature profile, Figure 4, a set of boundary
conditions Yf (t, x = 0) = 0.5 mol % Tf (t, x =
0) = 298K and inlet flow velocity (vs(t, x =
0) = 0.2 · m/sec) are chosen. A fixed time for
the flow reversal is chosen and setted to 300 sec.
For the controller, the following parameters are
used: Tsampling = 50(sec), HP = 18Tsampling =
900(sec), HC = 1, 0.6 ≤ α ≤ 1 and |∆α| = 0.05.

The controller is then used to control the mini-
mum temperature in the active catalyst sections
(to avoid extinction of the reaction) while extract-
ing the maximum amount of heat from the mid-
section of the reactor. The minimum temperature
can be chosen as the minimum temperature re-
quired to avoid extinction of the reaction or as
the temperature that will give a high conversion
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Fig. 4. Initial temperature (Tf (0, x) = Ts(0, x)
and concentration distribution along the ax-
ial distance of the reactor.

of reactants. If the latter is not known, then a
constraint on the maximum allowable mol frac-
tion of methane (Yf ) on the exit of each catalyst
section can be added. In this work, a minimum
temperature of 950 K is arbitrarily chosen for sim-
ulation purposes. The infinite dimensional process
variables at the current time are discretized into
m = 60 points along the axial direction of the
reactor. It is assumed that all process variables
can be measured at these discrete points.

The control performance is first evaluated with
a simulated plant that matches exactly the the
model used to predict the future output behavior
of the CFRR unit (i.e. equations (1) - (4)). Fig-
ure 5(a)-(b) shows the output behaviour of the
temperature at two points (marked as C1 and C2

in Figure 2). The temperature at the inlet of the
catalytic sections are of great importance since
most of the reaction takes place near the entrance
to these sections. It can be seen from Figure 5(a)-
(b) that the controller is able to drive the output
to a new stationary state where the minimum tem-
perature is above the desired temperature. Figure
6 shows the optimal fraction of total mass flow of
hot gas that is extracted to achieve the desired
control performance.

The control performance is also evaluated with
a plant simulated with a highly detailed model .
The new plant consist of a 2-dimensional heteroge-
neous model developed by Salomons et al. (2004)
that is solved using the finite element method
in Femlab r©. The main structural difference of
simplified 1-D model and the full 2-D model is
the effect of the thermal insulation (thickness of
insulation = 0.28 metres), which has been shown
to be important for small diameter reactors and
low air velocity conditions (Aube and Sapound-
jiev, 2000; Salomons et al., 2004). Figure 7(a)-
(b) shows the output behavior of the temperature
at the two points marked in Figure 2. It can
be seen from Figure 7(a)-(b) that the controller
is able to drive the output to a new stationary
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Fig. 5. (a) Temperature at point C1 (see Figure
2) with control. (b) Temperature at point C2

(see Figure 2) with control. The dashed line
indicates the temperature lower bound.
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Fig. 6. trajectory of the manipulated variable:
fraction of total mass flow of hot gas that is
extracted

state where the minimum temperature at the at
the inlet of the catalytic sections is above the
threshold value. Figure 7(c) shows the optimal
fraction of total mass flow of hot gas that is
extracted to achieve the desired control perfor-
mance. The optimal value is now higher than the
value obtained in Figure 6 and this is expected
since the plant includes the effect of the external
heat transfer resistant that is given by the insula-
tion. By simulations (not shown) we observed that
the oscillations in the adjustments of the manipu-
lated variable can be decreased by increasing the
number of discrete points in the controller (m).
However, a finer discretization comes at a higher
computational load.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented the formulation of a
controller to a distributed parameter flow system
with periodic oscillation of the flow direction. The
controller uses the Model Predictive Control con-
cept and is based on the Model Predictive control
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Fig. 7. (a) Temperature at point C1 (see Figure 2)
with control (solid line) and without control
(dotted line). (b) Temperature at point C2

(see Figure 2) with control (solid line) and
without control (dotted line). The dashed line
indicates the temperature lower bound.(c)
Trajectory of the manipulated variable: frac-
tion of total mass flow of hot gas that is
extracted

scheme for convection-dominated distributed pa-
rameter systems proposed by Shang et al. (2004).
We applied the control scheme to a CFRR unit
for the combustion of methane to maximize the
amount of energy that can be extracted from the
reactor without extinguishing the reaction.

Simulations are used to show the ability of the
controller to find the optimal extraction of hot
gas extraction while keeping the minimum tem-
perature at the inlet of the active catalyst sections
above a minimum threshold value that guarantee
stable operation (no deactivation of catalyst sec-
tions).

NOMENCLATURE

vs superficial velocity (m/s)
α fraction of total inlet mass flow in the reactor

(-)
km mass transfer coefficient (m/s)
av surface area per unit volume (m2/m3)
h heat transfer coefficient
ρ density (kg/m3)
Cp heat capacity (J/kg · K)
kr first-order rate constant (s−1)
η effectiveness factor
∆H enthalpy of reaction of methane (J/mol)
HP prediction horizon
HC control horizon
Tsampling sampling time
m number of discrete points in the controller
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Abstract: This paper presents a Nonlinear Model Predictive Control approach for 
nonlinear state-space models obtained with the modelling and identification technique 
recently proposed in literature as Linearization on the Equilibrium Manifold (LEM). The 
predictive controller that will be applied to the LEM uses the Local Linearization on the 
Trajectory algorithm (LLT) which simulates the nonlinear plant and calculates optimal 
control actions based on local linearizations around the simulated trajectory by online 
minimization of an objective function. The proposed combination of the LEM and LLT 
techniques is tested with a nonlinear SISO system.  Copyright © 2006 IFAC 
 
Keywords: nonlinear systems, identification, linearization, predictive control, 
trajectories 
 
 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The importance of nonlinear approaches to control 
systems in industrial chemical processes has been 
rising significantly during the last few years and will 
continue to do so in the future. The high demands of 
today’s economy in terms of process yield and the 
obedience of environmental standards require an 
increased efficiency that cannot always be achieved 
with linear control concepts. At the same time, the 
availability of nonlinear dynamic models has been 
recognized in the literature as one of the main 
obstacles, if not the most important, for the 
application of nonlinear control strategies. High cost 
and complexity of nonlinear approaches often impose 
restrictions on practical usability. 
 
This situation calls for methods that take into account 
the well-developed linear control theory, extending it 
for usage with nonlinear processes. One possibility, 
which can be termed “grey-box” modelling, is the use 

of “local models”, understood as approximations of 
the original system in a limited sub-region of the 
operating domain in order to construct a nonlinear 
model. The underlying principle is that the system 
behavior is “simpler” locally than globally and as a 
result local models can be identified more easily. 
Examples of this methodology are the local linear 
models tree (Nelles, 1997) and the identification 
through the decomposition into operating regimes 
(Johansen and Murray-Smith, 1997). 
 
The Linearization on the Equilibrium Manifold 
(LEM) approach (Bolognese Fernandes and Engell, 
2005) proposes a way of constructing a nonlinear 
model by interpolating the equilibrium manifold and 
the linear behavior of the system between different 
operating points. It has been shown that various 
problems of local modelling techniques can be 
avoided by using this method, making it an appealing 
way of obtaining a nonlinear model with less than the 
effort necessary for a first-principles modelling. 
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))()(( uxuAx −=&A suitable control strategy for this kind of system 
would also use linear models for determining control 
actions, as these are already available and in use for 
the construction of the global model. The Local 
Linearization on the Trajectory algorithm LLT 
(Duraiski, 2001) is a predictive control strategy for 
nonlinear models which uses local linearizations at 
the current point of the system state. In the following, 
a combination of the LLT with LEM models will be 
proposed and compared to the already well-tested 
combination of the LLT with a first-principles model. 
 
This paper is structured as follows: section 2 presents 
the basics of the LEM method in the general (MIMO) 
form, section 3 explains the LLT control strategy. 
Section 4 proposes a combination of the two methods, 
which is evaluated with numerical experiments in 
section 5 using a nonlinear SISO example system. 
Concluding remarks and proposals for further 
investigations can be found in Section 6. 
 
 

2. LINEARIZATION ON THE EQUILIBRIUM 
MANIFOLD (LEM) MODELS 

 
Consider a continuous MIMO nonlinear dynamic 
system of the form 
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where r: X × U→ ℜ n
 is at least once continuously 

differentiable on X ⊆  ℜ n
, U ⊆  ℜ m

, and h: X → ℜ p
 is 

at least once continuously differentiable. The output 
equation will be frequently omitted in the sequel for 
shortness. The equilibrium manifold of (1) is defined 
as the family of constant equilibrium points  
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Similarly, the family of linearizations of (1) at the set 
of equilibrium points determined by (2) is given in 
the usual way as 
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and similarly for the output equation. Under the 
condition that the rank of [∂r(xs,us)/∂x] is n for the set 
Ξ (Wang and Rugh, 1987, Bolognese Fernandes 
2005), the equilibrium manifold and consequently the 
family of linearizations of (1) will be specified by m 
among the n + m variables (x,u). Therefore, if this 
matrix is full rank, the set of inputs fully parameterize 
both families of equilibrium points and linearizations. 
 

Calling the steady-state map Ω: ℜ m
 → ℜ n

, such that 
r(Ω(u),u) = 0 (that is, the function Ω gives the 
steady-state xs corresponding to a constant input us), 
the input-parameterized linearization the equilibrium 
manifold (LEM) of (1) is defined as the system 
(Bolognese Fernandes and Engell, 2005) 

                                           Ω                                   (4) 
 

A(u) represents the evaluation of the Jacobian matrix 
[∂r(x,u)/∂x] on (Ω(u),u). The focus on input 
parameterization is due to the fact that identification 
experiments to obtain A(u) and Ω(u) from process 
data are carried out by exciting the plant with a 
designed input signal. The output equation can be 
linearized in an analogous way, considering the 
stationary output mapping: Ψ: ℜ

m
 → ℜ p

. 
 
The model (4) has to be interpreted as a (state-affine) 
nonlinear system that possesses the same family of 
equilibrium points (2) and the same linearization 
family (4) as the nonlinear system (1). Following the 
discussion in Bolognese Fernandes (2005), the LEM 
system can be a good approximation of (1) in 
transient regimes away from the equilibrium manifold 
depending on the degree of nonlinearity, in that way 
substituting a first-principles model. Obviously, other 
representations that are equivalent on the equilibrium 
manifold can be constructed on the basis of any m 
distinct parameters. Moreover, these representations 
can be easily interchanged, provided that the inverses 
of the corresponding elements in Ω(u) and    (u) exist. 
For further information about how to obtain the 
equilibrium manifold and the dynamic matrix A, 
please refer to Bolognese Fernandes (2005). 

 
 

3.  LOCAL LINERIZATIONS ON THE 
TRAJECTORY (LLT) 

 

In the following section a control strategy for the 
model introduced above will be presented. It was 
developed by Duraiski (2001) and consists of a model 
predictive control algorithm which works in the 
following way: the control actions applied to the 
manipulated variables are obtained by optimizing an 
objective function of control costs using a nonlinear 
internal model to predict the future system outputs. 
The control actions, however, are determined in each 
iteration through the use of a set of linear models in 
the step response form, obtained through local 
linearizations around the trajectory of the system, 
previously obtained in the last iteration. This ensures 
that the optimization problem is quadratic as it is in 
the case of Linear Model Predictive Control, and thus 
easy to solve. 
 

 

3.1 Algorithm description 
 

The LLT algorithm (Duraiski, 2001) consists of the 
following iterative calculation steps:  
1) The first solution is based on a linearized model at 

the current operating conditions. Using this 
trajectory it is possible to simulate the nonlinear 
model which is used to calculate a sequence of 
linear models for the next iteration.   

2) With the sequence of linearized models on the 
trajectory a new control action trajectory is 
calculated.  

Ψ 
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3)  This sequence of control moves is applied to the 
simulation of the open-loop response of the 
internal model.  

4) Based on the new trajectory, it is possible to 
determine a new set of linearized models in the 
same way as it is done in the first step. Then, this 
set of models is used in the next iteration step.  

5) The steps 2, 3 and 4 are sequentially carried out 
until the algorithm converges, i.e., when the i-th  
control action trajectory (calculated in the current 
iteration) does not differ too much from the        
(i-1)-th, satisfying the maximum norm 
convergence criterion                                        .  In 
case the algorithm does not converge after a given 
time and number of iterations, e. g. when the 
setpoint is unattainable, the best of all calculated 
control actions in this time step will be applied. 

                                                 . 
 
3.2 Linearized Step Response Model 
 
In this part the linear step response model used for 
predicting the future system output will be developed. 
Primarily, the following discrete time state space 
equation is considered. 
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The matrices Ak-2, Bk-2, Ck-1 and D k-1 are obtained by 
discretization of the continuous linear state space 
system resulting from the Taylor linearization of 
equation (1). They are not to be confused with the 
traditional notation for the continuous state space 
matrices (i.e., A, B, C and D). The variables xB, uB, 
yB represent the variables x, u, y at the point of 
linearization. Equations (5) and (6) can now be 
applied iteratively for the time steps from 0 up to the 
simulation horizon P, yielding an output equation for 
each discrete time step. With this, an equation for the 
output Y from the time instant 0 to P can be 
constructed. Written in a compact matrix form, the 
following equation is obtained: 
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Equation (7) will be used with some alterations within 
the calculation and optimization of the objective 
function. For details please refer to Duraiski (2001). 
 
 
3.3 Objective function 
 
The optimization problem consists of the 
minimization of a quadratic objective function with 
penalty terms for setpoint deviations and control 
actions, in the most general form being 
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In the case of the LLT method, the input difference 
variable ∆uk = uk – uk-1 is replaced by the deviation 
variable δuk = uk – uk-1

B. Furthermore, a penalty term 
for soft constraints φ|s| (s ≥ 0 being a scalar slack 
variable that is only nonzero while the constraints are 
violated) and for the deviation of the manipulated 
variable from a given target zi are introduced. With 
these alterations, the objective function is 
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The parameters γi, λi, ψi and φi are to be determined 
by common MPC parameter tuning methods. For the 
actual implementation, equation (9) can be rewritten 
in a matrix form. Further details will not be discussed 
here and can be found in Duraiski (2001). 
 
 

4.  COMBINING A LEM MODEL WITH AN 
LLT CONTROLLER 

 
Now a combination of models obtained through the 
LEM technique with a nonlinear model predictive 
controller using the LLT method will be proposed. In 
general, two possibilities exist to achieve this goal: 
first, using the LEM as a nonlinear model for the LLT 
algorithm as it is, deriving the needed Jacobians A, B, 
C, D through analytic or numerical differentiation of 
the LEM itself. A second possible approach is 
altering the LLT algorithm in a way that it can deal 
directly with the dynamic matrix A and the stationary 
manifold vector Ω(u) of the LEM. In this work only 
the first possibility will be investigated, as it 
demonstrates the feasibility of the approach with 
fairly low effort in terms of implementation. The 
control performance and computational effort of the 
LEM+LLT combination will be compared to an LLT 
controller with a nonlinear model.  
 
It will be assumed in the sequel that a nonlinear LEM 
model in the autonomous state space form as stated in 
equation (4) has been constructed by identifying the 
matrix A and the equilibrium manifold Ω(u) using 
appropriate techniques. Further details about model 
construction can be found in Bolognese Fernandes 
(2005). Equation (4) will now be incorporated into 
the LLT algorithm, using it as a description of the 
nonlinear process. As can be seen in equations (5) and 
(6), it is necessary to derive a general linearization of 
the process for later discretization and the calculation 
of control actions by the LLT. This is achieved by a 
straight-forward Taylor linearization of the LEM 
model around an arbitrary point (xB, uB) in state 
space. Note that this has to be a dynamic linearization 
as we cannot assume the system to be at an 
equilibrium state at all times. However, the resulting 
bias caused by the term r(xB, uB) = A(uB )(xB - Ω(uB)) 
will cancel out in the differential equation, as shown 
in Duraiski (2001), Appendix B. 

(9) 
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Linearizing equation (4) around an arbitrary point 
(xB,uB) in state space yields: 
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With this the following matrixes are obtained: 
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The output equation from (1) can also be linearized in 
a straight-forward way, yielding matrices CB and DB 
for the linear state space model. 
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Equations (11) and (13) will be discretized for each 
instant of time, yielding matrixes Ak, Bk and Ck. As 
we assume the output equation to be only dependent 
on x, Dk will always be 0. With this, equations (5) and 
(6), which serve the purpose of determining the 
control actions of the predictive controller, can be 
easily constructed. The trajectory simulation is 
performed with the original nonlinear model from 
equation (4). 
 

 
5.  CASE STUDY 

 
To prove the applicability of the proposed 
combination of the LEM and LLT methods, a 
nonlinear SISO system will be considered as an 
example. 
 
 
5.1 Methodology and control objectives 
 
The system under consideration will be tested and 
compared in four different forms:  
 
a) Nonlinear model. A nonlinear differential equation 
derived from first-principle modelling techniques. 
This model also represents the real plant that is to be 
controlled. This holds for all the five cases a)-d).  
 
b) Analytic LEM model. A nonlinear LEM model is 
constructed by analytic calculation of the dynamic 
matrix A and the equilibrium manifold Ω(u).  
 
c) Interpolated LEM model. A nonlinear LEM model 
is constructed by spline interpolation of the dynamic 
matrix A and the equilibrium manifold Ω(u) between 
different operating points. These operating points and 
their linear dynamics are determined analytically.  

d) Linearized model. One of the linear models from b) 
at one point of operation only, without LEM. This 
yields actually a purely linear MPC problem. 
 
For each of the mentioned models, numerical 
experiments with various LLT controllers in different 
operation domains are conducted. The controller 
parameters are determined using the RPN 
methodology developed by Trierweiler and Farina 
(2003), the control objective being a decrease of the 
closed-loop rise time to 1/6 of the open-loop rise 
time. For testing the closed-loop system, a series of 
random set point changes is applied to the controlled 
variable of the system. Furthermore, the total cost Jtotal 
accumulated during the simulation time is compared, 
as well as the total necessary iterations. 
 

 
5.2 The example system:  isothermal CTSR reactor 
with Van de Vusse reaction scheme 

  
The Van de Vusse reaction scheme is a well-known 
benchmark problem for nonlinear control algorithms 
and has been studied extensively by various 
researchers. A detailed model for this system was 
presented in Engell and Klatt (1993). For shortness, 
only the differential equations will be shown here. 
 

2
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In these equations x1 is the concentration of 
component A, x2 is the concentration of component B 
and x1,in is the feed concentration of A, assumed to 
remain constant. The parameter values are 
k1=15.0345 h-1, k2 = 15.0345 h-1, k3 = 2.324 l⋅mol-1⋅h-1 
x1,in = 5.1 mol⋅l-1 (Engell and Klatt, 1993). In this 
example only the operating range of 3 < us < 35 h-1 is 
investigated.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1: Steady state CB (x2) concentration vs. dilution 
rate u for x1,in = 5.1 mol⋅l-1 
 
A particularity of the Van de Vusse reaction is the 
division of the operating domain in two parts with 
different dynamic behaviours. Fig. 1 shows the steady 
state CB solutions as a function of the dilution rate u 
with the three typical operating regions (i.e., OR1, 
OR2, and OR3). For OR1 (i.e., us < 15 h-1) a         
non-minimum phase behaviour can be observed, 
while for OR3 (i.e., us > 15 h-1) the behaviour is 
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minimum-phase. Close to the peak the zero gets close 
to the origin, intensifying the non-minimum phase 
behaviour of the left side and making the controller 
design more difficult. At the peak, the zero is null as 
well as the static gain, which is positive for OR1 and 
negative for OR3.  
 
 
5.3 Numerical results 
 
Details on obtaining the different LEM systems are 
not discussed here and can be found in Bolognese 
Fernandes (2005). First, OR1 and OR2 are 
investigated. In this region the proposed control goal 
could only be achieved by accepting excessive 
control action and inverse responses. Thus, the 
closed-loop rise time will only be reduced to about 
3/4 of the open-loop value. The following LLT 
parameters are used: 
 

Table 1: non-minimum-phase LLT parameters 

Prediction / Control horizon (P / M) 136 / 34 
Output / Input variable weight (Γ / Λ) 0.7 / 0.06 
Sampling time (Ts) 0.15 min 

 
The system is subjected to a series of setpoint 
changes in the region 0.7M < cB < 1.11M. 

 
Fig. 2: time response in OR1 and OR2 

 
In the first 20 minutes of the simulation the closed-
loop velocity is limited by the lower constraint of 
u = 3h-1. Up to this point, the behaviour of all the 
systems is very similar. The next setpoint is 
cB=1.09M which is the theoretical maximum of the 
concentration cB (OR2, see Fig. 1) and causes a rapid 
almost step-like control action. Note that the response 
of any input-parameterized LEM system to a step in 
the manipulated variable is comparable to the 
behaviour of the linear model at the equilibrium point 
corresponding to the new input (Bolognese Fernandes 
2005). All four systems approach the equilibrium 
state with a similar velocity. From the 75th minute, the 
system is subjected to a setpoint of cB = 1.11h-1 that is 
not attainable (see Fig. 1). With the two LEM model 
versions the controller stabilizes the system at the 
maximum value of cB = 1.09h-1. This is a clear 
advantage in comparison to the linear MPC shown in 
Fig. 2, or any other linear (e.g. PI) controller, which is 

not able to keep the system at the point of maximum 
yield and trespasses gradually into OR3. 
 
Now the region OR3 for 1M < cB < 1.09M is 
investigated. Minimum-phase behaviour causes a 
better overall performance. First, the controller shown 
above is tested with a series of setpoint changes of 
random magnitude to prove the usability of one set of 
control parameters for the whole operation domain. 
Fig. 3 shows these results for OR3, the linearized 
model being designed for OR1, while Fig. 4 shows 
the same setpoint changes applied to OR1. Table 2 
below summarizes the quantitative performance of 
the different models. 
 

 
Fig. 3: minimum-phase responses, 1M < cB < 1.09M.  
 
Fig. 3 shows clearly that the linear controller for OR1 
cannot operate in OR3. All the other models follow 
the perturbations in the same way. 
 

 
Fig. 4: non-minimum-phase responses, 1M < cB < 1.09M 
 

Table 2: minimum-phase and non-minimum-phase 
performance, 1M < cB < 1.09M 

 NL ANA  INT LIN 
Iterations, 
min.-phase 

1055 1055 1053 1030 

Jtotal, m.p. 131.82 131.73 131.99 3.33·104
 

Iterations,    
n.min.phase 

831 831 858 1047 

Jtotal, n.m.p. 183.37 183.69 177.48 7.01·106 
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Finally, a controller designed especially for the 
minimum-phase region will be tested in order to see 
how the performance can be improved when the right 
tuning parameters are applied. Table 3 summarizes 
the new controller parameters. 

 
Table 3: minimum-phase LLT parameters 

Prediction / Control horizon (P / M) 3 / 1 
Output / Input variable weight (Γ / Λ) 0.7 / 0.02 
Sampling time (Ts) 0.15 min 

 

 
Fig. 5: minimum-phase responses, faster controller 
 
It is evident that this controller performs much better 
than the one designed for non-minimum-phase 
behaviour, which makes it the preferable option for 
operation near the maximum yield of cB=1.09M. 
Even the linear MPC controller shows almost exactly 
the same behaviour as the controller with the true 
nonlinear model. However, it has to be assured that 
the system does not trespass into the non-minimum-
phase region, since in this case it would cause 
excessive inverse responses. This can be achieved by 
defining a ‘target’ for the manipulated variable in the 
minimum-phase domain within the LLT algorithm. 
 

Table 4: minimum-phase performance, 
1M < cB < 1.09M

 
As expected, the LEM models perform well in all the 
shown cases with only slight deviations from the 
original nonlinear model.  
 

6.  CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
 

In this paper the proposal for a combined use of the 
nonlinear modelling and identification technique 
LEM and the nonlinear predictive control algorithm 
LLT was made and tested with a SISO example. 
Analytical considerations and numerical results 
suggest a good applicability of this combination to 
lower order SISO systems, performing fairly well 
where purely linear methods fail completely. Losses 
in control performance are mainly due to the 

inevitable deviation of the identified and interpolated 
equilibrium manifold and the associated dynamics 
from the true nonlinear system’s dynamics. The 
necessary iterations for convergence of the algorithm, 
as well as the accumulated values of the objective 
function are in all cases in the same scale, they can 
vary slightly because of the described deviations. It is 
clear that large efforts have to be made to obtain good 
approximations for the equilibrium manifold and the 
associated dynamics. Taking this into account, it can 
be concluded that further investigation of the 
demonstrated combination appears promising. Future 
work will be done on the testing of the technique with 
MIMO models and models of higher order, the goal 
being the proof of applicability to real industrial 
processes. The second possibility of implementation 
mentioned in section 4, the alteration of the LLT 
algorithm to be directly suitable for the LEM 
structure, will also be explored. 
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Abstract: The method presented here offers an effective and time saving tool for robust 
low order multivariable controller design. The relation between controller complexity and 
closed loop performance can easily be evaluated. The method consists of five steps: 1. A 
desired behavior of the closed loop system is specified. Considering the nonminimum 
phase part of the process model the closed loop attainable performance is determined. 2. 
The process model and the attainable performance are scaled by the RPN-scaling 
procedure. 3. This defines an “ideal” scaled controller, which is usually too complex to be 
realized. 4. The frequency response of the ideal scaled compensator is approximated by a 
simpler one with structure and order chosen by the user. 5. Since the approximation in 
frequency response is performed with the scaled system, it is necessary to return to the 
original system’s units. This procedure can be implemented using a multi-model 
approach, what increase the robustness of synthesized controller. Copyright © 2006 IFAC 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 
The increase of the complexity of the modern plants 
promoted an increase of the interaction among the 
variables of the process increasing the number of 
necessary control loops to maintain the conditions of 
desired operations and the quality of the obtained 
products. 
 
Restrictions on the feedback compensator structure 
are often encountered in chemical plants, when 
several control stations are provided only with local 
measurements. Such decentralized information 
structures result in block-diagonal compensator 
matrices. Decentralized controllers are also attractive 
because the information about the feedback is 
concentrated in the diagonal blocks. This means they 
are easier to understand and to put into operation and 
more easily made failure tolerant than general 
multivariable control systems.  
 
Even for plants with strong interaction, a 
decentralized controller can be attractive from a 
performance viewpoint, since depending on the 
disturbance direction and the model uncertainty can 
exhibit a better performance to disturbance rejection 
than a centralized one. Usually to improve the 
performance to set-point change is interesting to 
include some degree of decoupling between the main 

interacting loops. All these situations imply and 
require a structured controller.  
 
The controller order is another point to be 
considered, since it is strongly related to 
implementation easiness. Low order controllers (e.g. 
PID) are much simple and easy to implement and 
maintain in industrial control systems (DCS) than a 
high order state space centralized controller  
 
Due the uncertainties associated to the model and the 
need of working at different operating points (OPs) 
with different dynamic behaviours, it is required that 
the controller must exhibit certain robustness degree. 
Usually, it is common to design a controller for each 
OP separately, or to tune for the worst case and to 
test it to the other OPs, which in general does not 
produce the best achievable result.  
 
The design of robust decentralized controllers 
remains a demanding problem; standard methods for 
robust design cannot be used for structured 
compensators. The standard techniques for robust 
full controller design (e.g., Hinf,µ) cannot be directly 
applied to design a robust structured low order 
controller. In this paper it is proposed a new 
methodology to solve this problem, which conciliates 
design simplicity with DCS implementation easiness. 
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The proposed approach is based on the multi-model 
system representation and on the frequency domain 
approximation. The basic idea of this approach is to 
approximate the high order full controller that 
achieves the desired attainable closed loop response 
by a low order structured controller.  
 
 

2. METODOLOGY 
 
Consider that the block diagram in figure 1 requires 
the closed-loop behavior to be a predetermined 
transfer function chosen T0(s). Given the model G, 
mathematically the requirement to make the process 
closed-loop exactly equal to T0(s) is satisfied if, and 
only if 

( ) 11
0

1 )()()(
−−− −= IsTsGsC  (1) 

              
C(s) is the “ideal” controller that can be a high order 
controller, since no restriction is used in (1). 
Although the ideal controller is usually not 
realizable, it provides the designer with the necessary 
information about the desired controller frequency 
response. The basic idea is to approximate in 
frequency domain the ideal controller (C0) by a low 
order structured controller. Since we want that the 
approximated controller performs so close as 
possible to the ideal one, it is better to approximated 
the closed-loop frequency response, i.e. ∆T=T-T0 , 
instead of approximating ∆C=C-C0  directly.  
 

yr
C G

T(s)

 
Fig. 1: Standard Feedback Configuration. 
 
In this paper, the proposed methodology will use a 
two degree-of-freedom control loop configuration 
shown in Figure 2, where the controller C is 
separated into four blocks: CPI, CPV, CSP and CF.  
 

yr

T(s)

CPV

CSP CPICF G

 
Fig.2: Two degree-of-freedom feedback control  
 
The CPI block is a PI controller whose structure is 
always fixed and always given by (2), whilst CSP and 
CPV are dependent on the PID controller 
parameterization (e.g., series, parallel, ISA-form).  
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As discussed by Faccin and Trierweiler (2004), the 
advantage to use the 2DOF control configuration is 

threefold: (a) It divides a typical nonconvex 
optimization problem (when the standard 
configuration is used) into two convex problems. (b) 
It consists in a common base, in which all possible 
industrial PID parameterization can be converted. In 
Faccin (2004) it is shown this conversion for several 
industrial PID parameterizations. (c) The controller 
order can be easily increased and implemented in 
modern DCS. For example, process filters for noise 
averting can be synthezed and incorporated into CPV. 
The conversion of different PID or other control 
forms are very simple, since the algorithm relates the 
control action (? u) with the variable process (? y) and 
the variable of reference (? r), i.e.,  
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When more than a PID is desired to control the 
system, it can be done using the block CF. This block 
is also diagonal with elements given by the 
orthogonal serie: 
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Where λ  is the frequency point where the fit of the 
curve sT /∆  is more precarious and the coefficients 
TF are the decision variables of the optimization 
problem.  
 
2.1 Optimization Problem 
 
After algebraic manipulation  
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If  S ≅ S0 (S0 ≅ I-T0), and CSP, CPV, CF are diagonal 
blocks ,the problem can be seen as that the j-th 
column of ∆T is only influenced by the j-th column 
of ∆C, so the problem is independent in the column, 
and can be solved separately. The objective function 
(6) consists of the Euclidian norm of the step 
response of the transfer function ∆T on frequency 
domain for N frequency points. 
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The problem is solved in an iterative and sequential 
way. In the initiation, CSP, CPV, CF=I, and the 
parameters from the PI block is determined. In 
agreement with the selected algorithm, the CSP and 
CPV blocks are determined fixing the PI. A new 
iteration starts always fixing the knowns parameters 
from then previous iteration. This procedure is 
executed until that the stop approach is satisfied. 
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When the PID is determined in this sequential and 
iterative method, it is fixed and the CF block is 
solved, to determining TF.  
 
These problems can be formulated as a least squares 
problem for each model. If it is desired a control 
design using the multi model representation, each 
model generates the same kind of problem. So, the 
whole problem can be solved as a weighted least 
squares problem, and these weights are selected by 
the project designer. 
 
All this procedure is performed in a very fast way, 
but it is just an approximation because if difference 
∆C is not sufficiently small, S deviates from S0, and 
the computation error of the column-by-column 
optimization may be large. The controller can be 
improved by a non-linear optimization, which 
considers the closed-loop resulting directly.  
 
The cost function in the non-linear optimization is 
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Where no and ni are the number of outputs and 
inputs of the system respectively and N is the 
number of frequencies in the frequency vector. The 
controller from the column-by-column optimization 
is used as a starting point for the non-linear 
optimization. The following equation can be 
formulated  
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Where γ  is an auxiliary variable and wi is the weight 
for each FOi calculated for the model i. 
  
2.2 General procedure 
 

 
Fig.3: General Procedure. 

 
Fig. 3 shows the general procedure. The desired 
performance is established to each output through 
specifications in the time domain (rise time and 
maximum % of overshoot) that are mapped into a 
second order transfer function. The models must be 
factorized to insert some restrictions in the 
performance like RHP - zeros and -poles and time 
delay to maintain the internal stability of the 
feedback system (Trierweiler et al., 2000). 
 
The RPN (robust performance number) (Trierweiler 
and Engell, 1997) and nRPN (Farenzena  and 
Trierweiler, 2004) when it is working with multi-
model are calculated. Small values indicate a good 
performance using this method. Diagonal matrices 
that minimize the condition number of the system at 
the frequency that RPN assumes its maximal value, 
are used to scale the models. With the controller 
structure and order, the frequency response 
approximation is used to calculate the blocks (CPI, 
CPV, CSP and CF). The controller is returned to the 
original units and if the simulation shows a poor 
performance, the desired performance or its structure 
and order can be modified. 
 

 
3. CASE STUDY 

 
The case study consists of a six spherical tank plant. 
The unit is composed by six level tanks interacting to 
each other, two control valves, one recycle tank and 
one pump. The objective is to control the levels h3 
and h6, manipulating the two valves defining the flow 
rates F1 and F2. 
 

 
Fig. 4:  The six spherical tanks process. 
 

For this process the simplified model expressed by  
(9) was developed. Where g is the constant of 
gravity, ai is the section area of the discharge pipe 
from the tank i, and Di is the diameter of the tank i. 
 
After linearizing the model and transforming into 
Laplace domain at the operating point (h1s,h2s,h3s,h4s) 
the corresponding transfer matrix is given by (11). 
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When the sum of x1 and x2 is greater than one, the 
system has a RHP-zero. If x1+x2=1, the system has a 
zero located at the origin and as greater goes this 
sum, the zero is moved away of the origin along the 
positive axis. 
 

Table 1: Process Parameters. 

Parameters Value 
D1 D4  [cm] 35 
D2 D5  [cm] 30 
D3 D6  [cm] 25 
R1 R4  [cm2.5min-1] 1690 
R2 R5  [cm2.5min-1] 1830 
R3 R6  [cm2.5min-1] 2000 

 
 

Table 2: Operating Points. 

Variables OP 1 OP 2 OP 3 OP 4 
h3 [cm] 4.8400 17.0156 8.4100 11.7306 
h6 [cm] 3.2400 11.3906 8.1225 5.4056 
F1[L/min] 4 7.5 4 7.5 
F2[L/min] 4 7.5 7.5 4 
x1,x2 0.7,0.6 0.7,0.6 0.7,0.6 0.7,0.6 
RHP-zero 1.0246 0.1915 0.3818 0.3158 
yz (output  
zero 
direction) 









− 79.0

68.0
  








− 81.0

58.0
  








− 85.0

52.0
 








− 72.0

69.0
 

uz (input  
zero 
direction) 








−
59.0
58.0

  






−
63.0
77.0

  






−
75.0
65.0

  






−
51.0
85.0

 

Table 1 shows the parameters used in the model, 
while Table 2 summarizes the steady-state and 
operating conditions of the studied OPs. 

The four OPs have different dynamics and RHP-zero. 
The model 2 (M2) is considered as the nominal model 
and it has the slowest dynamic. The model 1 (M1) is 
the critical point OP, since the dynamic differs on 
most.  
 
This process is difficult to control due to the time 
delay and the RHP-zero (which limit the achievable 
closed loop performance making the response 
slower). Figure 5 shows the step response to the 
models. The RGA (Relative Gain Array) in the 
channel (1,1) from all models is equal to 1.4 
indicating some interaction and the correct choice to 
decentralized project designs. 

 
Fig. 5: Step Response of the Models. 
 

4. RESULTS  
 

Table 3 shows the desired performance applied to 
design the controllers.  In the frequency domain, the 
RHP-zeros (and pure time delays) constraint the 
bandwidth up to which effective disturbance 
attenuation is possible. The largest  bandwidth is 
determined by the RHP-zero closest to the origin 
(0.1915 in this case). The performance was 
established considering the limitation imposed by 
this zero, making the performance as fast as it is 
possible. 
 

Table 3: Desired Performance (Td). 
Characteristic Td  
Rise time [y1,y2] (min.) 10,7 
Overshoot %  10,10 

 
 
The model must be factorized since it has an RHP-
zero and time delay. The zero with the same output 
direction and the factorable time delay must be 
present in the closed loop transfer function to keep 
the internal stability of the feedback system. The 
time delay that cannot be factored out is 
approximated by Padé. For a second order Padé 
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approximation, the zero is moved to 0.1731 
indicating that the nonfactorable time delay have a 
unfavorable, but not significant, influence on the 
system controllability. 
 
To analyse the controller’s performance it was used a 
set point change (servo problem) in opposite 
directions, which is the worst situation than the 
controller can face according with the output zero 
direction as shown in Table 2. Similarly it was used 
as regulatory problem the unitary change to a at u1 
and -a  at u2 according the input zero direction. 
 
It was designed three full controllers to the nominal 
model with the desired performance from Table 3. 
The simulation is presented in Figure 6. PID +F2 is 
used to indicate a PID with a second order filter.  
 

  
 
Fig. 6 Servo (r=[1 -1]) and regulatory (d=0.4.[1 -1])  

response to the centralized controllers PI, 
PID,PID+F2 for the nominal model using the 
desired performance Td. 

 
The figure shows how the RHP-zero can limit the 
speed of the control loop. Even the PI controller can 
present less overshoot making the controller slower. 
On the other hand, the increase of the order has a 
stabilizing effect on the performance. It allows doing 
the controller faster without harming its performance  
 
In figure 7, three decentralized controllers were 
designed to the nominal model using the same 
performance. In this case the order increase has less 
effect because the PI controller shows a slow, but 
satisfactory, performance. Comparing these results 
with figure 6, it can be concluded that due the 
interaction (as indicated by a RGA analysis) the 
decentralized controllers with the same order are 
slower and presents a larger interaction, even though 
present good results.  
 
The best controllers (decentralized/full) designed to 
the nominal model was simulated using the model 
linearized at the OP1 (the smallest gain) and it 
indicated a poor performance (very slow). 
 
 

 
Fig. 7 Servo (r=[1 -1]) and regulatory (d=0.4.[1 -1])  

response to the decentralized controllers PI, PID, 
PID+F2 to the nominal model using the desired 
performance Td. 

 
Figure 8 shows the performance to the nominal 
model using all four models with the same weight to 
design three full controllers. 
 
This is the problem choosing the critical case (high 
gain) to design only one controller to the whole 
process. The performance in the region of low gain 
can be made very slow, but not use the critical point 
can affect the stability making the process unstable in 
the high gain region. 
 

 
Fig. 8 Servo and regulatory response of the nominal 

model with the controller designed with all four 
models. 

 
The results show that the increase of the order has 
more stabilizing effect when the controller is 
designed for multi-model case than the nominal 
model one. Also, it is important to realize that 
increasing the order of the controller using the 
polytope make the performance slow, but it is more 
significant in the region of high gain (M2). 
 
It was selected two full controllers that shown the 
best performance using the nominal model (Cn) and 
the polytope (Cp) respectively. This controller in both 
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cases were a PID with a second order filter 
controllers. 
 
Figure 9 compares the results to a servo response of 
Cn and Cp. The polytope controller is faster in all 
OPs, and it shows a performance as good as the 
nominal controller even in the nominal OP.  
 

 
 

Fig. 9: Step response of Cn and Cp to all OPs.  
 
Both controllers were simulated with the nonlinear 
model. The simulation starts in the OP2 and the 
process is changed to the OP4, OP1, OP3 
successively until the time of 400 minutes where a 
set point change in opposites directions (the worst 
situation that the controller can face it) and at the 
time 500 the values of x1 and x2 are inverted 
(x1=0.6 and x2=0.7) and so the process return to the 
OP2. The simulation results are shown in figure 10 
demonstrated that the performance of the polytope 
controller is better than the nominal controller to the 
most changes because the first one consider all the 
OPs into the design. Also, choosing the weights 
allows improving the performance in a given region. 
 
In table 4 are presented the parameters of Cn and Cp. 
The equation used to derivative action is given by   
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Table 4:  Controller’s parameters. 

 
 Controller Cn/Cp 

Parameter i \ j 1 2 
1 0.178/0.022 -0.226/-0.194 KP 
2 -0.159/-0.073 0.112/0.038 
1 3.130/0.339 6.126/4.362 TI 2 6.164/2.502 1.5926/0.463 

TD 1,2 0.993/2.554 0.994/0.990 

TF 1,2 







41.0
93.0

/ 







49.0
93.0  








29.0
82.0

/ 







49.0
97.0  

λ  1,2 1.054/0.873 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 10:  Nonlinear simulation with Cn e Cp. 

 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
It was presented a fast and efficient method to design 
and to evaluate alternative multivariable control 
structures. The methodology is very flexible, 
allowing its use even in complex process with RHP-
zero and time delay. Moreover, the controller 
designed with all OPs can provide a trade-off  
between the performance and robustness.  
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ON DATA PROCESSING AND RECONCILIATION:  

TRENDS AND THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY
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Abstract: The developments in technologies are expanding the boundaries and broadening 
the domain of what is technically and economically feasible to achieve in the application 
of data reconciliation activities in manufacturing plants. They also, naturally, incorporate 
additional issues and open the opportunities for new research activities. For example, 
recent developments on model-centric technologies to support plant operations based on 
advanced process modelling technologies opened the opportunities for performing large-
scale parameter estimation – data reconciliation applications in complex dynamic 
industrial environments. On the other hand, new sensor technologies are becoming 
available based on recent advances in microprocessor-based instrumentation and digital 
communications. They provide opportunities for the realization of novel sensor network 
architectures towards a truly distributed environment for data processing and 
reconciliation. In this presentation we will discuss current research activities combining 
efforts in these areas towards the future operation of manufacturing plants.  Copyright © 

2005 IFAC

Keywords: model-centric technologies, support of process operations, data processing, 
data reconciliation, sensor network, intelligent sensor. 

1 Corresponding author, e-mail: jose@lsu.edu 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Rational use of the large volume of data generated by 
manufacturing plants requires the application of 
suitable techniques to improve their accuracy and to 
extract useful information about the operational 
status of the process. A number of technologies (data 
reconciliation, trend analysis, fault diagnosis, etc) 
have been the subject of active research during last 
20 years with important advances. Among these data 
processing strategies, Data Reconciliation (DR) is 
one of the most typical approaches to obtain a 
consistent set of data. 

Recent technological developments are expected to 
have a strong impact, broadening the domain of 
applications of data processing and reconciliation 
activities in manufacturing plants. In this 
presentation we will restrict the scope and will focus 
on the impact of two key technologies: the recent 

progress made towards model-centric approaches for 
support of manufacturing activities and the 
developments on sensor/sensor networks 
technologies expanding the capabilities of existing 
sensors.  

During the last decade, general-purpose modelling 
tools have reached a level of maturity that allows the 
definition and solution of model-based problems of 
unprecedented complexity. Nowadays, state-of-the-
art modelling, simulation and optimisation 
environments (MSOEs) have expanded their 
languages to account not only for the definition and 
solution of dynamic simulation activities, but also the 
declaration of dynamic optimisation and parameter 
estimation/data reconciliation activities with 
comparable generality and flexibility. However, 
while commercial and academic modelling 
technologies have largely engaged in developing 
frameworks and methodologies for tackling the 
model development process, complementary 
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frameworks and mechanisms to help conceptualising 
and implementing “models” of process-engineering 
problems to support plant operation remain virtually 
unexplored. Progress in this direction, 
unquestionably, will expand the scope of what is 
technically feasible to achieve in the application of 
data processing and reconciliation activities in 
manufacturing plants. This will provide opportunities 
for performing large-scale applications within 
complex dynamic industrial environments and, 
additionally, integrating these capabilities with other 
activities for support of process operations into a 
single and consistent model-centric framework. In 
this work we will present a series of initiatives 
towards this vision. 

On the other hand, recently sensors have received 
greater attention than in the past. This is due to: 
greater demands placed on all aspects of plant 
operation and improvements in technology. In terms 
of plant operation, competition has resulted in higher 
product quality and plant efficiency. Safety standards 
are constantly rising and measurements are the 
primary means of identifying potentially hazardous 
circumstances. In terms of improvements in 
technology, new sensor technologies are becoming 
available (extending the properties that can be 
measured, the environment in which they can be 
sampled). Microprocessors-based instrumentation 
and digital communications are having profound 
effect on the capability and/or functionalities of the 
sensor. These developments provide the opportunity 
for the realization of federated sensor network 
architectures towards a truly distributed environment 
for plant operation. In this presentation we will 
discuss a new conceptual model for the next 
generation of sensor devices, which incorporates 
activities such as DR at the sensor level thus 
improving diagnosis/classification and reducing the 
computational load at the controller levels. This type 
of architecture encompasses the extra capabilities 
required for the next generation of sensors and sensor 
networks and accommodates the additional demands 
required for modern manufacturing.  

2. MODEL-CENTRIC TECHNOLOGIES AND 
DATA RECONCILIATION/ PARAMETER 

ESTIMATION 

2.1 Background 

Throughout the last decades, the computer-aided 
process engineering (CAPE) community made 
considerable progress in two strategic areas: the 
technical development and commercialisation of 
general-purpose modelling, simulation and 
optimisation environments; and the standardisation 
of open interface specifications for component-based 
process simulation. High-level equation-oriented 
declarative modelling languages have gained 
increased acceptance as the most appropriate 
framework to tackle the modelling process when full 
control over the scope and detail of the process 
model is required (Foss et al., 1998) because they 

provide the modeller with a series of sophisticated 
tools and mechanisms that contribute enormously to 
increase the efficiency of the modelling process. 

An important advantage of equation-oriented 
modelling languages is the intrinsic independence 
between mathematical models and solution methods. 
By segregating the mathematical definition of any 
given model from structural, symbolic or numerical 
solution algorithms, a single model description can 
be used to accommodate for a potentially large 
number of complementary activities. Another major 
advance was the creation of high-level declarative 
languages to describe a wide range of advanced 
model-based problems such as dynamic optimisation 
and parameter estimation with a degree of generality 
and flexibility comparable to existing dynamic 
simulation languages. These days, commercial 
modelling languages have evolved into multi-
purpose process-engineering modelling tools which 
we shall denote as “modelling, simulation and 
optimisation environments” (MSOEs). 

As the CAPE community continues developing and 
validating individual process models, the incentive 
behind developing and implementing model-based 
technologies grows. In the mid 1990s, developers 
and end-users were confronted with the reality that 
the accessibility and usability of model descriptions 
embedded within modelling environments was very 
limited. To address this problem, the CAPE 
community initiated the CAPE-OPEN (CO) and 
Global CAPE-OPEN (GCO) projects. CO focussed 
on providing standard mechanisms to support a two-
fold long term vision according to which: process 
modelling components (PMCs) built or wrapped 
upon the standard could be incorporated into process 
modelling environments (PMEs) straightforwardly; 
and model descriptions declared within PMEs 
supporting the standard would be accessible to 
external modelling tools.. This way, developers 
would be able to assemble software components 
from heterogeneous sources to solve complex model-
based problems. The GCO consortium continued 
revising and updating existing standards and creating 
new ones for technologies beyond modelling and 
simulation. Within the scope of this work, the CO 
standards will be used as an enabling paradigm to 
support the creation of the advanced framework 
proposed later in this paper and as a point of 
reference to inspire some of its most innovative 
features. 

2.2 Model-Centric Framework for Support of 

Manufacturing Activities

Following the previous discussion, it is clear that the 
creation of a model-centric framework that supports 
the definition of rigorous model-based activities and 
promotes the transfer of knowledge between 
complementary model-based software applications 
will extend the viability of model-centric 
technologies. In a series of papers, Rolandi and 
Romagnoli (2006a) presented a framework of such 
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characteristics that enables the definition and 
implementation of model-based process-engineering 
problems typical of industrial environments. 

The conceptual core of the framework was conceived 
according to the following vision. The framework 
was tailored to use mathematical models of process 
systems derived on the basis of mechanistic 
descriptions of natural phenomena. Although in 
principle the framework is applicable to a 
widespread of process systems, plant-wide models of 
industrial manufacturing plants were the main 
motivation of this work. Of course, as a result of 
rigorous mechanistic modelling of plant-wide 
industrial systems, the framework was tailored to 
deal with complex large-scale process models. In this 
work, the idea of modelling for multiple purposes 
was pursued, so that several model-based 
components were able to use a single fundamental 
model of the process to solve a widespread range of 
problems, implementing the notion of a model-
centric framework. This integration crystallised the 
vision of a consistent solution of process-engineering 
problems, seeding synergistic interactions across 
model-based activities due to a consistent model 
formulation among the software components. Last 
but not least, the framework addressed a series of 
problems of relevance to industrial manufacturing 
operations, such as: model-based process simulation 
and optimisation, parameter estimation, data 
reconciliation and advanced process control. It is 
worth to emphasising, though, that the 
estimation/reconciliation component of interest to 
this work is just one of the modules of the entire 
framework discussed in Rolandi and Romagnoli 
(2006a). 

Figure 1 provides a conceptual representation of how 
the different model-based components of the 
proposed model-centric framework are expected to 
support the operation of an industrial process system. 
As expected, the data pre-processing environment 
precedes all modules that make use of raw plant data, 
since it is imperative to obtain a consistent set of data 
by reconstruction of the process trajectories for the 
robust execution of any subsequent tasks. The 
estimation environment incorporates dynamic 
parameter estimation and dynamic data 
reconciliation activities, which make use of 
consistent data sets for the estimation of process 
operating parameters and evaluation of process 
measurement biases. The information gained from 
these activities is presented to the decision-makers, 
who then have a chance to make informed decisions 
on issues such as process instrumentation and 
equipment maintenance and inventory analysis. 
Consistent data sets are also provided to the 
simulation environment, which extracts meaningful 
information from past operating conditions. These 
process analysis activities are complemented by 
process improvement tasks such as process 
optimisation, transition planning studies and 
constrained real-time model-based optimisation and 

control, in a sequence of execution that that reshapes 
raw plant data into useful process knowledge and, 
hence, levers the chances for informed operative and 
supervisory decisions (see Rolandi and Romagnoli, 
2006a). 

In this work, we suggest extending the software 
architecture proposed by the CO standards (CAPE-
OPEN Consortium, 2000) by introducing a new 
software object: the Problem Definition Environment 
(PDE). As sketched in Figure 2, the PDE manages 
the definition of advanced model-based problems by 
interacting with both the Process Modelling 
Executive (PMEs) and the user, while the PME 
performs the corresponding model-based activity by 
coordinating the calls to several Process Modelling 
Components (PMCs). These PMCs contain the 
mathematical description of the process model, and 
they also provide other services such as physical 
property calculations and numerical solution 
algorithms (Braunschweig et al., 2000). While the 
standardisation of open interfaces of the PME and 
PMCs has been the focus of the CO/GCO projects, 
the communication between the PDE and other 
elements of the architecture is regulated by a series 
of mechanisms intrinsic to the framework described 
in this work. These mechanisms entail the 
manipulation of the so-called “Data Model 
Templates” (DMTs) and “Data Model Definitions” 
(DMDs) (Rolandi and Romagnoli (2006a). 

In the software architecture shown schematically in 
Figure 2, the MSOE (a PME and several PMCs) can 
be seen as a software tool for managing the 
development of mathematical models and, ultimately, 
coordinating the execution of the model-based 
activity, i.e. the MSOE is essentially a model builder 
and activity executive. On the other hand, the PDE is 
conceived as a software tool for supporting the 
definition of model-based problems, i.e. how to use 
plant data and the process model in the context of 
realistic process-engineering problems, which 
requires additional skills and expertise; in other 
words, the PDE is basically a problem builder. 

2.3 A Framework for Joint Parameter Estimation 

and Data Reconciliation

As discussed above, a novel paradigm for the 
definition of rigorous model-based problems is now 
possible through the introduction of the PDE. The 
PDE manipulates the so-called Data Model 
Templates (DMTs) and Data Model Definitions 
(DMDs). In this section, we will briefly discuss the 
structure and purpose of the two data models relevant 
for the definition of hybrid data-driven/model-based 
parameter estimation data reconciliation problems. 
These data structures are the so-called Process Data 
Object data model (PDO) and the Dynamic 
Estimation Problem data model (DEP). 
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Fig. 1. The conceptual definition of the integrated framework for model-centric support of process operations. 
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Fig. 2. The architecture of the framework. 

DEP model: Contains data determining the 
structure of a general dynamic estimation 
problem; for example, a valid instance of this 
data model links explicitly model variables to 
control/measured (input/output) process 
variables and corresponding process 
instrumentation, and determines the form of the 
objective function (estimator). 

PDO model: Contains data representing raw 
experimental process data in a form fit for 
hybrid empirical/mechanistic modelling; for 
instance, a valid instance of this data model 
associates the reconstructed dynamic 
trajectories of the input/output process variables 
(retrieved from process instrumentation) to 
model variables. 

The distinction between these two structures is 
substantiated by the fact that it is not convenient to 
associate an experimental data set with a given 
estimation case-study, and vice versa. Overall, the 
DMT/DMD mechanism creates an innovative means 
to embed process knowledge and expertise on the 
definition of model-based problems, as well as 

increased opportunities for documentation and re-use 
of case-studies. The manipulation of these 
DMTs/DMDs is the scope of the PDE software 
object. In addition, the PDO and DEP data models 
encapsulate corporate expertise on the use of high-
level declarative modelling languages, the process 
model and the process system, and they make 
possible the definition and execution of rigorous 
estimation/reconciliation problems of interest to 
operations personnel.  

As described by Rolandi and Romagnoli (2005), an 
environment for the definition of generic dynamic 
estimation problems of the characteristics described 
above shares common characteristics with the 
simulation and optimisation environments of the 
integrated framework. Effectively, similarities with 
the simulation environment are due to the fact that 
estimation- reconciliation problems are based on 
experimental plant data and, therefore, there is a need 
for data pre-processing, conditioning and 
reconstruction of process trajectories. Similarities 
with the optimisation environment are given by the 
fact that dynamic estimation experiments are a 
particular type of dynamic optimisation problems and, 
hence, additional structural information (i.e. 
information apart from that contained in the 
mathematical model of the process) is needed to fully 
determine the nature of the estimation/reconciliation 
experiment/case-study. This is a point-of-synergy 
which can be exploited during the design, 
implementation and use of an integrated model-
centric system for support of process operations. 

2.4 A Case Study: Application to the Pulping Section 

of a Pulp and Paper Mill

The challenge associated to the joint parameter 
estimation and data reconciliation case-study 
proposed in this section lies on the complexity of 
both the industrial process system and the actual 
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model-based problem. Unfortunately, the points-of-
synergy between the solution of this process-
engineering problem and other analysis and 
improvement tasks supported by the integrated 
model-centric framework is out of the scope of this 
manuscript.The goal of this case-study is to reconcile 
the process model and the plant data focussing on the 
closure of the general mass balance of the continuous 
pulping system. The estimation horizon is 1440min 
(24hr) and the window for reconstruction of process 
trajectories (Rolandi and Romagnoli, 2006b) is 
30min for both input and output variables. A subset 
of 26 input process variables is used to imitate the 
input behaviour of the continuous process system. 
Among them 21 are controlled variables (set-points 
of PID control loops) and 5 are uncontrolled 
measured variables (disturbances). 

The wood chip impregnation factor is a measure of 
the flowrate of steam condensate bounded to the 
interstitial void space between wood chips after the 
atmospheric pre-steaming step at the chip bin and 
before entering to the chip meter. Conventionally, 
the magnitude of this parameter would be obtained 
from the P&ID; however, changes in wood handling 
operations and operating conditions of the chip bin 
will change its nominal value. Since the magnitude 
of this parametric variable affects the closure of the 
mass balances, it will be chosen as a decision 
variable of the joint parameter estimation and data 
reconciliation problem. Additionally, we will 
estimate the magnitude of the pre-multiplier of the 
fundamental kinetic model of the Kraft pulping 
reactions occurring within the continuous cooking 
digester. Finally, we will also estimate the magnitude 
of the bias of three flow measurement devices: 
overall white liquor addition; wash filtrate addition 
to the digester’s bottom; and black liquor extraction 
from the upper screens of the digester (see Table 1). 
The measurements of eight sensors are used for the 
purpose of estimation (Rolandi and Romagnoli, 
2006b). The potential for model-based joint 
parameter estimation and data reconciliation of a 
large-scale complex industrial process system is 
demonstrated in this case-study: the problem results 
in the estimation of five parametric process variables 
(three of them are measurement biases) from an 
experimental data pool of eight measured variables 
and twenty-six control variables. 

Table 1. Parametric variables of the continuous 
pulping area

DCS Tag Variable Description 

EE212.KinPreMult Kinetic pre-multiplier 

EE103.ChipImpFctr Wood chip impregnation 
factor 

FT212A.MB Overall white liquor 
addition flow 

FT212H.MB Wash filtrate addition 
flow to digester bottoms 

FT212C.MB Upper extraction screen 
extraction flow 

Table 2 shows the optimal estimates, confidence 
intervals and lower and upper bounds for the 

parametric variables. From this information we can 
calculate that the coefficient of variation for a 95% 
confidence on the individual estimates of the 
parametric variables EE212.KinPreMult and 
EE103.ChipImpFctr are 1.4% and 6.0% respectively; 
for all practical purposes, this is an indication of a 
satisfactory accuracy of estimation. The coefficient 
of variations of FT212A.MB and FT212H.MB based 
on a 95% confidence (Table 2) are reasonably small 
(3.4% and 4.0%, respectively), which is an indication 
of satisfactory accuracy of the estimates. On the 
other hand, the coefficient of variation corresponding 
to FT212C.MB is fairly large (46.7%), indicating a 
large uncertainty in the determination of this 
measuring device bias. In spite of this, the process 
variable can still be successfully estimated given the 
data pool used in this case-study. Figure 3 shows the 
fulfilment of the general mass balance of the 
continuous pulping system before and after 
reconciliation. 

From a practical viewpoint, it was our aim to 
estimate those biases which have a strong impact on 
inventory analysis, or whose quantification is vital 
for other operational purposes (e.g. inferential soft-
sensing). In the case of an industrial continuous 
pulping system, the most significant sources of 
revenue and expenses are likely to be the production 
of pulp, the cost of chip consumption and the cost of 
evaporation of weak black liquor (Rolandi and 
Romagnoli, 2006b). Fortunately, the cost of 
evaporation of weak black liquor can be partially 
reconciled from the estimate of the bias of the upper-
screen extraction flow measurement. Interestingly, 
the 6.4% error of this process measurement (see 
Table 2) is associated to a material stream which 
accounts for nearly 32% of the overall weak black-
liquor extraction flow from the continuous cooking 
digester at this nominal production level 
(~3.1m3/min). Additionally, the treatment of the 
black liquor in the evaporation area comprises 
approximately 56% of the variable costs of operation 
of the continuous pulping area (~ 88$/min). Hence, a 
6.4% measurement error on such a critical process 
stream is equivalent to a production accounting 
miscalculation of approximately 0.50 million US$ 
per year, or an inventory analysis error of roughly 32 
thousands cubic meters per year. This analysis 
demonstrates the economic incentive for advanced 
dynamic data reconciliation. 
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Fig. 3. Fulfilment of general mass balance (relative 
error [%] vs time [hr]); volumetric flow 
(measured process variables) and mass flow 
(calculated and reconciled process variables). 
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Table 2. Optimal estimates and confidence intervals

 EST CI(95%) LB UB CV [%] ERR [%] 

EE212.KinPreMult [adim] 3.34E-01 4.73E-03 3.29E-01 3.39E-01 1.42 n/a 

EE212.ChipImpFctr [m3/kg] 1.83E-01 1.09E-02 1.72E-01 1.94E-01 5.96 n/a 

FT212A.MB [m3/min] 7.32E-02 2.52E-03 7.06E-02 7.57E-02 3.44 7.1 

FT212H.MB [m3/min] 1.69E-01 6.76E-03 1.62E-01 1.75E-01 4.01 8.2 

FT212C.MB [m3/min] 6.51E-02 3.04E-02 3.47E-02 9.55E-02 46.7 6.4 

Recently, Romagnoli and co-workers (Wang and 
Romagnoli, 2003) have presented a complete 
framework for Robust Data Reconciliation based on 
the generalized-t (GT) distribution, which can 
accommodate a family of distribution and thus 
providing extra flexibility as well as efficiency and 
optimality. The drawback of this approach is that 
actual statistical characterization of each sensor needs 
to be estimated, thus increasing the computation load 
if done at a centralized level. 

In our proposed sensor network (Joe et al, 2005), 
some of these tasks can be delegated to the individual 
sensor (self-learning) in a decentralized manner, 
reducing the overall load at the higher level (control 
system) and at the same time providing extra 
functionalities for the sensor allowing the 
implementation of robust self-checking strategies at 
the local level. Two key things to be formulated in 
realising the sensor network are the architecture and 
the intelligence (or task allocation) of the sensor 
network. The following two subsections will discuss 
these, with a focus on GT-based data reconciliation. 
The last subsection presents application of the 
proposed sensor network to an integrated pilot-scale 
plant. 

2.5 Architecture of the Sensor Network

The architecture of the sensor network defines the 
interconnection structure and functional relationships 
among the intelligent nodes in the network. The 
federated processing architecture is adopted in our 
proposed sensor network. Federated means that 
certain responsibilities are allocated to nodes at 
higher tier, but many functions are performed 
autonomously by nodes at lower tier (Sastry and 
Iyengar, 2005). Figure 4 shows the proposed network 
architecture. The network hierarchy consists of two 
tiers, each corresponding to an information 
processing level. Clusters are formed, i.e. each upper 
level node manages a few lower level ones. Each 
cluster corresponds to a process unit, i.e. the lower 
level nodes are none other than sensors measuring the 
variables of the process unit. We termed the lower 
level nodes as cluster members and the upper level 
ones as cluster heads. Nodes at the upper level can be 
considered as virtual sensors, in that they do not sense 
any physical phenomena, but mainly function as 
information processing units, performing tasks that 
are multivariate in nature such as data reconciliation. 
As such, cluster heads must collect information from 
their members in order to carry out their tasks. The  

cluster head and its members may require different 
computational capabilities. 

The communication scheme is depicted by the lines 
connecting the nodes, i.e. cluster members 
communicate with their respective cluster heads, 
while cluster heads also communicate with one 
another. This results in different requirements of 
communication and networking capability and 
interface of the cluster heads as compared to the 
cluster members.  

2.6 Intelligence of the Sensor Network: Distributed 

Data Rectification

The federated processing in a sensor network 
provides a potentially more efficient alternative 
implementation of the GT-based DR strategy than the 
centralized scheme. The GT-based DR strategy 
comprises two procedures that can be distributed in 
the federated sensor network: statistical 
characterization of sensor data (using GT distribution) 
and reconciliation of data using the obtained 
statistical characteristics. Since each sensor node 
(cluster member) is intelligent, the statistical 
characterization of data can be performed at the 
sensor level, resulting in self-learning of each sensor. 
Besides relieving the higher level from the 
computational burden and compressing the data to be 
communicated, self-learning also provides a signal 
model which is useful in reducing uncertainty in the 
measurement data and is the basic information that 
can be used for further processing that is not limited 
to DR only. The steps involved in sensor self-learning 
include the collection of a set of data points from 
which the sensor characteristics are extracted, and the 
estimation of the parameters of the statistical 
distribution of the data itself. This estimation can be 
mathematically expressed as: 

),,,(logmaxarg},,,{
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qpufqp i
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y is the i-th data point, n is the number of data points 
in the current data set, µ is the estimate of the process 
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variable and {p, q, } are the parameters of the GT 
distribution function fGT, i.e. the statistical 
characteristics of the sensor.  

The second step of the distributed GT-based DR 
strategy, i.e. the reconciliation step, is performed at 
the level of cluster head (process unit) due to its 
multivariate nature. The cluster head is therefore 
responsible for consolidating data from each member 
sensor in the cluster, and subsequently performing the 
computation to reconcile the data. Mathematically, 
this computation can be expressed as: 

0)(s.t.)q,p,|(ulog-Max GT
x

xgf  (2) 

where u = y-x, y is the measurements, T is the 
estimates of the p process variables and g(x) denotes 
the set of conservation equations. Note that the values 
of {p,q, } used in this estimation are the self 
characteristics communicated by each individual 
sensor. 

2.7 A Case Study: Application to an Integrated Pilot-

Scale Plant

Experiment Environment. An experimental platform 
comprising plant simulator, sensor (cluster member) 
simulator, and cluster head simulator is constructed.  

Plant Simulator: The virtual version of a process 
unit within an integrated pilot-scale plant is 
developed. This unit, a continuous stirred tank 
reactor (CSTR) with a cooling coil, is simulated 
using Matlab/Simulink. Measured variables 
include: Fin (feed flow rate), Tin (feed 
temperature), F (effluent flow rate), T (effluent 
temperature), Fc (cooling water flow rate), Tcin 
(inlet cooling water temperature), Tc (outlet 
cooling water temperature), Trx (reaction vessel 
temperature).  

Cluster Member (Sensor) Simulator: The cluster 
member consists of two parts: physical sensing 
and data processing. Accordingly, the simulator 
consists of noise generator and saturation 
function to mimic sensing, and a self-learning 
module to realize the data processing segment. 
For each of the eight measured variables of the 
CSTR, a cluster member is assigned. A cluster 
head manages and monitors these eight cluster 
members. To realize the mapping between 
cluster heads and cluster members, each cluster 
member is labelled by unique identification. The 
cluster members will transmit this identification 
and its estimated self/ signal characteristics {µ, p, 
q, } to the respective cluster heads and cluster 
head will use this information to perform data 
reconciliation. 

Figure 4: Federated sensor network architecture 

Cluster Head Simulator: The cluster head 
consists of communication controller, task 
controller and task modules. The communication 
controller is responsible for both external 
communication, i.e. with the cluster members 
and with the user interface, and internal 
communication, i.e. with the task controller. The 
task controller oversees all the tasks assigned to 
the cluster head. As such, the distributed data 
reconciliation as described in Section 3 is one of 
the underlying intelligence of the task controller. 
In our original proposal (Joe et al, 2005), besides 
data reconciliation, the intelligence also includes 
fault diagnosis and sensor reconstruction. The 
implemented framework is shown in Figure 5.  

Experiment Results
Self-learning: The results of self-learning for a 
few different noises are depicted in Figure 6, 
demonstrating considerably accurate 
characterization of the sensor data. 

Data Reconciliation: The formulated distributed 
GT-based data reconciliation is performed by 
cluster head using the characteristics obtained by 
self-learning in each cluster member. Figure 7 
compares the estimation accuracy (ratio of 
absolute error of reconciled to that of measured 
data) of the proposed distributed method with 
the conventional centralized one according to 
Wang and Romagnoli (2003). Comparable 
performance is observed, hence demonstrating 
the viability of the distributed scheme. 

Figure 5: Overview of modules in the experimental 
setup 
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Figure 6: Statistical characterization of sensor data 

Figure 7: Estimation errors of the distributed and 
centralized data reconciliation approach 

3. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

The impact of emerging technologies on what is 
technically and economically feasible to achieve in 
the application of data reconciliation activities in 
manufacturing plants has been discussed and 
demonstrated. 

Recent developments on model-centric technologies 
to support plant operations based on state-of-the-art 
process-engineering software tools were shown to 
provide the opportunities for performing large-scale 
parameter estimation – data reconciliation 
applications in complex dynamic industrial 
processing systems. The results of the industrial case-
study were assessed from the perspective of 
production accounting and inventory analysis, and 
found a great incentive for the Process Industries to 
benefit from these advanced methodologies for plant 
data management. An environment for the definition 
of generic dynamic estimation problems of the 
characteristics described above shares common 
features with complementary simulation and 
optimisation environments. This is a point-of-synergy 
which can be exploited during the design, 
implementation and use of an integrated model-
centric system for support of process operations. 

New sensor technologies based on recent advances in 
microprocessor-based instrumentation and digital 
communications provided opportunities for the 
realization of novel sensor network architectures 
towards a truly distributed environment for data 
processing and reconciliation. The proposed federated 
architecture of intelligent sensor networks provides a 
flexible underlying framework for distributed data 
processing and rectification. We have presented a 

reformulation of the conventionally centralized robust 
partially adaptive data reconciliation scheme into a 
distributed scheme based on the federated sensor 
network. Experiment results showed highly 
comparable performance in terms of estimation 
efficiency, hence confirming the feasibility of the 
distributed scheme. Furthermore, in decentralizing the 
data reconciliation task, intelligence in the form of 
self-learning is incorporated into sensors. The 
presented distributed scheme serves as the first step 
towards a holistic distributed treatment of sensor data 
using the federated sensor network. This includes, but 
is not limited to, multi-resolution sensor data 
modeling, robust filtering and missing sensor data 
reconstruction. 
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Abstract: With the recent emphasis on batch processing by the emerging industries
like the microelectronics and biotechnology, the interest in batch process control
has been renewed. In this paper, we present an overview of the Iterative Learning
Control (ILC) technique, which can be used to improve tracking control performance
in batch processes. We present the fundamental concepts and review the various ILC
algorithms, with a particular focus on a model-based algorithm called Q-ILC and an
application involving a Rapid Thermal Processing (RTP) system. The study indicates
that one can solve a seemingly very difficult multivariable nonlinear tracking problem
with relative ease by combining the ILC technique with basic process insights and
standard system identification techniques. We also bring forth some related techniques
in the literature with the hope of unifying them and also suggest some remaining
challenges.

Keywords: tracking control, iterative learning control, model based control, batch
process control

1. INTRODUCTION

Batch processes have historically lagged contin-
uous processes in terms of development and de-
ployment of advanced optimization and control
tools. Whereas significant developments have oc-
curred during the past few decades in the indus-
trial practice of continuous process control (Qin
and Badgwell, 1996; Morari and Lee, 1999), the
same has not been the case for batch processes,
which have continued to rely on old techniques like
ladder-logics and PID control. Part of this can be
attributed to the comparatively lower production
volume through batch processing. Another reason
for this may be that batch processes present a
set of challenges uncommon in continuous pro-
cesses, including nonstationary operating recipes,
the consequent exposure to process nonlinearity,
and significant variations in the initial charge con-

dition (Berber, 1996). These challenges are not
easily met by the standard linear optimal control
theories and tools, which are widely adopted for
continuous industrial process control today.

However, the role of batch processing is ever-
increasing in today’s diversified manufacturing en-
vironment. Besides the fine or specialty chemicals,
new industries that have emerged from the VLSI
technology, bio-technology, and material science
are mostly batch-processing-oriented. In accor-
dance with its increased importance, its operation
support tools need to be upgraded. Such a shift in
the trend has already started taking place, as evi-
denced by the extensive use of run-to-run control
and multivariate monitoring in some of the new
industries. We believe, however, that much more
can be done, even with the existing technologies
today. For example, Iterative Learning Control
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(ILC), the topic of this paper, has not enjoyed a
serious look by the practitioners thus far despite
its vast potentials for improving tracking control
performance in batch processes.

This paper presents an overview of ILC in the
context of trajectory tracking problems in batch
processes. Although basic theories of ILC have
been firmly laid out in the literature, it is not
always straightforward to apply them to achieve
success in practice. We present ILC in the context
of a multiple point temperature tracking problem
in a Rapid Thermal Processing (RTP) system. By
doing so, our objective is to bring forth the unique
capabilities of ILC for batch process control and
at the same time some of the subtle challenges one
may face in applying the technique. Fortunately,
such challenges are not insurmountable and the
standard linear ILC technique can provide an
excellent performance for what appears to be a
very difficult nonlinear trajectory tracking prob-
lem. We also point out some related techniques
like Run-to-Run Control and Repetitive Control,
highlighting the similarities and differences. Fi-
nally, we point to some of the open issues left for
future research.

2. EXEMPLARY PROBLEM:
TEMPERATURE TRACKING CONTROL

FOR A RTP SYSTEM

In the operation of Rapid Thermal Processing
(RTP) systems, one of the most important chal-
lenges is to achieve uniform temperature distri-
bution across the wafer surface while tracking a
reference trajectory with a temperature range of
several hundred degrees. From the system theo-
retic viewpoint, it is a nonlinear, multivariable
control problem involving a batch system with fast
dynamics and noisy measurements. Added to this
are the facts that a single RTP system can be
used for different wafer fabrications demanding
different temperature trajectories to be followed
and the characteristics of a RTP system may vary
significantly by reasons like contamination. All
these factors combine to make reliable modeling of
the system very difficult (Cho and Gyugyi, 1997).

In the experimental RTP equipment, the sili-
con wafer is heated by an array of 38 bar-type
tungsten-halogen lamps, the maximum power of
which is 1 Kw each. The lamps are assembled to-
gether by two, four or six to comprise a total of ten
independent groups, as shown in the figure. The
chamber wall is cooled with circulating cooling
water. The electric power inputs to the ten groups,
denoted by u1, · · · , u10, are therefore the manip-
ulated inputs. Wafer temperature was measured
at eight points with K-type thermocouples (TC’s)
glued on the backside of the wafer surface. As

a consequence, the experimental RTP equipment
is configured as an 8×10 MIMO system. In the
commercial RTP operation, however, such a wafer
with embedded thermocouples would be available
only for testing purposes. In the actual production
runs, in-situ temperature measurements would
have to be provided by pyrometers, and for eco-
nomic reasons, the number of such sensors per
equipment may be limited. Hence, in addition to
the full 8×10 system, we investigate the possibil-
ity of limiting the temperature measurements to
just three locations. In this case, selection of the
measurement points becomes an important issue.

Radiative heat transfer equations can be used to
construct a fundamental or semi-empirical model
representing heat balances. Due to the space lim-
itation, we refer the readers to the open lit-
erature for the details of such models (Lee et
al., 2001b; Lee et al., 2003). Given the idiosyn-
cratic designs of individual equipments, however,
it is more realistic to try to develop a control
model from system identification, which is the
approach we adopt here.

3. ITERATIVE LEARNING CONTROL

ILC is a general technique for improving transient
tracking performance of a system that executes a
same operation repeatedly. In its basic formula-
tion, a target system has the following character-
istics: i) Each run lasts for a fixed length of time;
ii) the reference trajectories (to be followed by the
outputs) remain the same from run to run; iii) the
process state is reset to a same value at the start of
each operation. ILC techniques developed under
such assumptions can be used effectively on a
process with some disturbances and initialization
errors as well as occasional changes in the refer-
ence trajectories, however. Temperature tracking
problems in many chemical batch processes can
be tailored to fit into this category and hence the
relevance to batch process operations.

3.1 Historical Account

It seems that the first technical contribution
on ILC was the patent work by Garden (1971)
three decades ago. Although a few indepen-
dent contributions followed after that (Miller and
G. T. Mallick, 1978; Uchiyama, 1978), it seems to
have gone unnoticed by the larger control com-
munity until Arimoto et al. (1984) proposed the
so-called D-type learning algorithm as a teaching
mechanism for robot manipulators. This seminal
work launched ILC into the mainstream control
community and established it as a new branch
of control technology. Significant body of work
followed after that, which we summarize below.
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However, we do not claim the list of references to
be complete or unbiased.

3.2 Basic Formulation

Let ek = r−yk and uk represent the output error
trajectory and the manipulated input trajectory
for the kth run. For sampled data systems, these
trajectories can be represented by finite dimen-
sional vectors as follows:

ek ,
[
ek(1)T ek(2)T · · · ek(N)T

]T
(1)

uk ,
[
uk(0)T uk(1)T · · · uk(N − 1)T

]T

where N represents the number of sample points
in each run. Note that the sampling interval do not
need to be same for the inputs and the outputs or
even uniform throughout the batch interval. This
assumption is made here just for the convenience
of exposition.

The objective in the ILC design can be simply
stated as:

‖ek‖ → 0 as k →∞ (2)

A basic rule for updating the input trajectory
on a run-to-run basis is the so-called first-order
learning algorithm, which is represented by

uk = uk−1 + Hek−1 (3)

Here, H is called the learning filter matrix, which
in general can be any map that transforms the
finite-length error trajectory to a trajectory whose
length and dimension are equal to those of the in-
put trajectory. The learning filter can be designed
as a dynamic filter, H(s) or H(z), operating on
the time signal e(t), depending on the underlying
time domain for the system representation. Since
H operates on the error trajectory of the previous
run, it is not limited to causal maps, however.
This is what gives ILC the distinct ability to
overcome hindrances from dynamic elements like
time delays to provide perfect tracking.

Note that the above learning algorithm has an
integral action over the run index k. Hence, one
can intuitively argue that (2) can be fulfilled with
an appropriately chosen H, just as the integral
action in a PID controller can remove offset in
the time domain. Since batch processes have no
dynamics carried over from one run to next, pure
integral control such as in (3) is sufficient in
achieving the convergence. Nevertheless, a high-
order algorithm like

uk = uk−1 + H1ek−1 + · · ·+ Hpek−p (4)

has also been studied as a generalization of (3)
(Bien and Huh, 1989). When all the states of
a batch process are reset to same values at the
start of each run and disturbances do not vary
from batch to batch, there is no benefit to be
gained from the high-order generalization. How-
ever, when errors do not carry over completely
from one batch run to next due to run-specific dis-
turbances, measurement noises, and model errors,
the high-order algorithm can deliver a superior
performance owing to its ability to filter the error
trajectories by using the results of several runs.

3.3 Model-Based Formulation

With the above form of the learning algorithm,
the problem of ILC design is reduced to the de-
sign of the learning filter. In the initial period
of development, researchers focused on model-free
approaches, where a certain generic structure is
presupposed on H and the parameters are tuned
to achieve the convergence. D-type(Arimoto et
al., 1984) and PID-type(Bondi et al., 1988) algo-
rithms are such examples.

Alternatively, model-based algorithms were intro-
duced in order to address more complex prob-
lems (e.g., MIMO systems) and to bring more
insights into the technique. Early approaches were
based on direct model inversion, i.e., H = G−1,
and its variants(Togai and Yamano, 1985; Oh et
al., 1988; Lucibello, 1992; Moore, 1993; Lee et
al., 1994), where G represents the input-output
map of the concerned process (i.e., yk = Guk).
Note that G contains information about the batch
process dynamics and is similar to the concept
of dynamic matrix used in model predictive con-
trol (MPC). Though we are using a linear map
here, note that the underlying dynamics are not
limited to be linear time-invariant; time-varying
dynamics (approximating nonlinear dynamics for
instance) may be easily incorporated into the G
matrix. In the case that G is exactly known,
this particular choice of H eliminates the error
completely after one iteration, which can be eas-
ily verified by multiplying G on both sides of
(3). Nonminimum-phase dynamics do not cause
any problem in the inversion here as H is not
restricted to be causal. In practice, however, the
inverse-model-based learning filter can give many
problems. For a typical over-damped system, of
which the inverse has increasingly higher gains
with the frequency, the filter can be very sensitive
to high frequency components of ek(t) producing
extremely spiky input profiles. Also, since high
frequency dynamics typically carry large model
errors, the high filter gains in high frequency re-
gion can cause divergence.
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Furthermore, the objective in (2) cannot always
be satisfied for general MIMO systems. When the
number of output variables is larger than that of
input variables or when constraints become active,
the error may not be made zero in general. An
alternative objective may be to try to converge
to an input trajectory that minimizes the output
error:

‖ek‖ → min
u
‖e‖ as k →∞ (5)

where ‖·‖ is some vector norm. The 2-norm is the
typical choice.

Moore (1993) proposed to solve

min
uk

‖ek‖2 (6)

before the start of the kth run, based on the error
from the k−1th run. For a linear system, y = Gu,
the error model can be written as

ek = ek−1 −G(uk − uk−1) (7)

The least squares solution is

uk = uk−1 + G+ek−1 (8)

where the superscript + represents the pseudo-
inverse. Alternatively, Amann et al. (1996) and
Lee et al. (1996) independently proposed to solve

min
∆uk

{‖ek‖2Q + ‖∆uk‖2R
}

(9)

In the above, ∆uk = uk − uk−1 and the notation
of ‖x‖2P denotes xT Px. The resulting input for
the linear system, y = Gu, is given as

uk = uk−1 + (GT QG + R)−1GT Qek−1 (10)

As k → ∞, input profiles that result from (8)
and (10) converge to the same limit u∗ that sat-
isfies ‖e(u∗)‖ = minu ‖e‖. What happens with
(10) is that the convergence is retarded by the
input change penalty term. In particular, high-
frequency type changes in the input profile, which
tend to be large due to low system gains, are
penalized heavily. In the course of learning, there-
fore, much smoother input profiles that drive the
error to a near-minimum (i.e., minimum except
for the high frequency components for which the
learning gains are much too low compared to the
system gains due to the input penalty term) are
obtained by (10). In practice, the learning can
be stopped before the input profiles become very
spiky or divergence behavior starts setting in. For
simplicity, we call the algorithm based on (9) Q-
ILC (Quadratic criterion-based ILC) hereafter.

Later, Lee et al. (2000) considered a batch process
subject to stochastic disturbances and proposed

an observer-based Q-ILC algorithm. This exten-
sion provided a more convenient and intuitive
tuning knob to control the rate of convergence and
the ability to take a more systematic account of
disturbances and noises. A robustness study of Q-
ILC indicated that convergence can be achieved in
the presence of a fairly large model error (Lee et
al., 2000; Kim et al., 2000). They also pointed out
that, when the constraints are given as linear in-
equalities, the optimal input profile respecting the
constraints can be obtained through a quadratic
programming technique. Convergence of the con-
strained algorithm with an observer was proved in
Lee and Lee (2000).

4. PROTOTYPICAL MODEL-BASED ILC
TECHNIQUE

There are several similar versions of Q-ILC
(Amann et al., 1996; Lee et al., 2000; Lee et
al., 1999; Chin et al., 2004). The basic idea for all
these versions is the same, but they differ in the
way the filtering of error trajectories (or detuning
of the learning gain) is accomplished, and whether
and how real-time feedback control (RFC) signal
is added to the feedforward ILC signal. Here we
present a particular version of Q-ILC, which is
based on the work by Chin et al. (2004) and
was found to be particularly suited to the RTP
application.

A general form of ILC combined with RFC is

uk(t) = uk−1(t) + H1(t)ek−1(1 : N)
+H2(t)ek(1 : t) (11)

where (i : j) means data from t = i to j and
H1 and H2 represent the gains for the ILC and
RFC, respectively. The role of RFC is to further
modify uk(t) based on the real-time error feedback
of ek(1 : t), which contains information on a
new disturbance occurring during the on-going kth

run. However, under this scenario, the updated
input for the next run would also be affected by
the new disturbance, which may not show up in
the next run. The following technique attempts
to separate u(t) into the ILC- and RFC-related
terms so that disturbances specific to a current
run would have minimal effect on the next run.

4.1 Model Formulation

Suppose that the system dynamics are repre-
sented by

x(t + 1) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Kv(t) (12)

y(t) = Cx(t) + v(t)

In (12), v(t) is a zero-mean independent, identi-
cally distributed (i.i.d.) sequence in time but vk(t)
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for different k’s may show correlation. In fact,
vk(t) may even exhibit drifting behavior along k
and not just random fluctuations around a sta-
tionary mean. Such behavior can be reasonably
described by the equation

v̄k = v̄k−1(t) + nk(t)
vk(t) = v̄k(t) + v̂k(t) (13)

where v̂k(t) and nk(t) are zero-mean i.i.d. se-
quences with respect to both k and t. Such a
model can be obtained through system identi-
fication techniques like N4SID (Overschee and
Moor, 1994), as will be demonstrated later.

Now, using the superposition principle, we decom-
pose uk(t) into ūk(t) (the ILC input) and ûk(t)
(the RFC input), and also separate (12) into two
parts, one that is driven by ūk(t) and v̄k(t), and
the other by ûk(t) and v̂k(t) as follows:

x̄k(t + 1) = Ax̄k(t) + B∆ūk(t) + Knk(t)
ȳk(t) = Cx̄k(t) + ȳk−1(t) + nk(t) (14)

x̂k(t + 1) = Ax̂k(t) + Bûk(t) + Kv̂k(t)
ŷk(t) = Cx̂k(t) + v̂k(t) (15)

where ∆ūk , ūk − ūk−1. Naturally, we have

yk(t) = ȳk(t) + ŷk(t) (16)

4.2 Algorithm

The Q-ILC algorithm follows the following steps:

(1) Information Gathering: After the k−1th run,
{ek−1(t), ūk−1(t), ûk−1(t)} are available.

(2) ILC Signal Computation: Before starting the
kth run, compute ūk(t), t ∈ [0, · · · , N − 1]
off-line according to a chosen cost function
involving ēk|k−1(t).

(3) RFC Signal Computation: At each t during
the kth run, calculate ûk(t) such that the
predicted error for the current run is mini-
mized. Then, apply uk(t) = ūk(t) + ûk(t) to
the process.

4.2.1. Details of the ILC Signal Computation
Define

ē ,
[
ē(1)T ē(2)T · · · ē(N)T

]T
(17)

∆ū ,
[
∆ū(0)T ∆ū(1)T · · · ∆ū(N − 1)T

]T

and similarly for other variables where ē , r − ȳ.
Expanding equations (14) and (15) gives

ēk = ēk−1 −G∆ūk + wk (18)

ek = ēk −Gûk + mk

where

G ,




CB 0 · · · 0
CAB CB · · · 0

...
...

. . .
...

CAN−1B CAN−2B · · · CB


 (19)

wk+1 and mk are appropriately defined signals
that are independent in k.

∆ūk is determined according to

min
∆ūk

1
2

{‖ēk|k−1‖2Q + ‖∆ūk‖2R
}

(20)

where ēk|k−1 is the optimal prediction of ēk based
on the information available at the start of the kth

run, which is given by the Kalman filter applied
to (18). The unconstrained solution to (20) is

∆ūk = Hēk−1|k−1

= (GT QG + R)−1GT Qēk−1|k−1
(21)

The Kalman filter estimates ēk−1|k−1 is computed
as
ēk−1|k−1 = ēk−1|k−2 + K(ek−1 + Gûk−1 − ēk−1|k−2)

ēk|k−1 = ēk−1|k−1 −G∆ūk

(22)
where K is the optimal gain matrix computed
using the model of (18).

4.2.2. Details of RFC Signal Calculation For
the calculation of RFC signal, it is tempting to
think that one should use (15) to control just
the ŷ component of y. However, it turns out to
be beneficial to try to reduce the entire error in
y as it helps to achieve faster convergence. It is
convenient to consider a model with the input
∆ūk(t) term taken out from the model. For this,
we consider the following deterministic model that
represents the output by ∆ūk(t)

ak(t + 1) = Aak(t) + B∆ūk(t) (23)

ya,k(t) = Cak(t)

Subtracting (23) from (14) eliminates ∆ūk(t) from
the equation:

x̄a,k(t + 1) = Ax̄a,k(t) + Knk(t) (24)

ȳk(t) = Cx̄a,k(t)− Cak(t) + ȳk−1(t) + nk(t)

We replace ȳk−1(t) with ȳk−1|k−1(t) which is given
by (22). Combining (15) and (24) yields

[
x̂k(t + 1)

x̄a,k(t + 1)

]
=

[
A 0
0 A

] [
x̂k(t)

x̄a,k(t)

]
+

[
B
0

]
ûk(t)

+
[

Kv̂k(t)
Knk(t)

]

yk(t) + Cak(t)− ȳk−1|k−1(t)

=
[
C C

] [
x̂k(t)

x̄a,k(t)

]
+ v̂k(t) + nk(t)

(25)
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Denote the above as

zk(t + 1) = Φzk(t) + Γûk(t) + ζk(t) (26)

yk(t) + Cak(t)− ȳk−1|k−1(t) = Σzk(t) + ηk(t)

Then, ûk(t) is determined based on the quadratic
criterion

min
ûk(·)

E
{
‖ek(N)‖2M +

N−1∑
t=0

‖ek(t)‖2Q + ‖ûk(t)‖2R
}

subject to (26) (27)

Enforcing ek(t) → 0 is equivalent to steering
yk(t) + Cak(t) − ȳk−1|k−1(t) to r(t) + Cak(t) −
ȳk−1|k−1(t). (27) is a standard LQ servo problem
for the output of (26) to follow r(t) + Cak(t) −
ȳk−1|k−1(t). The solution is standard and given in
the following form:

ûk(t) = −Lfb(t)zk(t|t) + Lff(t)bk(t)
→ uk(t) = ūk(t) + ûk(t) (28)

Detailed forms of Lfb(t), Lff(t) and bk(t) can be
found in textbooks like (Lewis and Syrmos, 1995),
or in (Lee et al., 2001b).

5. RESULTS OF APPLICATION TO AN
EXPERIMENTAL RTP SYSTEM

The previously described Q-ILC algorithm was
applied to the experimental RTP system intro-
duced earlier. The length for each experimental
run was 40 seconds and the sampling time was
chosen as 0.5 second. The reference temperature
trajectory was comprised of a holding zone at
400oC for 7 seconds and a ramping zone with
30oC/sec followed by another holding zone at
700oC for 25 seconds. Control of the wafer temper-
ature for the first run was carried out using the
regular MPC and then Q-ILC was applied from
the 2nd run on.

5.1 Model Identification

The identification experiments were conducted
while maintaining the wafer temperatures at
around 650oC. Independent PRBSs were simulta-
neously added for 2,000 seconds to the respective
steady state input values of the 10 lamp groups
and the resulting temperature responses at the
eight locations were taken. Suitable choice for the
minimum clock period of the PRBS signals was
found to be 15 seconds.

Examining the radiative heat transfer terms leads
us to consider that an RTP system would be
better represented by a linear dynamic model that
relates u(t) to T 4

w(t), rather to Tw(t) as previously
done in (Lee et al., 2001b) and (Lee et al., 2003).

Here Tw represents a vector containing the wafer
temperatures at the eight locations. A linear dy-
namic model between u(t) and y(t) , T 4

w(t)
can be obtained using a standard identification
method, e.g., N4SID (Overschee and Moor, 1994).
To remove the bias effect (‘trend’), we pretreated
the input and output data using a difference filter
of F (q−1) = 1−q−1

1−fq−1 , 0 ≤ f < 1. We chose
f = 0.974. Let the filtered variables be

uf (t) , F (q−1)u(t), yf (t) , F (q−1)y(t) (29)

Processing {uf (t)} and {yf (t)} using N4SID
yields a linear stochastic state space model in the
following innovation form:

xr
f (t + 1) = Āxr

f (t) + B̄uf (t) + K̄v(t) (30)

yf (t) = C̄xr
f (t) + v(t)

where {v(t)} is a zero-mean i.i.d. sequence referred
to as the innovations. (30) can be rewritten in
terms of the original input and output as follows:

[
xr(t + 1)
xd(t + 1)

]
=

[
Ā K̄
0 I

][
xr(t)
xd(t)

]
+

[
B
0

]
u(t)+

[
K̄

(1− f)I

]
v(t)

y(t) =
[
C̄ I

] [
xr(t)
xd(t)

]
+ v(t) (31)

Note that this model is in the form of (12),
which was the basis for the Q-ILC algorithm
development.

5.2 Results and Discussion

The result of applying the Q-ILC algorithm to the
8 × 10 system with T 4

w as the output is shown
in Table 2. The tracking error is continuously
decreased with the run number and converges
approximately after 7 runs. The temperature gap
given in the table is defined as the maximum
difference among the eight temperatures. This was
reduced down to 5oC in the constant temperature
region.

One of the main feature of the observer based Q-
ILC algorithm is that batch-specific disturbances
are filtered out to have minimal effect on the
learning for subsequent runs. To demonstrate this,
we lowered the initial wafer temperature to 370oC
in the 8th run and then returned it to the nominal
value in the following run. From the results in
Table 1, we can see that the performance of the
7th run is almost completely restored in the 9th
run. Though not shown, it was observed that the
ILC input for the 9th run was hardly affected by
the disturbance that occurred during the 8th run.

In Table 2, the temperature from T 4
w model-based

control is compared with that of the conventional
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linear model-based control where y(t) , Tw(t).
We can see that the temperature uniformity could
be remarkably improved by the use of T 4

w as the
output of the control model. Note that the tem-
perature gap was reduced significantly on the av-
erage. This shows that such simple process knowl-
edge can be a huge factor if used appropriately.

We also attempted to limit the measurements to
three locations, leading to a 3×10 system. The
three measurement locations were decided to min-
imize the estimation error covariance. For com-
parison, we show in Table 3. the results when only
the three temperatures were controlled. The three
controlled points could achieve excellent tracking
and regulation, but the temperature gap among
the eight points, which were just monitored, was
observed to be quite large. As an alternative,
we decided to estimate the temperatures of the
remaining five points based on the three measured
temperatures. Linear estimation was employed for
simplicity. The estimated temperatures along with
the measured ones were used as if they were all
measured, as in the 8 × 10 system case. Perfor-
mance similar to that for the full measurement
case could be achieved, as can be seen from Ta-
ble 4.

6. RELATED TECHNIQUES

There are several techniques in the literature that
share strong similarities with ILC. For example,
repetitive control is a technique applied to a
continuous system with periodic characteristics,
which are also seen in repeated batch runs and
thus form a basis for ILC. Given such strong
similarities, cross-breeding of the techniques from
these fields should be possible. Here we briefly
review the related techniques and discuss whether
they provide any new insight into ILC and vice
versa.

6.1 Run-to-Run Control

Run-to-run control is a popular method to control
product qualities in processes where direct in-situ
measurements of the quality variables are imprac-
tical and off-line product analysis results must be
utilized instead. Such processes are common in
semi-conductor and polymer manufacturing. The
basic form of linear model used for run-to-run
control is

qk = Mpk +
1

1− q−1
vk (32)

where qk is the vector containing the end quality
variables, pk is the vector containing the recipe
parameters, and vk is an i.i.d. sequence. Here,
the disturbance is modeled as an integrated white

noise to account for jumps and slow drifts. Other
disturbance models such as 1−αq−1

1−q−1 or double in-
tegrators can be used if deemed more appropriate.

The optimal prediction model for (32) is expressed
as

qk|k−1 = qk−1 + M∆pk + vk (33)
and ∆pk representing the recipe adjustment can
be computed by minimizing ‖r − qk‖2P or ‖r −
qk‖2P + ‖∆pk‖2Q as before where r represents the
desired quality values. Of course, nonlinear recipe
models can be used, which may or may not be
combined with a nonlinear state observer.

Examining the above, we see that there is little
difference between ILC and run-to-run control ex-
cept that the former addresses trajectory tracking
problems whereas the latter addresses end quality
control problems. This similarity was noticed by
Chin et al. (2000), who combined ILC and run-
to-run control concepts into an integrated tech-
nique called QBMPC intended for simultaneous
trajectory tracking and end quality control. An
added feature of QBMPC was that the end qual-
ity variables for an on-going batch run could be
inferred from the on-line process measurements,
thereby giving the controller the capability to
make more immediate adjustment with respect to
disturbances.

6.2 Batch-to-Batch Optimization

Batch-to-batch optimization (BBO) refers to the
use of nonlinear programming technique on a real
batch process. The key is to evaluate the objec-
tive function with actual process measurements
rather than a model. The idea was once called
EVOP (EVolutionary OPtimization) (Wilde and
Beightler, 1967) and popular in the 60’s in opti-
mizing operating conditions in the process indus-
tries. The technique was recently brought back
to the attention of the process control commu-
nity by a number of researchers, mostly in the
context of optimizing semiconductor manufactur-
ing processes(Zafiriou and Zhu, 1990; Zafiriou et
al., 1995).

Consider an optimization problem

min
u

φ(y,u) (34)

Suppose the batch process’s dynamics are repre-
sented by the nonlinear input/output map, y =
N (u,d), where d is a disturbance trajectory.
Based on the model, the optimization may be
recast as

min
u

J(u) (= φ(y,u)) (35)

In the above, J can be evaluated through φ where
y is provided by the prediction model
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yk+1|k = yk +
(

∂N
∂u

)

k

∆uk+1 (36)

Note that the actual process measurements of yk

is used, which provides some robustness when the
dynamic map N and the disturbance d are not
perfectly known.

A general search algorithm for u can be written
as

uk+1 = uk + αkgk (37)

where g represents a search direction. From

J(uk+1) ≈ J(uk) +∇J(uk)T (uk+1 − uk)
= J(uk) + αk∇J(uk)T gk

(38)

it can be seen that J(uk+1) < J(uk) for a
sufficiently small αk as long as gk is given such
that ∇J(uk)T gk < 0. In the steepest descent
algorithm, gk is given by −∇J̃(uk), where J̃
represents φ evaluated with the prediction model
(36). Alternatively, one can also solve for ∆u
minimizing the objective function φ. Note that
a significant model error can be allowed in J
(or equivalently in N ) before the convergence is
violated.

From the use of (36), it is easy to see that the
above described BBO is very closely related to
ILC. In fact, the standard ILC can be interpreted
as a special case of BBO where the objective
function φ(y,u) is quadratic in the tracking error
and the input change and the underlying dynamic
input-output map is linear. Hence, the BBO ap-
proach provides a natural extension of the stan-
dard ILC to the case of nonlinear model.

In Bonvin et al. (2001), BBO methods are clas-
sified into four categories according to how the
model information is used. In their paper, the
term BBO is used in a wider sense to include
a model-based method with recursive identifica-
tion, and reference-based and data-based model-
free methods. The BBO method described in
the above belongs to the (uncertain) fixed-model-
based method according to the classification. In
addition, they proposed a special BBO method
called invariant-based optimization where some
invariant structure of the input profile is deter-
mined first off-line using a coarse process model,
the input is parameterized based on the invariant
structure, and the true invariants are found using
the process measurements.

6.3 Repetitive Control

Repetitive control (RC) is a control technique
for canceling a periodic disturbance or tracking a

periodic reference signal in a continuous process.
Repetitive controllers are originally constructed
using a delay loop based on the internal model
principle(Hara et al., 1988). However, the parallel
with the ILC is clear that the error trajectory
tends to repeat from cycle to cycle. The main
difference is that, unlike in batch systems, the
system state is not reset at the beginning. In the
ILC literature, such a case is referred by the name
of no-reset ILC, which is a new branch of study
in ILC(Sison and Chong, 1996). In no-reset ILC,
transient effect of previous cycles carried over is
not taken into account and is simply left to die
out with cycles.

Lee et al. (2001a) noted the similarity between the
two problems and proposed an MPC technique
called RMPC (Repetitive MPC), which is based
on a periodically varying system description and
has a strong parallel to Q-ILC. The RMPC tech-
nique was successfully applied to the control of a
simulated bed chromatography system(Natarajan
and Lee, 2000; Erdem et al., 2004). More recently,
Lee and Gupta (2005) proposed an extension of
this to add robustness to mismatch in the period
length. The robustness is achieved by penalizing
the input change in a higher order difference form.
Though the period mismatch is an important issue
for batch processes as well, it is not clear how the
idea would extend to the batch system case.

7. CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Summary

Iterative Learning Control (ILC) has great po-
tentials for improving tracking control in batch
processes. Though initially developed as a heuris-
tic method for improving trajectory tracking per-
formance of robot manipulators, two decades of
research has laid solid theoretical foundations and
generated insights needed for successful use in
general tracking problems in batch processes. In
particular, model-based algorithms like Q-ILC can
address complex multivariable constrained sys-
tems and can be designed for significant robust-
ness to model errors. We demonstrated the po-
tentials and subtle challenges by presenting a case
study involving an experimental RTP system. As
turned out, one can effectively solve what ap-
peared to be a very difficult multivariable, non-
linear tracking problem by combining the model-
based ILC technique with some sound engineering
judgment and creativity.

7.2 Future Research Directions

An important assumption behind all current ILC
algorithms is that the run length is fixed and the
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reference trajectory remains same. In many indus-
trial batch processes, however, this assumption is
oftentimes violated. Even though each batch run
may slightly different, the basic pattern of the tra-
jectory, such as hold-ramp-hold may not change.
The main question is how one can translate the
error trajectory from previous batch runs into an
error trajectory for a new run, which may have a
different length and reference trajectory.

Another important issue is more systematic ac-
counting for model errors in the ILC design. In
particular, when the model error can be described
quantitatively such as polytopic bounds for the
dynamic gain matrix, we would like to be able
to use such information directly in the design.
Because the batch system can be viewed as a
simple integrating system along the batch index,
derivation of robust ILC algorithms using the
usual formulation like min-max optimization may
prove to be more tractable. Some initial ideas
along this direction can be found in Lee et al.
(2000).

Finally, the use of a nonlinear model within the
existing ILC algorithms has been studied exten-
sively but it is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Table 1: Performance of full-order Q-ILC. After
7 runs, the profiles converged. The initial wafer
temperature, T0 was dropped to 370oC in the
8th Run and then returned to 400oC in the next
run. (Temperature gap is defined to be the largest

difference among the 8 temperatures. Mean square
error here means 1

8

∑8
i=1(yi(t) − r)2. For both,

‘Max’ and ‘Min’ entries represent the maximum
and minimum values over the course of a run.
‘Mean’ entry represents the average over time.)

Temperature Gap Mean Square Error
Run Max. Min. Mean Max. Min. Mean
1st 41.35 4.357 22.35 8250 2.170 3136
3rd 17.49 4.707 10.97 563.8 3.739 77.29
7th 8.116 1.893 4.968 91.80 1.667 14.97
8th 9.880 4.429 7.030 880.5 2.433 97.62
9th 7.613 4.189 6.265 95.20 1.821 7.374

Table 2: Comparison of the gap temperature
between Tω-model-based and T 4

ω-model-based Q-
ILC.

Temperature Gap
Model Max. Min. Mean

Tω 12.02 5.371 7.740
T 4

ω 8.116 1.893 4.968

Table 3: Performance of Q-ILC with 3 point
measurements and 3 point control. Results for
(a) three controlled points and (b) 8 monitored
points.

Temperature Gap Mean Square Error
7thRun Max. Min. Mean Max. Min. Mean

(a) 7.840 0.110 1.625 197.9 0.032 7.890
(b) 27.53 14.90 20.29 437.8 39.99 102.3

Table 4:Performance of Q-ILC with 3 point mea-
surements and 8 point control under explicit in-
ference of the unmeasured temperatures with dif-
ferent initial temperature,T0.
8th Run Temp Gap Mean Square Error
T0/

oC Max. Min. Mean Max. Min. Mean
350 10.96 5.553 7.776 2463 4.354 256.5
400 12.87 6.282 8.903 106.2 5.450 22.97
450 15.86 6.702 9.509 2516 4.601 422.1
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Abstract: This paper describes the application of self-optimizing control to a large scale
process, the HDA plant. The idea is to select controlled variables which when kept
constant lead to minimum economic loss. In order to avoid thecombinatorial problem
common to the selection of outputs/measurements for such large plants, applications
of singular value decomposition (SVD) based methods are used which, although not
guaranteeing optimality, give a consistent and practical way for selection. A controlla-
bility analysis is carried out to compare the dynamic performance of the selected sets of
controlled variables and the conclusion is that the expected performances of the proposed
control structures are essentially the same.Copyrightc©2006 IFAC

Keywords:
HDA process, self-optimizing control, selection of controlled variable, sequential design,
SVD, RGA, controllability analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with the selection of controlled vari-
ables for the HDA (hydrodealkylation of toluene) pro-
cess. One of the main objective is to discuss different
approaches to tackle the combinatorial control struc-
ture problem that can be found in such large-scale
problems.

The HDA process, due to McKetta (1977), was first
presented in a contest the American Institute of Chem-
ical Engineers arranged for the industry to find en-
hanced solutions to typical design problems. It has
been exhaustively studied by several authors, e.g
Stephanopoulos (1984), Brognaux (1992), Cao and
Rossiter (1997), Wolff (1994), Herrmannet al.(2003),
Ng and Stephanopoulos (1996), Ponton and Laing
(1993), Brekke (1999), Luybenet al. (1998), Luyben

1 Corresponding author: sigurd.skogestad@chemeng.ntnu.no

(2002), and Kondaet al. (2005) (see Table 1) with
different objectives, such as steady state design, con-
trollability and operability of the dynamic model and
control structure selection and controller design.

2. SELF-OPTIMIZING CONTROL

Definition: Self-optimizing control is when one can
achieve an acceptable loss with constant setpoint val-
ues for the controlled variables without the need to
re-optimize when disturbances occur (real time opti-
mization).

To quantify this more precisely, we define the (eco-
nomic) lossL as the difference between the actual
value of the cost function and the truly optimal value,
i.e.

L(u, d) = J(u, d) − Jopt(d) (1)
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Table 1. Selection of controlled variables.

Stephanopoulos (1984)
Brognaux (1992), Cao et al., Wolff (1994), and Herrmann et al. (2003)
Ng and Stephanopoulos (1996)
Ponton and Laing (1993)
Brekke (1999)
Luyben et al. (1998) and Luyben (2002)
Konda et al. (2005)
This paper
Number of steady-state economic controlled variables 7 6 5 7 12 9 8 14
Fresh toluene feed rate x x x x
Recycle gas flow rate x
Recycle gas hydrogen mole fraction x x x
Recycle gas methane mole fraction x x x x
Compressor power x x
Compressor outlet pressure x
Total toluene flow rate to the reaction section x
FEHE by-pass flow rate x x
Reactor inlet temperature x x x x
Separator temperature x x x x x
Separator pressure x x x x x
Hydrogen to aromatics ratio at the reactor inlet x x x
Hydrogen mole fraction in the reactor outlet x
Overall toluene conversion in the reactor x
Quencher flow rate x
Quencher outlet temperature x x x
Purge flow rate x
Hydrogen mole fraction in the distillate of the stabilizer x
Benzene mole fraction in the distillate of the stabilizer x x
Boil-up flow rate in the stabilizer x
Ratio benzene in feed to benzene in the distillate of the stabilizer x
Product purity in the distillate of the benzene column x x x x x x x
Production rate (benzene column distillate flow rate) x x
Temperature in an intermediate stage of the benzene column x
Ratio toluene in feed to toluene in the bottom of the benzene column x
Toluene mole fraction in the bottom of the benzene column x
Ratio benzene in feed to benzene in the bottom of the benzene column x
Ratio toluene in feed to toluene in the distillate of the toluene column x x
Toluene column reflux drum level x
Temperature in an intermediate stage of the toluene column x
Distillate flow rate from the toluene column x
Toluene mole fraction in the bottom of the toluene column x
Toluene mole fraction in the distillate of the toluene column x x
NB! In addition, separator level, pressure and reflux drum and bottom sump levels of all columns are controlled.

Truly optimal operation corresponds toL = 0, but in
generalL > 0. A small value of the loss functionL
is desired as it implies that the plant is operating close
to its optimum. The main issue here is not to find the
optimal set points, but rather to find the right variables
to keep constant. The precise value of an acceptable
loss must be selected on the basis of engineering and
economic considerations.

Skogestad (2000) recommends that a controlled vari-
able c suitable for constant set point control (self-
optimizing control) should have the following require-
ments:

R1. The optimal value ofc should be insensitive to
disturbances, i.e.,copt(d) depends only weakly
ond.

R2. The value ofc should besensitive to changes
in the manipulated variableu, i.e., the gain
y = Gu should be large (equivalently, because
∂J2/∂2c = G−T ∂J2/∂2u G−1, the optimum
should be flat with respect to the variablec, i.e.,
∂J2/∂2c should be small).

R3. For cases with two or more controlled variables,
the selected variables inc should not be closely
correlated.

R4. The variablec should be easy to measure and
control.

In the present paper, the loss is to be evaluated based
on the maximization of the minimum singular value
(Skogestad, 2000), which is a combination of the re-
quirements above. This rule states that:assuming each
candidate controlled variablec has been scaled such
that the expected variation inc− copt is of magnitude
1 (including the effect of both disturbances and con-
trol error), then select the variablesc that minimize
the norm ofG−1 (whereG is the scaled steady state

gain matrix formed by considering the unconstrained
degree of freedom only), which in terms of the two-
norm is the same as maximizing the minimum singular
value ofG, σ(G). This condition is computationally
attractive, but because it only provides local informa-
tion (based on one equilibrium point), it can be very
misleading in some cases, e.g. where the minimum
occurs very close to infeasibility.

3. HDA PROCESS

The HDA process (see Figure 1) is used to manu-
facture benzene by thermal dealkylation of toluene.
This is a high-temperature, noncatalytic process in
which toluene and hydrogen react to form benzene
and methane, with minor amounts of by-product. Ex-
cess hydrogen must be used to suppress side reactions
and coke formation. The reaction products must be
separated, by-products rejected, unreacted toluene re-
covered and recycled, and the benzene product clay
treated and distilled to the proper level of purity.

The model used in this paper and implemented in
MATLABTM is a slight modified version of the
model developed by Brognaux (1992) and later used
by Wolff (1994). The difference lies in the introduc-
tion of a quencher to cool down the reactor effluent
and in the adjustment of the equations used to de-
scribe the reactions, as pointed by Caoet al. (1998).
A simplified model for the separation section is used
for optimization purposes since it is assumed that the
dynamics of the distillation train is much slower than
the remaining of the plant (Brognaux, 1992). It is also
assumed the distillation columns have large number
of stages leading to high-purity products and product
purity has little effect on the cost. In addition, three
loops are closed for stability and flexibility reasons.

Details of the process model used in this paper are
available on-line at Sigurd Skogestad’s home page
under “Publication list”.
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Fig. 1. HDA process flowsheet.
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4. RESULTS

4.1 Step 1. Degree of freedom analysis

Table 2 summarizes the degree of freedom analysis for
the HDA process considered in this paper. There it is
shown the number of steady state operational degrees
of freedom (Nss) for the process units.

In addition, there are seven liquid levels (reflux drums
and bottom sumps of the distillation columns and
separator level) with no steady state effect (they must
be stabilized) and the pressures in the distillation
columns, all of them consume tendynamic degrees
of freedom. One steady state degree of freedom must
be selected to keep the quencher outlet temperature
at its equality constraint and we are left with thirteen
degrees of freedom that can be used for steady state
optimization.

Table 2. Steady state degree of freedom analysis

Process units Manipulations DOF
External feed streams: feed rate Valves 1 and 2 2
Splitters: n-1 (n is the number of exit streams) Valves 3 to 5 3
Compressor: duty Source W 1
Adiabatic flash(*) None 0
Gas phase reactor(*) None 0
Heat exchangers: duties Valves 6 and 7 2
Distillation columns: LV (or DB) configuration Valves 8 to 13 6
Equality constraint
Quencher outlet temperature -1
Degrees of freedom at steady state 13
(*) No extra valve is assumed: pressure is “given” by the surroundings.

138 candidate controlled variables were identified for
this process which gives

(

138

13

)

= 138!

13!125!
= 5.9 ·

1017 (!) possible sets of controlled variables. Clearly,
this number is intractable for any further computa-
tion/consideration. To reduce it, one has first to deter-
mine the active constraints which are to be controlled.

4.2 Step 2. Definition of optimal operation

The following profit function (M$/year) based on
Douglas (1988)’s economic potential (EP) is to be
maximized:

−J = (pbenDben +

nc
∑

i=1

cFf,i) − (ptolFtol + (2)

pgasFgas + pfuelQfuel + pcwQcw +

ppowWpow + pstmQstm)

subject to

1. Production rate:

Dbenzene ≥ 265 lbmol/h (3)

2. Hydrogen to aromatic ratio in reactor inlet:

FH2

(Fbenzene + Ftoluene + Fdiphenyl)
≥ 5 (4)

3. Bound on toluene feed rate:

Ftoluene ≤ 300lbmol/h (5)

4. Reactor pressure:

Preactor ≤ 500 psia (6)

5. Reactor outlet temperature:

Treactor ≤ 1300oF (7)

6. Quencher outlet temperature:

Tquencher = 1150oF (8)

7. Product purity in the benzene column distillate:

xDbenzene
≥ 0.9997 (9)

8. Separator inlet temperature:

95oF ≤ Tseparator ≤ 105oF (10)

9. Mole fraction non-negative constraints:

All mole fractions corresponding to the products in
the distillation columns are constrained to be

non-negative,xpurity ≥ 0.

In addition, all manipulated variables are bounded.

Note that it is assumed that all emissions (purge,
stabilizer distillate, and toluene column bottom) are
sold as fuel.

4.3 Step 3. Identification of important disturbances

The disturbances considered in this paper are listed in
Table 3.

Table 3. Disturbances

Disturbance Unit Nominal Lower Upper
Bound on toluene feed flow rate lbmol/h 300 285 315
Fresh toluene feed temperature oF 100 80 120
Gas feed composition  mol% of H2 95 90 100
Benzene price $/lbmol 9.04 8.34 9.74
Gas feed temperature oF 100 80 112
Inlet cooling water temperature to cooler oF 59 50 70
Downstream pressure after the purge psia 350 300 400
Energetic value of fuel to the furnace MBTU/lbmol 0.1247 0.12 0.13
Relative volatility of hydrogen in stabilizer 36 32,4 39,6
Relative volatility of benzene in benzene column 2.7 2.43 2.97
Relative volatility of toluene in toluene column 10 9 11
Toluene recycle temperature oF 212 202 230

4.4 Step 4. Optimization

Eight constraints are active at the optimal point,
namely:

1. Product purity (lower bound)
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2. Benzene mole fraction non-negative constraint in
the distillate of stabilizer (lower bound)

3. Benzene mole fraction non-negative constraint in
the bottom of benzene column (lower bound)

4. Toluene mole fraction non-negative constraint in
the bottom of benzene column (upper bound)

5. Toluene mole fraction non-negative constraint in
the distillate of toluene column (upper bound)

6. Fresh toluene feed rate (upper bound)
7. Separator inlet temperature (lower bound)
8. Hydrogen to aromatic ratio in reactor inlet (lower

bound)

All of them must be controlled to achieve optimal op-
eration, at least nominally (active constraint control).

Consequently, the number of unconstrained degrees of
freedom is found to befive. This reduces the number
of possible sets of controlled variables to

(

129

5

)

=
129!

5!124!
= 275, 234, 400. However, this is still too large

a number to be further considered in the analysis.

4.5 Step 5. Identification of candidate controlled
variables - local analysis

As seen before, the number of possible sets of con-
trolled variables is very large and impossible to be
handled. Skogestad and Postlethwaite (2005) note
that the number of combinations has a combinatorial
growth, so even a simple input-output controllability
analysis becomes unmanageable if there are too many
alternatives. One way of avoiding this combinatorial
problem is to base the selection directly on the “big”
linear modelGall of the plant (in the present case,Gall

is the129× 5 matrix, where the active constraints and
the sole equality constraint are not considered). One
may consider the singular value decomposition and
relative gain array ofGall as discussed later in this sec-
tion. This rather crude analysis may be used, together
with physical insight, rules of thumb and simple con-
trollability measures, to perform a pre-screening in or-
der to reduce the possibilities to a manageable number.
These candidate combinations can then be analyzed
more carefully.

The matrixGall is scaled such that each candidate
controlled variable has the expected variation from its
optimal (c − copt) of magnitude1 for all disturbances
and the inputs all have the same effect on the cost func-
tion J (Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 2005). Accord-
ing to the maximum singular value rule, one should
select controlled variables with large gains from the
inputs to the outputs (maximization of the minimum
singular value).

It is possible to find the optimal combination of out-
puts as outlined in Section 4.5.4 below. However, this
is rather time consuming, so it will be first considered
three related methods that do not require much use
of computation. The three methods are all based on
an SVD ofGall = UrΣrV

T
r (economy size SVD),

wherer represents the rank ofGall, and make use of
the output singular vectorUr (in general, one wants to
select outputs with large elements inUr):

4.5.1. Sequential SVD selection:The idea is to se-
lect sequentially the output that corresponds to the
largest element of the first column ofUr (correspond-
ing to the largest singular value), remove this variable
by closing the loop between this output and one input
(the choice of the input does not matter for this anal-
ysis), and obtain the new matrixGall with one input
(and output) less until only one candidate controlled
variable remains.

4.5.2. “One-shot” RGA selection: Another simple
yet effective screening tool for selecting inputs and
outputs, which avoids the combinatorial problem, is
the relative gain array (RGA) of the “big” scaled
transfer matrixGall with all candidate inputs and
outputs included,Λ = Gall ⊗ G†T

all (where† is the
pseudo-inverse operator). Essentially, the method is an
SVD-type since the sum of the elements of rowi in the
RGA matrix is equal to the 2-norm of rowi in Ur, i.e.
∑n

j=1
λi,j =

∥

∥eT
i Ur

∥

∥

2

2
(Cao and Rossiter, 1997). So,

it is preferred to select outputs corresponding to rows
in the RGA where the sum of the elements is larger.

4.5.3. Sequential RGA selection:At each step in
this method, the output with the largest RGA row sum
is selected. This is the same as the previous method,
except that it is done sequentially as for the sequential
SVD method.

The results are shown in Table 4 and 5. The overall
matrix with all outputs (the129 outputs×5 inputs
matrix) hasσ(Gall) = 37. The sequential SVD and
sequential RGA plants both have the same set of
unconstrained controlled variables.

4.5.4. Optimal selection: A branch-and-bound al-
gorithm based on the maximization of the minimum
singular value was used to calculate the optimal set(s)
of controlled variables. Five sets were identified and
their minimum singular values differ only slightly
from the sequential SVD and RGA: all five sets have
σopt(G5×5) = 14.89. On the other hand, the optimal
set s of variables differ quite a lot from the local
methods (SVD and RGA). The optimal sets are also
shown in Table 5.

Now, the selected sets of controlled variables are to be
used in the evaluation of the loss.

4.6 Step 6. Evaluation of loss

The evaluation of the loss for alternative combinations
of controlled variables is done by computing the loss
imposed by keeping constant set-points when there are
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Table 4. Selected controlled variables.

Selected controlled variables
1 Hydrogen mole fraction in mixer outlet
2 Diphenyl mole fraction in mixer outlet
3 FEHE hot side outlet  temperature
4 Flow rate through bypass in FEHE  
5 Recycle gas hydrogen mole fraction
6 Compressor power
7 Separator pressure
8 Hydrogen mole fraction in benzene column bottom
9 Methane mole fraction in benzene column bottom
10 Toluene mole fraction in benzene column bottom
11 Diphenyl mole fraction in benzene column bottom
12 Boil-up flow rate in toluene column
13 Reflux flow rate in toluene column
14 Toluene mole fraction in toluene column distillate

Table 5. Results for the selection of outputs.

Method Variables
Minimum 

singular value of 
the G5x5 matrix

Sequential SVD 4, 5, 6, 10, 14 13.91

"One-shot" RGA 3, 4, 6, 10, 11 5.74 · 10-8

Sequential RGA 4, 5, 6, 10, 14 13.91

Optimal selection - Set 1 1, 2, 3, 8, 12 14.89

Optimal selection - Set 2 1, 2, 7, 9, 12 14.89

Optimal selection - Set 3 1, 2, 7, 8, 12 14.89

Optimal selection - Set 4 1, 2, 9, 12, 13 14.89

Optimal selection - Set 5 1, 2, 8, 12, 13 14.89

disturbances or implementation errors. The average
losses show basically no difference between the sets
although the loss for the “one-shot” RGA is the largest
one. The other authors’ selection shown in Table 1 will
give larger losses as their selections were not based on
optimal assumptions.

4.7 Step 7. Final evaluation and selection

The analysis up to now has been based purely on
steady state economics and nothing has been said
about implementation of the proposed controlled vari-
ables. Obviously, this is also an important issue, as
one choice of controlled variables might result in a
system that is easy to control whereas another might
result in serious control problems, for example, caused
by unstable (RHP) zeros (the multivariable extension
of inverse response behavior). The truly optimal ap-
proach would be to solve the entire problem as one
big optimization problem, taking into account both
economics and control. However, this is intractable
for most real problems, and the approach taken in this
paper is therefore preferred. Here, candidate sets of
controlled variables with acceptable steady-state eco-
nomics are firstly identified. The (input-output) con-
trollability of the best alternative is then check. If it
is acceptable, then a viable solution has been found.

If it is not, the remaining candidate sets are checked.
If none of these turns out to be controllable, then the
requirements on the steady state economics must be
relaxed and more candidate sets must be considered.

4.7.1. Controllability analysis of the eight14×14 sets
of controlled variables: A controllability analysis
based on Skogestad and Postlethwaite (2005) on page
253 was carried out on each set of candidate outputs
and essentially no performance difference was found.

5. DISCUSSION

As expected, benzene purity at the outlet of the pro-
cess is kept at its bound for economic reasons. More-
over, fresh feed toluene is maintained at its maximum
flow rate to maximize the profit (Dbenzene > 265).
The separator inlet temperature is kept at its lower
bound in order to maximize the recycle of hydrogen
and to avoid the accumulation of methane in the pro-
cess. Luyben’s rule of keeping all recycle loops under
flow control seems to lose its meaning in this process
since it is economically optimum to leave the recycle
flows fluctuate.

The selection of disturbances used in this paper was
based on the work by Brognaux (1992) and some
heuristics. Alstad (2005) approaches this subject in a
more systematic way aiming to optimize the solution
of the problem. Not all disturbances are of importance
(‖gd(jω)‖

2
≤ 1, ∀ω) in a steady state point of view.

The change in the price of benzene is the most im-
portant disturbance considered, but in practice nothing
can be done to mitigate it.

The number of measurements is really very large,138,
but in practice not all of them can be regarded for a
possible use due to operational limitations or impedi-
ments, f. e. composition measurements are rather dif-
ficult and very costly. The engineer’s judgment must
come at this stage in order to specify the number of de-
grees of freedom that can really be considered for the
analysis. This pre-screening can substantially reduce
the dimension of the problem and thus the number of
controlled variable combinations. But there might be
situations where the remaining number of possibilities
is still very large, in which case one can try to perform
a local analysis (based on an equilibrium point) that
can lead to a good selection which can be found opti-
mal by using optimization technique like branch-and-
bound algorithms or some sub-optimal approach like
the SVD-based calculations used in this paper. They
are not guaranteed to give the best solution but due to
their practicality and ease of use, they become very
attractive in practice.

In summary, all the selected sets generate stable (no
RHP-poles) plants and inverse responses are not ex-
pected (no RHP-zeros). Moreover, input saturation is
expected for set point changes but not for disturbance
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rejection and it can be concluded that all alternatives,
including the optimal selection of controlled variables,
are equally easy to control.

From an implementation standpoint, “the best” set of
variables to be controlled would be the one found by
either the sequential SVD or RGA methods based on
local analysis (corresponding toσ(G5×5) = 13.91).
One possible control structure is shown in Figure 2. It
is assumed that all lower layer loops are closed (regu-
latory control layer), e.g. level of the reflux drums and
bottoms of all distillation columns as well as of the
separator.
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Fig. 2. Proposed control structure with controlled vari-
ables determined by the sequential SVD method.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper discussed the selection of controlled vari-
ables for the HDA process using the self-optimizing
control procedure. The large number of variable com-
binations made it a very challenging problem in the
sense that new approaches had to be used to decide
for suitable outputs. Eight candidate sets were found
by local analysis based on the SVD of the “big” scaled
linear plantGall. These easy-to-use tools for the selec-
tion of outputs produced a sub-optimal result which
is not far away from the optimum found by apply-
ing integer optimization methods, namely branch-and-
bound techniques. A controllability analysis showed
that the dynamic performances of the proposed sets of
controlled variables were essentially the same.
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The Fluidized-bed Catalytic Cracking Unit (FCC) is 
one of the most profitable process units of a 
petroleum refinery. The FCC converter is part of the 
reaction section of the unit, where it transforms the 
low-value raw-materials into commercial products of 
high-aggregated value.  
 
The FCC converter is a flexible equipment, where the 
operating conditions can be adjusted to obtain higher 
yields of LPG (liquefied petroleum gas). When the 
price of the gasoline is favorable, it can be adjusted 
to maximize the yield of cracked naphtha, whereas 
LCO (light oil of recycle) is maximized when the 
“spread” is favorable to the diesel production. Due to 
the high profitability of this unit, it should be used its 
maximum capacity, operating at its maximum feed 
rate, pushing the big machines, as the gas compressor 
and air blower, to their upper limit.  
 
Frequent operating-points transitions occur in the 
converter due to variations in the feed quality, such 
as variations in the raw-material quality or blends of 
different streams (coke of gasoil, naphtha, or 
atmospheric residue) to compose the feed. Frequent 
changes also happen in the production planning, 
moving LCO for gasoline or gasoline for LPG, in 
order to maximize the profitability of the supply 

chain of the refinery. This process unit is also subject 
to disturbances in the environmental conditions and 
limitations of equipments capacity in other process 
areas.  
 
These facts suggest the use of dynamic real-time 
optimization (D-RTO) of this system trying to find 
interesting solutions to optimize the unit, subject to 
frequent changes in the process operating conditions 
and production planning. This study seeks to analyze 
the benefits and limitations of applying dynamic 
optimization to address this kind of problem. 
Besides, the critical factors of success of the use of 
D-RTO should be evidenced to obtain the whole 
financial potential of this process unit.  
 
Control and optimization of FCC converters has been 
subject of many studies. The optimization of these 
processes has been made through MPC's (Odloak et 
al. 1995) and steady-state RTO's (Chitnis and 
Corropio 1998; Zanin et al., 2000a). NMPC has also 
been applied (Ali and Elnashaie, 1997) and other 
strategies of RTO, as optimization in the same layer 
of advanced control (Odloak et al., 2002; Gouvêa 
and Odloak, 1998). Zanin et al. (2000b) made a 
comparative study of the use of different 
optimization strategies in FCC converters. Recently 
Kadam et al. (2005) have been studying dynamic 
optimization using as example an FCC unit.  
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2. PROCESS MODEL 
 
The FCC conversion area is composed by a furnace 
for feed pre-heating, a system of reactor-regenerator, 
air blower, main fractionating tower, and gas 
compressors. The cracking process constitutes of 
breaking heavy molecules in a high-temperature 
tubular reactor, producing fuel gas, LPG, cracked 
naphtha (gasoline), LCO, decanted oil and coke. 
During the reaction, deposit of coke occurs in the 
catalyst surface causing its deactivation and, 
therefore, its regeneration is mandatory, making part 
of the process. During the regeneration process there 
is a heat recovery used to heat the feed up to the 
cracking reaction temperature.  
 
The FCC converter model used in this work, and 
developed by Secchi et al. (2001), is constituted of 
the following parts: riser model, separator model, gas 
compressor model, regenerator model, and valves 
and controllers models. These models describes a 
FCC UOP stacked converter, Figure 1, used by 
PETROBRAS in the Alberto Pasqualini refinery 
(REFAP S/A). The model was adjusted to the 
operating conditions of this process unit, describing 
reasonable well its dynamic behavior.  

 
Fig. 1 FCC UOP Stacked Converter (Secchi et al., 2001). 
 
2.1 Riser Model 
 
The Riser is modeled as an adiabatic plug flow 
reactor, with the kinetics described by the ten lumps 
model of Jacob et al. (1976), and using catalyst 
deactivation and coke formation tendency functions.  
 
The dynamic model of the riser is represented by the 
mass balance of each lump and coke, using the 
reaction kinetics of formation of each species, and 
the energy balance. The resulting partial differential 
equation was discretized using backward finite- 
difference technique, with a log-scale non-uniform 
mesh. A mesh of 20 points was shown satisfactory.  
 
2.2 Separator Model 
 
The separator is assumed to be a continuous stirred 
tank, where catalyst and vapor products 
(hydrocarbons) are separated. The model of this 
equipment, based on mass and energy balances, 

focuses on the prediction of the catalyst level in the 
separator, the coke content in the spent catalyst, and 
the catalyst temperature in the separator. The 
pressure dynamics in the separator is established by a 
momentum balance.  
 
2.3 Gas Compressor Model 
 
The gas compressor is modeled as a single stage 
centrifugal compressor, driven by a constant speed. 
The polytropic flow model predicts the suction 
pressure of the compressor that establishes the 
pressure in the main fractionating tower and in the 
separator. There is a recycle stream around the 
compressor to control the suction pressure, and the 
mass balance is given by assumed dynamics. 
 
2.4 Regenerator Model 
 
The catalyst regeneration is carried out by burning 
the coke in the catalyst in a fluidized-bed reactor. 
The fluidized bed is modeled as emulsion and bubble 
phases that exchange mass and heat. The bubble 
phase is assumed to be at the pseudo steady-state 
condition. The disengagement section is modeled as 
two serial continuous well-mixed tank reactors, 
corresponding to the diluted and flue gas phases, 
according to the Figure 2. 
 

flue gas

gas Fcc

Fccdilute

bubble emulsion

Fsc

Frc

 Tbo, Fair  
Fig. 2 Regenerator phases (Secchi et al., 2001). 
 
In the regeneration kinetics is used the assumption 
that the combustion reactions of coke occur in the 
emulsion, diluted, and gas phases. Component mass 
balances for O2, CO, CO2, H2O, and coke describe 
the dynamic behavior of these reactions, resulting in 
five state equations for each phase of the regenerator. 
The catalyst inventory in the regenerator is modeled 
by the overall mass balance for catalyst. The pressure 
change behavior in the regenerator is obtained 
through the global mass balance in the gas phase. To 
predict the dynamic behavior of the temperatures in 
the regenerator, energy balance was applied in each 
phase. Considering that the catalyst loss in the 
regenerator is negligible, the whole catalyst that 
enters in the regenerator is accumulated or sent to the 
riser. The coke content in this catalyst is burned 
mainly in the emulsion phase, but it also suffers 
reaction in the diluted and gas phases.  
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2.5 Valves and Controllers Models 
 
This type of FCC converter has four degrees of 
freedoms to provide stability to the system. These 
degrees of freedom are eliminated by placing 
regulatory PI controllers in their respective positions: 
 Compressor suction pressure controller, using a 

control valve (PCV) in the compressor recycle 
stream;  

 Reaction temperature controller, using a control 
valve (TCV) in the stand-pipe to the riser;  

 Pressure drop controller between the reactor and 
the regenerator, using a control valve (PdCV) in 
the hole chamber of the combustion gases of the 
regenerator;  

 Catalyst level controller in the separator, using a 
control valve (LCV) in the stand-pipe to the 
regenerator;  

 
The dynamics of the valves openings are determined 
by their respective time constants. Additionally, each 
PI controller has one state equation to describe the 
integral action. The reaction temperature control will 
be done by the dynamic optimizer, through a 
supervisory action directly on the slide-valve.  
Therefore, only three PI controllers were used. 
 
2.6 Empirical Correlations for Product Yields 
 
The FCC converter model does not supply directly 
all the outputs of interest to analyze and optimize the 
process. Usually the predictions of products yield and 
conversion are important to carry out these studies. 
Empiric correlations were used to supply such 
desired information. In this case, the volumetric 
conversion and the yields of fuel gas, LPG, gasoline 
(GLN), light oil of recycle (LCO), decanted oil 
(OCLA) and coke (CK).  
 

3. FORMULATION OF DYNAMIC 
OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM 

 
The dynamic optimization problem of a process has 
the following general form: 
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3.1 Solution of Dynamic Optimization Problem 
 
The infinite dimension dynamic optimization 
problem can be solved through variational methods, 
using the Pontryagin’s maximum principle and 
solving the resultant two-point boundary value 
problem (TPBVP), or approximating to a finite 
formulation, with predefined functional forms for the 
control variables. In this last case, the resultant NLP 
problem can be solved by sequential or simultaneous 
approaches. In the sequential approach only the 
control variables are discretized or parameterized, 
while in the simultaneous approach the whole system 
is discretized in the time domain, usually using 
orthogonal collocation techniques. See the work of 
Biegler et al. (2002) for a deeper revision on these 
methods. 
 
In this work the simultaneous strategy has been used, 
where the continuous problem is converted in a 
nonlinear programming problem (NLP) when 
approximating the state and control profiles by a 
family of orthogonal polynomials on finite elements 
(Cervantes, 1998). For first order differential 
equations the approximation results in: 
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The control profiles and algebraic equations are 
approximated in a similar way and the equation takes 
the following form: 
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Usually, in dynamic optimization problems the 
number of control variables is small and the number 
of state variables is very large. In this case the rSQP 
algorithm (reduced SQP) is efficient (Waanders et 
al., 2002). The solution of these problems is also 
efficient using the interior point algorithms, however 
they require improvements, and many of them have 
been proposed. The following ones can be 
highlighted: the use of the preconditioned conjugated 
gradient method (PCG) to update the control 
variables (Cervantes and Biegler, 2001), and the 
introduction of a filter in the strategy of the line 
search, where the objective function compete with 
the infeasibility of the problem (Wächter, 2002). In 
the interior point algorithm the original NLP problem 
can be written as: 
 
 ( )

( )
min

. . 0
0

f x

s t c x
x

=

≥

 (9) 

 
The barrier function is added to reduce the dimension 
of the problem, and then the problem takes the form: 
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All of these features were implemented in the IPOPT 
algorithm developed by Carnegie Mellon University 
(CAPD Report, 2003; Lang and Biegler, 2005). 
 
3.2 Configuration of the Objective Function 
 
In the optimization of FCC converters there are some 
concurrent production objectives. The maximization 
of the operational profit is a common objective; 
however there are moments where some specific 
product needs to be maximized. This is due to the 
optimization of the refinery supply chain. There are 
situations where the local optimum of an isolated unit 
of process is not the global optimum of the supply 
chain. In order to attend these situations, multiple 
objectives can be adopted. In this dynamic 
optimization problem, the integral of different factors 
along a day (tf = 24 h) were maximized. The most 
common situations are the following ones: 
 
Maximization of the operational profit: 
 
This is the most common objective function; 
however it is more difficult for the operators to 
analyze the results from the optimizer. 
 
Profit = Revenue - Costs  

 Pr Pr Pr
Pr Pr Pr

FG FG CK CK LPG LPG

GLN GLN LCO LCO OCLA OCLA

Revenue m m V
V V V

= + + +
+ +

  (11) 

 Pr Pr Pr

Pr
Feed Feed Cat Cat PreH Q

Proc Fuel Blwr Blwr Compr Compr

Costs V m Q

Q Pot C Pot C

= + + +

+ +
 (12) 

 
1

0

.
ft

FObj Profit dt= −∫  (13) 

 
Maximization of the total conversion:   
   
The maximization of the total conversion leads to the 
use of the maximum capacity of the converter, 
breaking the molecules into more important products. 
The disadvantage of this approach is that the 
conversion does not focus in highest price products. 
The average conversion is calculated in the following 
form: 

 
0

2

0

.

.

f

f

t

v Feed

t

Feed

Conv V dt
FObj

V dt
= −

∫

∫

 (14) 

 
Maximization of LPG production:   
   
This objective is adopted when there is a clear 
advantage in the maximum conversion in LPG 
product. 
 

3
0

.
100

ft
LPG

FeedFObj V dtη
= −∫  (15) 

Maximization of gasoline production (GLN):   
   
This objective is adopted when there is a clear 
advantage in the maximum conversion in gasoline.   

 
4

0

.
100

ft
GLN

FeedFObj V dtη
= −∫  (16) 

 
Maximization of LCO production:   
   
The maximization of production of LCO is adopted 
when there is a clear advantage in the maximum 
conversion in LCO. In this case the LCO is an 
intermediary product and it is incorporated to the 
diesel pool. When LCO is a diluent, there is only 
interest in maximize it when displace some part of 
kerosene from the diluent pool to the jet fuel pool. 

 
5

0

.
100

ft
LCO

FeedFObj V dtη
= −∫  (17) 

 
The specific productions objectives are mutually 
exclusive. When you need to maximize the 
production of a specific stream, the weights of the 
other objectives should be zero. 
 
Objective function formulation:   
   
In general case each production objective can be 
represented in the following way: 

 0

.
ft

i iFObj OBJ dt= −∫
 (18) 

The multi-objectives problem can be written as a 
weighted sum of each specific objective: 

 
1

n

i i
i

k FObjϕ
=

= ∑  (19) 

 
The constraint based multi-objectives strategies (ε- 
constrained and goal attainment) will be studied in 
future works, and was partially adopted here. 
 
The integral in each specific objective is manipulated 
by differentiating the original objective function and 
creating a new state ϕ added to the set of differential 
equations. Therefore, the objective function assumes 
the following form: 

 ∑
=

−=
ϕ n

i
iiOBJk

dt
d

1

 (20) 

 
3.3 Additional Constraints 
 
Besides the constraints usually imposed to the states 
and the control variables, supplementary constraints 
were added that represent bounds in the production 
objectives to guarantee the feasibility of the solution 
in the optimization problem. The additional 
constraints are the following ones:   
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Minimum daily profit: 
 minProfit Profit≥  (21) 

Minimum conversion in the riser: 
 minvConv Conv≥  (22) 

Minimum and maximum LPG production: 
 min max

100
LPG

LPG Feed LPGV V Vη
≤ ≤  (23) 

Minimum and maximum GLN production: 
 min max

100
GLN

GLN Feed GLNV V Vη
≤ ≤  (24) 

Minimum and maximum LCO production: 
 min max

100
LCO

LCO Feed LCOV V Vη
≤ ≤  (25) 

 
4. CASE STUDIES AND RESULTS 

 
The dynamic optimization problem has been solved 
applying the IPOPT algorithm through the software 
of dynamic optimization DynoPC developed by 
Carnegie Mellon Univ. (Lang and Biegler, 2005). 
The several alternatives of production objectives 
studied in this work are presented in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Case studies. 

Case Production Objective 
1 Maximum Profit 
2 Maximum Feed Rate  
3 Maximum Conversion 
4 Maximum LPG Production 
5 Maximum Gasoline (GLN) Production 
6 Maximum LCO Production 
7 Maximum Profit with Max. Conversion 
8 Maximum Profit with Max. Feed Rate 
9 Maximum Profit with Max. LPG Prod. 
10 Maximum Profit with Max. GLN Prod. 
11 Maximum Profit with Max. LCO Prod.  

 
The maximization of the profit is the more common 
production objective, and it is usual to associate it to 
a specific objective, as maximum conversion or some 
product that the scheduling people defines as priority. 
This prioritization can also be made putting bounds 
in secondary objectives, for example, the minimum 
conversion (ε-constrained approach). 
 
4.1 Dimension of the  Optimization Problem 
 
As the definition of the problem described above, the 
number of variables involved in the problem are 
given in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Number of variables in the formulation. 

Number of differential variables (nz) 274 
Number of algebraic variables (ny) 21 
Number of control variables (nu) 8 
Number of finites elements (ne) 40 
Number of collocation points/element (ncol) 3 
Total number of discretized variables 47642 
Total number of constraints 47594 
Total number of lower bounds 14440 
Total number of upper bounds 14440 

4.2 Case Studies 
 
Due to space limitation, the obtained results are 
analyzed for the maximization feed rate case. The 
optimization problem was solved in an Intel Pentium 
IV, 2.8 MHz computer and spent 30 - 45 min of CPU 
time. This time consumption is compatible with the 
interval per control action (around 4 to 6 per day).  
 
To obtain accurate and numerically stable results, it 
was necessary to tune the discretization parameters as 
the number of collocation points and finite elements. 
Also, in order to reduce the number of control actions 
some finite elements were grouped (Lang and 
Biegler, 2005). This procedure provided a more 
robust solution of the optimization problem and with 
a better performance. 
 
Case 2 – Maximum Feed Rate 
 
The maximization of the feed rate is prioritized when 
it is necessary to use the total capacity of the process 
unit. In this case, it is reached the limit of catalyst 
circulation or the limit of capacity of a main machine 
(air blower or gas compressor). Notice that the 
optimizer increased the feed flow rate, opened the 
catalyst valve to the maximum, dropped the suction 
pressure of the gas compressor, and reduced the 
pressure drop between the reactor and regenerator 
(Figs. 3 to 6). In order to supply the additional energy 
demanded by the system, the regenerator and riser 
temperatures were increased (Figs. 7 and 8). 
 
As result of the dynamic optimization, the profit 
operation was increased by the order of 5.5 thousand 
dollars a day ($0.20/bbl). It is the normal potential of 
benefit with the advanced control and RTO 
applications (Fig. 9). It also can be observed that 
there was an increase of volumetric conversion 
(Fig. 10) and yields of gasoline (GLN) and LCO and 
a reduction in the decanted oil yield (OCLA), which 
is a less valuable product (Fig. 11).  
 

 
Fig. 3 Feed flow rate (u1). 
 

 
Fig. 4 TCV control signal (u2). 
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Fig. 5 Suction pressure of gas compressor (u3). 
 

 
Fig. 6 Differential pressure reactor/ regenerator (u4). 
 

 
Fig. 7 Regenerator’s temperatures.  
 

 
Fig. 8 Riser temperature (reaction). 
 

 
Fig. 9 Operation profit. 
 

 
Fig. 10 Volumetric conversion. 
 

 
Fig. 11 Volumetric yields. 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The dynamic optimization of the FCC converter has 
obtained coherent results with the expected in an 
industrial unit. The results demonstrate that the 
application of D-RTO in this kind of unit can bring 
significant benefits. The simultaneous approach has 
shown to be effective for the solution of the problem, 
but it demanded a lot of time to tune the 
discretization parameters of the control variables. 
The strategy of grouping intervals for the control 
variables was the one that presented better 
performance. Due to space limitation, the other 
analyzed cases will be presented in the symposium. 
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Abstract: A modified Quadratic Partial Least Squares (MQPLS) algorithm based on 
nonlinear constrained programming is proposed. Sequential Unconstrained Minimization 
Technique (SUMT) is employed to calculate the outer input weights and the parameters 
of inner relationship. It was found that MQPLS can not only explain more of the 
underlying variability of the data, but also has improved modelling and predictive ability. 
An inferential control system is implemented on the Distribute Control System (DCS) of 
a fluid catalytic cracking unit ( FCCU) main fractionator. A soft sensor MQPLS–based 
was developed to estimate solidifying point of diesel oil. The controller was established 
via constrained Dynamic Matrix Control (DMC) algorithm. Real time application results 
demonstrated the performance of the inferential control system based on MQPLS was 
much better than the original tray temperature control system. This resulted in a 1.0% 
increase in production rate, and a significant increase in profit. Copyright © 2006 IFAC 
 
Keywords: Partial Least Squares, Soft Sensor, Dynamic Matrix Control, Inferential 
Control. 

 
 
 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Many variables, which characterize the ‘quality’ of 
the final product in chemical processes, are often 
difficult to measure in real-time, and hence cannot be 
directly used in a feedback control. Most online 
quality analyzers, like gas chromatographs and NIR 
(Near-Infrared) analyzers, suffer from large measure 
delays and high investment and maintenance costs. 
Under these circumstances, a common alternative is 
to set up soft sensors to infer the product properties 
(primary variables) by employing some auxiliary 
measurements (secondary variables), and then build 
an inferential control scheme. 
 
Statistic regression techniques have been extensively 
used in establishing soft sensing models from 
historical data. Among other related regression  
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techniques, PLS has been proved to be a powerful 
tool for problems where data is noisy and highly 
correlated and where there are only a limited number 
of observations (Berglund and Wold, 1997; 
MacGregor et al., 1991). The power of PLS lies in 
the fact that it projects the input-output data down 
into a latent space, extracting a number of principle 
components with an orthogonal structure, while 
capturing most of the variance in the original data. 
Therefore, PLS can overcome the limitation that 
when dealing with highly correlated multivariate data, 
the traditional Least Squares (LS) regression will 
result in singular solution or imprecise parameter 
estimations.  
 
However, in many practical situations, industrial 
processes exhibit significant nonlinear behaviors. As 
a linear regression method, PLS is inappropriate for 
modeling nonlinear systems.  
 
Hence various kinds of nonlinear PLS (NLPLS) 
methods have been proposed in the literature which 
extend the PLS model structure to capture non-
linearities of systems. A successful step towards 
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nonlinear PLS modeling was the quadratic PLS 
(QPLS) proposed by Wold et al. (1989). In QPLS, 
second order polynomial (quadratic) regression is 
used to fit the function between each pair of input 
and output score vector, namely, the inner relation. 
The other ‘generic’ nonlinear PLS (NLPLS) such as 
spline PLS (SPLS) (Wold, 1992), neural networks 
PLS (NNPLS) (Qin  and McAvoy, 1992) and Fuzzy 
PLS (FPLS) (Yoon et al., 2003) were developed. As 
their names suggest, SPLS uses spline function 
(quadratic or cubic) as inner model and NNPLS uses 
neural networks inner model. FPLS uses TSK 
(Takagi-Sugeno-Kang) fuzzy model as the inner 
model. All the algorithms above are developed from 
the nonlinear iterative partial least squares (NIPALS) 
algorithm (Geladi and Kowalski, 1986), which is 
called the ‘engine’ of the PLS methodology. 
 
The problem of the input weight updating in NLPLS 
was firstly considered by Wold et al. (1989) and the 
benefit achieved by applying an updating procedure 
to the parameters of the NLPLS model was also 
proved. It has attracted the interests of many 
researchers. Especially, by modifying the input 
weight updating procedure of Wold et al., an error-
based input weight updating approach was presented 
by G.baffi et al. (1999a, 1999b and 2000). In this 
paper, the input weight updating procedure is 
summarized to a constrained nonlinear optimal 
problem. Sequential Unconstrained Minimization 
Technique (SUMT) is utilized to calculate the outer 
input weights and the parameters of inner relation. It 
can make remedies of the shortcomings of the 
pseudo-inverse and large calculation burden that 
exist in the error-based input weight updating 
approach. Although this new kind of weight updating 
method is applicable to any nonlinear PLS algorithm, 
the new updating method is only combined with the 
original QPLS in this paper, leading to a modified 
quadratic Partial Least Squares (MQPLS) algorithm.  
 
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, the 
basic principle of the NLPLS is introduced, and the 
error based input weight updating procedure by G. 
Baffi et al. (1999a) is briefly reviewed. Section 3 
proposed a new input weight updating method and 
highlighted the details of the corresponding modified 
QPLS algorithm. Section 4 introduced the main 
structure of an inferential control system, in which 
the soft-sensor was built based on the modified 
QPLS to estimate diesel oil solidifying point, and the 
controller was established via a simplified Dynamic 
Matrix Control (DMC) algorithm. Section 5 gives the 
conclusions. 

     

 
 

2. QUADRATIC PARTIAL LEAST SQUARES 
 
PLS algorithm decomposes X and by projecting 
them to the directions (input weight and output 
weight ) to extract several pair of input score 
vector and output score vector .The 
decomposition, known as the PLS outer relation, is 
formulated as follows: 

Y
w

c
ht hu

h

k

h

T
hh pt EX += ∑

=1
   (1) 

         (2) h

k

h

T
hhqu FY += ∑

=1

ˆ

Where and are loading vectors, and are 

residuals, and  is the estimator of and 
calculated by the inner relation.  

hp hq hE hF

hû hu

hhhh etfu += )(                 (3) 
)(ˆ hhh tfu =           (4) 

 
The traditional linear PLS performs an ordinary LS 
regression between pair of corresponding score 
vectors, that is,  

hhhh etbu +=                              (5) 

h
T
hh

T
hh ttutb /=                 (6) 

while QPLS employs second order polynomial 
(quadratic) regression for inner mapping: 

hhhhhhh etbtbbu +++= 2
,2,1,0            (7) 

 
The appropriate number of components required to 
describe the data structure, , is generally identified 
by means of cross-validation and chosen to be one 
which minimizes the Predictive Error Sum of 
Squares (PRESS). It is because most of the variance 
of the input and output matrixes can usually be 
accounted for by the first few score vectors, whilst 
the residuals are typically associated with the random 
noise in the data sets. 

k

 
The problem of input weight updating procedure in 
NLPLS cannot be omitted. (Wold et al., 1989; Baffi 
et al., 1999a; Yoon et al., 2003). The input updating 
procedure proposed by Baffi et al. (1999a) is an 
error-based approach and listed as follows. 
 
The mismatch between the value of , given 
by

he hu

hh qu Y= , and the value of hu) , given by the 
nonlinear mapping, ),(ˆ hhhh btfu = , can be denoted 
by  

           hhh uue ˆ−=       (8) 
 
Based on the first-order series expansion, equation (8) 
can be written as 

 h
h

hhhh w
w
ffuuue ∆

∂
∂

=−=−=
00

00ˆ         (9) 

By combining the partial derivatives into a 
matrix ， can be written as and the 
correction can be regressed directly as follows 

hwf ∂∂ /

hZ he hhh we ∆= Z
hw∆

                (10) h
T

hh
T

hh ew ZZZ −=∆ )(
−)( h

T
h ZZ in equation (10) is the pseudo-inverse of the 

matrix . Then the input weight is updated )( h
T

h ZZ

hhh www ∆+=                 (11) 
And check convergence on . The updating 
procedure is completed if a new input score vector  
(

ht

ht

hh wt X= ) is stable; otherwise repeat the steps 
mentioned above. 
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3. MODIFIED QPLS  
 
In this section, a new input weight updating 
procedure based on nonlinear programming is 
presented. The new weight updating procedure 
combined with QPLS leads to QPLS based on 
nonlinear programming, whose NIAPLS algorithm is 
also given detailed. 

     

 
 
3.1 A new input weight updating procedure 
 
There are three points of the error based input weight 
updating procedure worthy to be investigated. 
 
Firstly,  in equation (10) is rank deficient under 
two conditions. One is input dimension is lager than 
number of samples, the other is the partial 
derivatives of the inner relation being linearly 
correlated with themselves or alternatively with the 
inner relation  itself. In this case, the correction 

cannot be obtained directly by equation (10). 
So the pseudo-inverse is necessary and numerical 
techniques are needed to evaluate the pseudo-
inverse .  

hZ

( )⋅hf

hw∆

−)( h
T

h ZZ
 
Secondly, is updated iteratively until the input 
score vector is converged, which result in large 
computation burden. 

hw

ht

 
Thirdly, by applying the error based input weight 
updating procedure, the NLPLS model can catch 
larger output cumulative variance, but smaller input 
cumulative variance. It was also pointed out by Yoon 
et al. (2003).  
 
In this paper, a new input weigh updating procedure 
was proposed on the basis of the method proposed by 
G.baffi et al. The core of the method is as follows. 
 
The objective of the error based weight updating 
procedure by G..baffi et al. is to find proper input 
weights and parameters of nonlinear inner relation 
which can minimize the regression SSE of the each 
nonlinear inner relationship. It can be classified as a 
constrained nonlinear programming problem. In 
QPLS, the optimal weights and polynomial 
coefficients of inner relationship can be derived from 
nonlinear programming methods. The optimization 
problem, including the objective function and the 
constraints, can be described as follows: 

{ })ˆ()ˆ(min hh
T

hh uuuu −−             (12) 
s. t.  1=hw  

where ， . hbT
hhh ttu ]1[ˆ 2= hh wXt ⋅=

 
In this problem, and are the decision variables, 
which should be found to minimize the objective 
function and satisfy the constraints. Herein 
Sequential unconstrained minimization technique 
(SUMT) is used to transform problem (12) into a 
series of unconstrained nonlinear programming 
problems. Then Hook-Jeevs method is employed to 
solve the unconstrained nonlinear programming 

problems. The initial values of and are obtained 
by NIPLAS algorithm. 

hw hb

hw hb

 
By applying the proposed input weight updating 
procedure, the optimal do not need to be calculated 
iteratively and the steps in NIPALS algorithm are 
simplified accordingly. Since the weight updating 
method improves the fitness of inner relation by 
changing the spread of score vectors, the proposed 
one is more precise than the error based one and can 
catch more cumulative variance. It will be illustrated 
in the application in Section 4.1. 

hw

 
3.2 Modified NIPALS algorithm:  
 
The new weight updating procedure combined with 
QPLS leads to QPLS based on nonlinear 
programming, which is called the modified QPLS 
(MQPLS). Details of the steps of modified NIPALS 
algorithm are shown in Table 1.  
 

Table 1 Summary of the modified NIPALS algorithm  

 
It is assumed that and blocks have been 
preprocessed, i.e., scaling around zero mean and unit 
variance. Proper scaling prevents the score vectors 
from being biased towards variables with larger 
magnitude. For each component :  

X Y

h
 

1 Take jh yu =  (if the column of equals to 1, 
setu equal to ) 

Y
Y

2 Calculate the input weight   h
T

h
T

h
T

h uuuw /X=
3 Normalize ||||/ hhh www =  
4 Calculate the input score vector   hh wt X=
5 Fit the quadratic inner relationship  

 ]]1[[ 2
h

T
hhhh ettufit +=← hbb

6 Calculate the nonlinear prediction of   
 

hu

hbT
hhh ttu ]1[ˆ 2=

7 Calculate the optimal input weight and 
parameters of inner relationship according to the new 
weight updating procedure described in Section 3.1 

8 Calculate the new input score vector   hh wt X=
9 Calculate the input loading vector  

h
T

h
T

hh tttp X=  
10 Normalize to unit length hp hhh ppp /=  
11 Calculate the new nonlinear prediction of   

 
hu

hbT
hhh ttu ]1[ˆ 2=

12 Calculate the output loading vector  
  h

T
h

T
h

T
h tttq /Y=

13 Normalize to unit length hq hhh qqq /=  

14 Calculate the output score vector   hu hh qu Y=

15 Calculate the input residual   T
hhhh pt−= −1EE

16 Calculate the output residual T
hhhh qu)−= −1FF  

17 If kh < ( is the optimal number of 
components), step 1-17 are repeated ( and should 
be replaced by and ). 

k
X Y

hE hF
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4. INFERENTIAL CONTROL OF A FCCU 
FRACTIONATOR 

 
 
4.1 Soft sensor of diesel oil solidifying point 
 
An industrial FCCU main fractionator is one of the 
key processes in modern petroleum refining. The 
function of the unit is to separate heavy distillates 
from FCC reactor like gas oils or residuals into 
gasoline, diesel oil and middle distillates. The 
MOPLS algorithms described above are applied to 
establish the soft sensors on the unit to predict diesel 
oil solidifying point.  
 
Through mechanism analysis, fifteen process 
variables are chosen as secondary variables and 
measured online at one minute intervals. Secondary 
variables include top pressure，top temperature, the 
flow rate, temperature of the second reflux, etc. A 
data set including 720 samples are gathered from the 
DCS database of the FCCU main fractionator. The 
actual analysis value of product quality is only 
available from the lab with a frequency of 2 hours. 
The outliers have been removed beforehand. The 
data is split into a training data and a test data. Every 
fifth observation is placed in the test data set, totally 
144 samples, and the remaining 576 observations 
form the training data. The optimal number of 
components is calculated by cross validation. 
 
Slight nonlinearity is found in first pair of component 
of data gathered, which is suitable to be fit by 
quadratic polynomial. The cumulative variance of 
the block and block captured by each model and 
their Mean Square Predictive Error (MSPE) is given 
in Table 2 for linear PLS, QPLS, error based QPLS 
and MQPLS，respectively. Figures 1-4 illustrate the 
final predication for the test data for the four 
algorithms. 

X Y

 

 
 
The MSPE of the original QPLS is 1.3197, whilst the 
error based QPLS is 1.1651 and MQPLS is 1.0847. It 
is clearly evident that the three kinds of QPLS 
algorithms catch the main nonlinear characteristic in 
the data set. Although the predictive abilities of the 
error based QPLS and MQPLS are comparable, 
MQPLS shows a few better than the error based 
QPLS. The predictive results of MQPLS are used as 
a reference of the operators.   
 
4.2 Predictive inferential control scheme 
 
The product quality control of the fractionator has 
been a classical and difficult problem. Traditionally, 
the product quality is represented by tray temperature 
control, which has a wide application in the chemical 
plants. An inferential controller for quality control 
can be established once the solidifying point of diesel 
oil is available through the modified QPLS based soft 
sensor. Many papers (Kano et al., 2000; Kano et al., 
2003) have proposed cascade inferential control 
system in which the set point of tray temperature 
controller is given by the output of quality inferential 
controller. However, in such control scheme, the 
inner temperature controller has a greater influence 
on the performance of the whole system, and its 
complex structure brings some difficulties to 
operators.  
 
In this paper, a new inferential control system is 
proposed in which tray temperature controller and 
quality inferential controller can be switched without 
producing any disturbance. The configuration of the 
proposed inferential control system is showed in 
Figure 5. Temperature controller (denoted as TC in 
Figure 5) still uses the original tray temperature 
controller. Inferential controller (denoted as AC in 
Figure 5) adopts constrained Dynamic Matrix 
Control (DMC) algorithm. 

Table2.  Model comparison: Cumulative variance (%)  
 

Linear PLS Original QPLS Error based QPLS MQPLS LV X Y X Y X Y X Y 
1 
5 
10 
15 

69.75 
70.85 
92.45 

100.00 

56.37 
62.14 
65.06 
68.85 

74.40 
93.61 
99.40 

100.00

72.47 
75.51 
78.24 
78.62 

29.42 
37.17 
52.08 
62.58 

78.61 
80.24 
91.73 
92.55 

34.56 
53.56 
87.26 
88.83 

82.70 
84.96 
92.57 
93.79 

MSPE 1.4687 1.3197 1.1651 1.0847 
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Fig.1 Actual versus Predicted values for the Linear 
PLS (……actual; ——predicted) 
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Fig.2 Actual versus Predicted values for the QPLS 
(……actual; ——predicted) 
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Fig.3 Actual versus Predicted values for the error 
based QPLS (……actual; ——predicted) 
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Fig.4 Actual versus Predicted values for MQPLS  

(……actual; ——predicted) 
 
DMC uses the step response model for predicting the 
process output P step into the future in the absence of 
further control action. The model is also used to 
calculate the present and future M control actions 
which minimizes the following objective function: 

1
2

0
J {[ ( ) ( )] [ ( )] }

m

r c
i

y k p y k p q u k i r
−

=

= + − + + ∆ +∑ 2
i

 (13) 
s. t. maxminmax )(,)( ukuuuku ≤≤∆≤∆  

Where is the set objective value. )( pkyr +
 

 
 
Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of a FCCU main 

fractionator  
 
 
This kind of design scheme can make use of the 
original system module, and is easy to be 
implemented on the DCS system, and gives facilities 
for operating. However, there are some questions to 
pay attention to in practice. When step response of 
process is made for DMC, it must be sure that step 
response starts from some steady state. Also the 
inferential control system should consider some 
abnormalities from DCS and process to guarantee the 
safety of the process. Because the running 
performance of chemical plants is often in change, 
predictive model updating is another key point. 
 
4.3 Real-time implementation Results 
 
The designed soft sensor and the predictive inferential 
controller were implemented on the Distribute 
Control System (DCS) of an industrial FCCU main 
fractionator using CL (Control Language) 
programming. The sequential predicting results are 
shown in Figure 6, in which the dotted line is 
gathered from the laboratory and the solid line is 
computed by MQPLS soft sensor. The MSPE is 
1.1055 and the predicted result is satisfactory to be 
used as the set point of the inferential controller. 
 
Figure 7 compares the diesel oil quality control 
performance for both before and after implementing 
predictive inferential control system. It can be seen 
that the control variance decreases clearly when 
inferential control system is employed. Figure 8 show 
closed loop response of predictive inferential control 
system. When the set point step change of solidifying 
point is from -7.5  ℃ to -6 , ℃ the control system can 
quickly trace the desired value. 
 
Application results indicate that inferential control 
system has a better performance than tray temperature 
control system. 
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Fig. 6 Validation data set. Comparison between the 
actual value of solidifying point and its estimates 
provided by MQPLS (——predicted; ……actual) 

 

 
 
Fig 7 Comparison of the tray temperature control and 

inferential control system 

 
 

Fig 8 Closed-loop response of predictive inferential 
control system by step set point change 

 
 

5 CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, the error based weight updating 
procedure of G. Baffi et al. is studied. A new weight 
updating procedure based on nonlinear programming 
is formulated. MQPLS algorithms are proposed. In 
comparison with existing QPLS algorithms, MQPLS 
can catch much higher percentage of input and output 
cumulative variance, avoid the problem of the 
pseudo-inverse of matrix and reduce the calculation 
burden. To realize online measurement, a soft sensor 
is built based on the MQPLS to estimate the 
solidifying point of diesel oil for an industrial FCCU 
main fractionator. An inferential control scheme is 
proposed. This control scheme can switch between 
usual tray temperature controller and inferential 
controller based on constrained DMC algorithm. The 
practical results obtained from an industrial plant 

show that the proposed system has a better 
performance than the traditional tray temperature 
control system. 
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Abstract: To increase the oil production for the Tordis subsea oilfield located at the
Norwegian Continental Shelf, a subsea separation and boosting station will be installed.
Most of the water will be injected into a subsea reservoir instead of being transported up to
the platform. Several challenges conserning process control need to be addressed before
the implementation process, and dynamic simulations have therefore been performed in
order to develop and test different control strategies to deal with these challenges. The
results from some of these simulations will be presented in this paper.Copyright c© 2006
IFAC

Keywords: Process control, control system design, PI controllers, cascade control,
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Tordis field operated by Statoil has proved to be
even more productive than anticipated when produc-
tion began in 1994 (Godhavnet al., 2005). To increase
production and total recovery for the field in the last
years of production, processing equipment is planned
installed at the sea bed. This in order to separate pro-
duced water from the production stream, inject this
water into a reservoir, and increase the production rate.

Subsea processing enables production from low-pressure
reservoirs over long distances, and may increase the
daily oil and gas production or even the total recovery
from the reservoir. By injecting produced water into a
reservoir, the water emission from topside to sea can
be reduced, and the subsea transportation pipelines
are better exploited. Compression and pumping enable
a lower wellhead pressure, and hence an increased
production.

1 Author to whom correspondence should be adressed:
skoge@chemeng.ntnu.no

However, the installation of new subsea equipment
leads to several new challenges, also related to process
control. There can be several ways to solve these
problems, so the first question that needed answering
was; which solutions are feasible and which one will
solve the problems the best.

Having control of the subsea separator pressure and
liquid levels are important as it determines the flow
rates and compositions for the entire system. In Sec-
tion 3, some solutions to achieve control of the separa-
tor will be presented. These control solutions are then
expanded to achieve other benefits, such as faster well
tests and control of the water rate that is transported
with the oil and gas to the platform.

Under certain conditions a flow regime called riser
slugging can develop in the pipelines, which is unde-
sirable because it can introduce large pressure oscilla-
tions in the system. In the end of Section 3 it will be
shown that this problem can be solved using feedback
control.
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Fig. 1. Subsea processing equipment

The control solutions presented in this paper are illus-
trated with dynamic simulations including all equip-
ment from the wells to the two topside receiving sep-
arators at the Gullfaks C platform (Figure 1). It is
important to notice that these simulations were per-
formed at a very early stage in the process of deter-
mining how to run the process, where the aim was to
find feasible control solutions and not to find optimal
control parameters. The controllers have therefore not
been fine-tuned and simplified models for the equip-
ment and pipelines have been used. This is also the
reason why the absolute values for the different vari-
ables have been left out in this paper.

To simulate flow in the pipelines, OLGA 2000 dy-
namic multiphase simulator (www.olga2000.com),
provided by Scandpower Petroleum Technologies (www.
scandpowerpt.com) has been used. Most of the
process equipment is simulated using Simulink. The
OLGA - MATLAB toolbox enables the Simulink ap-
plication to simulate multiphase flow in pipelines in
OLGA together with additional process equipment
and controllers modeled in Simulink.

2. SUBSEA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

Oil, gas and water are transported from the manifold
to the subsea separator through two pipelines. From
the separator some of the water is to be injected into a
disposal reservoir. The remaining water will be trans-
ported along with the oil and gas through two pipelines
into each topside separator at the Gullfaks C platform.
A multiphase boosting pump will be installed down-
stream the separator.

2.1 Wells

There will be a total of eight wells producing oil,
water and gas to the Gullfaks C platform. The flows
from the wells are merged at the manifold. Two short

pipelines, each receiving the production from four
wells, transport the fluid to the subsea separator.

2.2 Pipelines

To simulate the pipelines between the wells, the sub-
sea separator and the topside separators, OLGA 2000
have been used. OLGA 2000 is a commercial avail-
able dynamic multiphase flow simulator. In our study
OLGA has been run from Simulink. From OLGA, it
is possible to get all the information about the flow
and the equipment that is modeled in OLGA, into
Simulink.

2.3 Subsea Separator

The subsea separator is illustrated in Figure 2. In the
separator the water, oil and gas will separate due to
gravity. The water, which is heaviest, will sink to the
bottom. Most of the water is to be injected into a
disposal reservoir through an outlet in the bottom of
the separator. It is important that no oil enters this
reservoir. The rest of the water is transported to the
platform along with the gas and oil.

The thickness of the water layer and the oil layer is
determined by the inlet and outlet flow rates. The mul-
tiphase pump and the water pump speed will therefore
influence the thickness of these layers. The rest of the
separator is filled with gas.

The separator is simulated using a simple Simulink
model. It computes the separator pressure, density and
composition for the flow to topside and the water
and oil levels in the separator. It is assumed that the
pressure is independent of gravity, that is: the pressure
at the bottom is the same as in the gas layer at the
top of the separator. The composition of the flow
going to the platform is determined by the thickness
of the water and oil layer. If the level of the water
is below the outlet leading topside, no water will
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Fig. 2. Subsea separator

be transported topside. The same goes for the oil
level, which depends both on the oil and water layer
thickness. As already mentioned, the flow rate will
be determined by the multiphase pump speed and the
pressure in the separator and the pipelines.

2.4 Pumps

Multiphase pump To be able to operate the subsea
separator at a low pressure despite the friction loss
caused by the 11 km long pipelines to the Gullfaks
C platform, pumps or compressors can be installed.

The plan is to install a multiphase boosting pump
downstream the subsea separator. In this way it is
possible to control the separator pressure by adjusting
the pump speed and thereby the flow rate to topside,
q1.

Water pump There is also a need for a water pump to
pump the water into the disposal reservoir, holding a
higher pressure than the subsea separator.

The water rate through the water pump,q2, depends
on the pressure difference between the reservoir and
the subsea separator, and also the pump speed. Pump
speed and pressure drop over themultiphase pump
will in the same way determine the topside production
rate, but composition and density of the flow will also
influence these flow rates.

2.5 Chokes

There are chokes for each of the eight wells, which
make it possible to adjust the flow from each well
independently. These chokes can be used for well
tests, where one well after another is shut down.

At the top of each riser there are topside production
chokes. They make it possible to control the flow into
each of the topside separators, and can be adjusted
manually or by a controller.

2.6 Measurements

Several measurements will be available, monitoring
pressure, density, flow rates and other values which
are necessary for controlling the different parts of the

system. Measurements used directly for control are
the manifold pressure, the subsea separator pressure
and water level, pressure drop and density over topside
production chokes, water rate out of topside separators
and the pressure downstream the multiphase subsea
pump. The pressure drop and density across the top-
side chokes are used to calculate the flow rate through
the topside chokes as there are no flow measurements
available.

3. CONTROL STRATEGIES

Several dynamic simulations were performed to test
different control strategies for controlling the system,
and some of these will be presented here. The results
will be used in the design of the control system and
this way serve as a basis for further studies. The
solutions presented here might therefore not be the
ones implemented in the end.

3.1 Control of subsea separator pressure and levels

3.1.1. Decentralized PI control of subsea separator
pressure and water level To keep the oil contents in
the injected water below a given limit, it is important
to control the separator water level. By increasing
the flow rate of the water injected into the reservoir,
the water level will decrease. The flow rate through
the water injection pump depends on the pressure
difference across the pump and the pump speed. The
speed of the pump can be set by a controller.

It is also important to control the separator pressure as
this pressure will affect the wells and their production.
The separator pressure can be controlled by changing
the total flow rate to topside, which again is influenced
by the speed of the multiphase pump. During the
simulations this flow rate was set by the controller
directly. The reason for this is that there was no model
of the multiphase pump available at the time of the
simulations.

Even though there are quite strong interactions be-
tween the level and pressure control, as will be shown,
simple PI controllers were used to see how well the
separator could be controlled. This is illustrated in
Figure 3.

Figure 4 shows the results for a simulation where the
input rates of water, gas and oil are reduced by 50%
after 30 min. The pressure drops as the flow rates are
reduced, but after about 15 min the pressure is back to
normal due to the controller action.

What might seem surprising is that the water and
liquid level start to increase at the time the inlet rates
are reduced, before they decrease and end up at lower
levels than they initially had. The reason for this is
that the separator pressure and water level affect each
other. When the separator pressure decreases due to
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Fig. 3. PI control of subsea separator pressure and
water level
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Fig. 4. Results using PI controllers to control subsea
separator pressure and water level

the reduced inlet flow rates, it makes it harder for the
water pump to inject water into the reservoir. Because
of this, the water rate injected to the reservoir,q2,
temporarily goes down to zero, explaining the increase
in levels.

In practice, a zero flow rate will cause problems for
the water pump, but better tuning of the controller or
other control configurations will remove this problem.
Another way of avoiding this problem could be to
use some other control configuration, e.g. a cascade
controller where the inner loop controls the flow rate
through the water pump and the outer loop controls
the water level in the separator.

3.1.2. Cascade control : Control of water rate to
topside At the Gullfaks C platform, the water that
is transported to topside along with the gas and oil
needs to be taken care of. There are limits to the
amount of water the downstream process equipment

can handle, and having control of this water rate can
be an advantage.

By changing the water level in the subsea separator it
is possible to control the water rate that is transported
to the Gullfaks C platform. Figure 5 shows one way
of doing this. It is an extension of the control struc-
ture presented in 3.1.1. An increased water level will
lead to increased water rate topside (see Figure 2).
A cascade configuration using the water rate out of
the topside separator,q3, in a slow outer loop and the
water level in the inner loop, was developed to handle
this.

Figure 6 shows the results from a simulation where the
inlet flow rates are reduced by 50% after 1h. The set-
point for the water level controller is increased when
too little water is transported topside due to reduced
inlet rates.
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Fig. 6. Results using a cascade controller to control
subsea separator water level and water rate top-
side

We see that after about 5 hours the water flow rate is
back at its set-point, even though the flow rates into
the subsea separator have been reduced substantially.

3.2 Well head pressure control

During a well test, one well after the other is shut
down in order to determine the production rate from
each individual well (deduction principle for tie-ins).
Performing well tests is costly, as the production is
reduced for the time the well test lasts. Being able
to reduce the duration of a test, has therefore a large
economic potential. Using active control might reduce
the time needed to perform a well test.

However, when a well is shut down, the pressure drop
in the pipeline will decrease due to the reduced flow
rate in the pipe. This way the other wells will produce
more, leading to a wrong estimate of the production
from the well that is closed. Therefore, during well
testing, the pressure at themanifold is kept constant
rather than the subsea separator pressure which is
normally controlled (Figure 3). There actually is a
need for the subsea separator pressure to increase
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Fig. 5. Cascade controller for subsea separator water leveland water rate topside

during a well test. The alternative would be to reduce
the well choke openings accordingly.

There are several ways to do this. Using a cascade
control configuration is one possibility. The outer loop
controls the manifold pressure where the set-point is
the initial pressure before the well test. The inner loop
controls the subsea separator pressure. This way the
set-point for the subsea separator pressure will auto-
matically increase for every well that is shut down.
The cascade control configuration is illustrated in Fig-
ure 7.

Fig. 7. Welltest using cascade configuration

Using the cascade controller for the well test, it was
possible to bring the manifold pressure back to its
original value. Figure 8 shows the results when three
of the wells are shut down one after another. The plot
at the bottom shows how the subsea separator pres-
sure increases to counteract the effect of the reduced
pressure loss in the pipelines upstream the separator.

Another way of controlling the manifold pressure is
to estimate how much the manifold pressure will drop
when a well is shut down, and then increase the set-
point for the subsea separator pressure accordingly.
This way the simple pressure PI controller described
in Section 3.1.1 can be used, as long as steps in the
set-point are introduced. It is important to find good
estimates of how much the separator pressure need
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Fig. 8. Welltest results

to increase in order to use this method. Results from
simulations show that it is possible to reduce the time
before the manifold pressure reaches its initial value
to less than 15 min. This is illustrated in Figure 9.
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Fig. 9. Welltest results using a PI controller with
setpoint changes

It is important to find a good estimate of how much the
pressure drops at the manifold when a well is shut-in,
in order to use this solution.

The results from the simulations show how long it
takes for the manifold pressure to retain its initial
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value after a well is shut down. This information can
be used to predict the duration of a well test.

3.3 Slugging

Riser slugging is a well known problem offshore,
where alternating bulks of liquid and gas enter the
receiving facilities and cause problems due to pressure
and separator level oscillations. The results are poor
separation and wear on the equipment.

There are several ways to deal with the problem,
but using active control has in the last years been
the preferred way to avoid riser slugging, (Courbot,
1996), (Havreet al., 2000), (Hedne and Linga, 1990),
(Skofteland and Godhavn, 2003). Today a combina-
tion of active slug control and model predictive control
(MPC) is used at Gullfaks C (Godhavnet al., 2005).

A simple PI controller using the pressure upstream
the flow-line ending in the riser and a control valve
at the top of the riser has proved to be effective.
This pressure oscillates heavily during slugging, due
to the changing composition in the riser. Keeping
this pressure stable forces the flow into another flow
regime. In (Storkaas, 2005) control theory proves that
using this measurement one is able to stabilize the flow
and also to achieve good performance. This control
configuration is illustrated in Figure 10.

Fig. 10. Slug control applied to Tordis

Results from a simulation with the slug controller
are shown in Figure 11. During the first 4 hours
the controller is inactive, resulting in slugging in the
pipeline and the pressure variations shown in the upper
plot. When the controller starts working, the pressure
stabilizes at the desired set-point.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The implementation of new subsea processing equip-
ment to improve the productivity for a subsea oil-
field is expected to introduce several new challenges
regarding operation and process control that need to
be addressed before the start-up. This paper presents
some results from dynamic simulations performed in
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Fig. 11. Slug control results

order to investigate how the use of automatic control
might deal with these challenges. For the different sce-
narios presented here, automatic control shows good
results.

The simulations have been performed at a very early
stage, before the final decisions about equipment and
operation have been made. Because of this, simplified
models of the pipelines and equipment were used.
Also, the controllers have not been fine-tuned to get
the best results at this stage. The results from this
study will therefore differ from the final results. The
simulations can, however, be used as a basis for later
studies.

Examples of what better suited controllers can accom-
plish are; decreasing the time of well tests (Figure 8)
and removing the effect that leads to the topside choke
saturating in the first 4 hours of slug control (Figure
11).
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Abstract: We focus on the control of gas-lifted wells in the context of instable flows.
Two cases are considered: casing-heading and density-wave. While it is known that
active control can stabilize the casing-heading phenomenon, (passive) hardware
upgrading solutions are sometimes preferred. In this paper, we advocate active
control solutions in contrast to these strategies. Our aim is to stress that density-
wave, which is a complicated issue not addressed by hardware solutions yet, can
also be stabilized by the same simple control strategies that proved successful
against casing-headings.

Keywords: Process Control, Gas-Lifted Well, Density-wave, Stabilization.

1. INTRODUCTION

Producing oil from deep reservoirs and lifting
it through wells to surface facilities often re-
quires activation to maintain oil output at a
commercial level. In the gas-lift activation tech-
nique (Brown, 1973), gas is injected at the bottom
of the well through the injection valve (point C in
Figure 1) to lighten up the fluid column and to
lower the gravity pressure losses. High pressure
gas is injected at well head through the gas valve
(point A), then goes down into the annular space
between the drilling pipe (casing, point B) and
the production pipe (tubing, point D) where it
enters. Oil produced from the reservoir (point F)
and injected gas mix in the tubing. They flow
through the production valve (point E) located
at the surface.

As wells and reservoirs get older, liquid rates begin
to decrease letting wells be more sensitive to flow
instabilities commonly called headings. These in-
duce important oil production losses (see (Hu and
Golan, 2003)) along with possible facilities dam-
ages. The best identified instability is the “casing-

heading”. It consists of a succession of pressure
build-up phases in the casing without production
and high flow rate phases due to intermittent
gas injection rate from the casing to the tubing
(see (Jansen et al., 1999) or (Torre et al., 1987)
for a complete description). Yet, keeping the gas
injection constant in the tubing does not always
prevent the instability. It has been pointed out
in (Hu and Golan, 2003) that headings still occur
on wells equipped with NOVA valves, i.e. valves
maintaining the flow critical. In such a case one
refers to the density-wave instability. In details,
even though the gas injection rate through valve
C is kept constant, self-sustained oscillations, con-
fined in the tubing D can occur. Out-of-phase
effects between the well influx and the total pres-
sure drop along the tubing are usually reported at
the birth of this phenomenon. More details about
modelling under the form of a distributed delay
system can be found in (Sinègre et al., 2005).

Interestingly, almost all casing-heading control
strategies aim at maintaining the gas flow rate
injected in the tubing at a given set-point. In
practice, under the assumption of a constant well
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head gas (in-)flow rate, stabilizing the casing head
pressure achieves this goal. One can find details
in (der Kinderen et al., 1998) and also in (Eikrem
and Golan, 2002) where the more advanced case
of two interconnected wells is addressed.

Hardware upgrades to the NOVA valves are some-
times preferred to such active feedback control
strategies. Technically, the valves track a criti-
cal flow point. This implies that flow does not
depend on downstream pressure. Decoupling is
thus achieved, and casing-heading stabilization is
guaranteed.

Yet, further feedback control strategies have
emerged. Another idea is to stabilize the pressure
at the bottom of the well. As measurements at
such depths are often not reliable and sometimes
even not available at all, the need for estimators is
critical. In (Eikrem et al., 2004) example of stabi-
lization relying on downhole pressure estimation is
given. The controller relies on downhole pressure
measurement and can handle sensor failures. Up
to the authors’ knowledge, when the well head
pressures are the only measured variables, control-
ling the casing head pressure is the only proposed
strategy.

We believe that even though very effective for
casing-heading phenomenon, hardware upgrading
solutions do not address all the instabilities of
gas-lifted wells yet. To illustrate our point, we
focus on the density-wave phenomenon. While it is
known since (Hu and Golan, 2003) that density-
wave on NOVA valve equipped wells can occur,
we demonstrate that the original simple feedback
control strategy of casing head pressure setpoint
tracking does stabilize the well.

Controlling the density-wave phenomenon is stud-
ied in (Hu and Golan, 2003) and implicitly
in (Dalsmo et al., 2002). In both cases manipu-
lating the production choke is used to stabilize
the downhole pressure. The promising results at
Brage field are reported in (Dalsmo et al., 2002).
Although the density-wave is not explicitly men-
tioned, they state that the slugging is not caused
by casing-heading. They also stress that the strat-
egy is efficient as long as the downhole pressure
sensor works properly. Unfortunately, technical
issues and high cost premiums usually prevent the
use of the sensors required for real-time control
purposes. In this paper we aim at showing that
it is possible to control the density-wave using
only well head measurements. We show that the
control strategy described for casing-heading, i.e.
stabilization of the casing head pressure through
production choke actuation, is also efficient in the
density-wave case. This is the contribution of our
paper.

E

production valve

gas inlet

oil and gas

productionA

B

C

injection valve

casing

D

tubing

oil flow from the reservoir

F

reservoir

Fig. 1. Gas-lift activated well. Casing-heading
involves both tubing D and casing B while
density-wave takes place in the tubing D.

The article is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we detail the model of controlled gas-lifted wells.
This model implies an ordinary differential equa-
tion coupled to a distributed parameters system
with boundary control. In Section 3, we propose
a control strategy and prove local convergence.
In Section 4, we give OLGAr2000 simulation re-
sults that illustrate the relevance of the approach.
Conclusions and future directions are given in
Section 5.

2. MODELLING

In this section, we present a gas-lifted well model.
First, we detail the casing and tubing subsys-
tems and their interconnection by feedback loops.
Then, we explain through OLGAr2000 simula-
tions why we choose the well head pressure as
control variable.

2.1 Gas-lifted well modelling

Casing model The well is divided in two parts.
Nomenclature is given in Table 1. The annular
part, called casing, can be considered as a tank
filled with gas. The dynamics is simply repre-
sented by a mass balance equation

ẋ = wgc − wiv (1)

where wgc is the gas inlet and wiv the gas outlet.
The expression of wiv with respect to upstream
and downstream pressures, respectively Pab and
Ptb, is given by

wiv , Civ

√

max(0, ρab(Pab − Ptb))

Assuming that the gas is ideal and that the
column is at equilibrium state, we get

ρab , αx and Pab , βx
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where α and β are defined by

β = αRT ,
g

Sa

1

1 − exp
(

− gLa

RT

)

The casing is considered as a one-dimensional
system of length L, which state is the gas mass,
x, with two inputs Ptb and wgc

ẋ = wgc − Civ

√

max(0, αx(βx − Ptb)) (2)

Tubing model Following (Imsland, 2002), we
could use the gas and the oil masses as states
and then model the tubing dynamics by two bal-
ance equations. The system resulting from the
coupling of this model and the casing model
accurately reports the casing-heading instability.
Yet, it can not represent the density-wave phe-
nomenon, which originates in the propagation of
the gas mass fraction. For that purpose, we use
the model presented in (Sinègre et al., 2005).

Mass conservation laws along with proper choice
of slip velocity law (see (Cholet, 2000) and (Duret,
2005)) yield the existence of a Riemann invariant
(as defined in (Chorin and Marsden, 1990)) being
the gas mass fraction. We assume that the gas is
ideal and that no phase change occurs. Follow-
ing (Asheim, 1988), we neglect transient inflow
from the reservoir as well as acceleration and
friction terms in Bernoulli’s law. In other words
we assume the flow to be dominated by gravita-
tional effects. Furthermore, for sake of simplicity,
we approximate the gas mass fraction by the gas
volume fraction.

Under these assumptions, the tubing model writes
under the integral form

Ptb = P0 + ρlgL

+

∫ τ

0

k(ζ)

(

1 −
Pr − Ptb(t − ζ)

λwiv(x(t − ζ), Ptb(t − ζ))

)

dζ

(3)

where τ , L/Vg is the propagation delay. The
right hand side is the sum of P0 + ρlgL which
corresponds to the weight of the column full of oil,
and an integral which corresponds to the lighten-
ing effect of the gas. This (convolution) integral
consists of the product of the propagating gas
mass fraction by a negative function k with finite
support, which is proportional to the difference of
density between gas and oil. The expression of k
over [0, τ ] is given by

k(t) , Vgg

(

tP0 + (τ − t)Pr

τRT
− ρl

)

< 0

Notice that k is a strictly decreasing affine func-
tion. For sake of simplicity, we shall write from
now on

k(t) = (k1t + k2)1[0,τ ] (4)

where 1[0,τ ] is zero over the entire real line except
for the interval [0, τ ] where it is equal to 1.

Gas-lifted well model Coupling equations (2)
and (3) gives







ẋ = wgc − wiv(x, Ptb)

Ptb = P ?
tb + k ∗

(

1 −
Pr − Ptb

λwiv(x, Ptb)

)

(5)

The state is (x, Ptb), where Ptb is a function map-
ping [0, τ ] onto R. The considered output is x. In
practice, x is proportional to the well head cas-
ing pressure, which is actually measured. So far,
the input corresponding to the production choke
does not appear in model (5). Since manipulating
this choke has a direct impact on the well head
tubing pressure, one can assume that the input is
P ?

tb , P0 + ρlgL. We stress the relevance of this
approach in section 2.2.

A gas-lifted well consists of two coupled subsys-
tems. On one hand is the casing with inputs wgc

and Ptb and output wiv. On the other hand is
the tubing with inputs wiv and P ?

tb and output
Ptb. This structure is reported in Figure 2. The
two possibly positive feedback loops are at the
birth of instabilities. The first loop appears in
the tubing, it corresponds to the self-correlation
of Ptb detailed in (3). This internal loop creates
the density-wave. On the other hand, the casing-
heading arises from the coupling of these two
subsystems via the explicit feedback loop in (5).

Ptb

Ptb

P ?
tb

wiv

wiv

wgc

Tubing

Casing

Fig. 2. Block scheme of the gas-lifted well model.
The system consists of two coupled subsys-
tem. The two arrows stand for possibly posi-
tive feedback loops, yielding instabilities.

OIL-INLET

RES SOURCE-GAS RCV

WELL-HEADTUBING

OIL-INLET

RES SOURCE-GAS

TUBING
WELL-HEAD

Fig. 3. Block scheme of the OLGAr2000 simula-
tion setup. First case (top) with a production
choke, second case (bottom).
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2.2 Manipulated variable definition

We now investigate the role of the tubing well
head pressure as input variable. With OLGAr2000
we consider two setups simulating the flow in a
single vertical pipe (see Figure 3). Oil is supplied
by a reservoir and gas is injected at the bottom of
the pipe. In the first setup, the pipe is equipped
with a production choke that we progressively
open. In the second setup, there is no production
choke. Instead, the tubing is modelled as a pipe
with a downstream pressure boundary condition.
Gradually, we decrease this boundary pressure,
simulating a reduction of the well head pressure.

Figure 4 shows the steady state well head pres-
sure values as a function of the production choke
opening. Classically, our focus is on comparing
the oil and gas velocities histories obtained from
the two simulation setups. Figure 5 reports the
static values of the oil and gas velocities as a func-
tion of the well head pressure. Over almost the
whole well head pressure operating range (from
23 to 29 bar, i.e. from 0.2 to 1 choke opening),
the curves coincide. It is only when the choke is
almost closed that differences appear. Figure 6
shows the comparison of the step responses to
an increase of the well head pressure and to a
consistent decrease of the production choke open-
ing, respectively. We notice similar undershoots
of approximately 0.02 m/s. It takes between four
and five noticeable oscillations for both systems
to settle. This experiment suggest it is valid to
consider P0 + ρlgL as our input variable. From
now on, we denote u , P ?

tb.
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Fig. 4. Well head pressure as a function of the
production choke opening.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the oil and gas velocities
between the fist and second cases (continuous
and dashed line respectively).

Table 1. Nomenclature

Symb. Values Units

R Ideal gas constant 523 S.I.

T Temperature of the

well

323 K

Civ Injection valve con-

stant

Sa Casing section 0.081 m2

α Constant 1/m3

β Constant 1/m/s2

Pr Reservoir pressure 170e5 Pa

P ?
tb

Pres. of the column of

oil

P0 + ρlgL Pa

P0 Separator pressure 22e5 Pa

g Gravity constant 9.81 m/s2

ρl Density of oil 781 kg/m3

Vg Gas velocity m/s

L Pipe length 3000 m

λ Constant 1/(ms)

kp, ki Controller gains

x(t) Mass of gas in the

casing

kg

Pa(t) Casing head pressure Pa

Pab(t) Casing head pressure Pa

ρab(t) Casing gas density kg/m3

wgc(t) Gas mass flow rate kg/s

wiv(t) Gas mass flow rate in

the tubing

kg/s

Ptb(t) Bottom-hole pressure Pa

u(t) Production choke

opening

-
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the step responses to an
increase of the well head pressure and to a
decrease of the production choke opening.

3. CLOSED-LOOP STABILITY ANALYSIS

We now aim at showing that it is theoretically
possible to stabilize the well using a simple PI
controller with the well head pressure as input and
the mass of gas in the casing as output.

Linearization of equation (5) gives

δẋ = −∂xwivδx − ∂Ptb
wivδPtb

δPtb = δu+
∫ τ

0

k(ζ)

(

1

λwiv

+
Pr − Ptb

λw2
iv

∂Ptb
wiv

)

δPtb(t − ζ)dζ

+

∫ τ

0

k(ζ)
Pr − Ptb

λwiv2

∂xwivδx(t − ζ)dζ
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Therefore, one can rewrite

δẋ = a1δx + a2δPtb

δPtb = δu +

∫ τ

0

a3k(ζ)δPtb(t − ζ)dζ

+

∫ τ

0

a4k(ζ)δx(t − ζ)dζ

which, in Laplace coordinates, leads to






δx̃ =
a2

s − a1
δP̃tb

δP̃tb = δũ + a3k̃(s)δP̃tb + a4k̃(s)δx

Finally, the transfer function is

δx̃ =
a2

s − a1 − a3sk̃(s) + a5k̃(s)
δũ

with a5 , a1a3−a2a4. We now study the stability
of this SISO system when closing the loop with

δu = kp

(

1 +
ki

s

)

(δxsp − δx),

where ki > 0. For that purpose, one can investi-
gate the location of the roots of

s − a1 − a3sk̃(s) + a5k̃(s) + a2kp

(

1 +
ki

s

)

= 0

(6)

The following result holds

Lemma 1. There exists k∗

p > 0 such that for all
kp ≥ k∗

p the closed loop system, which character-
istic equation is (6), is stable.

Proof 1. Consider kp > 0, and assume that one
can find a root s of the characteristic equation (6)
such that Re(s) ≥ 0. Then, |e−sτ | < 1. Using

the mean-value inequality,
∣

∣

∣

1−e−sτ

sτ

∣

∣

∣
< 1 and

∣

∣

∣

1−e−sτ
−sτe−sτ

(sτ)2

∣

∣

∣
< 1. Therefore,

|k̃(s)| =

∣

∣

∣

∣

k2
1 − e−sτ

s
+ k1

1 − e−sτ − sτe−sτ

s2

∣

∣

∣

∣

< |k1τ
2| + |k2τ |

Furthermore,

|sk̃(s)| <

∣

∣

∣

∣

k2(1 − e−sτ ) − k1τe−sτ + k1
1 − e−sτ

s

∣

∣

∣

∣

< 2(|k1τ | + |k2|)

Thus,

|a3sk̃(s) − a5k̃(s)|

< 2|a3|(|k1τ | + |k2|) + |a5|(|k1τ
2| + |k2τ |)

On the other hand, since Re(s), ki, kp, a2 and −a1

are all positive, then
∣

∣

∣
s−a1 + a2kp

(

1 +
ki

s

)

∣

∣

∣

≥ Re(s) − a1 + a2kp

(

1 + ki

Re(s)

|s|

)

≥ −a1 + a2kp ≥ 0

In summary, if s is a solution of the characteristic
equation (6) with positive real part then

| − a1 + a2kp|

< 2|a3|(|k1τ | + |k2|) + |a5|(|k1τ
2| + |k2τ |)

(7)

Let

k∗

p ,
2|a3|(|k1τ | + |k2|) + |a5|(|k1τ

2| + |k2τ |)

a2

For kp ≥ k∗

p, equation (7) does not hold. This
proves that, for such values, one cannot find a
solution of equation (6) with positive real part.
Necessarily, the closed loop system is stable which
concludes the proof. Finally, notice that this lower
bound does not depend on ki (which is positive by
assumption).

4. OLGA SIMULATIONS

4.1 Control structure

Based on the theoretical analysis of section 3 and
Lemma 1 in particular, we propose the following
control scheme. We use a simple P-controller on
the casing head pressure, Pa, using the well head
pressure Pt. Then, we derive the production choke
values through the static map in Figure 4

Pt = P sp
t + k(P sp

a − Pa)

u =
a

Pt − b
+ c

where a, b and c are fit parameters.

4.2 Simulation setup

Tests of our control structure are conducted on
a well simulated in OLGAr2000. We use the
compositional tracking and the Matlab-OLGA
link toolboxes. We consider that the gas mass flow
rate injected at the casing head can be arbitrarily
chosen. The reservoir has constant PI, pressure
and temperature. Along the well, temperatures
are kept constant as well as the separator pressure,
i.e. the boundary pressure at the well head.

The following scenario is considered. In the be-
ginning, the controller is switched on. The gas
injection rate is 0.4 kg/s. This corresponds to
a stable equilibrium. Then, at t = 1h the gas
injection rate is decreased to 0.3 kg/s. About the
corresponding steady-state, the open-loop system
is unstable. When eventually the well is almost
stabilized (at t = 2h50), the proportional gain is
discontinuously lowered to provide a soft land-
ing and avoid unnecessary damped oscillations.
Finally at t = 13h50, the controller is switched
off. As expected, the system diverges toward a
self-sustained oscillatory regime. The gas injection
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rate in the tubing is almost constant. The ob-
served behavior is indeed a density-wave as shown
in the fourth graph of Figure 8.

5. CONCLUSION

Our point is to demonstrate the relevance of feed-
back control to address the various instabilities
of gas-lifted wells. Among these are the casing-
heading and density-wave. The first case was al-
ready addressed in (Eikrem and Golan, 2002).
The results reported here stress that, theoreti-
cally and in simulations, the density-wave phe-
nomenon can be handled by a similar strategy. For
that purpose, we use a straightforward controller.
Clearly, results could be improved upon using,
at least, gain-scheduling and feed-forward terms.
In our approach, no extra sensors are required.
It is debatable whether such performance can be
achieved in actual wells, given the actuation lim-
itations and sensor noises. This point is currently
under investigation.
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Fig. 7. Stabilization of the casing head pres-
sure through production choke manipulations
(first 840 min). At time t1 the injection rate
is switched from 0.4 to 0.3 kg/s. At time t2
the proportional gain is reduced from 12 to 2.
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Abstract: This article proposes a control strategy for an oil well operating via gas-lift. The
well model is implemented in the OLGA simulator (Scandpower) using an orifice valve (no
moving parts) downhole with control in the gas lift surface valve and production choke. The
dynamic identification uses the knowledge of the process static gain as the nonlinear static
block of a Hammerstein model representation. An Adaptive Notch Filter was designed to
damp the resonant system frequencies. Simulation results showed that the control strategy
proposed was able to move the well operating point along the region of economical interest
and to reject the perturbation imposed on the downstream side of the production choke.
Copyright c©2006 IFAC

Keywords: Nonlinear process control, oil well production,continuous gas-lift

1. INTRODUCTION

At the beginning of an oilfield development program
the producing formation pressure will be sufficiently
strong to push the produced fluids to surface. Each
well will have an Inflow Performance Relationship
curve (IPR) relating the flow rate with the pressure in
front of the perforated zone. Knowledge of the well
geometry, the formation fluids characteristics and the
pressure at the tubing head, can be used to estimate
the tubing performance which gives the pressure at the
bottom of the production tubing for different flow rates
. The intersection of the Tubing performance with the
IPR curve will define the well operating point (Flow
rate and Pressure in front of the perforated zone). The
tubing head pressure can be changed with a choke to
put the well in different operating points along the
IPR curve. As the formation pressure declines the IPR
curve changes moving the intersection point towards
zero flow rate. Several artificial lift methods are em-
ployed to boost the formation fluid flow rate. The gas-
lift is one of these methods. Gas is injected in the pro-
duction tubing lowering the tubing performance curve
permitting intersection points with higher flow rates.
At the surface, the production from several wells is

directed to a common separator. Gas, oil and water are
separated and part or the total amount of gas leaving
the separator is treated, compressed and distributed to
the wells for injection. Gas-lift wells are completed
with several gas lift valves distributed along the pro-
duction tubing. Except for the deeper gas-lift valve,
the valves are used to start the well providing gas
injection in the production tubing sequentially from
the shallowest to the deepest valve. After the start-
up the only valve providing gas entrance to the pro-
duction tubing is the deepest valve, also named oper-
ating valve. A surface valve, used to control the gas
injection flow rate and a production choke are also
part of a gas-lift well setup. Gas lift valves are me-
chanical valves normally inserted in a gas lift mandrel
and can be recovered for maintenance using slick-line
operations. The costs involved with the maintenance
of these valves, the risks associated with slick line
intervention and the need to better control the dynamic
of the gas lift wells may be the motivating factors
which have led to the study of new gas lift control
strategies. A common characteristic of these studies is
the utilization of an orifice valve as the operating valve
downhole and the control made with surface actuation.
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Several contributions to the solution of this problem
have been published (Eikremet al., 2004), (Eikremet
al., 2002),(Imslandet al., 2003).

This paper is organized as follows: in Section II the
gas lift control strategy is presented; then the control
algorithm is discussed in Section III; The results ob-
tained for the simulated well are shown in Section IV
and finally the conclusions are drawn.

2. GAS LIFT CONTROL

A typical steady state relationship between the gas
injection mass flow-rate and the wellhead formation
fluid mass flow rate, considering a constant wellhead
pressure is shown in figure 1. The slope of the curve
is steep for low gas injection mass flow rate due to
the predominance of the gravity term of the pressure
drop in the production tubing. As the gas injection
mass flow rate is increased, the friction term becomes
important decreasing the slope until the curve reaches
a maximum at pointP1. The plot of the pressure in
front of the perforated zone exhibit a curve which is
almost a mirror image with the minimum occurring
at the same point. The control of a gas-lift well is
normally realized according to an optimization strat-
egy. Although the gas used for injection is not lost,
there is a cost for the gas compression. The oil, gas
and water fluid fractions produced by each well, have
different economical effects. The produced water is
normally treated before disposal, the gas and oil have
different market values. The resources available may
also constrain the operation limiting the separation,
transport or compression capacity and will have an
impact in the distribution of compressed gas to a group
of wells. Several works have treated this problem with
different optimization approaches as in (Nakashima
and Camponogara, 2005) and (G.A.et al., December-
2002). A more general approach is to consider the
reservoir recovery optimization and to treat the gas
lift optimization as a sub-problem. The upper opti-
mization layer could give, for each well the optimum
pressure range in front of the perforations. The gas lift
optimization would find the optimum gas allocation to
comply with the upper layer while minimizing costs
for a certain gas injection mass flow rate availability
and installations constraints. For the control it means
that the well will operate within a defined region of
the curveQliq. = f(Qinj.) as shown in figure 1. A
gas lift well flow rate can become very oscillatory
when changing the gas injection flow rate or letting
the wellhead pressure to vary due to perturbations on
the downstream equipment. This oscillatory behavior
is stronger when the pressure drop in the production
tubing is dominated by the gravity term. It tends to
diminish as the friction term becomes comparable.
This explain the reason for well operators to increase
gas injection as a last resort to stabilize a gas lift well.
In most cases this is not the optimum solution. On
the contrary, depending on the gas availability, well

Fig. 1. Wellhead mass flow rate and Downhole pres-
sure x Gas injection mass flow rate

production, the costs involved, the optimum operating
point may be much lower than the pointP1 of figure
1. Controlling a gas lift well with an orifice valve
downhole was discussed in (Plucenio, 2002) using
wellhead mass flow rate as the process variable and
gas injection mass-flow rate as the control input. This
study was realized in a well modeled in the OLGA
2000 simulator. Identification of the dynamics relating
the two mass flow-rates was done at different operat-
ing points. The transfer functions obtained although
different among themselves did not present any major
difficulty for control application like transport delay
or non-minimum phase behavior. Unfortunately, mass
flow rate of a multiphase flow is still a very expensive
measurement today and the oil industry is not ready
to perform it for each gas-lift well. Some oil compa-
nies have started to adopt the installation of perma-
nent downhole pressure gages in their gas lift wells.
On the other hand, well tests are regularly conducted
to determine the well performance for different gas
injection flow rates. Some tests are also required by
the regulatory agencies (ANP in Brazil). During these
tests, measurements of oil, gas and water produc-
tion, downhole pressure measurements can be plotted
versus gas injection mass flow-rates by directing the
well production to a test separator. Downhole pressure
gages can be used to estimate the pressure in front of
the perforated zone, even when not installed exactly
in front it. This can be done using the knowledge
of the well completion geometry, the produced fluid
characteristics and flow-rates. In most cases the man-
agement of an oilfield is realized by allocating desired
values for this pressure along the productive life of the
oilfield in order to drain the reservoir in an optimum
way. The pressure in front of the perforations can be
written as

Pwf = Pwh + Ppt + Pt, (1)

wherePwf is the pressure in front of the perforations,
Pwh is the pressure in the wellhead,Ppt is the pressure
drop between the wellhead and the downhole pressure
gage installation point andPt is the pressure drop in
the tail between the depth of the downhole gage instal-
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lation and the perforations. The pressure measured by
a downhole pressure gage is normally

Pdg = Pwh + Ppt, (2)

The desiredPwf can be converted to a desiredPdg

if one considers that in steady state the value of the
pressure dropPt can be estimated quite well with
the measurements obtained during the periodic well
testings. The pressure in the wellhead can be written
as a sum of the separator pressure(Psep), the pressure
drop in the surface pipe connecting the wellhead to the
separatorPsp and the pressure drop in the production
choke(Ppc).

Pwh = Psep + Psp + Ppc, (3)

Changes in the downhole pressure(Pwf ) will change
the formation fluid flow rate and consequently the
pressure drop in the production tubing, production
choke and surface pipe. This changes the pressurePwh

and thePwf itself. This interaction is typical of a
multivariable control problem. The strategy presented
in this study considers the control of thePwh acting
in the production choke opening in order to keep it
at a desired valuePwhd. A cascade control is used to
control thePpt at a desired valuePptd acting in the
gas injection mass flow rate. The gas injection mass
flow rate is accomplished controlling the gas injection
valve opening. The desired pressure at the downhole
pressure gage is obtained as

Pdgd = Pwhd + Ptpd, (4)

This strategy avoids the multivariable representation
and transforms the problem into two SISO (Single
Input, Single Output) problems. The response speed
of the Pwh control is much faster than thePpt loop
response. StabilizingPwh andPpt is equivalent to sta-
bilizing the wellhead flow rate. The production choke
nominal size should provide a minimum pressure drop
when fully opened. It should operate partially closed
in order to be able to compensate pressure increases in
the downstream side.

The control strategy is shown in Figure 2.

Control of the wellhead pressure acting in the Pro-
duction choke opening and the control of the gas in-
jection mass flow rate acting in the surface gas in-
jection valve will not be discussed. PI (Proportional
and Integral) controllers were used for this purpose
in both cases. These controllers were incorporated in
the model in order to obtain an identification of the
Ppt vs.Qi dynamics. Figure 3 shows the steady state
relation between the mass injection flow rateQi and
the pressure drop in the production tubingPpt. The
region of economic interest elected is shown in the
figure 3. The knowledge of the process static gain was
used to assembly an identification algorithm based on
the Hammerstein approach where a nonlinear memo-
ryless function is applied on the input followed by a
linear dynamic model. The identification was realized
between thePpt variable and the transformed input
variableQi

′

= f(Qi).

Fig. 2. Gas Lift Control Strategy
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The dynamic behavior ofPpt = f(Qi
′

) is non-linear
along all the operating region of the plant. To obtain
linear models, several ARX identifications were real-
ized betweenPpt and Qi

′

exciting the system around
the operating points indicated in figure 3. The rep-
resentation of all linear models is shown as discrete
transfer function in equation 5.

H(z) =
b1z

2 + b2z

z3 + a1z2 + a2z + a3
(5)

Figure 4 shows the identification result obtained excit-
ing the well aroundQi = 1.5Kg/s using a multilevel
PRBS signal.

The poles and zeros obtained with the linear mod-
els move smoothly as shown in Figure 5. The non-
minimum phase characteristics is evident and can be
easily explained. Gas is injected to decrease the pres-
sure drop in the Production Tubing. For the gas to en-
ter the tubing, the pressure on the upstream side of the
orifice valve has to be increased. This has the initial
effect of increasing the pressure on the downstream
side of the orifice valve (Production Tubing) before
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the benefit of the pressure drop is achieved when the
gas moves up the tubing.

3. PROPOSED CONTROL ALGORITHM

The family of models obtained present one pole in
the real axis plus a pair of complex conjugated poles.
There is one zero at the origin and one non-minimum
phase zero. The complex poles represent a resonant
frequency which changes with the well operating
point. It was decided to apply a control structure com-
posed of a Reference filter, a PI (Proportional and
Integral Control) with a linearizing gain look-up table
plus an Adaptive Notch Filter. The control scheme is
shown in Figure 6.

Fig. 6. Control Scheme

For every model obtained with the identification pro-
cess, a Notch Filter was designed as

F (z) =
f1z

2 + f2z + f3

z2 + d1z + d2
, (6)

wheref1, f2 andf3 depend on the process variable
Ppt and are designed to provide zeros that will cancel
the plant complex poles. A parameterα was found that
can be used to derive any filter as a combination of the
filters found at the limits of the operating region. This
parameter is a function of the process variablePpt.
Omitting thez operator, any filter can be expressed as

FPtp = αFPtp1 + (1 − α)FPtp2, (7)

whereFPtp1 andFPtp2 are the filters designed for the
limits of the operating range defined by the process
variable Ppt. It is expected that the slow nature of
the Ppt control loop will permit to adapt the filter
as the process variable moves along the operating
region. The Linearizing look-up table block makes the
plant to appear linear to the controller as far as static
gain is concerned. The look up table is built using
the parameters found in the identification ofQi

′

=
f(Qi) in the identification process and the expected
operating range. The Reference Filter cancels the zero
effect due to the PI control and defines the dynamic
desired for thePpt set-point changes. The zero of the
PI control is chosen at the left of the leftmost real
pole among all the models. Figure 7 shows the Closed
Loop Root Locus when applying the PI Control and
the Adaptive Notch Filter for one of the ARX models
identified. Figure 8 shows the detail of the model pole
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Fig. 7. Root Locus for the Closed Loop Control

cancellation due to the Notch Filter zeros and the
direction to be followed for different operating points
of the process.

4. RESULTS WITH OLGA SIMULATOR

This strategy was implemented in a well operating
via gas lift modelled in the OLGA simulator. The
model uses two constant pressure boundaries, one to
represent the gas lift supply and the other to represent
the separator. The gas injection is done at the mud line
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Fig. 8. Notch Filter Zero Trajectory

of an offshore well with a dry x-mass tree completion.
The representation of the well is shown in figure 9 and
details in table 1.

Fig. 9. gas lift well implemented in the Olga simulator

Table 1. Gas lift well implemented in the
Olga simulator

Total depth = 10000 ft

Gas injection depth = 5000 ft

Tubing size = 5
1

2
in.

Casing size = 9
5

8
in.

Gas lift surface valve nom. size = 1
1

2
in.

Production choke nom. size = 2
1

2
in.

Reservoir pressure = 33.0948 Mpa (4800 psi)

Separator Pressure = 2.5855 Mpa (375 psi)

Wellhead Pressure = 2.9992 Mpa (435 psi)

Reservoir temperature = 93.3 ◦ C

Reservoir Productivity index = 2.1 × 10
−006Kg/Pa/s

The OLGA simulator ability to communicate with the
Matlab environment permitted to test the control strat-
egy performance. The well operating point was moved
along different set-points within the region proposed
as it can be seen in figures 10, 11 and 12. It can be
noticed that the liquid flow rate moves much slower
than the pressure drop in the production tubing(Ppt).

This behavior makes the control strategy proposed
interesting since it does not require high gains for the
Ppt control loop. In order to test the control response
to perturbations, a change in the pressure at the down-
stream side of the production choke (separator) was
imposed beginning at time 9.72hs. The pressure was
increased by 10 psi in 10 minutes, kept at this value
for another 10 minutes and decreased to normal value
at the same rate. The production choke opening pre-
sented in the second plot of figure 12 shows the quick
response of the Wellhead pressure PI controller. The
Wellhead pressure changed less than 2 psi as shown in
the first plot of the same figure. The effect in thePpt

pressure and liquid mass flow rate is nearly unnoticed.
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Fig. 10. Ppt and Liquid mass flow rate

Figures 13 and 14 show the response obtained without
Ppt control but keeping the local controllers for the
gas injection flow rate and Wellhead pressure. The gas
injection mass flow rate were forced to the steady state
values reached in the closed loop experiment. The
system resonant frequencies are clearly not damped
and show up in thePpt and liquid flow rate. This oscil-
latory behavior is not acceptable on the management
of an oil well. The rapid changes in thePpt pressure
will also be present on the pressure in front of the
perforated zones. This may cause several problems,
from formation damage to sand production in case
of well with unconsolidated formations. The liquid
flow rate oscillations will make the separation process
much more difficult requiring larger separators.
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Fig. 11. Gas Injection flow rate and Gas valve opening
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opening
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Fig. 13. Ptp, Liquid flow rate Open Loop response
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5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a strategy to control an oil well operating
via gas-lift was presented. It uses measurements of
gas injection mass flow rate, downhole pressure and
wellhead pressure. The actuation is made on the sur-
face gas lift valve and production choke openings. The
strategy was tested in an oil well implemented in the
OLGA simulator. It proved satisfactory to move the
operating point along the region of economical interest
of the well and to reject the perturbation imposed on
the downstream side of the production choke. The
strategy proposed can be easily implemented. It uses
algorithms largely available as function blocks of in-

dustrial network control systems. The strategy was not
tested to operate the well at lower gas injection mass
flow-rates. The identification procedure would have to
be applied to much more operating points in order to
obtain the parameters needed for the Adaptive Notch
Filter implementation.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Reactive extrusion processes have assumed 

significance in the polymer processing industry due 

to their wide-ranging applications in manufacturing 

neat polymers, polymer blends and, more recently, 

nanocomposites. The ever-tightening customer 

demands on product specs have necessitated 

comprehensive dynamics and control studies of these 

processes, which, until now, have mostly focused on 

the control of a single variable such as viscosity 

(Broadhead et al., 1996).  

The specifications are usually given for product 

properties such as tensile strength, melt index etc. 

that are rarely measured online and are obtained 

using measurements having variable time 

requirements (multirate measurements). For the 

purposes of effective control, it is necessary to 

separate these properties into product quality 

variables ‘q’ (Melt index, viscosity, density, etc) and 

end-use physical characteristics ‘w’ (Toughness, 

UV/chemical resistance, etc.). The process output 

variables ‘y’ (Die pressure, melt temperature etc.) are 

measured online at a much faster rate than the 

product properties. In addition to the multirate nature 

of the system, effective control of the product 

properties is made difficult by the complex process 

mechanisms that result from the interactions between 

fluid mechanics, heat transfer, reaction kinetics and 

the extruder geometry. The ultimate objective of this 

work is to develop a framework for controlling 

product properties and assuring acceptable end use 

performance.

1.1 Modeling Scheme 

The approach adopted for this challenging problem 

begins with an adequate mathematical representation 

of the relationships between variables across the 

entire processing chain. Such a representation will 

serve two crucial purposes: (i) provide estimates of 

the infrequently measured product properties at a 

much faster rate, and (ii) facilitate the development 

of a control system to meet the above mentioned 

objective.   

Fig. 1 shows a schematic representation of the 

proposed modeling scheme, which consists of the 

following models: i) Muy – a model relating the 

manipulated variables, u, to process output variables, 

y, (ii) Muq – a process model relating the manipulated 

variables, u, to the internal product quality variables, 

q̂ ,  (iii) Mqq – a model relating internal quality 

variables, q̂ , to product quality variables, q,

Fig. 1. Proposed modeling scheme  
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(iv) Mqw – relating internal quality variables, q̂ ,  to 

end use characteristics, and (v) Mwz (not shown in 

Fig. 1) – relating end-use physical characteristics, w,

to product performance in end-use, zw, a binary 

variable that represents acceptable performance as 1, 

and unacceptable performance as 0.

A modeling scheme that relates the different classes 

of variables sequentially, although more intuitive, is 

impractical in this case. This is because it is usually 

difficult to model the relationships between the 

process outputs and the measured product quality 

variables, since these variables based on the 

measurements, which are selected on practical 

grounds such as the availability of sensor locations 

on the extruder, and developing a mathematical 

relationship between these two classes of variables is 

not straightforward. To overcome this problem, an 

additional class of variables, called internal product 

quality variables ‘ q̂ ’ (Composition, weight average 

molecular weight) that constitutes an indirect way to 

link ‘y’ with ‘q’, is introduced in the proposed 

modeling scheme.  

1.2 Control Scheme 

The control paradigm is predicated upon using the 

above network of models for two important tasks: (i) 

to translate the customer requirements on end-use 

performance to set points for process variables, and 

(ii) to make appropriate modifications (that is, to take 

control action) wherever appropriate along the 

manufacturing chain based on all available 

information. For this purpose a multivariable cascade 

control scheme (Fig. 2) is proposed, consisting of a 

fast model-based controller C1 for the inner loop 

between the manipulated variables and the output 

variables and a slower (model based) controller C2,

which will translate the end use performance 

objectives to set points for the output variables.  In 

addition to these loops, there exists an innermost 

basic regulatory control loop, which ensures that the 

set point changes in the manipulated variables are 

efficiently tracked. 

Fig. 2. Proposed control scheme. C1 and C2 are the 

inner loop and outer loop controllers respectively. 

The objective of this paper is to discuss the 

development of two important components of the 

proposed modeling scheme: (i) model Muy identified 

from input/output data, and (ii) model Muq developed 

using first principles. The example system consists of 

the reaction of a functionalized ethylene co-polymer, 

“Elvaloy®” (Ethylene/n-Butyl Acrylate/Glycidal 

Methacrylate Terpolymer (E/BA/GMA)) with an 

acid co-polymer “Nucrel®” (Ethylene/Methacrylic 

Acid Copolymer (E/MAA)) in a Coperion W&P 

ZSK-30mm co-rotating, intermeshing twin screw 

extruder. 

2. MODEL Muy

Model Muy represents the mathematical relationship 

between the manipulated inputs and the outputs. Due 

to the complexity of the interacting process 

mechanisms, a first-principles model is impractical 

for control at this level.  A model identified from 

carefully obtained input/output data is a more 

practical alternative.  A systematic procedure was 

employed to carry out the three major steps of system 

identification of this class of processes: (i) 

experimental test design and collection of 

input/output data, (ii) model structure and order 

selection and (iii) model validation. 

2.1 Inputs and Outputs

The manipulated inputs (u) are the screw speed, 

E/MAA feed-rate, E/BA/GMA feed-rate and the 

barrel temperatures for the seven extruder zones. The 

changes in all the inputs are implemented manually. 

However, the barrel temperature regulatory controller 

loop dynamics are much slower than the process 

dynamics excluding the inner regulatory loops. 

Therefore, with the exception of a step change, any 

other dynamic change in the barrel temperature is 

impractical. The inner loops for other manipulated 

inputs are fast compared to the process; therefore, 

comparatively rapid changes can be implemented in 

these variables. The process outputs are E/MAA 

weight fraction in the melting zone, die pressure, exit 

melt temperature, and motor power. With the 

exception of the E/MAA weight fraction, which can 

be easily obtained from the feed-rates of the two 

polymers, all other outputs are measured. 

2.2 Identification Tests 

There are two components to the experimental test 

design: (i) preliminary tests (ii) final identification 

test. The preliminary tests were aimed at obtaining à
priori knowledge needed for the design of the final 

identification test. These tests consisted of a series of 

step changes as well as simultaneous staircase 

changes in the manipulated inputs at two operating 

points: (A) a low melting-zone composition of 

E/BA/GMA (~ 1%) inducing a low extent of reaction 

and a relatively small change in the product viscosity 

as compared to the viscosity of the pure E/MAA 

feed, and (B) a high melting-zone composition of 

E/BA/GMA (~ 4 %) inducing a high extent of 

reaction and a significant change in the product 

viscosity. This selection of the operating points 

enabled study of the effect of the reaction on the 

process dynamics behavior. The key results of the 

preliminary test were: (i) the reaction has a strong 

nonlinear effect on the process dynamics, (ii) the 

system is ill-conditioned at the operating point A, 
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and (iii) the process exhibits an approximately linear 

behavior in the vicinity of the two operating points. 

Based on these results, the final identification test, 

aimed at developing a linear model at each operating 

point, was designed using generalized binary noise 

(GBN) signals (Tullenken, 1990). As proposed by 

Zhu (2001), GBN signals with a mean switching 

time equal to 1/3rd of the process settling time (~360 

s) were used in the open loop identification 

experiments. In recognition of unmeasured 

disturbances and the high measurement noise levels 

(low signal to noise ratio), the duration of the test 

was approximately 15 times the process settling time. 

Three uncorrelated GBN signals were administered 

simultaneously in the screw speed (u1), E/MAA feed-

rate (u2), and E/BA/GMA feed-rate (u3) at each 

operating point (Fig. 3). These uncorrelated signals 

are suitable for the identification of a well-

conditioned process as well as identifying the high 

gain direction of an ill-conditioned process.   

Fig. 3. GBN test data at operating point B: Inputs, 

left panels, outputs right panel 

An additional test, based on the open loop design 

suggested by Zhu (2001), was used to identify the 

low gain direction of the process at the operating 

point A.  The GBN signals, having correlated high 

amplitude periods combined with uncorrelated low 

amplitude periods, were administered to the inputs u1

and u2, while the input u3 was unchanged. 

2.3. Model Order and Structure  

The purpose of model structure and order selection 

was to obtain a suitable linear model around each 

operating point. The candidate models structures 

included: (i) Multi Input Single Output (MISO) 

structure having a common model for each output, 

and (ii) Multi Input Multi Output (MIMO) structure 

having a common model for all outputs. The 

suitability of these model structures for representing 

the input/output data was tested for different 

parametric models (for e.g., Auto regressive Moving 

Average with eXogenous inputs [ARMAX], Box 

Jenkins [BJ] etc.). The parameter estimation was 

performed using the System Identification Toolbox 

of Matlab®. Out of these models, MISO Box Jenkins 

(Eq .1) model was found suitable for describing the 

dynamics in the input/output data.  

The criteria used for selecting the model orders were: 

(i) percentage of output variation that is captured by 

the model, (ii) Akaike’s final prediction error, and 

(iii) pole-zero diagrams to check for over 

parameterization. Table 1 presents the selected model 

orders for the MISO BJ model corresponding to each 

output. 

Table 1 Identified BJ models at the two operating 

points

 MISO Model Orders 
Delay 

(nd1, nd2)

O/I 
u1

(na,nb)

u2

(na,nb)

u3

(na,nb)

Noise 

(nc,nd)
u1 u2 u3

Operating Point A 

y1 5,5 5,5 5,5 2,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 

y2 5,5 5,5 5,5 1,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 

y3 3,3 3,3 3,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

y4 2,2 2,2 2,2 1,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 

Operating Point B 

y1 5,5 5,5 5,5 3,3 1,1 1,1 1,1 

y2 4,4 4,4 4,4 1,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 

y3 3,3 3,3 3,3 1,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 

y4 2,2 2,2 2,2 1,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 

1 2

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )
d d

B q C q
y t u t n e t n

A q D q
     (1) 

where,    

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

( ) 1 ...

( ) ...
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( ) 1 ...

, ( ) ( )
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b
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d

n
n

n
n

n
n

n
n

k

A q a q a q

B q b q b q

C q c q c q

D q d q d q

and q v k v t k

    

The overall model structure for Muy is thus a 

collection of local linear models that are valid in each 

region of the input/output variable space defined by 

the E/BA/GMA weight fraction.  

The validation data consists of a fraction of the final 

test(s) data that was not used for estimation, in 

addition to the preliminary test data. (Fig. 4). 

Fig. 4. Measured die pressure (dots) and the 

identified model predictions (solid line) for a step 

change in E/MAA feed-rate. 
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3. MODEL Muq

Model Muq represents the mathematical relationship 

between the manipulated inputs, u, and the internal 

quality variables, q̂ , a class of unmeasured variables 

motivated by the modeling scheme (Fig. 1). 

Therefore, an empirical model is not appropriate for 

this purpose; first-principles modeling, an alternative 

to the empirical models, is, therefore, an obvious 

choice. For validation, however, alternative quality 

variable measurements are essential. In this work, 

online viscosity measurements are used for 

validation.  

3.1. Experimental Investigation to Obtain 

Fundamental Process Information 

The development of such a first principles model, 

Muq, is facilitated if the information regarding the 

key process mechanisms that influence the process 

dynamic behavior is available. The key process 

mechanisms may differ for dissimilar reaction 

systems and commonly made assumptions in the 

modeling of reactive extrusion processes, such as 

Newtonian fluid flow and isothermal conditions, may 

be inappropriate. Specifically, it is important to know 

the degree of interaction between the reaction 

kinetics, melt flow in the complex extruder 

geometry, heat transfer, and the melting of the 

polymers that must be captured in the first principles 

model. Since this information is not always available 

in the literature, an experimental process 

investigation becomes essential. 

Three techniques were employed for the 

experimental investigation of the example process: 

(i) Pulse Technique: to probe the melting dynamics, 

(ii) Residence Time Distribution (RTD) experiments 

to probe the coupling between the reaction kinetics 

and fluid flow, and (iii) Step change experiments to 

study the transient process behavior. A summary of 

the main results of this investigation is presented 

below (for more details, see Garge et. al, 2005): 

Very little reaction occurs during the melting of 

the polymers. 

The melting zone location is weakly influenced by 

the operating conditions. 

The reaction rate is strongly influenced by the 

E/BA/GMA concentrations. 

The viscosity change due to the reaction does not 

significantly influence the residence time 

distribution, and in turn the flow of the polymer 

melt. 

The interaction between the heat transfer and the 

reaction kinetics is weak at the low E/BA/GMA 

concentration, but strong at the high E/BA/GMA 

concentration. Similarly, the dependence of the 

reaction on the flow is weak at the low 

E/BA/GMA concentration, while it appears to be 

somewhat stronger at high E/BA/GMA 

concentrations. 

3.2. Model Components 

As noted earlier, the model Muq is needed for 

mathematically describing the relationships between 

the manipulated inputs, u, and the internal product 

quality variables, q̂ , such as the product composition, 

which are directly dependent on the reaction. 

Obviously, the process mechanisms that are related 

to or that affect the reaction need to be modeled 

appropriately, whereas the modeling of other 

mechanisms is not critical. The key aspects of the 

strategy for developing a transient process model are: 

Fig. 5. Components of the transient process model 

1] The experimental results suggesting that the 

melting does not significantly influence the 

reaction indicate that a simple melting model will 

suffice to predict the axial location where the 

melting process is almost complete. The location 

of the melting zone, however, is almost invariant 

for different operating conditions. Instead of 

developing a detailed melting model, it is 

proposed to demarcate the melting zone extent 

empirically for each operating condition and use 

this melting zone extent for all the other operating 

conditions.  

2] The experimental results suggest that the flow of 

the polymer melt is weakly dependent on the 

reaction in the extruder and vice versa. Taking 

advantage of this fact a divided model structure 

consisting of distinct flow and reaction models is 

proposed, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Such a structure 

allows for the development of a simple flow 

model and a relatively complex reaction model.  

3] The reaction kinetics are influenced by the heat 

transfer, at least at the high E/BA/GMA operating 

point (B). Therefore, these two mechanisms are 

coupled in the reaction model. 

The details of the reaction model as well as the flow 

model are presented elsewhere (see Garge et. al,

2005). The salient features of the two are discussed 

below. 

Flow Model: The flow model is split into two parts: 

(i) a RTD model and (ii) a ‘Degree of Fill’ (DOF) 

Model. Such a distinction, although not essential for 

developing a transient flow model, considerably 
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simplifies the coupling between the flow and 

reaction models. The DOF model demarcates the 

partially filled and the fully filled regions. The RTD 

model predicts the mean residence time and time 

delay that is used, along with the degree of fill 

profile obtained from the DOF model, to calculate 

the average axial velocity in different regions of the 

extruder. 

Fig. 6. Measured viscosity (dots) and the transient 

process model predictions (solid line) for a step 

change in E/BA/GMA feed-rate. 

Reaction Model:  The main objective of the reaction 

model is to quantify the effect of the reaction on the 

quality variables, q, specifically on the product 

composition, viscosity and the average molecular 

weight ( wM ). It can be divided into three 

components: (i) a reactor model to describe how the 

reaction occurs in the extruder. The one-dimensional 

axial dispersion model was found suitable for the 

example system. Non-isothermal terms were 

included to incorporate heat transfer effects (Eq. 2). 

(ii) a wM model to represent the effect of the 

reaction on the average molecular weight, and (iii) a 

rheological model to represent the effect of the 

reaction on the viscosity. 

Concentration for the species i (Ci): 

i

x ii i
L C

v CC C
D R

t x x x
    (2a) 

Temperature (T): 

x
p

v TT T
C Q

t x x x
     (2b) 

In the above equations, vx stands for average axial 

velocity, DL is axial dispersion coefficient in the 

zone, Rci is the reaction rate, is the mean density of 

the polymer melt, Cp is its average specific heat, and 

Q represents the heat generation terms. The transient 

model, obtained by coupling the reaction and flow 

models, was validated with the viscosity 

measurements for step changes in the inputs, u (Fig. 

6). 

3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A modeling and control framework has been 

proposed for effective control of the product end-use 

properties of a reactive extrusion process. The 

modeling framework consists of a network of models 

that mathematically represent the relationships 

between the different classes of variables across the 

manufacturing chain. Due to practical reasons, the 

introduction of an additional class of unmeasured 

variables, called internal quality variables, is 

essential for this modeling scheme. The proposed 

multivariable cascade control scheme will then use 

this network of models, in addition to the all the 

available measurements, to guarantee acceptable end 

use performance.  

The paper briefly describes two important 

components of the modeling scheme: (i) Muy – a 

model relating the  manipulated variables, u, to 

process output variables, y; (ii) Muq – a process model 

relating the manipulated variables, u, to the internal 

product quality variables, q̂ . Based mainly upon the 

anticipated computational effort and applicability, it 

is suggested to use an empirical model obtained from 

carefully obtained input/output data for Muy, and a 

first-principles model for Muq. The development of 

these models was illustrated for an example process 

consisting of a reaction between two functionalized 

polymers in a co-rotating twin-screw extruder. 

A systematic experimental approach for obtaining 

input/output data, consisting of a pre-test and a final 

test based on GBN signals, was employed for the 

identification of the model Muy; a multi-model 

structure, consisting of a MISO BJ model for each 

output, was found suitable in this case. The first 

principles model, Muq, was based on an experimental 

investigation carried out to probe the important 

physical mechanisms of the system. A divided model 

structure, consisting of a reaction model and a flow 

model, was developed and validated against the 

viscosity data for transient step changes in the 

manipulated inputs. 

Our current effort is focussed on developing the 

models Mqw and Mwz in the modeling scheme of Fig. 

1. The melting process strongly influences the 

product morphology, and thus plays an important 

role in determining some of the end-use product 

properties such as tensile strength. It is, therefore, 

important to incorporate this “melting effect” in the 

model Mqw that relates the quality variables to the 

end-use properties. For this purpose, we propose to 

use a two-stage procedure consisting of: (i) 

developing an empirical model that will provide 

system parameters related to the melting process, and 

(ii) quantitatively relating these parameters, along 

with appropriate quality variables, to the end-use 

properties (Garge et. al, 2006).

The primary purpose of the model Mwz is to relate 

customer feedback to the end-use properties, with 

customer feedback as a binary variable, zw, that is ‘1’ 

for acceptable product performance and ‘0’ for 
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unacceptable performance. Based on this 

representation, we propose to use a binary logistic 

regression model for representing the relationships 

between zw and the end-use properties. 
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Abstract: This paper addresses the estimation of fractional composition of two
diastereomers during crystallization. The estimation is obtained through a Partial Least
Square (PLS) model that utilizes on-line Raman spectroscopy and additional process
information such as temperature and slurry density. Several PLS models are developed
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process variables. It is argued that the model that incorporates both temperature and
slurry density is the most accurate. Copyright © 2005 IFAC
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1. INTRODUCTION

The manufacturing of pharmaceuticals often
involves separation of enantiomers, which are
chiral molecules that are mirror images of each
other. Since the physical properties of both
enantiomers (R = right handed and S = left handed)
are the same, a traditional separation method such
as crystallization by seeding is feasible but it
becomes very sensitive to the experimental
conditions (Qian and Botsaris, 1997). Thus, the
pharmaceutical industry usually relies on achiral
synthesis of the enantiopure product or reacts the
enantiomers free base with another chiral acid to
produce different diastereomers. A diastereomer is
a molecule that has more than two chiral centres.
The resulting diastereomers have different physical
properties such as solubility and often crystallize
into different crystal structures. With these
differences, crystallization can effectively separate
the desired product with very high purity.

With strict government regulation in place, the
purity of the final product is of crucial importance.
Thus, the capability of on-line monitoring of the
optical purity of the crystals will help to develop a
robust crystallization procedure. The on-line
Raman spectroscopy is suitable for this application
since Raman can detect the lattice vibrations
corresponding to the translatory and rotatory
motion of the entire molecule within the lattice
structure of the crystal (Ferraro, 1971). As a result,
Raman spectroscopy is capable of differentiating

similar molecules with different crystal lattice
structures. Several authors have demonstrated the
ability of monitoring the changing compositions of
two different crystals on-line during a solvent-
mediated polymorphic transformation with Raman
(Berglund, et al., 2000; Glennon, et al., 2003; Ono,
et al., 2004; Myerson, et al., 2005). In addition,
chemometric techniques can be applied to the
Raman spectra to detect slight peak shifts and to
remove noise from the signals (Falcon and
Berglund, 2004; Rades, et al., 2002; Starbuck, et
al., 2002).

The use of fiber optic to collect data through an
immersion probe allows analysis of solid phase
composition in real-time. However, the Raman
intensity of the solids depends on the amount of
inelastic scattering of the solids detected by the
analyzer within the detection zone. As a result, the
relative Raman intensity corresponding to the
diastereomers in the slurry will be impacted by a
number of solid-state factors. Several authors have
suggested that Raman intensity with respect to
different polymorphs may be a function of particle
size and shape (Glennon, et al., 2003 and Wang, et.
al., 2002). This is based on the assumption that
Raman signals primarily come from the surface of
the crystals. Additionally, slurry density may be
another solid-state factor since the number of
crystals inside the detection zone will influence the
Raman intensity of the solids. In theory, the
Raman spectrum will be affected by the amount of
solvent and solids detected. Thus, slurry density
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should impact the Raman signal intensity of the
solid phase.

In the present work, we examine whether the
information provided by Raman spectroscopy is
sufficient or whether it needs to be complemented
by additional process measurements in order to
provide an accurate estimation, through a Partial
Least Square (PLS) model, of the solid
composition of one of the two diastereomers
involved in the production of an active
pharmaceutical ingredient, denoted here as
compound A. The selection of factors was based
on the cooling crystallization procedure of
compound A. Since the changing temperature,
slurry density, and percent composition of the
diastereomers in solid phase would affect the peak
position and peak intensity, those were the
variables selected in our modelling task. Partial
Least Square regression (PLS) was used to quantify
the composition of the diastereomers mixture.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1. Materials

HPLC grade solvents were used as received from
commercial suppliers without further purification.
The starting materials (racemic free base of
compound A and a chiral acid, denoted here as D)
that met the specifications defined by Sepracor Inc.
were used as received from qualified suppliers
without further purification. Sepracor Inc.
provided all of the materials.

2.2. Preparation of Pure S-D Diastereomer

Racemic free base of compound A was reacted
with D (a chiral acid) in solvent and the solution
was heated and held at 5 degrees above the
saturated temperature to allow for complete
dissolution. The solution was then slowly cooled
and seeded with 2% by weight of the S-D
diastereomer at the specified seeding temperature.
The seeded slurry was cooled to a target isolation
temperature. It was then followed by a filtration
and drying step. The end product was analyzed by
a chiral HPLC method resulting in optical purity of
at least 97%.

2.3. Preparation of Pure R-D Diastereomer

The preparation of pure R-D diastereomer first
involved purifying R enantiomer from the racemic
free base of compound A. The pure R enantiomer
would then react with D to form the R-D
diastereomer. For the purification step, racemic
free base of compound A was reacted with a chiral
acid, denoted as L, in solvent and the solution was
heated and held at 5 degrees above the saturated
temperature to allow for complete dissolution. The

solution was then slowly cooled and seeded with
2% by weight of the R-L diastereomer at a
specified seeding temperature. The seeded slurry
was cooled to a target isolation temperature. It was
then followed by a filtration and drying step. The
pure R-D diastereomer was produced by first
letting the dry R-L crystal go through a free basing
step to obtain pure R enantiomer. The pure R
enantiomer then reacted with D and crystallized to
form R-D diastereomer. The product was analyzed
by a chiral HPLC method, resulting in optical
purity greater than 98%.

2.4. Raman Spectroscopy

A RamanRxn1™ analyzer (Kaiser Optical System,
Inc.) coupled with an immersion fiber optic probe
was used for the in-situ measurements. Raman
spectra were recorded using NIR excitation
radiation at 785nm and the spectroscopy
incorporates the TE-cooled CCD detector
technology. All collected spectra were averaged
over five accumulations collected over 8 seconds
each.

Raman spectra were analyzed using either
PLS_Toolbox 3.5 by Eigenvector Research, Inc.
(Manson, WA) or the Unscrambler Chemometrics
Software from Camo Inc. (Trondheim, Norway).

2.5. Calibration Experiments

In order to obtain spectra of a known amount of
solid in suspension (slurry density) and percent
composition of the S-D diastereomer in solid
phase, the solution was first pre-saturated with
respect to both diastereomers at specified
temperatures (Table 1). The saturated solution was
prepared by adding excess amounts of racemic free
base of compound A and D in the solvent system
and heated until dissolution. After nucleation
occurred upon cooling, the slurry was under
constant stirring for two hours to ensure it reached
equilibrium at the specified temperature and
finished by a filtration step. The saturated solution
was kept in a jacketed round-bottom flask to
maintain constant temperature.

Spectra of the standards were obtained for each
pure diastereomer and of different binary mixture
(from 0% to 100% of S-D) in the saturated
solution. The spectra were collected at different
temperatures (from 0oC to 40oC) and with different
slurry densities (from 13.3 g/L to 80 g/L) that were
within the range of the crystallization procedure. A
total of 65 standards were used with varying
conditions (Table 1) and were divided into two
groups -- training and testing groups. 55 standards
were selected and used to construct the model
while the remaining 10 standards were used to test
the accuracy of the model. The 10 standards from
the testing group were randomly selected to cover
the whole experimental space. The Raman probe
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was inserted top-down into the 15mL vial and all
the spectra were collected under constant stirring
with magnetic stir bar to suspend the slurry.

Table 1 Experimental Condition for Standards

Fixed
Variable

Fixed
Variable

Changing
Variable

# of
samples

20 0C 13.3 g/L 0-100 % S-D 16
40 0C 13.3g/L 0-100 % S-D 6
30 0C 13.3g/L 0-100 % S-D 6
10 0C 13.3g/L 0-100 % S-D 6
0 0C 13.3g/L 0-100 % S-D 8
0 0C 33.3g/L 80-95 % S-D 4
0 0C 20g/L 70-100 % S-D 4
15 0C 26.7g/L 50-100 % S-D 3
15 0C 40g/L 65-85 % S-D 3
15 0C 53.3g/L 80-100 % S-D 3
5 0C 66.7g/L 75-95 % S-D 3
5 0C 80g/L 80-100 % S-D 3

2.6. Crystallization Experiment

5g of compound A (racemic free base) was reacted
with 1.7g of D in 238mL of solvent. The solution
was kept in a jacketed round-bottom flask under
constant stirring and the jacket was connected to a
temperature-controlled chiller. The Raman probe
was inserted at a 45-degree angle into the reaction
flask and spectra were collected at 1-minute
intervals.

The solution was first heated to 40 0C and held for
20 minutes to allow for complete dissolution. It
was then cooled at a rate of 5 0C/min to 0 0C and
the temperature remained constant for four hours.
After nucleation occurred, samples of the slurry
were drawn for HPLC analysis until the end of
experiment. A total of six samples were drawn
throughout the experiment.

The collected samples were first filtered and the
mother liquor was sent for HPLC analysis for
solute concentration and percent composition of the
diastereomers in solution phase. The wet cake did
not go through solvent wash to avoid dissolution of
the crystals during the wash. The cake was then
weighed and vacuum dried at 40 0C overnight. The
dry cake was again weighed and the solid contents
sent for HPLC analysis for percent composition of
the diastereomers in solid phase. Since the
evaporated solvent contained residual
diastereomers in the solution phase, the amount of
solute in the evaporated solvent was calculated
with the weight difference of the cakes and
multiplied by the concentration of solute in solution
from HPLC analysis. The percent composition of
the S-D diastereomer was then corrected with the
residual solute from the solution phase.

2.7. Data Pre-treatment

Data pre-treatment using first derivative was
performed to correct any scattering effect from the

crystals. The first derivative of all the spectra was
computed with the Savitzky-Golay method using
second-degree polynomial fit and 11 points
window (Madden, 1978).

The data matrix of the three PLS models composed
of different combinations of measurements such as
the entire Raman spectrum (spectrum range: 75cm-1

to 3300cm-1), temperature, and/or slurry density as
shown in Equation 1-3. The percent composition
of the diastereomers was the independent variable
of the PLS model.

D1 = [Spectra] (1)
D2 = [Temperature Spectra] (2)
D3 = [Temperature Slurry Density Spectra] (3)

In order to compare the contribution of each factor
equally, temperature (T), slurry density (D),
percent composition (%), and spectra (S) were first
scaled to have zero mean and variance of one as
shown in Equation 4-9.
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where the scaled values (
~
T ,

~
D ,

~
% , and

~
S ) were

subtracted by the average of all the standards (T̂ ,

D̂ , %̂ , and F̂ ) and divided by the standard
deviation (). However, the spectra data was
scaled slightly differently in which F̂ (Eq. 9) is
the average of the under curve area of all spectra
(Eq. 7) and F is the standard deviation of the
under curve area of all spectra, F. It should be
noted that fi(w) is the spectrum function with
respect to w denoted as the wave number.

3. RESULT & DISCUSSIONS

3.1. Raman Spectra of Pure Diastereomers

The Raman spectra of the pure diastereomer in Fig
1 shows that there was only a slight difference
between the two diastereomers. Hence,
chemometric techniques need be employed to
account for the subtle differences in the whole
spectrum. In addition, the spectra of the pure S-D
diastereomer were compared at different
temperatures (Fig.2) and with different slurry
densities (Fig.3). While the relative intensity
differs slightly with temperature and there was no
peak shift observed due to temperature effect, the
Raman spectra of different slurry density showed
differences in peak positions and peak shape. The
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denser sample showed in Fig. 3 had more distinct
shape peaks that resembled Raman spectrum of
pure solid. It was an indication that the Raman
analyzer detected higher amount of solids in the
slurry.

Fig. 1. Raman Spectra of pure R-D and S-D at the
same temperature and slurry density. The
circled regions of spectra are the slight
differences between the diastereomers.

Fig. 2. Raman Spectra of pure S-D with the same
slurry density and different temperature

Fig. 3. Raman Spectra of pure S-D with different
slurry density.

3.2. PLS Calibration Model

Three PLS models were developed to investigate
whether additional process measurements (i.e.
temperature and slurry density) would improve the
accuracy of the estimation model. Each of the PLS
models used the same training set that incorporates

conditions that either neglect or account for
variability in the additional process variables. The
data matrix of each PLS model (Eq. 1-3) included
55 data points from Table 1.

The three PLS models were first validated with the
testing set (10 standards points) and then compared
the model estimation with the result from the
HPLC analysis of the crystallization experiment.
The testing set included standard points taken from
different days of the experiment and with varying
experimental conditions (Table 4). In addition, the
testing set data points were not used in developing
the models.

The estimation models were calculated by
regressing the data of the training set with the
percent composition using Partial Least Square
Regression (PLS). Each training sets were
divided into 4 subgroups for cross-validation. The
cross-validation method used three of the four
subgroups to build the model and tested with the
last subgroup as validation step. The process was
repeated with all combinations of subgroups as
training and testing sets. The number of Latent
Variable (LV) picked for each PLS models was
based on the result from cross-validation and the
percent variance captured by the LVs. The criteria
were that the total number of LV would capture at
least 80% of the y-block variance along with the
lowest Root-Mean-Square-Error (RMSECV) from
the Cross-Validation Error (Fig. 4). Finally, the
Root-Mean-Square-Error (RMSE) and the relative
percent error (% Error) would be used to compare
the different PLS models (Eq. 10 and 11) with the
testing set and the experimental result.
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Where n is the number of the total data points.

From the results of the cross-validation, the number
of Latent Variable was picked as described above.
The detailed information of the models was
summarized in Table 3. In addition, the predicted
values of Y were plotted with the measured values
of Y (Fig 5 – 7) to check the accuracy of the
models. It was observed that the data points all lie
close to the line indicating small prediction error
form the models.

Table 3 Detailed Information about 3 PLS models

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
RMSECV 7.60 8.01 7.84

% Y Variance 96% 94% 95%
# of LV 7 7 7
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Fig. 4. RMSECV Vs. number of Latent Variable
for the PLS model 2.
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of Y for Model 3

The final step in developing the PLS model was to
validate the prediction result with the testing set.
Each of the three PLS models was used to predict
the percent composition of the S-D diastereomer
and validated with the same testing group (Table
4). The result showed that the third PLS models
that included all the process measurements was

performing better than the other models (Table 5-
6).

Table 4: % Composition of SD Diastereomer -
Validation result from the Testing Set

Table 5: % Error of the Validation result from the
Testing Set

Sample Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
0C-75%-20g/L 1.3 0.0 1.3

0C-95%-13.3g/L 5.3 5.3 1.1
10C-55%-13.3g/L 12.7 12.7 9.1
15C-65%-40g/L 3.1 1.5 3.1

15C-80%-53.3g/L 1.3 2.5 3.8
15C-100%-26.7g/L 4.0 4.0 0.0
20C-30%-13.3g/L 3.3 0.0 3.3
20C-50%-13.3g/L 8.0 10.0 12.0
20C-90%-13.3g/L 1.1 2.2 3.3
40C-60%-13.3g/L 6.7 5.0 5.0

Table 6: RMSE of the Validation result from the
Testing Set

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
RMSE 3.6 3.65 3.08

3.3. Result from Crystallization Experiment

In order to verify their accuracy, the PLS models
were used to predict the percent composition of the
S-D diastereomer in a new crystallization
experiment. While the standards from the
calibration set were pre-mixed slurries in 15mL
vials, the new crystallization experiment was run in
a 250mL round-bottom jacketed flask. Six samples
were draw sequentially after the onset of nucleation
and submitted for HPLC analysis.

According to the existing knowledge of the
experimental system, the R-D diastereomer has a
wider metastable zone and a slower growth rate
compared with the S-D diastereomer. The
crystallization experiment aimed to investigate
whether the R-D diastereomer would crystallize out
simultaneously with the S-D diastereomer in an un-
seeded environment. The HPLC analysis revealed
that as nucleation occurred, both diastereomers

Sample Measured
Model

1
Model

2
Model

3
0C-75%-20g/L 75 74 75 76

0C-95%-13.3g/L 95 90 90 96
10C-55%-13.3g/L 55 62 62 60
15C-65%-40g/L 65 67 66 67

15C-80%-53.3g/L 80 81 82 83
15C-100%-26.7g/L 100 96 96 100
20C-30%-13.3g/L 30 31 30 29
20C-50%-13.3g/L 50 46 45 44
20C-90%-13.3g/L 90 91 88 87
40C-60%-13.3g/L 60 56 57 57
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crystallized out. However, due to the slower
crystallization kinetics of the R-D diastereomer, the
percent composition of the S-D diastereomer
slowly increased over time.

The results from the model prediction were
compared with the HPLC analysis as shown in
Table 7 and the RMSE was used as a means to
compare the models (Table 8). Although all three
models performed quite accurately with the testing
set, the accuracy in predicting the data of the new
crystallization experiment is understandably
smaller. However, the superiority of Model 3 is
demonstrated by including slurry density in the
model. When nucleation occurred, there was only
a thin layer of slurry in the solution. As the
experiment progressed, more material crystallized
out and the system tried to reach equilibrium
between the two solids. It should also be noted that
another PLS model (not included in Table 8)
utilizing only slurry density and spectra data had a
RMSE of 10.1 for the crystallization experiment.
This clearly confirmed that the inclusion of slurry
density into the PLS model improves the accuracy
of estimation.

Table 7: % Error of the % Composition of SD
Diastereomer Prediction in Crystallization

Experiment

Sample Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
1 15.6 11.3 1.9
2 18.6 15.6 4.9
3 26.0 23.2 13.4
4 15.2 13.9 3.8
5 29.0 25.4 16.8
6 24.9 21.1 11.7

Table 8: RMSE between Models and Experiment

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
RMSE 18.9 16.4 9.0

4. CONCLUSION

Three PLS models were constructed with the same
65 calibration standards using Raman spectra,
temperature and/or slurry density data. The models
were further tested and compared against data from
a 250mL scaled crystallization experiment. This
paper has shown that the in-situ Raman
spectroscopy is capable of differentiating
diastereomers in a crystallization slurry, provided
the changing process parameters of temperature
and slurry density are included in the calibration
model. Because slurry density is not easily
measured on-line without a sampling loop, it is
essential to find an alternative on-line measurement
from which to infer slurry density.
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Abstract: This paper applies the concept of linearization around the equilibrium 
manifold (LEM) already presented in the literature in order to construct model 
structures that can be viewed as extensions of the conventional Wiener and 
Hammerstein models. Instead of linear time-invariant subsystems in association with 
static nonlinearities, these extensions exhibit variable dynamic character and can 
therefore model a broader class of systems than the conventional cited approaches. 
Moreover, the identification strategy already used with LEM systems can be applied 
in order to construct such models from experiments, and the techniques destined for 
analysis and control of Wiener and Hammerstein systems can be applied promptly. 
To application of these concepts to the modeling and identification is demonstrated 
with a numerical example, considering a heat exchange system.  Copyright © 2006 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
In order to control satisfactorily a nonlinear plant, 
two main approaches exist: either the use of 
“inherent” nonlinear control techniques or the use of 
robust linear methods to guarantee stability and 
adequate performance in despite of the nonlinear 
effects. In the first approach, it is necessary that 
nonlinear dynamic models are available, what is very 
often not the case. This is mainly due to the cost of 
nonlinear modeling and/or identification, but also to 
the fact that universal and fail-free methods allowing 
for the identification of accurate nonlinear models are 
still missing.  
 
In order to describe the nonlinear characteristics that 
are encountered in the practice, it is often adequate to 

consider a given dynamic system as the composition 
of a linear dynamic block followed by a static 
nonlinearity, the so-called Wiener system. By 
reversing the order of the blocks, the result is the 
Hammerstein model. There is a plenty of literature on 
specific methods for identification of either 
Hammerstein or Wiener models, or both. A good 
survey on these model structures can be found in 
(Pearson, 1995). 
 
Although interesting from the practical point of view, 
these approaches may be too simple if the description 
of a nonlinear dynamics is sought. Therefore, the 
concept of linearization around the equilibrium 
manifold (LEM) can be used to include such 
characteristic in the model representation. The 
advantage of the LEM systems is that they can be 
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constructed in a straightforward manner and result in 
simple, transparent model structures. 
 
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews 
the concept of LEM systems already discussed in the 
literature, which is the basis for the two proposed 
model structures. Extended Hammerstein and Wiener 
models, in which the dynamics are dependent of the 
operating point, are shown in Sections 3 and Section 
4, respectively. The models are then applied in 
Section 5 in the modeling and identification of a 
nonlinear system in a numerical example. 
Concluding remarks can be found in Section 6. 
 

2. LEM SYSTEMS 
 
Consider a continuous SISO nonlinear dynamic 
system of the form 
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where r: X × U→ ℜ n is at least once continuously 
differentiable on X ⊆  ℜ n, U ⊆  ℜ , and h: X → ℜ  is at 
least once continuously differentiable. The output 
equation will be frequently omitted in the sequel for 
shortness. The equilibrium manifold of (1) is defined 
as the family of constant equilibrium points  
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Similarly, the family of Taylor linearizations of (1) at 
the set of equilibrium points determined by (2) is 
given by 
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and similarly for the output equation. Under the 
condition that the rank of [∂r(xs,us)/∂x] is n for all 
points in the set Ξ (Wang and Rugh, 1987, Fernandes 
2005), the equilibrium manifold and consequently the 
family of linearizations of (1) will be specified by 
one among the n + 1 variables (x,u). Therefore, if this 
matrix is full rank, the input fully parameterizes both 
families of equilibrium points and linearizations. 
Calling the steady-state map Ω: ℜ  → ℜ n, such that 
r(Ω(u),u) = 0 (that is, the function Ω gives the 
steady-state xs corresponding to the constant input 
us), the input-parameterized linearization around the 
equilibrium manifold (LEM) of (1) is defined as the 
system (Fernandes 2005, Fernandes and Engell, 
2005). 

 
 ))()(( uu ΩxAx −=&                      (4) 

 
where A(u) represents the evaluation of the Jacobian 
matrix [∂r(x,u)/∂x] on (Ω(u),u). Observe that the 
term arising from the second part of (3) is dropped by 
letting u = us. The output equation can be linearized 
in an analogous fashion, considering the stationary 

output mapping Ψ: ℜ  → ℜ . The output function 
Ω(u) can be obtained on the basis of the family of 
parameterized linearizations by integration of 
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 where A and B are the Jacobian matrices of 
r(x,u) with respect to x and u, respectively, evaluated 
on the equilibrium manifold. The model (4) has to be 
interpreted as a (state-affine) nonlinear system that 
possesses the same family of equilibrium points (2) 
and the same linearization family (3) as the nonlinear 
system (1). Following the discussion in (Fernandes, 
2005), the LEM system can constitute also a good 
approximation of (1) in transient regimes away from 
the equilibrium manifold, depending on the “degree” 
of nonlinearity of the original system. Obviously, 
other representations that are equivalent on the 
equilibrium manifold can be constructed on the basis 
of a single parameter, other than u. Moreover, these 
representations can be easily interchanged, provided 
that the inverses of the corresponding elements in 
Ω(u) and Ψ(u) exist. 
 
The focus on input parameterization is due to the fact 
that identification experiments are carried out by 
exciting the plant with a designed input signal. In this 
sense, if one assumes that the local models can be 
identified by perturbing the plant around isolated 
equilibrium points, it is natural to use the input in 
order to parameterize the linearization family. 
Additionaly, since the exact LEM system (4) 
involves the infinite family of linearizations and of 
the equilibrium points of (1), described by the matrix 
functions A(u) and Ω(u), in the identification context 
just a finite and probably small number of the 
members of these families are known, but one can 
still use approximation or interpolation methods  (for 
example, polynomials, splines and so on) in order to 
“reconstruct” these functions from the available 
members. Therefore, an approximation to (1) can be 
constructed by means of a finite number of linear 
local models that are considered as members of its 
linearization family, obtained by means of a few 
“local” identification experiments. In order to solve 
the problem of constructing a state-space 
representation from local models obtained from 
input-output experiments, these can be transformed 
to a linear canonical normal form prior to the 
constructions of the approximate functions )(~ uA  and 

)(~ uΩ (Fernandes and Engell, 2005). In the absence of 
the values of all steady-states, the last function can be 
obtained by integration of −A(u)−1B(u) (Fernandes, 
2005). 
 

3. SISO LEM-HAMMERSTEIN MODELS 
 
The LEM concept can be used to construct a 
Hammerstein-like model of (1) in which the 
dynamics depends on the operating point instead of 
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the LTI dynamics encountered in the usual 
Hammerstein structure (see Fig. 1). 
 

 
 
Fig. 1. LEM-Hammerstein model 
 
A generic model with this structure can be defined in 
state-space form by 
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where b and c are vectors of proper dimensions. A 
possibility of constructing a model of the form of Eq. 
(6) on the basis of the LEM models is to separate the 
static nonlinear gain function from the family of 
transfer functions (Pearson and Pottmann, 2000), that 
is,  
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where δ is a scalar parameterizing the set of 
equilibrium points/linearizations (us in this case). The 
resulting LEM-Hammerstein system is of the form 
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such that the overall family of transfer functions 
correspond to that of (6). The LEM system (8) can be 
constructed with realizations of the parameterized 
transfer function of Eq. (7) in a suitable chosen 
coordinate basis, as for example a canonical or 
normal form. Obviously, Eq. (8) depends on the new 
input w, but an equivalent state- or output-
parameterization can be easily constructed, as 
discussed above. These are nevertheless dynamically 
“worse” than the input-parameterized version 
(Fernandes, Engell and Trierweiler, 2004). This 
model can be obtained from experiments using the 
LEM approach as follows: 
•  identification of local linear models around some 

isolated operating points; 
•  transformation of the family of local models into 

a family of unit-gain linearizations; 
•  integration of k(us) = −C(us)A(us)−1B(us) in order 

to obtain q(u); 
•  interpolation of A and B in some suitable 

canonical form and integration of in 
)()( 1 ww BA −−  order to generate )(~ wΩ . 

Alternatively, since the “local” gain is the derivative 
of the stationary mapping with respect to u at a given 

operating point, q can be directly obtained by means 
of observations of the stationary output. This 
procedure can also be used iteratively, that is, values 
of ys can be used to refine the interpolation of k and 
vice-versa. 
 

4. SISO LEM-WIENER MODELS 
 
In parallel to the Hammerstein-type structure 
considered above, it is also possible to define an 
“extended” Wiener model by replacing the linear 
block with an element exhibiting variable dynamics 
(Fig. 2). 
 

 
 
Fig. 2. LEM-Wiener model 
 
Note that this model is not obtained by simply 
reversing the order of the blocks in Fig. 1, since the 
function h is a scalar valued function of n arguments 
whereas q is a n-valued function of one argument 
(that is, a collection of scalar functions). 
 
This model can be defined in the state-space in the 
same fashion as in Eq. (6). Nevertheless, due to the 
nonlinear dependence of h on x, the input-
parameterized LEM model would exhibit a direct 
feedthrough characteristic, what is not desirable for 
simulation (Fernandes, 2005). This problem can be 
avoided by constructing an output-parameterized 
LEM system, provided that the adequate conditions 
hold (Wang and Rugh, 1987); in the SISO case, for 
example, this implies that there is no change of the 
sign of the stationary gain. In any case, the LEM-
Wiener model is given by 
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where the functions ai(x1), bj(x1), j, i = 0,…, n – 1, 
j ≠ 0, correspond to the coefficients of the 
parameterized transfer function 
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where δ is a scalar parameterizing the set of 
equilibrium points/linearizations (x1,s in this case), 
and a0(x1) = −gn(x1)⋅dφ(x1)/dx1. The “advantage” of 
this form for identification is that all involved 
functions are scalar and can be therefore identified by 
means of the variation of one single parameter. 
Moreover, since the steady-states of this 
representation are of the form x1,s = ys, xj,s = 0, 
j = 2,…, n, these functions can be obtained by means 
of local linear models parameterized by the output. 
 
Another advantage of the LEM-Wiener model 
structure is that it can be further extended by 
including a second-order term in the output equation, 
in order to improve the accuracy of the model away 
from the equilibrium manifold, that is,  

 

            )()()(
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where Φ(x) is such that Φ(xs) = 0 and 
[∂Φ(x)/∂x]xs = 01 × n. In particular, one possibility for 
Φ(x) is  

 

           ( ) ( ))()()( 11 xx T ΩxHΩxxΦ −−=        (14) 
 
where the n × n matrix H has to be adjusted from 
experiments, and Ω(x1) = [ x1 0 … 0 ]T. The 
advantage is that H does not affect the dynamics of 
(10) and consequently avoids several problems. 
Moreover, since the output depends linearly on H, it 
can be adjusted by means of computationally simple 
methods (least-squares, for example). 
 

5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE: HEAT 
EXCHANGE SYSTEM 

 
The model structures presented in the previous 
sections will be tested in the modeling and simulation 
of the heat exchange system (Duraiski, 2001) 
depicted in Fig. 3.  
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Fig. 3. Heat exchange system 
 
This system is constituted by an insulated tank 
divided in three separate chambers that are allowed 
to transfer heat but not mass. The central chamber is 
in contact with both hot (h) and cold (c) chambers, 
but these are in contact just with the central one. The 
volumes of the chambers Vh, V and Vc, are constant, 
and all chambers are well-mixed. Water is fed to and 
removed from each chamber separately. Under these 

assumptions, the system can be described by means 
of the following differential equations: 
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where Th, Tc and T are the temperatures of each 
chamber, Cp and ρ are the specific heat and specific 
mass of water (considered to be independent of the 
temperature), Uh (Uc) and Ah (Ac) are respectively the 
overall heat exchange coefficient and heat exchange 
area between the corresponding chambers. A more 
detailed description of this system can be found in 
(Duraiski, 2001). In this example, the input variable 
is considered to be the feed flowrate of hot water, 
Fh,i, which has constant temperature Th,i. The output 
is the temperature of the central chamber, T. The 
values considered for the physical parameters and 
other inflows can be found in the Appendix. The 
variation of the dynamic character is obvious from 
the analysis of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. 
 
5.1 Constructing an approximated model in LEM, 

LEM-Hammerstein and LEM-Wiener forms 
 
 The original LEM, LEM-Hammerstein and 
LEM-Wiener models described in the previous 
sections can be constructed analytically on the basis 
of the model (15). In the first case, we have a system 
in the form of Eq. (4) with 
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and y = x3. For the LEM-Hammerstein model, it is 
first necessary to convert the matrices above to a 
normal form in order that the individual transfer 
functions from w to y in Fig. 1 have unit gain. The 
system is of the form: 
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where u has to be substituted by q−1(w) for 
implementation, with             
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The LEM-Wiener model (10)-(11) can be 
constructed similarly, giving 
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The systems described above were simulated in 
Matlab with respect to the input function shown in 
Fig. 4; the responses are plotted in Fig. 5. The 
response of the linearized model at the operating 
point determined by us = 1 is also shown for 
comparison. Excepting this system, the other curves 
are practically indistinguishable. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Test input signal 
 

 
Fig. 5. Responses of the several systems to the signal 

in Fig. 3 
 
5.2 Constructing the approximated models with 

identified local models 
 
 Approximated versions of the models derived in 
the previous section can be constructed with local 
models obtained either from linearizations or from 
identification experiments; only the last approach is 
exemplified here. The following procedure was 
adopted: three linear local models corresponding to 
the operating points defined by us,1 = 1 L/s (ys,1 = 
334.76 K), us,2 = 8 L/s (ys,2 = 361.46 K), us,3 = 15 L/s 

(ys,3 = 364.78 K) were identified by means of “local 
experiments”, that is, with identification signals of 
small amplitude around these operating points. No 
special methodology was employed to select the 
number or the location of these points; they were 
simply distributed over a desired range of the 
manipulated input. For each operating point, an 
identification signal uid of the form depicted in Fig. 6 
was designed. The switching period σ of the signal 
was determined as t63/20, where t63 is the time needed 
from the step response to reach 63% of its steady-
state value, what was obtained previously for each 
point by means of a step test with the nonlinear 
model (positive step of 0.2 L/s in u). The amplitude 
of the identification signal was fixed to 30% of us,i. 
An input sequence of the form us,i − uid was 
employed with validation purposes. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Identification input signal 
 
The response of the nonlinear model (15) was 
simulated in Matlab for the identification signal uid. 
In order to simulate the effect of measurement error, 
a white-noise, Gaussian sequence with zero mean 
and standard deviation of 0.01 K was added to the 
output. A typical plot of the noisy output 
measurement is given in Fig. 7. The simulated 
signals were sampled with a convenient sample 
period in order to be used with the identification 
algorithms. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Noisy and filtered output 
 
Since an accurate representation of the local 
linearizations is necessary, the following procedure 
was adopted. First, a set of two runs was performed 
with uid for each operating point and the average of 
the corresponding outputs yid was taken as the 
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identification data; this has the objective of reducing 
the effect of noise. Second, the data was filtered by 
means of a least-squares smoothing cubic spline 
(Matlab function spap2). The best parameter set of 
the spline function was determined iteratively in 
function of the results of the identification procedure 
achieved in the subsequent step. 
 
The linear local models in discrete form were 
identified through the combined use of subspace 
(Matlab functions n4sid/subid) and state-space 
prediction error methods (Matlab function pem). The 
subspace methods gave the initial estimates for the 
prediction error method and were also used for 
determining the order of the state-space models. As 
already suggested in the literature (Fernandes, 2005), 
the authors found that a good local identification is 
generally achieved when the order of the model is 
clearly evidenced by the singular value test provided 
by the subspace routines. Moreover, a frequent 
indication of excessive model order and poor 
identification by these methods is the generation of 
unstable poles, complex zeros, etc. The identification 
procedure was as follows: first, the filtered data was 
used in the subspace methods; the model order was 
selected and the estimates were passed to the pem 
routine. This result was then simulated and validated 
against the identification and validation data. If 
necessary, the parameters of the smoothing spline 
function were changed, the data was filtered again 
and the local models identified once more; this 
procedure was repeated until a good result was 
found. 
 
The local models identified in this manner were used 
in the construction of the model structures presented 
in the sections 2, 3 and 4. The LEM and LEM-
Hammerstein models were constructed with local 
models in observability form. The last one differs 
from the analytical case because the linear 
transformation to normal form depends on the 
relative degree which is not a “robust” quantity to be 
obtained from experiments. In all cases, proper spline 
or rational interpolation of the necessary functions 
was performed (the results are omitted due to the 
space limitations). The responses of the three 
structures with identified local models for the input 
signal in Fig. 4 are shown in Fig 8; the agreement 
with the nonlinear model is quite good. The most 
significant difference with respect to the analytical 
case refers to the Wiener model, due to the 
identification/interpolation of the bi parameters that 
appear in the output function. 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
This paper presented new model structures based on 
the concept of linearization around the equilibrium 
manifold (LEM). These models extend the 
conventional Hammerstein and Wiener systems, in 
the sense that they allow for the inclusion of variable 
dynamics. These representations can be constructed 
on the basis of local models, which can be obtained 

for example by identification. A numerical example 
(bilinear system) showed that these structures are 
almost equivalent if the models are obtained 
analytically, but the effect of the errors in the 
estimated parameter can affect differently the distinct 
model classes. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Responses of the several systems constructed 

on the basis of identified local models 
 

APPENDIX 
 
Parameter values used in the example: 
ρ = 1000  kg/m3, Cp = 4180 J/kg/K, V = Vc = Vh = 0.3 m3 

Uh
.Ah = 300.000 J/K/s, Uc

.Ac = 100.000 J/K/s 
Fci = 0 m3/s, Tci = 280 K, Fi = 0.001 m3/s, Ti = 300 K 
Thi = 370 K 
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Abstract: This paper proposes an identification scheme for a complex liquid effluent 
incinerator process. This scheme is developed to obtain a MIMO (Multiple Input Single 
Output)  TS (Takagi-Sugeno) fuzzy model where the modified Gath Geva clustering 
algorithm is used to determine the antecedent part as the consequent parameters are 
estimated by RLS (Recursive Least Square) algorithm. 
  
Keywords: Multivariable system identification, Liquid effluent incinerator, Fuzzy 
systems, Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model, Recursive least square.  
 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
     Techniques of systems identification are widely 
used in control systems design and successful 
applications have appeared at last two decades. In a 
typical adaptive control design, a valid model of the 
dynamic system, in one of some operating 
conditions, is identified on-line, and the controller 
design is carried according to this model so that 
some performance specifications are satisfied (Serra, 
and Bottura, 2006a). In systems identification 
literature (Ljung, 1999; Soderstrom, and Stroica, 
1989), the most approaches are concerned to linear 
modelling and control using continuous or discrete 
time equations as well as state space ones. Moreover, 
motivated by the fact of all dynamic system present a 
nonlinear behaviour, several approaches have been 
proposed for analysis, identification and control, 
where fuzzy systems are key elements in these 
application (Khalil, 2002; Isidori, 1995; Wang, 1996; 
Pedrycz, and Gomide, 1998; Serra, and Bottura, 
2006b).  
Fuzzy systems is an effective tool for uncertain 
nonlinear systems identification based on measured 
data (Hellendoorn and Driankov, 1997). Among 
different fuzzy modelling techniques, the Takagi-
Sugeno fuzzy model has attracted the most attention 
(Takagi and Sugeno, 1985). This model consists of  
“if-then” rules with fuzzy antecedents and 
mathematical functions in the consequent part. The 
antecedents fuzzy sets partition the input space into a 
number of fuzzy regions, while the consequent 
functions describe the system’s behavior in each 
region. The identification procedure of TS fuzzy 
models is usually done in two steps. Firstly, the 
antecedents parameters (membership functions 
parameters) are determined using knowledge of the 
process behavior or data-driven techniques. In the 
second step, the parameters of the consequent 
functions are estimated. As these consequent 
functions are linear  in their parameters, the least-
squares method can be applied. 

A real world example of complex nonlinear dynamic 
system is the liquid residues incineration process 
(Cunha, 2003). It is part of the power unit at BASF 
industry, placed in Resende-Brazil. The necessity to 
study its dynamic behavior, which motivates a 
MIMO (Multiple Input Single Output) fuzzy 
identification scheme application, is due to the 
following reasons (Almeida and Barreto, 2004):  
 

• Avoiding emission of gas from combustion 
out of ambient agency standards; 

 

•  Improving the reside burning efficiency to 
reduce the fuel consumption in the 
incinerator; 

 

 

•  Minimizing costs. 
 

This paper proposes an identification scheme for a 
complex liquid effluent incinerator process. This 
scheme is developed to obtain a MIMO TS fuzzy 
model via modified Gath Geva clustering algorithm 
used to determine the antecedent parameters and 
RLS (Recursive Lest Square) method used to 
estimate the consequent parameters. Experimental 
results show the efficiency of the proposed scheme 
as well as the accuracy of the obtained models, so 
important characteristics in intelligent adaptive 
control design.   
 

2. LIQUIDS EFFLUENTS INCINERATOR 
 

      The effluent liquids incinerator, whose study of 
its characteristics can be seen in (Cunha, 2003; 
Almeida and Barreto, 2005), receives residues from 
industrial plants. Basically, this incineration system 
consists in an unit which was developed by T-
Thermal, Sub-X Down Fired type system, to 
incinerate liquid residues through oxidation in high 
temperature, as shown in Fig. 1. This unit is 
composed by: combustion chamber (1), oxidation 
chamber (2), cooling tank (3), initial separation tower 
(4), particle breaker  (5), final separation tower (6) 
and gas washer (7). 
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Fig. 1. Incinerator process 
 

The capacity of the combustion chamber is of 6 
million Kcal/h.  The air/combustive relation is 
adjusted according to the stoichiometric computing.  
In these conditions, it is desired to obtain an efficient 
effluent toxics destruction at least of 99,99%.  The 
combustion products are unloaded in the cooling 
tank. The gases leave the cooling tank for the duct of 
gases exit, passing to the initial separator, whose 
function is to minimize water transport, in the liquid 
state, presents in the gas.  In the initial separator the 
gas follows to particle breaker. The recycled water 
through this washer is collected in the final separator; 
there are a constant draining of this water to prevent 
the extreme concentration of dissolved impurities.  
The gas leaves the final separator and follows to the 
gas washer.  The gas washer is a tower with plastic 
filling where the gas flows to top, being washed and 
neutralized for a water solution with sodium 
hydroxide that is launched under sprayed form in the 
top of the tower, the gases leave for the chimney, 
located above of the gas washer  gases.  In this paper, 
we are concerned to identify the nonlinear relation 
between combustion chamber inputs (watery 
effluent, organic effluent, combustible oil, 
combustion air) and gas washer outputs (O2, SO2, 
CO) using a MIMO TS fuzzy model.   

     

 

3. TAKAGI –SUGENO FUZZY MODEL 
 

     In the TS fuzzy model, proposed by Takagi-
Sugeno in 1985, the antecedent is defined by 
linguistic terms of the input variables (linguistic 
variables), the consequent is a functional expression 
of these variables and the   i-th  IF-THEN rule has 
the following form: 
 

R i  :  IF  x1   is  AND . . .  AND . . .  E  x q   is   iA1
i
qA

THEN   yi =  fi (x),  i = 1,2,..., c.                                (1) 
 

 

where c is the number of rules. 
The vector x ∈ contains the premise variables, 
which has its own universe of discurse that is 
partitioned into fuzzy regions by the fuzzy sets 
describing the linguistic variable xj⏐j=1,…,q. The 
premise variable xj  belongs to a fuzzy  set with a 
truth value given by a membership function 

qℜ

qA

]1,0[: →Rjkµ  for k = 1, 2,…, sj  where sj is the 
number of partitions of the linguistic variable xj for 
premise variable j. The truth value hi for the complete 
rule i is  computed using the aggregation operator , or   
t-norm, denoted by  : [0,1]2  → [0,1]: ∧
 

          hi (x) =        (2) )(...)()( 2211 q
i
q

ii xxx µµµ ∧∧
 

Αmong the different t-norms available, in this work 
the algebrbraic product will be used:  
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The activation degree for the rule i is normalized as:  

                γi(x) = 
 (x)

 (x)

1∑ =

c

r r

i

h

h                     (4) 

where c is the number of rules. This normalization 
implies that: 
                             ∑ =

=
c

i 1 i  1  (x)γ                  (5) 
 

The response of the TS model is a weighted sum of 
the consequent functions, i.e, a convex combination 
of the local functions (models) fi: 
 

                 ∑ =
=

c

i ii fy
1

 (x)x)(γ               (6) 

1.1  Fuzzy Structure Model 
 

      In this paper is, the NARX (Nonlinear 
Autoregressive with Exogenous Input) structure, 
widely applied in fuzzy modeling, where the model 
output is a function of the past input-output data, is 
used: 
 

 
(k+1) = f  (y(k) …  y(k- ny +1), u(k) … 

                                … u(k- nu +1)                          (7) 
 

where k denotes the time sampling, ny and nu are 
integers related to the system order, u e y are the 
input  and  output,  respectively. The TS fuzzy model, 
in terms of IF-THEN rules, is given by:  
 

R i : IF  y(k) is  AND ...  AND   y(k- ny +1)  is  

AND u(k) is  AND ... AND  u(k-nu+1) is THEN 

iA1
i
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A
iB1

i
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B

       yi(k+1)= y(k-j+1)+∑ u(k-j+1)+      (8) ∑
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where ,  e   are consequent parameters to 
be estimated by the RLS (Recursive Least Square) 
method (Almeida and Barreto, 2005). The inference 
formula of the TS model is:  

jia , jib , ic
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  y(k+1) = )x(
1 ki i∑ =
γ  y  (k+1)             (9) 

) …  y(k- ny +1), u(k) … u(k- nu +1))     (10) 
 

LS – RECURSIVE LEAST SQUARE  
 

sic idea of recursive least squares algorithm 

pute the new parameter estimate at  
k+1 by adding a correction vector to the 

parameter estimate at the time k. The 
 of the recursive weighted least squares 

 for MISO (Multiple Input Single Output) 
based on the global approach (all linear 
t parameters are estimated simultaneously), 

)1(
^

+kθ

)(
^

kθ

y: 

   = P(k) X T(k) W(k) y(k)              (11) )(
^

kθ
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where X(k) is the regression matrix at the time k:   
 

                         X(k) =                   

(12) 
rNk
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and  
                      P(k) = (X T(k) W(k) X T(k)) - 1          (13) 
 

The matrix W(k) is  the weighting matrix:  

       W(k)=      (14) 
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Similarly, the estimation of recursive weighted least 
squares algorithm for MISO systems, with local 
approach (the consequent parameters are for each 
rule i), is given by: 
 

                   = Pi(k) X T(k) Wi(k) y(k)            (15) )(
^

kiθ
 

where  the matrix Wi(k) is  the weighting matrix:  
 

       Wi(k)=     (16) 
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and  
                                                             

                   Pi(k) = (X T(k) Wi(k) X T(k)) – 1                 (17) 
 

The estimator equation for the time k+1 is:  
 

  = Pi(k+1) X T(k+1) Wi(k+1) y(k+1)       (18) )1(
^

+kiθ
 

which can be rewritten as:  
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= Pi(k+1)[X T(k) Wi(k) y(k)+x(k+1) wi(x(k+1)) y(k+1)] 
 

Substituting  X T(k) Wi(k) y(k) = P (k) in (19),  1−
i )(

^
kiθ

 

adding and subtracting on the right side, results:  )(
^

kiθ
 

)1(
^

+kiθ = + [Pi(k+1) P (k) – I]  + )(
^

kiθ 1−
i )(

^
kiθ

              Pi(k+1) x(k+1) wi(x(k+1)) y(k+1)           (20) 
 

where according to (17):  
 

Pi(k+1) = (Pi(k)-1 + x(k+1) wi(x(k+1)) x(k+1)T)-1  (21) 
 

Taking the inverse on both sides in (21), we obtain: 
 
   Pi(k)-1 = Pi(k+1)-1 - x(k+1) wi(x(k+1)) x(k+1)T   (22) 
 

Substituting (22) in (20), the recursive estimator 
equation is obtained by: 
 

)1(
^

+kiθ =  + Pi(k+1) x(k+1) wi(x(k+1))       )(
^

kiθ

                        (y(k+1) - x(k+1)T )                (23) )(
^

kiθ
 

The RLS algorithm requires the inversion of the 
matrix P. Utilizing the matrix-inversion theorem, this 
procedure provides a lower computational cost and 
the equation (22) can be rewritten as: 
 

Pi(k+1)= Pi(k)- Pi(k) x(k+1) 
 

(1/ wi(x(k+1)  +  x(k+1)T Pi(k) x(k+1))-1 
 

                               x(k+1)T Pi(k)                           (24) 
 

After some simplifications, results: 
 

Pi(k+1)= Pi(k) – 
 

)1(x)(P)1(x))1(x(1
)(P)1(x)1(x)(P))1(x(

++++
+++

kkkkw
kkkkkw

i
T

i

i
T
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The recursive weighted least squares algorithm used 
for consequent parameters estimation is given by  
(20) and (25), where wi(x(k+1) it is the activation 
degree for each rule. 
In order to get the activation degree for each rule,  to 
determine the antecedent parameters of the fuzzy 
model, is required. 
 

5. MODIFIED GATH-GEVA  ALGORITHM 
 

     The previous section has shown how the 
consequent parameters of the TS fuzzy model can be 
estimated by the recursive least squares algorithm 
when the antecedent parameters are given. In this 
section, in order to form an easily interpretable fuzzy 
model, the modified Gath-Geva clustering algorithm, 
which is based on the Expectation Maximization 
(EM) identification of  Gaussian mixture models 
(Abonyi, et al.,2002; Abonyi and Szeifert, 2001) is 
presented. In this paper, this technique is extended 
for MIMO fuzzy models identification, that will be 
applied in the incineration system, where each cluster 
contains an input distribution, a local model and an 
output distribution: 

),( yp φ = = ),,(
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iii
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i
npnxpnyp φ∑
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with the a  priori  probability  of  the  cluster,  )( inp
)|( inxp  the input distribution and ),|( inyp φ  

the output distribution. The clustering is based on the 
minimization of the sum of weighted squared 
distances between the data points xk   and the cluster 
centers vi 
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where V = [v1, ... , vc] contains the cluster centers and 
m is a weighting expoent that determines the 
fuzziness of the resulting clusters and it is often 
chosen as m = 2. The fuzzy partition matrix has to 
satisfy the following conditions:  
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The minimization of (27) represents a non-linear 
optimization problem subject to constrains defined 
by (28) and can be solved by using a variety of 
available methods. The modified Gath-Geva 
algorithm is formulated as follows:  
 
Initialization: Given a set of data matrix X, specify c, 
choose the weighting exponent m>1 and the  
tolerance ε > 0. Initialize the partition matrix such that 
(28) holds. 
Repeat for  l = 1,2,... 

Step 1:  Comput the parameters of the clusters: 
 

• Center of membership functions 
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• Standard deviations of the Gaussian membership 
functions  
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• Parameters of local models given by (20) 
 

• A priori probabilities of the clusters  
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        • Covariance matrix of the modeling error 
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Step 2:  Compute the distance measure : 2
,ikd

 
The distance measure consists in two terms. The first 
one is the distance between the cluster centers and x, 
while the second one quantifies the performance of 
the local linear models. 
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Step 3:  Update the partition matrix 
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6. IDENTIFICATION OF THE INCINETARION 
PROCESS  

 
The identification of the liquid effluent 

incineration process will be made by the Takagi-

Sugeno fuzzy model using the  RLS algorithm for 
consequent parameters estimation and the modified 
Gath-Geva algorithm to obtain the antecedent 
parameters, partitioning the  multivariable input 
space in valid fuzzy regions for the consequent sub-
models, both presented in sections 4 and 5, 
respectively.    

 

6.1 Process Characteristics 
 

      In order to get a better structure of TS fuzzy 
model for the process, we verify some pertinent 
characteristics of the incineration system (Cunha, 
2003), such as: 

 

• MIMO System:  4 inputs and 3 outputs: 
 
 

Fig. 2. Incineration system 
 

• Correlation in the input variables:  The four 
input variables are all correlated, the burning reason 
according to stoichiometric parameters is of 4kg of 
watery effluent for 1 kg of fuel (combustible oil + 
organic effluent) and 11,32 m3/h of combustion air.  
All the inputs variables influence in the outputs 
variables. 

 

• Correlation in the output variables:  There are 
certain particularitities, such as: 

 

- The first output variable, O2 concentration, 
haven’t correlation with the others two output 
variables, its value is given directly for the gas 
analyzer; ^ ^  

- The second output variable, SO2 concentration, 
is obtained by computing in Feema-RJ (State 
Foundation of Environment Engineering) resolution 
for analysis SO2 for dry base in 11% O2: 

 
SO  corrected  =   SO  analysed.(O2 atmosphere – 11 % )      (35) 2 2                                                                                                                                  
                                   (O2 atmosphere -  O2 analyzed) 
 
where we can observe that second output is 
correlated with first output; therefore, the computing 
of  SO2 concentration depends to the O2 value; 
 

- The thirth output variable, CO concentration, is 
obtained by the calculation in Feema-RJ resolution 
for analysis CO for dry base in 11% O2: 
 

CO corrected   =   CO analysed.(O2 atmosphere – 11 % )       (36) 
                                                                                                                                  

 ^ ^ 

                                   (O2 atmosphere -  O2 analyzed) 
 

where we can observe that thirth output is correlated 
with first output; therefore the computing of the CO 
concentration depends to the O2 value; 
6.2 Structure of TS Fuzzy Model 
 
      Due  to  the  characteristics  in  item 6.1,  we  
could define the TS fuzzy model in the form of 
MIMO structure as 3 connected MISO fuzzy models, 
where we verify the correlation among the data of the 
system. We search this form to optimize the 
identification process. The multivariable fuzzy model 
is shown in Fig.3. 
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 Fig. 3. MIMO fuzzy model 
 

Once structure is known the fuzzy sets (the regions 
of operation of the local model) are defined in the 
domain of the outputs of the incinerator. For each 
output the following configuration is: 

     

 

Output (O2):  R i: IF y1(k) IS  THEN y1 i (k+1)= 

 y1(k) +  (k) + (k) + (k) +  

iA1
i
1α i

1β 1u i
2β 2u i

3β 3u
                              (k) + i

4β 4u γ i                                    (37) 
 

Output (SO2):  R i: IF y2(k) IS  THEN y2 i (k+1)= 

 y2(k) +  (k) + (k) + (k) + 

iA2
i
1α i

1β 1u i
2β 2u i

3β 3u
                        (k) + (k) + i

4β 4u i
5β 5u γ i                (38) 

 

Output (CO):  R i: IF y3(k) IS  THEN y3 i (k+1)= 

y3(k)+  (k) + (k) + (k) +  

iA3
i
1α i

1β 1u i
2β 2u i

3β 3u
                       (k) + (k) + i

4β 4u i
5β 5u γ i           (39) 

 

where i = 1,…,c, is the number of rules and  
e  are sets fuzzy of antecedent variables  

for each TS model. The consequent parameters for 
each rule e  are estimated by RLS 
algorithm. 

,1
iA ,2

iA iA3

i
j

i
j βα , iγ

  
7. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS 

 
      The system identification using TS MIMO fuzzy 
model was realized. For the modeling stage of the 
parameters, 600 samples (100 hours of incineration 
process operation) are collected from experiment.  
For the validation stage, others 600 samples were 
used. Two criteria had been used for the validation of 
the fuzzy models: 
-VAF : (Variance Accounted For) 
 

       VAF (%) =100 x  ⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡ −
−

)var(
)ˆvar(1

Y
YY           (40) 

where Y is the nominal output of the incineration 
process,  is the estimate output of the model and 
var is the variance of the signal.   

Ŷ
 

-MSE(Mean Square Error) 
 

                MSE = ^

1
)(1

k
N

K k YY
N

−∑ =

2                 (41) 
 

where Yk is the nominal output of the incineration 

process,  is the estimate output of the model and N 
is the number of points.  

kŶ

Five different models were identified: (1) MIMO 
ARX model, (2) MIMO TS fuzzy model with FCM 
(Fuzzy C-Means) clustering algorithm, (3) MIMO TS 
fuzzy model with GK (Gustafson and Kessel, 1979) 
clustering algorithm, (4) MIMO TS fuzzy model with 
GG (Gath and Geva, 1989) clustering algorithm, (5) 
MIMO TS fuzzy model with modified GG clustering 
algorithm. A comparative analysis is established 
between these models. The Table 1,2, and 3, presents 
the efficiency of the models that had been used in the 
liquid incineration process identification system for 
each output variable: 
 

Table 1 Efficiency of the models – Output (O2)  
 

Model                       VAF(%)     MSE        Rules N.  

 

MIMO ARX       90,52         0,751                -                  
MIMO TS (FCM)              94,95         0,411                4                          
MIMO TS (GK)                 96,21         0,312                4                              
MIMO TS (GG)                 95,24         0,375                4                          
MIMO TS (Mod. GG)       98,89          0,236                4                       

 
 
Table 2 Efficiency of the models – Output (SO2)  

 
Model                       VAF(%)     MSE        Rules N.  

 
MIMO ARX       91,34         3,286                -                    
MIMO TS (FCM)              95,45         2,617                4                  
MIMO TS (GK)                 97,81        2,409                 4                    
MIMO TS (GG)                 95,33         2,620                4                  
MIMO TS (Mod. GG)       98,12         2,377                4                 
 

 
Table 3 Efficiency of the models – Output (CO)  

 
Model                       VAF(%)     MSE        Rules N.     
 

MIMO ARX        90,87        1,394               -                     
MIMO TS (FCM)               93,59        0,977               4                            
MIMO TS (GK)                  95,18        0,764               4                               
MIMO TS (GG)                  94,11        0,883               4          
MIMO TS (Mod. GG)        98,88        0,530               4         
 
 

 In Table 1,2 and 3, we can observe that MIMO TS 
fuzzy model with modified GG clustering algorithm, 
had a better performance than others ones. A 
comparative analysis between the real outputs and 
the estimate output for this model, is showed in 
Figures 4, 5 and 6: 

^

^ ^

^
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Fig. 6. Measured(-) and predicted(- -)process outputs 
 

Fig. 7. Measured(-) and predicted(- -)process outputs 
 

Fig. 8. Measured(-) and predicted(- -)process outputs 
 

8. CONCLUSIONS 
 

         In this paper, the identification of complex 
nonlinear multivariable sistem is discussed.  A fuzzy 
model structure has been proposed, where the 
liquids effluents incineration process at the BASF 
industry, is represented by a MIMO TS fuzzy model. 
The modified Gath-Geva clustering algorithm was 
used to determine the antecedent part of the MIMO 
fuzzy model and the consequent parameters were 
estimated by RLS algorithm. The obtained MIMO 
fuzzy model was able to represent the dynamic 
behaviour of the MIMO nonlinear dynamic system 
due to, mainly, the chosen structure based on the 
correlation analysis of input-output data. For future 
works, the development of a adaptive controller for 

the combustion system using obtained model of the 
incineration process makes necessary. 
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Abstract: Two nonlinear models (polynomial NARMAX) are identified for a simulated oil
well operating by continuous gas-lift. The chosen input/output pair (injected gas mass flow
rate/pressure drop in the production tubing) used in the identification can be applied in a
control strategy decoupling injection from production choke control. The model derived with
data obtained by exciting the plant around three different operating points compares well with
another using a more aggressive excitation.Copyrightc©2006 IFAC

Keywords: Nonlinear Identification, NARMAX models, oil well production, continuous
gas-lift

1. INTRODUCTION

In order to control a well operating by continuous
gas-lift, a mathematical model of the well is usually
needed. However, physical modelling of the input and
output relations is complex, encompassing partial dif-
ferential equations, which are hard to manipulate. An
alternative is to useidentification techniques, which
try to find mathematical relations between the input
and the output series of a system, without prior knowl-
edge of its internal behavior.

The ultimate goal is to control the wellhead flow-rate.
In an effort to avoid using expensive multiphase flow-
meters, this is obtained indirectly by controlling other
variables like the pressure in front of the perforations.
The idea is to control the pressure in the wellhead
and the pressure drop in the production tubing in such
a way as to have a desired pressure in front of the
perforated zone. The control of the pressure in the
wellhead is done with a local controller and is part of
the setup used in the identification.

The system under analysis has a clearly nonlinear be-
havior, making any linear model valid only inside a
narrow operating region. The specific type of nonlin-
ear model chosen is the polynomial NARMAX (Non-
linear AutoRegressive Moving Average model with

eXogenous inputs). An arsenal of simple and robust
algorithms is available to estimate the parameters of
this kind of models.

This paper is organized as follows: first of all, the
polynomial NARMAX model is presented; then the
system under analysis is described. Following the
identification procedure is described and finally con-
clusions are drawn.

2. NARMAX MODELS

A NARMAX model is represented like follows (Leontaritis
and Billings, 1985):

y(k) = F [y(k − 1), . . . , y(k − ny),
u(k − 1), . . . , u(k − nu),
ν(k), ν(k − 1), . . . , ν(k − nν)], (1)

where F is a nonlinear function,u(k) is the input
signal,y(k) is the output signal,ν(k) is the noise in
the system,ny, nu andnν are the largest delays iny,
u e ν, respectively. However the determination of the
functionF is a hard task.

A polynomial NARMAX model is an expansion of the
function F in a polynomial function with degree of
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nonlinearitỳ . It is considered that the system does not
have pure time delay and that none of the parameters
to be estimated depends onν(k). The polynomial
approximation with degree of nonlinearity` is given
by (Chen and Billings, 1989):

y(k) = θ0 +
n∑

i1=1

θi1xi1(k)

+
n∑

i1=1

n∑
i2=i1

θi1i2xi1(k) · xi2(k) + . . .

+
n∑

i1=1

· · ·
n∑

il=il−1

θi1...il
xi1(k) . . . xil

(k) + ν(k)

(2)

where:

x1 = y(k − 1) xny+1 = u(k − 1)
...

...

xny = y(k − ny) xn = u(k − nu) (3)

beingn = ny + nu andθ constant parameters.

The use of a polynomial NARMAX representation
may be justified by the following reasons: it is a
global representation, allowing the global dynamics
of the system to be represented, and not only the
dynamics around a certain equilibrium point; it is
easy to quantify the complexity of the model, based
on the degree of non-linearity, number of terms and
maximum delay used; it may deal with moderated
levels of noise; analytical information about the model
is easy to acquire; it is possible to have NARMAX
models with a good fit to the data, as long there are
not abrupt variations in the signals (Leontaritis and
Billings, 1985); simple and robust algorithms may be
used to estimated the parameters (since the model is
linear in the parameters).

3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The continuous gas-lift works by reducing the grav-
ity term of the production tubing pressure drop. This
is accomplished by injecting gas inside the produc-
tion tubing through a gas-lift valve. Gas, being much
lighter than the liquid in the production tubing, moves
up, gasifying the flowing fluid, reducing its average
density and, consequently, the pressure in front of the
perforated zone.

In most wells, several gas-lift valves are distributed
along the production tubing in such a way as to permit
gas to enter progressively from top to bottom valve
when injecting gas in the annular tubing-casing. The
deepest valve is the only one which remains in opera-
tion while the other valves are only used for the start-
up of the well. This work proposes a different set-up
in an effort to avoid the utilization of mechanical gas-
lift valves. In this approach an orifice valve is installed
downhole, substituting the classical gas-lift valves and

Fig. 1. Oil well

Fig. 2. Production flow x Injected gas flow curve, with
the area of largest economic interest signaled

the control is done in the surface acting on the gas-
lift and production chokes. Figure 1 shows the main
components of the gas-lift oil well set-up considered
in this work. The start-up procedure for this set-up is
not studied but it could possibly be done with a high
pressure compressor.

There is an optimal operating region for the well,
economically speaking, shown in Figure 2, which is
related to the fluid fraction flow-rates produced by
the well, its current market prices, and the costs of
gas-compression and so on. This region, however,
has the inconvenient of presenting oscillations when
the system operates in open-loop, reducing the well
productivity and affects the oil, water, gas separation
efficiency.

Several works have appeared in the literature (Eikrem
et al., 2004), proposing different strategies to stabilize
the oscillations in wells operating via gas-lift using
similar set-up acting in the production choke.

In (Plucenio, 2002) a control strategy is proposed
using the mass flow-rate measured on the surface,
and acting in the gas injection mass flow-rate. Linear
ARX models are identified in three different points of
operation in order to develop a robust control.

In this paper, the well is treated as a SISO system,
with the mass flow rate of injected gas (Qi) as the
input and the pressure in the production tubing (Ptp)
as the output (see Fig. (3)). The input of the system
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Qi is actually the setpoint of a controller actuating
in the injection valve opening. This controller has
the standard PI structure, withKp = 5 × 10−3 and
Ki = 0.1. The pressure in the production tubing may
be decomposed asPtp = Pwf −Ph, wherePwf is the
pressure measured in the bottom of the well andPh

is the pressure measured in the head of the well. The
main advantage of consideringPtp as the output of the
system is thatPtp is relatively isolated of disturbances
in the pressure on the boundaries of the system (in the
separator).Pwf and Ph will react similarly to these
disturbances and compensate for these disturbances
whenPtp is calculated. The pressure in the head of

Fig. 3. Measuring and actuation points in the oil well

the well is also controlled by a local controller that, by
acting on the opening of the production choke, guar-
antees thatPh remains constant (which is desirable).
The setpoint for thePh controller is 2.24 MPa, being
the structure a standard PI withKp = −1× 10−5 and
Ki = 0.01.

This definition of input and output variables have the
advantage of allowing easy implementation, since in-
strumentation for measuring the pressure in the head
and bottom of the well is common in modern wells
(Venerusoet al., 2000). Besides that, measuring pres-
sure is trivial, on the contrary to the instrumentation
needed for measuring the flow rate of a multiphasic
fluid, which is very expensive.

The system possesses an obvious nonlinear behavior,
which can be observed in Figure 4, showing the output
corresponding to the application of a sequence of steps
in the input of the system. It may be observed that
not only the transitory response changes depending
of the region of operation, but also the steady state
response, and the signal of the static gain, which
changes from negative to positive when the injected
gas flow rate increases beyond a certain point. The
desired operating region lies in a region with negative
gain.

Fig. 4. Top: sequence of steps applied in the input of
the system (Qi). Bottom: Corresponding output
(Ptp) showing the nonlinearity of the system

Besides the nonlinear characteristic, the system pos-
sesses a non-minimum phase response (see Fig.(4)),
which makes harder the synthesis of a controller.1

It must be noted that the model identified to quantify
the relationPtp × Qi is influenced by the choice
of the parameters of the local controllers (for gas
injection and for the pressure in the head of the well).
Any change in the structure or the parameters of this
controllers demand a new identification of the system.

The data used for identification was generated with the
software OLGAr 2000, by Scandpower Co., version
4.10.1. The system used in the simulator is a modifica-
tion of a model supplied by Scandpower, representing
a real well operating in deep waters in the Mexican
Gulf. The well has the following characteristics:

• Reservoir static pressure = 33.094 MPa
• Reservoir temperature =82.2oC
• Reservoir productivity index =2× 10−6 kg/s/Pa
• Pressure in the separator = 2.585 MPa
• Temperature in the separator =26.7oC
• Gas pressure at compressor output= 9.652 MPa
• Gas temperature at compressor output =20oC

4. NONLINEAR IDENTIFICATION

First of all, the original model in (2) was changed, in-
cluding in the candidate terms those containingu(k).
The presence of a term containingu(k) indicates that
there may exist a direct transfer of information from
the input to the output of the system, in other words,
a part of the dynamic may be fast enough to reflect

1 The term “non-minimum phase” is generally used in the context
of linear systems meaning the presence of a zero outside the unit
circle (in the discrete case). This notion was extrapolated here,
where the term “non-minimum phase response” was used to state
that the response of the system presents a behavior similar to the
one that could be found in a linear system with non-minimum phase
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“immediately” in the output. The model is therefore
given by:

y(k) = θ0 +
n∑

i1=1

θi1xi1(k)

+
n∑

i1=1

n∑
i2=i1

θi1i2xi1(k) · xi2(k) + . . .

+
n∑

i1=1

· · ·
n∑

il=il−1

θi1...il
xi1(k) . . . xil

(k) + e(k)

(4)

where:

x1 = y(k − 1) xny+1 = u(k)
x2 = y(k − 2) xny+2 = u(k − 1)

...
...

xny
= y(k − ny) xn = u(k − nu) (5)

beingn = ny + nu + 1, ny the maximum delay iny
andnu the maximum delay inu.

As input signals for the system, two strategies where
used: the first one used an “aggressive” signal, with
more abrupt variations, which tries to excite a large
range of frequencies and reach different operating
regions of the system. The second signal is more
“well behaved”, using small variations around three
operating points, reducing the risk of damage to the
plant.

4.1 Aggressive signal

The “aggressive” signal was obtained by keeping the
input signal constant atQi = 2.15 kg/s, until the ini-
tialization transitory of the system was over. After it, it
was added to the constant signal a random signal with
zero mean and unitary variance, being each step kept
for 200 seconds. The use of this random signal tries
to excite a broad range of frequencies. Before adding
the random signal to the constant, it is multiplied by
a crescent value, such that the system starts operating
around the operating point and move away from it as
time passes. Figure 5 shows the input signal applied
and Figure 6 shows the corresponding output. The test
duration was 15000 seconds, with a sampling rate of
40 seconds.

Another signal with the same characteristics but with
another realization of random numbers was used as
input of the system to produce data to validate the
identified models. The desired model has a degree of
nonlinearity` = 2, ny = nu = 5, resulting in 78
candidate terms. Besides these terms, 10 linear noise
moving average terms were added to avoid biasing of
the estimates.

Among the candidate terms, there are 6 term clusters
(Ω0, Ωy, Ωy2 , Ωu, Ωu2 andΩyu). The term clusterΣy2

was eliminated from the candidate terms set, because

Fig. 5. Aggressive input signal of the system used to
estimate the parameters of the nonlinear model

Fig. 6. Output signal resulting from the aggressive
input

the desired polynomial NARMAX model should have
only one fixed point. The location of the fixed points
of the model (which has degree` = 2) is the solution
of the equation:

(Σy2)ȳ2+(Σy+Σyuū−1)ȳ+(Σ0+Σuū+Σu2 ū2) = 0.
(6)

Therefore, by eliminating the term clusterΩy2 , there
will exist only one fixed point located in:

ȳ = − (Σ0 + Σuū + Σu2 ū2)
(Σy + Σyuū− 1)

(7)

The Error Reduction Ratio (ERR) criterium (Chen and
Billings, 1989) was used to sort the sequence that
the terms should be included in the model, but the
actual number of terms in the final model was de-
termined by using the Akaike Information Criterium
(AIC) (Akaike, 1974). The parameters of the esti-
mated model were then checked for statistical signif-
icance, by comparison with the standard deviation of
the estimate. A 99% level of significance was used,
meaning that each parameter should satisfy−3σi ≤
θ̂i ≤ 3σi, whereσi is the standard deviation of the
estimate of the parameteri andθ̂i is the estimate of the
parameteri. An iterative process was then performed,
were the terms that were not significant (but were still
included in the model by the ERR criterium) were
excluded from the set of candidate terms and a new
model was identified and checked for significance.

The final model identified has 6 deterministic terms,
shown in table 1, plus 10 linear moving average terms
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Table 1. NARMAX model terms (aggres-
sive input) ordered by the ERR value.

Order Term θ̂i σ

1 y(k − 1) +2.01356 +2.23668×10−2

2 y(k − 2) −1.01002 +2.24378×10−2

3 u(k − 4)y(k − 2) −3.49843×10−2 +2.93181×10−3

4 u(k − 4)y(k − 5) +2.37093×10−2 +3.52717×10−3

5 u(k − 4) +3.09134×10−2 +2.84186×10−3

6 u2(k) +8.50101×10−4 +7.68678×10−5

Fig. 7. Free simulation of the NARMAX model identi-
fied with the data from an aggressive input, com-
pared with validation data

Fig. 8. Fixed points of the NARMAX model identified
for the aggressive input

of the noise signal, which had the sole purpose of
avoiding biasing of the estimates, being discarded
afterwards. To quantify the quality of a model, it was
used the fit index defined by (Ljung, 2004):

fit = 100 ∗
(

1− ‖ŷ − y‖
‖y −mean(y)‖

)
, (8)

whereŷ is the vector with the output of the model and
y is the vector with the real output of the system. The
equation (8) compares the quality of prediction of a
model with the mean of the data as a trivial predictor.

By using the validation data to evaluate this model,
the output of the model had a fit= 87.78%, as
seen in Figure 7. The steady-state characteristic of the
model, compared to the steady-state characteristic of
the system may be seen in Figure 8. It may be seen that
the model represents well the system under analysis in
the defined operating region (fromQi = 1.5 kg/s to
Qi = 3 kg/s).

Fig. 9. PRBS Signal∆u(t) applied in the system

4.2 Well behaved signal

The model identified in the previous section was able
to reproduce adequately the dynamics of the system
under analysis. However, the input used to generate
the identification data is too “aggressive”, presenting
big changes and may be risky to use in the real plant.
In order to avoid this risks, a new NARMAX model
was identified, using data acquired from the use of
a “well-behaved” input (with smaller changes in the
signal).

The system was carefully brought to three operat-
ing points and when in steady-state, a PRBS signal
(Pseudo Random Binary Signal) was applied in the
input. Figure 9 depicts the PRBS signal used (∆u(t)).
The actual signal applied in the input isu(t) =
∆u(t)+u0, whereu0 is the operating point. The three
chosen operating points whereu0 = 1.5, u0 = 2.15
andu0 = 2.8 kg/s.

Obviously the data used for estimating the parameters
of the model is not ideal in a theoretical point of view,
because the input is restricted to three small operating
regions, not passing through all the desired operating
region (from 1.5 kg/s to 3 kg/s). However, the use of
this data set has two advantages over the “aggressive”
signal used in the previous section:

• it is less risky to the plant, for having less abrupt
variations;

• production can still be carried on during the
execution of the tests, because there is only a
slight disturbance over the steady-state inputs.

The candidate models searched have the same charac-
teristics of the ones searched in the previous section,
being the degree of nonlinearity` = 2, ny = nu = 5,
and 10 linear moving average terms used to avoid
biasing of the estimates. From the set of candidate
terms the term clusterΩy2 was eliminated too.

After repeating an iterative procedure which includes:
sorting the remaining candidate terms with the use of
the ERR criterium, defining the number of terms to
be included in the final model with the Akaike Infor-
mation Criterium, verifying the statistical significance
of the estimated parameters and validating statistically
the model by residual analysis, the model shown in
table 2 was found. The model has a fit= 91.2% to
the validation data, which is an excellent performance.
Figure 11 shows the steady-state characteristic of the
model identified compared with the actual steady-state
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Fig. 10. Free simulation of the NARMAX model
identified with the data from an well-behaved
input, compared with validation data

Fig. 11. Fixed points of the NARMAX model identi-
fied for the well-behaved input

characteristic of the system. It is seen in the figure that
the model is a good representation of the oil well.

Table 2. NARMAX model Terms (well-
behaved input) ordered by the ERR value.

Order Term θ̂i σ

1 y(k − 1) +2.84619 +3.94354×10−2

2 y(k − 2) −2.23221 +5.70014×10−2

3 y(k − 4) +3.88183×10−1 +1.83896×10−2

4 u(k − 2)y(k − 1) −7.26036×10−3 +5.33763×10−4

5 u(k) +5.29649×10−3 +1.78812×10−4

6 u(k − 5) +2.78799×10−3 +6.50890×10−4

7 u(k − 3)y(k − 1) −2.67362×10−1 +2.23946×10−2

8 u(k − 2) +1.25873×10−2 +2.18152×10−3

9 u(k − 5)u(k − 3) −1.22951×10−3 +2.48621×10−4

10 u(k − 3)y(k − 2) +3.64800×10−1 +3.17758×10−2

11 u(k − 3)y(k − 4) −9.75874×10−2 +9.86630×10−3

12 u(k − 2)u(k − 2) +1.73758×10−3 +2.33335×10−4

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, two models of an oil well operating by
continuous gas-lift were identified, relating the pres-
sure in the production tubing (output) with the mass
flow rate of injected gas (input). The presented strat-
egy has the advantage of allowing an easy implemen-
tation on existing oil wells, where the needed instru-
mentation is widely available (Venerusoet al., 2000).

The two polynomial NARMAX models identified
showed to represent adequately the system, which

would be impossible to do with linear models. The
absence of a stronger nonlinearity, in the considered
range of gas-lift injection flow rate, made it possible
to use a well behaved input signal, which is not ideal
in a nonlinear identification viewpoint, but is preferred
for presenting less risk to the plant during the test
procedure.

The model identified with the well-behaved signal
showed better performance when near the boundaries
of the operating region, because two of the three
operating points chosen to apply the PRBS signal
are at the boundaries. The aggressive signal, in the
other hand, concentrates the input in the middle of the
operating region and so the model identified with has
a slightly worse performance near the boundaries of
the operating region.

As a next step in research, the models identified will
be used to design a controller to the simulated plant
in the OLGA simulator, as a previous step to the
implementation of this control strategy in a real oil
well.
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Abstract: In this work, linear, quadratic, and nonlinear empirical models were built and 
compared with a dynamic nonlinear phenomenological model with respect to the 
capability of predicting the melt index and polymer yield rate of a low density 
polyethylene production process. Based on steady-state gains and on known first and 
second order time constants of the process, the empirical models were generated using 
PLS, QPLS, and BTPLS methods in order to predict the system dynamics. As the 
quadratic model provided more reliable predictions, it was used as melt index virtual 
analyzer of an advanced control strategy for an industrial plant, improving the controller 
action and the polymer quality by reducing significantly the process variability. 
Copyright © 2006 IFAC. 
 
Keywords: partial least squares, empirical modelling, parameter estimation, 
phenomenological modelling, LLDPE. 
 
 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 Correctly validated multivariate models are useful 
tools for the development of reliable predictive 
controllers in polymerization processes.  
 Depending on their nature, empirical or 
phenomenological, these models may provide 
different levels of information about the process. 
When those kinds of models are compared, 
phenomenological models are supposed to show 
higher extrapolation capability. However, empirical 
models require much less investments in modelling, 
especially when little is known about the physical and 
chemical phenomena underlying the process.  
 Concerning specifically to the modelling of 
polyolefin polymerization processes, many studies 
have been developed in the last decades. Sato et al 

(2000) studied the modelling and simulation of an 
industrial gas-phase ethylene polymerization process, 
based on the phenomenological model of McAuley 
(1991), for using in nonlinear controller design for 
melt index and density. Many published papers deal 
with modelling and parameter estimation for 
nonlinear model predictive controller design in 
industrial applications, like Zhao (2001) and Soroush 
(1998). Bindlish et al. (2003) studied the parameter 
estimation problem for industrial polymerization 
processes. In their work, two kinetic parameters were 
estimated for Exxon's homo and copolymerization to 
use in monitoring and feedback control systems of 
these processes. 
 In this work phenomenological and empirical 
models for the prediction of yield and melt index of 
an industrial process for the production of linear low-
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density polyethylene (LLDPE) are compared. The 
studied process is composed by two gas-phase 
reactors connected in series. For both reactors, the 
considered operational variables (model inputs) are 
the ethylene (C2), butene (C4) and hydrogen (H2) 
concentrations, catalyst flow rate (Cat), the bed 
temperature (T), total pressure (P), and fluidized bed 
level (L). The response variables (model outputs) are 
the polymer melt index (MI) and polymer yield rate 
(YR) at the outlet of each reactor. The studied process 
is schematized in Figure 1: 
 

 
Figure 1: Scheme of the polymerization process. 

 Two ten-days dataset containing measurements of 
all considered variables were collected. The sampling 
rate varies from one variable to another. For the 
variables measured on line (T, P, C2, C4, H2 and Cat) 
it is in the order of minutes while for MI it is in the 
order of hours. In this text, the first dataset will be 
treated as dataset A and the second dataset will be 
treated as dataset B. These data sets are presented in 
Figure 2 and in Figure 3. The vertical axis of the plots 
correspond to the coded variables measurements and 
the horizontal axis correspond to the time window 
where these variables measurements ware made. 
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Figure 2: Process first dynamics dataset (A). 

 
2. PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODEL  

 
 Industrial fluidized-bed reactors have been 
modelled by several authors, see for example Kunii 
and Levenspiel (1991) and Choi and Ray (1985). 
According to the model proposed by Gambetta et al. 
(2001), the fluidized bed can be divided in two 
regions: an emulsion phase and a bubble phase, 

connected by heat and mass transfer between them. 
The emulsion phase has a solid phase (polymer and 
catalyst), a gas phase at the minimal fluidization 
condition, and a gas phase adsorbed by the solid 
phase. The bubble phase is composed by the excess of 
gas required to keep the emulsion phase at the 
minimal fluidization condition. In the disengagement 
section, it is only considered the gas phase. 
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Figure 3: Process second dynamics dataset (B). 

 
 The kinetic model was developed for Ziegler-
Natta catalysts, considering the following reactions: 
spontaneous activation of sites, chain initiation by 
monomer, chain propagation, chain transfer to 
hydrogen, and spontaneous and by hydrogen 
deactivations. The equations of these reactions are 
presented in Table 1, where Cp denotes a potential 
site, Pδ 

k a site of type k , Pδ,ι 
k a initiated chain with 

monomer type i and site type k , Pn,ι 
k a live polymer 

chain with n monomers with end group i and active 
site k , Mi a monomer molecule of type i, Cd a dead 
site and Dn

k a dead polymer chain with n monomers 
of site k . 
 

Table 1: Reactions considered in the kinetic model. 
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 Mass balances for the main gases (ethylene, co-
monomers, solvent, and hydrogen) and polymeric 
species were used to obtain the gas phase and the 
polymer compositions. The momentum technique for 
the bulk polymer (the sum of live and dead polymer) 
was used to determine the molecular weight 
distribution. Empirical correlations previously 
adjusted with experimental data were used to obtain 
the melt index as a function of the weight average 
molecular weight predicted by the mo del.  
 A differential-algebraic equations (DAE) system 
arises when the kinetic model equations and the melt 
index empirical correlations are inserted in the mass 
balances. The resulting DAE system was solved using 
the integrator DASSLC1 and the Matlab/Simu link2 
environment for input and output data manipulation. 
Each reactor model has 22 states and the simulation 
time was about 25 seconds for 11 days of plant data 
using a Pentium III with 800 MHz and 128 MB 
RAM. 
 The dataset A was then used to adjust some of 
model parameter to the studied process. A sensitivity 
analysis was carried out to select the key parameters 
to be adjusted. According to this analysis, the selected 
parameters to adjust yield and melt index were the 
pre-exponential coefficients and the activation 
energies of the following reactions: cross 
propagation, chain transfer to hydrogen, and 
hydrogen and spontaneous deactivation of active 
sites. The seven inputs of the model were: monomer, 
hydrogen and solvent concentrations, catalyst flow 
rate, height of the fluidized bed, reactor temperature, 
and total pressure. The dataset B was reserved to 
validate the model. 
 Figure 4 shows the comparison between the data 
set A for polymer yield rate values and the values 
predicted by the model. When comparing the model 
predictions with plant data, it becomes clear that the 
model dynamics must be improved for the second 
reactor. This could be achieved by including a term of 
tendency in the objective function. 
 

 
Figure 4: Plant data versus phenomenological model 
yield rate predictions for dataset A. 

 

                                                 
1 http://www.enq.ufrgs.br/enqlib/numeric/numeric.html 
2 Copyright The Mathworks, Inc. 

 In Figure 5 the same comparison between plant 
data and model predicted values is presented for melt 
index. It can be noted that the model dynamics seems 
to be good, but a considerable offset can be observed. 
 

 
Figure 5: Plant data versus phenomenological model 
melt index predictions for dataset A. 

 
 The model validation will be presented in Section 
4, where the phenomenological and the empirical 
models will be compared. 
  

3. EMPIRICAL MODEL 
 
 For a given sample data, let the process input 
variables be collected as columns of an X matrix of 
rank r, whose rows represent different process 
observations. Let also the corresponding output 
variable values be collected as elements of a y vector. 
The dimension reduction methods perform the 
regression procedure in a subspace T extracted from 
the original X matrix. This subspace is constituted by 
at most r independent directions (latent structures or 
components), which are linear combinations of the 
original explanatory variables. The ability of building 
a model with the correct number of directions 
eliminates the collinearity problem and allows some 
noise filtration. The different dimension reduction 
methods are basically distinguished from one to 
another by the criteria considered to extract the latent 
structures from the original matrices. This work is 
focused in the linear and nonlinear PLS methods, 
which decompose the X matrix searching for the 
directions that better describe the response variable. 
 The linear PLS method proposed by Wold (1984) 
and its nonlinear extensions, Wold et al. (1989), Baffi 
et al. (1999), and Li et al. (2001), are based on the 
NIPALS (nonlinear iterative partial least squares) 
algorithm, which determinates the subspace T where 
the regression is performed. Actually, the NIPALS 
algorithm extracts the latent structures t’s (T 
columns) from X one by one. Starting from the 
original X matrix, the algorithm determinates the first 
weight vector w, extracts the direction t = Xw and 
maps the y-t relationship using a general mapping 
function ( )ty f=ˆ . The direction t must provide the 
best fit according to the considered mapping function. 
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The X matrix and the y vector are then orthogonalized 
with respect to t and ŷ . This procedure is then 
repeated using the orthogonalized X and y until the 
optimal number of extracted dimensions is achieved. 
Cross-validation tests or statistical criteria can be 
used to determine the optimal number of dimensions 
(Höskuldsson, 1996). 
 In this work two different versions of NIPALS 
algorithm were considered. The main difference 
between them is the applied mapping function. The 
algorithm proposed by Wold et al. (1984), the linear 
PLS method, is based on a linear mapping function 
ŷ  = bt. Aiming to consider the existence of curvature 

in the X-y relationship, Wold et al. (1989) developed 
a nonlinear NIPA LS algorithm that is  based on a 
general mapping function f. In particular, the authors 
proposed the QPLS method, which employs a 
quadratic polynomial as mapping function: 
ŷ  = b0 + b1t + b2t2. Afterwards, Baffi et al. (1999) 

suggested some modifications in the nonlinear 
NIPALS algorithm. Recently, Li et al. (2001) 
proposed the BTPLS method which resorts a highly 
flexible mapping function:   ŷ  = b0 + b1.[sgn(t)]δ|t|α. 
 In order to model the studied system input-output 
relationship, several stationary points were identified 
in the dynamics datasets A and B. These stationary 
points were used to estimate the steady-state gains for 
the melt index and polymer yield rate. Based on these 
steady-state gains and on known first and second 
order time constants of the process, empirical models 
were generated using PLS, QPLS and BTPLS 
methods in order to predict the system dynamics. The 
computations were carried out using the software 
Matlab3. 
 For PLS, QPLS and BTPLS methods, the melt 
index and yield rate variability explained by each 
component (j = 1, 2, …, 7) is presented in Table 2 for 
both reactors. The significance of the increase that 
each component causes in the cumulative explained 
variance was tested by a standard t-test. In Table 2, 
the significant and the insignificant components are 
respectively presented in bold and grey numbers. The 
insignificant components were neglected to avoid 
overfitting. 
 As it can be noted, QPLS and BTPLS exhibit 
higher capacity in explaining the output variables 
variability. For both reactors, the single significant 
component of both nonlinear methods is able to 
explain more than 95% of melt index and yield rate.  
 Once it could not be observed considerable 
difference in fitting performance between the 
nonlinear methods, QPLS was chosen to be compared 
with the phenomenological model because it is 
expected to provide more reliable predictions when 
the original model space is extrapolated. 
 

                                                 
3 Copyright The Mathworks, Inc. 

Table 2: PLS modelling summary. 

 
  
 

4. COMPARSION BETWEEN MODELS 
 
 In order to compare the phenomenological and 
empirical methodologies, the previously generated 
phenomenological and QPLS models were used to 
predict the transient behaviour of data set B. The 
results are reported in Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8, 
and Figure 9.  
 When the phenomenological and QPLS 
predictions for polymer yield rate are compared, it 
becomes clear that the empirical model have superior 
capability in describing the process dynamics. The 
empirical model also exhibits a considerably smaller 
bias. The analysis of the melt index predictions is 
presented in Figure 8 and Figure 9. Again, the QPLS 
method exhibited outstanding predictive performance. 
 
 

 
Figure 6: Plant data versus phenomenological model 
yield rate predictions for dataset B (validation). 
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Figure 7: Plant data versus one-component QPLS 
model yield rate predictions for dataset B (validation). 

 

 
Figure 8: Plant data versus phenomenological model 
melt index predictions for dataset B (validation). 
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Figure 9: Plant data versus one-component QPLS 
model melt index predictions for dataset B 
(validation). 

 
5. INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION 

 
 To illustrate the applicability of the developed 
models, the QPLS model for the melt index was used 
as virtual analyzer of a predictive controller (MPC) 
for the MI. Figure 10 and Figure 11 show historical 
data of MI in opened and closed loop. The MI data in 

these figures correspond to measurements performed 
in laboratory from samples taken at each two hours. 
 The virtual analyzer used in the closed loop 
provides predicted values of MI to the controller at 
time intervals of one minute, improving the controller 
action and the polymer quality, as observed in Figure 
11 where the dashed line at normalized MI = 1 is the 
setpoint. 
 As can be observed in Figure 12, which shows 
the normal distribution curves built with the means 
and standard deviations of opened and closed loop 
data, the melt index variability was significantly 
reduced by the controller. 
 It is important to observe that the dashed lines at 
normalized MI equal to 0.8 and 1.2 in Figure 11 and 
Figure 12 correspond to the lower and upper MI 
specification limits. Consequently, these figures 
indicate that the closed loop strategy reduced the out 
of specification products. These results are confirmed 
by evaluating the process capability index (CPK), 
defined as the ratio between permissible deviation, 
measured from the mean value to the nearest specific 
limit of acceptability and the actual one-sided 3σ  
spread of the process, Montgomery (1991), and 
taking into account that larger values of CPK mean 
higher product quality. The CPK for the opened loop 
was 0.40 and for the closed loop was 1.00. 
 

 
Figure 10: Historical melt index opened loop data. 

 

 
Figure 11: His torical melt index closed loop data. 
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Figure 12: Distribution curves for the open loop and 
the closed loop. 

 
6. CONCLUSION 

 
 Models of different types for ethylene 
polymerization reactors were adjusted with process 
industrial data. The comparison between these models 
showed better results for the empirical models with 
nonlinear steady-state gains and linear dynamics.  
 The empirical model for the melt index was 
successfully used as virtual analyzer of an advanced 
control strategy for an industrial plant, improving the 
controller action and the polymer quality by reducing 
significantly the process variability. 
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Abstract: An iterative method is developed to determine a performance criterion for best 

achievable performance for discrete integral controllers. Using the performance criterion, 

optimal performance of the controller in place is also indicated. An analytical expression 

is derived so that a realistic assessment of the given integral controller is obtained. Using 

the theoretical equivalence of discrete integral and exponentially weighted moving 

average (EWMA) controllers, the method is then extended to performance assessment of 

EWMA controllers. A semiconductor manufacturing example is used to illustrate the 

utility of the method. Copyright © 2005 IFAC 

Keywords: performance assessment, feedback control, delay, integral control, single loop

1. INTRODUCTION 

For any feedback control system in a manufacturing 

process, variation from the desired output can occur 

due to two reasons: Either the process state has 

changed or the controller performance has degraded. 

A change in process state occurs whenever any of the 

major process parameters change by an amount 

which cannot be corrected without a change in the 

controller tuning. But if the controller performance is 

degraded without any change in the state, then the 

controller itself must be analyzed to verify that it is 

behaving optimally under the given conditions.  

1.1 Minimum variance control (MVC) 

The first effort towards developing a performance 

index for feedback control systems was made by 

Harris (1989). This work proposed that minimum 

variance control represents the best achievable 

performance by a feedback system. All other kinds of 

control behave sub-optimally as compared to it. The 

method is applicable only to SISO systems and 

involves fitting a univariate time series to process 

data collected under routine control. This is 

compared to the performance of a minimum variance 

controller. However it has certain drawbacks: 

– If controller performance is close to that of 

minimum variance, it indicates that it is behaving 

optimally. But if the deviation from minimum 

variance performance is large, it does not imply 

that the controller is sub-optimal. Under the 

given setup, it may the best that the controller 

can do. Therefore, a different benchmark may be 

required in such a case. 

– The minimum variance index does a good job of 

indicating loops that have oscillation problems. 

Unfortunately it considers loops that are sluggish 

to be fine. This particularly happens when the 

controller has been detuned to a large extent, 

making controlling the loop slow. 

– Minimum variance index is only a theoretical 

lower bound on the best possible performance. If 

applied in a real system, it can lead to large 

variations in input signals, and the closed loop 

often has poor robustness properties. Therefore it 

is not recommended to be applied to a system, 

but just serve as a benchmark. 

1.2 Alternative methods 

While the minimum variance control concept 

proposed by Harris (1989) was initially developed for 

feedback and feedforward-feedback controlled 

univariate systems (Desborough and Harris (1992, 

1993)), the idea was further extended to multivariate 

systems. Stanfelj et al. (1993) have diagnosed the 

performance of single loop feedforward-feedback 

systems based on the MVC criteria. Eriksson and 

Isaksson (1994) have analyzed the MVC index and 

pointed out several drawbacks in the index similarly 

to those listed earlier.  Huang et al. (1995) have 

introduced a useful method for monitoring of MIMO 

processes with feedback control, known as Filtering 

and Correlation (FCOR) analysis. This concept is 

further developed by Huang et al. (1997) to estimate 
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a suitable explicit expression for the feedback 

controller invariant term of the closed-loop MIMO 

process from routine operating data. Harris et al. 

(1996a) have extended the MVC index to 

multivariable feedback processes in a manner similar 

to Huang et al. (1995) but without the filtering 

approach. Ko and Edgar (1998) have proposed a 

method to determine achievable PI control 

performance when the process is being perturbed by 

stochastic load disturbances. This is further extended 

to multivariable feedback control by Ko and Edgar 

(2000) using a finite horizon MV benchmark with 

specified horizon length. Salsbury (2005) has 

formulated statistical change detection procedures 

which can be used for processes subject to random 

load changes. The method is applicable to SISO 

feedback systems and uses a normalized index, which 

is similar to the damping ratio in a second order 

process. 

Apart from these articles, Qin (1998) and Harris et al. 

(1999) have reviewed most methods up to 1998.  

1.3 Performance Monitoring in Semiconductor   
     Manufacturing 

Most of the major processes involved in 

semiconductor manufacturing are done in a batch 

manner (Edgar et al., 2000), so that any process 

change involves changes in the batch recipe. Run-to-

run control is the most popular form of control 

wherein the controller parameters can be tuned after 

each lot, based on the data from the previous lot. 

Statistical process control is widely used, with most 

processes adopting an Exponential Weighted Moving 

Average (EWMA) algorithm. None of the above 

listed methods were developed for control systems 

used in the semiconductor industry. But a best 

achievable PID control performance bound was 

proposed by Ko and Edgar (2004). This was an 

iterative algorithm which optimized the controller 

parameters. Using the theoretical equivalence of 

EWMA controllers with discrete integral controllers, 

this iterative algorithm was adapted to run-to-run 

EWMA controllers, commonly used in 

semiconductor manufacturing. 

In this article, we derive an iterative solution method 

for the calculation of achievable performance bound 

of a run-to-run EWMA controller, where the iterative 

solution uses the process input-output data and the 

process model. This iterative solution is based on an 

analytic solution for closed-loop output. A 

normalized performance index is then defined based 

on the best achievable performance. An example of a 

process controlled by such a controller is employed 

to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. 

2. THEORY DEVELOPMENT 

The following theory explains in a step-wise manner 

how the performance monitoring method for a 

discrete integral controller (based on Ko and Edgar 

(2004)) can be used to monitor EWMA controllers. 

2.1 Discrete Integral Controller 

The process output is represented by the following 

discrete-time model 

1 1 1 1k k k ky b u c   (1) 

Where y is the output, u is the input, b is the gain and 

c is the disturbance driven by white noise. 

The feedback integral controller is given by 

11

Ik
K

q
    (2) 

The output uk is obtained as 

1 11

I
k sp k k

k
u K y y y

q
  (3) 

The above equation results from setting ysp = 0 . If 

there is no set-point change, the output of the process 

can now be simplified to 

             
1

k
k

k

c
y

b K
    (4) 

From the given data, we develop an ARMAX (Auto-

Regressive Moving Average with eXogenous input) 

model. Using a prediction horizon p, we calculate the 

step response coefficients of the model (which is 

equivalent to the gain of the process in this case). 

Thus,

         

0 0 0

1 1 1 1

1

1

0 0

0

0

0

I

p p p p

y y c

y s y c
k

s

y s s y c

       (5) 

or more simply put 
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1

IY I Sk C    (6) 

This forms the model of the given data, which can be 

used to calculate the optimal response. The output 

data impulse response is then determined, so that 

0

p

k i k i

i

y c   (7a) 

0

11

I

p

I S k C
 (7b) 

Thus, knowing the impulse response coefficients, the 

disturbance vector C can be calculated.  

2.2 Optimal Controller Gain 

The variance of the output is given by 

        
1 1T T

I IV C I S k I Sk C    (8) 

Then the optimal kI can be obtained using Newton’s 

method so that 

        

2
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    (9) 

The first and second derivatives are given by 

             1 22 0
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               (10) 
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The first derivative becomes zero for the optimal gain 

and L = I + SkI

The performance index is now given by the ratio of 

the variance of optimal and actual response 

     
T

o p t o p t

T

Y Y

Y Y
  (12) 

and the optimal response is calculated by 

1

1op t

op t

k I
k k

k I

b k
y y

b k
 (13) 

The normalized performance index has the range of 

0 1, and 1 indicates the best performance 

under Integral Control. With this definition, 1

indicates the maximum fractional reduction in the 

output variance. 

2.3 EWMA Controller 

Fig. 1: EWMA controlled run-to-run process 

The system shown above in Figure 1 is one 

controlled by a standard EWMA controller

(Campbell et al., 2002). The equations are as follows 

(with similar notations): 

1 1 1 1k k k ky b u c   (14) 

The observer updates the disturbance 1kc  using an 

EWMA formula which is 

1 1 1k k k k kc y b u c  (15) 

The input is now given by (with ysp as the target) 

       1

1

1

sp k

k

k

y c
u

b
  (16) 

The actual gains are determined before the lot is 

processed using historical data.  

k
k

k

y
b

u
   (17) 

For a pure gain system, the EWMA controller is 

equivalent to a discrete integral controller with gain kI

(Box, 1993), with 

EWMA 

CONTROLLER 

PROCESS 

ck

ysp

ykuk
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mean

k
b

  (19) 

Thus by representing the process data as one 

controlled by a discrete integral process, the 

performance index of an EWMA controlled process 

may be obtained.  

3. EXAMPLE 

An etch process at AMD1 was considered for 

analysis. The governing equations and input – output 

variables are also defined. The process model used 

for this process is as follows 

EtchDepth = EtchRate*EtchTime + Bias (20) 

The rate is updated by EWMA as given in the 

previous section. Accordingly, the manipulated 

variable is time, while the controlled variable is 

(EtchDepth – Bias). The algorithm for calculating the 

performance index essentially utilizes the moving 

window approach, i.e., considering only the last ‘n’ 

data points in time so that the performance index 

calculated represents the current state of the process. 

The data considered was for etch processes run with 

different equipment each time. Thus each type of etch 

process was analyzed separately to evaluate which 

equipment performed better than others. About 29 

different etch processes at AMD were compared. 

4. RESULTS 

The following three types of results could be 

obtained by the above developed method. Not only 

can the method be used to compare different 

processes, the effect of delay is also demonstrated. 

Also the performance of a process can be tracked 

over time. 

4.1 Distribution of performance indices 

The etch processes showed a distribution of 

performance indices. The performance index usually 

lies between 0.8 and 1. Figure 2 shows the 

distribution of the processes considered in each range 

of performance index.  

Although most processes were found to lie in the 0.9 

to 1 range, the remaining processes were found to be 

                                                
1

Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. 

uniformly distributed in the 0.1 to 0.8 region. Thus, 

majority of the processes were found to be operating 

sub-optimally.

Fig. 2: Distribution of performance 

4.2 Effect of delay 

When no delay is considered in the calculation of the 

performance index, the algorithm assumes that the 

only reason for suboptimal performance is the 

controller itself. But if we do consider a delay of one 

or more, the algorithm takes into account that this 

delay is responsible for some degradation in 

performance. This is because the delay is considered 

during the selection of the ARMAX model for the 

data. Thus, with increasing delay, the performance 

index goes asymptotically to 1.0. This is because, as 

the metrology delay increases, it becomes the 

primary reason for suboptimal performance. In other 

words, the controller cannot work efficiently beyond 

a certain threshold. Consider the example shown in 

Figure 3.  

Fig. 3: Change in performance index with delay 
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A performance index of one in this case does not 

indicate optimality but instead points to the delay in 

the process. Thus if the process has a significant 

amount of delay, expectations of optimal 

performance from the process must be greatly 

reduced. 

4.3 Change in performance over time 

Moving windows were used to study the change in 

performance of the process. Following is a sample 

chart which tracks the performance index over time 

for a moving window of 50 points. In Figure 4, the 

dots are the actual values of the index while the 

continuous line is the graphical trend for the thread 

with a 5-point moving average. 

Figure 4 shows the decline in performance of the 

thread with time. A sudden degradation in 

performance is seen to have occurred mid-way in the 

process. Thereafter the performance is on the decline. 

Fig. 4: Change in performance with time 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The achievable performance bound was proposed for 

use in assessing and monitoring single-loop EWMA 

control loop performance. For this purpose, an 

iterative solution was derived that gives the best 

achievable performance in terms of the closed-loop 

input-output data and the process model. An explicit 

solution was derived as a function of EWMA 

settings. A performance index was defined based on 

the best achievable performance for use as a realistic 

performance measure in the single-loop EWMA 

control systems. An example showed the utility of the 

proposed method for the effective performance 

assessment of the existing controller as also for 

comparing the performance of different processes. 

This work is one of the first applications of 

performance assessment techniques to run-to-run 

control systems. In the future, methods for non-

EWMA processes can be developed. Also, most run-

to-run processes in semiconductor manufacturing 

tend to have variable time delays. This aspect could 

be further explored and new techniques formulated to 

incorporate this variable delay. Also the next step in 

performance assessment needs to be suggested, viz. 

having determined which control loops perform sub-

optimally, remedial steps must be outlined. 

NOMENCLATURE 

bk  = Actual gain 

kb   = Predicted gain 

bmean = Average gain used 

ck  = Disturbance 

C  = Vector of disturbance estimates 

dk  = Actual measurement 

kd   = Predicted measurement 

hk  = Bias 

I  = Identity Matrix 

kI  = Integral controller gain 

K (q-1) = Integral controller 

L  = I + SkI

q-1  = Backward shift operator 

si  = Step response coefficient 

S  = Matrix of step response coefficients  

T  = Target 

uk  = Input used 

V  = Variance 

yk  = Normalized output 

ysp = Set-point for normalized output 

Y  = Vector of normalized output values 

Yopt = Vector of optimal output values 

Subscripts 

I = Integral controller 

k = Time 

mean = Average from a set of given values 

new = Value for current iteration 

old = Value from previous iteration 

opt = Optimal value 

p = Prediction horizon 

sp = Set-point 

Greek Symbols 

= EWMA weighting 

= Performance Index 

i
 = Impulse response coefficient 
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Abstract: In this paper, a modified independent component analysis (ICA) and its 

application to process monitoring are proposed. The basic idea of this approach is to use 

the modified ICA to extract some dominant independent components from normal 

operating process data and to combine them with statistical process monitoring 

techniques. The proposed monitoring method is applied to fault detection and 

identification in the Tennessee Eastman process and is compared with the conventional 

PCA based monitoring method. The monitoring results demonstrate that the proposed 

method outperforms PCA in terms of the fault detection rate while attaining comparable 

false alarm rate. Copyright © 2006 IFAC

Keywords: Fault Detection; Fault Identification; Statistical Process Control; Independent 

Component Analysis; Principal Component Analysis  

1. INTRODUCTION 

In order to extract useful information from a large 

amount of process data and to detect and diagnose 

various faults in an abnormal operating situation, a 

number of multivariate statistical process monitoring 

(MSPM) approaches based on principal component 

analysis (PCA) have been developed. PCA is a 

second-order method, considering only mean and 

variance of the data. It gives only uncorrelated 

components, not independent components. PCA 

performs well in many cases, but gives limited 

meaningful representations for non-Gaussian data, 

which can be typical in industrial measurement data 

(Kermit and Tomic, 2003).  

More recently, several MSPM methods based on 

independent component analysis (ICA) have been 

proposed (Kano et al., 2003, 2004; Lee et al., 2003, 

2004, Yoo et al., 2004; Albazzaz and Wang, 2004).  

The goal of ICA is to decompose observed data into 

linear combinations of statistically independent 

components. In comparison to PCA, ICA involves 

higher-order statistics, i.e., not only does it 

decorrelate the data (second order statistics) but also 

reduces higher order statistical dependencies (Lee,  

* To whom correspondence should be addressed.  

E-mail: qin@che.utexas.edu 

1998). However, conventional ICA-based monitoring 

method has some drawbacks for MSPM. First, it is 

not easy to determine how many independent 

components (ICs) should be extracted in order to 

establish a stable ICA model (Kermit and Tomic, 

2003). Generally, ICs are extracted up to the 

dimension of given data, which causes high 

computational load. Second, the extracted ICs are not 

ranked in any order as is the case for PCA. In 

addition, random initialization of the demixing 

matrix in the whitened space can give different 

solutions when performing the ICA algorithm. 

In this paper, a modified ICA algorithm is proposed 

to extract dominant ICs from multivariate data. The 

basic idea is to estimate the variance and the axes of 

dominant ICs using PCA and then perform ICA to 

update the dominant ICs while maintaining the 

variance. This article is organized as follows. The 

original ICA algorithm is introduced, followed by a 

modified ICA algorithm and its application to 

process monitoring. Then, the performance of 

process monitoring using the modified ICA is 

illustrated through the Tennessee Eastman process. 

Finally, a conclusion is given. 
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2. ORIGINAL ICA 

The model of ICA is given by 

Asx  (1) 

where T

mxxx ],,,[ 21x is an m-dimensional 

observation vector, A pmR  is an unknown mixing 

matrix and T

psss ],,,[ 21s is a p-dimensional 

independent component vector. The objective of ICA 

is to estimate both A and s  from only x . This 

solution is equivalent to finding a demixing matrix 

W whose form is such that the elements of the 

reconstructed vector ŝ , given as 

Wxŝ  (2) 

become as independent of each other as possible.  

In the original ICA algorithm, it is assumed that m

equals p and all ICs have unit variance for 

convenience. The initial step in ICA is to remove all 

the cross-correlation of x , given as  

QxxUz
T2/1  (3) 

where Izz
TE , TUQ 2/1 , and U  and  are  

eigenvector and eigenvalue matrix, respectively, 

generated from the eigen-decomposition of 
TTE UUxx . Then, Eq. (3) can be expressed as 

BsQAsQxz  (4) 

where QAB  is an orthogonal matrix since 

TTTT EE BBBssBzzI .  (5) 

Thus, s  can be estimated from Eq. (4)  

QxBzBs
TTˆ . (6) 

From Eq. (2) and Eq. (6),  

QBW
T . (7) 

To calculate B, each column vector ib  is randomly 

initialized and then updated so that the i-th 

independent component zb
T

iis )(ˆ  may have 

maximized non-Gaussianity. As a measure of non-

Gaussianity, negentropy, the difference of the 

differential entropy between the given data and 

Gaussian distribution data, has been used. Hyvärinen 

and Oja (2000) introduced a reliable approximation 

of negentropy:  
2

)()()( vGEyGEyJ  (8) 

where y  is assumed to be of zero mean and unit 

variance, v  is a Gaussian variable of zero mean and 

unit variance, and G is any non-quadratic function. 

Hyvärinen and Oja (2000) suggested three functions 

for G:

)cosh(log
1

)( 1

1

1 ua
a

uG  (9) 

)2/exp()( 2

22 uauG  (10) 

4

3 )( uuG  (11) 

where 21 1a  and 12a . 2G  and 3G  are more 

suitable for super-Gaussian and sub-Gaussian 

components, respectively. 1G  is a good general-

purpose contrast function and is therefore selected 

for use in this paper.  

Hyvärinen (1999) introduced a highly efficient fixed-

point algorithm for ICA based on the approximate 

form for the negentropy. The algorithm, called 

FastICA, calculates each column of the matrix B one 

by one and allows the identification of each 

independent component. More details on the FastICA 

algorithm are well described in Hyvärinen and Oja 

(2000), Hyvärinen (1999), Hyvärinen et al. (2001). 

3. MODIFIED  ICA 

ICA not only decorrelates the data (second order 

statistics) but also reduces higher order statistical 

dependencies; hence it can extract underlying hidden 

factors efficiently and capture the essential structure 

of the data. Based on this merit, some researchers 

have illustrated that applying ICA to process 

monitoring is useful to detect and identify various 

faults generated from abnormal situations (Kano et

al., 2003; Lee et al., 2004).  

However, the conventional ICA-based monitoring 

method has some drawbacks. A fundamental 

assumption behind original ICA is that the number of 

ICs equals that of variables of given data. In case that 

the number of measured variables is very large, it has 

high computational load and may extract additional 

ICs which are unimportant for detecting faults. Of 

course, one can reduce data dimension in advance 

using PCA before performing ICA (Hyvärinen et al.,

2001). However, much information needed to extract 

essential ICs is ignored by data reduction with PCA. 

The second problem in the original ICA algorithm is 

that ICs are not ordered in the same fashion as with 

PCA since the variance of extracted ICs is assumed 

to be all one (Kermit and Tomic, 2003). There is no 

standard criterion to order ICs. Furthermore, random 

initialization of demixing matrix B in the whitened 

space can lead to different solutions when 

performing ICA algorithm (Kermit and Tomic, 2003). 

In order to solve these problems, a modified ICA 

algorithm is suggested in this paper. The modified 

ICA algorithm can extract a few dominant ICs, 

determine the order of ICs, and give a consistent 

solution. The basic idea is to first use PCA to 

estimate initial ICs where the variance of each IC is 

the same as that of each PC and then to update a few 

dominant ICs using FastICA algorithm. Here, it is 

reasonable to expect the space spanned by the major 

ICs to be essentially similar to the ones associated to 

the largest principal components (PCs) because ICA 

can be viewed as a modified PCA (centering and 

whitening) and an additional iterative process 

(Kocsor et al., 2004).  

The objective of the modified ICA can be defined as 

follows: to find a demixing matrix W
mpR   whose 

form is such that the elements of the extracted 

vector y , given as 

Wxy   (12) 

become as independent of each other as possible and 

have been ordered by their variances that are the 

same as the variances of the corresponding PCs.  

To solve above problem, first of all, all score 

components are extracted from PCA  

xUt
T  (13) 
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where t is the score vector with tt }{ TE

mm

m Rdiag },,{ 1  and mmRU  is the 

loading matrix obtained from TTE UUxx }{ ,

respectively. In some cases, the last a few 

eigenvalues in   are so small that they are close to 

zero. In that case, the eigenvalues and the 

corresponding eigenvectors can be excluded. 

However, it is important to retain as many 

eigenvalues as possible because the extracted score 

components give additional information to find 

essential ICs even though their variances are small.  

Eq. (13) can be changed as follows through the 

whitening transform: 

Qxz   (14) 

where z  is the normalized score vector, tz
2/1 ,

and T
UQ

2/1 .

From mRz , a few dominant ICs,  pRy

satisfying },,{}{ 1 p

T diagE Dyy , should be 

found such that the elements of  y  are as 

independent of each other as possible, using 

zCy
T   (15) 

where pmRC , DCC
T . Dyy }{ TE  reflects 

that the variance of each element of  y  is the same 

as that of scores in PCA, hence ICs can be ordered 

according to their variances.  

Eq. (15) can be arranged as a simpler model by 

multiplying 
2/1

D  to each side: 

zCy
T

nn  (16) 

where yDy
2/1

n ,
T

n

T
CCD

2/1 , ICC n

T

n ,

and Iyy }{
T

nnE . Consequently, the problem of 

finding an arbitrary demixing matrix W is reduced to 

the simpler problem of finding a matrix nC  which 

has fewer parameters to estimate as a result of the 

orthogonality. Note that z  is the normalized score 

vector generated from PCA, that is uncorrelated and 

had been ordered by its original variance. The first 

p  components of z can be a good initial value of 

ny  since statistical dependencies of data have been 

removed up to the second order (mean and variance) 

by PCA. To do this, the initial matrix of 
T

nC  should 

be set to be 

0IC p

T

n  (17) 

where pI  is the p-dimensional identity matrix and 0

is p by m-p zero matrix. This initialization is based 

on the assumption that extracted PCs are good initial 

estimates of ICs, and thereby can give a consistent 

solution unlike random initialization.  

The detail procedures to find a few dominant ICs are: 

1) Determine p, the number of ICs to estimate. Set 

counter 1i .

2) Denote in,c  as the i-th column vector of nC  and 

take the initial vector in,c  to be i-th column vector 

of pI  in Eq. (17) 

3) Let in

T

in

T

inin gEgE ,,,, )()( czczczc , where 

g  is the first derivative and 'g  is the second 

derivative of G, where G takes the form of Eq. (9), 

(10) or (11). This step is an approximate Newton 

iteration procedure for the maximization of the 

negentropy given in Eq. (8).  

4) Do the orthogonalization:  
1

1

,,,,, )(
i

j

jnjn

T

ininin ccccc .

 This step removes the information contained in 

the solutions already found. 

5) Normalize ininin ,,, / ccc

6) If in,c  has not converged, go back to Step 3).  

7) If in,c  has converged, output the vector in,c . Then, 

if pi  set 1ii  and go back to Step 2).  

Once nC  is found, then final demxing matrix W

and mixing matrix A  can be obtained from 

QCDW
T

n

2/1
 (18) 

2/12/1
DCUA n  (19) 

At last, we can obtain some dominant ICs from Eq. 

(12). The extracted ICs reveal the majority of 

information and represent a meaningful 

representation about the observed data x .

4. MODIFIED ICA FOR MONITORING 

In the proposed monitoring method, two types of 

statistics are considered: the D-statistic to monitor 

the systematic part change of the process variation 

and the Q-statistic to monitor the residual part of the 

process variation. The D-statistic, also known as the 

Hotelling’s T2 statistic, is the Mahalanobis distance 

defined as follows: 

yDy
12 TT  (20) 

where y  is obtained from Eq. (12) and D  is the 

diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues associated with 

the retained dominant ICs. In this paper, kernel 

density estimation is used to define the control limit 

for T2 because y  is not Gaussian (Silverman, 1986; 

Martin and Morris, 1996; Lee et al., 2004). 

The Q-statistic, also known as the SPE statistic is 

defined as follows: 

xxxxee ˆˆ TTSPE  (21) 

where xxe ˆ  and x̂  can be calculated as follows: 

AWxAyx̂ . (22) 

If the number of ICs is chosen such that the majority 

of non-Gaussianity is included in the ICs, the 

residual subspace will contain mostly random noise 

which can be treated as normal distribution. The 

upper control limit of SPE can then be calculated 

from Jackson and Mudholkar (1979). 

The contribution based approach is simple to identify 

faults and can be generated without prior knowledge 

(Qin, 2003). In the proposed method, the 
2T statistic 

can be decomposed as: 
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m

j

j

m

j

jj

T

m

j

jj

TTT

cx

xT

11

1

1

1112

wSy

wSyWxSyySy

(23)

Therefore, the contribution to the T2 statistic for a 

data x , is given as follows (Westerhuis et al., 2000): 

jj

T

j xTc wSy 12  (24)  

where 2Tc j  is the contribution of the j-th variable 

to the 2T  statistic, jx  is the j-th element of x , and 

jw is the j-th row of the demixing matrix W .

Similarly, the contribution of process variable j at 

given time to the SPE statistic is defined as follows: 
2

jj eSPEc  (25)  

where je  is the j-th variable of xxe ˆ .

In this paper, the upper control limits for 2Tc j  are 

calculated as the mean of the contributions plus three 

standard deviations of the contributions for each 

process variable (Westerhuis et al., 2000). Control 

limits for SPEc j  are calculated the same way as 

the Q-statistic control limit (Westerhuis et al., 2000). 

5. CASE STUDY 

In this section, the proposed method is applied to the 

Tennessee Eastman process simulation data and is 

compared with PCA monitoring results. The details 

on the process description are well explained in 

Chiang et al. (2001). A total of 33 variables listed in 

Table 1 are used for monitoring in this study. A 

sampling interval of 3 minutes was used to collect 

the simulated data. Both the training and testing data 

sets for each fault are composed of 960 observations. 

A set of programmed faults (Fault 1-21) is listed in 

Table 2. All faults in the test data set were introduced 

from sample 160. The data can be downloaded from 

http://brahms.scs.uiuc.edu (Chiang et al., 2001). 

All the data were auto-scaled prior to the application 

of PCA and the modified ICA. In the modified ICA, 

30 whitened vectors are extracted from Eq. (13) to 

update and find ICs. 9 PCs are selected for the PCA 

by cross-validation and the same number of ICs is 

chosen for fair comparison.  

The false alarm rates and the fault detection rates of 

the two multivariate methods, PCA and modified 

ICA, for all 21 fault data were computed and 

tabulated in Table 3. For the data obtained after the 

fault occurrence, the percentage of the samples 

outside the 99% control limits was calculated in each 

simulation and termed as detection rate. Maximum 

detection rate achieved for each fault is marked with 

a bold number. With 9 PCs and 9 ICs, false alarm 

rates of PCA and modified ICA are comparable 

though they are different for each fault data. As 

shown in Table 3, the modified ICA can detect most 

faults more effectively than PCA except Fault 4 and 

11. For Faults 10 and 16, the detection rate of the 

proposed method is more than twice as high as that 

of PCA, which shows that the modified ICA with 

acceptable false alarm rate can detect small events 

that are difficult to detect by PCA. One thing that 

needs to be noted is T2 ability of the proposed 

method for detecting faults. For all cases, the 

detectability of T2 is considerably enhanced by the 

proposed method. It means the proposed method can 

extract essential features in a process much more 

sensitively than PCA. This result demonstrates that 

the proposed method is expected to be more effective 

than PCA to diagnose fault patterns in the feature 

space.  

The monitoring charts of PCA and modified ICA in 

the case of Fault 10 are shown in Fig. 1. PCA can 

detect the fault from about sample 200, however, 

there are lots of samples below the 99% control limit 

despite the presence of the fault. On the other hand, 

the modified ICA detects the fault earlier than PCA 

by 11 samples and gives a consistent fault alarm up 

to the end of the processing time. Also, the random 

pattern changes caused by the fault are reflected well 

in the proposed method. The results of this example 

indicate the proposed method has a superior 

capability in detecting faults that are difficult to 

detect by the conventional method. Fig. 2 shows 

contribution plots to T2 and SPE at sample 195, 

respectively, in the case of Fault 10. From this figure, 

variables 16 (Stripper pressure) and 18 (Stripper 

temperature) make the largest contribution to the T2

statistic while variables 19 (Stripper steam flow) and 

31 (Stripper steam valve) give dominant effects on 

SPE statistic. This contribution plot correctly 

indicates the major variable groups affected by the 

fault. Thus, the fault detection and identification 

ability of the proposed method is much worthy of 

consideration. 

Table 1 Variables in the Tennessee Eastman process 

1 A feed 18 stripper temperature 

2 D feed 19 stripper steam Flow 

3 E feed 20 compressor work 

4 total feed 21
reactor cooling water outlet 

temperature 

5 recycle flow 22
separator cooling water outlet 

temperature 

6 reactor feed rate 23 D feed flow valve  

7 reactor pressure 24 E feed flow valve  

8 reactor level 25 A feed flow valve  

9 reactor temperature 26 total feed flow valve  

10 purge rate 27 compressor recycle valve 

11
product separator 

temperature 
28 purge valve  

12 product separator level 29 separator pot liquid flow valve

13 product separator pressure 30
stripper liquid product flow 

valve 

14
product separator 

underflow 
31 stripper steam valve 

15 stripper level 32 reactor cooling water flow

16 stripper pressure 33 condenser cooling water flow

17 stripper underflow   
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Table 2 List of Process faults for the Tennessee 

Eastman process

No. Description Type 

1 A/C feed ratio, B composition constant  Step 

2 B composition, A/C ratio constant) Step 

3 D feed temperature  Step 

4 Reactor cooling water inlet temperature Step 

5 Condenser cooling water inlet temperature Step 

6 A feed loss  Step 

7 C header pressure loss - reduced availability Step 

8 A, B, C feed composition  Random 

9 D feed temperature  Random 

10 C feed temperature  Random 
11 Reactor cooling water inlet temperature Random 

12 Condenser cooling water inlet temperature Random 

13 Reaction kinetics Slow drift
14 Reactor cooling water valve Sticking

15 Condenser cooling water valve Sticking

16

~

20

Unknown 

21
The valve for Stream 4 was fixed at the 

steady state position 
Constant 
Position

Table 3 Representative detection rates of PCA and 

modified ICA

False alarm rate Detection rate 

PCA Modified ICA PCA Modified ICAFaults 

T2 SPE T2 SPE T2 SPE T2 SPE

1 0 1.25 0 1.88 99 100 100 100

2 0.63 0 0 0.63 98 96 98 98 

3 0.63 0.63 0 0 2 1 1 1 

4 0.63 0 0 1.88 6 100 65 96 

5 0.63 0 0 1.88 24 18 24 24 

6 0.63 0 0 0 99 100 100 100

7 0 0.63 0 0.63 42 100 100 100

8 0 1.88 0 0 97 89 97 98 

9 1.25 0.63 0.63 3.75 1 1 1 2 

10 0.63 1.25 0 0.63 31 17 70 64 

11 0.63 0 0 0 21 72 43 66 

12 0.63 1.25 0 0 97 90 98 97 

13 0 0.63 0 0 93 95 95 94 

14 0 1.88 0 0.63 81 100 100 100

15 0.63 1.25 0.63 0 1 2 1 2 

16 3.13 0.63 1.25 1.25 14 16 76 73 

17 0 1.88 0 1.25 74 93 87 94 

18 0 1.88 0.63 1.88 89 90 90 90 

19 0 0 0 0 0 29 25 29 

20 0 1.88 0 0 32 45 70 66 

21 0 0 1.25 0.63 33 46 54 19
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(b) Modified ICA  

Fig. 1. Monitoring charts of a) PCA and b) Modified 

ICA for Fault 10. 
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Fig. 2. Variables contribution plots to T2 and SPE at 
sample 195 for Fault 10 
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6. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposes a novel approach to process 

monitoring that uses modified ICA. Some problems 

of original ICA are analyzed and a modified ICA 

algorithm is developed and applied to MSPM. 

Compared to original ICA, the proposed algorithm 

has the following advantages: (1) It extracts a few 

dominant factors needed for process monitoring; (2) 

High computational load is attenuated by extracting a 

few dominant ICs, not all ICs; (3) The ordering of 

ICs is considered; (4) It gives a consistent solution.  

The proposed method was applied to the fault 

detection and identification of Tennessee Eastman 

process. The fault detection performance was 

evaluated and compared with that of conventional 

PCA-based monitoring. This example demonstrates 

that the proposed method can detect various faults 

more efficiently than PCA. In particular, the 

extracted dominant ICs are expected to be more 

useful to diagnose fault patterns in the feature space. 

In addition, contribution plots of the proposed 

method can reveal the group of process variables 

responsible for the process to go out of control.  
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Abstract: Plant-wide oscillations are common in many processes. Their effects
propagate to many units and may impact the overall process performance. It is
important to detect and diagnose the oscillations early in order to rectify the
situation. This paper proposes a new procedure to detect and diagnose plant-wide
oscillations. A technique called spectral envelope is used to detect the oscillations.
Two kinds of plots - scaling and power plots - are proposed to identify the variables
exhibiting common oscillation(s). These plots are also useful in isolating the key
variables as the candidates of the root cause. An industrial case study is presented
to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed procedure. Copyright c© 2006
IFAC

Keywords: Chemical industry, Oscillation, Fault Diagnosis, Power Spectrum,
Control loop, Process Monitoring

1. INTRODUCTION

Detection and diagnosis of plant-wide distur-
bances is an important issue in many process
industries (Qin, 1998). Oscillations are a com-
mon type of plant-wide disturbance whose effects
propagate to many units and thus may impact
the overall process performance. Increasing em-
phasis on plant safety and profitability strongly
motivates the search for techniques to detect and
diagnose plant-wide oscillations. Thornhill and
Hägglund (1997) used the zero-crossings of the
control error signal to calculate integral absolute
error (IAE) in order to detect oscillation in a
control loop. This method has poor performance

1 Corresponding author. Tel.:+1-780-492-5162;
fax:+1-780-492-2881.
E-mail address: sirish.shah@ualberta.ca

for noisy error signals. Miao and Seborg (1999)
suggested a method based on the auto-correlation
function to detect excessively oscillatory feedback
loop. The auto-covariance function (ACF) of a sig-
nal was utilized in Thornhill et al. (2003a) to de-
tect oscillation(s) present in a signal. This method
needs a minimum of five cycles in the auto-
covariance function to detect oscillation, which
is often hard to obtain, particularly in the case
of a long oscillation (e.g., an oscillation with a
period of 400 samples). Although the data set
can be downsampled in such cases, downsampling
may introduce aliasing in the data. Thornhill et
al. (2002) proposed to perform spectral principal
component analysis (SPCA) to detect oscillations
and categorize the variables having similar oscilla-
tions. This method does not provide any diagnosis
of the root cause of the oscillation which is gener-
ally the main objective of the exercise.
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In this paper, a new procedure based on the spec-
tral envelope method for detection and diagnosis
of common oscillation(s) is proposed. The spec-
tral envelope method needs neither a minimum
number of cycles to be present in the signal nor
filtering of the data to detect multiple oscilla-
tions. In terms of grouping the variables with
common oscillation(s), the proposed procedure is
more sensitive to oscillations and has a better
resolution in identifying the variables oscillating
at the same frequencies than the commonly used
SPCA method. Furthermore, the proposed proce-
dure can also deliver useful information about the
root cause of common oscillation(s).

2. OSCILLATION DETECTION

In this section, the concept of spectral envelope
is introduced. A simulation example is presented
to demonstrate its ability to detect multiple oscil-
lations. The performance comparison with SPCA
method is also included.

2.1 Definition of the Spectral Envelope

The concept of spectral envelope was first pro-
posed by Stoffer et al. (1993) to explore the pe-
riodic nature of categorical time series. In 1997,
McDougall et al. (1997) extended the concept of
spectral envelope to real-valued series. Here we
provide an easy interpretation of the concept of
spectral envelope.

Let X(t) = [x1(t), x2(t), · · · , xm(t)]T , t = 0,±1, ...,
be a vector-valued time series on <m. xi(t), 1 ≤
i ≤ m, is a univariate time series which can be a
sequence of observations of a process variable. De-
note the covariance matrix of X(t) as VX and the
power spectral density matrix of X(t) as PX(ω).
Here, ω represents frequency and is measured in
cycles per unit time, for −1/2 < ω ≤ 1/2.

Let g(t, β) = β∗X(t) be a scaled series from <m

to <, where β is a column vector which may be
real or complex. The * means complex conjugate.
g(t, β) is actually a linear combination of the
rows of X(t). Then the variance Vg(β) of g(t, β)
can be expressed as Vg(β) = β∗VXβ, and the
power spectral density Pg(ω, β) of g(t, β) can be
expressed as Pg(ω, β) = β∗PX(ω)β.

The spectral envelope of X(t) is defined to be:

λ(ω) , sup
β 6=0

{Pg(ω, β)
Vg(β)

} = sup
β 6=0

{β∗PX(ω)β
β∗VXβ

} (1)

where − 1
2 < ω ≤ 1

2 and the relationship between

Pg(ω, β) and Vg(β) is Vg(β) =
∫ 1

2
− 1

2
Pg(ω, β)dω.

The quantity λ(ω) represents the largest propor-
tion of the power (or variance) that can be ob-
tained at the frequency ω for any scaled series.

The scaling vector that results in the value λ(ω)
is called the optimal scaling vector at frequency
ω, which is denoted as β(ω). Accordingly, the
elements of the optimal scaling vector are called
the optimal scalings. The optimal scaling vector
β(ω) is not the same for all ω.

We prefer to limit β to the constraint, β∗VXβ = 1.
Therefore the scaled series g(t, β) is unit variance.
This will make the calculated spectral envelope
more interpretable and make the magnitude of
the elements of β(ω) more comparable. Accord-
ingly, the quantity λ(ω) represents the largest
power(variance) that can be obtained at the fre-
quency ω for any scaled series with unit variance.

With the optimal scaling vector β(ω), equation
(1) can be rewritten as:

λ(ω)VXβ(ω) = PX(ω)β(ω) (2)

It follows that λ(ω) is the largest eigenvalue asso-
ciated with the determinant equation:

|PX(ω)− λ(ω)VX | = 0 (3)

β(ω) is the corresponding eigenvector satisfying
equation (2).

2.2 Another Definition of the Spectral Envelope

Denote V = diag(VX), which only has the diago-
nal elements of VX . We can use V instead of VX in
equation (1) and have a new expression for λ(ω):

λ(ω) = sup
β 6=0

{β∗PX(ω)β
β∗V β

} (4)

The resulting λ(ω) and β(ω) is different from
those in the equation (1). Only under the con-
dition that {x1(t), x2(t), ..., xm(t)} are mutually
independent, V is equal to VX and equation (4) is
the same as equation (1).

We also prefer to limit β to the constraint such
that β∗V β = 1, but this will not guarantee that
the scaled series g(t, β) is unit variance, except
under the condition mentioned above.

2.3 Simulation Example

The following simulation example demonstrates
the superiority of the performance of the spectral
envelope method over the power spectrum and the
SPCA method in detecting oscillation(s) in signals
highly corrupted with noise.

2.3.1. Time Series Generation The example
consists of 12 time series generated with various
sinusoid oscillations. In these time series, ε(t) is
a white noise sequence with unit variance and
t = 1, ..., 512.
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The first four time series are corrupted by colored
noise and have base oscillation at frequency ω1 =
0.1Hz:

x1(t) = 0.8cos(2πω1t) + 2ε(t) + ε(t− 1)

x2(t) = 0.6cos[2πω1(t− 5)] + 2ε(t) + ε(t− 1)

x3(t) = 0.4cos[2πω1(t− 15)] + 2ε(t) + ε(t− 1)

x4(t) = 0.2cos[2πω1(t− 2)] + 2ε(t) + ε(t− 1)

The next four time series are corrupted by colored
noise and have base oscillation at frequency ω2 =
0.3Hz:

x5(t) = 0.9cos(2πω2t) + 2ε(t)− ε(t− 1)

x6(t) = 0.7cos[2πω2(t− 7)] + 2ε(t)− ε(t− 1)

x7(t) = 0.5cos[2πω2(t− 10)] + 2ε(t)− ε(t− 1)

x8(t) = 0.3cos[2πω2(t− 20)] + 2ε(t)− ε(t− 1)

The next two time series have oscillations at both
frequencies ω1 = 0.1Hz and ω2 = 0.3Hz:

x9(t) = 0.4cos[2πω1(t− 6)] + 0.5cos[2πω2(t− 8)]
+ 2ε(t) + ε(t− 1)

x10(t) = 0.8cos[2πω1(t−16)]+0.6cos[2πω2(t−4)]
+ 2ε(t)− ε(t− 1)

The last two time series are simple colored noise
sequences in a form of moving average:

x11(t) = ε(t) + 0.5ε(t− 1)
x12(t) = ε(t)− 0.5ε(t− 1)

Before doing further analysis, all the time series
are normalized to be zero-mean and unit variance.
Figure 1 shows the time trends and power spectra
of the 12 time series. As shown in Figure 1, the
signals are highly corrupted with noise. The power
spectra of the time series do not highlight any
oscillations at 0.1Hz or 0.3Hz.
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Fig. 1. Time trends and power spectral of the 12
time series

2.3.2. SPCA Analysis Figure 2 shows the first
two principle components (PCs) plot. These two
PCs explain over 95% of the variability of the
spectra. However, these two PCs do not clearly
indicate any oscillation at 0.1Hz or 0.3Hz. Fur-
ther clustering based on these two PCs could not

give any useful information about the two oscilla-
tions as well. Therefore, SPCA fails to detect the
oscillations at frequencies 0.1Hz and 0.3Hz.
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Fig. 2. SPCA PCs plot of the 12 time series
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Fig. 3. Spectral Envelope of the 12 time series

2.3.3. Oscillation Detection Using the Spectral
Envelope Method Figure 3 shows the spectral
envelope calculated by equation (1) with the con-
straint β∗VXβ = 1. There are two significant
peaks at 0.1Hz and 0.3Hz, which means that the
scaled series could have much more energy at these
two frequencies than any other frequencies. It fur-
ther implies that some of (or all of) the 12 time
series may have significant energy at 0.1Hz and
0.3Hz. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
spectral envelope can clearly detect the multiple
oscillations present in the time series.

3. VARIABLE CATEGORIZATION

After detecting the oscillation(s), the next step
is to group the variables oscillating together at a
common frequency. Here we propose two plots, a
scaling plot and a power plot, to perform this task.

3.1 Scaling Plot

The first proposed plot is called the scaling plot,
which is the bar plot of the magnitude of the
optimal scalings calculated by equation (4) at the
oscillation frequency in a descending sequence.
The variables that have large scaling magnitudes
at a oscillation frequency are the ones contribut-
ing most to the spectral envelope peak at that
frequency, and thus are the ones participating in
the oscillation. For example, Figure 4 is the scaling
plot of the 12 time series (of the example in section
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2.3) at the frequency 0.1Hz. This plot clearly
identifies that the time series 1, 10, 2, 9, 3 and
4 have oscillation at 0.1Hz. The scaling plot of
the 12 time series at the frequency 0.3Hz can also
identify the variables oscillating at 0.3Hz. Due to
lack of space, we do not present it here.
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Fig. 4. Scaling plot of the 12 time series at 0.1Hz

3.2 Power Plot

Another proposed plot is called the power plot,
which is the bar plot of the power of each vari-
able at the oscillation frequency in a descending
sequence. The variables that have significant en-
ergy at the oscillation frequency are definitely the
ones participating in the oscillation. For instance,
Figure 5 is the power plot of the 12 time series
(of the example in section 2.3) at the oscillation
frequency 0.1Hz. This plot clearly identifies that
the time series 1, 10, 2, 9, 3 and 4 have oscillation
at 0.1Hz since they have much more energy than
the other time series at this frequency. The power
plot of the 12 time series at the frequency 0.3Hz
can also identify the variables oscillating at 0.3Hz.
Due to lack of space, we do not present it here.
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Fig. 5. Power plot of the 12 time series at 0.1Hz

3.3 Comparison of Scaling Plot and Power Plot

Comparison between the scaling plot and the
power plot reveals that the tag numbers of the
variables appear in the same order in these two
plots (see Figures 4 and 5). In other words, the
series that has more energy at the oscillation fre-
quency will have larger scaling magnitude in the
optimal scaling vector. Therefore, these two plots
are interchangeable in identifying and categoriz-
ing the variables at the oscillation frequency.

4. ROOT CAUSE DIAGNOSIS

Root cause diagnosis is a challenging problem
in the area of detection and diagnosis of plant-
wide oscillations. The main contribution of cur-
rent data based root cause diagnosis techniques
(Thornhill et al., 2003b) is to isolate the few key
variables as the candidates of the root cause, or
at least identify those variables close to the root
cause. This will reduce the workload and the cost
of plant test to determine the real root cause.

Power plot (or scaling plot) may also be used
to serve the same purpose. The main idea is to
pick up the first few variables that contribute
the most energy at the oscillation frequency as
the key variables. The root cause probably lies
within these few variables. The reason is that
chemical processes are usually low pass filters.
The process gain typically decreases as the fre-
quency increases, as observed in most Bode plots.
Therefore, as the oscillation propagates through
different control loops, the energy at the oscilla-
tion frequency will decrease because of the low
pass filtering effect of the chemical processes. The
variables close to the root cause should exhibit
more energy at the oscillation frequency than the
other variables. Thus, we take the few variables
that contribute the most energy at the oscillation
frequency as the candidates of the root cause.
The industrial case study in a later section will
demonstrate the efficiency of using this idea to
isolate the key variables.

5. NEW PROCEDURE TO DETECT AND
DIAGNOSE PLANT-WIDE OSCILLATIONS

The following steps in a new procedure to detect
and diagnose plant-wide oscillation are proposed:

• I. Normalize the data matrix that each vari-
able is zero-mean and unit variance;

• II. Calculate the spectral envelope using
equation (1) or (4) to find out the major
oscillation frequencies;

• III. Use power plot (or scaling plot) at those
oscillation frequencies identified in step II
to categorize the variables having similar
oscillations.

• IV. Use power plot (or scaling plot) to isolate
the key variables having significant oscilla-
tions. The root cause probably lies within
these variables.

6. AN INDUSTRIAL CASE STUDY

An industrial data set was provided courtesy
of the Advanced Controls Technology group of
Eastman Chemical Company. Figure 6 shows the
process schematic of the plant. The Advanced
Controls Technology group had identified a need
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for diagnosis of a common disturbance with an
oscillation period of about 2 hours. In this section,
the newly proposed procedure is applied to this
data set to demonstrate its efficiency in detection
and diagnosis of the plant-wide disturbance.

6.1 Data Description

The provided data set contains 48 variables: 14
process variables (pv’s), 14 controller outputs
(op’s), 15 indicator variables and 5 cascade loop
setpoints (sp’s). Each variable has 8640 obser-
vations with a sample interval 20s, which corre-
sponds to data over 2 days of operation.
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Fig. 7. Time trend and power spectra of 14 pv’s

Figure 7 shows the time trends and power spectra
of the first 14 pv variables. The power spectra in-
dicate the presence of oscillation at the frequency
0.003 cycles/sample (or about 333 samples/cycle,
nearly a period of 2 hours). This oscillation affects

many variables in the process and is considered as
a plant-wide oscillation.

6.2 SPCA Analysis

The first two principle components (PCs) ex-
plained 87.47% variability of the spectra. The
second PC has a small peak around the frequency
0.003 cycles/sample which indicates the inter-
esting oscillation. However, the two-dimensional
scores plot has no meaningful clustering. It is hard
to analyze the frequency features of each variable.
To save space, we do not present the PC and score
plots here.

6.3 New Analysis Procedure

6.3.1. Oscillation Detection Figure 8 shows the
spectral envelope (from equation (4)) of the 48
variables. In the spectral envelope, there is clear
low frequency features. This is probably because
the data is from a long term operation and there
exists extremely long period influences like diurnal
weather effects that impact the process. Beside
the low frequency feature, there is a clear peak at
the frequency of 0.0031 cycles/sample, indicating
a oscillation with a period of 320 samples/cycle,
or approximately 1.78 hours/cycle. This is ex-
actly the oscillation that the Advanced Controls
Technology group of Eastman Chemical Company
wanted to detect and diagnose.
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6.3.2. Variable Categorization

Figure 9 is the power plot of the 48 variables at
the frequency 0.0031 cycles/sample. To make the
figure clear, we only show the tag numbers of the
five variables that contribute the highest energy
at this frequency. They are the key variables that
can be taken as the candidates of the root cause.
Besides these five variables, the plot also clearly
shows that many other variables are affected by
this oscillation.

6.3.3. Oscillation Diagnosis Among all the
variables, the pv and op of the control loop LC2
have the biggest energy at the oscillation fre-
quency. This result indicates that the oscillation
in loop LC2 is most severe and we should take this
loop as the first candidate of the root cause.

Actually, the control loop LC2 was exactly the
root cause found out by Thornhill et al. (2003b).
It was reported that the control valve of the loop
LC2 had a deadband of 4% and it was the root
cause. For more information, refer to Thornhill et
al. (2003b).

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the concept of spectral envelope is
modified such that it is easy to apply for detect-
ing plant-wide oscillations. This method is good
at detecting oscillations whether single or multi-
ple. Also the calculation of the spectral envelope
is straightforward and no calculation parameter
needs to be specified. In comparison to the ACF
based method, the spectral envelope method does
not suffer any limitation on minimum number of

oscillation cycles and it does not require designing
any filter. It can detect all oscillations in one step.

Scaling and power plots have been proposed for
the purpose of grouping the variables participat-
ing in the common oscillation(s). The proposed
plots can also deliver useful information about the
root cause of a plant-wide oscillation.

Finally, an industrial case study was presented to
demonstrate the efficacy of the method.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Large data bases are being accumulated by 
companies operating oil, gas and chemical processes. 
When these data are used in a plant audit, the aim is 
to find groups of measurements having similar 
characteristics so that the propagation paths of 
disturbances can be tracked through a process. With 
large data sets, however, it becomes challenging to 
present the results of a multivariate analysis. While 
principal component analysis (PCA) might reduce 
several hundred measurements to, say, ten principal 
components there then remains an issue of 
presentation of the ten-dimensional model to the 
analyst. This paper demonstrates a method for 
visualization of the clusters in a high-dimensional 
spectral PCA model by means of a hierarchical 
classification tree. The key elements in the procedure 
are an agglomerative hierarchical clustering 
algorithm and a recursive algorithm to create the tree. 
Multivariate analysis using spectral methods has 
recently been reported for the case of dynamic 
disturbances (Thornhill et. al., 2002; Xia and Howell, 
2005). The benefits for plant audit application are 
that the power spectra are insensitive to time delays 
or phase lags between different measurement points 
and therefore bypass the need for time shifting and 
other methods needed for correlation-based analysis 
in the time domain. 

The next section of the paper gives a review of 
related work while Section 3 gives the formulation of 
spectral multivariate data analysis. A distance 
measure for clustering analysis is also discussed in 
Section 3 together with the automated algorithm for 
creation of the hierarchical classification tree. An 
industrial data set is then analyzed to illustrate the 
concepts showing the clustering patterns present 
before and after a plant shutdown in which 
maintenance was carried out. The paper ends with a 
conclusion section.  
 

2. BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT 

2.1 PCA for cluster analysis 

Descriptions of principal component analysis may be 
found from many sources, for example Chatfield and 
Collins (1980) and Wold et. al. (1987). In analytical 
chemistry, near infrared (NIR) and nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy data are routinely 
analysed by PCA (Alam and Alam, 2005; Ozaki et. 
al., 2001) and Seasholtz (1999) described the 
industrial application of multivariate calibration in 
NIR and NMR spectroscopy at Dow Chemical 
Company. Principal component analysis has proved 
useful in other diverse areas such as paint colour 
analysis (Tzeng and Berns, 2005), in the analysis of 
the relationship between the crispness of apples and 
recorded chewing sounds  (De Belie et al, 2000) and 
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in water quality analysis (e.g. Brodnjak-Voncina et 
al, 2002). Industrial uses include principal 
component analysis for monitoring of machinery and 
process equipment (Wu et. al. 1999; Malhi and Gao, 
2004; Flaten et al., 2005). All these applications have 
the common aim to discover structure within the data 
set, to ascertain the items within the data set that 
belong together and to relate the results to underlying 
mechanisms. They are normally run off-line.  
A prevalent area in process monitoring [Wise et al., 
1990; Kresta et. al., 1991; Wise and Gallagher, 1996; 
Qin, 2003] is on-line multivariate statistical process 
control in which new measurements are projected 
into a PCA calibration model that was developed 
during normal operation. Multivariate warning and 
alarm limits are set which test whether a new set of 
measurements is within the normal bounds captured 
by the calibration model [Jackson and Mudholkar, 
1979; Martin and Morris, 1996].  
The work in this paper is aimed towards the first type 
of application and concerns the visualization of 
structures in a data set and ascertains the items that 
belong together, where the items are the power 
spectra of time trends at a given measurement point. 

2.2 Visualization of high dimension PCA models 

The visualization of a high dimension multivariate 
PCA model has previously been examined by Wang 
et. al., (2004) for the purposes of a multivariate 
statistical process monitoring. They used parallel 
coordinates to display multiple dimensions of the 
score space. Each day of running in a data set was 
represented by one piecewise linear trend in the 
parallel coordinate plot, and these trends were 
overlaid on top of one another. Although it was not 
possible to see any structure within the plot it was 
possible to identify abnormal days of running by 
inspection of outliers in the parallel coordinates plot.  

2.3 Hierarchical classification 

Gordon (1987) gave a comprehensive review of 
hierarchical classification, distinguishing between 
agglomerative and divisive methods. Agglomerative 
hierarchical clustering is an unsupervised algorithm 
for building up groups of similar items from a 
population of individual items. The basic algorithm 
(Duda et. al., 2000) starts with N clusters each 
containing one item and proceeds as follows: 

repeat
find the pair of nearest clusters
merge them into one cluster

until there is one cluster containing  itemsN

 

The results of agglomerative hierarchical clustering 
may be visualized in a classification tree in which the 
items of interest are the leaves on the tree and are 
joined into the main tree and eventually to the root of 
the tree by branches. Industrial applications of 
clustering and/or classification trees have included 
methods for office buildings to detect days of the 
week with similar profiles of energy use (Seem, 
2005), the presentation of results from an end-point 

detection method in a crystallization process (Norris 
et. al., 1997) and from analysis of illegal adulteration 
of gasoline with organic solvents (Wiedemann et. al., 
2005). The method presented in this paper uses 
agglomerative classification in the score space of all 
significant principal components. 
Classification trees are also used in divisive 
classification in which a large group of items is 
recursively split into subcategories. In the area of 
process analysis, divisive classification has been 
combined with PCA for detection of key factors that 
affect process performance in a blast furnace and a 
hot stove system generating hot air for the blast 
furnace (Lee et. al, 2004). Clusters of items 
appearing in the score space of the first two principal 
components were identified and then further divided 
into sub-clusters using PCA recursively. 
 

3.  METHODS 

3.1 Spectral PCA 

In spectral principal component analysis (PCA) 
(Thornhill et. al., 2002) the rows of the data matrix 
X  are normalized power spectra ( )P f : 

1 1 1

1

( ) ... ( )
.. .. ..
( ) ... ( )

N

m m N

N frequency channels

x f x f
m

 measurements
x f x f

→

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟

= ⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ↓

X
 

A PCA decomposition reconstructs the X  matrix as 
a sum over p orthonormal basis functions 1′w  to p′w  
which are spectrum-like functions each having N  
frequency channels arranged as a row vector: 

1,1 1,2 1,

1 2

,1 ,2 ,

... ... ... ...
p

p

m m m p

t t t

t t t

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟′ ′ ′= + + + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

X w w w E  

The i’th spectrum in X  maps to a spot having the co-
ordinates ,1it  to ,i pt  in a p-dimensional space. The 

,1it  to ,i pt  are called scores and represent the 
weightings of the basis functions needed to 
approximately reconstruct the spectrum in the i’th 
row of the data matrix. Similar spectra have similar t-
coordinates and form clusters in the score space. 
The key to finding meaningful clusters is the choice 
of distance measure. In process performance analysis 
the angular measure discussed in Duda et. al., (2000) 
is often more suitable than Euclidian distances. The 
reason for this observation is that the PCA clusters 
frequently take the form of plumes radiating from the 
origin. Raich and Cinar (1997) also observed plumes 
in their analysis of simulated faults in the Tennessee 
Eastman benchmark model. 

Let he vector ( ),1 , 2 ,, , ...i i i i pt t t′ =t  be the i’th row 

of matrix pT  in p p= +TX T W E  in a p principal 
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component model. A measure for membership of a 
plume is that the direction of vector i′t  in the 
multidimensional score plot lies within the same 
solid angle as those of other ′ −t vectors belonging 
the plume. The angle between i′t  and j′t  may be 
determined through calculation of the scalar product: 

( ),cos i j
i j

i j

′ ′
=

′ ′

t t

t t

i
θ  

where: 

, ,
1

p

i j i k j k
k

t t
=

′ ′ = ∑t ti  and 2
,

1

p

i i k
k

t
=

′ = ∑t  

3.2 Clustering 

A matrix A , whose elements are ,i jθ , is to be 
analyzed to find high-dimensional plumes in the PCA 
score plot. Two items in the score plot whose ′ −t  
vectors point in similar directions give a small value 
of ,i jθ . The agglomerative hierarchical clustering 
algorithm is based on Chatfield and Collins (1980):  
Algorithm: Agglomerative classification 
Step 1: The starting point is the matrix of angular distances 
with elements θ ,i j . A text vector of row and column 

headings is also defined which initially is 
( )1 2 3 4 5 ....  to keep track of the items in the data 

set. For an process performance analysis application the 
items are the N plant profiles in the data set, for a process 
audit the items are the m tags.  
Step 2: At the k’th iteration, the smallest non-zero value 
θ ,i j  in the matrix is identified. Its row and column indexes 

i and j indicate the smallest angular separation and these 
are clustered together.  
Step 3: A smaller matrix kA  is then generated from the 

original. It does not have rows and columns for the two 
similar items identified at step 2. Instead, it has one row 
and column that give the distances of all the other items 

from the cluster. The distances are { }θ θ, ,min ,i n j n , i.e. 

the angular distance between the n’th item and whichever 
member of the cluster was closer. For instance, if θ 9,15  is 

the smallest angular separation in the matrix then rows 9 
and 15 would be deleted and replaced by a new single 
row, and likewise for columns 9 and 15.  
Step 4: The row and column headings are redefined. The 
heading for the new row created at step 3 indicates the 
items that have been combined. For instance, if the 
smallest angular separation at Step 3 had been θ 9,15  

then the new heading would be (9 15).  
Step 5: The results of the k’th step are written to a report 
showing the cluster size defined as the maximum distance 
between items in the cluster, the row heading for the 
cluster formed at iteration k, and the two sub-clusters 
within it.  
Step 6: Steps 2 to 5 are repeated until all the items have 
been clustered. At any stage, the outcome of the next step 

is either another item added to a cluster already identified 
or the combining of two items to start a new cluster. 
A feature of the agglomerative hierarchical 
classification procedure presented here is that it 
provides a text-based report which enables the 
detection of significant clusters as well as automated 
generation of the hierarchical tree plot. 

3.3 Dealing with noise 

There is an assumption underlying a process audit 
which is that any tag whose power spectrum has 
spectral features is being upset by unwanted 
dynamics which could be reduced by control action. 
The assumption is justified in a control systems study 
where the idea is that nothing but random noise 
should be present. The spectrum of random noise is 
broad band and in theory it is flat. Such a spectrum 
maps to the origin in spectral PCA (i.e. the elements 
in ( ),1 , 2 ,, , ...i i i i pt t t′ =t  are close to zero) because 

the p ′ −w vectors of the model reflect the spectral 
features in the data set. The broadband noise is 
captured by the remaining m p−  components and 
appears in the E  matrix. Tags with small values of 
′t  are therefore excluded from the hierarchical tree. 

In the case study presented below, the tags with the 
90% longest ′ −t vectors were plotted. Therefore, out 
of 60 tags, 54 appear in the tree and the excluded 
ones are classified as broad-band noise.  

3.4 Plotting of the hierarchical tree 

The graphical representation of the hierarchical tree 
can be extracted from the report generated by the 
algorithm of Section 3.2. It utilises an algorithm 
which starts at the top and systematically searches 
down the left and then the right branches and sub-
branches to parse the structure of the tree. The 
algorithm is recursive meaning it calls itself over and 
over again in a nested way until it reaches a leaf of 
the tree. The end result is a set of x −  and y −  
coordinates tracing the path that joins each individual 
item on the horizontal axis to the master node at the 
top of the tree.  
Algorithm: Path Search 
At the current node, 
Step 1: Search left if the next node to the left is not done 
 find description of the next node to the left 
 if the next node to the left is a leaf of the tree 
  set label equal to the item number 
  mark the path to that leaf as done 
  return (back to the next highest level of recursion) 
 else if the next node to the left is not done yet 
  call Path Search (recursive call) 
  build the path by adding the y-coordinate of the 

node to the path (the path starts empty) 
 else  
  mark the left node to the left as done.  
Step 2: Search right if  the next node to the right is not done: 
 find the next node to the right  
 If the next node to the right is a leaf of the tree 
  set label equal to the item number 
  mark the path to that leaf as done 
  return (back to the next highest level of recursion) 
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 else if the next node to the right is not done yet 
  call Path Search (recursive call) 
  build the path by adding the y-coordinate of the 

node to the path (the path starts empty) 
 else  
  mark the node to the right as done 
  mark the current node as done.  
Step 3: Plot paths for each leaf as a stairs plot to construct 
the tree from the leaf the tree  
The result is a set of paths, one for each leaf of the 
tree. These paths may be plotted as stair plots to 
construct the tree. 
Some nodes in the classification tree have more than 
two sub-branches, for example Tags 2, 9 and a 
subcluster including 21, 4, and others are joined by a 
single horizontal line at 7.6 degrees in the middle of 
Figure 3. The reason is that the overall maximum 
distance between items in the cluster does not always 
grow when a new item is added. Items join growing 
clusters in turn according to their distance from the 
nearest item that is already in the cluster. However 
their inclusion does not necessarily make the overall 
size of the cluster larger because items already in the 
cluster may be further apart from each other than 
they are from the new item. 
 

4. CASE STUDY 

4.1 Data sets 

The aim of the case study is to use the hierarchical 
tree derived from spectral PCA to aid and evaluate 
the maintenance activity. The mean centred time 
trends of the data set for the case study are shown in 
Figure 1 and the spectra are in Figure 2. There are 
two panels for each because the data shown are from 
before and after a maintenance shutdown. In fact, 
part of the value of the study is in the presentation of 
these high density plots. Each represents one day of 
running and shows all tags. This is not a standard 
display on an operator’s panel. The hierarchical tree 
aids the detection of tags with similar power spectra 
and the high density plots allow the engineer to 
visually confirm the findings.  
The scaling used in the time trends is referenced to 
the before case. For instance, time trend 5 in the 
before panel has been scaled to unit standard 
deviation and the time trend 5 in the after panel is 
scaled with the same factor. The large deviation in 
Tag 4 in the after panel arises because that time trend 
moved more than the time trend of Tag 4 before 
maintenance. 
The power spectra in the plots are scaled to the same 
maximum peak height for visualization purposes. In 
the spectral PCA computations, however, all spectra 
are scaled to unit power.  
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Figure 1. Time trends before and after maintenance 
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Figure 2. Power spectra before and after maintenance 
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Figure 3. Hierarchical classification tree. Tags with 
black spots are from before maintenance 
data set, white spots are after maintenance.  

4.2 Results 

All 60 spectra (30 from before and 30 from after 
maintenance) were analysed together using spectral 
PCA and presented in Figure 3 as a hierarchical 
classification tree. The analysis needed 11 principal 
components to capture 99.5% of the variability in the 
data set. As discussed earlier, 54 of the 60 tags are 
represented in the tree, the remaining tags have broad 
band spectra similar to random noise and mapped 
close to the origin in the Spectral PCA score plot. 
In Figure 3, each spot on the horizontal axis 
represents a complete spectrum from Figure 2. Black 
spots are the spectra before maintenance and the 
white are the spectra after maintenance. The numbers 
below indicate which tag generated the spectrum. 
Clusters in the tree share a common branch into the 
main part of the tree and they represent tags which 
have similar power spectra and hence similar 
dynamic features in their time trends. Clusters are 
clearly visible in the tree; a cluster is a group of tags 
such as 25 and 30 on the extreme right, or the large 
group labelled as spectra have low frequency 
components. The y-axis shows the cluster size as the 
maximum angular separation between any two items 
within the cluster. Some sub-clusters also exist, such 
as tags 5, 7 and 8 which form a distinct sub-group in 
the cluster labelled oscillating before maintenance.  
Here, the clusters have been identified by inspection, 
however they can also be detected automatically 
when the length of the branch joining a cluster to the 
main tree exceeds a pre-set fraction of the cluster size 
(both measured on the y-axis). 
Oscillating before maintenance group: A group of 
tags that were oscillating before maintenance had a 
strong spectral peak at about 0.0028 on the 
normalized frequency axis (350 samples per cycle). 
They are Tags 5, 7, 8, 11-13, 19, and 22-29 which 
appear as a cluster. The tree shows tags 20 and 6 
were also participating in the same oscillation before 
maintenance. It is not easy to tell that 20 was 

oscillating from its time trend, but spectral PCA 
detects the oscillation within the noise.  
There are no tags from the after-maintenance data set 
in this group which demonstrates that maintenance 
successfully addressed the plant-wide disturbance.  
Tags 15, 16 and 17: Tags 16 and 17 are clustered 
together in the before-maintenance data set, showing 
their spectra were more similar to each other than to 
any other spectra in the combined data set. The tree 
shows that Tag 1 is similar also. Although Tag 1 has 
spectral content across a broad range it also shares a 
prominent spectral peak with Tags 16 and 17. After 
maintenance, tags 16 and 17 lie in a different cluster 
and are joined by 15 showing that the dynamic 
behaviour of Tags 16 and 17 was changed by the 
maintenance activity The spectrum of tag 15 has 
some low frequency content which is stronger in the 
before maintenance data set. That is why Tag 15 did 
not join the {16, 17} cluster before maintenance. Tag 
1 from the after maintenance data set is not in the tree 
because its spectrum was similar to random noise.  
Low frequency components group:  A cluster in the 
middle of the tree contains numerous tags both from 
before and after maintenance. Their spectra have low 
frequency components in common, and the time 
trends show that they all have slow drifting non-
stationery behaviour. There are more tags in this 
group after maintenance than before. Some of them 
such as 7, 8, 11, 12, 19, 24, 27 and 29, migrated into 
this group once the main oscillating disturbance was 
removed. Many are indicators and are responding to 
long term drifts in ambient or operating conditions.  
Small clusters:  After maintenance there are several 
small clusters. These are: 
• 5, 13 and 22: They have a broad peak at about  

33 10−×  on the normalized frequency axis. No other 
tags share this spectral feature. The frequency of 
this spectral feature is very similar to that of the 
main oscillation in the before-maintenance data set. 
The classification tree shows, however, that it is a 
new frequency because the 5, 13 and 22 cluster 
form the after-maintenance data set is not 
connected to the cluster labelled oscillating before 
maintenance.  
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• 25 and 30: They have some spectral content at 
about 38 10−×  on the normalized frequency axis.  

• 6 and 10: These tags have a high frequency spectral 
feature at 14 10−×  on the frequency axis. In fact, an 
inspection of the spectra shows that this feature was 
present before maintenance but was dominated by 
the main oscillation at 0.0028 on the frequency 
axis. It is more prominent after maintenance 
because the interference of the main oscillation has 
been removed.  

Tags not in the tree:  The tags excluded are 10, 18 
and 30 in the before maintenance set and 1, 18 and 
20 in the after maintenance set. Figure 1 shows that 
their time trends do not have any distinctive dynamic 
features, just noise. The benefit of the exclusion of 
tags with small ′ −t vectors from the tree is shown by 
considering Tags 6 and 10 in the after maintenance 
data set. They could be mistaken as random by visual 
inspection, however the spectral analysis shows that 
they have a distinctive high frequency peak and they 
therefore appear in the tree.  
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The paper has presented a hierarchical classification 
tree as a mean of visualization of the structure within 
a principal component model of arbitrary dimensions. 
Each item in the tree represents the power spectrum 
from one measurement point in the process and the 
vertical axis is an angle measure that indicates how 
similar the spectra are to one another. An industrial 
case study showed that the tree is useful in 
combination with high density plots of time trends 
and spectra for interpreting and understanding the 
impact of the maintenance activity. 
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Abstract:
Oscillation in a single control loop can propagate to many units and can cause
several control loops to oscillate. In this work, an approach that uses detailed
oscillation characterization in combination with signed digraphs is proposed for
isolating the source loop that causes plant-wide oscillation. The success of this
approach is built on a new oscillation characterization technique that identifies
the zero-crossings of each oscillating measurement. A signed digraph that embeds
the temporal information obtained from the zero-crossings of the data is analyzed
to isolate the root cause for oscillation. A simulation case study illustrates the
applicability of the proposed approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A number of surveys on the performance of control
loops (Desborough and Miller, 2001) indicate that
a majority of control loops in process industries
perform poorly. It was observed that performance
degradation in control loops result in: (i) poor set
point tracking, (ii) oscillations, (iii) poor distur-
bance rejection, and/or (iv) high excessive final
control element variation. Reducing or removing
such oscillations can yield substantial commercial
benefits. Desborough and Miller (2001) claim that
a 1% improvement in either energy efficiency or
controller performance would save up to $300
million dollars per year. Sustained oscillations in
control loops can be due to multiple reasons: (1)
Valve non-linearity due to causes such as stic-
tion, dead band and hysteresis, (2) Poorly tuned

1 Corresponding author: raghu@clarkson.edu

controller in a nonlinear processes, (3) Insuffi-
cient digital resolution (quantizing effects), (4)
Controller saturation, (5) Interacting loops, (6)
Oscillations that are external to the loop or (7)
a combination thereof.

Diagnosing the cause for oscillation may involve
separating the source loop from other secondary
loops when plant-wide oscillations are present.
Plant-wide oscillations occur when an oscillation
in a single loop propagates to many units. Diag-
nosis of plant-wide oscillations has received con-
siderable attention in the recent past. Thornhill
et al. (2003b) use the detection of measurements
oscillating at similar frequencies to perform root
cause analysis. They assume that the source loop
is oscillating due to the presence of a nonlinearity
such as stiction in the control valve. The presence
of stiction is confirmed through a nonlinearity
index computed for each loop. An extension to
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this method is discussed in Thornhill (2005). Xia
and Howell (2005) propose the use of independent
component analysis to distinguish between the
source loop and the secondary oscillating loops.

In this work, a methodology to identify the root
cause for oscillations when one or more loops
oscillate simultaneously is proposed. A signed
digraph that embeds the temporal information
obtained from the zero-crossings of the data is
analyzed to isolate the problem loop and identify
the root cause for oscillation. The zero-crossings in
the measurements (with respect to their steady-
state information) is obtained using a novel os-
cillation characterization algorithm (Srinivasan et
al., 2005c).

2. CHARACTERIZING OSCILLATIONS IN
CONTROL LOOPS

Oscillations in industrial data seldom have con-
stant frequency or amplitude. Also, the measure-
ments, Controller output (OP) and Process out-
put (PV), have non-constant mean due to changes
in Set point (SP) or due to the presence of mea-
sured or unmeasured disturbances. An oscillation
characterization algorithm outlined in Srinivasan
et al. (2005c) can be applied to obtain the zero-
crossings of the measurements. A brief explana-
tion of this procedure is presented here. Figure 1a
shows the time-series data of an industrial loop
that has both non-constant mean and intermittent
oscillations. A modified Empirical Mode Decom-
position (EMD) procedure (Huang et al., 1998)
is employed for characterizing such oscillations.
There are three basic steps in the proposed oscil-
lation characterization method. These are listed
below:
Step 1. The first step removes the non-constant
mean (i.e. low-oscillation modes) from the signal.
For the given time series data, upper and lower
envelopes are constructed by connecting the max-
ima and minima points respectively (See Figure
1b). A modified empirical mode decomposition
procedure is employed in this step. An average of
these envelopes is then subtracted from the signal
to generate the time series shown at the extreme
right of Figure 1(1c).
Step 2. Cumulative area of the dominant oscillat-
ing mode separated out from Step 1 is computed.
The cumulative area is a weighted mean of the
data and it averages the effect of noise, thereby
reducing the number of spurious zero-crossings
that may be reported.
Step 3. Extrema points of the cumulative area
capture the zero-crossing points. These extrema
points are identified and are reported as the zero-
crossing points of the dominant oscillation mode.

The data pre-processing, which is not discussed
here, involves removing outliers and replacing
missing data. Several attributes can be calculated
based on the zero-crossings, such as: (i) Time
period of each sweep of oscillation, (ii) Amplitude
and strength of each oscillation mode, (iii) Time
instances when oscillations are present and (iv)
Start and end time for each sweep of oscillation.
A detailed discussion on the oscillation character-
ization technique can be found in Srinivasan et al.
(2005c). It will be shown later that the informa-
tion about the zero-crossings when used with di-
graphs can isolate the root cause of oscillation(s).
In the next section, a succinct discussion on the
application of signed digraphs for fault diagnosis
is presented. An interested reader is referred to
(Maurya et al., 2003a; Maurya et al., 2003b) for
additional details.

3. FAULT DIAGNOSIS USING SIGNED
DIGRAPHS

A directed graph (digraph (DG)) consists of nodes
representing variables and directed arcs between
nodes representing the interaction among vari-
ables. When signs are placed on the nodes and
the arcs of a DG, it is called a signed digraph
(SDG). Signed directed graph based methods are
widely used for fault diagnosis because SDG mod-
els provide a powerful representation to capture
the cause-effect information about the process.
SDG models do not require complete quantitative
description and can be developed from partial
information such as the structure of the equations
and information about the normal operating con-
ditions. Signed digraphs have been used to model
control loops as well.

3.1 Background

Iri et al. (1979) were the first to use SDG for
modeling chemical processes. Oyeleye and Kramer
(1988) discuss SDG-based steady state analy-
sis and prediction of inverse response (IR) and
compensatory response (CR). Bhushan and Ren-
gaswamy (2002) have used SDG analysis for sen-
sor location for efficient fault diagnosis. Chen
and Howell (2001) presented fault diagnosis of
controlled systems where SDG has been used to
model control loops. Maurya et al. (2003a) have
recently presented algorithms and methods for
the development and analysis of SDG models for
systems described by differential equations (DE),
algebraic equations (AE) and differential algebraic
equations (DAE). Briefly, a digraph for a DE
system is developed by drawing arcs from the
variables that occur in the time-derivative func-
tion to the corresponding state variable. For an
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Fig. 1. Oscillation characterization algorithm - illustrative steps. Plot shows only a zoomed portion of
data for clarity.

AE system, a digraph can be drawn after per-
forming perfect matching between the algebraic
equations and the variables. For a DAE system,
the SDG corresponding to the DE and AE parts
are combined. Maurya et al. (2003b) also proposed
a unified SDG-model for control loops in which,
both disturbances (e.g. sensor bias, bias in the
manipulated valve) as well as structural faults
(e.g. sensor failure and controller failure), can be
easily modeled and analyzed. The SDG is devel-
oped using the topology of the control loops and
a PI or PID approximation of the control algo-
rithm. Since quantitative details are not needed,
the required information is easily available for
most controller configurations. The analysis of
SDG depends on whether the SDG is for a steady-
state (AE) system or for a dynamic system (DE
or DAE) (Maurya et al., 2006). The analysis of
DE systems and DAE systems are relevant to the
present work since steady-state is not reached in
the time domain during oscillations.

For a chosen deviation (fault), the initial response
of a system variable (dependent variables that
are both measured and unmeasured) can be pre-
dicted by propagation through all the directed
path(s) from the fault node to the system variable
(see Maurya et al. (2003a) for certain exceptions
for DAE systems). The inverse of this principle,
i.e., back-propagation, is used for fault diagnosis.
Ambiguity in qualitative simulation and diagno-
sis arise due to the presence of multiple paths
with opposing signs. Hence, the use of quanti-
tative information (e.g., through fuzzy-logic) has
been suggested for dynamic diagnosis (Tarifa and
Scenna, 2003; Chang and Chang, 2003).

3.2 Fault diagnosis using backward-reasoning

In any backward-reasoning based fault diagnosis
methodology, the basic idea is to identify one
or more paths from appropriate fault nodes to
the measured nodes so that forward-propagation
along these valid paths can explain the observed

symptoms. Usually, depth-first search (DFS) is
used to identify these paths (Tarjan, 1972). The
given non-zero sign of a measured node and the
signs of the incident arcs are used to infer the
possible signs of the predecessor nodes. Any one
of these incident arcs, propagation through which
will explain the qualitative state of the observed
node, is a valid branch. If a predecessor node
is a measured node and its inferred sign contra-
dicts the observed sign, then no further backward-
reasoning is performed on this predecessor node.
Thus, this branch of the search tree is terminated
since it cannot be a part of a valid path. Other-
wise, backward-reasoning is applied to the prede-
cessor nodes successively. If a predecessor node is
an exogenous variable then it is a candidate fault.
Whenever a branch of the search tree is termi-
nated, back-tracking is used and other predecessor
nodes for the previous node are explored. This
process is continued till all the predecessors to the
measured node are exhaustively examined. Thus,
every measured node (yj , j = 1, 2 . . . m) yields a
candidate fault set (Ej = {fk}, k ∈ {1, 2 . . . n},
where n = number of fault nodes). Intersection of
these candidate fault sets is the actual candidate
fault set. Whenever a candidate fault node (fk)
is reached, forward-propagation is used to verify
that the measured pattern can be generated. This
simple rule works well for those patterns which
arise due to single faults alone. For patterns cor-
responding to multiple faults, the minimal com-
binations of faults ({fk1 , fk2 . . .}), one from each
set (Ej), are considered so that the union of the
patterns generated by them (

⋃
{Yki

}, Yki
is the

pattern generated by fault fki
) covers the mea-

sured patterns (ambiguity is allowed).

3.3 Incorporation of temporal order of start of
oscillation in the SDG-based diagnosis

Onset of oscillations is similar to eliciting initial
response after the occurrence of a fault. Hence,
the temporal order in which oscillations start in
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measured variables can be used to construct the
paths through which faults propagate. This helps
in pruning some of the propagation paths, result-
ing in an enhanced diagnostic resolution. This is
the basic principle behind the utilization of the
temporal order for fault diagnosis. The diagnostic
procedure is:

(1) Start the search for root cause from the mea-
sured variable with the smallest oscillation
start time.

(2) Use back-propagation till a fault node or a
measured variable node is reached.

(3) If a measured variable with a larger start
time of oscillation is reached, or a conflicting
sign is inferred then this branch of the search
tree is terminated. Back-track to the next
unexplored node. Go to step 2.

(4) If a fault node is reached, use forward-
propagation to verify that the measured pat-
terns can be generated with the specified sign
as well as the temporal order. Ambiguity is
allowed in the predicted sign. The constraint
on the temporal order is that if the start-time
of oscillation of node ‘B’ is larger than that
of node ‘A’ and there are no two separate
paths between them, then node ‘B’ must be
downstream of node ‘A’ on some path(s).

(5) Go to step 2 to explore any remaining unex-
plored nodes.

In the case study presented in the next section, it
is shown that the use of temporal order results in
a better diagnostic resolution.

4. RESULTS

4.1 Simulation set-up

A 2x2 interacting process with one cascade loop
is considered for analysis. This is shown in Figure
2. The simulated system exhibits type-A interac-
tion (Chen and Howell, 2001). There are totally 6
measurements, namely, Loop 1; Set-point (SP1),
process (S1) and controller output (C1), Loop2:
Set-point (C21), process (S22) and controller out-
put (C22) and Loop 3: Set-point (SP2), process
(S21) and controller output (C21). Following three
scenarios are considered:

Case 1: External oscillations in Loop 1.
Case 2: External oscillations in Loop 3.
Case 3: Oscillations in Loop 1 due to stiction.

Figure 3 shows the data for case 1, with a sampling
time of 0.1 seconds. Table 1 shows the start time
of a sweep of oscillation from each case study.
This information was obtained using the oscilla-
tion characterization algorithm outlined in section
2. Based on the start time, a temporal order is

Table 1. Oscillation attributes for the
three case studies.

Case No. Measurements (variable name)
S1M C1 S22 C22 S21M C21

Case 1

Start time 2170 2175 2320 2270 2270 2270
of osc

Direction + - - - - -
Temporal 1 2 4 3 3 3

Order
Case 2

Start time 2300 2310 2240 2210 2200 2200
of Osc

Direction + - + + + +
Temporal 4 5 3 2 1 1

Order
Case 3

Start time 1415 1415 1435 1418 1418 1418
of Osc

Direction + - + + + +
Temporal 1 1 3 2 2 2

Order

The start time is given in Sampling instants.

assigned. The direction of deviation of each mea-
surement from its steady state is also provided;
positive indicates an increase and the negative
sign indicates decrease from the corresponding
steady state values.

The signed digraph model of the controlled sys-
tem is developed using the method presented by
Maurya et al. (2003b) and is shown in Figure 4.
S1M and S21M denote the measured values of
the process variables, S1 and S21, respectively. B1
and B2 nodes represent the sensor biases in the
respective loops. V1 and V2 are the valve positions
and VB1 and VB2 are the corresponding valve-
position biases.

Diagnosis of case 1 (Figure 4): Starting with
S1M = ‘+’, back-propagation identifies B1 = ‘+’
as a candidate fault. VB1 = ‘+’ is excluded since
forward-propagation from VB1 = ‘+’ violates
signs of S21M, etc. Back-propagation to S21 and
then to S22 leads to violation of the measured sign
of S22, so this branch is also terminated. In this
case, temporal order need not be utilized to get
complete resolution.
Diagnosis of case 2 and 3: As listed in Table
1, the sign patterns in the two fault cases are
the same. Hence, if one were to use only sign
pattern then these two faults cannot be distin-
guished. However, by using the temporal-order
information, for case 2, B2 = ‘+’ is identified as
a candidate fault. SP2 = ‘-’ is ruled out since it
violates the temporal order in the cascade control
loop. VB1 = ‘+’ can be considered a fault if one
were not to differentiate between the temporal-
order between S21M/C21 and S1M/C1 since they
are on two different paths. However, since they are
in different control loops and the oscillations show
up first in the cascade control loop, in reality, VB1
= ‘+’ is unlikely. For case 3, starting with S1M =
‘+’, VB1 = ‘+’ is identified as a candidate fault.
B1 = ‘+’ is ruled out since it violates sign of S21M,
etc. B2 = ‘+’ is ruled out since it violates the
temporal-order between S21M and S1M. Thus,
by using temporal-order information, better (com-
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Fig. 2. Simulation case study.
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Fig. 3. Case 1: External disturbance in Loop 1 causing oscillations in other measurements.

Fig. 4. Root cause analysis for case 1.
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Table 2. Results of diagnosis using sign
and temporal-order

No. Fault Fault diagnosed

induced

1 B1 = ‘+’ B1 = ‘+’ (sensor-bias in loop 1)
2 B2 = ‘+’ B2 = ‘+’ (sensor-bias in loop 3)

VB1 = ‘+’ (valve-stiction in loop 1∗)
3 VB1 = ‘+’ VB1 = ‘+’ (valve-stiction in loop 1)

∗: see text for explanation.

plete) diagnostic resolution is achieved. In fact,
using the result of case 3 (i.e. if case 3 has occurred
in the past and hence stored in a database), one
can conclude complete resolution for case 2 as
well. This is true provided that the process is not
so nonlinear as to exhibit different temporal orders
for different magnitudes of the same fault. In the
present context, since the pattern and temporal-
order for case 3 is known from the database, it
is assumed that case 3 cannot result in another
temporal-order (i.e. that of case 2). These results
are summarized in Table 2.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Starting with a brief highlight on the benefits of
advanced diagnosis, a brief discussion on oscil-
lation characterization in control loops was pre-
sented. Then, a summary of the use of signed
digraphs for fault diagnosis was presented. A
procedure to incorporate the temporal-order of
fault-propagation into the digraphs based diag-
nosis methodology was described. Finally a case
study was presented to show how the proposed
methodology, with the utilization of temporal-
order, results in better diagnostic resolution to the
extent that the source for malfunction in a control
loop is uniquely located.
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Abstract: Oscillations in control loops lead to poor controller performance. Stiction in
control valves is one of the major causes of such oscillations. Therefore, the correct
diagnosis of stiction is important. There are several methods for detecting stiction, but
quantification of stiction still remains a challenge. Two parameters are used to model
the stiction phenomenon successfully, namely, deadband plus stickband, ′S′, and slip-
jump,′J ′. It has been observed that the main cause of valve deterioration is the presence
of slip-jump, ′J ′. The higher the value of ′J ′, the more severe is the level of deterioration
of controller performance. Thus, in addition to the estimation of ′S′, an estimate of ′J ′ is
the main challenge in monitoring the condition of a control valve. In this work a method
is proposed to estimate both ′S′ and ′J ′ simultaneously unlike existing quantification
methods where stiction is quantified as a single parameter.

Keywords: Control loops, Control valves, Process control, Nonlinearity, Stiction.

1. INTRODUCTION

Non-linear effects are often encountered in process
plants. These non-linearities can be due to: (1) Valve
non-linearity, for example due to stiction, deadband
and hysteresis; (2) the presence of non-linear external
oscillations, and/or (3) non-linearity in the process.

The presence of a non-linearity in a control loop often
leads to oscillations in a control loop and hence poor
performance. About 30% of the oscillations in control
loops are due to valve problems (e.g. the presence
of static friction or stiction). Therefore, detection
and quantification of stiction in control valves is an
important issue in the process industry. There are
several stiction detection methods (Choudhury et
al., 2004b; Choudhury et al., 2004c; Horch, 1999;
Singhal and Salsbury, 2005; Stenman et al., 2003;
Srinivasan et al., 2005a; Srinivasan et al., 2005b). But
quantifying stiction still remains a challenge.

Earlier work by (Choudhury et al., 2004c) quantifies
stiction by fitting an ellipse to the pv-op plot and
the maximum width of the ellipse is reported as

1 Corresponding author, E-mail: sirish.shah@ualberta.ca, Tel: +1
(780) 492 5162, Fax: +1 (780) 492 2881.

‘apparent stiction’. Recently, Srinivasan et al. (2005a)
introduced another approach where they exploited the
fact that the presence of stiction has distinct qualitative
shapes or pattern in the controller output, op and the
controller variable, pv signals. They have applied a
Pattern Recognition technique using Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW ) on the pv and op data. First, the
test patterns (for both op and pv) are generated using
the zero crossing data from the raw signals. Then
these test patterns are compared to the actual signal.
If stiction is confirmed then the maximum peak-
to-peak amplitude is reported as stiction. However,
the maximum peak-to-peak amplitude is just the
magnitude of limit cycle and cannot be attributed to
real stiction. Another disadvantage with this approach
is the apriori knowledge of the patterns in the op and
pv due to stiction. The patterns described therein may
not be always due to stiction. Some of those patterns
in the pv and op signals may arise simply due to the
presence of a tightly tuned controller or an oscillatory
disturbance. In addition to these, asymmetric stiction,
which is not uncommon, cannot be detected and
quantified using this approach.

In another method proposed by (Srinivasan et al.,
2005b), a Hammerstein model identification approach
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is explored. A general structure of a Hammerstein
model is shown in figure 1. The non-linear part of
the Hammerstein model is described by a single
parameter stiction model ( (Stenman et al., 2003)).

Fig. 1. General Structure of a Hammerstein Model

It has been observed that the single parameter stiction
model does not depict the true stiction behavior
(Choudhury et al., 2004a), as discussed in section 2.

In this study, the proposed approach uses a two
parameter stiction model proposed by (Choudhury et
al., 2004a) to model the non-linear component of the
Hammerstein model.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2 a brief discussion of the two parameter
stiction model is provided. This is followed by an
example demonstrating the importance of slip-jump,
J , in loop dynamics. Section 4 describes the proposed
method. Sections 5 and 6 summarize simulation
and experimental results respectively, followed by
concluding remarks in Section 7.

2. WHY USE A TWO PARAMETER MODEL OF
STICTION?

This section briefly discusses the adequacy of a two
parameter stiction model for closed loop simulation
of stiction. Also, the limitations of the one parameter
stiction model proposed by (Stenman et al., 2003)
and used in (Srinivasan et al., 2005b) are briefly
discussed. Before discussing the data-driven stiction
models, a case of an industrial example where a valve
was sticky is presented in order to find the right pattern
of stiction present in a valve operating under closed
loop control configuration.

2.1 An industrial control loop with a sticky valve

Consider a level control loop which controls the
level of condensate in the outlet of a turbine by
manipulating the flow rate of the liquid condensate.
The control valve of this loop is confirmed to have
stiction. In total 8640 samples for each tag were
collected at a sampling rate of 5 s. Figure 2 shows a
portion of the time domain data. The left panel shows
time trends for level (pv), the controller output (op)
which is also the valve demand, and valve position
(mv) which can be taken to be the same as the
condensate flow rate. The plots in the right panel
show the characteristics pv-op and mv-op plots. The
bottom figure clearly indicates both the stickband plus
deadband and the slip jump effects. The slip jump is
large and visible from the bottom figure especially
when the valve is moving in a downward direction. It
is marked as ‘A’ in the figure. The pv-op plot does not

show the jump behavior clearly because the process
dynamics (i.e., the transfer function between mv and
pv) destroys the pattern. The pattern shown in the
actual valve position (mv) vs. controller output (op)
can be taken as a typical signature of valve stiction
because it clearly shows the deadband plus stickband
and the slip-jump. Similar patterns can be found in
many industrial control valves suffering from stiction.
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Fig. 2. Flow control cascaded to level control in an
industrial setting, the line with circles is pv and
mv, the thin line is op

2.2 One-parameter stiction model

A simple one parameter stiction model was proposed
by (Stenman et al., 2003). The model can be
mathematically expressed by the following equation

x(t) =
{

x(t− 1) , if | x(t)− d | <d
u(t) otherwise

Where, x(t) and x(t-1) are the valve output (stem
position) at time ‘t’ and ‘t-1’ respectively, u(t) is the
controller output at time ‘t’ and ‘d’ is the valve stiction
band. For details of this stiction model, interested
readers are referred to (Stenman et al., 2003).

2.3 Two-parameter stiction model

A two parameter model proposed by (Choudhury
et al., 2004a) captures the stiction phenomenon
successfully. The two parameters are: S (Stickband
+ Deadband) and J (Slip-jump). For details on
this stiction model interested readers are referred to
(Choudhury et al., 2004a).

2.4 Comparison between one-parameter and two
parameter stiction model

Figure 3(a) shows a typical valve output (mv), vs.
controller output (op) plot for the one parameter
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stiction model described in (Stenman et al., 2003;
Srinivasan et al., 2005b) while Figure 3(b) shows
the same plot for the two parameter stiction model
proposed in (Choudhury et al., 2004a). Figure 3(a)
is clearly different from the pattern of stiction shown
in Figure 2. It suffices to say that the one parameter
stiction model does not capture the true characteristic
of stiction. Indeed it should not be called a stiction
model, rather it should be defined as a quantization
or a staircase function. On the other hand, the plot
for two parameter stiction model (Figure 3(b)) clearly
matches with the pattern in Figure 2. Thus the two
parameter stiction model is able to adequately capture
the characteristic of valve stiction (Choudhury et
al., 2004a).
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Fig. 3. (a) mv-op for one parameter model (‘d′) (b)mv-
op for two parameter model (S, J)

3. ISSUES IN QUANTIFYING STICTION

3.1 Effect of controller dynamics and process dynamics
on apparent stiction

Earlier work by (Choudhury et al., 2004c; Choudhury
et al., 2005) quantifies stiction by fitting an ellipse
to the pv-op plot and the maximum width of the
ellipse is reported as ‘apparent stiction’. Stiction is
reported as ’apparent’ because the estimate includes
the effect of the process and controller dynamics. The
following simulation example demonstrates the effect
of the controller tuning on the estimation of apparent
stiction.

Figure 4 shows the simulink block diagram used for
generating stiction data. The process model is

G(z) =
1.45z − 1
z4 − 0.8z3 (1)

The controller is implemented in the following form:

C(s) = Kc

(
1 +

1
τi s

)
(2)

The reset time, τI , is fixed at 1 sec and the gain,Kc, is
varied.The Stiction parameters ’stickband+deadband’,
S and ’slip jump’, J are fixed at 3 and 1, respectively.
Three cases, Kc = 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15, are considered
and 1024 samples are generated for each case.

Figure 5 shows the pv-op plot and the fitted ellipse
for the three cases. The apparent stiction reported are:
for Kc = 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15, the estimated apparent
stiction are 5.79, 3.06 and 1.62, respectively. Ideally,

Fig. 4. Simulink block diagram used for generating
stiction data
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Fig. 5. mv − op plot and fitted ellipse (a)Kc = 0.05
(b)Kc = 0.10 (c)Kc = 0.15

it should be same because the same amount of stiction
was used for all cases (S=3 and J=1). A similar effect
of the process dynamics can also be observed on the
value of apparent stiction. Hence the width of the
ellipse in the pv-op plot termed as ’apparent stiction’
cannot be taken as an accurate estimate of stiction.

3.2 The importance of quantifying Slip-Jump (J)

Describing function analysis performed in (Choudhury
et al., 2004a) suggests that for processes without any
integrator, limit cycles in a control loop may occur
only in the presence of slip-jump (J) for the case of a
sticky valve. Moreover, the amplitude and frequency
of the limit cycles depend significantly on the slip-
jump (J). The following simulation results show the
effect of J on the amplitudes and frequencies of the
limit cycles.

The system considered here is the same as in
Section 3.1. In order to observe the impact of J
clearly, the controller parameters are chosen as Kc =
0.15 and τI = 0.15 sec. Figure 6 shows the variation
of the frequency and amplitude of limit cycles with
slip jump (J) keeping S constant (S = 6). For each
case, 1024 points were collected. No oscillations are
observed for the case when there is no slip-jump, i.e.
J=0. Periods of oscillation (Tp) are 250 s, 111 s and 72
s for values of J = 1, 3 and 6, respectively. From this
simulation study, it is clear that both amplitude and
frequency of limit cycles increase with the increase of
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J . Therefore, the estimation of J is as important as the
estimation of S.

4. METHODOLOGY FOR SIMULTANEOUS
ESTIMATION OF S AND J

Figure 7 shows the detailed flow chart of the
procedure for estimating ′S′ and ′J ′. This is an
iterative optimization procedure to identify both the
stiction model parameters and the process model
simultaneously. The controller output data (op) is
supplied to the two parameter stiction model to
obtain the actual valve output or valve-postion data,
(vo), for a fixed value of S and J . Then, the
predicted valve output, vo, and the process output
data, (pv), are used to identify the process model using
Akaike’s Information Criteria (AIC). The procedure
is repeated for various values of S and J obtained
from a two dimensional grid search. The value of S
and J that gives minimum mean square error for the
controlled process variable (pv) is reported as stiction.
The details of the algorithm are as follows:

• Import process ouput, pv and the controller
output, op.

• Check for non-linearity in the system. In this
work the bicoherence based method proposed by
(Choudhury et al., 2002) is used for non-linearity
detection.

• Choose a value for (Si,Ji) from a two dimen-
sional grid of S and J .

• Use the controller output, op, data and the two-
parameter stiction model with chosen (Si, Ji) to
compute the valve output, vo. This is the non-
linear part of the Hammerstein model.

• Identify the process model (linear part of the
Hammerstein model) using the valve output, vo,
and the process output, pv.

• Then the process output is predicted (pv’) using
the identified process model and the computed
valve output, vo.

• Compute the Mean Squared Error between the
predicted and the actual process output

MSE(Si, Ji) =
N∑

i=1

(pvi − pvi
’)2 (3)

• MSE is computed for all the points in the grid of
S and J . The value (Sm, Jm), for which MSE
is minimum, is reported as stiction.

Fig. 7. Logic flow diagram of the proposed method

The following important points should be considered
in the implementation of the method:

• The prediction, using the identified or known
model and the valve output, is done using a one-
step-ahead predictor. The purpose of using one-
step-ahead predictor is that this makes the overall
procedure less dependent on the process model,
estimation of which is of less interest for this
case.

• There is a possibility that for a particular value
of (S, J) the computed valve output may be
saturated. In this case the identification of the
linear part of the Hammerstein model would
be difficult because the input signal would not
be persistently exciting. This may result in
erroneous results. Therefore, before using the
valve output (vo) for the identification of the
process model, the signal should be should be
examined for possible saturation.

5. RESULTS FROM SIMULATION STUDIES

All simulations were performed using the same
system described in Section 3.1. The controller gain,
Kc = 0.15 and τI = 1 are fixed.

Two scenarios are considered here. First, when the
process model is known i.e. the linear component of
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the Hammerstein model is known. Second, when the
linear part of the Hammerstein model is unknown and
estimated along with the nonlinear part.

Table 1 shows the estimation results using the
proposed method. It is assumed that the process model
is known. The estimated values are close to the actual
values.

Table 1. Comparison of actual and esti-
mated S and J (known model case)

S J
Actual Estimated Actual Estimated

1 1 0 0
1 1 1 1
4 4 2 2
6 6 4 3.5
8 8 8 8
8 8 10 10

10 8 2 0

Table 2 shows the estimation results when an external
disturbance is added to the system with sticky valve.
A sinusoidal input with a frequency of 1 rad/sec and
amplitude of 1 is used as external disturbance. The
process model is assumed to be known. The estimation
is exact in most cases. This indicates that the proposed
method is able to quantify stiction even in presence of
external oscillations.

Table 2. Comparison of actual and esti-
mated S and J in the presence of external

oscillations (known model)

S J
Actual Estimated Actual Estimated

1 1 1 1
4 4 2 2
6 6 4 4.5

10 10 5 5
12 12 4 4
12 13 0 1

In Table 3 estimation results are shown when the
data is corrupted by noise (random noise with zero
mean). Signal to noise ratio (SNR) is computed as
the ratio of the variance of the noise free signal to
variance of the noise. For this the value of S and J are
fixed to 6 and 4 respectively and the data is simulated
with different noise levels in the system. The results
show that the method is relatively insensitive to the
presence of noise, and therefore it should work well
when applied to real process data.

Table 3. Prediction in presence of noise (S
= 6 and J = 4) (known model)

SNR Estimated (S) Estimated (J)
100 6 3.5
50 6 4
25 6 4

12.5 6 4
10 6 3.5

Table 4 shows the results for the case when it is
assumed that the process model is not known. The
algorithm was not supplied with the process model.
For all cases, S has been estimated correctly except

when S <J (S = 4, J = 8). But such cases, where
J > S, are rarely encountered in real life. Slip-jump
is also estimated correctly for most cases.

Table 4. Comparison of actual and esti-
mated S and J, unknown model case

S J
Actual Estimated Actual Estimated

1 1 0 0.5
4 4 2 2
6 6 4 4
10 10 10 7.5
10 10 8 8
10 10 2 2
4 2 8 8

6. RESULTS FROM PILOT PLANT
EXPERIMENTS

For the verification of the proposed method, data
was generated using a laboratory scale setup of
a tank system in the Computer Process Control
Laboratory in the Department of Chemical and
Materials Engineering at the University of Alberta.
Data is generated for two control loops: flow and
level(cascade) control.

6.1 Flow Control Loop:

The schematic of the process is shown in Figure 8.
First of all, the control valve was checked for possible
presence of stiction using the so called bump test or
the valve travel test and it was found to be stiction free.
Then the two-parameter stiction model was used to
introduce valve stiction within the software as shown
in Figure 8. The signal from the flow controller (FC)
is supplied to the stiction model (with already known
S and J). The output of the stiction model is then
provided to the flow control valve (FV ).

Figure 9 show the process output (pv) and the con-
troller output (op) for the system for (S, J) = (2, 1).
Clearly, stiction introduces limit cycle behaviour in the
loop. The results of stiction estimation are provided in
Table 5. Two cases are considered for this loop. For
both cases, estimated S and J are in good agreement
with the actual S and J .

6.2 Level Control Loop:

The schematic of the control loop is shown in figure
10. This is a cascaded loop. The level controller
(LC) signal acts like a set point for the flow
controller (FC).Process output (pv, the level) and
the controller output (op) for (S, J) = (1, 1) are
shown in Figure 11.Results of stiction estimation
are summarized in Table 5. The method successfully
quantifies S and J .
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Fig. 8. Schematic for the Flow loop
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Fig. 9. Process output (flow rate, PV) and controller
output (OP) for the flow control loop

Fig. 10. Schematic of the cascaded level loop control
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7. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the effect of controller dynamics on
the apparent stiction and the impact of J on the
frequency and amplitude of limit cycles due to stiction
have been demonstrated using simulation examples.
A method is proposed to simultaneously estimate
both S (stickband+deadband) and J (slip-jump). The
stiction model parameters and the process model are
jointly identified using an optimization approach. The

Table 5. Estimated S and J from experi-
mental data

S J
Data Actual Estimated Actual Estimated
Flow Loop 1 1 1 1

2 2 1 1.5
Level Loop 1 1 1 1

2 1.5 1 0.5

proposed method has been tested successfully on
simulated and experimental data. The method needs
only routine operating data from a control loop. The
stiction model used in this method in its slightly
modified form can also handle asymmetric stiction.
Therefore it is possible to extend the method to
estimate parameters of asymmetric stiction model.

The proposed method can also be extended to cases
when the plant model is non-linear in itself. In such
cases, to correctly estimate S and J , knowledge of the
presence and structure of the non-linearity is required.
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